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PREFACE.

Appletoks’ Dictionary oe Engineering, published in 1851, was the

first work in which were gathered, in cyclopedic form, descriptions of the

products of American mechanical industry. It served the best purpose of such

a publication, in that it crystallized existing knowledge into concrete shape,

digested it, and so rendered it easily available to the busy mechanic and engi-

neer. Thirty years afterward—so great had been the advances due to American

invention in every department of the mechanic arts—it was found that, to bring

the work abreast of the time, its complete reconstruction was necessary. As a

result, appeared Appletons’ Cyclopaedia of Applied Mechanics, in which of the

older publication nothing remained save the small proportion which was valu-

able in point of historical interest, or which dealt with subjects still instruet-

tive when brought into contrast with later achievements.

Ko work of a technical character so signally and so quickly demonstrated

its own usefulness. It became at once the recognized standard of American

mechanical practice. It found its way into the workshops and the manufac-

tories and the technical schools all over the land. It has borne a prominent

part in the education of the American mechanic as he is to-day
;
and, more

than any other literary production, it has helped him toward the pre-eminence

which he has attained.

But modern progress in all the great fields of invention and discovery

is moving with a constantly accelerating speed. In the bending of that great

force of Nature which we call ‘‘electricity” to human needs, advances are

becoming almost a matter of hours. A decade of such onward motion calls for

a new record—-a new crystallization of the results—and a new effort to briim' * o
them in the same tried and assimilable form to those who constitute “ the

hands of the nation.” Hence the present volume.

It is not a revision. It is a new book, dealing solely with the principal and
most useful advances of the past ten years

;
and it is therefore issued under a

new name which exactly describes its contents—Modern Mechanism. It does
not supersede the Oyclopasdia of Mechanics, but adds to it.

A word, in conclusion, as to how the book has been made. Countless letters

and circulars asking information on mechanical topics have been sent to manu-
facturers and engineers throughout the country. A large collection, not merely

(iU)
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of trade literature but of valuable practical suggestions, has thus been gathered
;

and this has been supplemented by the best papers which have appeared in

American and foreign technical periodicals and in the transactions of engi-

neering societies. The great mass of accumulated material, carefully digested,

has been intrusted to eminent experts on each subject, and by them has been

winnowed and selected in the light of their special knowledge and judgment.

The result is now submitted to the higher adjudication of the master-mechan-

ics of the United States.
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MODERN MECHANISM.

AERIAL NAVIGATION. Within the last decade a balloon has been driven against a
moderate wind, and a man is said to have flown a hundred yards near Paris. A number oi
skiUed observers are investigating the elements of air resistances and reactions, and the law
which governs flight. The problems of aerial navigation are passing into the hands of the
engineers.

I. Balloons.—As regards balloons, it has been proved that an elongated gas-bag can be
propelled through, the air with a screw, and steered with a rudder

;
that it can be made stiif

enough by internal gas pressure to resist the speeds hitherto attained, and that the velocity is
limited by the power and weight of the motor, which the buoyancy of the balloon enables it
to carry up. Thus far, as the outcome of various experiments, dating back, to 1852—first by
Gritfard, the inventor of the injector,

next (1872) by Dupuy de Ldrne, the
Prencli chiet naval constructor, and.
then (1888) by Tissandier, the distin-
guished author and aeronaut—in which
constantly increasing velocities have
been reached—a maximum speed of 14
miles an hour has been attained. This
was acGom})lished by Commandant
Ronard, of tlie aeronautical establish-
ment of the French War Department,
who in 18B4-’85 made seven trial trips,

on five of which he was enabled to re-

turn to his point of departure.
The Tissaridier Electrical Balloon

is represented in Fig. 1, and is 92 ft.

long and 80 ft. in diameter (3-04 to 1),

inflated with 87*489 cub. ft. of hydrogen, and has a lifting power of 2,728 lbs. The netting
in this case was formed of flat ribbons sewed to longitudinal gores, wliich arrangement was
found materially to diminish the air resistance due to the ordinary twine netting. The apr)a-
mtus was driven by a Siemens dynamo weighing 99 lbs., actuated by a primary battery (bi-
chromate of potash) weighing 517 lbs., and capable of developing 14 horse-power for 24 hours.
The screw was 9*18 ft. in diameter, with two arms, and was rotated at 180 revolutions per
minute. The apparatus, at a height of 1,600 ft., was just able, while exerting the full power
of its motor, to seem a breeze blowing at the rate of 6*7 miles per hour. On a siibseqiumt
trial it is claimed by M. Tissandier to have made a speed of 9 miles per hour. On neither
trial could the balloon return to its starting-point. The results were so far inferior to those
obtained at about the same time by the French War Department that further experiments
with this balloon were not prosecuted.

The French War BalUmi.—The aeronautical establishment of the French War Depart-
ment at Calais was reorganized in 1879. In 1884 the officers in charge, Messrs. Renard a,ml

Fig. 2. —The Frencli war balloon La France.

balloon 165 ft. long by 27^;
ft. in diameter, in whicili f,]i (3

largest section was no longcii*

placed midway of the spin-
dle, as in all previous At-
tempts, but toward its front
end, as obtains in the casc^

of birds and fishes. More-
over, they placed the screw
in front instead of behind,
as previously practiced

; Imt
the great improvement con-

sisted in largely increasing the energy of the motor in proportion^'^to ^t^ wdgbt^
this, they obtained stability and stiffness by the use of an internal air-bag and a bettor mode
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of suspension, and they inclosed the whole apparatus in a shed, so that it might be kept per-

manently inflated and await calm days for experiment. This air-ship, which was named La
France, held 65,836 cub. ft. of hydrogen, and its lifting power was 4,402 lbs. The car was
very long (105 ft.), in order to equalize the weight over the balloon and yet admit of both
being placed close together, in order to bring the propelling arrangements as near the center

line of gravity as possible. The screw was placed on the car
;

it had two arms, and was 23 ft.

in diameter. The power of the motor was ascertained by experiment in the shop to amount
to 9 horse-power, and speeds of 17 to 20 miles per hour were expected with 46 revolutions of

the screw. Fig. 2 represents this air-ship. Experiments made with La France gave a speed
of 14 miles per hour with an electric motor of 9 horse-power, weighing, with its primary
battery, 1,174 lbs,, this being the utmost that the air-ship could lift, in addition to its own
weight and that of the aeronauts and their supplies. Further calculations show that by
simply doubling the dimensions of the balloon its lifting power will be so much increased

that a motoi weighing at the same rate—130 lbs. per horse-power—will produce a speed of 25
miles per hour. This, however, depends upon the practicability of a i)alloon 330 ft. long

—

which remains to be proved. Commandant Renard, after stating that “ the conquest of tiie

ail will be practically accomplished when a speed of 28 miles per hour is obtained,” expresses

the opinion that we are on the eve of freely navigating the air, and that probably France will

|)Ossess the first aerial fleet. It is stated that the Grerman, Russian, and Portuguese Govern-
ments have recently organized aeronautical establishments, and are experimenting in secret.

Should some notable success follow, it will not be the first time that a great invention has
been advanced by the necessities of war. Leaving speculation, however, the accompanying
table gives the principal data as to the four air-ships which have been described, and the
horse-power necessary to drive them at 25 miles per hour. The last line shows how light a
motor must be to produce 25 miles per hour without increasing the weight.

Schedule of Navigable Balloons,

DATA. Giffard, 1852.
Dupuy de Lftme,

1872.

Tissnndler,

IbSa.

Renard and Kreba,

1884-’86.

Length, out to out ft. 144 -.3 118-47 91-84 1(55-21

Diaraetei*, largest section 31) -3 48 -(57 30-17 27-55
Length to diameter proportion 3-67 to 1 2-43 3-04 (5

Cubic contents ft. 88,300 120,088 37,439 (55,830
Ascending power lbs. r3,l)78 8,358 2,728 4,402

Weight—Balloon and valves lbs. 704 1,255-5 374 812
“ Netting and bands 330 30(5 154 2:1)
“ Spars and adjuncts ... “

(500 1,31(5-5 75 170
Hudder and screw '•'*

.... 1(55 193
Anchor and guide-rope,

.

. . .

.

170 308 ’ii()
“ Car complete “ 1)24 1.287 220 1)1)5

Motor in working order.

.

4(52 2,000 (510 1,174
Ath’onauts K.

154 310 330 308
Ballast and supplies 5(57 C 1,320 849

“ Total apparatus lbs. 3,077 -(5 8,358 2,728 4,402

Horse-power of motor 3 0-8 1-5 9
Weight of motor per horse-powei*. 154 2,500 410 130
Speed obtained
Horse-power required 25 miles per

.miles per hour (5-71 (>•20 (5-71 * 14
hour 1,55 1 52{?) 77 51

Motor lbs. per horse-imwer 3 38(?) 8 23

Possible Improvements in Balloons.—The greatest speed thus far attained has been 14
miles per hour, which is insuflicient to cope with most of prevailing winds, particular^ at
sailing heights above the ground, and the following difficulties have been encountered and to
a certain extent overcome

:

1. Excessive loss of gas in early experiments. This has been remedied by closer tissue of
envelope and better varnishes, as well as by regulating valves, so that the loss of gas has
been reduced so as to average less than 2 per cent per day.

2. Resistance of air to forward motion. This has been largely diminished by pointed
ends, but much remains to be done in ascertaining the best proportions.

3. Need of a propeller to act on the air. This has been measurably solved by the aerial
screw, which is said to exert from 50 to 70 per cent, of the power applied, but is yet less
efficient than the marine screw, which works up to 84 per cent.

4. Need of steering gear. This has been fairly worked out by various arrangements of
rudders and keel cloths, which have given command of the apparatus when in motion.

_5. Need of a light motor. This is the great difficulty. Steam has been tried with a
weight of 154 lbs. per horse-power, including fuel and water, and electric engines with a
weight of 130 lbs. per horse-power. Neither are sufficiently light to give the necessary speed,
except for very large apparatus.

6. Need of endwise stiffness. This has been remedied by compressing the gas inside the
balloon, either through the use of a loaded safety-valve or through the use of an internal air-
bag. As speed increases more will needs be done in this direction, and this will require
stronger and heavier envelopes for the gas-bag.
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7. Need to prevent deviations in course. This has been overeomo by pjaeirig the screw in

front, wliere it is more eilective tha,n behind.
8. Need of longitudinal stability. This- has only been partly solved l)y various methods of

suspension. Tiicre is still a tendency to pitch when ineetiiig gusts of air, and this will in-

crease wlieii greater speeds are attained. It will need to be W(‘rk(*d out by experiment.
9. Need of altitudinal stal)ility. This is the tend(3ncy of the balloon to rise or fall with

the heating or cooling of the gas. It ha,s been met in only a crude wa,y by ali.crna,tely dis-

charging either gas, to prevent the balloon from bursting, or l)allast, to prevent it from com-
ing down. Tins rapidly exhaiusts both gas and ballast, and limits the time of tlio trip. It

has been repeatedly proposed to substitute for this method a veidical screw, to raise and de-
press the balloon, which should then be at starting slightly heavier than the aii* wliich it

displaces. The great desideratum is to gain increased speed, and tlicro are at ieiisl; four ways
by wdiieh this may be accomplished : 1. Ry giving the balloon a better form of Imll, so as to

diminish the resistance. La France was rather blunt in front, and there is reason to believe
that by simply moving the largest section farther back, increased speed will result. 2. By
designing a more efficient aerial screw. Commandant Reiiard lias been experimenting in tlii’s

direction, and sa^js there is a shape much better than others, and that tl)is form can not be
departed from without getting very bad screws

;
falling, as he expresses it, into a veritable

precipice on either side. ?1. By devising a lighter motor, in proport ion to its energy. Tliis is

the great field in which work remains to be clone. 4. By simply building larger air-ships, for,

inasmuch as their contents, and consequent lifting power, will increase as the cube of their

dimensions, while their weight will, approximately, only increase as the square, tlie surplus
lifting power will evidently increase with the sixe, and greater motive power in proportion
can be used.

Let us suppose, for the sa,ke of this argument, that no improvement whatever has been
achieved in eitlier of the first three w’ays which have been ment ioned, and inquire simply
what would be tlie effect of doubling the dimensions of La France. Tiie comparison will be
approximately as follows

:

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS. La France. Double size.

LeiijS^th, out to out ft. 3(55 880
Dianieter, lar^2;est section
Contents of gas
Ijifting power
Weifflit of annaratris .

cub. ft.

lbs.

37*5

(55,886

4,403
3,451

55
62(5,(588

85,31(5

0.804
“ cargo and aeronauts “ 770 i,r>(X)

“ ina&imery “
1,374 38,913

From the data obtained by his experiments, M. Renard has deduced the following
formuhe: (1) R == Od)16851)2 V=i,

‘(2) W== and (8) T = (K)826T)2V«
; in which R

is the air resistance to motion in kilogrammes
;
V, speed in metres i)er second; I), diameter of

the balloon; W, work done in kilograrnmetres; and T, work done on the shaft of the screw.

From this he calculates that a balloon 82*8 ft. in diameter would require 48^ liorse-powor to

drive it at 22 miles per hour.

As the motor (dynamo and battery) of I^a France weighed 180 lbs. per horse-power, we
28912

have for that of double the size ^ -
180

= 182 horse-power motor, and ealeulating the speed

by tlie formula of Commandant Renard, and inserting the new diameter, lO'B metros, wo

have: T = 0*0826 x 16*82 x V*’ in kilograrnmetres.
But as wc have 182 horse-power, and there are 75 kilogrammeircs in the horse-power, we

3 /l 86'5()

have further: 182 x 75 = 0*0326 x KrS® x Y®, whence V = y = 11.2 metres. So that

we see that the speed of the new air-ship will be 11*20 metres, or 86*7 ft. per second—say, 25
miles per hour. The same result is arrived at by considering that llui ikuv balloon will

require four times tlie motive power of La France to go at the same speed, a-iid thaii the

power required increases as the cube of the speed. So that we sec that iv spiaal of 25 miles

per hour is even now in sight, without any oilier improvement tlian doubling tln^ size of the

balloon. It is evident, however, that somewhere a limit will bo reached Ix'yond which un-
manageable sizes will be met with. The weight, the size, the resistance will iiifM*(‘a,se, as well

as the speed, and somewhere there will be impi*acticability. We have seen that to go 25 miles
per hour, and thus brave the wind about three quarters of the time, w'e imnl au elongated
balloon similar in shape to La France, 880 ft. long and 55 ft. in diameter. It is probalile

that, by improvement in the first three ways which have, been mentioned, it may attain a
speed of 80 or 85 miles per hour; but whon'it is attempted to obtain 40 miles per hour out.

of it, it will grow to lengths of, say, 1,000 ft., or as long as four ordinary city blacks, and
diameters of 150 ft., or the height ox an ordinary church steeple.

These seem unmanageable and impracticable sizes for ordina,Ty uses. 'They are greater
than those of ocean steamers, because the speed required is great,cr to overcome the aerial

currents; and the care and maintenance of these great air-ships will be a difficult matter. It

seems likely, therefore, that in the near future elongated balloons will bo built which will be
driven at 25 or 80 or a few more miles per hour, which will be able to sail about on all but
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stormy days
;
but the cargoes carried in proportion to the size will be small, and to obtain

speeds similar to those of express trains some other form of apparatus will have to be sought
for.

War Balloons in the The ingenious appliances which were used by Italy during
the recent Abyssinian War are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Abyssinia is not a country in

which the gas necessa-
ry for the inflation of
balloons can be easily

procured. It was nec-
essary to pro\ide an
apparatus for the pro-
duction of

. the gas,
and to find a fit means
of transporting it

across the desert. Fig.
3 represents a balloon
ascent in the field.

The inflation has just
been effected, and the
balloon, held by a rope
attached to a windlass,
is swaying in the air.

In countries provided
with gas-works, the in-

flating is usually ef-

fected by means of il-

luminating gas, and
it is only nocessary to

connect tlie balloon
witli one of tlie city

mains. In the case
under consideration,

the gas, produced by
a process hereafter ex-

plained, was contained
in forty tubes, united
in two groups of twen-
ty. with a barrel that
supplied the conduit,
which ends at the
place where the bal-

loon is located in the
center of a circle of
ballast-bags. Around
the drum of the wind-
lass winds the cable,

t he extremity of which
is affixed to a trapeze
that surrounds the
car. Within the cable,

which is of several

strands, there are two
telephone wires, which

.
exactly in the

center, but a little to one side, in order that, in case of a breakage, the point where the acci-
dent occiuTed may be known at once. this means the balloon is constantly in commu-
nication with those who remain below, who can instantaneously pay out or draw in the cable
at will. It takes ten men to do the manoeuvring, the traction to be exerted not exceeding 650
lbs. in a pretty swift wind, and but 325 lbs. in a dead calm. These balloons are wholly of
silk, and are so pliable that each fits into its car, which has a capacity of but 35 cub. ft. The
whole is contained in a compartment in the hind carriage of the vehicle (Fig. 4), the front
part of which is occupied by the windlass. The carriage is very low, and is built to withstand'
shocks and jolting. It requires but two horses to draw it, since the whole weighs but about
1,425 lbs. The hydrogen is prepared in a special apparatus, represented in Fig. 5. This ap-
paratus, which is quite cumbersome, can not be carried everywhere, and so, in certain eases,
the gas must be carried all prepared. In order to reduce its volume, the idea has occurred to
compress it under very great pressure into very strong steel cylinders. Each of these latter
weighs 65 Ibs.^ and is 8 ft. in length, 5 in, in diameter, md. i in. in thickness. The gas is
preserved therein, without any loss, at a pressure of 135 atmospheres. It takes from 70'to 75
of these cylinders to inflate a balloon of 10,500 cub. ft. They are borne upon another car-
riage, and, as their total weight is between 4,400 and 5,000 lbs‘, they can be easily hauled by
three horses. In' Abyssinia, when the land did not allow of the passage of a vehicle, these
cylinders were carried upon the backs of camels. In the operation of inflating, but one cyl-

Fia. 3.—Balloon operations in Abyssinia.
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Fig. 4.—Balloon carriage.

gastZ appSus r:pelSin''Fg‘*5 J"
tl>e manufacture of the Imlrogon

two larg-e generators. The gas formed
* ’ imirieised in dilute acid are placed in

by the deeoinposition of the iron cscjipes
— —

through a pipe fitted to each generator,
and passes into a hirge vessel filled with
water, and called a purifier, where it is
freed from all its impurities. It then
ascends in a conduit, whenee it makes
Its exit ready for use, and to bo stored
in the steel cylinders. This gas-gener-
ator, which is very simple, can be easily
transported to the vicinity of tlie field
ot operations of an army.

I I. Flying - Machines.—-These are
usually constructed upon one or the
other of the following principles : 1.

of the flapping action ^
——

pt the wings of birds. 2. The sustain-
^ f>.~Cliargiiig apparatus for war balloons.

A great many exporimmits haro bumi
tried and a great deal of ingenuity
Jias been expended in eaeli of these
three direotions, but thus far not a
inaeiimo has lieen aide to leave tiie
ground with its prime motor, and
wliat measure of suoeoss lias been at-
tained can only be exhibited throngli
toys, which give an idea of l,he ririn-
ciples involved.

Hehaneonrffi Jlfpch arn'eal JHrd
ropresenled in bb’g. 6, is about 12 in.’

I'ip I’O tij) of wings, and weighs
grs., one tliird of which consists

in the twisted rublxir strings furnish-
ing the mol, i VO |)ower. TJie necessary
ilc^xion of tlio wings, i;o oi)tain a pro-
pelluig as wc'll ns a sustaining reac-
tion, is produced by triple eccentrics,
eaeli actuating a lever fastened to a,

dnierent point in the wings. Upon
paratus flies slightly upward, and to a distance of 30 to GfeXm 8^0 secoS^\si,nS

Fig. 6.-~Pichancourt’s mechanical bird.
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It., ii:

lu»\vcvt*r
but larger birds, of the same make, are said to have flown up to boig|‘t '

tanee of 70 ft. against a slightly adverse wind. The relative power iio^oi hm

beyond the capacity of any known prime motor. .. .
,

Dandriaiuc^s Artificial Butterfly (Fig. 7) is an example of an fiorint screw iis(‘d t<

and to propel simultaneously by its horizontal revolutions. Ji lois t»et*n pr«)v<‘d, Imwt*
i wwiiuriul ti» sustiiiM ;tM lU

Fig. 7.—Dandrieuix’s butterfly,

action. His first screw

Fio. H. Mechanic

.J ... It hits lHH*n pr«)v<al^ hewi

about 1 horse-power of energy is retpur<‘d U» sust iiin ;iil IK

air. Fig. 8 represents a similar cunt riviuu'c^ pru|H‘lliMl

screws. The motive power in boili devices is t‘urui^h<

twisted rubber cord.

Margrave's Flying-IIachincs,— Id r. 1 ^au rciun * 1 1 ai’g

Sydney, Hew South Wales, has been cxiHM’nociit tiiy* t\>i* mu
with models of flyiiig-maehine.s, an<l bus succi‘ciUhI in

longer flights than any hitherto ol)tained.
Up to December 3, 181)0, he had con-
structed nine aeroplanes, oj)erafed by
bands of India-rubber and propelled by
wings

; one operated by rubbta* baudn
and a screw; two operated by com-
pressed air, with wings ; and two oper-
ated by means of a cro.s.s-bow, with
wings. From Mr. Hargrave’s exjicri-

ments he concludes that the wing und
the screw are about equally cflicient in

-propelled aeroplane weighed % lbs. and was <lriven by t he coi
power of 48 elastic bands, geared in tension, a horizontal distaiuH’^ of 120 ft.,* l>y flu* e

ture of 196 foot-pounds. Another machine in which flapping wings were .siinilarly
weighed 33^ oz. and flew a distance of 270 ft. with 470 r()()tri>ounds of <‘n<‘rg:y. In*

constructed the compressed-air flying-rnaehine, shown in Fig. 1). Thm body o*f Ihc r

consists of a tube 2 in. in diameter and 48i in. long, weighing IDA imd \vii Ii cafi
144’6 cub. in. It holds the compressed air at a working pressure of 23D ll>.s. to th

The oiigint* t

is Ijl in. diaim'
li in. stroke, 1

widglit of til

prf‘SHtuJ-iiir ervt

mg OA oz.

of f he nr*ro[duj:

nrcH 2sl2Hsr|,
that of the v
210 s(j. in., til

big a total j

2,3-14 s(|. in. foi

weight of 2’

Th(^ wings an
of f)np(‘r, and
feat Inu’ing
sav<‘ tluii (lu<’

(^la.sl.ieity of th
rifd of which 1

composed, hi

eahn t lu*. macli
368 ft. h«»riz

with nn ex pc
of 87t) fooi“|)o

emu’gy. ''rin*

Trouvffs Mechanical Bird devised by M. Gustavo Trouvd, Ific 10 is c-laimcdinveutoi- to be_ the first machine which has risen into the aii- ,
"

is own i u h ,llie hird consists of two wings, A and B, connected by a “ l!mi • „n ’’ bo 1steam-gauges, the peculiarity of which is that when t • ssun- in na s' sthe tube Its ontCT ends move apart, and return toward each otii 'r ,on

fi

increases the efficiency of this action by pvnl,i, "o
‘

tr ithe first, and he produces therein a series of alternate conlpkssi rs , 11 (70X 1 ii nsim^plodmg twelve cartridges contained in the revolver-barrel D txrim n
^ (-xpnnsion.s

I'id^oft"
”

Iaid of the silk sustauung-plane, indicated at C, both support aiul n,7 T^- b ii,The manner of starting it is repre.sented in Fijr 11 The birrl io 1,7.1 ^
i r I

a thread Ytached to the hammer of the revolver, thus keeping it nir froi^tho '7 1thread holds the bird near the upright post, while a common ( , , , V 77^ bhflame, ^. complete the preparations. Upon the thread being bi '71 .d ri 1^^^forward from position i to position when, the other threail bcd.u Hn•It(b^y Uu

Fig. 9.—Hargrave’s flying-machine.
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Fui, 10. -Tinhivi^'m »iR*otmiOr{fcl biril.

hammer falls on the cap, an ex-

})losion ensues, the tube ex-

|>arids, and tlie wings strike

downward, while the bird lli(‘s

up, as shown in position

Then the gases escape from the

tube, the latter resinnes its orig-

inal sliape, thus raising the
wings and also moving a pa,wl,

which advances tlie revol ver-

ba,rrel, so that a new explosion
occurs, and so on. The bird
has flown 80 yards.

Goupil's Aeroplane,, repre-

sented in Pig, 12. wais con-
structed in 1883. It measures
about 20 ft. across, 26 ft. from
back to rear end, 290 sq. ft. in

supporting area, and weighs 110
lbs. Placed in a wind varying fftim 16 to 20 ft. per second, at an angle of im-idrurr of in ,

it lifted up two men in addition to its own weiglit, making a total of 4 10 lbs. Wdten the itid

velocity increased to over 20 it. per second, the apparatus beonirie uiimmuigoftblr.
Ader^H JfttrhtHr

a hug4‘ bat, ’rim drlaib^ id lh» ap
j>araiuH are kej»1 seercl. 1'be iMidor,

fmwever, aetmilcf^ a wg'rw of wyf-
(rloth, vvhieli is |l|aer<l at I he Jit’inl of

the apparal UH in or<fer lo imll iirsti’inl

of 1<i pn.sli it. Hie iniieldiie rr's1»i liiioii

sh'd runners, ori whir'li it is efuis4*»l In

ttlidt* for Home 20 or llll yiiril» in i»r»li"r

to be start lab l\l. i\InyiJlard* »-»f t "“iiirn,

has <leyiHetl an appnrntUH wideh eon*
Hints simply in a, Hglit iiltrnpiiiiie

si,rapped to t.Iu’ boily and rivaling on
tln‘ shouldiu’s, bub unforl utuifidy,
only sllglitly adjustable i<i eLaifnrin
to iJn* various eomlitiotiH of lliglil,

The wind was almost, at/, iind iti order
to t.est, th(' earryiiig capaeify of liis

a6ro|>lane he took a running Juin|i
aiu'oss a lOTt,. diteh, wliein a lighl
brtM‘ze springing up, he wim aehmlli'

^ ... , ,
pi<‘ked np ntal sailed ngniso^llhe w Hu'l

for 138 ft., Ins legs cianglmg down within a fo<d. of the grouml, witlmnt brung abb* tn ahght.
Experimental liesearches on Mechanical Prof. S. P. Langlev tin Muado a senes

of investigations which show that, with motor.s hin'ing the .same wiughf.s in*ihf»sr mtiniH^ ton
strueted, we possess at pres-
ent the necessary force for
sustaining, with very rapid
motion, hea,vy bodies in the
a,ir ; for example, inclined
planes more tlia,n a thousand
times denser than t.lie me-
dium in which they move.
Further, from the point of
view of these ex[;)eriments
and also of the theory un-
derlying them, it aptpears to
be demonstrated that if, in
an aerial movement we, ha,ve
a plane of determined di-
mensions and weight, inclined
at such angles and moving
with such velucities that it is

always exactly sustaiucd in
horizontal fiigdit, tlie more
the velocity is augmented, the
greater is the force nec-essa-ry
to diminish the sustaining
power. It follows that there

Fig. 11.—Starting Trouvfi's bird.

Pun IM, nnu|>ir« aiToiilttiMv

wl'lh
of forco for oaoh i.r wl-H-itv. i., „ vtliiiit liiuHwhich the experiments have not yet dcterinint‘d,

' ^ ^
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Prof. Langley says, in his memoir to the French Academy of Sciences, July 13,1891:
“ The experiments which I have made during the last four years have been executed with an
apparatus having revolving arms about 20 metres in diameter, put in movement by a 10
horse-power steam-engine. They are chiefly as follows: 1. To compare the movements of
planes or systems of planes, the weights, surface, form, and variable arrangements, the whole
being always in a horizontal position, but disposed in such a manner that it could fall freely.

2. To determine the work necessary to move such planes or systems of planes, when they are
inclined, and possess velocities sufficient for them to be sustained by the reaction of the air in
all the conditions of free horizontal flight. 3. To examine the motions of aerostats provided
with their own motors, and various other analogous questions that I shall not mention here.

As a specific example of the first category of experiments which have been carried out, let us
take a horizontal plane, loaded (by its own weight) with 464 grammes, having a length ()*914

metre, a width 0*102 metre, a thickness 2 mm., and a density about 1,900 times greater than
that of the surrounding air, acted on in the direction of its length by a horizontal force, but
able to fall freely. The first line below gives the horizontal velocities in metres per second

;

the second, the time that the body took to fall in air from a constant heiglit of 1*22 metres,
the time of fall in a vacuum being 0*50 second

:

“ Horizontal velocities 0 m., 5 m., 10 m., 15 m., 20 m.
Time taken to fall from a constant height

of 1*22 metres .0*53 s., 0*61 s., 0*75 s., 1*05 s., 2*00 s.

“ When the experiment is made under the best conditions, it is striking, because, the plane
having no inclination, tliere is no vertical component of apparent pressure to prolong tlic

time of fall
;
and yet, although the specific gravity is in this more than 1,900 times that of

the air, and altliough the body is quite free to fall, it descends very slowly, as if its weiglit
were diminished a great number of times. What is more, the increase in the time of fall is

even greater than the acceleration of tlio lateral movement. The same plane, under tlie same
conditions, except that it was moved in the direction of its length, gave analogous but much
more marked results; and some observations of the same kirui have been made in numerous
experiments with otlier planes, and under more varied conditions. From that which pre-
cedes, the general conclusion may be deduced that the time of fall of a given body in jiir,

whatever may be its weight, may be indefinitely prolonged by lateral motion, and this result
indicates the account, that ought to be taken of the inertia of air in aerial locomotion, a prop-
erty which, if it; has not l_)een neglected in this case, has certainly not received up to the
present the attention that is due to it. By this (and also in consequence of that wliieh fol-
lows), we have established the necessity of examining more attentively the practical possibility
of an art very admissible in theory—that of causing heavy and conveniently disposed bodies
to slide or, if I may say so, to travel in air. In order to indicate by another specific example
the nature of the data obtained in the second category of my experiments, I will cite tiio

results found with the same [ilano, but carrying a weight of 500 grammes—that is 5,380
grammes per square metre, inclined at diflercnt angles, and moving in the direction oi: its
length. It is entirely free to rise under the pressure of the air, as in the first example it was
free to fall ; but when it has left its support, the velocity is regulated in such a manner that
it will always be subjected to a horizontal motion.

“ The first column of the following table gives the angle (a) with the hoi*izon
; the second

the corresponding velocity (V) of pla7iemsnt—-thi\t is, the velocity which is exactly sufliciient
to sustain the plane in horizontal movement, when the reaction of the air ca,uses it to rise
from its support

;
the third column indicates in grammes the resistances to the movement

^<^rward for the corresponding
velocities— a resistance tluit is

V R T = -— p= shown by a dynamometer. These
iuiH) T X ()() X 1000 three columns only contain the

__ _ ^ same ex|)eriment.

80 3o o 275 2-!) ito fourth column shows the
15 n'2 128 1’4 2ij-5 product of the values indi(;ate(l

m the second and third—tliat is

2 20'0 20 0*4 %-o Ivilogram-
*

^

^ 1 metres per second, whicli has

o 1 j XI .IX. overcome the resistance. Final-
ly, the fifth column, P, designates the weight in kilogrammes of a system of such planes tJiat
a 1 horse-power engine ought to cause to advance horizontally with the velocity V, and at
the angle of inclination a.

“ As to the values given in the last column, it is necessary to add that my experiments
denaonstrate that, in rapid flight, one may suppose such planes to have very small iiUcrstices,
without diminishing sensibly the power of support of any of them. It is also luaa'ssary t

o

remark that the considerable weights given here to the planes have only the obji'ct.of facilitat-
ing Hie quantitative experiments.

^

I have found that surfaces approx iimiicly plaiu' and
weighing ten^ times less, are sufficiently strong to be employed in flight, such as has been
actually obtained, so that in the last case more than 85 kilogrammes are disposable for motors
and other accessories. As a matter of fact, complete motors weighing less than five kilo-
grammes per horse-power have recently been constructed. Although I have made use of
planes for my quantitative experiments, I do not regard this form of surface as that which
gives the best results. I think, therefore, that the weights I have given in the last column
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may be considered as less than those that could be transpoided with the eoiTespondin^

velocities, if in free lliglit one is able to guide the niovcment in such a manner as to assure

horizontal loconiotionAan essential condition to the economical employment of tlie power at

our disposal Tlie execution of these conditions, as of tliose that impose the |)rn,ctieal neces-

sity of ascending and descending with safety, belongs more to the art of wldcli I liave spoken

than to my subject.

“The points tliat I have endeavored to demonstrate in the memoir in question are: 1.

That the force requisite to sustain inclined planes in horiz<mta,l aerial locomotion {limlnishes,

instead of increasing, when the velocity is augmented; and that np to very liigli velocities—

a

proposition tlie complete experimental demonstration of which will bo given in my memoir;
but I hope that its apparent improbability will be diminished by tlie examination of tlie pre-

ceding examples. 2. Tliat tlie work necessary to sustain in higli velocity the weights of an

apparatus composed of planes and a motor may be produced by motors so ligiit as tliose tluit

have actually been constructed, provided that'eare is taken to eonvoniently direct the appa-

ratus in free flight ; with other conclusions of an analogous character.”

Mr. Hiram S. Maxim publishes in The Cmitimj Magazine, October, 1801, a pnper on aerial

navigation, detailing his experiments as to the power required. Commenting on Prof.

Langley’s statement that with a flying-machine the greater the speed the Jess would lie the

power required, he says :
“ In navigating the air we may reason as follows : if we make no

allowance for skin friction and the resistance of the wires *and framework passing througli the

air—these factors being very small indeed at moderate speeds as compai’od to the resistance

offered by the aeroplane—we may assume that with a phine set at an angle of 1 in 10, and
with the whole apparatus weighing 4,000 lbs., the push of the screw would have to be 400 lbs.

Suppose now that the speed should be 30 miles an hour; the energy required from tlie engine

in useful effect on the machine would be 32 horse-power (30 miles = 2,040 feet per minute.

= 32). Adding 20 per cent for slip of screw, it would be 38'4 horse-power. Sup-

pose now that we should increase the speed of the machine to 60 miles an hour, we could

reduce the angle of the plane to 1 in 40 instead of 1 in 10, because the lifting power of a

plane has been found to increase in proportion to the square of its velocity. A plane travel-

ing through the air at the rate of 60 miles an hour, placed at an angle of 1 in 40, will lift the

same as when placed at 1 in 10, and traveling at half this speed. The push of the screw

would therefore have to bo only 100 lbs., and it would re(|uire 10 horse-power in useful effect

to drive the plane. Adding 10 per cent for the slip of the screw, instead of 20, as for the

lower speed, would iu crease the engine-power I’eqiiired to 17*6 horse-power. 'J’hese figures of

counsc make no allowance for any loss by atmospheric friction. Suppose 10 per cent to be

consumed in atmospheric resistance when tlie complete machine was moving 30 miles an
hour, it would then require 42*2 horse-power to drive it.^ Therefore, at 30 miles an liour only

3*84 horse-power would be consumed by atmospheric friction, while with a speed of 60 miles

an hour the engine-power required to overcome this resistance would iiicreaso eight-fold, or

80*7 horse-power, which, added to 17*6, would make 48*1 horse-power for 60 miles an hour.
“ It would therefore stand as follows

:

For 30 Miles per Hour.
Power required to overcome angle of plane. 32

Power required to compensate for loss in slip of screw 6*4

Power required to overcome atmosxiheric friction 3*84

Total horse-power .42*24

For 60 Miles per Ho ur,

Power required to overcome angle of plane 16

Power required to compensate for loss in sli[) of screw 4
Power required to overcome atmospheric friction 30*7

Total horse-power 50*7

“If, however, the element of friction could be completely removed, the higher the spe<’.d

the less would be the power required. My experiments go to sliow that certainly jis muc.h as

133 lbs. can be carried witli the expenditure of 1 horse-power, and under certain conditions

as much as 250 lbs. Some writers who have based their calculations altogether on uuitluv

matical formuhe are of tlie opinion that as much as 500 lbs. can be carried wit.h t horse-

power. Prom the' foregoing it would appear that if a machine with it s motor eompleli'. (uui

be made to generate 1 horse-power for every 100 lbs., a macliino might be made whie.h would
successfully navigate the air. After studying the question of motors for a good many years,

and after having tried many experiments* I have come to the coiulusiou tliat the gn‘a,t(\st

amount of force with the minimum amount of weight can be obtained from a high-])r(‘ssure

compound steam-engine using steam at a pressure of from 200 to 350 llis. to the s(puire inch,

and lately I have constructed two such engines, each weighing 300 lbs.”

The whole subject of aerial navigation has been very fully and ably discussed by Mr. 0.
Chaniite, C. B., from whose lecture, delivered before the students of Sibley College, Cornell
University, the foregoing contains many abstracts. Se also a series of articles by Mr. Chanute
in Ihe New York Jtailroad and Engineering Journal, 1891 ; also recent files of the Preuch
scientific weekly, La Nature,
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Aerostat : see Aerial Navig:ation,

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY. Machinery for agricultural purposes consists in :

1. Implements for clearing land and for ditching. 2. Implements for preparing land for the

reception of seed. 3. Implements for planting the seed. 4. Implements for the cultivation

of the growing plants. 5. Implements for harvesting crops. 6. Implements for preparing

the crops for use. 7. Implements for miscellaneous agricultural purposes.

This classification conforms to the course of the farm history of the crop.

For information relating to farm appliances associated directly with tillage and crops see

Cultivators; Cotton-Qin; Carriages and Wagons; Creamers; Ditching Macuiinks
;

Elevators; Ensilage Machines
;
Hay Carrier; Hay Loader; Hay-Rake : Horse-Power ;

Harvesting Machinery; Gtrain Harvester; Cotton Logger
;
Steam Milling-Machines;

Grain-Mowers; Plows; Potato-Digger; Presses, Hay and Cotton; Pulverisers and

Harrows; Reapers; Seeders and Drills; Sheep-Shearing Machine; Stalk Cutters;

Stump Pullers; Threshing Machine; Water Wheels.

In general, late tendencies are toward the substitution of metals for wood, and_ of rolled

and malleable irons and rolled steel in place of cast-iron parts in agricultural-machine struct-

—a growing change especially noticeable in plows, harrows, seeders, harvest-machines, and

apparatus for handling the hay crop. This movement directs the effort of iron and steel

workers to supplying the machine factories with the special forms possessing the qualities

s ecifically required. It arises partly from a sensible natural limit to available supplies of

suitable liard woods in necessary .lengths, and partly from a preference among iarmers for

metallic machines, especially in those types which are subject to locomotion while working,

as the joints can be made permanently firmer under the racking strains of movement over

rough farm-land. It has stimulated the introduction of new processes in the groat iron and

steel works for cold-rolling special forms, and for producing cast steel in forms convonieiit to

cut up into the shapes for making the tools and dies used in the agricultural-machine fac-

tories. Piping is also largely supplied for the framework of some of the harvest-machines.

Brass, aluminum-bronze, babbitt, and other composite-metal low-friction bearings are supplied

for the better grades of machines. Steel plates are rolled into rims for the light strong sup-

port-wheels. with any requisite ribs, nuptioris, or other deviations rolled in to save lactcuy

work. The steel spokes of machine wheels are rolled, tapering, with elliptic section, in jiairs

butt to butt, and then sawed in two, for single spokes. Steel plates, formerly hand-ham-

mered, are rolled to ultimate shape for use. Steel plowshares are cast in a “ cliill ’’--that is,

a piece of cold metal of proper form is so introduced in the sand mold for the casting Hiat

the part or parts of the easting which are to be hardened come in contact with it wlnm
poured and instantly set, forming a hard skin of about tV thickness on the softer ami

tough interior of the easting. Tempered wire required for the machines is, l)y a recent^ in-

vention, automatically tempered to a reliable uniformity during the process of drawing.

Wheel rims and tires are welded instantaneously by the heat of an electric current. (Jut

nails are superseded largely in machines by the hew wire imils, round and of even diameter

throughout the shank, cheaper in production, tougher in fiber, more tenacious in the wood,

and of lighter weight than cut nails of like length. By what is known as “tlie Fitchburg

process” of rolling metals, extraordinary shapes are rolled out in one operatioji, very cheaply

where considerable quantities of a given shape are needed. Spiral springs in gri^at variety

and cold-pressed nuts with the hole in are cheaply produced in high perfection. Rca|)er cut-

ter-bars, harvester frame-pieces, and plow-beams, formerly forged out by hand, a,rii rolled

from the steel, trimined with heavy boiler-iron shears, and when straightened in tln^ hydraulic,

press are ready for use. The work formerly done expensively and slowly u|)on them by t he

milling-rnacbiiie is now rapidly and cheaply accomplished by the means mentioned and with

satisfaction in residts obtained. Largely owing to these improvements, introduced during

the last decade (1881-1890), the farmer buys machines affected by them for from 25 to 50 |)er

cent lower price than ten years ago. Another noticeable tendency is also s(‘on toward complete
automatic operation, with consequent economy of expenditure of skill, time, and mom^y. iTic

farmers of English-speaking countries, where this class of invention is rife, are ailapt ing thmn-
selves with facility to the new methods of farming by machinery. Improved a,|)plia,nces hi

tlie hands of a large portion of the farming community force others to employ like facilities

in competition. Tlieir use is steadily tending to become compulsory, not only in (Uiti'rpris-

ing but in all other industrial regions of the world, under penalty of famine and kindK'd

caiamity—for the important and essential effect is not really so much “ labor-saving ” a,s

food-saving.

Air Blast: see Furnaces, Blast. Air, Compressed, Air Brill: see Coa,I-mining Ma-
chines. Air Engine: see Engines, Air. Air Gun: see Gun, Pneumatic. Air Hammer:
see Hammers. Power. Air Ship : see Aerial Navigation. Air Torpedo : see Torpedo.

AIR, COMPRESSED, UTILIZATION OF. Air-compresml Power dis-

tribution of power by means of compressed air ca,rried in pipes from a eenti’al station to

several distant points of application has been chiefly adopted in mining a,nd tunneling, for

which purposes it has manifest advantages over all other systems of transmission. It has

also been introduced to some extent as a means of supplying power to snudl consumers in

cities, as in Birniingham, England, and in Paris. The largest installaHon of iilie kind, the

one in Paris, is described in the Proceedings of the Institute of Mechmiical Jlngvneers, July,

1889, from which we extract the following: “The works of the Compagnie Piirisienne (le

I’Air Comprirne, started in 1881 by M. Victor Popp, and situated In Rue St. Fa,rgeau, Paris,

distribute through some 40 miles of mains compressed air at a pressure of 90 lbs. per sq. in.,
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which is utilized to the extent of nearly 3,000. horse-power. The special object in the first

instance was to establish and maintain a system of pneumatic clocks in the streets, and for

tins purpose mains have been laid over a considerable portion of Paris. The means em-
ployed for working the large number of clocks now in use are very simple

; they comprise
a ctmtral station, the necessary mains and service-pipes, and the clock-dials with the special

mechanism employed. At the central station a clock giving standard time actuates, at

intervals of a minvite, a valve connected with the reservoir of eonii:)ressed air; dnririg tlie

first 20 seconds of each minute the valve allows the air to pass from the reservoir into

the mains, and during the succeeding 20 seconds it permits tlio air to escape from the
mains into the atmosphere. The mains consist of circuits of pipes laid from the central

station, and connected together at frequent intervals, in order to multiply the means of

supplying any given point. The pipes are of iron or lead, varying in diameter from I'OG

to 0-39 in., and are fitted at short intervals with three-way valves, accessible from tlie

street surface, in order to divide the system into small sections witliont interfering with
the service

;
the small service-pipes leading from the main into the houses are of lead, and

vary from 0-39 to 0*16 in. diameter. The special device attached to each clock consists of

a-small air-receiver or bellows, which by its successive dilatations and contractions imparts
a regular movement to a small connecting rod carrying at one end a paid that works into

a wheel cut with 60 teeth, and fixed to the minute-hand
;

a second pan! prevents the

backward movement of the wheel. The hour-hand is driven by a train of ordinary gearing.

Some of these clocks are fitted with a bell for striking the lioiirs, the mechanism being
wound lip gradually by each stroke of the bellows. TJie controlling clock at each station

thus acts as the heart of the system, of which the station is the center, opening and
closing at regular intervals the valve whereby air impulses are transmitted thi*ongh the
pipes to the various points of service. At the* St. Fargeau works are two horizontal steam-
engines of Corliss type, made by Messrs. Fareot, of St. Ouen, each of 60 horse-power,
eitlier of which is capable of supplying the compressed air necessary for working the pneu-
matic clocks in Paris, while the other stands in i*eserve. Tlio actual power at present reejuired

for this pnr|)ose at the works is 35 horse-power, which is distributed through 40 miles of

mains to 4,000 houses in the first and second arrondissements of Paris, and works about 9,000
clocks. As soon as it was found that the power produced was in excess of tliat required for
working the clocks, the distribution of compressed air was commenced upon a mncli larger

scale for the transmission of power to various parts of Paris, and for a great variety of
purposes, ranging from the wording of sewing-machines to the driving of printing machinery,
electric-light apparatus, elevators, and other appliances. The extension of the works was
begun in 1886, and the building now containing the engines and compressors is a rectangular
structure open from end to end, 328 ft. long and 60 ft. wide

;
adjoining, but separate from the

engine-room, is the boiler-house, 66 ft. long and 36 ft. wide. The structure is entirely of iron,

the spaces between the standards being filled in with brickwork. The first engine erected

was a beam-engine of 350 horse-power, and the works, as completed in 1887, contain also a
range of six horizontal compound engines. Ilie cylinders of each compound engine are 22
and' 35 in. diameter, and 4 ft. stroke; each engine, when working at 50 revolutions per
minute, and at the effective steam pressure of 85 liis. per sq, in., is capable of developing 4()()

horse-power, making a total of no less than 2,400 horse-power. The air-compression cylinders,

one to each steam-cylinder, are 23*62 in. diameter, and are placed on the same bed-plates and
driven from the piston-rods of the engines. For cooling tlio compressed air a jet of water is

admitted at each end of the compressing cylinder, and the latter is drained by a tra,p at eacli

end. The compressed air is delivered from the compressors through siiring-loaded valves
into seven evlindrical receivers, 6|- ft. diameter and 41 ft. long, placed end to end, and con-
nected together by pipes with valves and by-passes in such a way tluit any one receiver can be
isolated for repairs,or other purposes. The connecting pipes are 12 in. diameter, a,nd are so ar-

ranged that, if it is found desirable, the compressors can deliver the jiir (lirect into the mains.
The cost of watp(u* is sufiiciently high in Pa,ris to render it desiralilc tlia,t as iniudi economy
as possible should be (dfected in its use. The condensing water from the engines is accord-
ingly collected aaid pumped up to tlie top of a large reclangiihir structure wliich is provided
with seven stages, having a total surface of about 32,000 sq. ft.

;
in flowing over this huge

surface the water is cooled on its way to the reservoir upon the top of which this cooler is

placed, whence it is brought back to the engines to be used over again ; so tliat only the water
required to maJee up the loss due to evaporation has to be supplied fi’om t.he city mains.”
A subway leading from the works gives access to the great system of undergroiin/l tunnels
by wliicli Paris is traversed, and in which, as far as possible, the mains are laid. The pi p(‘s

are of cast-iron, aliout 12 in. inside diameter, and the two lines of mains are each laid

in duplicate. As in the case of the pipes for working tdie pnenmalic clocks, the two lines

of mains are connected at short intervals by cross-pipes, 12 in. dianud(‘r, so as to divide u|)

the system into as many distinct sections as possible, and thereby to render the supply as i'reo

from the dangers of interruption as is possible. Tlie branch or servi(‘,e piiies from mains
into the premises of the consumers vary from 14- to 4 in, dia,meter. In order to prevent
interruption of the service during repairs or addition of now brarjcdies, a large numljcr of
valves are placed upon the mains, so as to isolate any particular* lengths, a,nd to turn the flow
of compressed air into special dii*ections. Although before leaving tlie works tlie water con-
tained in the air is removed in a separating reservoir, a certain quantity passes into the mains;
and unless means were taken to remove it,' considerable troulile might result, especially in tlie

smaller service pipes. Accordingly, at intervals, and especially at the lowest parts of tiie lines,
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automatic separating siphons are introduced, which appear to be practically efficient. Before

being conducted to a motor, or distributed throughout a building of branch pipes, the com-

pressed air flows into a pressure regulator, which reduces the pressure to a certain extent, and

maintains it uniform, so that none of the slight variations in the mains may be transmitted to

the motors. Prom the regulator the air flows through the metre, which records the amount
consumed, and after passing through a heating chamber it is delivered direct to the motor.

Engines of special design are employed for converting the power of the compressed air into

useful work
;
they vary from motors for driving a sewing-machine up to engines of 100 horse-

power. The air is supplied at a main pressure of from 45 to 70 lbs. per sq. in., and at

the rate of 1*5 centime per cubic metre reduced to atmospheric pressure. The purposes for

which the compressed air is used may be divided into three distinct classes, as follows : First,

during the day, for the distribution of motive power, and for ventilation and cooling, etc.

;

second, at night, for the production of electricity for lighting; third, continuously during the

twenty-four hours, for driving the pneumatic clocks. The first service lasts for about ten hours,

from eight in the morning till six in the evening; the second from six in the evening till two

in the morning in summer, and in winter from four in the afternoon till five in the morning,

and in some establishments till daylight. Thus, although the conditions of supply change

considerably during each day, and the demand upon the central station, except for the pneu-

matic clocks, is very variable, the work of the condensers and air-compressors is continuous,

and the variations and requirements are sufficiently regular for determining within compara-

tively narrow limits the quantity of reserve power it is necessary to provide. The principal

uses for which the compressed air-supply has already been employed, besides driving the pneu-

matic clocks, include driving pneumatic motors, for actuating all kinds of machinery, wind-

ing up the printing telegraph instruments in the Paris post-offices, shifting wine from one

cask to another, raising water from the basement to the top of a bouse, ringing pneumatic
bells, blowing whistles, emptying cesspools, ventilating and cooling rooms, working lifts, shear-

ing metals, cutting stuffs, etc. Prof. A. 0. Elliott, in a paper on the “Compound Principle

in the Transmission of Power by Compressed kiv'" {JEngineering, August 28, 1801, p. 238),

points out that the heat dissipated in a compressed-air transmission system is a waste product,

but the loss is a minimum when the compression is performed isotherrnally. Isothermal

compression, however, has never been successfully carried out. He therefore proposes the

principle of intermediate cooling, the compression being effected in two or more successive

stages by a compressor with a corresponding number of properly proportioned cylinders con-

nected by receivers, forming a mechanism analogous, as the case may be, with a compound,
a triple, or a quadruple expansion steam-engine, worked, as it were, in the reverse direction.

For the purposes of an example designed to show the value of the compound principle, the

author has assumed tlie pressure of six atmospheres absolute, and made allowance for all

losses, on the scale that Prof. Kennedy found them to exist in the present machinery at

Paris over a distance of four miles. The efficiency of the system is taken to be the ratio of

the indicated horse-power in the motor-cylinders to the indicated horse-power in tlie steam-
cylinders of the compressor. The following were quoted in the paper as typical results

:

Efficiency.

Simple compressor and simple motor 39*1 per cent.

Compound compressor and simple motor 44-9 “

Compound compressor and compound motor 50-7 “

Triple compressor and triple motor 55 ’3
“

Experiments tvith Air-Compressors.—Prof. Riedler has made experiments with a view
of increasing the efficiency of the Popp compressed air system in Paris. His results are
described at some length in Engineering, March 13 and 20, April 10, and May 1, 1891, from
which we abstract the following :

“ The new installation, called the Central Station of the
Quai de la Glare, is laid out on a very large scale, the total generating power provided for
being no less than 24,000 horse-power; of this it is intended that 8,000 horse-power will

be in operation in 1891, and an extension of 10,000 horse-power in 1892. The power now
in course of completion comprises four engines of 2,000 horse-power each. Four batteries
of boilers will provide steam for these engines. All the principal mains and steam-pipes
are made in duplicate, not only for greater security, but in order that each set of engines
and boilers may be connected interchangeably without delay. The Seine supplies an ample
quantity of water, but not in a condition either for feeding the boilers, for condensation, or
for the air-compressors. Special provisions have therefore to be made to filter tlio water
efficiently before it is used. The engines are vertical triple-expansion engines, and are being
constructed by MM. Schneider et Cie., of Creusot, with a guarantee of coal consumption not
to exceed 1*54 lb. per horse-power per hour. There are three compressing cylinders in each
set of engines, one being above each stearn-cylinder. Two of these are employed to compress
the air to about 30 lbs. per sq. in., after which it passes into a receiver and is cooled. It is

then admitted into the third or final compressing cylinder and raised to the working pressure,
at which it flows into the mains.” Prof. Riedler’s first experiments in improving the efficiency
of air-compressors were made with one of the Cockerill compressors in use at the St. Ikirgeau
station. ‘ These compressors were designed by MM. Dubois and Francois, of Seraing. Two of
their leading features were the delivery of the compressed air at as low a temperature as possi-
ble, and with the relatively high piston-speed of about 400 ft. a minute. The former object
is attained by the injection of a very fine water-spray at each end of the water-cylinder, and
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its rapid removal with each stroke. The free as well as the compressed air flows through tlie

same passages, one at each end of the cylinder; the inlet-valves being placed at the side of these
passages, and the outlet or compressed-air valves at the top, the compressed air entering a
chamber above the cylinder, common to both valves, and passing thence to the reservoir.

The compressed air-valves, which are 7 in. in diameter, are brought back sharply to their seat
at each stroke by a small piston operated by compressed air flowing tiirough a by-puss from
the chamber. In tlie modification made by Prof. Eiedler in one of the Coekerill compressors
a receiver was placed under the two compressing cylinders. The first stage is completed in
the large cylinder, tlie air being compressed to about 80 lbs. per sq. in.

; from tin's it is dis-
charged into the receiver, where it meets with a spray injection that cools it to tlie tempera-
ture of the water. The final stage is then effected in the smaller cylinder, whieli, drawing the
air from the receiver, compresses it to about 90 lbs., and delivers it to tlie mains. Prof.
Riedler claims to have obtained some very remarkable results. lie says that the waste spaces
in his modification were miieh smaller than in the Coekerill compressors, wliile tlie efliciency

of the apparatus was largely increased. The actual engine duty per horse-power and per hour
was raised, as a maximum, to 884 cub. ft. of air at atmospherio pressure, and compressed to
90 lbs. per sq[. in., a marked increase on the duty of the compressors in use at the St.

Pargeau station. The Coekerill compressors experimented on at the same time showed a
maximum duty of 306 cub. ft. of air. The results thus obtained were so satisfactory tliat

the designs were prepared for the great compressors to be opei'ated at tlie new central station

on the Quai de la Gare by the 2,000 horse-power engines. The following table shows the
results obtained with these compressors. The final air pressure in all cases was 90 lbs. per
sq. in.

:

Table I .—Performances of Air-Compressors.

COMPUESSOUS.
Revolutions of

engine per

miiuitu.

IIorBc-power

aVmorljuii by

compresHors.

Eillcioncy.

Amount of air

passing through

iulot-viilvos each

revolution.

Quantity of air

pasHiug thrnugh

valves per hour.

Cuhio foot of air

por horso-powtir

and por hour.

COCKERILT. COMPEBSSORS. 40 387 * •83 40* (51 111*804 281*88
Diameter of cylinder, 25*98 45 853 *83 ^0*(51 125*844 302 (5(5

in.
;
stroke, 47*24 in. 40 : 342 *88 40*43

1

118 *(532 29(5*05

4(5
!

377 •a5 48*02
!

132*534 298*77
88*07 321 88 50*14 110*434 300*19
88*5 827 •89 50*14 115*818 294*18

Riedler Compressors.
38*() 329 •91 50*84 117*740 305*13

Diameter of low-pressure 52 015 •9K5 77*34 241 *300 353*50
cylinder, 42*01 in.

;
di- (50 709 *985 7(5*98 27'7’128 353*50

aineter of hif^li-press- 38
1

422 *985 77*34 170*330
!

370*12
lire cylinder, 20*;J8 in.;

stroke, 47*24 in.

39 424 *985 77*34 181*030 884*00

The mains leading^ from the St. Fargeau station are 11*81 in. diameter, ^fliose from the

new station are lOvlO in. Prof. Riedler investigated the losses in tlie former <luo to leakage,

and found that they varied between 2*2 per cent of air delivered in a ma-iu 600 yds. long to

68 per cent in a main 18,500 yds. long. Experimenl;s wore also made on loss of prtjssnre duo
to resistance. From these experiments it would appear that, assuming a speed of 21 ft. iier

second, a loss in pressure of one atmosphere would correspond to a dista^nee of 20 kilometres ;

that is to say, a central station could extend its mains on all sides with a radius of 20 kilome-
tres, and the motors at the ends of the lines would receive tlie air at a iii’essure of 15 lbs. less

tlian at the central station. Prof. Riedler states that, as an actually mcfisui'ed I’esult, the ve-

locity of the air through the mains of the Bt. Fargeau system is 19 ft. 8 in. per second, and iihat

the loss in pressure per kilometre is 0'07 atmosphere. From tliis it follows tliat, iiKvludiug the

resistance (lue to tlie four reservoirs, and other olistrnetions actually existing, a-n allowamui of

one atmosphere loss on a 14-kilometro radius is ample. By inereasing tlie initial pressure of

the air mucli better result.s can lie olitaincd. A very full aecount of tlie detiails of tho (*om-

pi’essed air-plant at Bt. Fargeau station is given in JEnginee7nng, vol. xlvii, 1889, pp. 1(J8, (>88,

<>85, and 715.

EJficiencg of a Compressed Air PUmt.—M. Francois {Eihg hieering, June 28, 1889) has
made an iin^i^stigation based on an installation of 6,()0{) imlieated liorse-powcu* a,vailablo

for eompn^ssing llio air. He points out that, in order to obtain a cube metr(‘ of air at an
effective [) reassure of 85*3 lbs. per sq. in., the engines should develop 1,207,911 root-pounds
in the Kt(‘am-(jyUnders. A cube metre of air comtiressed to 85-8 lbs. per in., a.n<l ai. a mean
temperature of 58", weighs 18*55 lbs., and involves tho compression of 242 cub. ft. of air.

To this work, which represents tho expenditure of power upon i.h(». a.ir delivered into the
reservoir, has to be added tliat absorbed by the flow of the eonipr('ss(Ml air through l,he mains,
the velocity of which, to obtain the most economical results, ought not,, it is slaied, to exceed
26 ft. per second; the experience of the Paris company appears i,o luive eslaiil island this rate,

and the mains are made sufiiciently large to maintain it as closely a,s j)()ssil)l('.. Ifiider such
favorable conditions the loss, it is claimed, will not exceed 7*1 lbs. ])i'r s((. in., involving an
additional work of 89,781 foot-pounds, and bringing the total expimdil.un^ upon the cube
metre of air, delivered to the subscriber at 85 lbs. per sq. in., to 1,207,911 plus 89,781, inaking
a total of 1,247,692 foot-pounds, which is the total amount of worlc tliat has to lie 'exerted liy

the steam-engine—a duty which will be always guaranteed liy any rc^sponsible maker of steam-
engines and air-compressors. M. Fraii9ois then passes on to consider the amount of useful
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work that can be obtained from this cube metre of air delivered into a suitable motor, that
being the main point at issue, and upon which the economy of the system depends. To obtain
the highest amount of duty, M. Popp introduced the method of heating the air before allow-
ing it to pass into the motors, as has already been explained, and in many cases he has also
adopted the practice of injecting a small spray of water into the air so heated. It is stated
that a number of experiments made at the St. Fargeau station of the Compressed Air Com-
pany showed that, if the efficiency of the air before it is heated be represented by t, this

efficiency will be raised to 1'42 by heating the air to 200° C.
;
and if a jet of water be injected

into this heated air the efficiency will be raised to I’OO. Making a full allowance for waste
arising from leakage, lost spaces in the motor, etc., the cube meter of air compressed to
80 3 lbs. per sq. in. would perform useful work, equal to 578,040 foot-pounds in the cylinder
of the air motor; if heated at 200°, this efficiency would be raised to 810,000 foot-pounds, and
with the water injection to 1,084,900 foot-pounds. As the work done in the steam-cylinder
was 1,247,692 foot-pounds, it follows that under these last and most favorjible conditions
the efficiency of the air motor would rise as high as 8*69 per cent. It is claimed that ibis
large increase in duty is secured by a. very small expenditure of fuel and water, amounting
to no more per horse-power and per hour than *44 lb. of coke and Offi lbs. of water. For
small motors the air is heated by a gas-jet, as we have already explained. If the above figures
are correct, the expense incurred for heating and water injection does not exceed one tenth
of a penny per horse-power and per hour. From the experiments made at St. Fargeau, M.
Francois Has prepared the following table :

Table II.

—

Effldency of Compressed Air under Different Conditions.

Cold air. Hoatod air.
Iloatc.d and

aatiirated uir.

1. Weight of air used per indicated horse-power per hour in the cylin
der of the air motor .lb.

2. Volume of air measured at the exhaust per indicated horse-power
l)er hour in the cylinder of the air motor cub. ft.

3. Temperature of compressed air delivered to the motor deg. C.
4. Temperature of air at the exhaust deg.

100*88

1,363
20

-55
•462

78-500

974
200

58-600

770
200
-50

•869Percentage of efficiency . . . . .\ •648

This table shows that under the most favorable circumstances the compressed air delivered
to a motor, even through a long length of main, will give out more than 85 per cent of the
work that was exerted to compress it. In investigating the actual cost, M. B^ram^ois assumes,
however, that in practice tlie duty will not exceed 80 per cent. Prof. Riedler considers
that results as favorable as those given by compressed air can not be given by any other
means of transmission, and for the following reasons: Power transmission df any kind
involves several conversions, each of which is attended with a cei'tain percentage of loss;
these various stages are, apart from the generation of steam, a primary motor

; mechanical
appliances for the conversion of the energy of this motor into another form convenient for
transmission; its transmission through mains, conductors, or by other means; and tlie iv.-

ceivmg-engine which is worked by the remnant of energy distributed from the ccmtral
station. Allowing the smallest percentage of loss in each of these stages, a percentages which
would certainly never be obtained in practice, it will be found that tlie work done by the
second or receiving motor can not be more than 05 per cent of that developed at the (usiitral
station. Biit, by using compressed air which has been heated before admission, it is elalnuKl
tliat an efficiency of 80 percent has been obtained under circumstances not a,t all favoralile.
In the trials of the “ Journoaiix” engines, 54 per cent efficiency is recorded, with a consump-
tion of ()95'7 cub, ft., altliongh this engine, when worked by steam, for which it was designed,
showed a loss of 25 percent. Tlie losses in the primary engine, in the compressors, and iii

the mains, have to bo included in the difference between 54 per cent measured and the 75 per
cent of possible efficiency duo to tlie Journeaux engine.

Utilization of Compressed Air in Sma.ll The transmission of t,lio compressed air
is attended with loss, which increases with length of the transmission, lea,kage, etc. In the
Popp system in Paris there ha,s been adopted a cast-iron stove lined with ilre-chay, hea,ted
either by a gas-jet or by a small coke-fire. The economy resulting will bo seen from the
following table

:

Table III.

—

JCfficiency of A ir-heating Stoves.

1
p.

IS .

TEMPERATURE
OP AIR IN OVEN.

VALUE OP HEAT AHSORHEI)
PER HOUR.

NATURE OF STOVE.

1
W

Admis-
sion.

Deg. C.

Exit.

Dog. C.
Total.

For fiquaro

fo(tt of heat-

ing Burfatio.

P(vr pound
of ooke.

Cast-iron box-stoves J

Wrouisrht-iron coiled tubes

Sq. ft.

14
. 14

46*3

Cub. ft.

20,342

11,0.54

38 428

7

50

107
184
175

Ciilorios.

17.900
17,2fK)

Calor!((a.

1,278
1,228

Calories.

2,032
2,058

830 2,545

^

The results given in this table were obtained from a large number of trials. From these
trials it was found that more than 70 per cent of the total number of calorics in the fuel
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era ployed was absorbed by the air, and transformed into useful work. Whetlier gas or coal

l)e einployed as the fuel, tlie amount required is so small as to be scarcely worth consideration
;

according- to the experiments carried out it does not exceed *09 kilogramme per horse-power
and per hour, but it is scarcely to be expected that in regular practice this quantity is not
lai-gely exceeded. Prof. Weyraiich claims that the efficiency of fuel consumed in thiKS way is

six times greater than when "burned under a boiler to generate steam. According to Prof,

lliedler, from 15 to 20 per cent above the power at the central station can be ol>taine(i by
means at the disposal of the power-users; and it has been shown by experiment that the
lieating the air to 250° G., as an increased efficiency of 30 per cent can be obtained. The
utilization of compressed air, especially as regards the motors, is still in a very imperfect
stage, and a great deal remains to be done before the maximum power avaJlablo at the
motor can be obtained. Investigations in this direction fora considerable time to come must
be directed, therefore, toward improving the design and construction of the motors, and the
treatment of the air at the point of delivery into the engine. A large number of motors in

use among the subscribers to the Compressed Air Company of Paris are rotary-engines devel-
oping 1 horse-power and less, and these, in the eaidy times of the industry, were extravagant
in their consumption to a very high degree; to some extent this condition of things lias been
improved, chiefly by the addition of better regulating valves to control the air admission.
The efficiency of this type of rotary motors, with air heated to 50°, may now be assumed at

43 per cent—not a very economical result, it is true, and one that may be largely improved
;
yet

it is evident that with such an efficiency the use of small motors in nm.ny industries becomes
possible, while, in eases where it is necessary to have a constant supply of cold air, economy
ceases to be a matter of the first importance. Small rotary-engines working cold air without
expansion used as high as 2,330 cub. ft. of air per brake horse-power per hour, and with
heated air 1,624 cub. ft. Working expansively, a 1-horse-power rotary-engine \ised 1,460
cub. ft. of cold air, or 060 cub. ft. of heated air

; and a 2-horse-pow^er rotary-engine 1,050
cub. ft. of cold air, or 847 cub. ft. of air heated to about 50° 0. The following table shows
the results of test of a small rotary-engine used for driving sewing-machines, and indica-
ting about a tenth of a horse-jK)wer

:

Taule tv.— THaU of a Sinall Rieding(^r Roiary-Engine.

Numijkiis op Trials 1 2

Initial air pressure lb. per sq. in.

Liitial temperature of air de^. (t
m

3H4

7P8

84-07
800
1)88

Foot-pounds per second measured on the brake
Ilevofiitions per ininute
C^onsumptioh of air for one horse-power per hour

The following talilo shows the results obtained with a l-horse-po-wer varial)lo expansion
Riedingor rotary-engine. These trials represent tlie best practice tliat has been obtained iq>

to tTie present time (1800). Tlie volumes of air were in all cases taken at atmospheric pressure

:

Table V.

—

Trials of a Small %-IIorse-Poroer Riedinger Rotary-Engine.

Numbers of Triai^s 1 2 3
1

^

Initial pr('ssure of air lb. per sq, ft. 54 CO-

7

85 71 -B
Initial teinperatun* of air de^:?. 0. 170 180 198 8
Final teTnpc'ratiin' of air “ 2o 20 25
R<‘vohil ions ]H'r minute'. . 8;':r> 850 'dio 248
Foot-pounds ju'r minuU^ intasuvcd on brake 271 47'7' 87'(> 810
CoiKsuniption of a,ir pc'r hors(‘-p<)\v('r and ptu- hour 888 7!)1 900 1,148

AIIl-COM'PEESSORS. Improvements in apparatus for corn pressing air have recently
been made, chiefly in tlio direction of increasing the speed of rotation, so as to lessen t.ho size

a.nd eonseciuent first cost of a machine to do a given quantity of work. The limitation to t.ho

speed of a,n a,ir-compressor has generally been that of llie motion of llie a,ir-vaiv(^s, which
automatically open and sliut witli each reversal of the position. To ovcn-c'oim^ tins limitniion
posi tive air- valves have been introduced, which receive their motion by nu'.cilianicud (roniHictioii

witlisomo moving part of the engine. Some large blowing-enginiLS for Bessemer si('(‘l-works

have V)cen thus constructed. The problem of a positive valve-movement,, a,s relattal l-o the
suction-valves, is a simple one, but as related to the discharge-vaKn^s is diffie.ult of solu-

tion. The difficulty of tlie problem arises from the fact that tlie dischai-gi^-valvi's should
not open at a fixed point in the stroke, but at a point depending n|.)on the pn^ssunu)!' the
air carried, upon the altitude above sea-lcvel, the barometric pressure, a,iid other fad,ors be-
yond control.

The Rand Drill Company\3 Compressor.—Rigs. 1 and 3 illustrate the ITalsi^y gea,r a,s made
by the Rand Drill Company, which is designed to meet the varied rcquirenu'.nts imposed by
the discharge-valve.

^

It retains the poppet-valve, which experience has shown to be [XM'uliarly

a(la|)ted to the requirements of air-compressors, for the reason tliat such valvixs Imvi^ liltle

tendency to wear l(jaky, and, moreover, any slight leak that may develop is easily rt'pairc'd by
hand-grinding. Pig. 1 is a sectional view of an air-cylinder' with the gear ap|>li(Hl. I'ho

principle of this gear is very simple. The usual form of valve chatters because the air
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tries to pull it open while the spring tries to pull it shut, and first one and then the other
prevails. This device dispenses with the spring, the valve being opened in the usual way by

Fig. 1.—Rand compressor. Fig. 2.—Rand compressor.

the air-pressure, and closed at the proper time—^the end of the stroke—-by a positive m
^^hanism. This mechanism being released when the valve is open, the valve is freed
influence tending to close it, and it hence opens to its full width and stays open.
htprino* hAirifr Si.irnidAfl if. rMr»o/'»fiAoUla f/-k xralxrtt o Pn 1 1 lif'f ,

any The

Fig. 3.—Rand Compressor,

o mi, X A X .

nioii rocKsiiau-, assiiown
rig.

_
ine movement of these levers toward the observer closes the suction-vaJves at

restricted lilt nceessniy
with the usual spring- •

pressed valve. The in-

creased area tlnis ob-
tained cuts down the
number of valves neces-
sary for the required pa-s-

sageway—a single inlet
and a single outlet, gi v-

ing, under usual condi-
tions, considerably more
opening than the com-
bined opening of tlie nest
of valves previously used.
The longitudiniil secftion

of the cylinder is shown
in Fig. 1, from whicli the
construction of tlu'. valves
is seen, these valves being
onerated by lovers A and
Jx, mounted upon a com-
mon rock sliaft, as sliown

lu u 1,
xoxcio uuwiuu Lilt) ouserver Closes tne snetion-va,lves at

the bottom by the lever E, while the movement from the observer closes the diseliarge- valve
through the lever A and rod 1). Lever G is connected with a corresponding lever bel origin <>•

to the opposite end of the cylinder by means of a link-rod, the whole systeln of levers bein?
thus connected and moving to-

^

gether. The most peculiar fea-
ture of the device is that it ful-
fills perfectly the varied require-
ments of the discharge-valve,
without any additional mechan-
ism whatever. The movement
of the levers is so timed that
the discharge-valve is at liberty
to open soon after the com-
mencement of the coinpression-
'stroke, the actual opening oc-
curring whenever the cylinder-
pressure equals the reservoir-
pressure, no matter what that,
pressure may be, nor in what
part of the stroke the equality
of pressure is established. Fig. -ex ^

8 represents another gear, oi
4.-~Sergeant compressor.

similar_ appearance but different principle, made by the Rand Drill Company. Tn this ffciirme springs are retained, but during the time any giren valve is open the springs are pressed

^ ^ cause Shattering '» thus
oDviated. Ibis gear has the same advantage as the last in reducing the number of wilves r(>-

nro'
area of opening. A perspective view of one of the largest Rand compress-

ors IS given m one ot the full-page plates.
^

Sergeants Goncentf'ated JPiston Inlet (Jomfressor is shown in section in Fig. 4. Referring
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Fig, .

, the jacket
delivery-

i), which open and close by the natural momentum given to the valve by the
movement of the piston. A study of the cut will show that when the piston is

moving in one direction, the ring-valve on that face of the piston which is to-
ward the direction of nnivement is closed, while that on the other face is open.
Tliis is as it should be, in order to discharge the compressed air from one end of
the cylinder while taking in the free air at the other. The position of each valve
is almost instantaneously reversed at the point when the stroke is reversed. This
change of position takes place without springs or other influence than the nat-
ural momentum of a piece of metal which is carried in one direction, and is instantly reversed.
The large ring air-inlet valves admit of a large area of inlet with but a small throw of valve,
thus quickly opening a large supply port, and enabling a compressor to run at high speed
without a reduction of efficiency, and with safety to the quick-moving parts. There being
BO inlet-valves in the heads of the air-cylinder, the space otherwise pccupied by these valves
is filled with cold water, thus presenting a cooling surface to the compressed air near the end
of the stroke when the air is hottest. This gives all the advantages of cooling by water-in-
jection, without the disadvantages incident upon bad water, and the necessity of moving a

body of water back and forth in the cylinder. The dis-

charge-valves on the Ingersoll-Sergeant compressors are
shown in Fig. 6.

^

Fig. 7 illustrates the unloading device and
regulator as applied to the Ingersoll-Sergeant air-compressor.
The purpose of this unloading device is to maintain a uniform
air-pressure in the receiver and a irniform speed of engine,
notwithstanding the consumption of the air, and to do this
without waste of power or attention on the part of the en-
gineer. A weighted valve of safety-valve pattern is attached
to the air-cylinder, and is connected with the air-receiver,
and with a discharge-valve on each ond of the air- cylinder,
also with a balanced throttle-val ve in the steam-pipe. When
the pressure of the air gets above tlie desired point in the
.

4
^

valve is lifted and the air is exhausted from be-
Fig. 6.-—Sergeant compressor.

autoiTiationlly throttled, so that only enough steam is admitted to keep the engine turning
around, or to overcome the friction, no work being done. When the compressor is un-
loaded, it is evident tiiat the function of the air-piston is merely to force the compressed
air tliroiigh the disehairge-valyes and passages from one end to the other until more com-
pressed air is re(|uirod, this being indicated by a fall in the receiver-pressure. The weighted

valve now closes, and the small connecting-pipes are instantly filled with compressed air; the
stoam-valve automatically opens, and the compression goes on in tlie regular, way. Anotlier
function of this device is to prevent the compressor from stopping or getting on* the center.

Direct-acting compressors are liable to center when doing work at slow s|:)ee(i.

Tlu Norwalk Compound Air-Compressor is shown in outline in Fig. 8. The lettering on
the cut refers to the several parts,, as follows: A, inlet conduit for cold air; B, removablo

2
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hoods of wood; 0, inlet valve; intake cylinder; E, discharge-valve; F, intercooler; G,

compressing cylinder
;
H, discharge air-pipe ; */, steam-cylinder ; K, steam-pipe ; A, exhaust

steam-pipe ;
iv, swivel connection for crosshead ; 0, air relief-valve, to effect easy starting

after stopping with all pressure on the pipes
; 1, cold-water pipe to cooling jacket

;
3 and

3, water-pipe ; 4, water overflow or discharge ; 5, stone on end of foundation
; 6, foundation

;

7, space to get at underside of cylinder
; 8, floor-line. Arrows on the water-pipes show the

direction of water circulation. When pistons move as indicated by the arrow on the piston-

rod, steam and air circulate,in direction shown by arrows in the cylinders. The air is admitted

to the cylinder by valves of the well-known Corliss steam-engine pattern, which have a posi-

tive movement from the main shaft. The port is large, is clear of Obstructions, and opens di-

rectly into the cylinder. The action of the forces in a compound air-compressor are described

as follows: The large air-cylinder on the left determines the capacity of the compressor, and
for illustration its piston is taken at 100 sq. in. area. The small air-cylinder in the center can

have an area of 33| sq. in. The small piston only encounters the heaviest pressure, and at 100

lbs. pressure the resistance to its advance is 3,333 lbs. The resistance against the large piston

is its area multiplied by the pressure which is caused by forcing the air from the large cylinder

into the smaller cylinder, which is in this case 30 lbs. per sq. in. But as this 30 lbs. pressure

acts on the back of the small piston and hence assists the machine, the net resistance of forc-

ing the air from the large into the small cylinder is equal to the difference of the area of the

two pistons multiplied by the 30 lbs. pressure. This is 66| by 30 and equals 1,999 lbs. Hence
1,999 lbs. the resistance to forcing the air from the large into the smaller cylinder plus 3,833

lbs. the resistance in the smaller cylinder to compressing it to 100 lbs. is the sum of all the

resistances in the compound cylinders at the time of greatest effort. This is 5,333 lbs. The
time of greatest effort is at the end of the stroke, or when the engine is passing the center.

In the single machine this resistance would be 10,000 lbs., hence in the compound machine
the maximum strains are less by over 46 per cent, or nearly one half. By thus reducing the

work to be done at the end of the stroke, more work is done in the first part of the stroke,

and the resistance is made nearly uniform for the whole stroke.

Water Injection .—The practice of injecting water into the air-cylinders of compressors is

now generally discontinued by American makers. The relative advantages and disadvan-
tages of this water injection are thus summed up by William L. Saunders, in his pamphlet on
Compressed-Air Production (1891) : “ Two systems are in use by which the heat of compression
is absorbed, and the difference between one and the other is so distinct that air-compressors
are usually divided into two classes: 1, wet compressors; 2, dry compressors. A wet com-
pressor is that which introduces water directly into the air-cylinder during compression. • A
dry compressor is that which introduces no water into the air during compression. Wet com-
pressors may be subdivided into two classes : 1, those which inject water in the form of a
spray into the cylinder during compression ; 2, those which use a water-piston for forcing the
air into confinement. The injection of water into the cylinder is usually known as the Col-
ladou idea. Compressors built on this system have shown the highest isothermal results

—

that is, by means of a finely divided spray of cold water the heat of compression has been
absorbed to a point where the compressed air has been discharged at a temperature nearly
equal to that at which it was admitted to the cylinder. The advantages of water injection
during compression are as follows : 1. Low temperature of air during compression. 2. In-
creased volume of air per stroke, due to filling of clearance spaces with water and to a
cold-air cylinder. 8. Low temperature of air immediately after compression, thus condens-
ing moisture in the air-receiver. 4. Low temperature of cylinder and valves, thus main-
taining packing, etc. 5. Economical results, due to compression of moist air (see Table III).

The first advantage is by far the most important one, and is really the only excuse for
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water injection in air-compressors. The percentage of work of compression which is con-
verted into heat and loss when no cooling system is used is as follows : Compressing to 2
atmospheres, loss 9*2 per cent

;
to 3, 15*0 per cent ; to 4, 19’6 per cent ;

to 5, 21*8 per cent

;

to 6, 24*0 per cent ; to 7, 26*0 per cent ; to 4 per cent. We see that in compressing air to

five atmospheres, which is the usual practice, the heat loss is 21*8 per cent, so that, if we keep
down the temperature of the air during compression to the isothermal line, we save this loss.

The best practice in America has brought this heat loss down to 8*6 per cent (old Ingersoll
injection air-compressor), while in Europe the heat loss has been reduced to 1*6 per cent.
Introducing water into the air-cylinder in any othe^* way, except in the form of a spray,
has but little effect in cooling the air during compression. On the contrary, it is a most fal-

lacious system, because it introduces all the disadvantages of water injection without its iso-

thermal influence. Water, by mere surface contact with the air, takes up but little heat, while
the air, having a chance to increase its temperature, absorbs water through the aflipity of air

for moisture, and thus carries over a volume of saturated hot air into the receiver and pipes,

which on cooling, as it always does in transit, deposits its moisture and gives trouble through
water and freezing. It is therefore of much importance to bear in mind that, unless water
can be introduced during compression, to such an extent as to keep down the temperature of

the air in the cylinder, it had better not be introduced at all. If too little water is intro-

duced into an air-cylinder during compression, the result is warm, moist air; and if too
much water is used, it results in a surplus of power required to move a body of water
which renders no useful service. Table II (p. 20) deduced from Zahner's formula gives
the quantity of water which should be injected per cubic foot of air compressed in order
to keep the temperature down to 104° F. Objections to water injections are as follows

:

1. Impurities in the water, which, through both mechanical and chemical action, destroy
exposed metallic surfaces. 2. Wear of cylinder, piston, and other parts, due directly to

the fact that water is a bad lubricant, and, as the density of water is greater than that
of oil, the latter floats on the water and has no chance to lubricate the moving parts.

8. Wet air arising from insuflicient; quantity of water and from inefficient means of ejec-

tion. 4. Mechanical complications connected with the water-pump, and the difficulties in

the way of proportioning the volume of water and its temperature to the volume, tempera-
ture, and pressure of the air. 5. Loss of power required to overcome the inertia of the water.

6. Limitations to the speed of the compressor, because of the liability to break the cylin-

der head-joint by water confined in the clearance spaces. 7. Absorption of air by water.”

Mr. John Darlington, of England, gives the following particulars of a modern air-com-
pressor of European type: “Engine, two vertical cylinders, steam Jacketed with Meyer’s ex-

pansion gear. Cylinders, 16*9 in. diameter, stroke 89*4 in. ;
compressor, two cylinders,

diameter of pistoii, 28*0 in.
;

stroke, 89*4 in. ; revolutions per minute, 80 to 40
;

piston-

speed, 89 to 52 in. per second
;
capacity of cylinder per revolution, 20 cubic ft.

;
diameter of

valves, viz., four inlet and four outlet, 5^ in.
;
weight of each inlet valve, 8 lbs.

;
outlet, 10

lbs.; pressure of air, 4 to 5 atmospheres. The diagrams taken of the engine and compressor
show that the work expended in compressing one cubic metre of air to 4*21 clfective atmos-
pheres was 88,128 lbs. According to Boyle and Mariotte’s law it would be 87,584 lbs., the

difference being 594 lbs., or a loss of 1*6 per cent. Or if compressed without abstraction of

heat, the work expended would in that casq have been 48,158. The volume of air compressed
per revolution was 0*5654 cubic metre. For obtaining this measure of compressed air, the

work expended was 21,557 lbs. The work done in the steam-cylinders, from indicator dia-

grams, is shown to have been 25,205 lbs., the useful effect being 85| per cent of the power
expended The temperature of air on entering the cylinder was 50° F., on leaving 62°F.,

or an increase of 12° F. Without the water-jacket and water injection for cooling the tem-
perature, it would have been 802° F. The water injected into the cylinders per revolution

was 0*81 gallon.” We have in the foregoing a remarkable isothermal result. The heat of

compression is so thoroughly absorbed that the thermal loss is only 1*6 per cent.
;
but the loss

by friction of the engine is 14*5 per cent, and the net economy of the whole system is no
greater than that of the best American dry compressor, which loses about one half the theoreti-

cal loss due to heat of compression, but which makes up the difference by a low friction loss.

The wet compressor of the second class is the water-piston compressor. In America, a

plunger is used instead of a piston, and as it always moves in water the result is more satis-

factory. The piston, or plunger, moves horizontally in the lower part of a U-shaped cylinder.

Water at all times surrounds the piston, and fills alternately the upper chambers. The free

air is admitted through a valve on the side of each column and is discharged through tlie top.

The movement of the piston causes the water to rise on one side and fall on the other. As tlie

water falls the space is occupied by free air, which is compressed when the motion of the piston

is reversed and the water column raised. The discharge-valve is so proportioned that some
of the water is carried out after the air has been discharged. Hence there are no clearance

losses. Hydraulic piston compressors are subject to the laws that govern piston-pumps,

and are therefore limited to a piston-speed of about 100 ft. per minute. It is out of the

question to run them at much higher speed than this without shock to the engine and
fluctuations of air-pressure due to agitation of the water-piston. We have seen that it is

possible to lose 21*8 per cent of work when compressing air to fiive atmospheres without
any cooling arrangements. With the best compressors of the dry system one half of

tliis loss is saved by water-jacket absorption, so that we are left with about 11 per cent,

which the slow-moving com|3ressor seeks to erase, but in which the friction loss alone is

greater than the heat loss which is responsible for all the expense in first cost and in main-
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tenance of snch a compressor, but wliich really is not saved unless water injection in the form
of spray forms a part of the system.

Useful Tables.—Mr. Saunders, in his pamphlet, gives the following useful tables relating

to the compression of air

:

Table I .—Heat produced by Compression of Air.

PRESSURE.

Atmospberes. Pounds per square

inch above a vacuum.

Pounds per square

inch above the atmos-

phere (gauge pressure).

Volume in cubic feet.
Temperature of the air

throughout the process.

Total increase of

tuMiperaturo.

1*00 14-70 0-00 1-0000
Degrees.

60-0
Degrees.

00 0
1*10 16-17 1-47 0-9346 74-6 14-6

34-8 '1*25 18-37 3-67 0-8536 94-8
1*50 22-05 7-35 0-7501 124-9 64-9
1-75 25-81 11-11 0-6724 151-6 91-6
2-00 29-40 14-70 0-6117 175-8 115-8
2-50 36-70 22-00 0-5221 218-3 158-3
3-00 44-10 29-40 0-4588 255-1 195-1
3-60 51-40 36-70 0-4113 287-8 227-8
4-00 58-80 44-10 0-3741 317-4 257-4
5-00 73-50 58-80 0-3194 369-4 309-4
6*00 88-20 73-50 0-2806 414-5 354-5
7-00 102-90 88-20 0-2516 454-5 391-5
8-00 117-60 102-90 0-2288 490-6 430-6

900 132-30 117-60 0-2105 523-7 463-4
10-00 147-00 132-30 0-1953 554-0 494 0
15-00 220-50 205-80 0-1465 681-0 621-0
20-00 294-00 279-30 0-1193 781-0 721-0
25-00 367-50 352-80 0-1020 864-0 804-0

Table II .—Infection Water required to heep Temperature constant.

Compression by atmosphere

above a vacuum.

Heat units developed in 1 lb.

free air by compression.

j Weight of water to be injected at

68“ F. to keep the temperature

at 104“ F. in pounds of water

and per pound of free air.

Weight of water to be injected at

68° F. to keep the temperature

at 104“ F. in pounds of water

for 1 cub. ft. of free air.

2 3-702 0-734 0-056

3 6-867 1-664 0-089

4 7-406 1-469 0-113
5 8-598 1-701 0-131

6 9-570 1-891 0-145
7 10*398 2-063 0-158
8 11-109 2-204 0-167
9 11-740 2-329 0-179
10 12-301 2-440 0-188
11 12-813 2-542 0-195
12 13-278 2-634 0-202
13 13-706 2*719 0-209
14 14-102 2-798 0-215
15 14-471 2-871 0-223

Table III .—Showing the Relative Quantity of Wor'k required to compress a given Volume
and Weight of Air, both Dry and Moist; also Relative Volumes with and without Increase

of Temperature from Compression.

Tension

in

atmospheres.

COMPRESSION AT A CON-
STANT TEMPERATURE.
MARIOTTE’S LAW.

COMPRESSION -WITH INCREASE OP
TEMPERATURE.

Loss of

work in

compress-

ing one

cubic

metre in

kilogram-

metres.

Per-

centage

of work
of com-

pression

converted

into heat

and lost.

Final

temperature

if

water

is

used

in

compression.

Percentage

of

water

to

air

re-

quired.

POOT-POTJND.S
TO COMPRESS
ONE POUND

AIR.

Vol-

ume.

Work of compression.

Vol-

ume.

Work of com-
pression. (Dry.)

Temperatures.

Pry-)
Ratio of

greater

to less

temper-

ature.

Abso-

lute.

Dry.

With
Sllffi-

ciimt

moist-

ure.

Cubic

metres in

Idlogram-

metres.

Cubic feet

in foot-

pounds.

Cubic

metres in

kilogram-

metres.

Cubic

feet in

foot-

pounds.

Cent. Fahr. By increase of

temperature alone.

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Deduced Deduc’d
from 3. from 6. Fahr.

1 0-1 20 68 1*0 68
2 0-5 7,199 1,468 0-612 7,932 1,618 85-5 186 1-222 733 0-092 111 3-0 23,500 22,500
3 0-333 11,356 2,316 0-459 13,360 2,725 130-4 267 1-375 2,004 0-150 135-5 4-0 37,000 35,'000
4 0-25 14,260 2,909 0-374 17,737 3,618 165-6 330 1-495 3,477 0-196 153-5 4-8 48,.500 45,000
5 0-200 16,580 3,383 0-320 21,209 4,326 195-3 384 1-.595 4,629 0-213 167 5*4 58,500 52,500
6 0-167 18,475 3,768 0-281 24,310 4,959 220-5 429 1-681 5,835 0-240 179 6-0 67,000 60.000
7 0*143 20,038 4,087 0-252 27,048 5,517 243-2 470 1-758 7,040 0-260 190 6-4 75,000 66;ooo
8 0-125 21,422 4,370 0-229 29,518 6,021 263-6 506-5 1-828 8,096 0-274
9 0-111 0-210 282 539-6 1-891
10 0-100 0-195 299 570 '2 1-950—
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AIR-HOIST, Fig. 1 shows a pneumatic hoist that has recently been introduced by
Pedrick & Ayer, of Philadelphia, as a substitute for the commonly used chain hoists and
blocks. The cylinder is made of extra strong wrought-iron ^ipe, which
is carefully reamed out; to the upper head is fastened an ordinary pipe-

cap, to which there is attached a hook by which the hoists can be readily
^

hung to the overhead trolley, and, if desired, the hoist can be transferred

to different parts of the shop. The lower head is made of two castings,

one of which is screwed to the end of the cylinder and has a lug to re-

ceive a screw-end of the valve which supplies the air for lifting. By
this construction the piston can not travel below the air-opening, which
would inteiTere with the proper operation of the hoist. To this lower
ring is attached a head, which is held in place by four small studs and
nuts; this head also contains the stuffing-box for packing around the
piston-rod

;
by this construction the lower head can be readily removed

for an examination of the piston and its packing without in any way
disturbing the hoist. The piston is of simple design, consisting of a
cast-iron head, follower-plate, and a leather cup-ring, which adjusts it-

self to the cylinder and prevents leakage. The lower end of the piston-

rod has a swivel, which allows the ring to be turned to any desired po-
sition in the rod. The piston acts but one way, as it has been found
that the weight of the load, or even the piston-rod and head, is sufficient

to allow it to drop when the pressure from the lower end is relieved.

The valve consists of but four parts : a body, valve-stem, cap, and small
spring to keep the valve-stem in place, wldch, with the air pressure, keeps tlic stem in con-

stant pressure against the body. One side of the valve is provided with a lug, by which it

is attached to tlie lower ring of the hoist. The power is supplied by an air-cornprcssar, one
of which is 6" to 8" in diameter, with a storage tank of about S' in diameter and 5' long,

which will supply sufficient compressed air for 12 to 18 hoists having average use. For
special purposes, such as where the hoist is used constantly, a less number can be supplied l)y

a compressor of the above size. Hose is attached to the upper end of the wrought-iron pipe,

the length of the hose depending upon the floor area whicF it is desired the hoist sliould cover.

About 80 lbs. air pressure is generally used.

AIR-TOOL. McCoy’s pneumatic tool consists of an automatic hammer reciprocated in a
cylinder by compressed air, or by steam, which delivers a rapid succession of l)lows upon ii

tool-holder into which are inserted suitable bits or clusels for cutting wood, metal, or stone.

It embraces in its details valves for admitting and exhausting the air, a provision for relieving

the cylinder and piston from injurious friction, and for cushioning the piston and hohling the
bit-socket in position, to facilitate its easy and steady application to the work. It has Ikmui

1.—Air-lioist.

e chasing of silverware, reiionssc'^-

SeiencG and Arts of the Franklin
applied successfully to the calking of steam-boilers, th

work, stone- dressing, and sculpture. The Committee on
Institute made a report recommending the award of a medal for this invention, tunl from
their report {Journal of the FramJdm Fiditute^ July, 1889) wo extract the following d<iscrip-

tion: “As exhibited to the committee it was working at a very high speed, from tiu*. pitch
of the sound probably more than 5,000 strokes per minute. The instrument, as coniph^te

and connected ready for action, appears in the form of a short cylimhu’, having a flexible friihe

centrally connected to one end, through which compi’essed Jiir or steam is supplied at a
pressure of about 40 lbs. per stp in., a,ml
centrally at tlio oilier end a guid(‘, or
sleeve, in whieli tlio tool-holdcu’ reeij)-

rocates
;

into the socket of tlie i,ool-

holder the cutting bits, cliisols, or Imm-
iners are inserted. Upon dise.ngaging
a latch by pressing a, button, t he ends
of the cylindrical cas(‘, can bounsercvwed,
and inside of the sliell <»* covtn:’ is found
a working cylinder, with grooves on its

outer surface and passages hauling fi’om

the flexible tube at tlie eembyr of t,he

upper cylinder-head to one slotttal cliam-
ber in the outside of tlie working cylin-

der, and terminating in inlet iiort.s haul-
ing into the interior of llie working cyl-

inder. Another slotted ebambevr in the
external surface of tlui working cylin-

der leads from reduetion ports through the cylinder, and terminates in a (‘ha.ntud hauling to
the atmosphere through the head of the cylinder. The piston is mad(‘- long and Iii,s fin id-

tight, but with a minimum of friction in the cylinder. In the piston, but working t.ransvau'se-

ly through it, is a piston-valve, which is worked by the pressure of air admit (,(*<1 through
the port in the side of the cylinder and exhausted through other ports in t.lu'- smm^, inannei* as
the piston-valves of some steam-pumps, the proper ports in the cylinder being c.ovenMl and
uncovered by the motion of the piston. The valve consists of a cylindn(ai,l plug lia,ving i.wo
grooves formed therein with a collar between them, and fits in a cylindriciaf t,ra,nsvers(‘. skat in

the piston, and covers and uncovers, at proper intervals, admission and exhaust ports loading

Fig. 1.—Air-tool.
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Fig. 3.~Air-tool,

to the ends of the working cylinder. The piston is not attached or connected to the tool-

holder, but strikes upon it as a ram or hammer
;
a spiral spring placed around the tool-holder,

and resting with one end on a shoulder in the guide, and with
the other end on a shoulder in the tool-holder, serves to retract

the tool-holder
;
the upper end of the tool-holder has an ex-

panded head, fitting loosely in the head of the working cylin-

der, and receives the blows or strokes of the piston. As the
piston rises and falls in the cylinder it closes the ports and
incloses a portion of the air between it and the ends of the cyl-

inder, and thus forms an elastic cushion and relieves the ope-
rator of the shock of reversing the motion of the piston. The
piston is surrounded constantly by a film of air under pressure,

and, while not leaking appreciably, seems to sustain little or no
wear, notwithstanding the rapid motion. The effect of tlie

rapid and short strokes on cutting tools upon stone, wood, and
metal is to produce a smoother surface than has heretofore
been practicable with chisels, and with a celerity unapproachcd
by other means. It has a capacity to reach into angles inac-

cessible to rotative tools.” Fig. 1 shows sectional views of
the machine, and Fig. 2 its adaptation as a repousse machine,

ALARMS, LOW-WATER. Several new alarms for steam-boilers, to give a signal when
the water goes below its normal level, have been placed on the market within a few years.

Those described below are selected to show the different

principles on which they are based

:

The Hardwick Automatic Low- Water Alarm, shown
in Fig. 1, is explained as follows : When the water gets
below the bottom of pipe F, the steam rushes up into

copper pipe B, causing it to expand and raising the bell-

crank M, blowing the whistle A, which will contirmo to

blow until the surface of water X raises above the bot-

tom of pipe F, There is an opening in lower casting i),

shown in cut at F, connecting the
steam space of boiler with iron pipe

0, connecting with whistle A, The
advantage of having two pipes and
two separate openings in castings 1),

is that the copper pipe B having no
opening at top will not draw any
scum from surface of water X, and
leaving nothing but clean dry steam
in iron pipe C. The sounding of the
whistle can be stopped by slacking
the set screw in lever II. The same
result can be attained by i^ouring
cold water on the tube B, which will

quickly contract the tube after the
water has reached above the pipe F.

The “ Reliable ” Low - Water
Alarm is shown in Fig, 2. It is at-

tached to the boiler at such height
that, when the water - level has
reached the lowest point which it is

to be allowed to fall, the float G will be supported so that its lever-arm is just in contact
with the valve-rod which admits steam to the whistle.

ALLOYS. Prof. Thurston’s researches on copper-tin and copper-zinc alloys are referred
to in Vol. I of this work. His later researches, on the triple alloys of copper, tin, and zinc,

have since been published (see Report of the U. S. Board appointed to test Iron, Steel, and
other Metals, and Trans. Am,. Soc. Civ. Fngrs., 1881). The following table is an abstract of
the tests in tension made by Prof. Thurston :

Fig. 1.—Alarm.
Fig. 2.—Alarm.

Strength and Ductility of Triple Alloys of Copper, Tin, and Zinc.

PERCENTAGE OF
POUNDS STRESS PER SQUARE

INCH AT PER CENT FINAL

Copper. Tin. Zinc. Elastic limit. Ultimate resistance. Stretch. Contraction.

100 11,620 19,872 0*05 10
100 11,000 12^760 0*005 8
100 14,400 97 '800 0 065 15
90 io 15,740

'

26';866 0*037 13*6
80 20 32,980 0*004
70 30

1 6,585 5,.585
62 38 688 688
62 48 2,655 2,655
39 61 2,820 2,820
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PERCENTAGE OF POUNDS STRESS PER SQUARE
INCH AT PER CENT FINAL

Copper. Tin. Zinc. Elastic limit. Ultimate resistance. Stretcli. Contraction.

29 71 1,684
21 79 4'337

10 90 8,600 6,460 0-07 id”
100 1,670 8,600 0-36 75
100 * 2’760 47
loot 2,000 8,600 0’86 86

90 $ 10 $ 10,000 31,000 4-6
80 20 33,140 82-4 40
62*5 87-6 48,760 sro 29-6
58-2 2-8 89-5 67,600 4-0 8

1(X) 29,200 7-6 16
90 -.56 9-42
81-91 17-99 io,666 82,670 31-4 43
71*20 28*54 0,000 80,510 29-2 88
ao -94 88-65 16,470 41,065 20-7 28
68*49 41-10 27.240 60,460 10-1 17
49-66 60-14 16,890 80,990 6 11-5
41-80 68-12 3,727 8,727
82-94 66

-

2;^ 1,774 1,774
20-81 77-63 9,000 9,000 0-16
10-30 88-88 14,450 14

,
4.50 0-89

100 4,060 6,400 0-69
70 8-75 20-25 18,000 (?) 81,(500 0-36
67-60 21-25 21-25 1,300 1,300
46 28-75 81-25 2,196 2,196
66-26 28-75 10 3,294 3,294
.58-22 2-30 39-48 80,000 (?) 66, .500 3-13 7

”

10 60 40 6,000 (?) 9,300 0-7
60

,
10 30 21,780 (?) 21,780 0-16

65 20 15 8,7(55

70 10 20 24,000 (?) 83,140 0-81
76 5 20 12.000 (?) 34,960 8-2

‘

6-4
80 10 10 12,000 (?) 82,830 1*6 4
55 0-50 44-50 22,000 68,900 9-4 25
60 2-50 87-50 22,000 67,400 4-9 6-6
72-50 7-50 2 11,000 82,700 3-7 11
77-50 12-5 10 20,000 8(5.000 0-7
85 12-6 2

-

50
“'

12,000 (?) .84,600 1-8

* Queensland. t Banca. $ Gun-bronze.

The values of the elastic limit in the lower part of the table were not well defined.
Bronzes with High Tensile Strength .—The following table gives the analysis of a number of

alloys which have recently come into extensive use. They arc descril)cd at length by B\ Lyn-
wood G-arrison in Journal of the Franldin Institute, June and July, 1891

:

Tobin Tobin Dainascua Phosphor Deoxidized Aluminum Mnnp^anoso Delta
bronze. bronze. bronze. bronze. bronze. bronze. bronze. metal.

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

Copper (51-20 69 77 79-70 82 -(57 91 -26 88- (54 About 60
Zinc 87*44 38*40 8*23 1'57
Tin 0-91 2-16 10-50 10 12-40 8-70 1 to 2
Lead 0-18 0-81 12-50 9-50 2-14 0-57 0-80
Iron 0*86 0-11 0-10 0-22 0-72 2 to 4
Aluminum 7-41

Manganese
Silicon 0'93
Arsenic ()-()4

Phosphorus None 0*80 0-(X)5 0-06 Traite

100-09 99-98 100 100 100-545 100-49 99-98

Nos. 1 and 2. Tobin bronze, claimed to have a tensile strength of 79,600 lbs. per sq. in.,'

elastic limit 54,260 lbs., and elongation 12 to 17 per cent with best rolled bars. No. 8. Da-
mascus bronze, said to wear slower as a bearing metal, than the phosphor bronze, No. 4.

No. 4. Phosphor bronze, bearing metal used by the Pa. R. R. Co. No . 5. Deoxidized
bronze. Is largely used for wood-pulp digesters, as it is found to resist the action of sodium
hyposulphite and sulphurous acid. No. 6. Aluminum bronze, used for firing pins, by the
Colts Fire-Arms Co. No. 7. Manganese bronze, used for propellers, cast metal, averages 85,-

000 to 43,000 lbs. elastic limit, 68,000 to 75,000 lbs. per sq. in., 18 to 22 per cent elongation
in 5 in. When rolled the elastic limit is about 80,000 lbs. per sq. in., tensile strength 95,000
to 106,000 lbs., and elongation 12 to 15 per cent. These iv'sults have been obtained from
manganese bronze made by B. H. Cramp & Co., of Philadelphia. No manganese is present
in the alloy, but it may have been used as a flux in casting it. No. 8, Delta metal, formerly
known as Sterro metal, and practically the same as Aieh’s metal. When cast in sand it has
a tensile strength of about 45,000 lbs. per sq. in. and about 10 per cent elongation. When
rolled a tensile strength of 60,000 to 75,000 lbs., and 9 to 17 per cent elongation. Prof.
Thurston’s strongest bronze was found to have the composition : copper 55, tin 0*5, zinc 44*5.

Tobin’s alloy, one of the strongest of the triple alloys contained : copper 58’2, tin. 2*8, zinc
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39*5. This alloy, like the strongest bronze, is capable of being forged or rolled at a low red
heat or worked cold. Rolled hot, its tenacity rose to 79,000 lbs., and when moderately and
carefully rolled, to 104,000 lbs.

JSilico'ii Bronze .—This alloy appears to have been invented about the year 1881, by M.
Weiller, of Angoiileme. In experimenting with phosphor-bronze wire for telegraphic* and
telephonic use he found its conductivity was insuificient for telegraphic purposes, so lie dtv

vised the alloy now called silicon bronze. The silicon copper compound, from which tlie

silicon bronze is produced, is made' by melting, in a graphite erncible, a certain ainount of cop-
per with a mixture of fluor-silicate of potassium, produced glass, chloride of soda, carbonate
of soda, and chloride of calcium. It is claimed that the silicon and sodium in this mixture
absorb all the oxides present in the mass. The action of the silicon on the copper is similar to

that of phosphorus. It acts as deoxidizer, and the silica formed being an acid, is a valuable
flux for any metallic oxides remaining imrodueed. Wire made from this alloy is sa,id to liave

the same resistance to rupture as phosphor-bronze wire, but with a much higher degree of
electric conductivity., According [to Preece, phosphorus has a most injurious irifluenee on
the electric conductivity of bronze, and silicon bronze is far superior. It also seems tliat,

although wires uiade from this alloy are very much lighter than ordinary wires, they are
of equal strength. According to E. Yaii derVen, phosphor-bronze lias about 30 per cent,
silicon bronze 70 per cent, and steel lO^- per cent of the electrical conductivity of coiiper.

Remarkable Aluminum Alloys.—Some recent experiments at Chalais, in hhuini'C, w'ere

made on alloys of the composition given in the following table. The alloys were rolled into
sheets 1 mm. thick, and strips 5 rnin. in width were cut and tested :

An interesting peculiarity of tliese

alloys is the large divergence between
tiio specific gravities ea-lcuhitccl from
those of tlieir constituents and t.he spe-
cific gravities directly determined.
Each % per cent of co])per might lie ex-
pected to raise the specific gravity l)y

()T2, whereas tlio actual observinl in-

crease is only about O-Oo. It will also
be observed that the addit ion of only 2

per cent of copper increases tlie tensile strength frOm 2(1,535 to 43,5(53 lbs. per s(|. in., wllih^

6 per coiit more tlian douhles it. Tims it appears that an alloy of aluminum having (loul)le
the tensile strength of aluminum itself can be made which is less than one t.wentaetli lieavitn*.
The tensile strength and other properties of the (lowles aluminum bronze and brass a,re shown
in the following table, taken from the olTicial report of tests made under the direction of tlie
Enginoer-iii-Ohicf of the Navy at tlie Watertown Arsenal

:

Al, per cent. Cu, percent,
* ciiluulnteil.

Sf). (.T.

doterulined.

Tetifiilo Htrongtli.

in ponndH ptir

Btj. tn.

lOQ 2-(]r 2(5,.oa.!

98 *2 2*78 2-71 43,5(53
99 4 2 '90 2-77

! 44,i;30
94 a 3 '02 2-82 54,773
93 8 3-14 2-85 50,374

Tests made on >Speoimem of Alumdmmh Bronze and Tkasn.

APPROXIMATK COMPOS ITIOK. TiiiiHilo atn-nglh

piir Hq. in.

Elastift liirilt

per Hip in.

CuOlT), A17'75, Si 0-75

CuSB'OO, L\ to, Si

Cu 1)1 ’5, A1 7-7T), Si 0’r5
Cu 90, A1 9, Si 1

Ou 6B, Zn A1 Si
Cu 92, A1 7'5, Si O-B

Cu 91 ’5, A1 7-7'r), Si ()-75

Cu 90, A1 1), Si 1

Cu 03, Zii 3B-3:i Al ;3'33, Si 0’33
Cu92, A17T), Si Of)....

24.000
33.000

(k:),0(K) to r3,(M)o

ID.OOO

ID.OOO
33,()(K)

r)r),()0()

17.000

Mmiganmi Bmize.—m.. aarrison, in the paper aliove mentioiKMl, savs :
“ l^h)i*sev('ral years

past, manganese bronze appears to have been made in largo (luant.ities'hy M r. P. M . rhirsoris,
01 the jManganesc Bronze Company, Deptford, England. Dr. Percy was’proiiahly th’st to
observe the action of the manganese in combining with the traces of cupreous oxiVle of ('oj/ian'

the copper, deoxidizing the same, and thus making the metal denser a,nd strongiu*.
Mr. 1 arsons, I believe, adds the manganese in the form of ferro-manganese. A northm of
the manganese m the alloy thus added is utilized in the deoxidation above im'ntJomnL whil(‘!
the remainder, together with the iron, becomes permanently cninibined with l,h(‘ {iopjx'r The
manganese once alloyed with the copper isnot driven off by remelting, but usually the. qua,lit,

y

of the bronze is impijoved by a subsequent remelting. The Manganese Bronzi', (i()mpa,ny rolland forge the alloy hot. According to Mr. Parsons, its mea,n tensile strengtli as delivu'nul
fioni the rolls is about 67,200 lbs. per sq. in., with an elastic limit of 49,()()0 to fipoot) Ihs. p(n*
sq. in., and an elongation of from 23 to 25 per cent. In, cold rolling its ultima,to*, tensile
strength rises to about 90,000 lbs. per sq. in,, with an elastic limit of (>7,200 to 7(),()()() Ihs. pen-

annealed, the ultimate tensile stnmgth is viu-y

35 percent ’’
^ reduced about half, and the elongation inc.reasud to 30 or

Copper '/S/ecL—Messrs. Schneider & Co., of Creusot, France, have patented a process whicdi
consists m making in ablast-tipnaee, a cupola or a reverberatory furnace, castings containinga variable amount of copper with a less variable proportion of the ordinary eioinents. Tliese
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cijist in <;s fire used for the manirfaetore of copper steel for armor-plate, ordnance, projectiles,

si (‘Jim cylinders, etc., these articles being hardened or tempered in oil. Tlie copper ore is

mixed with the charge in the cupola, or else copper filings can be mixed with the coal to
form a copper coke, wliicli is then used in melting tlic iron in a blast-furnace or cupola.
Ct)})[)er compounds may also be melted in a reverberatory furnace, witli a mixture of iron or
sl,(Hh under a, la,y(‘r of aniJiracii-o to prevent oxidation, in a paper published in the Journal
of fhe Iron (did jSieid ia ,s/// a /c, in 1880, Messrs. E. J. IJall and Arthur Wingham describe
sonu^ expi'riimmt.s on c!()j)per st(a‘l made by adding to a very pure basic Bessemer steel varying
perc(mlag('s of an alloy of iron a.nd copper. This alloy was produced by melting pig-iron, and
then adding to the molten metal oxide of copper. The carbon and silicon acted as the reduc-
ing agents for tlie cnpric oxide, and the copper was thus introduced into tlie iron by a
“ reaction,” and not by simple solution. A part of tlic other impurities in the pig-iron was
also luinied out in this manner, and a metal was obtained which had the following composition

:

Per cent.

Copper 7-550
(hirhon 2-720
Manganese -290

Silicon -006
IMios|)h()rus -180
Sulphur -190

This metal was bright, wliitc in color, crystalliiui, and very hard, but it did not offer any
great resistarico to im[)a,ct. Va.rying quantities of it wore then melted down with the basic

Ilessemer sted j)reviously mentioned. Tlio products of tliese fiisions were allowed to cool

very slowly, the erucil)les in which tlie fusions had taken place being permitted to remain in

the furnat'e until quite cold. Test-pieces, 1 X i X were then cut, and submitted to

tensile tests in a multi[)le. lever testing machine, tlie test-pieces being first carefully annealciL

In the alloys produced in this manner, ihe percentages of carbon and of coppm* necessarily

increased simultaneously, ''idie following tabic sliows tlio pereentag(?s of copper and of
carbon in tht‘. metals tested, and ilie resnlls of ihe tensile tests of tlie various speeiinens:

TIOST-PIKCK NUMBICll. Coj j)ur, j)or o(Mit. Oftrhdn, por cont.
Tons! Id stri'i

11,114 ]i('r h<]

OH-17 0-102 iH'ii

il O’ 21? 80 -0

{COilO O' IK) 47*0

4 7-171 0-712 50

Tlio tnla-l elongation of the test-pieces was also noted, liut owing to their small size Ihe

results are not trust,worthy. I'he (‘loiigalions observed, however, were as follows: dk‘st-piece,

(1) 10 percent; (2) 5 piu* cenl.
;

(Jl) 5 (ler cent
; (4) no visible (‘xtensiou, or the extension was

but very slight. Tlu', icmsile sirengtii of tlie copper stool is greater tlia,M that of si-eds of like

pm'cenlage of (airlion which (contain no copixu*. Copper also increases the streugtii of iron

and of low carbon si,eel, as ajipears from the following results:

nioscRiFrioN'.

Original h((*(‘ 1 .

'('(‘Hl -pic'cci T). .

.

'I <‘St, I). .

.

<?<t]HK-r, pur <;onk. Cni'lHJii, por <!onb.
Ttinsilti fiti’onj'l.h,

touB p«r WL 111 .

o-iai{ 2!)

h'io O-lHI) 40 '2
4 '44 ll-ace 04-0

Mr. F. Lynwood Carrison, in his paper read before tlie Franklin Tnsi.it.ute in 1891, says :

“ ( '()pp(ir-si,e{‘l alloys ari' almost too nmvto determine for wliat [lartieiilar purposes they woidd
be. mosi useful. It is statcHl in the Schneidm,’ patents tliat they are nsd’ul for niaking ord-

mineis n,nnor-i)lnl(‘, ri (h^-ha,rrds, a,ml projectiles, and also for girdi*rs foi* Imilding purposes,

a,nd ship-pb!,t(\s. In view of I he rcimirkable clastic limit of copper stiu^l, wliile inaintaining at

the same time a very (Minsiderabh^ elongation, it would not be surprising if its use bee,!i,in<^

vi'.ry (^xt.(msivii in th<^ arts. It has the advantage of aluminum, nickd, ami tungsicai st(‘ds, in

b(*ing diejiper to immufadure. Ill many of the steel alloys, the alloying metals ha v(d,o ho

add(ul to tli(^ si(X‘l wlnm they are combined with iron, which iron must ne('(\ssarily contain

soim^ carlx)!!-—such an iiHvrea.se of carbon in the alloy is nearly a,lways und(‘siral)le. ddius, fur

insta.ne.e, if Wio mangaiK'se in manga,mvse steel could be added as metallic manganese and iiot

as f(irro-mangan(vs(‘. (whidi must contain cjirbon), wo would probably obta,in botlei- results with

ma,nga,u(‘s(‘. sti'd. ''Ihie, undesirable increase of carbon in this way is a,voided in making
e()[)p{‘r st,(‘d, for as vv(‘ lia,ve seen, the copper can be added in tlie meta,llic state, or a,s an orep”

d//c//,s’ for JIl(>(‘triral C(mdudors.—Mr. Edward Weston has niado tlui rcmiarkahle dis-

covery tha,t ihe nidal nuuiganeso, besides imparting a very high electrical n'sjstanco to

alloys into which it enters, as a constituent, has the property of rcaidering llie (d(a*i,ri('a,l resist-

aiKuiof sudi a,Hoys nearly or quite constant under varying conditions of temp('ra,t,ure. He
thendbre us(*s sncli alhqLsfor the coils or conductors of electrical m(‘a,suring inslruimmls. Ho
pr(d*ers to us(‘ ferro-mangaiuiso in the proportion of copper 70 part.s a,nd f(‘.rro-ma,nga,nesc 80

parts or thereabouts. This, however, is capable of being rolled and drawn, and is made up
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into wire in the usual way. He has also dis-

covered another alloy, the resistance of which

is lowered by an increase of temperature, and

he utilizes the same in making coils, etc., for

such electrical instruments as should have a

constant resistance under variable temperature,

by making one part of the coil of said alloy and

the other portion of German silver, or some

other of the ordinary metals. In such case, the

resultant resistance is constant, provided the

change in the two parts of the coil bo equal as

well as opposite. This alloy preferably consists

of 65 to 70 parts of copper, 25 to BO pmds of

ferro-manganese, and 2^ to 10 parts of nickel.

JFerro-chrome and Chrome Steel.—M. Brust-

lein, of Iloltzer & Co.’s steel works in the Loire,

France, read a paper before the International

Congress of Mines and Metallurgy, in Paris, in

1880, on ferro-chrome and chrome steel, from

which we extract the following :

There may be introduced into steel vary-

ing proportions of chromium of which the elfect

is to increase the resistance of steel without

diminishing the tenacity corresponding to its

carbon contents, and even, it ap|)ears, to slight-

ly increase that tenacity. In consequence, it

is possible to obtain, witli a resistance given to

the rupture, a bonding corresponding to that

which is obtained with a steel that is ordinarily

less resisting or softer ;
that is to say, in de-

scribing it, as a metal which, well liandled, off-

ers a very great security. At the forge, an in-

got of chrome steel may be worked witli no

more difficulty than with ordinary steel of tlio

same hardness; nevertheless, when hot, it offers

a greater resistance to deformation. When
an ingot is cut hot by a cutter, the metal is

more ductile; the point of contact botAVcen tlic

two pieces is flattened out into a 11 tin wel) be-

fore breaking. It is influenced by the fire even

less tlian an ordinary steel of the same hard-

ness. In the cold, when worked on a. lathe or

with a plane, a steel containing, for instance, 2

per cent of chromium is always a. little Imrder

to cut than ordinat-y steel ;
nevertheless, if it

is properly reheated the difference is not great.

Steel that contains less cliromivim, even when
it has 1 per cent carbon, may l)e worked witli-

out difficulty on a lathe. Tempered witli oil

or with water, the temper penetrates more d(u‘p-

ly than in a carbonized steel of the same, (h'gri'o

of carbonization without chromium. (Uirome

steel offers a resistance to sliock and to fraclure

which, for the time being, makes it preferable

for a certain number of uses. On tlie otlier

hand, when once made into ingots, it can be

manipulated like ordinary steel, which is an ad-

ditional advantage. But it offers in its manu-
facture difficulties of a special nature. In

a state of fusion, which takes place at high

temperatures, the chromium which it contains

has a tendency to take up oxygen from the air.

In such case there is not formed, as is t<he case

with oxide of manganese, a licpiid and fusible

silicate lighter than steel, which conu's rapidly

to the surface, but instead there is causc^d the

decarbonization of the steel and the oxidation

of the iron, giving rise to a creamy layer, of

which the little fragments rest readily, not only

on the edges of the casting-pot, but even in the

mass of the metal. The portions thus oxidized

will not unite under any working, no matter

to what temperature they may be heated. For
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the same reason, the layer of oxide which is
formed on heating the ingots or bars is strong-
er and adheres closer than in ordinary steel
and does not easily dissolve in borax. Also’
chrome steel only unites with dillieulty or not
at all, according to the amount of chromium
it contains. For these reasons chrome steel
will require most delicate treatment, and it
Will be exceedingly difficult to use it in the
manufacture of sheeting.”

1 he accompanying table (page 36), showing
analyses and physical properties of several
samples of chrome steel, is abiidged from a
table in Howe’s MeAalhirgy of Steel:

eel containing a small per
centage of nickel has recently been found to
possess tlie valuable property of increased ten-
sile strength and hardness, as compared with
Oldinary steel of tlie same carbon percentage
witliout the decrease of ductility wliich in car-
bon steel accompanies increase of tensile
strength. It has been found to bo especially
valuable for armor-plate, as shown by experi-
ments made at the Annapolis proving-ground
and also in Europe in 181)0 and 181)1 (seoTransl
U. S. Naval Imtitute, 1891). The manufac-
ture and properties of nickel steel are thus de-
scribed in a paper by Mr. James Riley, of (ilas-
gow, published in the Journal of the Iron and
Steel Imhtute, Muy, 1889 : Tim alloy can bo
made in a.ny good ojxm-heartli furna<(e work-
ing at a fairly good heat. The cliarge can be
made in as short a time as an ordinary ‘serai)’
charge of steel—say, about 7 hours. Jts work-
ing demands no extraordinary care

;
in fact,

m)t so much as is required in working many
other kinds of charges, the com|)osition of the
resulting steel being easily and deiinitely con-
trolled. If the charge is jiroperly worked
nearly all the nickel will be found in the steel—almosti none is lost in tlie slag, in this respect
being widely dilhirent from charges of chrome
steel. (Idui st(Hd is steady in the mold, it is
more lluid and thinner than ordinary steel, it
sets more rapidly, and aiipears to be thorough-
ly hom<)g(m(u)us. The ingots are clean and
smooth in. apnea,ranee on tlie outsides but those
ricliesl, in niiikid a,re a little more ‘piped’ than
are ingol,s of ordinary mild steel. There is less
liipiation (if the metalloids in these ingots,
therefore liability to serious troulilcs from this
cause, is much reduced. Any scrap produced
in t,he subscapient operations of hammering,
rolling, sh(‘aring, etc., can be remolted in mak-
ing another ciuirge without loss of nickel. Ko
extraordinary care is recjuired when reheating
the ingots for hammering or rolling. They
will stand (piite as much heat as ingots having
ecpia,! conbmts of carbon but no nickel, except,
p(U’haps, in the case of steel containing over
35 })(U’ c,<mt of nickel, when the heat should bo
kiqit a litl.le lower and more care taken in
forgiug. If tlie steel has Ik^oii properly made,
and is of correct composition, it will hammer
and roll well, wliothor it contains little or much
nickel

;
but it is possible to make it of such

poor qmility in other respects that it will
crack badly in worlcing, as is the case with or-
dinary steel. In endeavoring to obtain a cor-
rect idea of the value or usefulness of alloys
of nickel ami iron or steel, we shall find it of
use to consider their behavior under tensile
and other mechanical tests, and if these were
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sufficiently numerous, our task would not be a very difficult one. If it be reineiubered, how-
ever, that in the composition of nickel steel we have present nickel and imuvi>i-a,iu‘S(‘ and h-on,

with carbon, silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus, and that even a very small (iiirei'enco in the
contents of some of these has a considei*able influence on the character of the alloy, it will be
evident that several series of tests (involving a very large number of separate experiimmts)
are necessary to a full investigation. For instance, we all know the effect of very small in-

crements of carbon in steel; hence to estimate correctly, the influence of the addition of
nickel, the carbon (as well as manganese and other contents) should remain constant

;
then

that contents of nickel sliould be constant and the carbon, etc., varied ; further, that the sub-
sequent treatment of all the products should be identical in every particnhir.”

In the table given on page 27 there are several points of. interest wliicli it is desirable to
notice.

1. In No. 6 test the carbon present (0*22) is low enough to enable us to make comparison
with ordinary mild steel, which would give (when annealed) results about as follows: F. L. 16
tons, B. S. 30 tons, extension 23 per cent on 8 in., and contraction of area 48 per cent. Ihiere-
fore in this case the addition of 4*7 per cent of nickel has raised B. L. from 16 to 28 tons,
and the B. S. from 30 up to 40*6 tons, without impairing the elongation or contraction of
area to any noticeable extent. In No. 3 test somewhat similar results are found, with an
addition of only 3 per cent of nickel, combined with an increase of the carbon to 0*35 per cent.

2. In Nos. 2 and 5 tests tliero is extreme hardness, due in part to the large quantity of
carbon present, but also to the presence of nickel in addition. In No. 9 test, witli tlie carbon
very much redueed, this characteristic of hardness is intensified by the increase of nickel to
10 per cent. This quality of hardness obtains as the nickel is increased, until al)out 20 per
cent is reached, when a clnuige takes place, and successive additions of nickel tend t,o make
the steel softer and more diietilo, and even to neutralize the infiuence of carbon, as is sliown
in No. 11 test, in which there is 2.5 per cent of nickel and 0*82 per cent of carbon.

3. In the 25-per-cent nickel steel there are some peculiar and remarkable properties. In
the unanncaled specimen tlie B. S. is high and the B. L. modern,tely so

;
but in the juineahul

piece, in whioii tlio B. S. remains good, tlio B. L. is very greatly reduced, down to one tliinl
of the B. S. Again, in both eases, the ductility as shown by the extension before fracture
is imirvolotis, reaeliiiig 40 per cent- in 8 in.

There are a few other |)i’('perties of these alloys which may be noticed. The spceifle
gravity of nickel is given tis 8'06 to 8*86; that of fcrro-nickel, if 25 per cent nickel, 8*08

; t,ha,t

of 10-per-cent nickel, 7’8()6
; that of h-per-cout nickel, 7*846 ; while tlie mean of results of

hammered steel is 7*84. The whole of the series of nickel steels up to 50 per cent nickel t,ake
a good polish and finish, with a good surface, the color being lighter witii the increased
additions of nickel. Tlie sleels rich in nickel are practically noii-corrodible, and, those poor
in nickel aii’C niueli better than otlier steels in this respect. Thus, some exjiGriuumliS we have
rnadc show that, as compared witli mild steel of 0*18 carbon, 5-per-ce.nt iiit*kel steel coi rodes
in the ratio of 10 to 12, and, as compared with steel having 0*40 carbon, with TO (dirominm,
in that of 10 to 15. In the ease of 25-per-ceiit iiiekol steel, these ratios a,re as 10 is to 870 a,M(i
10 to 1,100, respectively. Tiiese results were obtained by immersion of saoiples of the ililTer-
ent steels ill Abel’s corrosive Ii(|ui<I, and the results confirmed by subsefjuent immersion in
water acidified by liydroclilorie acid. Some samples ol the richer nickel steels wliicdi have
been lying exposed to the atmospliero for several weeks still show an imtarnislied fra,eture.
The alloys up to 5 per cent of nickel can bo machined witli iriodera,to ease ; beyond that
strength they are more difficult to machine. The poorer ones stand punching (^xiaaMlingly
well, both as rolled a,ml after annealing. The punch-holes can be put as close togffihm* as
4 in. without the metal sliowing any signs of cracking. The 1-per-ccnt nickel stiad welds
fairly well, but tliF quality deteriorates with each addition of nickel. The poori'i* alloys do
not sliow any lust#, but tlie richer ones have a lustrous appearance when tlio scale is removed.
Bee Aiimor.

ALUMINUM, AT,iUMINXUM. Webster anti Worcester sanction eit,lier way of spcll-

s!''‘''^‘7''''"’“‘‘'‘'’'”“l’Wfe’'*’^®''W''ti‘oestor‘‘alinniriiviin.” Geriniin.'jilmniuin

;

rieiich, aluminium. In itnglaud, aluminium has the preference. In America, ailumiiium is
most used, and the shorter name aliuin is being strongly urged in preference to either. Chemi-
cal symbol, Ah Atomic weight, 27*02. Aluminum group, aluminum, indium, gallium. These
metels form feebly basic sesquioxkles, which act toward stronger bases as acid-forming
oxides. ®

of Alimvlnnm all the elements aluminum is tlie most widely
dista*ibuted and contained in the largest quantity in the solid crust of the eartli, exc,(M)t oxygen
and siliwn. Its ores from which pure alumina is obtained, from which the innv, nuilal is
extracted, are Bauxite (AlalloOo), soft and granular, with 50 to 70 per cent of oxiih‘, of a,lu-mmum, and with only a few per cent of accidental impurities besides the watm* of hydra-
tion. Corundum (AhOjj), very hard and crystalline, specific gravity 3*909, with 93 per* ('cnt
alumina, and ordinarily very free from impurities, but so hard and crystalline, and witlial

purposes, as not to be at present used as an aluminum ore. Dia,spore
(AFOalFO), hard and crystalline; specific gravity 3*4, with 65 to 85 per cent aluniina,
and ordinarily very pure. Cryolite (AUFUGNaPl), specific gravity 2*0, witli 40 iier cent
alnmimim fluoride and 60 per cent sodium fluoride. Aliiminite (AlQSOoOHaO) specific
gravity 1*66, containing some 30 per cent of alumina in a condition, by roasting, solution, and
filtration, to be cheaply purified. Gibbsite (AlaOsGILO), stalactitic

; specific gravity 2*4, con-
taining 65 pel cent alumina. The oxide of aluminum occurs largely in combination with
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silica, i:iln('ny a,s double silicates, of which orthoclase or potash feldspar (K^AlaSiOo) is most
iinportiint, forming the chief constituents of granite, gneiss, syenite, porphyry, tracliyte, etc.

Soda f(;ldspars a,nd lime fthdspars also occur in the large garnet and mica groups of minerals,
both doubh^ silicjates of aluminum. Weathering of feldspars has formed the clays which are
silicates of aluininum. Neither feldspars or clays, however, are economical ores, in com-
parison witli those given above, for the production of aluminum, on account of the difficulty

of separation from the silica. Aiuminnm is shown by the spectroscope as being present in

the solar atmosphere.
Oheniiml^ J*ropvrties.—Ahiminuni-loaf decomposes water at 100°, and, heated in oxygen

gas, burns with aii intense white flame. Tlie resulting compound, however, shows the metal
not to have, l)een com|)letoly burned to an oxide, but to have been protected by a surface coat-
ing. Tile metal dissolves in atpieous solutions of alkalies; with the evolution of hydrogen,
de,posits lead, silver, and zinc from alkaline solutions, while neutral or acid sohitions are not
alt(‘red by it. It |)recipitates copper from a solution of sulphate of copper. Ilydrocliloric acid
is its best solvent. Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves alumiiiiim on heating, with evolu-
tion of sulphurous acid, dilute sulphuric acid acting only very slowly on the metal. The pres-
ence of any chlorides in the solution, however, allows it to* bo rapidly decomposed. Nitric
acid, eitlier concentrated or dilute, has very little action on aliimiunm. Organic acids attack
the metal only slightly. KSulpliur has no action on it at a temt)eratiire less than a red-heat.

Aluminum is not acted upon by carbonic acid or carbonic oxide gases, nor siilpliuretod

hydrogen, l)ut it is a peculiarity of the metal in a molted condition to absorb large quanti-
ties of these gases, a |)ortion of wliich is again excluded on the metal cooling, but enough
being left, iu the case of sulphurcted hydrogen, to continue to emit a strong odor for a long
time after solidifying. Aluminum is little acted upon by salt water; and even solutions of

salt and vinegar, sucli as the metal is likely to bo subjected to in certain culinary operations,

do not seem to practically injure the melial. II; is less acted upon than tin, copper, or silver

under similar conditions. Aluminum is found to witlistand the actions of organic secre-

tions better than even silver, and it is largely used for surgical and dental instruments. So-
lutions of causl;ic alkalies, clilorine, bromine, iodine, and fluorine, rapidly corrode aluminum.
Ammonia gas lias very little action upon the metal except to turn it to a gray color. Strong
aqua-ammonia has a slight solvent action upon it. Pure aluminiini docs not tarnish from the
influence of tlio weather, except very slowly, even though the atmostilicro be moist or even salt.

Instead of relaJving oxygen, like the metals of tlii^ alkalies and alkaline earths, with an en-

ergy proport.ioned i,o t he extreme diffieulty with which it de[)a.rts from its oxygen in the state

of oxide, Uiluminum is aJmost as indifl’erent to oxygen as are gold and platinum. The strong
affinity of aluminum and oxygen before separation, contrasted witli their apparent total indif-

ference afl(u-wa<rd, may l)t^ ex[)lain(Ml by the existence of a tliin film of oxide, which almost
immediately forms upon tlio exposure of l.ho metal to the atmosphere, and [)rotec1;s it from
further oxidafion. T’he resistaiufc of alumiimm to atmospheric influences, and its anti-eorrodi-

liility, are among it;s most noted qualities. Tlie presence of silicon in aluminum materially

detracts from ii;s jiower to witlis.tand corrosion. Aluminum cont.aining sodium is rapidly

acted upon liy liol; waiter, i;he sodium being eaten out, leaving the ailuminum spongy and
porous. Aluminum or aluinirmm eompounds do not impart any color to the non-lurmnoiis

gas-flame. '^ITu'. spark-spcetnira of aluminum has Vioon mapped, and contains a large numlxvr

of briglit lines lying close togei.her, of which the most importa,nt in the red are (5,4251 and
(5,425, and in tills lilue 4,()()l and 4,(5(52; and the aluminum bands seen in the ultra-violet are

extremely chara,cteriHt,ii}. Heated in an atmosphere of chlorine gas, aluminum burns violently

to a chloride. Aluminum melts at a temperature between silver a,nd zinc—a temperature of

700° (J. (authority, Kosinie): 1,»J()()° F. (authority, Kichard.s). The metal becomes pasty at

iibout 1,()()0° F., and los(\s its tensile strengtli and very much of its rigidity at a temiieraiaire

lietweeu 4()()'’ n,nd 500° h\, aflliough this rigidity and strength are almo!#, entirely regained

as Hio mel;a,l (*ools. Aluminum does not volatilize at any temperature ordinarily to be pro-

duced by tlui combustion of carbon, oven though the high temperature bcj kept iq) for Ji (!on-

sidoralilc numlxn* of hours' time. It, however, absorbs a very largo amount of occluded gases

by such treat, incut,. Odie inquiritios most commonly found in aluiniiium are silicon and iron
;

and it ma,y 1)(‘. sa,id of tlu' (d(>c,trolytically made metal tliat these two impurities a,r(^ almost the

only ones found, eonsidorabU^ a,mounts of any others being accidental. A, large proportion of

the aluminum being made by the newer electrolytic processt's, runs oven* t)J) piu’ emit pure

aluniinum, the im|)uritiies coniing simply from the alumina ore and i,lu^ ash of th(‘, (airbon (‘has-

trnd(‘.s, t,h(^ impurities in the reagent solvents for the alumina being riidiuaal a,nd a,Iloy(‘d with

tlu', first mi4al ma,de. Bilieon in aluminum exists in two forms, one seemingly combiiual with

th(^ aluminum a,s combined carbon exists in pig-iron, and the otlau- in an a,llotiropic graphiloi-

da,l modification. 4Tieso two forms of the .silicon seem to exert c()nsidera,bly ditlerent eflVa^ts

by their pr(‘sen('i‘, in the aluminum, the conibined form of the element rendering Hu', mel.al

much luinho’ tluiii the graph itoidal variety. The combined modilical.ion ordiTia,rily prepon-

derates, a,nd is usiuilly from 55 to 80 per cent of the total silicon. Th(‘, presence of iron as

an impurity in a,luminum is more easily avoided, and, by taking care in the iisi^, of t.ools and
that the grinding of the carbon is done with

,

good stone wheels, its presence is very often a

mere trace. For many purposes tlio purest aluminum can not be so advantageously used
as that containing from 51 to 6 per cent impurities, as the pure metal is very soft, and not
so strong as the less pure. It is only where extreme malleability, duet,ility, or non-corrodi-

bility i.s required tliat the purest metal should boused. For most purposes small amounts
of some of the other metals than silicon and iron are advantageously added, to produce
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hjirdness, rigidity, and strength—constituents that will not detract from the non-corrodi-

bility of the metal as much as do these natural impurities that come from the ore and appa-

ratus.

Physical Properties ,—Pure aluminum is white in color, with a decided bluish tint, which
becomes very much more marked upon exposure, when the thin film of white oxide on its

surface prevents further tarnishing from the air, but which seems to give it, by contrast to

the metal as a background, an enhanced bluish tint. The addition of small percentages of

silver, chromium, manganese, tungsten, or titanium changes the color of aluminum, render-

ing it nearer that of silver, as well as considerably increasing the hardness and stiffness of the
metal. Pure aluminum has no taste or odor. Under heat, the coefficient of linear expansion
of I in. round aluminum rods of 98i per cent purity is ‘0000206 per degree 0., between the

freezing and boiling points of water; that of iron being -0000122; tin, -0000217; copper,

*00001718 (authorities. Hunt, Langley, and Hall). Sound castings of alnminum can readily be
made in dry sand molds, if the metal is not heated much beyond the melting-point, to prevent
the absorption of gases. The metal does not need any flux. Its shrinkage is in. to tlie foot.

The mean specific heht of aluminum from 0° to the melting-point is 0*285, water being taken
as one, and the latent heat of fusion is 28*5 heat-units (authority, Eichards). The coefficient

of thermal conductivity of aluminum, obtained by the method of Wiederman and Franz, sil-

ver being taken as 100 and copper as 73’6, is for unannealed aluminum 37‘96, for annealed alu-
minum 38*87. Aluminum stands fourth, being preceded only by silver, copper, and gold, as a
conductor of both heat and electricity. One yard of annealed aluminum wire of 98| per cent
purity, ‘0325 in. diameter, 14:° C., has *05484 of an ohm resistance, a yard of pure copper wire
having a resistance of *0315. The electrical conductivity of silver being taken at 100, copjier
as 90, pure annealed aluminum has an electrical conductivity of about 50. Pure aluminum
has no polarity, and indeed the commercial metal in the market is practically non-magnetic.
Pure aluminum is very sonorous, and its tone seems to be improved% alloying with a few per
cent of silver or titanium. Pure aluminum is, when properly treated, a very malleable and
ductile metal. It can readily be rolled into sheets *0005 in. thick, or be beaten into ItMif nearly
as thin as gold-leaf, or be drawn into the finest wire. Pure aluminum stands third in the order
of malleability, being exceeded only by gold and silver, and in the order of ductility seventh,
being exceeded by gold, silver, platinum, iron, softest steel, and copper. Both its malleability
and ductility are greatly impaired by the presence of the two common im|)urities, silicon
and iron. Aluminum can be rolled or hammered cold, but the metal is most malleablo at,

and should be heated to, between 200° and 300° F., for rolling or breaking down from the
ingot to the best advantage. Like silver and gold, aluminum has to be frecpiently annealed,
as it hardens remarkably upon working. By reason of this phenomenon of hardening dur-
ing rolling, forging, stamping, or drawing, the metal may be turned out very rigid in fin-
ished shape, so that it will answer excellently well for purposes where the annealed nuital
would be entirely too soft or too weak or lacking in rigidity. Especially is this true with
aluminum alloyed with a few per cent of titanium, copper, or silicon. The alloys do not
show their increased hardness to anything like its maximum extent in castings—not at all
in proportion to the increased brittleness. But when these castings are drop-forged, rollcMi,

hammered or drawn down, with only sufficient annealings to prevent the metal from crack-
ing, the increased hardness appears in a remarkable degree. It can be safedy slated, ns a
general rule, that the purer the aluminuin the softer and less rigid it is. The fra(*,ture of im-
pure aliimmum shows ordinarily hexagonal crystals, although the pure metal is very tough,
and on breaking, by bending backward and forward, often appears distinctly fibrous and silky
in fracture.

Annealmg Aluminum.—Ho anneal aluminum a low and even temperature should be main-
tained in the muffle—just such a temperature as will show an even red-heat in a piece of iron
or steel placed in the muffle, when viewed at twilight or on a dark day. The alnmiinim itself,
however, should not appear at all red at this temperature. A ready test of this is that the
metal has been heated enough to char the end of a pine stick, which will leave a black mark
on the plate as it is drawn across it. When the metal has acquired this temperature it slionld
be taken from the furnace and allowed to cool gradually. Yery thin sections may be annealed
by placing them in boiling water, and either allowing them to cool witli the water or talking them
out to cool gradually. It is possible to anneal to any degree, by lowering the temperature to
which the metal is heated below that specified by means of suitabie appliances. Aluminum wire
alloyed with a few per cent of copper, titanium, or silver, can be drawn, having a tensile .strength
of 80,00(> lbs. to the sq. in., and which will have, weight for weight with copper wire, an electri-
cal conductivity of 170, that of copper being 100. When it is taken into consideration that
the copper has a tensile strength at a maximum of 30,000 lbs. to the sq. in., against 80,{)()() lbs.
per sq. in. for aluminum titanium alloy, and that iron and soft steel wire have each a con-
ductivity of 12 in the same scale, and at most a strength equal to that of the alurninum-
titaniuin alloy, a wide field for usefulness as electrical conductors seems open for alumi-
num. Aluminum can be easily welded electrically, and solders satisfactorily. Tlie specific
gravity of aluminum is one of its most striking properties, it being from 2*50 to 2*70

; struct-
ural steel being 2*95, copper 3*60, ordinary high brass 3*45, nickel 3*50, silver 4, lead 4*8, gold
7*7, platinum 8*6 times heavier. A cub. in. of aluminum weighs *092 lbs., or ^ oz. avoirdu-
pois. Cast aluminum has about the ultimate strength of cast-iron in tension, but under
compression it is comparatively weak. The following is a table of average tensile and com-
pression strength of the metal, the average of many results of tests of' the metal of 98 per
cent purity:
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Elastic limit per sq. in. in tension (castings) ^^C,5t)0
“ “ “ “ (sheet) 12’000
“ “ “ “ (wire) It),000-30,000
“ “ “ “ (bars) 14,000

Ultimate strength per sq. in. in tension (castings) 15,000
“ “ “ (sheet).’ 24,000

“ (wire) 30,000-65,000
“ “ “ “ “ (bars) 28,000

Percentage of reduction of area in tension (castings) 15 per cent
“ “ “ (sheet) 35 “

“ “ “ (wire) GO “
“ “ “ “ (bars) 40 “

Elastic limit per sq. in. under compression in cylinders, with lengtli twice
the diameter 8,500

Ultimate strength per sq. in. under compression in cylinders, with length
twice the diameter 12,000

The modulus of elasticity of cast aluminum is about 11,000,000.

Under transverse tests pure aluminum is not very rigid. A 1 in. square bar of good cast-iron
supported on knife-edges 4 ft. 6 in. long and loaded in the center will readily stand 500 lbs.

without a deflection of over 2 in. A similar bar of aluminum would deflect over 2 in. with
a weight of 250 lbs., althougli the aluminum bar would bend nearly double before breaking,
while the cast-iron will ordinarily break before the deflection has gone very much beyond 2 in.

Aluminum and copper form two series of valuable alloys, the aluminum bronzes ranging
from 2 to 12 per cent of aluminum with copper, the copper-hardened aluminum series with
from 2 to perhaps 20 per cent of copper with the aluminum. In the 5 to 12 per cent alumi-
num bronzes we obtain some of the densest, finest-grained, and strongest metals known

—

metals having remarkable ductility as compared with tensile strength. A lO-per-cent bronze
can roadily^ and \iniformly be made in forged bars, with 100,000 lbs. per sq. in. tensile
strengtti, with 6(),f)()() lbs. elastic limit |)er sq. in., and with at least 10 per cent elongation in
8 in. ; and aluminum bronzes ca,n be made to fill a specification of even 130,000 lbs. per sq, in.,

and 5 per cent elongation in 8 in. Such bronzes have a specific gravity of about 7*50, and
are of a light-yellow color. The 5 to 7| per cent aluminum bT'onzes of from 8*30 to 8 specific
gravity, and a handsome yellow color, readily give 70,0()() to 80,000 lbs. per sq. in. tensile
strength, witli ovci ilO per cent elongation in 8 in., ami with an elastic limit of ovei*

40,000 lbs. per s(] m It will probably l)o alloys of the latter characteristics that will
be most used— espodally for marine work; and the fact that 5 to 7 per cent bronzes can
bep rolled or hamnu'red at a red-heat, proper precautions, which can readily bo seeuiXMi,

being taken, will gn^itly enlarge their Tise. Metal of this cluiracter can bo worked in
almost evm-y way that st<eol can, and has the advantages of greater strength and ductility,
and greater ability to withstand corrosion. The presence of silicon makes a harder bronze,
but; one of mucli less comparative ductility and a less malleable alloy. The presence of
iron weakens, and very seriously interferes with the valiio of tlie bronze. The presence of
zinc in aluminum lironze is not so deleterious—in fact, it makes the best aJuminum brasses,
much better tluin t hose having tin in t;hem. Aluminum in bronzes lowers the melting-point
of the copper at least 100” or 2()()”. The melting-point of lO per cent aluminum bronze is

somcwliero in tlie neighborhood of 1,700° If. Aluminum bronze is among the hardest of the
bronzes, and hard(3ns upon cold working considerably. This hardness, however, can bo
lowered by annealing at a red-heat and plunging into cold water. Aluminum l)ronz0 can
readily bo tooled in ti lathe, and the chii)s being cut clean and smootl#and long do not
clog the tool. Alvinvinum bronze is a retmirkably rigid racital under transverse strain, being
much more rigid than ordinary brass or even gun bronze; and under compression strain,

although raliher low in ekistic limit compared with its ultimate compressive st.rength, it is

still inuch sfcroiigor tliaii any of the other bronzes. It undergoes a long period of gradual
compression before it finally gives wa.y, making it peculiarly a safe metal under compressive
strfiin. Aluminum bronze has spcciaf anti-friction qualities, owing to its fine grain texture
and peculiarly smooth and unctuous though hard surface, which rcksists abrasion remarkably.
Att,(3ntion has alrea/dy been called to the anti-corrosivo qtialities of aluminum bronze, ancl,

as it;S (d(‘(;trical conductivity is better than that of brass, it is especially well adapted for parts
of (d(3ctrical machinery. Aluminum bronze can be brazed and soldered nearly as well as

brass. Sound, clean castings of aluminum bronze can be safely and regida-rly made, eitlier

in sand molds or against chills, if the proper precautions are taken to avoid : 1. Oxidation.
2. Contamination from scum, or a cinder composed of oxide of aluminum with a little copper
in it. 3. Oontractiori cracks, caused by strains due to shrinkage. 4. The shutting in of ga.s

into the castings. The first trouble—oxidation—can be prevented by not heating the metal
too hot in the plumbago crucibles. The second trouble—contamination from scum—can be
avoided by pouring into a hot ladle or pouring-basin large enough to hold all the metal ne-
cessary to fill the mold, and permitting the metal to eseapo from the bottom of this receptacle,

after giving sulficient time to allow the scum to come to the surface. Proper skim-gates
should also bo provided for each mold. The third difliculty—contraction—is overcome by
giving plenty of allowance of metal to feed the casting in cooling. Tins can be done in

several ways, each best adapted for varying conditions. The cores should be made of a yield-
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ing character, using resin or other suitable substance, with coarse sand, that will yield under
slight pressure. Unyielding iron metal cores should be dispensed with as far as possible.

Castings should have “ risers ” or “ feeding-heads ” with flaring openings large in section

—

even larger than the castings they are intended to feed. The feeding-heads should be refilled

as often as they will take the metal. In this way the castings are solidified first, drawing the
metal to supply their shrinkage from the still fluid “ riser,’’ having a level higher than the
easting itself. The gates to the mold should be of sufficient number and so a,rranged tliat

they can be filled with metal as cold as it will pour and give full castings. The fourtli diffi-

culty—gas in the castings—can be prevented by taking the ordinary precautions used by
founders for this purpose.

Alloys 'With SmaM Percentages of Copper.—The alloys of aluminum with copper in pro-
portions of from 2 to 15 per cent have been advantageously used to harden aluminum
in cases where a more rigid rnetal is i-equired than pure aluminum. Copper is the most com-
mon metal used at present to harden aluminum. A few per cent of copper decreases the
shrinkage of the metal, and gives alloys that are especially adapted for art eastings. The
remainder of the range, from 30 per cent copper up to over 85 per cent, give crystalline and
brittle alloys of no use in the arts, which are of a grayish-white color up to 80 per cent copper,
where the distinctly yellow color of the copper begins to show itself.

Aluminum wilh Iron and Steel,—Aluminum combines with iron in all proportions. None
of the alloys, however, have proved of value, except those of small percentages of aluminum
with steel, cast-iron, and wrought-iron. So far as experiments have yet gone, other elements
can better be employed to harden aliimimun than iron, the presence of which in metallic
aluminum is regarded as entirely a deleterious impurity, to be avoided if possible. It has been
experimentally proved that the addition of aluminum to the steel just before “ teeming ’’.causes
the metal to lie quiet and give ofi no appreciable quantity of gases' producing ingots with much
sounder tops. There are two theories to account for this: one, that the aluminum decom-
poses tliese gases and absorbs the oxygen contained in them; the other is, that aluminum
greatly increases the solubility in the steel of the gases which are usually given off at the
momerit of sotting, thus forming blow-holes and bubbles. This latter theory is the one which
at present has the greatest weight of authority. In all cases the aluminum should bo thrown
into the ladle after a small quantity of the steel has already entered it. There is danger of
adding too largo a quantity of aluminum, in that the metal will set very solid and will be
liable to form deep “ pipes ” in the ingots. To add just the right proportion of aliiminum
requires some little experience on the part of the steel manufacturer, but successful results
have been seeurccl witli from to | lbs. of aluminum to a ton of steel. If the rnetal be “ wild

”

in the ladle, full of occluded gases, too hot, or oxidized, a larger proportioir of aluminum
can bo advantageously added. R. A. TIadfieid says that the infiuence of aluminum appears
to be like that of silicon, t-liough acting moi-e powerfully. The same writer, together witli
H. M. IIowo and Osmund, claims that an addition of aluminum does not lower the melting-
point of the steel. Steel with a.n addition of one tenth of one per cent of aluminum scorns
to solidify in the molds fully as quickly as steel without the addition of tlie aluminuiru
Aluininiun seems to take tlie oxygon out of steel very mueh in the same way that manganese
does. The addition of aluminum in quantities of from 3 to 8 lbs. per ton is of advantage
where the steel is to be cast in heavy ingots which will receive only scant woi*k. Here It
soorns to increase the ductility as moasured“ by the elongation and reduction of ar’oa of tensile
test specimens, without materially altering tiro ultimate strength. In'steel castings the betro-
fit from the use of a small percontago of aluminum, ordinarily in the proportion of from 3
to 8. lbs per ton, has become widely recognized, and it is being generally used. The ad-
ditions of aluminum are most always made by throwing the metal in pieces weigliing a few
ounces each into the ladle as the steel is pouring into it. In cast-iron, from 3 to 5 lbs. of
aluminum per ton is put into the metal as it is being poured from the cupola or melting-
furnace. To sort gray No. 1 foundry iron it is doubtful if the metal does much good, excerff,
perhaps, in the way of keeping the iron melted fora longer time; but where difficult cast-
ings are to be made, where much loss is occasioned by defective eastings, or where the iron
will not flow well or give sound and strong castings, the aluminum certainly in many eases
allows of better work being done and stronger and sounder castings being made, having a
closer grain, and hence much easier tooled. The tendency of the alumiimm is to cliauge
combined carbon tp graphitic, and it lessens the tendency of the metal to chill, Aliimiruun
in proportions of two per cent and over materially decreases the shrinkage of cast-iron.
The effect of aluminum in wrought-iron is not very marked in the ordinary puddlim*’
process. It seems to add somewhat to the strength of the iron, but the ainoimt is. not of suf
ficient value to induce the general use of aluminum for this purpose. The peculiar propertv
of aluminum in reducing the long range of temperature between that at which wrought-iroii
first softens and that at which it becomes fiuid, is taken advantage of in the well-known Mitis
process for making “ wrought-iron castings.” It is for this that aluminum is most used in
wrought-iron at present.

Ahminum and other Iletals.—With the exception of lead, antimony, and mercury, alumi-
num imites readily with all metals, and many useful alloys of aluminum with other* metals
have been discovered within the last few years. The u.seful alloys of aluminum so far dis-
covered are all in two groups, the one of aluminum with not more than 15 per cent of otlier
metals, and the other of metals containing not over 15 per cent of aluminum

; in the one
case, the metals imparting hardness and other useful qualities to the aluminum, and in the
other the aluminum giving useful qualities to the alloying metals. The addition of a few per
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cent of silver to aliimiriuin, to harden, whiten, and sti*engthen the metal, gives an alloy espe-

cially adaptable for many line instruments, tools, and electrical apparatus, wliere tlie work
upon the tool and its convenience are of more consequence than the increased price due to the

addition of the silver. The silver lowers the melting-point of the aluminum, and gives a metal
susceptible of taking a good polish and making fine castings. Titanium and chromium can
be rea.dily a,lloyed with aluminum, according to the methods devised and patented by Prof.

John W. Langley, and will probaldy prove to be the most valuable means of hardening alumi-

iium. A few per c(mt of titanium renders the metal, under work, very rigid and yet elastic

at the same time. Chromium is the best element to luirden aluminum in castings. More or

less useful alloys luive been made of aluminum with zinc, bismuth, nickel, cadmium, mag-
nesium, manga,iu‘S(', a,ml tin, tliese alloys all being harder than pure aluminum; but it is by
combination of t,h(‘,s(‘. metals, with perhaps additions of copper, lead, and antimony, that

alloys of most; value have so far been, discovered. Some are with additions of only 1 to 2 per

cent of aliiminiim. The additions of from 5 to 15 per cent of aluminum to type-metal com-
posed of 20 per cent antimony and 80 per cent lead makes a metal giving sharper castings

and a much more durable type. To ordinary brasKS the addition of aluminum, especially in

the form of aluminized zinc, an alloy of zinc with a few per cent of alurninnm, gives superior

strength and l)ettor anti-corrosive characteristics. Some very marked }i,nd valuable qualities

have been discovered in the use of aluminum witli zinc for various pTirposes. Additions of

from ^ to 2 per cent of aluminum to Babbitt metal of a composition of copper 8*7 per cent,

antimony 7*8 per (ient, tin 81) per cent, gives a very superior bearing meta,!.

Methods of Aturnhum ManufacMre.—Aluminum can not be rcdvieed from its oxide by the

aid of carlion a,s a reducing agent by any of the ordinary metliods, becjiuse the temperature

to which the iut.imate mixture of the solid carlion iind the alumina has to be raised can only

be attained by the highest heat of an o[)en-hearth furnace or in the electrical furnace—a tem-
perature at whicli th(‘, alumina, naluced ca,n not itself be accumnlnted into a molten liquid

mass, and can only b(3 retained by collecting it with, a more stable metal, such as iron or cop-

per. None of the other salts is suscejitible of lieing reduced by carbon a,t much lower tempera-

tures than tlio oxid(% so fa,r as yet discovered. Tlie task of producing aluininvim at a low cost

has thus been found to be a dilficult one, a,nd many unsuccessful attempts have lieen made
and much momiy has lieeu lost upon it. Debamul from using cuirbon as the reducing agent

under the ordinary conditions whicli make it; tlicj practicable and economical rea,gent in most
metallurgical o{)erations, the a,dva,ntag(^s of other stronger reducing a,gents liavo beiui ca,ro-

fidly tried. Ho far only one ha,s provial commercially available, although there are other

ageidiS ea,()al)le of nulucing the imdal from its salts. Mthallic sodium reduces tl.io metal froin

its chloride or from it,s 11 iioride sa.lt,s readily at a red-hea,t. MiU.hods ba,so(i upon the use of

sodium as the redmung agumt, have until hitely given not only the puri'st but tlio cheapest

aluminum. Tluiso methods, imwover, of late liave been snpersiMled by the c*heapcr and more
direct ])roeesses of electrolysis of some of the a,luminum sa,lts or of the puri'. oxide.

Ilisforfj of Manufacture.’—Davy, a, fter succeeding in isolating mel,a.lsof t,he alkaline earths,

tried in vain t.o S(q>arate aluminiun from its oxide, alumina. In 182() Oerste.dl, formed alumi-

num elilorido hy pa.ssing ehlorine over a mixture of alumina and charcoal heated to redness

in a. ponudahi tuh(\ luit t.ried in vain to decompose this salt witli sodium or ])ola,ssium. In

1827 WT)hler, liy li(h,ter precautions to prevent oxidation, sneccuMled by tlie aid of potassium

in reducing ahiminum from t,he chloride in tiie form of a line gray powdm*. It wa,s very irn-

pur(\ a,nd was only a metallic curiosity. In 1845 Wohler obtained the metal in good-sized

globules. Deville, twenty-seven yea,rs a,fl,er the first isolation of the metal, in 1854, was the

first to [irodue.e tluj metal in n,ny (puintity or with any degree of purity. It is curious to

note tlial: the first puni a,luminum made wa,s by electrolysis
;
both Bunsen aiud Dovilli^ reduceil

tlie double chloride of aluminum and sodium by eleidricity gen('ra,ted Viy galvanic, bat,t,(n;ies.

Evim then t.luj idisa of rising electricity wa,s old, fm* Sir Ilumphry Davy, in 1810, public.ly

described the suecii^ssful (ixixwiment ma,dc in 1807, in whicli he connected the negative iioU'. of

a, l)a,ttery of 1,000 double fihites wit.li an iron wire wliieh he heated to a, wliite heat and t.lion

fus(Hl in‘c()nta,e.t wit.h moisteiUMl a,lumina, the o{)eration lieing lUM-formed in an ai iuosi)h(u*e of

hydrogen. Tlie iron, upon n,iialysis, was found to be alloyed with aluminum. Le (llmtelier

oiitained English pa,tent No. 1,214 in 1801, a,nd Monckton, in 1802, English pat.eait, No. 2(i4,

for the rediudion of alumimim t>y the aid of (‘.lectricily. The Monc.kton patent proposi'.s to

pa,ss a,u e.I(‘(4,rie e.urnmt through a naliKd.ion-chamlHU’, a,nd in tliis way t,o raise t.lie tmnpm'a,-

ture t,o such a, fioint t,ha,t alunihia will he reduced by tlie carbon pnvsimt, ihis evidmit.ly bi'ing

the iiK*,ipi('nt idea of the eleidih*. furnaci^. Uaudin in 1800, Ka,gensl)useh in 1872, B(u*iha,ut

in 187f), a, lid (irat.zel in 1888 ea.ch hrouglit out processes ;for prodiiciiig a,lumimim hy the aid

of ele<4,ricity. The newer pure a,Iumiinim processes using electricity, of 11 a, 11, Ileroult, a,nd

t.Iie Bernani Brotluu-s, with tlui helf) of Minet., together witli tlie alloy f)ro{aiss(is of tiowles a,nd

Ileroult, are tlie only ones now btung worked upon a commercial H('a,U‘,. About, 1857 tlu^

fa,mouH works a,t Ha,liiidr(‘s \va,s estalilished, under the junpriotorship of Diadiiiu'y (.*<3 (k)., a,ml
tins est;ablisliment, unt il within the pa,st tliree years, produced a, larger amount of alumimim
tluiM any otilier in the world. The ca,re and skilf shown and the ingenious devices a,ml precau-

tions ta,ken by l,he firm to prevent impurities in the metal in tiu*. ciimbm’somo and expensive',

sodium process in whie.li there were so many opportunities for t.ludi* addition, wer<'. worthy of

the higlu'st praise. In ISOfi Sir I. Lowthian Bell started to man u fact uri', aluminum n,t New-
castle-on-Tyne: tlie uiidt‘rt,akiug was ahandoned in 1874; the sodium proei'ss was used. Erom
1874 until 1882 the hha'iieh (iomfiany at Halindres was the only conci'ru making pure aluniiruim.

In 1882 Webster organized the ‘'Aluminum Crown Metal Company” at Hollywood, near

8
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Birmingham, England, and by cheapening the production of aluminum chloride soon devel-

oped a successful concern. This was further strengthened by the improvement of II. Y. Cast-
ner, an American chemist, who in 1886 patented improvements for producing a more inti-

mate mixture of the carbon with the caustic soda in a state of fusion by means of carbide of

iron, in this way cheapening by more than one half the cost of manufacture of metallic
sodium. This concern was organized under the name of the Aluminium Company, Limited, and

.
put up a large and expensive plant at Oldbury, near Birmingham, England. Those works
were started at the end of June, 1888, and continued manufacturing until 1890. In common
with other manufactures by the sodium process, they have been working to great disadvan-
tage since the advent of the more successful electrolytic processes, and in 1891 ceased opera-
tions in the manufacture of aluminum. Early in 1888 the Alliance Aluminum Company
started a works at Wallsend-on-Tyne, England, using a process which was an innovation
upon the Deville sodium process, and employing the fluoride or the double fluoride of alumi-
num and sodium cryolite as the compound to be reduced instead of the chloride or the double
chloride of the metal Prof. hTetto, the managing director of the concern, also has a process
for producing metallic sodium cheaply, by allowing fused caustic soda to trickle over incandes-
cent charcoal in a vertical retort. Some very excellent aluminum was produced at this works.
The Hall process consists in electrolyzing alnmina dissolved in a fused mixture of fluor-
ides of aluminum and sodium, or, in fact, as Mr. Hall has described in his letters patent No.
400,766 a fused bath in which the alumina is dissolved in the fluorides of aluminum, together
with the fluoride of any metal more electro-positive than aluminum. A volt-meter is attached
to each pot, showing increased resistance when the ore gets out of the solvent by electrolysis,
and at this time the pot-tender stirs in more ore. The feeding is thus easily made continu-
ous, and as the fluoride solvent remains constant it only requires tapping the metal olf—or,
as is rather crudely but very satisfactorily done, dipping the metal out in cast-iron ladles,
skimming the electrolyte back into the pots with carbon rods—to inalce the entire ojiera-
tion continuous. The cost price for the manufacture of aluminum by direct electrolysis has
been brought down vory^ low as compared with the cost of the more complicated proeess(?s
of a few years ago, the items being: Two lbs. of alumina, containing 521)4 per cent alumi-
num. One lb. of carbon electrodes. A small expenditure for its proportionate share of tlio
fluoride salts used for dissolving the alumina. Carbon dust, carbon pot-linings, and the metal
pots. About twenty electric horse-power exerted per hour per lb. of metal made. Ijalior
and superintendtMice, general expenses, interest, and repairs. As the Pittsburg Reduction
Company uses the process, it places the mixture of fluoride salts, either in a solid condi-
tion or fused by the aid of external heat, in a row of carbon-lined wrought-iron tanks placed
in series. The pots, together with their carbon linings and the reduced metal in the l)ottom
of the pots, become the negative electrodes or cathodes. Jhie positive electrodc^s or anodes
are a series of carijon cylinders, 8 in. in diameter, attached by f-in. copper rods to the cop-
per conductors by the aid of suitable binding screw clamps. A current of largo volume is
turned on and the mixture, if solid, is molted by the electrically produced heat, when, in
less than two hours’ tirrio, the mixture becomes fluid, and alumina is added. The elec-
trolyte then becomes a much bettor conductor, “ the resistance of the pot ” go(»s down to a
normal one of about eight volts, and tlie operation of electrolysis commences. The alumina
in solution is decomposed; the metal, being heavier tlian the electrolyte, sinlcs to ihe b()t1,oin
of tlio |)ot, and the oxygen goes to tlic positive electrode, uniting with a portion of the (iarl)on
and escaping as carbonic-acid gas. The Hall process can be successfully carri(Mi on entindy
independent of carbon, using a thick iron or copper tank and either iron or coprxu* elcHttrodcs
The deposition of the metal is nearly as largo as with the use of carbon elc‘(Jtro(l(‘s

; })ut it is’

of course, alloyed with copper or iron from the metal worn away from the positive elecda-ode!
The process called the “Minet process,” as developed and used at the works of the Ber-
nard Brothers at Creii, Oise, Franco, consists in cloetrolyziug a mixture of sodium chloride
with the double fluoride of sodium atid aluminum, their 'English patent dating July 18, 1887
No, 10,057. This company has been doing successful worlc, and is now putting jiluinimim
of good quality on the market. In both the Cowles and Ileroult processes aluminum is luanu-
faotured only in tlic form of an alloy. The principle involved is the interruption of a, t)ower-
ful electric current and the formation of an immense arc, and the reduction, at th(} hits'll

toraperature produciMl by this arc, of alumina by carbon in the presence of eitlier molten
eoppei’ or iron. Tlio Cowles furnace is a horizontal box, carbon-lined, having tlie current
caiiied to it through two b, iu round carbon cylinders, wliicli are arranged so that they may
move_ forward and back in the furnace, whieh is filled with broken pieces of (‘!a,ib(rn a,rid
alumina mixed with the carbon and with turnings of iron or copper. The whole of tlio
interior of the funiaee is raised to a very high temperature by the electric arc formed, and the
alumina present is rediieed by the carbon and alloys with the metal. In the Ileroult process
the electrodes are vertical instead of horizontal. The alumina is fused by the electric are,
and, floating^ on molten copjier or iron, is then treated as tlioiigh it were an cloctrolvte; the
carbon rod dipping into the molten alumina being the positive" pole, and the moltch iron or
copper the negative electrode, which is in contact with the negative pole of the conductor. It

fr
there is considerable electrolytic action upon the molten alumina in the

Ileroult lurmme for the reduction of aluminum, as well as a direct reduction of the oxide by
the carbon. Iho Aluminium Industrie Action Gesellschaft, at the Falls of the Rhine, Neu-
hausen, in Switzerland, claim to produce from 25 to 30 grammes of aluminum per horse-
power per hour, m the form of a 10-per-cent aluminum-copper bronze.

AltiMiiiiiuiii Bronze: see Alloys. Aluniiniuiii in Steel: see Steel Manufacture.
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Anialj^iiiiiator : see Mills, Gold, and Mills, Silver.

Aiii l)nlaiice : see Carriages and Wagons.
Aiiiiiioiiia Miieliiiie : see Ice-making Machine.
AKMOli. Early in the eiglities ii'on was still to ho foimd as a material for the con-

struction of the luills of battle-ships, and compound armor was in use by all the leading

powers; tlu^ ('omph^te belt and armor had not yet begun its reaction toward spcae'al gun-
position probation, a,nd dock-protecting the ends had only just become a proniiiKuit [('al.ui'o.

The hh*(‘n('li in tlu‘. Ma,rceau and Iloche and tlie Russians in the Dmitri Doushoi still held to

the compUde water-line belt. A eliangc in gun-protection, however, is noted in t.lie Ilocdic, a

sister sliip of tlie Ma,reeaii, in which the barbette with its light shield is cluinged i.o ix (.‘om-

pletely covered bjybettc or modified turret. Ejich of the fodir heavy guns is carried in a
separuite armored redoubt—an arrangement of the primary battery rather costly in weight of

armor.
The It,alia,ns, in the Eauria class, revert to t.he partial belt, with armored decks for water-

line prot(H!t,ion, and a, strong central redoubt, ca,rrying the heavy guns in barbette. In tliis

vessel of 1 1,000 tons displa,cement, the armor is steel, 10’7 in. in thickness, and the hull is also

of steel ; tii(‘ cuds ar(‘ not; a-rmored. In this same year, 1.881, the Bnglisli, in tlie Iinperieuse

and Warspite, show hh-micli influence by the battery distribution and its protection. The
heavy guns a,re in s(d>ara,tc positions in barbette; a heavy protective deck runs fore and aft,

tlie midship i)orl,i()u being protected by a compiound armored belt, 10 in. tliick, about one
third the l(.mgtli of the vesstu.

The English started in tins decade by building barbette ships with armored ammunition-
tubes, but |)rovi(Ie(l no protection immediately below the barbettes (see Eig. 1). There is a pro-

tective d(‘ck, but the armor
belt, for water-line defen.so, ^though thick, IS very short.

I

This typical ship, the boiling-
p j

wood, was followed by five of
'

ji—jj—; UL.ilLJi^
the same cla,ss, ail of which
esarry a seeondar}^ ba,ttery of

1 1 1
1 O

()-in. guns. .In tliesii vi^ssi'Is
I [ I I

tlic armored ba,rb(d les a,r(^ ca,r- ^ ""

riod a,t a cousidm’abh^, Fm. l.-Fnglish type of barbette ship,
above tlie armored |)ortion of

the fiuli. In the st,rcngt,h of the protective armor on the tidies and in tlie general protect,ion

of the loading arrangements and gun-mountings, the belting of these v(\ssels ha,s been con-

sidered far superior to t.hose fouml in most, foreign war-ships. It was decided, however, in view

of the great; dev(‘lo{)ment of high explosives, that in any new designs for barbette ships the

proportion of tlie length at ilio wa,tcr-lino protected Viy the bolt of armor should be greater in

new vessels of tliis sani'* gcmeral type; and, further, tliat the armored barbette towers sliould

be carried down to the t;o{) of the boll;, in order that there sliould be no possibility of the burst-

ing of shells, cont,a,ining large ex[)h)sivo eliarges, under the lloors of the barlieties upon whicli

the revolving gun-iilat,forms an^ carried.

In 188;] 'tile Russians, in the Tchesma, follow closely the then prevalent Tta,liaTi idea

of a central ci{,a,d(k and ha,ve a, heavily armored centra,! nMlovdit. 5die, c()inpleto water-line

b(dt is giv(ui u|), (be*, (uuls bi‘.ing j)rot,ec.ted liy a 8-in. a,rmor(.‘d deck. The six heiwy guns,

still in harladte, a,re mounted on disappearing carriages. The hull of tliis vessel is of iron

and ste(*l. llie armor being (*oni[)o.sed of 18 in. t,hickness in the hcavi(*st, nortioris. 'ilhe

first, Re IJmbertio, Rl.MOO tons, proposial in 1884, was the hea,viest vessel designed up to

t,ha,t time, ddie ]iea,vy guns were in ba,rbett,cs a,t eitb(.‘r end of the vessel, being protce.lt'.d

bv steel a,rmor 18*87 in. thick, the a,m munition-tubes had t4*ll in. of a,rmor, while (lu*. jiro-

teetive deck was 4*72 in. a,t its t,hickest parts, over the ma.cliinery, tapei'ing and rumiiug to

the extreme ends of the vi^ssid. Tlui auxiliary battery was in an unarmored ctasematc be-

tween the positions of t;Iie large guns.

In t,lie Russian Ahvxa,n(ler II t.he isohiied armor on gun positions is redu(',ed in thickness

and sjircad over a, larger and continuous a,rea; the barbi'llxi is forward a,nd protected liy 10 iri.

of compound armor, d’lu'i s))ur is also heavily armort'd ;
the luixiliary liattery is c,a,rrie(l iii

recessed ports hn,ving 0 in. of prot^‘ct.ion. In 1885 the English produced the Victoria, in

which a de|)a,rtnre was made from tlieir former types of liattle-shijis. Odiere is an a,rmor(Ml

belt a,midships, 18 in. in thieknoss, a,nd covering about one half tin*, lengt.h of the ve.ssel; tlum

there is anothm* belt,, 0 in. thick, to protect that portion of the uppm* dee.k aliaft the turret,

and forming a ('a,seina,to. The barbette mounts .for the largo guns an*- abn,ndniu‘.d for a turret,

having 1(> in. of armor, }u\d plac-ed on top of a supporting base also (airrying a.i’mor 1(1 in. in

thickness
; a ;]-in, |)rot(‘(*,tive deck runs fore and aft.

Tlu* (bllingwood class is (tontinned, t,hough by vessels of a larger disi)laeenKUit,^a S(>rne-

wlmt superior tyfie of batlle-ship being pro.S(inted by the Trafalgar and Nile in 188(5. Most,

demands a,r(‘. well met, in this class, but; the secondary battery is soinowha,t wea,k. It, wa,s

originally (h'sigiu'd to be eom{)osed of eight 5-in. guns in broadside, without any prob'ci ion,

but was changcal to six 4*72-in. ra|)id-lire guns behind 4 in. of a,rmor. Tlie irn'sisl ible

logic of evenls'l\a,d at this time forced the displacement above 14,000 tons; the waiiu’-litu*. de-

fense cont.imied about the sa,me. Few, if any, armored vessels with complete or pa,rtial water-

line lielts ha,VO those of sutllcient depth to giVe proper protection when rolling. 44iis defect

is minimized, of course, in the large ships of from 13,000 to 15,000 tons displacement, which
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were not found to roll appreciably in any sea-way that permitted ordinary vessels to work
their guns.

In the barbette ships there was greater freeboard at the ends, four heavy guns placed high
above water in two separate barbettes, and a central battery, containing an auxiliary arma-
ment identical with that provided for in the turret ships. In the strength of the protective

armor are the ammunition-tubes, and in the general protection of the loading arrangements
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of high explosives, that in any new designs for barbette ships the proportion of the length at
the water-line protoeted by the belt of armor should bo increased, and that the armored bar-
bette towers sliould be carried down far enough to p)revent the possibility of the bursting of
shells under the revolving gun-platforms.

Jiefore proceeding to build new ships a most animated and prolonged discussion arose in
1888 in }^ngland,' in wiiich tlie leading naval architects participated, and which brought forth
a great number of new features that are to be found in the battle-ships at present under con-
struction. The ado])tion of the redoubt system, when it is associated with a long central
battery containing a powerful auxiliary armament, enables a very appreciable increase to be
made in the defense of the turret base, the turret guns, and all tlie loading appliances as
compared with what is possible wlien the continuous citadel is adopted. The defense afforded
by the side armor fittetl above the belt is re-enforced by continuous coal-bunkers which, when
filled, contribute to thc5 defense, and, when empty, form cellular compartments in rear of the
armor. During the first half of this past decade it was but rarely that the projectile energv
was entirely ex|)ended in making a clean hole through either compound or steel plates, the
results usually obtained being a fractured plate and broken projectile. In conseqenee, except
in competitive trials of dilferent plates of the same dimensions under exactly similar circum-
stances, all calculations or comparisons were too unreliable to bo of value, the outcome being
to leave tlie question of the relative merits of compound and steel armor an open one. Such
have been the improvements in the quality of metal and in the processes of manufacture, and
tlie conditions liavc varied so much from preceding ones, that the entire sulijeet of armor
must now be somewhat differently treated, and tlie outeorne of trials that occurred before the
middle of tlie decailc set aside as hardly pertinent to the question.

The improvement,s in the quality and in the manufacturo of projectiles have been relatively
much greater than in that of plates, and armor-piercing projectiles are now produced which, so
far as compound and steed |)latesare concerned, can from their perfection of quality, txiughness,
and temper, be fairly dommated as unbreakable and undeformable. As soon as such projectiles
were obtained, a fairly ai)|)roximato method of comparing, under certain fixed conditions, the
resi.sting powers of different plates to penetration was arrived at. Armor ti*ials liave thus far
been condueted undm* conditions exceedingly unfavorable to the plate, more so than would
probably ever occur in actual warfare. Tlie gun has every advantage : a steady platform and
a normal imjiact at a short range on an imniova,blo target, so rigidly braced as to receive the
full effecjt of tilie einn’gy st:,ored up in the projectile.

In 1888 a Caimuel compound plate, 8 ft. byO ft. by 10|- ft. thick, was tested in competition
with a number of English-made compound and steel plates, and not only proved superior to
all its competitors, but gave belter results than had
evm’ liefore been obtained from a compound plate
under similar conditions. The most important point
brought out in regard to this plate was tlic decided
uniformity of the m(‘tal of wliicih it was composed,
this lieing evidenced by ihe nearly equal penetration
of the tliree lloltzer 100 lb. armor-piercing projec-

tiles, having a striking energy of 2,723 foot-tons, and
the similar amount of work done on each, they all

breaking in aliout tlie same manner, ddio chilled-

iron Palliser projectil(‘-s brolm up against the hard
steel face with, l)ut slight penet.ration.

In Novembm*, 1881), off llelder. North Holland,
tlieix^ wor(‘, conqietitive tests of compound araior-

plates, each weighing 12*4 tons and being 1T02 in.

thick', ff'hree of the plates were manufactured on
the Wilson system by (lammel, St. Chamoud, and
Marrel, respectively, and the fourth on the Ellis sys-

tem by Brown, ''riie gun usiul was a Krupp, 1T02
in. (caliber, and firing forgcul six*,el projectiles weigh-
ing 550 lbs. The test was a severe one

;
tlie St. Cha-

moud and Marrel plates wenj so badly treated that
they were out of the conbist after the first shot at

each; tJie (-ainmel plal,e was perforated with ease,

much of i;he Inird st^ecl fa,eo separating from the soft

back, dhie Brown plate stepped tlie first two projec-

tiles, but not the tliird, and is considered to have be-

haved excellently. (See Eig. 3.)

In t8{)() there was another test given a Cammel
plate, 8 ft. by 6 ft. by 10^ in. thick, the projectiles

for the 1st, 2d, and 5th shots being 100 lbs. Holtsier,

and for the 3d and 4th shot.s 98 lbs. Palliser. This
plate was greatly outmatched by the projectiles

; not
only was the penetration very deep, but tile hard steel Fm. 8.-Tests of compound armor-plates, 1889.

face suffered much more. Prom this it was judged
tliat tlie improvement in the Cammel eornpound steel-faced armor-plates liad about reached
their limit. The lack of uniformity in results obtained under similar comlitions, and the fre-

quent scaling off of the hard steel laces in these and many other trials were thought to be sure

ffrriica PUUi’S
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indications of imperfect welding. Against brittle projectiles like the Palliser the compound
plates acted to greatest advantage.

Of a number of English-made steel plates which were tested in 1888 but two gave results

at all comparable with those obtained from the competing compound plates, a, decided lack

of uniformity in the rnetal being very apparent. A steel plate made by Vickers gave better

results. The equal penetration and the very similar effects on the armor-piercing projectiles

gave evidence of great homogeneity of the plate. The elasticity of the metal was well exem-
plified by the rebounding of the projectiles, and its comparative softness by the I'fTi^cl; on the
back of *the plate. A large order from the English Grovernment followed the satisfactory

showing of the "Vickers plate.

In 1888 the French fired chilled east-iron projectiles of 83*8 lbs. against Schneulor steel

plates 5-.^ in. thick. Each of the projectiles was broken in about the same manner, and their

penetrations not being in proportion to the projectile’s energies, it was concluded that the
metal lacked uniformity. Later, the same year, a heavier plate, 9-6 in. thick, wa.s fired at

with chilled cast-iron projectiles weighing 99*2 lbs. with most excellent results, homogeneity
of the plate being clearly demonsti*ated. The plate, however, greatly outmatclied the projec-

tiles. In May, 1890, a Schneider plate was again fired at, and behaved much better than in

either of tlie preceding trials. In July of the same year plates of the same make were fired

at witli Finspong armor-piercing cast steel. Tlie similar effects on plate and projectiles indi-

cated satisfactory uniformity, and the plate was considered superior in resisting power to a,ny

Schneider plate previously tried. It also demonstrated the practicability of forming steel

into eurved plates without detracting from the resisting power of the metal.
"We now come to what were considered the most important and conclusive armor trials

ever undertaken by governmental officials. These are interesting, not ordy on account of the
definiteness of the results obtained, but also from the fact that in eacli case th(^ plai.e which
fairly carried off the honors was neither one of the old-time rivals—Ehiglish eom])ound and
Schneider steel—but was an alloy of nickel with steel. In addition, the projt‘(h;il(^s used were
so little damaged on impact that the effects on the competing plates can be fairly (compared,
a matter of considerablo diffieulty in earlier trials. The trials at Ochta are given* first, as the
nickel-steel plate tested there was made a year previous to that used in the Anna])olis test in
this country.

The tria*l took place at the Ochta naval battery, in Russia, and three plates were submitted.
A Brown (Ellis patent) compound plate, a Schneider nickel-steel plate, and a Viedeers all-steel

plate, each 8 ft. square, about 10 in. thick, and 11*7 tons weight. Tlie gun was a (J-in. 35-
caliber, firing a Holtzer 89*88 lbs. Five shots were fired at each plate ; tlie first two were not
so well tempered as the remaining three. Here the Brown plate was completely outmatched

;

in addition to an unexpected degree of penetration, it was also liadly fraetured, an unusual
occurrence when a compound plate of such thickness is attacked by siiiall projma iles, lent the
slight scaling off of tlie hard steel face showed that the welding was excellent. It s perfornianco
proved that it did not merit classing with its competitors.

The Vickers plate did comparatively well, but its resisting power was far ladow that of
the Schneider plate, this being clearly shown by the greater penetration, and by the less
amount of work done on the projectiles. Being much softer than tlie Schneider plaice, it; was
much less shattered. Its hack was bulged out considerably by the first sliot, enough to iiave
badly bent any framing beliind it. The remaining shot did not cause a-ny great bulging at
the back, but, instead, the metal was clipped out around the sliot-lioles. After the trial,
although considerably cracked, it was removed Iroin its backing without having tdm cracked
parts separate. Its lack of homogeneity was shown by the difference in penel.raHon of the last
three projectiles—17*21 and 14 in., respectively—all o*f which remained unbroken.

The Schneider nickel-steel plate did not show up as well as was expected, cracking more than
"Vickers, bub it proved best of all for armor protection. Only two of the proj(K?til(^s got their
points beyond the back of the plate. When removed from the backing, this and the enmpouiul
plate had to be banded to keep their fraetured parts from separating. Tlie rebounding of t.lu»

projectiles from this plate showed it to be more elastic than the all-steel, the lattcu* a{!t.ing
more like good wrought iron when attacked by projectiles of excellent quality. One (‘spcudally
noticeable feature was the little effect of its many cracks on the penetraiion of suecHU'ding
projectiles. As a result of this trial, Schneider obtained a contract for 2,100 tons of jirmoi* for
the Russian battle-ship Georgy Pohedonetz, and Vickers an order for 300 tons of ste(d plates,
from 3 to 5 in. thick, for two Russian gunboats.

The first most important trials in this country were held at Annapolis in Sei>tember, 1890,
at which three plates were presented, one of steel and one of nickel steel, Viy Schneider & Co.,
Le Creusot, France, and one compound plate by Canimel & Co., Shelliehl, England. The
plates weighed about 20,800 lbs., and were arranged on chords of a circle, witli tlie giin-T>ivot
as the center, and the muzzle of the gun 28 ft. distant from the center of the plate toward
which it was pointed. The gun used on the first day was a O-in. breeeh-loading rifle, 85
calibers long. The charge used was 44^ lbs. for each round

; the striking velocity 2,()75 ft.

per second. The projectiles were Holtzer 6-in. armor-piercing shell, weighing 100 lbs.
’ After

four rounds had been fired at each plate, further firing was deferred until an 8-in. gun had
been mounted in place of the 6-in. The charge was 85 lbs. of brown prismatic- powder, the
striking velocity being 1,850 ft. per second. The projectiles were Firth armor- piercing shell,
weighing 210 lbs.

^

The compound plate was perforated by all projectiles, and its steel face was destroyed.
Two of the shells passed completely through both plate and backing. Both steel plates kept
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out all projectiles, the all-steel plate showing slightly greater resistance than the nickel-steel

plate
;
but the former was badly cracked by the 8-in. shell, wliile the latter remained uncracked.

Tlie hard face of tlie eom|)ound plate was not only easily ovei*coine by the projectiles, but Wfis

also nearly all scjiled oil: from tlie soft wrought-iron back. The ease with which all the

projectiles t)erforated was taken as proof that the plate fell far short of having 50 per cent

gi-eater resisting [)ower than a wrought-iron plate of the same thickness. Tlie soft wrought-
iron back was, however, uneracked at the end of the trial. The effect of the larger projectile

was out of all proportion to tliat of the O-im, its recovery nndeformed proving tliat all the

work was done on the plate. No sueli great difference, at the corresponding shots, was found
witli either of the two otlier plates. A decided disintegration of the metal at eacli shot was
noticed, on account of wliicii successive shots encountered less resistance, as evidenced by the

successive greater penetrations.

At the end of tlie fourth sliot at each plate a choice between tlie steel and nickel steel

would have been in favor of the former, on account of the less amount of penetration. Up to

this point the steel had proved itself the

superior in resistance to penetration and
fracture of any jilate ever previously

tested. Three of the four proj ectiles fired

at it remained unbroken, wliicli, with tlie

equal amount of penetration in each case,

gave unmiststkable proof of the homo-
geneous eliaracter of the metal of tlio

plate. Its great ehisticity was evidenced
by the rebounding of the projectiles, and
the manner in wliich tlie metal came to

tlie front and hea,ped iqi in regular
fringes aliout the shot-holes.

iiut the niclvel-stcel plate gained the
day at the fiftli round, wlien fiie 8-in.

projectile was broken in many pieces,

aftcu’ liaving forced its iioint but lO.t in.

beyond the back, and that wii.hout de-

veloping the sign of a cracic. Tliis plate

showed the same a,mount of homogeneity
as the steel oiui, but was tougher and
more tenacious, as wa,s shown by tJie grip-

ping of the projeclih's. Ihie metal did

not come to the front in fringes, but
(*,lij)[ied otf about tlie edges of tlie .shot-

liotcs. Miicli of the energy was (‘xpimded

ill breaking up the projed.ih^s, the locali-

zation of elTe(;t wa,s very rimnirkable. At
the last shot at the all-sted plat(‘- Uie 8-in.

projectile suc{}(hh1(h1 in gt‘l/ilng ii.s ])oint

only 5*2 in. lieyond tin' back. The plal;e,

thoVigli, cra,ek(‘(l in two cross-lines, which
wore so serrated t hat, when tlio phite was
removed from its backing, the iiarts re-

mained firmly in place. (Bee Big. 4.)

Hk' principle upon whicli compound
armor is based is generally tliought, to be

a, good om^, a. Imrd projectile-breaking

face and a- gradualicd ri^sisting ba,ck.

Gn‘.al. elTorts will firobakly cont inue to be

madi^ tiO Imrden t.he fa,ee of plates until

th(^ gt'lllng throii.^di of the projeetlles is

no longin* a possibility. Several methods
for aipplying this principle to armor-
plat, (‘s by processes insulting in superfi-

eial (‘arbonizallon liavebccn (h^vised, a.nd

among tliem is thal, now known as the

Harvey process. Macli jilaU^ is treated

with tile design of transfoi-ining ils sur-

face into a liigb grade of st.eel, without
causing ils ba,ck to loseaiiiy of its original

toughness, and without producing a
pronounced pla,ne of demai'kation be-

Fia. 4.—Annapolis testa of armor-plate.

tween the two (pialities of metal. Plates treated by this jirociess were subjected to trials at

Annapolis, twenty-one shot-s from a Hotchkiss C-pounder being fired at a 8-in. plate of nickel

steel. Only tliree ponetratial more than half an inch, and all projectiles were smashed.

By far the most momentous question which the Navy Department in this country has had

consider in connection with the construction of the new navy is that of armor: first, to se-to

cure a supply of American manufacture; and, secondly, to determine what kind of armor
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should be adopted, having reference both to its composition and mode of treatment. The
series of tests already referred to resulted in the decision to adopt nickel steel. It remained,
however, to give a thorough trial to the first armor of domestic manufacture before beginning
to place it upon the vessels, and for this purpose it was decided to order typical plates to test

(1) whether our domestic manufacturers could produce an armor that would stand competition
with foreign material, and (2) which of the various modes of treatment would give the best
results.

Six plates were furnished and set up at Indian Head (1891), and they were subjected to tests

more severe than had ever been applied to foreign government trials. Four shots were llred

at each plate with a 6-in. gun, with an impact velocity of 2,075 ft. per second, usii.'g the
Iloltzer projectile of 100 lbs. One shot was then fired at the center of each plate from an 8-

iii. gun, with an impact of 4,988 foot-tons, or 3,000 in excess of the G-in., using Firminy and
Carpenter projectiles of 310 and 250 lbs. weight, respectively, the plates being normal to the
line of fire. Tliree of the plates were furnished by the Bethlehem Iron Co. and three by Car-
negie, Phipps & Go., some being rolled, others forged, and several being treated by the llarvey
process.

The results of the trial were in the highest degree satisfactory. Each of the six plates
manufactured in tins country was superior to the English compound plate, wdiile the nickel
Ilarveyed plate and the high-carbon nickel plate were superior to all the foreign plates of the
Annapolis trial. They may, therefore, be pronounced in advance of the best armor hitlierto

inanufactured in Europe. Further light was thrown upon the question of the relative merits
of all-steel and nickel-steel armor, and any doubt which may have remained upon that svil)ject

was finally set at rest. Of the three plates made at Bethlehem two were of nickel steel, one
treated by the Harvey process, the other not, and the third was of all steel, Ilarveyed. Both
the nickel plates proved to be far superior to the all-steel Ilarveyed plate, notwithstanding
the advantages which it may have derived from the special treatment ; and both proved supe-
rior to the Frencli all-steel plate tried at Annapolis. A third nickel plate, inaiiiifactaired by
Carnegie, under the rolling process, also showed a marked superiority over the all-steel plate
of this year, and both it and the corresponding Bothlehern plate manufactiured under tlio

hammer showed a capacity of resistance to perforation fully 10 per cent greater than tluit of
the French tdl-steel plate. In this respect the results furnished by the two American plates
manufactured by the different processes (forging and rolling) proved to be remarkably uni-
form, the G-in. shots that were fired at them differing in penetration but an inapprecuahlo
amount. The trial thus definitely establishes the fact that armor of excellent quality imiy bo
produced by the rolling process, and that forging by means of the hammer, tlie greate.st soliree
hitherto of expense in manufacture, is no longer to' bo regarded as an absolute necessity. The
importance of tliis fact can hardly be overestimated, for it raises a probability tha,t vdtliin a
year or two the armor-producing capacity of the United States may be quadriqiled in case of
necessity, and that if we had 1(),()0() tons to let, and could give eighteen months from (Ia,t,e of
contract to comnience delivery, the cost of inanufactnre would lie reduced from 25 to 82 per
cent, whil(3 tho work hitherto confined to two firms would be thrown open to a largo number
of competitors. Finally, the trial shows that the high-carbon nickel Ilarveyed jilate is un-
doubtedly the best armor-plate over subjected to ballistic test.

As a result of these trials orders have been placed with the firms mentioned for armor su f-

ficiont to cover the battle-sliips, monitors, and armored cruisers now in course of construction
in this country, and foreign governments that had not already ordered armor for new vcHS(d.s
have quite generally adopted the newer type. Other experiments are in j)rogi'ess to still

further develop the qualities of nickel steel, as well as the process by which additional hard-
ness is given to its surface.

The most powerful armored vessels of the United States at present (1802) lieing built a!*e

the Indiana (see full-page plate), tho Massachusetts, and the Oregon. Efich of tfiese vesseds
has a water-line armor-belt 7J ft. wide and 18 in. thick. Armored redoubts 17 in. thidv at;

each end of tho belt extend 34 ft. above the main deck, and thus give an a,nnored frec-boa,rd
of 15 ft. 3 in. These redoubts protect the turning-gear of the turrets, and all operations of
loading. Tho turrets have 17-in. inclined armor. The 8-in. guns have barbettes of 10 in.,

inclined turrets of S} in., and loading tubes of 3 in. The side armor is backed by 0 in. of
wood, two I in. plates, and a 10-ft. belt of coal. Above the belt armor tho side is rirotected
by 5 in. of steel. The protective deck i.s from 3f to 3 in. thick.

It is not alone to snips that armor is being applied ; its use has been extended to the pro-
tection of guns on shore, particularly by France and Germany. Of late years grea,t rovol u-
tions have taken place in the principles upon which such forts are constructed, and in tho
Griison system is seen one of the most approved types of armored fortifications. In this sys-
tem the conditions kept in view are that the protection must insure the most perfect freedom
of action to the gun; the necessary men must be kept as low as possible, the construction
must be light and easily movable, and there must be the utmost reduction of the interior
space.

The Canet system differs in details from the above, although the conditions to be fulfilled
are practically the same. In both there is heavy armor, for offering an efficient resistance to
heavy projectiles, even when charged with melinite or other high explosive, sufficiently heavy
not to be injured by the recoil energy set up by the firing of the guns. The latter are to be
as far as possible independent of the turrets, and are mounted upon disappearing carriages,
so that their crews are protected during the operation of loading. The plan is circular, and
a masonry-lined pit is sunk as a basement for the gun-platform. A shield of steel or wrought
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iron protects the pit, a metal roof covering the whole. All the joints are made with mortises
and dovetails, and are fillecl in with molten lead, the use of bolts being avoided. In addition

ceding years.

Bagger: see Thrashing Machines,
BALANClij, THE TOIISION. The first siicees.sful attempt to make an even balance or

other weighing machine with beams oscillating on pivots, which should dispense with knife-
edges, and tliereby avoid their well-known defects of liability to damage by wear, rust, and
overloading, was made by Frederick A. Rocdor and
Alfred 8pringer, in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1882. They
used as a pivot a steel wire stretched tightly be-
tween abutments. The balance-beam being firmly
attached to the wire, its oscillation caused tlie wire
to twist slightly, hence the name “ torsion balance.’'
Tlie simplest form of torsion bahmce is a very light
beam supported at its middle point, which is also" its

center of gravity^ by a stretched wire, the wire being
firmly fast,(‘n('d to the beam. A weight placed at one
end of i,he bea,m will exact/ly balance a weight at the
other end. '^riie sensitiveness of such a balance ^

Fio. 1.—Torsion balance.

de-
pends upon liaving the torsional resistance of tlie

wire almost infinitely small. This requires a very
tliin wire, and as thin wires, when stretched horizon-
tally, are not strong, tlie balance can be used only
for very sinall weiglits. Such a balance was liitcbio’s, mentioned in the Unoyelopmdia
BrlUmmiea^ a.nd it was a total failiire for largo weights. If the wire is imide large enough to
have an ai)precijible strength, its torsional resistance prevents the balance being sensitive. To
get rid of the elToet of the torsional resistance in diminishing the sensitiveness of the balance
was oiui of tlie chief ends of Messrs. Roodor and' Springer’s eiforts. Tlioy aecomplislied it in

a nmnlier of diiferent ways, but the simplest, and the one which is adopted in practice, is the
phicing of tlie center of gravity of the beam above its point of support. In knife-edge
balances suoli a placing of the center of gravity would make the beam top-heavy, or in

unstal)lee(|uilibrium
;
the center of gravity would always tend to reach its lowest point, and tip

tlie lieam. In the t-orsion balance, however, this top-heaviness acts in the opposite dii’cetion

to tlie torsional resis(:anco of the wire, and may be made to entirely neutralize it. We thus
luiv(^ tlic^ torsional rcisistaiKio exertcvi to keep tlie beam horizontaJ, wliilo the high center of

gravity tends to tip it out of the horizontal. ''The adjustment of the position of the center of
gravity so as to neutralize the torsional resistance ' is most easily made by having a poise

placed immediately above the center of the torsional wire,

and making it adjnstalile vertically by means of a screw
and nut. When tlie torsional resistance is entirely neu-
tralized, the balance becomes infinitely sensitive, and any
smaller degree of sensit.iveness that may bo desired inay

bo obtained by simply lowering tlie poise. The torsion

balance is made in many forms, Imt in general tlie wires

are shaped like a t-liin fiat band in section ; instead of

being round, tlie two ends of a stri]) are lira,zed together

so as to make a ring, and this is tightly stretched over a

frame or truss of st.eel or otlier met,al. of tlie slmpe shown
in Figs. 1 a,nd 2. In a,n oven-balance scale tliree of these framos a,re used, and two beams, an
iipjier a,nd a lower. Tlie end wires are *25 in. wide liy ‘OlO in. thick. '^Tlie pra,etical sensitive-

ness of this siaile, wlien vibrating at the rate of 10 oscillations per minute, is about 2 grains.

Fig. 2 shows a, diaiggist.’s prescription halamio
sensitive to flf gra,in in act,ual use. It has a
eafiaxfit y of 8 oz. in eacli pan. Tlie wires arc
aliout *04 in. by '004 in. Tlieir torsional r(‘sist-

ance is overcome by the small round weight
seen in t he cut attached to studs on the lower
beam. See TrwnH, A. Mminq vol. xii, p.

560; Tram. A. S. 3L AI, vol. vi, p. (151.

BALANCING' WAY. A device for bal-

ancing meclnwiism to be rotaited, sueli as cut-
ter-heads, pulleys, armatures, etc., consisting
of a fra,mo, with two planed ways, on which arc monnted two standards, one fixed, and the
other movable. The top edges of the standards are planed true and form the “ ways,” on
which tlie work is rested while being tested for “ balance.”

Bale Brea,kei': see Cotton-spinning Machine.
Balling Machine : see Cotton-spinning Machine.
Balloon : see Afirial Navigation.
Band Cutter: see Thrashing Machines.
Band Saw: see Saws, Metal Working and Saws, Wood.

Fio. 3.-“-Torsion balance.

Fio. 1.-* Balancing way.
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Barrel, Clilorinatiiig*: see Mills, Gold.

BARBEL-MAKING MACHINES. In the manufacture of both tight and slack barrels,

and more especially in the latter, machinery is used to an extent which is increasing year by

year; and the indications are that even in tight barrel-making, at least where the ba,rrels are

not to contain very expensive liquids, hand-work will be superseded by better and ehea,per work
done by machinery. In this line there are but few manufacturers, and among these not more
than one or two who make a full line, enabling a cooperage establishment to be started with

facilities for making every part of every kind of a barrel, to be both made and put togetlier

by machinery. From the multiplicity of machines for making parts of barrels or for assem-

biing them into complete wholes, ready for shipment, we can make but a limited selection.

Stave-Jointer,--h\ tlie ordinary stave-jointer there is employed a knife at least as long as

the stave is to be, and having its edge ground to a double slope—tliat is, the blade lias a

straight back, but is widest in the middle, its edge being composed of two straight lines meet-

ing at an obtuse angle. This gives a draw cut both ways from the center. The knife is also

bent to a degree corresponding to the amount of bilge
;
and the shook being cla,mped in

place, the knife, which slides guillotine-like, is brought down by foot-power and retiirned by
springs.

Loch- Cutter.—The power lock-cutter is used for cutting locks on wood barrel-hoops of

different lengths and widtlis in their proper position, without changingthe machine for lioops

of different sizes, and chamfering the ends of the hoops. There is a rotary cutter-liead bearing
cutters which are nearly straiglit on tlieir

edges. This cutter-head is so formed tha,t the

hoop can be and is pressed against it witiiout

danger of drawing the hoop into it.
,
The

clamp that holds the hoop while lieing cut is

adjustable horizontally and vertically, giving
capacity for changing the form of the lock and
of the hook.

An Automatic Iloop-Coilmg Machine, is

shown in Fig. 1. This serves for coiling slack

barrel and keg hoops of various sizes and
lengths. There is a circular liead about which
the hoops are coiled, wliicli is driven by an in-

ternal friction gear attaclied to the back end,

of the head spindle, and is oiierated liy a tar-

board friction-pulley running in lever-boxes,

and which are connected to a' foot-k‘-ver. One
end of the hoop to be coiled is inserted in an
open slot in the rotating head while tlie ma-
chine is in motion, firmly seeming the end of

the hoop to the head while coiling around tlie

disk. Each succeeding lioop is fed into the
machine at the proper time to allow tlie fire-

cediiig loop to form a lap. A steel spring is

used in binding the coil firmly together. The
end of the last hoop is sccufed to t,he coil by
a single nail. The cone-shaped rolhu’s shown
ill the figure in front of the fa,i‘(‘-])hite serve

as guides in keeping the hoops snug againsf the face-plate. These rollers are atta,clied to a
sliding carriage wliich has an adjustable weight for giving proper tension to the rollers from
the face-plate. A three-armed spider back of the face-plate, with tlie arms projecting tlirough
it, slides in a horizontal plane with the rolls. After the coil is finished tlie woiglit of the
operator’s foot upon the lever simultaneously carries the rolls and the spider forward enough
to have the coil clear the disk, when the coil is automatically discliaiged from the machine
without stopping. Tlie capacity of the macliine is from 1,500 to 1,80() hoops per hour.

A Co7npound Iloop-Chdde and Wood IIoop-Driving Machine., for guiding wood hoops on
to barrels in process of manufactipe, is formed by coned sections attached to and controlled
by slides and springs, and moves in and out by turning a hand-wheel. It is used in connec-
tion with the hoop-driving machine of the same firm, which is driven by a combination of
friction and screw power, which moves the driving arms and drivers up and down, tlie up-
ward motion being more rapid than the downward, and the sectional drivers which move the
hoop nearly surround the bm’rel, being circular in form. In using this ma,chine in connection
with the hoop-guide, the guide is placed on the head of the barrel" and a band-wlieel is turned,
whidi moves out the cone sections a little beyond the edge of the end of the barrel. The
wood hoops are then placed on the cone, and the hoop-drivers receive them and drive them
to their proper position. In driving the small hoops, the cone-sections recede to the size of
the hoop and guide it on to the barrel. Both the hoop-guide and the lioop-driver are adjust-
able for different sized barrels. This machine and the guide fill a place in the line of labor-
saving machines for making wood-bound barrels for liquors.

Basic Process : see Steel Manufacture.
Bean Harvester : see Harvesting Machines, Grain.
BEARINGS. Roller and Ball Bearings.

—

The use of rollers and balls in bearings
for the purpose of converting sliding into rolling friction is meeting with success in numerous
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special cases. The most general application of ball-bearings is in bicycles (see Bicycle).

They have also l)een used to some extent for axles of mining-cars. An application of roller-

bearings in the main journal of the great Lick telescope is thus described by W. E. Warner
{Trmi.s. A, S. If. E.., vol. lx, p. 830). The tube is 56 ft. long, and weighs 4^ tons. It is

supported on a boa,ring near the center and at one side. It seemed almost
impossible to make it move easily enough in the ordinary way by using
friction-rolls

;
so, inst(^a,d of tliat, the method was adopted of surrounding

the axis close to t,li(‘ tub(‘. with a scries of rolls in. in diameter and 3 in.

long, with a result which seemed very satisfactory. The tube when bal-

anced on these rolls would turn by a pressure of 4 lbs. at the end—one
finger would move it very easily—so that the problem was as completely
solved as could be asked. Another effort to solve a similar problem in a
different position, wliere the rollers hardly would do, was accomplished by
using hardened steel balls running in circular concave tracks, which is

the "same principle used in bicycle-wheels. In this problem, simply to

test its working, a weight of 24- tons was placed on 4.0 1-in. tin,! Is in the

two circular traclvs, and this tons was turned by a pre.ssiire of 1 lb. at a
radius of 3 ft. The groove in which the lialls run had a diameter of l^V
in., so that it was pract;iea,lly a plane surface, bearing only on the top and
lower edge, and tlui balls worked together so that the whole ring, when
they were j)r(\ssc‘d together, left only -gV in. between the last two balls.

In tlie case of llie rolls, they wore not together, but had their axis run on
little steel lialls W In. in diameter. There was no lubricant. It was found
sa,fe to |>ut on tluj balls sometliing less than 1,000 lbs. to each bjill, while

on a, roll having its biairing surface its full length—3 in.—a much larger fig. 1.—Ball bearing,

weiglit could be pla,c(‘d.

In the ordimiry form of ba-1 1-bearings the track or tracks in wliieh tlie balls roll soon

becomes worn if tlie bcavring is subjected to any considerable pressure, t,his seeming to be a

necessary conse(pience of tihe fact that only a very small portion of tlie actual surface within

such a bearing can bo used by the balls. It has been demonstrated that a bearing does better

witliout grooves for the balls to run in tbaii with them, the plain surfa,ces Vicing not only

more ea,sily |)rodu(^(ul, (‘spiKiially when hardened and ground as iliey should lie, but actually

working better in nea,rly every respect. This being the case, it been,me a problem to so

ari-ange tlie lialls that all the surface within a bearing, Vioth on tlie sjiaft and with-

in the box, should lie made use of by the balls, thus preventing wearing in grooves,

as is tlie case whore they are arra,nged in rings, separated from each otlier by col-

lars. Figs. 1 and 2 show forms of beaiings in which the lialls a,re held in what is

virt.ually a sliell tha,i (‘.an bo removed from the Viearing, luuidled and put in again

without a, single liall being displaced. It will be seen that tlie balls arc arranged

between the coils of a helix whicli holds them loosely, so tlia,t they are free to

turn, tlio ends of the helix being partially closed to iirevcmt tlieir rnnuing out at

•RnirnmiHiifr Wu* sidos of the strip from which the lielix is formed a,re made con-

((a,ve, as shown in Fig. 2, the object of tliis being (ibvious. Iffie shell or helix is not

held ill tlie liearing in any way, except that collai's prevent it being (lis|)hiccd endwise, and it

turns freely with the balls a,s they rotate. Though arranged in a. IielKail lino, tlu* halls do

not rotate in tin’s line, but in a direct annular direction in a iihnii'. at; right angh's t.o the (*(‘11 -

ter line of tlu^ journal, the pitch of the helix being so propiortionod to thy diam(‘t('r of the

balls that en,ch suc.cccHling ball rotates in a. track winch is slightly at one side ol lhat ol the

preceding om*. (usually ailiout in.), the end play which is in most; bear-

ings allowing for (uiougli movement to cover the intervening spa,(ies, so

that the entii'c surface is made use of, both the sliaft aaid the liox be-

coming Ilian ished hriglitly and uniformly over their entire surface, FjX-

peri(‘nc(.i has sliown that this results in decrease of wear. hh’g. 3 shows

another form of liearing, which embodies tlie same principle, so far a.s

the distailmtion of tlie balls is concerned, they V)eing in this ca.yi inclosed

in a, sliell of lirass, which is drilled, as shown, for the reception of tlie

balls, ashouldm* Vieing left at the bottom of the holes, and the tops Vicing

partially closed al’ter the balls are in place, so tliat they are liold loose-

ly, a«s in the helic'al sliell. One of the advantages of this form is that

more balls luin li(‘ put. into a boa.ring of given size, and the shell can lie

made in t.wo pa,rts, joined together as shown, so that they can bo put

over a sluift. or talvtm fi*om it at any point in its length without the ne-

cessity of going 1,0 t.lie ends. The two parts are joined at the irregndar

line shown, and are luhl together by the spring hooks seen at tlie side.s.

It will be understood, ol' coilrse, that not much force acts to seiiarate tlie two parts of tlie shell

when it is in use, since its only office is to keep the balls properly separated.

Bea,rings: see Drilling Machines, Metal; also Cycle,

Belt .Lacing : see Ikh.s.
, ^

BELTS. Kecent experiments on belting (see Trans. A. 8. M., E., ii, 91 and 224; vn, 347

and 549; viii, 529; and x, 765) all tend to confirm the statement made in Vh)L I of this work,

that “experiments on the amount of power that can be transmitt;ed by a belt of given size

show many disere|)ancies, which seem to be due to the fact that belts of different quality

were expenmented upon ;
and it is pretty well settled that, while rules can bo constructed
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that will show what power a good belt may transmit under given conditions, they can not be

implicitly relied upon to show how much power a particular belt does transmit.”

An elaborate set of experiments on belts was made in 1885 by William Sellers & Co., and
reported by Mr. Wilfred Lewis {Trans. A. S. M. E., vol. vii, p. 549). These experiments

seemed to show that the principal resistance to straight belts was journal-friction, except

at very high speeds, when the resistance of the air began to be felt. The resistance from
stiffness of belt was not apparent, and no marked difference could be detected in the power
required to run a wide double belt or a narrow light one for the same tension at moderate

speeds. With crossed and quarter-twist belts, the friction of the belt upon itself or upon
the pulley in leaving it was frequently an item of more importance, as was shown by special

experiments for that purpose. The experiments also showed that, in all probability, leather

is more elastic under light tensions than it is under high ones. A piece of belting 1 sq. in.

in section and 92 in. long was found by experiment to elongate ^ in. when the load was
increased from 100 to 150 lbs., and only

-J-
in. when the load was increased from 450 to 500

lbs. The total elongation from 50 to 500 lbs. was Ij-^ in., but this would vary with the time

of suspension, and the measurements here given were taken as soon as possible after apply-

ing the loads. In all cases tlie coefficient of friction was shown to increase with the pti-

centage of slip. An interesting feature of these experiments is the progressive increase in

the sum of the belt tensions during an increase in load. This is contrary to the generally

accepted theory that tlie sum of the tensions is constant. The highest coellicient obtained

was l‘(>7, but, of course, this was temporary. The diameter of the pulley also appears to

affect the coefficient of friction to some extent. This is especially to be noticed at the very

slow speed of 18 revolutions per minute on 10-in. and 20-in. pulleys, where the adhesion on the

20-in. pulleys is decidedly greater; but, on the other hand, at 160 revolutions per minute, the

adhesion on the 10-in. pulleys is often as good as, and sometimes better than, appears for tlie

20 in. at the same velocity of sliding. It might be possible to determine the ellect of pulley

diameter upon adhesions for a perfectly dry belt, where the condition of its surface remains

uniform
;
but for bolts as ordinarily used it would be very difficult, on account of tlie ever-

changing condition of surface produced by slip and temperature. It is generally admitted
that the larger the diameter the greater the adhesion for any given tension, but no definite

relation has ever been established, nor, indeed, does it seem possible to do so, except liy the

most elaborate and extensive experiments. Theoretical formuhe hitherto used in calcula-

tions of belt-power have assumed the coefficient of friction as uniform around the arc of con-

tact, but tliis can no longer be correct if the coefficient varies with the pressure. Mr. Lewis
says the driving-power of a leather belt depends upon such a variety of conditions tliat it

would 1)6 numifestly impracticable, if not impossible, to correlate them all
;
and it is thought

better to admil; the difncultios at once than to involve the subject in a laliyrinth of formuhe
which life is too short to solve. Mr. Lewis estimates that under good working conditions the

efficiency of belt transmission ma,y be assumed to be 97 per cent. When a belt is too tight

tliero is a constant waste in journal-friction, and when too loose there may be a much greater

loss in efficiency from slip. Tlie Indications and coiichisions drawn from his experiments are

as follows : 1. That the coefficient of friction may vary under i)ractical working conditions
from 25 to ICO per cent. 2. That its value depends upon the nature and condition of the

leather, the velocity of sliding, temperature, and pressure. 8. That an excessive amount of

slip has a tendency to become greater and greater, until the belt finally leaves the pulley.

4. That a belt will seldom remain upon the pulley when the slip exceeds 20 per cent. 5. That
excessive slipping dries out the leatlier, and leads toward the condition of minimum adhesion.

6. That rawhide has much greater adhesion than tanned leather, gi ving a coefficient of 100
per cent, at the moderate slip of 5 ft. per minute. 7. That a velocity of sliding equal to *01

of the belt-speed is not excessive. 8. That the coefficients in general use are rather l)olow the

average results obtained. 9. That, when suddenly forced to slip, the coefficient of friction

becomes mornentarily very high, but that it gradually decreases as the slif) continues. 10.

That the sum of the teusioiis is not constant, bub increases with the load to the maximum
extent of about 88 per cent with vertical belts. 11. That, with horizontal belts, the sum of

the tensions may increase indefinitely as far as the breaking strength of the belt. 12. That
the economy of bolt transmission depends principally upon journal-frietion and slip. 18. That
it is important on this account to make the belt-speed as high as possible witliin the limits of

5,000 or 6,000 ft. per minute. 14. That quarter-twist belts should be avoided. 15, That it is

preferable in all cases, from considerations of economy in wear on belt and power consumed,
to use an intermediate guide-pulley, so placed that the belt may be run in either direction.
16. That the introduction of guide and carrying pulleys adds to the internal resistances an
amount proportional to the friction of their journals. 17. That there is still need of more
light on the subject.

Mr. Samuel Webber {Trans. A. 8. M. E., vol. viii, p. 587) proposes the following formulae
for leatlier belting, where the tension with which the belt is put on is known or assumed

:

Width in inches = X 38.000 X 180°

velocity m ft. per minute X strain in lbs. per in. width X arc of contact

HP.= velocity in ft. X strain per in. X width X arc of contact

88,000 X 180"“"“ *

Mr. Scott A. Smith {Trans. A. 8. M. E., vol. x, p. 765) gives it as his opinion that the best
belts are made from all oak-tanned leather, and curried with the use of cod-oil and tallow, all
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to be of sxiperior quality. Such belts have continued in use thirty to forty years, when used
as simple driving-belts, driving a proper amount of power, and having had suitable care.

The flesh side should not be run to tlie pulley face, for the reason that the wear from con-

tact with the pulley should come on the grain side, as that surface of the belt is much weaker
in its tensile strength tluin tlie flesh side

; also, as the grain is hard, it is more enduring for

the wear of attrition
;
furtlier, if the grain is actually worn ofl‘, then the belt may not sufl'er

in its integrity from a ready tendency of the hard-grain side to crack. The most intimate
contact of a l)elt witli a pidley comes, first, in the smoothness of a pulley face, including free-

dom from ridges and hollows left by turning-tools
;
second, in the smoothness of the surface

and evenness in the texture or body of the belt
; third, in having the crown of the driving

and receiving pulleys exactly alike—as nearly so as is practicable in a commercial sense ;

fourth, in having the crown of pulleys not over ^ in. for a 34-in. face—tliat is to say, that the
pulley is not to be over i in. larger in diameter in its center; fifth, in having the crown other

than two |)lanes meeting in the center; sixth, the use of any material on or in a belt, in addi-

tion to tliose necessarily used in the currying process to keep them pliable or increase their

tracd-ive quality, should wholly depend upon the exigencies arising in the use of belts, and
tlie use of^ such mat(U‘ia,l may justly bo governed by this idea—that it is safer to sin in non-
use tluin in overus(‘

;
seventli, with reference to the lacing of belts, it seems to be a good

practice to cut the (uids tio a convex shape by using a former, so that there may be a nearly
uniform st;ress on t,h(‘ huung through the center as compared with the edges. For a belt 10

in. wide, the <‘('ntei of each end should recede iii. As friction is due largely to the iiueven-

ness of two sui ra<*(\s in contact under motion, and as the best tractive quality of belts comes
from the eveiiritsss a.i id smoothness of the two surfaces of belt and pulley-face, it easily fol-

lows that the. value of the tractive force of a belt on a pulley face is due, first, to atmospheric
pressure; second, to the attractive adhesion of the leather 'fibers and the oxidized oil of the

currying process. The practical effect of a belief in al-mospheric aid is to induce the running
of belts very or compai’atively slack, thus avoiding unnecessary stress on bearings, and main-
taining the integrity of btdts. A total disregard of this belief 'has resulted in the destruction

of belts in a few weeks or a few months, when they might liavc served well on toward the

full life of tlie liest-made belts, wliicli, as stated, is from thirty to forty yeaivs.

of Frietion in Belting.---In 1883 {Tram. A. B. 31. vol. vii, p. 340) Prof.

S. W. llolman undertook ai sot of experiments wit.h a vi<‘W to siscertain the cause of the

enormous (liserepancy in tlie results of dilfei’cnt cxjierimcnters. lie caused the pulley to slide

undiu’ tlie belt, hanging weiglits on the loose side of the belt and attaching the other end to

a spring lialancii. lie fouud that, with a low speed of slip, he obt,aine(l a coelTicient of fric-

tion a.s low as ()‘12, while with a speed of 300 ft. per minute lie obtained aliout 0‘58, and inter-

mediate values with interine(liate siieeds of slip; hence, that the coefiieieiit of friction varies

witli the speed of the slip. It also ap|)ears to vary with tlie pressure, accirrdiug to tlie experi-

ments of Mr, Ijewis, quoted aliovo. Jh*of. (laetano lainza, in 1884 '(vol. vii, p. 350), found tlio

average value of this cjoenieiimt under a s|>eed of sli|> of 3 ft. per minute to be aliout 0’27,

coriH'spoiuling (if the a,dmissihle stress per in. of width be taken at (lOf lbs.) to the. rule that

a belt 1 in. wide must t.i'avel 1,000 ft. per minute to transmit 1 liorse-tiowiu-. Mr. 11. R.

Towne, in 18()7, with a slip of 300 ft. per minute, obtained a coelllcient of O'fiH; but he and
Mr. Briggs reeommetuhMl for use two thirds of this, or 0'43, In discussion of Prof. Ijanza’s

|)apcr, however, Mr. d'owiie said (vol. vii, p. 350) that his own experiments must now be set

aside in ra,vor of llioso of Prof. Laiizai.

(lotion Belies made of cotton-duck or canvas arc used to a limited extent in (lie

ITnited Slates. A belt of tliis kind, test,ed by Mr. Widiber, is d(‘scrihed as follows: It was

made from cotton-duck folded to make four plies, and then fastened longitudinally witli rows

of stitdu's 4 in. aqiairt, the belt then lieing filled with a composition of boiled linseed-oil and
red lead. Another (U)t;ton belt (four jily) was made of solid woven cotton, and a mixture of

liiis(uul-oil a, 11(1 plumbago worked in anil dried under prevssure. Piiwdereil soapstone is then

used over the surfa,ce of llie belt on both sides, to prevent, its sl icking while standing in the

roll or coil. It drives W(dl for a. time, but stretclies a grea,t (had.
“ (jofton-Leafher ” Belts .—A bolt known as the. cottou-leallier lielt is made by tlie Umler-

wood Manvifact.uring Fonqiany. This licit consists of a firmly wov(‘.n duck or canvas, whicli

is first stretch) 0(1 by running it at a high siiood ovijr pulleys, which are adjustable by means

of screws to a,iiy rc((uirc(l t.cnsion, and, a,fter the st.r(vt,(,‘h seems to lie lliorovighly talcon out of

it, a thin a.n(i s(‘ft Icatlicr lining is cemented on to one side*., under hea,vy ))i’essure, so as to

make a liolding surfac'd i;o be run next; the pulleys. Tlie cauivas is woven two, tliroe, four, or

more “plies” in thickness, a-nd of any desired width.

Hair Belting.—A lic^lt imide of woven hair has recicntly come into use, the claims made
for it lieing t hat It is stronger and more durable tlian

leatlier; tliaf. it will work in water without injury or

soft.onirig, and is little a.lTcct(‘(l liy head., steam, or acids,

and is more ecumomical in first cost than leather, and can
be pieced wit.li or witliout the use of laces. The Rosen-
dale hair belt, shown in Fig. 1, has what is called an
anti-friction edge, whicli erialiles the bedting to resist the

action of st rap-forks, a,ml prevents, in a remarkable man- 1.—Hair belt,

nor, the edges from fraying. It is claimed that with hair

belts the liito on tiie drums is by friction; the consequent suction betweem the belt and the

drum is tliereby dispensed with; hence these hair belts come straight off the drum, unci do
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not follow and adhere to it, as in the case of leather. The motion is, therefore, quite steady

and uniform.
. ^ i •

BristoVs Steel Belt Lacing.-^Fig. 2 shows a belt fastening made by punclimg and liending

sheet-steel into the form shown. .The cut represents the lacing ready for ap[)lieati()n, and
also shows a finished joint. The lacing con-

sists of a continuous zigzag strip ol sU'cl, so

proportioned as to give inaxiinuin strength

with a minimum amount of raateriah ''.riie

wedge-shaped points when driven through tlie

belt force the fibers aside without cutting them

;

hence the ends of the belt are not weakened, as

when holes are punched. Bristol’s steel lac-

ing, for single-thickness belting, is made in

lengths from 1 to 3 in.
;

for belts wider than 3

in., two or more lacings are used.

Wire Belting:—A. belt made of steel wire woven into a flexible web and covered with rul)-

ber is made by'the Midgely Wire Belt Company, Beaver Falls, Pa. .It is claimed to bo nine

times as strong as a leather belt, and more flexible.
, . . . , . ^ .

Leather-Lmk Belts,-—T\m construction of leatber-link belts is shown m higs. 3 and 4.

They consist of small pieces of leather of the oblong shapes shown in Fig. 4, with holes near

the ends, by which they are connected. These belts

are valuable for a variety of purposes, and especially

for damp places. They are water-proof, there being

no cemented joints to give way by contact with damp-
ness. By virtue of their weight tlioy are capable of

trtmsmitting a considerable amount of power without

great width of belt and pulleys. When made with a

center-hinge joint they fit laterally to the pulley

READY TO APPLY FINISHED JOINT

Fig. 2.—Steel belt lacing.

Fig. 3.—Leather-link belt.

more completely than solid leather belts, and this quality assists them in the transmission of

{lower. Tlio proper manner of running a link-belt is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here the belt is

drawn taut upon the uiuler side, allowing the upper side to sag and climli tlio driven pulley,

so as to bring the belt in contact with a large proportion of its circiimfcvrenco. Tins large

arc of circumference in contact, and the weight of the belt, result in tlic hirgest possible

amoimt of power transmitted. Fig. 5 represents a eross-section of the Acme Link-belt, the

dotted lines showing the three bolts by which the links are held together transversely; the

three center links, placed upon the highest part of the pulley, as shown, are made

A A

Fig. 5.—Link-belt.

These form the center hinge, giving flexibility and adjustability to the belt. At the lines A A
are shown the heads of the two bolts, which extend from this hinge-joim: to the outer edge of

the belt.

Iron-Linh Belts.—Detachable malleable iron links are largely used in bulk-elevating and
conveying, and in the transmission of power under suitable conditions. The sizes in common
use are designated by numbers—the first or first two figures giving approximately the diame-
ter in sixteenths of an inch of the end and side bars of the link, the final figure indicating

sequence of the link among those of like strength; thus, No. 44 has side and end bars in. in
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diameter, and is intermediate in other dimensions between No. 42 and No. 45, whicli are of
the same gaaiji^e; No. 103 lias end-bar [S- in, diameter, and is intermediate in pitch and other
measurtmumts between No. 101 and No. 105. The range of regular sizes is from No. 25,

in. pitch length and fj- in. wide, with working strength of 75 lbs., to No, 100, 10^ in. long
by di in. wide, with working strength of two tons. Tables of “working strains ’’are pub-
lished by tlie manufacturers, and all links are subjected to static test of from two and a
half to tliree times tliese published strains. For power transmission, particularly at the
higher speeds, a larger factor of safety should be used, as high as six being desirable when
power and speed require use of the heavier links. The following is a list of usual sizes and
working strains published by manufacturers:

N uiiibor. Links per foot.
Wbirkin}?

strain.

Approximate in

leather bolting.
Number. Links per foot.

Working
strain.

Approximate in

leather bolting.

or. JO -3 1 in. sinj^le.

H
;;

78... 4-0

3
J,000

J,300

I,300
J.300
J,(J00

1,800
1.500

1,700

1,000

2,000
1,1)00

2,000
2,200
2.500
2,800
4,000

.10 in. single.
12

1) in. double.
8

JO

J2
10

“

11

10 “

13
“

ae JO -5 ml) 83
8- (5 300 85 3

34 H*(j 88 4'()

37’

4

3.5() 4 -

3
05

43 H-8 30() 103 4
45 7-4 350 h - 105 2

251 10-5 375 it “ 10(5 ..

53 8 500 4 107 .

.

t)

55 7-4 450 4 108 2*55
,57 5*3 000 0 -

101) 12 “
(13 7*3 0.50 Oi

“

7
114. . 3-00 13

15 “(lU <) 700 133. ..

(>r 5'

3

700 124 8 17 “
75 4*0 750 7^ 140 2 1!)

“
5*3 BOO B 100 1—

5^he speed consistemt wiili economy and safety is of course largely dependent on varying
conditions. Assuming th(3se to lx? favorable, it lias been found tlnili ilbout 800 revolutions of
a wheel whose dia,met(n* is live times the pitch lengtii of the links should not bo greatly ex-
ceeded. At low speeds much smaller wheels may bo employed, but in no case sliould a link-
belt 1)0 run on a wheel of less than six teeth.

Ap{)lications of link-belting to other purposes than tlio transmission of power have led to
the designing of various atliwdunent forms. Those are inserted in tlie lielts at required inter-

vals, anil are employed in elevators, for carrying cups, or buckets, barrel and package arms;
ill conveyers, for liolting on scrapers or slats;

and in riumborless other devices for liandling
materiads. Fig. G sliows one form of standard
link and the manner of coiqiling.

Hope BelMm/, com/monli/ called Rope Rriv-
imj,—Tra,usmission of power l)y ropes has re-

cently become quil,() ext,ensively jidojited as a
substitute for huither belting or line shafting.

The iHHH^ssity for economy of space in faetoi’y-

work, the growing lendmicy towa.rd liigli speeds
in stea,m-(UigiMes, and the cm|)loyment of elec-

tri(5 motors, have creafeal a dema.nd which rope
transmission, when intelligently designed and
ap})liial, a;})])ea,rs to meih^ more conqiletely than
any oldier eonneel.ion b(hAV(‘en the source of

jiowor a,nd it,s ap|)lication to tlio work to bo done.
rii(‘. speeiad (Gaims for this system, or method, are: That it is positive—no allnwanees for

slij) lin,ve then'-forc' to Ix^ made; cheap—eosting much less tha,n haitlu'.r belting or line sliaft-

ing, if eitlier the power to beda’a^nsuiitted or the dista.iiee betwiniri shafts is (xiiisideralile
;
noise-

less—evon at tdn^ higliest oeonomieal speeds; tliat, it does not requires idgidly oxa,et alignment
of slmfl.s, and is ldi(>r(4‘(>ro not sensitive to sliglit settling of buildings; and that it permits

eliang(‘s of direct ion af will, so tliat power may be readily carried to aaiy |)art of tdie building
or pianti, and lx* sulxlivideil in acc.ordanee with llie requirements of the various nnichiru's to

bo ofierated. 'TIk'ix* are Iavo methods of |)ut;ting ropes on tlie pulleys: one, in wliicdi tilu*, r()p('s

are single and splicu'd on, being made very taut at first and less so as tlie ropi^ l(mgth(*ns,

streteliing until it; sli{)s, wlien it is rosfiliced'; tlie other method is to wind a singli*. vopo oyi'r

tlie [nilhiy n,s many 1/urns as needed to obtain the necessa,ry horse-power, and puli a lensioii

pulley to giv'(^ tlu*, n(X‘,(‘ssary a<lhesion and also take up the wear. Th(M'ss(*ntial parts of a

eontinnons rope t i-ansmission are the sheave.s, the rope, and the timsion (h'viiM*. d’lu^ slu'avcs,

or groov(‘(I wluxds, an* of two forms: one used only for idlers, liaving a rounded groove, ])n‘f-

eralily of radius but little greater than that of the rope employcxl ; tlu^ olhiu* luiiving t,he

V-groov(xl rim required for driving sheaves. Numerous ex|)erimenls ha,ve Ix'i'ii nnide t:o

determiiK*, th(^ best angle for the sides of the grooves in a driving-slieave ;
and praetieo still

lacks uniformity in this respect, but the most general practice jit the pn'.si'ut time employs
45". The botiiora of the grooves should be round, and Uio sid(^s, of eoursi^, smooth or pol-

islied, to previmt abrasion of the rope. In multiple grooved slicaiV(*s ii/ is of vital importance
that all the grooves be of exactly equal diameters and angle. If tih(u*e be any inequality,

the rope will travel in the groove of larger diameter at an increased speed, thus causing the

in complete maclnncs, for timed movements

;

Fio. (5.—Iron-link belt.
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several ropes to pull against each other, and throwing the strain of the transmission on less

than the whole number of ropes. Nothing has so militated against the general employment
of rope driving in this country as the use of imperfect multiple grooved sheaves, those con-

structed of wood having proved specially faulty. The unequal density of wood [)ermi{,s un-

equal wear of grooves, and the sheave soon becomes of dilferential diameters. Tlie rope gen-

erally employed in this country is manilla. Cotton is largely used in England ff)r transin is-

sion work, but has not seemed to meet special favor here. Manilla transmission rope should

be of long fiber, and be laid iti tallow, to reduce the fiber friction ca,used by tlie bending of

the strands in passing round the sheaves. Such rope tests about as below

:

Diameter. Breaking strain.

I in 4,000 lbs.

fin 5,000
“

4 in 7,400
“

1 in 9,000
“

Diameter. Breaking strain.

IJ in 12,000 lbs.

liin 14,000 “

1# in IS.OOO “

li in 20,200 “

The above table is based on tests of best long-fiber pure manilla, made specially for trans-

mission purposes. Tlie best practice employs in rope driving but 3 per cent of tlie ultimate

strength, thougli as high as 6 per cent is figured when conditions are exceptionally favorable.

A large margin of safety is required to provide against imperfect splicing.

The tension device—necessary where the continuous wrap systein is employed—consists of

a movable tension-carriage traveling in suitably constructed ways and carrying an idler

sheave, the tension required l)y the traveling ropes being given by a suspended weight conven-
iently attached to iihe carriage. The rope liaving been wi’apped round the (iriving and
driven sheaves the proper number of times for the required driving force, ilie last strand on
the slack side sliould pa,ss over the tension-wheel (which is deflected to leaxl the two ends of

the rope togotlier), Ji'Hd should not become a direct driving strand until it has passed over the

driven wheel. Ilcfore rea,e.hing the driven wlieel this strand may have to pass over idlers or

over a gi’oove in the di'iven wlieel itself, l)ut in sucli cases the groove receiving it should be
loose, tliat tlie sag may bo quickly taken up. As large an amount of tlie rope as possible

sliould be under tlie direct intluence of the teMsion-ea,rria.ge. Prom 18 to 25 per cent is de-

sirable, though n,s low a,s 5 per cent has lieen found sufiieient under certain conditions. The
iiumber of driving sheaves over whicli the rope passes enters into the problem as well as the
length of the rojio itself. Wliere the rope passes over four or five sheaves (as in transmitting
power to several floors of a building) it is often desirable to employ mqre tliaii one tension-

carriage. Tlie best praet.ice is to use one for every 1,200 ft. of rope, and [uit not less tlum 10

per cent of the rope undei’ direct inllueneo of the tension. In direct drives tlie number of feet

of rope may lie slightly iiicreased.

''iTio speid of a transmission rope sliould not exceed 5,000 ft. per minute, a,s from tins ^loint

cen'trifuga,! force gains so ra,pidly on tlie power derived from the iucrea,sed rope speed tliat at

alioiit 5,r)()() ft. per minute the power will begin d(HM’easing in the same proportion as its pre-

vious rise. Talking (7, ccntriliigal force in lbs.; 6', gra.vity; VF. weight of rofie rier running
foot; S, speed of rope in ft. per second, the centrifugal force may be found as follows:

^~ G
Tlie wear of rope increases in proportion to the increase of speed; consofiuently, a velocity

of from 2,500 to 8,500 ft. per minute is most efiieient and economic*, a, 1. On tlii'i size of the
sheaves employed depends very directly the li.l*e and efficiency of a rope transmission. The*!

diameters should never bt^ l(‘ss tlian thirty times the diameter of the rope, and bc'sl rcisulis are
obtained when the sheaves and idlers on the driving side are forty times, and tJiose on the
loose side thirty times, tlie rope diameter. With smaller sheaves tlie internal rrici,if)n of the
rope fibers is considoraiblc, nalairally increasing the wear, and tlio rope itsc'lf, through its slilf-

ness, can not hug the shea,ves closely, thus increasing the loss of power due to (tc^nlrifugal

force. Idlers uscul merely to support a long liorizontal span may, if not, too fa,r apa,rt, be*, as

small as eighleen dia,meters without perceptibly injuring the rbiie. ';idiis c'.xcu'pt ion to the
rule giyeri above is ha,set! on practice, however, and ’is not theoretiea,lly eorrc'ct,. d'iie coc'tli-

cient of friction of a rope in a 45° grooved sheave has been considered as va,i'iabl(‘, but, sc'veral

tests recently rmidc.’! where the power transmitted was determined aecura,t eiy by l)ra,kc*-t(*sl,,

and, all conditions taken into consideration, showed this coefficient to va,ry only from *88 to
*25. Fig. 7 represents a, rope drive recently eoiistrueted. The number of wraps of rope de-
pend on the power to be transmitted, are laid in the sheaves of [uilleys a ami h. Tlu^ rope
is led from the last sheave on driven pulley 6, to and over the “idlers” k and /, to llic*, first

sheave on engine pulley a. The “idler” /is the tension-carriage. 8fiie best pra,ctiee wraps
on the rope so that the tieighhoring ropes are half the length of the roiie apart. This is

accomplished by starting from the second sheave on a to second sliea,ve on b, thenec to fourth
on a, etc.

;
from the last sheave on b to the idlers and liaek to first slieave on a, Ciontinuing to

fill the vacant sheawes to sta,rting-point, where a long splice is made. Fig. 7 shows tlie method
of taking oil power at an angle.

_C. W. Hunt ( Ircms. A. S. M. 13.^ vol. xii) gives a calculation of the horse-power of rope
drives, from which the following is condensed: (7 = circumference of rope in inches. 27 =
sag of the rope in inches. 2^^ = centrifugal force in pounds.

,(7 = gravity. 22 = horse-
power. L = distance between pulleys in feet. P= pounds per foot of rope. Average value
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= *032 CTK It = force in pounds doing useful work. S = strain in pounds on the rope at

the pulley. !Z’= tension in pounds on driving side of the rope. ^ = tension in pounds on
slack side of the VQ\m, v = velocity of the rope in feet per second, w = working strain in

pounds. Avera,ge va,liie = *2() 0-, W = ultimate breaking strain in pounds. Average value
= •720 C-. d'his makes tlie normal working strain equal to one thirty-sixth of the breaking
strengtli, and about one twenty-fifth of tlie strength at the splice. The actual strains are or-

dinarily nuK3h greater, owing to the vibrations in running, as well as from imperfectly adjusted
tension mechanism. Assuming that the strain on the driving side of a rope is equal to 200 lbs.

on a ro|)e 1 in. in diameter, and that the rope is in motion at various velocities of from 10 to

At a sp(‘('d of about 80 ft. per second, the centrifugal force incr(%M.se.s fastcu’ than the ])ower

from in(U’(^a.s('d Vfdoc.ity of the rope, and aboid. 140 ft. per second eriuals tlnuissurmal allowable
tension of the roja^ (Computing this foree at various speeds and tmm subt,ra,e,ting it from the

assuimul ma,ximum tension, we have the ibree avalhd)h3 for the lra,nsinissi()n of powau*. The
l.ension, /, nHinircHl to traiUsmit the normal horse-power for the ordinary s))e(Mls a,nd siz(^s of

rope, is c(>in[)uf,(‘(l by formida (4). The tota.l tension, on the driving side of th(>. !'op(j is as-

sumed to ))('. th(‘ saanc af all spc'eds. The centrifugal force, as well as an a-moimt equal to flie

fxmsion for a,dhosion on tlie slack side of the rope, must bo f-flken from tlio toi/a-l tension, 7' to

as(.uu-ta,in 11 h‘, a,mount of force ava.ilal)le for the transmission of power. The tension on the

sla,(!k si(l(‘ n(‘.(a'ssa,ry for giving adhesion is talcen as equal to one luilf the force doing useful

work, on the driving side of the rope; hence the force for useful work is:

and the tension on the slack side to give the required adhesion is

(.T—F)

(2),

(8).
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Hence, t = +F (4).

The sum of the tensions, T’and t, is not the same at different speeds, as the equation (4) indi-

cates. As F varies as the square of the velocity, there is, with an increasing speed of the

ROPE DRIVING.

Horse power of marrifla

rope at various speeds.

io 50 eo M eo fio u
velocity OF DRIVIHQ ROPE IN FEET PER SECOND.

rope, a decreasing useful force, and an increasing total tension, on the slack side. With these

assumptions of allowable strains, the horse-power will be

:

2v(T~-~F)

_
' —-44 X 550

ROPE DRIVING.

The ourves show the sag of the"

ropes when transrriittLng the oormaf

amount of power It is the same*

at all speeds for the driving part,'

but variable for the slacJk part The.

j

sag for the slaclt part Is computed

for speeds of 40-60 and 80 ft. pet,

DISTANCE DETWEEN POLLIES IN FEET

“ Transmission ropes are nsiuilly from 1 to 1|

a
in. in diameter. A computation of the liorse-

3 power for fonr sizes at various speeds and under
® ordinary conditions, based on Ji maximum strain

I
equivalent to 200 lbs. for a rope 1 in. in diaine-

4 ter. is given in Fig. 8. The horse-power of

J
other sizes is readily obtained from these. The

Q . maximum power is transmitted, under the as-

a suined conditions, at a speed of about 80 ft. per

I

second. The first cost of the rope will l)e srnall-

t
est when tlie power tra.nsrnilt,(Kl by it is groat-

) est, and under the assumed conditions will bo a

[ « minimum for a given power when the velocity

I I
of the rope is about 80 ft. per second. The de-

* i flection of the rope beivveen tlie pulleys on the

I
a slack side varies with each change^ of the haid

B “ or change of the speed, as the tension (3qiia.tion

® £ (4) indicate.s. The curves in Fig. 1), giving the

Js deflection of the rope, were computed for the

7 S assumed value of T and t by tlie parabolic for-

* inula

:

\ P U

» B being the assumed strain, .7’ on the driving
® side, and jf, calculated by equation (4), on the

J slack side. The tension, i, varies with_ the

li ' speed, and the curves, showing the sag of tlie

rope in inches, are calculated for speeds of 40,

J 60, and 80 ft. per second, and for spans eqm-
\2 monly used in rope driving. The following

J
table of the horse-power of transmission rope

9 is calculated by formula (5), which makes the

^

total strain on the driving side of tlie rope,

when transmitting the normal power, the same
at all speeds, and takes into consideration the

effect of the centrifugal force in reducing the

driving power of the rope

:
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Diamti-

ter of

Spood of the ropo in feot per minute.
Diamoter of

anmllcfit

pulley or

rope.

1 500 3 000 3 .WO 3 000 3 500 4 000 4 500 5 000 (5 000 7 000 8 400 indies.

i 1-45 X*i) 3*3 2'

7

3 3*3 3*4 3*4 3*1 3*3 .... 20

2-S 3*3 3*(» 4*3 4 *(5 5 5*3 5*3 4*9 3*4 24

f 3*3 4*3 5*3 5*8 (5*7 7*2 7*7 7*7 7*1 4*0 30

I 4-5 5*<) 7 8*3 9*1 9*8 10*8 10*7 9*3 (5*9 8(5

1 5-8 7*7 9*3 10*7 11*9 13*8 13*0 13*7 12*5 8*8 42

dr 13*1 14*3 1(5*8 18* (5 20 31*3 21*4 19 *5 13*8 54

H 13-

1

17*4 20*7 33*1 3(5*8 28*8 30* (5 30*8 28*3 19*8 CO

If 18 23*7 28*3 33*8 3(5*4 39*2
1

41*5 41*8 37*4 27* (5 72
23*3 30*8 30*8 43*8 47*6 51*2 54*4 64*8 50 35*3 84

Tlie English rule for diameters of pulleys with cotton rope is from 30 to 30 times the

diameter of the rope. For eom|)arison witli Mr. Hunt’s table, given above, Mr. Webber gives

the following figures, taken from an Enj^lish table, of the power transmissible by a cotton

rope at 50 ft. per second, or 3,000 ft. per minute:

1-in. I'opo

li
‘‘

If
“

Manilla. Cotton.

.. 10-75 10-50

.. 17-50 10-50

.. 24 30

.. 32-50 42

In England, hemp and manilla rones liave been hirgely superseded l)y ropes of cotton, the

reason assigned i)eing that dry manilla ropes wear out too fast, while tlie lubricated ones give

too low a coefficient of frietioii.
^

Beiidiiig Machine : see Presses, Forging.

BENDING MAOHINERY. It may ho taken as a proof of advance in matters mechani-

cal when l)ent constnietion is substituted for cut, as, for example, in the making of crank-

shafts, in bent-wood furniture, and in machines for making shafts and poles from benti

wood, I'he sliaft and [)ole bending ma,chine shown is for bonding double and single bent

express slmfts and poles, and carriage sliafts and poles; forining the heel oinl of express or

carria,ge sliafts and poles, and the body and tip end of shafts complete al; tihe same ihne. The
princijile involved is 1-he bending of the material over iron forms which are healed with live

or exhaust steam, drying and seasoning the material while under process of bending. Green

stock is bent and seasoned at tlie same time. The machines arc furnished in sections. Q'liat

Bending machine.

shown in the cut has two sections complete for bending shafts in 10-])air lots, or 13 poh^s at

once: and lh(‘y can bo filled four times per day. The forms are cast wilh (ioind chnnibers at

Ibe points of Ixmding, with 3"in.-pipe connections, througli which sl<'ani is ivccivod and

(lis('harge<l to luvit the forms. Body-forms are mounted upon rolUa-s with a h()rizonl at a,Ir

tanhmeiit foi’ Ixaiding shafts of dilTereiit lengths, and arc supplied witti adjust,ahh'. top forms

to iiroduce any desired bend on shaft ends. When used fm- bending i)ol(‘s ihn rolffirs uiaffir

the body-forins are removed, and the forms lowered t| in., allovying the b()dy <)f1ti(^ jades,

when lient down ii|)on tlie form to rest upon the top of the ril)s, which are used only lor giving

the side bend to shafts. In operation, t;he forms are well heated Ixd’ore blinding, anil the mate-

rial to be bent is covered with a steel strap which is stretched over the surfacii of tlui portion

to be bent (by a liand-clamp, as shown by the second shaft; in the engraving), in pi’cyeiit the

material being broken while bending. A loop is fitted to the end of each st.rap, which hooks

over a lug cast to the form, and the material is then bent down ov(?r the forms and, locked by

the hand-lever, as shown in the cut. For bonding double bonds, the l(a>p is hold to the lug

upon the outside form.
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Machines for shop and pole rounding and heel tapering will be found described under

molding machinery.

Bicycle : see Cycle.

Bits: see Quarrying Machines.

Blaiicliiird Lathe: see Lathes, Wood-Working, and Hat Machines.

Blast-Furnaces: see Furnaces, Blast. Stoves: see Stoves, llot-Blast.

Blasting: see Quarrying Machinery.

BLOCKS. BaWs DifferentM PulIsy-BlocK made by tlie Boston & Ijoclcport Block Co.,

is shown in Pig. 1. The ‘disk-pulley carrying the hand-cliain has ca,st upon its side a scroll

or spiral groove which meshes into the 'teeth of a wheel piacx^d at inght angles to it which
carries upon its side the sprocket-wheel for the load chain. *^1 lie cingle ot the spii'iil groove

being low, it exerts a powerful purchase on the hoisting wheel. The friction is sufficient to

sustain the load.

Alfnd Box S Co.'s DoubU-Screiv Hoist is shown in Fig. 2. The power is applied through

the chain g on the large sprocket-wheel H, seen at the left of the cut, which drives a double

worm, C I), geared right and left into two worni'Wheels, A B, which also a.re gea,red into

each otlier. One of these carries the sprocket-wheel for the hoisting cliain /. Both chains

are always kept in place by the guides.

The Detroit Sure-Crip Taclde-Bloeh is shown in Fig. 3. The bralce wliich will hold the

load at any point is simply a wedge that drops by gravity between the uppt'r sheiives. The
face of the wedge is fluted to the curve of the rope. The block is nuide of si eel. Tlie arrows

in the cut show the direction of the rope through the blocks. It will be noticu'd t.liat the two
center ropes that come in contact with the wedge both travel in the same direction at the

same time.

Fig. 3.—“ Sure-grip taclde-block.

Weston's Triplex Spur-Gear Bloch, made by the Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., is shown in
Figs. 4, 5, t), and 7. Figs. 4 and 5 are external views of the block sus|)ended as for use

;

Fig. 6 is a transverse view, the lower half being shown in section, and Pig. 7 a section show-
ing the lioistiiig mechanism. All of the mechanism is symmetrically grouped upon a, single
horizontal axis, and is so arranged as to occupy as little vertical space as possible. Power is

applied to an endless hand-chain passing over the pocketed chain-wheel on one end of the
central shaft, and is transmitted thereby to the train or spur-gearing contained in tlie hous-
ing on the other side of the block. The main or load chain 'passes over a pocketed chain-
sheave in the center of the block, one of its ends being provided with a suitable hook for
receiving the load, and the other being looped up and permanently secured to the frame of
the block. Referring to Fig. 6, the hand-wheel at the left transmits power through the cen-
tral shaft to the steel pinion on its opposite end (seen best in Fig. 7), which in turn engages
with the three planet-wheels surrounding it. These latter are of hard bronze, and have cast
with them a smaller series of pinions, shown in Fig. (5, which latter engage with the annular
gear cast in the stationary frame of the block, as shown in Pig. 7. Tlie three double planet
wheels are carried in a frame or cage which supports both ends of each of the pins forming the
axis of the wheels. As the central shaft is turned, the whole cage and its three pinions thus
rotate slowly within the housing of the block. The inner side of the pinion cage consists of
a disk keyed to one end of the steel sleeve forming part of and carrying the hoisting-chain
sheave, so that the rotary motion of the pinion cage is thus transmitted to the chain-sheave.
The two hubs of the latter are prolonged to form bearings on each side in the frame of the
block, and are bored through the center to permit the shaft of the hand-chain wheel to pass
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iiirongh the s1<h‘vo just formed. Tlie rnecluinism thus described constitutes the entire gear-

ing by wliih'h llu^' loaxl is hoisted, and is obviously not self-sustaining. The sustaining

mechanism is phu'(‘d at the liand-chain end of the block (the left of Fig. (5), and consists of a

set of brass frichion disks, the disks being alternately attached to the central axis and to a

ratcliet eh(‘ck wheel. The hand-chain wlu'.el is screwed upon the central spindle, as shown,

and the construction is siK'h that it is clamped tightly by the friction disks to the shaft either

if it is rot a,ted in tlu.^ direcdaoii for hoisting, or if tlie shaft attempts to revolve in the opposite

direction nndei* t ln^ }adl of the load. The pa,rts being thus clamped rogetlier act as ojie, and
tlie ratclu'ts oiler no resistancio to the effort of the operator in hoisting. When the direction

of t lie ha.nd-(duiin is r('.v(u*s(Hl, the alternate disks are released, and the others being held by the

ratchets, the load is lovveretl against their friction at a rate entirely controlled by the move-

Fjg. -Triplex spur-gear.

Fio. 7. - Tri])lex sjiur-gemr.

Fio. 4.““f’i'ipl(Kx Hpnr-g(>ar, Fio. 5.- Triplex spur-gear.

meat of tlu' hand-chain, while the sloiipage of the hnnd-cliain movement causes the disks to

tight,cu at. oiicc and sustain the loa,(l. In a,not her form of this tackle a. double suspension is

employed, two hooks Ixnng used, one t.o sustain the triphix block and the otlier to carry

the <‘,hain-tM(dvle. This Corin is well adapted for use in connciition with trolleys for overhead

train ra.il, or for permanent suspension from fixial eye-holts, and in somii (aises its ns(^ <ai-

ahles a,n increa,se in the available height of lioist to be obtained. In case a.j)ow(‘rlul block is

needed for use on a single occasion, siudi as the erection of a large*, (mgin(M)r ol h(*r hea.vy

machine, it possesses tlu* advantage t.luit it may be ta.k(in apart a-bci* tin* peM'formamai of tlu^

hea,vv duly, and l lu^ triiVlex block used alone for suliserpient and lighter scu’vice.

of —(Tuiin-hlocks otlier tlin,n the Weston triph^x depend upon

th(‘, rric.tioii' of the working imrts to sustain the load, and for this re'asein their incchaiikad

(druhi'iicy is verv low. In t-he Weston tripl(‘X block, as above desenlxMl, tlie nieclianism is

<*sp(‘(uaH'y constructed so a,s to reduce frief ion to a mininmnp, and tht'.rcvforc*- il. napiircs a

s(‘pa,ral(>i attaehimmt for sustaining tli<!! load. The following is a record of tests made by

Prof. R. II. hTiursion, of the elTiciency of dilferent forms of cha.in-block found in themarket
as compared with the Weston triplex and the old Weston differential:
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Comparative Efficiency of Blochs^ both in Hoisting and Loiver i/ng,

WORK OF HOISTING
(load of 2,000 LBS.). NUMBER OF BLOCK.

ALL BLOCKS OP 1-TON

WORK OF LOWERING (LOAD OP
2,000 LBS. LOWEKliID 7 FT. IN
EACH case), inclusive OF TIME.

Actual efficiency.

Per cent.
Relative efficiency. Velocity ratio.

CAPACITV.
Time in luiimtcs. Relative efficiency.

79*50 1*00 32-50 1

(Weston’s triplex.)
0*75 1*000

32 0*40 02-44 2 1*2() 0*186
31 0*39 30 3

(Weston’s differential.)
1*50 0*050

28*80 0*36 28 4
(Weston’s imported.)

2 '50 0*035

26*04 O' 33 48 5 2*80 0*380
24*34 0-31 53 6 1*80 0*036
23 0*29 44*30 7 2

' 75 - ()*0:k*9
18' 97 0*24 61 8 3*75 O' 018

BLOWERS. (See Air Compressors, Boilers, Steam, and Engines, Blowing.) Eayi-Blow-
ers.—Pig. 1 shows a type of fan which has come into extensive use for ventilating, dry-

vary in the fans made by dif-
ferent makers, ^hhe accompany-
ing table gives tlie speed, horse-
power used, and cubic feet of air
exluuisted per minute when there
is no obstruction, according to the
catalogue of the L. J. Wing Co.,
makers of the fan shown in the
cut

:

Sniiih Double-Discharge
Fa7i-Blotve)\^lf\g;. 2 is a diagram
showing tlio |)rinciple of tlie doub-
le-discinirgc fan -blower in con-

Til- ^ Q rn. . .i i ii t ,
With that of tho Ordinary fail

shown in 1 d. lo sijcui-c the double discharge the case is extended on the rear and a second
outlet P«>vidc(

,
wlucii IS led around imdor the first to the front, to tlie two outlets uniting in

ono at tlie (iiscliaige, 1 he construction is common to both pressui'e and exhaust fans. The
pimciple IS tluis described by the makers: It is experimentally deinonst-ratc'd that, the vane of
a tan, opwatmg iionually, bucoinos loaded witli air in ono third ot a revolution. In Fi"' 8
represontmg the ordinary smglc-ilischargc blower, l.ho compartment a is partly loaded, b ncarl
ly so, and c fully loaded Idus air it seeks to deliver; but, as there, is no outlet, tllo wheel
must di^Ag ac(juimilatc(l pressure with its accompa.nying friction around half t.ho circum-
feionce ot the shell before it can bo relieved at A. The double-discliarge blower is claimed
to unload the air at A as soon as the full pressure is accumulated, and immediately picks upand discharges another full load at B m the same revolution.

^

Size. Revolutions per minute. Horse-power used.
Exhaust cubic feet of

air per minute.

12 in. 1,000 to 2,000 kto ^ 1,500 to 3,000
18 in. 700 to 1,500 ito i 3,000 to 6,000
24 m, COO to 1,200 i to 4,500 to 9,000
80 in. 500 to 1,000 1 to 1 7',(K)0 to 1.5,001)
36 in,

'

400 to 900 1 to 24 12,000 to 26,(KM)
42 in. 400 to 800 1 to 34 18,000 to 36,0(K)
48 in. 400 to 700 J 1% to 5 2(5,000 to 45,500
5-4 in. 400 to 600 2 to 54 32.()()0 to 48,000
60 in. 400 to 55(3 24 to 6 42,800 to 6(),()(I0

72 in. 300 to 450 24 toOJ 45,(M)0 to 67,5()()
84 in. 250 to 400 3 to 10 5(5,000 to 89,(500
96 in. 200 to 3()() 34 to 10 (53,000 to 9(5,500

Thlglman s Steam-

M

ordinary steam-jet exhauster is such a simple and
convenient apparatus that it would be used much more largely than it is—were it not for its

^ however, been noticed that small jets are more efficient than
surface of contact of the jet with the air is of importance rather

eioss-section of the jet. With the object of increasing this surface of contact, in a
radially between two disks fixed at tlie end of the

through these disks lead into branches connected with the siietioii-
drawu.^ The thin, radial stream of steam in flowing over these

^
i

^^‘'^'Oufacturers claim that a very considerable

SfA effected. The thickness of the jet is regulated by the hand-wheel, the

fnnmi fn L i ^ f

attached to the lower disk. The best distance between these disks is
louna to be rk m. to k m. The exhauster works with a complete absence of noise. Though
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primarily designed for exhausting air for sand-blast purposes, the apparatus is evidently
applicable elsewhere.

Boats, Fire : see Engines, Steam Fire.

Bobbin-Holder: see Ootton-Spinniiig Machinery.
BOlIiERS, STEAM, .During the last ten years no special improvements have been made

in the construetion of steam-boilers in the direction of improving their economy of fuel
;
in

fact, further progress in tins direction is s<3arcely possible in boilers lired with anthracite coal,

since many years ago boilers were made which have given I'esults equal to about 80 per cent
of the theoi'etical ellicieney of the fuel. As the chimney gases carry off as a minimum about
15 per cent of the heat of tlie fuel, and losses due are generally not less than 5 per cent, it is

readily seen tlnit the margin, left for further saving is extremely slight. As a lb. of pure
carbon is capable of generating 14,500 tliermal units, equivalent to an evaporation of 15 lbs.

of water from and at 213“ per lb. of carbon, an effieicncy of 80 per cent is equal to an evapo-
ration of 12 lbs. of water from and at 212“ per Ib. of combustible. How nearly this result has
been readied in actual test is shown by the results of the boilers tested at the Centennial Ex-
hibition at Philadelpliia in 1876. Out of fourteen boilers tested, the five highest in the list,

in order of economy, gave results as follows (Reports of the Judges of Grc)U|) XX, Centennial
Exhibition Reports)

:

NAME OF BOILER. Root. Firmonich.

1

Ijowo. Sinitli.
Balicocic &
Wilcox,

Gnlloway.

Coal burned pen- ft. of |?rate per hour
Wat(H’ (‘vaporabMl per sq. ft. of heating sur-
face per liour i

12*94
j

7*25 12*90 10-07 10*25

2-25 1*68 1-87 2*42 1*87 3*03
Temperature of due gases m 41,5 382 411 290 803
Water (^vaporat(‘d i>er lb. of coinbustil)le
from and at 12*09 11*99 11*92 11*91 11*82 11*58

These boilers were of different types, as shown in Vol. I of this work.
'[''he PiriiKuiicli, Root, and Babcock & Wilcox boilers were of the water-tube type. The

Lowe l)oiler wa-s an extcuuially tired, horizontal tubuhir boiler of peculiar design, luie Smith
boiler wa^s a liorizonta,! tubiilarr boiler with a set of water-tube a,ppen(higes in the furnace, and
the (lalloway l)oiler was au iiiterualiy fired shell-boiler witli conical-shaped water-tulies cross-

ing tlie large internal tluo. Results with anthracite coal exceeding 12 lbs. eva|)oration from
and at 212“ iier 11). of comlmstible have been frequently reported, but they are scjircely credi-

ble, since tliey would recpiiri^ jui elTicieney of over 80 per cent, and an allowance for the lieat

carried off irrtlie chimney ga.sos less tiian tlie actual and necessary loss. Witli semi-bitumi-
nous coal, howewer, containing less than 20 per cent volatile nuitter, the theorelJcal lieating

value being gniafuvr thaai 14,5(){) heat units, an evaporation of even 16 Ills, from juul at 212° is

not impossible; but this assumes a perfect combustion of t.lie coal in tlie furnace, whieli can
scarcely lie reached in pi-adiico with ordinary lioiler-furnaces on account of some of the gases

evolved from t,lie coal lieing dulled by llio iron surfaces of the boiler, and therefon* ('scalping

unl>urne(l. A. result of 12*5 Ihs. with Cumberland eoal is, liowever, freqiK'iitly obl,aincd, ami
this with quite a, vjiriety of types of boiler. It may be stated as a, genera,! proposition that

any lioiler, of whatever type (1), in the furnace of wliidi the coal is tliorouglily hiirned with
no gnaiter excess of a,ir than is neecassary to effi^ct complete combustion, giving c*onsi'(jiu'nt,ly

the highest pnicJic.ally attainable temperature in the furnace (2), whidi lias its heating sur-

f?ice in a chain condition, so placcid as to lie completely and uniformly passi'd over by the

currents of luaited ga,ses, and (6) sunicieiit extent of heating surface so that ir, will absorb all

the avjiilable h('a,t in the gases fihovo the temperature (vf tlie steam, is cajialilo of giving the
maximum economical ri'sult which em be obtained in tlie be,st type of boiler.

This conclusion is also derived from the results of immcrous pnictical tests, as shown in

tlie tests re])orted by Mr. (I II. Ba,rriis, Iierea,fl.er referred to. Ncv(.'rtheless, the averagt*. stcaim-

boiler usvuUly givi's a,n economical result fa,r below the maximum, so that possibly (>() p(',r cent

of the theonilca,! (‘.tlidmicy is nea,rer the a.vera-ge result than 80. This is accounted for by im-
proper construction of the boiler or setting, Viy unclean surfaces inside and out, by insutlident

obstruct;iori in t;he boiler-tubes and lliu's to the {>a,ssages of gas, wlnu'diy tlie hittxir is “ short-

circuitiMl,” or selects some passages rather tluui otliers, as in the hoiazontal tubular boih'.r, in

which tlie tendency of the gases is to flow through the upper rows of tubes rather tha,u th rougli

the lower, by improper piopoitions of grate and heating snrfac(3 for the dia,racier of t lu^ coal

used and for l,he dra,rt pussine by improper firing, or by leaks of air through the si'itlng.

With bit.uminous coal tlu dini(ult,y of obtaining maximum ccionomy is griuitly inc.n^ased, on
account of tluj fact that, the light kind of furimee for burning such coal under a, stca,in-boil(3r

lia,s not y('.t been invented. In all parts of the United States west of the Alh'gluiny Mount,a,ins

th(U’('- is an enormous wastes of fuel constantly going on for this reason. Economy of fuel

theriffore being in(l(‘|)('ndeut of the type of boiler, the desirable qualities of boihu* which arc

to be sought for, and which depend largely upon the type, are: safety, low iii’st, cost, low cost

of maintenance, ac.iu'ssihility for cleaning and for repairs, non-liability to dcistruction from
expansion and contraction a,nd from external corrosion, simplicity of construction, and small
space occupied. Tt is not possible to combine all these desira,ble qualities in a single boiler;

for instance, the boiler of lowest first cost is generally high in cost of maintenance and
repairs, and unsafe. In many boilers several desirable qualities are saerifiiic'd to one pre-

reipiisite, as portability. A locomotive-boiler is one of the worst possible forms where the
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water is impure, but no other boiler can be used on a locomotive. In the attempt to combine
as many as possible of these good qualities in a single boiler, and in the fallacious hope of im-
proving on the economy of established types, hundreds of new boilers have been invented
during the last ten years, and many put on the market, in which the first principles of good
construction are violated. These new boilers, however, generally disappear from the market in

a few years, and they do not prevent the course of progress toward the use of a few standard
types only, each adapted to certain locations. In these types there is nothing new in general
principles of construction, and such improvements as have been made are confined to details.

The common vertical tubular boiler still holds a prominent position, on account of its

qualities of economy of floor-space and the first cost. It still also holds its bad pre-einiuence
as first in the list of dangerous boilers—more explosions of this type being recorded ttian of

any other. Improvements in details in this boiler have been introduced by some makers
which tend to render it less dangerous, by providing for complete circulation of the water
and giving greater facilities for cleaning.

The common horizontal tubular boiler has not been improved in the last ten years, except
in proportions used by some makers. It remains as the most extensively used boiler in the
United States, especially for moderate-sized plants, while in Europe it lias never obtained
much of a footing, being there considered a highly dangerous boiler. In this country its

great success has been chiefly due to its low first cost
;
but it is now becoming less of a favor-

ite, as the water-tube boiler is coining more extensively into use.

The water-tube type of boiler for land purposes has achieved an extraordinary growdli
during the past ten years, and it gives promise of soon being the most common form of boiler,

lu Blurope its use is still more common than in this country, and the principal boiler exhibits
at the Paris Exhibition of 1889 were of that type. Numerous modifications of the type have
been brought out by dilferont makers, but the most approved form which is now adopted by
several makers in this country consists of a bank of 4-iu. water-tubes, inclined at an angle of
about 15°, with the horizontal surmounted by one or more horizontal water and steam drums
about 36 in. in diameter. At the Philadelphia Exliibition in 1876 several wuiter-tube boilers
were shown, but the Babcocdc & Wilcox was the only one of the particular variety above de-
scribed. This variety, however, has shown the strongest power of survival, and it is now
adopted, as above said, by many makers.

In marine boilers the tendency has been to abandon a great variety of types hitherto used,
and to bring into almost universal use the “Scotch” form of boiler, a plain cylindrical shell
of large diameter, with two or more furnaces, leading by a veidical passage into numerous
horizontal tubes. For large boilers of this type the use of the corrugated furnace-Ilues lias

become almost universal. The water-tube boi’ler of the general pattern used on hind luis not
yet come into any general use at sea, although the Belleville boiler, made in France, lias met
success ill this direction. There has, however, come into use a different type of marine waier-
liube boiler, in which small tubes about 1 or 1-| in. in diameter are used with sinali wuit.er-

drunis or reservoirs, or none at all. The latter form, without drums, is known as the coil
boiler. Its sole reason for existence is that it affords the largest amount of heat,iug surface
for a given bulk and weiglit, and is therefore used for torpedo-boats and liigli-siieed stcam-
lauiie.hcs. The other form with water-drums approaches more nearly to t'l'm land t,yne of
water-tube boiler, and in it efforts are made to combine the desirable features of tlie coiflyoiler
with the steady water-level, accessibility for repairs, and general durability of t,hc ordinary
form of water-tube boiler. Several sucli boilers are now iir uso on steam-yacdits, ami it is pi'o-
[ioscmI to use them on large ocean-going vessels, but it is too early yet to say wlietlier any of
the forms will prove permanently successful. The increase in steaili pressuri's carried in oceiiu
vessels in recent yea,rs, up to IBO lbs. or more, makes it necessary tlmt tlie 8(M)tcli formOf
boiler shall be built of steel plates over 1 in. in thickness. This, with its great dinnieter
makes it an exceedingly heavy, bulky, and costly boiler for the power it develops; and there is
great need for the introduction of a new type of boiler which shall admit of 1,he still hi'dinr
pressures now desired, and be lighter and more economical of room than the prcsimt, form.
It is probable that some form of water-tube boiler will soon be introduced to imuit these re-
quirements.

The most important general change in the construction of boilers in recent years has been
the almost complete substitution of soft steel plates for the wrought-iron phites foiTiierly used
The use of steel for steani-boiler.s dates back to 1856 in England and 1862 in i,he 'United
States, but it required many years to bring it into general employrnent. The olijiudions to it
when first introduced were that it was made too high in carbon and p.hosphoriis, the n('e<‘ssit y
for making the steel very soft then not being understood, consequently cracked slioets wim-c^ vmw
cominoii, and also that it was liigh-pricecl. With the introduction of the open-hearth process
in Prance about 1867 and in the United States in 1869, a softer grade of steel was nmd<‘, whicii
after it was learned that low phosphorus as well as low carbon was necessary for o'ood' hoihu*-
plate, became entirely successful, and better in quality than the best boiler-iron. The im-
provements in steel furnaces and plant have recently greatly cheapened the cost of stmd hoihu'-
plate, so that it can be made at a much lower cost than even ordinary gra,des of boihu'-iron
and it has therefore practically driven the latter out of the market. The qualilvy of st(‘cl de-
sired for boiler and fire-box plates maybe seen from the following specifications given bv dif-
ferent authorities

:

United States Navy,—Shell: Tensile, 58,000 to 67,000 Ihs.
; elongation, 22 per cent in 8

in. transverse- section, 25 per cent in 8 in. longitudinal section. Flange: Tensile, 50 ()0() to
58,000 Ihs.; elongation, 25 per cent in Sin. Chemical requirements: Tliosplioru.s, not over
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•O^o per cent; sulphur, not over *040 percent. Cold-bending test: Speeimeii to stand being

bent flat on itself. Quenching best: Steel heated to etierry red, plunged in water 82° F., and
to be l)ent around curve one and a half times thickness of the plate.

Britisk Aclniiraltp.-—^^ 58,240 to 67,200 lbs.
;
elongation in 8 in., 20 per cent. Same

cold-bending and qncnieliing tests as United States INav'y.

Bunu'u Veritas.—Shell: Tensile, not less than 60,-

480 lbs.
;
elongation in 8 in., 20 per cent; must with-

stand after heating to (kill red, and being phniged into

water of 80*^ E., being bent nniil opiening between
ends is three tiincs thickness of plate.

Lhiited States lievcmie Marine.—Tensile, not less

than 60,000 lbs.; reduction of area, 50 per cent.

American Boiler - Makers^ Association.— Tensile,

55,000 to 60,000 lbs.
; elongation in 8 in., 20 per cent

far plates f in. thick and iindor ; 22 per cent for plates

I in. to I in.
; 25 percent for plates | in. and over. Gold-

bending test : For plates 1 in. bhick and under, speci-

men must bend back on itself witliout fracture; for

plate.s over in. thick, specimen must withstand bending-
180'" arounda mandril one and a half times the thickness

of tlie plate. Chemical requirements: Pliosphoriis, not
over *040 per cent; .sidphiir, not over thiO per cent.

Fniio-''ruiiE BoiLKiis,—The Reynolds Vertical Tubu-

Fm. 1.—"Keynolds boib'r, 2.—Ileyroldfl boiler.

lar Boiler, rnadd by t.lus K. P. A1 lis Oo., of Milwiuikoo, in shown in Pips. 1 and 2. The tubes
'

ai-e set in rows radiakng from a lai-go nuin-hole locMlcd ovcu’ the fire-door and bottom tube-

slu'ct, conscMiueiitly every (luoand all parts of both tnhe-slicets can bo inspected and cleaned

when the ina.n-Ii()Ic eovcvi' i.s removed. Hand-holes are located near the man-holo lor ad-

luittiiig lig’lit for inst)(3cting a,ml inserting a ho.so-Tioz55lo for washing the tulms and crown-

slieot. llaiid-liohvs are placod at intervals a-round tlio base, where

sialimont (iolloe-tod in the water-legs may l)o reinovod. Tlie feed-

wa.l;er is pnrnpod into tlm internal re.sorvoir tilirough tlie feed-pipe

;

this rest‘rvoir being* clo.se(l at the bottom. I'lio discharge into the

boiler is over the top, and it hidng sotnuch larger tlmn the feed-pijie,

tlie current upward is very slow, eonseqiK'Mtly the feed-walor gains

the .sa,ine temperature H,s‘tli(^ water in tlie boiler before it is dis-

charged into ilni boil(‘r. ddiis action is cifcctive in precipitating

nearly all of tire In'avy iinpiiritie.s (!a.rri(nl in witli tlie feed-water,

wiiieh can be hlown on t of the reservoir l)y a Idow-off aT*raiiged lor

this purpose. By carrying flic wafer in tlie boiler slightly above the

top of the reservoir, it can llitui 1x3 utilized a,s a surface blow-ofT to

free the boiler of .scmin oi' liglit i nipnrities collected on the surface

of the water. The smoke-liood on Imp of tlic looiler is fnriiished with

a revolving^ top Imving a rcTnovafilo cover, luir tlio pvir|)ose ol clean-

ing the flues this cover is removed, and only a srnall portion of the

total number of Hues are expo.'sedH.t onetime ;
this aiTJiiigeineiii en-

ables the liroinari to clean the fines while the Ixnlcrs a ro in operation.

'Tin's typo of boile.r is espediilly adapted to local ions where floor-

space is valnablc, as CromlJOGtotOO horse-power of vertical boilers

Fio. 3. (.{in fx* locnf ed in tlio space required by an ordinary liorizont.al tubu-

lar b()iler of lf)() hor.so-p)o\vor enq:)(icdf.y.
^ . M I -u

Verficnl Boiler ivi.th Sabrmmjed T’nhen .— Fig. 3 imprescntsa vertical tubiilnr lioiler, bmlt

by tlu^ Morrisville Mac [line Works, Baklwinsvillc, ISf. Y. The upp(U’ ends of tlie iu lies are

sul)m(‘i'g(‘d in water, ami a,ro thercliy pre vonto<l from burning out, obviating quo of tlicpriii-

ci pal <l(d‘(uds (ilMthe oulinary vertical boiler.
^ ,

Pdi/nVs yWficeil Tubular Boiler.—The boiler shown in Fig. 4, built by B. W. I aync &
Sons, idlinira, N. Y., is also de.signcd to prevent the burning out of the upper ends o tbe

tul)es. Mitlwa.y hetwcMm the outc^r tubes and th<3 shell of the hoi lei* is suspamdefl a cylindrical

baffle-plate—coiieeiitric with the boiler-shelL This buflie-plate, or apron, extends from about
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1:1 ia. loelow the upper head to within about 10 in. of the bottom of the water-leg of the

boiler, and completely surrounding the tubes. Midway between this apron and the boiler-shell

is suspended from, and joined to, the upper head a perforated plate,

I

which extends downward about 20 in., encircling the apron. The effect

produced by the apron and perforated plate is that when the boiler is

subjected to heat from its furnace, the water surrounding the tubes as-

cenlis and is replaced by the cold water from the space between tlie apron
and the boiler-shell. As the heat increases, the circulation around the

apron becomes more rapid, the water within the apron and around the

tubes being forced to and over the top of the apron where the separation

of water and steam talces place
;
the latter passing throiigli the perfo-

rated plate to the space between the boiler-shell and that plate, and the

former descending to the water contained between the apron and boiler-

shell. The steam is drawn from the boiler through an opening in the

shell near the upper head. The separation of the water and steam is

thorough, as the water after passing over the apron has a downward
tendency, which, with its greater weight, causes it to descend ; while tlie

steam readily passes through the perforated plate, and is found in the

outer space free from entrained water.

3Iarine Boilers tvith GomigaUd Fines.—Kearly all ocean-going steam-
ers are now fitted with boilers of the Scotch type. Two of these boilers

are shown in Figs. 5 and G. These boilers were made by M essrs. J. & (x.

Bennie, of London. The use of corrugated furnace-flues, or of some
substitute for tliem, as flues with stiffening ribs, has become almost mii-

versal since the use of high pressures of steam 100 lbs. and upward. Tlie

marine boilers used in the United States gun-boats Yorktown, C>mcorcl, and
Bennington, have each three corrugated furnace-ffues leading into one

Fig. 4.—Payue’s boiler, common back connection. From here the products pass along through
the nest of tubes to the chimney. The British Board of Trade in 1891

adopted a new formula for tlie working pressure allowable on corrugated furnaces, as follows

:

14()()0 X T
,
in which W

B

is the working pressure in lbs. per sq. in., T thickness in

Fig. 5.—The Rennie boiler.

in., and B mean diameter in in. Lloyd’s Registry have also adopted a new formula, as fot

—
,
in which T is the thickness in sixteenths of an in., and D the

greatest diameter in in.

Fig. 6.—The Rennie boiler.
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Semi-Por,tablb Boilers.— The I]G07iomiG'^ Boiler. The 1301161' shown in Fig. 7 is made
by the Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa It has been given the trade name of the “ Economic.”

The front end of the boiler is cylindrical in form and extends over tho furnace, forming the
ci'own-shect. rhe rear end is oval, the lower portion extending below far enough to hold the
short) tulies leading from the furnace to tho back conneotion. The furnace is brick-lined, and
can be detadied wjuni desired. The fire-brick are held in place by iron rods, whieli are pro-
tected from the lire and can be romovod and replaced when necessary. The cylindi’ical
crown-sheet gives a large elfcetive heating surface, and is always fully protected by water.
Tliere are no water shh^s to lill with sediment, aiul the fire-brick ‘lining of the furnace insures
a very high degree of temperature and combustion of tho gases, and consequent economy in

’h/?oi7cr.—Anotlicr .senii-port^^^ boiler, known as the ‘'.Economizer,”
made by the Porter Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., is shown in Pbg. 8. It is largely used for

agricultural purposes, with wood or straw for fuel Tho large ilre-flue answers the purpose
of an erihirgemcut of the fir(3-bc)x. Tho flame passes into it bodily, thus enabling tho gases to
beconui ignitxMl bed'on’! passing into the small return tubes. The fu’c is entirely surrounded
by watc'.r, (‘.v(m tlu^ fi’ont it^sdf hiving heating surface. Tlio combiistioTL chamber is surrourKlcd
by a waim'-jaek'idi. It. (units vi^ry few sparks ; the retiirning of the flames through the small
tubi's cornjxds t-li(3 deposit of the great body of sparks in tho chaniberat the rear.

Water-'Puiuo Boilers.— The Heme Water-TiLhe JBoilei^ ^)-—The distinguishing
features of th(^ Ibniui boiler as compared to other water-tube boilers arc briefly these : 1. It

is an entirely riveted construction, with no bolted joints to* work loose. 3. Wbile it has the
same principle of action as other water-tube boilers, viz., a rising enrremt of stenrn and water
mixed in front, and a falling current of solid water in the rear, it diflors from them in having
tlie tliroat opening from (>5 to 90 per cent of the total cross-sectional tube area. 3. The travel
of tlie gases is liori^^ontal with a gradual upward trend, as distinguished from the up and
down travel of the gases in the older types of water-tiilie boilers. 4. The wiiter-logs being
the stronge.st parts of the boiler, form its natural supports, the front one resting on a fixed
fire front, the rear one on expansion rollers on the rear wall. 5. The internal mud-drum
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(inclosed inside ol the steam and water drum) forms a receptacle in which the feed-water is

gradually heated to approximately the temperature of the water in the boiler, and as it issues

from the front top of the same in a thin current, it mixes with the main current flowing
backwai'd in the shell, and the expansion strains from changes in temperature are practically

eliminated. 6. Access is given to the outside of the tubes through hollow stay-bolts in the

water-legs at all times, so that the tube-heating surfaces can be inspected, cleaned, and
watched while the Ixfller is und(‘r steam. 7. All the ha,nd-hole plates opposite ends of tubes
ha,VC internal joints, thus doing awa,y with the danger resulting in other types from l)roken
bolts in the headers. 8. ’’Iflie mode of setting practically prevents tlie ilame or lu)t gases
from striking the riveted worlc ol the shell, until tlieir temperature has been reducecl to about
OOO" F., or less.

Giirs Wakr-Tiihe Boiler ,—Tlio (till boiler, Fig, 10, is a representjitivo of a nurnl)er of new
water-tube boihu’s tliat have eomo into use during the past ten yeai's, of tlu^ general tyi)e
which lias become standard, and apparently permanent, liaving a horizontal drum in wliicdi

Fig. 10..—The Gill boiler.

the water-1CTel is carried at or near the middle, and a bank of inclined tubes connected with
headers, which latter are connected by circulating pipes to the drum. The (till boiler differs
from other boilers of this standard type merely in the details of construction of the headers,
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and in its method of connecting the headers to the drum. These details are shown in Figs, i)

and 10. The water-tubes, 4 in. in diameter and spaced about S in. apart, are inclined at an
angle of about 15“ from the horizontal. Each nest of 4 or 5
tubes is expanded into a cast-iron box or header at each end
in sueh a way tliat tlie tubes are staggered instead of being
placed one above tlu'. other. By thus making these boxes
short, and by eonneeting them by slightly flexible tubes, the
danger of breakage is entirely avoided, which is of common
oecurrenee where the heiidci’S are made in one long cast-iron

box. Tlie con neetion between the headers and the steam and
water driiin overliead is exceedingly simple, consisting of

.sliort tubes which are expanded into the top of the headers
and into the drum entering the latter radially, for which pur-
pose they are curved to the proper form. 'Fig. 11 shows a Pig. n.—till boiler tubes,

bank of headers a,nd a steam-drum with their connections.
YarraiiiH Water- Titba £aihr.—Ifig. 12 shows a type of water-tube boiler which has

been latcvly inl,rodiieed by Messrs. Yarrow & Co., for use in the torpedo-looats built by this

firm. There is a liorizontal upper chamber or receiver and tAvn lower chambers, each of

the latter occupying tlie spa,ce at the sides of the fire-grate. The receiver is connected to

the lower chambers by niimeroiis straight lengths of pipe, composed of weldless-steel tube.

The pai'ts of the ch}i,mbers into whicli tlieso tubes are insei-ted are flattened so that several

rows of the tillies are possible. The tubes are expanded into the chambers in the ordinary

way. Faeh chamber is made in two part's, which are flanged out and joined by nuts and
bolts, a copper wire serving as packing to make a steam-tight joint. The water-gauge glasses

and other fittings a,re al.taelied to the upper cylinder. The whole is inclosed by a siiioke-

jaeket, and the products of combustion [lass upward among the tubes to the uptake on the

top of the boiler. The length of the cylinders is about 0 ft, and the diameter of the top

Fig. 12.—The Yarrow torpedo boat boiler.

receiver is 30 in. The tubes are galvanized, and airangeraente hnwo been made whereby the

wliole of the lioilor (uui he galvanized complete. When running, the water-level is kept about

haJf-wa,y Uj) tlie reecdvcu*. The ad vantage.s (daimod for the lioilcr are tliat it is free from com-

|)lie.al,e(f and int,ricate part-s, tliere lieingneitlier liends, elbows, nor intermediato ob.striiction to

tlie free flow of steam and water through the tubes.

Tke Cowlr.^ Water-Tiibe Cowle.s boiler (Fig. 13) is one of a numerous class of

hoihu-s r{'c,(mtly (husigned to combine gi’oat steaming capacity, at the highest steam pressures,

wil.li minimum weiglit of .structure and water conta.iucd, ami Tniiiimum space occupied.

Obvionslv 1 his combination can be obtained to the highest degree in what is known as a eoil-

boilm-, wiiich eoiisi.sts of simply a mass of coils of iron or copper tubes of small diameter, and

a furnace undcrneatli them. Such ooil boilers, however, are iisually defective] in durability,

and are a|)t to produce steam of varviiig quality, sornetirnes wot and .sometimes .superheated

to a higher degree tlian is desirable. 'The coil boiler has therefore been modified in the direc-

tion of tlie water-tube boiler, supplying it with one or more water and steam drurn.s
;
and while

retaining the small diaim'.ter of tubes, thev arc not made into continnous coils, but are made in

separate short lengths, eaeli of wliieh is connected with the water-drums, and is easily replace-

able in case of burning out. The chief field for boilers of this kind is in marine work, where

high speeds and light weighr are required, especially in torpedo-boats and m racing yachts.

Sevoral varieties of 'this type of boiler have been built, as the Thornycroft, Herrcsholl:, Ward,
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Mosher, and Oo'wles. Detail drawings of some of them, and records of tests made by engineers
of the IJ. S. Navy, are given in the Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Steam-Engineering
for 1890. The Cowles boiler is selected here as a representative of the general type. It is de-
scribed as follows by its patentee, Mr. William Cowles, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and consists of a
rectangular grate and ash-pan, over which is set horizontally a cylindrical shell for steam and

water; from the back part of this shell a steam-drum projects back horizontally
;
from its

front end large downcast pipes extend down to large side pipes at each side and below the
turnace; these side pipes contiectat their hack ends with the water-drums Iving horizontally
back of the furnace and below or at its level

; numerous bent water-tubes, with ends expanded
in, extend yertically and connect between the water and steam drums and between the side
pipes and shell. I he whole is inclosed in a suitably lined casing for marine use and inmasonry for stationary work.

M £o*r -Piffs.l4 15 16, and 17 illustrate the boiler designed by
.kosher for the last steam-launch Norwood, owned by N. L. M>inro, of New York

city. It has several novel features. Por the power the boiler has to furnish, it ocionpies Imt

flhmu r
ft- Srate surface, and

surface. _The tubes are made of steel, 1 in. diameter, solid drawn.Ihe weight of the boiler and water is 2-i tons; its length is 7 It. 3 in.
; breadth, 0 ft.

;
total
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height, 3 ft. 6 in. Fig. 14 represents an end elevation of the boiler; a portion of the casing

is removed to show the interior. Fig. 15 represents a horizontal section taken on line 2,

Fig. 16. Fig. 16 represents a transverse section on line 3, 3, Fig. 14. Fig. 16 represents a

vertical section on line 4, 4, Fig. 16. The same letters of reference indicate the same parts in

all the figures. In these illustrations a a represent two horizontal water-drums, which are

arranged parallel with each other at opposite sides of the furnace d
;
these drums are placed

just above the grates c. The furnace, as

will he seen by referring to Bigs. 14 and 15,

is divided into two sections by an interme-

diate water-drum a', and a row of tubes,

extending upwardly from the drum a', and
arranged so that above their bent ends they

form a close wall extending lengthwise of

the furnace ;
the upper portions of the tubes

P are curved outwardly; every alternate

tube extends over to the steanx-drurn at the

one side of the furnace, and the remaining
tubes over to the steam-drum at the other

side of the furnace. The intermediate drum
a' is connected by transverse pipes a" with

the outside water-drum a a, so that water

from the drums a a enters the drum a-', and
passes upwardly therefrom through the

tuebs J"^. The tubes are connected with

the transverse tubes a"; they extend up-

ward, and are bent at their upper ends, and
joined to the steam-drums d d. These

tubes, spring from the pipes a” in two Pio. i4.„Tiie Mosher boiler,

rows. Those of the outer row are bent in-

wardly, as shown at 14, Big. 17, so that the tubes P constitute closed vertical end-walls, the

front one being interrupted by the spaces for the fire-doors. The steam-druros i d are

placed above the water-drums a a, and are practically outside the space which constitutes the

fuimace. They are arranged to bring their outer sides in a vertical plane with the outer sides

of tlic water-drums to accommodate the casing e, which incloses the whole apparatus. Each
water-drum is connected with tlio stoain-drum l>y a series of bent steam-generating tubes,

Ifroin the points of connection with the water-drums, these tubes are bent in-

wardly and upwardly toward the center and u[)per portion of the furnace. Thoy are then bent

outwardly until tliey join the inner sides of the steaiu-dnims.

It will be seen tliat the tubes/,/, f\ /’^ are formed and ari*anged to expose their contents

in a favorable manner to the heat of the furnace, and at the sunie time enable the steam-

drums d to be located at a minimum height above the water-drums thus giving the gener-

ator a low center of gravity, and
mahing it in this res|:)ect desira-

ble for steam Ifumclxes and yachts,

in which economy of vertical

space is desirable. Tlie arrange-

ment of tlie in ner tubes / is such

that tliese tubes along the for-

ward ixortion of the ioi'na,ce, or

fire-door end, nearly to the oppo-

site end, constitute a practically

closed wall, made up of the in-

clined ixortioTis of the tubes. The
lower end o:f every altornad o tul)e

/ is bent, as shown at 8, Fig. 16,

so that the whole form two inner

rows at the points where they join

the water-drums, and come in

close contact with each oilier just

above the lt)eiui 1). Tlie object of

arranging the tul)(\s to form a

close wall, as (kescrihed, is to cause

the heated prodiicds of combus-
tion to pass from tlui front toward

the rear end of the furnace be-

fore passing to tlui oul'.side of

Fig. 1,5.—The Mosher boiler. tliese tulies. To enable the pro-

ducts of combustion to jxass to

walls eoinposed of the tubes / and an outer wall composed of the tubes /^ placed next to
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the inner casing- k The lower ends of the tubes are marked 12, 13, in E^ig. 16. The wall

composed of the tubes extends the entire length of the furnace. The spaces between the

inner and outer walls of tubes contain the tubes .P, which, are of the same general form a.s

the tubes / and but are separated, so that the products of combustion pass freely around
each tube. With this arrangement the steam-drums are protected from the direct action of

the fire by the interposed tubes, and can be affected only by the radiation of heat from the
hot gases that passthrough tlie spaces
10 at the rear portion of the fire-box

;

hence, the liability of burning or injur-

ing the drums by overheating is re-

duced to a ininiinum. As an addition-
al protection to the steam-drums, the
partitions h A*, previously referred to,

are interposed between tlio lower por-
tions of the steam-drums and tlie fur-

nace; these partitions lie close to the
wall formed by the tubes as shown
in Pig. 10.

The smoke-stack g is placed over
the forward end of the furnace, as

shown in Pig. 17, causing t lie products
of combustion, after passing tlirough
the sx)aces 10, to travel in the opposite
direction toward the forward end of
the furnace, as indicated by tlio dottecl

arrows in Big. 17, tiie tubes being
exposed to the actioiiof the heat. This

arrangement is another important feature of the invention. A baffle-plate or deflector, A, is

placed across tlie upper t'ortion of the furnace, just in the rear of the smoke-stack, as shown
in Fig. 17, wliicjli causes the products of combustion to take a downward course, as indicatcui

l)y the dotted arrows, before reaching the smoke-stack, and prev’-ents the too direct escape
of t,he products of coiubustion, and causing the. same to act more fully upon the water in the
t lilies. The prodiictH of coiubustion pass to the stack tlirough the openings forined between
the tulies f and f\ the lat.ter

lieing raised alxive tlie tubes

f forward of the di'Hector

h, as shown in 17, leav-

ing spaces between the hor-

izontal portions of the tubes
/and/'^ of suni(;ient width
to permit the passage of tlio

smoko and gjises to the
stack, i'lio ends of the
stearn-dnu ns are com i ected

with th(i ends of (die WM,tei*-

drums by the. pipits 1 Cor the
return of water from the
steain-driuns to the*, water-
drums, These ret.urn pipes

are located out,side of the
casing «, as is shown in Fig.

15, and are not subjected to

the heat witliin the easing

;

hence the descent of water
through the return pipes to the water-drums is facilitated. Baffle-plates /h, h\ shown in Il'ig.

16, are attached to tlie. upper portions of the steam-drums at op))osite sidt‘s of the p)erforated
dry-pipes yA which oxtend throiigli the drums, and are connected outside of the ilriuns with
pipes which conduct the steam to the engine. The water-drums are protiMitcd from (mntact
withtlnvfuel by the firo-bricd{ linings w., and the transverse connecting pi{)o.s n" are protceted
hy similar linings, w/. Tlie water-ilniins act also as mnd-drnms, and have suitable blow-off
cocks and hand-holes to allow the removal of the deposits. The tulies/’, /*', ar<',

expanded in tlie drums and pipes by special tools devised for this purpose. The adoption
of two steani-driims, d, not only makes the boiler symmetrical, but it gives a, greater height
of furnace in proportion to the total height of boiler than could be obtained with one drum ;

and the water capacity is increased so that a sudden lowering of water-level in the boiler wlien
the supply of feed-water is interrupted is prevented.

Won-aowlnciiiig Comrm^^ Boilsrs, etc.—W. Hepworth Collins, in Nngme(Tm(/, Sept.
4, 1891, describes some experiments he made on different non-eonclueting coverings for steam-
boilers. A mass of each material to be experimented upon, 1 in. thick, was care fully prepared
and placed on a perfectly flat iron plate or tray, which was then carefully maint ained at a
constant temperature of 310° P. The heat transmitted through each non-conducting mass
was calculated in pounds of water heated 10® E. per hour. The following table gives the
results

:

Fig. IG.—The Mosher boiler.
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SUBSTANCK, 1 IN. THICK (IN' MASS);
HEAT APPLIED, .no” F.

PoHivds of "water

heated 10° F. per

hour through 1 sq. ft.

Solid matter in

I sq. ft. 1 in, thiek.

Parts, 1,000.

Air included.

I’arts, 1,000.

1. Hair felt lid 189 0.57
2. Ootton felt 30-(J 7.5

i f)30
3. ,Juk^ felt 13’2 l(i2 021
4. Liiuni f(*lt 11-7 G4 7'53

5, Loose; cotton f<it 9-3 37 900
(). Chir(h‘d cotton. 8-1 36 987
T. Jlabhilrhair “ w'ool 7d 43 912
8. Poultry Unitlun’S ()-2 44 97G
0. Ciork i)o\V(lcr 334) (i6 931

10. Sawdust powder 34*2 341 793
11. A.sbcstiis i)owder 471) ()7 961
32. Lossil m<‘al 52 •! 78 910
13. Pliisler-of- Paris 3()2 371 ,598
14. C-alciiK'd magnesia 14'7 24 979
I,'). Ck)nipi'e.s.st‘d calcined magnesia 53 ’4 291 711
10. Fine sand €6*3 633 473

The following tjible sliows the results of praetieally treating the several non-conducting
mixtures on a 5-iii. steam-pipe :

PREPARED MIXTURES FDR COVERING STEAM-PIPES, ETC.
Pennda «f water heated

10® F. per hour by 1 sq. ft.

1. CUay, (lung, aiul veg(4,al)U‘4iher i^iste 39-6
2. F().ssil meal and hair paste *. 10-4
3. Fossil nuail and tisla'.sius powtlta’ 26 '3

4. PtiptM* pulp, clay, and vegt'Uible liber 44-(i

5. I’aper pulp, alone 14-7
(5. Stag-wood, hair, and day paste 10
7. Ashestus lib(‘r, wrapped tiglitly 37’0
8. <Joal-a.shes and clay paste wrappi'd witli straw 29-0

" • » —
Ilorse-Pcyimr of Boilers.—I'he committee on standard boiler trials of the American Society

of Mechanical hlnginee.rs, in their report made in 1884, adopted as the unit of boiler horse-

power the sa,me l.ha.t had been previously adopted by the Ooinmitteo of .Tndg’es of Steam-Boilers
at the ( tvnt.cuniiu,! Exliil)itJ()M, in 1876, Viz., an evaporation 80 lbs. of water per liour from a

ftHMl-\vat,er t;omperatur<3 of 100“ F. int,o steam at 70 Ihs. gauge pjressure, “wliicli shall heeon-
sidered to be ecpial to 84| units of evaporation—that is, to 34J lbs. of water evaporated from
a feed-water toinperat ure of 212^' F. into stea.ni at the .same temperature. This standard is

(Mpual to 82,805 1,hernial units per hour.”

Code of Rules fo'r Boiler-Tests.—In 1884 a comniittee of the American Society of Meclian-

i(!al IhigincHirs, (ionsisting of Prof. li. II. Thurston and Messrs. *]. 0. Hoadley, Cliarles T. Por-

ter, (duirles F. binnn'y, and William Kent, presented an elaiioratc rejoort ona'Standard Method
ot Steam-Boih'i’ Trials, in wlncdi they included the following code of rules and system of re-

porting llie results of a trial, which have met witli g-ericralacccptai ice among engineers in tlie

llnited St,al.es

:

“ IhiKniMiNAiiiKs TO A Tust.— T. In pi'vparing fo?^ and con(ivict.ing trials of steam-boilers,

the spe<*ilie object of l.lu‘ [iroposed trial should lie dearly defined and steadily kept in Anew.
“

1 1. Measure, and reeord the dimensions, position, etc,, of grate and heat.ing surfaces, flues

and chimney.s, proportion of a.ir spiaeo in the grate-snrface, kind of draft, natural or forced.

“III. Rut the Boiler in Good (hndition.—Have heating surfjico clean inside and out, griite-

hars a, 11(1 sid(‘s of furnaces free from cdiiikers, dust a.nd ashes removT.d from liack e()mie(d,ioiis,

leaks iu uinsonry stoppled, and all obstructions to di*aft removed. See that tlie damper will

<)])(ui to full exU'ut,, and that it may Vie closed whon desired. Tc'st for leaks in iiiasomy by

firing a, little smoky fuel a,ud iimhediately closing damper. Tlie smoke will then escape

tJi rough tlu‘ leaks.
“

1 V. Jfave an vmlersfamling mil the parties in whose interest, t.hc test is to be made as to

the characlm- of the coal t.o be lised. Tlie, coal must be dry, or, if wad,, a sanipilc must be dried

eand'u lly and a detivrmination of the amount of moisture iu the coal uia.de, and t,li(‘, calculation

of th(^ iTsults of t lie test cortwted aecmrdingly. Wherever piiissihh', tdu.d.<\sii .sh<)iild lie niade

with standard c'ofil of a known cpiality. For i.ha.t portion of the (muntry east of tlici Alleghany

TMoimta.ius good a.n1 hi’aeite egg coal or (nmberlarid senii-bitiuminoris coal niay betaken as the

staiKhird for niaikiiig te.^^ts. West of tlie Alleghany MtiuTitalns and east of the Missouri Eiver,

Ihtl.sburg limi|) (uinl may be used.'^

“ V^. In atl import(iM^ tests a sampk^, of coal should be seleelml for chemical analysis.

“VI. Rstfddish the a// used in the test, for weigliing and nieasiir-

ing. Th(\se are: 1. Beales for weighing coal, ashes, and water. 2. Tanks, or water-metres

for mea,snring wattu'. Watm'-metres as a rule slioiild only be used as a cheek on other mea,s-

numKuit.s. For ae<Mim,t(^ work, th(‘, water should be weighed or meinsiired in a tank. 8. Ther-

mom(‘t.<‘rs a,ml pyronudiu’s for taking teinpieratiires of air, steam, feed- water, waste gase,s, etc.

4. Press ur(‘-gaug(‘s, draft-gauges, etc.

Tlic'sc' coals an^ K<‘lc‘ci.<*(l Ixaiaimc: they are about the only coals Avhic'li coiitoin the essentials ofextyl-

leacc of ((uality, n(l!ii>lal>ility lovarioiis kinds of furnaces, grates, boilers, and methods of filing, and wiclc^

distribution and gana'al accessibility in the markets.
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“ YII. Before hegiimmg a test the boiler and chimney should be thoroughly heated to their

usual working temperature. If the boiler is new, it should be in continuous use at least a
week before testing, so as to dry the mortar thoroughly and heat the walls.

“ Vlll. Before beginning a test the boiler and connections should be free from leaks, and
all water connections, incliuliiig blow and extra feed-pipes, should be disconnected or stopped

with blank Hanges, except the particular pipe through which water is to be fed to the boiler

during the trial. In locations where the reliability of the power is so important that an extra

feed-pipe must, be kept in position, and in general when for any other reason water-pipes

other than the feed-pipes can not be disconnected, such pipes may be drilled so as to leave

openings in their lower sides, which should be kept open throngliout the test as a, means of

detecting leaks, or accidental or unauthorizecl opening of valves. During the test the blow-

olf pipe should remain exposed. If an injector is used it must receive steam directly from
the boiler being tested, and not from a steam-pipe, or from any other boiler. See that the

steam-pipe is so arranged that water of condensation can not run back into the boiler. If the

steam-pipe has such an inclination that the water of condensation from any portion of the

steam-pipe system may run back into the boiler, it must bo trapped so as to prevent this water
getting into the boiler without being measured.

“ Starting axd Stopping a Tkst.

—

IX. A test should last at least ten hours of continuous
running, and twenty-four lioiirs whenever p)racticabie. The conditions of the boiler and fur-

nace ill all respect.s slxould be, as nearly as possible, the same at the end as at the beginning
of the test. The steam pressure should be the same, the water-level the same, the lire upon
the grates should be the same in quantity and condition, and the walls, flues, etc., should be

of the same temperature. To secure as near an approximation to exact uniformity as possible

in conditions of the fire and in temperatures of the walls and flues, the following method of

starting and stopping a test should be adopted

:

X. Stmidwrd Method.—Steam being raised to the working pressure, rotnovo rapidly all

the fire from the grate, close the damper, clean the ash-pit, and as quickly a,s ))ossihle st,art a
new fire with weighed wood and coal, noting the time of starting the test a,ml the height of

the water-level while the water is in a quiescent state, just before lighting the lire. At the
end of tlic test, remove the whole fire, #leau the grates and asli-pit, and note the water-level

when the water is in a quiescent state ; record tlie time of hauling the fire as the end of the

test. The water-lovol should be as nearly as possible the same as at the beginning of tlie test.

If it is not the same, a correction should be made by computation, and not by operating pump
after tost is cornploted. It will generally be necessary to regulate the disclnirgo of steam from
tho boiler tested by moans of the stop-valve for a time wliile fires are lieiug hanled at the be-

ginning and at the end of tho test, in order to keep the steam pressure in the boiler at- those

times iq:) to the average during the test.

“ XI. AltemaU Method.—Instead of tho standard raetliod above described, tlie following

may be employed where h'Xial conditions render it neeossary : At tho regular time for slicing

and cleaning fires, have them burned rather low, as is usual before cleaning, and then thoi*-

oughly cloaiied ;
note the amount of coal left on the grate as nearly as it can be estimated;

note the pressuri'. of st.c^.am and the height of tho water-level—which sliovild lie at the medium
height to be carried throughout the tost—at the same time; and note this dino as tlu^ time of

starting the test. Fresh coal, winch has been weighed, should now lie fired. hMie ash-pits

shoidd 1)0 tlioroughly cleaned at once after starting. Before the end of the test the iiiu's sliould

he burned low, just as lieforo tlio start, and the fires cleaned in such a maainer as to leave the

same amount of' fire, and in tlio same condition, on the grates as at tlu^ start. The wa,t,m‘-level

and steam pressure should be brought to the same point ns at tlie start, and the time of tho

ending of tlie test should be noted just before fresh coal is fired.

“ During the Tesi'.—XIL Keep ihe ChnMtwm uniform.—'Plie lioilcr should l)e run c'oii-

tinuously, without stopping for meal-times or for rise or fall of pressure of stea.m due to

change of demand Cor steam. Tho draft being adjusted to tho rate of evaiporation or com-
bustion desired bidore the test is begun, it should be retained constant during the test, l)y

means of the damper. If tlie boiler is not connected to the same steu,m-i>ipe wil,li otluu- boibn-s,

ail extra outlet for steaui with valve in same slioidd be provided, so that, in case the jiressure

should rise i,o that at which tho safety-valve is set it may be reduced to the. di^sired iioint by
opening tho ext.ra. outlet without cheeking the fires. If the boiler is conncctiMl to a inaiii

stBa,m-pipi3 witli other boilers, the safety-valve on the boiler being tested should lie sot a few
pounds higher than those of tlio other boilers, so that in case of a rise in pressure the other
boilers may blow off, and the pressure bo reduced by closing their da,m|)ers, allowing the
damper of the lioiler being tested to remain open, and firing as usual All t,lu'. eonditioris

should be kept as nearly uniform as possible, such as force of draft, pressu us (>f steam, and
height of water. The time of cleaning the fires will depend upon the charjuder of the fuel,

the rapidity of combustion, and the kind of grates. When very good coal is used, and the
combustion not too rapid, a ton-hour test may be run without any cli'aning of tlu\gi‘at<‘S,

other than just before tho beginning and just before the end of the ({‘st. Ihil, in eastMlu^
grates have to be cleaned during the test, the intervals between one cleaning and another
should be uniform.

“XIIL Keeping the Records.—The coal should be weighed and delivered to the firemen
in equal portions, each sufficient for about one hour’s ring and a fresh portion should not lie

delivered until the previous one has all been fired. The time required to consume ea,ch

portion should be noted, tlie time being recorded at the instant of firing tlie first of eacli new
portion. It is desirable that at the same time the amount of water fed into tlio boiler should
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1)6 aeeuratuly rioted and recorded, including the height of the "water in the boiler, and the
average pressure oi' steam cunl teinperatiire of feed during the time. Ey thus recording the
aiiiouiit of water evaporated by successive portions of coal, the record of the test may be

divided into several divisions, if desired, at the end of the test, to discover the degree of iini-

foriuity of combustion, evaporation, and economy at different stages of the test.

“ XIV. Prlnumf Tests .—In all tests in which accuracy of results is important, calerirneter

tests should be made of the percentage of moisture in the steam, or of the degree of super-

heating. At least ten sucli tests should be made during the trial of tlie boiler, or so many as

to reduce tlie probable average error to less than 1 per cent, and the final records of the
boiler-tests corrected according to the average result.s of the calorimeter tests. On account
of the difliculty of securing accuracy in these tests, the greatest care should be taken in the
measurements of weiglits and temperatures. Tiie therruouieters slioiild l)e accurate to within

a ten til of a degree, and the scales on wliich the water is weighed to within one-hundredth
of a pound.

“ Analyses of Gtases.—Measuiiement of Air-Supply^ etc.—XV. In tests for purposes of

seicntific researeli, in wliich the determination of all the variables entering into the test is

desired, certain observations should be made which are in general not necessary in tests for
coinnKU’ciaJ purtiosc^s. These are the rneasurenient of the air-supply, the determination of its

eonlaimul moist, uriL tlu^ niea,suremeut and analysis of the flue gases, the determination of the
amoimt of lieat lost by radiation, of the amount; of infiltration of air through the setting, the
direct determination by ealorimeler experiments of the absolute heating value of the fuel,

and (by condensatiou of all the steam made by the boiler) of the total heat imparted to the
water. The aaialysis of the Hue gases is an especially valuable method of determining the
ndativo value of (liilercnt niotliods of firing, or of different kinds of furnaces. In making
these analysi'.s gnmt; care should be taken to jirocure average samples—since tlie composition

is apt to vary at ditXm'cnt; points of the Hue—and the analyses sliould be intrusted only to a

thoroughly com petent die mist, who is provided with complete and accurate apparatus. As
the determinations of t,h(3 other variables mentioned above are not likely to be undertaken

exee|)t by engiiu'ers of high scientiftc attainments, aii^l as apparatus for raakiug thein is likely

to be improvi'd in the course of sdcritific research, it is not deemed advisable to iiicludo in

this code a.ny spian'llc directions for making tlieni.”

RmiMs of Rafter- Tests.—Mr. (leorge Barrus, in his book on IMler-Tests (18D1)„ gives the

aceount of test-s imule liy him on 71 steam-boilers of different types, most of them located in

factories in Niiw JDngland and running under ordinary conditions. From a table snnuxia-

riziug the results of a, 11 the tests we have made the following extract, selecting only those

tests which gave an economic result of over lbs. of water evaporated from and at S1S°

per 11). of eombustilile:

Selvefed Best Results from 'Tests of S(mmfy-07ia l)iffer(mt Boiler^^ hj Geo. T, JBa^rms,

Coal ptir Toinpcra- Water per il).

Ratio of water- Ratio of Htoarn-
(lomlmiitiWo

KIND OF IKIILKR. hontiitf; to hoatlnn; Hurlacu Kind of coal.
grate insr (‘staviiluu: fi’oiii niid at

uriito Biirlttco. to nmto fiurfaco.
liour. KaKiis. 21*)" F.

Ilori/.oiilal ri'turn tubular ire -2 to 1 Clujiiberland. IPl 10 •! 4)15 11 '53

to 1 4*1 to 1 Anth. broken. 12'5 8 ‘7 340 11 '(53

ll K. S|< 12 to 1 Ournherland. (I’lS 14 3H1 mr/
U U U .j.__ ST to 1

“
(i'(i 9*1 387 11 '78

ii7 to 1 Pea and dusfc, 2 11 "4: 10 ’7 387 ir(50

yiarts, Onmb., 1.
U •n *0 to 1 Oumlx'rland. (btJ 7 431 12 '07
u u U 10 to 1 (i'r> in 4(.I8 11 '08
u tt f 57-9 to t A Ill'll, broken. l()-3 ri’i) 321 11 ‘83

57-9 to 1 (bmiberlaiul. H‘3 12-1 3il7 11 -on
ik it. 57 ‘9 to :i - ’ Aiitli. Ker‘’g.s, 0 a-r 12'2 3(i7 11 ao

parts. Onmb.. 4.

ii 511 '1 to 1 Ciujiberlaiid. 7'5 l:V(J 4ia 12 '47
“ “ ‘‘

(} 1 to 1 7 7 "lid 322 11 '81

“ § (55 (;<) 1 (5
"7 10"!)7 38!) 12 '43

(52-1 to 1

44 9’7 9 -a 376 12'()3

U *4 44 58 (,o t 4 to 1 12 "5 ir78

Vortica l t iibular ann to i 4 (lo i Clearneld, 'o'b 10 • a ’42a 12 '21)

V(‘rii<‘u.l nro-i)ox. 41-5 to 1 15-7 to 1 {'Aiinberland. 7 '7 13 "1 427 12 '29

Wn . . < - 40 to 1 Anthracite pea. 17'4 12 "2 ana 11 '44

(52 "5 to 1 and dnst, 1) 10 ‘7 402 13 '01

1 part, PoM'el-
ton, ;l xiarts.

...

*»« VYilli (loul)l(^ I)assjij.?v of gases. t With water-leg front. t Detached furnace. § Il<

This l.al)le shows the liest results whlcli may lie expected in ordinary practice. That

ordinary or a,vei’age pn'actice falls much below the V)est is shown by tlie laet tliat out ol 71

boilers iestml only 10 ,ga,vc an evaporation equal or greater than 11*25 lbs., n,n(l of ilu'.so only

(> gave over 12 ihs., 15 between 9 mid 10 lbs., and 7 bdow 1) lbs. The poorest; iv.sults were

given by plain ('vlimhn* boibu’ having a ratio of water-heating to grate surface of only l()i> to

l,a,n(l a tcunperalure of c‘S(uiping gases of over COO'’. The best result,s winv. reucluMi with

several forms of l)()ili‘r, including' tlie ordinary return tubular boiler, by the vmdk^a,! tmbiilar

boiler, and hy t li(‘. wa,l('r-tiibo boiler. The following table shows the principal results ob-

tained from tests of IG horizontal tubular boilers :
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Results of Tests of Horizontal Tubnlar Boilers zvith Azithracite Coal.

Ratio of heating

to grate surface.

Per cent

of ash.

Coal per hovir

per sq. It grate.

Temperature

of escaping gas.

Water per lb.

coiubuRtible Inun

aad at F.

Average of 16 toilers 44 ’7 to 1 12*2
Lbs.

11

Deg. F.

asT-y 10 -70

Hi'^'hest ecoiioiny :3r>-{> toi 13*4 6 -7 11*37

AfTkiinmy . * 26*5 tol 101 12-5) 455

In general, the highest results are produced where the temperature of the escaping gases

is the least. An examination of this question is made by Mr. Barrus, by selecting those tests

made by him, six in number, in which the temperature exceeds the average, that is ^^75% and
comparing with five tests in which the temperature is less than 375°. The boilers are all of the

common horizontal tubular type, and all use anthracite coal of either egg or In-oken size.

The average due temperature in the two series are 444® and 343°, resj)ectively, and the differ-

ence is l6i°. The average evaporations are 10*4() lbs. and 11*02 lbs., respectively, ami the.

lowest result corresponds to the case of the highest flue temperature. In tliese tests it ap-

pears, therefore, that a reduction of 101° in the temperature of the waste gaises secured an
increase in the evaporation of 6 per cent. This residt corresponds quite closely to the effect

of lowering the temperature of the gases by means of a flue-heater in anotlier test, where a
rediuition of 107° was attended by an increase of 7 per cent in the evaporation per lb. of coal.

A similar coruparison was made on ten horizontal tubular boilers using Claniberland coal.

The average flue temperature of the ten boilers was 415°. Pour of them liad temperatures
exceeding 415°, their average temperature being 450°, and average evaporation 11*34 lbs.

The other six had temperatures below 415°, averaging 383°, and their average evai)()i:ation was
11*75 lbs. With 67° less temperature of the escaping gases, the evaporation is higher by
about 4 per cent. Tlie dilferonce here is less marked than in the anthra,tdte tests, l)oth in

range of tempeiutvire and in economy, but it is in the same direction; that is, the highest
evaporation is produced where the waste at the fine is the least. The wasteful cfTect of a
high flue temperature is exhibited by other boilers than those of the horizontal tubular class.

This source of waste was shown to b"© the main cause of the low economy pi’od viced in those
vertical boilers which aro deficient in heating sur face. As to the proper ratio of heating t.o

grate surface, Mr. Barrus concludes that a ratio of 36 to 1 provides a sidTicient quantity of
heating surface tx> secure the full elficieney of anthracite coal where tlie I’ato of combustion is

not more, than 12 lbs. per sq. ft. of grate per hour, and a ratio of 45 to 50 to 1 for l>ituminoiis

coal. As to tube area he concludes that the highest efficiency with antlir*Hcito coal is obt,ained

when the tube opening is fi*om one ninth to one tenth of the grate surrace; but a large tube
opening is required with bituminous coal, the best i*esults being obta,ined whtu-e the tube
o[,)ening was from one fourtli to one sev'enth of the grate area. Thegmieral coiicl vision drawn
from all these comparisons is that the economy with yvhich different tyix'sof boilcu’s operate
deiiends vnuelx ii|)on their proportions and the conditions under which Irhcy work, tlnin upon
their type

;
and, inoreover, that when these proportions are suitably carried out, Jind when the

conditions are favorable, the various types of boilers give substantially thv^ sjvnu^ rosnlt.

Bnyvmfion of Corrodon of 31(.mne Boilers,—Mr. H. J. Bakewell, in Proe, Inst, Meek, Enc;,,,

August, 1884, p. 352, writes, coiicerniug the British Admiralty pracduco on tlie trcatvrient of
marine boilers, as follows:

“The investigations of the Committee on Boilers served to show ilint t lie internal corro-

sion of boilers is greatly due to the combined action of air and sea- writer when undm* st.eam,

and when not under steam to the combined action of air and moistun^ uiron the miprot.ccdival

svxrfaees of the metal. There are other deleterious inflvieuces at work, such jis tluMtorroslve

action of fatty acids, the galvanic action of copxper and brass, and the iiuMpiaUtiivs of tmnper-
atiire ; these latter, however, are considered to be of minor importaneo.

“Of the several rnetliods recommended for protecting the internal surfaces of the boilers,

the three found most effeetual are: firstly, the formation of a tliin laym* of hard scalv^

deposited by wor*king the boiler with sea-water ; secondly, the coating of thv^ surfaeves with a
thin wash of Portland eement, part icular*ly wherever there are any signs of ({evray; tlnrdly,

the use of zinc slabs suspended in the water and steam spaces. As to gmicral t ixuit inent for
the preservation of boilers in store or when laid up in the reserve, either of the two following
methods is adopted, as may be found most suitable in particular cases: Bbrstly, tlie boilers
lire dried as muedi as possible by airing stoves, after which 2 to 3 cwt. of (iui(ddivn(>, a(*cord-

ing to the size of the boiler, is placed on suitable trays at the bottom of tlie Ixoibvr ivnd on the
tubes. The boiler is then closed and made as air-tiglit as possible. Periodical inspection is

made every six months, when if the lime be found slacked it is renewed. Secondly, tlie other
method is to run the boilers up with sea or fresh water, having soda added to it.

;
'if ordinary

crystal soda be used, the pi'oportion is 1 lb. of soda to every 100 or 120 lbs. of water. Tlie
sufflcieney of the saturation can be tested by introducing a piece of clean new iron, jind leav-
ing it in the boiler for ten or twelve hours ; 'if it shows signs of rusting, more soda should be
added. It is essential that the boilers be entirely filled, to the complete exclusion of air.

The working density of the water used in boilers is from 2^ to 4 times the saltness of sea-
water; a high density has been found beneficial in point of cleanliness. It is considered
advantageous to retain the water in boilers without change as long a.s possible, whether the
fires are alight or not, and to remove it only when dirty, or when necessaiy for cleaning and
examination, the boilers being filled up quite full when not required for steaming.
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“ With the view of ascertaining the condition of the water in boilers in respect of its acidity,

neutrality, or alkalinity, it is the practice to test the water in each boiler with Jitraus-paper
once in 24 hours when the fires are alight, and once in 7 days when they are not. Should
the water be found in an acid condition, a small quantity of carbonate of soda is intro-

duced with the feed-water to neutraliise the acidity. The state of the water at each test is

recorded.
“ Great care is taken to prevent sudden changes of temperature in boilers. Directions are

given that steam shall not be raised rapidly, and that care shall be taken to avoid a rush of

cold air through the tubes by too suddenly opening the srnoke-bos: doors. The practice of

emptying boilers by blowing out is also prohibited, except in cases of extreme urgency. As
a rule, the water is allowed to remain until it becomes cool before tlie boilers are emptied.
Mineral oil has for many years been exclusively used for internal lubrication, with the view
of avoiding the elfacts of fatty acid, as this oil does not readily decompose, and possesses no
acid pr(){:)erties.

“ Of all the preservative methods adopted in her Majesty's service the use of zinc properly
distributed a,nd fixed has been found the most effectual iii saving the iron and steel surfaces
from corrosion; and also in iientralizing by its own deterioration the hurtful influenees met
with in wa-ter as ordinarily supplied to boilers. The zinc slabs now used in the navy boilers

are 12 in. long, 6 in. wide, and i in. thick, this size being found convenient for general appli-

cation. The amoimt of zinc used in new boilers at present is one slab of the above size for
every 20 indicated horse-power, or about 1 sq. ft. of zinc surface to 2 sq. ft. of grate surface.
Consideration is now being given to the subject to see if this proportion of zinc can be
reduced without detriment. Rolled zinc is found the most suitable for the purpose, and is

now always issued for use. To make the zinc properly efficient as a protector, special care
must be taken to insure perfect metallic contact between the slabs and the stays or plates to

wliicth they are attached. The slabs should be placed in such positions that all the surfaces
in the boiler sliall he proteched. Each slab should be periodically exairiined to see that its

cormcction remains j)erfect, and to renew any tliat may have decayed
;
tins examination is

usually nnide iit intervals not exceeding three months. Under ordinary circumstances of work-
ing, these zinc sl!il)s may l)e expected to last in fit condition from 60 to 90 days, imrnei’sed in

hot searwater ; but in new boilers they at first deea,y more rapidly. The slab's are. generally
secured by mea.ns of iron strapjs, 2 in. wide and f in, thicik, and long cnongh to reach the
nearest stay, to which the strap is firmly attached by screw-bolts. Great attention is paid to

tlie tik^n,iilni(\ss of boilers, and s})ecial instruetions are in force for their periodical and
thorough exajninati()n. Tlie usual iiit(u*val is three months, but ()ther examinations are made
witihin this time as opportunity offers, and according to the circnimstauces of working, at the
discretrion of the (uigiiuavr in charge. Wii.h regard to the results of the present practice

founded on the reeommembitious of the Boiler Goinmittees, it. maybe said m general terms
tliat, wit h pr()|)er ol)serva.nce of the regulations laid down for the guidance of engineer officers,

corrosion in t he lioilers of the Royal Kavy could hardly take place. At the present time
reports of siuious (lonvisioii in boilers are of very ra,re occufronce.'”

IMenihhhaiion of Moidun in ^team. (sinuiUo CAnoiuniKTint).—In measuring the perform-

ance of a lioilcr, t:li(i essential (ieterininatiou is the quantity of heat utilized liy the generation

of steam. If the steam gciuu’ated at .say 90 Ibis, pressure is dry steam, then for each pouiul of

feed- water the boiler is to be credited witii utilizing 120 heat-uuits, due to fclie teniperature of

the stiuuu if the fe(‘(l-wa,ter is at 200° I^\, a.nd 808 heat-units doe to its latent bent, or a total

of 928 hcat-uiiits. If, however, 10 per cent of the steam is Ikpiid water mixed
with 90 per cent of (Iry steam, tlien for each pound ()f feed--wa.tcr tlie boiku’ is to be credited

with ITO X ld30 }u‘atriinits, due to temperature, and ()*9{) X <^08 heat-units, due to latent

liea,t, or a tot.a,l of 859 luuit-uiiits, which is 92 per cent of the dry steam total. Unless, there-

fore, allowjuuMi for t.lie presence of moisture is made, ibo effiicieney of a boiler at ordinary

steam pressures is nuide too great, a.t tlio rate of per cent for eacdi 1 per coni, of water

in th(‘. stea,m. Again, if steam a,t 90 lbs. pressure is superheated 10“ F., so that it.s t(mi-

jxM-at.ure is 2;]0“ lA, then for each pound of feed-water at 200'’ F. we must credit tin ^ boiku-

wit h t!u^ luait, dui^ U) dry steam plus 0-4H X 10" = 4'8 heat-units, so tliat failure to allow

foi- superheating ma.kcs tlu^ cffiieiency of a boiler, at ordinary pressu rcH, too low by about

O’Or) p(‘r cent fiir each d(‘gi*ee lA of superhentiug. It is ciistomiiry atnong experts to make
th(\sc allo\vaiic<‘.s in nvporting the performances of boilers, andheum^ a,ris(‘s t.lie necessity of

(hteriuining to wlmt extent the steam generated by a given boiler dilfers from exactly dry

steam. If the si,earn is superlieated, the simple observanee of its hmipinviiuro Liy a proper

thermometer atTords thi'- desired data. If. however, the stcjun is sliown by a. t.bermoineter to

be a1. (‘xactly the tempera-ture due to saturation, it may ('.ontain any amount of water in sus-

pension, a, 11 ( 1
*
t.he (leteriuiiiation of the a,mount of the lat.ter can in general only b(‘, aeeurntely

known by a measuiumuuit of either the latent }m\t or density of a known weight of tlm mixt-

ure. The- (hd enuirmtiori of the density is an operation too delicate to have been yet. nUompted
with ])ortabIe ap|)aratu.s. The deterrninai.ion of latent heat involves simply the eondiuisation

or mixt.ure of a known weight of steam in or with a known weight of som(3 other substance

of known sfiecific heat, and the operations t.o be pierformed are such as earn be carried out with

ap|)a-i’a.tus of a, conveniently port.able iiaturo.

Prof. James E. Denton, of the KStevens Institute of Technology, bas made an investigation

into t lie a,ppearaiie(^ of jets of steam containing various degrees of moisture, which lead to the

following conclusions ( Tram. A. S. M. W.. vol. x, p. S49)

;

I. It 'appears that jets of steam show unmistakable change of appearance to tlie eye wben
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steam varies less thaa 1 per cent from the condition of saturation either in the direction of

wetness or superheating.
, . i i

IL If a jet of steam flow from a boiler into the atmosphere under circumstances such

that very little loss of heat occurs through radiation, etc., and the jet be transparent close to

the orifice, or be even a grayish-white color, the steam may be assumed to be so nearly dry

that no portable condensing calorimeter will be capable of ineasuriiig the aniouiit of water in

steam. If the jet be strongly white, the amount of water may be rouglily judged up
to about 2 per cent.

Fig. is.—

T

he McClave f?rate.

but beyond this a cal-

orimeter only can de-

termine the exact
amoiiiit of moisture.

Ill,A coinmon brass

pet cock may be used
as an orillce, but it

should, if possible, be

set into the steam-
drum of tlie boiler, and
never be placed farther

away from the latter

tlian 4 flu, and tlien

only when the interme-
diate reservoir or pipe

is well covered.
Tha 3Ic(Jlm}e Qrate

and Furnace - Bloim\

—Fig. 18 shows a new form of shaking grate recently devised for burning anthracite buck-

wheat and culm, together with a steam-blower used under the grate for the purpose of crea-

ting a for(?ed blast witliout a great excess of steam, ddiis grate operates on the pocket

principle—i. c., wlien tlio grate-bars are thrown wide open, a series of pockets are formed by

thorn to receive the clinkers and ashes, but which can not pass through into tlie asli-[)it until

the bars are thrown back into their normal position, tluis mowing a certain quantity of

clinkers and ashes from the under side of the fire instantly and uniformly at each cut.

The Argand steam-blower, shown in Fig. 19, is used in connection with the McCIlave grate

to fumisli a forced draft. It furnishes a large volume of air with a small amount, of

steam
;
and the air and steam are thorouglrly mixed in the shell or case of the blower before

the blast is delivered into tire ash-pit. It is now generally conceded that a blast fviriiished by

imder-grato Vilowors is better ada,pted to burn small fuels, sneli as buckwheat, birdseye, culm,

slack, etc,, thn,n either a strong natural draft,

or yet a draft produced by a jet or jets in the

staek. Tlie idea of a combined air and steam
blast has gradually grown into favor on account

of the ciTect of tfic steam *on the fire. It is a

well-establisli(3d fact, however, that while a small

quantity of steam is a valuable constituent in

blast, yet tin excess of steam defeats the very

purpose for which it was intended, by over-tax-

ing the decomposing power of the lire with too

large a quantity of steam, whicli passes through
the fire simply as steam, thereby losing tlie value

of the oxygen it conttiins, nearly the entire pro-

duct of the fire bcirur in such case carbonic
Fig. 10.—McClave Argand blower.

oxide, with no available oxygen present to combine with it. The mecduinical efiect of the

steam is that it keeps the clinkers soft and porous, so that the blast will readily pass^ up

through the entire bed of fuel uniformly, instead of being forced to pass between solid clink-

ers wherever it can find an opening, thus producing what is gener-
ally termed forge flames under the boiler, as is usually the case \ j
with a fan-blast; for with an all-air blast the clinkers generally a

form into compact shibs, through wliich the air can not pass. | 1

Therefore, while heat is absorbed in the decomposition of steam, i \\

yet the heat thus absorbed is more than compensated for by the /a r

j , ^
^ 'A

beneficial nature of tlie general result thus obtained. See also I t ^ ^
Engines, Steam Fire, Locomotive, Ice-Making Machines, and Drill-

1 Cj I
ing Machines, Metal. I AHigJ

BOILER-TUBE CLEANER. Baldwms Boiler- Tube Clean- f
er is shown in Pig. 1. This cleaner differs from the ordinary tube- £ ,

cleaner in that the deposits, instead of being blown out of the tubes

into the back connection, are drawn by a partial vacuum from the

rear end to the front, and discharged into the chimney, or other

convenient place, without admitting steam into the tubes. This is
^ —Tube cleaner,

accomplished by a,n apparatus working upon the injector principle.

Steam is admitted through the small apertures shown. A strong suction is produced in the

direction of the arrows. The larger end is held into the boiler-tube, a packing securing tight

Fig. 1.—Tube cleaner.
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connection, and the deposit from the tube is drawn through the unobstructed, passage and
discliarged from the mouth of tlie apparatus with a velocity sufficient to dean the tube to

which it is applied, discharging the contents out of the ehiinney-top.

BOLT-CUTTER. The Merrimmi BoU-Outter, or Threading Machine, is shown in Figs.

1 and Z. The vitai portion of the inachine is the head or chuck, whicdi consists of lour

Fia. 1.-—Bolt-cutter.

principal parts, as shown in hTg. 2. 1. The die-box, which is mjidc of steel and contains the
four (lie-slots, in which the dies are accurattdy fitted and iinnly held. 2. Tlie ring, which
surrounds tdie die-box and receives the tlnaist or bearing of th(‘, dies wlien in operation. 3.

Th(3 ihuige, wliich sliders longitudinally upon the spindle, or shaft, in the rear of the ring, to

wliic.h it, is jittacdied by two sc,rows that pass through the two long slots into holes in tlui rear

of tlm ring (not sliowii in the cut). 4. Tlie cap, which is seicured to the die-box by four screws
that pass liirough the four holes iii its face. In the imr of the dffi-slots are tfie four small
lev(irs, or “ dogs,” tliat stu’ve to lift the dies from the bolt wlien the tliread has be(>n cut. As
the (la,Tig(* and ring arti fastened togetlu^r by the slot-screws, when these parts are drawn back
by mejins of the lever {s(‘e cut of tlie machine), tlie rear eiKis of the “dogs ” are depressed, and
the front ends, (uigaging vind(n’ the projection or “nib” of tliediovS, lift the dies and release

the holt. When tlie ring is hrouglit forward it strikes tlie inelincs on the di(:?.s, which are

then I’orctMl down in their slots and are again ready for service. Inside the ring are three

Fia. 2.—BoU-cuttiuff head.

sets, or s(UM(‘.s, of hardened steel eccentrics, on the outer one of whicdi the dii^s liave tlieir

thrust, or bcuiring, when in working position. By loosening the two slot-screws t he ring may
b(‘. rola,t(‘(l in(l('[)endently upon the die-box, a dishince governed by the length of t,lie die-slots,

tlius c.ausing t,he eccentrics to operate upon the dies for their adjustment to such a de^,n'(uia.s:

may lie desircMl. By this means the dies may be made to cut the bolt l;o the. sizi‘, neculful t,o

make a tight or loose fit in the nut. The Merriman die is made of a phiiii jiiectc of stud, inillml

or planed so as to leave a short “nib” or projection, under wliieli the “dog” enga,g(!s and lifts

the die from its work. These dies can he recut several times for their original sii^e of bolt;

and after that capability has been exhausted, they can be reciit for use on larger sizes of bolts
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that do not require so long dies. In operating the machine the thread is cut with four dies,

which are tixed in the head upon a hollow shaft, and revolve around the bolt, which is held

stationary in a vise operated by a right and left screw on the shaft of the small hand-wheel.

The dies cut the thread by passing over the bolt but once. When the thread has been cut

as far as desired, the dies are opened by moving the lever, and the bolt is withdrawn, while

the machine still continues in motion.

BOOK-BINDING MACHINES. The art of book-binding has witnessed few changes so

far as theory is concerned during the past decade, and consequently the efforts of inventors in

this trade have been mainly directed to-

ward perfecting and improving the ma-
chinery and appliances used in the work,
the changes being notably in cutters, edge-
trimmers, folders, presses, wire and thread
sewing machines, rounders and hackers,
and inking attachments for embossing-
presses.

Cutters ,—The so-called “ Star ” ma-
chine is represented in Fig. 1. It is so
constructed that the operator can stop the
knife instantaneously at any point, when
it will run back automatically to the start-

ing-point. The cut is made and the knife
returned at four turns of the fly-wheel,
and the gearing is such that only a slight

effort is necessary to work it by li’aud. By
the use of the long-tootlieA end-lever,
working in a curved rack, the power is

largely increased, and this suits the cutter
for exceptionally heavy work, sucli as the
continuous cutting of all kinds of mill and

,Fiq. 1.—star paper-cutter. pulp board, glazed or enameled cardboard
and paper, and otlier tough materials. In

Uiiiother ty]:)e of paper-cutter, known as the “• Criterion,” tlie knife is operated by a center
cnuik-rnovonient located below tlio cutting-table, so that the strain of cutting is a})p’licd wliere

the frame is the strongest. The clamping device combines a hand-screw clamp with an auto-
matic power-clamp, so that in oj)orafkig the same the p)ressiire can be apj)lie(l to the Inind-

wheel to any clegre(‘, after which the i)ower-clamp will duplicate the given pressure exactly.

In the “'Tnlaiid” cutter a ixuver

screw -clamp, witli a i)ower knii’e-

mcehanism, make a comlnnation of

an automatic self -clamping devieo

and an independent {)ower-clainp in

one macihine. The elanq) is sot in

motion, and its ii|)-aTi(l-down move-
ment to any required pressure is con-

trolled by a treadle. '’I'he knife is

started by a hand-lover, which ena-

bles the o|)eraitor to stop or reverse

instantly at any point. Only one
screw is required to bo adjusted in

regulating tlio def)th of the knife.

Jk}ok- Trimmers.—The main feat-

ures of a novel form of trim men- are
the clamp opcrat.ed up and down by
means of an oscilla ting treadle, allow-

ing tlie t)porator to use both liands to
handle the bunches. After the damp
is applied, the maebinG is started by
means of a hand-lever, and then oper-
ates to make four consecutive cuts
and turns of the table, after wliieh it

Fig. 2.—Star book-trimraer.

sto|)s automatically, arul a reverse movement of the treadle raises the cl a,inj) and allows the
trimmed bunches to be removed and fresh ones inserted. The vertically movable knife-bed
and knife are mounted in a traveling carriage, and means are provided to cfuise them to a,uto-
rnatically approach the form-i)late of the clamp, to make each cut, and then recode while other
automatic means cause the table to rotate a partial revolution. The device for thus auto-
matically moving the knife-carriage back and forth on the bed-plate at those determinate in-
tervals consist of a disk having a toothed segment, and keyed upon a horizonta.l auxiliary
shaft, said segment ^noshing with a pinion upon the end of a short vertical sliaft ; and by
means of a loose pinhni at the upper end of this vertical shaft working in a rack rrinning in
the bed-plate, the knife-frame is operated at the proper time. The shearing action of the
knife is produced through a lever having a roller at its upper end, and bearing'upoTt the edge
of the knife-bed

;
a roller on the lower end of this lever bears against a cam upon the shaft,
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and, the lever being pivoted centrally in the framing, oscillates at intervals and effects the

movement oL‘ the knife.

The “ Star Book-Trim/merS rnanufactiired by George H. Sanborn & Sons, of Kew York, is

shown in Fig. 2. The rotation of the table is effected by hand, and the clamp is operated by
tiie large hand-wheel shown. The hand-wheel in front regulates the movable bed for large

and small books. After the knife has come down, the turn-table unlocks itself, and again
autornatically locks before the next cut is made, thus doing away with the old-fashioned

lock which required tlie operator to push in a key in front before making a cut. This
inq)rovernent saves time and hard work, and in connection with the rapidly moving knife

makes this tjqie of machine one of the fastest trimmers in the market. Reverse motion of

the gearing is stopped by an improved friction-brake. The knife-bar slides diagonally in

hcuivy frames, and a true and smooth cut is insured at each descent of the knife The small
hamf-wheels under tlio front of tlie bed are for the purpose of instantly adjusting the work
whenever there is any
tendency of lieavy work
crowding the knife : this

keeps the latter from cut-

ting “ in ” or out ” from
a true plane, and is a

valun-ble feature of the

maeh iue. The rise of the

knife is adjustable for the

thin n cst or t h i cik (^st pi 1 (^s.

Book - Folding Ma-
chmen.—The machine il-

lustratcMl by Bhg. d em-
bodies the latest im-
provements rnaide by the

Chambers Brolliers (k).,

of Pluladel|>liia. It is

what nmy 'be termed a
“ side - regist(vring droj)-

roller macliiinu” 1 nst ead
of fiMjding the sheets to

register'- pi ns, ji,s in tlie

older style of Ixiok-fold-

ing nia,ciuMes, the sheet is

fed to a si (hi guide and to

a drop-rolhir. The drop)-

roller, running at a high
v(:‘lo(*ity, carries tlui sheet

into tin? folding-nuK^liine

very <iui(dvly, and enables
tlie speed of a hand-fcMl

maciliiue to be increase(l

from aJioiit 1, ()()() sheets

per hour to from 2,000 to

2,400 |>er hour. In IVied-

ingq t lui sanne guide and
nipf)(ir-(‘(lg^es ai’e us<m1 as

in the [ii’ess-feixler wlniU

printing iiio .sli<*et, and
after tlie slnn't eiit,ers tlio

folding’-maohiiK^ an a,u-

tomaflc de vicie—work iug
to th(! saiiiie [position on
th(i rnarerin as was used
wlniM feeding- the sheet
on tb{i [)rint,ing-|)ress

—

pulls the into exact
position, so that the in-

tended liiKi of IJui fold is

imiiiedia.iely under the

first fold-blade, d’lms, if

the margins of the printiid sheets are uniforin—so that when the di-ivice is once^ adjusted to

suit any particular distaneo it is right for all the sheets—theii the registep’ obtainecl infold-

ing will bci equal to that ol.)tained in printing. This sid(i guiding, as it is termed, is accoin-

[il'ished automaticrtlly within the folding-machine, so that tlm register is not dependent upon
the' accuracy with wliich tlie operator may feed the sheet. He rnay fail to jilace tlie bIkkA.

williin I of an in. of the intended position, and still the maeliine will autoinaticaily bring it to

the rc(|iiiro(l position !)eforo the fold is made. This is the main fea.tnre that is new in this

machine. Tln^ machine is so designed that an automatic feeding attachinent, known as the

Sedgwick feeder, can be connected with the folding-machine, and the combined meclmnism
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work for two or three hours at a time without any attention other than to take away the folded
sheets. Such a combination is in successful use. It is built either as a plain folder or folder
and paster, with or without Go\^ering attachment. It is intended for working “ whole sheets
as printed on the press, so that the same guide and nipper-edge may be used on the folder as
were used in feeding on the press. The sheet is thus folded accurately by tdie edge, and the
register is as good as that obtained iii printing. It has a capacity of 2.000 sheets per lioiir.

Point-fed Registering Booh-Folde^^s have not been materially altered during several years,
and any advance made in this type of machine has been contined to minor iinprovements in
construction and detail to suit special demands of pnblisliers.

Combmation PMding, Pasting^ and Covering Machines are coining more largely into use
for periodical and pamphlet work. These machines, as their name indicates, perform all the
operations of folding, pasting, and covering a pamphlet of 12, 16, 24, 32, or 36 pages, and
produce at each revolution a complete pamphlet, covered, ready to trim. A paster' and
coverer will do all that a plain folding-machine will do: folding to register without either
pasting or covering

;
fold and paste without covering; fold, paste, and cover with dill'ereiit

color or quality of paper; or 4 additional pages may be added to a periodical when an
increase of pages is desired. Machines are also built for putting on covers of eillier 4 or 8
pages—whereby an advertising sheet may be added to a periodical—or the iiuinl)cr of pages
increased by 4 or 8, as desired, or by an independaut sheet of 8 pages folded and pasted.
These machines, when covering, require two operators, one for the main sheet and one for the
cover. There is also in course of construction a new maehine that will not only fold and cover
the main sheet with 4 or 8 pages, but will also work an “ insert ” of either 4 or 8 pages, 'thus
enabling the puhlislier to issue a paper or magazine of 82, 86, 40, 44, or 48 pages at will.'

PiimpliM-IiincUng —In binding ^paanphlcbs with paper, or other soft covers, a
benelicial forward step in the art has been made by the introduction of the Olague & Randall
pamplilet-binding macliirie. This is made up of aiitoniatie devices for laying the paste upon
tlie eovors, for feeding the stitched liooks forward to the covers, for folding the toasted coveu's
in proper positioi) uiiori the stitched bodies, and for pressing and finishiiig tlie bound pam-
phlets. In tiie roar of tlie macdiirm there is a vertically and intermittently moving sludf or rihit-
fomn, upon wliich th(3 stitched i)a,mphlets are piled backs inward, and at t.lio u|)per r(^a^ part
of tlie machine pro})or is situated a reciprocating feeding-rake which “stalls” or rnlcos the
top pamphlet from the “bank” and deposits it upon one or more carrving lielts, by whieli it
is taken forward. Tlie rear movement of the feeding-rake causes the platform to v\k\ lea,vin<»‘'

the next pamiohlet in position to be caught at the proper time. When the iiainphlet has lieen
carri(3(l forward by the belts to tlieir forward driiiii, it drops with its back dowinvard upon a
horizontal stoii-platci upon which it rests momentarily till the stop is withdrawn to ilie rear
by the action of a cam and eormeeting levers. Then'it drops between feeding-rollers, being
a,ssisted by vertically moving bolts having a guide-roller, against which it is forced by'a fi*i(^
tion-roller actuated by levers operated from the cam. Tiio friction-roller Ims a, resilient axis,
so as to accommodate (liifering tliiekm*sses; of pamplilot. The pamphlet has now closely
a,ppro}iclie(l tlie point where tlie cover is to be a.])pUc(l. The cover is fed into 1;he rmicliino
fnini a table phuu3d atmdglit angles to the pamphlet shelf—i. e., at one side of the macliine,
and is antomaticidly carriedto its position under the entering pinnphlet by means of revolv-
ing ‘belts. Previously, liowevor, to roacdiiiig its destination it is stoi>ped‘ liy a gauge while
paste IS applied in a line across the center of the cover-blank by a paster fc^’d fi-om ji pastc-
trougli. To prevent tiio paste from drying before meeting the pamphlet, the under side of
the central part of the cover-blank is dampened by a roller revolving in \va,lcr contained in a
small trough. As tiic pamplilet passes between and is forced along liy tlie fecdin<''-rollers it
meets the cover lying upioii the belts with its pasted side uppermost, wliich is thus by the
advance of the pamplilet, folded over the latter (the paste line meeting the back of the pam-
phlet), and 1 )0 til aj:e pushed between and grasped by a second pair of compression rolls wliich
complete tlie folding and press the two firmly together. One of each pair of rollers lias yield-
ing bea,rings so as to provide for dilfereut thicknesses of pamphlets. They are ch-iven tiimindi
gears from the mam driving-shaft of the machine. Between the abovb-montioiied sets lif
rollers and parallel therewith, arc two extra sets of smaller rollers, one pair to <nii'de'the
pamplilet ami insure its squarely meeting the pasted cover, and tlie other sotto'^Ilraw the
cover tiglit before it meets the sccoiid piair of compressors. From the latter tho pamplilet
falls upon a ebiit<3, down which it slides to a hnishiiig press consisting of two jaws, one mov-
able; a sliding stop supports tlie book until the jaws are closed by'the action of a cam and
levers. After this press has closed and the stop retired, a backing roller of yieldim^- material
and oscillating upon a center sweeps around and squares up the back (which otlicrwise would
re inai 11 rounded, ovying to the drawing action of the rollers), pressing tho cover into eiose eon-
tact at the back, while the press does the same at the sides of the pamphlcd,. The bntdvin^
roller automatically retires, the press opens and the finished pamphlet d n ips upon a fix(‘d plaC
form, when a follower is pushed forward (toward the rear of the macliine), pmssim^ the pam-
phlet against a rest attached to an extensible apron. When the number of books (u<eeeds the
lengim of the platform upon wliich they are meanwhile drying, an attendant removes them
in a nnished state.

pmlmssmg-Pnsses.—Inventors hare given considerable attention to einbossino'-presses
their obieotive point being to so construct the press that no amount, of wear will riuulcr the
iihpressioii unequal or irregular. The principle of the sector has been found well adapted to
obtain this deped re.sult,_as to give ample time to “dwell” upon tho impression. A late
type of embossing-press is fitted with steam-head and improved stamp-clamps. Tho bed is
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adjustable. The impression is giren by the use of a plain crank and sectors, a mechanical
device by wliicdi almost any amoimt of f)ressnre can be obtained. Any varying motion, with
rests or dwells at either end of the stroke, may be made, thus enabling one crank to produce
all the desiralde inoveineiits.

C]i(XMh(ws'-A%if4)maiic, B(mr(l-GntUr(¥i^. 4).—This machine makes SO cuts per ininute, and
the boards may vary in size from in. X f> in- to X in., one cut being made in each revo-
lution. It lias an iron feed-table and an antomatic feeding device working in slots through tlic

table. By this device the strips are fed positively and squarely, thus preventing cutting oat of

square. Whon feeding whole boards or strips by hand, the feeding fingers are dropped below
tlie table, out, of the way. The table ivS also furnished with, adjustable side guides and liand-

fecHling di'vieij. The feeding-table is stationary, and forms a’ part of the framing of the ma-
chine, A deliveiy-talile, upon which the cut boards pile autoinatieally, is attaehed, thus
making itie maehinc complete witliin itself.

.B(H)k-iAeivin(j —Gdic “ lirehmer ” wire-sewing machine sews togetlier tlic sections

of l)ooks on t apes or crash. ,It is msed for both printed and blank work, and tli(3 nianufnei-
iir(‘rs (datiu tliat, it nnikes a st.rong liook, winch can be. opened flat rnore easily than liook's

sewed liy hand. A rnaebine which has proved to be of great a,<lvantiiigo to binders is ilic

‘bSinytli’’ tliread-scvving inacliine, described in a former vohnne of this work. .A.s the ma-
chine is now l)nilt, the sheets arc placed one at, a time on radial a inns which project from a
vert,i(ai,l rod. ddie.se arms rotate, rise and a,djust tlie signature, so as to bring it in its jiropcr

|)osition under the lu'edles. One needle of each pair enters the liac-.k of the sheet, and tlie eye

cn,rrying th(‘- t brea.d comes up through tlie fold, just touching tlie “ loopers.” Tlie loopers

ai'(‘ ilien tilhal and thrown liack, leaving loops arorind tlie point of the needles. By u simple
d(‘vi(*(^ tJi<'. tlinuids a,r(‘. drawn tight; the loopers t,hen move forward, taking the thread from
t,lie. ii('(‘(lles on the inside, near the eye, and as the needles witlidraw, they interlock their

tliu'ad through the Uxips of the stitches of the previous sheet. Long liorizonbal wires or

“ n(‘('(ll<‘s ” ail', la,id dinvttly in the pa,tli of the saw-eiit, and the stitchi's made over them.
The s('AV(‘d work is pushed ’ back automatically along these needles, whieh ai'c thread ('d with
tlm con Is or bauds on which t,he books are sewed. The sewed volumes arc', then s<'piirate(l by
cutt ing c(wta,in t liii'ads, and drawn over the cords. TIicscMiords (tir ‘‘ l)a,iids ’’) ()tf ah

lengths to suit (1 h‘- I’eqiiiremenls of each book. The first and last t,W(,) sliecdsof ('a<'h Look arc

pa,st:('<l togidJim- to racilitat,e cutting the books apart and to prevent the cuit tlinuul, ah I

points, from being drawn into the center of the sheet by the subsequent process of binding-

Tlu^ past.iiig is done by a, simple device consisting of two small rolls—one of whieh carries

pa,st(! on il.s rim, wliiUi the other holds sheets in place. It is done before the sheet is sowed-

liy thus past ing tdii'sc two signatures, no extra care is necessary in the further handling of

tlie hooks t.o pu'si'rve t,h('. stitches in first and last sheets, arid the same are made more sceure

by ri'uson of t-lie pa,sting. One, two, three, or four “band” work can be done as may h©

rcijuiii'd, irri'spi'C'l iv(' of 'thicknes.s. Each pair of stitehes being entirely independent of all

the ot,h('rs, a book of blank pa,ges may be cut into as many smaller voluihes ns there are pairs,

Tims, on a maehiiu^ vvitJi tiireo pairs of needles, diaries or other small blank-hooks maybe?!

s(‘W('d tlir(*(^at, n, lime, and afterward cut apart. Some of its advantage's are stated as follows

:

Unlike hand-sewing, each and every sheet is sewed to the preceding one. The stitches in
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center of the sheet are the same as at either end—^<actically “kettle-stitches”; these stitches

are shorter (about 1 in.) and more iiuinerous. Each sheet receives the same number of

stitches, and forms practically what is, termed “all alon^?” or “ one sheet on” sewing; it is

stronger even than that style of sewing, because each stitch is made independent of the bands.

Every three sheets form a “ lock-stitch,” a distinctive feature of strength in itself. Every

stitch is independent. The loss of one stitch in no way affects the others. In rounding and

backing the book, no strain is brought to bear on any one stitch or thread, as is the ease

with “ kettle ’’-stitches by hand-work, as every stitch, it must be remembered, is practically a

“ kettle ”-stiteh; but each sheet is brought closer togethep the center tightening same as

at each end, and all bearing the strain alike. The process is likened to the lacing of a shoe.

This gives the book a firmness and strength in the center not found in ordinary sewing. The
thread enters the book with all its original strength; it is not “frayed ’’away by continual

use, and has in comparison no knots. The stitches alternate in every sheet, so that no unusual

amount of “ swell ” results. As will be understood, the sheets are placed on the rotary arms.

These are four in number, which carry the signature from the operator to the needles. One is

always presented to the operator, and rests while the preceding arm holds its sheet for opera-

tion of needles. Working from left to right, the sheet is always in sight of the operator, and

always under control. The raachine runs easily at a speed of 45 sheets per minute. The latest

improvement made upon this machine is the substitution of automatically operated knives

for making the incisions in the fold, for the p)unches used in connection with the first ma-

chines. These knives lie normally within the radial arms, which are made hollow. As
any arm is brought into line with the row of needles, and lias risen to a point just short

of contact therewith, the end of a spring-bar, to which the knives are connected inside the

radial arm, comes in contact with a moving device at the side of the machine, which presses

such spring-bar inward, and thus causes the connected knives to protrude from the upper

edge of the arm through properly spaced apertures. The knives thus make the necessary

incisions in the sheets, through which the needles work when the knives are automatically

withdrawn.
Stabbing-Alctchines.—Tn a new form of power stabbing-machine the main feature is that

the awls revolve. While going into and corning out of the work, they turn, thus operating

much easier, especially in thick lK)oks and making a smoother and smaller hole than when
the stabbing is done* in the usual way. A pinion on the driving-shaft ineslies with a gear

upon the eccentric sluift, and the eceeiitrie, through a vertical yoke and cross-bar connected

to vertical slide rods pa,ssiug through the talile, and terminating in the awl cross-head, caitses

the latter to move up and down at proper intervals for piercing tlie work. ''J’he cross-liead

travels upon stationary guide-bars which have their own fixed liead, containing threaded

boxes wliicli receive the correspondingly tlireaded upper ends of the awls, in this wa,y impart-

ing rotary motion in reversed direc-tions to the awls as their cross-liead is moved up and down
by the eccenti'ic. In forming backs for blank-books, and for small joV)-w()rk, a simple ma-
chine is emiiloyed which lias two pairs of rolls, of different sizes, journaled in a plain upright

frame whicn is fixed to a t,ai:)lo. One of eacli pair of rolls lias self-adjusting spiring liearings,

and each pair is geared together, A key-crank turns either pfiir of rolls at tlie will of the

operator, according to t.hc size of back he is making. T’he rolls are heated by gas, by gas-

riipos placed bac-k of tlie rolls, and Ixith pairs can be heated at once or separately. Eaxdi roll

nas an apron attaicdied to it. The book baedv is formed by wetting it on one side with a
sponge, and feeding it in dry side next to the roll. The roll is stopped for a, moment just

before tlie back passes out, so as to give it a chance to talve shafie aaid liarden
;

tlien it is

released. Bands are formed in the same way by setting them in a, hjind b(>a,rd and feeding

them to the roll. Atuoiig the advanta,ges are the facilities for forming dilferont sizes and
thicknesses of liaicks in the sam<3 machine—and a dozen or more liaiids af; the sa,me time as

one—while producing liarder and better work than can be done by band, and saving time

and lahor.

Boriiig-Muchine : sec Boring Maehiues, Metal; Boring Machines, Wood
;
Lat.he Tools,

Milling Miichines, Mortising Macdiines, and Wheel-Making Machines.
BORINB-MAOHINES, METAL. These are classilicd under: I. Horizontal Boring-

Machines; 11. Vertical Boring-Machines.
I. lloEizoNTAL Boiiin’g-Machwks.— The NiUs lI()7'izo7%tal Boring, Drilling, and Milling

Machine is shown in Fig. 1. The machine consists of a heavy column 10 ft. (> in. liigh,

mounted on a bed-plate of any length to suit requirements. The column is B1 in. wide on
the face, and is fitted with a heavy saddle, 40 in. square, cjirrying the spindle. The saddle

has a vertical traverse on the column of 6 ft., and is raised and lowered by a heavy screw. It

is balanced by a counter-weight hung in the column. The boring and milling spindle is of

hammered steel blr iirf in di{uneter. It slides in a heavy revolving sleeve, and has a traverse

of 4 ft. It revolves in eitlier direction, right or left hand, reversing by lever conveniently
located, and has 8 power-feeds, ranging from -A to ^ in. per revolution of spindle. It is also

provided with hand-feed and quick return. The milling- feeds are six in number, ranging from

iV 'h revolution of spindle. These feeds are applied only to the column and saddle,

and are by power only. Any of these feeds for the quiek motion may bo utilized to set a

drill, horing-bar, or milling-cutter to work anywhere on the surface whicdi the machine will

reach. At one end of the bed-plate is placed the driving-gear, milling-feed, and quicjk-travers-

ing mechanism for the column. The quick power traverse of the column has a speed of 5 ft.

per minute. The driving-cone has six steps for a 4-in. belt, and is strongly back-geared,
giving twelve changes of speed, ranging from 2 to 200 revolutions per minute, and has ample
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power for borin^^: up to 24 in. diameter. A platen is placed in front of the eohimii, con-
venient to the spindle, for the operator to stand on.

A liorizontfil boring and drilling machine made by the Newark Macdiine-Tool Worhs is
shown in Fig. 2. The work is bolted to the coiiipoahd carriages which are shown directly
under the Ijoriiig-bar. tlie

work l)eing sets(|ua.re by
tlie top surface and the
edges of tlio carriage.

The carriages can be
moved either across or
along tlie movable table,

which is shown sup-
ported by tlie two lai-ge

screws. IMie table can
be lowered or raised from
the sid(! or at, t he end, as
desired. A y ( >ke ( ) f great
strength braces the table,

and servi's as a biniring

for tlie bar, or boring-
arbor. Tlie boring-bar
is fed by a rack a,ml pin-
ion

;
and it is licdd by a

frictioii-ehunt), so tliat,

by easing the (‘lanip and
taking another grip, a

very long f(:‘eil eaii be
obtained, Idiere is a
quicik and slow Inind-

motion for t he bar. The
power-lift for tht‘. table

is a leaf. lire peculiar to 1.—Niles horizontal boring-machine,
these machines. d he
lowin’ ends of the table lifting-screws are carried by worm-gears threaded to serve as nuts.

Tliese gea,rs take tiieir mol,ion from the worin-.sha,ft, whicdi is drivou from the feed-shaft by
means of t.lie chain-geai’iiig. In this way, the power from the driving-coiie is used to lift the
table, a,nd this arrangement enables th(3 workman to move the table without leaving liis posi-

tion, and, when i.he work is nearly set, he can throw the jiower-lift out of gear and make the

delieat,e Ihuil a,djustmeiit by Iniiul, using the slow-feed hand-wheel. Tlie niacliine has self-

acting fei’ds ill b'otli directions, without reversing the directions of the motion of the cone,

and a ru,nge of feed from f to ^ in.

Fia. Newark Tool Works boring-macliine.

Tiu Nichalmn Bormq~31acfmw is shown in Fig, 3. It luses for a tool a cutter on a fixed

bar, and |)asses tlie work’by the eut.ting point; or, for large and heavy work, a, traveling-hoad

on a rol,ai,ing bar with the work held stationary. To secure economy of time in setting, and

to rediu’c.. the, requirements for skill in the vvorkman, the inachine, is provided with a broad

Hat table, upon wiiicli to liolt the work. This table has a cross-feed, whicdi secures the setting

in th(‘. horizontal dii’ection, and an up-and-down adjustment of the spindle locates the vertieal.

The liimds are iiowerf ally geared, the 40 and 50 in. sizes have eight and tlie 72 and 70 in.

machiues ten ranges of sfieed. Power applied to the cross-feed of the table admits of this

niachinc being used for milling.
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FiG. 8.—Nicholson boririg-inacliiae.

Cylmder Boring and Facing Machine.—Pig. 4 shows a machine built by Pedriclc & Ayer,
of Philadelphia, for boring cylinders up to 25 in. diameter. The boring-bar is solid forged
smel, the screw is of steel witli bronze thrust-bearings. The bar can be slipped through the
bearing and gearing, or left standing, while the tail-bearing or back pedestal is taken away
and the cylinder is placed iu position over the bar. The feed-casing is made to feed cither
way, and has two changes, to operate which it is only necessary to push in or pull out a pin
in center of the harid-wlieel. The facing-head can be readily placed on the bar as desired,
and, if necessary, can be operated at same time the cylinder is being bored. The cutter-heads
hiive a long bearing on the bar, and are arranged for four tools, that number being found by

F'la. 4.--Pedrick <& Ayer cylinder boring-machine.

experience the most desirable, as it distributes the stress or strain on the bar. The bed is
movable on the shears, and is easily set iu position by the hand-wheel at the forward end of
the maclnrie.

Duplex 5 shows a machine built by Pedrick & Ayer for boring the
two cylinders of a duiilex puimp at one time. The centers are made a fixed distance apart, to
suit the centers of the pump-cylinders. The machine is therefore a spexiial one, designed to
be used upon but one size of pump. The platen is fed by a nut and screw driven by a 24-in.
feed-belt.

Bortable Cylinder Boring-MaoUnes.--’Fig. 6 shows a portable machine built by Pedrick &
Ayer, of Philadelphia, especially adapted to boring out loeomotiye-cylinders in tluor phuo's,
by removing only one or both_ heads and piston. The back-head, cross-head, or slides lUM'd
not be removed, unless so desired. On removing the piston and leaving the front IkekI a,ml
stuffing-box, a small cone takes the place of the stuffing-box, and with proper adliistmumt at
the front head the machine is ready for work

; it is fed with a constant feed of cut-gears. The
clamps or cross-heads are so arranged that they may be used eonveiiiently on locomotive-cylin-
ders of all sizes, ihe same bolts or studs that fasten the cylinder-head on are used to bolt
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the bar supports also. Two rods are fastened to the ends of the cross-head that supports the

bar in the eyliuder and to an adjustable swivel cross-head on the end of the screw; these take

the whole of tlie thrust and tor-

sion strain of the bar. It makes
no difference wiiieh position tiie

bar is in, the end tlirust is always
in line with it, causing it to cut
steady, sinootli, iind true. Tlie

feed can be tlirown out of gear at

any time, and tlie machine will

also feed automatically. An-
other portable boriiig-rnaeliine,

built by Pedrick & Ayer, is de-

signed for reboriug, iu present
positions, all makes and sizes of
steam-engine cylinders. It is so

constructed that the piece being
bored serves as the bed or sup-
port of the bar. The cutter-

heads are fed by a screw in one
side of the l)ai‘, and are opeivited

by the feed-ea,sing on trie end
tliab contains tlie gearing, by
clianging })()sition of wliich two
changes can be made, slow feed
for rougliing out;, and fast for
finishing cuts. The feed is au-
tomatic and constant, or at tlie

plea.siii’0 of the ofierator. Tlie

iiar is driven liy a t.raiii of cut-

gears either witl’i a crank or bolt

for power
XL ViiiitTrcAU Boetno - Ma-

ciTiNKa.—Brown ch Sharpe''s ViT-

tkal cyiNekinf/ - MxicJmw,—The
term “cliuckiilg-maclilne” is commonly applied to a turret-lathe in which the revolving head

contains a chuck for liolding the pieces to he operated upon. It is also, however, soinetinies

apjibVd to a vertical machine siiniuir to a vertical boriiig-macliino with a cdiuck rotating in a

horizontal {ilane, and the vertical sliding head carrying a turret for holding a variety of tools,

Snell a machine is the Brown & Sharpe vertical chuekiiig-niaeliine shown in Fig. 7. Eio
dilTermiti (nols iu f he turret- head are easily brought into operation, and, froin their perpen-

dicular posiiion, allow the chips to fall through tlie center of tlie spindle of the revolving

table to tlie flooi*, and thus avoid danger of trouble from tlie clogging of roarners, etc. The

Fm. 0.—Cylinder boring'-machine.

nmcliiiK^ lias tlu' capacity to liore a 4-in. hole, and receive a pulley 30 ui. in diameter, 141-in.

face, with hub 12 in. in’ length. It makes throe cuts, and finishes by reuoniiig without the

riunovjd of tlu' tools or worlc The revolving table is driven by a five-step cone, fora 8-in.

Ixdl, and is gcartul (5 to 1. The steps of the cvme am so graded as to malyc tlie mittirig spcoil

uniform for 5 diUci’ent diamctci's of holes. The turret has four holes If in. in diameter, and

is siMuiudy (dam|)cd in positif)!!. An adjustalile dog allows the locking-pin to be withdrawn

at any part; of itis upward motion. The turret-slide has a rnoyeniont of 21 in., and an mito-

matiti fcH'd which can \m easily and quickly clmnged from tlie finest to the coarsest required;

it has (iiiicdv return by hand, and is cmmter-halanced hy a weight inside of eoliimn. •

IhUlrmr.H Bormiand Turning Af?:/^.~Fig. 8 shows a horing and turning mill made hy

the Bridgi^port (Coiin.) Macdiinc-Tool Works. It is provided with a turrct-lnnid. Its capacity
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is B8 in. in diameter and 27 in. in lieidit. The table is 3()i in. in diameter and has twenty

changes of speed. The feed is by belt and lij

Fia. 7.—-Brown & Sharpe's chucldripj-machine.

high. The spindle ha,s 24 in. traverse. The
tween eenters, The feeds arc by power, and

IS 4 changes. The turret-head is square in form,

10 in. in diameter, with four 24 -in. holes. It will

unlock automatically at any point, and is re-

volved by hand. The turret-slide can be set to

bore or turn at any angle, and has a inovement
of 16 in., with trip at any point. Anotlier form
of mill by the same makers has two sliding

heads. Its capacity is 37 in. in diameter and 29

in. in. height. The table is BOnf in. in diameter,

and has twenty changes of speed. The feeds are

automatic, and range from A" fo i of an in. in

angular and vertical directions. .Ea,ch head
fetids independent of the other. The lieads can
be set at any angle, and carry the tool-bars,

which have a movement of 18 in.

Chord Boring-Machim.—Fig. 0 shows a ma-
chine made by the Niles Tool Works for boring
the holes in bridge-chords and I-beams. The
machine is arranged with two independent heads
on one bed, adjustable on the bed for varying
lengths. The bed may be made of any length
to suit. The two heads ai*e complete in them-
selves, driven independently, and witli allattaelv

merits, feeds, etc., for a comiiletc boring-ma-
chine. The power is ample foi* boring four holes,

punched 4 to 8 in. diameter, at oru'. time, and
the range of speed is such as to adapt the ma-
chine for drilling down to l|-in. holes. The
two columns have both power and liand move-
ment for adjustment on the lied. Tlie lieads

luivo 18 in. reach, boring to tlie center of 3() in.

They will take in under the cutter worlc 3(> in.

range of work in length is from 5 to hO ft. be-

are reversible up or down, and range from As

Fig. S.—Bullard’s boring:-rnachine.
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"A jp* L)r heavy work, and coarser feeds for light work. The bed is formed of wroiight-iroii
‘*1 ’’"beams 15 in. deep. Two independent carriages for supporting work on the bed are pro-
vided.

Fio, fl.—Chord boring-machine.

bh‘g. 10 shows a liorizontal boring-mill built by the E. W. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. This
niaehine is es|)eeia.lly designed for heavy work, thougli convetiient for general shop use. By
its nso lioles may be "bored [)arallel to each other without resetting the work or traveling saino

jria Bliss boring-machine.

durim*' the process of boring. The table is moved to bring the Avork in. position by a rn,ch sind

pinion driven l)y power. The spindle carrying the boring-har is of steel, tli in. in dianuMer,

and lias a loTn^itii(lina.l feed of m in. It is carried by a head with (iO in. vertical iuljiislment

ni)(>n a strong upright seenredy attached to the bed, and the evitter-ond of bar is support('d

through a bush carricul by the tail-block upon a similar upright on tlie left .side of the

maeliine. The head and tail blocks are raised and lowered together by means of screws

shown, which arc driven by power. To compensate for any possible variation in tlic two

G
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vertical adjusting screws, a slight independent adjustment is provided in tlie tail-block, so as
to bring the boring-bar perfectly true with the bed. The driving-cone pulley has four steps,
and a heavy back-gear is attached to the spindle, giving eight speeds for the bar. The spindle
is fed forward by a rack and pinion having four changes of speed, is driven by a wo;)rin-gear,

and may be run back quickly by hand. The main spindle is driven directly by a belt from
the floor-shaft, and the head may be raised or lowered without changing tlie 'length of the
belt. The principal dimensions of the machine are as follows: Length of table, 7ft.; width
of table, 3 ft.

;
extreme width in clear between head and tail blocks, 8 ft.

;
vertical adjust-

ment of heads, 5 ft.
;
door space, 10 X 15 ft. ; total height, 9 ft. The weight of the machine

is about 26,000 lbs.

BOEING-MACHINES, WOOD. From the primitive auger to the high-speed multiple
gong boririg-mael'iine of the present day is a far cry ; each year sees more "advance either in
the spieed of work, in the quality of the work done, or in its range of dimensions and position,
etc., until the catalogue of boring-machines alone would comprise quite a list, and a complete
description of each kind made would fill a volume of no mean size. Suilice it if we select
from a long list a few of the most typncal or most ingenious and special for mere men tiou,
in addition to the descriptions of construction and operation given in the foi’mer volumes of
this Gyclopjcdia. In some boring-machines the spindles are run by gearing, and in others by
belting. The latter permits higlier speed of the spindles and smoother running. For certain
classes of long boring, as in wooden pump-tube work and the making of porch colimms, the
cutter is carried on the end of a hollow pipe which has a worm rotating therein to carry out
the chips; this being necessary in a horizontal machine, while a vertical machine would be
undesirable by reason of the great length of work required to be done. Even such a simple
operation as boring holes for pins, as in sasli and door work, is now performed by an attacli-
ineiit to tlie double-arm sand-papering machine

;
the work being done by simply pressing the

liand on the string, wliich drives the bit into the work, and on removing the hand the spring
withdraws the bit from tlie hole. A very convenient machine for use in small shops, or wliere
much large boring does not require to be done, is a portable boring-macliine, Fig. 1, whicli is

entirely self-contained, and may be fastened to
a post and belted directly from the line shaft.
There is a vertical spindle bearing the boring-
tool and driven by a mitre gear, inclosed in a
box housing which carries the bar for starting
and stopping, also a counterbalanced lever for
bringing the auger to the work. The lioring
spindle passes through one of the mitre wlieels,

so that it may be raised and lowered wliile ro-
tating. A machine iutended to meet tlie de-
mand for boring to the center of large pieces is

built by 0. B. Rogers & Co., and differs from
the usual types of small single-spindle boring-
machines in having its spindle at a greater dis-

tance from the vertical post, so that lioles may
be bored in the center of the large piece. There
is a stop-rod to regulate the deptli of the hole
bored, and also one to control the lengtli of

Tig. 1.—Portable boring-machine. throw, thus doing away wuth the common ad-

.
T

,
1 n j-ij ^ ,

justable collar of the spindle. The spindle is
Daianeecl. ihe table tilts for bevel work, and may be raisedand lowered by a screw and hand-
wheel m trout. Ihe guide may be reversed to the front of the table. A cabinet-maker’s bor-
mg-niacliine tor two or three spindles, made by C, B. Rogers & Co., has a square column lil<o
table cast m one piece, and upon which there is a plate which bears the front boring spindh-
box, which, when they show two in number, are adjustable to and from each other by a right
and iett hand-scrcw. Where there are three, the center box is stationary iirid tlie others ar(>
adjusted to and Irom it by the screw and crank. The rear spindle-boxes have a swivelin c
motion on the table to accommodate the changes in distance between the front boxes

;
Jind

they are driven by an endless belt which, passing from the main driving pulley at tlie lovin’
part ot the machine, goes over one boring-spindle pulley, down under an idle pulley (which
has vertical adjustment to take up the slack of the belt as it stretches), iit) over the other l)or-
mg-bar pulley, and down under the main pulley. Thus both the spindles run in the same
miectioii, and tlieir adjustment practically makes no difference in the tightness of the belt.
Lacti 01 the mandrels to which the boring-bars are attached has a universal joint between it
and Uie spindle. Ihe table upon which the work is placed, and which liears a fence, is
adjustable vertically in slides on the front of the machine, being controlled by a screw and
liand-wneei. Ihe table also has a horizontal movement to and from the bits. 'One very nse-
Tul type 01 boring-machines, especially for ear-work, has three or more vertical spindles, each
bearing a clilierent-sized bit, and each having a counterbalanced lever by 'which it may be
drawn down to the work without much effort, and may be retired when the hand is taken

“ITi! 1
-

machines, there is little or no necessity for any lateral adiustmeiit
01 the distance bet'ween the spindles, as only one is used at a time

;
but an irnriortant feature

S'
adjusting bits are driven at slower speeds than the others.

Where they are tor heavy work, the table upon which the lumber rests is furnished with four
rollers, and m improved machines of this type the timber may be pushed along on the rollers
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by hand, if not very heavy, or the rollers nuiy be operated by a hand-wheel in front of the
machine, thus giving also a fine adjustment. The feed-rollers may also be turned by a fric-

tion-power attachment from the countershaft. The belt is best endless, passing over the
main driving pulley below on a horizontal shaft, then up over a horizontal pulley on. a line

with tlie spindle pulleys and at right angles with the main pulley, then over one spindle
pulley, making a qiuirtcr twist to get there, then back and forth over idle pulleys and the
other spindle luilleys, and down over another guide pulley to the main pulley below.

LT)hiv(^vml Vertical. JBoring-IIacM'm,—What is known as a universal vertical boring-mar
chino, Fig. 2, is in some sense a misnomer, although it is a very useful tool. It is intended to

bore both vertical holes and those which are inclined in a vertical plane. In one of the best

Fro. J2.—TJriivoraal vertical borinj^-uiachiuo.

forms, niade l)y the Berry & Orton Co., tliere are three boring spindles, eacli of which luis a

movement, of 24 in. back, a;nd forth in a horizontal piano and one in a vertical one of 18 in.,

and which can be set at; an angle of 45“ or less with the vertical. Eacli spindle, or any com-

bination of two or of tlirce, can 1)0 moved at once back and forth across tlie table by a hand-

wheel in front of tlu; horizontal Irracket which carries tliem,,and whicli is borne by a vertical

clamp l)fi,ck of the table. Kach of the boring spindles has a quick return, and is advanced to

th(^ work by a (‘ountcrbalancjcd lever. The table to whicdi the work is attached is made of

ghuMl-UT) st rips of wood, veneered top and bottom with liard Southern pine, and nuiy be of

a,ny desir(*d hmgth. It; 1ms on its edge a numlxn* of stops for diijiilicating work without the

exiiense of hiving out : a,ud on the top a system of bolsters and clamps that take in, 24 in. in

width, 1.0 r(‘.(!(dv(^ and fastim the timber that is to bo bored. The table is mounted on a system

of rolls 12 in. in dia,nud,m*, a,ml about G ft. apart, borne on xiprights fastened to tlielioor. The

motion of tlic^ t.abh^ is by luiml or power, through a feed-stand and sliifting bar; the rate of

fcHid by powin- b(diig ab(iut 2()() ft per niimite.
, ,

An lUqld-Spl'nMo. Vertical Gang Bormfj--MacMne, maclo l)y Fay & Co., of Cincinnati,

has la.rg(dy revolutionized the system of boring in car-shops. Originally in lioriiig truck

timb('rs it,'was luau'ssary, where there were eight holes to be bored through a timber at one

opiM-ation l.o put- it, on ii machine that would bore only three to four boles at a time, and as

tlu‘- tinib(‘rs wiTc about 14 in. thick, the boles could only be bored straiglxt tlirougli by first

lioring hair through the tiinlicr from one side, then reversing the stick and boring holes from

th('. opposil(‘, side, 'to meet the others. The eiglit-spindle machine, which has an automatically

raising tabl(\ (mables tlie operator to bore the holes entirely through a timber of tins thickness

ill a pcide('l,ly straight line. The operators place a stick upon the table and boro the nec-essary

holes all n.t onetime, thus efecting a great saving in handling the timber and in the time

taken up. , . , , « ,

The multiple gang boring-machine, designed for the special work of boring a large
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number of holes at one operation without the necessity of laying them out, has a table, back of

which there are ranged eigiit arbors, each carrying a boring tool. These spindles ran in

frames, which are gibbed to a connected gateway, and are vertically adjustable by a screw to

each. The arbors have lateral adjustment also. Beneath the table and parallel with its

length there is a horizontal drum, and the belt which drives all the boring-arbors runs from
this over one driven pulley, then down under the drum, up over the second driven spindle,

and so on until it has passed over all the pulleys
;
then it passes back lengthwise of the table

by guide pulleys, so that there is but one belt to be laced, and no difficulty as in maintaining
eight separate belt tensions. The spindles being set at the proper distance apart and at the

proper heights, no adjustment is necessary. Eccentric clamps on the table hold the work.
The table has lengthwise traverse on V-slides by a hand-lever.

The Bentel and 3Iargedant Ralce-Head Boring and Routing Machine has 20 spindles, which
can be adjusted laterally to the required distance apart. The work is clamped to the table

by four eccentric clamps, the handles of which are in the front of table, standing straight up.

These clamp the work against a fence, which is bolted to the top of the table by T-slots. The
face of this fence is lined with wood, so as to protect the points of the bits when ciitting through.

The table is balanced, and has a continuous vertical reciprocating motion given by a
crank and double levers in front of the machine. The crank has an adjustable throw to vary
the length of mortise, and is driven by means of the pulley shown at the extreme right of the

machine. The connecting rod also has an adjustment to bring the mortises into any position

on the stick. The feed is operated by means of double lever and two vertical rods. These
rods connect with two right and left ratchet-pawls, thus producing a continuous feed, which
may be varied to suit the requirements of the work. The table is fed in by racks and pinions,

and is gcaired at four points to get a parallel movement.
In operation, the work is clamped to the table, which keeps up its vertical reciprocating

movement, and is not stopped to place the work. The feed is then thrown in by lifting a
hand-wheel in front

;
this engages a worm and gear which feed the table forwjird automat-

ically, until it lias traveled in against an adjustable stop, when the feed is tripped olf and
the taliLe returns automatically by means of a weight, and is ready for another piece. The
machine is claimed to make 1,2*00 mortises l.-| in. long through 1 in. hard wood in an hour,
leaving the mortise smooth and free from chips. It can be arranged for making a tapering
mortise or to mortise lengthwise of tlie material. The makers state that it has mortised
150,000 holes through 3-in. sugar lumber without breaking a bit. For use as a multiple
boring-machine, augers arc substituted for the routing bits ; the feed-belt at tlie riglit is

stopped, and tlie one at the left which drives the cone is started, and the work clamped to tlie

table, the same as for routing. The table is fed forward by pressing a foot-treadle
;
this is

acconiplislied by a pair of driven friction-rolls, which grasp the slack belt which is wound
around a pulley in front. When
the pressure is removed, the table

returns by mcuaiis of the weight
formerly doscrilied, which comes
below tlie floor. The machine,
when once adjusted for any par-

ticular pi(3ee, will turn out any
number, all alike, without laying
off.

Boxing Macliiiie: see Wheel-
Making M'achines.

Bok^ool : see Screw Machines.
BRAIDING AND COVER-

ING MACHINES. Braiding ma-
chinery is employed for making
plaited fabrics, either flat or round,
such as Hire used for braids and
otlier trimmings, wicks, fish-lines,

shoe and corset laces, curtain-
cords, etc. It lias also of late years
found a very important employ-
ment in the manufacture of the
covering for electrical wire. The
general principle of braiding-ma-
chines follows closely the idea of

the old May-pole dance, in which
each of the dancers, holding a rib-

bon attached to the top of the
pole, moved around one another,
in and out, until the ribbons were
braided or plaited np and down
the length of the pole. The vari-

ous strands of the braid or cover- l—Braiding-machine,
ing are applied to a wire as a central core by mechanism, which imitates substantially the
movement of the dancers. Covering or armoring machines are used, on applying the'norx-
braided insulating envelope of electric conductors.
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TT
Fig. 2.

Carrier.

Braiding-Machm
^^
— illustrate in Fig. 1 a machine intended for the mannfaeture

of flat braids, {ind in Fig.^ 2 the carrier of that machine, manufactured by the New
England Biitt^ Co., of Providence, R. I. The mechanism of Pig. 1 consists of a series

of gears meshing into one another, and provided with horns or lugs on their
upper surfaces. These gears are mounted on a circular bottom plate. Above
the bottom plate is a top plate, having openings or recesses in form correspond-
ing witli the periphery^ of the geax-s, and through this plate extend the cai’riers.

Lugs on the bottom of the carriers extend down through tlie plate, and be-
tween the lugs on the gears, which in their rotary motion propel the carrier
along the groove of the top plate which directs its coui*se from the outer to the
inner curve, a corresponding earner on the other side of the curve going in
tlie opposite direction, and at the intersection of each run crossing each other,
thus forming the stitch. The canuer or bobbin-holder (Fig. 2) is provided with
a spindle, A, for holding the bobbin, and a stem, i?, for the weight and latch.
The thread from tlie bobbin passes through a hole in the stem, and under a
weight, C, wliicli slides ori the stem, then through a hole in the top of stcun, a,nd
thence to the braiding-point. The weight acts in a fourfold capacity. It takes
up the slack thread produced by the cai*rier, passing from the outer to the inner
run.

^

It makes a tension on the thi'ead to braid tightly or loosely as may bo '

required. It automatically stops the machine. The thread passing under tho
weight holds it suspended on tho stem, and the breaking of the thread, or the
running out of a liobbin, allows it to drop to the bottom of the stem, where it

conies in contact wil li a point of the stop-rim, the contact operating a lever,

wliich lhr(>ws out tho clutch and stops the machine. It regulates the supply
of thread from tlie bolibins. As tho thread is taken up in the process of braiding, it liaises

the weight until it comes in contact with the latch on the top of carrier; the latch being pro-
vided with a nose-piece engaging with a ratchet on the top of the bobbin, the weight raises
the latcli, disengaging the nose-piece and allowing the bobbin to let off thread

;
this act

releases tlie weight, which falls to its natural position, the nose of the latch again engaging with
ratchet in tho bobbin, and liolding it until the motion is repeated. These carriers, jirovided

with bobbins of thread as
described, two to each gear,
in tlicir continuous move-
niont in and out and past
each otlicr at the intersect-

ing points, form at tlie cen-
ter of the machine, and at a
proper angle above it, the
plaiting or lira,id. A jiair .

of rolls, driven by gea,rs and
shaft connection with the
main driving device, forms
the feed or take-up of tlie

braid, from wliieh it is led
into a roceiitaele, or wound
on to a feel. When made
for ta,bula,r braids, or for
roTiiul fabrics, it will be seen
that any article inserted in-

to the center of the ma-
chine and into the tnluihir
fabric tliiis formed will bo
covered witli it. TIio size

of the liraid depemds xqion
tlie size and numbei’ of
tlireads, a,nd can lie caiuied
out indefinitely, a matihine
of 800 carriers luiving liemi

built and operated success-
fully.^

Si(G - spiv die Qnmring-
IfaeMne.— l^lg. 8 I’cpro-

seiits a six-spindle wind-
er, designed more riarticu-

larly for covering electrical

wires. The bare wire on
the commercial spool or on
a reel is placed on tlie stand-

ards under tlie machine (a tension regulated by the adjustment of the weight, being applied) ;

it then passes a,round a small sheave-wheel, which is so arranged tha,t it ciaii bo lowereil

down into the pan for holding a solution of white lead or other insulating compound, if nsial,

and to raise it out of the solution when the machine is not in operation. It, i,ben passes up
througli the spindle, which is driven by a quarter-turn belt on to a tight and loose pulley, tho

Fio. a. -Six-spindle wiiidiiig-inacliine.
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loose pulley being chambered and filled with wool to retain the oil for lubricating. The wire

then passes up through the disk on which the flier is fastened, with a counterbalance oppo-

site. The spool is placed on the spindle, and the thread carried from it to the flier and under
the drop-wire of the stop-motion, then up through the eye of flier to the winding-point, where
it is fastened to the wire coining up through the spindle, in the top of which is the grooved
guide and support for the wire when being wound. The guide can be finely adjusted for more
or less tension and for the lay of the thread. The revolutions of the spindle which carries

the spool and the flier around the wire at a high speed cover it uniformly and with the

smallest fraction of insulation. Hanging over the thread and in the bottom of the flier is

the drop-wire, which, when the thread breaks, or a spool runs out, drops, and extending
through the disk, in its revolutions comes in contact with a latch holding up tlie starting

lever, releasing it, when it falls, changing the belt to the loose pulley and stopping the

spindle, each spindle being independent. The spool is slotted, and when it runs out of

thread is raised just above the spindle and taken off sidewise
;
the wire piassing through the

slot, a full spool is taken down from the spool-holder abov^e and placed on the spindle and
threaded up, when the spindle is ready to go on again. The wire passing up through the tube
or spool-holder passes around the feed-wheel and over the sheave down on to the reel. The
feed-wheel is driven by connections of shaft and gearing with the spindle, making it positive;

a variety of changes of speed being obtained by change-gears, which is made by a simple and
quick aiTangement. The hand-nut at the left of the feed-wheel is loosened, the wheel is

raised up, throwing the gears out of rnesh, and, after the change is made, the wheel is dropped
back to engage with the gears. The harul-niit on the rig-ht of feed-wheel, when loosened, re-

leases the wheel from the gear, and allows it to turn back to repair the wire or to mend a

break.

BRAKES- The Westinyhmme Quich-Action Awtomatio Brake .—In 188G a practical test

was made upon a train of 50 freight cars, to determine the applicability of existing brake ap-

paratus to such a train service. This test was made upon the Chicago, Burlington «& Quincy
Railroad, under the direction of the Master Car-Builders’ Association. It established the

fact that, when the brakes were applied from the locomotive with lull force, the I’eduetion of

air pressure in the train brake-pipe progressed gradually from the forward to tlie rear part of

the train, causing the application of the brake upon the fiftieth car seventeen seconds later

than that upon tlie first ear. The retarding effect of the brakes applied to the forward cars,

accumulating as it passed liackward toward the unretarded rear of tlio train, was to close up
the space between consecutive cars (duo to lost motion in the couplings and compression of

the draw-springs), and to produce severe and injurious shocks upon the rear cars and tbeir

lading.

It bocarno evident that, to avoid such shocks and to give satisfactory results in this class

of railway service, tlie application of the brakes upon successive cars must occur at such a
rapid rate tliat no considerable retarding effect of the brakes shall bo produced upon the for-

ward jiart of the train before the brakes are in action at the rear end of the train. Experi-
ments made by tlie Westinghouse Air-Brake Go., in the development of the quiek-aetion brake,
demonstrated that, with the closed coupling between cars and springs of sucli elasticity as

those commonly employed in the draft-gear of freight-cars, shocks at the rear end of the train,

of such magnitude a^s to injure cattle, could not bo prevented, if the interval of time between
the apiilications of sucaeoding brakes exceeded *05 second; or the brake upon tlie fiftieth c<ar

must bo applied not later tluin about 2*5 seconds after the application of that upon the first

car. These conditions are fiillilletl by the quick-action automatic brake, by tlie use of which
the brakes upon 50 freight-cars may be successively applied in 2*25 seconds, or witli an interval

between tlie ap) plications of succeeding brakes of but *045 second.
The controlling element in this system is a discharge of air from the train brake-pipe at

each car, by the operation of the triple valve, to cause the operation of tlie triple valve upon
the next succeeding car

;
that is, a quick discharge of air from the train-brake pipe (either

through tlie engineer’s brake- valve, by the engineer, or at any point in the train), causing the

nearest triple valve to operate, the others are successively operated by repeated discharges of

air from the train brake-pipe, each triple valve responding to the disehai*ge through the next
preceding. Tlie length of the main train brake-pipe, upon a train of 50 freight-cars, is 1,000
ft. The remarkable results attained, in the application of the quick-action automatic brake,
will be appreciated when it is remembered that the elasticity of dry atmospheric air permits
the propagation of an impulse or vibration, under the most 'favorable circumstances, only at

the rate of 1,000 ft. per second. Sound—a most perfect example—requires If seconds to
travel unimpeded through the atmosphere a distance of 1,900 ft. Yet the quiok-action
brakes are applied by an impulse which actuates a piece of meehanism, which in turn pro-
duces a second impulse, which actuates a second piece of mechanism, and so the impulse is

repeated forty-nine times and caused to travel 1,900 ft., against the retarding influenees of a
comparatively small pipe, having a sinuous course and a vast number of irregular shapes and
sharp turns, in the inconceivably short time of less than 2^ seconds, or with a velocity 80 per
cent of that of sound. Such results have been attained through a slight rnodifleation of, the
triple valve of the plain automatic brake (hy which name the former Westinghouse automatic
brake is now known), with the addition of'a few supplementary parts. These modifications
are such that they alter in no re^pect the functions performed by the triple valve of the
plain automatic brake, and the additional parts operate only when a quick stop of the train is

required.

Two distinct characters of performance of the triple valve may thus occur, the selection of
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which is dependent wholly upon the rate at which the air pressure in the train brake-pipe is

reduced for applying tlie brakes. Tlie measure of the greatest rate at which the pressure in
the train brake-pipe may be reduced, without operating the supplementary parts of the new
triple valve, is that rate at which the pressure is reduced in the auxiliary reservoir, by the
flow of air therefrom to the brake-c>dinder—which latter is determined by the size of the
passage connecting them. A rate of reduction of the air pressure in the train brake-pipe,
materially greater than that of the reduction of pressure in the auxiliary reservoir, will induce
the quick action of the nearest triple valve, which will be communicated to all the others,
producing a full application of all the brakes

;
any rate, not greater, will cause the triple

valves and l)ra,ko apparatus to act in exactly the same manner as in the plain automatic
brake, permitting tlie application of
tlie brakes with any desired degree
of force. To operate tlie quick-action
automatic brake, greater precision is

therefore involved than the plain au-
tomatic lirake required, and a modi-
fled engineer’s lirake-valve is used for
this purpose. The essential features
of tlie quick-action automatic brake,
differing from tliose of the plain au-
tomatic brake, tliiis lie wholly within
the triple valve and engineer’s brake-
valve. While the end primarily
sought, in the production of the
quick-a,ction automatic brake, was to
avoid injurious shocks to the train,

through jiiiplication of the brakes,
another result, of great importance,
was incidentUilly effected, by causing
the air, discdiarged from l.lie train
brake pi|)e tlirough the triple valve,

to |)ass into the lirafccj-cylinder and
to be rctaiiuHl theriu This disehargo
of atr from idie train brake-pipe takes
place before a,ny consideralile quanti-
ty of air ea,n flow from the auxiliary
reservoir to llie brake-cylinder: the
quantity of air discharged from the
train brake-piiie is tlierefore depend-
ent upon tlic rehitive volumes of the
bra,k(K*.ylinder and that iiortion of

the train l)ra,ke-pii)c att-aclied to the
car. '’.riieso r{‘Ia.tivc volumes a,rc such that the discharge of air from the train lirake-pipo into
the l)i’a,ke-(jylinder, a,dd(ul to that from the auxiliary reservoir, increases the final pressure in
the bra,ke-cylinder n.nd upon the piston 20 per cent beyond that when the cylinder receives
a.ir from tlu^ r(^s(U’voir a,lone. Thus, in addition to preventing injurious sliocks to the train,

the (luick-action automat ic brake atl.ains a considerably greater degree of efficiency liy produc-
ing, a Imost, simultnjieously, upon all the cars of the train the greatest permissible retarding force.

The Quiek>A('H()rh Triple Valve .—The parts whicli ha.ve been added to those of tlie plain
antomatie, t;riple valve aiHj the pisiion 8 (Fig. 1); the valve 10—which, normally, is held upon
the s(‘at. 0 by the spring 12, and which is operated by the piston 8; a,nd tlic check-valve 15,

seated in the ch(a:dv-valvc case Id. Tlic port is added to the plain automatic triple vjilvc,

whicli, when uncovered by tlio slide-valve 8, affords conimunication between the auxiliary
r(^s<;rvoir a,ml tlu', chaiulKU’ aliove the pisfoii 8. This port is not in line willi the ports lea,ding
res[)(M*,tively to th('. lirake-cylinder a,iut the atmos|)hero, but is at one side. The slide-valve 8
is made longc'.r tha,n in tl’u^ plain automatic triple valve, and a corner is cut away, so that,

when the jiistou 5 moves l;o its extreme position at the right, the slide-valve uncovers tlie port

/, a,11(1 air from f lic a,uxnia,ry reservoir is admitted to tlic chamber containing the piston 8.

d’ho oiierafiou of ibis triide valve is as follows: The auxiliary reservoir having been filled

with air af, f,he pressure in tlie train brake-pipe, the brake may be applied by reducing tlu)

pressure in the t,ra,in liralce-pifio. The piston 5 moves to the rigfit until st.opjied by the sitmi

21, a,nd a,ir begins to flow from the aiuxiliary reservoir to the bralce-cylinder tlirough flic

ports /c, r, and e. If the pressure in the train brake-pipe is not reduced a,t a. more raiiid rate

than that afi wliiidi the pressure falls in the auxiliary reservoir, no further movement of the
piston 5 ta,lv(‘s i)ln,ce ;

if, however, tlie pressure in the train-pipe is rapidly rcducjed, tlie

gr(*a,l.er jiri'.ssuri', in t.ho aaixiliary luservoir will force the piston 5 to its extreme position a,t

tlie rigid, compn'ssing the spring 22, and ea,using the slide-valve to uncover the port t. The
prt'ssun^ of (,he air tlius a,dmitte(l from the auxiliary reservoir upon piston 8 forces it down-
wa,rd, uns(‘a,ting valve 10, and so permitting the air in the train lirake-pipo to lift the clieck-

valve 15, and (liscluirge direeddy into the brake-cylinder; tlio check-valve 15 then imiiK'di-

atedy closi's a,ml prevents the return of any air to the train brake-pipe. In this position of

tlio slid(^-va,lv(*, also, the air continues to flow through the ports S and r from ilui auxiliary

reservoir to the brake-cylinder until their air pressures come into equilibrium. As the

Fro. 1.—-Quick-action triple valve.
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spring 22 may be compressed by a comparatively small difference in the air pressures upon
the sides of the piston 5, a small reduction only of air pressure in the train brake-pipe, if

quickly made, occurs before it is given access to the brake-cylinder through the check-valve

15. In all other respects the quick-action triple valve operates in the same manner as the

plain automatic triple valve.

The triple valve is secured to and communicates directly with the auxiliary reservoir, while
the pipe passing through the reservoir, affords communication between the triple valve and
the brake-cylinder. The piston-rod 3 is a hollow tube, in which is inserted a rod having a

a
Fig. 3.— Brake-valve.

clevis at its outer end, which is

attached to the lever. Its out-
ward movement applies tlio

brake.
The Engineers Brahe- Valve.

—This valve has four distinct

functions : First, to establish di-

rect communication between the
main storage reservoir and the
train brake-pipe, for releasing
the brakes

;
second, to maintain

the required air pressure in the
train brake-i)ipe and auxiliary
reservoirs, wliile also maintain-
ing a certain greater pressure in

the main reservoir, to make sure
the release of all the brakes after
an application

;
tliird, to permit

the escape of air from the train
brake-pipe at a fixed rate, for all ordinary applications of the brakes

;
fourth, to cause a

rapid discharge of air from the train brake-pipe, to secure the quick-action in an emergency
application of the brakes. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the brake-valve. The pipe from the
main reservoir is attached at X; the train brake-pipe at F; at Fa small reservoir is at-
tached, which merely serves the purpose of giving increased volume to the cliarnber /). A
rotary valve 13 (the lower face of which is shown in Fig. 8) is operated by the handle 8.
The piston 17, having a stem formed into a valve at its lower end, is sui)ject to the air
pressure of the train brake-pipe upon its lower face and to the air pressure of eliaml)er I) upon
its upper face. The rotary valve 13 has two ports, a and y, passing through it, and two
cavities, c andjp, in its lower face. The seat for valve 13 has a cavity &, a largo port k and
a small port /q both leading directly to the atmosphere, two ports, e and g., leading to the
chamber D, a large port I, leading to the train brake-pipe, and a port, leading to the port
and in which is a valve 21. The different positions for the handle 8 are defined by projec-

tions from the valve-casing, shown in Fig. 4, which are encountered by the spring 9 from'tho
handle, and offer sufficient resistance to the movement of the handle to mark the positions.

_

The operation of this valve is as follows: The handle 8 being placed in the release posi-
tion, the air passes from the main reservoir, through the port a, cavities h and c, and port I,

to the train brake-pipe, and releases the brakes. At the same time the air also passes through
the ports j and e to the chamber D, thus placing piston 17 in equilibrium. The handle 8

Fig. 4.—Engineer’s brake-valve—Plan.
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is then moved to the position for running. Cavities h and c are thus separated, and the air

from the main reservoir now has to pass to the train brake-pipe through ports j, f, and 1.

To pass through the port / the valve 21 must be forced from its seat, and, it being seated

Fig. 5.—Brake-valve—Detail.

by the spring 20 of the proper resistance, a proportionally greater pressure is thus carried in

the main reservoir. In this position of the handle, the piston 17 remains in equilibrium, the

train brake-pipe and chamber I) being in open communication, through port /, cavity c, and

port g. Figs. 5, G, 7, 8 show parts in detail.

To apply the brakes for any ordinary purpose the handle 8 is moved to the position for

“service stop.” All communication with the main reservoir is thus destroyed, a,nd the air in

chamber I) is cut off from the train brake-pipe. The cavity jo of the rotary valve 13 con-

nects ports e and and air from the chamber 1) discharges to the atmosphere. A pressure

gauge, connected to the chamber D at W indicates when the pressure has been sufficiently

reduced by tlie disclnirge of air, and the handle 8 is then moved back as far as the position

Brake-valve—Details.

Fm. 8.

“ on lap.” Here all ports arc covered. Accompanying the reduction of pressure in chamber
tlui equilibrium of piston 17 being destroyed, it is forced upward by the greater pressure

in the train brake-pipe, and the port n is opened. The aperture of the port^i is so gauged
that the air is discharged from the train brakeTpipo through the ports m, and n a,t such a

rate that tlic brakes arcs all applied gradually and uniformly. The discharge of a,ir from the

train braho-pipo tlirough the port'w continues until the reduced prc^ssurcs becomes a little

less than that remaining in chamber when piston 17 is forced downward and cuts off

further discharge from the train brake-pipe. The volume of chamlser T) being constant, tlie

reduction of pressure invariably corresponds to the cpiantity of air discharged from it, without
reference to the volume of air in the train brake-pipe ; the manipulation of the bralvc-valve,

to apply each brake with any particular force, is the same, therefore, for trains of any length.

1\) olfcct a quick stop the handle 8 is moved directly to the position for “ emergency
stop.” The cavity c then connects ports I and h, and, a large direct avenue for tlie escape of

the air from the train brake-pipe being presented, a violent reduction of pressure occurs,

causing tlio quick action of the triple valves and a sudden, full application of all the brakes.

On page 89 is given a tabulated statement of the results of a series of tests of the quick-

action juxtomatic brake upon a train of 50 freight-cars.

Bran Duster: see Milling Machinery, Grain.

Breaker: see Goal-Bi*eaker, Ore-Crushing Machines, and Rope-Making Machines.
BIMCK-MACHINES. Three classes of machines for the manufacture of bricks, tiles,

etc., may be distinguished

:

1. Soft-clay or sand-molding machines. The clay is taken from the l^auk, mixed with
water, and thoroughly tempered in the machine, and pressed into molds, wliieli are tlion talven

from the machine, and the brick spread on the yard to dry, or put on pallets and dried in

racks or artificial driers.

2. Die-working machines, making brick from tempered clay stiff enough to allow hacking
direct from the machine. The clay is ground and tempered by the machine, and is pressed
out through a die in the form of a bar. It is then cut into brick of the desired size by means
of strong steel wires. Die-working machines may be divided into two sub-classes

:
{a) Auger

machines, in which the clay is continuously moved out by means of a rotating auger
;
and

{}}) plunging machines, in which the clay is pressed out by the reciprocating" motion of a
plunger.

3. Dry-clay machines, which make brick from finely pulverized dry clay. This la,st type
of machine is adapted to a comparatively small proportion of clays, and is best suited for the
manufacture of pressed brick for the fronts of buildings.

As to the relative merits of the various processes of brick-making, opinions differ widely.
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The adherents of the soft-clay process claim that the so-called soft-mud ” brick ai’e not
liable to crack or warp in drying, or check in burning; that they are cut easily with the

trowel; that the sand surface forms an excellent ground for mortar; that all portions of

the brick are equally dense, not having an external shell that is extremely hard and liable to

flake off, leaving the porous interior to waste away. It is also claimed that they are much
less difficult to burn, and, when well made and burned, if of good material, have no superior

for strength and dural)ility. Against the stiff-mud or wire-cut, machines, the soft-clay adher-

ents urge tliat the brick produced by them needs repressing
;
tliat tliey are not usually

s(|uare, and that the ends are more or less ragged. It is also insisted that the clay being

foi’ced through dies stiff enough to handle at once, the center of tlie stream or column moves
faster than its surface, and arranges itself in layers or laminations, making the brick very
unsuital)lo for cutting by the mason, and liable to flake.

As against tlie dry-clay process, it is claimed that it is not possible to construct a dry-clay

machine tliat will exert tlie tremendous pressure necessary to be continiuilly given, and last

for any reasonable length of time, without making it both clumsy and expensive
;
that there

is no uniformity in density in the product, and that, after baking, tlie products become open
and weak. The advantages claimed for the tempered-clay machines are, tliat they mix and
temper the clay witli water as they use it, without any additional handling, or without pre-

viously drying, rolling, or any other preparation whatever for ordinary clays, taking them'

just as furnisluHl liy Nature. The machines first, after tempering the clay, form it into a

parallel-sided bar of tlie proper width and thickness for a brick, sand tlie surface, cot tins bar

in uniform lengths, and tlien deliver the bricks so molded and sanded in a condition siifli-

ciently stiff to be immediatidy wheeled and hacked in the shade or cm the drying-car.

Tlie adherents of tlie stiff-clay macliine claim that their apparatus does everything between

dum[)ing tlie clay into it and making the bricks ready to hack. The briclvS, therefore, do not

require to lie sun-dried, and hence it is assorted that yards using sucli machines may run five

or six weeks longer in a year than tliose using soft-clay molding-machines. It is pointed out

that, if the soft rmudiino-made or hand-made bricks be not dried enough to hack, in case of

sudden rainy weatlier, they must neoossarily ho lost or damaged. The aclvantagos and disad-

vantages of the difforent types of apparatus will be found fully sot forth in the "trade publica-

tions of l,Iie va,rious brick-nuicliiiie manufacturers, and need not further bo discussed liero.^

Tlicre liave been great improvements made not merely in the construction of brick-machines

during the last ten years, but also in their workmanship. A leading manufacturer clainis

that it is “ wliolly a" mistalcen opinion that, because clay-working maclnnery must work in

mud and grit, it should bo rough and coarse,” and maintains that the details of such

macliinery should lie “ as thoroughly studied, and the design as ea,refnlly worked into shape,

as tiliougli it were a Walt,ham watch or a Corliss engine. 'Though it may seem useless refine-

ment to work to temphites with so much exactness on machinery that is to bo covered with

grease and dirt, and l)e exposed more or less to the weather and all kinds of rougli handling,

yet it is (huudcMl economy, diiraliility, and freedom from expensive delays, to justify tliis care

and expense.”
The KJeiv Haven ” Horizontal Steam-Power Briek-Macldne (Big. 1).—This is an example

of a soft-elay or “ i)allet-mad” machine. It is provided with a liorizontal pug-inill, with a

vert,i(^al pnsssing mechn,nism attached to tlie front, into which press-box the clay is forced by

fcHMl-wings on the t(,Mn|)(‘ring-shaft. The mold-ejecting carriage rolls on a mold-table (under

imichiruff, and is ()i>era,i(‘d from a htrge [ircss-gear l)y mea,ns of lever and coniiection shown on

side of (,lie ma,chine. There a,re numerous features in the construction of this machine which

ar(‘. worihy of notice, 'riie tempering-box has frame timbers, 8 in. X B in., strongly framed

togellier, iind is bound by t-lu'ce rods on each side, reacliing from end to end. Vertica,! rods

a,Iso bind it, from toi) to i)otf,oin. At', tlie front end, where tlie weiglit and strain arc greatest,

it is secniriul with strong iron liraces and rodded in proportion, l^hc bottom planks and side

planks are ri'inovabh'. The rear end is a heavily ribbed casting, weighing 780 lbs., and is

st.rong (uiough to st-and any amount of back pressure tluit ma,y be exerted at t,l|is point by the

tenniering-shaft;. The lower front casting of the temporing-box weighs 700 lbs., is heavily

rililKMl on t lie inside, and has a babbitted bearing for the front oiid of the tempermg-shaft^ cast

on, with suitable oil-riipe cast in, reaching to the top. Immediately above is an upper front

easting, wliich snriports the steel crank-shaft, and which is held firmly in place by two side-

bra,ees, and is se(vur(^lv field down against upward pressure of tlie |>ress by heavy rods on each

side of l;he crank. The tempering-shaft is 4 in. sq., witli a heavy steel collar shrunk on at

tlie shouhlia’ mvxt i,o rea,i’-l)ea,ring, to give a large back pressure-wearing siirface. On the

rear md of the sha,ft is a, heavy bevel gear, ft. 10 in. diameter, 0 in. facts winch is driven ly

a clutcti pinion on main shaft. These gears have only to drive the ttmipt'ring-shalt as the

press is driven liy |)nlleys. As many fiat or pitched tempering-knivt's a,nd fta'd-wiiip can bo

attached to this shaft as are needed to properly temper the clay a,ml ft'ed the prt'ss. 'PIk'. press-

box is 80 in. X 0*1 d\. inside. The .surfaces are planed and lined with steel })latcs. It will be

noticed tliat the sti'el (u-oss-liead atiached to the pitman, and which moves pto-ptMitlieularly m
tlu', plnngto- standard, exto'l.s its pressure squarely on a broad steel pross-pla,te iha,i Ids m the

TiiTssmv-adiustiiig notclies. 'Pho effect of this arrangement is to assure a, tirm, sipiarii movo-

nuait. of the ])liiiig(‘r downward, and prevents liability to tilt and bring ext.ra st,rain and wem

on the <nii(l(‘s. The pn'ssing surface of the cross-head is4in. X4i in. The stroke of the

plunger can bo iTgiihitiMl bv inches, from 0^ in. to in., full stroke, and picssure. rmmuns

on while the mohl is Ixeng delivered; or, by removing the press-plate, all pressing is st-opped

while the machine still runs. That amount of adjustment should be enough to accommodate
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any degree of tempered clay. The means of relief in eases of stones or other obstructions

consist in doors, shown in front of the press, which are held in place by springs, so adjusted

that if an obstruction projects from any single brick that door will fly open and allow it to

pass out, leaving the remaining five bricks in the mold perfect, or if the obstruction covers

more than one brick it will open two or more doors and pass out. This arrangement prevents
breakage and wear and tear on the molds. On the side of the machine just above the grip
connection is a dash-pot with its plunger connected with the ejector-lever, which forms an
air-cushion, to prevent jar on the return stroke. The mold-table is held in position by four

Fig. 1.—The New Haven brick-machino.

large steel screws that work in heavy iron cross-beams. The ejector-carriage is of iron, with
wood buffer strip on the front to protect the molds from wear. Its four rollers run on an iron
track on table. The carriage has a quick return motion, which allows |:)lcrity of time to insert
the molds. Weight of machine, complete, is about 14,300 lbs., or a little more than 7 tons.
In point of capacity, the machine is usually geared to make 13 molds per minute, which is

4,680 bricks per hour. For an output of 13 molds per minute the main driving shaft sliould
run about 150 revolutions per minute. With stiff clav the power required for this output is

about 25 horse. To produce 40,000 bricks per day requires a force of nine men a,ml four boys.
The Chcmibers Brick-MacJime (Fig. 2), manufactured by Messrs. Cliambers Bro. & do., ‘of

Philadelphia, Pa., is an example of an auger-class- of stifi-elay machine. The clay is taken
direct from the bank and dumped on the platform covering the machine at the side of a
galvanized iron hopper that leads into the tempering-case of the machine, and mixed, when
necessary, with loam, sand, or coal-dust ; and the requisite amount of water being added to
temper the clay to the proper consistency, the mass is shoveled into the hopper and falls into
the machine. Tlie hopper of the brick-machine proper is square, with circular corners, to
prevent the clay from sticking in the corners, and is larger at the bottom than at the top, to
prevent jamming of the mass. It enters the tempering-case at one side of its center line, so
that the clay in falling meets the revolving tempering-knives as they are coming np. This
keeps up an agitation of the clay in the hopper, and tends to prevent clogging and an irreg-
ular supply of clay to the tempering device. A small cast-iron roller is situated at the
bottom of the hopper, and just above the line of tempering-knives and at the side toward
which the knives move. Against this roller the clay is thrust by the tempering-knives as
they cut through the solid mass of fine clay and lumps, and on to which the clay adheres ;

but as this roller turns amund, say once iii a minute, the impinged clay is carried within the
path of the knives, and is carried off by them and tempered,, thus effectually clearing the
throat of the hopper. The tempering portion of the machine consists of a cast-iron conical
case, in which revolves a horizontal shaft into which are set spirally, strong tempering-knives,
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so that, as they pass through the clay, they move it forward. The clay being stiff, and not
having much water on it, is not liable to slip before the knives, but is cut through and through,
and thoroughly tempered, the air escaping back through the untempered clay, so that by the
time the clay readies the small end of the tempering-ease it is ready to be formed into bricks.

On the end of tlie tcmpering'-shaft is secured a conical screw of ha,rd iron, which revolves

in a hard-iron conical case, the inside of which is ribbed or .fluted lengthwise, so as to |)revcnt

tlie ela,y from revolving in it, and is hard, to iirevcnt wearing. The screw being smootli ami

very hard, tlie day slides on it, tlius becoming, as it were, a nut
;

tlie screw revolving and not

being allowed t-o move backward, tlic day must go forward, sliding within tlie screw-case.

This oiieration furtlier tempers the clay, and delivers it in a solid round column to the form-

ing-die, winch (Bhg. 8) is held within the steam-heated former-case. Tlie great difficulty

experienced in machines expressing plastic materials has been to make the flowing mass move
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with uniform velocity through all its parts. As the channel of a river flows faster than the
shallow portions, or those near the banks, so does clay move through a die, the friction of
the corners holding them back, while the center moves more freely. In the present machine
this difficulty is overcome by the peculiar “ former,” which is so shaped as to facilitate the
flow of the clay to the corners, and retard it opposite to the straight sides of the die, the pro-
jections being much larger opposite the larger diameter of the die (Pig. 3). For very wide
and thin bricks the resisting projection is omitted wholly at the short diameter of the die, or
at the edge of the bricks, the spreading of the clay outward to the edge, ratiier than into the
corners only, being facilitated. By this means the angles of the bar of clay are re-enforced
and made very solid and sharp, thus insuring square and well-defined corners to the bricks.
The “ former ” is secured to the screw-ease by a hinge and swinging bolt, so that it may be

Fio. 3. —The Chambers brick-machine—the dies.

quickly swung open for the removal of stones. This swinging bolt is secured to the ease by
a pin ()L just sunicient strength to hold under normal conditions, and when undue strain
comes iroin hard clay, etc., it yields, thus forming a safeguard against accidants arising from
improper feeding. ^

As the bar of clay issues from the forming-die it passes through a small chamber filled
with iuio, dry sand, which adheres to the surface of the bricks. The surplus sand is kept
biick ni the chainber by swinging elastic scrapers, which allow the bar to escape with its
adhenng sand. This sanded surface of the clay bar prevents the bricks from sticking
together on the barrows or in the hacks, or on the drying-ears, and improves them in color
When burnt. All clay has more or less stones in it, and as it is impracticable to pick them all out,
there is a necessity of making some provision for their removal. If a stone is more than 8 in.m diameter, and does not lodge in the stationary lining of clay in the case, it will lodge at the
entrance to the expressing screw, preventing the clay from issuing at the die, when a safety-
valve IS forced open, through which the stone may readily be removed. If a stone of less
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diaineter than the mouth of the screw passes to that point, it will go through the screw, the
openings between the threads being less at the entrance than at any other point; so that a
stone that once tairly enters can not lodge until it has reached the forrning-die, where it will
lodge if it is larger than a brick is thick, and prevent the proper flow of clay, causing the bar
to split in two, or only part of the bar to issue; this forining-die being secured on hinges, it
can be swung open and the stone knocked out, when the die is closed and the machine again
started. Should an undue pressure be brought upon
the machine from a stone lodging in the die, or the
clay being too sandy or too stiff, there is a safety-pin
holding the cyo-bolt that secures the “ former,” which
is cut off* by the strain and the former opens, thus in-
stantly and automatically relieving the machine.

The bricks cut from the contiiiiious bar are sepa-
rated and carried by an endless belt any desired dis-
tance, sometimes 200 ft. across the yard, from which
the bricks may be wheeled to any point most conven-
ient for “ haclving,” or loaded directly upon the drier-
cars, as may be required.

The Spired (Fig. 4), employed in the Cham-
ber’s macliinc, is a thin blade of tempered steel, secured
to tlie periphery of a drum, in the form of a spiral, the
(listance l)et;ween the blades of which is that required
for the length of a brick, and the projection of which
gradindly inert'ases from nothing at its first end to the
full width of tlic widest brick to be cut. This spiral
knife runs peiqxmdicularly in openings in the links of
an endl(‘,ss cliain, supportod upon rollers, the cliain be-
ing so formed as to support t,lie bar of chiy from the
bottom and one edge; the clay is thus fully supported
while being slowly cut off by the long (Irawiiig cut of
the spiral bhides in passing through the openings in
the chain. ^ITio dista,nce between tlic spiral blades l)e-

ing unirorin, tlio lengths of tlie l)ncks are uniform.
The ends of tlie brides are cut smooth and square.
Tlie spiunl is controlled by that of the clay itself;

liei)(*e, no mattevr how irregular the flow of clay from
the die, t he s{)iral runs in exact unison tlierewith, con-
secjuently tln^ uniformity in tlie length of tlie bricks.

This coiit.rolling of the speed of tlie spiral by the clay
is so [lositive that it; will run at any speed, from 3 to
100 hritiks |)er minute, while the macnine rims at its

regular speed. In order tiiat the sjiiral knife may not
lie aJTect-ed liy st.ones, t,he shaft to which it is secured
is luvld ill position by gravity and counterweighted,
so as to adjust: it, with just sulllcieiit force to compel tlie

knife to jiass t hrough tlic bar of clay. Wlien the knife
comes in cont act with any hard foreign substance, as
stones, brickbats, or lioiies, its rides up on the obstruc-
tion, and, wtimi passed, falls by gravity to its original

position.

The Ihmfwld Plmu/er Bri(dc-M(ichme (Fig. 5),

iniuuifaetunMl liy Messrs. J. W. Poiifield & Son,' Wil-
loughby, Ohio, is an example of the plunger typo of

st itl-chiy maeliim*,. ^ITie clay is fed into the drum or
t(‘mi){'ring-cvlimler, in tlie (xmter of which is a shaft
filled with lilades, whicli grind the clay and force it

through a iiort-hole into the pressing chamber. A
pliingi'i’ d(3viee t.lien pressc's the clay through the die,

and on to tlie (mi-”0 ;ff ta,l)le. It is then cut into bricks
hy men,ns of a suit,al)le cuj tor- frame, strung with wires
and opera, t(‘(l hy ha,ml. The mechanical device used
to propel t;h(‘ plunger is a steed cam, placed on the main
shaft between the iqrper and lower hed-plates. It ope-
rates t he rolhu’s a,t, the front and rea,r ends of a sliding
frame to wliicdi the plunger is attached, giving it alter-

imtely a, rorwa,r(l and liacdiwa^rd motion at each revolu-
tion of 1,lie sliaft. Tlie machines are made either sin-

gle or douldo workers—one cam doing the work in either case. The main shaft, cam, and
friction roller are of steel, and the machines are built with proportionate strength througli-
out. In t his nmehine. as in tliat last described, the clay is tempered aiid mold(3d stiff enough
to allow imrmuliate haclcing of tlie brick. Fig. 5 represents a Penlield machine capable of
turning out 40.()()() bricks per 10 hours, and having the following dimensions : Height of
machine, 9 ft. 8 in.

;
length of sills, G ft.

; width from out to out of sills, 3 ft. 10 in.
;
extreme
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width, 6 ft. 6 in. ;
capacity, 40,000 bricks per 10 hours

;
estimated weight, 12,000 lbs.

; speed

of pulley-shaft, about 145 revolutions per minute; pulleys, 42 in. diameter, 10 in. face; ma-
chine is back-geared 42 to 1.

_

By a change of die in this machine, all shapes and sizes of bricks, especially those of orna-

mental patterns, can be made. The construction and arrangement of the die, therefore, form

Fig. 5.—The Penfield plunger brick-machine.

a novel and important feature. The back or forming die receives and forms a b ir of clay
with rounded corners. The clay bar then passes through the finisliing die, which is sliglitly

square-cornered, and by means of this “slicker” and the process of lubrication the bar i's

finished and given corners accurately shaped. The lubrication is effected l)y wa,t(vr, by steam,
or by both. For water lubrication the finishing die is set a short distance aliead of the liaitk

die, and water (or oil) is allowed to flow between

allow the

tion.

the two dies and upon tlie clay l)a,r. For steam
lubrication the ^fimshing and fonning^^^^^d^ are

"in cases_ where botli^ ^ and stoain lubii-

j
is^fi^ted a ^wooden^ lining^ turn is^ lined

another form of die eacli corner of the bar
of clay is lubricated separately, and by means of
a brass plug at each corner the flow of steam can

regulated or entirely shut off from any one or
more corners at any time desired. Thus, if one
corner of the die becomes clogged, so that the

V-^ steam does not reach the corner of the bar of

.—Hand brick-rBpressiiag press.
olay, causing it to ruffle or tear, the steaiin can V)e

shut off from the other three corners. This will
full head of steam to reach the corner which is clogged, blowing out the obstruc-'
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Brick-Eepresstng Machmes.—Up to within a few years, the process of making orna-

mental bricks, tiles, etc., was carried on entirely by hand, requiring skilled labor, and pro-

ducing but a few pieces of work per day. An example of a repressing hand-press, which
will produce designs of the most complicated pattern, and manufactured by Messrs. C. W.
Eayiuond & Co., of Dayton, Oliio,

is given in I^hg. (5. The dies, which
are sup])orted upon the fixed stand-
ard alx)V(‘, a,r(i made of finished

brass
;
ami as one die can easily be

changed for another, the range of

patterns possible is endless. The
ehiy is first struck out by a ma-
chine, or molded by hand, in order
to insure [)i*oper tempering and to

get the recjuisite a,mount in block.

After partial drying, it is put in

the press, wlien a, single stroke of

the lever causes it to be molded
into the desired form. As many
as 2,000 blocks per hour can be
made on a single press of this de-

scription. The large demand made
by arcliitects for ornamental brick

for emlxvllishment of the exterior

of Imil (lings has resulted in the
construction of an automatic-power
brick-repressing macliine, which is

construct(‘.d by l.he sa,me manufac-
turer, and which is illustrated in

Fig. 7. ]I(‘re the liriek, a,fter be-

ing struck out l)y hand or rnaciiino,

and allowed [)ro|Xirly to dry, arc

placed on the feeding-table by an
att(‘ndant, or run indirect from the

olf-bearing belt. They are tlien
Fio. 7.—-Power brick -repressing press.

tak'en, liy tlie nuichanisln of the press, fed into the die automatically, where tliey are subject

to great, a,ml uniform pressure, which imparts to them sharp and well-defined corners and
edg(!s, a,fter whicdi they are discharged from the press automaticailly upon tlie endless vibra-

ting-l)elt in a finished and perfect condition. Tlumee they are placed upon barrows or trucks

by an olf-bearer. Two men, or rather two boys, are required to opei ate it. The capacity

oi' this maeliiue is from 10,000 to 12,000 bricks f>er day. Not merely are brick-repressing

imudiiues a,da,i)te(l to the {u-oduetion of ornamental bricks, but it is fast becoming the pra,ctice

to i’(‘pr(‘SH all bi’ick us(jd for jxvviug {uirposes. It is claimed that paving bricks so repressed

will not Ibike or himinate, nor crack by the contact of horses’ ieet ^J’liey may be made of

any shape, and so as to pi'esent a uniform and smooth surface, and as a roadway, while their

grcialc.r density (.aiusi's l,hem to absorb lc.ss fluids and gases.

Messrs. Dhamlxu's Uro. & Co. give the following method of making pressed bricks, using

their iiuicliine. “ To nia,iiufa,cture press bricks Iry our nnicliine, we put on a die that will niohl

the bricks .sulliciently na,ri*ow to dro[) into the mold of tlio press, and thick enough to make a

Fia. 8.—Handling bricks.

press bi’ielv of t lie proper size. This ca,n be done in five minutes. Then we use a very fine

sand, la,rgely iiniiregnat ed with iron, baked dry and sieved, which is put into tlie sauding-

inaehiriei which coats the sides and edges of the brick all over, thus making a veneering of

fine ii’on-ore a,n(l sa,nd on tlieir faces. These bricks are taken from the ma,chine in the usual

manner, loaded carefully on barrows designed for the purpose with their heads all even, then

7
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their heads are rubbed with sand also (Fig. 8). Now they are wheeled to the press-shed,”
where they are “hacked ” close; that is, so as to prevent the air from passing between them,
thereby keeping them at about the same eonsistency as when they were made, which is just
right for repressing. From this close hack the bricks are taken and repressed in the usual
manner

;
or, if a sufficient number of presses be used, or the machine runs slow, they may be

taken and pressed direct from the barrows. This repressing brings the bricks to a mathemat-
ical precision as regards their size, surfaces, and angles, the fiat or largest surface of the brides
being concave, for the purpose of allowing the edges to come close, so as to show a very thin
joint when laid. We do not think the “ skin ” on the press-bricks molded in our machines
usually so good as those molded in sand by hand; but where the clay gives “ color,” and not
the molding sand, then the best color is obtained by repressing our machine-bricks direct from
the machine.”

Arrangement of Brick- Yard Machinery.—Fig. 9 represents aground-plan, showing the
arrangement of pits, single-worker machine, boiler and engine, etc. This plan is made to
show the arrangement of pits and machines, where crusher and elevator are used, or where it

is found desirable to simply use the elevator. A. represents the machine placed midway
between the pits B and C. The pits are 12 ft. long and 20 ft. deep. The clay-crushers arc
placed between the two pits, and about half-way back. By this arrangement the clay is
always reasonably convenient to the clay-crusher, and one pit can be tilled and soaked while
the other pit is being run into brick. This is by far the best plan upon which to oi)er!ite tlm
machine. The machine does not in this ease require moving, and the clay can be much more
thoroughly soaked, and fed into the crusher with less labor and expense than it can bo thrown
into the maeliine. One man can feed the crusher as easily as two can feed tlio machine.
Where a crushor is not used, an elevator, represented by D, is arranged to run over the
partition between the pits. As the pits are 12 ft. wide and* 20 ft. long, the shovolers are never
at a great distance from the carrier, and the saving of one. man’s labor can be effected by this
arrangement, which will pay for an elevator, or even a crusher, in a very short time. JS
represents the tumbling-rod which transmits the power to the machine. At P the pulleys
arc placed, which receive the belts from the engine J. K represents the boiler, and G tlie
crusher |)ulley. II represents the pulley-shaft to the crushers. These pits, boiler and engine,
etc., can all bo covered by a shed, 80 X ft. Where parties do not use the elevator, it is
found desirable to make the pits, instead of 12 ft. wide and 20 ft. long, 20 ft. wide and 12 ft.
long. In this case the machine is placed in the center of each pit, and moved from one to the
other. This is to facilitate getting clay to the machine, as in no case will the clay be at a
greater distance than 12 ft. from the machine.

Drying Brichs.-Yig. 10 represents Chambers Bro. & Co.’s artificial drier. This drier
consists of SIX or more brick flues, about 40 ft. long, ft. wide, and 4 ft. high, built of bricks,
with a railroad track through each, slightly descending from the machine, with fire-grates and
doors at the lower end and a stack at the upper end. From the grates, upon which coal, coke,
or wood is burned, the results of combustion are conveyed along in a flue under the bottom
ot the track to near the stack end, and are allowed to escape therefrom gradually, through
perforations or slots, up, under, through, and between the bricks on the iron cars. For each
tunnel there are two chambers for the admission of air, one on either side of the "•rate com-
partment, which enter the conveying-fiue just back of the grate surface. In addition to the
gases from combustion, a large amount of air is admitted over and at the sides of the furnace
into the flue, which becomes heated, and, when distributed through the bricks by the adjust-
able flue, takes up the moisture from the bricks and carries it off through the stack. The
proportion of air to the results of combustion is regulated by swinging dampers while the
draft of the fire is under independent control by the ash-pit doors.

The bodies of the cars used with this drier are made of wrought channel-iron a rigid
open framework, on which the pallets are piled. A boy can transport 504 bricks oil one” of
them.

The “ pallets ” consist of two strips of wrought channel-iron secured at either end to a
handle whose height is greater than the width of the brick. These handles are so constructed
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that when the pallets are piled one on top of the other, they are securely interlocked. At
eacli end of the flues is a transfer or switching car, which transfers the loaded cars from a
single track, running from the machine, on to any one of the six running into the flues; and
in like manner from any one of the six flues to the track running to the kilns. The loaded
cars are transferred into any one of the kilns by means of transfer-cars, and the empty ones
returned to the machine by a return track, outside of the flues. Each car, with its load of

sixty-tliroe pallets, is brought to the side of thebrick-rnaelnne. One man transfers the empty
|)allets from the car to tlie “ pallet-carrier,” which carries them along parallel with the oiT-

Vx'jiring belt, and close to it:, at a eonvenient speed, to enable the “off-bearers” to hack the

bricks upon the pallets. Tlie motion of the pallet-carrier is continuous, and whcm a pallet

Inis received its (juota of eight bricks it reaches a point opposite an empty drying-ear. ITere

one or more men, as the capacity of the machine may require, lift the loaded pallets from the

carrier to the car. When the car is full it is ready to be drawn to the drier, and another tliat



Fia. IS.—Diimp-table. Fig. 14.—Brick-barrow.

forced through them, the steam from the bricks near the fire condensing on the surfaces of
the cold ones and preventing cliecking or cracking, while the bricks absorb the heat from the

others down and bringing another par-
riG. 15.—strike-knife. tiaUy dry car hmnodiately over the fire,

improved briok-ylii^ ’iJig.

11 IS a platform spniig-triick suitabie
for handling green bricks when placed

1 upon pallets. Pig. 12 is a double-decked

0 1 which the bricks arc hacked
courses high on the lower deck and

"" three courses higli on the upper deck.
iiilliilliiUp*^ Fig. 13^ is a revolving dump - table.

Fig. 17.—Steel brick-pallet. Pig. 14 is a barrow designed forwheel-

a briekmaker’s strilrAJrm'fn iG ,*

or burned bricks. Pig. 15 is

Fig. 10.—Iron brick-pallet.

Fig. 17.—Steel brick-pallet.

to stand on edge.
^ ^ molded on flat side, or I'or those still' enough

A
Quarrying Machinery.

guiciea centrally. The time occupied in milling two sides is about four seconds
;
for
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the. six sides, twelve seconds. The remain-

der of the time is taken in handling the

work, tlie conveniences at hand and the dex-

terity of the operator having nmeh to do
with tlie i)rodiict. As high results have
l)een obtained as two finished hexagonal
bolt-heads per minute. Under the worst

conditions, it is claimed that a product of

500 hexagonal nuts per each ten hours can

be ol)taincd. For l)olt-heads the product is

considerably more, as the time in screwing a
nut on to its pin (in order to mill centrally

witli the thread) is saved. A broaching-ma-

chine made l)y The Pratt & Whitney Co.,

Ilartford, Conn., is designed for broadiing

holes of such diametrical form that they can

not be finished l)y rotary motion, as drilling

or reaming. It. will work cavities up to 24

in, diamder. It is a,dapted also for draw-

ing or for fuiishing tlic outside of work.

Bronze: set‘ Alloys.

Biickot, Bredging: see Dredgers and Excavatoiu

BiKldle : se(^ Orc-l)r(;ssing Macliiucs.

Burglar*Proof Construction : see Safes and Vaults.

(lALOIUMETKK. An instrument for measuring quantity of heat. In steam-engineer-

ing t,hc t<‘rm is usually ap[)liod to an apparatus for determining the heat in steam and the

porcovitagcMif ils (Mint a, iiiecl water.
, ^

The. Barrel f:V//or/'TOc/^(r.----Tlio simplest form of calorimeter for determining the quality

of steam is a. l)a,rrel (Mintaining about. JlOO llis. of water set on a platform scale. About 10 lbs.

of the stiaim whosi^ (luality is to lie determined is carried into the barrel through a hose and

coiKh'nsiMl. From the observed data of temperatures, pressure, and weights tlie calculation

of the qualit.y of st (‘am is made as follows, according to tlie formukc proposed by Cluuies E.

Emery (7Vu'as. A. H. M. E.^ vol. vi, p. 291):

Ldi \V = original wc'iglit of water in calorimeter.

Lot w = W(*iglit of \va,t(‘r added by Iicating with steam.

Let T = total luMit in water due to the temperature of steam at oliserved pressure,

i otal Iu‘a,t of stea,m at oViserved pressure,

bilcnt, luMit, of steam at observed {iressure == (.F— T).

total heat of water corresponding to initial temperature of water in calori-

Fig. 2.—Broaching-nmcliine.

Lot 11

Let I

L(‘.t t

meter.

E(d; /'
:

E(‘t :

Then

( 1 )

total heat in water corresponding to final temperature of water iii calorimeter,

(lualit.y of stiaim.

l\w J

Tlum when Q < U iier<MMitago of moisture in steam = lOO (1 -- §).

Wluai Q >• 1, number of degrees steam is superheated = 2’()833 I {Q 1),

Th(‘ hitcr practice of the writer, when there arc a large number of calculations to lie made,

is as follows

:

Add to aliove notation tlie following

:

Tj(d, m = percentage of moisture in steam.

L(T a == iiuinbiuMif d(3gr(K‘s steam is supcidicato^^
^ ,

Let A = number of heat-units lacking per pound of steam condensed. Equals quantity

in parenthesis, (M(ua,th)ii (2).

Let 2 = sign of summation. To bo read : Sum of values of—

Lot n = immbm* of experiments to be averaged.
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Then

(3)

K'
iJi-

.A.

f).
W.

(3)

When A or m is minus.

(4)
j

5 = - 2-0833 A,
Averaging several experiments.

(5) m = —
n I

(0) s = - 2-0833

In the use of the barrel calorimeter the ^veight of the vs^ater, before and after condensing
the steam, requires to be determined with accuracy. An error of I lb. will cause an error of
3 per cent in the result.

Coil Calorwieter,—The following is a description of a calorimeter designed by William
Kent, ill which some of the probable errors of the ordinary barrel calorimeter are lessened:

A surface condenser is made of light-weight copper tubing, f in. in diameter and about 50 ft.

in length, coiled into two coils, one inside of the other, the outer coil 14 in. and the inner 10 in. in
diameter, both coils being 15 in. high. Tiie lower ends of the coil are connected by means of a
brazed T-eoupling to a shorter coil, about 5 in. long, of 2-in. copper tubing, which is placed at the
bottom of the smaller coil, and acts as a receiver to contain the condensed water. The larger
coil is brazed to a f-in. pipe, which passes upward alongside of the outer coil to just above the
level of the top of the coil and ends in a globe-valve, and a short elbow-pipe which points out-
ward from the coil. The upper ends of the two f-in. coils are brazed together into a T, and con-
nected thereby to a |-in. vertical pipe provided with a globe-valve, immediately above which is
placed a throe-way cock, and above that a brass union ground steam-tight. The upper por-
tion of the union is connected to the steam-hose, which latter is thoroughly felted down to
the union. The three-way cock has a piece of pipe a few inches long attached to its middle
outlet and pointing outwai’d froin the coil. A water-barrel, large enough to receive the coil
and with some sjiaee to spare, is lined with a cylindrical vessel of galvanized iron. The space
betwe(3n the iron ainl the wood of the barrel is filled with hair-felt. The iron lining is made
to return over the edge of the barrel, and is nailed down to the outer edge so as to keep the
ielt always dry. Tlic barrel is furnished also with a small propeller, the shaft of which runs
inside of the inner coil when the latter is placed in the barrel. The barrel is liung on trun-
nions by a b.-iil by which it may bo raised for weighing on a steelyard supported on a tripod
and lifting lever. I he steelyard for weighing the barrel is graduated to tentlis of a pound,
and a snialler steelyaril is used for weighing the coil, which is graduated to hundredths of a
pound. III ojicration the coil, thoroughly dry inside and out, is carefully weighed on the
small steclyaid. It is then placed in the barrel, wliich is filled with cold water up to the level
of the top <)f the globe-valves of the coil and just below tlie level of the three-way cock' the
propeller being inserted and its handle connected. The barrel and its contents are carefully
weighed on the largo steelyard; the steam-hose is connected by means of its union with the
coil, ami the three-way cock turned so as to let the steam flow through it into the outer air,
tw which means the hose is thoroughly heated

; but no steam is allowed to go into the coil.
I he water in the barrel i.s now rapidly stirred in reverse directions by the propeller and its
temperature taken. The three-way cock is then quickly turned, so as to stop the steam es-
caping into the air and to turn it into the coil

; the thermometer is held in the barrel and the
water stirred until the thermometer indicates from five to ten degrees less than the maximum
temperature desired, ihe globe-valve leading to the coil is then rapidly and tightly closed,
the three-way cock turned to let the .steam in the hose escape into the air, and the steam en-
tering Uie hose shut off. During this time the water is being stirred, and the observer care-
tully notes the thermometer until the maximum temperature is reached, which is recorded as
ttie final temperature of the condensing water. The union is then disconnected and the barrel
and coil weighed together on the large steelyard

;
the coil is then withdrawn from the barrel

and hung up to dry thoroughly on the outside. When dry it is weighed on the small scales.
It the temperature of the water m the barrel is raised to 110° or 120°, the coil will dry to con-
stant weight m a few minutes. After the weight is taken, both globe-valves to the coil are
opened, the steam-hose connected, and all of the condensed water blown out of the coil, and
sttuim allowed to blow through the coil freely for, a few seconds at full pressure. When the
coil cools It may be weighed again, and is then ready for another test. If both steelyards were
perfectly accurate, and there were no losses by leakage or evaporation, the difl’erence between
t^li| original and hmxl weights of the barrel and contents should be exactly the same as the
tulierence between the original and final weights of the. coil. In practice this is rarely found

^ possible error in each weighing, which is larger in the
steelyard. In making calculations the weights of the coil on the small

steelyard should be used, the weights on the large steelyard being used merely as a checkagainst large errors. It is evident that this calorimeter may be used continuously, if desired
instead of intermittently. In this case a continuous flow of condensing water into and out ofthe barrel must be established, and the temperature of inflow and outflow and of the con-densed steam read at short intervals of time.

The Barrus Universal Steam Calorimeter,—This instrument was devised by George H.
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Barrus in 1889. It is fully described in the Trans, A, S. M. U., volume xi, and the following
account is taken from that publication. The current of steam to be tested is first passed
through a chamber in which the free moisture is deposited and measured, and subsequently
it is carried through an orifice and dis-

charged to the atmosphere, by means
of which the partially dried steam is

wiredrawn and superheated, and its

exact final condition determined. The
apparatus is shown in the following

cut

:

The principal parts consist of the
chamber Jl, or “ drip-box,” and the

wiredrawing apparatus or “ heat-

gauge,” consisting of the orifice I, and
the two thermometers M and N, The
instrument is connected to the main
steam-pipe G, which carries the steam
to be tested by means of the perforated

pipe and this pipe extends across

the full diameter, in order to obtain a
sample of the steam tested. The ori-

fice I opens into a pipe which is in free

cornrrmnication witdi the atmosphere.
By the use of the orifice a continuous
current of stca,m is made to pass

through the wliole apparatus, and the

current has a constant rate so long as

the pressure is (ionstant. Tlie amount
of moisture which tlie heat-gauge alone
will measure varies somewhat accord-

ing to the pressure. If tlie pressure is

80 lbs., it will measure between 3 per cent and 4 per cent. It is unnecessarj^ to use the drip-

box unless the (quantity of moisture is in excess of, say, 3 per cent. The unions Pand Q are

therefore made mtcrchangeable. When a test is to be made, the heat-ga,uge is first applied
directly to the union Q and a preliminary trial made, to see what the general condition of the

steam is. Whenevesr tlie moisture exceeds 3 per cent, or the limiting quantity at the existing

pressure, tlie tliermorneter N shows a temperature of about 213®, and drops of water will gen-
erally be seen escaping from the open discharge-pipe. If the quantity of moisture is not be-

yond the range of the wire-drawing instrument, the temperature 'shown by thermometer W
will be in excess of 213®.

In using tlio complete apparatus, the condensed water from the drip-box is drawn off by
means of the va,lve I) into a bucket resting on scales, and the quantity drawn off is rogiilated

so a,.s to keep the water-level, as shown in the glass G, at a constant point. When the quantity

of moistui’c dra,wn off from the drain-valve I) has been determined for a given time, the per-

centage of moisture which this represents must bo found by comparing it with the total

amount of steam passing through tlie apparatus. The trial may be determined either by
computation or by trial. The computation may be made by finding the exact area of the

orifice, and computing the quantity which passes through by hieans of the formula,

/I _ Pi'cssure above zero X area

which gives tlie numb(T of lbs. discharged through the orifi(!0 per second. The pressure to

1)0 uscil is that corresponding to the t.empcratiiro shown by thermometer M. The quantity,

a,s thus found, is ncmirate enough for rough aomiiarisoiis. The exact (piantity can be deter-

mined liy conduc.ting the sl.t^am discharged from the open end of tlie apparatus into a tub of

wativr |)lac.ed on scales, or, what is a Vietter way, into a coil of lead pipe, or iron pipe, sur-

rounded liy flowing water, in the manner of a surface condenser, and weighing the condensed
wat;cr drawn off in a, given time.

A certain amount of moisture is produced by radiation from the apparatus itself, even

though all the parts are well covered, as it is quite necessary that they should be, with hair

felting. The readings of the instrument on the test must therefore be corrected for tlie loss

thus occasioned. It has been the practice of i.he author to make these corrections by observ-

ing the indications when the apparatus is supplied with steam from the pipe 6? at a time when
tiio pressure is steady and the pipe contains nothing but dead steam, there being no current.

This condii ion of things can generally be obtained in a factory at noontime, when the engine

is stopiied, or at- niglit, after the close of the day’s work. It may fairly be presumed that the

apparatus is then supplied with dry steam, and whatever moisture collects in the drip-box A,
and wliatever difference is sliown by thermometers J/'and W, is due simply to the loss of heat

from ra,dia,tion. When the loss from radiation has been thus obtained, the quantity represent-

ing that (luc to tlie drip-box is simply subtracted from the weight of water drawn off during

tln^ sa,ine length of time on the main test. The way in which the correction is applied to the

•readings of thermometers M and iV* is to take the reading of thermometer JSF on the radiation

t('st wl'ien thermometer 31 indicates an average, and use this reading as a starting-point. The in-

dication of thermometerA on the main test is then simply subtracted from this normal reading.
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In order to compute the amount of moisture from the loss of temperature shown by the

heat-gauge, the number of degrees of cooling of the lower thermometer A is divided by a

certain coefficient, representing the number of degrees of cooling due to 1 per cent of moist-

ure. This coefficient depends upon the specific heat of superheated steam, which, according

to Regnault’s experiments, is 0*48. In other words, the heat represented by 1“ of superheat-

ing is 0*48 of a thermal unit. The author’s experiments show that this quantity can not be

applied exactly to the form of instrument under consideration. The quantity to be used

varies somewhat according to the degree of moisture. For an instrument working under a

temperature of 314° by the upper thermometer, and with a cooling by the lower thermometer

from 268° to 241°, the quantity was found to be about 0*42. When the cooling, however, was

from 266° to 225°, the quantity to be used was found to be about 0*51.

The experiments have not as yet covered a sufficient range to determine the exact law

which can be applied to every case,* but it seems probable that the specific heat is more or less

constant until the temperature by the lower thermometer approaches the point of saturation

for the low-pressure steam, while beyond this point the specific heat rapidly increases. For

the present, it is assumed that the quantity 0*42 is the proper one to apply whenever the

temperature by the lower thermometer is above 235°, and that in cases where the temperature

is below 235° the quantity is to be used as an increasing one, reaching perhaps to 0*55 when
the temperature drops to 220°.

One per cent of moisture, now, represents the quantity of heat determined by multiplying

the latent heat of 1 lb. of steam, having a pressure corresponding to the indication of ther-

mometer i/, by 0*01, and this product is to be divided by 0*42 (provided the lower temperature

is not below 235°), in order to express it in terms of degrees of superheating. For example :

When thermometer M shows 312°, the latent heat is 8*94 thermal units, and 1 per cent of this

is 8*94; dividing by 0*42, the number of degrees of superheat corresponding to 1 per cent of

moisture is found to be 21*3. For several other temperatures, which cover tlie ordinary range

that would commonly be used, the necessary coefficient is given in the following table

:

Temperature by Onpffioiflnf-
thermometer 7l:f.

t^oemcient.

270° 22
280° 21*8

290° 21*7

300° 21*5

Temperature by
thermometer M. Coefficient.

310° 21*3
320° 21*1
330° 21
340° 20*8

Temperature by
thermometer M.

Coefficient.

350° 20*6
360° 20*5

Canal Lift: see Elevators.

Caniiou : see Ordnance.
Car-Brake: see Brakes. Car-Brass Grinder: see Grinding Machines. Cars, Rail-

road: see Railroad Cars. Car-Wheel Lathe: see Lathes, Metal-Working.
Card : see Cotton-Spinning Machinery.

CAR-HEATING. Car-heating, in the general acceptance of the term, has come to mean
the heating of railway-cars by the use of steam from the locomotive. It is also teelinically

described as continuous heating.

The Commingler System of the Consolidated Car-Heating Co., of Albany, N. Y., de-

pends upon the* direct action of the steam upon the water of circulation, caused by tlio

steam discharging within the body of the water it-

self. The contact of the steam and water takes place

within the pear-shaped body of the commingler
proper, a sectional view of which is shown in Fig. 1.

The flow of steam is broken into hundreds of small

jets within a body of quartz pebbles in such a man-
ner as to silently force the water through the com-
mingler after imparting to it the entire heat of tin'

steam. By giving the proper form and direction to

the steam-jets within the commingler, a forced as

well as a gravity circulation is readily obtained, and
it is the addition of this feature of forced circula-

tion which enables the commingler to move the
water through such large circuits. Any amount and
distribution of piping that may bo round desirable

can therefore be made in a car, the cafiacity of the

commingler being fully assured. With tlie com-
mingler the heating system is kept constantly filled

from the condensation which takes place within the
commingler, and thus water in the expansion-drum
is always level with the top of tlie overfiow-pipe.
Five lbs. steam-pressure in the train-pipe at the car
is claimed to be sufficient to heat the largest car in

the coldest weather. Experiments conducted under
the supervision of the New York Central Railroad
showed that circulation was rapidly established by
the commingler with If lbs. of steam.

The Commingler Storage System .—A small commingler, as shown in the cut, is placed
under the middle seats on each side of the car, between the floor of the car and the sheathing.

1-^

Fig. 1.-—Commingler heater-section.
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The outflow connection of this commingler is connected with one end of the side piping, and
the other end, forniing the return, is connected with a valve, and thence into the base of the
coniiningler. A complete circuit is thus established, through which a continuous flow of
water may take place. The overflow, thx’ough which surplus water is removed from the
system, is connected with the fitting, which is placed at the highest point in the system.
Wiien tlie pipes are entirely lilled, the surplus water flows from this fitting through the
restricted opening in the trap-cock, and thence down through the channcl-way, cast in tlie

base of the commingler, and out at the drip-pipe. The connection of the overflow-pipe
to tlie base of tlie commingler is made to prevent possibility of freezing of the drip-pipe in
cold weatlier. This danger is provided against by connecting the steam-pipe into ports in
the same casting, so that the base of the commingler is warmed even when steam is shut off

of the apparatus within the car. The course of the steam can be traced from the nipple con-
necting into tlie base. When the pipes are filled with water of condensation, a complete cir-

culation aiitoniatically takes place every seven minutes, and all surplus is carried off through
tlie overflow-|)ipc. When the car is laid off for the night or for more than three or four
hours, tlie entire syst em is quickly emptied of water, and the car is then ready to stand out
ill a,iiy temperature, however cold, without danger of any part of the apparatus freezing, and
it is also ready to be quickly heated by direct steam when again brought into use.

JJnini St/.sfsms .—Several forms of car-heating apparatus have been introduced more or
less exl.cmsivoly, wliiehj as a class, are known as drum systems. Tins method of heating
cnqiloys a hot-water circulation within the car, to which a “ Baker” or other similar heater
is athiched. To provide a means for maintaining heat in the car when steam from the loco-

motive is used, a drum is employed to transfer the heat of the steam to the water of circulation.

The (J()fl~!)rum.—Tlie drum generally consists of a pipe of 0 in. in diameter and about
4 ft. long, and (ijqipcd at both ends. In this drum is placed a coil of copper pipe, which coil

is nnule a, part of the hot-water circuit within the car. Steam from the locomotive is admitted
to tins drum around tlie copper coil, through which heat is imparted to the water of circula-

tion. That part of the circuit above this drum becoming relatively lighter than the descend-
ing column of the hot-water circuit, a movement of the circulating medium is produced,
creating a steady flow up through the coil. It is evident that the amount of heat com-
niunicated to tlie circulating medium depends upon the surface of the coil and upon its con-
ductive power to lioat. In order to maintain the water of circulation at or near its boiling-

point, a pressure of from 10 to 20 lbs. of steam must he carried in the drum. The Sewall
drum-syst,om is, perliaps, tlie most widely used of this type of heater. This drum is placed
within tlio car by tlie side of the heater, and is connected witli the circulating pipes so as to

form a, bra,rich circuit around the heater. At the point where the two circuits unite above the

drum is pla.ccd what is Icnown as a current-director, which is a casting so arranged that the
force of tiio moving circuit from the drum creates an upward flow through the heater, so as

Fig. 2.—Disk drum-heater.

to produce a circulation through the yiiping in the car. In case this current-director is nc t

used, tlie drum is apt to produce a short circuit, creating a downward flow through the coil

of the heater.
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Salt-water usually constitutes the circulating medium in this system, which water has a
freezing-point of about 10° above zero. When solutions of salt, giving a lower freezing-point,

are used, the excess of salt is liable to deposit in the circuit within the coils of the drum and
the heater, and so to greatly reduce the effectiveness of the heating apparatus.

The Bisk-Drum System is a modification of the coil-drum above described. A series of

bronze castings made in the form of hollow disks take the place of the coil within the drum.
The disks are 13 in. in diameter, and are securely screwed together at their centers. Eight
strong studs are cast midway between the center and the circumference of each disk, for the
purpose of binding its walls together. These studs are necessary to give sufficient strength
to withstand the enormous pressure liable to come upon the circujating pipes when fire is

used in the heater. All disks, are tested at 500 lbs. per sq. in. Bhve disks are usually em-
ployed in each drum, although seven disks are sometimes used. Each disk is ribbed or cor-
rugated, and has 3 sq ft. of heating surface, so that the heating surface in each drum varies
from 10 to 14 sq. ft., depending upon the number of disks employed. This construction
allows a large amount of heating surface to be put into a compact form, and also presents a
very small internal resistance to the flow of water through the disks. The drum itself is

made of east iron, to which a cast-iron head is bolted.

Two drums thus constructed are connected with the heating circuit of each car at its lowest
point (see Figs. 3 and ff). They are placed so as to form the risers from the cross-over pipes,

Fig. 3.—Disk drum-heater.

and as the two drums discharge into the pipes on different sides of the car, the heat in the car
is evenly distributed It is evident that the joint action of the two drums is to produce the
circulation of water in the same direction through the pipes. The direction of flow is the
same as when fire is used in the heater. Since the water is heated at two points, all the water
is heated when it has moved through one half of a complete circuit. Steam is taken into the
drum from tlio train-pipe, and water of condensation is removed from the drums l)y means of
a trap or trap-valve and is discharged on the ground, A brine of salt and water is generally
used as the circulating medium.

The Direct-Steam System.^lxi this system steam from the locomotive is turned directly
into the radiating pipes of the car. Three pipes l^- in. in diameter are generally used on each
side of the car. The three pipes are joined together at both ends of the car bv a tliroe-pipe
manifold. A distributing tee is placed near the center of the car, and is connected into the
two upper pipes. To this distributing tee a pipe leading from the train-pipe is connected,
through which steam is supplied to the heating pipes. A tee is also i)laecd in tlie lower pine
near the center of the car, and a drip-pipe is connected from this tee to a casting placted in tlio
train-pipe in which is a bleeder-valve controlling the discharge to the ground." The pipes in
the car are graded so that water will flow to the ends of the car in the two upper pipes, and
then flow to the center of the car in the lower pipe, and out through the drain-pipe and the
bleeder-valve in the train-pipe casting, to the ground. In the same train-pipe casting is
placed the steam-valve which controls the flow of steam to both sides of the car, and the di-ip-
pipes from both sides of the car are also controlled by the one valve above described. The
two valves in the train-pipe casting are provided with extended spindles, which terminate in
a floor-plate made flush with the level of the floor.

The office of the train-pipe casting above mentioned is to prevent the drip-pipes from the
^r from freezing by connecting them into a casting always deriving heat from the train-pipe.
This feature, patented by the Consolidated Car-Heating Co., is one of great importance as, by
removing the possibility of freezing the drain-pipe when the bleeder-valve is closed, it becomes
practicable to nearly^ close the bleeder-valve and allow the pipes to fill with water of con-
densation when but little heat is required. In this way the fierce heat of direct steam can be
toned down to meet the requirements of mild weather. In cold weather the bleeder-valve is
given a larger opening so as to allow the greater part of the radiating pipes to be filled with
steam. This construction furnishes an effective means of adjusting the amount of piping
filled with steam to the needs of all kinds of weather.
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Temperature Regulators,—Automatic devices designed to regulate the temperature of the

circulating medium in heating apparatus have been used for several years. These devices,

however, have not been wholly successful in regulating the temperature of rooms, because they
have been actuated by the return water to the heating apparatus, and have been designed to

close tlie damper when the temperature of the return water reached a certain point. As it is

desired in heating cars that the return should be, in cold weather, at a much higher tempera-
ture than in moderate weather, it is evident that the temperature of the return affords no
indication of the temperature of the car. Suffice it to say that lor car-heating purposes
especially, the temperature of the ear and not the temperature of the heating, pipes must
govern in automatic devices.

Of recent years several devices have been introduced that have gone a step further, and
have been so arranged that they are actuated by the temperature of tlie car itself. In tlie

line of improvement here indicated, the Johnson regulator has been introduced to a limited

extent. Tliis is a device in which a thermostat is used to make electrical contacts
;
one con-

tact when tlie temperature of the car reaches 72° and an opposite contact when the tempera-

ture reaches 70°. Tlie electrical contact made at 72° closes tlie circuit of the battery so as to

actuate an electro-pneumatic valve, which admits air under pressure from the auxiliary reser-

voir of the air-brake apparatus to a pneumatic steam-valve. This is an ordinary foi’m of steam-

valve ill which tlie valve-stem is connected to a diaphragm by means of which the valve is

closed by tlie air pressure above referred to. When the temperature of the car reaches 72°,

provided tlie apparatus has been set for that temperature, the steam is automatically shut off

from the ear. When the temperature falls to 70°, an opposite contact is made which, oper-

ating the, eloctro-|)neiimatic valve in the opposite direction, the air-supply from the auxiliar

reservoir is shut off, and the diapliragm of the pneumatic steam-valve is allowed to open, and
steam is again a,dmitted to the car.

The Consolidated Car-Heating Co's Regulator is a graduated apparatus, and is so arranged

that tlio stieam-valve at all temperatures below 00° stands wide open. At 00° the valve begins

to close, and gradually approaclies its seat until the temperature of the car reaches 74°, when

Front Elevation. Section Rear Elevation.

Pig. 4.—Steam heat-regulator.

the valve is entirely closed. The amount of steam which can pass the steam-valve when the

temperature of the car is 05° is about four times as much as is sufficient to maintain an even

temperature in the car wlien once heated up—in other words, steam sufficient to condense to

about 295 His. of water in one hour’s time. At 68° the increase of temperature of the car

closes the valve, so that about 150 lbs. of water will condense from the steam winch passps this

valve in one hour’s time. At 70° the fow is about 75 lbs. per hour. At 72° the flow is about
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20 lbs. per hour. At 74° to 75° the valve entirely shuts off. It is evident that the tempera-

ture of the car equipped with this apparatus would rise to that temperature at which just

sufficient steam passes the steam-valve and into the car as is necessary to maintain an even

temperature, and at no time is it necessary that the steam-valve should actually shut off. It

gives a throttling action upon the flow of steam. Taking into consideration the rapid rate

at which this valve closes, it will be seen that, under conditions of railway service, the temper-

ature of the car would be kept practically constant. In actual practice it has been found that

the temperature of the car will be kept at 70° and within a maximum variation of 2°.

The detailed construction of this apparatus can be seen from Fig. 4. Two metallic dia-

phragms are employed, which are brazed together at the edges, and have metallic hubs

soldered to their opposite faces at their centers. (See section on line A.) A small quantity

of a liquid whose boiling-point is 60° P. is placed within the space between the two dia-

phragms. The opening "to this space is then hermetically sealed. The diaphragm is then

attached into a bronze framework "in such a manner that the expansion of the diaphragms is

communicated by means of a lever to a bell-crank, which through a rod actuates the steam-

valve below. Tliis pipe is 5 ft. long and holds the two parts of this apparatus in rigid adjust-

ment, and also offers a protection to the rod. At a temperature below 60° F. the liquid placed

between the two diaphragms remains in the form of a liquid, and the two diaphragms are

collapsed. Above the boiling-point of the liquid in these diaphragms a vapor pressure is

generated between the two diaphragms, forcing them apart and causing a motion in the

vertical rod and its connecting mechanism against the tension of the spring shown in the

framework of the regulator. The steam-valve is caused to close partially by this same
movement. When the temperature rises to 70° the valve almost reaches its seat, and simply

allows sufficient steam to pass to preserve an even temperature in the car. If a ventilator is

open or in any way the air in the car is chilled, the effect on the diaphragms is to lower their

temperature and to cause them to collapse, which is followed by a corresponding opening

movement in the steam-valve. The results of tests with this apparatus have shown that the

temperature of a car can be automatically held within a maximum variation of 2° with an
external temperiiture varying from 50° above zero to 6° above zero in a run of 300 miles.

Incle.pendetit Water-Heaters usually consist of a suitable jacket made of heavy sheet-iron,

forming a combustion-chamber, in which is placed a coil of 1^-in. pipe about 14 ft. long.

These parts are properly mounted upon a base carrying the grate, with fire-pot and ash-pit,

forming a heater of well-known construction. The coil referred to is connected up as a part

of a hot-water circulating system. The heat of the combustion-chamber is conducted through

the metal of the coil to' the water, by which it is distributed through the circulating pipes.

While this heater has rendered service for years in car-heating, it nevertheless has been found

that in train-wrecks it is lial)le to set the cars on fire. To overcome tins objection several

heaters have been designed in which the fire is so inclosed that there is l)ut little danger of

live coals being scattered in case of a wreck. In an improved heater of this type the outside

shell is made of 18-in. wrought-iron tubing, and is over i in. thick. Within this is the cast-

iron lining, which is separated from the shell by a ^-in. thickness of asbestos fire-felt. Within
this lining is placed a closely wound coil of li-in. pipe 26 ft. long. Between the coil and the

lining is an annular-shaped smoke-chamber 2 in. thick, through which the hot gases from the

fire pass to the smoke-pipe on all sides of the coil. The closely wound coil is filled with coal,

the fire burning only at the base of the coil. A perforated malleable-iron head is l)olted into

the upper end of the shell, through which smoke passes before reaching the stove-pipe. In

tins head a sliding door covers securely the opening through which coal is fed to the interior

oE the coil. In case the heater should be upset in an accident, the fire can not escape at cither

end of the shell.

Steam-Couplers .—In continuous heating one of the most difficult problems has been to

secure a connection which would couple the ends of the train-pipes together, and so make a
practically continuous stearn-pipe leading from the locomotive under all the cars. Rubber
hose has now been generally adopted as a means for taking up the motion between cars, atid

to the end of such hose is attached the steam-coupler proper. This coupler must couple

easily, uncouple automatically, be durable, be exactly alike in each half, and the interchange-

abiliiy must not be affected by wear. Many types have been brought out, among them the
McBlroy, Martin, Grold, Gribbs, and Emerson, embodying some of tlie above-ment.ioiKKl de.sir-

able features, but the tend<‘,iicy for
two years past appears decidedly to-

ward what is known as the Sewall
pattern, many railroads in the Uni-,
ted States and Fanada having re-

cently adopted it for steam-heated
trains. The Sewall is a straight-
port. abutting-face, and insulated
steam-coupler. The cuts herewith
show its simplicity of construction.
The passage for steam is practically
straight and unobstructed by strain-

ers, springs, diaphragms, gasket-retainers, or acute angles. All its metallic parts are made of
malleable or wrought iron or steel. On the coupler-head are placed a tooth and space in
proper position (shown in accompanying cut, Fig. 5), to serve the double purpose of a guide
for the interlocking devices when being coupled, and also to retain the coupler-heads in proper

Fig. 5.—-Sewall’s steam-coupler.
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relation while uncoupling. The locking features are constructed upon carefully calculated
epicycloidal curve', s, thereby drawing the gaskets together in a direct line after contact. The
center line of pressui'e exactly coincides with the center line through the locking devices, and
hence gravity tightens the gasket faces. That the coupler is automatic in uncoupling is due
to the curvature of the liose-nipple, the center line of draft being brought above the center
line of pressure as soon as hose begins to approach a horizontal position. The gaskets are com-
posed of peculiarly treated rubber and have suflicient elasticity as well as strength to form a
perfect and durable steam-joint.

Carriage Drill : see Drills, Rock.
CARRIAGES AND WAGONS. Buggies.—

A

combination vehicle, having the appear-
ance of the Brewster buggy, but said to excel it in riding qualities, is constructed with the
limken body cross-springs and the Brewster end-springs (see Fig. 1). The end-springs act as a

cusliion when the buggy strikes any olistruction, and the long elastic cross-springs overcome
tile force of tbe jar, so that it will hardly be felt by the time it strikes the body

;
tiierefore, tlie

occupants of the vehicle^ do not receive the same* shock as they would in a vehicle where the
force st rikes tlio body direct from the wheels. A double-perch gear allows the perches to
drop below the. axle. Tlie entire gear is illustrated in Pig. 2.

J)og-Cnrts.—Na,tnral woods have the preference in tin's class. Among the improvements
introduet'd in construction is an arrangement whereby, wlien the tail-board is moved down,

t he seat with the lazy-back slides forward about 6 in. The scat-lioard is liingod in the center,
the rear side hizy-liacik licing made to revolve so that the occupant; cian ride fa,cing forwaial
or backward. Tfie wliilTletree is connected with chains at the center and fastened to the
axles a,t t.he sfirings.

The Wagouvt is growing in favor for short-trip excursions, and designs are multiplying.
In OIK', of t.lie latest |)rodiictions the lines of the front gear are niaile to harinonize with the
curve's of 11k' body, and greater firmness is given to the gear by distributing the weiglit evenly
upon Uk^ lift.h wiieel. The king-bolt is placed ahead of the axle, without the usual curved
b('(l. The (li nu',usions arc: Width of body on top, 42 in.

; at bottom, 87 in.
;
distance center

t.o (u'liti'.r of axh'.s, (18 in.; diameter of front wheels, 86 in., and rejir, 45 in.
;
diameter of fifth

wli(‘(*l, 28 in. ^Ih'iick measured outside to outside on ground, 4 ft. 104 in.

Buck- Hoards are |)oi)iilar when finished in the natural woods. The rear seat is now fre-

(jiiently nmdt^ ri'vei’sible. A recent design has the front suspended upon one elliptic spring,
wliiie jit t.hc' rc'jir the bottom rests on the axle, and the rear seat is carried by an elliptic spring
supported by tlie bottom over the axle.
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A new and attractive design of buck-board, having three seats and a rumble (adapted for

six passengers) meets with a steady demand. The natural-wood liiiidi is again the favorite,

with drab corduroy trimming and black iron-work. The construction of the body is simple.

The bottom boards consist of three pieces of 1^-in. ash, with three cross-pieces 4 X 11- in. in

the center, tapered to f in. at the ends. At the rear end of the body two pieces are bolted to

the bottom boards, extending back about 24 in. to take the foot-board for the rumble. The
side-bars are of locust. There are front and rear springs, and a cross-spring both at front

and rear, and the vehicle has two perches. Width of body, about 30 in. ; wheels, 4() in. front

and 50 in. rear in the wood; center to center of axles, 01 in.
;

track, 4 ft. 8 in.; diameter of

half fifth wheel, 14 in. The above are the principal measurements only
;
builders of buck-

boards will be able to readily supply the rest.

Another novelty in buck-board wagons was recently built in Newark, N. J. The front
seat is hinged, and on lifting it a child’s seat may be drawn out; this has a hinged iron sup-
port which then falls into place. The rear seat is hung on jump-seat or loop-irons, so that it

may be placed in any part of the back of the body. The rumble is made of bent stock, as

usual. As a nice set-off to the natural-wood body finish, the gearing is striped with carmine.
Light Spindle -Wagons .—The principal change in the designs of spindle-wagons is the

slightly curved toe-bracket, which has a graceful and pleasing effect. The suspension is on
cross Brewster springs, with side-bar and bolsters, which allow the body to be hung compara-
tively low. The body-sills are of hard body ash, bent at the toe to the shape of the pattern.

A light rocicer-plate screwed to the inside of the sills gives extra strength.

Subrmjs are now often made with four elliptic springs instead of suspending them on side-

bars, or two elliptic springs with high wheels. A wheel-house can be used to great advantage
ill connection with tliis new arrangement. In one particular form the sides of the body are

straight, and there is no door between tlie seats, but tlie front seat is made to turn o ver, which
gives easy access to the rear of the body. Surreys also have canopied tops fitted to them oc-

casionally.

Admrtmiig Yehidss are constructed iu a variety of styles, and their bodies often take the
form of the goods carried, notably the shoe and the hat.

EospUal Amhulames.—One of tiio latest styl(3s of ambulance-wagons has the body sus-
pended, so that at the rear it is only 17 in. from the ground, which affords easy access to tlic

interior from the rear, this being tfie desideratum. There is a wheel-house iu' front to allow
of short turning, Tlie upper part of the body is fitted with imitation shutters, which can lie

raised and lowered to admit of ventilation; these shutters are secured from rattling by liglit

steel window-strips. Tlio two doors at tlie rear are hung on concoaletl hinges, amt open out
practically the entire width of hack. Two beds can be used in this wagon, one living above
the other. The front is suspended on an open futchel-gear, with the regular elliptic s|)rings.

Tlie back has an axle cranked down 17 in., and is suspended on a half-doiiblo sweep-spring.
The lower part of the body, up to where the spring is attached, is narrowed in. on each side,

being 48 iu. wide outside at the top and 42 in. wide at the bottom, with a 5 ft. 2 in. track all

round. The front wheels are 30 in. diameter and the rear 54 in.
;
number of spokes, 10;

distance from center to center of axles, 78 in. ; diameter of fifth wheel, 22 in.
;
weight of

vehicle, complete, about 1,100 lbs.

T^he new French city ambuLarices, Pig. 3, constructed after the plans of T)r. Naclilcl, of
Paris, are models in their way. Its smooth and varnished sides permit tlie veliicJo to bo kept

Fia. 3.--FrenS ambulance.

" ^
(}e(irs,--A new gear, known as

put .p.„ ,h. I. is inltiriTSStK
vehicles such as surreys hacks road-waRons, and liRht-delirery wagons, which are often re-
quired to turn short. This gear takes the place of the platform ordinarily used for carriages,

“French ambulance.
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having a wlieel-houso uiidci which the wheel runs in turning and “ cramping,” and in other
styles of (ia.rria,gcs, dispensing with the reach, which does not permit the wheel to turn com-
pletely iimh'.r the wlieeL-house. A strong steel bar is bolted fii’ml}^ to the under side of the
iront part of the body, <ind it extends rearwardly toward the wheel-house to a point just
short of tlie |)a.tli of the
wdieel, where it is eiuwed
downward (for from 6 to

12 in., according to the
style of vehicle), forming
a junction, through pivots,

with two steel bars ar-

ranged one {ibovG the oth-

er (from 4 to 8 in. apart),

with an intermediate tie

or brace
;

tliose bars run-
ning forward and pivoted
to a forg('.d liead-pieoe car-

ried by the spring-bolster
and fifth wheel, thus prac-
tically hulling the front
axle. Tiiis gear prevents
rocking or lioi-se- motion
of tlie front spring, stiftens

the connection between
the axle and body, and in-

sures perfect vertical mo-
tion in riding. The parts
are generally made by
drop-forging. A triisseJl

wagon-gear of a late type,
suitable for use with thi'ee

springs, is shown in Fig.

4. It is known a.s the Sello

patent, and finds much
favor with carriage-build-

ers Cor heavy work.
The Hose |)atent com-

bination nlatform - J^in'ing

and gear lias been used in
Eose spring.

va,rious places during the last few years, and has been found especially valuable for light velii-

(des. 'rile front, axle is cranked down several inches so as to bo crossed conveiiiently by two
diagonally ai’ranged spring-ljraces, wliicli ^ carry the fifth wheel at the point of their intersec-
tion. The ends of these cross-braces are joined to the ends of the side-springs, as shown in
Fig. 5.

A new style out-under Surrey liody and gear, which rnakes a dGsiral)le easy-riding vehicle,
is inanufaeturcd by the Miilliolland 8|)ring (Jo., of Dunkirk, N. eX. The general eonstruction
and arrangement nocids no description, the main point of difi’erenco fimin other gears being
tlie bracing-bars riimiing from the semi-elliptic

front and rear spn’ings to the body. The An- ^
chor Ihiggy do., of (Jincinmiti, lias successfully [yl
applied a new principle in fifth wheels and at- ii

tachmcTiis, botii to doulile and single perch vein- 1

cles. Tlie gmir is known to the traxlo as the \\

“ {latent aaudior fifth wheel and king-bolt.” Its

chief fiml iin^s ar(‘ a, fnll-circlu top' and bottom
wlieel, wit h the king-
Ixdt forming a part of

five didvrent ait.aeli-
j

ments bolted togcdXier

in nan* of the a,xle by
a double-head licit, so

that all wear can bi^

taken up. Should any
{)!irt. breaJv, this gear
wdll not dro]) l,he liody

by tlie pulling anart of

the front, wia*cls and
Fio. 0.—Lazy-badc seats. T-eart.

axle from the s{)riiig-b(‘aring ; hut it is claimed that four breakages must occur before the

body can drop siiHic'imitly to endanger the occupant of the vehicle.

ITg. () shows anew arrangement of combination lazy-bacb locking jump-seat irons.

Swinging roar smit.s for 'T-carts are now largely in vogue. Idiey olrviate the neeessitv of

elimliing over lh(‘ r(m.r wheels. A safety-seat for two-wheeled vehicles has a mechaniciil

arrangement of rack and pinion and worm on the end of a liand-lever conveniently placed at
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the right side of the driver, so that he can, quickly and easily, while retaining his seat and
keeping both whip and reins in hand, glide the seat forward or backward to suit tiie ine-

qualities of the road, and preserve the perfect balance of the carriage. Direetly the handle is

let go, or the driver ceases to turn it, the seat remains fixed and inunova,})lc. ''llie arrange-
ment can be attached to any existing two-wheeled cart

;
a sliding foot-rest usually accom-

panies it.

Springs.—Cushion-springs, when applied to a side-bar wagon, are ea,|)a,l>le of self-adjust-

ment, so as to adapt themselves to any variation of load, and rendering the riding invarifibly

easy, without reference to the number of persons occupying the vehicle, l^he inner ends of
the steel cushions are fastened to the middle of the spring-bar with the same bolts as the
steel springs, and the outer ends of the cushions are bolted to the side-sills. Tliese cusliions
are only yielding to a slight degree—just enough to break the force of a sudden shock, '’.rhey

press down upon the springs, causing the openings between the cusliions and s|)rings to close,

according to the amount of pressure, thereby virtually shortening the s[n'ings, and tluis regu-
lating their stiffness to agree with the load carried.

The Silvester Patent Tire.—Fig. 7 is practically a universal folloe-clanq). It has two
vertical flanges which inclose the felloe, which effectually prevent it from coming off without

Fia. 7.—Silvester tire.

Fra. S.—Thill-couplirip;.

requiring the use of screws, bolts, or other fastenings. To protect the felloe from danuige by
curb-stones, railway-tracks, etc., the tire has lateral rims or flanges, and iJie first-named flanges
bind the felloe firmly together and prevent it from splitting.

The whole arrangement of flanges jilso strengthens both tire arid felloe, and prevents bend-
ing or shrinking, thus oflectually preventing the wheel from getting out of shape.

Thill- Couplings.—A novel form, made by the Instant Thill (Coupling (Vi., is sliown in
Fig. 8. The clips upon the axle have forwardly projecting lugs coujih'd by a. st rong si eel-

bolt, which is emliraced, in the
space between I, lie lugs, liy a ])air

of semicircular jaws, one of the
latter lieing' rigidly af taclied to

the shaft-end by liolts and clips,

and the otlu‘r pivotally conneeteil
witli the first, leavin'g a tlmmb-
Icver pi’ojecting beyond the jiiv-

ot so as to 1)0 easily jiressed upon
to open tlio jaws in shifting

thills. Tlit're is a. siiring undcu' it

to regulate its |)hiy. No wrencli
is required, and aiisolutc safety

• f^-tid the maximum (tonvenicMiec

.
^

^
are claimed lor the ap])lianc(‘.

Carriage-Irons are largely duplicated by drop-forging, and these parts on ail standard
vehicles are consequently interchangeable throughout the respective styles and sizes. The
accompanying cuts,

Figs. 9 and 10, rep-
resent forged shift-

ing rails of two dif-

ferent designs, as

made by the Clapp
Manufacturing Co.,

of Auburn, N. Y,
Lighting. — An

electric light has
been successfully
used in a wagon, em-
ployed by the Chief
of the Boston Fire Department. Incandescent lamps with reflectors are placed in the lanterns
on either side of the seat, and these are supplied from a storage-battery carried on the floor of

Fig. 10.—Carriage-irons.
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the vehicle. In the station where it belongs special wires hang from the ceiling just over the
wagon, and the charging of the l)atteiy goes on while the wagon is out of use.

Tlie autlior is indebted to The Hub Publishing Company, of New York, for much valuable
infornuition in connoc5tion with tliis article, and also for many of the new styles of vehicles above
described, many oi which were especially designed and drawn for publication in that journal.

Carriers, May: see Hay-Carriers.

Carving Macliine: see Routing Machine.
CAEVING-MACHINEkS. In carving-machines maybe included several types : those which

merely rout, all the work being of the same depth and being cut by rotating cutters that work
with their sides as well as their ends; those in which rotating cutters work patterns which have
varying depths, and which, instead of consisting of channels having flat bottoms, have curving
bottionis or tops ; those which do the same class of work as is just irientioned by fixed knives in-

stead of by rotating cutters
;
and those which by rotating cutters produce patterns wliicdi have

contours iii {)lanes both parallel to the. face of the material worked and at right angles tlierewith.

A earving-macluue made by P. Pryibil for making flat work from a pattern consists in the

main of a horizontal table having lengthwise traverse upon the main bed of the machine, a
vertical frame at one end of the latter, and a system of jointed arms borne by the upright
frame, and biiaring at its outer end a routing or carving tool. The movements of tins cutting
tool are dircuded by a forming pin which is moved over the pattern—in wliicli it does not
dilfer from sevtumrother carviiig-machines—but in this one the cutter-frnme is balanced and
swings upon pivots, the table rolls on a track, and the belts are endless, thus doing away with
tlie tremor which is inseparable from laced belts. There is a spiral spring which tends to

bring the cutter-frame in one direction, thus rendering it difficult for the operator to cut

too (hieply into t,he work. The cutter-frame has vortical adjustment in the upright frame by
a band-wlieel ; the table has cross-feed in like manner. The rnachirie will take in about 30

in. wide, om; lialf Ijcing taken up by the work and the other by the pattern
;
but the length

taken in by it is unlimited.
Thii Alhee. while having in its most simple form the ordinary arm and

elbow attadiment to a post or wheel, and capable of doing regubir routing, has attachments
which imrrnit it to be used for carving, fluting, twisting, etc. The work is made fast to the

table for tdio |)urposo of lessening the risk of maiming the operator, and doing away with the

labor of moving the work; there is a lover by which the cutter may bo raised and lowered at

will. The tHl)le luis a raising and lowering attachment by which both ends are moved at

once, a screw and hand-wheer working on knuckle or toggle levers, which l:)car the opposite

ends of tlic table-to[>. The carving attachment consists in the main of a guide attacdied to

the t.able t.o liold tlie piece of molding or other work that is to be carved or liii tod, and of

another guide by which the cutter may bo clrivou in parallel or other lines at right angles or

a,t any oilier angle to the piece to be

worluMl. A t.wistiug attachment permits
working s[>ira,lly on [licccs of a,ny desired

diameter, the lengthwise feed being

automatic and regular, and variable by

cliange of gc^ar-wheels

The Pnjibll shown
in ['hg. t, is a recent production for mak-
ing all kinds of spiral or rope moldings,

citlicr sti’iiiglit, ta,per(Hl, curved, or so-

called oval. It will nniko right, left, or

pin(Mi,p|)le miis, Uiiid will adso do straight

lluting; juid a. further extension of its

range is in its (uqiacitiy to cut from one
to six tbrmuls on a t>fcce, a,ml to make
any degree of twist, from one turn in

in, to one in 1()| in. of length. Thecmt-
ters wliic-h it, ciriploysaa’c similar in sluipe

ami a,rraiigcment tn tliose used on varie-

ty shaiaa’S, and are lu?ld lietween collars;

but they are so arranged that the kni ves

jia.v<‘. a |)eeulia,r action, cutting from out-

side in. Wlietlicr tlu'- twist be right or

h‘ft ha,ruled, t.lie culi.iTs rotate in the

same direction. At, starting upon its

design tlie makers eonsiihn’ml the fact

tha,t nmeliincs having sf)li(l cutter-heads
a.ml using knives formed t.o outline, like

those on stra/ight molding-imichines, cut
across tlie work al, t,h(‘, angle of twist,

ami. by cutting on (‘ side of tiro body against the grain, were apt to make rough work. In
avoiding t hi.s, macliinos having two cutter-heads and two sets of knives, placed close togoiber
ami turning in o]>p()sitt‘, direetioms, have been used; but this requires the employment of two
s(d.s of s[)iiHlles, pulleys, bearings, belts, etc.; of course, more tlian dotibling the care required
to (dh'ct, adjustment. In addition to this there are required two separate and complete sets

of cutlers where right and left twists are required; and, as each set comprises four slotted

8

Fig. 1.—Pryibil twist'-machine,
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and formed knives, the expense is considerable in this direction alone. But it is in the sub-
stitution of one set for another, and the difficult setting of all of them to inatcli, that the

principal disadvantage of the two-cutter system lies
;
besides which there is an additional

trouble in the difficulty and danger of running two sets of knives side by side at 5,000 turns
per minute, close enough together to have their cuts meet, yet without tlie cutters themselves
touching each other. This makes the double fly-cutter undesirable, particularly where work
in great variety and quantity has to be turned out at a low price.

The end-cutter, or boring-cutter, is another class of machine originally devised to produce
smooth work

;
there being a single knife at the end of a spindle that is set square with the

work, and which at the beginning of the cut is fed endwise, causing tne cutter to bore to

proper depth, after which it cuts sidewise. In this class of machine there are required both
rigiit and left hand knives, as with the double-fly cutter, and both they and the belt must be
changed to suit right and left hand twists. There being but limited space between the two
bodies on a piece of twist work, there is room for only one knife, and, as this can not be set at

such an angle as to cut properly, it practically scrapes its way through the stock—a slow
operation, calling for very frequent resharpening of the cutting-tool. The Pryibil machine
uses both classes of cutters, the boring and the scraping tools, but the former are used only
in that class of double spiral work where there is a space between two separate and discon-
nected spirals, each one twisted around the other, but not touching it. Fly-cutters can not
do such work as this, but can do every other class of work. They have been made to do
square work by setting them sidewise to their collars at an angle of 45°, causing them to cut
with a shearing action from the outside of the work toward the center. As the knives are

made from bar-steel, and are straight-faced and right and left, tlie two of a pair can be placed
together face to face to compare
tlieir outline in grinding. By this

system the difficulty is much re-

duced of cutting the two sides of

the body to matcli at the top
; but

still further accuracy in this par-

ticular is got by an adjustment to

the machine by which the work
may be swung around to match
the cutter in a moment without
stopping the cutter. The same „ ^ ^
movement enables double and carved-moUhng niachme.

curved tapers—that is, tapers that are large in the middle and small at both ends—to be
made by the use of suitable wooden forms. This machine is particularly well adapted to
making screen-work of the “Moorish” pattern, consisting of long, thin spirals interwoven

like wire-netting. Such work is ordinarily con-
sidered very difficult to make, by reason of the
trouble in getting the thin sticks to stand up
against the cut. In the subject of this illustra-

tion there is a steady rest directly opposite the
cutter, holding a wooden block, throiigli wliicli a
hole is bored, fitting the stick to l)e cut spirah
The cutter works its own way tlirongli tlie bloc.k

to the work, and, as the cutter and the block
maintain their relative position while the work
feeds along, the latter can not spring or break.
The spindle-frame of this nnicliine is counterlial-

anced so as to swing easily from right to left, and
is fed to the work by a quick lever-motion.

Changes of twist are produced by tuirning two
wheels on a screw, according to a, table attacdied

to the machine: the ehangci from right to left is

effected by placing the gears on one or the other
side of a rack.

The Egmi Carved-Molding Machime .—A ma-
chine for making carved moldings, and built by
the Egan Co., is shown in Fig. 2, its function be-

ing to cut moldings without a pattern and leave

sharp corners. There is a frame of lieavy timbers,

,

much like that of an ordinaiy Daniell’s wood-
planer, with suitable heavy iron slides at the top
for the bed to travel over. The lower part of the

bed has spur and rack gearing, giving an antr-
matic motion back and forth to the carriage or bed which bears the work. The travebof
the bed is regnlatable, so that long or short moldings maybe made at will. The head or tool-

holder is pivoted on horizontal studs at the right of the housing of the machine, and is made
to raise and lower when cams borne by the front end of its saddle come into contact with up-
ward-projecting studs on the sides of the traveling-bed. The shape of the knives, which are

fixed, governs the style of the molding, of course modified by the action of the cams and studs
in throwing them in and out of cut as the material is fed along under the knives, and by the

B'ig. 3.—Geometrical carving-machine.
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position of the knives with regard to the tool-post. The bed traveling back, and forth, and
Uic tool-post and its knives working up and down as the cams pass over the studs on the car-
riage, produce tlie proper combination of movements to make carved moldings.

Geometrical Garvmg and Corner-Block Machine, Pig. 8, patented by S. Y. Kittle, is

used in making inteiior wood-decorations for ceilings, such as corner-pieces, center-pieces,
borders, etc. There is a frame which has a square table or box with a flaring base, and a
continuation liaving a gap somewhat in the manner of a band-saw or drill-press frame; this
carries a vertical router-spindle, the pulley of which has one bearing above and one below,
the belt passing over two idler-pulleys at the back of the frame and down over the main pulley
wliich is at the bottom of the machine, at the back, the shaft running fore and aft, and hence
at right angles to tlie router pulley-shaft and the idler-shaft. Tlie table has vertical motion
l)y a rack and pinion, and horizontal adjustment, as well as tipping motion for certain classes
of work.

^

There are adjustable stops to regulate the depth of cut; and the table has an index
for dividing and regulating its circular movement. There are suitable clamps and jaws for
centering and liolding down the blocks, and the whole table is counterbalanced, so as to move
more readily up and down by a hand-lever. The router-shaft pulley is covered by a casing
wliich protects the operator, and keeps oil from being slung over him and the work. By this
macliine, work of the class done in metal by a rose-engine or geometrical lathe may be effected;
and by an attachment tlie operator can cut designs on material of any length, as in tlie case
of long boards on mantel-pieces. Another attachment is for rout-
ing or duiilicating opei’ations in line for fancy moldings, consist-

ing of a table with rack and pinion-feed, that may be fed along by
a iiand- wheel, or by a lever and ratchet, as desired.

CENTEIirNO-MACHINE. A new double-spindle centering-
nnudiine, nuide by the I). E.

Whiton Machine Co., New
London, Conn., is showm in

Pig 1. d\vo spindles are
provided, oiu^, of wliich car-

ries a drill, and the other
a reamer or countersink.

Tliey a,re driven at d lifer-

ent spe(*ds, by a single

belt, ov(‘r a
|
mlley whoso

center is in line with the
ccnt(‘r of the hit eral move-
mimt of tlu^ head. Both
siiindles a,re lia'lancHMl liy

springs as in sensitivi' drills,

and aii’e suecessivivly ad-
vanced to tJieir respective

cut.s by a, feeding-Ie\'er.

^riie machine is so a,r-

rang(‘d thaf mdt.her simidle
can 1)0 aflvnuKH'd by the

reeding-le.V(‘r ivxcept at the

emit ral point. The moment
this adva,net‘. is liegun no
lateral movement of the

lien,d is possibhn nor is lat-

eral movmmmt again possi-

ble unlfl the return of the

spindle to it.s normal with-

ilraAvn posit ion. A support is [)rovided for tfie front end of the bar wliile it is being inserted
in tfie ('huc.k, in a,ddit.ion to the V-shaped rest for the rear end. The chuck is thereby made
self-cmitcring.

(kvnt.rirugal Extractor: see Creamers. Ooiitrifiigal Pumps: seo Pumps, Rotary,
Centrifugal Reels: see Milling Macliiuery, Grain.

Chain Maehiae : see Ro[)e-MakiMg Machines.
Channeling: se(‘< (imirrying Machines.
Cheek Valves: see Vafves. Cheek Rower: see Seeders and Drills.

Chemical Eire-Engine: see Engines, Fire, Chemical.
Chlorinating Machine : see Mills, Gold.

Chrome Steel : s(‘e, Alloys.

Clay Filter: s(m^ Eilti'rs.

CLAY-WORKING MACHINERY. Apparatus for the treatment and handling of clay
prior t o its maunfact.ur<‘ into bricks, tiles, etc. When clay is thoroughly ancl eveiily teniperecl,

it is then in b(‘st eomlit.ion to make a good brick. Hence, since clay in its natural state is

found in such a variety of conditions, the question of properly preparing it for the rna,chine,
with t he, l(‘ast expense and the best results, heciomes a matter of importance. It is seldom, if

ever, the. (!ase that a. lied of clay is found with moisture so evenly distributed in it tliat it is

just in the right, condition to work the season through. Avery common as well as sncicessful

plan is to soak tlic clay in pits. Two pits are used, one being filled and soaked while the
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other is being made into brick. Clay that is either too dry or too wet does not work satis-

factorily alone, or as well, alternately mixed, as if the entire mass was uniform in temper when
put into the machine. This difficulty is overcome by carefully soaking in clay-pits, or by

equivalent preparation by pug-mills and crush-
ers. When pits are used, the clay should be
leveled off in the pits, and the lumps broken up
after, every few loads. A sufficient amount of
water should then be thrown upon it, and this

operation repeated until the pit is full. By this

means the clay will neither be too soft at the
bottom or at the top, but evenly tempered
throughout. A little experience and oljserva-

tion will suffice to obtain good results in tem-
pering the clay. To facilitate the convenience
of soaking the clay-pit, a tank should be erected
high enough so that the water can be tlirown
from it by the use of a hose, and in tins way
one person can easily supply the necessary
amount of water without any hindrance to the
other part of the work. In aVery few cases the
clay comes from the bank in tlie right condition
to go at once into the machine. In this case it

is best to have a platform arranged over the
machine, on a level with the top, so that the
clay can be dumped on this plat.form, and with
tlie least possible labor thrown into the ma-
chine. In dry weather, when the clay-hank has
a tendency to" dry up badly, it is a very good
practice to arrange to partially soak the clay in
the bank by means of throwing water over the
bank, or if possible irrigate it by digging trench-
es over the bank and allowing "the water to flow
through them.

CxAY-CiujsnEiis AND GiUNULATORa.—-Machines for crushing and granulating clay embody
rotary crushing-rolls, and ai’e so consti'ucted as automatically to separate out the stones
naturally contained in tlie material. .

The Br&wnr Glmj-i.rmhe.r, manufactured by Messrs. H. Brewer
& Co., of Teeumsoh, Mich._, is illustrated in Fig. 1. This a,pparatns

has two conical rolls, in. in length, with diameters respectively

Fia. 1.—-Clay-crusher.

Fio. 3.—Detail.

Fig. ^J.—Fentielcl clay-crusher.
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of 14 in. and 17 in. at the ends. The stones ai*e .separated from the day, and are discharged
at one end of the rolls. The rolls are made of chilled castings, and are run at unequal
speeds, the elfeet being to disintegrate the eday more thoroughly. Such of the clay as does not
pass between tlie I’olls

moves towa,rd the trims-
verse crusliing-roll, whieh
is jilaeed ncnir tludr larger
ends. The urieipud revo-
lutions ol the two crush-
ing-rolls, taken in connee-
tion with tlie fact 1 ha,t the
periphery of eaeli roll lias

a, varying spc'ed liirough-

out its entire length—ow-
ing to tlnnr eoni(?id form
—has [)roved tluil; all the
clay, except the very large
lumps, will be dra.wn he-

tween tlie crushing- rolls

before it reaches tlie trans-
verse roll, 'rile periphery
of tlie transverse roll is of
irregubir form, and is also
provided willi teeth, or
spurs, bot.li of whiidi assist

in breaking up the clay.

'Fhe transverse roll re-

volves with its ufiper snr-

ra(*.o l.uniing toward the
Tro. 4,-Clay (liHinteprrator.

moving clay, and any luinjis or clods of clay with whieh it may come in contact, whether
moist ()r dry, are readily liroken iiji and forced between the two crushing -rolls.

The IMnJield (Hay<h'ushei\ manufactured by Messrs. J. W. Ihmfuvld & Son, of Willoughby.
Oliio, is represented in hhg. 2. The peculiar construction of the crushing-rollers in this
nnichinc will be noted in bhg il. On each there is a broad spiral eorrugation, right and left
harid resi)(‘(!t iv(dy, wliieli extends the entire length of the roll. 'Pho projectioii on one nill
tits into the eorresponding (h'pression on the other, so that the rolls can always bo set closely
together, and any wear be tlnis taken up. When running at; a moderate speed, the clay
passes fnady through I,he rolhn-s and is crushed, wh ile all stones too largo to bo at once crushed
are rpiic.kly passed to one end and out of the crusher through an automatic gate. Tlie rollers
niri at, diTm-ent speeds ; usually one about twice as fast as tlie ot her. The mode of applying
this so-called differential priuei|)le to corriiga,ted rolls is exceedingly ingenious; the necessity

Fto. 5.--rng--iniIl.

of exact nudehingof tlie corrugations, and, at the same time, of driving tlie rolls at different
sjioeds, rc'sulliiig in a tirolileni not easy to solve. The high-speed roll ' is made with a single
thread or eorrugation running at< l|-in. pitch; the slow-roll lias a d()ul)le-threa,d or eoi-ruga-
tion running at Jl-in. pitcdi, twice as great; hence, the corrugations on the former will axlviinee
(he. same in two turns as iho hitter in one. In the machine re|:)resen lied in Idg. 3 the upper
rollers arc corrugated, and are 17 in. in diameter and llO in. in length. Heavy ear-s|)ring.s are
arranged helAVtuni tlie lioxes of the adjustable roller. The lower rollers are sinootli, 34 in. in

(liann(!(,er aii(l d(> ill. long, arid are geared to run at diirereiitial motion. Idie lieight of this
nnudiine is 5 ft. (1 in., and it crushes clay sufficient for from 40,000 to (!(>,0()() bricks per day.

The /brfs Clay IHunCgraho^^ illustrated in Ifig. 4, i.s especially adapl;ed for tough, stony
ebiy, wliie.h it [mlverizes by reinoving successive portions from a mass thrown into the hofiper;
the action lieing similar to that of a file or grater. The rnechanism consists of a eutting
cylinder, revolving from 500 to 800 rcvolution.s per minute, in cornbinatiori with a cylinder of
larger diameter, revolving at from BO to 50 revolutions per niimite. ff'ho elay is carried
through and ground entirely by tlie action of the high-sjieod cylinder, tlie low-speed cylinder
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acting simply as a feed-roller. By the differential speed, and by the cutting action of project-

ing bars on the roll, the clay is finely divided.

Pug-31ills often receive' clay in a crude state just as it comes from the bank, and reduce

and piig it, to bring it to tempered condition. They are also employed to mix two or more
kinds of clay together, or to
combine it with sand, sawdust,
grout, or other material. Fig.
5 represents a Pentield pug-
mill, capable of pugging the
clay for from 4(),()(}d to 5(),0()0

bricks per day. The temper-
ing-tub is made of heavy boil-

er-plate, is 5 ft. long, 29* in. in
diameter at the large end, ta-

pering down to 25 in. at the
small end, and is provided with
a large hinged door. The main
shaft is of forged steel, 4| in.

in diameter wliere the gears
are attached, and hammered
square where tlie knives lit on.

The pugging-shaft is provided with a wrought washer and brass wear-plates at the back end,
receiving the end-thrust of shaft. The journals are all Jong, and sliafting proportionately
heavy.

tempering- Wheels are employed for mixing and tempering tlie clav in tlie pit. BaymoiKTs
wheel, illustrated in Fig. 0. has 10 spokes and a double tire. It is operated in the pit by either
steam or horse power. The ehiy is worked between the spokes as well as between i;he tires.

By aiH automatic arrangement of the rod and pinion, the wheel is drawn l)aclc jind forth on
the shaft, changing its position with each revolution, and reversing itself both at the outer
and inner edge of the pit.

Oleaiiiiig Maoliiiie: see Flax Machines.
Clocks : see Watches and Clocks.

CLUTCHES AND COUPLINGS. The im FricMori-Clufcli Pulley is sliown in Fig. 1.

The pulley is cast with a rim projecting from the arms, inside of and concentric with the or-
dimu’y rim, wliieh rim i.s gripped on both sides
by wooden blocks. These are moved by a com-
Ij'ination of toggles, whose action is shown in the
sectional view,

Tto-. 6.—Clay tempering-wheel.

Fig. 1.—Hill friction-clutch pulley. Fig. S.—Link Belt Eng. Co.’s disk friction-clutch.

The Lmk-Belt Eugmeermg Go.\s Disk Friction-CAuteh is shown in Fig. 2; figure showing
the clutch in engagement, and figure disengaged. It consists of a plate-center pulley, con-

taining beneath its rim on one side the toggle-lever

mechanism, and on the other the cilamping-plate,

embracing a disk which is provided with pi-ojectirig

hard-wood plugs. This disk is loosely interlocked
with square jaws on the hub of the pulley, wheel, or
coupling.

The Broclc Friction-Clutch^ a portion of which
is shown in the sectional view (Fig. 3), has a rim
which is grasped on the inner and outer sides by
the clutch members, which are shod with seasoned
maple. The -radial motion of the jaws or clutch

Fig. 3.—Brock friction-clutch. members is produced by the sliding piece (seen to
the right of the pulley) being pushed toward the

clutch or pulley, giving motion to angled levers, which force the upper or outer jaws in-
wardly and the inner jaws outwardly, until they grip firmly both sides of the rim. Moving
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the sliding piece away from the clutch, in the position shown in cut, disengages the laws or
frictional surfaces.

The Weston Safety Ratchet, as applied to crabs, winches, and similar hoisting apparatus,
is shown in Fig 4. The principle is based upon the combined use of a friction-clutch with a
ratchet wheel and pawl in sucli. a manner that the action of tlie

weiglit tightens the clutch and prevents all possibility of accidental
release. Tlie reverse motion of the handle releases the clutch and
permits the load to follow, but any variation in the speed of the
crank-motion is followed by a corresponding variation in the barrel-
inoveinent, and when the motion of the crank is stopped, either in-
tentionally or accidentally, the barrel also stops. Keferring to tlie

cut, I) is a section of a spur-pinion suitable to be used in connection safety

with any liglit train of gearing. At Gis a ratchet-wheel with wliich
^ '

a pawl engages, and which can thus only revolve freely in one direction. Between the pinion
J) and the ratchet-wheel G are several friction disks, the alternate ones being connected with

pinion and ratchet-wheel, and giving enough friction
surface to hold the two parts firmly together as a unit
when they are forced into close frictional contact.
Both pinion and ratchet-wheel are loose upon the shaft
A, and are placed between two collars. One collar, A,
is pinned fast to the sliaft, and is a j ilain collar. The
other collar, A/, has a, helix formed upon its side, and
there is a corresponding helix upon the hub of the pin-
ion upon that side. This collar JH is also pinned fast to
the sliaft, so that there is but slight play between the
parts, just enough to permit tlio engagement or release
of the friction -disks. When the shaft A, carrying with
it the collar E, is revolved, the top moving toward the
observer, the helix on the colhir acts as a circular wedge
upon the lielix on the piniori-hub, and forces the frfe-

tion-disks tightly together, and also tightens the whole
series upon the shaft; and any motion given to the
shaft A is transmitted through the pinion JJ, just as if

it were keyed fast. Tlie same action takes place when
the load attempts to rotate the pinion backward. When
it is desired to lower tlie loa,d, the shaft A is turned

Fro. 5.—Fiinbie'’s cut-off coupling. beakward. The ratchet-wheel can not revolve in that
direction, as it is lield liy the pawl, and, as the pinion is

liehl hy tiie friction-disks, tlie shaft ahuie is turned, carrying with it the collar E. This
mot ion rtvlease.s the wtalge {udion of the helix, arid reduces t.lie pressure upon tlie disks, and
licncc the load ea,n now pull the |)inion backward, the alternate disks slipping upon each
other. Any tendency for tlie load to turn the iiinion faster thari the shaft and collar A' at
once <:M’(uit(‘.s an increase in tiie friction between the disks, and so the |)inion can not run down
any faster t ha,n the motion of tlie cra.nk and shaft, and, if the crank is for any reason lot go,
the frietion-disks will jit: once tighten and hold the load.

Rrlsh ie's Frk tion -

GJufch (k'lg. 5) is usi‘d in

connection witfi a hoist-

Fio. (5, -Fricitjouallx^lt g-fiaring. Pioi. 7.—Almond’s right-angled coupling.

ing-dnim, .such as i.s used in pile-driver.s and like hoisting machinery. The seefional view
show.s its use asaciit-olf eoufiling. The rim of the clutch, as sliown, eontaiii.s a groove with
internal bovelod surfaces, each of whicli is pressed by wooden blocks which are drawn outward
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by the operation of a bent arm-lever, the long arm of which rides upon a cone, which is moved
along the shaft by the shifting lever.

FricHonal Belt- Gearing,—A new system of transmitting power by belts and pulleys, made
by the Evans Friction Cone Co., of Boston, is shown in Fig. G. The power is transmitted

from one pulley to another, with which it is nearly in contact, by a ring or belt of leather,

which is gripped between the adjacent surfaces of the pulleys, and transmits the power by
friction. The diagram (Fig. G) shows the principle of the system.

,

The diametrical line B B
shows the points of contact of the belt when the pulleys are idle, but little pressure remaining
upon the belt. The oblique line A A shows the points of contact of the belt when the pulleys

are in motion. The force of the driving pulley 0 is transmitted to the outer face of the

pulley B, in a line obliquely with the axis of the driven pulley.

Almond's llight-angled Coupling.—Fig. 7 shows a form of shaft-coupling made by T. E.
Almond, Brooklyn, N. Y., for ti'ansinitting motion between two shafts at right angles io each
other. The sleeve A, winch slides on the post i?, carries two studs C at right angles lo each
other, each of which is connected by a ball-and-cup joint to the forked piece F, \\hu‘h oscil-

kites on pins formed on tlie piece F, wiiich
rotates with the pulley K. Motion being

/ either pulley if, it causes the stud

sufficient to last from one to two yemvs.'

States Machme Co.'s Angle-Joint
is shown in Fig. 8. One joint will operate

vWiy ^ilhin an angle of 110°, and a pair^used

Fm. 8.-States Mac*ino Co.’s angle-joint
view clearly syows the construct ion.

I he end of each of the coupled shalts is

fitted with a piece carrying ai semicircular projection T-shaped in section. These projections
fit into T-Bha,|)ed grooves cut riglit angles in a steel ball. The ball is made in pieces for
t.ho puriiosi? of putting l.he coujding togetlier. '’.Phe coujding is especially adapted for feeding
devices of nuicIiine-i;ools where (he power has to be transmitted at a varying angle.

C()AL-BER.\KERS. Coal-l)rea,kers and Ihe maebinery used in them for the preparation
of antlinicite coal for the imirket have been ably described by Mr. Eckley .B. Coxo, in tlie Tram-
aeiions of the Ammea/n Jnstitnte of Alining Fngmeers, xix, 808, of wiiicli tliis article is

largely an absiiract. Antliraeite coal as it comes from the mines is not marketable. Tlie

“run of mine” can not, as in the case of bituminous coal, be sold. Anthracite, being very
compact a,11(1 practically free from volatile combustible matter, burns only at the surface, and
it) is, therefore, ik'emed important to have tlie lumps as nearly of a uniform size as jiossible,

so tluit between them a large amount of surface will remain exposed to tlie action of the air

without cheeking the draft too much or allowing enough air to pass to cool the coal below
the ignition-point. In otli(W words, if tlie pieces of coal of the size of a chestnut and smaller
are mixed witli lumps of tlie size of an egg, they fill the air-passages and irrevent a free

draft. It Inis long been recognized, therefore, that one of the most inqiortant points in

preparation is to have a uniform sizing, and also to make as large a number of (lilTereiit sizes

as ca,n be produced without too great expense. It is also essential to remove all the dust,
which is of little or no use at present, and depreciates the value of coal in Eie market.

Mixed with the pure coal, large amounts of slate, “ slate-coal ” and “ bony coal ” gimerall}^

occur. Tlie ticrm “slate-coal” is commonly used to designate lumps composed |)artly of coal
and partly of slat(% in which the pure coal occurs in surdi large masses tlnit, l>y rebreaking,
pieces of pure coal of marketable sizes can be. obtained economically; and “bony coal” to
designate lumps in whicli the coal and slate are so interstrati tied that tliey can not be sepa-
rated economically by nKadianical preparation; also coal in which tlie impurities are presi iiL

in sneb high percentages a.s to destroy or greatly diminish its market value. In other words,
slate-coal is coal from which, by breaking and preparation, a certain amount of pure coal can
be obtained ; bony coal is coal vdiich can not be economically rendered more pure by mechani-
cal preparation, although it may be used for certain purposes in its crude condition.

The problem is, to remove the itn purities as completely as possible. Of course, wlien th(3

slate occurs in separate pieces, it should be eliminated without further breaking. Bur tlio

slate-coal must be broken into smaller pieces to separate the slaty portion from the coal. It
is generally impossible to sell all the larger lumps which come from the mines, and machinery
must be provided for breaking them up into such sizes as the market requires.

The coal coming from the mines should be divided into its various sizes, and the free slate
in each size should be removed, before any breaking is done. This can be done either by hand-
labor or by mechanical means. In the first case the coal is passed along chutes, on the sides
of which men and boys ar<3 placed who pick out the slate, and in some eases the bony and
slate-coal, and allow the pure coal to pass into the pockets. The mechanical slating of the
coal depends upon one or more of three physical characteristics of the coal and slate : the
difference in their specific gravity

; the difierenee of the forms in which they break
; and the
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diflerenee of their angde of friction, or, in other words, the difference in the angle of a chute,
lined with stone or iron, down wliicli the coal or slate wnll slide without any increase of
velocity. As a rule, slate, will not slide down a chute which will carry coal.

for Sising Coal .—This may be divided into two classes : fixed or inovalile

bars, and fixed or movable screens. In tlie first, tlie openings through wliicdi the coal falls

are niu(di lougm* tlnm they are wide, while in the second the ratio of the length to the width
of openings doivs not generally vary much from unity. In special cases the first class may he
used to tak(‘, out dust or fine coal ; otherwise, they are seldom employed, except for large coal,

unless win'll ('xa,(‘t sizing is not important. The reason is, that long, flat pieces fall out with
the cubical |)ieces of much smaller dimensions, rendering the coal thus sized unsightly, incon-
venient to luindle in the tiiniace, etc. Tliero are three types of the first class now in common
use: 1. The adjustable bars, supported at both ends, 2. The finger-bars, suppiorted at one
end. d. diie oscillating bars.

iZV/e Ad/itsfab/s Bars are, as the name implies, a series of bars, whose position can be ad-
justed, over which the coal to be sized is made to slide longitudinally. The ends of the bars

are ma,de V-sliaped, and they fit into similar grooves on tlie traiisvei'se pieces by which they
are sufiported, so tliat the bars can be placed at required distances from each other varying
witli t he widt h of tlie bases of the triangles, which is usually about 4 in. The bars are gener-
ally made 4 ft. long, but, of course, can bo made of any size.

7%e Finger-Bars are an improvement upon the ordinary bars, and have been recently in-

troduced. Ill using the continuous bars, part of the dirt and fine coal is often carried over
the bar, and is deliv(3red in theeliute at the lower end, instead of falling through ; and as the
spaces lietvveen the l)ai‘s are parallel and closed at the lower end, long pieces often wedge and
catcli, particularly at th(3 bottom, thus necessitating a frequent cleaning- Of the finger-bars,

the lower end is entirely free, and the bars are narrower there than at the upper end, and any
lump that may wedge is likely to lie loosened by the first lump whicli strikes it. Upon the
vertical portion at tlie upper end of the bars are two half-holes, by whicli they are bolted to

the beam or bar-liearings.

The Momhle or OscillatirKj Bars consists essentially of a series of double bars, placed
sunicieiifly far a|ia,rt to allow coal of the required size to pass between the bars of each pair.

Thie lower cuds of the bars have semicircular bearings, which fit over a liorizontal sliaft, wliilo

the. u{)|>er ends are supported upon two round steel rollers. The bars iire oscillated back and
fon,h liy (‘(‘cent ri(5s on the main driving-.sli aft, which are so connected with, the bars that tlie

riuilhiirolM hirlatUu’ is apiiniximately horizontal. The throw given them is about 3 in. On
the main or driving shaft there are two eccentrics, placed 180'' apart. The bars are flat on
top, t;he ext rcnio lower end being rounded off to allow the coal to roll ofl: easily

;
then for a

certain distaiKHi they are horizontal, rising finally in a curve, tlie center of which is upward,
to t.lu‘ [loint where the coal arrives upon the bars. The upper cuds of tlie bars, wliich are

carried liy the rolhu's, ex1;end under ITio chute 'wlience the coal is fed.

.Fixed Screens may be either fixed or movable. Tlie former consists simply of an inclined
jilane, formed (hther of woven wire scrociis or punclied or cast plates, with round, square,
elli|)tii(ia,l etc.., holes. The coal in this case is allowed to slide or roll by gravity, not too
rapidly, down t.his |)lane. Tlie la-rgcr pieces jiass over, and tlie smaller fall through. By
phu'ing s(*V('ral screens with openings of decreasing size undernealli one another, or* a scries

wii.h (){imiiiigs of inereasing size, in tlie sa,me chute below one aaiotiher, any desired number of

sizes can Ix', made. The olijcetioii to tliese is that their eapaeity is limited, tlie sizing is

imperfeef., a,nd lh(‘. HcrcMUis clog more or less.

Afdpahle Screens.—The movatile sm-eens a,re among the most important parts of a breaker.

TIk'v an^ of two tiyiies. In tlio first type the screening surface forms a cylinder and revolves

aiiout its axis. lii the other tyfie the screening surface is approximately liorizontal, and the
motion a,nd action are very similar to that of an ordinary hand-siovi). In many eases the screen

is moved backward a.nd forward in an api>roxiiriately horizontal plane. ''Pliis motion, com-
bined with the inclination of tlie sieve, causes the coail which is fed on tlie hlglier part of tlie

senu'ii to travc'l gra-( I nally across it, allowing the smaller particles to fall through. In other

(iascs the a.|)proxima,t(3ly hoi'izontal screen receives a gyratory motion, like the motion a
moldcr gives 1,0 liis sieve when screening his .sand. Its great a,dvantage is that the whole sur-

fae(3 of th(*. serecti is constan tly in action, while in the revolving screen of say Ti ft. in diame-
1,(31’ only a,bout 8 in. of the Ki ft. (‘irc.umference is at any one time in action, unl(3ss the scream

is ov(u*(*row(led, a,ml tiie revolving of the screen acts like an elevator and tends to tiirow the

coal l)a,ck into l-h(3 screen.

Tlie prolihmi of eonstriKding a gyrating screen, when the screen is to he large and must
mal<('. a grca,t, iiurnlier of sizes, is to support it in such a rnaiiner tlia.t it, will gyrate easily and
safely, and a,t t.he sanie time lie self-eontaiued, so that the centrifugal to re, will lie counter-

ha,hinced a, rid will not sliake the bviilding. The method eonsisls ess(3nt,ia,lly in supporting
one horizontaf plane upon another by means of three or more double rioncs, while the motion
of gyra,tion is given to tho iiT){)(3r jilate liy a crank upon a shaft pa,ssing t.hrough and jour-

naled in th(‘, lower plates. The cones roll freely in a prescribed path on the lower plate,

while the uppt'i* }>late moves upon the other end of the double cone, its relative motion to

that of tlu' cone lieiiig tlie same as that of the bottom plate. The result is t,ha,t every point

on the uppi'i- pt'ite (h'scribi's a. circle of the same diameter (in eoal-serceiis generally aliout 4

in.), Init, no 1 wo circles hn-vc the same center.

Th(' coin's may lie guided in variou.s ways. By one method th(3 upper and lower plates are

made with an aniiular, truncated, V-shape*d track, which fits into a corresponding groove in
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the cone. In other oases the guiding is done by an annular grove in the running-plate and a
corresponding annular enlargement of the cone at the outer edge. When, however, the
screens are run at high speed, there is a tendency in the double cone to fly from the center

;

the surface, therefore, on which the cones roll is sometimes made conical, so that the weight
of the screen has a tendency to force the cone toward the center, thus counteracting the cen-
trifugal force to a great extent. In this type the circumferential surface of the enlargement
is very broad, and has a good bearing against the outer surface of ttie groove in the running-
plates. This form of cone is well suited to resist any tendency of tlie centrifugal force to
throw it out.

There are other types of cones in which the guiding is done by a ball-iind-socket Joint at
the two points of the cones. Both the running-plates and cones in this type are nuide in the
lathe, and are all fitted to gauge. The same precautions are taken in the lower right cut as
in the upper left cut to counteract the efleet of the centrifugal force.

In the case of_ single gyrating screens the screen-box is commonly made about 4 ft. wide
and 0 ft. long, inside measurement. The number of shelves varies from two to six, depend-

Fio. 1.—Double gyratinf? screen.

ing upon the mjiterial to be screened. Tlie smaller the size of coal, the closer to each otlier
the screens can be put. dTio l)oxes are made from 1 to 2 ft. deep. The double gyra,ting
screen (Pig. 1) is a, (iombimition of two single screens, driven by two parallel vcrticar shafts,
each shaft having two c'ccentrics upon it close together, and placed 180° apa,rt. In tlie latest
forms of iJiese screens connierbalances on a shaft connected with the outside end of eacli box
have liecn added, whereliy .strains on the eccentrics of the driving-shafts are lessened, juid tlie

screens a,i'e niade to run more steadily at a higher rate of speed." It ha,s been found that the
best resuHiS in screening wore obtained at from 140 to 140 gyrations per miniitc. The screams
are sonuhlnu^s made of cast-iron plate when the holes are large, but punched steel is generally
preferr(*d, lii'ing ligld.er. Copper is oceasionally used for small sizes.

Mar.Jiinsry for Brealdng Goal .—For breaking up t he coal two methods are used. WTien
tlic liiinps a,re largo a,nd tiie pieces of slate attaclied to them arc of such a, cliaract.er as to
render it eeouonviea,!, the larger lumps are broken by liaiul, tlie men using picks made for that

purpose. In this wa,y largo pieces of pure coal or pure slate caai often be ob-
tained; l)ut by far the larger {lortion of the breaking is done by rolls.

The rolls used in breaking coal are of two kinds, tliose wit,h fiointed teeth
and those known as corrugated rolls (Fig. 2), in which the teeth are continu-
ous from one end to the other. In the latter there ai-e no [loints, and the
ends of the teeth are slightly rounded, the part doing the work being cast in
chills, so as to give greater endurance.

In tlie operation of a roll as ordinarily constructed—i. e., with pointed
teeth—the point of one of the teeth inserts itself into a lam{) of coal which
is passing through the rolls, ami breaks it very much as the stroke of a piedv
woidd do; that is, the lines of fracture radiate approximately from tlie point
where the tooth strikes the lump of coal. If two pieces of round iron a.re

placed parallel to one another, and at such a, distance ai)a,rt that a jnece of
coal will just be supported by them, and if a third piece of round iron,
placed midway between and in a direction parallel to and above the oilier
two, is then brought down upon the coal, the piece of coal will break near
the middle like a piece of wood subjected to a load in the middle too great

-Oorni- for it to hear. The result of this action is generally to break the lump into
two pieces of nearly the same size, which is the result desired.

In breaking eoal, as in crushing ore, experiment has shown that successive reductions give
the most satisfactory results—i. e., produce the minimum amount of fines—and most breakers
are equipped upon this principle. It is not necessary, consequently, to change the distance

gated rolls.
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1 lu. ;i~T.ipcr rolls.

between the centers of the shafts of the rolls after the proper distance for most economical
breaking has once been deberinined, and the rolls are made with fixed bearings. Where it is

desired to crush coal to various sizes with the same set of rolls, those with adjustable bearings
are used.

Taper rolls, tlie construction of which is shown in Pig. 3, are sometimes used where a
small quantity of a number of different sizes is to be broken up at once. At the upper or

larger end the rolls will take steamboat; a little farther from the end
they will take broken; a little farther they will take egg; and a little

farther stove. When the coal to be broken up is of ditferent sizes, and
the quantity not large, these rolls may be economical, but tlie tend-
ency of practice at the best breakers is to increase the number of
rolls, having a different roll for each size to be broken.

Jigs .—The jigs used in washing coal are modifications of the or-
dinary 11 artz jig used in ore-dressing, differing only in size, capacity,
and minor details of construction. Tlie principle of coal-washing,
moreover, is identical with that of ore-dressing, except that in the lat-

ter heavy mineral is separated from ligliter gangue, which is thrown
away, while in the former light coal is to be separated from heavier
slate or pyrites. Tlie coal-jigs in general use are invariably of the
side pistoii type, and consist of a single compartment. In tlie jigs
vised at the Drifton breaker (Pig. 4) the sieves are 5 ft. long ami ft.

wide, and the pistons of tlie same size. The bottom of the jig is semi-
circular. The coal to be washed is fed on to the jig at the side of the
sieve next tlie piston, over an adjustable plate (6), the lowin' end of
which is placed as near the sieve as is consistent with a free discharge
of tlie coal. The coal passes out under this, spreading over the sieve,

its constituents arranging themselves aceonling to their specific grav-
iries--the slat,o and pyrites at t-he bottom and the pure coal at tlie top. At the outsiiio of
the sieve tlie pure covd is .skiinmed off from the top by a series of flat strips of iron carried on
two rows of link-belt chains, running over a wheel (M), or by some similar device. The coal
is thus draggiul up an inclined plane and discharged, the water carried with it draining hack
to the jig. Tlie slate pji,s.ses out through an opening in the side of tlie jig just above the sieve,
wliieli i« regulated l>y an adjustalile slide, into a flat ca.st-iron hopper (0)^ The bottom of this
hofiper is closed liy a gate, which allows neither slate nor wn,ter to esca.pe. This gate is

oiiencd at^ |)roper intervals, t;he upper opening from the sieve to the liiopper being closed at
the same time, and thci accuiriulatcd slate discharged from tlio ho|)perinto a trough, whence
it is reminual by a, suitable conveyor after having been inspected.

Bkn* jigging fine coal similar jigs are used, but tlie sieves are liedded with feldspar or like
material of approximately the same specific gravity. In jigs of this class the slate discliargos
through^ a goose-neclc outlet instead of one
of the kind siiown in Fig. 4, or else through
the bedding and sieve into tlie hutch below,
whence it can be drawn through a proper
gale.

A nfmmthe Siaie- Pickefs.

—
'These depend

for tliiur action upon the fact that, while the
coal giuicrally breaks into cvdiical masses, the
pieces of .slate of i,he. same, lengtli and width
are of viu’y much le.ss tliickness. Hence, if

a quantity of shite anid coal which has been
passiMl t hrough a .screen and pi’0 [)eiiy sized,

idle slate., if phieed edgewise, would drop
tlirougli a slit over which the coal would
|)ass. 'riieriv are two tyjies of automatic
sbiitispickers : one, intended to be placiul in

a eliute jind to be fix(‘<l; jind the other, to l)o

plaeed in t.he d i.scluu'ge-slip of a gyrating
screen and gyriitisl.

Tlii‘, fixed slatc-pii'.ker consists e.s.s6niially

of a series of V'-tronglis of iron c*a,st in one
piiM'o, one side of the V being' shorter Jind at

riglit angh‘s to the other. The lower half of

t.lie casting Ims a taper slit in 1 lie short side.

'the slit is .so arranged iliii,t anytliirig lying on the long side of the t.rongh and of not too
great lieiglit ea,ii slide out t hrough it.. Any lump which is thicker than the height of the slit

will of course lie retained in t he troiigli. iTie slits widen as they approach the lower end, and
the [lart ()f tlie easting lielow t he cros.s-bar hangs freely, so that there is nothing to stop) a

piece from sliding tlirough tlie slit. 'li'his .slate-picker is placed in an ordinary trough or chute
down whic.li the coal .slides. It recei ve.s pitch enough to allow the coal to slide over freckly,

but. with not too great velocity. As the coal and slate come (lown the chutes, each lump
j)Ia,c(‘S itsi'lf in one or otlicr of the grooves or troughs, whicli are made a little wider than the

la.rg(‘st lump of the size for which the slate-picker is to be employed. As the lumps slide

down, all the Hatter pieces tend to pass out through the slit on the side, while the cubical

.-if
'

Fia. 4.—Coal jig.
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lumps go over. Should a piece catch in the slit in consequence of the increase in height to-

ward the end, some one of the pieces which follow will generally knock it loose, so that it

does not remain and block the slits. The slits if made parallel would soon clog. The Hat
pieces, which are mostly slate, and which fall through the taper slit, pass over a chute or

picking-table or any convenient place, where they are examined by a boy, who takes out any
Hat coal that may come through with the slate. The size and taper of tlie slit, the pitch of

the picker, the width of the troughs, the length of the upper and the lower portion of the

casting, vary with the size of the coal, nature of slate, etc.

The Gyraiing AiitormMc Slate-Picker is made in the same way, with this exception, that

only the part with the slit is used. This is placed on the discliarge-chute attached to a gy-
rating screen. The pickers are made in two patterns, to be used according as the screen

gyrates in one dii-ection or the other. They must be so arranged that tlie gyrating motion of

the screen has a tendency to throw the coal and slate against the short iiigh side. In this

way the latter is thrown out and passes to a jig or picking-table.

*A third metliod of removing slate mechanically is used in several breakers in the Wyo-
ming region. It consists essentially of an inclined plane, down which the lumps of coal and
slate are allowed to slide freely. The plane may be covered with iron, stone, or slate. The
angle is such that the slate will slide down uniformly while the velocity of tlie coal increases.

Tliere is a gap at the end of the inclined plane, over which the coal jumps by virtue of tlie

greater velocity acquired in sliding down the plane, while the slate, moving slowly, drops into

it. There are a number of devices for changing the pitch of the chute, the form'of the open-
ing, etc.

COAL-MINING MACHINES. Tlie principal inducement to operators to use coal-cutting
machinery in preference to mining by hand-labor is naturally due to a reduction in the cost
of getting out t,he coal to bo gained by the former method. With it, it is possible to cifect a,

larger saving of coal tlian is possible by ha,nd-lal)or, due to the small heiglit of tlie undercut

;

jilso the nuinlier of men which have to bo employed can be materially reduced. To get out
the same amount of coal it is not necessary to keep as many working-places open in mines
using machinery as it would be w'hen employing hand labor, thus making it possible to Iiave

the working-places more c()ncentra,ted, and thereby to save a large amount of expense in the
form of dead-work, such as kee[)ing open gangways. To give an approximate idea of the cost

of mining wil.h nuichinery as comi)a.rcd with hand-labor, it can be stated that a coal-cutter

ill tlie Hocking Valley is capable of giving an output of 80 to 85 tons a daiy. The price now
paid for eidding coa.l by macliines in I'ooms is 8 cents per ton ; the price paid for loading coal
after the cutting is flf) cents per ton. A miner can mine and load on an average tons per
day, Ijcing paid 70 cents per ton. ddiis shows a cost of 48 cents per ton of coal mined by
macJiines, against 70 cents mined by hand. To tlie former will have to ho added wages for

one ongineer, fuel, interest and deiireeiation, and w'earand tear of the phuit. fly working the
luachines day and niglit, liowever, tliese last items can be reduced to a minimum. This policy
is being followed in most mines using machinery, as it enables a comparatively small maehine-
phint to give a large daily output. For example, should an output of 800 tons per day lie

re(]nired, and the machines be worked during the day only, ten coal-cutters (with the neces-

sary tnigines), et;c., would be rc(iuired. lly working day and night, five coal-cutt.ers would be

suliicient, a,s well a,s engines, generators or compressors, and ducts of half tlic size. 'The work
of loading and ha,viliiig would ho done during the day only. Tliere arc a,t present two general
styles of coal-cutters in use ; those using rotary cutters and those using reei})roeating cutt ers,

botli of which ha,v© specn'al fen,tures, wliich make it advisable to use one or t.lie other, according
to the nature of ihe coal.

Rotary (k>al-(JuJJ:ers .

—
'riio general fea,tiires of rotary coal-cutters are as follows : the under-

cut is made by mea,ns of revolving tools, tho axis around wliieh tliey re\n)lve lieing either a
horizonta,! line |')ara,llel with the coal-cutter (cutter-bar), a horizontal line at rigid, angles with
the, coal (augers), or a vert,iea,l line (chain-machine).

The machines in general consist of a stationary bed, upon which slides a movalile frame
bearing the cutting devices. The latter is gradually fed into the coal as t,he knives or tools

cut the coal away in front of it. The motor (either compressed air or electric) is a,ttaclied to the
movable frame or to tlie stnt,ionary bod, suitable gearing transmitting the jiower to t he cutting
devices. Tho feed is {i,utomatic, and consists either of a screw and nut or rack and ])inion.

The best speed for feeding seems to be from one ninth to one tenth of an inch per revolution
of the cutting devices; althougli for some coal this speed might be increased wit,li axl vantage.
An important feature of this style of coal-cutters is a proper device for withdrawing tlie coal-

dirt or sla,ck from tho cut, to prevent the knives from becoming clogged.
In the room and pilhir work in use in this country the coal is generally undercut the entire

width of the room to a depth equal to the height of the Yein. It takes alioiit nine or ten cuts
to accomplish this in a room 80 ft. wide. After the undercut is made, from three to four
holes are drilled in the coal about two thirds of the height from the floor, but varying wit,h

the condition of the vein. These holes are filled with powder, and the coal shot down. After
having been blasted down, tho coal is loaded into the mine-cars by a set of miners, and the
room is cleaned up for another set of cuts. While the process of drilling, blasting, and load-
ing is going on, the coal-cutter is taken into another room prepared for it, and there again
undercuts the coal the entire length of the room. The best part of the coal is generally at

the bottom of the vein, and it is therefore desirable to save as much of this as possible. "For
this reason the “bearing-in,” or cut, is often made in the. fire-clay underlying the coal, if this
is not too gritty, or in a slate-parting in the coal. If the latter is high np in the vein, the
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mju'hinos t‘n,u bn worked from the bench—in other words, if the coal UTuieiiying- the parting’

is allowed to rcnnaiii down for a sufficient distance from the face of the room to allow the
inatdiines to rest on it wiiile making the new cut. When undercutting in fire-clay, care is

generally taken to cut partially in the coalj as the white clay adhering to the latter would
decrease its value iu tlie market. Wherever neither a suitable parting in the coal nor a fire-

day bottom exists, and it is desirable to get out the largest amount of lunip-eoal possible

(es[)e(iially in some of the small veins), the height of the cut has to be made as small as
possible fit is, however, not advisable to reduce it below 3-^ in., as otherwise it may not allow
the (toal to tumlrle over properly when shot down.

The amount of work a machine is capable of performing in a given time can be expressed
in tons only wlien the tliickness of the vein and the amount of impurities in the shape of

partings, Imny coal, or slate, etc., are known. A better metiiod of desigiiMting the anioiiiit of

work tlie coabeiitticr is capable of performing in one da^y is by giving the iinmberof cuts it

can make, or tlie numlicr of sq. ft. it can undercut. This daily work, of course, varies some-
what with the nature of the coal, whetlier the latter is hard or soft, or contains sulphur or
bastard, the width of the workings, and the territory to be covered by one machine. The
largest record so far made with rotary coal-cutters is said l,o liave been 52 cuts in ten hours,

or 1)50 sq. ft. luidercut. Tlie average work in the same mine in wide workings is 35 cuts, or
645 sq. ft., for narrow and wide workings 30 cuts, or 555 sq. ft.

When Inuidleil liy expert men, and with not too hard coal, machines can make about 30
to 35 cuts a day in from nine to ten hours, making it necessary to prepare at least four rooms
for each to work in.

With the. exception of one type, all the rotary coal-cutters used in America are fastened

down in proper tiosition at the face,of the coal to bo undercut. They then make a cut in the

coal to a certain depth, and of a widtli depending on that of the cutting device. The latter

is dimi withdrawn, a.nd the whole machine moved sidewise, and placed in position to make
another cut adjoining the former. Tlie time consunied in shifting the luachines averages
about b} min. To reduce this lost time as much as possible, it is advisable to undercut
as many square feet as possible with one sotting of the machine. dMicre is, however, no
advantage in making the cut deeper than the vein is high—that is, iu a 5-ft. vein the cut

would be 5 ft. deep, as otherwise the coal will not “shoot ” down properly and tiiniblo over.

If the (mal sim[)ly sifidlcs down in its former jdace, it is in a worse condition for mining than
if it ha,(l ncitlieiniuinlercut. Neither is it advisable to make tlie machines longer tlian required

for tlie 6-ft. cut, as they would become too unwieldy. It is necessary to irnikp iho cut as wide
as

t)
0SHil)le, so as to reduce the number of times the inacbino has to bo shifted to cut the coal

iu a room of a ciM'tain widdi.

Handling Maohims,—(loal-cuttcrs are generally handled liy two men only, and for this

reiiisou it is iiccessary to rediico the wiuglit of i,lio niacihinos as inueli ns |)ossil)lo. It must also

be liorne i!i mind that they are not only handled very roughly, have to do very hard work,
being a.t times forced tlirdugh coal containing small streaks of sulplinr, or other impurities,

ha,rd(5r liy fjir than the coal itself. Should these foreign sulistances occur very frequently in

the “ heaVing-in seam ”—that is, in that part of l.he coal in whicli tlie undercut is to lie made

—

the rcMdpr()(^ltlillg (uial-oiitters, of course, would be the proper ma,chines to use. If, however,
only small streaks of sulphur occur, the rotary coal-cutters are generally forced through
tliem.

The main f<‘,alairo of a successful coal-cutter is groat strongl li. To sliow that this is of fa.r

gnaU.er inqiortauice tha,n lightness, tlie rcujord is given of tlie time required t,o shift a 3,()[)()-ll).

macliino, 36 st'eonds being the average time in six tests to shift llie inaeliinefroin one position

to anothiu*. 'Phis, of course, is exceptionally quiekq and it is not to be expected that men
would l)e aide to loaq) ii, ui)all day. 'This imicliiuo is probably tlio lioaviost on the market, the

motor alone on it wca'ghing about 1,700 lbs.

It, is hardly reasonable to expect that the machine can bo shifted in loss than a niiimtoand
a Imlf as average for a dsiy, no matter how liglit it is made, and this is lieing easily accom-
plished by expiwt men with ma,chines liavingtho abnormal weights given a.bove.

To (oiivey tlie ma,cih ines from room to room they are mounted on small trucks and Intuled

l)y mules or hr)rs(‘.s from one pbice to tlie other. These trucks are generally provided with a
suitalde winch and cdiain, by means of whicli. the ina.clunoscan he readily loaded. 5die average

time to do this is about 2 min. 45 see.; the average time to unload tlie coal-cutter is 2 min.

35 seci.
; mul to get the macliine ready for the cut will take 3 min. A quick record for this

work is 1 min. 45 sec. to load, 1 nriii 30 sec. to unload, 1. min. 21) sec. to set a,nd get ready for

tlie eul.. 'Idle time rmpiiriMl to move the machine may bo estimated as from 40 to 50 sec. for

ea,(!h room hetwmm tlie one cut and the one to be cut, although it may t.alce all the way from
10 min. to an hour lie, fore a, mule can be secured for this work'. A truck so couslu'uctod that

it cjin lie operated liy cleci.ricity in mines using the latter for power purposes is, therefore, very

desirable.

Rmipromtlthfi OoaUOntfsm.—The second style of machine used in Ariun’ica is tlie reciipro-

callng c()al-cul:ler. Tins is not eapahlc of quite as rapid work as the rotary cutter. It 1ms,

however, sonu) fejitures whicli make it well adapted to certain kinds of eoal aaid certain con-

ditions. It lias a,lready htmii said that when the quantity of sulphur or similar substances is

not too gren,t in the bcniring the seam of the coal, the rota,ry cutter can hiiusi^d. Should

sulphur occur in lar.ge (|ua,iitities, and in the shape of what is called “sulphur balls,” cir

“nigger-heads,” it will be necessary to use reciprocating cutters. Another reason for using

the latter machine in proferonce to the former in small veins can be found in the following:
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In certain districts the miners are paid for the amount of lump coal mined. The small sizes

of coal which pass through the screens having bars from 1-^ to in. apart—namely, nut, pea-
coal, and slack—are clear profit to the operator. In these districts the royalties on the coal
are also paid by the amount of lump coal mined. Whenever the small grades of coal, there-
fore, have a good market, it may be to the advantage of the operator to get out as much of

* these sizes as possible
;
and this can be done by means of the piinch-

If ^ ing or reciprocating cutter. All the coal coming out of the cut

III
made by the rotary machine is in the form of fine slack, and is not

III
marketable; that coming out of the cut made by the punching-
machine is generally in the shape of nut or pea coal. It is alsojH necessary to make the height of the cut with the latter machines

Vllf higher than that made by the rotary machine, to enable the tool to

I* enter it and to undercut the coal to the proper depth. We present

^ IHf various improved forms of drills and coal-cutters.

|l| Grim's Goal-Drill (Fig. 1) is a simple form of hand-tool.
Ill When in position, the post is fastened securely to the roof and the
W floor of the mine. The nut through which the screw-rod turns is

I placed in any of the slots cut in the post in order to get the proper

Fig 1 -GrinFs coal-drill
drilled. The steel bits slip into the socket at

the end of the screw-rod, and are made in different lengths to suit
the depth of hole to be drilled—for instance, if a C-ft. hole is to be drilled, a steel bit 2 ft.

long is first used, then it is replaced by a steel bit 4 ft. long, and finally by one 0 ft. long.
The screw-rods or feed-bars are made with 0, 8, 10,

12, and 14 threads per inch, a range which fits the
drill for all grades of hard coal or rock.

Drill for Boring and Reaming (Fig. 2)
is specially adapted for boring into coal-banks.
Tlie maeliine is provided witli an expansible bit,

wliich remains in its closed or normal position
while tlie hole is being liored. Wlien a previously
determined de|)th is reached, the bit is expanded
to create a pocK'et at the end of the bore for the
reception of a large amount of jiowdor.

The figure shows an enlarged vertical section
througli the outer end of the "anger-casing. The
drive-shaft is provided with a longitudinal face-

groove extending iinictically from end to end, and
at its forwa,rd or inner extremity a socket is fast-

ened to the sliaft. At the rear of the guide-box a
spur-wheel is connected with tlie drive-sliaft by
a feather passing tlirough the luib and entering s... ,

the groove of the sliaft. By this means when tlie Fig. le.—Watts' ilrill.

wheel is revolved to turn the shaft, the latter is

free to move forward. When a hole has been drilled llic desired deptli, a thumb-screw is

ttirned, whicli holds the clamp tightly to the frame and slops tlie forward movement of tlie

casing without preventing the casing from turning. By further manipulation the casing be-

_ _ comes stationary and forces tlie bit-

rod outward, thereby causing the
bit-niernbcrs to expand. When the
pocket has been properly formed,
the bit-rod is dra,wn backward, the

bit assumes its normal position, and
ma,y be readily removed from the
hole.

llie Jeffrey Positive-Feed Coal-
Drill consists of a small rotary en-

f
giiie hung in an npriglit frame, hav-
ing joints at top and bottom to en-

gage by adjusting screws with the

f roof and floor of the mine. This is

supported by a dog or brace, to stiff-

en and hold the frame rigid as the
anger- bit advances into tlie coal.

Power is transmitted to this auger-
bit or feed-bar thi’ough two gi'ar-

wbeels. Attached to tlie engine are
feed-nuts that open and close upon
the feed-screw, which is 4 to 5 ft. in
length, on one end of whicli is a
square socket, into which is inserted
the square end of the auger-bit.
Two bits are used for convenience,

Fig. 3.—Jeiirey air-feed drill. one 3 ft. and the other 6 ft. lonr.

Fig. —Watts'' ilrill.

Fig. 3.—Jellrey air-feed drill.
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b iring a hole If to 3 in. in diameter, as may be required. Seven, eight., and nine foot auger-
bils are used to good advantage.

The Jeffrey A'i>r-Feed Drill (Pig. 3) is similar in many respects to the positive-feed drilL
In place of the feed-screw it has a feed-tube eontaiiiing a piston, in the end of Avhieh is at-
tached a suitable smooth feed-bar, 3 or 4 ft. in length, having a square socket, into which the
jiiigo.r is iasteiied. This tube arrangement is adjustable in all directions, so that the drill will
fuuioinmodate itself to any mine. Only one hose connection is required to operate the drill,
the leed to tlie tube and engine being controlled by means of a tliree-way valve. In oper-
ating, the engine is started first, after which the air is turned into the tube, which forces the
piston forward until it travels the full

length of the air-tube. The air is then
sliut olf from the feed and allowed to
esiaipe, and the feed-liar is pushed back
into the tube. The advantage this
drill has over the screw-feed is that llie

air acts as a cushion when striking an
unseen sulpliur ball or rock, which al-

lows the anger to advance more .slowly,

preventing strain upon the machine.
Tlie apjiaratus di'ills a hole to 2 in.

in^ diameter to a, depth of G ft. in four
minutes, and can bo set and started in
less than two minutes.

_

The Jeffrey Air Goal-2Iming Ma-
chine (Fig. 4) consists of a bed-frame
occupying a space 2 ft. wide by 7 ft.

C in. long, composed of two steerdian-
nel bars lli-mly braced, the t(.)p plates
on each forming racks with their teet h
downwa,r(l, into which the feed-wlie(ds
o f the si idiiig frame on gage. M ounted
Tqionand engaging with this bed-frame
is a sliding frame, similarly braced,
consisting mainly of two steel liar.^, upon which are mounted, at the rear ends, one double
5 in. X GJ ill. engine, from winch power is transmitted through straiglit gear and worm wheel
to tlie nu'k, liy means of which the sliding frame is fed forward. Upon the front end of

this sliding frame is moiinted the entter-har, held hrndy by two solid steel shoes, with snit-

abh‘. brass lioxes. Tlie cutt;er-l)ar contains steel bits, held in place by set-serews. Wlien the

cuttm*-liar is revolved, these cutters or liits cover its entire face. ^Flie eutter-bar is revol ved,

liy an endless mirved-link steel chain from the driving-shaft, and simiiltaueoiisly advanced by
the above ineelianism into tlie coal or other material, to be iiiidercut to tlie desired depth.

Tlie fe(‘(l is thrown on and olf liy means of a lever. Tlie cut under the coal, 5 tiO (5 ft. liy 3 ft.

() in., is made and the cutter-ha r withdrawn in from four to six minutes. The machine is

tlu'M moved over tlu^ length of t he cutter-bur used, and anotlier cut is made in the same man-

Fig. 5.™-Harrison mining-macluae.

ner. Tin's is continued until t.lie entire width of tlie room lias been niidercnt, after whi(4i the ma-
cliine is hauled on tdie triiclv and taken into anotlier room. The makers (dairn that, in some coal-

veins the inachines have cut at the rate of 130 to 150 lineal ft. face in ten hoars to a depth of G ft.
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The Harrison Mming-Machine.—Pig. 5 embodies a direct-acting engine mounted upon
two wheels, the whole resting upon a board which is iricdined toward the face of the coal. A

pick shaped like a fish-tail is attached to the piston-rod. The

^ valve is a rotai’y engine, and moves constantly and uninterrupt-
edly when the throttle is open, wliether the piston is stationary
or ill motion. Two handles are attached to the rear of the cylin-

. der, which are used by the operator to direct the niacliine. The
operator sits on the board, places his feet against the wheels, and
ta,kes hold of the handles. A channel is made under the face of
the coal. The machine requires a maximum of 16 cub. ft. of air

per minute at 45 lbs. pressure to lain it, and an average of 15
cub. ft. each per minute when several machines are being run
from one main pipe at the same time, which is fed to the machine
through a 1-in. four-ply hose. The projectile weiglis from OO to
00 lbs.—according to the length of the rod—and strikes from
100 to 210 blows per minute. The total weight of tlie machine
is from 570 to 620 lbs. Tlie makers claim that from 25 to 50 sq.

yds. of floor is the ordinary amount undercut by one macliine
each day. It has often undercut from 6 to 8 sq. yds. of floor per
hour, cutting time, l)ut all lost time for moving and other con-
tingencies are included in this statement of a day’s work.

The Sergeant Coal-Mining Machine (Pig. 6) is made in two

g sizes: the standard machine—weight, 700 lbs.
; length, 7 ft. 6 in.

2 over all—which will undercut to a depth of 44 ft. ; and the liglit

I
mining-machine—weight, 500 lbs.; length, 7ft. overall—which
will undercut to a depth of 5 ft. The light mining-macliine is

.g 15 in. high, and will mine coal from a 10-in. vein.

•§ The distinctive features of this machine are as follows: No
5 rotary or reciprocating engine is used to operate the valve, but a
0 duplex slide-valve system, consisting of two valves in the same

^ chest, independent of the action of the main piston. This valve

§ motion is positive. Having no dead centers, it starts on turning
on the air. and has no outside hand-wheels or moving parts.

The stroke is made variahle both in lengtli and strengtli, and the

1

force of blow and length of stroke are under instant control of
^ the operator. The picks are of forged steel, with shanks made
d square and of full size wdierc they enter the socket, balancing
w is elfccted by loosening one nut and slipping the hub baickwarcl

or forward in a slot cast in the side of the cylinder. The piston

is made of forged steel, and is corrugated to prevent rocking or

twisting. It is held in place by a com]")osition metal sleeve

which is bolted into tlie front head. The wheels a,re firovidcd

with large hub-bearings—4 in. in diameter—whicli eases t he etfect

of the blow on the operator, and obviates lost motion. The
movement back and forth on the board while running at full

speed—100 to 250 double strokes per minute—is about f in.

The operator can swing the machine and dii'oct the Idow with
one hand, and can work either right or loft handed. The ma-
chine requires but little space and can be used successfully in

narrow veins, around and between props, and wherever a miner
can swing a pick.

The Jeffrey Electric Goal-Mining Machme is repri'seiited in

side view with the cutter-bar withdrawn, in Fig. 7. It consists

of a bod-frame occupying a space 2 ft. wide by 8 ft. 6 in. long,

composed of two steel channel bars firmly braced, Hie top plates

on each forming racks with their teeth downward, into which the

feed-wheels of the sliding frame engage. Mounted iqion and

engaging with this bed-frame is a sliding frame, similarly braced, consisting mainly of two

steel bars, upon which are mounted at the rear ends one electric motor, from wliieh powm-

is transmitted through straight gear and worm wheel to the rack, by means of whieli the

sliding frame is fed forward. Upon the front end of this sliding frame is mounted th(3

cutter-bar, held by two solid steel shoes, with brass boxes. The' cutter-liar contains bits,

made of tool-steel, held in place by set screws. When the cutter-bar is revolved, these cutters

or bits cover its entire face. The’eutter-bar is revolved by an endless, curved-link, steel chain

from the driving-shaft, and, as it is revolved, is advanced by the above rnechanism into tlie

coal or other material to be undercut to the desired depth. The current required is from

80 to 50 amperes at a pressure of 220 volts ; each motor is wound to develop fully 15 horse-

power, though frequently in some veins of coal the machine only uses 80 arnjieres, or 7f
horse-power in making mits. The armature of the motor is calculated to run at a speec? of

1,000 revolutions per minute, from wdiieh the speed is reduced, so as to run the cutter-bar 200

revolutions per minute.
The Lechner Goal-Mming Machine is represented in Pig. 8. The machine is operated by

either compressed air or electric power. It consists of a stationary frame held to the floor of
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tlie mine by two jacks, out of which a slidin^^ frame is advanced and withdrawn by means of a

screw feed-rod. zVround the front of this sliding frame passes an endless chain provided with

steel cutters securely fastened in its solid links, suitable gearing driving the chain around at

Fro. 7,—Electric coal-miiiinp: machine.

proper speed. A steadying drill, provided with a long hearing directly back to the cutting-

head. passes forwju'd with the sliding frame, and prevents any thrust caused by the side-cutting

action of tlic chain. 'The standard machine is made to undercut 3 A ft. in width, 5 ft. in depth,
and 3 in. in height, although these dimensions can l)e varied to suit special conditions. The
size of tlio inaicliine is 8^ ft. in length, 8.1 ft. in width at the front end, 21 ft. at the back
end, and 22 in. in heiglit. The weight of the standard machine for rope ti’ansmission is 1,050

Fro. 8.—Leclmer coal-mini np: inachiut^.

lbs., with engines for ('.ornpre.ssed air 1,850 lbs., and with electric nmtor on frame of inachine

1,8()() lbs. It is claimed that in ordinary hard bituminous coal the nndercut of 171 sq. ft. is

unule witliin four niiimte.s. The cutting chain is pro vidcul with 81) bits, or three sets of 18

eacli, following in the .sanne plane; the.se Ints are backe{l rip with nuital siniibir to a lathe or

plaiKir t;o()l. The i)owor rmpiircd to drive the Leclmer machine dep)ends ontiredy on the work
to be dom^

Coal-Hoist: see Idovators. Coal-Screens, Coal-Sizing Macliiiicry, Coal-TTasliing*

Ma(duii(UT: <'<>ol-lh\ud<ers.
, . ,

C(>KE-()VENS. 'File coke-ovens in use in the United States are almost oxcIuBively or

the old beeliive typo, 10.1 i’b to> 12 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. to 7 ft. in lueight. It is recognized

that: iiiey a,r(‘ very wa,stcfiil, a large proportion of the value of the coal vised being lo.st:, but

no aU.einpt to recover this seems to havni been generally made in this ooiintry. In 1887 there

were in opera,tion in i,he United hStates, in 270 cistablishirients, 20,001 ovens, and 8,594 ovens

in course of ('.<)nstrri(iti<)ii. Those ovens consumed 11,859,758 tons of coal, producing 7,611 ,705

tons of coke, u r)ere(mta.g(^ of 64*2. Dr. Bruno Tome, in a pii])er read bee fore the (Uicinical

St'cfiouof the bhauikliii Inst,itute, October 20, 1891, estima-tes that on the liasis of tlie work

at two largo establishments in Fra,nee tliere should also have been saved 151,804,888 lbs. of

su!pliat(i of aunmonia, or 12*8 ll).s. per ton of coal, wdiieh, at 8 cents per lb., would luive Immui

worth $4,554,740, l)e.si(les a large (piantity of tar, arnounting probably to nearly 21- p(U’ <u',iit

of tlic weight of the coal. In Fnglatnl and on the Continent great i)rogress lias Ikumi made
in the iuiroduel ion of improved ovens for the recovery of tlieso by-products, aiul nuuiy

dilferent kinds of ovens, designed for this purpose, have come into use.

Tlio ta,r(line.ss of the coke mamifacturers of the United State,s in introducing improved

ovems is inexplica,ble, as the flames from the tofis of the beehive ovens whicdi illumine the sky

by night in th(‘. ComicUsville region are a constant reminder of the present wasteful methods

of coke man Ufa el, un^. The greater first cost of the improved ovens is undoubtedly one of i]\(^

reasons w hi (di has d<‘lnv('(l their introduction, and it is also 'feared that, although the ook(^

made by (be,in nmv he of good quality, there may ho a prejudice against it, as it, h-udes tli(', sil-

very a,j)p(mni,ne.e of (lie. CoiinelLsville coke. The lion. Carroll I). W'right, Unit.i'd Stfdu's (kirn-

rni^ioncror Labor Sl.aUstics, in his report, “Costof Production ; Iron, Steel, Coab etc.” (IKOd),

gives the averag(^ cost of producing one ton of coke in 80 establishments in the United States

9
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as follows: coal, |1.219; labor, $0,357; officials and clerks, $0,028; supplies and repairs,

$0,058; taxes, $0,005: total, $1,067. The average amount of coal necessary to make one ton

(2,000 lbs.) of coke was 3,110 lbs. With these figures the results obtained with the improved

ovens described in the following paragraphs may be compared

:

The Coppee Coke-Oven, which is extensively in use in Europe, is designed for coking

finely divided coal. They are usually built in series of 30 or 40, and are worked in paii's.

The ovens, which are 30 ft. long, 18 in. wide, and 4 ft. high, have each 28 vertical flues lead-

ing from the top through the partition-wall common to two ovens, to horizontal flues that

pass longitudinally beneath the chambers. In these horizontal flues the gases from a freshly

charged oven mix with those from one in which the coking is nearly completes and combustion

is effected by air admitted through three small openings. At each end of the oven are two

iron doors. When a charge is completely coked, it is pushed out of the oven tlirough Uie

doors at one end by an engine and ram placed at the opposite end, this operation requiring

about two minutes. The lower doors are then closed, and a fresh charge of coal fed in

through three holes in the roof, which are covered by sliding doors. The charge is next leveled

by means of rakes, the upper-end doors closed, and the operation resumed
;
the whole time,

from opening the doors to discharge to closing them after a recharge, being but eight minutes.

-The coking occupies 24 hours, and the ovens are charged alternately at 12-hour intervals.

The Svnmi-Carvh Coke-Oven (Pigs. 1 to 4), which is designed to save the by-products

from coking, is somewhat similar in construction to the Coppee. There are charLnriff-holes.

f=f
1

|- 0
1 1 i

Fio. t. FiG.

There are charging-holes,

a, a', a", in the roof of the
oven, which is from 2 ft. to

2| ft. wide and 54 ft. to f)|

ft, high. Tlie gases are

drawn off through a piije,

b, b', b", which is provided
with a regulating valve,

whence they pass into a

system of pi*pes common to

from 30 to 50 ovens, kept
cool by jets of w'atcr, in

which the tar and ammo-
niacal liquors are coii-

Fig. 3.

SuriwTttal '

I

a<teHon on n
^-r
Fig. 4.

Figs. 1 to 4.—Simon-Garv5s coke-oven.

den.sed. The lower open end of the condensing pipes
dip into a collector for the products of condensation,
similar to those employed in gas-works. The gases from
the condenser are then passed through scrubbers filled

with wet coke, where the last traces of ammonia are re-

moved. The^ uncondensed gases pass onward to the
oven for heating purposes, entering through a horizon-
tal aperture, c, c', in the basal flue of llic oven above a
grate, d, that is filled with ignited coke-dust, while the
air for combustion enters from below through the grate.

Under the base of the oven the burning gases jiass to

and fro once, then rise between two adjacent ovens to

the uppermost of the side-flues, e, e', e\ and pass grad-
ually downward to a‘ large flue, /, which conveys them

to the chimney. The duration of the coking is from 60 to 72 hours, in ovens of the smaller

size. The yield of coke is said to be 75 per cent. At the Besseges iron-works, in Prance, in

1879, 4(5,902 tons of coal were coked in 85 ovens of this type. The amount of coke produced

was 32,092 tons, or 70-55 per cent, together with 1,096 tons of tar (2-23 ])er cemt) and 4,3t'9

tons of ammoniacal liquor. The net gain, after deducting all expenses, and not counting th(i

coke, was $18,938. The consumption of coke-dust on the grate did not exceed 35 lbs. per

ton of coke produced.
In the more recent Simon-Carves ovens the fireplace and grate are disjiensed with, ar.d

the oven is fired exclusively with the gases escaping condensation, these entering the lower

flue at the place where the’hearth used to be, while air is forced in througli an annular pipe,

being previously heated to 500° or 600° by being brought in contact with tlie hot flues convey-

ing the spent gases away from the ovens. The two lov:er flues are thrown into one, and at the

bottom flue, wdiere the greatest heat is sustained, the walls are lined with fire-brick. Tlie

heated air admitted into the bottom flue is purposely insufficient for complete combustion of

the gas introduced there, the further supply of hot air being obtained through the side-flues

of the oven, the amount thus admitted being controlled by dampers. These ovens are made
23 ft. long, (54 ft. high, and 194 in. wide. Their capacity is about 5 tons of coal per cliarge,

the time of coking lasting 48 hours. The cost of a Simon-Carves oven to work about 480 tons

per year, which is the capacity of an ordinary beehive oven, is $845, complete with the coolers

and all appliances. An ordinary beehive oven of this capacity costs but $280. At Dyson &
Co.’s Bear Park Colliery (Durham, England), according to Mr. S. A. Tuska, in an article “ fi’he

Simon-Carves Coking Process ” (published by the author), a battery of 50 ovens cokes about
900 tons of coal per week. The analysis of this coal is as follows: Volatile matter, 27’69 per
cent; fixed carbon, 68-44 per cent; sulphur, *77 per cent; ash, 3-10 per cent. The yield in

coke was 72-31 per cent; sulphate of ammonia, 9 tons per week, equivalent to ammoniacal
water, 10 per cent of the coal, and of tar 64 to 74 gals, per ton of coal. The cost of labor for
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coking and collecting by-products is estimated at 48 cents per ton of coke for a battery of 50

ovens, producing 107*5 tons of coke per 24 hours. A force of 33 men is required to operate a

plant of this size.
,

i v- i l

-

i. i

The Fernolet Coke-Oven (Fig. 5) is yery similar to the ordinary beehive oven, but it has a

fireplace and grate, and the gases are carried to an upper collecting tube a, and returned to

the bottom flue b, whore tliey are fired with solid fuel.

The Jaimmn Coke-Oven (Pig. 6) is iin improve-

ment on [fie ordinary beef live oven. Clianriels are

made in the bottom of the oven, covered with per-

forated tiles, h, //, //', connected outside the oven

with piiies leading to an apiiaratus, c, for produc-

ing a slight suction, and for discliarging the by-

products wlien reiiuircMi.^ This is a very simple and

inexpensive oven, and is said to have given very

good resiih,s. According to Mills and Rowan
{(JhemU'cil Tevhiolo(}y, Ibid and its Applications, p.

185), a series of ta-iais showed a,n average yield of

5(5^ per (umt coke, the average yield of aininoninm

suiphato a,nd tarry oil being (i-3 lbs. and (1*2 gals,

per ton (2,240 llis.), rt^spei'.tively.

The Lilrmann Coke-Oven (Fig. 7) consists of a

huge dnimlxir, a, opening into whicli are a number

of coking-chainliers, /a into which lino coal is led

eoiitinuously from hoppers by a |)iston-lood, worked —•

by a, crank, fdie gaseous |)ro{liicts pass into the Fio. 7.~Llirmann coke oven,

eliamlie.r cf, Jind, if required to be collected, are
^ i n

drawn off at a,n a,i)(n*iair(3 at tlie top, and thence conducted into the spjiccs rt, o
,
under the re-

torts b //, wlun-e they are burned by means of air admitted for tfio purjiose. 1 he coke, as it

’ falls ironi the ends of

6, is received in the

cliamber a, and is re-

moved at intervals.

This oven is continu-

ous - working, and
yields good, compact
coke. It is vei’y sim-

ple in construction,

requiring no special

fire-briel<.s, and is eoni-

|)arativdy inex|)en-

sive.

The Bauer Coke-

Oven (Fig. 8), win (ill

has been used with
satisfactory resnlt.s in

Fi'fince and Scotland,

consisliS of afteniafe

cok(i a,ml regenerator
(!ba.mb(vrs arranged
side, by side in a doub-
le row, while main
fines for the comlnis-

tioii gases run along
tlic to|>s of tlie cham-

FiG. 8.—Bauer coke-oven. bers near the front,
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and discharge into chimneys placed in convenient positions. The coking-cbainber E, with

a charging opening at the top, a curved back and base, and large discharge opening in front,

comiimnieates at the sides through openings / /S arranged at various heights, with tlie

combnstion-chainber 6r, where the gases are mixed with air admitted from the outside through

passages H, forming a eoinbiistible gas of high heating power, which, by way of passage h, is

conducted to the channel y below and along the back of the coking-chamber, and then through

i into the upper chambers (E, heating by their combustion the upper part of tlie walls of the

coking-chamber E before they are discharged through the passages 1

1

into the main flue 'i^.

The air before it mixes with the retort gases is heated by passing through long jiassages in

contact with the hcaied walls, and the amount of air can be carefully regulated b)y slides.

Additional air inlets with valves are provided near the top of the ovens at I:E, and the com-

bustion gases can be also retarded in their How to the ehininey by valves at i-. Fig. 1 is a

cross-section through the combustion, and .Fig. 2, through tlie coking-chambers. Forty of

these ovens were erected at tlie works of the Carlton Iron Co., Ltd., in 1888 {Eiigineerirng and
Mining Joimml, 1, 72). To obtain actual results of their work special trials were made in

April, 181)0, 124 tons of coal being used, of which -05 tons 16 ewt. was washed East Howie coal

(fairly good coking coal), and 58 tons 4 cwt. unwashed coal from various collieries, varying

considerably in quality and eoiitaining a large amount of volatile matter. Out of a total fixed

carbon and" ash of (iO'OS in the coal, 69*44 per cent was returned as coke, the time required for

coking being 24 hours. The proportion of large to small coke was satisfactory, tliere being

only about 6 tons of small in a total of 86 tons of coke obtained from 124 tons of coal. This

proportion of small coke is, however, considerably reduced, it is stated, in places where the

travelirn’' belt is used for the transit of the coke from the ovens to the trucks. The traveling

belt consists of an endless metallic chain, su})ported on rollers and so arranged tliat it travels

slowly in front of the discharge opening of the ovens. When the door of a chamber is ojiened

the cioko runs, owing to the shape of the coking'-cliaraber, witli but very little assistance from

the attendant,’on to tlio traveler, where it is q\ienclied by water-sprayi The l)elt diselmrges

the cok'o, ijractically without handling, into the trucks
;
thus a great saving of labor is elfeeied,

a foreman w nil Ihrtjo laborers attending to a group of 40 ovens. The experience so far gained

seems to sliow that, owing to the high temperature obtained in the regenerative flues by burn-

ing the gases with a suitable admixture of atmospheric air, coals of almost any composition

can cither liy themselves oi’ as mixtures lie used to produce sound liard coke suitable for bhist-

fiirniice work, a,nil, since none but the volatile gases are utilized to produce tlie necessary heat,

nearly tlie wliole of t,he llxed eai*bon is converted into coke, while in addition any of tlie vola-

tile gases not required for the coking process may be condensed and utilized for l)y-i)roducts.

l)r. von Bauer, Hie invimlor of Ibis oven, has foimd tliat about 16 per cent of gases is neces-

sary for Hie (lomhuslion.

!7y/« Otto (lahi-Oven is essentially a combination of a coking-chamber witli tlie Biemen s

regenerator in order to heat the air, serving for tlie combustion of gas to as liigh a, di'gi’eo as

pcSsible. Wiicre the gases a, re passed through a condenser, as is done in all cases where the

liv-products of (.oking are recovered, it is necessary to compensate for the cooling of tlie gas

by using air at as liigli a temperature as possible for combustion with the gas. The Ottx)

ovens are arranged in batteries, beneath which are. tlie regenerative chambers connected by

Hues extending under the oven-floors, and equipped witli the usual arrangement of roversing-

valves, clc. ( Viinhustion of the gas and heated air from one regenerator takes i)laee in one

half of tliese Ixittom flues, the hot gases and flames rising tlirongh the verHeal side, flues

which inclose t.ho (uikitig-clmmbers, and escaping by the other half of the bottom flues and

the other regenerator. This process is reversed periodically in the manner usual wit h Siemens

furnaces. The eoking-charnhors have openings at caeli end for withdrawing the coke, lliree

openings in the roof for filling and two for the escape of the gases given olf in coking. These

latter are fitted with pipes and valves eonununicating with the main gas-pi])e or receiver.

Dr. 0. Otto states {Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, vol. ii, 1884, p. 520) that tlie re-

generators for lieating the a’ir attain, in the working of these ovens, a temperature of 1,8(J()°

F., and tliat as a consequence it is found imriocessary to use all the gas given olf from tlie

valves for conihustioii. At a German coke-works, out of 24,700 cub. ft. of gas produced per

coke-oven per day only 17,'700 cub. ft. were required for combustion. Tlie bottom and side

flues become so liot that with a charge of 5 tons 13 cwt. of dry coal the coking iiroeess lasts

only 48 hours, and sometimes less. With Westphalian coal the amnionia, reckoned as sulpliat:c

of ammonia, recovered, amounted to 1 per cent of the weight of the coal. T lie yield of coke

from one coking-works amounted in seven months
to an average of 3 per cent of tlie weight of coal

used. By the daily treatment of 2 tons 14 cwt. of

coal per oven, sutficient waste heat is olitained from
every oven to heat 54 sq. ft. of boiler surface, wliicdi

corresponds (according to Dr. Otto) with an evapo-

ration of 1 lb. of water for every }iound of coal coked.

The Aithen Coke-Oven (Fig. 9) is a beeliive oven

fitted with two pipes, a, a', for con veying the blast

and gas from the condensers through small holes

in the roof distributed equally around its circum-

ference. Channels, //, h\ in the floor of the oven

conduct the by-products collected to a pipe, r-, which leads them to the condensers. The
ovens are 9 ft. ‘in diameter and 5 ft. high, from the floor to the charging hole in the roof.

Fig. 9.—Aitken coke-oven.
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T?ie Seniet-Solvay (Pig. 10) consists of a centrai retort for coking, heated by
the combustion of waste gas in lines which surround it. The coal is charged into the retort
through the openings yl, A in thereof. The waste gases escape th rough the opening .Bin

the roof, and thence i)ass to condensers, where a considerable p)roportioii of the volatile

matter is recovered, ns tar and sulpluite of aitnnonia. The niK3ondenHed gnsos are divided, the
necessary amount for lusating the retort; being reconducted to the latter, and the remainder
led off and burned l:)cnea,th boilers. The gas returned to the oven passes through the l)ipes
1)' jy ini.o the upper of the three Hues which stand on either sido of cacli retort. Here it

meets preheated air, entering through the Hues .B and Bl Gas and air burn, swoe|) four times
tlui length of tlie i*el;ort, and through the flues G, E, 7, ^7, and pass thence under boilers

through the flue 7i, and t, hence to the chimney, where their tempo ratiire is about 20D“ 0. In
order tiiat the heat dcveloiied in the (lues G\ //', and I may ^lass readily to the diargo coking
in Ij, the walls of these flues are made very thin. Details of t;hG p>i(K*cs whicdi composo those
llui's jire shown in liic upixu' left-hand corner of Pig. 10. The pa.rdiition-'walls which support
tlio massive roof are wholly independent of these thin and necessarily ratlior fragile llue-piec(js.

Tlie joints of the latt er are made very thin, and are rebated, and the lutuil c^xtimt of joint is

mndii v(‘.ry small, in ordivr to oppose th(3 passage of the gas direct from the rtdort L into tlie

llu(‘,s 77, /7, and /, whicdi would, of course, lessen tiio yield of hy'-prodiicts. The east-iron end-
doors of die rtdoris are shiolded by double sheet-iron doors to retain the lioat. Tlioroofis
made exti'crmdy tliiek, arid tlie air is [ireheated by juissing through the fine B.to cut off the

escape of heat out,ward from the airparatus. T() iin|»r(>vo the combustion t;he gas is admitted
|)arl.ly at />, wlnu'ir it meet s tiie whole of the air, and partly at D'. The litt.lc fire])laces iisually

enniIoyiMl for igniting llu^- gas are supjiressed, and it is thus possible to give the rational dowii-

wjird pat h te> t he I )u ruing gas and air.

A t(Nst, of tills oven was made at, a French colliery with coal of t he following composition :

Wa,ter, 4*5 per cent,; tar, bri jiereent; ot;her volatile comhustilile, 10 to 11 per cent; asli and
fixed carbon, to SI per (*.ont. It yielded B1 to 82 ]Hir cent, of coke, IS in 15 lbs. of arnnionia

(r(H‘.ovm’e(l as siiljihate of ammonia), and til to lbs. of tar per 2,240 lbs, of coal charged.

The oiid.-iy for labor in ojierating amd ma.intainiiig ovens and (‘oiideriscrs was riot alrovo 26
cents |)er ton of colvc, or perlmios G cents more tlian in the ordiriary Belgiaii oven, arid the

value of thi‘. liy-products about GG cents per ton of coke, so tliat tlie not. gain wars estiinati'd

at BO eerits pm' ton of coke. The oven cokes a 4-tou charge of coal irx 22 hours. (See

necri/h!/ (ind Minim/ Jonnial., 1, 1 (hi.)

VforkH for Ittfmnicm—For details eoncerning tlio mannfacjture of coke, see the following

work's: 1lie Maiiufaet.iire of Coke, by Joseph D. Weeks, 1885; Cost, an<l I\la,rm fact lire of Coke
on tli(‘, Simon-(Ja,rves Syst.imi, by E. 'Dixon, Journal of the Irori and Steel Jmtifufe, ii. No. 4:14,

1H8B; The ManuractinV, of (lo'ke from Illinois Coal, by 11. h. Jandilxu's: Iftilizadon of By-
Froduets in die Manufae.t.un* (»f Ooke, by II. Simon, Journal of Jmn a/id iSlcel i, No.

4rM, ItSHO; Ib'CNitlse on IVbdalliirgy, by F. Overman, 1882; Iiitroduetion to the Sin dy of Metal-

lurgy, by W. (4. Rol)erl,s-Aust,('n, 1891; Utilization of the By-Produd.s of dii'. Coke Industry,

by Bruno Terne, Journal of the FramMin TndiMte^ exxxii, 875; Ohmiiml Veehnology, vol. i,

Ibiids, by F. .1. Mills arid F. J. Rowan; The Physical Properties of Coke', as a Fuel for the

Blast I^hlnnice, liy John Philton, Triwimations of 'fha American InMiMte of .M/niug JJngmesrs,

Oetolxu', 1888; 'ihe ^liuiufaidaire and Cost of Ooke, by F. Koerner, John Fulton, and others,

Engineer inij and Mhiim} Jourmtl, xlii,291, B09, 880, 8(11, 862, 899, 415, 421, 484, 452; Journal

of the Iron and Steed luHtituU^ 1888, pp. 814, and 828; Journal of the Soivinty of ChewMal
Jndudn/, vols. 188:k 1884, and 1885; Recent Iinproveiiients in Coke Ovens, by MLM. I)e Yaiix

and Kich, Merue UniverseMe des Mims, 1888.
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Cold Saw: see Saws, Metal-Working. Cold Storage: see Ice-Maldng Machines.
Comber : see Cotton-Spinning Machinery.
Comparator: see Measuring Instruments.
Compressed Air : see Air, Compressed.
Conceatrator : see Evaporator and Ore-Dressing Machinery.
Condenser: see Cotton-Grin, Ice-Making Machines and Engines, Steam.
CONDENSERS. The Bulkley Injector-Condenser is of the injector form, with its water

supply and discharge-pipes arranged to act as a siphon. The condensing-water enters by the
side nozzle, shown in the cut (Eig. 1), passing downward around the exhaust-nozzle in a thin

circular sheet. The exhaust-
steam thus enters a hollow
cone of moving water, and is

condensed. The water then
passing down with great ve-
locity through the contracted
neck of the condenser draws
with it the air and vapor into
the discharge-f)ipe below. ^Jlie

general arrangeinent of tlie

condenser and its pipes is

shown in Fig. 1.

IlilVs System of Condemsa-
tion for I\mvpmg - Engines
(Pig. 2) provides an ordinary
surface-condenser arranged to
take water from either the
suction or discharge pipe of
the main pumps, wliich water,
after it has effected the vnicu-
uin in the condenser, is re-

turned to tlie pipe from which
it was taken. By the regulat-
ing-valve the amount of water
passing through the main
which is diverted into the coii-

denser is regulated so that tlie

least water capable of pi'odue-
ing a given vaeunin sluill pass
through the condenser, in or-

der that tlie temperature of
tlie hot well or water delivered
from tiio condenser by the air-

jnimp shall be as high as jios-

sible (this water being used as
tlie feed to tlie boilers). By

Fio.l.-Bulkley Injector-condenser.
delivering moi'c wnler to the
condenser, a l)etter vacuum

may be obtained, with a corresponding reduction in the temperature of the contents of the
hot well

;
but experience has shown that the gain in economy by the improved vacfuiiin is

more than counterbalanced by the reduced temperature of the feed to tlie boilers, and tliat a

Fig. 2.—HilPs system.
Fig. 3.—Wheeler’s surface- condenser.

given vacuum of about 27 in. warrants maximum economy in all cases (as is usual) where the
water of condensation in the hot well is pumped back into the boilers.

Wheeler's Surface-Conde7iser (Pig. 3).—In this condenser the exhaust steam from the engine
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entering by tJui iiozzh^ A, comes first in contact with the perforated scattering-plato 0, The
steam expanding in top of the condenser, reduces its pressure and teinperalure before it

comes in contact witli the cold tubes. The water of condensation gravitates to the bottom,
and passes out by the nozzle to the air-pump. The cooling water is pumped into the com-
partment tilrough the nozzle C\ anti enters the small tubes as shown by the arrows. After
traversing tlio small tulxis, it returns through the annular spaces between the small and large
tubes, and enters into cornpartment O : thence it passes into conip)artinent if by the passage-
way Idle water then circulates through the tubes of the upper section (in the same
inanner as (lescidbed above), and finally passes out of condenser by the disci large-nozzle 1),

The lower pa,rt of the engraving shows one of the small and large tubes in section. The
small tube II is expanded into the screw-head iV, which latter screws into the head K. This
small tube ends wdthin a few inches of the cap Got the large tube Jv, thereby giving space
for the water to reverse its direction before flowing back tlirough the annular space betw^een
tlie two tubes. Tlie end of the large tube that screws into the head / is drawn thick, so that
coarse deep thnnidsaiid a serew-driver slot can be cut; this latter is similar to the slot shown
in iV, which admil.s a tool for screwing up or unscrewing tubes from the tube-heads. When
necessary to remove the tubes for cleaning or repairs, both small and large tubes can be
drawn oiUi from the same end of the condenser. After removing the sinali tube the large
tube is unscrewiMl and drawn through the hole left vacant by the screw-
head of tlie srmdl tube—this hole being a little larger than the thick end
of the hirge tulie.

The. Tnde'pimdeiif (Jojidtmser^' (Fig. 4) is a condensing
apipamitiis eoiKsisting of a comliination of a duplex pump with an injeet-

or-coudenser. The illustration shows the general construction of the
parts. A is tlie vapior-opcning, to which is connected the pipe that eon-

dued.s to th(' a|i{)aratus tihe steam or vapor that is to be condensed, and in

which a vacuum is to be made and maintained. The injection-watcr
used t,o produce l.lie (ioncicnsatiori of tlio steam or vapor is conveyed by a

pipe attached to (he injectioii-oponiug at B. Over the end of the spray-

pi jic (J is plaei'd a cone pirovideil with wings that separate and distribute

the water, aaid insure its complete admixture with the steam. This cono
is adjustable.

Tlie operalion of the condensing apparatus is as follows

:

Steam lieing jidinitttMl to tlui cylinders /rso as to sot the pump in motion,
a vacuum is formed in the coiuleuser, the engine, cylinder, the connecting
exhaust-pi{)(', a,iid tlie injection-pijie. ddiis causes the injection wider in

enter tlirough the iiijectioii-pipe atta.ehed at .Baud spray-pipe into the
eondcusm'-eoiie T\ ''fhe niaJii engine being then started, the exhaust
steaaa enters through tlu^ ex-

liainst-iiipe. at d, and, coming in

eoiitiict. with die cold wati^r, is

ra-pidly cotidenscd. IMie veloeily

of t.lie steam is coinmuniiaited
to die wafer, and the whole
passes through t he ('.one F into

the pump (i at a high velociiv,

carrying with it, in a thorough
ly commiiigitMl condition, all tJi<

air or uneondcnsabli*. vn,po.

which (MliiU's the ('oinUmser with iiuleixeulc'ut coudeiiKer.

the stmiin. mingled a,ir and water are discdiarged by tlie pump tlirovigli the valves and
pipt^ at fJ, befom suirKdimt time or siiaee has been aliowed for separation to occur.

(loiiVertcr : si‘e Mills, Silver, and Steel Manufacture.
Oopixu’ St<Md: see Alloys,

Oorliss Fiigiiic : see Fmgincs, Steam.
€orn Harvester: see Marvostiiig Machines, Grain. Planter: sec Seeders and Drills.

Oornisli Rolls: see Ore-Crushing Macliines.

Cotton B(dts: S(h3 Belts. Ootton Drills: see Seeders and Drills. Cottoii-PicliCr : see
lijirvesier, Botton. Oottou Planter: sec Seeders and Drills. Cottoii-PreSH; see Presses,

Hay and (hitlon.

(K)Tl''DN-(ilN. Tlie impirovornents in cotton-gins during the past docado include novel
I'orins of ('oiidensers and feeders, ami the extended use of these attach nu mis, and the inven-
tion of a mnv type of gin, in which a peculiarly formed working cylinder- is substituted for

die saws. 11, may not lie generally known to cotton-planters that not only is all the dirt and
dust tad< (311 from Cue cotton before spinning, but the exact aanoant of dirt in (3 very bale is

known a,ri(l r(H',()r(le(1, so that it is impossible at the presout time to sell dirt for cotton. A
first,-clii,ss ('.ondenser will not only raise the grade of cotton, but will add greatly to th(3 con-
venience of running the gins, ami decrease dangers from fire. As the output of a giti depiends
mat.e.ria,lly upon the maintenam^e of the integrity of the roll, and tin’s in turn upon t,he skill

of tdu', p(‘rson f(;H3diiig, it will ho evident that an automatic fcc^diiig contrivance wliieh svibsti-

i,u((‘s regub-ir machine-work for hand-labor should jio.ssess imjiortant econoniical advantages,
ill th(‘, following illustra,tions are. represemted the newest forms of standard gins.

The Magk Gin is represented in perspective in Pig. 1, with the condenser and feeder
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attached. Its interior construction is shown in the sectional view (Fig. 2). Among the new
features is an adjustable grate-fail hollow, and an arrangement of the breast, which it is

claimed prevents breaking
of the roll. The object
sought also was a perfect-
ly smooth seed-hoard, pre-
senting no angles to in-

terfere with the easy turn-
ing of tlie roll. The bot-
tom is formed of an iron
plate sufficiently strong to
hold the weight of the
roll. This plate is at-

tached to the body of the
seed-board witli hinges at
its top edge, so tha,t the
bottom edge, which is

notched to correspond
with the saws, may swing
in or out. Tlie feeder is

arranged on top of the
gin. The feed - cylinder
hp the same speed as the
gin-saws, and has strong,
blunt pins to bring up the
cotton. Behind this, and
liarallel with it, is another
cylinder, moving slowly
in the same direction, hav-
ing wires in it bent back-
ward. Between these two
cylinders the cotton is

completely opened, and
the whole bolls broken apart, putting them in such condition that tlie gin will easily dis-

charge tliem, at the same time knocking out a large amount of leaf and dirt. The condenser
is simply a large drum, covered with cloth, and having a pressure-roller over it. Those are

iiiclosedui a case, reiuhing to tlie floor, leaving a few inches of the drum uncovered, from
which the cotton is blown off in a continu-

ous sheet by tlie brush. A hole is to be cut

through the floor under the condenser,

through wliich tlio air made b,y the brush is

blown, carrying the dust with 'it.

The Bnrmi Gin is represented in section

in Fig. 3. The feeder lias an endless apron,

by which the cotton is delivered to tlie

roll-box, and is arra.nge<l to tilt hack. The
brush cylinder-shaft is irnulo of largo iron

pipe with journals of cast steel running in

adjustable boxes, allowing the cylinder to

be moved up to the saws, to compensate for

the wear of the bristles. It is driven by two
belts, one at each end. This gi ves the cyl-

inder the strong steady speed necessary to

clean the teeth of tlio/saws well, and cause

the gin to mote properly.

The Mason (Mton-din is an entirely new
departure in cotton-ginning rnachineiy. Its

principle is deflncMl as follows : to construct

a ginning-eylinder having teeth, which shall

seize only the cotton-fibers, and not the

seeds or other relatively hard foreign sub-
stances contained in the mass presented to

its action, and shall strip or remove the cot- 2.—Section Eagle gin.
ton* fiber wholly or in great degree from said

seeds. By “ ginmng-cylmder ” is meant a cylindrical body for drawing out the cotton-lint

from the seed-cotton, to be substituted in place of the aggregation of saws now used in an or-

dinary gin. This, the inventor says, can be accomplished by means of a cylinder having a
hard periphery, in which periphery are numerous openings, and in each of which openings is

secured a tooth fixed at one end and extending in said opening in a circumferential direction

with reference to the cylinder, provided that the position of the free points or ends of said
teeth shall approximate to the circumjacent level or surface of the periphery of cylinder, the
said cylinder being rotated so that the teeth shall be presented points forward to'the cotton.
It is requisite, also, that there shall exist in front of and on each side of the end or point of
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each toot h a, s[)acc or opening- into which the lint, by reason of its softness and elasticity, ina)r

enter wiuni t he cotton is placed in contact with the surface of the cylinder, and into which
s[)iice Ihe- set'ds or liard foreign material, not being soft and elastic, can not enter, and into
whicli (.ho si'ods are also prevenied from entering by reason of their size. By simply causing
the cotl oil to lie in contact with said cyl-

inder wIkmi rotating, with the points of the
teotli forward, tfio lint will by its own elas-

I

ticity enter the o{)euings around tlie teeth

in a radial direedion, toward the axis of
| j

| |B £
cylinder, a.nd will be engaged and drawn I Ml

|j||P ^
Old; by said teeth, while the hard bodies— I “

in* îir-
!* '^i n

such a,s the seed a,ud foreignmatters—will L ^
tt--—

not be so eng<-iged. 'The point of the tooth
^ ^

is also ai-ranged to protrude beyond the
circinnjjiceid jiarts to such a degree only ¥
as lliat by the rotation of the cylinder it I *

may be thriist for a minute distance into
the outer adhereid; coating of the seed.

On referring to Fig. 1 it will bo seen jL
that this gin vises no ribs or grating. A is 1^' ^'11

W

the grate-lall or breast hinged to the main
|

frame at a. is’ the baek-board
;

6", the N0
|

I

seed-board ; and i> the brush for removing jM B I
t ho lint from liio cylinder. E is llie gin- / ^ ^ | | |
ning-cylindor, wliicti in the machine occu- / / \ I I I
pies siibst'ant.iidly tlie same position as t:he ™ J
saw-gin cylinder in conmion uso, the grate, ™
grid, or riii's being removed, and a bar, Fia. 3.—Brown gin.

secured in t he coneavo o.

The cylinder ,/i', shown in detail (Fig. 5), consists of a sheet or thin pilate of inofal, G, pref-

erably steel, whi(di is bent in a cylindrical shape, having its meeting edges secured together
around heads or disks, preferably of wood. Said cylinder may consist of a number of smaller

^ ^ cylinders or scclions, M. The ad-
c =. vantage of making tho cy^^^ if

I
section becomes injured it

I -p can easily be removed and another

I
If p- ^ snbstit nted. Tlic sD.veral sections

I
fast cried by a ny eon-

j.
veniont means. Ihvforo tlio slieet (r

1
/--V \ securtal iiiion its sniiport there is

! I 7 fornied iliorein a number of slots o,

^1 Jf j disposed loiigitudina.lly across tlio

I

surface, or in direct ion of the axis of

^ d uc(H?a|)oi nted t()<)l,h, //, lying

tlie slot. By reason of tlie tooth
“ heing tatiered and jxiinied and ar-

'
" ~ ~

ranged in tlii'. slot, tliere is an opien

^ space oxteiuling direidly in front of

the point of the t.ooth and around

ij saane on both siik'.s. iiiis is the

Ft.,. .1.--M.XH01, cotton-Bin.
' oneniii^Mtl rently refcir(.,l t,o. in

tlie cotton can enter by its elasticity

and soft.nesH wlien pressed against the periphery of the cylinder.

'Pile opimings a,nd toetli in tho sheet 0 are made with the sheet flat. 'When the sheet is

lient in c.ylindrieal form, the tcelli being attached only on one end will not naturally partake
of t he curved hIuiix) of ( he lient sliect,

but will rema, ill straigh t,, or, in other ^ ^
words, will nmuiin t:angential t-o the

ihopoburv-oJ^N^ wimSiSMii
loimBn siilwt.iiii(;<!s in

*

1.11 e o<iU,f>n,

nmdy sta,t(‘(h tliniugh the so:ft, eov- i
cring of (he si'ed before drawing Fia. —Ginning eylinder.
Dvit th(^ fdier, as t.li(‘ rotation of tho
cvlinder c.onl imu's. Retumiing now to Fig. 4, tho operation of the Tnachinc is as follows:

'Pile seed-c.et.ton is plae<‘(I in the receptacle /rand meets tlie toothed surface of tlie cyli rider i/',

which rotates in the direct.ion of the arrow 4. Tho teeth upon said cylinder engage only with

Fro. 4. --Mason cotton-gin.

Fio. .^.—Ginning cylinder.
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the cotton-lint, as already described, and carry the same past and under the ba,r F, which
prevents seeds and other foreign substances being drawn around the cylinder with the lint.

As the cylinder, continues its revolution, the lint is removed from its teeth by the brush-
wheel D, from which the cleansed material passes out of the machine in the direction of the
arrow 5.

^

COTTON-SPINNING} MACHINERY. To show more plainly the advance in cotton-
spinning machinery during the past ten years, it may be well lirst to state in a general way
the operations that are at the date of this work in use in converting the cotton in tlie bale to
the warp on the beam, or the filling on the cop or bobbin, ready for weaving. The cotton is

received at the mills in compressed bales, containing about 500 lbs. each, and generally con-
fined by ropes or iron bands, and sacking. In this cotton is a very considerable amount of
leaf, sand, and seeds, and sometimes other foreign substances. The first operation is the
opening of the bales and the mixing of cotton, which is done by hand, so as to secure a com-
parative evenness of fiber. A number of bales are opened at once, and the mixing is supposed
to be thorough. From the heap of cotton so mixed it is taken to an opener, where it is sub-
jected to the action of beaters and fans, and delivered in rolls called laps. Two or more of
these laps are then fed to a finishing lapper, where the beating operation is again gone
through, and the lap from this machine is the completed product of the piekcr-room. The
cotton at this stage lias been freed from the larger portion of the foreign matter, and the
fibers have been thoroiiglily disentangled.

The next operation is that of carding, which is a very important one, and perhaps not yet
thoroughly understood. The lap from the picker is slowly fed into the carding-machine,' in
which IS a revolving cylinder covered with clothing, containing teeth, by which tlio cotton is
carried past either stationary or movable surfaces, also containing teeth, and deposited n})on
another cylinder called a dolfer, from which it is taken off in a thin sheet by a comb. The
card Gontimies the cleaning of the cotton, and thoroughly disentangles tlie fibers, and places
them in a condition in wliich tliey can be easily straightened.

It; is stated, in most liooks of reference, that the cards straighten the fibers
;
but any one who

will examine with a glass the sheet that comes from the doffer will be satisfied tliat'the fibers
lie in anything but parallel directions. They are so disposed, however, that sti’aiglitening be-
comes an easy iirocess in the drawing to which the fibers are afterward submitted. Where
carding is well done, Itic libers are thoroughly disentangled, and the sheet is free from lumps,
technically called mits.

^

There are two kinds of cards in large use on cotton : the stiitionary
fiat card, adid the revolving fi,a,t cord

; the latter being quite generally known as the English
Hat card, tliough now immufaetured by several American shops. The revolving flat caixl is
said to do the largest quantity of work, but that is asserted by the friends of the other card
to be due to the use of hirger cylinders. It is also claimed that tlie revolving card makes less
waste. Tliere is no doubt that there is a better feed in use cm the revolving fiat than on tlie
ordinary card as previously Imilt. Another important point is this: the fiats of tlie common
ca,rd haive to be nilscMl at stated intervals to be cleared from accumulations of dirt and fiber.
When they arc raised an opening is left, in which the flyings from the cylinder collect, to tlic
detriment of the work when tlie fiat is replaced. With the revolving fiat the cylinder is
always coyerod, and tliy fiats not in y,iso are thoroughly brushed out, between their service at
the rear side of tlie cylinder and their next service at the front side. The cotton leaving tlie
card is, witli the revolving flat card, gathered together into a strand, and run into a, can.
Whore the ordinary card is used, the strand is fed into what is termed a i*ailway-box, where,
witli otlier stnnids, a sheet is formed, which is carried by a belt to what is termed a railway-
head, wlicre it is reduced in size of strand by drawing-rolls, and subjected to the action of an
evener.

The next openitioii is known as drawing, which is done to complete the straigliteriing of
the libers of the cotton and to reduce the sliver, the technical name for the stixind in this
condition in size. Besides this, the strands are doubled over and over again before being
drawn, to equalize the diameters of the resulting strand. The theory is that by donbling,
large places in one strand are likely to come opposite small ones in aiiotlier straiid, and the
general average of size be improved. Too miich drawing, however, weakens the materia,!, and
there is considera,blc question among manufacturers as to the proper amount. Where the
English card is used, the cans from the card are set up behind the drawing-frame

; aiid where
the railway-liead system is used, the cans from the railway-head are placed in that position.
The material is delivered from the cans on one side of the frame through tlie drawing-rolls
to cans on the other; the diameter of cans being generally reduced with the diameter of the
strands. The process of drawing was the invention of Aiicwright, and it consists in subject-
ing the material to the operation of several pairs of rolls, the front ones of which revolve
inore rapidly than the rear ones, and thus elongate the sliver and correspondingly i-educe it
in diameter. Prom one to three sets of drawing-frames are now in use in most mills. The
sliver at the last drawing-frame is made as small as it is sure to hold togctlier in being
drawn out of the can. To enable it to be still further reduced, it is necessary to introduce
twist in the next processes. Machines by which this is done are called, in general terms,
roving-machines, and their product is known as roving. These machines, like the drawing-
frame, draw the cotton still smaller, and communicate twist to it by means of revolving spindles
with their fliers, and wind it upon bobbins.

Of the two kinds of roving-machines in use, viz., the so-called speeder and the so-called
fly-irame, the fly-fra,ine during the last ten years has gained upon the speeder, especially on
fine work. The roving, in being prepared for spinning, passes through from two to four of
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these machines successively, and at some of them it is doubled, for the purpose befui e stated
in rei’erriipir to d.awini>’-frames. The final result is a soft cord, having a slight twist in it,

and weigdiing on ordinary work about four skeins, or two miles to tlie pound. Por coarser
work it is heavier, and for finer work lighter. This is the last process ol* the cai'ding-room,
which embraces, in all factories, opening, carding, drawing, and roving machinery, and
ehaiig('.s ilui cotton from its crude condition in the bale into fine continuous strands wound
upon bobbins rca,dy for sioinning. In a mill where cloth is inanufactured, roving is divided in
its (Icstimit ion. j)a,rt for war]) and part for lilling. The warp yarn is spun with niucli greater
twist, b(H*a, use, in tli(3 first place, of the extra strength wliich it requires hi weciving; and,
second, because the less twist of the filling', gives a soft appearance to tlio cloth, and is of
advantage in dyeing or pirinting. The warp yarn is spun upon what are known as ring-
fraiiu's, preyioiislv described, which receive the roving from the carding-rooin, and convert it
into yarn of tJic size desired. The reduction in size is made by drawing- rolls, as before, and
twist is given as in the fly-frame, by the rapid revolution of spindles; but, in the windiugiipon
the bol)bin, the ring and traveder |)revioiisly described are substituted for the flier. The ring-
frame has been ini[)r()ve(i during the last ten years more than any other inacliine used in
luanufaetiiring. The details of these improvements will be referred to later.

Following tlie yarn from the ring-frame, wliere it is wound upon bobbins, it goes to the
spooler, where tlie yarn is unwound from bobbins a.nd wound upon a large spool holding- 20,-
Oi)0 yai'ds, nmre or leiss. As each bobbin is wound off, anotlier is tied on, until tlie spool is full.

The yarn in going from the bobbin to the spool is passed through what is called a spooler-
guide, wliicli cleans the yarn of many bunches and imperfectdoiis, whieb migdit better have
been taken out in the carding-rooin, if possible. After spiooiing conies waipiiig-, in which a
largo frame called a creel is filled with spools, usually 800 or 400 in number. The ends fi'oiu
each of lliese sjioobs }ire drawn togethoi* into a fiat sheet, which is wound upon a beam, iLsually
about 54 in. Imig and 24 in. in diameter of lieads. Each one of these threads passes through an
cyii, whieli, with other meeluinism, serves as a stop-motion for the maciiine, so that if one
thread lirealcs it can be replaced, and tlui sheet of threads kept complete. The full be^ains ai’e

taken to a sizing-macdiiiio called a slasher, and there they are niii tlirough boiling size and
dried upon a cylinder or over steam pipes, and wound upon a loom-beam at the other end of
the machine. The tlireads are then drawn through loom hariiesses and reeds, arid the warp)
is ready for weaving.

Filling is spun eitlier upon filling-frames or mules. During the last t<3n years the filling-

friune has been gaining upon the mule oti coarse and incHliiini w(>rk, and also on line work
wlim'e considenihle twist can lie used, sucdi as thread-yarns. Tdio lilling-framo, nJ't.i'r s[)inning
its yarn, winds it utiou a Ixihbin, while the mule winds it in wdiat is called a cop, with a paper
tulie for }i base. These bobhiins or cops are subjected to the action of heat or dampness to
pirevent kinking in, di’awing off and are thou ready for use in the loorn-shutble. Several
tirnes as much waste is tna(le in weaving mule or cop filling a,s in weaving frairie or bobbin
lining.^ Some ya,rn for weaiving. and almost all for otlier purposes, aflier being spun is doubled
arid twisted, d’bis ret piiros tlie use of the machine known as a twister, riio twister is a simi-
lar imudiinc to the spinning-friimo, except that it does not dra,w tlie yarn. It takes two
threads (>r mon^ of completed yarn find twists tlietn into one, find winds them upon a bobbin.
'The twisted yarn, if destined for we.aviiig, i.s then spooled, warped, and dressed as nsiml. If
destiiKul for other purposes it is snl)j(‘.eto(l to ot.lier opcrfitions, beyond the seoiio of this arti-
cle. Coiisid(*ring l.lni diversified field of manufacture froin tlie edtton-brile to the looni, it is

best 1,0 (dassify tiu3 didhrent [iroecsses.

OimUiig (tnd Picking .— In openers and pickers the clianges are in tlie nature of improve-
ment in the maimer of utilizing ohl ideas ratlior than railieal iiniovatioiis. Thoclearing-
tarniik is lieing used in inpiroved rorins on ()i>oners, and so are autoinatic fee<ls and lap-<iv(iiiers.

A prcfiaratory nniehine, called a bale-breaker, iimdo by ITatt Bros., of Oldlimn, Hhigland,
lireaks f;he matted cotton inf-o small pieces before it comes to the pickers. This luis iitlso a
new dust-trunk' through which the cotton is drawn by i,he exhaust o|)oner. 'rhecotton passes
one way by nnuM.ns of a fan-draft while the grids travel slowly in an o|>poBite direedion.

Aldmugli there has been much corninobion of late years over this suhjeci., it re-

sults rai.lim* from iiie increased use in this country of the English revolving Hat eai*<l, old in
jiriueiple birt, imiiroviid in detail, rather tlian from any important inventions. The mldptiori
of a syst,em in whicli single carding takes the place of double, and the coilm* is sul istitmted for

the rahway, is enougli of a change to excite considerable agitation and (1 iseiission. 'fliis in-

troduction of Fliiglisli ideas set our shops at work to repiroduce and improve on th(^ revolving
flat, and also to further |)erfeet the Ainericjan card, so that it might stainl (a)ini){iris<)vunore

favoratily. No doiilit quite a ixu'centago of the improved result-s of ttio 1 ast few yt^ars in carding
is (lu(3 to I he use of supcu’ior clothing. Tomporod steel clothing, ricMMllo-pointed, is niq lidly

gaining ground, and tlie inel-hods of attachment are better tlian formoi'ly.

The first Amcrie,ati revolving flat card (F''ig. 1) was introduced Viy tin) Pet tee Maciiine Co.,

of N(3wt.on Upper Fa, Ms, Mass. It was constructed after the best English niodiVls, and illus-

trates t,o a^dvantage the general ideas in, use. The Lowell Machine Bli 0 [> has put a.n Ainor-
i(ian revolving flat card on the rnarl^ot having several new iinjirovemcnts. The at'ch is so
construcited Uiat the flexilile bond is placed close to the cylinder, jind its method of soti.ing

with tlie shields prevents all fly from blowing out and packing itstdf aronnil the loerid and
ehairi-blociks. In all revolving fla.t cards it is highly essential that the cylinder sliould be
capable of perfect adjustment, and also that the flexible bends on which t,he flats travel may
foe sot so that the flats will bo perfectly concentric. As the teeth wear or become ground, this
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setting is necessary, and every part of the flat mechanism needs to be perfectly constructed
in order that these slight variations may be made. Howard & Bullough have a very ingen-
ious arrangement of conical concentric bends on which the flats rest, which are adjusted

in position by screws and
inclined surfaces. Each
screw has a dial with a
pointer, so that by turning
each dial a definite distance
the bends will all be ad-
justed alike. They also
have a new way of attach-
ing card clothing, using no
rivets. Platt Bros., of Old-
ham, England, liave lately
adopted a new flexible bend
with slots and screw ad-
justment which admit of
the direct setting by the
gauge of the flats to the
cylinder. They are also so
arranged that tlie flats are
ground on the under side
while in position.

Fig. 1.—Cotton-card. The Whitin Machine
,, , . , „ ,

Works have endeavored to
•SO inipiove tlie American top flat card as to enable competition in single carding with the
Bnfflish tnaohine. This card (Pig. 2) will produce 100 lbs. and upward per day ol fine carding
with the minimum amount of waste. The sides and arclies of the card are built entirely of
iron, and the oonstnietion is .simple, so that changes can be readily made. The main cylinder
IS 43 in. and the doffer 18 in. in diameter, measured without the clothing. Both are accu-
rately ground, and are balanced to a speed largely in excess of that used in practice. The
cylinder is clothed close up to either edge, securing a carding surface 37^ in. wide! The
clothed surface of the dolTcr'is slightly in excess of this. The. card is provided with 40 iron
flfits, the a.rc described by tlies<.i being greater than formerly, and equal to fully two fifths of
tlie caixunn^fereiice of the cylinder. The flats are now made 1| in. wide, with clothed surface
of || in. They are planed and ground perfectly true to receive the clothing, and, being heav-
ily ribbed a,re free from tlie possibility of wa,rping or twisting. The ends of the flat arc also
planed, and thus their correct pitch with the surface of the cylinder is accurately and uni-
formly obtained.

^

The device for adjusting the flats consists of a square steel liody terminat-
ing at either end in a pin. a-Iie lower pin, having a fine thread cut upon it, passes through a
nb ill the card arch, and is secured on both sides of the rib by a nut. Thus any flat may be
accurately and quickly adjusted. Mortises, accurately spaced, and planed into'a second rib
on the card arch, receive the square bodies of tlie adjusting-pins, thus preveilting any lateral
inotion. The adjusting-pin is further secured by a screw passing through the sqimre body
into tlie arch. The top flat passes over the upper part of the adjusting-pin and finds a, true
bearing on a srmill collar turned upon the upper side of the body of the pin. They claim for
this (hwice gri'at ease and nii'ety of adjustment, and perfect immovability when set. A quick
stripper, that lifts, strips, and replaces a flat in less than four seconds, is used, and is gca,red
at both sides to avoid torsion. ,A simple device is attached by wliich tlie feed may be instant-
ly stopped, and also the dofler thrown out of gear with coiler and calendar rolls. Many
American cards in use are being changed over to the coiler system, tlie Foss & Pevey cards
especially, with bettor results. The latter card is being improved in addition by the use of
the shell-feed.

Combmg.-^Ai^ combers are only used on very fine work, their field is somewhat limited.
•If some way could be devised to increase the production of a comber with no increase of ex-
pense, it might pay to use them to a much greater extent, as the advantage is obvious. Dob-
son & Barlow, of Bolton, England, have improved the Heilman comber by a cliange in the
combing cylinder (Fig. 8). Formerly the cylinder possessed only one series of combs and one
fluted segment. Thus it required one complete revolution of the cylinder to get one length
of combed fiber. The manufacturers have succeeded in introdueing'a second series of combs
and corresponding second fluted section, which doubles production at tlie same speed

;
al-

lows of a lower speed, which produces better results, and a largely increased production. The
old-fashioned process of preparing comber-laps has been to'take slivers from the card, put
them through one process of ordinary drawing, and the slivers from the drawing were then
put through a small sliver-lap machine and made into a lap for the comber. ThisYld process
makes a lap that consists of a series of slivers laid side by side, and is not of one uniform
thickness, but first has a thick and then a thin place. It is obvious that tlie nipper of the
comb can not act as well upon this lap as if the thickness were uniform throughout, and fur-
ther that where the thin places are there is danger of good cotton passing through into waste
on account of the defective nip; also, where the thick places come, the pins are required to
do too much work, and the quality at once suffers.

When the patent ribbon-lapper is used, the system is as follows: The ordinary style of
drawing-frame is thrown out entirely, and the card-slivers are doubled up into a lap directly
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on the small sliver-lap machine
;
then six of these laps are placed in the creel of the machine

and are drawn through four lines of rollers in the form of a ribbon instead of a sliver, and by
means of curved plates are placed perfectly even and level on a polislied ta,ble.

the railway-head with evenor, first introduced by Gleorge
Draper & Sons, is hardly the same as a drawing-frame, its functions are near enough like it

!

:

for it to be considered in the same class. These machines have been perfected and made much
more sensit ive and acciirate. It is of the ntttiost importance that tin' evcuiing shoidd com-
mence as soon as |)()ssil)lc after the detection of the ffuilt. The Evans hhiedion Cone (lo. have
an evener on the market, in which two cones with a friction-belt rnnning btd.ween them regu-
late the variations, and arc claimed to enable a change of speed far quicker than an ordinary
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belt running over cones in the usual way. Railway-heads and machines in the next class have
of late been provided with steel fluted rolls, having collars to prevent the teeth mesliing too

Pig. 4.-Roving-frame.

The electric stop-motion, as applied by Howard & Bullough, is an innovation, espe-
cially as it marks the first successful adaptation of electricity to cotton manufacturing.
This has had an extensive^ introduction, and as applied does more than the ordinary stop,
as it detects four faults, viz.

: (1) A sliver breaking before it reaches the drawing rollers,

(2) a sliver breaking at the front between the drawing rollers and coiler, (3) a stop 1‘or a full
can in the coiler, and (4) a stop when cotton laps around the drawing rollers. Fales & Jenks,
of Pawtucket, R. L, are the American builders of this machine.

The Whitin Machine Works are introducing a new drawing-frame with single-bossed rolls,
which is an improvement on the general class.
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Ply-frames and speeders have undergone considerable general improve-
,
altliovigh imieh of the machinery now offered to the trade is of the same type and style

H,t of ten years since. The gradual trend of opinion lias turned in favor of fly-frames
r than siieeders. Pig. 4 represents the 40-

Ro Inmj-Fr(Vines.

inent
as thaf

rather tluin siieeders. Pig. 4 represents
sjiindle stubhle of the Providence Machine Co.,

of Providimce, It. 1., and Bhg. 5 the Hopedale Ma-
ch i

( t( ).’s i in } iroved roving-frame. In fly-frames
one of the improvements is Twoedalc’s differential

motion. In this the revolutions of the various
wheels are all in one direction—saving in friction,

powcir, a,nd wear and strain on the cone-strap.
Howard & liul lough, besides controlling the above,
liave api)Ii(ul an di'ctric stop-motion to prevent
single breaks luaH'ssitatingthostoppingof the ma-
cli ine. As 1 ( > t lui imu’ it s o f fly-frames and speeders
now in us<% making four-hank roving or coarser, it

is fonml that, t ht^ I’oving can be made cheaper on the
speeder and bi'ttm’ on the fly-frame. The only
reason for tin*, b(‘ttt‘r work of the fly-frame is be-
cause tlic spindh^. and flier gyrate together when
tliere is gyration, and so tlie roving is not stretched
bet ween t he flier a.nd the bobbin, wliile in the form
of speiMli'r now in general use, tlie spindle and
flier lieing se|)arat,e, and tlie spindle and bobbin
being sure to gyrate more or less, tliin places in

the roving must result. The Hopedale Machine
do., of Hopedale, IMass., have made a new speeder
wiiicli removes this olrjection.

Tlic (omnion form of spindle in machines of

t his class is (uit olf below the top of the bobbin,
its suiiport being at tli(3 bot tom of iho flier. This
const;ru(4ion limits Hie stieed at which the ma-
chim^ can lie run, and even at Hio ordinary speed
t.he bolibin a,s it tills sliows in many cases a marked
\uirinfvioii from true running. 'Gio spindles car-

1‘ied to n,nd into the tot) of the flier, thus mak-
ing a liearing at V)ot,h ends of the spindle, and
Huiking a much higlier speed both possible and
j)ractieahle, and at t he same t ime improving the
(piality of Hi( 3 product by avoiding both gyration
and viliration of the hohbiii, which are so damag-

in th(‘ir etTeid, on the evenness of the roving
straining and stnd.ching it as it follows the

nij

movianent of Hu^ sjiindle; in other word.s, because
t,he spindh* is hidd at, liotli top and bottom, it can
notgyral<‘, a,ml tJie result is even and substantial-

ly perleet, roving. The lowm* part of tlie spindle

is tuhiihir, is eonnected with the driving-gear cm
t he lower sliaft, and extends tlirough the base of

tdie flier, wlnwi) it is provided with lugs to ea,rry

the ujiper pa.rt, whiidi is slotted for a siiflieient

port ion of its ImigHi to nHadve and carry the flat

or t.raviM’sing i)a,rt. of the spindle, whicli rests on
Hu^ tra,verse rail ajid earries t.he bobbin by a toe

whicli projects from its t()[) outsiilc the slotted

|)a,rt of Hie spindle int.o t.lie base of the bobbin,

riie spindle is solid a,bove the slot, and continues

upwiird t.lirough tlie flier to its nose, where it is

held by an ingenious lock. The top section of

the spindle, the t,ul)ula,r or lower section, and the

Hat t,ra,versiiig |)a,i*t ca.n be removed at any time
by taking olT the bolibin and without disturbing

elHier (lier or tlier-f)lai,e. Wlien the bobbins are

full a,nd naidy to dolT, the frame is stopped with

t he to(‘ eai-ryuig Hie liolihin [irojeeting from the

laiek or front side of the spindle, and witli the

1,ra,V(‘rse r.nil at its lowest point; the bobbin is

raised until it, st rikes t.he loek and lifts it, unlock-

ing Hie sjiindle a,ml allowing it to tip forward and
the bobliin to be removed; the empty bobbin is put on, and with the spindle returned to an

upright [losillori, lifting tin*, lock as in removing the bobbin. This movement locks the spin-

(ile ill |)la.ce, a.n(l witli the bobliin set flrinly on the projecting toe the frame is ready to start,

^rhis operation of doffing reciuires no more time than the old method, one motion removing

£
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the bobbin and another replacing it. Supporting the spindle at the top prevents vibration

and allows the bearings to be made smaller, which reduces the friction and the power required

to drive a given number of spindles, besides allowing a much greater speed. The bearings

are made as small as is consistent with durability, can be conveniently oiled, and are tlior-

oughly protected from accurn illation of dirt. A sp'indle can not become bound or tight in its

bearings, and may be removed and wiped in a moment. The spindle and flier can be oiled

when running. Prom 15 to 30 per cent increase in speed is gained in this frame, with a prod-

uct which is as much better in quality, so far as evenness is concerned, as it is greater in

quantity.

Spinnmg.~-li\ this department the change in the last ten years has been radical, with

greater proportionate results than those obtained in any other class. Spinning is divided into

warp and filling, almost all the warp in this country bdng spun on ring-frames, and the

greater proportion of the filling on mules. Taking the frame first as the most modern, tlie

great advance has been in speed, production, saving of power, and less afteridance per product.

This results almost wholly from the invention of the top spindle by Mr. F. J. Rabbeth, about

1878. The Sawyer had been liaviiig an almost uninterrupted sway, as it was sneli an advance
over the old common type in production, saving in power, etc. The R-abbeth, however, has
proved as far superior to it as it was, in turn, the superior of its rivals. The name “ top

spindle ” was afterward changed to “ self-centering ’’ spindle. Spindles of this type have since

come to be known simply as ‘-Rabbeth” spindles, although every spindle with a sleeve-whorl,

before the minute differentiation of modern types, wuis known as a “ Rabbeth ” spindle both
in this country and abroad. The particular features of tins so-called “ top ” spindle were

:

First, the above-raontioucd sleeve-whorl
;
second, the loose bolster, supported in a tube which

held both bolster and step-bearings, and foimied an oil-reservoir to lubricate them
;
third, the

ehistie packing, ordinarily composed of woolen yarn which surrounded this bolster, shown in

the cut at fourth, the fiat top step on, rather than in, which the rounded bottom of the
spindle moved with the liolster; fifth, the snout oil-chamber, which insures a better supply of

oil, and Iceeps the I'eservc at a higher level than any other form yet tested. Tins feafvure had
been before embodied in the Rabbeth-Sawyer spindle. The spindle was called the “top,” or

“self-centering,” spindle on tlie theory that the spindle acted like a top, and found its center

of rotation under a,ii nnbahuiced load. This theory has since been discarded l)y experts, it

now being tliouglit that the advantages of the Rabbeth spindle are derived, first, from the
cushioning effect of the loose bearing; and, second, from the additional cushioning effect of

the packing interposed between the bolster-bearing and the surrounding case, both taken in

connection with a sieovo-whorl surrounding the tube containing the bearings. The spindlo
does not center itself, but rims out

Bfc of center with less pir and vibrationH and heat, and thus is enabled to bear
ipm a gi’catly increased speed, and to run

with less power. The Sawyer spin-

die was limited in speed. Witli an
lifl unlialaneed load it would vibrate

ill aod gyrate, at more than 7,500 turns
!;'fl per minute, so as to become useless.

The Rabbeth spindle, on tlie contra-
';|B ry, will bear any speed desired, and
|i|n the limit of production of tlie frameM is transferred from the speed that9 the spindles will bear to the speed

i|l with which operatives can make
9L good piccings of yarn liroken in the

i^ip operation of spinning. From 9,000

“lliBL
10,000 revolutions per minute is

speed at which they are custonia-

_lls<
medium yarns. The

rilFW power required to drive tlicm at

^lyB® speed of 9,000 does not exceed the

I H power required to drive the common

I S spindle at a speed of 5.500.

I 9 Four forms of RabbetJi spindles
• I 3 are being made by American build-

1
M ers at the present time. Tliese are

i |l known as the Rabbeth proper, or the
flH No. 49 D Rabbeth (Fig. 0) ; the Sher-

EIm man (Fig. 7); the Whitin (Fig. 8);

Fig. 9.
McMullan (Fig. 9). They

all possess the characteristic features
which permit the spindle to be run

at high speed; namely, the sleeve-whorl and the supporting tube within it, containing loose
bearings, and serving as a reservoir for the oil to lubricate them. The present Rabbeth has
many improvernents over the original form. The bolster has a head to limit tlie extent of
movement, keeping the spindle in the center of the ring at all times. The spindle proper has
been lengthened and made with a tapered bearing. By means of an adjustable screw-step,

E’ig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Spindles.
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the fit in the bolster may be made looser or tij^hter, taking iip wear, and enabling the proper
conditions to be found for steadiness. This is the chief improvement in spindles sinee tne
introduction of the llabbeth. The Sherman is a type of Rabbeth having its bolster and step
in one piece and using no packing. It has had an extensive introduction. The Whitin is

very similar to the Sherman, the main difference being in the fit of the bolster in the sup-
porting tube, the Sherman bolster being loose and the Whitin having supposedly a sliding
fit opposite the bolster-bearing. The McMullan has a separate step loose within the bolster,
and IS the latest spindle on the market. The value of the introduction of these spindles to
the community has been enormous. The figures below will show approximately this value,
though they are believed to be low, as many incidental gains are not reckoned. The average
speed of common spindles, before the invention of the Sawyer, did not exceed 5,500 revolu-
tions per minute. The average speed of the Sawyer spindle may be considered as 7,500, and
that of the Rabbeth as 9,000.

The production of yarn is substantially in proportion to the speed of the spindle. It has
been found that the increase of production in altered frames was greater rather than less than
the increase in speed, owing to the greater steadiness in running. On the basis of the speed,
however, 5,000,000 Rabbeth spindles produce as much yarn as would more than 8,000,000 com-
mon; 3,000,000 Sawyer spindles produce as much yam as would 4,000,000 common. It fol-
lows that, liad the new spihdles not been introduced, more than 4,000,000 additional common
spindles would have been required to produce the yarn now spun in this eoimtry. The cost
of spinning-frames, complete, per spindle, is about $3. It is estimated that a square foot of
floor-space is required per spindle to give suitable room for spinning-frames and alleys. This
costs, at the lowest estimate, 65 cents per square foot. The necessary plant in and for shaft-
ing, heating, lighting, belting, etc., for this room would carry the cost for machinery and room
above $4 per spindle. At this figure, therefore, the saving in room, machinery, etc., has been
4,01)0,000 spindles at $4 each, or 1 16,000,000. But this is not all. The old spindles, at 5,500
tirrns, required as ranch power as the modern spindles, either Sawyer or Rabbeth, at the
higher speeds riin ; hence, the power required to drive these 4,000,000 common spindles may
be counted an entire saving At 100 spindles to the horse-power, this would amount to a
saving of 40,000 horse-power, or more than three water-powers like that of Lowell, and worth,
at $30 per horse-power per arm urn (surely a low enough price for steam-power in New Eng-
land), $1,200,000 each vear. Then, owing to the better running of these spindles, they require
no more attention at their higlx speed than the common spindles at the low speed. ODhe labor
cost for spinning, including all employes, from the spinner to the overseer, is, in the best
mills, about a cent and one tenth per spindle per week, or 57 cents a year. The labor saved
per anniuh is tliereforo above $2,200,000. Then, again, the old-fashioned spindles required
oiling twice a day, while the Rabbeth requires oiling only once in three or four weeks, making
a saving which would be counted a large benefit wore the other items not so enormous.

Capitalizing all tlieso gains at ten times
the annual saving, and omitting the minor
advantages, tlu^ advantage to the community
by the introduction of the rapidly running
spindles is sliown by tlio following figures

:

Saving of machinery $16,000,000
Saving of power .12,000,000

Saving of labor 22,000,000

Making a total of $50,000,000

ail is is not all. Tlio 3,000,000 Sawyer
spindles will all, or nearly nil, bo changed to

Iial)l)c(h, while tlie remaining common and
other interior types of s[) indies must also be
supplanted by liie n(‘,w ty|)es, and the gains
from tliesc (.iningi's, on tiie basis aixove stated,

will be in th(‘, ])rop()rtion above shown. Still

again, the hundiaMls of thousands of new spin-
dles per annum nupiircMl by th(3 growth of the
country are suhstaiitinily all of the Rabbeth
ty pe. By imk i iig si in ilar eaiculations to those
above, the fidmre value of t hose inventions to
the jniblic nmy be ea.l(iulato(l in the same way.

So far, we have only considered the advan-
tage for this country, d'he liabbeth spindle,
in some of its vari(‘ti(‘s, is the only ring-spin-
dle nowbiult abroad, and it has already gone
into use there to tlu', number of several mill- Fig, deiail.
ions. There is no doubt that the advantage
to the human race from llie invention and introduction of these improvements in spindles lias
lieen, from 1871 to (kite, more than $100,000,000, and that it will go on a.s their use increases.
All the modern spindles now in use are under the control of the Sawyer Spindle Co., whose'
agents are tlie firm of George Draper & Sous, Hopedale, Mass.

10
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The other parts of the frame have also undergone considerable change. It has been found
that with the high speeds the yarn is more liable to balloon out and whip together than be-

fore, and it has been found nec-
essary to interpose a blade or sep-
arator, as it is called, between
the spindles to prevent ends
breaking from this cause. There
are several types on the market,
but the original, the “Doyle”
(Fig. 10), has received the most
extensive introduction, 4,000,000
having been applied. This sepa-
rator consists of a series of metal
blades attached to two rods run-
ning parallel with the frame and
hinged to supports on the roller-

beam. As the ring-rail rises it

tips the blades back out of the
way, in which position they are
also placed for doffing. There
are many attachments to these
separators to lift them without
the ring -rail, to automatically
raise them when ready to doff,

etc. All the successful separa-
tors have the feature of with-
drawing when the ring-rail is

near the top. The rings now
used are the double adjustable
type, introduced by George
Draper & Sons over twenty years
ago. It has been found that by
burnishing rings they will start

up better and wear out less trav-
elers. The use of hinges on the
thread-boards, so that a whole
side may be tipped out of the
way for doffing by one motion,
is being used the last few years
universally on new frames. There
are numerous designs of lifters

and catches, about equally good.
In the frames proper, greater
care and attention to detail has
improved the designs materially.

The use of cut-gearing is now
insisted upon. The chief diffi-

culty with a frame is to get it

perfectly fitted together and set

up, so that there will be no
cramping and the spindles will

come vertical. The Mason Ma-
chine Works, in their new frame
(Fig. 11), use adjustable legs and
cross-bars, which tend to over-
come this trouble in the most
sensible way. The greatest source
of trouble in running a frame is

with the banding. Loose bands
cause slack - twisted yarn, that
makes havoc in the next pro-
cesses if not discovered, and tight
banding consumes power enor-
mously and wears out the spin-

dles. There are numerous ten-

sion devices to even the band
tension, but the simplest and best

way to regulate this evil is by
using an invention that is ap-
plied to what is known as the
Weeks banding-machine, which

makes the spindle-bands. The device referred to is a marker which marks all the bands at the
proper length, so that when one is put on it may be tied up to the mark, and all will come
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uniform and correct. An annoyance of some magnitude in the spinning-room is caused by
lint accumulating on the lifting-rods, causing them to stick and spoil whole sets of bobbins.

The Whitin Machine Co. inclose their rodsdn a tube, which effectually prevents this difficul-
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adopt frames, the new mills are to a large extent adopting frame-filling on coarse and medi-
um numbers. The evener of Mr. George Draper, described by us ten years ago, is largely
responsible for this change in public opinion, as by the aggressive introduction of this im-
provement the help have b^een educated to run filling-frames.

Fig. 13.—Wade spooling-frame.

The great improvements in frames have had their etfect by spurring the mule-builders to
greater elforts. Mules have undergone considerable change, the advantage gained being
higher speed and saving in power. The Mason (Fig. 12) may be taken as the leading Ameri-
can mule, and the late improvements upon it are as follows : An adjustable momentum-brake
to check tlio speed of spindles quickly, instead of allowing it to diminish gradually at the end
of every stretch, before the direction of the spindles is reversed for the backing-olf operation.
By this means a perceptible saving of time is effected at every stretch or draw made by the

mule. An improved nosing-motion was also applied to

more fully assist the wind-motion to adapt itself to the
taper of the spindle, and so prevent the winding on of

kinks, when the diminishing diameter of the spindle
would otherwise have caused it to fail to take up the yarn
sufficiently fast for that pnrpose. An improved backing-
off motion, applied for the purpose of giving a greater
range to that particular function of the mule, rendering
it possible to back off with equal facility and exactness
cops of all sizes and degrees of fineness. A power-doffing
motion, to enable the doffing-hands to work the carriage

Fio. 14.—Spooler-guide. fallers which guide the yarn, without having to pull

the driving-belt by hand, or to leave the front of the mule. A simplified form of chain and
chain-gear, for the purpose of drawing the carriage in and out. The flexible spindle-bolster,

which rendered possible a much higher speed, and has proved of great value, like the high-
speed frame-spindles. A new belt-shifting mechanism, which makes a gain in production of

over 5 per cent by extra quickness. The 1890 mule, which is a combination of the best ideas

in the English mules, with the improved features of the American, as above noted. The Eng-
lish features copied were the continuous cylinder and faller-rod connections, which runs in

one direct line through the whole length. This necessitated a complete transformation in the
driving-in and winding mechanism. It will be noticed that in this class of machinery there
is plenty of push and improvement. The Lowell Machine Shop also has a new mule for

which great saving in power is claimed. Speed and production are equal to the best English
mules.

The ‘‘ Parr-Curtis,” represented by Messrs. E. A. Leigh & Co., is an excellent representative

English mule, and has many new advantages. Its chief feature is the method of driving the
drawing-up motion, and the changes, which are worked by a helical spring instead of the cam-
shaft, thus dispensing with the latter. The drawing-up and backing-off motion are driven
direct by means of an endless band from a grooved pulley, rigid upon the loose pulley of the
rim-shaft, the band also passing round a tightening pulley to take up the slack. The speed
of the backing-off motion can thus be conveniently altered by changing the grooved pulley
without altering the speed of the drawing-up. The American builders of the Parr-Ourtis
mule are the Saco Water-Power Machine 6hop. Other builders have followed the general
trend toward more spindles and higher speeds.
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Spooling .—An ordinary spooler consists practically of bobbin-holders, guides, and spindles.

Although the A\^iide holder (Fig. 13) is old, it has been improved in detail and mode of appli-

cation. There are many new spooler-guides on the market, but the Northrop (Fig. 14), intro-

duced by Greorge Draper & Sons, who also introduced the Wade holder, is practically control-

ling the field at the present day. This guide is adjustable on a round rod, over which the

yarn runs, and the slit is adjustable in width for different numbers of yarn. It is extremely

simple. Some spoolers are being made with a traveling-belt through the center, to cmry away
the empty bobbins. George Draper & Sons introduced experimentally a most ingenious idea,

consisting in a knot-tyer for each spindle that tied knots automatically. One of the great

difficulties in weaving arises from the long ends of these knots tangling the warp. The auto-

matic tyer cut these ends short and avoided this trouble. Drum-spoolers are still used,

though in inferior numbers, and have been improved to quite an extent. Stop-motions for

douhlin^^ spoolers of many kinds are being experimented with. The Hopedale Machine Co.’s

spooler is represented in X:fig. lb.

Warpinq.—The ordinary warper has undergone but little change in the last few years.

The rising roll and the Walrnsley stop-motion are used more extensively than ever. Improve-

ments in details of creels, combs, etc., are hardly of enough importance to chronicle as em-

bodying new priiieiples. There is, however, a branch of warping that has received considera-

ble attention, and that is the production of chain-warps to be linked or wound on balls. The
great change of eustom in the processes of dyeing have brought about the use of these ma-

chines, the old fashion of dyeing from skeins being entirely changed. The process of chain-
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warping, making a chain direct from the spools and linking it automatically, was the first

innovation. The Walcott warper came into use for this purpose, and as chains of 1,000 yards
were most commonly used, containing from 500 ends upward, it was admirably adapted for
the purpose. The Denn warper also was used, especially where 2,000 ends or more were run

into a chain. Of late, however, the long-chain system is far in advance, on account of the
greater cheapness in handling and dyeing. For these the liopedale warper, with the Straw
leasing-motion, and Clarke balling-machine (Pig. 16), is unequaled. In these, long chains from
350 to 500 ends are run.

The operation of this balling-machine is very simple : The ends are taken from spools in a
creel through the regular slasher-warper to the front comb, in place of which is a Straw
leasing-motion; after passing through this the ends are brought together in the trumpet and
carried over the pidley as a chain and back to a trumpet which traverses the length of the
ball back and forth, on the same principle as the card-grinder. The chain is carried diago-
nally round a shaft which forms the center of the ball, and rests against the cylinder of the
warper, being held by weight.

Many improvements have been made in this machine since its introduction, and it is now
much easier handled and attended.

Twisting .—In twisters, the same radical change has tal^en place as in frames—that is,

higher speed, by the introduction of the modern type of spindle. The Sherman form of the
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Rabbeth type has been most extensively introduced, and, although they are of necessity

much larger and heavier than spinning-spindles, the same principles seem to apply with equally

good results. The Hopedale Machine Co. was the first to equip twisters with improved
spindles, as they started with the Sawyer. Their machine (Fig. 17) is a good illustration of

steady improvement. It is very heavily built and most conveniently arranged for changing
twist] Besides the spindles, they are lately introducing a marked improvement, iu the form
of a stop-motion, the simplicity of which can not but commend itself. Other stop-motions in

use are of such a complicated nature that their introduction has been extremely limited. This

one is applied whore a single bottom and top roll are used, the top roll having bearings on an
inclined track so arranged that if the thread breaks between the spindle and the roll, the roll

will run down the track and stop the delivery, preventing roll waste and damage resulting

from winding on the lowu'-r roll. With two-ply yarn it will act if either strand breaks back of

the roll. They also have a new ring-rail for wet twisting, which is made of a strip of rolled

brass having flanges so arranged that the rail is reversible.

limling, Quilling, e/c.—Very little change is noted in reels and quillers of the usual sort,

but a new class has arisen, first introduced by Mr. Straw, of the Amoskeag Co., who invented a

machine for quilling from a chain. This is used on colored work, and does away with the cus-
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tom of reeling and quilling in the old way. The Whitin Machine Co. have introduced a chain-

quilling machine (Pig. 18) Lxving novel features. The chain of yarn that comes to the machine
from the dry cans is placed on a turn-table and passed over friction-drums the same as in ordi-

nary chain-beaming, and is then wound upon bobbins in this machine. The arrangement of the

spindles allows a very compact machine to do a large amount of 'work. Lapped ends can not

Fra. 18.—Chain-quilliug machine.

bo made, conseyiontly bobbins will weave from start to finish without break of yarn. There is

no friction device, therefore the color is left clean and bright on the yarn—a marked advantage.

The above practically covers the whole field of ordinary cotton manufacturing up to the

process of weaving. Of course, for special instances, special machinery has to be invented,

but its interest is of a local character. There is no doubt but that the industry of cotton

manufacturing has advanced materially in the last ten years, and more by improved machinery
tlian in any other way.

COUPLEHS, CAR. The requirements of an efficient car-coupler are thus summed up
by Prof. S. W. Robinson: 1. That they be coupled and uncoupled wntbout requiring men to

go between cars. 2. That, whatever the relative heights of the couplers, they couple and
uncouple equally well. Jh That free slack, as far as possible, be dispensed with, to reduce

damage to equipment and freight. 4. That cars can be coupled easily and with a minimum
of concussion, to encourage careful handling of cars. 5. That they be simple and durable,

and at a minimum of cost. 6. That the couplings at both ends of a car be alike. 7. That
there he no loose parts to be lost. 8. That they couple on curves. 9. That they couple with
certainty, and remain so without danger of parting on the road. 10. That they be such as

acfc favorably with brakes. 11. That coupling and uncoupling be unobstructed by inclement

weather. 12. That the coupling be universal, or readily connecting with all other couplers.

13. That they do not occupy excessive i*oom in a train, to give it undue length.

As the result of protracted experiments, Prof. Robinson concludes: 1. That the avoidance
of “free slack” is one of the most important steps to be taken in the freight-car coupler, and
that this is only second in importance to the adoption of such devices as shall be automatic,

and not hazardous to the lives of trainmen in operating. 2. That the threefold numerous
dimensions to be provided for in the link and pin coupler, as compared with hook-couplers,

and with the link and pin, the free slack is greater than in hook-couplers, leading to dis-

astrous consequences, while with hooks it can be reduced to practically nothing. 3. That
with hook-couplers the rigging at both ends of a car can be positively identical, with no
detachable parts, whereas with the link and pin this is impossible. 4. That close hook-
couplers can be much lighter than in those where severe concussions occur, as in the link and
pin. 5. That close hook-couplers serve much more favorably than others in connection
with all kinds of brakes. Figs. 1 to 19 represent the principal forms of ear-couplers in use

in the United States, and the following table gives particulars concerning them

:
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Standard Goupler-GaugB.—llh\s> has been adopted by the Executive Committee of the

Master Car-Builders’ Association, for the purpose of determining whether couplers are near

enough to the standard contour established by the Association to insure proper coupling with

Fig Ir-Jannejf^'

Piff. 2-“Stanci«rd.>

® m
Lj

r

Fjg. 7—CK'cajto Koj. 2#-

.

Fig. 9 “17 Van Doratdn.

Fig,, 8--Thurmpndi;

111
IIIm
jm

6—Chicago Ko,. U

riCtJin—Tfolan-.

FlgoU—St. Loula.,--;

Figs. l-19.—Car-couplers.

one another, in so far as it can be insured by close adherence to the standard contour, and

also to establish limits of variation for such of the standard rectilinear measurements of the

coupler, only, as will promote the interchangeability of couplers in place upon cars.

The gauge for new couplers, shown in Fig. 20, provides means for gauging the contour
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A
B
C
D

Standard. Maximum.

2 in.

,30
‘‘

m “
5 sq. in.

in.

30#
-

'>A “

Minimmn.

mill.

lines, excepting the thickness of the knuckle, at points throughout the ivhole essential extent
of the standard form of contour, and it controls the variation in both directions from the
standard.

The gauge for new knuckles, shown in Fig. 21, allows 4- in. variation each way from the
standard dimensions of 3 in. Fig. 22 shows the lim-
its of standard rectilinear measurements. The limits
shown in the table are proper limits of variation for
the standard rectilinear measurenients-

Becent Improvements in Car-Couplers,—02̂ T~eovLp-
lets are almost invariably automatic. The standard
contour is closely followed. Among the more impor-

...
,

tant recent improvements is a change in the location
ot the hnk-pin hole on the end of the knuckle, made by moving it toward the interior face
about ± in. ilus gives a large increase in the thickness of metal between the link-pin and
the outside face of the knuckle, and tends to reduce breakage. Another improvement is a

movement of the pivot - pin
away from the end of the
coupler to a sufficient extent
to allow a portion of the
knuckle to pass outside the
pivot-pin lugs. This has two
beneficial elfeets

;
it strength-

ens the knuckle considerably,
and serves as a protection to
the lug. There is an increase
in confidence in the use of east
steel for couplers. Knuckles
are of three kinds—cast steel,

forged steel, and wrouglit iron. Self-opening knuckles and those that may ho opened from
tfie side of the car are prominent. Devices have been introduced for overcoming the necessary
dilfereiKH's in the lateral displacement of the ends of ears of difioront lengths on curves.
These ar(‘ of two sorts: one, for the Viack of tenders, has the form of a pivoted coupler-head

;

another, for fri'ight-cars, has a spring on either side of the drawbar, which permits considera-
ble lateral motion, and yet returns tlio coupler to i;he center on a straiglit tr-acdc.

(See files of the Bailroad Gazette and Froceeilmgs o f Master Gar-Builders' AssorAation.)
Couplings : s(‘e Carriages and Wagons, Clutches and Couplings, and Fire Appliances.
Covering Boiler : see boilers, Steam.
CRANES. A variety of improved and novel forms are illustrated.
SwiNOiNO Cranks.—Fig. 1 represents a 30-ton swinging crane, built by Messrs. Sellers & Co.,

Philadelphia—the peculiar feature of the construction being that anything suspended from
the hook can ho brought quite close to the center, there being no brace to interfere.

Fig. 2 represents a 4()-ton wharf-crane, of English construction, designed cliiefly for lifting
marino engiii(3s and l)oilGrs in or out of ships. The engine-cylinders, tlie position of which is

shown on Fig. 3, are 7 in. bore and If) in. stroke. When the crank-shaft runs at 2()() revolutions
per min., loads up to 7 tons can be raised at aspeedof 13ft. per min., and heavier loads at 4 ft.

per min. Tlie brake has full control of the heaviest loads, and can be worked either by hand-
lover or screw. The latter enables the attendant to keep the load suspended for any length
of time, without interfering with the engines working for slewing. The slewing is effected
by a train of gearing from the crank-shaft, and a pinion on a vertical shaft working into the
circular rack fixed on the foundation.

The Great Steel Derrick at the Brooklyn (K. Y.) Navy-Yard is carried on a pontoon 60 ft.

wide by 03 ft. long. The tower is built of steel I-beams and rods, and contains 03 tons of metal
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The king- post is 65 ft. high
;
14 ft. 7 in. from its base it passes through the crown casting. Just

above the crown casting the front and back booms are connected to it. The back boom is a
box-girder made up of plates and angle irons, and is 2 ft. sq., weighing tons. The two

IT'iq-. 1.—Sellers 30-ton swinging crane.

members of the front boom are 1G| in. I-beams, spaced far enough apart for the stieaves and
tackle to work between. The object of the back boom is simply to afford a p)oint of attach-
ment with advantageous leverage for the back-stays. The upper surface of the members of
the main boom has planed upon it sliding-ways for the carriage which supports the sheaves.
Ihis carriage bears two lifting-tackles. One is a gantline or single fail, for light work : the
other is a 16-fold purchase, for heavy lifting. The hoisting-engine has two cylinders, 8 by 14
m., and by a system of worm gearing and clutches actuates any of the different windlass-
drums required. The hoisting-gear alone weighs 13-^ tons. The lower main hoisting-block
with its 8 sheaves, each 26 in. in diameter, and working on a 24-in. steel pin, and receiving l-|-in.
steel-wire rope, weighs 2,000 lbs. The load-limit is as follows : with the back-stay secured to
the after-edge of the pontoon, 75 tons can be lifted : with the sliding-carriage at two thirds
the length of the boom and at full-boom length, 50 tons can be lifted

;
with the back-stay

brought into the ball-carriages at the base of the tower, 30 tons, can be lifted at two thirds
boom length, and 30 tons at full-boom length.

OvERimAD Cranes.—Fig. 4 represents a 150-ton steam traveling-crane, erected at Woolwich
Arsenal, England. It will lift 150 tons on a span of 65 ft. from center to center of the rails.
1 he crab consists of side-frames of steel plates and angles, running upon five double-flanged
wheels on each side, securely connected together, and carrying the steam-engine and gearing
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for all the movements, with a steam-boiler, coal-bunker, and feed-water tank, the whole cov-
ered by a corrugated iron house with angle-iron framing. The cylinders are 10 in. diameter
by 10 in. stroke. The speeds pro-

vided are as follows: Hoisting,

2 ft. per min. for 150 tons, and 4
ft. and 6 ft. per min. for lighter

loads; cross-traverse, 15 ft. per
min.; longitudinal traverse, 15

ft. per min. for full load, and 30
ft. per min. for lighter loads.

The maximum range of lift is

from 3 ft. to 24 ft. from the
ground to the bottom of the
hook, with the top of the gantry
rails 26 ft. above ground, giving
a lift of 21 ft. 'The maximum
cross-traverse is 54 ft

A Novel Form of Overhead
Orme, of Belgian construction, is

illustrated in plan and side eleva-

tion in Fig. 5. It is designed for

situations where both liglit and
heavy loads have to be lifted

; as,

for instance, in foundries, where
niiicli time is often lost in hoist-

ing light molding -boxes with
slow gear.

Upon the two barrels is wound
a steel rope with a snatch-blook
suspended in the bight between
the two barrels. The smaller bai'-

rel is rotated directly by a chain-
wheel and* dependent chain. By
it one man can lift 440 lb. Tlie

largo barrel is provided with
double purchase-gear, so propor-
tioned that two men can lift a ton. Further, upon the shaft of the large barrel is a coupling,
and when this is put into gear both barrels are coupled together by means of a pitch-chain.
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and a differentml raking or lowering action results, by which two men are able to hoist a load
of 5 tons. When the two barrels are coupled together, the pawl must be lifted out of the
ratchet-wheel of the small barrel.

When a workman has to lift a small weight, he pulls the chain of the small barrel If he
finds the load too heavy, he applies himself to the second chain, without any eouDlinsr or
uncoupling being necessary. It is only in the case of very heavy loads that any adiustoent of
the meehanism is required. All the motions can be worked from below by hand-chains

Mectnc Iraveling- Cranes ,—Electrically driven traveling-cranes have come into extensive
use during the past three or four years, the convenience of transmitting pow’cr by a wire as
compared with transmission by square shafts, belting, or ropes, being its chief recommenda-
tion for this service. Any form of traveling-crane may be converted into an electric crane
without changing either the track, the bridge, or the trolley, simply by substituting for the
belt, rope, or square shaft, which gives motion to the first rotating shaft, whence all the mo-
tions ot longitudinal and vertical transverse travel are derived, an electric motor with suita-
ble spurgearmg. Preference is now given, however, to cranes fitted with three independent
motors, one for each of the three motions of the crane. All the movements are controlled by
switches handled by the operator stationed in a carriage at one end of the bridge

i.
Traveling-Crane (Figs. 6 and 7) illustrate a rope-driven traveling-crane made

by the Plnladelphia Engineering Works. In this crane ropes and belts are used as far as
instead of gears and shafting. The ^ - - —possible,

OiO xtn OiO

i trolley has the full traverse motion of the bridge.
1 he power is applied by two endless cotton ropes (5, 5) extending along the full length of the
shop, being guided by pulley-wheels at intervals. These ropes are kept taut on one end by
passing over a movable sheave suspended upon guide-bars, and pass over driving-sheaves (6 7)
placed zigzag.m relation to a pair of guide-sheaves, upon either side of the main girders
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By this arrangement a long grip on the driring-sheaves is obtained. One of these driving-
sheaves (6) is fitted to a shaft, working in adjustable bearings, and carrying three pulleys
for the lifting-gear. The power is transmitted from these pulleys, through belts, to a
counter-shaft (18) fitted up with three sets of tight and loose pulleys, thereby obtaining

Fig. 6.-—Rope-driven traveling-crane.

three lifting and three lowering speeds. From this counter-shaft (13) the motion is trans-
mitted, through a pair of spur-gears, to a square shaft (21) (provided with tumbling bearings),
extending the full length of the bridge (1). The motion is then transmitted to the lifting-drum
(28), from any part of the square
shaft (21), by means of tangent
gear (24 and 25) carefully cut by
special machinery, and spur-gears

(26, 27). The skies of the trolley

(28) are made of cast iron, secured
to each other by distance bolts
and bars (28, 20). The drum (23)
is made of cast iron, and has a
right and left lianded groove for
the chains. By tins arrangement
the load always hangs in tlie cen-
ter, b(3tween the girders. A driv-

ing-sheave (7) is fitted to a shaft

(8*1) working in adjustable ball-

bearings (84), and carrying four
pulleys, two for giving motion to

the bridge (1) vq) and down the
shop, and two for giving trans-
verse motion to the trolley, Tlie

power is transmitted from two of these pulleys (one being smaller than the other), through
belts, to a square shaft extending the full length of the bridge (1), with two sets of tight and
loose pulleys. The power is transmitted from this square shaft to the trolley-wheel through
Ijevel and spur gear-wheels, thereby obtaining two speeds for the trolley travel The other
two pulleys (one being smaller or larger than the other) are belted to two sets of tight and
loose pulleys, working on a round shaft (44), and extending the full length of the bridge.
Tlio power is transmitted to the bridge girder-wheels on both sides from this shaft (44) by
means of compounded gear-wheels, thereby obtaining two speeds for the bridge, and insuring
a parallel motion for the same.

Hydra tmte Cranks.— The Ridgway Steam IlydrauliG O'rane has a jib carrying a free
trolley, which is suspended by short and very lieavy chains passing over wheels on the
inclined brace and mast, and are attached to the upper end of a cylinder. The piston-rod of
tliis cylinder is hollow, and is bolted to a projection from the bottom gudgeon. This largo
and lieavy cylinder is used to counterbalance the weight of the jib. Conveniently located
on or in tlie ground is a closed cylinder. On top of this cylinder is a plain slide-valve,
from which one pipe is run to the boiler for steam, and another outside the building for
exhaust. Prom the bottom of this cylinder a pipe is carried to the crane bed-plate connect-
ing with the passage to the lifting cylinder. The ground cylinder is filled with water to
within a foot of the top—-air occupying this space. It being now desired to lift the crane,
steam is admitted, and being prevented by the air from coming in contact with the water, it

does not condense
;
the water takes the same pressure as the steam, passes to the crane, where,

entering the lifting-cylinder, the latter is pressed down the rod, raising the jib and its attached
load. To lower, the steam is exhausted and the water flows back by gravity, and the cylinder
rises and the jib is lowered.

A hydraulic traveling-crane, designed by Erwin Graves, of Camden, N. J., is described in
vol xii Trans. A. S. M. B,

Fig, T.-Rope-driven crane.
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Locomotive Traveling-Crane.—A form of crane recently adopted for steel-works, arse-

nals, etc., for very heavy lifting, has a locomotive boiler and engine on one end of the travel-

ing-bridge, the engine furnishing motive-power through the necessary spur-gearing for the
three motions of the crane. This kind of crane is independent of all other motive-power of
the works in which it is used, and requires merely to be supplied with fuel and water at some
convenient point in its course.

A Locomotive- Crane^ of English manufacture, is represented in Fig. 8. It is intended to

lift 10 tons at a radius of 20 ft., and 7 tons at a distance of 25 ft. from the central pillar of

Fig. 8.—Locomotive crane.

the crane, being fitted with a motion which allows this radius to be varied. The hoisting is

done oy a galvani^sed steel-wire rope, li in. in diameter, which is wound on a specially large
steel barrel. This barrel is worked by double-purchase spur-gearing, the motion of which is

controlled l)y clutches in the usual way. A powerful friction-brake is supplied for holding
and lowering the load. The crane has a revolving motion, consisting of an internal bevel
secured to the frame of the machine, and a pinion gearing into it, the motion of which can
bo reversed without stopping or reversing the engines.

Tlie crane is propelled by the same engines by means of which its other motions are
worked, the connection to the wheels being made by bevel gearing. These engines have
cylinders Bi” in. in diameter, with a 12-in. stroke, and are fitted with a link-reversing mo-
tion.

A Jf/)-To7i TraveHnr/-Grane.—-Tim remarkable crane represented in Fig. 9 (called a steam
Titan) was built for lifting blocks of concrete weighing 32 tons, used in the construction of

the Madras Breakwater. The
weight of the Titan, without
water - ballast or load, is 152
tons, and with ballast 170 tons.

All the motions of the appli-

ance are under perfect control
by means of a set of levers situ-

ated on a platform, and within
easy reach of the single opera-
tor. A feature of importance
in connection with this appli-

ance is that it not only has to

be capable of slewing round in

a complete circle, but has also,

owing to the shape of the break-
water on which it will be em-
ployed, to be capable of travel-

ing on a curved road. To en-

able it to accomplish this, the

Titan is carried upon twelve
wheels arranged as two four-

T ^ . , , , .
wheeled bogies, one at each end,

and with driving-wheels m the center. This arrangement enables the Titan to travel with
ease round a curve of 90 ft. radius. The radius described by the arm is 50 ft., and to minim-
ize the shock produced by stopping a load, owing to the momentum acquired when being
slewed round, spring-braking devices are introduced in connection with the gearing, so as to
bring the arm to a gradual stop.

&
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Clraiilc : see Engines, Steam.
CliEAMEIiS. Tliis terra is applied to centrifugal extractors when used for the separa-

tion of cream from milk. Similar appaj-atus is also employed for the separation of fusel-oil

from alcoholic liquors. When a liquid is to be
separated from a liquid, tlie receptacle must be
iinperforate. The components of diiferent spe-
cific gravity become arranged in distinct con-
centric cylindrical strata in tlie basket, and must
be conducted away separately, in creamers the

Fm. 1.—Alexandra creamer. Fig. 3.—Creamer.

I'tarticles of crea,ni miisi, not be broken or subjected to any concussion, as partial churning is

caused, a,ml t he creatti will, in c<)nsc(iuence, sour more rapidly.

Thii AUmmidra Creamer, illus-

trated in Eig. 1, is one of tlie most
approval forms of English cream-
er. It is (',xe.(H‘(lingly light to drive,

a result, attalrasd hy the use of a
peeuliar form of rotating vessel,

whicJi is fr(‘(^ (o adjust, itself on the

si)iM(lle. I’his vi'ssel 1) is nearly
globular, a,nd has a dcuip project,ion

ill it,s bottom, iniudi like t,liat which
is found ill wine- hot,ties, |)a,rti(!nlar-

ly eluiin|){igiie-hot,t,les, Tlie liea,d

of tln^ spindle (I, which is V>all-

sluqxul, (lt,s into a socket formed in

tins r('(*.(‘ss. Ihie center of gravity'

of t,lu‘. v(‘ssel is hdow the point of

su|)port, a,nd thus the wlioie rides

(“isily witiiout any rigi<l connection
hetween the vc'ssel a,nd the spindle.

There issulUcient frictional resist-

ance hetween the t,\vo to inijiart

motion to the vessel wil,hout slip,

hut, if an a,e(U(lent slimild occur to

the driving-gear, i.he vessel can
slip, and tlius it.s inomentuni can
expend itself gradually without
adding to tlie severity of the acci-

dent.

This machine under test gave
the following results: CJuaiitity of

milk, 81*01 lbs. (7*8() gals.)
;
time of

skimming, 24hrs. 15 min. ;
rate per

hour, 10*47 gals.
;
revolutions of Fio. Z.—De Laval creamer.

11
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handle per miiin 45 ;
horse-power consumed, 0*880

;
units of power per lb. of milk skimmed,

788*1 foot-pounds : temperature of milk, 84“ to 87“ F.
;
per cent of fat, 3*25

;
temperature of

separated milk, 79° to 81° F.
;

per

Two inWesting forms of cream-

ers are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. /f

The De Laval machine (Fig. 2) is ^ Jw u
driven by a steam turbine, situated in

the lower casing. The wheel of the

Sharpless Eussian machine is located m
in proximity to the apparatus proper. f

CULTIVATOKS. The superior- J

ity of surface-cultivation for corn has ^
received slow but sure recognition. ^
The large, deeply penetrating cultiva-

tor-blades formerly used are disap-
. || |1 11 H

pearing, and the leading manufactur-
1

I I U 1

ers are producing new Giiltivato^^
.

-

^ ^

cuftivation with five small teeth com-
pared with the two large cultivator-

ihovels, in general demand till a re-

cent date. The long shovels cut off

the roots which nourish the growth
of the ear, and act as guys to sustain

the stalk erect, as the long shovels ^raRW///IVl)«
must run deep to cover the ground. f;W^
If running shallow, long, large shovel- ''F/iM I
teeth meky make V-shapel scratch- #| ^ mM
es, neither liilling the weeds nor thor- MB’ J ^ \ A ’«

oughly opening up the hard surface. '
..ji ^

fj}
iii

The five small teeth uproot the weeds '

^ig, l,-Corn-plant and cultivator.

and leave no part of the surface-dirt

undisturbed, yet do not seriously interfere with the tender extended side-roots of the corn-

pJant. To throw weeds to the surface, where they will die, instead of covering them over, as

Fig. 1,—Corn-plant and cultivator.
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a rigid tooth inclines to do, as well as to insure clearance and scouring in sticky prairie soils,

the combination of the narrow shovel or tooth, with a spring-shank has been effected in the
Albion Cultivator, seen in Fig. 2. The

Effllll™ machine can be adjusted to cut deep
when the corn is small, pnlverizing the
ground well down below the surface ;

but afterward, as the root - laterals

^ spread out near the surface, can be rim
shallow above them and still mellow

packed surface and work out weeds.
^ figure shows the machine fitted

y'/ ^ rider’s seat, and also displays the^ effect of the numerous small shovels.

hill-shields here seen protect from

h^wH^C injury the leaves of the plant when

M grown, as the machine passes as-

1 tride the row. After a season’s culti-

Cu 1 '"fj
by this means a field is fairly

pS 11 well rid of weeds, as all weeds that
sprouted successively will have
torn out and left to die. The

F.8S. 3. 4.-Cult.vator shovel.
springing action ot the steel shanks

tends to shake off dead corn-stalks and trash, as well as to throw out the weeds on the surface
to wilt.

Fio. 5.—Bradley cultivator.

—A form of 'rigidly acting but safoty-sprin^ij-trip culti-

:or shovel (Fig. is made by the Weir Plow Co. Ehg. 4 shows its tripping feature
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by wliieli it passes obstriietions without the risk of breakage. The pivots a c and d are
normally nearly in line, allowing the strong spiral springs to offer a very stout n'si stance to

ttie flexion of tlu', pivot c
;
but

when the limit of that resist-

ance is once exceeded by collis-

ion of the sliovei - point with
an earth- fast obstruction, a
slight flexion of the pivot /
causes collision of the nuption
e with the rear shoulder of /
by reason of shortening the dis-

tance slightly l)etwecn the cen-
ter of the pivot d and tlie

shoulder, throwing the pivot c
back out of line with a and d,

raising the point of attachineiit
of the extremity of the spring
at b enough to nearly neutralise
the power of the spring, and
thus permitting the point of
tile shovel to yield backward
and draw over any low obsta-
cle, after which tlie tendency
of the spring to uncoil returns
the shovel to working position
and reloeks it. The nuption e.

Pig. 7.-I)c)iiblB-blade cultivator. termed a break-pin, is adjusta-
ble, to change the amount of

resistance necessary to unlock tho toggle acd, but tlio pivots acci inust never be adjusted in
exact line, for in that position there wall bo no tripping, and the device will continue rigid.

llm Bradley Oalimitor AMadmient shown in Jfig. Swith narrow paring-blades or scrapers
for cutting o lf weeds or grass below the eaidh surface and pulverizing the top soil, intercluinge-
able witli tho ordinary cultivator shovel-blades on tho same machine. Fig. G shows Bradley’s
expansion fircjh, nuide in two imlopeiident parts, passing throngli and held'" in a casting on top
of the tongiie-butt adjustably for widening or narrowing tlie distance between the two shovel-
gangs, which may thus be run close to the plant in early cultivation and farther from it after-
ward, while filways maintaining the straight position of the shovels.

Dimbk-Blade 7 is a renresentative of the class of cultivators with plank-
imnriers and two pairs of paring-bhides. The runners are shod with metal, for durability.
Tho blades are reversible, to throw dirt to or from tlio hill or drill, and tho metallic wing-
shiolds in the rear emn 1)6 raised or lowered to govern the amount of dirt passing underneath
them to tlio corn. To riiiso

the blades in turning, tho
driver |)ulls slightly by tho
standard - handle in front

of him, thus shifting his

weight so that it lifts tho
blades. Tho sc'curity of
tho pdarits from injury
makes tins stylo of cultiva-

tor avaibilile in very young
corn, and tlio tkoroiigh dis-

posa-l of weeds l)y it is a-n

advantage when the sea,son
is such as to give weeds a
start of the corn.

Steering (hiUivator .

—

Tho peculiar feart.ure of tlie

cultivator seen in Fig. 8 is

tho steering-lover in front
of the driver, attached nefir

the butt of a tongue pivoted
in the hounds. Swaying
the lever changes the direc-

tion of travel independently
of the incidental steering
tendency of the team ; and
thus the gangs can be made E"ig. 8.—steering cultivator,

to follow crooked rows and
avoid plowing up hills standing out of line. On hillsides the gangs can be held from drifting

downward. The use of the lever increases the ease of turning at the ends of the rows. Thi.s

construction imparts more lateral movement to the front than the rear shovels, enabling the

operator to work close to tho plants, with facility of control to prevent injuring them. By
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treadles the shields are raised or lowered without stopping, governing the quantity of earth

thrown to the plant according to its size.

Weir's To7igueless Cultivator (Bhg. 9) is rendered light, and allows the team tree move-

Fig. 9.—Weir’s tongueless cultivator.

meut, by the al)sence of a tongue. It has lateral adjustment of hitch to insure the proper

direction for tho wheels, in case the team used is unequal in size and step.

TIu Detire. O'arden-lloo (Fig. 10) has two short beams with handles adapted, to propel the

Fig. 10.~Doere’s garden hoe.

machine with any of its different altaetnnenis, shown in Pig. 11. The handles are con-

nceteil also with the arch in front by side-springs, permitting instant adjustment to and trom

Fia, 11,—Garden hoe-attachments.
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the row by the operator. A still simpler hand-implement with wheels, of the same class, is

shown in Fig. 12. The two implements last named are for garden-culture.

Fig. 12.—Hand garden-hoe.

Beet Cultivator's,—Fig. 13 is specially designed for beet-eiiltnre. The cultivation of sugar-
beets in the United States is beginning to excite lively interest, with a view to beet-sugar pi-o-

I'la. 13.—Beet cultivator.

duction. It requires thorough tilth and level cultivation—a porous soil, allowing circulation
of air and moisture. To insure a mellow seed-bed the plow is run six or eight inches deep,

Fig. 14.—Moline beet cultivator.
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followed immediately by the subsoil plow to stir the undei*lying soil to the depth of upward
of one foot below tlie surface in the autumn; and thorough spring harrowing, followed by
rolling, and the drills are fourteen to eighteen inches apart, one inch deep. The cultivation
should l)('. rop('ated every two weeks or oftener, until the beetdeaves cover the ground ; when
the plants may be left until ripe and plowed out from the ground. The yield of sugar de-
pends largely cm care and cultivation at the proper time. The seed is often, drilled in rows
and thinned out when a suffieient growth is reached. The time for thinning is when the plant
shows four leaves

;
this is often done by driving the cultivator crosswise, cutting out surplus

plants, and leaving the hills in rows. Fig. 14 is the Moline beet-cultivator, just introduced.
The tooth-frame adjusts to the truck by two widely separated connections, with pivots per-
mitting easy hand guidance, to avoid injuring the plants; and the depth of cut is regulated
by a center chain inclined forward, and attached at the front end to a standard, self-locking,
wlien the handles are raised, by pawl and ratchet, and unlocked by a lanyard.

Crushers : see Clay-Working Machinery and Ore-Crushing Machines^
Ciirliiii? Machine : see Hat-Making Machines.
Cutters : see Bolt Cutter, Book-Binding Machines, Coal-Mining Machines, Ensilage Ma-

chinery, Gear-Giitting Macliines, Grinding Machines, Key-Seat Cutters, Lathe Tools, Metal
Milling Machines, Mx)lding Machines, Wood and Stalk Cutters.

CYCLES. The term “ cycle may be considered as generically applicable to that general
class of veliieles that has aptly been called the man-motor carriage, of which the uiiicyele,
bicycle, trieyele, and velocii)cde are types.

'If we exclude the Johnson bicycle, patented in England in 1818 (which was a mere rolliug
support for the rider, placed between the legs, so that his feet touching the ground, and, moved
as in walking, would cany him and his support along), the honor of inventing the bicycle is

now accorded to a Scotclvman, one Gavin Dalzell, some time in 1846. This wlieel, said to be yet
in existence, finds almost its exact counterpart in the “rover” or “safety” bicycle of the
present day. Its rear wheel, 40 in. in diameter, was the driver, the cranks of which were
connected by rods with oscillating foot-levers pivoted to the rnaehine-frarne

;
the front wheel,

about JO in. in diameter, was mounted in a fork having a slight rake, which in turn was jour-
naled in the forward part of the frame, the upper end of the fork having a pair of handles turned
rearward within convenient reach of tlie rider, who sat about midway between the two wheels.
Piern?, Jjallernent was the first patentee of the bicycle, in 186(>. Pie was a Preuchinan, then
residing in tlie United Sta,tes. This machine, afterward popularly termed the “ bone-shaker,”
had the c.raaiks placcal on the axle of tlie front wheel, which thus became the driving as well
as the steiu’ing wheel; the rider applied his feet directly to the cranks. Cycles may bo classi-

flial into three divisions : ordinary bicycles, safety bicycles (including those of the dwarf
variety), the Otto bicycle, and tricycles, including sociables, tandems, and carriers.

Btcyci.es.—The ordinary typo of bicycle, illustrated by Fig. 1, hardly needs description.

As it is svpiixirtcMl on only two points—namely, its two wheels—it is necessarily unstalile, and
will fall to one side or the other. One of the points is movable on being turned sidewise,
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which, when the bicycle is in motion, constitutes an act of recovery, caused by turning* the

wheel toward the side to which the machine is falling; the balance is recovered, and t,he equi-

librium is thus maintained by continually turning the wheel toward one side or the other.

The rider is seated slightly behind the center of the driving-wheel, so that he is able by means
of his feet alone to control the steering, and to' maintain his balance, the cranks in this case

forming levers with which to turn the wheel to either side as required. This action rec|iiires,

during the pedaling movement, a counteracting stress on the handle-bar, otherwise the machine
would fail to run steadily.

The weight of the ordinary roadster bicycle varies according to the diameter of the driving-

wheel, extending, in the case of a racer, from 18 lbs. upward. One authority distributed the
weight of a 54-in. bicycle among its several parts in the following approximate proportions

:

driving-wheel with cranks, 40 per cent; small rear wheel, 74- pcr cent ; front fork with head,
handle-bar and brake-fittings, 25 per cent; backbone and spring, 174 per cent; saddle and
'pedals, 10 per cent.

One of the chief improvements over the old Lallement machine has been the introduction
of rubber cushions on various parts of the machine for absorbing and lessening the vibration,

which is one of the great discomforts of cycle-riding. Thus, each of the wheels is provided
with rubber tires

;
rubber cushions have been provided around the bearings of each of the

wheels and to the handle-bar bearings ; tlie suspension of the seat-spring upon riil)l)er buffers

:

and also applying springs to the fork of the driving-wheel, interposed between the wheel-
bearings and the fork proper.

It was, however, tnroiigli tiio introduction of ‘‘suspension” wheels that the first real

advance was made in cycles, a.s by such principle of construction the wheels are very light,

rigid, and strong. ^Phey are constructed either with solid or hollow rims, the latter being
lightest and strongest, and the spokes are direct radial spokes oi’ tangential spokes. Tlio

spokes a,re threaded through holes in the rim and screwed dii*eet into the flanges of the hub,
being Imtt-ended or enlarged at tlie threaded portion, so that the sectional area of the spoke
is not (liminislied by tlie cutting* of the thread, llollow rims are made in three ways : by
being rolled out of a length of solid-drawn steel tube

;
by being built up of two or more strips

of stioel plate first rolled to the riMpiired sen-.tion and then brazed together : and by being rolled
or driiwn out of a single sl.rip of steel plate, the edges of which form a lap-joint, which are
brazed togethor. fi’he ruliber tiivs are constructed of a round or half round s<?ctioM, with
(lither a p]a,iii or a eorriigat(Hl surface, and cither solid or hollow. A popular form of hollow
or cushion tiro is shown in Kig. 2.

In some they are made of hard and soft rubber, the hard forming the wearing surface and
the soft the abutting isurface or cusliion. The tire is generally fixed to the rim by l)eiiig

(cemented in it. A wire, however, lias lieen passed along
the center of the tire, tlie two ends secured together by
a riglit imd left handed nut. Various sections of rims
havm also been used for liolding the tire witliont extra-

neous aid. It is questional)le, thougli, whetlier there is

not a want- of cohesion between the rim and the tire in

this method.
Tlio iaugontially arranged spokes were adopted be-

cause of a certain amount of windage wliich takes
place before tlio [lower is transniitted to the rim through
tlie spokes. In the tangentially arranged spokes they

arc gerienilly arra-nged in pairs, eacdi pair being threaded through a hole in tlio flange of the
hub, with their outer or frcui ends fixed t-o the riiu by lock-nuts or nipples. One of tlie recent
forms of t,ang(‘Ml,ia,l s[)okes is to uso single instead of pairs of spokes threaded througli ti'ans-

verse lioles in the hull, find bent to run off at right angles to tlic hole, and tlius form a kind
of liook, fiho s{)oke-(m(Is jire also hefi-ded, to prevent them from pulling through the holes,

aiulsecunsl f.o tli(‘, rim by ni[)[)les or lock-nuts.
Another form of H[)()ke is the corrugated or crimped spoke, corrugated throughout its

ciit.ii'<‘ imigt-h, \vhi(di gives fi certain fimormt of elasticity to the wheel.
The Ix^a-rings of ITie wheels fire now invariably made with finti-friction halls interposed be-

tw(i(‘.n tlu‘- moving jiarts. Alany have thought that this method of easing the riuimiig parts
was an invention wliieh came in with tlio improved bicycle, but suc-h jinti-frietion bfilLs and
rollers had biuni proposed and described for use with axles'fis far back as the ymir 1787, Jiiid other
patents for similar coiit I’ivatices were granted in 1701 and in 171)4.

One of t,he siiecossrul 'kind of bfill-bofirings is that known as the “iKolns” bearing, in

whieli the adjustment is coneeutric, so that the bearing remains perfectly true after adjust-

ment. In another form, sliown in Fig. Jl, there are two facing cones, only one of which is

moved in fidj listing to take up tlie side-play or check. One enterprising gentleinan by care-

ful i}X[)eriinont found tliat 12 balls in a bearing lost together gQTg gr. in weight in running.1 1
.

IjOOO miles, or only gr. per ball, equaling an. actual surface wear of only
p^gQQQ

i^*

Tho frame of a bicycle is generally constructed of weldless steel tube, and consists of two
essential parts, tlic front fork and the backbone.

In orctor to give extra strength to the fork, to enable it to resist the torsional strain pro-

Fio. •“•Cushion tire.
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duced by the rider’s pulling upon the steering-handles, it is generally drawn and tapered into

an oval seetion, while the backbone is of circular section, although somewhat tapered toward

the point where it is usually braxed to the backbone. This latter is bent and blocked into

shape from a blank of sheet-steel, the sides being usually of a half-roimd seetion. Frequently,
however, tlie back fork is simply a prolongation of the backbone proper. The front fork is

made rigid between the axle and front end of the backbone.
Hearing in mind tliat the front wheel is the steering-wheel, and that this is carried in the

vertical front fork, the metliod of mounting and controlling the wheel must be considered.

At the to|) of the fork is a socket or head pivotally connected by a short spindle with the

front end of the backbone, conod bearings being provided at each end of the spindle. A trans-

v(‘<rse bar having haiiidles at both ends, and fixed upon the head just mentioned, serves to con-

trol the steering-wheel, and Urlfords also asteadiinent for the rider. A brake-handle is pivoted

to tJie hau(lle-l)ar in sucdi way as to be easily grasped by the rider without releasing his hold

on the bar. The brake now almost invariably used on ordinary bicycles is termed a “spoon-
brake,” UiUd consists of a spoon-lever so pivoted in the head as to* be easily brought to bear
upon the circumference of tfie driving-wheel. The leverage is so arranged tliat great power
is ol)taiiie(l, and care must lie exerc-ised in applying it so as to prevent snddeii stoppage, which
results in the rider being thrown oil'.

The saildle is of lent, her, and in some of the most popular types of machine is made detach-

able from its frame or siipiiort, which is mounted upon tlie backbone close behind the front

fork, so thiit the rider’s feet may conveniently reach the pedals. Diiferent forms of steel

S|)rings arc used in making up Ihe saddle-frame, and these have an adjustable tension for

riders of diO’erent weights. Devices for adjusting the saddle fore and aft and for altering

tlie pitch of the seat are also now invariably employed.
The peda, Is are made in several varieties, the cliief forms being known as “rubber” and

“ ra1,-tra|)”; tli(‘y an^ mounteil upon pe<lal-pins bolted to the cranks, which are in turn fixed

to the axle of the driviiig-wlieel. The rubber surfaces tend to absorb a great deal of tlie vibra-

tion, a,n(l aJso ail'ord a good grip for tlio rider’s slioe; the roughened stc'cl plates in the “ rat-

tnq) ” t,ype (‘xeel in t.he lat.ter pa-rticnlar, but lack the power of taking the vilirai.ion. A com-
bined “’rublxjr” and “rat-trap” pedal, constructed with rubber on one side and serrated

{)la,t:es on t he ot her, is largely used, and found to give the advantage of both varieties. Two
scpiaro bloelcs of rubber, sernited upon their surfaces, and pivoted within the pedal-fra,me, are

also favorafily known a»s atfordiiig adjustment to the curve of the foot. Poot-gripping devices

are a, Iso used with ixuials in vaa^ions forms.

A peculiar and iiormlar type of bieyelo is found in that called “ The Star.” It has a large

driving-wlKud driven ny pedals, which in tlieir alternate iip-and-down motion actuates ralciuds

fornuMi u|)on the driving-axle. The rider’s seat is over tliis wlieel, slightly in front, of its

c(Miter, a.nd the biiekborie ext ends dowiiw'ard in front, whore it is forked over a small st(M‘ring-

wheel. The fra,me, iiieluding the backlione, is practically triangular in shape, witli a, bra,m^h

for tlie seat-sup|)ort, and tliis frame is so pivoted that the front wliec^l—b(\sides moving side-

wise in steering—may he raised from tlie ground at the will of the rider by eorri^.spondingly

moving the haiKlle-lmr. This machine is often used for the unique purpose', of playing the

game of riolo. The ceaitestants, niouiited upon “Star” bicycles, follow t.lu', biill to aaid fro

b('t wemi the goa,ls, and use the small front wlicel as a bat, in driving the ball in tlie desired

direction as wc'll a,s for ebecking it in its course.

Anotlier ra,t,(ihet-pe{lal action is found in the “Eagle” macdiine. Here the wheels are

situa,ted as in t.lie ordimiry bieyede, but instead of a rotary motion being impart ed to the fiedals,

a simjVle mi-and-down nuivement in the arc of a circle is the result of the rider’s efforts, and
this operates througli rafehets to revolve the (Iriving-whecl.

Till', acccssorii'.s and fittlngsof bicycles, such as tool-bags, lamps, bells, lubricators, distaiice-

indicat.ors, (de., a,re t,oo numerous in form for description; their manufaeturc alTords employ-
ment to many artisans of different trades, and involve the investment of large amoiiots of

capiital.

Before proceeding to consider the next important form of bicycle—the “Safety”—it is

necessary to look briefly at the tvpe called “Dwarf” bicycle, this being the immediate fore-
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runner of that successful and desirable cycle which permits the use of a small driving and

steering wheel. t t t . ^

In one class of the “Dwarf” macliine the power, instead of being applied direct to the

driving-wheel, is transmitted to it through a pair of endless chains and sprocket-wheels from

a divided pedal-axle carrying a crank, placed below and slightly in rear of the driving-wheel

axle, so that the rider’s feet are much nearer the ground, and his seat correspondingly lowered.

This construction permits of gearing-up, so that the wheel may be equal in speed to any

desired size of driving-wheel, and also allows the use of long cranks, independent of the length

of the rider’s legs. This accounts for its ease of propulsion, and consequent speed, for it is

admitted that the internal friction in this machine is greater than in the ordinary ungeared

machine, and its weight certainly no less
;
therefore the theory must be that the low speed of

pedaling does not produce so nxiioh exhaustion as is experienced from a more rapid movement

^A^mSine of this class may bo adjusted, within certain limits, to suit riders of any height,

by raising or lowering the pedal-axle brackets and altering the length of the chains. By

hWingthe lower end of the fork piloted to the upper hrauch at the center of the wheel, and by

turning the brackets to an angle and then tightening-up, the heiglit of the pedal-axle from

the ground may be varied without altering the length of the chains.

“Dwarf ” bicycles are also propelled by a lever-action, and this typo is commonly known

as “ .Kangaroo,” and frequently as ‘‘ Grasshoppers.” The fork of the front wheel is extended

below the driving-axle, and on the ends are pivoted two pedal-levers, worked at their free ends

with the feet; these pedal-lcjvors work the cranks or the wheel-axle through, connecting-rods

so arranged as to increase the leverage. The action of the feet is a reciprocating one, the

path of the pedals being simply the arc of a circle, of which the radius equals tlie length of

the lever, arid the reciprocations of tlic rider’s feet are just equal in number to the revolutions

of the driving-wheel.

Another type of lever-action “ Dwarf” machine has the pedal-lovers suspended from links

pivoted high iq) on tlic biunclics of the fork, and the pedal-levers are thein selves eoimected

direct to tlio cranks, and curved lia^cdcward to bring tlieir free extremities properly under the

rider’s ftiet. ''Iho pii1;li or travel of the pedals is elliptical, or a mean between the arc of the

reciprocating and the e(:)in|)lo(,e circle (lescribed in tlie purely rotary machines, d’lic front

fork is made to rake l)a.ck war(l, so that the curve of gravity is kept well beliind tlic axle of

the driving-wheel ;
and, owing to tlie consequent safe position of the rider, a larger driving-

whecd can be used wiilioul. seriously curtniling the safety of the macliine. On account of

the lowness of the scat, i.he rider can not use the handle-bar as a rest for his legs hi “coasting,”

as is d(>n(3 with tlie ordinary wlieeL The ‘‘.Dwarf” machine has usually a jmir of loot-rests

extending forwaii’d of the a,xle on c-xteiisions of the fork.

The liicyelc Iiaving naichcd this point in its dovelopment, it only remained for the process

of CYoliitioii t'lO pro(iuc<3 the present standard form of “SUifety’’^ machine, sliown in Fig. 4,

which is largely in use by persons of both sexes, from the child to its grandparent.

Having all the favored appliances of the most appro vcmI ordinary roadster, such as cushion

and pneumatic tin's, liiill-bcarings, adjustable seats, etc., this machine possesses the elemeul.s

of safety and speed to an almost perfect degree.

The front wheel is used for steering and the rear wheel for driving, both being of t he same

diameter, viz., usuailv HO in., geared to 54 in.

The pedal-shaft is (•arried in the frame just in front of t.he driving-wheel, its center being

slightly lower than that of the wheel, and an endless chain itnparting motion froin a sprocket-
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wheel upon one end of this peclahshait to a wheel of the proper relative size on the driving-
wheel axle. The braci rig-bars of the frame, all of forged steel, are arranged in ditferent ways
—a preferred form of frame in men’s bicycles being that of an elongated diamond, the sharper
apexes being at the rear axle and front fork, and the other angles oeciirringat the pedal-shaft
and the point where the saddle is supported, a cross-bar lying between the two latter. The
front fork is rigid, and made with a curve and “rake” rearward from the front-wheel axle,
so tluit the handle-bar may be within convenient reach of the rider’s hands, and the saddle
lies just over tlio front half of the rear or driving wheel.

Ths Ladies' Bkj/de (see Fig. 5) is similar to the above in all respects, save that the back-
bone of the frame extends downward from the head of the fork close to the rear part of the
front wheel, and then curves underneath to a junction with the pedal-axie. Skirt-guards are
provided oyer tlio moving parts adjacent to the rider’s seat. For ladies’ use, the present
standard diameter of wheel is 28 in., geared to 50J in. The brake is of the plunger type hi

Fig, 6.—Ladies’ “safety” bicycle,

both machines, and is applied to the driving-wheel, and the bandle-bar is a single tube of
seamless siicud tajicriHl at each end and curved backward, to bring tlie grasping pieces, which
are (’)f rubber, within easy reach of tlio rider’s hands.

The spokes preferred in these standard “safety” machines are of tlie donhle-tangenttype.
As a result of continued and practical investigation by experts in this coinitry and Eng-

land, an elllcicnt anti-viliration device, in addition to the onshioned tires and hubs, has been
deemed an essential part of a high-grade modern bicycle; a yielding spring-fork, of which tliat

named the “ Victor” is a leading type, has been largely adopted.
It is of esiiecial value for rough-road riding, whore obstacles are frequently met with, and

great stra/in conscM|uently brought to bear upon the machine.
The front fork consists of two steel bars “raking” backward from the axle of the fronb

wheel, amd pivoted to short links, which arc also pivoted to the liead, wliich practically forms
part, of the frame. dVo strong steel springs, bowed toward the rear, extend from thesteering-
whtad, axle, one on oitlicr side of the wheel, to a rigid connection witii the lower pai’t of tlie

liead. d’lio springs ca,rry foot-rests. By referring to Fig. 4, the action of this spring-fork will

bo nnderst-ood witliout further expIauat,ion.

Th(', spring-fork is erpudly afiplicable to ladie.?’ bicycles.

The Otto £iei/de is tlie invention of a brother of the inventor of the gas-engine boa,ring
the same mime, a,nd yirohahly is the only one of its class, it being lielieved that no other bicycle

exists in wliich die wliole weight of the machine itself, as well as the full weiglitof the rider,

rests upon tlie driving-wheels.

It is in some respects more nearly allied to a tricycle than to the bicycle proper, hut, as

it has only two whe(3ls, and consequently requires the balance to be still maintained by the
rider, it is rightly called a bicycle. The wheels are of equal size, and are here nionntiMl loose

on the same axle, parallel to each other, and both of them are drivers. Tlie rider sits lietween

them, and works a continuous pedal crank-axle, the position of which, when he is seated, is

bfdow a,nd slight,ly in front of the axle carrying the driving-wheels. Tlie crank-axle is con-
nected with the (Iriving-wheels by endless steel bands passing around plain pulleys on the
cuds of the crank-axle and on each wheel. The bands are kept taut by tigbterting springs,

and the inachino is steered by slacking one or other of them, vvhicli causes the eorrespouding
driving-wheel to lose motion, and therefore the other wheel overruns it. If a sharp turn has
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to be made suddenly, a brake is applied to one wheel at the same time that its driving-band

is slackened, which causes the machine to turn round in a circle upon that wheel as the center.

This machine, having no small wheel fore or aft the rider, while steady sidewise, has to

balance himself in the direction of his motion, which lie is enabled to do through the medium
of the pedal crank-axle : by pressing on the forward pedal, if he is falling forward, he throws

his weight backward
;
and by pressing on the rear pedal, if he is falling backward, he throws

his weight forward. To prevent him from actually capsizing backward, a safety-tail projects

behind upon the ground whenever the seat is tipped too far back. Among the many beauti-

ful features presented by this machine, the best seem to be : Firstly, its balance, whereby the

rider is always in the best position to utilize his strength and weight, notwithstanding the

varying gradients
;
secondly, the nicety with which it can be steered

;
thirdly, its tendency to

run in a straiglit line without any effort on the part of the rider
;
fourthly, its freedom from

vibration; fifthly, the circumstance that it makes only two tracks; and, sixthly, the perfect

distribution of the wheel-load.

The power required to propel a bicycle on an average road has been approximately esti-

mated at from + to ^ of a horse-power, according as the speed varied between 0 and 14 miles

per hour, with the odds in favor of a rotary-action against a lever-action machine.

Tandem Bicycles,—One of the earlier machines of this class is constructed of two ordinary

bicycle driving-wheels complete in their forks, which latter are connected by a backbone,

having in its length a swivel or axial joint. Each rider drives his own wheel, sitting just

behind its center, and each steers independently of the other for balancing himself. The
axial joint in the l)ackboiie, and the joints formed by tlie heads of the forks and the bearings

of the wlieels, togotlier malce a perfect universal joint between the two wheels. Within cer-

tain limits tlie rear rider lias of course to follow in the track of the front wheel
;
otherwise

the heads of the two forks be(!ome locked, and a dismount is rendered necessary. Although
tins machine is very fast, lighter than two ordinary bicycles, and almost entirely free from
vibration, there is an element of danger about it that militates against its general use, inas-

much as it demands to a certain extent a unity of thought and action on the |)art of the two
riders.

The Tricycle, as its name impHes, is a throe-wheeled machine, each one of which wheels

must be free to move in its own direction, independent of the nnited action of the otlier two.

For riuming in a straight line, all tliree wheels must bo parallel ;
while for running round a

curve, one or more of tlie wheels must bo turned until tlio center lines of the axles intersect

in plan, their point of intersection being the center of the curve round wliich the machine
will then run; tlierefore, the more acute the angle of intersection, the greater will bo the

radius of the curve; and, inversely, the more obtuse the angle, tlio sharper will be the curve.

Besides iieiug iude|)endent in the direchloti of rimiiing, each wheel must also be capable of

revolving at a greater or less speed than the others. It is a.lso essential that tlio greater part

of the rider’s weight sliall be on' the driving wheel or wheels, and that only enough shall be

on the steering wheels or wlieel for insuring their proper action. Owing to the variety of

ways in which these piuncnples can be carried out practically, it is easy to account for the

variety of tricycdes constructed.

h’he simplest form of tricychi is obviously that with only one driving-wheel, eitlier or both

of the otrhers being used for steoring. An early type of single driver, now practically obsolete,

had two lai'ge wheels mounted opposite ami |)a,rallel to eacii otlicr, one of whicli wa,s di'iv(vri,

ancl the other was allowed to run free
;
tlie third, or steering wheel was placed centrally in the

rear.

Another form of single driver has the large driving-wheel on one side, a,nd two small

steoring- wIkh'Is on the (){)posit«^ side, placed respectively fore a,nd a, ft of the driver, and ar-

ranged to tairn tog(^l,li(n', but in contrary directions. Tlie doulde steering, fore aaid a.ft, of the

driving-wh(‘el ovorcomes the tendency of the machine to run in a curve, in coiisequenco of

tlu^ single driving-wheel on one side. *This was one of the first tricycles introdiuiod, and lias

stood test of comiietition, being at the present time one of tlie most popnhir. Its chief

f0n,tun‘,s are that it is simple in constrnction, makes only two tracks when running, and is

narrow in width. Its inuTowncss, although rendering it somewhat unstalde in running
round a curve at a higli speed, allows of its "passing through a doorway of ordinary width.

Tlie tliircl and last kind of single driver has the driving-wheel placed conti-aily in the rear

of two stGering-whcels, wbicli a,re mounted parallel and opposite to each other. 4’he defect

of tills arra,ngemcnt is that the weight of the rider is too equally distributed over the three

wheels, instea.d of coming more upon the driver than upon the other two.

There are several iyix'sof double-driving tricycles, where tlie two driving-wheels a, re i)hic(^d

parallel and opposite in ca,ch otlier, with the steering-wheel in front or beliind, and gimm-ally

central, though in sonui cas(‘s it is placed in line with one of the driving-wlieels, so that the

machine then only maki's two tracks.

The two principal methods of double-driving are: first, by clutch-action; and, secondly,

by differential or balance-gear.
In tlie clutch-action plan the two driving-wheels, or the chain-wheels driving them, are

locked to their axle while the tricycle is being driven straight forward, but in running round
a curve the outer wlioel overruns the clutch, and the inner wheel alone drives. Of the various

clutches so far devised, jirobably the best results have been attained by that known as the

Bourdon clutch. It consists of a disk fixed upon the crank-axle, and having its circumference

cut away so as to form a series of inclined planes. A box forming the boss of the cliain-wheel

encircles this disk, and in the recesses of the inclined planes which join between the disk and the
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box, and so lock them together as long as the taxle is driv'ing the \vlieeL Whenever the wheel has

freed itself by overrmnung the axle there will always be at least one of the rollers ready (in

every position) to iristantiineously lock the two together again as soon as the speed of the

wheel fa,Us back to that of the axle. The pedals can remain stationary whenever the gradient

of the road will allow the maehine to inin of itself, an advantage which economizes the ex-

penditure of {)o\ver, as the feet of the rider can remain motionless for the time being. The
brake, however, must be entirely relied on for checking the speed, as it can not be stopped by
back- pedaling. A clutch-driven machine can not be driven backward without some extra

gearing. Miiiiy attempts have been made to construct a clutch that will drive automatically

in botii directions, but the writer is not aware that any have p)roved successful, the reason of

tlieir failure being that tlioy were not instantaneous in action.

Idle inode of (lonble-driving by ditferential or balance gear—so called because the power is

divided or “ balanced ” between the two driving-wheels—employs an epicyclic train in which
the two iirimary wliecls are each connected directly or indirectly with one of the driving-

wlieels of the tricycle, and also connected with each otlier through an intermediate loose

tniiii. One of the simplest forms of ditferential gear somewhat resembles an ordinary revers-

ing train ;
one of the two facing wheels is fixed to the hub of one of the clriving-wlieels, which

runs loose on the axle, and the other facing-wheel is fixed on the driving-axle, on the hub of

whicli is fixed the other driving-wheel. Between tlie two facing-wheels a chain-wheel is

mounted loosely on the axle, and this carries loose on a radial axis a bevel pinion-gearing per-

manently wir.li 1 )0th facing-wheels.

When the tricycle is running in a straight line, both driving-wdieels are driven equally by

the cliain-wlieels, the two facing-wheels irieanwhile being drawn round by the intermediate

pinion, which at that time is idle.

But wlieii tlie trieyle travels in a curve, the inner driving-wheel revolves at a slower ra,te

than the outer wheel, 'and consequently the outer driving-wheel is driven through the bevel-

gear at a consequeiitiy higher speed, in whichever direction the inachino is running, whether

forward or backward.
As already described in regard to bicycles, there are two methods of driving a tricycle:

Firstly, by rotjiry action, in which the power is applied either directly to a cranked axle carry-

ing tile driving-wheels, or to a cranked pedal-axle connected with the driving-wheel axle

througli an endless chain or other means; and. secondly, by lever-action, where the power is

ap{)lie(i l)y rec.iprocating peda,1-levers, from which the motion is comnuinicated to thedriying-

wlicel axle through crlinks and coupling-rods, or otherwise. The lever-action lends itself

most aptly to obtain varying power; biitdn speed the rotary action is superior. The reason

would seein to be tiiat in tlie lover-action tlie direction of force is changed so suddenly that in

rM})i(l |)(3daling a, cert,a,in amount of back pressure is unavoidable.

Of direct-action or rotary tricjyclos, l,he simplest form has two driving-wheels mounted on

the end of a cranked axle, aiid co'niiected to it by clutches, the rider driving tlie axle direct,

This a,rrangcinent sinqilifies the eonstruction and reduces the working ])arts; but the high

posit ion of t he cimtan* of gi*a\dty olTers an objection to the stability of the machine.

The swinging pedals are soiiictimcs hung from the cranked axle, thus lowuulng the center

of gravity, and rendering tlie machine more stable.

'A suceessfiil lever-action machine is called the “ Omiiicycle,” wliicli is fitted with a vari-

able-power g(‘a,r.

The {ledaJ levers are eormcetod by bands to two expanding se,!^tncnts connected by clutches

to the (h*iviiig-a,xle, and to each otlier by a reversing ap|).aratas, so that the forward rnovement

of the one [)r()(liic(‘.s t,he liackward rnovoment of the otlier, thus the descending piodal raises

tlie ()t,her ready for the next stroke.

The frame.s of triijycles are largely constructed of wehlless steel tube, amd their contour and

general a,rramgemeut vary wit;h tlie different types of inachine. Mallcablo-irou castings have

been used in iminy of the solid parts.

ITie stiMiring-gear of such tricycles as have a single steering-wheel is usually the same as

that of a liicyeic, employing a transverse handle-bar; but, anotlier method, using a rack and

pillion, is frequeiitly adopLetl. Tlie pinion is fixed to a vertical handle, mounted in bearings,

so that, it can revoive; a,nd the rack forms part of a light rod, tlie free end of which is con-

nected wit,h a,n arm fixed on the fork of the steering-wheel.

In eacli dilT(M‘cnt make of tricycle there is a certain position for the rider’s seat, in respect

b()t,h to tlic axle of the driving-wheel and also to the pedal crank-axle, so as to permit the

rider to ('Xiirt Ids power to itic best advantage. The best position for the seat on a front-steer-

ing tricyeh'. is giuuu'ally LJ in. in front of the driving-axle, and 7 in. behind the pedal-axle,

this axle., t,lu‘.reroi*(', lieifig 8.J- in. in front of the driving-axle.

'riic a,bove-(lcscribcd tricycles arc types of those manufactured and used in England, where

such nia(!hin(‘s find much more favor than in the United States.

The only form ol; tricycle wliich has been extensively made and sold in tins country is

shown in Idg. (*>. It is called the “ Surprise Columbia Tricycle,’’ and has a 32-in. rear driving-

wheel, op(u‘al,ed from the pedals by sprocket-wheels and a connecting chain.

There arc two 2()-in. front steering-wheels, jonrnalod on the ends of a cross-bar or axle,

forming |)art of tlie frame, adapted to be adjusted so as to vary t.lie width of the running-

track as well as to be folded, to still further reduce the width, in order to enable the nuicdiine

to pass through ordinary doorways. The width is variable, between 34 in. and 21) in. all

over.

The wheels, crank-shaft, and pedals are fitted with adjustable ball-bearings, and the wheels
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have rubber tires cemented into the felloes, and direct spokes headed at the felloe and screwed

into the forged steel hub-flanges.

For steering, a lever-arm at the bottom of each steering-head is connected by a high rod
to a lever pivoted below the main-frame bracket,
and taking its motion through a connecting-rod
attached to the lower end of the handle-bar up-
right. The brake is similar to that of a bicycle.

Hand-Power Tricycles have been introduced
from time to time, notably the Oarsman and
Velociman. In both of these driving-power is

exerted by the arms instead of the legs. Their
use, however, is very limited, being only of service
in particular instances.

Sociable Tricycles.—^\\\^ type is merely an
enlargement of the single form of tricycle, so as
to permit two riders to sit side by side. Some
Sociables ” are capable of being converted into

single machines.
Tandem Tricycles are constructed so that the

riders sit one behind the other. The tandem
principle is applied to most of the principal forms of tricycle, notably to those differentially

geared
;
the front-steering type, by using an auxiliary trailing-fi’ame with transverse and

vertical joints between it and the front frame : and to the rotary machine by the addition of
a light frame fixed in the rear of the front seat, to carry the hind seat and pedal crank-axle
for the rear rider. Tandems of several classes are made convertible into single machines.

Carrier Tricycles.—The last, kind of tricycles is one capable of being put to practical use
for carrying a burden. There is one form known in England as the “ Coventry Chair,” where
a passenger is cjirried in a comfortalflo chair constructed in the front part of tile machine, and
the driver’s seat and driving mechanism, similar to that of the ordinary tricycle, are located
between the driving-wheels in rear.

(See Oycliny Art, Energy arid Locomotion, by E. P. Scott
;
and Construction of Modern

Cycles, by 11. E. Plulliiis.)

Damper Rcgtilator : sec Regulators.
Derrick : see Crane.

Diamond Drill : sec Drills, Rock and Quarrying Machinery.
Dies : see Brick-Making Machinery, Milling Machines and Pipe Cutting and Threading

Machines.
DIGESTERS, LIME SULPHITE FIBER. Sulphite fiber, or pure wood cellulose, su-

porvsodes rag stoclc in paper-making. The wood in chips or disks is boiled in great digesters
with a solution of V)isulphit,e of lime, and the main engineering problem lies in the construc-
tion of a suitable, economic*,al, and lasting digester.

Thti following not(*,s on cligcstcu*s are condensed from a valuable paper on Lime Sulphite
Fiber Manufacture in the United States, by Major 0. E. Miehaelis, U. S. A. (see Scientific
American Supplement, No. 732, 1890): Exteriorly all the digesters are of metal, all of open-
hearth steel or iron plate, exceifl; tlic Schenk, which is of so-called deoxidized bronze. All
are approximately cylindrical, except the Partington, which is spherical. Tlie cylinders are
upright in tlie RitlAir-Kcdhuir iuid Scihenk processes

;
in tlie Mitscherlich and Graham they

are horizontal. The digesters are fixed, with the exception of the Partington and Graliam,
which revolve, the Graliam about its longer axis. Considered merely as a vessel sti'ong

enough to stand a given pressvire, tlio only available substance of which the digester can be
made, looking from an ecfonomieal standpoint, is iron or steel. The majority of tlie digesters
are made of rolled iron platcss ; the Detroit, of open-hearth steel. There is no reason why our
gun-iron, with a tensile strengtli approximating 40,000 lbs., should not be available for digest-
ers. They could be turned out in sections ready for assembling; the advantages of such a
substitution for the comiiliciated rivet-work shell are evident. At remote inhind |)oints the
large digesters must bo assembled in situ, and boiler-makers must now be transported foi* the
purpose. A properly ha-udled wrench would suffice to set up the sectional cast-iron construc-
tion. A 14 X 40 ft. cast-iron digester has been designed, with a factor of safety of 0, which
will cost less than the riveted apparatus, to say nothing of the facility with wliieh it can be
transported and the ease with which it can be assembled by unskilled* lalior. We come now
to the inside of the digester. Owing to the well-known affinity of the bisuliiliite solution for
iron, all digesters made of this metal must be lined with a resistant, fluid-tight material, as a
protection against the solvent action of the “acid” mixture. The Schenk digester, a uni-
metal construction of deoxidized bronze, is assumed to be sufficiently resistent to the solution
without protecting lining. Tlie Graham, Partington, and Ritter-Kellner digesters are all

lead-lined, the Mitscherlich fire-brick lined. The bricks used are of special form, made of

a German refractory clay the same as used in the manufacture of the Nassau Seltzer jugs.
Digester Linings.—The vital point in these sulphite processes lies in the ability of the

digester to resist the erosive action of the acid solution and its gaseous products. Lead has
for centuries been used as a lining material in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, so that its

application to the present sulphite fiber processes lay near at hand. It is used in the Graham,
Partington, and Ritter-Kellner digesters. In speaking of the sulphite process the Encyclo-
pmdia Britannica uses the following language :

“ The pulp or fiber produced by all these

Fig. C.—Tricycle.
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processes is of excellent quality, and can be prepared at a cost greatly lower than the soda
process. The strength of the liber is maintained unimpaired even after bleaching, and white
pa,per made solely from such fiber is in every respect superior to that manufactured solely
from pulp prepared by boiling- with caustic soda. Dr. Mitscherlich’s process has been exten-
sively adopted in Dermany, and there seems little doubt that these processes will in time sup-
plant the use of soda in the ease of wood. The great objection to them all is that, as they fdl
depend on the use of bisulphite, which, being an acid salt, can not be worked in an iron boiler
the boiler must be lined with lead, and great difflculty has been encountered in keeping the
lead lining of the boiler in repair,”

The primary, indispensable condition in protecting iron sulphite boilers with lead is that
the lining must be continuous—-that is, liquid-tight. Now, lead has a linear coefficient of ex-
pansion much more than double that of iron; in these processes it is sub jeet to a change of
temperature of at least 240° F. (8()0°-60°), and the unavoidable resulting flow of the metal can
not be compensated for by permitting sections to expand and to contract freely upon each
otlier, for tliat would require open joints, a violation of our primary condition. The lead
lining inust in some way be attaelied to the iron shell, for otherwise it would soon collapse or
go to pieces in some other way.

^

Only three practical ways offer themselves for the attach-
ment of the lead lining to the iron. It may bo bolted on at proper points

;
it may be, to

borrow a plumlicr’s plirase, “ tacked on ” at appropriate places, or it may be completely sol-
dered on. Tlie lirst two methods permit, as is evident, under variations of temperature
changes in the superficial area of the lining

; the latter method forcibly resists this, and limits
the flow of the lead during the life of the solder union to molecular expansion only.

The Boiler is spherical
;
the lead is applied in spherical limes, damped to the

iron, and burned to each other.
_

The theory is, that it is an easy matter to replace an injured
section, and thus to keep tlie lining intact at comparatively little cost.

The RiMer-IOillmr Digester^ about 10 X 28 ft., is built up of cylindrical sections, 4 ft. wide,
a few iiiehos apart, and fastened by heavy exterior bands. The object of this construction is
to provide the means for attaching the lead lining peculiar to this procesk The spaces be-
tween those sections form annular dovetail mortises, which are filled with an alloy of lead
and antimonv, and at the ends of a diameter meet similar vertical tenons, to which they are
attached. The lining is burned fast to this serni-eylindrical frame. Here, again, under the
irresistible force of expansion, these great sheets of lead, roughly speaking Id X 4 ft., must
theoretically, if the tacking holds, “pucker up,” and again be forced back against the shell
undei* contraction and {pressure.

The Omham Digester, 7^ X 22 ft., is made of sheets of boiler-plate, to which the lead
lining is soldered before bending and assembling. The metliod of doing this is ingenious and
simple. The sheet is cleansed and smoothed by a radially traveling emery-wheel ; it is then
firmly fixed for lialf its surface over a gas-jet lioater. The rectangular frame that holds it
down is piackod with fire-proof packing where it rests upon the plate, thus actually forming a
watei’-i ight vessel, of which the iron to bo leaded is the bottom. The plate is copiously doused
with a solution of chloride of zinc, and, when heated to the proper degree, molten lead in suf-
ficient (pianlU y is })oured upon it. Although the promoters of this process do not so call it,

it is, nevertheless, soldiu-ing, which is aiitlioritatively defined to be the process of uniting
two picMies of th(i same or of different metals by tne interposition of a metal or alloy, which,
by fusion, combines with each.”

/frfoAT-A/'/n'ar;.— T/ui MitscJmiich Digester is lined with an acid-proof brick of special de-
sign, laid in Portland eemont. Afiparently a startling innovation, rofloet.ion proves that this
method follows out the direct line of modern progress. The maniifactmre of that almost in-
dispensalilo a,rti(dc, sul|)liuric acid, has in comparatively late years been greatly improved and
facilitated by the introduction of the Gay-Lussac and Glover towers, edificesTined, not with
hjad, i)ut with jicid-proof tiles or brick.

Unlimd Digesters.-~--The Soheiik Digester is a stationary, upright cylinder, 7 ft. in diameter
by 22 ft. luught, and is made in sectional eastings of deoxidized bronze, with planed flanges,
which are Ixilted together and lead-jointed in assembling. This alloy the designer assumets is
siidiciently aeid-proof for the purpose, without tlie protection of other rcsistanit lining. It is
acknowledged tha.t tlio deoxidized bronze is acted upon by the acid solution, }i,nd observation
confirms this conclusion; but it is claimed that this erosion is so slight that the longevity of
the digest,or is not threatened tliereby.

Acid Jhvc(m.--~T\iQ manufaetiiro* of the bisulphite solution may bo classified under throe
heads : tlie vacuum process, the modified tower process, the tower process. Tlie vacuum sys-
tem is used ill eoiinection with the Partington, the Schenk, and tlie Cdraliam processes, “it
refpiires large exhaust-pumps, a series of tanks arranged vertically in echelon, a lime-mixer,
('te., and undoubtedly yields with certainty the high solution refiuired. It can lie used for all
the processes, Tlie modified tower system, in use with the Rittor-Kellner process at Gorn-
wall, is a soi-t of cross lietween the Mitseherlich tower and vacuum method. solution is

inuniicd by a battery of pumps into a series of low towers under cover, filled witli limestone.
The Mitscherlieli tower proeess is in a measure automatic, and is certainly the most economi-
cal. The sulpliurous-acud gas is drawn up the high towers, filled witli limestone, by atrrios-
ph(n-ic draft, and tlioroin meets water trickling through the filling. Its main disadvantage
is l.lic^ assurance of proper draft. The consumption of sulphur varies from 200 lbs. jier ton
of filun* in t,he Mitselierlich up to nearly COO lbs. in the others. In none of the otliers is it less
than 850 f-o 400 lbs.

Alechanical Breparatmi of the Wood.—All the processes, except the Mitseherlich, use
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chips. In this latter, disks cut out from the log, li in. deep, are used. JDr. Mitscdierlich

claims that these disks ahiord a stronger fibei*, and that more bulk can be put into tlie digester
than if ^loosely piled

Frcu Woocl-liber clige«U)i% el, with timber and
sulphite liquor, and

steam passes in at a pressure of 7() lbs. througli the trunnions, while the digester is slowly re-

Yoked by inoaais of the bevel and worm gearing, as sliown iii the engraving.

IHsiiitegrator: see Clay-Woi'kiiig Miudiinery.

ditchinw-machinCs are used for oxeavating ditches and trenches for drainage, etc.

TM J*lumb JJiteher (Fig. 1) cuts the whole ditch in one passage on the required grade. It

-W ( )od-liber tligesLor.

Fig. l.—The Plumb Ditcher.

consists of an engine and boiler driving a large cutting-wheel, all set in one frame carried on

four broad-faced wheels. The machine is drawn* forward when working by means of a wire

cable passing tlirough a block anchored any distance ahead and winding on a drum on the

front end of the machine. The ditch-cutting wheel is formed with rim-scoops, which cut and
elevate the dirt-cutting from the bottom of the ditch upward. The cutting-wheel hangs in a
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swinging frame raised or lowered at will to maintain the grade line required for the bottom
of the ditch, and can cut to a depth of 4 ft. It forms a rounded bottom to the ditch, suitable

for the reception of either of the ordinaiy sizes of farm drain-tile. The dirt is all discharged
at one side of the ditch, convenient for refilling. As the wheels are 10 in. broad, the machine
works on soft ground as well as hard, even where horses could not be employed.

Potter's Ditcher (Ifig. 2) is drawn by animals, and, being a comparatively light machine,
performs its work by passing repeatedly over the same job until the ditch is brought to the

required depth. The cutting-wheel cuts down the sides of the ditch, and a scoop just behind

the lowest part of the wheel pa,res off a layer of dirt, and causes it to pass upward under the

control of an endless apron, which retains the earth in the grooved peripliery of the wlicel

until the dirt is discharged upon a spout at the top and dumped on botili sides of the ditch.

The digging can be interrupted to maintain the grade of the ditch-bottom. The cutting-

wheel frameds pivoted above it,s center of gravity, and maintains an upright posiidon, cutting

a perpendicular ditch at all times, whether'the ground is level or inclines to eitluir side. Small

stones are readily thrown out, but large ones the machine rejects and passes over, scraping

them bare of dirt, so that they may be reached and removed by other means.

Dolling : see Cotton-Spinning Machinery.

Dog : see Saws, Wood.

12
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BOV'ETAILING-MACHINE. In the Knapp doTetailiiig-maehine (Fig. 1) the work done
is not strictly dovetailing in the sense of flaring-pins engaging any mortises of similar out-

line, but the general effect as regards utili-

.ty is the same, and the work is more orna-

mental and more rapidly and easily done.

The so-called dovetails that it makes for

drawer fronts and sides are produced by
working on the end of the front a series of

semi-annular grooves, leaving standing in

their centers a series of cylindrical tenons.

The end of the drawer-side is worked away
into a series of semicircular scallops, in the

center of each of which there is a cylindri-

cal hole
;
and the side being driven on to

the front, pulling the latter away from the

former is prevented by the cylindrical pi,ns.

Draft, Forced: see Engines, Marine.
Draifing Frame : see Ootton-Spinning

Machines and Rope - Making Machines.
Kolls : see Ro|)e-Making Machines.
DREDGES AND EXCAVATORS. I

Deedges. Dmiges at the l^mimna Canal
—Tlie dredges in use in the excavation of •

the Panama Cknial are: (1) Anicriciiii Her-
cules dredges, (2) French dredges, (Jl) Bel-

gian dredges, (4) Scotcdi di’edgcs.

Tlio Iloi’cules drodgo is of the endless
cliain of buekot ty[:)c, using a high tower
aud long discliarge-pipe. Practically tlio

whole work of the nuichino is controlled by
one man, who is stationed on the how. A
system of wheels at lii.s hand cormecds witli

ttie dilTereiit engines-—namely, raising a,nd
l()wering the lever, controlling the main en-

gine ami velo(dl,y ()!' revolution of buckets,
the gypsy-engine working the side-guys, the
spuds also l)cing raised and lowered by
tackles on hoisting-d ruins, d.'’lie digger may
at a glance take in the situation, and use
his govt‘,riling wlituils accordingly.

1Mio niachino consiiines about 10 tons of

coal per day. Its cnipacity is estimated a,s

follows in cvibi(i yards per day : Soft, sticky

clay—buckets not fully cniptying at upper Fig. l.—Dovetailing-inacliine.
tuinbhu*-—J1,{)0() to 4,0()r); ha,r*d clay, 4,()()0;

sand, 5,000, allowing one day of each wwk for repairs of machinerv, Jind all days regarded
as tweni.y-four working hours. The vibrations of the chain of buckets arid links a,re reduced
to a minimum when excavating in material not ternicioris, allowing bucket,s to revolve 25 to
30 per ininute. The drcdgi'.s of iron-tower construction have <lone satisfact.ory work, and are
lighter in tonnage and of less draft tha-n those of wooden structure, and mnch more slHT.

Scotch dredges a-u'. sol f-jiiopel ling, having steamed out from Scotland to Colon and also to
Pannnia., passing around tlu^ Morn. Their boilers are of 200 lior.se-power, and t heir horizontal
engines coirnnunicate power to a crank-shaft on which is a spirocket-wheel, The upper tum-
blcr-sha.rt has also a sproc*ket-wheel, and an endless chain communicates from t,he lower to the
upper sli!ift;,J;raTisnvitting the motion. In hea,vy work these teeth break at frecpiont intervals.
The ladder i.s in one sccition, requiring large construction of parts to gain the I’capiiri'd st.rength
for a long tnember. If in two sections, it might be lighter and requii-c less powen* in riiise and
lower. This dredge is more adapted for deej>sea work than attacking new hanks. It dis-
charges into clapets, and is control led by fore-and-aft guys and side-guys wound on friet.ion-

drvims. Its draft is 7 to 8 ft., and it burns 6 tons of coal per 12 working lumrs. In ordinary
work tliis dredge aecomplishes 2,000 to 3,000 cubic metres per day of 12 hours.

The French dredge (Fig, 1) is the principal dredge in use along the line of the Ihuiarna
Canal. There are different sizes, the one most in use being 100 ft. long by 30 ft. broad, and
having a draft of 7 ft. of water. The hulls and entire machine are constructed of iron, in
sections, in France, shiyiped to Colon, and transhipped at different points along the line where
tliey arc to be used. The cost is, approximately, $115,000 at Colon, not including cost of
erection, wliich has been an expensive work at Panama, some engineers estimating tiie cosi- of
erection at 35 per cent on original value. The tower is quite low, the ele vation of hopper
below upper tumbler being only 20 ft. above water-level. The ladder is in one seedaon, sup-
ported upon axis in tower, and varies in length to the use of dredge in attacking new banks
or in deepening channels. The buckets are of iron, wrought in one piece, the links being an
integral part. Tlie power is derived from a vertical engine, having three pistons, which act
directly upward on a crank-shaft, which has a gear-wheel at either end, and large balance-
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wheels. These gear-wheels connect through two other gear-wheels to the upper tuinbler-shalt,
thus. giving a positive power, and when the inachitie is dredgingin rock no slipping occurs,
as in a belt eoniieetiori. The- engines are 180 horse-power in this sized dredge, and it forms a

most powerful machine, so that in attacking hard-pan or loose rock it receives such a force as
to accomplish its work when buckets and links do not break. In ordinary work in sand,
gravel, clay, and loose inateria.l, a positive force is not necessary, as in rock-work. The large
belt from a liorizontal engine connecting with a gear attachment fitted with a tightener-pul-
ley, increasing or diniinishing the tension, has given good satisfaction, and controls the move-
ments, except in rock-work.

The dimensions of a French dredge,of large type are as follows: Length, 130 ft.
;
breadth,

28 ft.
;
depth, 10 ft.

;
draft, 7 ft.

;
depth of working, 28 ft. : sheer fore and aft, 10 in.; rise of

deck, 0 in.
;
lieight of discharge above water-line, 30 ft. ; height o.£ top tumbler above water-

line, 30 ft. G in.
;
width of bucket-well, 5 ft. 3 in.

;
frames, 4 X 3 X f in., 3 ft. apart, with re-

Pia. 1.—The French dredge.

verse angle.-irons 15 X 3 X I im, in alternate frames
;
jjdating of bottom and l)ilges, near well,

iV in.
;
plating othm-wi.se, f in.; plating of sides, Oil in.; plating of well, f in.

;
deck-beams,

bullKiroii, 8 X I in., with double angle-irons 3A X!3i X t in.; floors, 12x 4 in.; angle-irons,

3 X G X I ill.; longtdi of bucket-ladder bcytwcon centers, (>4 ft. 6 in.; capacity of buckets, 16

cub. ft. ;
diameter of pins, in.; high-pressure cylinders, 17 in. diameter by 34-in. stroke

;

low-i)ressiire cylinders, 34 in. diameter by 34-in. stroke; air-pump, 10 in. diameter by IG-in.

stroke; circulating |)uinp, 10 in. diameter* by 15-in. stroke ; boiler diameter, 10ft. G in.; boiler

length, 0 ft. Gin.; boiler heating-surfaco, 900 sq. ft.; boiler working-pressure, 80 lbs. per sq.

in.; cost at Colon, $115,000.
One of these machines of hirge tyi)0 has done valuable work at the Mindi Out, near Gattin,

oil die Panama Oanal, in broken rock, still clay, and liard-pari. The Tnatcria.l (^xcavjited in

bu(d<ets is carried u[) into a liopper, discharged with water, piirnped tip hyilraiidically siilli-

ciently to discharge it into sedf-dumping steain-clapets alongsiclc^. The capacity of these

dredges is variable in tlic (‘.xtreine, no one inacdnno having done n large {iinount of satisfactory

wc)i*k. A fair estimate is 3()() to 350 yards per hour for 13 working lioiirs.

The Belgian dredge is cpiito similar to the French dredge, deriving its|)ower in like man-
ner by sfiroeket and chain comiection. It is of 300 horse-power, has throce horizontal return

tubuhu* boilers, and l-wo horizontal engines, the pistons of which connect with a crank-shaft,
on wliicih is a wheel. It discharges on each side into clapets. The velocity of the buckets is

30 to 30 per niinnt.e; conl.cnts, | cubic metre.
Ih'edging OpcratloiiH in, Npav Yorh f/hr&or have been actively carried on in order to im-

prove the cliaiimds h'aditig from the ocean. The fleet of vessels era ployed by the contractors
comprises thnu^ [iropidhn-s, (wdi fitted with two Edwards centrifugal pumps n.nd two dredg-
iiig-sGoops (lonnecti'.d by [lipies with the pumps. Each vessel (Fig. 3) is dividi'd by bulkheads
into tanks for the r(u!e|'>tion of the dredged material. In the bottom of eacdi of the tanks are

valvi's, worked by horizontal valve-wheels. By proper eond nits the drcnlgc'd material can be

deliv(U’(‘,d to any one of the tanks, according to" the way in which the clinics are set.

The estima,ted capacity of the plants per working-day arc : Ko. 1, 2,000 cub. yds. ; No. 2,

1,500 cub. yds. ; No. 3, 3,000 cub. ds.
;
gi vingatotal capacity of G,500 cub. yds. A ll the material

is taken outside of Scotland Lightship and dumped at a distance of about 8 miles from the
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main ship-cliannel, and 5 miles from Gedney’s Channel, in not less than 14 fathoms of

general operation is as follows : The scoop (Fig. 3) is dropped down to the bottom, on

which it runs upon wheels. The pipe which connects it to its pump is of steel, eontaiiinig’ a
^ ball-and-socket joint,

and including^ a short
length of heavy India-
rubber pijie re - en-

forced witli steel

bands, in order to pre-

Yeiit brea,kage wlien
the vessel is rolling or

pitching in a sea-way.
By means of a steam-
jet connected with the
top of tlie centrifugal
pump, a vacinim is

produced within the
pump and pipe, under
the effects of whicli

vacuum water rises

through the pipes un-
til the puinp-chamber
is completely filled.

Then, on starting the
pump and opening the

outlet - valve hitlierto

closed, it at once be-

gins to draw up mate-
rial. At tlie uppersur-

.
face of the scoop, a

Fia. 2.--.Cenbrifugal-pump dredge.
above the

bottom of i he water, a water-valve is arranged which may ho opened or closed by means of a

small rope or lanyard. This is done from the deck of the propeller, and regulates the pro-

portions of water ami solid ina-terial. The operative can tell by the sound oi the pump

whctlior it is receiving too much or too little solid material, and sets the valve accordingly.

Tri dredging, tlie boat, is made to advance at the

rate of from I to 2 miles an hour, while both, pumps
are driven as“fast as may be. It is very important

to drive them to their full capacity, as they possess

a critical speed below which their efficiency is great-

ly reduced. The l)oat thus travels down the chan-

nel, draggingwith it the scoops, which are eoiitinu-

ally raking up the ground, which, as fast as it is

loosened, i.s drawn up through the pipes by the

pumps. The suctiioiis are attached to the side of

the boat aliout midship, so that they are unaffected

by pitching, while, owing to the great width of the

boat, its rolling is so slight that they are not there-

by disturbed.

Dmiqinq ai F)WZ,— Tfm Kolmitz Rock-Break-

ing Dreilga iWig;, 4) o[)erates by letting fall a heavy,

suitably shaped mass on the surface of the rock,

which shatters it as artillery-fire demolishes the

stone walls of a fortress.

The DerocJmm represented in the engraving

has done important work in. the enlargement of
, ...

the Suez Canal. The hull of this rock-cutting dredger is 180 ft. long hv 40 ft. liroad

and 12 ft. deop; the mean draft is 9 ft., and there are 18 water-tight cornpartmeiyts. hive

steel-pointed rock-cutting rams, each weighing 4 tons, are arranged in line on each side ol the

central well, through which the buckets lift the crushed rock. Hydraulic [)ower raises them

to a height of from 5 to 20 ft., and they are then let fall on the rock. Tliese rams can work

on each side of the lower tunililer, or "they can be moved by steam-power, either forward or

aft, to suit the position of tlie dredging-gear or the requirements of the work. With the set

of hydraulic levers placed below the steam-crane, between 200 and 300 blows per hour can

be delivered with one set of five cutters. Combined with the rock-cutting apparatus,

dredging machinerv, specially adapted for lifting broken rock, is provided. A guide-

wheel is fitted, which supports the sag of the bucket-chain when wear has taken place, and re-

lieves the strain on the bearings and pins. With this guide-wheel or relieving-driim, the

maximum dredging depth of the machine is 40 ft. ;
without it more than 30 ft. would not be

attained.
, ^ t ann

For driving the bucket-chain there is a four-cylinder two-erarik compound engine of 2()U

indicated horse-power, which by special friction-gear works two steel pitch-chains passing

iriG •I)r(>dge-HC()Oi>.
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round pitch-wheels eonnected to the upper tumbler. If the backets catch on solid rock, the
friction-gear slips until tlie undue strain is relieved.

While at work, the yc^shcI is moved over the surface in a series of ares, by independent
wineh-niotion arranged for swinging tlie vessel from side to side, pivoting on a steel mooriiig-

pile, whicdi goes down through the hull in the after part of the machine.
A careful rec-ord of t, he, working of this machine was kept during 16 days of Septem-

ber, 188S, with (,he following r(‘Kults: Amount of pure rock extrattted,T, ()()() cub. yds.; tons

of clay exti’jud.ed, 2411; nuinl>er of hours of work, 1 11
;
wages of crew at $2.76 per hour, 140

hours, $?tS7; cost of (^on,l at $7.21) per ton, $1511; oil and stores, fresh water, sundries, etc.,

$1)2 ;
total ex piiuses for l,()()0 c.ub. yds., $G32

;
cost per cub. yd. of piu'e rock, 6112 cts. Although

the 1, ()()() (uib. yds. of hard roek were excavated at a cost of 68 cts. per cub. yd., it would be
(piite wrong to treat 1 ins figure as a basis for continuous working, for at the end of a year’s

work many pa,i’t,s of the dredgm* would be worn, and the repairs required each year would
proba,l)ly (louble tlie eosi, fier cub. yd. excavated. Thus, the probable cost per cub. yd. would
l)(‘ aboiU $1.20 for a ma,chine similar to tlie Dcrocheuse, which could remove about 20,000 cub.

yds. of average rock in a, year, at a cost of about $24,000 per annum. This estimate does not

inclu(h‘ th(^ t'raaisport of the lirokeri rock in barges, nor the depreciation, interest, and iiisiir-

aiiee. <4' the phuit.

Thr. Jimdith llji(iri)- IMtmnu Dredifer is a dredger of a new system combined with a

foridug and conveying a.j)paratus carried upioii a raft 1,000 ft. in leiigth. It was devised by
M. Jaiidin, aai (uigiiKMU* of fjyoiis, for ivxcavating a canal 20 ft. in depth, from the city of

U lealiorg, Finland, to thoChilf of Bothnia, in tlie mouth of the river l) lea, where the depth

of wa,l,(*r lia,s Ihmui riMluee.d t-o aibout 18 ft. by aeciim illations of sand.

llie a.p[)ara4uH eoiisist-s of a hy<lro-pneurna,tic dredging-pipe, whiedi raises the mixture of

wat.(‘r a,nd exiuivated nnitivrial, a,nd (uripties it into a large cylindrical reservoir, which eon-

sl.it.ulvs l,h(‘. forcdiig api)ara,ius, 'V\m dredging-pipe, the orifice* of which rests constantly upon

tlie hoMoiri, forms tlie axis of a, rigid frarae,‘whieh is guided vertically by the sidesp)f a well

at t.lu^ (‘xl.rcinity of t.he boat. Its uiiper part is conuected with a horizontal pipe, which enters

the r(‘,s<‘rv()ir through a (Icxihle elbow. Near the lower orifice of the dredging-pipe there is

arrangiMl !ui n,nnular injeclior, whieli introdiices compressed air upwardly into the pipe. This

in jeidaon of air produces a suction, while, at the same time, it forms in the pipe a mixture of

air, wa4.er, and mal<eria.l ca,rri(Ml along by the water, a mixture whose density is less than

that of the water. It is ea-sily conceived that, with a given depth of water, it is possible,

wil.h the coedieiimt s furnished by experiment, to calculate the volume of air necessary to

make; t.he ext,crna.l charg(‘, upon the orifice greater than the weight of the column of the

mixture ascmiding aliove the loved of the water to a fixed height. The priiieipal advantage

of this svsterri is 'tliat; tlnwe is no obstruction possible, as the orifice presents a passage that

is smaller than die constant section of the pipe, and no parts in motion are in contact with

the excavated matcriai. In tliis way there are avoided two of the inconveniences of pumps
applied t,o dnMlging, and whicli cause frequent stoppages and necessitate costly repairs.

Jets (>f (‘.(>rnpn‘ss(M I air, arranged around the orifice and directed against the earth, disin-

tegrate the la, 1, ter, a,ml increa.s0 tlie proportion of the material carried along by the velocity of

the water—a proportion whieh, in ordinary depths of 20 or 25 ft., reaches, as regards sand, 2t>

per cent of the volume of water.
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At the spot where work is being carried on upon the piieiumtic fouiulalioiis of tlie Moraiid

bridge upon the Elione, where a dredger of this system is employed, it dredged in 38 ft. of

water a bundle of chains 1:} in. in diameter and weighing 110 lbs., the iieight it was raised

above water being about. 10 ft. This apparatus, which is 10 in. in diameter, is actuated by a

compressor, which takes in 0,100 cub. in. of air per sec., and is situated at 150 yds. from tlie

pier where the dredging is going on. The forcing apparatus, which is a cylindrical reservoir

10 ft. in diameter and 2^ in length, with convex ends, and having a capacity of 17() cub. ft.,

receives the mixture of water and material. The air escapes through an opening above sur-

mounted by an open dome, upon the side of which there is a waste-pipe. Wlien the rosei-voir

is full, and the water is making its escape through the waste-pipe, a single external lever,

manoeuvred by the eliief dredgenian, closes valves that in turn close internally tlie orifice of

the dredging-pipe, and open the air-port, and at the same time reverse, tlirougli three-way

cocks, a current of compressed air, which is then forced through distinct pipes into the reser-

voir, and led to injeet ion-tubes, properly spaced, in the lower part of the reservoir. Tlie

effect of the Jots ol coin|>ressed air, formed under the mass of earth and water, is to lift the

material while mixing it with water and throwing it toward the orifice situated at tlie lowest

point of the exciavati(m. The total time taken to force to a distance of 1,00{) ft. is G min., 2

of which are. consumed in tlio passage through the conduit. The end of the tailing is worked
by the escape, at the end of the conduit, of a wheat-sheaf jet of water and air projected

through an explosion to 48 ft. from the orifice, tlie conduit remaining empty and being cleaned

out by tills filial aetion of the air. At the same time, the automatic valve tliat closes the

uppei'oTilice of the reservoir opens by its own weight. The lever that works the cocks is then
reversed, and the air is seat t.o the dredging-pipe, and another filling at once occurs. Thus
the dredging and lorciug occur successively by {leriods of from 5 to 6 rniu., the boat remaining
irnmovahle during the forcing period.

The Vurmmdon )Sy,(d4on- Dredge consists essentially of a dredging-pipe which lifts the ma-
terial, and in front of which ojiorates a shaft armed witli knives. The pipe is eonnected with
a centrifugal |)iimp, which forces the material into floating pipes.

The dredging-pipo, whieJi is 1(5 in. in (liaineler, is arranged in a well 85 ft. in length, and
establisliod in the axis <if‘ f,he dredger. It is couneeted with the conduit that huuls t-o t he

pump by a hing<%-j()iut,, and the conduit is |)rovi<led with au a|)erture througli wliich a work-
man can (|uickly, and wit.lioid, st.opjiing the pumii, extract too large pieces of cxea,vat-(‘d

material or sliones that inigid, damage the pum})-l)uckots. At its other extremity tlie pipe is

provided with a l)ox that cmrries a frame cast in a |>ieec with it, and in which are arranged
tli (3 liearings of the kuife-shafti. As the jiipe has to dredge at vni-iablo deptlis, it is ca,|)al)le of

being lifted by means of a donlile-frame established on i.hc two sides of the well, and tlie wind-

lasses of wliicli are aid-ual.ed directly by a small mot-or. In order to secure tlie rigidity neces-

sary during operations, the piiie is 'guided by a. fra.mo which consists of uprights connected
liy oross-brae.es, and whicli moves in a slide placed lietwecii tlie upriglits of t.he donhle frame.

When the apiiiiratiis is not working, the {lipeoind frame are raised. In ordei- to ri^gulntc^ the

aihnissiou of water iiit.o l,ho pipe, the lattm* is jirovided with three slide-valves, ea.eh sliding

ujKin tlie same plate, containing reetangulair orifie(3s, ''lliese valves ar<^ actuialcd by hand
through a shaft |)arallei with the {lipe, and whicli, througli a screw-thread, actuates tin', nuts
fixed to the valves.

The disintegrallug appa.ratus lias to lie modilled according to the ground oiierat.ed upon.

In argillaceous sand and sticky clay, a shaft armed with adoiibh', set of knives is list'd, dliese

knives, which are solidly keyed to a. box, are lielieoidal in

form, and th(‘. spiirals run in opposite din'ctlons, so as to

liriiig the material that theydotaeli toward t,lu‘ orifice of

the pipe, in compact earth, where no caving in is to be

ft^ared, the knife-shaft is arranged at the extu'mnit.y of

the pipe. In iniuldy sand, it is wmII to (*stal)lish tlie

shaft at. a certain distanec behind t,hc oriilec. 5110

knife-shaft rec.eivt's its motion, through hevel-wheels,

from anot.her shaft parallel with the auxis of the dredge-
|iipe, and resting upon it tlirougli th(3 intermedium of

pillow-blocks. Tins sliaft is aetuati'd liy tlu' principal

motor through bevel-wheels. Idie centrifugal pump is

placed above ilie float water-liru^ dlie result of this ar-

rangement is that the |)ower necessary for suet, ion de-

pends in practice only njion the difference in density l)c-

twecii the suiTOunding water and the colimm of liquid

charged with earth, wliich rises in ilu3 pipe, thus permit-

ting of dredging to variable dcjiths without sensible in-

crease of motive power. ^Tie excavuited matter passes

through the pump and is forced into the floafJiig pipes.

These are of iron plate, with flexible joints. The engine
IS of 120 horse-powor.

The Morgan Qrah-Bredgsr Buchd, represented in
Fig. 5, is employed in the dredging of the Mersey dock
at 'Liverpool in all dipper-dredgers. It is worked by two

chains passing over the jib-head of the crane. The lifting-chain is shackled to a large cam-
shaped ring or eccentric fixed oii a sleeve, which turns loosely on a shaft- passing along the
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apex of the bucket froiri one end to the other ; to the same sleeve are fixed two smaller eocen-

trics, one on each side of tlie center, and to tliese are attached chains of fixed length, made
fast to an upper cross-head, from which coiinecting--rods pass to the top edges of the sides of

the bucket. Tlie opening chain is attached to the cross-head referred to. When the bucket

is open the lifting-chain lies wound round the large eccentric. The closing is effected by

hauling on the lirting-chain, thereby winding in the chains on the small eccentrics, and so

pulling down the cross-head, the connecting-rods from which force the sides of the backet

together. The bucket opiens when the opening-chain is held, and the lifting-chain let go.

The central shaft then lowers away from the cross-head, and the sides of the biiekot exp)and,

until the sliort chains between the^latter and the small eccentrics are fully unwound
;
at the

same time a certain length of the slack of the lifting-chain becomes wound on the large eccen-

tric. The eccentrics on the shtift arc so arranged as to give a large power toward closing the

bucket at tlie commencement of closing, it being then desirable that it should dig into the

silt. Radius-rods are put in from the central shaft to the top of the sides, where the thrust

of the closing-rods is applied. This arrangement maintains the sides in shape and allows of

their being made very light. To reduce weiglit also the central shaft is made hollow. The

bucket iUustra,te(l will clear a space of about SO sq. ft., and will raise from 30 cwt. to 40 cwt.

of stuff per lift. Fig. 5 is prop)ared from a photograph of one of these buckets, which has

dredged iwer half a niillion tons of silt, and at present is in good condition.

11. Excavators.—Many varieties of bucket-elevators, using eudloss chains of buckets, are

ill use in the construction of the Panama Canal (for full description, see Plant and Materials

of the Panama Canal, by W. P. Williams, Trans. A, S, C. July, 1888),

Tlie operation of the so-called “ down-digger ” is described as follows: The machine is

constructed on two trucks of four wheels each, and of a 5-ft. gauge. When in working con-

dition, the base is broadened by jacking up and throwing the weight on tdie working side out

to a third rail, 7 ft. distant from the line-rail. The ladder over which the buckets travel is

liung on an axis on the liack of the machine, hut throws the center of gravity toward the

working side, and, to offset tins, ballast of railroad-iron is loaded on the extension on the back

of the ihachine. The boilers are usually horizontal, giving a low center of gravity, and the

water-tank of iron and a coal-hunkor of iron are placed on l.lie hoiler-end of the pilatfonn.

Tlie endless chain of Ijuckets is ofierated on the “over-and-under ” system. The buckets are

made with, a (:|uadrangiilar heniisjiherieal face and no back. Tlie links are huiig at the rear

of the buekmts. ddic ladder is suspended down the bank, and is raised or lowered to give a

slight contact to the cutting nose of the bucket. The latter becomes filled by gradually cut-

Fm. tJ.”Osgood excavator.

ting a slice all the way up the bank. As it {lauses over the upper tumbler, the conten ts fall

into a liopper, and thence tlirough a chute into a dump-car on the second track, and liack ol

the machine. The engineer of the excavator controls its movements entirely, raising and

lowering the ladder, also moving the excavator up and down the track by an endless belt

runnirr^ from a sprocket-wheel on the crank-shaft of the engine to a sprocket-wheel on the

car-axle In the “ iip-digger,” the buckets have an “under-and-over ” niovement.

The Osgood llmmmtor (represented in Pig. 6) is supported on two tnieks of b-ft. gauge,

and when in position for working, tlie forward truck of the maehine is jacked u|), throwing

the weight off the rails, and the outriggers of 8-ft. centers are used instead, giving a wider
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two tap(ii’

Power
press lias

as yault-doors, etc. In work of this kind the separate pieces can
be fastened together upon the table and any desired part brought
under the drills. The spindles have 13-in. travel, and each has in-
dependent power-feed with three changes. They are also arranged
for hand-feed, and each is counterweighted and has quick return.
The machine is capable of drilling three l^-in. holes or two 3-in.

holes at tlie same time through steel plate.

BiilL-Bearmgs for Drill-Presses,—Fig. 4 shows a ball-bearing
used to overcome the friction of the collar of the spindle of a drill-

jiress. It consists of

two collars, one having
a llange fitting into a
rabbet turned on the
corner of tlie other, to

pi’event dirt from get-

ting in from the out-

side, both the collars be-

ing provided with a half-
round groove turned on
their face, in which the

lialls revolve. The col-

lars, as well as the balls,

are nuwle of tine steel.

(See also Beaetngs,
Ball.)

. .

Leeds' Horizontal and Radial Drill.—This machine (Pig. 5) is

designed to work on or from a drill-press, and is driven direct from

the drill-press spindle. It is a substitute for the hand-ratchet, and

is useful in drilling the ends and diagonal parts of frames; it can

also be mounted on the work and driven by a sliding-shaft and

universal Joints. Drilling in all directions can be done, with the

-shanks and tlie liorizontal and vertical movements, by loosening the nuts shown.

Fig. 4.— Ball-bearings for drill

Fio. 2.—Sensitive drill.

consumed in
been made by

')rUling.--A- study of the power required to drive an ordinary drill-

h*of. Lester P. Brockenridge, M. B., of Lehigh University. Indicator

Fig. 3.—Multiple traverse table-drill.
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Fig.

7.~Drilling-macMn6

for

botier

stayholes.
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cards were taken from an apparatus, as shown in Pig. 6, consisting of a cylinder of east-iron,

with flange at the base, and bored out to receive a plunger. The area of this cylinder was 10
sq. in. Near the bottom of the plunger three grooves IV in- <^n0p were cut, and about V in.

apart, in order to prevent leakage of oil, which was placed in the cylinder below the plunger.
Gornmimicjition with oil was tlien made to a steam-gauge on one side and an indicator on
the other, as shown. Tlie details taken are shown in the subjoined table, by means of whicli
an accurate calculation may bo made at any time as to capacity and time required to do a
given piece of work with a given speed of drill

:

Diiunotor of

drill.

Depth of holo

drilliHl.

SHORTEST TIME REqUlREH TO
DKILU WHEN FEEDING. Maximum prosHuro on

drill while! drillin},'

nt Htart.

Mn.viitnim preasnro on drill whon
working with full diumetor

of drill.
By powor.

Min. soc.

0 :U)

0
0 H2
0
0
1 20
0 47
1 82

8 24

By hiuul.

Inoli.

1
4

1
1
•f

1

1

H
H

luoh.

i
1

i
1

1

1

Min. Bisc.

0 14

0 21
0 20
0 45
0 88
1 0(>

0 48
1 47
1 42
8 10

PouiuIh.

{• 400

j- 000

[
1,100

j- 1,450

j* 1,800

Pounds.

350 to 400

800 to 000

800 to 000

j

1,000 to 1,150

1,000 to 1,150

for Boiler Stayholes.—Pig. 7 represents a drilling-machine built by
Tliomas Slianks & Co., Johnstone, Scotland, for drilling and tapping the holes for screwed
sturys in boiler shells a,n(l backs. There are two drills carried by separate standards, each
having a lu'avorse of 20 ft. The vortical range is 10 ft. The spindle may be set at an angle
of 25". The IxmI is 4 ft. 0 in. wide. In tlie driving headstock are four speed-cones and two
purchases of gea,ring for liglit or heavy work, instantly interchangeable by levers. The stand-
ard is moved by a grooved driving-shaft with fast and loose pulleys, and the reversing motion
is by bevel-g(^ar and clutches worked by hand. 'Eio vertical driving-shaft has strong bevel-
gear and clutches to stand tlie tear and wear of reversing, and connects by the driving-gear
to a spindle 2.^ in. in diameter. Two liovel-wlioels—one fine and tlie other coarse pitcli—are
keyed on the rtwolving tul)o cjarrying the spindle. Quick motion is obtained through direct
gear and slow motion by s|)ur-wheel and pinion. The drill-carriage is balanced and its level

is alterable at will. Tliere is a second standard in the machine, with a liorizontal driving-
shaft in the bed [larallel to tJio other. Itovolving cradles are placed in front of the machine,
and these are not only adjustaJilc for different diameters and lengths of boilers, but also in

such a manner as to support a lioiler witli citlicr its back or its side toward tlu^ drills, as may
1)0 required. When used for the latter purpose, the cradles ca,n be revolved by power, so a.s

to l)ring a now |)art of l-he shell within range of the machine. (See Bugineering^ Oct. 24,

1890.)

PortahU Ifi/draidic —Pig. 8 represents a portable hydraulic drilling-

machine desigiK.Ml by M. Berriore Pontaine, of Toulon, Prance, and useci in the Toulon dock-
yard. Such ma,chines are capable
of drilling in their place, and after

erection, nearly all tlie holes re-

quired for rivets, bohis, etc., in all

kinds of iron or steel structures

—

such as shijis, bridges, girders, and
boilers—wlieia^ver hydraulic press-

ure is available for working them.
By drilling in |)Ia,(*c, a single oper-

ation serves to drill through a,11 the
superposed t.hickness without stop-

ping the i.ool
;
whereas, when the

pie(‘cs a.re sepairal.e, as in the shop,

as many sei)a,rate drilling opera-

tions arc re{}uired a,s there are

pieces.

Each drilling-macliine is com-
posed of two part;s : hfirst, a small

hydraulic motor If, di*ivcn by wa-
ter pressure supplied from a nuiin

through lioxible or jointed |)ipes.

The (iischarge water is led away through India-rubber tubing. The motors are Brotherhood’s

tliree-cylinder engines. Second, a drill-holder, consisting of a small franie B of (1-shape, in

whicli are a,rranged tlio bearings of the driving-shaft yt from the motor, and of tlie liollow

drill-spindle I) at riglit angles to it.
^

On the motor-shafts, is keyed a bevel-wlieel ./?, gearing

witli a bevel-pinion P on the drill-spindle D, At one end of the drill-spindle is a socket S for

liolding, and the other end is threaded internally for receiving the setl;ing-up s(U‘ew T, which

is turned by the hand-wlieel W, either to give the feed while drilling or to withdraw the drill

when the ‘hole is iinished. A longitudinal slot A for the key of the bevel-pinion P allows
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the drill-spindle to slide through the pinion while the latter is kept in place by an annular

recess R. Beyond the hand-wheel W the screw T terminates in a point e/, whicdi can be

pressed against a cross-piece or frame, such as is nsed for drilling with a ratchet-brace. The
central part of the frame F is bolted to the flange of the motor if, and thus forms a long
bearing for the shaft A

;
and small closed lubricators insure the bearing being properly oiled,

in whatever position the drill may be held. In the base O of the motor are slotted holes for

fixing it to the structure. These machines are made of steel and phosphor bronze. The
weight does not exceed 105 lbs. for the 1 horse- power drill and 62 lbs. for the i horse-powmr
drill. Trials made for a lengthened period have proved that, in the case of a large armor-
clad man-of-war, built on the cellular system, and consequently of very complicated design,

the number of holes drilled in place by these small hydraulic machines is at least 25 per cent

greater than the number of similar holes that can be drilled in the same time by stationary

machines in the shops, and is at least six or seven times greater than the niimber of similar

holes that can be drilled in place by ratchet-braces. In the 1 horse-power machine the motor
makes 90 revolutions per minute. It drills holes from If up to 2 in. diameter. The i horse-

power machines make 150 revolutions per niiiiute and drill holes up to in. diameter.

Drill : see Coal-Mining Machines, Grriiiding Machines, Seeders and Drills, and Watches
and Clocks.

DRILLS, ROCK. I. Drills driven by Steam or Air..

—

The Sergeant —
This machine has a positive valve, moved by direct contact with the piston. It is used in

quarry-work where the steam is wet, and where the rock is reasonably soft, such a.s slate, sand-
stone, oolitic limestone, etc. The valve is of rocker form, and is moved by slioulders on the
piston. The valve and rocker are in one piece.

The Rand Drill ffo.ts Slugger ” Rock-Drill.—In the invention and design of this ma-
chine the object was to obtain a better steam distribution than had before prevailed in ma-
chines of this class. The chief resulting dilfereiices between this machine and others are as
follows

:

1. In the so-called “ lap)pot ” macliines the motion of the piston is arre.sted at the conclu-
sion of the return or inboard stroke by a live-steam Cushion, obtained by giving the valve a
great degree of “lead.”' In this machine the piston is stopped (so far as is possible so to do)

by an exhaust-steam cushion, obtained by closing the exhaust port soon after the return stroke
has commenced, and the steam thus compressed forms a portion of that nsed to efi’cet the
succeeding striking stroke. 2. In “tappet” machines the steam is used witliont expansion.
In this machine expansion is introduced to any desired extent. S, “ Tappet ” inacliines strike

a cushioned blow. This machine strikes an uncushioned blow.

The cushioned blow is a necessity with “ tappet ’’-valve gears—this necessity arising from
the following circumstances: The length of stroke of a rock-drill is not constant. A.s tho
drill hole progresses in depth the cylinder must be correspondingly fed forward, but to e:ffe(jt

this feed with perfect regularity i.s found to bean impossibility. Tlie effect of lliis iriTgular
feed of the cylinder is to vary the point marking the end of the sti’oke of the piston—the ap-
proach of the piston to the lower cylinder-head varying from stroke i,Q stroke. Moj’eover, in

staifting a hole, and under certain circumstances, it is occasionally desirable t,o be alile t;o feed

tho cylinder forward, so as to shorten tho stroke still more than is actually nec(‘ssary to ac-

commodate tho usual irregularity of feed. In brief, the machine must be able lo taho strokes
of considerably less than norinal length without failure; to trip its valve, in order lo continue
in uninterrupted action. This cireurastaiicc ha.s usually been provided for by sinqily giving
the valve a great degree of lead at the loiver cm\ of the cylinder, tripping tlic valve at a {loint

previously decided upon as the end of the sliortest stroke to be allowed, and tlien submitting
from necessity to the loss of power due to the cushion thus introduced into all .strokes of usual

Fig. 2.—-Gross section.

length. In the machine about to lie described, provision has been made for this irregular feed
and length of stroke, but nevertheless, when full-length strokes arc made, the valve does not
move, nor is steam admitted below the piston, until the actual delivery of the blow.

Figs. 5, 4, 5, and 6 are longitudinal sections taken on the broken line AB Cl) of Fig. 2,

the piston and valve being shown in a number of successive positions. Fig. 2 is a cross-sec-

tion on the line BF oi Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3 the piston has jnst completed its striking stroke and is ready to commence its

return stroke. The steam which effected the preceding striking stroke has been exhausted
through the opening h, which forms the only exhaust port for the upper or left-hand end of
the cylinder. Steam enters at the supply nozzle a, flows through the longitudinal groove h in
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the cylinder (seen also in Pig. 2 ) to the broad, shallow circuniferentia] groove c in the rhston
The longitudinal groove h is of such length as to maintain constant communication betwc^en
the nozzle a and the circumfer-

ential groove c. Its office is to

lessen the otherwise inconvenient
length of the circumferential

groove c. This in turn dimin-
ishes the length of piston and
cylinder, and hence weight of

machine. This circumferential
groove c forms, in effect, the steam-
chest of the machine, and from it

the steam is distributed alternate-

ly to the opposite ends of the
cylinder. Through the passage d
steam pressure is maintained in

the lower end of the valve-chest,
firmly holding the valve in the
position shown. Steam flows
through the passage e e, and from
this through the ^leck / of the
valve to the passage ,<7 .(7, which in
turn leads it to the'lower end of
the cylinder. The piston now
starts upward, and presently takes
the position shown in Pig. 4. In
passing from the position of Pig.
2 to that of Pig. 4, the piston has
closed the ports d a h and opened
ij. Closing h confines the ex-
haust steam in the upper end of
the cylinder, forming an exhaust
cushion before the piston, and ac-
complishes the first improvement
named above. Closing d merely
isolates the steam already in the
end of the valve-chest. Closing
e outs off tlie supply of steam to
the lower end of the cylinder, and
for that end effects tlie second im-

Figs. 3-6.—Longitudinal seetion Hhowing valve in diff<u*ent
po.sitions.

“t- Oiicniup t 1ms no effect, as its upper end is still closed by the valve.Opening^ establishes communication between the lower eiiils of cylinder and valvichcst and
eut-off, the prossnro acting on the end of the valve, willgiadually fall. In h ig ,> tlio piston has ascended .still farther, and uncovered the port A,admitting .steam through tlie pa.ssagas I and n, respectively, to the upper end of tlie cvlindorand valve-chest. I ho torinor completes the work of stopping the motion of the piston

; the
latter, being opposed only by expanded steam at the lower end of the valve, as just ex-plained. shifts the valve downward, thus establishing communication botwoon the pari;ami the exhaust pas.sago o. Iho piston now commences its doscent, and closes and opens thevarious ports m tlie rever.se order to tliat just explained. Closing A has no effect, as i boiri-rnow oimn, the steam can pass through it to the upper end of the cylinder. Closing i offiictlsthe out-offi for the upper end of the cylinder, exactly as closing e, did for the lowiu- (mdOpening e hn.s no effect its iinper end being now closed by the valve. Opening h effects theexhaust. In the ac^tual machine a covered passage loads the exhau.st .steam from the port Ato the passage 0 , .so Oiat the exliaust from the two ends of the cylinder escapes to tlio air

toThe lowm"^ 'i
® piston has just uncovered the port d loadingto the lowei end of the valyc-chost, and it has thus established the conditions which will re-verse the valve and insure the next upward stroke. As the port d is just imcoZcd, Iiid no

‘th’nni t* tv, f ''*V®
marking the termination of its shortest working stroke,

won hi lint

'

siiown (by reason of excessive feed), tL port d

tvl

valve would not rovor.se, and the niac.hino would stop. As will

h®. H ’/l-t
some distance from the lower cylindor-hoad, this distance represent-ing tlie latitude o : irregularity permitted in the teed. The piston inav stop anywhere bo-

on?or t!!'® ‘ii
^1®1 position of Pig. 6, and the aol.io'n will continue Inoidoi to effect the third improvement (the uiioushioned blow), it is neeessarv to nrovido im

in"m?°"?i®'lv V notwithstanding the passage d is always opened at tlie position sliow'n
0, shall yet, when fAill-length strokes are made, permit the jiiston to t.ass on and

of hw** “ T 1

® '"pvement of the valve actually taking place until the delivcrvof the blow.
^

Lins is effected by simply constricting a portion of this passage d making it ofsuoli small size that the passage through it of the steam noces.sary to movo^tic valve sluUl’ bodelayed until the piston has had time to pass on and complete its stroke. In the maehiiie nsactually made., most of the ports opening.mto the cylinder are arranged in pairs and diamet-ncally opposite one another, to obviate side pressure oa the piston.
^ >
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Lower end
Tfitoxn stroke.

fIG. 7.—Indicator diagram—rock-drill.

In 7 are shown indicator diagrams taken with the machine operated by compressed

air and i?liotographically reproduced from the original pencil- lines, and being taken at work-

pressure, with wide-open throttle, unrestricted speed, and full-length stroke, illustrate the

Action of the machine. At p in the upper diagram the piston is in the position of Fig. a.

At q the exhaust port h is closed and compression begins

;

^
flA at r the port k is opened, full-pressure steam enters, stops

piston at s, and reverses tlie valve ; at t the port i is

\ V closed and expansion begins
;
at u tlie port h is opened and

A ypperend exliaust takes place. At the lower end of the cylinder there

is no gradual rise of pressure like that from q to r. At

^
this end the rise of pressure is practically instantaneous,

' i-esult is the undiihitioiis of the lower diagram.
While, however, the upper side of the latter diagram is

fl f\ about valueless, the lower side renders clea,r the action
/l / \ I which it is desired to show

;
as stated, the maeliinc wais

Lower end A/« \ / running at its full stroke— as near to its lower head as
Tfitoxn stroke. ^ Considered safe—nevertlieless, there is no lead what-

ever shown. At v the exhaust from tlie n|)pcr end of the

J cylinder oeeurs, and the crossing of the l,wo exliausts pro-
'

'' duces the flutter shown. The port d is also ofieiied at t%

fiG.r.-Indicatordiaffram-rocIc-cIriU. if
“par tha,t steam is not adi.iitlod until tlio end of

a tlie stroke is reached.

It will be observed that tlio point of eut-olf depends upon tlie position of the ports e A
lengthwise in the cylinder, and ca.ii be varied a,t will in the design and in the. two (Uids of the

cylinder independently. The efloet of the cut-oif on the strildiig stroke is to diminish the

force of tlie blow, wliile the effect of the absence of cushion is to increase it. Tlie former rmiy

be adjusted to tlie latter, so that the blow struck is preciselyMlie same a,s in enshioned-ldow
machines, but of course obtained with a smaller consumption of stcmn. On the ot her hand,

a late cut-oil may b(3 employed on the striking stroke, thus giving tlio full tdhad, of the iiu-

crishioned blow to iii(;rcased power. It is freely recognized that fuel is bid, one of inan}^ items

of expense, and that in many situations speed of execution far ontw'eighs any (‘conomy in fuel

that might bo realized t-hrongh the use of the expansion principle. To meet both, situations

pacity, respectively, a,re lead- ^
ing objects—two classes of ina-

1

chines are lieiiig mad(‘, one
having cid-oif on l)(.)tii strokes Lv f r Kf kw
and the other oii the up-strolvy^

,^||

nained the ‘‘Kcf-onoinizer ’’ arid
.

jTrTTl n 0-/^
the secoinl the ‘‘ Sluggcw,’’ aiul \

'

'

l c ( )'K
cither is furnished a,s the si ilia-

Pigi.B wid 9 ilhi.st.rato(,li8 WZTTFl.KiuutdHU.'
latest irHxhheaiion ol the well-

known Little (bant drill. T1 u 3 conKtruc.tion will be numifest fnun the figures. Ihe olijeet

of tiiis change is to obtain renewabl(‘. Vauirings for the rocker-pin, and therihiy provide for

Fig. 8. -Little giant drill. I'm. U.~ S(*etion.

The TngermU ‘t/fr/Z/w' ” noek-^J)rUl (Fig. 10 and fnll pagi^ plati^).— Ihir a (dear under-

standing oi' the valve-molion of this drill, rider t.o the eiit on the rollowing \)m\
cipal pau’ts of I lie machine u,re the cyliiidm* A, l.h(‘- piston /f, th(‘ valve and eh(‘sl (.

The cylinder A. is in rorni a, (‘oinmon steam-i^ylituhn’, with its live-steam ports I arid / ,

and exha,itst>port Tlu‘ two dotted ciixdes .F F' repi*esent opi^n passagi^s iii t lu‘ i^ylinder,

which are connecteid with the exhaust- port Id, a.nd hence! the intiM’ior of tlie (lylindivr betwcfen

FF' is at a, 11 linu's open to l.he atniospher-e. Tim t-wo pas.sa,g(3s ,/> D' n.re brass tuh(‘.s opening

a passage from the spa.ee in the sti^am-chest at. eaidi end ol th(‘. val ves t,() l h<'. interior of the

eyii rider within the spa.t‘e! bid.wecui /»'biiid F'. ’’fhe piston /?, a eoininoii ('iigine-piston, nioyes

back and foiih in the cylinder, a-nd has a, sii’oke. from A" to F. This piston has a. long Ix'anng

in the cyliruhn', broki'.n in its center by ihe a.nniilar spac(‘. >SbS", making an opiui space or

ehiunlxu’ all a,round it. The huigl.h of the S})ae6 is such i-hat, W'ln'n'ver t.he jnston nuiy l)(‘ iri

the (lyliiuhn*, this space is at, all t.inies open to one of t,ho passages 1)1) , and Inuiee to oniM)l

till', holes 7^' F', which leads l>y way of the exhaust pi )rt, /tf t<> t lie i ipiui lury A A' t herefore is

an exha.iist-idia.rnber carried up and down with the piston. When the |)iston is on the up-

stroke it is n[)(m to one of t hese! passages, and when on tlie dowii-sti’oke to t he otlier. I he

valve is spool-sliaped, and has a, hole through its longitudinal axis, t hi’ough wliiidi passes the

bolt T, which serves to guide tlie valve in its motion ha.ek and forth, and whieli by means of

a spline prevents its rolling on its seat. In tlie bottom of the steam-ehisst- there^are t woeoriMl

passages eonneeting the tnlies 1) a.nd D' wit-h tlie ends R' a,mi H of the valvi‘.^ Tdu'se jmssages

cross eaedi other, so that H is connecdeil wit.h D' and iif with /). Now nder t.o the above

illustration. The piston lias tom pktiHl the up-stroke the valve has Ix'on roverstMl, and the

drill is ready to strike a blow. We admit the steam through the eliest to t he valvi^ at a point

—say 0. As the spaces at 0 ,A and N' are in one, the stea,in will encircle the val ve, liearing

it down upon its seat through the excess of pre.ssure at 0. Escaping ovin* the top of the valve-
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aange it also occupy M'. This being connected with D, and D being closed by the lower

piston-head, there is here no outlet. How, B being connected with D\ and as IJ is now open

to the piston eSihaust-chainber, the space behind the valve-flange at R is free to the exhaust;

and hence the steam pressure in B' holds the valve close at R so long as D' is open to the

piston exhaust-passage. Therefore, the valve must remain in its present position until the
piston moves. The port P' being open to the live-steam chamber in t;ho valve, and the port
P to the exhaust, the steam passes through P' iuto the cylinder at if, and pressing upon the
back of the piston drives it down. As the piston moves down, this piston exhaust-passage
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S S' approaches the passage D, and when the distance from JD to B' is traversed, the piston
exhaust-passage is open to B ; and at the same instant D' is shut oil by the upper piston-head.
The result is that 1) is suddenly opened to the atmosphere, and the chamber being con-
nected with it, is exhausted. The live-steam around the valve rushes toward this exhaust
opening, carrying the valve with it, and pressing it against the upper head of the chest at
thus the valve is revei'sed, the machine exhausts, and the motion of the piston is reversed. We
here have an intermittent and reciprocative action of piston and valve; one being dependent
upon and regulated by the other, yet each is separate and removed from the other, and with-
out direct mechanical connection. The valve motion admits of a variable piston-stroke. By
simply feeding down the cylinder the piston will work entirely in the upper part, cutting olf

so soon as the blow is delivered and increasing its stroke as the hole is driven. This is of
value, especially in starting or pointing holes.

The Sergemit jhixdliary Valve-DriU (Fig. 11) is strictly speaking a drill for hard rock.
It conbiries an independent valve operated through an auxiliary valve, and contains a release
rotation. These are the two features distinguishing the Sergeant from other rock-drills.

The valve is held in such a position that while the piston carrying the cutting-tool is moved
toward tlie rock the exhaust remains open on one end, while the full pressure acts on the
other end until the blow is struck, at which time the valve immediately reverses. The aux-
iliary is the trigger to the main valve. It opens or closes the steam or air passages, releasing
the pressure from one end or the other of the main valve. A new rotating device, with a
release movement, prevents twisting of the spiral bar or breaking of pawls and ratchets.
When a rock-drill strikes a hard blow upon an uneven surface there is a tendency some-
times to twist the steel in the opposite direction to that in which it rotates. The effect of
such a blow on the Sergeant drill is simply to turn the back-head around, overcoming the
friction of the back-head springs, when with a rigid rotation it might twist the rifle-bar or
break the pawls and ratchets.

The (Hthem Drill.—In this drill, designed by Mr. George M. Githens, of FTew York, a
positive motion is retained for the valve, while at the same time all moving parts between the

piston and the valve are
done away with. As shown
in Fig. 12, the valve V itself

is placed in direct contact
with the piston by which it

is actuated. Midway, in the
length of the piston, is a wide
annular recess having a gen-
tle inclined plane at each
end. The intervening ann u-

lar space round the middle
of the piston forms the
chamber into which the
steam or air is first admitted.

The valve V is over tins middle portion, and is in the form of a segment of a circle, fitting

accurately against a cylindrical face in tlie valve-chest, the axis of this face being at right
angles to’ tha,t of the drill-cylinder. In the outer face of the valve is provided a pair of"re-

cesses properly [)r()[)()rti()ned for admitting the air past the valve to the ends of the cylinder
alteriiaiely, Ihio air being admitted into the middle ehaml)er of the cylinder, presses the
valve outwjird and close up against its cylindrical face

; and the piston being at one end of

its stroke, the other end of t;hc valve has been raised by the inclined plane, and the valve has
been rotated over its curved face, to a sunicient extent to open tlie port for the admission
of the air to the end of the cylinder. The piston is thereliy caused to make its stroke, and in

so doing it reverses the valve liy means of the other inclined plane. At the same time that
t'.io admission is taking place to one end of the cylinder, the opposite end is open to the ex-

haust E tlirongli the other recess in the back of tlie valve. It will thus be seen that the only
moving |)i(H',es aa*e the piston and the valve.

AlcXMlocTs Mo Tinto ” Drill—In this drill, shown in Figs, and 14, the two pistons

forged solid u[)on the iiiston-rod perform the doulile function of acting themselves as outlet

or exhaust valves, and also of actuating the inlet slide-valve F through a tappet struck by
a swelling or stihcrical lioss surrounding the piston-rod midway between them. The com-
pressiMl air or st(*am for working the drill is admitted to the valve-chest, and is distributed by
the slide-valve through ordinary ports and passages to the ends of the cylinder alternately.

The exliaust talces phicc dii'ect from the cylinder throiigli two sets of four holes .E\ which a,ro

altcnialely covenal and uncovered by the’pistous. Tlie further extremities of the adinissiou-

passages, ’just where they enter the ’cylinder, are each fitted with a rectangular mushroom-
valve /, which opens for admission into the cylinder, but closes against exit therefrom. 1 lence,

after the set of four exhaust-holes in front of either piston has been closed by the piston iLs(df,

tlie exhaust-air remaining in that end of the cylinder is compressed to the end of the stroke,

thus forming a cushion, and preventing tlie piston from striking the cylinder-cover. In the

forward-stroke, how(‘vi‘r, owing to the position of the exhaust-holes, the cushioning does not
offer any apprecialile rc'sistance to the force of the cutting blow, except when the piston is

traveling too far, in cons(aiuence either of a soft place in the rock or of the drill not being
kept in its proper working position. When the exhaust-air is being compressed in either end
of the cylinder, it presses'tlie non-return xnushrooin-valve I tighter upon its seating; whereas

13
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the corresponding Yalre at the other end of the cylinder is full open for the admission, the
driving air pressure being greatly in excess of the strength of the light spring that tends to
close the non-return valve. This action takes

place alternately at each end of the cylinder.

When the inlet slide-valve V has been moved by
the tappet to either end of its travel, so as to

close one of the admission-ports and open the

other, it is retained in that position by the air

pressure acting upon its admitting end, and any
movement is thereby prevented during the time
that the boss on the piston-rod is not in contact

with the tappet. The slide-valve is cylindrical,

and the cylindrical casing or chest in which it

slides is provided with an oil-hole on the outer

side, and on the inner side has a longitudinal slot

in which the arm of the tappet moves. At each
extremity of its travel the slide-valve is pressed

by the tappet against a stop, consisting of a steel-

disk D with India-rubber backing. When de-

sired, both the valve and the tappet can be re-

versed end for end, for equalizing their wear.
During the inward or return stroke of the drill,

it is caused to rotate through rather less than a
quarter of a turn by means of a rifled spindle /S'

fitted into the back-cylinder cover, and carrying
a ratchet-wheel with pawls held up by springs,

which allows it to rotate in one direction only.

On the spindle works a corresponding bush, fitted

in the back end of the piston-rod, in which is

also made a cavity long enough to receive the
spindle when the piston-rod is at the extremity
of its inward stroke. When the drill is making
its’ forward or cutting stroke, the ratchet-wheel
and rifled spindle are rotated freely by the bnsh
in the piston-rod

; while in the return-stroke
they are held by the pawls from rotating, and

2-—
Figs. 13, 14.—“Rio Tinto^’ rock-drill.

15.—“Climax'' drill

given by a screw
worked by hand. Tlie cylinder is in. dinineter with
a stroke of 5 in.

,;
and tlio wciglit of the. drill umuouutod

is 1508 lbs.

“ Climax ” Drill—li\ the comstructioii of
this drill (shown in Fig. 15), one of the |>riucipal fent:-

ures is the reversible tappet- va,lv(3 F, whicli is a flat
plate rocking on a center pin, and aduatml by a st)her-
ical boss on the piston-rod, midway btd.wiM'n the two
pistons. The valve contains a })air of adinissioii-j/orts
A, and a pair of roce.sses or exhaust,-ports /'f, whieli
control two corresponding pairs of ports in the valve-
chest face, cammuiiicating witli the (aids of tlie eyliiuler
and witli the atmosphei-e. On t.he back of the valve is

ai|other pair of recesses or exhaiiHt.-j)orts, corresponding
witli those on the face, so that wluai worn tbo vahn*
can be reversed back and facte and upside down

;
it is

then practically as good as a new valve and lutw tap])et..

A second feature is the twisting or rot jU ing (levi<*o

on the rifled spindle in the ba,ok end of the cylinder,
which consists of a crown ratclnd -(dutch /f, whentby
the use of pawls is dispensed witli. Tint .strain which
would come upon a single pawl a.n(l tootli for rolating
the drill, or upon a pair, is here distributed (‘({luilly

over 15 catches, which all aet, at, ilui same tinu% the
sliding half of the clutch being all in one pi(H*(‘, and
pressed forward against tlie rotating half }>y a single
spring. This arrangement admits of the eliitc.h bring
from 1 in. to l i in. larger in diainet.er than a ra,t-eh(‘t-

wheel in the same cylindor-eover, Ix^caiisi^ no sparer is

required for pawls and springs outsidii t.lH^ <‘.ireuinf(!r-

cnec of the ratchet. The strain, tlnn’idbng })(‘sid(‘.s bfdng
distributed over a much larger nunilKU' of ti^edli, is also
removed to a greater distaruMi from c(!iiter. An-
other feature is the insertion of louse adjusting liners
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L in the cradle G, which are so arranged that any movement of the cylinder in the cradle can

be readily adjusted in a few minutes by these loose liners
; and provision is made for them in

the construction of the cradle. The feed is given by a screw worked by hand. A 8-in. drill

unmounted weighs about 340 lb., and a 8|-in. about 380 lb.

Drills driven by Hand-Power.

—

Ingersoll Hand-
JPower Drill (Fig. 16).—This consists of a strong east-

iron cylinder, shown in Fig. 16, in which works a steel

rod A in place of a piston-rod, carrying the drilling-

tool at its outer extremity by means of a suitable clip.

Across the cylinder at about midway in its length is

fixed a .shaft, carrying two fly-wheels W, with handles,
and two hardened steel cams G, each of which has 3

points, thereby producing 8 blows at each revolution.

As the cams revolve they alternately lift and release a

steel cross-head H, which is fixed by a collar on the
working-rod A, and projects on each side of the cylin-

der, and is surmounted by a strong volute spring in-

closed in the cylinder. The spring is compressed by
the lifting of the cross-liead, and its recoil on release

produces the blow, which is delivered dead on the stone

without shock to the men. The spring ordinarily sup-
plied for a drill to bo worked by two men is compressed
to 200 lbs., and produces with the momentum of the
working-rod and drill a blow of about 800 lbs. The
rotation of the drill is provided for by a ratchet-wheel
with oblique teeth fixed on the working-rod, into which
engages a long oblique spring-blade or feather-pawl P,

fixed in the thickness of the cylinder, whereby a partial

turn is produced in the backward stroke
;
wliile in the

forward stroke the rod goes free, without any impedi-
ment to the blow. The automatic feed is effected by
the tail end of the working-rod, which projects through
the back cylinder-cover, and is tapered of in a cone at

its extremity. As the work progresses, this cone grad-
ually comes within the cover’, and permits the inward
inovenient of a small radial lever L, to which is jointed

a pawl that works into a ratchet-wheel nut running on
the feed-screw. In the backward stroke of the work-'

ing-rod its thicker part below the cone pushes the lover

outward, whereby the pawl is thrust into the ratchet, thus giving it a turn on the screw and
feeding tire mairhiue foi-ward. Tliis feed adapts itself exactly to the rate of penetration.^ It

can 1)0 tilrown out of gear when desired. The length of the stroke is 8| in., and the weight

of the macliine is 800 lbs.

ILL Drills driven by Hydraulic Pressure.— 71ie Brandt DriU operates through a

hydraulic pressure of from 100 to 130 atinosjiheres, and pierces the hardest rocks after the

manner of diamond
rock-drills, but with

the use of st,e,el tools.

The drilling - tool,

which is aiimilar in

form, is given a ro-

tary motion while lie-

ing held firmly

against ilia rock. dMie

pressure of the tool

against tlie hittm’ re-

sults from tlie action

of water compressed
in a cylinder forming
a continuation of the

tool-carrier. In the

interior of this cylin-

der tlioro is a plunger
which abuts against

the column tliat

serves as a siipiiort

to tlie a.{)para1ns. A
rotary motion is given
the tool by a cog-
wheel keyeii to the

Fio. IG.-Hand-power drill.

Fig. 17.

Fig. 10.

Figs. 17 -20.—Brandt drill—details. Fig. 20.

cvlindcr and actuated by a transverse endless screw set in motion by two small hydrometers

placed on either side, riie number of revolutions of the drill varies from 5 to
!f'-‘ /'“f-

nte, according to the nature of the rock. In the hardest rocks the drilling is eiiectcd at the,
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upoB this one rests a brush which is connected with the conductor, which is common to both

solenoids. The other collar is metallic for half of the circle, and the remaining half is in-

sulated from the armature wires. Upon this half ring rest two brushes diametrically oppo-

site each other, and each brush is connected with one of the two remaining conductors leading

to the solenoids in the drill. If we now revolve the armature of our generator in a separately

excited magnetic field, an electric current will flow. Let us say, from the armature to the

half ring, then through one of the two brushes which happens at the instant to be in contact

with the half ring along the corresponding conductor to one terminal of one solenoid, let us

suppose the rear one. Then through the rear solenoid itself and back along the mutual wire

to the continuous ring, and then to the armature again. This current in passing through the

rear solenoid makes a powerful magnet of it, and this tends to pull the plunger back into a

position such that the center of its iron portion shall be in the center of tlie rear solenoid.

When the armature moves forward a half revolution the polarity of its wires is reversed,

and the other brush with its conductor is now in contact with the half circle. Consequently,

the current in the mutual wire will be in the reverse direction from that of the former wave;
the rear solenoid and its conductor, formerly active, are now
out of circuit, and the circuit is made through the other

conductor and its coiTesponding solenoid—that is, tlie for-

ward solenoid. The magnetic action of this solenoid now
tends to make the plunger move forward, so that the center

of the iron portion shall be in the center of the forward
solenoid. Thus we get a reciprocating action of the plunger,

and every revolution of the armature of tlie generator will

cause a complete stroke of the drill. By varying tlie speed

of revolution of the generator we can make the drill strike

any number of blows per minute we choose. In usual prac-

tice 600 blows per minute are found to give good results.

An exterior view of a rock-drill of this type is given in B'ig.

23. The drills are operated in parallel
;
tlirce wires load from

the two drill-coils to the generator, comprising two distinct

circuits, each circuit including similar coils in the drills.

Over these two circuits electrical imiuilses are sent in alter-

nation. One impulse moves the iron liar or plunger back,

and the next moves it forwaxal ;
thus the drills all move to-

gether and in synchronism witli the goriorator. The drill

makes about 600 strokes per minute, and tlie stroke of the

plunger is from 8 to 4^ in. The heaviest single parts of tlio

drill are the tripod-weights, which are aliout lOO Ills. each.
Next to these in order of weight are the two coils, which weigli about GO lbs. oanh. The
largest piece in the entire drill is the cylindrical casing, which is 38 in, long by about 7 in. in

diameter.
The Van Depoele Electric Percussion Roclc’-Drill consists of two or more coils of copper

wire inclosed in an iron tube, and a wroiight-iron core moving within tliem. To one end of

Fig. 23.—Electric rock-drill.

Fig. 24.—Electric diamond-drill.

the core is fastened a rifle-bar rotating the drill, to the other a rod carrying the drill-cluudc.
The action of the drill depends upon the following experimental fact : An iron bar placed
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within a coil of copper wire through which a current of electricity is flowing will, if free to
move, take up a central position in the coil or solenoid. If two coils are placed side by side,

and the current allowed to flow first through one coil, then through the other, a reciprocating
motion will be imparted to the bar. The drill makes about 400 strokes per min., and the
length of the stroke is from 4 to 5 in. Both speed and length of stroke may be varied to suit
the cliaraeter of the rock by adjustment of the dynamo. The short stroke necessary on start-
ing the bit is obtained by feeding the drill close up to the face of the rock.

Blectric Diarnmid-Drill (Fig. 24) is a representation of a class

of electric drills differing widely from those above described. The
drill is rotated by suitable gearing communicating with a rotary elec-

tro-motor. A current of sufficient capacity to deliver 3 horse-power
at the drill-motor is required. The motor is mounted on the same
frame as the drill, together with the pump and hoisting-drum with
wire rope. Tlie claimed capacity of this machine i.s a hole 300 fc.

deep, in. in diameter
;
the core produced being U in. in diameter.

Fig. 25 represents an Improved Lifting-Jack for Use in Diamond-
Core Drilling, winch is operated as follows : Tlie two levers to which
the rings of chain are attached are cam-shaped. By pressing down
on them the jaws are forced apart by a pair of springs, and pass over
the end of the drill-rod. The operator then starts his hoisting-ma-
chine, bringing a strain on the two pieces of chain, drawing ends of
levers together, and throwing the cam-faces against the jaws, which
come in contact with the drill-rod, gripping it firmly. The jaws
have teeth or serrated faces, which prevent their slipping on the rods,

and the action of tli(3 double cams is such that, the greater the strain

upon the ring above, the tighter they close upon the rods. When
the rod is hoisted to the recpiired height, the safety-clamp is tight-

ened below, and the strain on the rope is withdrawn
;
the ends of the Fia. S.5.—Lifting-jack.

levers, thus being allowed to drop back to a horizontal position, re-

lease the jaws from the rod. The lifting-jack is slipped off from the end of this rod and
lowered to take hold of tlie next length of rod.

Fiu. 20 . —Drill carriage.

Fig. 20 represents a new carriage support, designed by Mr. Richard Scliram to carry four
of his drilling-machines. The carriage carries two stretcher-bars, each of which supports two
drilling-machines, the arrangernont of the carriage and bars being such that trucks for the
removal of d&bris, etc., can be run right through it, so that it is unnecessary to provide
any sidings in whieh to rim the carriage when the removal of spoil becomes necessary. This
arrangement has the further advantage that the drilling machinery can be brought up to the
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working face before all the debris has been removed. In cases wLere timbering: i^^eeessary an 1
the stretcher-bars have to be lowered to clean up, arrangeniont is made whoroby tliese*^ wirv
their machines, can be turned back down on to the carriil'ge. Tlie sitiall receiver showT^on top of the carriage is for the distribution of air, and it bias two iidets and four outlef

«

corresponding to the number of drills. The tanks showm on each side are tlie wate?-’
injectors, the injection being effected by admitting air uiitler pressure above the
of the water.

Rock-drills are mounted in various ways for different classes of work. The full-n‘if>.
plate of Niagara Tunnel (see Niagara, Utilization of) illustrates the Rand drill adapted" to

Fig. 29.

Figs. 27-30.—Band drill—detail of inou,n.tings.

of the Rand machine as mounted upon its tripod
;
frig ay t lie i

front leg of this tripod is attached to the rest of , the struotnro : hV' 2r)"ill7:4iral'S h!:.'';!*

Bryer, Ore : see Mills, Silver.
Duster : see Milling Machinery, Grain.
Dynamite Gun : see Gun, Pneumatic.

Paets op Dyn’amo-Ma.chin'es,

—

The nrineinal ora’-inis i .

whioh the currents are generated, and -which as a ndo fiirml
nrc (lie nrnmtura in

the maehine; and the fiid r^agnek Z'-'V?!'ture-conductors pass. To these principal organs we mv 1 V,l
' 'vlii.di (,lie nrina-

into which the currents generated in the armftiiro are led niul ' Z l\thecommutator, and are oonneoted with the external circi lit

^ wlmdi bear upon
Ar^iatures. yarious constructors have adopted (li'(lPr*T-r>wu r «

however, may be grouped under four general heads, aL folh-^
^ arrnatviro.s, which,

1. Cylindrical or ZfruM-ArTnaturpji in txrUivm ti .

* ’i At!; -77
uiiuer lour general heads, as follows

1. Cyhndj ical or Drum-Armatures, in which thpi nniu n
*

’
i i -

•face of a drum or evlinder. Thie irmr. hmgjtudiriall}^ over tlio
nm^graninmi icully in bhg. 1,

surface of a dru.n or cylinder. This 'ty;eof amX^'Is nluCn diaKnuuin-i

i

"'‘--‘'1 -il- ^ pnte-

Siemens (Alteneek), Stanley (alto ,-1?:,?/*''^ *”''^ Wc.ston,
others. A modiflehorm ohho'il.X ’ <>*“

Thoinson-Houston arc-lSht dX I
.•,n,;Iny,.<l in t he

cal shape. ° y laiiiu (‘st,«so Invlow) whu'h inis u spiuMu-

iron, insulated from each other bv if
‘ f<"ft.nst. (dinreoal-

together to form a solid cylinde/
nnil screwed

upon it the insulated wirerare^tX^r^TheX^T®^^ canyas 'snak..Ii' ^'nl lac luid
IS toayoid the formation of PoreX or ‘‘

^

huil.lhij, up llio <..>ro wilh thin disks

Fig. 1.—Druiri'arinature.
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on a spider of brass or gun metal keyed to the shaft. This type is shown diagramrnatieally in
Fig. 2. This illustrates the usual typo of Gramme armature, and, as will be seen the coils form
one continuous winding, which is tapped at the proper intervals,

’

and connected by short wires to the commutator-segments,
against which tlie brushes bear. Eing-armatures have been
adopted by a large number of constructors, among them Paei-
notti (who was the first to use a ring-armature with teeth),
Gramme, Brush, Schuckert, Fein, etc. This type of armature
is coining more and more into general use, on account of its
simple construction

;
rejiairs arc made easy, owing to the in- fti“&-armature.

dependence of each coil, which can be removed without interfering with the others.
Various methods have been empk)yed in the construction of the iron core in ring-armaturek

In order to a\oid the generation ot Foucault cuiTonts, Gramme employed a ring built up of iron
wire covered with a Japan compound, so as to insulate the con volutions from each other. Later
constructors have used Iioop or band iron wound as a continuous spiral, the layers of which
are insulated by paper.

^

The most recent machines of approved type have cores built up of
ring-shaped soft iron disks, insulated from each other, and pressed together to form a hollow
cylinder. The wires are, as a rule, wound on the surface of the core, but in some recent
machines, such as tliose of Brown and Wenstrdm,. the wires are led through holes close to the
peripliery of the aamiature, being thus entirely imbedded in the iron. This avoids the use of
the baud wires usually employed to hold tiie wires in place, and allows the iron of the armature
to be broiiglit close to that oi: tlie polc-i:)ioces, thus reducing the magnetic resistance.

R)k-Arma^^ — t-his type the generating coils are wound on iron cores pro1ectin<»*
radially from tlie axis. Tins type has been employed by Lontin, Gramme, and others, and by
Weston in his electroplating machines. It is now practically obsolete for large direct-cur-
rent machines, owing to the dinieulty of constructing it sufficiently strong, as the cores require
to be laminated. Besides tliis, the number of poles which can be emploved is limited, and
when closely crowded they react injuriously upon each othei*.

l)L'fk’‘AK)n(tture8 .—These may be divided into two classes : (a) Those in which a number of
independent coils wound on bobliins, either with or without iron cores, are placed side by side
in a circle, and revolve under the influence of a number of poles of successively opposite
polarity. This type is specially adapted for the generation of alternating currents, and has
been successfully employed by Wihlo, Holmes, Siemens—who used iron eoi-es for the coils—
and in the more modern machines of Mordoy and Ferranti (see below), in which iron cores are
discarded. (/;) Those in wliich the cores overlap a consideralilo angle of the periphery, as
shown in Fig. 78 (see below), which represents the arrangement adopted in the Desroziers
macliinc. Similar arrangements have been adopted by Edison, Pacinotti, Ayrton and Perrv,
Jehl and Eni)!), and more recently by Fritsclie, the latter macliino being known as the “ wheel
dynamo," on account of its iieciiliar shape. (For practical examples of macliines employing
these various types of armatures see below.) In general, care must bo taken to recluee
the length of an armature couductor as much as possible, in order to reduce the in-
ternal resistaiKJO of the machine, to overcome which involves the consumption of power. In
some machines the low resistance of the armature is the very basis of its regulating properties,
as, for instance, in the shunt-macliine (see below). Theoretically the form of armature re-
quiring the smallest length of wire for a given surface of magnetic induction is the circle.
This has been carried our; in tlie '^rhomson- Houston macliino (old typo), and is also followed in
the cores of some arrnatui*es of the ring type. But the advantage's gained are not commen-
surate with tlie difficulties eneouiiten'd in construction, and the rectaugiilar forin of section is

now generally a(lopt;ed. Only tlu^. best quality of copper with the lowest resistance should be
employed, for reasons similar to t hosci stated above.

The immlier of armature sections or coils to be employed varies considerably with different
conductors; their niimbor sliould, however, never be so small as to cause an appreciable fluc-
tuation in the strength of Hie current. Armatures should bo designed so as to avoid excessive
heating in the conductors; on account of tlie constant ventilation to which they are subjected
they ar(3 ca|)aV)le of carrying a far heavier current than conductors [ilaeed in moldings, and
witiiout access to the circulating air. Th us, while in the latter case a current of 1,()()() a,mpcres
per sq. in. of coppier wouhl be a safe limit, in a well-ventilated armature a current density of
2,r)()() am{)er(3s [ler sq. in. is permissible. According to Ayrton and Perry, the iiermissible
continuous output of a machine is a maximum, when the thickness of the winding on the
armature is such tliat the magnetic resistance of the air-space occupied by the winding on Hie
arnial.ure is equal to tlie resistance of tlie rest of the magnetic circuit. Modem practice points
to the following pro|)ortions in ring-arrnatures : The thickness of external armature winding
is from 7 to 1

1
|)er cent of the diameter of the iron core, and in drum-armatures from 1) to HI

per cent. (For actual windings, etc., adopted, see description of machines below.)
Open mid Clomd —According to the nature of their winding and tlieir

connection with the commutator, armatures are divided into omn and closed coil types. In the
open coil typo, of which the Brush dynamo is an example, the opposite coils are connected
togetlier and joined to two commutator segments, and form an independenl; circuit, tliere lieing
an open circuit between tlioiii and the remaining coils. In tlie cloml circuit type (see Fig. 2)
such as the Gramme and Siemens drum-type, each coil, besides lieing connected to the com-
mutator-strips is connected directly to its neighbor, and forms one continuous winding, Hie
coils forming a closed circuit. The former construction allow.s of the eutt,ing out of circuit of
those armature-coils which are not doing useful work when out of tlie influence of the mag-
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netic field. This serves to reduce the internal resistance of the machine, a:’.d to increase its
eiHciency somewhat. Open-coil machines are used almost exclusiv^ely for const ructions in which
it is desired to secure high potentials rather than heavy currents, as in arc-light niachines.

Armatuee Wintdinos.—In the ring, disk, and pole type of armature the winding or wind-
ings are practically* continuous and symmetrical, but in the drum-armature there is much
scope for devising combinations, in order to secure, first, an equal length of wire in each coil

;

and, second, the shortest length of wire capable of giving the required E. M. F. Pigs. 3, 4, 5,

F:a. 3. Fm. 4. Fia. 5. Fig. C.

Figs. 3-6.—Armature windings.

6, and 7 show various methods of armature-winding employed by different constructors. The
early armatures of Hefner-Alteneck (Pig. 4) were wound unsynimetiically, on accnyunt of the
simple construction, and better insulation of which it permitted. Subsequently Froelieh in-
vented a syminetrical winding (Fig. 3). Breguet has designed a large xuimbef o:(* windings,
among them, Pigs. 5 and 6, and showed that with eight commutator segments eight dilTorent
syminetrical windings were possible; that winding should, of course, bo selected which, with
the same inductive capacity, will have the shortest length of wire. Breguet ealcidatcs tliat
for the euds of the drums the following lengths of wire are necessary for the various ‘systems

:

Froclich winding, 30-8
; Ilefner-Alteneck winding, 30*5

; Breguet winding, 2f)
;
Breguet (an-

other) winding, 28'4
; Pig. 7 shows one style of winding of the Edison armatiiro which is

symmctrica.l, but which ha,s an uneven ntimbor of divisions. Fig. 8 shows a diagram of one
type of tlio Weston winding,and Fig. 0 a section through the armature : it will l)(^ noted lliat
the layers of wire successively change from outer to inner, thus equalizing the potimtial gen-
erated in eacli.

There arc alsowarious methods of winding closed coil ring annatnres. Tin*, simplest, of
course, is to wind as many sections as tliere arc col lect or-rings, and (‘.onnecd, the junol ion of con-
tiguous coils to each bar. Another method is to wind twice as nniny sect,ions as tlnu'o arc, lia rs in
the collector, each section being united either in series or parjillel with tlmt, tlia,m('t ideal ly opiio-
sito it, and the pair so united being treak'd as a single section in the cou|)ling uj) of (.lu^ idng.

When ring-anna,tiircs are cinployod in multipolar fields, a variety of methoi Is of (•onm'cd.ion
are possible. That of Mordey is shown *in Fig. 10. It. consists in
a,dding to the usual Gramme winding a system of (vniss-wiirricctioiis
Ixitween tho.se portions of the armaiurc-edreuit which arrive simulta-
neously at equal potentials. This may be done bv (*r()ss-f*oiinect,ing
either the bars of the collector or the wires of t, lie winding. In di-

pole machines each bar must communicate Avith that, sitiuitcd 180”
from it; in C-pole machines, with those, sitna,ted jit, 120" from it.

Mordey’s method, as applied to a 4-pole machine, is shown in Fig.
10, which shows connections of a simple B-part ring. It will be
noted that only two brushes, and these at 90” apart, arc rei piired to
collect the currents.

FiG.lo.-Monk^yarnuiUire. Another method suggested by Prof. Perry, in 1882, is applicable
only to armatures wound with an odd number of sect,ions. The dia-

gram in Pig. 11 relates to an ll-part armature in a 4-pole rnachiue. In tliis mot.hod the suc-
cessive sections of the coil are not connected together, as in Graiiiine’s winding, but each coil
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is connected across to that coil which lies nearest the diametricjally opposite point, or, if there
are c sections, each section is connected to the sections (|c. —1) beyond. The coils still form
a closed circuit, but the total electromotive force froiii brush to
brush is the sum of tlie electromotive forces in half the coils, while
in Mordey’s method it is but one quarter. Mordey’s method has
the contrary advantage of reducing the resistance to one quarter,
and is preferable for low potential machines. /

Field Magnets.— While the employment of permanent mag- ! f
nets, as in the older types of machines, would involve no expendi-

]

ture of energy in order to obtain the required magnetic field, they 1 ^

are now practically discarded, as the field which can be produced J

by them is weak, compared with that which can be prodiicecl by
electro-magnets. In all modern machines, therefore, the latter are s
employed. In the construction of magnets for dynamos, iron
alone can bo employed, on account of its high magnotic suscep-
tibility. Present pnietice is now tending largely to the employ-

armature,

meiit of wrought iron, on account of the greater magnetic power developed in it for a given
current. The softer tlie iron the greater its magnetic susceptibility, the ratio of east iron to
wrought iron being, approximately, as 2 to 3 ;

that is, a given magnetizing force will create 50
per cent more lines of force in wrought than in cast iron. In designing field-nmgnets care
should be taken to make them of ample size, so that they may not become too quickly satura-
ted

;
and it is desirable to have tlio magnet as thick as possible, so that it may react slowly to

changes in the main circuit, and thus steady the current induced in its field. Magnets
should, theoretically, be so constructed that they may receive the highest magnetizing effect

with the shortest possible winding; tins is the case when the magnet is circular in shape*
Some constructors, however, employ rcctan'gidar slabs of wrought iron, as they are cheaper
than circular cores of equal cross-section. In the design of field-magnets, care should bo
taken to avoid all sliarp corners, as the magnetism strays or escapes from such points into the
air and is wasted. The laws of distribution of magnetism follow closely those of static elec-

tricity.

Ine Magnetic Oircxiit,—As in the construction of the armature it is desirable to reduce
the length of tlie conductors as much as possible and thus the electric resistance

;
in a similar

manner it is advi.sal)lo to reduce the length of the magnetic circuit. The magnetic circuit in

a dynamo is made iq) of two princiiial components, namely, the iron and the air-gap. Tlie

modern tlieory of construction of the dynamo is based largely on tlie recognition of this

imjiortant fact : As tlic magnetic resistance of the air is over 700 times greater than that of

soft iron, it is of ilio higln^st importance to bring the iron of tlie field-magnets as close as

possililo to that of the armature-coro. Constructors are evidently limited in this direction by
the clearamm necessary between the revolving armature covered with conductors and the pole-

pieces. To redu(*e tins eleai’ance, some constructors place the conductors of the armature
below t/lie [leripliery of the armatui'o, so tliat the latter can be run to witliin A hi. of the pole

piece. Anotlier general metliod of reducing the magnetic resistance is by the employment of

pole-pieces. Tlio latter, fre(|uently made of cast iron, encircle a greater or less portion of the

arma-ture, and afford a proper patli for the passage of the lines of force. In all cases the grain

of the wrought iron employed should lie in the direction of the path of the lines of force, pass-

ing through it, and joints in the magnetic circuit sliould as far as jiossible be avoided.
Fiyrnis of Jt'iidd~M(i{pi£ —^Phe design of field-magnets permits of great variations, and

the macliines of diifereiit constructors are clianicterized principally by the type or shape of

field-magnet a,dopted in their machines. The principles of construction above enumerated
may be taken as agcm'ral guide. While it has been pointed ont that, tlieoretieally, it is lietter

to enqiloy one magnetic circuit instead of two or more, modei’n eonstrnctors are la,rgely

employing mnItipola,r machines both for continuous and idterrmting current work, tlie oliject

being t;o rcaluce the speed of tlie machines, especially those of liigher powers. Again, in many
eases tlie doulile circuit or consequent pole type of ficld-inagnct is preferable from a mechani-
cal sta.nd|)oint-.

Idle accompanying engravings (Figs. 12, 13, and 14) show the principal forms of magnets
employed at, the p’resmvt tirne (77/.orap,sYm). No. 1 in these illustrations sliovvs the h)rm ailopted

l)y Wilde for use wil,h tlio shiittle-woimd armature of Siemens. Two slabs of iron a,r(‘ (*on-

neeted at; the top l>y a, yoke, and are bolttal below to two massive polo-piec'i^s. Tlier(‘. an', lour

joint s in llu^ magnetic circuit, in addition to tlie armature-gaps, and the yoke is in.^iifiicient..

No. 2 shows l h(‘. lV)i*m a,dopt(‘d in the latest Edison dynamos (American patt(‘rn). Tlic, upright
core's a,r('- stout, (‘.ylindcvrs. The yoke is of immense thickness, the [xde-jiicce's arc massive, but
tlu'ir nseh'ss conu'rs are cut away. There are as many joints as in WihhPs fonii, but such a

cinuiit would po.sse'ss a, fa,r higher magnetic connectivity than Wilde’s, owing t.o the greateir

cro.ss-sectif)!!. One difficulty with such single circuit forms .is, how to mount ilu'm upon a

suital)h‘. b(‘.(l-])lal;o. If moiultod on a bcd-plate of iron, a considerable fraction of tlie magnet-
ism will he short-circuited away from the armature; hence, an intermediate hi'd-plate of zinc

some inclu's dccq) is intcrposecl. In the larger form (No. 1,0) used by Edison in his “sU'am
dynamos” (old type) tliis difficulty is partially obviated by turning the magnets on one side.

The favorite type of field-magnet, having a double magnetic circuit with closed poles, is

represented in No. 3; it was introduced by Gramme. It maybe looked upon as the combina-
tion of two such forms as No. 1, with common pole-pieces. Nos. 3 to 0 may be looked upon
as modifications of a single fundamental idea. No. 4 gives the form used in the Brush dyna-
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Fig. 12.—Field-magnets.

mo, the two magnetic circuits being separated by the ring-armature. The diagram will serve

equally for many forms of flLat-riug machine
; but in most of these the poles at the two flanks

of the ring are joined by a com-
mon hollow pole-piece, embracing
a portion of the periphery of the

ring. No. 5 shows the w^ell-known
form of Siemens, witli arched ribs

of wrought iron, having conse-

quent poles at the areli. The
circuit is here of insidfKiient cross-

section. No. 6 depicts the form
adopted by Weston

;
and very

similar forms have been used by
Crompton, and by Paterson aiicl

Cooper. There is a better cross-

section here. No. 7 is a form used
by Bilrgin and Crompton, and
diifers but slightly from the last.

It has one advantage, tliat the i

number of joints in tlie circuit is

reduced. No. 8 is a form used by
Crompton, Kapp, and by Paterson
and Cooper. No. 9 is tlie form
adopted in the little Griscoin mo-
tor. No. 18 is a further modifica-
tion due to Kapp. No. 19. which
also has consequent poles, is used
by McTighe, by Joel, and by II op-
kinson (“ Mancdiester ” dynamo)
(see below), by Clark, Muirhead &
Co. (‘‘Westminster” dynamo), by
0. E. Brown (Oerlikon) (see be-

low), by Blakey, Emmott & Co.,

and in some of* Sprague’s motors,
but with slight diiTereriees in |:)ro-

portions of the details. The main
dilference between No. 11) and No.
6 lies in tlio position selected for

placing the coils, No. 19 requiring
two, No. 0 four. No. 5ii(), wliich is

the d(>sigri of hllwell and Parker,
is a further modification of No. 3. In No. 3 (Gramme) it is usual to cast the pole-pieces

and end-plates, but to use wrought iron for the longitudinal cores. The requisite polar
surface irmst be got by some' means, and, when the core was made thin, the two cours(*.s open
were either to fasten upon the core a massive pole-piece (Nos. 1, 3. 4, (i, 7, 19, 20), or else to

arch the core No. 5 so tliat its lateral surface was available as a pole. Now, however, that
it is known that massive cores are an advantage, the requisite polar surface can be ol)ta>ine(l

without adding any polar expansion or “piece,” but by merely shaping the core to tlie re{|ui-

site form (No. 8). This must not be regarded as a mere thinning of tlie magnet.
;

for, though
mere reduetlon of cross-section at any pjirt of the circuit would reduce the magnetic conduc-
tivity, reduction of the thickness for the purpose of bringing the anna,tu re more fdosely into
the circuit will have quite the opposite effect. Nos. 11 to 15 illustrate forms of fiold-nnignet
having mlimt as distinguished from consequent poles. No. 1 1 is tlie double (Ira,mine machine
designed by Deprez. Nos. 12 and 13 are two of the innumerable jiattenis due t.obnimmo
himself. These arc both of cast iron ; and it will be noticed tliat in No. 13 thcrc‘ a,ro no joint, s,

it being cast in one piece. No. 14 is the form vised by iroehbausen, and is practically identical
with 21, save in the position of the axis of rotation. The iron flanks of N o. 14, hovv(uu:‘r, tend
to produce a certain short-circuiting of the magnetism by their proximity to tlui pioles. No.
15, used by Van r)c[)oelo, is similar. No. 16 is the form u.sed by Sylviiniis l’honi|>.son in

small motors, and is cast in one piece. The semicirevdar form ad()pt(‘(l for the (fore was in-

tended to reduce the magnetic circuit to a minimum length. No. 17 illustrates tin* form used
by Jurgeiisen, having salient poles re-enforeed by other electro-magnets within tlu^ n,nnature.
No. 21 shows in section the {loiible tnhular magnets of the ThomsoTi-lIouston dynamo, llui

spherical armature lieing placed, as in Nos. 12, 14, and 15. between two sidieut fio'los. Tlunxi
is a curious analogy betwcum Nos. 21 and 19; but they differ entirely in the position of the
coils. No. 22 is a design by Kapp, in which there are two salient polios of similar pohu*ity,
and two consequent poles between them, one pair of coils sufficing to niagTud,ize tluf whole
quadruple circuit. Almost identical forms have been employed by KeniKidy (“ iron-clad ”

(lynarno), and by Lahrnoyer and by Wenstriim. No. 23 (Fig. 13) is a type winch, used long
ago by Sawyer and by Ijontin, has recently become a favorite one, having beam revived almost
simultaneously by Gramme (“type siip(5rieur ”), by Kapp, by Siemens (“ B'”’ typie), by (lal)ella

(“ Teehnorna.sio”), and lately by Paterson and Cooper. No. 24 is Brown’s very massive form.
No. 25 is a design by Kennedy, known as the “iron-clad” dynamo; the iron cores are forged

Field-magnets.
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to shape. No. 20 is designed by Prof. G-eorge Forbes. The iron-work is in two halves
; the

coils, which are entirely inclosed, are so placed as to magnetize the armature directly, one
coil occupying all the available space between the held-magnet and the upper half of the
armature, the other the similar space around the other half. No. 27 is the 4-pole form
adopted by Elwell and Parker in some of their larger machines. No. 28 is a multipolar form
used by Wilde, Graraine, and others, the poles which surround the ring being alternately of
opposite sign. In No. 29, a modification of this design by Thury, for use with a drum-arma-
ture, the six inwardly directed poles are magnetized by coils wound upon the external hex-
agonal frame. No, 30 is a sketch of the latest form adopted by Siemens and lialske, wherein
an external ring rotates outside a very compact and substantial 4-pole electro-magnet (see

below). A similar O-pole machine has been designed by Ganz, of Euda-Pesth, and a 4-pole
also by Fein. Another recent form of field-magnet is shown in No. 31. This, which is a
single horseshoe with but one coil upon it, was designed by S. P. Thompson early in 1886

;

and a similar form was independently designed by Messi’s. Goolden and Trotter about the same
time. One-coil machines have also been recently designed by Schoreh, of Darmstadt, and by
R. Kennedy, of Glasgow, by Iimnisch, and by J. G. Stattor*& Co. No. 32 represents also a
machine requiring but one coil, and is of the iron-clad type. It was devised by McTighe in

1882, and lias been recently revived by Messrs. Stafford and Eaves. No. 33 represents the latest

machine of Messrs. Fein, of Stuttgart, with inward-pointing poles.

The amount of magnetic leakage that takes place in the various forms of field-magnet
differs greatly in different forms. No doubt there is least waste field in those machines which
have the most compact magnetic circuits, fewest joints, and fewest protruding edges and
corners. The magnetic lines of the waste field sometimes takes curious forms, which have
been experimentally explored, in various types of machines, by Mr. Carl liering. (See Hering’s
FmicAples of Xypnarrio-Eleetric Ilachines.)

It was stated above that, theoretically, the best cross-section for field-magnet cores was
circular, as this gave the greatest area for least periphery, and therefore presumably would
for a given longli of wire in tlie coil give tlie largest amount of iron to be magnetized. This,
of course, means tliat if the length of wire and the number of turns be given, a core of this

section will, of all possible shapes of core, take the greatest number of amperes to bring it to

the diacritical point of semi-saturation. Prof. S. P. Thompson discovered, in 1884, that either

the electromotive force or the current of every dynamo is proportional to that number of
ampere-turns wliicli will bring its core to this diacritical point. This discovery, according to

Thompson, renders it more tlian ever needful in designing dynamos to adhere as closely as

possible to the rule to make the core of circular section whenever the construction will admit
of it. Again, as was fiointed out by Ilopkinson, it is a mistake l;o construct a field-magnet
with two or more piirallel cores uniting at a common pole-piece; for not only is the wire be-

tween tlio two cores useless, it is worse, because it offers wasteful resistance. To divide the
iron that might lie in one solid cylindrical core into two parallel cylindrical cores implies, of

course, that for every t urn of wire two turns must be used, each of which is more than half

as long !is the original one, the total length being increased as F2: .l, while the magnetizing
power is actunJly reduced. The following calculations of Thompson are added, which show
the area (in square centimetres) inclosed in a number of different forms of section, the total

periphery of each one being one metre:

Circle 79(5

S(|uaro 025
Rectangle, 2:1 555
Rectangle, 3 : 1 409
Rectangle, 4:1 400
Recta,nglo, 10 : 1 230
Olilong, made of square between two semicircles 075

Olilotig, made of two squa-res between two semicircles 548
Two cireles (section of two parallel cores, as in Fklison L ” and KSiemens

“ F 34 ” iTuichiiios) 398
Tlii’eo circles (section of three parallel cores, as in Edison “K” and early

Weston dynamo) 205

Four eirc,les‘(se((tion of four parallel cores, as in Gramme veiiucal dynamo).. 199

Eight eircdcs (section of eight parallel cores, as in, Edison “Jumbo*’’ steam-

dynamo) 99

Commutator or Oollsotor,—These are usually built up of segments of copper or phosphor-
bronze, insula,ted from eacli other as well as from the shaft. The insulation now generally

preferred to separjite the segments is mica, though in some recent machines of Siemens the

collector-bars, made of iron, are separated by air-spaces. Tlie air-spac.e was adopted by a
munlier of eonstriietors in tlie early stages of electric lighting, among them Weston and
Hoehhausen, but was discarded on account of the liability to the settling of dust and tlie

bridging of copper particles across the air-space, resulting in the short-circuiting of the arma-
ture. Gonnection between commutator and armature wires should in all cases be solderi‘d,

as screws are apt to work loose. The commutator requires constant care, and slioidd not bo

allowed to wear into grooves or ruts, which eventually give rise to destructive siiarkiiig. For
lubrication, oil is avoided if possible, as it is apt to settle among the bars, harden, and carbon-

ize, and filially short-circuit the bars. For that reason French chalk is frequently employed

;
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but more recently the application of carbon brushes has overcome many diffi-

cutties connected with the commutator. Another class of commutator, some-
|ft

times employed for self-exciting, alternate-current machines, is sho^vn in Ifig.
ill!

Brushes .—These are employed to take the current from the commutator-
bars and deliver it to the working-circuit. Various forms are employed, tm
among them those shown in Pig. 16. The object in all cases is to secure as is.^Com-
good a contact as possible between commutator and brush, and hence the hit- mutator,

ter has been given the forms shown. In A a number of copper wires are

grouped into a brush soldered together at their ends. In B a flat strip) is slit longitudi-

^ nally, while in C a series of strips are soldered together and
bear edgewise on the commutator. Within the past few
years ‘‘carbon brushes,” as they are called, liave come into

extensive use, especially in connection with motors. They
made up of a pressed mass containing coke and a certain

B percentage of plumbago, which gives them excellent lubri-

eating qualities. Their great merit, however, lies in the fact

that they do not burn perceptibly, and hence liave a long life,

at the same time protecting the commutator from wear.

yy y/^ Brushes made of copper wire-gauze are also largely in use.

yy/^y^y^yy^ Method of comiecting Armature and Dynamo.—ExcitatUm.
—Governing.—The methods of the comieclion of the armature
to the field-magnet, as well as the mode of excitation of tlie

dynamo-machine, are most intimately connect ed with its regu-

y^^ lating properties. Magnetism may be excited in the fleld-

y^y^ magnets in various ways.
1. Magneto-Dynamo .—This type, shown in Fig. 17, is the

oldest employed, and has permanent steel magnets. This form

Fio. 16.-Brushes. small machines for special p)urp)oses, as in
magneto-calls, telephones, etc., and for experimental w'ork,

but has long been discarded in lax’ge machines on account of the great weight of the machine
for a given output, and also because the permanent magnets gradually diminish in strength,
and thus reduce the output of the machine. On account of their simplicity, however, perma-
nent magnets are still_ employed in machines of the De Meritens type, intended for light-
house work. (See AZ/mnc’c, Bixii., and other magneto-machines, pp. fili), 520, old edition.)

2. Separately Excited Dynamo .—This type was employed by Farada.y and later l)y Wilde
in 1866 (see p. 522, old edition). This machine, as well as the magiieto-dynamo, has the field-

Fio. 16.—Brushes.

Fia. 17. Fia. 18. Fig. 19. Fig SiO.

Fias, 17-2 '.—Types of dynamos.

magnetism constant, and henco the E. M. P. generated is independent of changes in tlie ox-

teriuil circuit. Both tlie precc<ling types of machines maybe regulated either l)y ahering the

Sliced or by varying the luaguctism passing through the armature. Fig. 18 shows the method
of connection.

B. Series-Byyianio.—Tins is the type of machine now gcuoi*ally employed for arc-ligditing,

and which is sfiecially adapted to furnish eurreiits of constant strengtli. As shown in Fig.

19, the armature, the external circuit, and the field-magnet windings, ni’o all eonnceled in

series, so that the curi-ent is of equal strength in all parts of tlie cireuit. Tliis lyia^ of ma-
chine does not begin to generate current until it has attained a certain “ critical ” s[H‘(‘(1, as

below this speed the magnets do not become excited; this speed dejiends upon tin' resistance

of the circuit. This type of machine is also liable to hpe its polarity reversed
;
lieucie, it is not

employed in elcctro-platiug or charging storage-batteries.

4. ‘Shunt-Dynamo .—This type is the one most generally employed at the pr(‘sent time for

constant potential machines, such as are used for incandescent-lighting. Tlie coiiricclhins are

shown in Big. 20. The armature here feeds two independent circuits
: (a) tlie main cirenit,

which connects with the lamps, and is indicated by the heavy line and arrow
;
{h) the shunt

circuit, which energizes the field-magnets. The shunt circuit consists of line wire, usually
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measuring several hundred times the resistance of the armature, and is so arranged that it

takes only a small fraction of the total current of the machine (usually not exceeding from B
to 5 per cent). According to theory, a machine of this type, having no resistance in the arma-
ture and an infinite resistance in the shunt circuit, oiiglit to be self-regulating—that is, when
kept at constant speed, tiie potential, or E, M. E., remains constant, no matter what the load
on the external circuit. In practice these conditions are, of course, impossible to carry out.
But machines are now frequently built in which the ratio of armature resistance to shunt re-
sistance is so great that the regulation is practically perfect,

5. Sepcirate-Circ'uit^ Self-Mwiting Dynamo.—Anotlier type of self-exciting machine is one
so arranged that a set of coils, either wound on the same core as the main armature or con-
stituting a separate armature, but rotating in the same field, feed the exciting field-magnets.
This method lias been applied for exciting alternate-current machines, and more recently by
Thomson and Lahrneyer for motor-dynamo distribution. It has also been proposed by Edi-
son for low-tension electric railways, with the rails as conductors.

6. Oombinatiori Methods of Field Fxcitation.—Besides the above simple methods of field

excitation, a variety of plans have been invented for securing absolute regulation without ex-
ternal means. These metliods consist in various combinations of tlie seiies—shunt, separate,
and magneto methods. Among these is the series and shunt, or “ com-
pound” dynamo. In this inetliod, patented by Brush in this country,

and sliown in Fig. 21, the field-rnagnets have both a series and a shunt
winding. The action produced by this combination is to keep the lield-

magnets of constant strengtli at all external loads. In the plain shunt-
machine the current in the shunt diminishes as the current in the ex-

ternal circuit increases, or, to put it in another way, as the resistance of

the external circuit decreases. By adding the series winding, the cur-

rent passing around the field-magnets is increased to the same amount
as that in the shunt decreases; lienee, the magnetism remains constant.

There are two ways of connoeting the shunt to the series-circuit, the

one just described and the series and long shunt. The latter has, how-
ever, not been put into practice. The compound-machine is in extensive

use for incandescent-lighting, especially on sliipboard, and is specially

adapted for maintaining constant potential. Various combinations have
also been de.signcd to obtain constant current automatically, among
them th (3 shunt and separate, invented by Deprez; the sliiint and mag-
neto, invented by Perry

;
and tlio sliunt and series, by S. I\ Thompson.

Although theoretically possible, the metliods of compounding for con-

stant current are not as a rule carried out in practice, the methods of regulation employed
being applied by external regulators, the principal ones being described below.

7.

" Other 3lef!wds of liigulMmi .—The method of regulation most generally employed in

series (arc-light, eonstant-curriint) machines consists in sliifting the bviishes so as to reduce

or iiicrea,s(,i the potential in proportion to the resistance of the internal circuit. At the posi-

tion of maximum load the brushes make contact at or very close to the “neutral point,” but as

tlu3 load dc'(',rea,s('.s the lirushes are shifted away so that they approacli iiearei- and nearer a posi-

tion of right angU^s to the first position. This method of regulation is carried out in the Thom-
son-IIouslon, Wood, Iloclihausen, Ma.xim, and Western Electric Co.’s, and a number of other

arc-ma,ehiiu 3 s. (For details of operation, see the description of these macliinos given below.)

The juitomatic regulator of Brush em|)loys a variable shunt resistatico connected to the

terininals of tlio field-magnet (Fig. 22), the resistance of tlie shunt being controlled by an

electro-magnet iilaeed in tlie main circuit. The dynamo at D pours its current into the cir-

cuit, leaving the commutator by tlio upper brush, whence it flows through the field-magnets

and round the circuit of lamps L A, back to the negative terminals. Suppose, now,

some of tlie lamps to be oxtingiiislied by switches which short-circuit them
;
the resistance of

the circuit being thus diminished, tlau'e will be at once a tendency for the current to increase

above its normal value, unless the electromotive force of the dynamo is at onee correspond-

I J
Fig. 21.-~ Conipoiuid

dynamo.

ingly reduced. This is done by the solenoid B in the circuit. When trav<‘rsGd by the normal

current, it attracts its armature A with a certain force just sufficient to k('(‘p it in its neutral

position. If the current inereasos, the armature is drawn upward, and c'auses a h^ver to com-

press a column of retort carbon-plates G, which is connected as a shunt to the fiold-magnet.
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These plates when pressed together conduct well, but when the pressure is diminished their

imperfect contact partially interrupts the shunt circuit and increases its resistance. When A
rises and compresses G, the current is diverted to a greater or less extent from the field-mag-

nets, which are thus under control.
,

.

For regulating the potential of constant potential (inean descent-light) shunt-rnachines,

Edison first employed a variable resistance placed in series with the field-magnet coils, 'iriio

arrangement is shown in Fig. 23. As the potential increases, resistances are thrown by mov-

ing the handle of the rheostat i2, which diminishes the current in the field-magnet coils, and

hence their magnetic power, and thus reduces the potential of the machine to its normal

value. On a decrease of potential, due to increased load, the rheostat resistance is reduced,

which reverses the action just stated. The operation of the rheostat has also been carried out

automatically in various ways. Besides the methods just enumerated, others have been eni-

ployed. In Lane-Fox:’s regulator, a high-resistance relay is connected as a shunt to the mains,

and actuates the rheostat as described above. Regulation can also be effected by winding the

field-magnets in sections, and cutting these sections in, or out, in proportion to the load. Iliis

method has been employed by Deprez, Brush, Hochhausen, Van Depoele, and others. Still

another method consists in placing a magnetic shunt across the field-magiiet.s, and thus

diverting the lines of force from the armature as the load decreases. This has been carried

out by G^oolden and Trotter in their constant-current machine (see below).

Regulation can also be effected by governing the steam-engine, so that its speecl is exactly

proportional to the load. In Richardson’s electric governor (Fig. 24) the valve which admits

steam to the engine is a double-beat equilibrium valve iif
;
its .stalk passes

upward and is acted upon by a plunger R, which is pressed down by the

shorter arm of a lever A, which is in turn connected with a long vertical

spindle having a weight G at its lower end, and at its upper end carrying

the iron core A, surrounded by the solenoid A. A spring AS’ooiinterpoises

the slight upward pressure of the steam on the valve. Wlien the cur-

rent passes through the solenoid A it lifts the core B to a certjjiii heiglit,

and admits to the engine a sufficient quantity of steam to drive the en-

gine at the speed requisite to maintain the current. Sliould the resist-

ance of the circuit be increased by the introduction of additional lamps,

the core B will fall a little, thereby turning on more st eam, until the

sy)ced has risen to that now necessary. For addition a, I safety a sei)a,rate

electro-magnet a is added, which, when in action, liolds vij) the heavy

iron block b. Should the circuit from any cause be broken, tlie block: b

instantly descends and cuts off the steam. Similar engine-govc'niors

have been devised by Willans, Jamieson, and others. Further infonua-

tion respecting electric governors, and their actual applieat.ions in vari-

ous installations of electric-lights, may be found in the following pfqxTs:

A. Jamieson, Electric-Lighting for Steamships, Froo. InM. Civ. Engrn.y

vol. Ixxix, session 1884-’8f), Part I : F. W. Willans, The Fleetrie Regula-
tion of tlie Speed of Steam-Engines, Proc. Ind. Civ, En(jr,s., vol. Ixxxi,

session 1884-’85, Part HI. (See" also Thcmipsfm's IhimfmihEUuFri J/^t-

chinery.) Dynamo-metric governing has also been proposed, the regulation being ciTccted

by tho' action due to the variation iu""torque with varying load. Governing l)y si eam-pressure

has also been proposed. In this system the steam-pressure is kept constant, a.nd equal quanti-

ties of steam admitted in each stroke between the speed. The principle.s above enumerated
have been carried oat in a largo number of designs of machines, each having it.s special

pciciiliarities and advantages. For the sake of obtaining a better understanding of the vari-

ous types, we have in the following grouped dynamo-electric generators primarily into two
divisions: continuous-current and alternate-current dynamos.

1. CoNTiNLJous-CirRRENT Dynamo.s.—Tliesc maybe divided mio (a) coimtwnt eurmit and
(A) constant potenruil macdiines; the former were those first brouglit to practical ixudeeiion,

and hence we shall take them in that order, giving examples of the machim^s in most gmuuul
use, together with the regulating methods employed for keeping the current constant.

IVie Brush Arc-Light Ilcoehine .—The most characteristic :feat are of the Bru.sh machine
(see p. 527, old edition) lies in the form and construction of its armature, whieli (‘onsisls of a
built-up iron ring, tlie cros,s-section of which is generally rectangular, but, in t-he dircuh ion of

its clrcnunferenco it is alternately wide and narrow, as shown in Fig. 25, whieli nqii'e.sents th(?

iron armature-ring and explains its construction. On rcferfinco to this flgirn^. it, will h<‘ stum

that the ring* is divided up into as many sectors as there are bobhlus to ho wound by a
number of rectangular depressions or grooves; in these the coils of insula,ted (;o|)|)er wire are

wound until the groove is filled up, and the fiat, converging recesses bcHuinit* firish with the
face of the intennediate thiclcer portions or pole-pieces, by wliich tliey are sopa,rated from one
another. All the coils are, like those in the Grramme machine, wound in tlie sitirn' direct,ion.

Fig. 20 is a diagram illustrative, not only of the distribution of the coils around tdic ring, but
of the method liy which the connections are made; the inner ends of eardi of the coils is con-

nected by a wire to tlie inner end of the corresponding coil, at the, opfiosite eiul of tlu^ same
diatnetor of the ring, and tlie outer ends of all the coils are brought through the shaft of t,he

machine, and are connected to corresponding portions of the commutator, where th<^ e.urrents

are collected liy suitably placed copper plates. Referring to tlie diagram, it will lie seen that

the inner end A'^ of the coil 1 is connected to A^, which is the inner end of the coil 5; is

conuected to A^ to Ab and so on round the ring, and the outer ends, /i‘ JP B^, etc., are

Fia. 24.—Electric
governor.
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all connneeted to the commutator by conducting wires insulated from one another. The two
free ends of each pair of diametrically opposed coils are, after passing through the shaft of
the machine, attached respectively to two diametrically opposite segments of the same com-

mutator, which segments are insulated from one an-

mutator which is attached to and rotates with the
driving-shaft of the machine consists of a set of
separate copper rings or flat cylinders, of which
there are as many on the shaft as there are pairs

armature, and each of these cylinders
' consists of two segments insulated from one another

on one side of the shaft by a small air-space about

mi* ^ hBIw ^ wide, and on the other by a piece of copper
separated from the segments by two smaller air-

"

Fia S5. Fta. 2G. ^orrespon^^

Pigs. 25-27. -Armature—Brush dynamo.
.

coils on oppo-
site sides of the

Fta. 2G.

-Armature—Brush dynamo.

pmature, and attached by an insulating material to the shaft /S'; 67 is the copper insulat-
ing piece, the object of which is to sej:)arate either of the flat copper brushes or collectors,

winch press upon the periphery of the commutator, from eitlier of the segments during
the interval occupied by one pair of coils passing the vertical, or, in other words, through
the neutral portion of the magnetic field ;

this occurs twice in each revolution of the arma-
ture, and therefore of the commutator. At the time when any pair of bobbins is in this way
cut out of the general circuit, their own circuit is open, so that no current can circulate or he
induced in them. By this arrangement each pair of coils has in succession, in each revolu-
tion, a period of rest equal to oiib quarter of a revolution, and has a current passing through
it for only 75 per cent, of the time the machine is running ;

to it is in a great measure due
the very snnill development of heat in the working of the Brush machine

;
and it presents

a,isq another important element of efficiency to the machine, namely, that each pair of bobbins
as it passes tlio neutral portion of the magnetic field, and is therefore incjipahle of doing work
and contributing electro-motive force to the general current, is itself cut out of the circuit.

Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating the connection between the armature-bobbins and the
magnet-coils at the time when the commutators are placing them in the same circuit, lle-

ferriug to this diagram, 31. M and 3t 31 are the two magnets having their similar polos pre-
sented toward one another on opposite sides of the armature-
coils A ''.riius, the coil A is under the influence of a mag-
netic fi{dd produced by the two north |)olcs A while at the
same time its corresponding bobbin is under the influence
of tlie two south poles S S\ A current is therefore induced in
the pair of bobbins A wliich is transmitted by wires passing
through the shaft S i;o the commutators C3 whence it is

collected by tlu'. brushes and and by them transmitted
to the magnet-coils, which are a,ll connected together in series,

arid at the same time the otlier portions of the commutators
(which Hire iu connection with the other armal,uro-bobbins)
arc in cont.act with tiie brushes ./i'*and by which they are placed in the external circuit of
the machine.

Guo of the most original features of the Brush machine is the commutating apparatus,
which collects and distributes tlic currents from the active armature-coils, and cutting out. of
circuit the armai^ure-coils one by one as they pass through the neutral regions between the
poles, ''.riie (;oinmuta.ting iipparatus consists of two pairs of rings attaclied to and revolving
on the main shaft, and therefore their position is fixed with respect to the revolving armature
of the machine. On to tlio cylindrical circumferences of these rings are placed two pairs of
c(){>pe;r-colIecting brushes, which run tangentially against the commutator rings, one pair
pressing above, and tlio other pressing below, a line forming the points of contact being a
diameter of the ring. The copper brushes are flat strips of elastic copper about 2 in. wide,
cut at the ends which press against the rings into 8 tongues, so as somewhat to resemble a
grainer’s comb, and each com!) or brush is wide enough to cover or be in contact with two
annatiire-rings

; and iu this way, although two of the coils arc insulated twice in eacli revo-
lution, the main circuit is never interrupted. The disposition of the brushes with respect to
the commutators will clearly be understood by comparing Fig. 28.

The Thomson-Eomtmi Are-Light 31achine.—This machine, probably the most extensively
employed iirc-dynamo at the present time, is the joint invention of Profs. Elihii Thomson
and E. J. Houston, although many of the details embodied in the recent machines are due to
Prof. Thomson solely. The general appearance of the complete machine is shown in Fig. 29.

14
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The jSeld-EDagnets consist of two large hollow castings. The large flanged portions of the

castings are united magnetically by a series of bars of soft iron, and are firmly held in place
by bolting to the side-frame,

which also affords feet for the
machine and sustains the shaft

in its bearings.

The armature, spherical in

form (Fig. 30) is nearly inclosed.

Tiie cornniutator and air-blast

inechanisin, therefore, occupy
positions upon tliat portion of

the shaft outside the bearing.

The wires, throe in number,
from the armature helices are

brought out through the hol-

low shaft and connected to the
commutator at the end of the
shaft. The arrnature-eore con-
sists of an iron shell, having the
form of an oblate spheroid,

mounted centrally upon the
shaft, as seen in Fig. 31, the
shaft if // passing through the
axis of the spheroid. Tlie po-

lar portions are formed of two
thin iron castings, placed, as

shown, at G G, and keyed firni-

Fig. TUonisou-Houston dynamo. ly to the shaft. Between tlicse

flanges, and supported by them,
but insulated therefrom, are a series of cast-iron bridges i), generally 12 in number, and
placed at equal distances apart. The bridges are formed with feet that enter corresponding
grooves in the internal faces of the flanges. Outside the bridges is wound a cpiantity of well-
annealed soft-iron wire J, scaled by heat and shellacked. The depth of the wire varies witli

Figs. 3^, 31.—Thomson Houston armature.

the capacity of the machine, and, when all on, completes the form of the spheroidal arma-
ture. The core is covered with several layers of insulating paper, and then is wound with in-

sulated copper wire. To facilitate this winding, hard-wood pins B F are carried by being in-

serted into openings in the flanges near their periphery. The core so formed is wound witli

three helices crossing one another at the polar portions, and being divided centrally by the
shaft in its passage through the core. To secure mechanical and electrical cupiiality of the
thro© coils or helices, the following procedure is adopted: The first half of the first coil is

wound; the first half of the second coil is next wound; the whole of the third coil is then
wound; the second half of the second coil is then wound

;
finally, the second half of the first

coil finishes the winding, and produces an apiproxirnately spherical outline, as shown in Fig.

30. The coils are thoroughly insulated, and are interwoven witli tapes, wherever nt‘ecssa,ry to

keep them in place. Finally, a strong brass-wire binding is apiplied, consisting of two central

bands l b and two lateral bands dd, wound around the armatures cireurnferentially.

The three ends from the inner ends of the coils are joined togetlier permanently at a,

while the three outer ends /are carried through the shaft to the commutator. By this wind-
ing the highest differences of electric potential are found only upon the outside win's, tnic

result being greatly in favor of retention of insulation under all conditions. 'Tln^ jxjsition of

the coils upon the armature is such that they follow each other in similar elect ricnl se(iu(mce

at 120” of a revolution apart, an arrangement which gives, with the small nunilxn* of geiun'at-

ing helices, an approximate continuity of effect. The three free ends are carried out through
the shaft, and kept well insulated while passing to their connections at the commutator near
the end of. the shaft.

The commutator consists of a copper ring, slit into three segments of 120" noa.rly. These
segments are independently mounted upon a metal frame, which gives the si'gnnmt its posi-

tion. The three metal frames GG G (Pigs. 32 and 33), for the support of tlui s(‘gments, are

mounted in two metal flanges J J, but thoroughly insulated from them. The Oangos J J are

themselves borne upon the shaft and covered with a layer of vulcanite. Th(^ s<;gments are

readily detachable by removal of screws passing through lateral ears extending from each
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side of a segment, K, The wires from the shaft connect to each framework Q G Q- respectively,
and consequently there is one wire electrically connected to each segment.

Fig. 34 shows diagrammat ically the
winding of the arinature and also the
manner of applying the brushes to con-
duct the current to the circuit. There
are usually two pairs of brushes, formed
of eornb-like copper springs, the brush-
es of each pair being diametrically op-
posite, and the two brushes that are

positive or negative set so as to bear
upon the commutator at points about
00° apart, as shown. The figure also

shows at CO the relation of the field-

coils to the rest of the circuit L L L,
The commutator-brushes are, how-

Figs. 32, 33.—Dynamo-frame.

Fia. 8i.—Thomson Houston commutator.

ever, made movable, those diametrically opposite being mounted upon yokes in insulated
holders, so as to bo capable of movement around the commutator-shaft. The purpose of this

arrangement is to permit the automatic
setting of the brushes to maintain a stand-
ard current, irrespective of changes of
speed and of resistance in the circuit.

The brush-holder yokes are connected
to a lever and connecting rods A, Fig. 35,
so that the brushes Rli receive a move-
ment backward ^ times as great as that
imparted to SS forward during regula-
tion. This movement is effected by an
attachment to the connecting arm A from
the motor magnet lover A, Fig. 36. The

motor-regulator magnet is constructed of a stout U-shaped iron

frame, to the center of which is bolted a bar of iron, surrounded
by a, magnetizing coil, K, of low resistance. The polar extremity
of this bar, P, is a projection having an approximately paraboloi-

(hil form, and its armature, A, is provided with a circular open-
ing, the edges of which are rounded so as to move over the pole
without contact. The armature is swung upon pivots at 27; be-

tween the legs of the U-frame. The construction is such that
the ends of the armature move at equal distances relatively from

the frame at each end, leaving the pivots U without strain. A dash-pot, D, is provided, to

prevent too sudden movements. The attraction exerted by such a magnet, when a constant
current flows through its coils, is practically constant in all positions of the armature within
its prescribed range. It is seldom, however, sufficiently sensitive to current fluctuations to

serve alone as a moans of regulation. It is therefore put under the control of a shunting con-
tact, operated by what is termed a current-controller niagnet. The controller-magnet (Fig.

37) is constructed of two helices G C, placed side by side and serving as solenoids attracting

into their interior a d()ul)lG-(!oro B, the parts of which are yoked together and suspended by
an adjustable spring, 8, from the support above. The yoke carries a contact-point on its un-
der side, and a statiomiry contact-point, 0, is mounted mimediately thereunder. When these

eoritact-points a,re tou(dilng each other they complete a shunt-circuit of practically no resist-

ance around the coil K of tlie regulator-motor magnet (Pig. 36). To avoid sparks at the con-
tacts, a permanent shunt of carbon coils, inclosed in glass^ tubes, is connected around the
contacts. The connections arc oxlubited in Fig. 38, where K is the commutator, 0 C the mag-

Brusli-holder.

Frc3R. 8(), 37.—Regulator-motor magnet.

net-coils, A the motor-regulator, E the controller, the contact-points, A the carbon resist-

ance. Every sliglit fluctuation of the line-current is felt by the controller-magnet, and the
result is that when set for normal current a tremor of the contact-surfaces is constantly
taking place, so that tlie magnet A (Pig. 38) is maintained at such a state of excitation as will

cause it to move and maintain the brushes at those positions corresponding to a predetermined
current under variations of speed and of resistance, oven down to a short circuit. The regii-
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lation is effected so promptly that a machine may have all its lig^hts shunted at once without

damage. Unsteady power does nob practically injure the steauiiiess and uniformity of the

lights or current.

One of the novel features of the machine is the air-blast attachment to the commutator.
It was inverLted for* the purpose of permitting the use of electromotive forces up to 3,000 volts

and over, while a free oiling of the commutator-surfaces is still permissible for diminishing
wear, a single commutator being used, and that containing but three segments. It is bascti

upon the discovery hy Prof. Thomson that a strong jet of air of small amount can elfectually

Fig. 39.—Air-blast.

break any conducting line of particles tending to bridge the commutator-slots, and cause the

local discharge termed “ flashing.’’ Small nozzles are mounted directly opposite the tips of

the foremost positive and negative commutator-brush. At the moment the slot in the com-
mutator passes the tips of the brush, a puff of air is sent through the slot and repeated at

every slot. These small puffs are furnished at the proper instant by a small rotary, positive-

blast mechanism (Fig. 39), which is mounted upon the journal-box at the commutator side of

the machine, and within which are carried by a slotted hub H (rotated

hy the shaft /S) a set of three hard-rubber wings loosely pdaced in the

slots in the hub at HRH, 120° apart. An inclosing ease of interior

r
H ellipitical outline is divided by the hub H into two liuie or crescent-

H shaped chambers, into which the rubber wings are thrown by centrifii-

1 -1 gal force during rotation. Inlet openings are provided at 7 /, covered
with fine wire gauze to exclude particles. The outlets are at J J, and
communicate with the nozzles over the commutator-slots. By tliis con-

struction, when the parts are correctly set, six puffs of air are obtained

at every rotation, three from each nozzle, alternating in succession from
the nozzles, and corresponding to the times of passage of tlie commuta-
tor divisions or slots past the ends of the forward bruslies. The ad-

vantages obtained by the use of the air-blast for high electromotive-force eurrents are great.

It removes all that sensitiveness to oil which is generally present in such cases. I’lie Thom-
son-Houston machine can be run with a steady stream of oil pouring upon the commutator,
and, there being no carbonizable material collecting at the commutator segments, no fear of

short circuits of armature-coils need be apprehended from that cause.

When used as a generator, the armature-coils successively traverse the opposed field-spaces,

and the impulses so produced in them find connection through the commutator-brushes to the
circuit. The armature-helices act for a portion of the time in multiple are of two coils, as

when they are traversing field-spaces where the impulse is considerably below the maximum,
and act alone or in series with the other coils, when they are producing their maximum im-
pulse, These actions necessarily result from the
three-coil or three-branched armature system. The
mode of application of the brushes is such that
when the electromotive force of one branch or coil

has fallen below that of the branch or coil which
follows it in sequence during rotation, the current
is transferred to the latter, and the former coil,

although it has not yet reached neutrality, is in-

stantly put by the commutator into connection
with the opposite commutator-brushes, there to

act in supplanting that branch which is about to

leave said brushes. This mode of carrying off the
currents will be understood by reference to Fig.

34. It possesses the apparent anomalous condi-
tion of putting a commiitator segment, just before the coil or branch to whicdi it is attached
has reached neutrality of electrical action, into momentary contact or electrical connection
with both positive ami negative brushes of the machine. This condition, however, gives rise

to no perceptible in-

eonvenienco, and
this I at.ter fact is ae-

couiited for by tlie

powerful effect of

tlie field-magnet he-
lices in preserving
the volume and di-

rection of tlie cur-

rent at the instant

of the connection
just ref<3rre(l to.

During regula-

tion the positions of

the bruslies are so

altered as to enlarge
this period of con-
nection, and' so di-

minish the available

Fig. 41.—Outline of Thomsoa-Hcnuston,dynamo. electromotive force

Ring-arinafciirc.
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of the machine. At the same time, also, the total resistance in circuit being lessened by ex-
tinction of lights or removal of resistance, while the current-strength remains constant, the
energy represented in the main circuit falls in proportion, and the inechanieal energy expended
in producing the current fails in nearly the same proportion. Speed variations are compen-
sated for by the regulator controlling the brushes, as in cases of variations of resistance in
circuit.

In the machines for 35 and 50 2,000-candle-power arc-liglits the ring-armature shown in

Pig. 40 has recently been adopted, as it offers many advantages in l)etter ventilation and
higher insulation, and, besides, permits of repairs more readily than the older form. The
accompanying diagraiu (Pig. 41) and table give the various dimensions, w'eights, and capaci-
ties of the Thoinsoii-llouston niacliines:

CLASS. C E H K L M p LD MU

Weight 725 1,450 2,200 3,.500 4,025 4,200 5,725 5,200 5,075
Speed 1,^50 1,000 050 900 a5o

1

850 800 820 820
Lights, 1,200 candle-power 4 9 18 30 45 50
Lights, 2,000 0 12 20 25 30 45 35 50
Watts 1,500 3,000 6,000 10,000 12,500 15,000 22,500 17,500 26,000

21)i|- 353 403 433 453 453 473 461 47
B 253' 31 353 ;38 m 40 423 413 41

J

0 25^ 32 36 373 393 391 413 893 893
D 27 34 383 393 413 413 433' 413 413
E 173 233 283 323 353 3(33 8D3 36 37
F 93 13 14.3 173 183 193 203 193 193
a 193 25 283 33 343 353 87 3 353 353

823 393 443 453 473 473 503 473 473
883 453 503 513 523 523 653' 523 523
53 53 53 53 63 68 68 61 6 S'

883 433 503 603 643 683 78 64 C43
M 143 19 213 273 283 283 80i 273 :

28
N 8 10 12 15 15 15 38 16

i
18

43 5 6 8 8 8 10 8 10
<.V' 13 n n 23 n Sj 33 23 21

18 233 263 383 863 m 40.1 363 3(>3

21 27 303 383 413 413 453 413 413
213 273 303 3«3 423 423 463 423 423

The IloeJihamerb Dynamo ,—The latest typo of this machine, intended for arc-lighting, is

shown in Big. 42. The magnetic frame consists of two field-cores connected by a east-iron

yoke at one end and provided with
pole-pieces at the other, which en-

circle the armature on three sides.

The armature, it will be? noted, is

placed with its shafts in bearings
which are on the interior of the
machine, so that the armature, as

cxhibit.ed in Big. 43, can bcc?ntirc-

ly exposed. This is faciUtat(:?d by
the pole-pieces, wliicdi are lunged,
as shown, and which can bo turned
out so as to show the armatur(?

coniidetely, and allow it to bo
drawn out a .snfiicicnt distance for

thorougli repair, if necessary, with-

out removing the shaft from the
journal-l)ea,riiigs. The armature-
core is built up of iron wire, iri-

sulated by paper, the wire being
wound on a cast-ir’on frame or

skeleton having a T-scction, which
divides the core into two parts.

The arms of the spider which
holds the armature are insulated

from the core and frame, and fit

into notches which are cut taper-
ing from both sides toward the
center, so a,s to keep the hole con-
centric. The coils of the arma-
ture, which are rectangular in sec-

tion, are 'wound automatically upon the core by an ingenious machine cleyised by Mr. Hocjh-

hausen for that purpose. When placed upon the armature-core the coils are separated on
the outer circumference by wooden wedges, which are secured to the cast-iron skeleton of tin?

armature, and they are held in position by sections of fiber-band which are screwed into the?

wooden wedges just referred to.

The regulation of the machine is a development of the methods heretofore employed
by Mr. Ilochhausen, and is very ingeniously carried out, consisting in the shifting of tin?

brushes in conj unction with a regulating resistance, both of which are simultaneously operated

Fig. 4;i. -Ilochhausiui dynaiuo.
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by an old device originated by Mr. Hoclihansen—^namely, a small auxiliary motor. This
motor, which is entirely hidden from view, is situated in the hub-like projection bearing on
the arms which span the two pole-pieces beside the end of the armature-shaft, and whioh
might be mistaken, except on closest scrutiny, for the bearing of the shaft. This small motor
is fixed in a magnetic field, which is produced by attaching the cast-iron arms shown, to each
pole-piece and bringing them together, so as to surround the armature of the small motor. It
might be thought for an instant that such a bridging of the magnetic circuit would take a
large number of the magnetic lines of force away from the armature, but this has been pro-
vided for by mounting the cast-iron arms, not directly on the pole-pieces, but by separating
the two iron surfaces by a good thickness of hard rubber, so as to make a considerable break
in the magnetic circuit. The magnetism passing through the arms, therefore, is very weak,
but, nevertheless, sufficiently strong to produce a field for the small regulating-motor, which
acts with the greatest promptness. The regulation of the machine is effected in a very in-
genious manner by means of a wall -regulator, which serves as a controller for the regulating

motor. The method employed is very
clearly shown in the diagram, Fig. 44.
Here, 'it will be seen, M B are the main
brushes mounted upon a rocker -arm,
which is provided with a circular rack
which meshes with a pinion attached to
the end of the shaft of the small motor-
regulator. Starting from the positive
terminal of the machine P, the current
is led to the binding-post 4 on the wall-
controller, and from there passes into
the controller -magnets M JjT. After
traversing these magnets the current
enters the armature A, and after pass-
ing through the resistance goes to
line and the external circuit to the neg-
ative terminal A and main brush of the
machine. It will be noted, however, that
the end of the controller armature A
bears against two contact-points Q 0^^

which are connected through points 2
and 3 to the brashes of the small regu-
lating motor on the machine. At the
same time the two latter circuits are
tapped at points and p», and con-
nected through German - silver resist-

ances to the terminal 1. Now,
the regulating magnet MM is so ad-
justed that when the normal current
passes over the lino, the armature A
stands horizontal and makes contact
with both points which are fixed
at the end of the lever Tlie current
entering the armature A from the mag-
nets MM, therefore, besides passing to
line through the resistance IP, has two
other paths open to it through contacts
G C’ to the brushes of tlie small regulat-

... , 7 7 XT i. ..T .
motor via, points 2 and 8. But it

will be remarked that the currents in these two circuits are in the same direction, when
regulating motor opposite each other, with the result that they have

no eiiect on the little motor, the armature of which remains siaiionary. It will also be noted
that a part of the regulating current passes to line through IP and'P^. Now, if from any
cause an increase of current takes place above the normal, the armature A of the wall-con-
troller is drawn down out of its horipntal position, by which action the contact at G is
broken, while that at G^ is still maintained. The regulating current now has only one
path open to it, from to 2 2, etc., to the left-hand brush of the motor-regulator, thence
through the arinature to the other brush to points 3 3 P\ and out to line through the resist-
ance Ih. Ibis affords a complete and continuous path for the regulating current, and the
motor armature at once starts to revolv'c and to turn the brushes of the machine in the
corresponding direction for cutting down the current; at the same time the rod PP acts
upon the field-switch N, which assists the brushes in reducing the current by cutting out sec-
tions of the field-magnets. When the normal current has again been established the con-
troller arinature re-establishes contact O and the regulating motor stops. A diminution of
the current from the normal causes the breaking of the contact G^, which sends the regulating
current through the motor in the direction opposite to that just described, and with a corre-
sponding effect. It will be evident that at all times the resistances E iP and IP are in cir-
cuit, and as the last two points form constant shunts to the points G and no sparking
whatever takes place when contact is broken at either of those points. The result of this is,

Fia. 43.--Hochluuiseii dynamo.
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that upon any variation in the current, not only are the brushes revolved in a corresponding-

direction by the regulating motor, but, as will be noted, the field-switch S is operated, to cut

sections in or out, by means of the connecting arm JFJT; both these methods of regulation,

acting in conjunction, serve to bring the machine instantly into its normal state. The switch
is provided for the purpose of cutting out the regulating motor -when adjusting the position

of the magnets M JI, while the switch is employed for short-circuiting the field-magnets

when shutting down the machine. As the potential employed on the largest- sized machine
approaches the neighborhood of 5,000 volts,

extra precaution must be taken for insula-

tion of tile various parts, which is made
specially necessary by the static charge,

w'liieh has opportunity to accumulate from
the friction of the belt. The jumping of

the spark, due to this acoumulation, is apt
to be followed by the current from the ma-
chine. To avoid this the armature is thor-

oughly insulated with mica from the spider

which holds it, a,ml t.he bearings are also in-

sulated from the main body of the dynamo,
and the latter, again, from the iron skids

upon which it is mounted. Various sizes

of tills machine have been built—the largest,

designed for 125 1,200-eandle-power lamps,

or for lOO 2,0()()-eaiulle-powo:r lamps. Tlie

diameter of the armature of this machine
is JK) in. and has 36 coils wound upon it,

each 8 in. square. One hundred and sixty

pounds of Ino. 17 B. S. wire are wound
on the armature for the l,2()()-can{lle-pow-

er lamps, whicli require seven amperes, and
the sauue wuiight of No. 10 wire where the

2,000- candle - power lamps are employed,
which take ten amperes. The speed of the

machine is 700 revolutions per minute, and
its total W'cight 5,500 lbs. The field is

. wound with l,jK)0 lbs. of No. 8 wire, divided

into twt) se<h ions. One of these is wound
uiiliroken, while the other is tapped at equal

intervals by 20 win^s, which are connected

to the fiehi-switclies and controlled by the

brush-rocker in the manner described above.

Tlie second size of tins machine constructed

is designed for 50 lights of 2,000 candle-

power each, and has 1)0 lbs. of wire on the

annaluiro and 870 on the field. The third

size, designed for 30 liglits, has 55 lbs. of

wire on the armature and 400 lbs. on the

field.

The genera-l appcfinmcc of the machine, Fia. 44.—Regulating apparatus,

it will be noted, is exceedingly compact, and
the open construction adoptecl allows of ready access to every part for examination and repair,

i r n('e(‘ssa,ry. Tlu^ macliincs have already been placed in several stations, where their operation

luis l)een atixmded wit h marked success. The following data refer to a machine of this type

<l(‘sign(‘d to oi)erate 100 a rc-lights in scries : Current, 10 ampores ; E. M. E., 5,000 volts ; re-

sista,uo{‘. of fh'ld, 14 ohms; resistance of armatum, 13 ohms; am pm-e turns in field, 42,400

;

ampere', turns in armature, 40,500 ; number of sections in armat.iu’e, 30, of 225 turns each; size

of wire on jlehl, No. 8 B. & S. ;
size of wire uu armature, No. 15 B. S. ;

speed, 750 revolu-

tions pen* niiiiute ; weight, 6,3()0 lbs.
. , ,

T/ui Hpmy T)iniamo,—l\\ the rotary movement of a ring-armature between opposite ex-

ternal pole-pi'ec'f'.s, the lines of force, according to one theory, enter the armature-core and

traverse*, the c.oils, producing an equal magnetic effect on every portion of each coil, interior

as well as exterior. According to another theory, only the exterior portion of the coils cuts

the lin(',s of foua'. ; tlie iutei-ior portion, as well as that on the ends, being praetieally idle,

serving only a,s a conductor of the electricity generated in the exterior portion. To lining this

idle portiori into action, the field-magnets ol the Sperry dynamo are constructed with int<3ri()r

as well a,s exterior pole-pieces, the Hat ring-armature being nearly inclosed between tlicm, by

which means, it is claimed, about 02 per cent of the armatiire-wiro is rendered eifeetive, while,

witliout interior pole-pieces, only 30 to 54 percent becomes elfective. Tig- 45 represents the

field-magnets complete. They consist of four magnets, the four cores being attached to a

heavy iron yoke. Prom each core two pole-pieces, like the tongs of a tuning-fork, project

horizontally, eight in all—four interior and four exterior—the two sots being arranged in two

concentric circles, as shown, leaving an annular space between them. The armature, shown

ill Pig. 40, rotates in this space, its position being reversed, and its shaft passing through tlie
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eenter of the magnet-yoke. Its core has the same construction as that of others already de-
scribed—thin, fiat, sheet-iron rings, insulated with paper and bolted together, without air-

FiGr. 45.—Field-maguet. Fig, 46.—Armature.

spaces. It is attached at the commutator end to a brass support called the spider, connected
with the shaft. It is series-wound, inpne closed circuit, with insulated copper wire of suitable
size, the coils being connected by radial arms with the commutator in the usual manner

; the
ring complete being 8^ in. wide in the 35-arc-light machine. The shaft with the armature
attached can be moved horizontally by means of a screw, and the armature drawn out of the
uiclosmg pole-pieces, and consequently out of the magnetic field, to any required extent,

thereby reduciug the magnet-
ic and electric intensities, A
special featxire of the new
Sperry dynamo is the auto-
matic regulator. The brushes
consist of overlapping flat

copper strips attached to a
movable yoke, which is con-
nected by means of an arm to
an electro-magnetic regulator
placed in the lainp-eircuit.
Any variation in the electri-
cal resistance of the lainj)-

circuit operates the keeper of
the eleetro-inagnot. By an
ii 1genion s ratclie t - and - p{uv 1

device this movement adjusts
the current of the dynamo in
proportion to the variation in
the resistance of tlie lamp-
circuit. It is dairaed that 75
per cent of the total number
of arc-lamps may be instantly
switched out without the least
danger to the macliine. Fig.
47 shows the machine in per-
spective.

Fig. 48 is a diagram of the
Fig. 47.—Sperry dynamo. Waterhotise dynamo, with a

Fi-rv. yfo 'ixr i. 1, n ,

closed -circuit armature A,
H ig. 49 shows the Waterhouse dynamo, type No. 3, on which the regulator is used. On the com-
mutator 6 are three brushes : a and Z^are the main circuit brushes, and c the auxiliary brush,
n rom the positive brush the current passes on the conductor around the field-magnets to
the lesibtance A. Ihe current from the auxiliary brush c passes directly to resistance Ji,
ie^avmg the field-magnets out of circuit. The currents from both circuits (field and local) ioin
at K, and pass to the lain ps the current on the lamp-line being the sum of the two. Theamount of current in the field and local circuits is in proportion to the resistance Ii in each,the blushes have a fixed position. There is m every dynamo a point of maximum commuta-
tion on the armahire which changes with the resistance on the lamp-line, moving with the

brush c) when the resistance decreases, and back when it increases. This
altects the current in the local and field circuits as follows : When lights are turned out, the
line resistance is decreased, and the maximum point moves forward and forces more current

reduces the current in the field-magnets and the
b. M. b., and consequently the power required to operate the dynamo, but the current on the
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lamp-line rernaiiis constant because the local circuit is increased proportional! 3^ to the de-

crease of the field circuit. The remaining lamps, therefore, retain their full brilliancy, \fhile

the current can not increase and de-

stroy the apparatus. The regulator is

illustrated diagram inatieally in Tig. 48.

It is operated by the slide, which is

controlled by a solenoid. J\ny tenden-

cy of the current to increase raises the

contact, and the result is a decrease of

resistance in tlie local circuit and an
increase of resistance in the field cir-

cuit. More current will tliercfore flow

through the local circuit and less

tliroug-h the field circuit;. The gener-

ating capacity of the dynamo is in-

stantly reduced, and any tendency to

produce a current above tlie standard
is overcome. Should the tendency of

tlie current be to decrease, say by a
reduction of the speed of the armature,
the slide lovvers, increasing the resist-

ance in the local and reducing it in the
field circuit. More evirrent will then
flow around the field-magnets and less Fig. 48.—Waterhouse dynamo-connections,

out on the local circuit. The gener-

ating capacity of the dynamo will therefore increase to maintain the current at staiidard.

It was stated above that regulation could be effected in a dynamo by shunting the lines

of force around the armature.
This has been carried out in the
Ooolden a?id Trotter dynamo
(Fig. 50). The double-magnet
type of dynanio is very suitable

for this purpose, for one half of

the machine iriay be constantly
magnetized to the desired point

of saturation, wliile the other half

acts as a keeper. The former
may be called the constantly mag-
netized limb, and the latter the
keeper. They are similarly wound
with exciting eoils. If the con-
stantly magnetized limb is fully

excited by the usual current
tliroiigh its coils, and no current
is passed tfi rough those of the
keeper, the latter will act as a
magnetic shunt, and nearly all

the lines of force will pass round
and round in a closed circuit of
iron ; little or no polarity will be
found at the pole-pieces, and
there will bo a minimum efioet

on the armature. By allowing a
weak current to pass round the keeper, the diversion of the lines of force through it will be
partially obstructed, and the rest will take their usual path through the armature. With a
certaiirstrength of current tin's obstruction will be complete, no
lines will pass in citber direction, and the magnetic effect is the

same as though the keeper had been entirely removed from the

dynamo. The strength of the field and its action on the arma-
ture is the same as thougdi tlie dynamo were provided with one
magnet only. If now tlie current; through the coils on the

keeper be increased beyond its neutral point, it will assist the

permanent magnet, the lines of force in the former will be re-

versed, and finally, when the whole current passes round it, the

volts are at the maximum, and the dynamo works as an ordi-

nary ser}e.s-wound macdiine. It was soon found in practice that,

owing to the complete magnetic circuit formed by the pair of
magnets, the edianges in the strength of the field were some-
what sluggish. Tliis was remedied by making a gap> in tlie

magnetic circuit, by boring out the yoke on the side where the

raagnet-bars passed through, and bushing them with brass,

using brass washers also on the ends of the bars and under the 50.-Goolden and Trotter
nuts^ A piractical application has been made of this method for ‘ d3*namo.
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circuiting. . - .

. Edison dynamo consisted of a (Inim-arnud }
i re

The
a field consisting of one or more long cylin(lrio« 1

built np of laminated iron, and revolv^ing
machine The most powerful madiinc%s t »f

el^aotroimagnets ^cording oM
stations 'iu Pearl Street, N.‘vv

this type were those constructed

York, 1882, and Milan, Italy, illustrated in Fig. ol.

Fig. 51.—Edison dynamo.

The armatures of these machines are 27-3 in. in diameter, and fit in. long. Tlie shaft in

of steel, 7i in. in diameter, and of a total length of 10 ft. 3 in. Provision is mivde for an nir-
blast to keep tlio armaluiu^ <*ortL
Tlioarmuturo is driven direcd by
a Porter-A 11 en st (umi-imgine r 1 1 1 1 *

ning }it»i5() revolutions pin* tt\ in,,
and having a piston-speed of 1

ft. per min. 'Maehiiie.s of tbin
type are still onerattMl in IIh*
Pidison station, htilan, Italy, l itil

their use lias Ikhui iiliandontHl i»i

New York, on aeeount of t ho iii-

cireastMl enicieiu^y of the in)pr< »vi*i I

type of Edison machine ill tin •»

trated in Fig. 52.

In this macfiine flic maigni't h
are grca.ily shortf'iicd, and cm »ii-

sist of eirtnilar wrought - iroiti

cores mounted on heavy cuihI -

iron pohvpiecu'S, which surrciuinl
the anna,tunc The nnicddne
upon a en,si- iron l)e<l-|)late, wli if li

carries the annat uiu* lauiringH, Im |

in order toav()i<l shorl>circ;ult in^
of the magnetic lines arouiicl
t.he arnuitnre, which would criHUtA
if the pole-pieces rested diriu*tly
in coni,aid; wit.h t,ho iron ImuC-
plate, the lattcu* is separnti^i

, .
ftorn them by the yJne ca,stii)tifH

shown. The rnagnetic yoke between the tops of the field-magnets consist.s of a nm.ssivf-
bioclc of wrought iron, and upon it are mounted the contacts and switch for opiuiing" iijiti
closing the circuit to the machine.

i

These machines are built in sizes ranging from a few horse-power to over 250 horsc-powtj'n

Fig. 52.—Edison dynamo, improved.
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and the following data refer to three sizes, the IL IF., or Kilowatt, being equi^aleat to 1'83

horse-power

:

SliiE DE MACHINE.

6 K. w. 2f. K. W. 100 K. w.

External diameter of armature in indies (,-& in. *i. | ill. m in.

Speed of niacliiiie as dynamo revolutions per
minute 1,800 revs. 1,300 revs. G50 revs.

Number of corninntator sections 58 06 48

Number of turns per section 3 1 1

E. M. F. p^eiierated 125 volts 125 v’olts 125 volts

Besistance of field -windinji: shunt- machine
I

54 '4 olims ohms 16 ‘4 ohms
Ampt'Hre turns in lield-wiiiding at full load
Diameter of wire on field-winding

8,050 14,300 24,250
’042 in. 065 in. 109 in.

Besistance of armature 1 10 ohm *0167 ohm '00515 ohm
G-auge of wire used for winding armature No. 12 B. W. G. Two 140.8B.W.G. Four No. S B. and £>.

The weight of machine complete B30 lbs. 3,570 lbs. 16,200 lbs,

Fig. 58 shows the general typo of Weston machine for arc and incandeseent lighting.

Probably the most strikingly distinctive fenture of the Weston machine is the sectional arma-

Fio. 5a.~\Veaton dynamo.

tiire. The armaturo-coro (Fig. 54) is built tip of iron disks of the form shown, These are

secured togetlier upon the arrnatnre-shaft, but separated somewhat from each other, so as to

leave spaces between l.hern. These spaces serve to lirealr up the continuity of the core, and
thus prevent the formation of induoed currents; they also form ventilating spaces. By a

very ingenious arnmgcuiienit, the armature is made to act as a centrifugal blower, to main-
tain a circulation of air tlirough the core and
aboid the coils, and thus whatever heat may
be generated in them is dissipated . The coifs

are spread apart, wliere they pass across tins

heads of the armature, by flanged plates

(shown somewhat removed I'rorn tlio head of

the armature in Pig, 54), so as to leave an

opening about the shaft for the admission of

air, wliicli is taken into tlie interior of the

annature and thrown out between the coils

by centrifugal force. With a soetioual arm-
ature and this system of ventilation, no

trouble whatever is experienced from heating of the core or coils. The armature coni|)lete

is shown in Fig. 55.

The cores and pole-picce.s of the fleld-magnets are made very heavy, so as to maintain an

extremely intense field with comparatively little expenditure of current-energy, and the iiolo

projections on the arnui-ture being almost directly in contact with tlie pole-pieces, concentrate

the lines of force of the field

Fro. 54.—Weston armature.

directly upon the armature. All
of these features of eonstnie-
tiou contribute to produce the
requisite electromotivi) force
with very low internal resist-

ance and low speed.
In a Weston machine, de-
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Pio. 66.—Thomson-Houston dynamo.

signed for 200 ineandeseent lamps, 199 could be turned out without materially affecting the
brilliancy of the remaining one. The data of this machine are as follows: Weight, 2,83(>

lbs.; length, 62*5 in.
; breadth, 53 in.; height, 25-75 in.; resistance of external circuit, 0*4

ohm
;
resistance of arma-

ture, *008 ohm ; resistance

of field-coils, 24*1 ohm;
E. M. F., 67 rolts

;
num-

ber of revolutions per

min., 960 ; diameter of

armature- wire, 0*24 in.

The ratio of armature to

shunt resistance in this

case was therefore 1 to

3,000. This high rate

is, however, rarely at-

tained.

Pig. 50 illustrates the
Thomson - Houston Dy-
namo for incandescent
lighting. It resembles in

general design the arc-

machine
;

its distinguish-

ing feature, however, is

the method employed for

obtaining constant poten-
tial automatically without
the use of external resist-

ances. This is accom-
plished by means of a set

of “ series - coils ” placed
at an inclined position
around the armature, as

shown, which react upon
the armature so as to maintain the point of commutation fixed at all loads.

Pig. 57 shows the Hickemeyer Dynamo, which claims attention on account of its novel
construction. The object sought
to he obtained by the inventor
is to concentrate the full, excit-

ing force of the litdd-coils upon
the armature-core, and ho ac-

complishes this by encircling
the annatiirc-coro with an ex-

citing helix, and thou inedosing
the whole within an iron shell
The latter is provided with
pole-faces, and tliiis completes
the magnetic circuit wliicli in-

cludes the arinature-coro and
the cheeks.

Pig. 58 shows a longitudi-
nal section of one form of tlie

machine, and Fig. 59 a trans-
verse section witli the armature
removed. It will be seen tlmt
the shell of iron inclosing the
armature is built up of a lami-
nated mass of sheet-iron, to

which end-pieces of cast iron
are added, the whole being
bolted together. The iron
sheets are stamped out circu-
larly with a longitiidinal exten-
sion on the upper and lower
halves. Tlie rectangular space
thus formed is occupied by the
field-coils, which are wound in

the same direction as the wires
of the armature, and are divided

so as to leave a space for the passage of the armature-shaft. The armature is placed
within the exciting coils, and is completely; surrounded by the coils above and below and
by the iron at the sides. The magnetic circuit thus formed is a complete one, and not
the slightest evidence of external magnetisrn is pjerceptible. As regards the output of this
machine, it may be remarked that Mr. Eiekemeyer has made the experiment of plac-

Fig. 57.—Eickemeyer dynamo.
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mg the armature of an old form of machine within the held, siieh as he uses and hvemploying the same amoiint of ticld-wire as was used on the older form he succeeded in

caSTteeF
out-put of the arniatiire nearly twice. More recent machines are built of solid

Bipiamo (Fig. CO) the field-niagnet is niatle of three pieces, with onlr onefield-bobbm. ilie core of the bobbin is made of haiuniered scrap-iron, and measures 10 m. indiameter and 14 iii. in length
; the pole-pieces are of soft oast iron, and are of much greater

cross-see ion tlian the core of the bobbin. This construction has the advantage of siinplieity
combined with compactness and low magnetic resistance. The armature is built of chareoal-
iron disks a,lid the core is turned true, outside and inside, and mounted on metal spokes on a
steel shaft. 1 be outsides of the armature are usually turned np true on the shaft. The
armature-conj ot this rnacdiirie is 12
in. long, 10 in. in diameter outside,
and 6 in. inside diameter, the depth
of core being tlnis 2 in. Tlie arma-
ture is wound with flat wire 5 mrn.
by 3-5 mm., one hiycr outside. The
current allowed for tliis arinatiiro
running^constaiitdy for long runs is

90 amperes. Tlie comm utator is

made of solid drawn eop|)or sec-
tions, insulated witli mien, and is of
largo size. The brushes are adjust-
able in all tlireetions, and tlu' piress-

iiro 011
^

tlio eonirnutat.or is adjusted
by springs. The Vinishes rcffuirc a
slight adjustment for varying loads,
but at a siKiiul of a.bout liOO revolu-
tions tlie. machine gives 103 volts at
the torininahs. According to tlio

tests of Prof. Andrew Jamieson, the
dynamo gave an output of 10,850
watts, or 108*5 a,inp(u*(‘s, and 100
volts at (520 revolul.ions per minute.
The periphei’ul specvl of th(^ urnui-
ture is 1,900 ft. per minute, Tlio
following arc tin? data of construc-
tion and op(M*aliun<)f tlio machine:
Resistano^ of armature, warm, = •()4

ohrn
; rc'sislaiKie of rnagnet-sliuut,

warm, == 20 ohm
; resistance of mag-

net main coil, warm, = “03 oil in

;

current in working circuit = 1()8'5

Fkj, 60.—Kennedy dynamo.

ampih’es; current in shunt-magnet coils = 5 ainpth’es; diference of potential at dynamo-ter-
minal = lOO volts

;
difference of potential at bnaslies = lOS volts; speed in revolutions per

minute = ()2() ; temporature of air = 60® P.
;
highest temperature of armature = 140“ F.;

highest tenvperature of magniet-coils = 125® F.
The IIather and Ilopkimon Dynamo, m excellently designed macliirie, is illnstrati'd in

Figs. 61 and (52. Tiie armature, designed by Dr. J. Hopkiiison, F. R. S., and Dr. 'Fdward
Hopkinson, is a modified Gramme, witli low resistance and careful ventilation. Tlie colli'ctor
is unusually substantial, and consists of 40 bars of toiigbcned brass imsulated witJi mk*a. It
is usual in these machines so to shape the pole-pieees that there is a smaller clearance oppo-
site the highest and lowest points of the armature; this concentrates the magnetic field, and
helps to prevent its distortion hy the armature-current. In a 24-xinit machine ((lesigned for
300 lamps) of this pattern the armature-eores are 12 in. long and 12 in. in diameter, with 120
turns of wire. The resistances are: Armature, *023 obiu ) slmiit, 19*36 ohms; series-coil.
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•012 ohm. With a speed of 1,050 revolutions per minute the current was 220 amperes, the
machine being nearly self-regulating for 111 volts. This machine is known as the ‘‘Man-
chester ” dynamo. Its efficiency is 90*9 per cent.

Fig. 61.—Mather and Hopkinson dynamo. Fig. 62.—“ Manchester ” dynamo.

The Brown Dynamo (Fig. 63), designed by C. E. L. Brown, of the Oerlikoii Works, near
liduricJi, Switzerland, closely resembles the

Li j
WL^. . ITT- i

Manchester ” type (Pig. 62), but is even more
massive. The illustration represents the ma-
chine designed to give 450 amperes at a 115
volts at 350 revolutions per minute. The di-
mensions of it are as follows : Diameter of
ring, 6T4 cms. ; length of ring, 55 cms.

;
length

of shaft, 196 cms.
;

total height of machine,
120 cms.

;
wrought-iron cores, 60 cms. long, 40

cms. diameter
;
cast-iron yokes, 30 cms. tb ick,

44 cms. broad; diameter of pulley, 60 eras.;

total weight, 6.5 tons
;
ampere turns at full ex-

citation, 35,000.

The armature of Brown’s dynamo differs

in one respect from those of the preceding ma-
chines. It is built up of thin iron disks, but
these, instead of being toothed as in the. Paci-
notti forms, are perforated with a peripheral
series^ of holes, as in the WonstrOm dynamo, to

1 rnm. below the periphery. This

Fig. 63.—Brown dynamo.

receive the armature conductors, which lie thus about , _ ^ ^

construction reduces the magnetic resistance of the air-gap to an excecdinirlv small cmaiititv
and there is no tendency, as with, most toothed armatures, to undue heating of the pole-
pieces.

Pig. 64 represents the general type of incandescent machine designed by Mr. William
The armature is supported by tw’o arms, whichHochhausen for the Excelsior Electric Co.

project from the neutral points of the mag-
net-frame at its base. The magnet-cores
are composed of solid wrought iron. The
following data give a good idea of the elec-

trical design of the machine capable of
feeding 600 incande.sceiit lamps : Current,
360 amperes; B. M. P., 110 volts; resist-

ance of held, 18 ohms
; resistance of arma-

ture, -005 ohm
;
ampere turns in field, 22,-

420; ampere turns in armature, 8,820 ;
size

of conductors on field. No. 10 Ik & S.
;
size

of conductors on armature, bundle of four
No. 5 B. & S. wires

;
number of sections on

armature, 49, of one turn each
; speed, 750

revolutions per minute; weight, 6,500 lbs.

Dynamos for Bleetrolyfio Purposes.

—

These machines do not differ materially
from the general type of generators, but
are specially constructed for delivering
lieavy currents at very low voltage. In
tliese machines it is specially desirable to
obtain as low an internal resistance in the
armature as possible, and frequently they
are woiiiid with heavy copper bars. The
latest form of Hochhausen ’s plating-ma-
chine resembles closely the type of his in-

candescent machine. Pig. 64. The machine
is so wound and connected that it can be made to deliver two potentials with corresponding
strengths of current. The following table gives the capacity and dimensions of these ma-
chines ill inches

:

Fig. 64.—Hochhausen dynamo.
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NUMBER. Volts. Arnpiiros.
Horse-

power.
Floor-space. Heigl't. Pulley. Speed. Weight.

Lbs. of copper de-

posited per hour.

81
1

1

2-5

5
250
125 SHxlOJ u§ 4x2 2,100 137 4

82
]

2-5
5

500
250

( o
r

2i;5-xiei- 18f 5x2i 2,000 270 8
83

]

S-5
5

1,000

,

500 20f x23i 0x3 1,800 450 16

84 i

1

2-5
5

2,000
1,000 f

« 37 X 32i 29 8x5 1,(500 930 32

8(5 j

1

2‘5

5
G,()0O

3,000
1 \

52^x29 33 14x10 1,000 2,500 96
88

SK)
Y

1(5

1(5

2,400
5,000
2,500

m CG X 37 45 20x12 800 4,000 288

1 32 j- 115 8UJx52 5G 30xl(]; 600 7,000 576

relate to a Hoc,hhaiison machine capable of reducing and depositimr

anc"“of^elA“2‘8rnhfr '’olts? resist?aiice of field, *285 ohm ; resist-
ance of armature, *00025 ohm;
ampere turns in field, 89,800;
ampere turns in armature, 10,-

800
;
number of sections in

armature, 9, of one turn eacli

;

size of conductors on field. No.
10 B. & S. wires in multiple;
size of conductors on armature,
80 No. 8 B. & S. wires in mul-
tiple

;
speed, 700 revolutions

per minute
; weig-ht, 0,800 lbs.

The ^hirbo-IiJtectriG GGiier-
ator of Messrs. Clarke, Chap-
man & Parsons has been spe-
cially desip^ned for compact ma-
rine installations. Tlie contbi-

Vi'

lii ;Vh:'/ "I'l,

nation consists of a steam-tur- Fio. 6r>.-~Turi)o-electrio generator,

bine, or rotary engine, of novel
constiuction, connected directly with a dynamo. Fig. C5 sliows the machine in perspective,
and 1 ig. (JO shows tlie engine taken apjirt, so as to expose the interior of the “turbine.^’

As will bo seen, tlie steam enters the barrel at the eontcr, passes through the succession of
turbines to either end, whence it passes through a steam-way east in the lower part of the
tiarrel, and finally exhausts at the center just below the admission port. The spindle is of
steel and carries a number of brass disks, reduced near the periphery, where the blades are
cut to ha f the thickness they possess at the center. The projecting ring thus formed has
helical teeth cut upon it, constituting the moving blades, the pitch of the teeth varying along

the length of the barrel to al-
low of the expansion of the
steam.

^

The disks are made of
such diameter as just to turn
freely with the spindle within
the barrel without risk of con-
tact with the interior of the
rings which carry the fixed
blades. The spindle is made
very stiff, so as to allow tlie

clearance to he made exceeding-
ly small, as it is found that the
loss of power due to tlie fric-
tion of the spindle and its bear-
ings is exceedingly small, and
it is very tlesiralile to prevent,
as far as possilile, the pa,ssago
of steam between tlie barr(!l
and tlie d isles. Between ea,ch

Fio, OG.—Turbo ekctric generator—details.

, ,
,

of these disksdhere is an annu-
lar wheel, with helical teeth, corresponding to those on the disk, but sloping in the other di-
rection. These form the fixed or guide blades. The annular wheels are fitted closely within
the barrel, the teeth projecting from one half of their width only, and it is within tlie smooth
cylindrical portions of these annular wheels that the moving ‘blades or teeth of the disks
actually turn. The barrel thus contains a double series of sirens very similar in principle to
Helmholtz’s double siren, only that the axis is horizontal instead of vertical. The lioles in
the disks are cut around the periphery, and there are a great number of pairs of disks
sometimes 45 or more, on each side of the center. One of the most ingenious features of
the generator is the magnetic governor. The field-magnet is shunt-wound, but not nearly
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saturated. Hence, any increase of the E. M. F. of the dynamo increases the magnetism
of the field-magnet. Above the yoke is pivoted a bent iron bar, which is attached to a
spring similar to the hair-spring of a watch, so that this bar is mounted exactly like the
balance-wheel of a ’watch. Projecting from this iron bar, at an angle of 45°, is a giin-metal

fork, the extremities of which are formed with sharp edges and move iininediately in front of

the opening of the small copper tube which is seen in the upper part of the figure. This tube
communicates with a small circular bellows, shown above the left end of the turbine barrel.

The bellows are kept distended by a spring, but a small turbine on the spindle of the motor
tends to exhaust the air and make the bellows collapse under the atmospheric pressure. The
throttle-valve which regulates the steam-supply is connected with the movable back of the
bellows, the rod passing through a gland in the fixed front. When the iron bar above the
field-magnet is inclined about 45° to the axis of the machine, the end of the copper tube is

fully open, and air enters the bellows as fast as it is exhausted by the turbine, and the throttle-

valve remains fully open. If the E. M. F. increases, the iron bar turns in the direction of the
lines of force against the constraint of the “ hair-spring,” the end of the fork closes the air-

pipe, the bellows collapse under the exhaust of the little turbine, and the steam is shut off by
the throttle-valve. The action of this governor is so prompt, the moment of inertia of the
moving parts of the machine being so small that nearly all the load may be turned off the
machine with scarcely a perceptible change in the brightness of the lamps remaining. It will

be seen from the figure that the commutator is made of very great length. The brushes are
of wire and press nearly ‘‘end on” to the commutator. The four brushes can be shifted into

any position, so as to keep the wear of the commutator even. The armature is of the cylin-

der type. The core is built up of thin charcoal-iron plates, separated from each other by
thiu disks of paper. The disks are clamped up tight by two brass disks threaded on the
shaft. The coils, which are laid in channels cut in the iron, are 30 or 40 in number, of
stranded or solid copper wire, and each makes one complete turn. The whole is bound -round
with steel piano-wire. The commutator-segments are connected each to the ends of two ad-
jacent coils, connected up in parallel. There are, therefore, 15 or 20 commutator-bars. The
speed varies, according to the size of the machine, from 9,000 to about 10,000 revolutions per
minute. The loss of power in the armature and field-magnet coils on the large machines
amounts to only about I4 per cent, the high speed allowing exceedingly small resistance to be
employed in the armature. A machine with an output of 32 electrical horse-power in the
outer circuit is about 10 ft. 6 in. in length and 1 ft. 6 in. in breadth. A small machine, run-
ning a lamp of 1,000 candle-power, besides a number of smaller lamps, was exhibited in the
Newcastle Exhibition, 1888, suspended by three wires. The exhaust-pipe was of India-rubber,
and the stearn-pipe was provided with a flexible joint, so that the machine could bo shake n
about while riiiining.

Multipolar Machines.—As the E. M. E. generated in dynamo-electric machines is de-
pendent upon the rate of change of the catting of the lines of force, the speed of the machine

can evidently be xedneed by increasing the
number of poles presented to tlie armature.
Modern electrical engiuee ri ng is tending strong-
ly to the adoption of nuiltipolar madiines, as
they allow of more ready direct coiinectiou
with the driving-engines.

The full-page illustra,tion shows the latest

type of Udison 3JidHpoIar Constant PotenMal
Ge?ierator, direct connected to tri[)]e-0xpansion
engines, one at each end of the di-iving-sha,ft. In
this type, it will be noted, the armature rotates
within a field-magnet having 10 poles. The
frame of tlie field-magnet consists of but a sin-

gle casting, and a very ingenious method has
been designed by Mr. Edison for winding on
the magnetizing coils. The Gramme ring type
of winding is employed, but, instead of using
coils of a number of convolutions connected to
each segment of the commutator, in this typo
of machine each convolution is connected di-

rectly with the comrnutator-bar. For tins pur-
pose bare copper strips of IJ-shape are slipped
over one side of the core, insulated from one
another, and each sucecMiding U-shaped bar of

Fig, 6T.—Siemens ring-dynamo. character is connected direct by a eommn-
tator-bar. The brushes bear upon tlie commu-

tator in a vertical plane. This construction with bare conductors is permissible on account of
the very srnall difference of potential, volt existing between each bar. The number of bars
employed in this type of machine is 944, and hence an equal number of commutator-bars is

employed. Each bar is therefore equivalent to a coil of the usual type of Gramme winding,
but the absence of contiguous layers entirely avoids self-induction, and hence sparking, the
machine operating without the slightest indication of such a disturbance. Eight brushes are
employed, which can be shifted simultaneously by means of the hand-wheel shown, and
which can also be lifted at once from the surface of the commutator. The resistance of the
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armature is *006 ohm, and that of the field 8-45. Each dynamo is designed for 150 Yolts

pressure and a capa(3ity of 600 amperes. The design has beeip so \7ell worked out that a

variation of three quarters of tiie load can be made without requiring the slightest change in

the position of tlie brushes.

IVie Siemens 3:l‘uUipola7' Dynamo,—Figs. 67 and 68 show the Siemens ring-dynamo. In
this machine the armature completely suiTourids the fixed poles

;
hence, there is practically

no waste of lines, and tlie

close proximity of the

magnet-cores near tlie

axis insures a much
shorter magnetic circuit

than is obtained in a
dynamo of the usual
type. Praeticid experi-

ence has shown that the
radial deptli of the ring
should be very small,

that only one layer of

wire should lie wound on
the armature, and that

the commutator must
contain a very large
number of sections. The
armature of the machine
illustrated is 25 in. in-

ternal diameter, 8 in.

long, and the total

weight of tlie machine —Siemens ring-dynamo,
is 1 ton 4 cwt. At 356
revolutions per min. the output was found to be 16 kilo-watts, and at 480 revolutions it rose

to 25 kilo-watts. Assuming about 20 kilo-watts as a safe load for continuous working, the

weight of this mactiine is less by one third than that of the usual type made by Messrs. Sie-

Pia. 09.—Siemens direct-driven steam-dynamo.

mens & Halske. Tn addition to this saving of weight, the machine has the advantage of he-

ing easily repaired, since the armature is outside, and can he slipped off the shaft in siki with-

15
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out any danger of the wires chafing against the field-magnets. After several of these iria™
chines had been made, Messrs. Siemens & Halske proposed to iitil'ize the design for direct-
driven steam-dynamos. It is evident that a machine with stationary fhdd {ukI ovinduingiiigr
external armature is not suitable for small sizes, and that its greatest advani.ag(‘ and powhr tjf
competing with existing designs will be in such cases where, on account of’ Ihe motor, i,iu‘.

speed is limited. Fig. 69 shows the arrangement adopted in connection witJi a pair of dpcui,
direct-acting steana-engines. The field-magnets are attached to the end of thc(‘ngine bed-
plate, and the crank-shaft is prolonged so as to carry the overliariging aniiiitiiri‘. Outside t hn
armature there is no bearing, but only the attachment for the brusluvs, whicdi is st'cnu'd bv
means of two columns, also fixed to the engine bed-plate. Messrs. Siemens c'ti Ihilsk(‘ havn
built several sizes of this dynamo, among which are four largo inaclnnes for insiallal ioii
at the railway station in Frankfort-on-theMain. Each of these nuicliines is iiih'iidcd for siii
output of 75 kilo-watts, at a speed of 150 revolutions per min. Large dynamos ])nili, on f hi.s
principle are also in operation at the JBerlin eleetric-light station, working iii) to 1 bOO horst**-
power.

'

Pig. 70 shows a view of a 250 horse-power Westinghoiise electric-railway gtsnor-afor, ''riu^rc!
are four pole-pieces, and over each one is slipped a metal bobbin, which is secured in place hy

Fia. 70.~Westinghouse grerierator.

E P«
’i-''

""" >“
tp eylMdrical yoke. The bearings and this cTluidrical ™ tthrough the armature-shait, thus gi-ring rLiv^ecess to

li<,rizoiu,al i.Iiuic-

. h,H b. „ M.p„d.„.hln.,r.a,'Sron‘:S
disturbing the olhons; au.l du-li

"r'l-iug, wliieli permit.s of
diiHuet.ricjilly (>t>-

posite brushes are of tlu^ same nolaritv, iirHl
dM’initial df flu*

iiruintnre is built
(if (hill, .sofl-iroii disks.

^
together iiniliT great pros.s-ure, and rigidly fastened to the sliaff; ^'I'liif?

‘"S’dnting iniill-riiil, foriristhe foiindatiori on whieli i.hfi wires of (iKsarmature are laid. The Westinghoiise ,50(>

on .*?’‘''''‘y-ff«nera.toi- is designed

^erih^ tP >ll<u-ln„e jiisl do-scribed, but with six poles.

'n'
^ Mnltipohir Oimfiniions-Ljwrrmt Dynamo .—In order tn onr)^ir-iu.i

MMhiiie which should have a large'Old pHt

ir n 1 VO’ B''<.?a-l‘««th, have

Fig. 71,~Gan2 multipolar dynamo.

tJUUSlSCS
hearing, while the
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nets. Tho armature, whieli is destined for a C-pole machine, is wound so that orre sixth ofthe number of coils will g'ciierate the necessary dillorenee of potential of 1 500 volts Tliose
SIX sections are then joined in parallel in order to obtain a current of 35 amperes Each of

hroii^V
0- coils, having 13 convolutions each, so that the comitintator

iias oOX 0- sect()ib oi bars. Ihe sixth corresponding cornrmitator-bars are alliointlYconnected, so that the ciiri-ent is taken off by a single pair of brushes instead of six
^ ^

Ihe most recent form of this machine when running at 1,000 reYolutions* per min

lre"Serc“"°
=^5 at 1,500 volts

;
and the following data of its conltmchitn

Resistance of armature 0*97olnn“ “ magnets u
*

Weight ot copper on armature 2S'5 Idiograniines.

m-ii

tl>6 total output of tho machine is 52,500 watts; this elves

FT
280 wattejicr lb.) of copper, the total weieht of ti,e mafhinebtmg (.8.) kilogrammes, llie eleotrioal efliciency of tho machine is £)7-2 tier cent, aceorcliiiffto the above data, winch is lui imu.snally high flguro, and its eoinniercial efliciency is also

Sarge Lpact^m "'hem small weight

improved form, is si,own in porspeotive ining. 7^, and 111 longitudinal section in Rig. 7d. It is a 4-pole machine, but so canstructed

Fm. 72.—Wenstr?5nri clyrianio.

ttat two exciting coils are siifficicnt, the JV-poles being energized direct, and the two consequent
o-poles by induction. .I he brushes are placcid at un angle of 1)0“ on the <ioin imitator.

Usiially tihe space between the magnet-poles and core of the armature must bo siinricioxit
not only lor tho sale reYolving of the annaturo at a high rate of speed, but also for th<^ eoii-

Fia. 73.—Weiistrflm dynamo—section.
ductors in which the currents are induced. Thi.s gap introduces a very high magnetic
resistance in the circuit for tiio iTiagnetie induction. To avoid this, thernfoi-e, the conductors
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are buried in grooves or holes (Fig. 74). The distance between the poles and the core is thus
limited to the small gap required for the safe revolving of the armature. The magnetic
i*esistance and the magnetic circuit are by this means reduced in a high degree, and con-
sequently the magnetizing power necessary for creating the required magnetism in the
armature is also decreased.

Fig. 74.-—Multipolar armature.

A test made by Dr. Louis Duncan, Dr. 0-. A. Liebig, and Mr. W. F. Hasson, of Johns
Hopkins University, on. a 400-ampere 110-volt dynamo of this type, gave the following results.
The machine was built for 400 revolutions per min., and weighed 7,100 lbs.

;
in the test it

was run at 330 revolutions :

Current, ainpiirea. E. M. F., volts. Horse-powor.
Dynamometer,
horso-power.

Lobs.
Losses, friction

reversals.
0“ R.

Eillciency,

I)er cent.

134-8 114 30- (5 24-97 4‘4 4-4 O’ 17 82 '5
li)4-l 115- (5 30'

1

35-3 5-2 4-5 O',52 85 '2
371 -G 98 ’3 54-5 5 '.5 3 ’,5 1'30 89 '9
400 no 58 '9 04-7 5-8 4-1 1'5() 1)1

The JBradUy^ Multipolar Dynamo .
—^The armature of this machine has the conductors

wound upon it in one continuous course, so that the distance between each two successive
induced portions of the conductors is greater or less than that between the poles of the field-
magnets, according to the formula

:

i> = ~
;
or, D = — — d.

p p
The induced current flows from one brush to the other through the whole system of con-
ductors in such manner that, however simple or complex the system of conductors may be,

the average vjilue of the dis-
tance d between every two in-
duced parts which follow next
to one another always con-
forms to tlie condition,

where = J^verago circumfer-
ence of armature, 7i = innn-
bcr of segments of the collec-

tor, y? = any number of field-

magnets not less tlian four.

In the niachine shown in
the engraving (h^ig. 75) there
are 74 slots cut in tlie arma-
ture IyV in. deep, in. wide
at the circumference, and
i\PoV in. wide at the liottoin.

'• This leaves the iron the same
thickness between the slots at
tlie bottom as at the top, the
aim being in tliese machines

Fia. 75.—Bradley multipolar dynamo. have the magnetic circuit
the same in cross-section in

all its parts. The sectional area of the yokes, cores of the magnets, and the sum of the
cross-sections of the bodies of iron between the slots which are under the pole-pieces at any
one time, are approximately equal. Two bars are placed in each slot, the top one being
longer than the bottom one, so as to project beyond it at each end to join the connectors.
The top bar is in. wide and the bottom in., so each has the same sectional area
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The connectors (Pig. 76) are clamped firmly to the side of the bar and soldered, and then the
clarnp is removed, the surfaces soldered being much larger than the sectional area of the bars.
Mica insulation is used between and at the side of the bars. The slot is in. deeper than
the bars, so that it leaves a space below tlie same to insulate
them from the iron. There arc 74 bars in the commutator,
each connector on one end of the armature leading to a bar.
The brushes may be placed 60“ or 180° apart. On the ma-
chine shown, they have been placed 60° apart, but, all things
considered, 180° is preferable.

The iron of the armature runs in such close proximity to
the field-magnets (the elearance necessary for rotation being
the only gap in the rnagnetie circuit) that the .expenditure
of ener£y on the field-magnets is very small, being less than
liV pt‘r ««rit of tlie total wlien the machine is fully loaded.
This must be conceded to be a remarkably good result when
the slow speed of the machine is taken into consideration. ^ ,

_

The following table gives the results of a test of the ma-
^ '^•“"Connectors,

chine illustrated, made by Dr. W. E, Geyer and D. G. Jacobus, M. E., at the Stevens Institute
of Techriologv

:

NUMBER OE TUST.
S|i<H>(l of arrniitviro,

rovolutions p«r minute.
VoltR. Atniitires. Kflidioiicy, pur euiit.

1 550* (1 ,50 134-40 84-1
2 547-2 50 -1 131) *94 84*5
3 54(i-3 51-5 138-59 83-9
4 559*2 45 253*82 8(5*3

581-4 51 271-34 8(5

The base of the rnaehiiio is 31 x 31 in., and it stands 26 in. high. The diameter of the
armature is 12f in., and tdie length of its core 6 in. The following table gives the*weiglits of
iron and copper em|)loyod in its construction

:

Lbs Lbs
Field—Iron, soft Norway 340

“ “ cast 28
“ Brass 23-5

391*5
“ Wire 108*0
“ Bed, standards, bolts, etc 235*3
“ Brush-holder, brass.. 10*7

Armature—Iron (sheet) 153
“ “ cast end-plates.. 14*2
“ Steel shaft 36

203*2
Copp(3r in armature ... 59

“ “ commutator : 13
72

Brass commutator-ciore 5

Total weight of tnachine 1,025*7

The JDesrozier Mult ipolar- Disk Dynamo is illustrated in Ifig. 79. The winding, which char-
acterizes the Desrozior machine, is shown in Figs. 77 and 78, and is arranged for an armature
divided into 52 sechnons. By this arrange-
ment the space betwc'en tlie poles is fully
utilized; eacli seedhon lias a well-defined
position, and an armature so constructed
affords every facility for repairs and for
inspection while at work, lly a modifiea-
tion of the collector and its connections,
M. Dosrozier lias avoided an increase in

the number of coils. He connects each
triple coil not tx) a single bar but to three,
120° apart in the case of a 6-pole machine.
The brushes, in lieu of uniting the ends
ot a triple coil, only unite the ends of a
single coil, and each single coil is short-
circuited several times under each brush
at every revolution. This method of con-
necting up will be understood on examin-
ing Pigs. 77 and 78. The connections
would be inextricable if the inventor had
not made use of the properties of the in-

volute. The wires are therefore all united
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with a special piece of apparatus, called the analyzer, and which is placed beween the disk cind

the collector. The three wires of each coil come from the center of the arina.ture to n.ii insu-

lated disk: wire 1 passes on

[!
\\ straight to the colJecd.or-bar

;

wire r is wound in involute
on one side of the disk, and
runs thus to bar V; wire 1"

passes throngli the disk, is

wound backw^ard throng ii

120°, and terminates at bar V'.

In this way all the wires are
arranged side by side on either

face of the analyzer, and no
mistakes ai*e to be feared. It

is not necessary to enlarge
further upon the practical ad-
vantages of these arrange-
ments, allowing as tliey do
very satisfactory working of
the collector. It would be
impossible otherwise to stop
sparking without increasing
the number of coils, or in-

creasing tlie distance between
the successive poles. Several
Desrozier machines have been
built by the firm of Breguet,
and placed on board the
Prencli ironclad Eorin idable.
These machines weigli 2,640

Fig. 79. - Desrozier dynamo. 7’’
tions, and have an output of

175 amperes at 70 volts ; their electrical efficiency is 82 per cent, and their coininercia,! effi-

ciency is 79 per cent. It varies very little with the work. According to the inventor, it is

very probable that the efficiency of the Desrozier dynamo would be considerably liigher if

constructed to meet ordinary commercial requirements.

I^ra. 80.—Pritsche and Pischori dynamo
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The Fritsclie and Pischon Dynamo is illustrated in Fig. 80, and is known as the ‘

dynamo, owing to the peculiar shape of the armature.
The armature-bars consist of specially shaped

punehings of sheet-iron and sheet-copper, which are

riveted together. They are long and thin, and are
illustrated in Fig. 80a. The punehings are soldered
and rivetiul at the top and bottom to the specially

shaped brass castings A and B. Copper bars are
screwed on to the castings A, wliich are then turned
off on the cireiunforence and serve as commutator-
blocks. As the arnniture-loops are connected in

series, two sets of brushes only are required. The
lower castings B are mortised on both sides, and
by tins means the whole armature is clam|:)ed to-

gether with strong cast-iron hubs, C, which have
brass end-rings, D, in order to magnetically insu-
late the hub from the armature-bars. Pressed-
board insulation, JiJ, is used between the ring D and
the armature-spokes. The largest machine that is

being built at present is designed for 180 K. W., and
the following data regarding it will be interesting :

Output 150 volts 1 ,200 amperes.
Speed lOO revolutions per minute.
Weight of armature 8,800 lbs.

Weight of copper on Holds 1,080 lbs.

Total weight of machine complete .. 20,240 lbs.

Loss in magnet and armature con-
ductors.. 3-5 per cent.

Jiittiir., if. Jtl

Fin. HOa.—Armature-bar.

Tlie following is a table of sizes and general data of the standard Pritsche machines

:

Output in

kllowatta.
VoltR. Amperes. Spued.

Number of

polufl.

Weight coin-

plote in lbs.

1)

82 1(K) 200 400 4 5,280

Exhibition macliine •48 1()() H(K) 140 8 8,800

1 180 150 1,200 100 12 20,240

UnipoIjAK Dynamos.—'These machines are constructed so that the conductor in which the

currents arc generated (armature) effects a continuous increase in the nuinbcr of magnetic
lines cut, by arranging one part of the con-
di\ptor to slide on or around the magnet.
Sturgeon’s wlieel and Faraday’s disk are

types of these machines. Messrs. Siemens &
llalske have constructed a unipolar dynamo
for cdectro-deposition (Fig. 81). In this re-

markable dynamo tlierc are two cylinders of
copper, l)oth slit longitudimilly to obviate

eddy-currents, ea.ch of which rotates round
one pole of a U-shaped electro-magnet. A
second electro-magnet, placed between the
rotating cylinders, has protruding pole-pieces

of arching form, which embrace the cylinders

above and below. Each cylinder, therefore,

rotates between an internal and jin extei'iial

pole of opposite polarity, and consequently
cuts the lines of force continuously by slid"-

ing upon the internal pole. The current,

s

from this machine are of very great strength,

but of only a few volts of electromotive force.

To keep down the resistance, ma,ny collect-

ing-brushes press on each end of each cylin-

der. This dyna,mo has been used at Oker
for electrophiting.

2 he Porhes Dynamo has also attracted considei-able attention, on account of its enoi'mous
current output for a given weight. Originally Prof, Forbes began by employing an iron disk
which rotated between two cheeks of opposite polai-ity, the current being drawn from its

periphery. He then doubled the parts. The next stage was to unite th(‘, t.wo disks into one
common cylinder, as shown at A in Fig. 82. Here the coils lying in their c.a,s(‘s a,re shown in

section, the dotted lines indicating the direction of the lines of magnetic force induced in the
iron. These are practically closed on themselves, so that there is no exteiTial field at all. h’or
this reason the in ventor prefers to call this type of dynamo “ non-polar.” A. rubbing contact,
for which purpose Prof. Poi-bes at one time used carbon “ brushes,” and at another a number

Bko. 81.—Unipolar dynamo.
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of spriiificy strips of iiiBtal-foil, is inaiintained at the two extremities of the peiipheij'.^ One of

the earlier forms of machine, with a single disk 18 in. in diameter, was stated to give 3,117

amperes at a potential of 5‘8 volts when running

at 1,500 revolutions per min. One of the later

machines, in which the ‘‘ armature ” is a cylinder

of iron 9 in. in diameter and 8 in. long, is designed

to give, at 1,000 revolutions per min., a current of

10,000 amperes at a potential of 1 volt. The
electromotive force of such machines increases as

the square of the diameter. The theory of the

unipolar disk machine has been given by Sir W.
Thomson, who has shown that such a machine is

not self-exciting except above a certain critical

speed, dependent on the resistance of the circuit.

Alternatiutg-Ourrent Machines.—In general

the methods of mechanical construetion adopted
in these machines do not dili'er materially from
those of the eontinuoiis machine. In the alter-

nating machine, however, the use of the commu-
tator becomes superfluous, the current generated

in the armature being led merely to a pair of rings

attached to the shaft, and upon which the brushes

bear. Special precautions, however, are necessary to avoid piercing of the insulation on the

armatures of such machines, and for that purpose mica is now almost exclusively einployecL

In these machines, also, thorough lamination is imperative.

According to Kapp, if we calculate out the E. M, P. of an alternate-current machine by
applying to it the now well-known formulm for continuous-current dynamos, there will then

be a certain numerical coefficient by which the E. M. P. thus found must be multiplied in

order to obtain the actual mean alternating E. M. F. of the machine. The value of this co-

efficient, AT, depends chiefly upon the relative width of the field-magnet poles and space be-

tween, and also upon the amount of the surface of the armature which is covered with wire.

The following table gives the value of Kfor diflerent cases

:

Forbes dynamo.

1. Width of poles equal to pitch, toothed armature and winding con-
centrated in the recesses JT= 2’000

2. Width of poles equal to pitch, smooth armature and winding
spread over the whole surface AT = 1160

8. Width of poles equal to pitch, smooth armature and winding
covering only one half the surface AT = 1’685

4. Width of poles equal to half the pitch, smooth armature and
winding spread over the whole surface A” = l'()85

5. Width of poles equal to half «fche pitch, smooth armature and
winding covering only one half the surface /f = 2'300

6. Width of poles equal to one third the pitch, smooth armature and
winding covering only one third of the surface A!'= 2‘B30

According to the ordinary sine formula, the coefficient is K= 2*220, and this agrees fairly

well with ease 5, which is the one most frequently met with in actual practice.

The Westingliouse Alternating-Gurrent Dynamo (InGan3,escent).—The machine at present
very largely employed in the United States for incandescent lighting on the alternating sys-

tem is that of the Westinghouse Electric Co., shown in perspective,' with its exciter, in Ifig.

83. The Westinghouse Co. makes five sizes of dynamo, of which the following particulars
are of interest

:

I. 11 .

E. M. F 1,050 1,050
05

'S'

Current ’ 35
•7()

(fields) at 30® C 14 *5 7
Weiffbt of wire in armature 17 30

“ fields 420
Total weight 4,800 9,000

1,300Number of lij^hts 650

III.

1,050
130

'15
3-0

60

2,(i()0

The No. Ill has an armature about 2 ft. in diameter and 2 ft. long. It has 16 poles, and
runs at 1,000 revolutions per min. The armature plates have each six large holes for ventila-
tion and lightness. The weight of armature is 2,000 lbs. The insulation is mica and copal
varnish, which is found to be much sujoerior to shellac or any other material tried.

Eig. 84 is a side view and Pig. 85 is an end view, from which the construction will be
easily understood. The- field-magnets, bolted to the external frame of the macliine, form a
circle, radiating inward toward the armature, which is mounted in the center on standards
rising from the base. They are of elliptical form, the longer axis of a cross-section of each
core being parallel to the armature-shaft, as shown at/ and gg, Pig. 84, the edges of the
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If’lG. 84.

cores "being shown at //, Fig. 86. The winding of each magnet is opposite to that of the
adjacent one, so as to produce north and south polarity. The coils are slipped on the cores

after being wound. Tlie arm-
ature-eore is composed of
sheet-iron disks, insulated by
paper, and having tubular
openings for ventilation pa-
rallel to the axis

; a great
number of these being laid

together, the openings regis-

tering to form the tubes, and
then bolted together by end-
plates, as shown. The wind-
ing differs from that of the
Gramme armature in having
no interior wire. The coils

consist of single layers of
wires wound on the external
surface of the core and looped
around projections ni'- at
the ends, attached to non-
magnetic rings oh so that
the planes of the coils are at
right angles to tlie radii of
the armature, and there are
no crossing wires at the ends,
as in the Siemens, nor wire
in the interior of the ring, as
in the Gramme

;
the ends

being exposed for ventilation
throiigh the tubular open-
ings in the core. Adjacent
coils being wound opposite-
ly, as in the field-magnets, as
shown in Fig. 87, generate
alternating, opposite cur-
rents. The coils are insu-
lated from the core with ini-

Figs. 84-87.—Westinghouse dynamo—details. covered exter-

.
nally with the sannunatorial,

and nrmly bound with the hands^^yh The space between the armature and the iield-inag-
there being only a single layer of wire on the armature surface,

both the coils and the core are in close proximity to the field-magnets, and hence the rnag-

Fig. 85.

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.
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netic and electric reciprocal jictions are at the maxinmin, and there is no dead or partially
inactive wire in the interior

;
a.ll the wire, exeef)t a very small percentage on the ends, being

exposed to tlie full action of the magnetic field. A
Stanley direct-current, sliunt-wound dynamo is used as

an exciter.

The Machine of /he Tlamison-
Houston Electric (Jo,, designed by Prof. Elihu Thom-
son, is illustrated in Pig. 88. Its distinguishing feature
is its self-regulating i:)roperty, by wliich a constant po-
tential is maintained at ail loads. This is accomplished
by an arrangement of the coils on the field-magnets of
the dynamo, called a composite held,” in which prac-

tically the same methods are employed as in the direct-

current incandescnmt dynamo of Prof. Thomson (see

above). As shown in the diagram (Pig. 80), a part of
the magnetic field is maintained by means of current
from a separate exciting dynamo. If the load upon
the outside cii'cuit is increased, it is necessary to in-

crease the magnetism of tlio field in order that the ma-
chine may, in turn, supply tlie increased demand in the
circuit, and the lights remain steady. This is usually
accomplished by varying the current on the field-mag-
nets by a rheostat or variable resistance operated by
hand. In the dynamo under consideration, liowever,

the same result is obtained entirely automatically by
passing tlie greater portion of the main current through
the field-magnets, tlius energizing the machine in exact accordance with the demands made
upon it. As an alternating current is not suitable for magnetizing the fields, it is necessary

to change the character of the current produced in the armature to a direct current before

passing it througli tlie special winding on the field, and this is done by a commutator at the

end of the shaft. 15y this regulation the attention required at the dynamo is reduced to a

minimum, while at the same time the efficiency of the machine is increased, and any number
of lamps from one to the full capacity may be thrown on or off without in, any way affecting

the steadiness and brilliancy of those remaining. To allow for a predetermined percentage
of loss in the wiring, it is necessary, as the load is increased, that there shoxild be a definite

amount of increase in potential, which is accomplished by placing around the field-winding for

the main current a resistance which sliunts that portion of current not required for regulation.

Fra. 90.—Detail diagram.

The coils for the field-magnets are wound on spools which are slipped over the castings

and fastened firmly in position. These being well protected, the liability of mechanical in-

jury is reduced to a minimum. In case it is necessary to replace a coil, or to remove, tlio

Fig. 89.—Connections.
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armature, the upper half of the field-casting can be readily removed, leaving the parts easily

accessible. For the purpose of energizing the field-magnets the dynamos are furnished with
small exciting dynamos of the direct-current type. It has been found desirable in some
special cases to make the smaller sizes of alternating-current dynamos self-exciting, and to
this end the armatures are wound with an extra or special coil for furnishing euiTent to ener-
gize the fields. The exciter is usually placed as shown in Fig. 88, behind the alternating
dynamo, driven by a belt from a small pull ey attached to the armature-shaft. One exciter is

usually employed with each alternating-current dynamo, but when several dynamos are oper-
ated in the same station it is often found more convenient to employ exciters, any one of
which is of sufficient capacity for all the machines. By this arrangement an accident to one
exciter need not affect the general service.

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 90) and table give the various dimensions, weights, ca-
pacity, etc., of these machines

:

CLASS. A, 18. A, 35. A, 70. CLASS. A, la. A, .‘55. A, 70.
1

Net weig'lit * 2,100 'I' 3,570 8,270 c 48^
13

t)7'

! IV"
Weight of base 150 '615 h245 D 18

1

18
Material of base Iron. T5 0 It) 13

Speed 1,500 1,500 1,070 F 3A
Lights 300 '650 1,300 G 2-1? 23^

’5.51

33-1

Horse-power to drive 30 65 130 H 43i
42

1

Tl'Ji

Watts 18,000 35.000 70,000 I 47 Oil
8()Poles. . . 10 10 14 K 48 07^

A 44 47i ()li L 1* 411 i' 58
E 2U m M i-m

Q-a%z S Co/s Alterncbting-Cun'mit Dynmio .—A type of alternating-current dynamo very
largely employed in Europe is that built by Messrs. (5anz & Co., of Buda-Festh, Hungary. In
its early form the Gaiiz alternator had a star-shaped field-magnet of non-lam inated iron re-
volving within a cylindrical armature, the core of which was composed of thin ring-shaped
iron plates held in a frame. The armature-coils were fiat bobbins laid upon the inner surface
of the armature-core side by side, with insulated filling-in pieces interposed. The magnetiQ
resistance of the interpolar spaces was in. this arrangement necessarily high, and in tlic later

machines this difficulty has been
overcome by employing an ar-

mature-core with a series of in-

ternal Pacinotti projections.
These projections form tlie cores
of the armature-bobbins, and to
avoid the heating of the pole-
pieces, the field - magnets are
now built up of IT-shaped iron
plates as sliown in Fig. 91.

These plates are laid upon each
other, and arranged round the
spindle so as to form a star,

alternate layers lieing arranged
to break joint, as sliowii by the
dotted lines in the illustration.

The plates are fastened together
by insulated bolts E, and the
existing coils are wound upon
separate formers, sli|)ped over
the magnet-cores, and held in

position by bobbin-liolders and
screws strong enough to resist

the action of centrifugal force.

Tlie armature-core, which for-

merly was continuous, is in tlie

new machines subdivided into

a number of T-shaped sections,

the central stem of tlie T form-
ing the Pacinotti projection

being very short, and of equal width and length with the magnet. These sections arc so ar-
ranged that each with its armature-bobbin can be removed without disturbing the rest of the
machine. The illustration also shows the construction of the armature-sections, and the man-
ner of supporting them. The frame of the machine consists of two ring-shaped eastings held
together by strong bolts, and, in addition, there are iron traversers to which the segments are
bolted. In the figure, the section at I is taken close to one of the east-iron rings, showing the
intenial flange to which the traversers are bolted. The section at II is taken at some inter-
med-iate point, showing the traversers^ and the plates of the armature-core

; and the series at
111 IS taken at another intermediate point, showing the metdiod by which the armature-core is

Without base. i Approximate.
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bolted to the traversers. The armature-plates are held together by ribbed bronze plates, which
also serve to hold the armature-eoil in its place. In larger armatures bronze plates are also
inserted at inter mediate points, and they serve for the attachment of the armature-section to
the traversers by means of insulated bolts and nuts, as shown at HI.

Mg. 92 shows a complete machine intended for an output of 80 kilowatts. In this ma-
chine thei*e are 14 poles and 14 armature-sections, which can be coupled to give a pressure of
either 2,000 or 4,000 volts

j- o r '

with a current of respect-
ively 20 or 40 arnpch-es.

The speed of the machine
is 360 revolutions per rain.,

giving 5,040 reversals, or a
frequency of 42. The to-

tal weight of the iron core,

both in lleld-magnets and
armatures, is 1 ton 7 cwt.,
and tire total weight of
copper is 930 lbs. Idie re-

sistance of the armature is

T038 ohms for a 2,000-volt
machine, giving a loss of
2*08 per cent by ohmic re-

sistance in the armature
circuit. The resistance of
the field-magnet circuit is

3*24 ohms, and a current
of 28*7 amperes is inquired
at full output, entailing a
loss of 3*33 |)er cent for
excitation. Home experi-
ments wei'e made with this

machine to ascertain the
various losses. When driv- 92.—Ganz & Co.^s alternating-cixiTent dynamo,

en in a non-oxcited field by
a belt at the normal speed, 4*07 horse-power was consumed in journal friction and windage.
The field-magnets were then excited so as to produce a terminal pressure of 2,000 volts, hut
no current was allowed to flow through the armature. Under these conditions the power ab-
sorbed was 9*81 horse-power, showing that hysteresis and Foucault currents absorbed 5*74
horse-power. The total commercial efficiency, including the power required to excite the
machine, is at full output 87 per cent; and this figure is somewhat increased wlien the ma-
chine is direct driven by a steam-engine. In order to facilitate the cleaning of the arma-
ture-coils, Messrs. Ganz & Co. have from the very first arranged the frame of the arma-

ture m such a way that it could
be shifted longitudinally beyond the
space occupied by the llcld-magnots,
so as 'to expose the whole of the in-

ternal surface, and make it easily ac-

cessible, both for cleaning and for the
renewal of a coil should it have been
damaged. In the new tyjDo of ina,-

chinc, t-he armature itself is, how-
ever, kept fixed, and the magnet-
wheel is arranged to slide longit,u-

dinally, for which purpose one of the
standards is fitted similarly to the
slide-rest of a lathe. In order to

slide back the magnets, tlie pulley

must bo removed, and the stjindard

on the opposite side can tlien be
drawn hack by means of a, rafxdiet-

bar, screw, and nut to its outermost
position.

Tlui. FvA'rmti Mxi-

cJiim is shown in perspective in Fig.

93, and Pig. 1)4 shows the construc-

tion of tlie field-magnet frame. The
machine illustrated is designed for

an electrical output of 150 horse-

power, and is therefore capable of
Fig. 93.—Ferranti altt^rnaiing-eurrent dynamo. feeding 3,000 10-candle-power 35-

watt lamps. As will bo seen, there
are 20 magnets on each side of the armature, the distance between the pole-faces being | in.

Between the magnets the armature, which is i in. wide and has a diameter of 4 ft., makes 400
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The diameter of
illffS 3il it.l

revolutions per min., and has a peripheral speed of 4800 ft. pM niin The diamoi e

amXrtshlft is 4^ in. It will be noted that the pulley is placed between two bean

*^*’‘llafhinS1orthis’t^^^^^^ now in course of construetion (Axigiist, 1891) eapinblc of furnish-

incr current for 200 00*0 lamps. They will be installed at the Deptford station .in ] jondon.

""The following: are a few^of the details of the Ferivaiiti-Deptford dynamos : I he small msi-

chines are 12 ft. I in. hkh, 15 ft. over all; the large machines will be 4.) ft. higdi over tilU

and will weigh 500 tons each. The number of alternations of current will be 4,000 coniphdn

cycles per imn. (67 per second) in all machines. In the smal maclnne there will be- 4S
^ ^ V jr

poles, and the speed I (>8 rcvolut.io iif>

per min. The largo inaeliines iirc, t <>

be coupled direct, and the sj>eed is
revolutions per inin. only, the porii:)}it‘"*

ral speed being obtained by the lai’g^c,«

ness of their diameter. Tht3 coils of
the dynamos are built lip) in tlie sfiiin^

manner as an ordinary dynanio’s, enc-Ii

coil generating 125 volts. Tliose are
very strongly mounted inechaniciilly,
and most carefully insulated, the p)ri ii-

ciple being to bury the coiiduetors in
the insulation. The insulation used is
sulphur, specially treated, and is so
hard that in one case wliere some iind -

al was found to bo mixed witli t

sulphur it took two djiys to chip oat
one coil. The sulplmr "eaf-s parti filly
into the cast iron and immzo, and
makes a thorongli joint. Besides l.h Ih„

the surface insulation is cfvrefullyr a/r*
ranged to hoof porcelain tlirougfiout-
The electrical elTiciency of the a,rn in*
ture is very groat, two vn)lts being (de-
tained for every foot of (H>|)p(u\

The Mordey AlternaMng DyiicmiifU—This excellent machine was d(\sign«ni
'

-u T-.1 ^ • 1 -n • • ^ Mordey for tlio
Brush Electrical Engineering Co. of London, and possesses a number of valuable cluiractt'-r*
istics. Fig. 95 shows the machine complete, and Fig. 96 the armatiiro, whicdi is statioufir >%and consists of a number of coils of narrow copper ribbon, wound on cores of non-coudnet-
ing material. Each coil is bolted between two brackets, the ends of the cond uctors Ikui i **"

brought out through porcelain
insulators. The brackets are
then bolted to a gun-nietal sup-
porting ring, being placed out-
side of the magnetic field so as
to avoid loss from eddy - cur-
rents, which are still further re-
duced by the employment of
German silver for the brackets
and bolts. The gun-metal sup-
porting ring, which is bolted to
the bed-plate of the machine, is

in two portions, being divided
in a vertical diametrical line.

These two parts, after having
received the coils, are bolted to-
gether and to the bed-plate, the
field-magnet being first placed
in position. This design pro-
vides ample facilities for repairs,
as it allows not only of single
coils of the armature being
quickly removed and replaced,
but also renders it easy to take
out one half or the whole of the
armature.

The field-magnet, shown in
Fig. 97, consists of a single elec-
tro-magnet, built up as follows

:

Fig. 94.—Ferranti dynamo.

Fig. 9.'5.~MorcIey alternating dynamo.

passes formsTe^ofth^
each end of this oylinder^is plafeT a wound tho exeitiriff coil. Apuii^^l.

Sh T;!/
oast-'ron piece, of a form whicdi will be best nndcrsl.o, ,,1aoh casting has a number of horns or arms which nidiatc from tho sliafl

from Fig. 97.
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Fio. !)().—-Mordey armature.

and central part of the easting, and then Viend over, forming nine pole-pieces on each side of

the armature. These horns on one side, as will be seen, approach within a very short distance
of those on the other side of the armature, and in this very narrow polar gap or slit the arma-
ture is held, the entire tield-rnagnet revolving with
the shaft on which it is rnoiinted. The ends of

the exciting coil are connected to “ colleetor
”

rings on the shaft, which are shown to the riglit

of the illustration. It will be observed that this

form of field-magnet is very simfile. A single ex-

citing coil suffices for a maeliine of any size, speed,

or number of alternations. Besides its pecul-

iarity of form it differs from the usual arrange-
inents in that it lias poles of one sign only on each
side of the armature

; thus the magnetic leakage
between adjacent poles on each side is absolutely
nil. By revolving the field-magnet, instead of

the more delicate armature, safety and steadiness

of running are secured, the lieavy magnet acting

a,s an excellent fly-wheel, and effectually neutral-

izing any pulsation due to irregularity in the
stroke of the engine.

The machine is very nearly self-regulating in

itself. It is therefore not considered necessary or

desirable, except undeF special circumstances, to

provide other than a simple liand-regulation at

the dynamo for tlie purpose of controlling the

potential difference. By the arrangement of the
armature-coils it is easy to obtain various combi
nations if desired. ^11 is circumstance is made
use of for simplifying the measurement of the
potential. Instead of taking the reading across the terminals, which would necessitate the
use of an electrometer, or a very high resistance voltmeter, an ordinary voltmeter, indicating

to too or iriO volts, is placed across one of the coils, the machine being fitted with a specifu

pair of voltmeter terminals for this purpose. The indication tliiis obtained, multiplied by
the total tmmlier of arinature-coils, gives

the potential difference between the arma-
ture terminals. The voltmeter may, if

desired, have its dial marked to directly in-

dicate tlie total potential difference. It is

said that this dynamo of 150 to 60 horse-

power—the first of its type—was built di-

rectly from tlie first design, without re-

course to any preliminary experiments.
The machine illustrated has an output of

4.0,000 watts, at a potential of 2,000 volts,

and a speed of 650 revolutions per min. .In

the latest type of this machine a separate

exciter for the revolving field-magnets is

employed, coupled directly to the same
shaft.

The WeMinghouse A Iternatirig~ Chirrent

Arc - Light {donstani - Cmrent) Dynamo
(Fig. 08) resembles very closely the West-

inghouse alternadng incaudescent machine in outward appea,ranee, but its operation is quite

distinct from the former, and is effected by the peculiar construction of the armature, which
is designed so as to cause the machine to deliver a current of at all loads

automatically. The a/rniature is shown in perspective in Fig. 09, and in longitudinal and
transverse sections in Figs. lOO and lOI. It will bo noted that the armature- coils are not, as

in the incandescent machine, in the shape of flat coils placed on the periphery, but consist of

oblong coils, which are wound separately, as shown in Fig. 102, and then by means of the

clamping-tool (Fig. 102) are clamped in position around the cores of the aiunatiire-priijections,

which are provided with overlapping teeth. After the coils have been placed in position

the spaces between the teeth are filled out with wooden wedges, which are doyetailcd and slid

in from the side, so that no further fastening is required to keep tlio_ coils oi* t he wedges
themselves in position. The peculiar construction of the armature with the overlapping
teeth has the effect of maintaining the current constant at all loads, so that there is no regii-

lating apparatus whatever required for that purpose. The armature is built up of thin

wrought-iron sheets sta,mped out to the required shape, and the teeth are so designed, and are

of such length, that they slightly overlap the distance between two conseeutivo pole-pieces,

so that one tooth is not out of the field of any one magnet before another enters tluit field.

At the side of the dynamo in Fig. 98 there will be noted an apparatus consisting of a
solenoid with a single core. It is a short-circuiting apjparatus, and its object is to protect the

machine from the results of a break in the line. In the continuous-current machine a break

I^ield-Miagiiet.
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in the line is generally followed by the cessation of current in tlie armature when a series-
machine is employed ;

but in this system a break in the external circuit causes the generation
of a heavy current in the armature, which, if not prevented, would eventually cause its

destruction. To avoid this, the apparatus shown is employed, and its function is to short-
circuit the armature. By this means the counter-electromotive force generated in the arma-
ture is such as to cut down the heavy current to the normal strength, so that no dangerous
heating of the armature-coils can take place. The apparatus is so constructed that an excess
of electromotive force generated in the armature, such as would be caused by a break in the
line, causes a spark to pass between two points

; this allows sufficient current to pass to ener-
gize the solenoid, which pulls up its core and makes contact between two points that short-
circuit the armature. Normally, the distance apart of these points is so regulated that
any excess of current beyond 12 amperes causes the spark to jump and effect the short-
circuiting.

There is still another safety device of the same nature, which consists of two metal points
placed opposite each other oirtlie armature-shaft, and connected respectively to the collector-
rings. LFpon the current exceeding a certain value the spark formed between these two points
causes a short-circuiting of tlie machine, and a consequent cutting down of the current due
to the increased self-induction.

The maeliines built vary in caiuieity from 25 lights to 240 lights, and the table shows their
various sizes and capacity. It will be noted that the speeds of these machines are consider-
ably lower than those employed in the incandescent system, and that the number of alterna-
tions per second is also far below that of the former, the average number approximating 7,500
alternations per min., as compar(Hl with Ki,000 for the incandescent machines. The machines
Nos. 2 and 3 are provided with two sets of windings connected to two pairs of collectors, so
that two independent circuits can be run from one machine.

Sizes ami CajwAty of Westmghoim A, G, Arc-Dyviamos.

Speed. Amp&res.
IWltB. coilfl on arm. pole-pieciis.

No. 00 25 () 0 1,275
ooo

10
10No. 0 40 8 8

No. 1 (i() 10 10 7'()0 10

j- 2 circuits.
No. 120 12 12 (550

No. fJ 240 10 10 480

Kingdon Induefor Dy^hanw .—ddiis dyiuimo (Fig. 104) has been dosigimd to meet the wants
of electric-supply stations employing tlie alternating transformer, or the alternating direct

system, Tlie main feature of tlie ‘‘ inductor ” dynamo is that all the bobbins of electric con-

Fi«. 104---ICiuf?(lon inductor dynamo.

ducting wire are fixed
;
there are therefore no brushes or loose contacts. The number of

bobbins in use may be easily varied to suit the requirements of the supply
;
another ad-

vantage is that, owing to th*e bobbins being fixed, even with liigh-tension currents, there is

very small risk of destroying the insulation of the machine. An “inductor” dynamo of

16
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normal size—i. e., 50 kilowatts—has 32 coils wound, and mounted on 32 cores (radial), which
are composed of plates of thin, very soft charcoal-iron, magnetically insulated one from the
other. Sixteen of these coils represent the field-magnets of the dynamo, while the remaining
16 intermediate ones correspond to the armature-bobbins of other machines. The cores and
poles of both field-magnets and armature-bobbins are arranged radially, surrounding the only

moving part of the dynamo, which is called

the “ inductor-wheel
’’

(Fig. 105), which is the
rotating part of this dynamo. It consists of
16 masses of laminated soft charcoal-iron,

called inductor-blocks, alsoineohanically insu-
lated, which are mounted on the circumference
of gun-metal fixers or wings, which in turn are
clamped between two steel plates, mounted on
a boss keyed on to the main driving-shaft.
Each indicator-block is just long enough to be
embraced by the poles of one field-magnet and
one armature-bobbin. The field-magnets are
separately excited. The energy consumed for
this purpose does not, as a rule, exceed 2 per
cent of the maximum output of the machine.
By rotating the soft-iron inductor-blocks be-
fore the respective poles of the field-raagnets
and armature-bobbins, rapid periodic rever-
sals of the polarity of the armature bobbin-

pole are effected. This produces alternating currents in the armature-coils. Between the in-
ductor-blocks and the above-mentioned pole-pieces there is only just sufficient clearance to
allow of free rotation

;
consequently the resistance of the magnetic circuit of the air-space is

a minimum, while the soft character of the iron in the inductor-blocks and the magnet and
armature-cores tends also to make this loss as small as possible, thus producing a very efficient
machine at a low speed.

Pig. 106 illustrates the Kennedy alternator. The machine very much resembles a trans-
former ill its parts, and is about as simple in construction. The iron field-inagnet portions

Pig. 106.—Kennedy alternator.

surround the copper coils, which are simple rings of insulated wires
;
the inductors are carried

on gun-metal wheels, and in revolving alternately open and close the magnetic circuit round
the copper coils, thus inducing current in them. There is no reversal of magnetism in any
part of the operation of the machine, only a simple rising and falling of the magnetic flow
without reversal. The iron is made of very ample sections, so that the induction is never
high, and never falls to zero. The excitation is constant, but the induction varies with the
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position of the inductors. There are two pairs of coils in the machine, and two sets of in-

ductors, placed as shown in Fig. 107. The generating coil is wound first and insulated, then
the exciting coil is wound over that, and the whole is insulated and fixed in the machine in

the recesses formed in the field-blocks. By using two pairs of coils and two sets of inductors,
and exciting the coils so that the field-blocks are magnetized with a pole in the middle and
similar poles at each end, when the

two exciting coils are in “.series”

with each other, any inductive effects

on the one exciting coil are exactly
and entirely neutralized by those
effects on the other exciting coil.

The two generating coils can be
coupled either in series or in parallel,

but the exciting coils must always
be in series. This machine is very
simple and inexpensive to build, and
there is no dilfieulty with insulation

or in constructing them for any
pressure or frequency required. In
large dynamos there are four pairs of

coils and four sets of inductors. In
the machine illustrated the inductors are 21 in. in diameter, the coils being 21^ in. inside

diameter; the electromotive force of the generating coil is about 1*35 volts per ft., working
at very moderate inductions and at moderate speed, and this can be safely raised to 2

volts per ft. For low-pressure alternating currents this machine is equally applicable. A
machine with inductors 4 ft. in diameter gives an output of 150,000 watts (100 volts 1,500

arnpch’es) at a speed a little over 200 revolutions per min. This is suitable for low-pressure

distribution near the station, and high-pressure at a distance by means of step-np trans-

formers.
Machines in which iron masses alone and no conductors are moved have also been con-

structed by Wheatstone, Henley, Elihu Thomson, Forbes, Klimenko, and others.

Tlie Oerliko?i Three-Phase Alternator,—This machine (Fig. 108), designed by Mr. C. E. L.

Brown, was employed as the generator in the celebrated installation of power-transmission

Fio. 107.—Kennedy inductors and coils.

Fig, 108.—Oerlikon three-phase alternator.

between Frankfort-on-the-Main and Lauffen-on-the-Neckar, 1801, a distance of 112 miles.

The machine was designed for 300 horse-power, running at a speed of 150 revolutions per

min. The armature-circuits are arranged to give three alternating currents, lagging 120^ one

behind the other. Each of the three circuits of the machine is wound for a pressure of 50

volts and a current of 1,400 amperes. The current output being large, rubbing contact.s have

been avoided by making the armature stationary and the field-magnets revolve. The anna-
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ture-conductors are 29 mm. in diameter, and consist of massive bars of copper, insulated
inside with asbestos tubes, and buried in holes punched out of the iron close to the internal
periphery. Foucault currents, which would attain enormous values in such large copper con-
ductors, if they were arranged in the ordinary way, are by this device avoided; in fact,

experiments made with “buried” conductors, 50 mm. in diameter, did not show that
any power wms lost by Foucault currents. This method of arranging the armature-
conductors is ineelianically strong, and, as it enables asbestos to he used as an insulator,

results in an armature which is absolutely incombustible. Moreover, the reduction in the
air-space, and the consequent improvement of the magnetic circuit, reduces the exciting
current.

Corresponding to the 32 poles of the field-magnet, each circuit of the armature has 32
copper bars, connected in series by transverse pieces. There are therefore, in all, 95 (3 X B2)

bars on the armature. The three circuits are joined up to each other in a manner similar to

the three circuits of the Thomson-Houston arc-machine. The armature-core is surrounded
by a cast-iron frame, and the whole can be moved along the bed-plate for cleaning and other
purposes, leaving the field-magnet open to view, as shown in Fig. 109.

Fig. 109.—Armature and field -magnet.

The exciting circuit is coiled round a sort of cast-iron pulley. Two steel rims, each armed
with 16 liorns forming pole- pieces, are bolted on to the pulley, one on either face, in the
manner shown in detail in Pig. 110._ This arrangement permits of tlie maximum utilization

of the magnetic flux, and both the copper and the exciting enrrcnt are

g reduced to a minimura. The construction of a field-magnet of this
type is very simple, the 32-pole magnet being in only four separate parts

III

advantage in a piece of moving rnechanisin subject to heavy

II
exciting current is taken to the field-magnets by means

f
of^two metallic hands, each of which passes round a grooved ring on the

I
and round a pulley connected to a terminal. (See Fig. 108.)

I''
armature is overhung, the massive spindle being carried on a dou-

1

' bracket bolted to the bed-plate. A machine of this type can work
eq^^ally well as a synchronizing motor, but it dilTers from an ordinary

Fig, Iio.-Detail. alternate-current motor, inasmuch as it can be made to start without
difiiculty.

The total weight of copper on the field-magnet is only 300 kilogrammes. To excite the
machine so as to give 50 volts on open circuit, only 100 watts are required: that is to say, Aper cent ot the output. At full load, owing to the reaction of the armature, this anioiint is
slightly increased, but it never exceeds a fraction of 1 per cent. At full speed and with
noimal JoFs tlm friction losses amount to 3,600 watts, about 1’6 to 1'7 per cent of the maxi-mum output. loss in the armature-conductors at full load is 3,500 watts. This

PnnA f
efficiency of 96 per cent. The total weight of the machine without bed-plate is

9,000 kilogrammes.
ihe efimiency of the dynamo is greater than that of any other converter of energy. The

test or snch rnachipes, made by a committee of the Franklin Institute, in connection with the
Electrical Exhibition of 1884, gave the following results

:
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Edison No. 4
Edison No. 5
Edison No. 10
Edison No. 20
Weston () M
Weston 7 M
Weston 6 W. I...

.

For more complete and detailed descriptions of dynamos, the reader is referred to the fol-

lowing : Prof. Sjlvanus P. Thorn|)S()n, Dynamo Electric Machinery ; Dredge, lihectric Illumi-
nation ; Esson, Magneto- and Dynanio-Eleetric Machines

;
Schellen, Magneto- and Dynamo-

Electric Machines; Atkinson, Electric Lighting; Kapp, Electric 'Trarisinission of Energy;
Plemiiig, The Alternale-Giirrent Transformer

;
Kapp, A Itern ate-Current Machinery; Mordey,

Alternate-Current Working, Jour, Jmt Elec. Eng., jLoudcm-j vol. xviii., p. 583, et seq.

;

Kapjp,
Predetermination of tlie Characteristics of Dynamos, Jour. Soc, Tel Eng., 188(5 ;

E. Hop-
kinson, The General Theory of Dynamo Machines, British Assoc., Manchester meeting, 1887

;

J. Hopkirison, Proc. Roy. Sac., 1885, Part IL See also Trans, of the An7 . Inst, of Elect. Eng.,
Jour. Inst of E/act. Eug., London

; and to the files of J'he Electrical Engineer, K. Y., Elec-
trical World, Electriciau, Electrical licvieiv, La Lumiere JlUectrique, and otlier electrical

journals.

DYNAMOMETERS. AldeEs Ahsorptioyi Dynamometer.—Mr. George 1. Alden (Tmns.
A. S. 31. E., vol. xi) describes a new automatic absorption dynamometer, shown in Fig. 1, as

follows

:

“Tills dynamometer is essentially a friction-brake, in which the pressure causing the fric-

tion is distributed over a coniiiaratively large area, thus giving a low intensity of pressure
between the rubbing
surfaces. The pressure
is produced by the ac-
tion of water from the
city pipes. Enough
water is allowed to pass
througli tlio macliinc to
carry ofl; tlio licat duo
to the energy absorbed.
The rubbing surfaces
are firiishod smooth and
run in a ba,tli of oil. A
valve operated by tho
slight angular motion
of the dynamometer va-

ries the supply of water,
and consequently tho
pressure between the
frictional surfaces, thus
securing automatic reg-
ulation. Fra. l.—Alden’s absorption dynainomotcr.

“ Referring to Fig.

1, A is an iron disk keyed to the crauk-sliaft. The sides of this disk are finished smooth, and
each side has one or'iuoro shallow radial gro()V'e.s, as shown at A". The outer shell consists

of two pieces of cast iron (Id liolted together, Imt licld at a fixed distance apart by an iron

ring and by the edges of e.opprvr [)Iate.s EE. Each of these jilates at its inner edge makes
with the cast,-iron shell a wate.r-tiglit joint, so that between each copper plate and its enst-

iron shell theia', is a wat,(U'-i,ighf, compartment, into which water from the city pipes is ad-

mitted at (J, passi'.s to the oi)posite compartment and is dischai-ged through a, srnali outlet.

The inner chambm* is filled with oil, which finds its way along the grooves in tlie di.sk A. Tho
shaft is free to revolve in tlio bearings of the cast-iron, shell (J 0. '.rhe shell has an arm car-ry-

ing weights, which has its angular motion limited by stops at .Parul Q. A n autoniatic valvo

regulates the suyiply of wa,ter to the machine and is so adjusted that a slight angular motion
of the brake varie.s the free water passage through it. The outlet aperture being sin all and
constant, the pre.ssui*e of tlie water in the compartments is thus aiitoniatieall y va,ri(!d.

“ITie dynamometer is operated as follows: The inner chamber being fillod with oil,

weights are .susiiended from the arm to give the desired load. Tho engine is sta,rie(l, and
when up to speed a va,lv(‘, is suitably opened in the water-pipe leading to tlie antornatie valve,

which latter, lieing optui, allows water to pass to the outer compartments. Tho pressure of

this water forces tlu^ copper plates against the sides of the revolving disk A—with which they

were already in eoutact—causing suflicient friction to balance the weiglits upon tho arm,

which then rises. This motion operates tho automatic valve, checking tlie How of water to

Average of full load measurement.s.
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the brake and regulating the moment of the friction on the disk to the moment of the weights

applied to the arm of the brake.”

Richards Absorption Dynamometer, designed by Mr. C, B. Richards, consists of a
tank A B (Mg. 2) within which two paddle-wheels revolve in oil, thus producing a resistance

and a tendency to rotate the whole tank, which is mounted on friction-rollers. This tendency
to rotate is measured
by the lever-arm act-

ing on a platform
scale. By means of a
valve the oil in the
tank can be allowed
to circulate with
greater or less free-

dom
;
by closing the

valve a pressure is

brought to bear on
the oil in the tank, so

that the resistance to

the rotation of the
inner wheels thus be-

comes a drag on the
driving power

;
wh en

the maximum resist-

ance is obtained with-

out decreasing the number of revolutions per min. of the shaft, the force of resistance, meas-
nred on the scale-beam, will enable ns to calculate the horse-power consumed. In order to

prevent any change of temperature in the oil, a constant stream
of water is discharged on to the tank through a perforated pipe

P above it. Beneath the tank proper a metal receiver E catches

the water, which is then carried oli’ by the waste-pipe W, shown
at the bottom of the receiver.

Tatham^s Belt Dynamometer is shown in Fig. 3. In this ap-

paratus the difference in tension of the slack and driving sides

of the belt is exerted to vibrate a system of lever-arms and scale-

beam. The belt from the shaft drives the^^dynamonieter in the
direction indicated hy the arrows, a and a' being respectively

the tight and loose belts, or rather sides of the belt, driving the

pulleys M and on the
vibrating frame B. The
vibrating frame B is bal-

anced upon knife-edges at

O', and is provided with
similar knife-edges at II,

which engage the links of
the scale-beam. The dis-

tance from (1 to II is equal to the effective diameter of
the pulleys E and E' upon the vibrating frame; a pulley
if keyed to lower shaft communicates motion to the ma-
chine to be tested, the direction of belt being as shown.

Amsle7'\s Eccording Dynamometer (Pig. 4) consists

of two arms, one of which is keyed on the driving-shaft
and the other on the following-shaft, the two shafts be-
ing in line end to end. The arras are connected by
spiral springs, the compression of which measures the
effort transmitted, and to avoid violent vibrations a
dash-pot is fitted inside the coils of one of the springs.
To record the compression of the springs the arm of
the dynamo in etor carries a set of three drums, from the
first of which a roll of paper is gradually unwound as
the dynamorncter revolves, and passing over the second
drum is recoiled on the third. A pencil connected with
one of the two spiral springs marks the paper as it

passes over the second drum. The method adopted for
working the drums is peculiar. A weighted lever vi-

brates on its center through a limited arc as the dyna-
mometer revolves, thus actuating a ratchet, which in
turn moves the driiins forward step by step

; this sim-
ple device has been found to act most satisfactorily up Fig.
to a speed of 150 revolutions per minute.

Bjector: see Harvesting Machines, G-rain and Injectors.
BJECTOR, BNEBMATIC. An apparatus for removing sewage used in the so-called

Shone system. The sewage from a given district is finally collected into one pipe, shown at
the left of Fig. 1, and flows into the ejector at the bottom.

Fig. 3.—Belt clyiiaThometer.

4.— Amsler’s recording
dynamometer.
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When the ejector is filled, an automatic action is established -which admits compressed air,

brought to the ejector Irom a central compressing station, which may be, as at Eastbourne,
England, three miles away. The compressed air acts on the contained semge in the air-tight
ejector with the requisite pressure,

driving it out of the ejector into the
sewage-main, no matter how high the
latter may be above the ejector level.

The sewage being ejected, the action

of the automatic gearing is reversed,

which cuts oft* the supply of compressed
air, and permits the air in the ejector

to escape into the sewers, to aid in
their ventilation. The sewage then
flows in again, and the action is re-

peated as often as is necessary, depend-
ing entirely upon the volume of flow.

It will be observed that the com-
pressed air is not admitted until the
ejector is full, and the air is not al-

lowed to exhaust until the ejector is

emptied down to the discharging level.

In consequence of these actions the
sewage is got rid of just as fast as it is

produced.
The air is compressed in a central

station by the use of steam-boilers or
gas-engines, the air, after compression,
being stored in iron receivers or in the
air-rnains themselves, if of sullicient

length. It is carried to each ejector in
small iron pipes.

By the use of the pneumatic ejec-

tor, basements can bo drained even Fml.—Shone^spnetmatic ejector,

when far below the main sewer.

It may also bo used to raise water to tanks on the tops of large buildings, for elevator and
domestic supplies.

With regard to the economy of pumping with compre.ssed air, the following table gives

the percentage of useful effect which, it is claimed, can be obtained in the ejectors for various

heads

:

Head.
I\‘reentaKe of
useful elXect.

Head. Percentage of
useful effect.

20 (U 60 45 5

40 52 80 42

50 40 TOO 38-5

It is also stated that, from actual diagrams taken from a pair of small stearn-cylinders

in. in diamet('-r, C!t)in])ressing air in a pair of 14-iii. cylinders to a pressure of 24 Ihs. to the sa
in., which corresponds to a head of 55 ft., 50 per cent of the total indicated horse-power exerted

in the steam-cylinder has been got in actual work in the ejector.

Electric OoaMWLiiiing : see Coal-Mining Machines. Electric Crane : see Cranes.

Electric Elevator : see Elevators. Electric Locomotive : sec Electric Motors, Electric

Production of Aliiiuiniuin : see Aluminium. Electric Fiimp : see Pumps, lleciprocating.

Electric Railway : sc(‘, Ihiilways, Electric. Electric Regulator : see Car-Heating. Elec-

tric Eiveting: sec Welding, Electric. Electric Itoek Ji'rill : see Drills, hock. Electrie

Sole Sorter: sec btuitlun’ Working-Maehines.^
Elevators : sec Mills, Silver and Ore-Dressing Machinery.

ELEVATORS, dhiese may be divided into lifting devices (1) far passengers and freight

;

(2) for grain and coal
;
and (Jl) for canai-hoats. Pas.schger an d freight elevators may lie classed

with relation to their motive power as steam elevator.s, hydraulie elevators, and electrie eleva-

tors. In addition, under tlie generic term may bo iitclucled inirnerous devices for special lift-

ing purposes, which are not Cranws (which see).

1. IbvssMNUER AND Erkight Elevators. Steam EuEVAToas.—A Simple form of steam

freight elevator, iriJiiuifactured by Otis Brothers & Co., of New York, is rcqrresentcd in Fig. 1.

It is particuhirly ada|)ted to buildings where high-prossure steam is available, and is intended

for handling heavy freight. Wis the steam hoisting-engine, B the elevator platform, 0 the

overhead sheave, and .Ldho pipes leading steam from boiler to engine. The arrangement of

the vertical in verted engines and hoisting-drum of this elevator is shown in Pig. 2.

The Belt Elevator System is represented in Pig. 3. A is the elevator, B tlie platform, B
the motor-engine, and 0 the overhead sheave.

Elevating Dmk Ferry- Boat— 4 and 5 illustrate a novel ferry-boat of English con-

struction,' in which the entire deck is elevated. The dedc is actuated by bevel and worm
gearing, so that at any .state of the tide it may be brought to the same level as the quay for

the shipment of vehicles, etc, The elevating deck is 78 ft. long and 32 ft. broad. The ele-
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vator apparatus is worked by triple-expansion engines, which actuate shafting geared to each
of the vertical screws. The lift is 14 ft. (See M7igmeering, Sept. 5, 1890.)

11. Hydraulic Elevators.

—

Figs. 6,

7, and 8 represent the principal types of

these machines as made by Otis Brothers
& Oo. Fig. 6 shows the street-pressure

system adapted to cities where there is a
steady water-pressure in the mains. A is

the hydraulic cylinder, B the elevator-ear,

C the overhead sheave, and D the con-

trolling rope. The arrangement of water-
supply and waste-pipe will readily be un-
derstood. E^or use in cities where there is

no public water-supply under pressure, the

apparatus represented in Figs. 7 and 8 are

provided, in Fig. 7 known as the pressure-

tank-in-basement system. A is the hy-

draulic cylinder, B the car, G the over-

head sheave, D the controlling rope, M a
pump (steam or gas), F a tank in the

basement to receive the discharged water
from the cylinder, O- an iron pressure-

tank, H the supply-pipe to the cylinder

through the valve, I the water-pipe from
the pump which fills the pressure-tank, K
the cylinder discharge-pipe, and L the
steam-pipes leading from pump to boiler.

Fig, 8 shows a combined gravity and
pressure-tank-on-roof system, which dif-

fers from that last described in the arrange-
ment of the tank Q on the I’oof instead of

in the basement, and the consequent utili-

zation of the gravity of the deseeiiding

water.

The latest form of Otis hydraulic eleva-

tor is illustrated in Pig. 9. The principal
novel features here are the pilot-valve and
the port-stop. A lever in the car is con-
nected by a suitable device with the valve-
sheave, so that a movement of the lever
gives a corresponding movement of the
sheave, and through it to the pilot-valve.

Fig. 1.—Steam freight elevator.

The valve operates in the following manner:
The area of the upper piston is twice that of the lower piston

;
therefore, when the small

pilot-valve is raised by the lever
(thus opening communication be-
tween the upper part of the large
valve-cylinder and the discharge-
tank) the main valve will move
up : but the moment the valve
begins to move, it commences to
close the pilot-valve port, thus
cutting off the discharge at a
point proportionate to the move-
ment of the lever in the ear. By
lowering the pilot-valve, water is

admitted to the upper part of
the large cylinder, and the valve
descends in the same manner ap
above. The port or apron stop
consists of aprons on top and
bottom of piston, with holes
drilled in them in a progression
such that when the apron ad-
vances over the upper or the
lower port the area for the out-
flow of water is gradually di-

minished, in a ratio such that the
retardation of the piston is uni-
form throughout the length of
stop, therefore bringing- the car
to a gradual stop.

The. Hydraulic Hhvators in
Fig. 2.—Elevator eugiae. Eij^el Tow&f^— The Elficl
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Tower is erected on the Cliarnps-de-Mars;,

Paris, and originally formed one of the

buildings of the French Exposition of
1889. It consists essentially of a pyramid
composed of four great curved coiiiinns in-

dependent of one another, and connected
only by belts of girders at tliedilferent sto-

ries until they unite toward tlie top of the
structure, where they are joined by ordina-
ry bracing. The material used in the con-
struction is iron. The principal data con-
cerning this building—at the time of its

erection the most lofty in the world—are

as follows : Total height, 984 ft.
;
weight

of iron used, 7,800 tons ;
number of pieces

of iron of different forms employed, about
12,000; total thrust on foundations, 505
tons—or, under maximum wiiid-pressuro,

875 tons.

The elevators used in the Eiffel Tower
are arranged in the following manner: Two
elevators on the Roux, Combaluzier, and
Lepape system, with chains of jointed rods,

lift from tlie gronnd to tlie first platform,

working alongside the staircases in the east

and west piera. Two elevators on the Otis

plan work in tlie north and south piers,

starting likewise from the ground and ris-

ing to the second platform at 880 ft. height,

with option of stopping at the first plat-

form. Lastly, by an elevator on the Edoux
system, placed vertically in the eentor of

tlie tower, visitors jire raised from the sec-

ond platform to the tliird at a height of

906 ft. above the gr’oimd.

Tlie Roux, elevator follows a curved
path, and tliorcforo the otherwise rigid

actuating piston is rephiciHl by a jointed

one, wliich may bo coniiiared to a vertebral column. It is, in fact, composed of a series of

links having the form of counecting rods, attached to each other by knuckle-joints. These

links are, liesides, funnshed with two guiding friction-rollers at each point of attachment.
The link, tims articulateil, is in-

troduced into a round or sqiuire

guide-way, in which it runs easi-

ly, and follows all sinnosities as

well as if it were a eliain worked
by tract ion. By fixing a 1 ink of

tliis chain to tlie 11 oor of an or-

dinary elovator-ciige, and impel-
ling the flexible chain byincaris

of a suitable wheel, driveip

any motive-power what ,over sitii-

at.iid at the Ijottom of tho eleva-

tor, it is emj to see that tlie

chain will follow the eagii wjier-

ever its guides will |)erniit it to

run. By joinin^^ tlie two ex-

tremities o:f the flexible chahi, it

forms an endless eliain of rods

moving over Iw^o enciigcd wheels.

The lower wheel applies the
power, and tlie upper one acts

iisih simple pul ley-who cl to eoa-

blo tlie chain to cii*culato.

The Otis elevator is of the
hydraulic tyiic dcserilieil else-

where, tlio power liciug derived

from a liydra-ulic cyliridtii* 8(1 ft.

long, luiving a 88-iii. piston vith

two’ 41- in. rods, the upper ends

of which are faistened to a truck

Y cariyiiig six grooveul pulleys

5 ft. in' diameter. The hydraulic
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cylinder is single-acting, water being admitted to the top only. The cabin, truck, and safety-

appliances make -up a weight of 23,900 lbs.

The Edoux elevator has a pair of cabins working vertically and balancing one another.
The hydraulic cylinder is verti-

cal, and about 230 ft. long. The
upper cabin is carried on two
hydraulic rams.

For full details of the Eiffel

Tower elevators see Proc. Inst
of MecTi. Ung., July 2, 1889.

Electric Elevator.—The elec-

tric elevator, as made by Otis

Brothers & Co., simply consists

in the application of an electric

motor to the hoisting-gear of

the apparatus. The motor is so

arranged as to start and stop
with a gradual movement, and
to consume power only in pro-
portion to the load. The con-
struction is clearly shown in

Eig. 10.

III. G-rain Elevators.

—

The elevator known as elevators
A and B, belonging to the Armour Elevator Co., of Chicago, 111., and receiving grain from
the St. Paul road, is the largest elevator in the world under a single roof. Elevator D and
its annex, belonging to the Armour Company, surpass it in capacity, but are not a single,

unbroken structure. It is rated at a storage capacity of 2,500,000 bushels, can unload 500 cars
per day, and deliver 100.000 bushels per hour to cars and boats. Cars enough to keep it at
work for four days can be
accommodated in the great
yard annexed to it. The
building proper is 550 ft.

long and 156 ft. high. An
engine of 1,200 horse-power
is employed in driving the
elevating-belts.

The general features of
its eonstruction are the fol-

lowing : It comprises a
main building surmounted
by what is termed the cupo-
la. The main driving-en-
gine is situated on about the
ground level, at one end of
the building. Along the top
of the cupola a counter-
shaft, the full length of the
building, is carried. This
is driven by the engine.

The main belt is of India-

rubber and canvas, 8-ply in

thickness and 60 in. wide.
This runs very nearly verti-

cally from the engine driv-

ing-pulley to the pulley on
the counter-shaft 150 ft.

above it. All along the
countershafts are the driv-

ing-pulleys for working the
28 elevator - belts. These
belts are made also of India-
rubber belting, and carry
steel buckets riveted at reg-

ular intervals along their

outside face. As the belt

travels up on one side it

carries up full buckets. At
the top these pass over the driving-pulley and are emptied as they turn over, and then they
descend empty on the other side of the belt. From the point of delivery of the belt the grain
passes by gravity through inclined chutes to the main body of the elevator, and is directed by
one or the other of the chutes to any desired point. The grain from the elevating-belt falls
into the mouth of a chute which rotates on a vertical axis, whose prolongation would pass

Fig. 6.—Hydraulic elevator—street-pressure.
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Fia, S.—Hydraulic elevator—gravltj"- and roof-pressure.
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through its receiving end or mouth. Thus, when swung around on its pivot, its receiving mouth
remains unchanged in position. The open ends of a number of chutes leading to the garners

corresponding to respective bins be-
low are arranged in a circle around
the revolving chute or “ revolver.'”

Bach is numbered in accordance with
the bin it leads to. The revolver
can be swung so as to connect with
any one of these. In this way one
elevator is made to feed a number
of bins.

Below the chutes on the next floor

are what are known, and have just
been referred to, as garners. These
are simply square bins holding 1,000
bushels each. Immediately under
each is a platform-scale, with its bin
of the same size as the garner above
it, and receiving grain from the gai*-

ner when desired. Here the grain is

weighed. The garner, it will be seen,

can receive grain during the opera-
tions of weighing and discharging
the weighing-bin, and when the lat-

ter is emptied can at once refill it.

From each weighing-bin the grain is

delivered into the bins and pockets
that completely fill most of tlie

height of the main building. These
range in size from 500 to 7,000 bush-
els capacity, so as to suit every re-

quirement. Much of the grain re-

ceived is simply graded, and an
equivalent weight of grain of the
same grade is delivered when called
for. Other grain is to be received
with its “ identity preserved.” In
this case the specific grain, and no
other, must be delivered on call.

The great variety in size of bins
adapts the elevator to this work.
The garners, weighing-bins, and stor-

age-bins have sloping bottoms, so
that no grain lodges in them. An
inclination of 6 in. in a foot is suffi-

cient to insure this. Gra,in is weighed
when received and when delivered.
Each wei^diing operation involves
the elevation of the grain from tlie

lower floor, where the bins deliver it

clear to the top of the building, for
delivery throiigh the revolver and
fixed chute to tlie proper scale.

Transfer-elevators are employed to
effect the transfer of grain from one
bin to another. Tliese elevate it so
that it can descend through inclined
chutes in the desired direction. If
the chute does not carry it far enough,
one or more additional eleva.tors and
chutes are called into requisition.
One function of the elevator is the
cleaning of grain. Some of tlie bins,

termed cleaning-bins, are er| nipped
with winn owing-fans for 1)1owing out
dust and chaff, and with screens
through which the grain has to pass.

The latter remove the coarser piarti-

j. . .1 1 . mi The winnowed and sifted grain
then falls into the bin. The bins all terminate some distance above the ground -level. A
train of cars has ample head-room below them. Prom the level of the bottoms of the bins
to the weighing-floor the entire area is devoted to the honeycomb of bins, except the few
small trunks through which the elevator-belts travel, or through which grain descends from

Fig. 9.--Hyclraiilic passenger elevator.
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one tier of bins to the tier below. A space at one end is also free for the great driving-belt
to travel in. The elevator-belts descend into hoppers below the ground-surface, into which
giain to be elevated is delivered. At intervals along the jilatforins forming the bottom floor
are trap doors giving access to these hoppers. Grain does not remain in these hoppers : it is
at onee elevated.

lo deliver the grain from the cars into the elevator-hoppers there is used a scraping shovel
about 3 ft. sq., t.o which a rope is attached. The rope leads to a steam api)a,i’atus, by which it
IS taiieii in at the proper time, as if on a windlass. The operator draws the shovel ' back into

Ifia. 10.—Electric elevator.

the car of grain, and liolds it nearly vertical and pressed down into tlie grain. Tlie rope
draws along the shovel witli tlie grain in front of it, and a nuniber of linshels are dediviu’ed at
each strok(‘. In t.liis way a c()up)lG of men can very quickly empty a car. Tlie movements of
the shov(ds sue,(u>c(l one a,n()tdier with suflieient rapidity to keep the men in active movement.
One of t,lH‘. f(^a,tur('s of this elevator is the nsc of tlie (?lectric light, whiefi is arranged to light
tlumnlerior of (',a,rs, so that night-work can be carried on. In the recent heavy grain deliv-
eries it was found necu'ssary to work day mid night.

The portion of smth elevators containing the bins is built without framing. Planks are
laid flatwise upon e{ic*li other and spiked through to the layer below. In 1 his way ilu^ outer
walls and the bin divisions are built iq>, giving immense strength and powin* lo r<!sist lateral
thrust. A nsiial timber for the sides is 2 XB in. spruce, giving B-in. watls, ami for the bins
2 X fl in. is often employed. Tlie Armour elevator contains over 8,()()O,()0(.) ft. of wood, and
about 4,(K)() kegs of nails were used in its construction. The main building isl)rieked in out-
side of tlie tiinliei* wa,lls, a,rid l.he roofs and cupola, walls arc covered with i;in. It was (* reel ed
between June, 1887, and March, 188B, being put in operation on the last-named date. It cost
about |()()0,0()().

The cleviitor de.scribed represents one of many similar stnietnres sitvuiled in ilie priiicii ial

cities of the United States, and designed to handle the enormous grain cropis of th (3 Western
States and Territories. give some idea of the extent of ihe business in our cities, the fol-
lowing statement of number of elevators and their capiaeity for some leading cities will be of
interest

:

NAME OF CITV.
Numbor of fita- Capacity In NAME OF CITV.

Nunibor of iita- Oipncity in

tiontiry olevntors. buHlieis. tiomiry olovaloni. tnidiolfl.

New York 27 27,275,000 8fc. TjOiiis 12 11 9r)(}.000
Chicap^o. 20 28,(575,000 Milwaukee

, ,

.

9 5h!if),000
Duluth 14 19,200,000 Detroit 4 y’.ooohxio
Minneapolis 16 13,290,000 Peorin 5 ;2,i.w,()0()
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Coal-Hoist (Fig. 11) represents a novel form of coal-hoist, constructed by the Philadelphia

and Reading Railroad, for coaling locomotives.

The lower side of an endless-link carrier, a, runs in a trough, which extends from the
coal-pit, d, to the top of the pockets. To this carrier, at intervals of about 30 in., buckets—-or
rather scrapers—are attached, which are shaped to fit the interior of the trough. A coal-car

is pushed over the pit and dumped, and the coal runs by gravity through a chute at d in the
end of the pit upon the carrier. There are three pockets in line, the center one being filled

directly from the main trough, while the coal is carried into the others by short movable
chutes,' leading from the upper end of the main trough. Coal of any size is handled by the

carrier. The engine is 15 horse-pow-
er. Power is transmitted from the
engine by a link-belt to a geared pul-

ley at the top of the hoist. This pul-

ley engages with a sprocket-wheel
which bears the carrier. The hoist-

ing capacity is stated to be f)0 tons of

coal per hour. The usual load is CO
tons per hour

; 100 locomotives can
be coaled daily.

IV. Canal Elevatoes.—The ele-

vator for canal-boats at Los Fonte-
nelles,near St. Oiner, on the FTeuffosse

Canal, is the greatest hydraulic work
ever undertaken in France. It is

capable of lifting boats of 300 tons.

Hitherto the largest canal elevator
has been that constructed on the
Trent and Mersey Canal in England,
which lifts boats of 80 tons. Tlie ap-
paratus, as shown in Fig. 12, is essen-

tially formed of two portions of a ca-

nal in plate-iron, called lock-cham-
bers. Bach of these rests at its cen-
ter upon the head of a piston which
works in the cylinder of a hydraulic
press, placed in the center of a well.

TLe two presses coin nninicate through
a pipe provided with a sliding valve,

which permits of isolating or con-

necting them. When the valve is

open, we have a true hydrostatic bal-

ance. If one of the chambers is more
heavily loaded than the other, it de-

scends, and forces the lighter one to

ascend. Such is the apparatus as a

whole. The stroke of the pistons is

equal to the diilerence of level between the canals—say 43 ft. The chambers are of sufficient

size to receive the largest boats that navigate the canals of the north. Their length is 130
ft., their width 19, and their depth 7. The weight of such a chamber, full of water, is 800
tons, and a mass of 1,600 tons is therefore in motion at every manoeuvre. Let us suppose the
piston of one of the presses is at the top and that of the other at the bottom of its travel, and
that the valve is closed; in such a position, the chamber on the head of the piston that is out

Fia. 12.—Oanal-boat elevator.
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of its press will be on a level with the upper canal, while the other will be on a level with the
lower one. Let us introduce a boat into each of the chambers and close their gates and those
of the canals, so as to isolate the chambers completely, and we shall not affect the equilibrium
of the system, which will remain immovable. If, now, we open the sliding valve, the upper
chamber will descend and the lower will rise, and this motion will proceed until the two cham-
bers are on the same level. At this instant the two chambers will be at the center of their
travel and in eqnilibrium upon their presses, which contain the same height of water. In
order to force the chamber that was on a level with the upper reach to descend, instead of
giving it the same quantity of water as is given the lower chamber, it is supercharged in the
beginning with a weight of water equal to that contained in a press, so that, instead of stop)-

ping in the middle of its travel, it continues its motion until it reaches the level of the lower
canal.

The presses are 55 ft. in height and 6-^ ft, in diameter. They resist an internal pressure
of 27 atmospheres. They are made of rolled steel rings, superposed and set into a groove,
to prevent them from moving laterally. In order to render the interior of the pi*ess abso-
lutely tight,* it is lined with copper in. thick, in a single piece applied by a mallet
against the sides. A section of one of these presses has supported an internal pressure of 175
atmospheres without distortion.

The largest canal lift in the world is at La Louviere, Belgium. The height to which the
boats are raised is 50 ft. 6^ in. Two huge troughs, 141 ft. long by 19 ft. broad with 8 ft.

draught of water, receive the boats, and am themselves carried on a ram 6 ft. ()| in. in diam-
eter and (53 ft. 9-^ in. long working in a cast-iron press. The pressure used is 470 lbs. pi

in. Time of operation, 2 minutes.
Eliminator : see Separators, Steam.
Emery-Wheels : see Grinding Machines.
ENGINES, AIR. The air-engine described below, built by the Ticond^roga Machine

Co., at Ticonderoga, N. Y., is based on the well-known Stirling pirinciple, in which the
working -air is confined to

the machine, and originally
compressed to a high' press-

ure. Thg. 1 is a perspective
view, and Fig. 2 is a sectional

elevation. Bor tJie purpose
of making its operation easily

understood, Pig^ 3 is intro-

duced, whicli is a sketcli of
the ^simplest form of single-

acting engines on the samo
principle.

A is the furnace, of simple
and cornnion form, witli door,

ash-pit, ffuc, and grate, ou
which a lire is built to heat
the lower end of the reverser,

which stands al)ovo the fur-

nace. The bottom of the re-

verser-cylinder B, called the
“heater,” is made of .sfxxvial

form, shown in Fig. 2, and of

a special mctial, and is ar-

ranged to be separately re-

newed. The top of tlie I’O-

verser is a cotnrnon cylinder-

head. The reveu’ser consists

of two cylinders, one within
the other, and liaving the

same vertical axis. Idio inner

Fia. 1.™Air-engine.

cylinder is fitted with a valvolcss piston having a, |)iston-ro(l.

This piston is moved by the erigiiKi, and does no work on its cra.nk-arm. The inside cylinder
of the reverser does nol; extend to the top) or bottom of the outside cylinder, and* has no
heads, so tliat tliere is free communiffation from l)elow the piston to the 'top at all times, no
valves at any time intervening. It will he seen that hy the upward stroke of tlie piston the air

is forced by way of tjio annular spoacc between the two cylinders to the botl;om of the cylinder,

and the downward stroke of the reverser-piston produces the reverse motion of the air to tlio

top of the cylinder via the samo annular space. The upper portion of this annular spaeeis
partitioned liorizontally, and made into a water-jacketed condenser or cooler liaving verti-

cal copper tubes surrounded by flowing water, the tubes allowing the air to pass freely

through, as forced by the piston, without coming in contact with the water. Tlie annula,r

space E E below the cooler extending down into the heater, or lower end of the reverser-eyl-

inder, is occupied by a regenerator of wire-screen cloth. When the air is moving iipwiird,

liaving just come from the hot surface i?, on account of the air being warmer than the wire,
the wire receives a portion of the heat of the air, and the air as it goes upward becomes cooled,

first by the wire, then by the water-cooled pipes. The heat which the running water takes up
is lost, but the heat in the regenerator is utilized in reheating the air on its return to tlie bot-
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tom of the regenerator. These operations go on at each stroke of the piston. ’ If the piston of

the reverser is forced downward, the air in the reverser is cooled ;
if it is forced upward, the air

is heated. It is found that it does not matter
how quickly this stroke is made, or what
the pressure of the air inside the reverser.

When a fire is made and the heater properly

heated, and the water running through the

cooler, the air when at the lower end of the

reverser is at 600" P.
;
and as the pressure is

the same on the top and bottom of the re-

verser-piston at any instant, all the power re-

quired to move the piston is that necessary

to overcome the friction of the air in the re-

generator and cooler. Some of these engines

have run 200 turns per min., so that the air is

200 times heated and 200 times cooled per

min. The engine is designed upon the well-

known principle that if a volume of air at any
pressure is confined, and its volume not al-

lowed to increase, while its temperature is in-

creased 480°, the pressure will be doubled. On
the temperature being decreased 480° again,

the pressure decreases to the original pressure.

It is found that but little more coal is required
to keep up heat when using four atmospheres
than in carrying one atmosphere-pressure in

the reverser. The advantage of using the
higher pressure is very gT*eat, notably in effi-

ciency of engine, less bulk, weight, and cost of

manufacture, and operation. As shown in
Pig. 1, the reverser is connected by a pipe

with a cylinder containing a working-piston,

and the two pistons are connected by mechan-
ism in such a way that the reverser-piston is 90° ahead of the working-piston, and makes a
stroke for each stroke of the working-piston. This arrangement produces pressure in the
working-cylinder varying between the pressure due to 120° F. temperature and that due to
600° P. temperature 'in the reverser. When the engine is started it is run on common air

until a small pump wliich it carries

compresses enough air into the en-
,gine, say 45 lbs. above atmosphere ;

from that time on this air-piiinp ia

only called on to supply whatever
the leakage may be. An air-tank is

connected with the engine, to store
a small quantity of a,ir for starting
the engine when under load.

The best results liave been ob-
tained from making the engine in
the form shown in' the perspective
yiew^—that is, with two reverser-cyl-
inders and two doulde-acting work-
ing-cylinders. The reverser-pistons
are connected and balanced by a
walking-beam, as shown on the right,

and are reciprocated by an over-
hanging side-lever, which is con-
nected to the crank-arm by its con-
necting-rod. The working-pistons
are connected by another walking-
beam, and drive the engine by means
of_ a connecting-rod joined to the
third arm of the working-side walk-
ing-beam. A common ball-governor
is used to actuate a by-pass valve,

which when open tends to equalize
the pressure on opposite sides of the
piston, in that way regulating the

speed of the engine. Instead of one outlet from the reversers to the working-cylinders there
are two, and two for each of the working-cylinders. Each reverser is connected from the
under side of the reverser-piston to the under side of the working-piston directly opposite
by a pipe without valves, and the top of each reverser is connected with the top of the work-
ing-cylinder diagonally opposite by a suitable pipe; thus the pressure from each reverser is

exerted on the lower side of the working-piston directly opposite and on top of the working-

Fig. a,—Air'enghie— section.

.
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piston diagonally opposite at the same time, at the proper moments, to produce motion to

rotate the wheel. By this arrangement only cooled air comes in contact with the portion of

JTo I Coft-

Fio. 4.-—Air engine—indicator card.

the cylinder where the piston-rings slide, and with the piston-rods and boxes, so that there is

no trouble in packing or lubricating.

In the perspective view the I’eversers are shown on the right with their two furnaces, the

walking-beam connecting the two reverser pistons and the overhanging side-lever with its

connecting-rod. These working parts are all driven by the crank, as shown. The working-
cylinders on the opposite side are not visible in the picture, but their walking-beam and the

piston-rods sliow their position. This walking-beam, as is seen, has a third arm, which is by
a connecting-rod joined to the working-side crank-arm, which drives the shaft carrying the

fly-wheel. I’he small air-pump is shown on the eccentric.

In a test of one of these engines, made in March, 1889, by George H. Barms, the following

results were obtained : The average indicated horse-power was 31*18, and the average brake

horse-power 19*92. The amount of gas-house coke used in 10 hours’ run, including the wood
and coke required to start the lire, beginning with a cold engine, was T91 lbs. per indicated

horse-power per hour, and 2*98 lbs. per brake horse-power per hour. On the same test, for a

periodOf (li hours, a.ft.or the engine had attained its normal conditions of work, the quantity

of coke consumed was 1*54 ll)s. per indicated horse-power per hour, and 2*37 lbs. per brake

horse-power per liour. Tlic quantity of water which passed through the coolers amounted to

an average, of 3,012 lbs. per hour, winch is equivalent to 7*2 gallons per min. This water was
supplied at a temperatures of 30°, and discharged at a temperature of 102*8°.

A test witli George’s Creek Cumberland coal gave a result of 1*62 lbs. of coal per indicated

horsc-power per hour, and 2*48 lbs. per brake horse-power per hour.

Ifig. 4 sliows a pair of diagrams taken during these tests. The line at the bottom is the

line of ai.inospheric pressure. The scale of the diagram being 40 lbs. to the in., it is seen that

th(^ air is worked Ixdween the pressures of about 05 and 45 lbs. per sq. in. The mean effective

pressure in No. 1 eylimler is 12*3 lbs., and in No. 2 cylinder 13 lbs.

ENGINES, BLOWING. No important improvement in type of blowing-engines used

at blast-furnaccs has been brought into \ise in this country in recent years, it having been

gen(‘.rally considered tha-t as the fuel used to drive these engines was the furnace-gas which

would otlu‘,r\vis(^ go to waste, a,ttompts to economize this fuel were unnecessary. The com-

bining of blast,-furnaces with steel-works, however, by which arrangement surplus fuel-gas at

tlio blast-fiirna.c(‘ nuiv be used to drive the rolling-mills and other machinery, is likely to lead

ore long to ador)t,i()n m blowing-engines of those principles which haye contributed to the

economy of st(‘.am in ol.htu* engines, such as compounding, the balancing of strains through

th(‘. multiple cranks, inslc^ad of equalizing them m enormous fly-wheels, and increasing the

sjxuul of rotalJon. Two (tylinder compound blowing-engines with cranks at 90° have already

becu built in England, but three cylinders with cranks at 120° would probably be a better

arrangennont. Much attention has been given to improvements of the air-yalves of blowing-

engines for blast-fiirruices, in order to diminish the air leakage and the resistance to the flow

of air through tlie valve passages, and at the same time to increase the rapidity of the action

of the valves, so as to allow greater piston-speed of the engine. These improvements have

generally taken the form of an increase in the number and a decrease in the size of the valves.

The Weimer Maclnne Works, of Lebanon, Pa., builds blowing^engines with valves which arh

simply rectangular ineees of leather, about 7 by 2 in., stiffened by a metal plate. Each valve

covers an opening of a, slightly smaller size in a vertical iron grating forming the valve-seat,

and is free to move to and from this grating a,t each reversal of the movement of the piston.

Positive valves operated by links attached to some moving part of the engine have been

introduced to a limited extent, but their merits have not yet been proved. The vertical type

of engine is now generally used for blast-furnaces. Horizontal engines, however, are still in

use for blowing I^essemer converters. „ , , . , i. .

lieimolds's Double Vertical Blowinq’JSngine,--Vig. 1 represents a style of blowing-engine

recently introduced by the B. P. Allis Co., of Milwaukee. The chief feature of novelty of these

17
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engines lies in the construction of the frame. They are a pair of wronght-iron frame yertical
engines with an air cylinder placed over each steam-cylinder

;
the air-piston of each air-cyliii •

der is actuated by a piston-rod, which is attached to the steam-piston directly underneath, *The
Reynolds-Corliss valve-gear is used on both steam-cylinders

;
the air-cylinders being furnished

with air-valves, conveniently arranged in chambers which are east on each end of the cylinder
and extend completely around it. The method of securing the valves in these chambers
renders each one accessible and exposed to view when the engines are running. Any one of
them ean be removed and replaced by a new one at any time without dismounting the engine

Fig. 1.—Allis blowing-engine.

or disturbing any other valve. The first pair of this type of blowing-engine was placed in the
Bessemer department of the Joliet Steel Works, Joliet, 111., in 1881.

Bee Air-Compressors. Blast-Furnace, Blowers, and Stoves, IIoT-Br.AST.
EKO-INES, FIKE, CHEMICAL. Apparatus for projecting a fire-extinguishing fluid.

Two classes may be recognized

:

I. Those which project a stream of water permeated with carbon dioxide, usually produced
by the addition of an acid to a solution of soda carbonate.

II. Those which project a liquid which, when subjected to high temperature, will liberate
a fire-extinguishing gas.

Each of these classes may be subdivided in portable and stationary machines.
The Babcock and many other well-known forms of “ fire-extinguis’bers ” belong to the first

class above noted. As an improved example of a portable engine of notable capacity, the
Holloway Ghemiml Fin-Engim is here presented (Fig. 1). In this machine the principal

irni>rovements are in constructive detail. The tanks (double) are of heavy polished copper,
and are bolted on wrought-iron frames, and braced one to the other. The nose-gallery and
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automatic reel are carried over the frame-arch. The acid-chamber is lined with glass, and is
supported above and outside of the tanks. In the tanks are agitators turned by handles on
the outside, the purpose of which is thoroughly to dissolve the soda.

Fio. l.—Holloway chemical fire-engine.

The disc;harge-pipcs on the tanks are very short and without bends, allowing the free and
unresisted passage of the solution from the tank to the hose. The doul;)le-tank engines are
arranged to give a continuous stream without moving the hose. While one tank is being
discharged the other is replenished, and so on,

or both tanks can be discharged simultaneous-
ly, thus playing two streams. An automatic
hose-reel is connected to the tanks by a short
pipe, and the hose is attached to it. By the
use of tins reel the hose is always ready for

instant service, as the solution passes from
the tank into the reel and tlirougli the liose.

It is only necessary to draw oO; the rec(uired

length of lios(‘, to reach the fire, the balance
remaining on th(‘. thus obviating the de-

lay of unreeling ilu': liose a,nd making connec-
tions to the ta,iiks, A pressure-gauge! shows
the amount of ga,s geiuu*a,ted wit.hin the tank,

and also enables tluj pm’son o])erating the en-

gine to determine how fast the tank is being
emptied.

A stationary apparatus of the same gener-

al type is represented in Pig. 2. The recep-

tacle for the chemicals and wat(u* is located in

the cellar of the building, and supported on
an axis in a suitalile fra,me, so tliat it can eas-

ily be rotated to produce intermingling of the
gas - forming substances. Communicatiiig
with the receptacles are stationary pi|)es lead-

ing to various parts of the building, and pro-

vided witli hose. The pressure of the gener-
ated gas forces the mingled gas and water
through the pipe-system.

An example of a chemical-engine of the
second class is given in Fig. 2, which repre-

sents the
Lindgren-lSldlian Chemdcal Fire-Engme Iho. 2.—Stationary chemical fire-engine.

(Fig. 3), here shown as a light, easily drawn
vehicle for town or village use. In this apparatus there is used a fire-extingnishing fluid,

which is claimed to liberate an ‘‘oxygen-destroying gas” on coming in contact with the fire,

the effect of 1 gallon of which is
“ ‘equal to that of 800 gallons of water-.” Tlie principle of
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bonnet and pipes for concentrating the hot escaping products of combustion for the purpose

of making a draft of air through the fuel. At J1 are the grate-bars, 1 the flue-door, and JJ
is the water-line.

, . , . , .,1 , ^ .

The arrows marked K show the direction of the circulation when working with the fire m
the fire-box : those marked L show the direc-

Fig. 1.—Steam fire-engine boiler.

tion of it when on the heater, which is direct-

ly opposite. The outside pipe connected at

about the water-line is the outlet from the

heater, and the inlet to the boiler, which car-

ries the heated water over the crown-sheet,

where, as it gets cooler, it enters the coils and
then the leg, and from there to the pipe near
the bottom of the boiler. The pipe leads to

the heater, so that the water is kept moving
just in proportion to the heat given it. Any
kind of a heater can be used with the same
result. M shows the pipe and valve that

brings the hot water from the heater. A is

the pipe and valve that leads from the boiler

to the heater. The valve in M is a stop and
cheek combined. The pipe in JV has a trip-

valve that is worked by hand or made auto-

matic, as desired.

VVe illustrate in Fig. 3 one form of Glapp

& Jones engine, known as a village engine, or

Fig. 2.—Boiler section.

No. 5. It is made direct-acting, without crank or fly-wheels, and is claimed to bo the lightest
.‘^.1.1 I i n T Ai\l\ fw.-i 1 1 rt'v. c< 'r\rw WMt"\ M'Ha

double engine made. "its weight is but 4,000 lbs., and capacity 400 gallons per min.
dimensions are as fol-

Fia. a—BMre-engine.

lows : Steam-cylinders, 7

in X 7 in. stroke; pumps,

4f in. X 7 in. stroke;

number of streams, from
1 to 8; length, 10 ft. 4
in., including horse-pole,

21 ft.—with hand-pole,

16 ft. 4 in. ; height, 8 ft.

5^ in. ;
extreme width

with hand-pole, 5 ft. 7

in.—witli horse-pole, 6 ft.

6 in. This engine will

throw a l|-in. stream
from 230 to 200 ft.

The pumps in these

engines are of copper and
tin, to avoid corrosion,

and have a frictionlcss

metal plunger, requiring

no packing and rubber
valves. From a number
of reports of tests sub-

mitted by the manufact-
urers, the following are
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fire, steam.

selected. Trial at Washington, T. C., Nov. 15, 1889, of a second-class double-working engine

at the river-front in the United States Navy-Yard:

Test. Line of hose laid. llozzlea. Steam. Water. Biatance.

1 Two 50-ft. sections 2t-in. hose, Siamese into 25 ft.

3-in. hose 14 in. 105 165 262

2 li- in. 160 160 283 ft. 3 in.

.3 II- in.

2 in.

140 135 236 ft. 9 in.

4.. .. ..
U u 180 110 218 ft. 8 in.

5 Two 50 ft. sections 24-in. lipse, Siamese into 50 h.
2i-in. hose If in. 155 215 256 ft. 7 in.

0. . Two li in.

3 One li in.

1
Two 1 in.

14 in.

170 150 25t)

7 Three lines 100 ft. each 2.hin. hose 165 115 215 ft. 4 in.

8 Three 50-ft. sections 2J-iii. hose, Siamese into

25 ft. 3-in. hose 160 155 Vertical, 186
0 Ram A linp!

,
l| in.

2 in.

170 120 235 ft. 3 in.

13.... 16,5 100 218
14. . 1.J in.

li in.

li in.

1§ in.

160 155 288 ft. 8 in.

10... .500 ft 2 1-in hfisft 135 230 218

11 .500 ft. 2.1-in. hosft 150 255 231

12 Three 50-ft. sections 2^-iii, hose, Siamese into

25 ft. 3-in. hose 170 175 224 ft. 10 in.

Pro. 4.

The needle on steam-gauge moved in 2^ min. after lighting fire
;
5 lbs. steam in 3^ min.

;

10 lbs. steam in 4 min.
;
15 lbs. steam in 4^ min.

;
25 lbs. steam in 5 min.

;
30 lbs. steam in 6

min., when engine started, taking suction from river. The following is of interest as showing
the performance of the engine under conditions of actual use. The occasion was a large fire

in a saw-inill at Portland, Oregon. The engineer in charge of the machine retmrts : “We
were called in service on Friday morning, July 25, 1890, at 11 o’clock, and the engine was run
steady, with three streams attached, the steam registering 100 .to 110 lbs., and the water-
presstire from 90 to 100 lbs., until Saturday, Aug. 2, 1890, at 10 o'clock a. m., thus maldng a

total of 191 hoiu’s, or 1 hour less than 8 days.
This was not all: the water was forced up an
inclined bank through 2,400 ft. of hose, two
lines of 750 ft., and one lino of 900 ft., and the
nozzle-tips were as follows : 1 of If in.

; 1 of 1^
in,

;
and 1 of 1 in. The average revolutions

were 270 per min. The engine worked smooth-
ly and I'egularly.”

The La France Steam Fire-Fngine, made
hy the La France Fire-Engdne Co., "of Elmira,
N. Y., is represented in Figs. 4, 5, C, 7, and 8.

This is a piston-engine of novel and improved
construction ; the boiler being a special feature
of importance. .Fig. 4 is a vertical section of

the entire apparatus. Fig. 5 is a sectional

view of a cluster or “nest” of water-tubes,
comprising 9 l^l^-in. tubes, connected by right
and left threads to malleable-iron “ headers.”
Fig. 6 is a view of the water “ header ” at top
of Fig. 5, which screws into the crown-sheet.
Fig. 7 is a view of the “ water-ring ” at bottom
of Fig. 5, which connects with leg of boiler.

The crown-sheet L is placed below the top of

Fig. 4-7.—La France fire-engine—details. Fig. 8.—La France steam fire-engine.

the fire-box sheet, as shown at D. The “water-nests” are suspended in the fire-box, as at IC

The top “header ” J is screwed through the crown-sheet, and so arranged that the lateral dis-

charge-openings are 3 in. above the crown-sheet, as shown at M. The bottom “ water-rings
”

are eacircoiinected with, the bottom of the boiler by means of nipples and elbows, as shown at
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i\ By this arrangement a great extent of water-surface is exposed to the heat without ob-
structing the smoke-flues or weakening the crown-sheet with numerous openings. The smoke-
flues A are arranged to encircle the “nest-headers,” making a direct draft for the flame
through the “nest.” They pass directly through the boiler to the stack above, passing near
the top of the boiler through the diaphragm-sheet A, The openings in this sheet are slightly
larger than the smoke-flues, leaving an annular space through which the steam passes to the
space above, that serves as a steam-drain, whence the steam-pipe carries it to the engine. This
causes the steam to pass in films in contact with the hot flues, at once superheating the steam
and keeping the tops of the flues in the moisture, preventing burning and leaking. Above
the crown-sheet a ring /, of L-shaped cross-section, is attached to the inner surface of the
boiler-shell, forming a receptacle B for mud and other impurities in the water, which are car-

ried upward by the natural circulation of the water. Mud-plugs are provided for cleaning
and washing the space B.

The circulation, as shown by the arrows, is down the “ leg ” B, and up through the “ nests
”

K, discharging steam and water laterally from the openings over the crown-sheet L. By this

means the crown-sheet is always protected by a pan of water formed by the extended edges
of the fire-box sheet 1), and can not be injured, whether the water-line is carried above or
below the sheet, so long as enough water remains in the “leg” E to supply the “nests.”

The following are the results of a series of oflicial tests (competitive) of a second-class La
France engine, made by the Philadelphia Fire Department in April, 1886 : Height of engine
over all, 9 ft. 6 in. ;

length over all, 24 ft. 6 in.
;
width over all, 6 ft.

;
weight without supplies,

about 6,700 lbs. Running 1-| hours with 50 ft. of hose, 1^-in. nozzle, average steam-pressure,
109|- lbs., average water-pressure, 175^ lbs,

;
running 30 min. with 400 ft. of hose, 1^-in.

nozzle, average steam-pressure, 124J lbs., average water-pressure, 260 lbs.
; running 25 min.

with 400 ft. of hose, l^-in. nozzle, average steam-pressure, 125 lbs., average water-pressure,
275 lbs. : total running time, 2 hours 25 min. Consumption of coal, 1,446 lbs., an average of

598f§- lbs. per hour.

The following shows the steam-making and water-throwing capacity of an engine of this

typo, as determined hy experiments at Chester, Pa., in 1887

:

Steam-pressure after 1 min 2^ lbs.
“ “ “ 4 “ 38 “

“ “ “ 6^ “ 120 “

Horizontal distance of stream thrown with G-in. nozzle and 100 ft. of hose on each coup-

ling, 265 ft.
;
with 1 J-in. nozzle, same amount of hose, 308 ft. ; with l|-in. nozzle, 312 ft.

;
with

1^-in. nozzle and two sepjirate streams, through 500 ft. of hose each, 235 ft.

Th6 .Button Steam Fwe-Engme, represented in Fig. 9, has an upright tubular boiler with

copper flues, whicli arc so arranged as to be always covered with water at whatever inclina-

tion the engine is worked. Plunger-

pumps are employed, which are cast

in a single piece without packed parti-

tions. All the moval)le parts of the

engine are reciprocating. Tlio manu-
facturers claim that a. doul)le-i)ump en-

gine having |)um|)s 0 in. diameter by 4

in. stroke throws precisely the same
quantity at each rcvolul.ion as an ordi-

nary double-pump engine with pumps
4.i-

iVi. (lijunetcr by 8-iii. stroke. “ The
travel of the pistons in such an engine

is 32 in., while in the Bulton it is Imt

18 in., and tlie sq. in. of frictional sur-

face a,re 1,218, as against 819 in. to do

precisely the same work.” Those ar-

rangements, it is claimed, produce a

double-plunger engine, wliicli operates I’m. 9.—Button steam, fire-engiue.

with minimum frict.ion, wliile it dis-
.

. ^

charges a couiinuous strca,m like a fountain or hydrant, and has no dead center or point at

which the steam will not start it.
^ , . i * i

The following sliows the results of a recent test of the third-size Bulton engine at Akron,

Ohio: Weight of macliino, 5.R()()lbs.; steam-pressure, after 2^ rain., starting with cold water,

5 lbs. ;
after 6 min., 40 lbs. With a steam-riressure of 130 lbs., and a wal.er-pressnre of 228 lbs.,

water was lifted 13A ft. With a liAn. nozzle water was thrown horizontally 292 ft,.

The Ahrens Sf/ani FirB-Engme, manufactured by the Ahrens Manii Picturing Oo., of Cm-
cinnati, Oliio, is illustrated in Fig. 10. The principal feature of this engine is its boiler,

winch is represented in tlie sectional views, Figs. 11, 12, 13. This has a steam and water-

space, which forms the fire-box, and inside of which is fastened a coil, through which the

water is forced--a circulating pump being especially provided for this pnrpi^e. The water

enters the coil at 1), and is converted into steam while traversing the pipes E F, and fmaliy

the mingled steam and water passes baefle to the boiler at A. The coil is supported by the

slats B, By removing the bolts out of slats BB, breaking joints top and bottom, any or all

sections of coil can be removed, should any repairs be necessary, and any or all may be re-
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placed in a few hours. The water, in entering at D, is separated into two parts, and then
into four parts, by a patent device inserted in the dividers at the bottom, so that each section

gets its equal amount of water in proportion to the'number of feet of pipe in the section. At

B are the grate-bars, and at W the water-line. The makers claim that from 31 to 40 gallons
of water can be carried without interfering with the generation of steam, that steam can
be generated as readily with 38 gallons of water as with 30 gallons, and that in sulfieient

quantity for the engine to throw water from a nozzle in 4 inin. from the time of lighting
the fire.

The AmosJceag Steam Fin-Engine has an upright tubular boiler and a double-acting and
vertical piston-pump. The following results of tests of a first-size engine of this type are
given by the manufacturers, as determined at Syracuse, N. Y., in August, 1885 : Height of
engine over all, 9 ft. 1 in.

;
length over all, 24 ft. 2 in.

;
width over all, 6 ft. ;

weight without
supplies, about 8,000 lbs.

;
capacity, 900 gallons per min. Horizontal streams were thrown

through smooth-bore nozzles as follows: l^-m. nozzle, 334 ft.; li-in. nozzle, 334 ft.
; If-in.

nozzle, 329 ft.
;
l|-in. nozzle, 316 ft.

;
two streams, nozzles, 296 ft.

The Silshy Steam Fire-Engine (Fig. 14).—It is claimed for this engine that there is an
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entire absence of valves, connecting-rods, eccentrics, cross-heads, cranks, balance-wheels,

packing-plates, and other complicated parts, and that the machine stands still while running

even at its greatest speed.
_

The motion ^ of the

leaves there is^no m-egii-

them concentric circiilation-tubes, causing in each j
tube a strong central downward current of water, |f^|| H
which, mostly converted into steam, ascends in a B|

thin fihn in the annuhn- simce between the

g
drop-tubes are ranged in concentric circles, those

|
ll

in the outside rows being longer than the others, I
thus better utilizing the 'space in the combustion- M
chamber. The gases of combustion pass from the g
combustion-chain her or

^

furnace throxigh vertical B E

stack ;
anti tlio d^Jft being regiihited by a varia- g

ble^ mxhap|.-noz^z ^hicli ^ the succes-

ip'^e
and elsewhere is drieti and further heated by^ho

The steain L taken from a circular perforated Fia. il.

dry pipe running around the steam-space of the

boiler. The water-level is carried about one third way up in the steam-chamber.

It is claimed that this boiler will raise steain from cold water in four to six minutes, will

burn coal or wood, will not foam nor p^rime, and will use salt water if necessary.
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the steam, formini? as they do steam-tight joints with the walls of the case in which they

rotate, and with the deep spaces in which they engage. The steam, entering at the bottom of

the case, tends to press the abutments apart, and thus cause rotation of the pistons in oppo-

^^^^Tircmistruction of the pump is upon the same general principle as that of the engine,

only there are three long teeth to each cam, and fewer short or guide-teeth. The water

at the bottom of the case by the suction-opening, and is discharged at the top by the outlet.

The revolution of the pump-pistons in opposite directions causes a vacuum in the wise, ana

the water rushes up to fill it, and is then caught by the long teeth or abutments and swept

The main" pump, if the engine is to be used in connection with water-works, has a churn-

valve by wliich the stream may be led from a hydrant through the suction-hose into the dis-

charge-hose, without revohung the pump or any portion of the machinery.

The following is a record of trials at Cedarville, Ohio, of a

No. 5 Silshy Engine, March 31, 1888.

Test No. 1—engine started in 6 min.

Tost.
Numlier of

stroains.
Hoae, feet, each line. Nozzles, inches. Horizontal tlistanoe.

<> 1 100 u
n

272 ft.

283 ft.

295 ft.

215 ft.

3 1 100

1 50 siaraesed iS
f2 100

3 100 197 ft.

200 ft.
7 1 800 1

a=>‘ 1 800 1 1(57 ft.

Fire-Boats.—-The latest type of floating steam fire-engine is illustrated in Fig. 15

is the boat New-Yorker, built for and in use by the Fire Department, and serving to

vessels at the city piers and property on the water-front.
rm . 1 i. oL/i Uin'lf n-f irnn iiTlfl stp.pl

This
protect

furnished uy me m.-pia lanv^jn/. —.. — _ ,

ft. The beam molded is SO ft. ;
on load water-line, S5 ft. 2 m. Ihe de^pth

6 in., and the extreme draft is 10 ft. The displacement is 351 tons. At the load water-line

the displacemerit is 52 tons to the inch.
^ i i 4 i

The boilers, two in number, are of the “ Scotch ” type, cylindrical, with corrugated fin

-

naces. They are built for a working-pressure of 148 lbs. Bach is 12 ft (liameter and lo It.

loner with 204 tubes of 3i in. outside diameter. The outside sheets are in. thick, and other

portions of reduced thickness. Artificial draft is provided, and the boilers can be worked

togeUioi 01

^

milo^ento
triple-expansion direct inverted type, 24 in. stroke, with

15 24 and 39 in. cylinders. The high-pressure cylinder has a piston-valve, the others have

slide-valves. It can work np to 135 revolutions per min., with 13.5 to 150 lb.s. boiler-pressnre.

The propellers are two in number. The fixed or forward screw is 7 ft. 9 in. diameter by 12 ft.

»!« In test No. 8 water was drafted 27 ft. and forced up an elevation.
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pitch. Back of this comes the “ Kunstadter ” swiveling-screw and gear. This is connected by a
universal joint to the shaft, wMch joint comes in line with the axis of rotation of the rudder.

Thus the screw is swung to right or left with the rudder, and aids in manoeuvring the boat.

It has been found highly efficient. One independent air-pump and a circulating pump for

X^ia. 15.—Fire-boat New-Yorker.

the condenser are provided. The condenser is of the tubular pattern, with about 2,000 sq. ft.

of condensing surfaco. Steam-steering gear and engine are provided in addition to the

regular hand-steering apparatus. For signaling, a steam-cliiine whistle and a steam calliope

are provided.
. ,

The pumping-machinery is of groat pow'er. It comprises two duplex Tertical direct-acting

pumps. Each has two steam and two water cylinders. The steam-cylinders are 16 in.

diameter by 11 in. stroke, Idie water-cylinders of the same stroke are of 10 in. diameter.

The working pressure allowed for the water-cylinder is 200 lbs. to the sq. in. The pnmps
draw water in through two 10-in. suction-openings in the bottom^ of the vessel, to which

suction-pipes are connected. The discharge is delivered through 0^-in. connections into a 12-

in. main, that runs around the trunk or deck-house, and which is provided with numerous

connections for hose-couplings. Several 12-in. valves are placed in the circuit, so as to shut

oft any desired portion. The lino is provided with a number of 3|- and 6 in. hose-couplings.

Four ’7-in. liand-pipes are also carried upward, two to the roof of the phlot-house and two aft

through the trunk. Tlieso are surmoimted by swivel-nozzles, adapted for throwing ^i-in.

streams if desired. A fU'lli swivel-nozzle is mounted on the bitts forward, and is joined by

hose with one of the large connections. Altogether 32 discliargcs are provided for. dno

hand-pipes are manipulated from behind traveling-screens, rriade of double sheet-steel with

1-in. air-space, imrforated for hose-i)ipos, and witli peep-holes. Tliese can be moved fore and

aft to any desired point along the rail, and protect the firemen. There are three of these on

eaeli side. They arc ca,rricd on rollers, which work upon the rail and upon the plank-sheer

with guides. Any screen can be lifted oil: its bearings and carried to the other side of the

deck. Movalile lire-scrcums are provided for windows, which screens are kept stored away

when not in use. Ihiose for'llie pilot-house windows have peep-holes. As an additional Pip"

tection four spray-pipt’iS are carried up along the front of the pilot-house and elsewhere, with

cap and hose (Moiuieetion al; the top. l^lio object of these is to distribute water in a spray or

Taiii-liko form over the deck of the boat. In this way the hose is protected in situatnms where

the heat is great. Uj>on tlio trunk-deck arc two swiveling hose-reels, on which the hose is

kept. <)f this tliore arc 3,()0() ft., ranging in size from 2^ in. to 6 in. diameter. A great

variety of nozzles or discharge-pipes are provided, of about every size, from in. up to

in. diaimder. Tlie capmyil.y of discharge is put at 10,000 gallons per min,, with the pumps

making 200 revolutions.
. , .o o nr

The hull was built, by Jonsori & Ellison, of this city; the engines by Brown & Miller, of

Jersey City, hT. J. ;
the boilers by McNeil & McLoughlin, of Brooklyn, N. Y. One set of

pnmps was built; by the Ija Franco Fir(;-Engine Co„ of Elmira, N. Y.
;

Clapp & Jones Manufacturing Co., of Hn(ison, N. Y. The. total cost is put at -H 00,000.

The followiii}; table shows the re,suits of test made on tho firo-bont Geyser, built for the

city of Ghica,go by t,lic 01ap|) & Jones Mannffictaring Co. The figures in brackets irmicate

whether one or both pumps were worked, and [s] starboard pump, [p] port-punq).

Stmtn
proasuTO.

Water Stream

presaiiro. thrown.

One. 4-in. [31 i

[Cl

Two C-in. [s)

Three 2-in. [s]

Four 2-in. [s]

Two 2-in. [pi
Three 2- in. [pi
Four 2-in. [pj
OneB-in.

|

Four 2-in.
\

1.1)1. Ll)«. Ft.

m 80 39()

82 120 431
115 150 840
95 i)5 287
100 80 240

95 140 840

95 90 283

95 55 221

75 69
1 2:^4

1 220

One 3-in. 1. roi

Three 2-ia. t

One 3-in, { roi

Two 2-in. i

’

One 2X-in. 1 2]

.

Steam
pro&auro.

Wntor
pruasure.

Stream

thrown.

Ll)s. Lbs. Ft.

90 BO 1 200

1 255

90 90
t
297

1 285
90 75 279
95 130 325
90 85 200
85 T20 325

,[2].... 85 65 204
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The last performance, throwing 14 streams simultaneously 204 ft., was considered little

short of marvelous.

ENCrlNES, GAS AND OIL. Gas-engines are now commonly used with a producer gas,
made on a continuous process by air and steam being passed through incandescent coal. From

the generator it is taken to the scrubber for the
purpose of cleaning and cooling, and it is thence
allowed to enter a small holder. Prom this the
gas-engine draws its supply, and in case the pro-
duction of gas exceeds the consumption, the holder
filling and moving to its upper position will strike

a stop, by which supply of steam and air is cut off

from the generator, and the making of gas sus-

pended until the drop of the holder causes it to be
resumed again. In a test made by Prof. K. Teich-
mann, of Stuttgart, of a twin-cylinder Otto engine
worked with producer gas, the engine developed a
brake-power of about 52 horse-power, and the
total fuel consumption, including that used for

Fig. l.-OLto gas-engine. the superheating boiler, was 1*6 lb. per brake, or
barely 1*3 lb. per indicated horse-power per hour.

A still better result is reported in English tests—in Robinson’s “ Gas and Petroleum En-
gines ”—which says that tests with an Otto engine, using Bowson gas, and indicating about 32
horse-power, have shown that the total fuel consumption, including that
used for the production of superheated steam in the gas producer and
for getting up fires at starting of the Bowson generator, was 1*2 lb. per
indicated horse-power per hour. With a large twin-engine of 100 horse-
power only 1-1 ib. of coal was required. The Otto gas-engine is fully
described on p. 632, voL i, of this work. It is represented in its most
recent forms—-horizontal and vertical—in Figs. 1 and 2,

The Rollaaon (Ris-Migine, made by the Electric Manufacturing and
Gas-Engine Co., Greenbiish, N. Y., is of the three-cycle type—i. e., the
crank-shaft makes three revolutions for each explosion of gas, and the
governor acts to regulate the amount of gas supplied for each explosion,
from the maximum down to a point at which it can no longer be used
economically, when the supply is cut off entirely, and no explosion takes
place until a sufficient diminution of speed occurs.

The operation of the engine is as follows : Supposing an explosion to
have just taken place, the piston, under the impetus given, makes a for-
ward stroke

;
the exhaust-valve is then opened and the piston returns,

expelling the larger portion of the products of combustion. During
engme.

the next forward stroke a scavenger charge of air is drawn into the cylinder, and on return
stroke is forced out through the exhaust, thus entirely clearing the cylinder and explosion-
chamber. On the fifth stroke a combustible charge of gas and air is drawn in, compressed
ready for ignition by the sixth or return stroke

;
thus the cycle is completed. At the com-

mencement of the seventh stroke an explosion again takes place, and so on. The construction
of this engine is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The connecting-rod is pivoted directly to the piston,

which has a guiding trunk. The cylinder is sur-
rounded with a water jacket, which extends around
the combustion-chamlDer up to the rear valve-face.
The chamber itself is isolated from the influence
of the jacket by an annular space, which is filled
with a non-conductor. A side-shaft, revolving at
one third the rate of the crank-shaft, works the
slide-valve at the back of the cylinder by means
of a connecting:rod and a rocking-beam. The
slide-valve is shown in the horizontal section of
the cylinder (Eig. 3), and is formed with ports
through which the supply of air and gas is ad-
mitted. The gas-valve is raised at the proper in-
stant by a cam, which is shaped to proportion the
influx of gas to the speed of the piston. The
amount of gas admitted is regulated bv the gov-
ernor, which is driven by the side-shaft. The

Fig. 3.—Kollason gas-engine. governor is connected by a rod to the valve, and
, , ,, 1

it rises it throttles the supply of gas to nmke it
correspond to the work to be done.

^

When the dilution of the charge has been carried as far
as 13 economical, the gas is cut off entirely, A second lever connected with the governor carries
a countei^weight, and by altering the position of this weight the speed of the engine can be
vaiied. This lever can be readily put in or out of connection with the governor, its principal
object being to enable the engine to be slowed down when not actually doing workf When
combustible mixture is to be admitted to the cylinder, the valve-ports coincide with admission,
gas, and air inlets,

^

the gas-valve is opened and the charge flows in, following the outward
movement of the piston. Ihe first portion of the combustible gases taken in flows down the
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center of the cylinder until the piston stops, and then it divides and flows back along the
walls. This portion, which is diluted with the air in the combustion-chamber, is congregated
round the firing-port, while the richer part of the charge is situated next the piston. The

Fio. 4.—Rollasou gas-engine.

weaker part is ignited first, and the velocity of combustion increases as it approaches the

richer part. Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy, of London, made in 1888 a test of this engine under
varying conditions, and his report of its performance is published in Migineering, May 4th

and* ritli of tliat year. The rosidts as to its eflicicncy are summed up as follows, being the

average of four experiments

:

Percentage of wliole lieat of combustion turned into work 19 ‘6

Percentage rejected in jacket water. . .

Pertumtago rejected in exhaust 43 •!

Percentage rejected in blank charge and unaccounted for 4*3

100^0

Tlie mechanical efficiency of the engine on net indicated liorse-power during the trials

ranged from 8()'l to 90-8; and the consumption of gas per indicated horse-power per hour
20*()7 ft. to 21-()8 ft.

The Vmi Duzen Gas-
JUngine, made by t,lio Van
Duzen Gas and Gasoline
'Engine Co., of Cincinnati,
is shown in Pig. 5. The
cylinder and wat.or-jacket

and pillow-blocks are ail

of one casting. The base
is of one casting, and suf )-

ports the cylinder at both
ends. The governor has
direct control over the
gas and air valve and the
speed of the engine under
all conditions. It op(ir-

ates from the crank-shaft
to the valve-sterns by the
use of gear - wheels;
Should the main belt
break or be thrown off,

the supply of gas or gas-
oline and air would in-

stantly be reduced to 6.—Van JOuzeii gas-engine,
such quantity as WT)uld
be just sufficient to cause the engine to continue to run at the unvarying speed. The govern-
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or permits no air to enter the cylinder except when mixed with its proper^ portion of gas or

gasoline. The valves are direct-acting poppet-valves. The gasoline-engine is the same as
^ o X i.

gas-engine in every
respect, with the addi-

tion of a carbureter,

which is attached to

the air-pipe, and ex-

tends from the cylin-

der off to one side. The
tank supplying the gas-

oline is usually placed
outside the building.

The carbureter is con-
nected directly to, and
is under the complete
control of, the govern-
or, and only makes the

gas as it is called upon
by the governor, and
all the gas is consumed
as it is made. Tlie en-

gine is built in sizes up
to 80 horse-power.

The Van Buzen
Fortahle Gasoline-En-
gme, shown in Fig. 6,

is of the upright or ver-
Fig. 6.—Van Duzen portable gas-engine.

tical type, hut is similar in general details to the horizontal engine above described. It is

mounted on a light truck, and is housed-in to protect it from the weather. The tank con-

taining the gasoline is braced to the

roof. The engine is chiefly used for

agricultural purposes.

The Naphtha - Engine.—Naphtha-
engines, which utilize naphtha both as

the fuel under the boiler and as the

fluid to be vaporized in the boiler and
used in the engine, have recently come
into somewhat extensive employment
as motors for light launches. The ad-

vantages for this purpose, as compared
with a steam boiler and engine, are

lightness and compactness, and the

shortness of time in which the engine

can be started after the fire is lighted.

The naphtha launch-engine made by
the Gas-Eugine and Power Co., of New
York, is shown in Fip, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

Fig. 7 is a general view of the engine

in a launch, Figs. 8 and 9 are respect-

ively longitudinal and cross sections of

the engine, and Fig. 10 a sectional view

of the boiler or retort. The frame is a

box-shaped casting A, somewhat in the

form of a trough. To the top is bolted

the valve-seat and to this again the

cover B. The main shaft is coupled to

the propeller-shaft. The valve-shaft B
is arranged above and parallel with the

main shaft, longitudinally, of the valve-

chest B. There are thre*e single-acting

cylinders, open at their lower ends, and
closed at their upper ends, the only

communication from the valve-chest to

the cylinders being through the inlet-

port e (Fig. 8). The cranks are placed

at angles of 120”. The valve-shaft B
has three cranks for regulating the

throw of the valves, which are set a lit-

tle in advance of the lower cranks, so

as to give lead to the valves. A free

exhaust is thus secured, and the pistons

are cushioned on the return strokes. Ball-and-socket joints connect the pistons and rods,

The pistons are elongated, having large bearing surfaces.

Fig. 7.— Naphtha-eng’ine and boil(*r.
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The slide-valves F (Fig. 8) are each provided with two parallel upright lugs, forming a
guide-jaw, in which is fitted a square slide-block bored through horizontally to receive the
corresponding crank-pin of the valve -shaft D. The in-

duction opening of tlie valve is marked f\ which, when
above the port e, admits the live vapor from the valve-

chest to the cylinder. Between the lips of the valve is

the ordinary arch or channel, which, when in the posi-

tion shown in Fig. 8, establishes communication between
the port e and the exhaust port. An automatic naphtha-
pump is arranged at the rear end of the trough
above the main shaft and in line with the row of cylin-

ders. At opposite sides through the valve-chest are
horizontal openings, tlie one for a pressure-gauge, and
the other for a safety-valve. A vertical channel con-
nects the safety-valve chamber with the exhaust-cham-
ber and the condensing attachment, so that, when under
an excess of pressure tlie safety-valve opens, the vapor
passes direct from tlie valve-cliest to the condenser until

safe pressure is restored. Motion is transmitted from
tlie main shaft to tlie valve-shaft by means of the gears
J and J, the intermediate wheel J ^ turning on a stud
secured to tlie engine-frame.

The combustion-chamber of tlie boiler or retort is

arranged upon tlie valve-chest. The feed-pipe from the
iiaphtha-pumi) and miplitha-tank enter its lower end.

It then runs upward coiled, as shown in the figure. The
coiled pipe is connected at its upper end by a casting
with the pressure-tube 0, leading to the valve-chest.

Within the tube 0 is a tuVie i'* of smaller diameter.
This tube is connected with the injector Q, A valve is

provided to regulate tlie flow of vapor from the pipe P.
TliP. m'nA 02 finiillv prmvAvs il*. In tlin Imrrinr irYiTYioflin.l-Al

v

Fig. 8.—Naphtha-engine—section.

The pipe finally conveys it. to the burner immediately over the valve-chest, a suitable sup-
ply of air for combustion bcingj drawn in-through the opening The burner itself is sim-
ply an annular casting hold in place by lieing arranged to surround 0 and rest upon the
niiiple. The upper surface of the burner is provided at its circumference with a series of out-

ward holes, through which the flame is thrown against the coils and other parts of the retort

for heating the naplitha and converting it into gas.

By this construction it will bo seen that the naphtha first passes through the entire coil

N upward, thence
down into the tube 0
and through the an-
nular space between
this tube and the in-

ner tube P. Thence
the greater portion of

the gas enters through
the pipe 0 to the
steam - chest, and
thence through the
cylinders. At the same
time a portion of the

highest grade of the

gas, or that which has
the least density,, pass-

es up, as indicated by
the arrow, into the
inner tube P, and
thence to the injector,

in passing through
which latter it draws
air through the vent

and thus charged
with air passes into

the burner. Draft for

the burner is provided

by side openings a,t the lower end of the conibnstion-chamber, and the gas of combustion
passes up lli rough tlie smoke-stack.

In starting t.he migine the air-valve B is opened, and the air-pump F (Fig. 7) given a suffi-

cient numbm* oC stroki^s to force gas from the tank through the outlet-pipe to the burner,

where it is ignited and heats the retort. The naphtha-valve D also is opened, and from five

to ten strokes given to the naphtha-pump F. This pumps naxihtha from the tank in the bow
of the boat into the retort, and, if the latter has been sufficiently heated, pressure will at once bo

indicated on the gauge. The injector-valve G, as already explained, regulates the flow of gas to
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the burner, and hence the speed and pressure. The consumption for a 2-horse-power engine
is given at from three quarts to one gallon per hour, and for a 4-horse-power engine at from

four to six quarts per hour. The vapor consumed is

practically that which goes to the burner, since that which
performs work in the engine is exhausted into condens-
ing-pipes running along the bottom of the boat, and is

forced by the engine back to the tank, being thus used
over and over' again. The builders recommend the use
of 76® deodorized naphtha. A 2-horse-power engine
weighs 200 lbs., a 4-horse-power, 300 lbs., and an 8-horse-
power, 600 lbs., or, as the builders claim, less than one
fifth the weight of other engines and boilers of the same
power. It takes only about two minutes to get under
headway.

JSxperi'ments with the Naphtha-Engine .—Kecent ex-
periments have been made by the Gas-Engine and Power
Co., the builders of these engines, to test the relative

value of hydrocarbon vapor and ordinary steam as an
evaporating agent to produce work from* heat in small
motors, with the following results: A small ordinary
steam-engine was used, with a friction-brake on a fly-

wheel to measure the useful power, while indicator-dia-

grams taken from the cylinder showed the power devel-
oped by the working agent. A vertical steam-boiler was
heated by a large gas-burner, so that the exact quantity
of heat could be obtained and regulated by the gas-me-
ter record. In one case steam was taken from the boiler
to the working cylinder in the usual way, and the ex-
haust steam from *the cylinder was condensed in a coil of
pipe immersed in water, allowed to flow into a hot-well,

passed on to the feed-pump of the engine, and forced back into the boilei’, thus making a
complete circuit. With constant water-level in the boiler, the steam-pressure was 50 lbs. per
sep in. at the start, and it was brought up to this at the end of each trial of three hours’ dura-
tion. In the case of^ naphtha, a copper coil was fitted inside the steam-space at tlie upper
part of the same boiler, so that the boiler efficiency should be the same as in the previo

Fig. 10.—Naphtha-engine boiler.

i previous ex-
loriraent. Naphtha of 0*68 specific gravity was pumped into the coil and vaporized by the
heat of the steam,
was led into a condensing coi!

inside the boiler.

The tests made alternately with steam and naphtha gave the following results:

The vapor passed to the engine, worked the same piston in the cylinder,

11, passed to a hot-well, and finally pumped back into tlie coil

1

WORK rNO AOKNT.

Stoam. Naphtha,

Gas consumption in cubic ft. per hour 82 -SO 83-48
55 -HO
30-07

5.52-2

1-222
4 <'22

Mean pressure naphtha in coif libs, persq. in.)

Mean pressure steam in boiler 1 37- til)

312‘(i

1-154

2,524

Mean speed in revolutions per min
Tension on brake in lbs
Work on brake in foot-iJ>ounds per min

Thus, with nearly the same rate of gas-consumption, the power obtained on the brake was
in the ratio of about 5 : 9 for steam and naphtha—that is, the same qiuuitity of h(}Mt was
turned into nearly twice as much work by the expansion of vapor as by the expansion of steam
under the same conditions.

Naphtha, being a complex mixture of various hydrocarbons, evaporates far more rapidly
than water. Proper care must be taken in using *the naphtha, as the more volat.ilo vapors
pass off at the ordinary atmospheric temperature. Other vapors escape as the tmiqxn'at.uro
rises, and there is not uniformity in the rate of evaporation when naphtha is heated. lOxperi-
inent shows that a given quantity of heat will evaporate nine times as much of this naphtha
as of water at atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, this naphtha only ex pa , ik Is t-o } t,ho

volume of vapor that water yields. Hence, a given quantity of heat can produce
ff tiine.s tlie

volume of vapor from naphtha of 0‘G8 gravity that it would of steam at the ordinary atmo.s-
pheric pressure. Now we know that the greater the range of temperature through which we
can cool a gas by its own expansion, doing work in a perfect heat-engine, tlie greater the
fraction of fts sensible heat will bo turned into work. To turn all its sensilile heat; into work
would require infinite expansion to the absolute zero of temperature, which is impossible;
besides, the gas would be changed into the liquid and solid states long before t.hat extreme
degree of cold could be reached. With exhaust at atmospheric pressure, the lower limit of
the working range of temperature in every case is the boiling-point of the liquid. In the
case of the naphtha used in the a,hove experiments, this lower temperature was 130® P., being
cooled through a I’ange of 90® F. Under these conditions, steam could only be cooled to
212® P., through a range of 265® P. to 212® P., or 53® P. Therefore, since the efficiency in
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a perfect heat-engine depends only on the working-range of temperature, we see that this

elFiciency with steam and naphtha would be in the ratio of about 5 : 9.

Again, owing to the small latent heat of evaporation of naphtha, which is only ^ that of

water, the loss of heat to the cooling water will be very much less when condensing naphtha
than with steam ;

but then less heat is given to the liquid naphtha to convert it into vapor to

begin with
;
so that in the case of naphtha smaller quantities of heat are being dealt with,

and larger portions converted into work by greater pressure during expansion, lienee, for a
given power, machinery of much less weight is required with naphtha than with steam. With
due precautions to avoid explosions of inliaminable vapor, naphtha is found in practice to

afford greater convenience of working, owing to the rapidity with which it evaporates, as well

as to its oily nature, enabling it to act as lubricant to the engine-cylinder.

The Aitmann-Kuppermmm Fetroleum-’IIofor.—Fig.'ll shows the petroleum-engine of

Messrs. Altrnann & Ktippermann, of Berlin. The cylinder is vertical and single-acting, con-

taining a long piston, packed with five rings, to prevent the leakage of the products of com-
bustion, and surrounded
with a water-jacket. At
its upper part it has two
horns, which carry the
bearings of the crank-
shaft, at one end of

which are a fly-wheel

and driving-pulley, and
at the other end a bevel-

wheel, which drives the
governor and the valve-

gear. The valves are all

of the mushroom type.

There is a vapor iiilet-

valve, an air inlet-valve,

and an exhaust - valve,

each worked by a sei){i-

rate cam on a small hor-

izontal shaft driven from
the lower end of the gov-
ernor-spindle.

The store of oil for

the day’s working is kcjpt

in the vessel shown on
tfie left. A pipe leads

from the vessel to a

small pump, which
makes one stroke for

every two revolutions of

the engine. The length
of stroke can be vai’ied.

The general control of

the engine is effected,

however, by i«lie govern-
or, which entirely cuts

ojf the .suf)ply of oil when
the sp(HHl is too high.

To this (Mul a srmill valve,

pla(*('(l m front of the
pnm[), a,ml kept down
by a stiong spring, is

lifted by a ctun to allow
the oil to pa.ss to the
pump during normal
working. But if tlie

speed is too higli, the
governor shifts the cam
sidewise, so that its

raised position no longer
comes under the roller

at the end of the lever

which controls tlic valve, and consequently the latter can not open. The oil which passes

the pump enters a small copper retort, kept red-hot by means of a lamp, and is there con-
verted into vapor, whicli is drawn into the cylinder when the vapor-valve is lifted by the cam.
This is the same cam that operates the oil-control valve. The ignition of the charge is effected

in the usiial way by ni(‘ans of an incandescent tube, heated in the first instance by the same
lamp as the retort.* Tins lamp has tio chimney, and burns ordinary paralTln-oil with a blue
flame, like a Bunsen gas-jet. The oil is forced through the nozzle by air-pressure created by
a small pump, and is vaporized by coming into contact with a hot inetal spreader. The ex-

18
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haiist-valve is not visible in the engraving, as it is at the back of the cylinder. It is worked
by a cam, and can be readily removed for cleaning. The consumption of oil per horse-power
per hour is said to be from *185 to *238 gallon in the smaller sizes of one or two horse power,
and *182 to *159 gallon in the larger sizes.

ENGINES, HYDBAULIC. FearsaWs Hydraulic Engine is shown in Fig. 1. It is thus
described by Mr. H. D. Pearsall, of London, the inventor, in a paper read before the American
Institute of Mining Engineers in February, 1889

:

‘‘The engine or machine acts on the principle of the hydraulic ram to this extent: that
both obtain their pumping power by the arrest of a column of water which has been pre-

viously set in motion by
gravity. The feature of hy-
draulic rams which has re-

stricted them to a small size

is their violence. In the new
machine this is not only re-

duced but has no existence
at all. It works with all the
smoothness of a well -con-
structed reciprocating en-
gine. This is best shown by
indicator - diagrams taken
from the pressure-chamber.
Some of these are given in
Pig. 2. These diagrams were
taken with ordinary steam-
engine indicators.

*• The construction, as
shown in Ph'g. 1, is as fol-

lows : O is the main valve
(here shown open) in the pipe
(called a flow - pipe) which
conducts water to the engine.
jD is a rod attached to valve

by which it is moved up
and down at proper intervals
of time by means of the motor
E. F is a chamber immedi-
ately above valve C, At the
period of the stroke of the
engine, which is represented
in the figure, this chamber
contains only air, and com-
municates freely with the at-
mosphere by the pipe G, At
the base of pipe G there is a
valve, J\ which carries a float.

When the main valve C is

raised and closed, it of course
shuts off the flow of water;
but it does not interfere
with the flow of the water
until it is completely closed,

Fm. l.--Pearsairs hydraulic engine. because, until the chamber F
is filled with water up to the

float //, the valve J remains open, giving free communication between eliainber F and the
atmosphere; consequently, the air freely escapes from the chamber and the water friady rises
in the chamber. This action takes place during the closing of the main valve O. '.rhe con-
sequence is, that no power is wasted in forcing water through the narrowing orifice. A
second consequence is, that there is no necessity to close this valve with great rapidity (which
is necessary in hydraulic rams). As a matter of fact, it is closed by a gradually retarded
motion, and so comes to rest without any concussion. When the water touches tiie float 11
it closes the valve J, shutting off the passage for escape of air, and the pressure in the
chamber then rises to the point at which the valves K open, and some of the water flows into
tlie air-vessel L, from which it of course is constantly flowing out tlirough delivery-pipe M.
A little air still remains in the chamber. This air is compressed and enters the air-vessel, and
is used to drive the motor which actuates the main valve. The column of water flowing in
the flow-pipe is thus brought to rest entirely by the elastic resistance of air. When it has
ceased to flow, the main valve is again opened, the water with which the chamber now full
escapes, the air-valve Jfalls open, admitting atmospheric air, and the water again begins to flow
and to escape through valve G. As regards the efficiency with which the engine works, careful
experiments have been made, gauging accurately the quantities of water used and delivered, and
their respective heads. The head of supply was 17 ft. When head of delivery was 150 ft.
the efficiency was 70 per cent, and when the head was 100 ft. the efficiency was 72 per cent.”
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Fig. 2.- Pearsairs hydraulic engine. Indicator-diagrams.

EydrauUc Rams .

—
'rhe following descriptions of experimental hydraulic rams are taken

from a paper by John Richards, of San Francisco {Proc. Inst Mech. Engrs., Feb., 1888) :
“ Fig.

8 represents a small ram having an
inlet-pipe I of from 2 to 3 in. diame-
ter. D is the discharge-pipe

;
(7 the

check or foot valve
;
A the air-vessel

;

and V and E are the escape-valves
fixed on the same stem. A plan of

the top of the lower valve B is shown.
The two valves V and E bein^ nearly
balanced, the difference of their areas

constitutes the measure of the upward
or closing force, w^hich is of course

much less than in the case of a single

valve. The valves fall by their weight
in the usual manner, and are raised

partly by the stream rushing out round
the upper valve "P, but mainly by the

upward pressure of the issuing current

against the curved shield 8 fixed on
the valve-stem. In working this form
of ram it has been found that accurate

adjustment was required to suit the

head or fall of the driving-water
;
and

also that the shock was too great for

the safety of small rams.
“ In the ram shown in Fig. 4 the

two escape-valves V and E are ar-

ranged to pass up freely through their

seats, and are stopped by an air-cush-

ion at the top. J-die waste water near-

ly all escapes at the upper valve F,

small outlets only being provided in

the lower valve E for permitting sand

to escape if any should be carried

into the machine. The closing is

e (feetod mainly by the upward press-

ure of tlie issuing stream against the

curved shield 8. When the valves are

shot upward in closing, the shield ra-

ters the air-chamber above it, in which
it fits as a piston, and the momentum
is thereby cheeked without the least

— ..jgargilll

Figs. 3, 4.—Eickards’s hydraulic ram.
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shock. An air-coek is inserted in the top of the air-chamber at L, for I’egnlating the ainoimt
of resistance offered by the air-cushion. Additional weight, if required for opening the valves,
is added on the top of the valve-stern at K\ it is found, however, that the higher the delivery
head the less is the weight required, because of the reflux. Shifting valves were at first ap-
plied, but seemed unnecessary. Rams arranged in this maimer work without noise or Jar, and
give a high efficiency for forcing four to five times the height of the propelling head, and are
suitable in most cases for irrigating purposes; but when the resistance is increased, the elas-

tic blow or percussive impulse of the current is not enough to raise the cheek-valve Q againsn
the increased area caused by its lap.

“ In Pigs. 5 to 8 is shown another arrangement of hydraulic ram, in which the escape-valve
is opened by independent mechanism. The water enters at J, and the waste escapes at tlie

bottom through four holes shown in the sectional plan, Fig. 8. Tlie.se holes ai*o alternately
covered and uncovered by the lour wings of the oscillating valve P, which is mounted on a
spindle /S'. The valve is opened by means of the water-wheel W, and the tapped, motion shown
in Phgs. 5 and 7. The two tappets, coining in contact at each revolution of tlie wniter-wlieel,
open the valve to such an extent as may be determined by the adjusting screw, sot in tlic slot
at A. As soon as the tappets disengage, the valve is closed by the reaction of tlie issuing
stream against its curved jibs or vanes, as shown in Pig. 8, tlie motion being arre.stcd by the
tail T ot the tappet-arm, Fig. 7. In this manner the motions of the waste-valve F can be con-
trolled at will, and a greater efficiency attained than with the ordinary method of employing
the force of the issuing stream for closing the valve by lifting it. Experiments have not yet
been made to (leterminc the most effective motion of the valve with respect to the time of
closing; but the indications point to variable requireinents in this respect, depending on tho
resistance offered or the height to which the water is being raised.”

ENGINES, MARINE. I. Types of Enoines.— TAe Triph-Bxpmision AVn/'mc.—Pig. 1
represents the latest type of triple-expansion engines used in the high-spietMl twin-screw Brit-
ish cruisers Ihictis, Terpsichore, and Tribune. They were built by James & George Thomson,
of Glasgow. In tlie design the makers have obtained over 13 indicated horse-power per ton
weight of machinery in working order, with water in boilers and condenser.

The engines are of the triple-expansion vertical inverted type. Each set of engines is
placed in a separate engine-room with a fore-and-aft bulkhead dividing them, and each is in
alj respects exactly siinilar. Tlie cylinders are 3;H, 49, and 74 in. in diameter, respective! v,
with a stroke of 3 ft. 3 in. Each cylinder is made of an entirely independent casting, aiid
they are connected by steel stay-rods securely attached to each easting. To still further
mereaso their stability the coliiinii-heads have stout cast-steel struts fitted in between them.
X lie receivers consist entirely of copper pipes. The whole of the cylinders are steam-jacketed,
i ho working barrels of the high-pressure and intermediate-pressnre cylinders are of forged
steel, but those of the low-pressure cylinder are of specially hard, close-grained cast iron.
1 iston-valves working in, separate liners are fitted to the high-pressure and int(u*rnediate-
];)ressiire cylinders, and the low-pressure cylinder has aflat, double-ported slide-valve with a
special type of relief ring at the back. Balance-cylinders are fitted to the vaJves of all three
cylinders, to reduce the strain on the valve-gear as far as possible. The valve-gear is of tho
double-eccentric, link-motion type, all joints having exceptionally large surfaces. A double-
cylinder reversing-engine is provided, and the reversing shaft-levers are fitted with screw-gear
to allow of the expansion in each cylinder being altered independently of the others. The
back columns are of cast steel, with separate pinned-on faces for the guides, and the front
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Fig.

2.—

Triple-expansion

paddle-wheel

engine.
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columns are of forged steel, thus giving a clear view from the starting platforms which are
arranged in the wings of the ship.

To insure the desired lightness, the main condensers, which have a collective cooling sur-
face of 10,000 sq. ft., have casings and ends built up entirely of naval brass plates riveted
together. The steam is condensed outside the tubes, and the circulating water passes through
them, and is supplied by two large 14-in. Gwynne centrifugal pumps, the discharges from
which are connected by an athwart-ship pipe having sluice-valves at each end, and also in the
middle, where it passes through the longitudinal bulkhead. The crank and propeller shafts
are hollow, of fluid-compressed steel, and the crank-arms are cut away as much as possible for
lightness and convenience in fitting the centrifugal lubricators for the crank-pins. The thrust
blocks and collars are of east steel ; the latter are lined with white metal and are of the horse-
shoe type, each separately adjustable. The screw-propellers are three-bladed, and with the
bosses and all connections are of gun-rnetal.

^

The exhausts from the whole of the auxiliary machinery in the ship are led into an auxil-
iary exhaust-pipe which is connected with two auxiliary condensers, each of which has its own
air and circulating pump entirely independent of those for the main condensers. The com-
bined cooling surface of the two auxiliary condensers is 1,000 sq. ft. In addition to the afore-
mentioned auxiliary machinery there are in each engine-room a set of air-compressing engines
and reservoirs, electric-light engines and dynamos, a Weir main-feed pump with patent auto-
matic regulating gear, two bilge and fire pumps, a small pump for the drain-tanks, and two
evaporators and distillers, each having independent steam-pumps.

Steam at 155 lbs. pressure is supplied by five steel return tube-boilers, three of which are
double-ended, 13 ft. in diameter by 18 ft. 6 in. long, and two single-ended, 13 ft. in diameter
by 9 ft. 7 in. long. The total grate-surface is 573 sq. ft., and total heating surface 15,404 sq.

ft. In all cases each furnace has a separate combustion-chamber, the draft from which may
be controlled independently l)y dampers fitted in the uptakes. The stoke-holes can be worked
both under natural and forced draft ; for the latter purpose eight fans 5 ft. in diameter are
fitted, capable of maintaining an air-pressure of 8 m. of water if required for testing the
tightness of the whole of the space put under pressure, but the maximum allowed on the
forced-draft trial is G c)I water.

Trij[)U-3xp(m8i()7h Paddle' Wheel Engine.—Fig. 2 shows the engines of the Hygeia, a pad-
dle-wheel steamer built on the Clyde in 1890. The Hygeia is 300 ft. in length, 82 ft. beam,
and 12 ft. in depth. The engines are constructed on Rankin’s patent disconnective ” triple-
expansion principle, especially designed for high-speed river-steamers. They are of the diag-
onal direct-acting type, and liave two high-pressure cylinders, each 28 in. in diameter, and
placed behind an intermediate and a low pressure cylinder 50 and 86 in. in diameter, respect-
ively, with a piston-stroke of 06 in., working tandcmwise, in connection with a double-throw
shaft. Tliere is only one pair of stuiring-boxes between each pair of cylinders, and ample
space has been provided for the ea.sy removal of the intermediate and low pressure cylinder-
covers, which, in addition, have been fitted with man-holes and doors for examining the pis-

tons without disturbing the covers. All the pistons have deep cast-iron packing-rings held

up to the bore of the cylinders by short spiral steel coils. The two high-pressure cylinder-
valves are of the piston type, flio intermediate being on the trick prineif)le, and tlie low-press-
ure is double-ported. The valve motion consists of the double-barred link type, and is actuated
by one of Brown’s steam and hydraulic reversing-engines, the starting lever for which, along
with the lever for the tlirottlo-valves, is brought to the main-deck platform, and constitutes a
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particularly simple arranffemert, as, in consequence of there being two high-piessiire eylin-

ders, no starting-yalv'es are required, and it is impossible for the engines to stick on the dead-
’ ® centers, so that prompt

handling is always as-

sured.
The diagonal fram-

ings have been made of

wrought iron, strongly
bolted to heavy brackets
east on the cylinders
with round, solid flanges,

and they are attached at

the other ends by T-
heads to the massive
main-hearing framings,
which are of cast iron

and box section. These
are- firmly bolted to the
sole-plates, which bind
the whole structure rig-

idly togethei*. The pis-

Fio. 4.—Three-screw United States cruiser engines—plan. ton-rods ai e of forged
steel

,
careiii 1 ly fitted in to

the pistons and cross-heads with, a good taper and shoulder, and secured by deep malleable

iron nuts. The cross-heads and connecting-rods are of forged iron, and the latter are coupled

to the cross-heads by double jaws, and to the crank-pins by single jaws, all being dtted with

phosphor-bronze hushes of extra large surface, secured by polished wrought-irori covers with

strong steel bolts and nuts recessed

into guard-rings having set pins.

The cranks, shafting, and paddle-

arnis are of forged iron
;
the paddle-

wheels are of the feathering de-

scription with outside rings. The
Hygeia on her official trial showed
an average speed of 22'8 statute

miles, the best run being at the rate

of 23^ statute miles. The absence

of vibration in both hull and en-

gines, and the exceptionally smooth
working of the latter, were notice-

able.

Tripl&Screu Engines .—Within
the last four or five years twin-

screw steamships have come gener-

ally into use, especially for trans-

atlantic vessels and for ships-of-war. The United States Government, however, has gone a

step further, and is now building a protected cruiser with three screws. The special ad-

vantage of three screws in a cruiser, adapted both for high speed when occasion requires and

for slow speed for ordinary voyages, is that by stopping either one or two engines fuel can bo

saved to a much greater extent than it can in a single-screw steamer by slowing down the en-

gine. The principal dimensions of the new cruiser are as follows: Length on load-line, 400

ft. ; beam (extreme), 58 ft.
;
draft (mean, normal), 23 ft.; draft (extreme, normal), 24 ft ,

;

dis-

placement (at 23 ft. mean), 7,400 tons
;

coefficient of displacement, 0*485; speed (sustained),

21 knots; speed (maxinmin), 22 knots; indicated horse-power (estimated, sustained), 20,000;

indicated horse-power (estimated, maximum), 23,000; coal-supply, 2.000 tons; nurnbtm of

screws, 3; outboard screws in diameter, 13 ft. 9 in.; center screw in diameter, 12 ft. There

will be three sets of propelling-engines, each set being complete in all respects and placed

in separate water-tight compartments. The amidsliip engine will be placed abaft the port
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and starboard engines. The araidship and starboard engines will turn right and the port
one left handed wiieii the vessel is going ahead. These engines will be of the vertical inverted
cylinder, direct-acting, triple-expansion type, each with a high-pressure cylinder 42 in an
intermediate-pressure cylinder 59 in., and a low-pressure cylinder 92 in. in diarneter~the

stroke of all pistons being 42 in. It is estimated that the collective indicated horse-power of
propelling, air-|)innp, and circulating-punip engines should be about 21,000 when tlie main
engnies are inalving aliout 129 revolutions per rnin. 'The high-pressure cylinder of the after
engine will be forward and the low-pressure cylinder aft, and the high-pressure cylinder of
each forward engine will bo aft and the low-pressm*e cylinder forward. 'Tho main valves will
be of the piston type, worked by Stephenson link-motions with double-bar links. There will
be one piston-valve for each high-pressure cylinder, two for each inteiTuediare-pressure cyl-
inder, and four for each low-pressure cylinder. The framing of the engines will consist* of
cast-steel inverted Y-frarnes at the back of each cylinder and cylindrical forged-steel columns
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at the front, as shown in figure. The main condenser for each engine will have a cooling sur-
face of about 9,474 sq. ft., measured on the outside of the tubes, the water passing through the
tubes. Two of the propellers will be right and one left, to be made of manganese bronze or
approved equivalent metal. There will be six double-ended boilers, about 15 ft. 6 in. diameter
and 21 ft. S in. long, and two about 11 ft. 8 in. diameter and 18 ft. 84 in. long for the main
boilers, and two single-ended auxiliary boilers about 10 ft. diameter and 8 ft. 6 in. long. The
boilers will be of the horizontal return fire-tube type, all constructed of steel for a working
pressure of 160 lbs. per sq. in. Each of the larger-sized double-ended boilers will have eight
corrugated furnace-flues, 3 ft. 3 in. internal diameter; each of the smaller double-ended boil-
ers will have four corrugated furnace-flues, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, and each single-ended
boiler will have two furnaces 2 ft. 9 in. internal diameter. The total heating surface for the
main and auxiliary boilers will be about 43,272 sq. ft., measured on the outer surface of the
tubes, and the grate surface 1,285 sq. ft. The forced-draft system will consist of one blower
for each fire-room, discharging into an air-tight fire-room. The full coal-supply of 2,000
tons will give the vessel a radius of action of 26,240 knots, or 109 days steaming at 10 knots
per hour.

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of one of the engines of the new cruiser. Fig. 4 shows the ar-
rangement of the three engines in a plan view : Fig. 5 is a transverse section aft of the two
forward engines; Fig. 6 is a plan view; and Fig. 7 an end view showing the position of the
three screws.

The steamer Wai, constructed by Dunsmuir & Jackson, Grlasgow, for passenger service on
one of the rivers on the Bombay coast, India, is 90 ft. long by 20 ft. broad, and 3 ft. 3 in.
draft when fully loaded. The propelling engine (Fig. 8) is a vertical, three-cylinder, triple-
expansion, surface-condensing engine, placed athwart the vessel, each cylinder forming a
separate engine, and driving its own crank-shaft and propeller, the three engines being con-
nected together by two side-rods. The cylinders are 9, 14^ and 25 in. diameter and 10 in.
stroke. They are designed for a pressure o*f 200 lbs. per sq. in., and to run 300 revolutions per
min. The propellers are of gun-metal, each 2 ft. 6 in. diameter, with three blades. The cen-
ter screw is placed in the usual aperture in the stern, and the two outside screws a few feet
farther forward. {Engineering^^ Aug. 21, 1891, p. 211.)

Qmdruple-E^.pansion Engines for Torpedo-Boats.— Yarrow & Co. recently built
six first-class torpedo-boats for the Argentine navy, 130 ft. long and 13 ft. 6 in. wide on the
water-line. The first five were fitted with triple-compound engines, and on their oflieial trials
of two hours’ continuous run, and fiilly equipped for service, attained speeds of somewhat over
23 knots per hour, the mean of all the trials being 23*312 knots. The sixth boat, called the
Bathurst, was fitted with a quadruple-compound engine. The cylinders are 14 in., 20 in., 27
in., 'and 36 in. diameter, and have a stroke of 16 in. The order of position is high, second in-
termediate, first intermediate, and low. The valves are all of the piston type. The chief
object in view in placing quadruple-expansion engines in this boat was to do away with, or
perhaps rather to materially reduce, the vibration that is so unpleasant a feature in modern
high-speed craft with quick-running engines. A very fair measure of success has been at-
tained in this direction, sufficient to warrant the extra room and expense due to the introduc-
tion of the additional cylinder. Cinder the same conditions of consumption the average horse-
power of five first-class boats with triple-compound engines was 1,120, indicated

;
wiiile on

the Bathurst 1,230 indicated horse-power has been registered; so that there was a gain of 110
indicated horse-power. On the trial the mean speed was 24*453 knots, while on the two liours’
run the speed was but a trifle less—24*426 knots. There is therefore a gain of over a. knot,
presumably due to the additional cylinder. The load carried was 12 tons, and tlie disidace-
ment 75'5 tons. The steam-pressure was 200 lbs.

;
first receiver, 75 lbs.

;
second receiver, 35

lbs. ; third receiver, 4 lbs. Forced draft was used, the air-pressure iu the stokeliold averaging
3*2 ins. The engines made about 435 revolutions per min. (See Em/meermq, Nov. 21, 1890.)

11. MAiiWE-ExcuNEiniiNG, PiiooRESs IN.—Ml*. Alfred Blechynde’n. of Barrow-in- Furness,
England, contributed a highly interesting illustrated paper on Marine-Engiiuicring to tlic
Liverpool meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1891 (see Enqineerinq, Aug.
21 and Sept. 18, 1891), giving a review of progress during the last decade. Wo shall abstract
liberally from his paper in what follows:

Since 1881 the three-stage expansion-engine has become the rule, and the l)oiler-})rcs,sure
has been increased to 160 lbs. and even as high as 200 lbs. per sq. in. Four-stage exi)ansion-
engines of various forms have also been adojited. The increase of working pressure and otiier
improvements have brought witli them their equivalent in economy of coal, which is aliout-

20 per cent. Marked progress has been made in the direction of dimension, mor(3 than twice
the power having been put into individual vessels.

ForceA Draft .—There are several methods by which the principle known as forced draft
may be practically applied. In its earlier English use stoke-holds were adopted, (lie air being
delivered into them by fans at a pressure varying from about 1 in. to 3 in. of water. This
arrangement has (lie merit of keeping the stoke-holds cool, and its details are simple ; but it is
dirty, and where bunker-doors are not well fitted great discomfort may be caaised on deck.
Possibly, also, it is not quite so economical as the closed ash-pit system

;
but such exact data

as exist of its working indicate that with moderate air-pressure it is at least no loss economical
than natural draft. The American practice is to close the ash-pits, and take tlie delivery-
tubes from the fans into them. This, though involving more ash-pit fittings, is certainly ad-
vantageous so far as cleanliness is concerned; the furnaces are also not subjected to (he .«evero
strains caused by the inrush of cold air which occurs during firing with closed stoke-holds.
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As often fitted, it has the disadvantage of making rather a hot stoke-hold, though with suffi-

cient precautions there is no reason why the ventilation should not be made perfect by taking
the air through the stoke-holds. In the earlier American experiments (see Isherwoocrs Exper4-
mental Researches, voL ii, Trials of Gunboats of Chippewa Class and Pulton) the air was in-

troduced into the ash-pits by pipes at the back ends.

Porced draft has also been produced by placing a fan in the uptake, and exhausting
through the furnaces. This plan has the great advantage of dispensing with the elaborate
furnace-fittings common to the undergrate systems ; but it has the disadvantage of the diffi-

culty of keeping the fan in working order, owing to the high temperature in the chimney,
and has not as yet come into common use; and, according to the researches of Dr. Tyndall on
combustion in condensed and attenuated atmospheres, it should result in a more perfect com-
bustion, but how far this is realized in practice is not determined.

In regard to the economy of forced draft, an examination of Table III will show that while
the mean consumption of coal in those steamers working under natural draft is 1-573 lb. per
indicated horse-power per hour, it is only 1-33G lb. in those fitted with forced draft. This is

equivalent to an economy of 15 per cent. Part of this economy, however, may be due to the
other heat-saving appliances with which the latter steamers are fitted. Such evidence as
exists shows that not only is forced draft more economical as regards quantity of coal, but by
its means such classes of coal may be used as would not without it be worth putting on board.
It is in this direction perhaps that the greatest saving has followed its employment.

Thus far the following would appear to be a fair summary of the advantageous poinis
attending the use of forced draft : First, it seems fairly well established that, if the boilers

are well constructed and are provided with ample room to insure circulation, their steaming-
power may without injury be increased to about 30 or 40 per cent over that obtained on nat-
ural draft' for continuous working, and may be about doul)led for short runs

;
secondly, such

augmentation is accompanied in normal cases by an increased consumption per indicated
horse-power; but, thirdly, the same or even greater power being indicated, it may with mod-
erate assistance of forced draft be developed with a smaller expenditure of fuel, the grates,

etc., being properly proportioned ; fourthly, forced draft enables an inferior fuel to be used
;

and, fiftlily, under certain conditions of weather, when with normal proportions of boiler it

would be impossible to maintain steam for the ordinary speed with natural draft, tlie normal
power may with forced draft be insured. In particular cases any or all these advantages
maybe a source of economy; and the first of them may render possible that which would
otherwise be impracticahle.

Marine Boilers.—No particular change can hei-ecordcd in the general design of the marine
boiler, but tlio change of material used and the great advance wdiicli has taken place in the
application of tools to boiler-making can not pass without notice. As a material for the
plates of boilers, iron is giving place to steel, though it seems probable that it will continue
yet awhile to be the materiar for tubes. Furnaces are made wit h corrugated, ribbed, and
spiral flues, witli the object of giving increased strength against collapse without abnormally
increasing the t hickness ol! the plate. The increased pressures adopted in marine boilers have
tended to cause a reduct ion in size, and as the high pressures have caused thicker scantlings,

the larger boilers have Ijocomo very heavy. The boilers of the R. M. S. Empress of India,

which were lO ft. 3 in. in diameter by 19 ft. G in. long, weigliod 85 tons each, without iTirnace-

fittings or mountings of any description. (See Boilehs.)

Engine .—The change from the principle of two-sl-agc expansion to tliat of three and of

four stages lias been a.tt onded with corresponding modifications in tlie engine. Tlie desire to

economize in lengtli of engine lias given rise to more varieties of arrangement than any other
single cause. For this [luriiose, combined with the aim of making them more accessible, the
valves luivo becMi removed from the fore and aft center line and placed behind or in front, and
worked either by one of the numerous forms of radial valve-gear, or by the link-motion and
levers. It is true that by such a,n arrangement the length over the cylinders can be dimin-
ished

;
but as the extent; to wliich the distances between tlie centers can be reduced is limited

by the lengths of the shaft-bearings and the thicknesses of the cranks and couplings, little

can be gained below the cylinders by this moans.
The iiiost common tyiics of triple-engines have the cylinders arranged in the sequence

—

high, intermediate, low ;’the condenser forms part of the engine-framing, and the piirn|)s are

placed at the ba(*k of the condenser and worked by levers. In the smaller engines the eylin-

dci's arc rigidly bolt.<‘d t.ogihher; but in the larger they are free, and connected only by a pair

of bar-stays fixed to tlu‘.ir centers. This is customary.* in order to prevent the extimsion of the

distance between the ecuiters when the engines are" heated; but it is a piiint which appears

more important in theory than in practice, and it is doubtful whether the great or rigidity of

the bolted cylinders in the smaller engines is not a much more important feat.iir(‘ in ordinary

work. In naval vessels vertical engines are now almost uniformly adojitcd, and the necessary

protection for tlu^, c.ylinders is obtained by an armored hatch. In the lal (u- ch'sigus the larger

engines are made opem-fronted, with standards of cast steel at the back and wrought-steel

pillars in front. Fiu'd, bilge, and circulating pumps are worked by separat e (mgines. For the

air-pumps also sepa,rai,e engines have sometimes been adopted, and they poss(‘ss great merits

for manceuvring purposes, as the vacuum can bo maintained and the comhmstn' kept clear of

water while the main engines are standing, and the latter arc thus ready to answer more in-

stantly any order which may lie given. With the three-crank engine, however, this is of less

importance than witli the two-crank type. In modern cruisers, which are designed with the

view of steaming upon emergency at a very high speed, and ordinarily at about half that rate,
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the engines become much too large for the power developed at slow speeds, and in consequence
are not economical under the ordinary condition of working. In larger vessels this difficulty

is met by separating each set of propelling engines into two sets of half the capacity, the one
forward of the other, and so arranged that the forward set may be disconnected, with the

after set left to do the work. The propelling engines of the Italian cruisers Lepanto, Italia,

Re Umberto, and Sardegna, and of the British cruisers Blake and Blenheim, have been ar-

ranged on this plan. The general details of the engine have not undergone many modiliea-

tions, but still they have not remained without change.
Piston - Valves.—Since high steam pressures have become common, piston-valves have be-

come the rule for the high-pressure cylinder, and are not unusual for the intermediate. When
well designed they have the great advantage of being almost free from friction, so far as the

valve itself is concerned. It is usual to fit springless adjustable sleeves, which have all the

advantages of the old solid ring so far as their freedom from friction is concerned, and in ease

of leakage they can with ease be adjusted by lining up at their joints. In smaller engines the

same springless ring has been used for the pistons of the high-pressure and intermediate cyl-

inders. It may not give such absolute steam tightness as the spring ring, but any little

leakage can be picked up in the low-pressure cylinder, and such very slight loss of efficiency

as may be due to this cause should be fairly well compensated by the diminished frictioti of

the valves. For low-pressure cylinders piston-valves are not in favor; if fitted with spring
rings their friction is about as great as, and occasionally greater than, that of a well-balanced

slide-valve
;
while if fitted with springless rings there is always some leakage, which is irre-

coverable. But the large port clearances inseparable from the use of piston-valves are most
objectionable

;
and with triple-engines this is especially so, because with the customary late

cat-off it becomes difficult to compress sufficiently for insuring economy and smoothness, and
working when in “ full gear,” without some special device.

Peed’- Water Heating.—Weir’s system is founded on the fact that, if the feed-water as it is

drawn from the hot-well be raised in temperature by the heat of ai)ortion of steam introduced
into it from one of the steam-receivers, the decrease of the coal necessary to generate st:ea.m

from the water of the higher temperature bears a greater ratio to the coal required without
feed-heating than the power which would be developed in the cylinder by that portion of

steam would bear to the whole power developed when passing all the steam through all the

cylinders. The temperature of the feed is of course limited by the tempera,ture of tlie steam
in the receiver from which the supply for heating is drawn. Supposing, for exam|)le, a triple-

expansion engine were working under the following conditions without feed-heating : Boiler
pressure, 150 lbs.; indicated horse-power in high-pressure cylinder, 398; in interinediate and
low-pressure cylindei’s, together, 790 ; total, 1,118; and temperature of hot-well, 100° F. Then
with feed-heating the same engine might work as follows : The feed might be heated to 220°

F., and the percentage of steam from the first receiver required to heat it would bo 1()’88 |)cr

conr, the indicated horse-power in the high-pressure cylinder would be as before, 398, and in

the intermediate and low-pressure cylinders it would be 10-88 per cent less tha,n before, or

705, and the total would be 1,103, or 93 per cent of the power developed without feed-heating.
Meanwhile the heat to be added to each pound of the feed-water at 220° F. for converting it

into steam would be 1,005 units, against 1,125 units with feed at 100° F., equivalent to an ex-
penditure of only 89-4 per cent of the heat required without feed-heating. Hence, the expend-
iture of heat in relation to power would be 89*4 -f- 93 = 96*4 per cent, eqiu valent to a lieat

economy of 3*6 per cent. If the steam for heating can be taken from the low-pressure re-

ceiver, the economy is about doubled.
Feed - Water Evaporators.—In order to makeup the losses of water due to leakage of stofim

from safety-valves, joints, etc., in engines supplied with surface-condensers, it wa,s fornuu’ly

customary to pump water from the sea into the boilers. This involved deposit on t,hc int(*.rnal

surfaces, and consequent loss of efficiency and danger of accident tlirough overheat,ing the
plates. With the higher pressures now adopted the danger arising from overlieating is mu(!h
more serious, and the necessity is absolute of maintaining the heating surfaces free from de-
posit. This can be done only by filling the boilers with fresh water in tlie first instance, and
maintaining it in that condition. To do this two methods are adopted, either separately or in

conjunction; either a reserve supply of fresh water is carried in tanks, or the supplementary
feel is distilled from sea-water by special apparatus provided for the purpose.

In the construction of the distilling or evaporating apparatus advantage has been taken of

two important physical facts, namely, that if water be heated to a temperature higher tlian

that corresponding with the pressure on its surface, evaporation will talce place; and that tlio

passage of heat from steam at one side of a plate to water at the other is very ra;|)i(l. In
][)ractic0 the distillation, is efiected bypassing steam, say from the 'first rccei via*, through a
nest of tubes inside a still or evaporator, of which the steam space is connected either witli tlui

second receiver or with the condenser. The temperature of the steam inside the tubes biuiig

higher than that of the steam either in the second receiver or in the condenser, the ri'sult, is

that the water inside the still is evaporated, and passes with the rest of the steam into the

condenser, where it is condensed and serves to make up the loss. Tins plan localizes the

trouble of deposit and frees it from its dangerous character because an evaporator can not
become overheated like a boiler, even though it be neglected until it salts up solid. When
the tubes do become incrusted with deposit, they can be either withdrawn or exposed, as tlie

apparatus is generally so arranged, and they can then be cleaned.
Sereta-Propellers .—An extensive series of experiments on screw-propellers was ma,de, under

the direction of Mr. Blechynden in 1881, with a large number of models, the primary object
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being to determine what value there was in a few of the various twists which inventive inge-

nuity can give to a screw-blade. The results led the experimenters to the conclusion that in

free water sueli twists and curves are valueless as serving to augment efficiency. The experi-

ments were then carried further, with a view to determine quantitative moduli for the resist-

ance of screws with different ratios of pitch to diameter, or “ pitch ratios,” and afterward
with different ratios of surface to tlie area of the circles described by the tips of the blades,

or “ surface ratios.”

One of the most important results deduced from experiments on model screws is that they
appear to liave practically e(pial cnicicncies throughout a wide ninge both in pitch ratios and iii

surface ratio, so tliat grea,t latitude is left to the designer in regard to the form of the propeller.

Another important feature is that, although these experiments are not a direct guide to

the selection of the most efficient propeller for a particular ship, they supply the means of

analyzing the performances of screws fitted to vessels, and of thus indirectly determining what
are likely to be tlie best dimensions of screw for a vessel of a class whose results are known.
Thus a great advance lias been made on the old method of trial upon the ship itself, which
was tlie origin of almost every conceivable erroneous view respecting the screw-propeller.

The fact wa.s lost siglit of that any modifications in form, dimensions, or proportions referred

only to that particular combination of sliip and propeller, or to one similar thereto, and so

something like chaos was tlie result. This, however, need not be tlie case much longer.

In regard to the material used for ])roi)cllers, steel has been largely adopted for both solid

and loose bladed screws, but unless protected in some way the tips of the blades are apt to

corrode rapidly and become unserviceable. One of the stronger kinds of bronze is often

judiciously employed for the blades in conjunction with a steel boss. Where the first extra

expense can be aiforded bronze seems tlie preferable materifd : tlie castings are of a reliable

character, and tlie metal does not rapidly corrode; the bronz:c blades can therefore with safety

be m.'ide lighter than steel blades, wliich favors their s|)riiigiiig and accommodating them-
selves more readily to the various speeds of the different parts of the wake. (References:

Trans. Inst. Naval ArcJiifects, 188()--’87; Proc. Inst, Oiv. Mnyrs., 181)0; Northeast Coast Inst,

of h'nfjrs. and Shdpd)uild(‘rs^ vol. vii, 1800-’1)1.)

Twin JScrews.—l''ho great question of twin-screw propulsion lias lieen put to the test upon
a largo scale in the mercantile marine. While engineers, however, are prepared to admit its

advantages so far as greater sc'curity from total breakdown is concerned, there is by no means
thorough agreemeul; as to whethei* suigle or twin screws liave the greater propulsive efficiency.

Wiiat is reipiiriMl to form a sound judgment upon the whole (|uestion is a series of examples
of twin atid single screw vessels, each of which is known to be fitted with the most suitable

propeller for the type of vessel and speed
;
and until this information is available little can he

said upon tlie subject; with any certainty.

The following'tablc shows some recent examples of twin-screw steamers:

f.

—

Pammg&r-8f(mm.(o\s fitted 'with Twin Scfrnvs.

VESSELS.
Lon^'lh

Buftin.

CyLTNOEEH, TWO 8ET.S

IN AIJ,. CASKS. Stertin Tiifllcati'd

horao-powur.
porpiiiuliculan'.

Dlaiiuiturfl. Strolcf.

Ft. Ft. lu. In. LI)h.

City of Paris 1,

tUty of New York 1

5LT) 031 45, 71, lia (SO 150 20,000

TtMitonic 1,

]\la.j(*sLk* \

505 58 43, 08, no 00 180 18,000

Norinjiniiui not) 57,1 -10, 07, 100 0(5 100 11,500

Coliuiibia
Kmi)r(‘HS of India

|

403,

1

55,1 41, 00, 101 00 100 13,500

Ktii{)n‘ss of .rapan ••

ICminvss of China )

4.10 51 aa, 51, 83 54 IGO 10,135

Ori(d 415 48 34, 54, 85 51 100 10,000

{Scott 40,
>

54.1 34.1, 57,1, 03 00 170 11,{)5(>

Twin screws otfer jui opportunity for reducing the weiglit of all that part of the machinery

of which the wcught relatively to power is inversely proportional to the revolutions for a givpn

power. Tliis can be reduced in. the proportion of 1 to 52—tliat is, to 71 per cent of its

weiglit in the single-screw eiigino; for, since approximately the same total disk is required in

both eases with similarly proportioned propellers, the twins will work at a greater speed of

revolution than tlie single s(u:*ew.

Weight of 31aehimrg.—It is interesting to compare the weight of machinery relatively to

the power developed
;
for this comparison has sometimes been adopted as the standard of ex-

cellence in design in respect of economy in the use of material. The pi'inciplo, however, on

which this ha,s generally been done is open to some objections. It has been used to eomiiare

the weight directly witli tlic indicated horse-power, and to express tlie comparison in pounds

per horse-power. So long as tlie macliinery thus compared is for vessels of the same class

and working n,t about the same s|)eed of revolution, no great fault can bo found; but as s|)eed

of revolution is a gr(‘at factor in the development of power, and as it is often depeiideiit on

circumstn,u(*i‘s allogetlu'r external to the engine and concerning ratlier the speed of the ship,

the engim^s fitted to high-speed ships will thus generally appear to greater advantage tliaii is

their due. LcNiving the condenser out of the question, tlie weight of an engine would be

much better referred to cylinder capacity and working-pressures, where these are materially
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different, than directly to the indicated power. In Table
II are given the relative weights of nine triple-expansion

engines, according to both modes of comparison. Nos. 1

to 6 are mercantile engines, and Nos. 7 to 9 are naval ex-

amples. It will be noticed that, though the twin-screw
engines Nos. 5 and 6 are the same type of engine as the

single-screw engines Nos. 1 to 4, as evidenced by their

weights per cubic foot of cylinder capacity, yet their en-

gine-weights per indicated horse-power are considerably

lower by virtue of their higher speed of revolution.

Comparing its predecessors with No. 9, which is a fair-

type of a naval engine, it will be seen that the engines
-usually fitted in the merchant service are about 44 per
cent heavier per unit of cylinder capacitor than this en-
gine. The low weight per unit of heating-surface in

Nos. 7, 8, and 9, which is about 22 per cent less than in

the mercantile examples, Nos. 1 to 6, is due to careful

use of material, as well as to the lighter scantlings

adopted for boilers by the Admiralty.
Economy of FueL-—TM.Q III gives the performances

of 28 three-stage expansion engines in ordinary work at

sea. The average consumption of coal per indicated
horse-power is 1*522 lb. per hour. The average working-
pressure is 158*5 lbs. per sq. in. Comparing this work-
ing-pressure with 77-4 lbs. in 1881, a superior economy
of 19 per cent might be expected now on account of the
higher temperature; or, taking the 1*828 lb. of coal per
hour per indicated horse-power in 1881, the present per-

formance under similar conditions should be 1*48 lb. per
hour per indicated horse-power. In Table IV the prin-
cipal factors in the present perfonnance of marine en-
gines are compared with those of 1881, and also with
those of 1872, as indicated in the table accompanying
Sir Frederick BramwelTs paper {Proo. Inst. M. 11, 1872).

Compared on the same basis, then, it aj)poa,rs tliat the
working-pressures have been increased twice in the last

ten years, and nearly three times in the last nineteen.
The coal consumptions have been reductid 16*7 per

cent in the last ten years, and 27*1) per cent in the last

nineteen. ITie revolutions per minute luive increased in
the ratios of lOO, 105, 114, and the piston speeds as lOO,

124, 140. Although it is quite possible tliat further in-

vestigations may show that the present actual consump-
tion of coal per indicated horse-power is understated in
Table IV, yet it is hardly probable that tilie ndalivc r<‘-

sults will be affected thereby. Tlie returns of the coal
consumption have in all cases l>een taken in tlie same
way and on the same basis as for Mr. Mju-sliairs pafier
in 1881 (Proc. Inst 31, E., 1881), so that whatever errors
may affect the returns for tlio one year jire likely to have
affected those for the other, '"^riie proliaViility of error lies

in the statement of the horse-power indicat ed, vvl i ich
,
wlum

taken directly from the ship’s log, is usually iu (‘xc(‘ss of
that actually indicated continuously

; so tha't lluuiompar-
ison of coal consumption with power is open to ohji'etiou.

Valve -Motion.— The old - fasliioned link - moth

>

11 ,

though it seemed for a time likely to disai)])ear, still

holds its own, and in all prolnibility will eoiiUnuc to do
so. In the distribution of steam it may not be so inathe-
niatically accurate on paper, but pra'ct.ically the effect
is or can be made as good as witli the liest radial valve-
gear. It does not give constant lead wlien linking uf>,
but constant lead is not the ideal of per fed, valve-set-
ting. A constant lead angle of the crank is more nearly
what is required, for which a diininisliing load in the
valve with linking up is the necessary condition. The
old link-motion lends itself readily and gracefully to
any modifications which may be suggi'sicd l)y changes
in the condition of working; the radial forms do not.
Besides this, the link-motion admits of simple geomet-
rical treatment, which is geiierally understood even in
the engine-room, and is consequently a safer arrange-
ment in the hands of the man found there.
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2*14

11
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22

17

08

1•
522

“

natural

draft

3'560

2*25

8'91

13*92

1*573

“

forced

draft

2*412

1*72

^*98

2«*15

1*336
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Table IV.

—

Actual and Comparative JiesuUs of Worlcing of Marine Engines in Three 1 ears,

1812, 1881, 1891,

BOILERS, ENGINES, AND COAL.
ACTUAL RESULTS.

COMPARED WITH
1872.

COMPARED WITH
1881.

1873.

52-4
4-410
55-67

376
2-110

1881. 1891. 1872. 1881.
1

1891. 1872. 1881, 1891.

Boiler pressure lbs. per sq. in.

Heating surface per horse-power sq. ft.

Kevolutions per ruin
Piston speed ft. per rnin.

Coal per horse-power per hour lbs. *

77-4
3-919

.58-66

467
1-828

158-5
3-274

63-75

529
1-5221

1-000
1-000
1-000
1*000
1-000

1-479

0-

889

1-

050
1-241
0-866

3-020

0-

743

1-

143
1-405
0-721

0-

677

1-

125
0-949

0-

805

1-

153

1-000

I’OOO
1-000
1-000

root)

2-048

0-

837

1-

084
1-133
0-833

Dimensions,—In the matter ol the power put into individual vessels considerable strides

have been made. In 1881 probably the greatest power which had been put into one vessel

was in the case of the Arizona, whose machinery indicated about 6,360 horse-power.
^

The
following table gives an idea of the dimensions and power of the larger machinery in the

later passenger-vessels

:

Table V.

—

Dimensions and Power of Machinery in later Passenger -

Year.

1881,

1881,

1881,

1881,
1883,

1884,

1884,

1888,

1889,

1889,

1889,

Name of veasel. Diameters of cylinders.
Lcngtli of

stroke.

Indicated

horse-power.

In. In.

,

Alaska 68, 100, 100 7'2 10,086

City of Rome 46, 86 : 46, 86 ; 46, 80 7'2 1 1 ,800

Servia 72, 100, 100 78 10.300

Livadia. yacht 60, 78, 78 ; 60, 78, 78 ; 60, 78, 7'8 39 12,500

Oregon. 70, 104, 104
i

72 13,300

Uuibiie 1

Etruria .'

j

71, 105, 105 72 14,320

City of New York 1

City of Paris
\ i

45. 71, 113 ; 45, 71, 113
|

60 20,(X)0, about.

Ma,'jestic /

Teutonic \

43, 08, 110 ; 43. 68, 110 60 18,000

In war-vessels the increase has been equally marked. In 1881 the maximum power seems
to have been in the Inllexible, namely, 8,485 indicated horse-powei\ Tlio following will

give an idea of the recent advance made.
Irulicat,ed

horse-power.
II owe (Admiral class) 11,60()

Italia, and Lepanto 11),000
Re Umberto 10,000

IMake and Blenheim (building) 20,000
Sardegna (building) 22,800

It is thus evident that there are vessels at work to-day having about three times the maxi-
mum power of any before 1881,

III. .Maiune-Enqine Trials and Performances.—One of the most thorough tests of

marine engines that have been published is tliat of the steamship Iona, made in 1800 by tlie

Researe.h (.Vmimittee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, and reported by Prof. i\,. B,

W. Kennedy.
'Phe Iona has triple-expansion engines on three cranks working a single screw. Slie is a

vessel of 275*1 ft. length, 37*3 ft. breadth, and 10 ft. depth. Her depth, molded, is 21 ft. 10
in., and her coedlcient of fineness is 0*7()5, She has a double bottom of cellular eonstniction
230 ft. long, and can carry 443 tons of water ballast. The mean draft during the trial was 20
ft. 7| in., corresponding to a disphicement of 4,430 tons. The trial was nnide during a voyage,
and wa,s lii'gun wlieii iires were in normal condition and everything warmed vi}). It lasted

1() hours. A condensed alistract of the trial is given below.
following are the results of measurements made upon the indicator-diagrams taken,

to a,scm*ta.iii the [iroporlion of steam accounted for by them. The actual weiglit of feed-wattu*

used [)(‘r revolution was 2*35 lbs.

:

PROPORTION OP STEAM ACCOUNTED FOR BY
I N DICATOR-DIAGRAMS.

Lbs. n«r

revolution

Port'ontiigo of

total food.

P(ircontap;(» in

jfudujt. or j)r(!8«iit

iti cylinder as

watiir.

Steam present in liigh-X)i*e.ssure cylinder after out-oif, when the
pressure was 125-4 lbs. per sq in. above the atniospliere 1-49 63-4 33-6

Steamqiressure's in intermediate cylinder, when the pressure was
19 '4 lbs. per sq. in. above the atinosphere

Steam present in low-pressure cylinder near end of expansion,
when the pressure was 8'f) lbs. per sq. in. below the atmosphere.

1-76 74-9 25-1

1-39

1

59*1 40-9

Table VT gives for comparison with the results of the trial of the steamship Iona tlic

results of the trials of four other steamers tested by the Research Committee of the Society

of Mechanical Engineers in 1888 and 1889. The figures placed in brackets are considered
doubtful.
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Table VI.—Comparat ive MesuUs of the Trials of Five Steamers, Meteor, Fusi Yama,
Colchester, 'Tartar, a7id Iona.

Name of Vessel.

Date of trial

Duration of trial hours
Type of engines

Cylinder diameter, high-pressure ’ in.
“ iuU‘rtU(‘(liate.. “

“ “ low-pressure “
Stroke, length “

5(5

Boilers, number of main boilers
single-ended or double-ended

Furnaces, total number
Heating surface, total sq. ft.

tubes “
Grate area “

Total heating surface to grate area ratio
Tube surface to grate area “
Create area to Hue area tlirougli tubes “

“ area through fiinnel “

Mean boiler-pressure above atmosphere lbs. persq. in.

Mean admission pressure, high-pressure cylinder above
atmosphere *,lbs. ix*r sq. in.

Mean effective pressure high-pressure cyl. . .

“ “

^ “ “ intermediate cyl “ “

‘ “ low-pressure cyl “ “

Mean eff(ictive x)r(‘ssure total reduced to low-v)reHsure
cylinder lbs. persq. in.

Mean exhaust pressure low-pressure cylinder below at-
mosphere 11)S. per s(p in.

Mean vaeuuin in condenser Ixdow atmosphere “

Revolutions per min., mean revs.

Indicated horse-povver, mean total i. h.-p,

Coal burned per rain lbs.

“ per hour “
“ p(‘r s(i. ft. of grate ihm’ hour “

“ f)(‘r s<p ft. of total h(‘ating surface per hour “

“ p(‘r indica,t.<‘d hor.se-power per hour “

Carbon-valuc! of 1 lb. of c.oa.l as used “
“ e(iuival(‘nt per i. h.-p. per hour “

lbs.Ifeed-water p(‘r min
“ per hour •

“ l)(‘r sq. ft. of total lu^iiting surface per hour “

“ ])er 11), of coal “

“ per Ib, of coal from and at tMiJ” F “
“ per 11). of carl)on-value‘ from and at P. “

T)<‘r indieahMl horse-power ptw hour “

Calorific value of 1 lb. of coal as used Th. U.
P(‘i*c<‘ul.a,g(^ of line dd ta.k(Mi iq) by fe<*d-water

carri(‘d away l)y furnace gast's.

,

“ “ lost, by imperfiMd- (!oml)UBiion
“ “ <‘xp(‘ilde<l in evaporating moisture

in <*oal
“ unaceount(Ml for

Heat taken up V»y f<‘ed-wa(.(‘r per min Th. U.
“ turiKMl inl<) work ])er mill ‘

“ taken up by f<‘<‘d wahu’ per i. h.-p, per min... ‘

Pffieieney of boiku* (line I fi per cent
‘‘ ' of engine ( line TfO -e liiu' dh) “
“ of (MigitK' a,nd b()il<‘r<*ombined (1.5:3 x 1.5*5)

Mean velocity (if stiaim through water-surface in boilers

per min— ft

Space occupi(‘(l by l)oilers per i. h.-p cul). ft

Weight of engitu'.s, hoiko-s, (Me.,with water, per i. h.-p., tons

Meteor.
Fusi

Yama.
Colchcister. Tartar. Iona.

Tune 24, Nov. 14, Nov. 9, Nov. 27, July 18,
1888. 15, 1888. 1889. 1889. :14, 1890.
17- 15 13*95 10*88 10*08 i6
triple com- twin com- triple triple

pound pound

21) dir 27*35 (two) 30 26*03 21*88
44 oa 42*03 84*02
7'0'12 50*3 (two) 57 08*95 56*95
47*94 33 36 42 39

2 1 2 2 2
double single double double single

12 3 12 8 4
C,l)48 2,257 5,820 5,226 3,160
5,7(10 1,(589 4,770 4.306 2,590
208 52 220 101 42

32 43*4 80*5 32*5 75*2
'

27*7 32*5 21*7 27*1 61*7
4*05 5*51 4 '50 2*3

5*04 3 21 4-77 4*19 1*4

145*2 50*84 80*5 143*6 105

1
134*4 50*3 j

04*3
I

(
59*4 f

121*4 142*5

58*4(5 30*74 5 45*051

1 42*07 )
86*89 40*05

19 -SO 20*07 20*44

12*88 10*87 5
13*42)

"j 12*42)
7*18 7*10

29*9 19*9 24*8 19*8 21*13

tiro 10*9 5
10 *0 1

j
10*5 f

10*5 12*74

12*17
i

12*48
‘

12*49 12'9 13*88

71*78 55*59 j 8(5 1

( B7-1
f

70 01*1

1,994 371*3 ) 1,022*5
1

1 957*2 (

1,087*4 (545*4

15(5
•7'5 10*45

' 95*7 82 15*7

4.005 987' 5,742 1,920 942
19 *25 18*98 2(5*1 11*98 22*4
()-(502 0*437 0*987 0'307 0*298
2*01 2*00 2* 90 1*77 1*46
0*878 0*878 ()*913 i*();8i 1*02
1*7(5 2*33 2 *(55 1*82 1*40

497*7 131
7'.H(50

359*4

21,5(54

143*4
29,8(50 43,020 8,61(5

4*49 3*48 7*39 4*13 2*73
7*4(1 7*9(5 7*49 [11*28 9
8*21 8*87 8*53 13*00 10 *(53

9 *(52 10*10 9-34 [12 *(57 10*42
14*98 21*17 21*7’3 (19*88; 13*35

12,770 12,7'00 13,280 14,995 14,830
(52 (57*2 02 (59*2

21*9 23*5 28 22*1

'

10*2
3* (5 0 0 1*3 5*0 0 0

1*2 0*9 0*4 0*0 ()(>

11*3 8*4 8*3 14*0

52H,()00 141,100 78H,7'{)() f403,(i(:)()l 161,100
85,240 15,870 81.(*>3() 4().490 27',500
2(55 (5 380 398-4 [371 21 249 ()

(52 (57*2 (52 (59*2

1(5*1 11*2 10*7 [11 '51
9*7

17 •!

10 7* (5 0*0 ri‘H

0*28 8* (5 3*43 i-oi
*2*72 4*53 2*52 4*33 4*15
0*20 0*27 ()*2() O' 27 0*31

Performmwe of Tnejines of the Steamship City of PnHs.—The irulieator diagrairis sliown

in Fig.' b are rediictHl from (airds publisbtMl \x\ i\\id A^nerimm Mack of Fel)rua,ry 12, 1801.

The following i)a,ri;i(*,iila,rs a,re given in eonneetion with the Cfirds. ddie sea,le of tlie original

cad’ds wa,s jly for Ihe higli-i)re.ssnre, ‘-iV
interinedifite, and t\i foe the low-pressure. The

engra,ved eatals licre shown are four, ninths of the size of the original.

(For details of the quickest passages made by the City of Paris, see section Performances

of Atlwhtio Steamers, p. 2{)4.)

19
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Port Enginei Starl>4>ariZ Engine,

- -

3
rv^

H.r. CyL
- J**n, 0 4l'r<«.

HPnu^eir 2JSftS. /
Scale

-jr.P. C?y*.

. Pm. 31.3S Iha.
MtPoxver 3S72.2-
Scale Jy

I,P. Cyl.
Pm. 31.33 tbit.

JlPower 3253.

0

Seainjg

Table VII.—Steamship City of Paris.
Diameter of cylinder, h.-p

u ;; f p
‘

1. p
Area of grate surface 1,21)4 sq. ft.

heating surface 50,250 ''

45"
71"
113"

eating s

cooling surface. 33,000

Heating to grate surface 3R'8 :

1

“ condenser surface .’

] ] 1 • 52 ; 1
Stroke (common) 60"

Eatios of cylinders

;

H.-P. I. P. L. P.
1 2 '489 6*304

1 2-53
2-489 : 2-53 ::1 : 1'OIT

Performance, July 29, 1889.

Steam
Revolutions
Vacuum
Cut-off, h. p

;;
;*p

“
1. p

Mean pressure, h. p
;; ;;

jp
1. p

Indicated horse-power, h. p

;; ;; f p
1. p

Total indicated horse-power for one engine
“ “ “• two engines

Temperature of feed-water
“ sea-water

Lbs. of water per i. h,-p., li. p

;; ;; i-
p

T. h.-p. per revolution
1. h.-p. per sq. ft. of grate

“ “ of heating surface, or 2*62 sq, ft. h. s. per i. h.-p.

“ of condensing surface, or 1’72 sq. ft. c. s. per i. h.-p,

Clearance, calculated from compression-curve, h. p., 17-9
;

i. p., 8*25
; 1. p.,

7*4 i)er cent.
Number of cub. ft, swept per min. per i. h.-p. by l.-p. piston
Mean pressures referred to l.-p. piston

148
87
26

full

64
31-35
14-4

2,.588-7

3.27'2-2
3*785-3

0,646-2

11-42
13-1
11-74
110-84

0-28
36 -89

148
SOT)

26
full

62-4

31 -35

14-4
2,509-5

3,255
3,763-9
9,528-4

19, 174 -6

119®
54®

10-25
18-87
12-42

110-1
14-82

6-32
36 (59

* From indicator cards. No allowance for heat into work or condensation.
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Tests of Ferry-hoat FMgin es,—¥ov many years the prevailing type of ferry-boat on the large
rivers of the United States, cspeeially in the eastern portion, wliere the depth of water is sntfi-
cient, has been a double-ended paddle-wheel boat, with the wheels of large diameter placed at
or near the middle of ilie lengtii of the hull, and driven bv the American type of beam-
engine. The service demanded of a New York ferry-boat calls for some peculiar features of
construction. Tlie weight of the loads carried, both in passengers and teams, as well as the
strain caused by tlie ice, and the danger of collision, all call for a hull of great strength and
rigidity. Beyond this, tlie vessel must have great stability to resist Imrylng by the head as
well as heeling. She must be able to make headway in floating ice, and should attain a speed
of about 12 miles an liour in service, t^iite recently a departure from the paddle-wheel boat
has been made in the ferry bt‘tween New York and Hoboken, whicli has proved so successful
that other ferry com panics are preparing to follow the example. The first ferry-boat of this
type on the Hoboken ferry, called the Bergen, is described at length in a paper by B. A.
Stevens and Prof. J. E. Denton, in 7rcms, A. JS, M, B., vol. x. The eliief feature of novelty
in the Bergen is tlie use of two screws, each of 8 ft. diam., and 8*9 ft. pitch, one at the bow
and one at the stern, on a single shaft rutming the entire length of the boat, driven by a
triple expansion engine.

Tabi^e VIIL— a Oomparison as fo Capacity hetwem the Bergen, Orange, and
Moonachie, of the Hoboken .Ferry, built respectively in 1SS9, 18S7, ami 1877,

Bergen. Ornngo. Moonachio.

•Rriilt 1889
Steel

Triple expan.
propeller

Hi", 87". and
42" X 3'

1()0

200
32- 16

02 :

1887
i

1

Steel 1

Hull
Erif?iiie, type

Size
hearn

46" X 10'

45
217
82
02
7 ‘00

055

beam

Safety-valve* pressure
Length, 1. w. 1

Beam, 1, w. 1

lbs. per sq. in.

ft.

30
200
82
02
8

550

Beam, over truards ft

Draft, hull to basedine 8-88
Displacemtiiit to I. \v. 1

“ per in. at 1 . w. 1

500
12* 0

4,880
200

Space availabfe for i)a.s.s(‘ug('rs
“ for number (»f .s(*al.s. ..

.

.sq. ft. 8,791
1

254
8,940

8',885
280

8,880
“ “ for teams sq. ft. 3,448

I

Tn the paper referred to Ih-of. Denton describes at length experiments made to determine
the r(dativ(tccotiorny of the B(ug(‘n as (mmparcMl with the best typo of paddle-wli eel ferry-boat
having tlie common st.yD of ovcudiead beam-engine, a jcl; condcnsei*, and drop-return flue-

boilers. Tlie |)ad<lIc-l)out. sehmted for t,his purpose was the Orange, one of a pair of steel lioats

designed in 1887 by Mr. Erancis B. Stevens, and representing the best modern exampde of its

class of ferry-boats. Tlic^ pi*ograinme carried out was as follows:
I. The st eam coiisumpl icai, boiler evaporation, lior.se-power, and sjiecd were determined for

each l)oat during 14 hours of regiihir ferry service.

II. Each was run lo Nluvhurgh and return, a distance of 120 miles, without stoppage, and
the steam eonsumpl ion per horse-power determined at the maximurn capacity of the boilers.

Also the evaporative economy of ttie boilers, starting with new wood-fires, was determined
during an intcu’val of 14 hours, and the speed was ineasiired l)y an estimate of the probable
velocity of tides, and a log whose correclifin eoefiicieut was iipiiroxinnitely known.

HI. '’Hie sp(M'd of itie. Ih'rgen was determined at the maximum horse-power for which the
engines W(‘r(». di'signed, by <){)posite runs oviu* a 1-mile course, after allowing Hie boiler-pressure
to nee.umulate above the HA'cruge prc'ssure which the boilers can maintain for more tlian a few
minutes,

IV. One of i lie screws of the Thvrgen was removed, and the power and sfieod dH ermined by
runs over a 2-mil(‘ (M)urse, first wit h Hie ongirie-screw pushing and then witli it pulling the

boat at eqiuil speeds of revolution of the engine.

Tabi.k \X,—(Tvneral Bwnniary of Experiments of Ferry-boats Orange ami Bergen.

ORANOIfl.
111^1).

KNfSINK.
Diameter of (‘yliiidi'r in.

Strok : ft.

Oiit-off

Clearance
Total expansion
Area of adiniKsioii-port s, ][)cr cent of piston

40 in.

1(1 ft.

()-4r>

2 ft. yf‘.

1)

I
11

ii”

BOlIAaitH.

Total heating surfacso
vSuperlieatiiif,^ surface
(Irate area
Ratio of grate to lieatiiig surface

sq.^ft. 8,040
0
80
538

3,4m
0

8t

48
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Table IX.—General Summary of Experiments ofFerry-boats Orange and Bergen {contl/med).

PRESSURES.

pressure during admissior .

back pressure
vacuum pressure

TEMPERATURES.
Feed-water
XTptake
Top of stack

INDICATED HORSE-POWER.
L b.-p., including all pumps

not iucludiiigjpumps
“ feed-pump
“ circulating-pump
‘‘ bilge-pump.

TOTAL WEIGHTS,

Percentage of ashes
Peed-water per hour for all purposes

“ “• for pumps, etc
.

“ for steering engines lbs.

EFFICIENCY OF BOILERS.

of coal
Evaporation from and at 212® per lb. of combustible.

EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE.

Water for all purposes per hour per i. h.-p
Water, iruiin engines only, per hour per i. h,-p
Water’ feed, aiul circulating pumps, etc., per hour p
Theoretical water per hour per i. h.-p

Calculated from card

1 20-mila

lun.

Ferry

service.

120-mile

run.

Ferry

service.

3 IT 32 114 WO
16 31 105 100

44 3
27 iu' 27 in.

OP,® 118®
500® 750®
435® 650®

400 810
665 650

1)

8

H

.
* 1 ,560 ’>‘1,580

11?^ 7 in'fe

. 13,487 14,511

2,358
150 150

8-65 9 ’2 8-42
11 11 -40

27 25 21*8 22 '9

18’

3

160 130

) Condens- Non-con-

[
ing densing

) 20 13*2

Table X .—Summary of Speed Determinations of Bergen.

CONDITIONS.

Revolutions

per mill.

Horse-

power.

Observed still-

water or true

speed, statute

miles per hour.

Slip per

centum.
From a speed

at 145 revs by
law of cubes.

SSTIMATEI) SPEEDS,

Eroin nutfineuted Hurface.

V=
Aiitj. surf.

From
apparent

slip,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Two screws in use. ... 142 032 11-9 16-4 12-37 W-19 11-8
“ .... 1 (5 700 12-02 12-6 12- 60 14 '57 13-4
“ “ “ .... 162 1,007 ii-o 11 14-30 10 -13 l()-2

.... 114 334 10-5 10-

?

10-50 11-27 11-6
“ “ “ .... 7'1 97 6 -4 10-? 6 7-15 7-8

One screw at stern . .

.

145 458 11- 96 18-2 11-90 12-5 12-7
163 684 13-42 17-7 13-67 14-32 14-4

U It u
^ ^ _ 83 93 6-98 16 7-30 7-30 7-8

One screw at bow .... 145 461 11-28 •122-3 11-99 12

Table XT .—Speed of Paddle-wheel Boat Orange.

Revolutions. llorae-powcr.
Observed true speed,

sUilute miles.

Spued calculated from

an;jrinentod surface.

Y _ ^/iS.OOO IL-P.

Aug. surf.

Apparent sli]),

percenUij'e.

Speed estiniated by law
of cubes, Btatut(s mi lea.

22-9

21 • 0
490
612

12-1 20
20 i2M')

Av(‘rago pitch for pushing side of blade R’Dl 1

Av(‘ragc‘ pilch for i)ulling side of blade K'iUO
l’r()j(‘ct(‘<l ar(‘a of blades in per cent of disk area .h:!' 1

Anm f)f boss tiT)

Long-Service Triad of Bergen versus Orange .—During October, 1888, the Orange was
operatod steadily, on the Barclay Street route, 330 hours, averaging about 15 hours dttily.

* These amounts are estimated from the feed-w'ater consumed, by use of the figures for Civaporation per
lb. of coal, as determined from the lioiler-tests.

Assumed to be 18 jier cent for calculation of column 7,
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11(31* coal consumption, inchu'ling fuel for banking arid starting fires, was 1,027 lbs. per hour.
During June, 1881), the Bergen was operated the same number of hours, and upon the same
time-table as the Orange. Her coal consumption was 98(5 lbs. per hour. The coal used by
the Bergen was, therefore, about 9 per cent less than that used by the Orange. Some of the
conditions of this trial were uufaiVorable to the Bergen.

Fossibh Maxirmim IJtmioniy of a IScre tv-boat versus Faddle-hoat.—Assuming that three
fourths of the pump’s, etc., cousiunption, which was very excessive in the Bergen, can bo
saved, and tha-t the full advantages of the triple exiiansive system can be made available by
maintaining 150 lbs. pressure, tlie steam consumption per hour per liorse-power of all the
machinery may bo safely estimated at 18 lbs. This would make the consumption relative to
the Orange for 14-iriile s|)eeds, as 910 X 18 = 1(),38() to 810 X 20, or as 78 to 100, making a
margin of 22 per cent in find. The same size of engine as in the Bergen could eominand
1,()0() horse-power with about two thirds of the present boiler capacity. This will make the
boilers of a screw-boat weigh about the same as those of the Orange.

The total weight of the screw-boat will be about 220,000 lbs. lighter, 80,000 lbs. of which
is due to absence of paddle-wheels and 140,()0()lbs. to difference of weight of hull. The (iiffer-

ence of first cost due this dilferenee of weight plus the above saving of coal, must be put
against the extra repairs of the machinery and extra attendance of the screw-boat. Prolonged
experience with the new type of boat can alone settle exactly the balance in its favor; but that
tliere will be a considerable balance financially there need be little doubt, while the advan-
tages of bettor accoininodation, greater attractiveness, and greater control in service are in-
contestable.

After a year’s experience with the Bergen, during which she amply justified the expecta-
tions of her builders and owners, another screw-boat, the Bremen, was' built, and was put in
service in December, 1891. Instead of a triple-expansion engine, the Bremen was fitted with
two independent compound engines, each 20 and 36 in. diameter of cylinder and 2 ft. 4 in.

stroke, the cranks in each engine being opposite, or at 180°, and the line of cranks of the two
engines being at right angles to each other. Each engine is therefore perfectly balanced, and
the crank-shaft, having four cranks at 90°, thus receives a very uniform turning effort, which
diminish(3s the tendem^y to vibration of the boat, which is 'a very objectionable feature in
most ferry-boats. On the trial trip the Bremen made an average speed* of 13^ miles per hour.
The steam consumption pen* indicated horse-power of the engines was 20*64 lbs. per hour.
The following are tlie princi|)al dimensions of the boat and its power equipment: Length of
load water-liiio, 217 ft. ; bt;am (load water-line), 35 ft.; beam ov(3r guards, 02 ft.; displacement
(load water-line), 1,900,000 Ihs. : numhi^r of seats, 464; hiiigtli of boiler, 21 ft.; diameter of
boiler, 9 ft.; number of boilers, 2; grate area, 91 sq. ft.’; ratio of grate area to total heating
surfaces, 36*6; diameter of (cylinders, 2 of 20 in., 2 of 36 in.; stroke, 2 ft. 4in.

;
safety-valve

pressure, 120 lbs.
;
diameter of jiropcillers, 8 ft. (5 in.

;
pitch of propellers, 11 ft.

The Jdffmmoy of Smiw-lburpeTers,—In a paper pr(?,sente(i at^ the Washington meeting of

the Ameri(:3an Association for the Advancement of Sci(3riec, 1891, Prof. J. E. Denton points out
that tlie st,atement to lie found in some standard treatises and text-books to tlie effect that
the screw-propciilei* i*(3alizes but about 38 per cent useful etfecl; out of a given indicated horse-

power, is iiiconsistcnit with modcu’n djita n^garding screw propulsion. This was one of the
gumeralizations of Eroiid(3, (he great (expert, rc'ganling marine pnmulsion, and was arrived at

as follows: Out of a given indicaited horse-power it was assumocl: "First, tliat 15| per cent was
lost through tJi(3 ‘'.sli^rn r(*sis(,anco” cjuised by tlie presence of the |)i*opeller at the stem inter-

fering with tlu* support, of tins latter by the following wave or the r(3placement wave of Scott
EusseU’s tli(M>ry. This wa,s (h^termined by towing models with a dymunoineter, first without
a screw and s(3(;(in(l with a, screw, (l(3t,ached from the model, but niaclo to follow close behind it.

S(3Coud, about 4 p(3r (3<3ii(, was estiinat(3(l to be lost by the friction of th(3 scu-cw in tlio water.

There is no very accMirat(3 kn()wl(3dg(3 of this el(3meiit of loss to-day. Tliird, 13 per cent was
assumed to be consiim(3(l in tlie friction of the engine, unloaded, and 13 p(3r ec3nt more was
assumed to be exixiiided by the (3xi;ra friction duo to the load on tli(3 engine. Fifth, about 7

per (3611 1 was assumed to be consumed by the air-pump. The only autliority f<)r this was a

statement liy Ti’cdgold. Sixt.li, tlio slip was assumed at, 10 per cent. Tlie total loss, there-

fore, foots up aliout (12 per cent, leaving about 38 pen* cemt of the indica,te(l power available to

propel the hull. ])ynatnomet;er t(3sts have always sliown considerably higlier etficiency tlinn

this, allording from 65 to 70 per ei'.nt, as shown in the following table. Also, computations of

efficiency based on an csi,imat(3 of the resistance of tlu?, hull by Bankiu(3’s auigniented surface

theory, (in a miml)(3r of American boats, indicate a,n efficiency of aliout 07 per cent for both

screws and piiddlc's. Ita^nkiuc’s formula for resistance is considered to eri* on tlie side? of

giving too low a horse-powe.r for a given speed, so that effieiencios calculat ed liy it are too low,

if in error. d7ie air-jiump r(3sistaiie(3 of marine engines is now known to be only aliout 1 1 per

cent of the indicated horse-power. ''The friction of the engine unlomled 1ms Ikmim found to be

as low as 8 per cent. A revisal of Fronde’s estimate with these modilie.ations might therefore

show nearly 00 per cent officicney. Bankiiie’s estimate of the efflci{3ncy of tlie Warrior, a

screw vessel in i/h(3 British Navy, made the stern resistance 7 per cent,, t,h(3 slip 9 per cent, the

screw friction 2 p(‘r (umt, and the friction of engine loaded, ineludiiig air-pump, 22 per cent;

making the total loss ‘10 |ier cent, a,Tid the efficiency 60 per cent.

The first line of the following table applies to the steamer Admiral, whose effieieney Itaii-

kine also estimated a,t 6() j'ler cent. The remaining boats for wliicli tlie liull resistance is esti-

mated ply on the Hudson Eiver, the Orange and Bergen being ferry-boats, the others well-

known passenger-boats

:
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Table XII.

—

Efficiency of Screws and Paddles,

NAME.
Length,

ft,

|

Breadth,

ft.

Draft. Displacement,

gross

tons.

Wetted

surface,

sq.

ft.

Coefficient

of

augmentation.

Augmented

surface.

Indicated

horse-

power.

1
Speed

in

knots.

Per

cent

of

slip.

Per

cent

of

indi-

cated

power

avail-

able

to

propel

hull.

FEATHERING PADDLES.
1860 1 8,560 744 12 22 •00

1884 200 42 .12
'

6'

2,bo 11,000 1*26 13,804 1,616 14 20 •08

RADIAL PADDLES.

Mary Powell 1879 286 857 7,377 1*08 7,981 1,600 16-65 1C4 •08

Sylvan Dell 1880 178 25 4' 10" 305 3,737 1*20 4,405 686 15*3 2(i *08

Rhode Island 1877 325 45 10' 2,513 13,695 1*18 10,000 2,300 15 17 *09

Orange 1890 211 32 T 8" 5,571 1*32 7,347 490 10-4 27 ”55

SINGLE SCREW.

I’lomer Ramsdell 1889 211 32 11' 611 7,365 1*21 8,839 1,030 13-67 11 08

City of Kingston 1880 250 34

32

10' 700 8,260 1*18 9,736 1,120 14 15 •00

Bergen, using one screw
at stern 1890 200 8' 10" 5,788 1*30 5,788 7,524 10*5 18 •60

—
In the above examples the power to propel the hull is estimated from the augmented surface. In the

following cases the powder to propel the hull was measured by a dynamometer at the thrust-buxik or the

screw-shaft.

SINGLE SCREWS.

1840 1761
70
100

32' 8" 888
i

335 10*2 •70

Vlaardiiiger
y arrow''s torpedo-boat.

.

1890
1883

14' 9"
12' 6"

5' 69
40

170
230

10-5

15

13-4 •60

•65

Performances of Atlantic Steamers.—The remarkable Atlantic passages of 1891 were made
by the* Majestic and Teutonic, of the White Star line. The Majestic made the westward trip

several times under 6 days, the mean speeds varying from 19*58 to 20*11 knots. In Febru-

ary, 1892, she made an average run of 20*41 miles per hour, the highest accoinplishcd, but the

longer route being taken, the Teutonic’s record for quick passage was not broken. The Teu-

tonic steamed from Queenstown to New York thrice in less than 6 days, and made the re-

turn trip three times within the same period. Of the 12 best passages made by tliese stea,m-

ers in 1891, the mean time is but 5 days 21 hours and 5 minutes. The following table shows

the details of the quickest passages made by the above vessels, and by the City of Paris and
City of New York, of the Inman and International lines

:

Queensioum to New York.

STEAMER. Date. Passage. Miles stoanuid. Speed in knots.

Teutonic August, 1891.

July, 1891.

August, 1889.

October, 1800.

d. h. m.
5 16 31 2,778 20-35*

Majestic 5 18 8 2.777 20*11 -1-

City of Paris. 5 19 18 2.788 20 ’01 t
19-63#City of New York 5 21 19 2,7(’5

New York to Queenstoim.

STEAM ER. Date. Passage.
1

Milos steamoii. Speed in knots.

Teutonic 11
October, 1891.

December, 1880.

September, 1891.
“ 1890.

d. h. m.
5 21 3 2,790 10-7’0 A

City of Paris 5 22 50 2.784 10- 19

City of New York 5 22 50 2.782 19 • 44
Majestic 5 23 10 2,800 19-61

The Fllrst Bismarck, of the Ilamburg-Ameriean line, made the run from Southampton to

New York (i5,08() miles), in May, 1801, in G days 14 hours 15 minutes—average speed, 19'5

knots; and the return to Southampton (3,114 miles) in 6 days 13 hours 25 minutes—average
speed, 19*78 knots.

The accompanying table, from Engineering, shows the dimensions and performanees of

some of the most notable Atlantic steamers built from 1874 to 1891, in comparison with the

Great Eastern, built in 1858 :

* Daily runs : 400, 400, 505, 510, 617, 200 miles.
+ Daily runs ; 470, 501. 407, 501, 401, 817 miles,

t Daily runs ; 432, 408, 502, 500, 500, 840 miles.
^ Daily runs : 437, 400, 408, 405. 401, 304 miles.

I
In November, 1801, tbc^ Teutonic came home in 5 d. 21 hrs. 45 min., but tbe distance traveled gave her

a mean speed of 10-85 laiots,
A Daily runs : 488, 408, 408, 460, 440, 457, 14 miles.



Dimensions^

etc.^

of

some

2Totable

Atlaniic

Steamers.

The

Etruria

is

practically

the

same

as

the

Umbria;

the

City

of

Paris

and

City

of

New

York

are

alike;

so

also

are

the

Teutonic

and

Majestic,

and

the

Spree

and

Havel.

The

differ-

ences

in

the

case

of

each

pah

are

not

important.

*

Tbe‘totioduction

of

Howrten's

system

of

forced

draft

has

resulted

in

the

shortening

of

the

fire-bars

by

13

in.,

bringing

the

fire-grate

area

to

1,086

sq.

ft.

The

results

are

under

the

closed

stoke-hold

^stem

of

forced

draft.
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As to fast vessels of the future, none of the builders of Atlantic steamers entertain any
belief in the probability of electricity or any other motive power superseding steam in the pro-
pulsion of ships. There is no doubt, however, that if electricity could be generated by com-
pact carbon or gas batteries of the same weight as is required for the boilers and engines in
present-day racers there would be a great advantage, for the efficiency of the electric motor is

very much higher than that of the steam-engine ; but for the present, steam is the only source
of power for ship propulsion. The principal aim in the future will he to so design boilers and
machinery as to give the best results for weight, and chemistry may help the marine engineer
by producing an alloy which, reducing the weight, will allow of a higher piston-speed. Tliere
is not much chance of any material change in propellers. The main idea is to make them of
such a size as to enable the engines to revolve at their designed speed.

If the ship of the future, then, is to be of greater size—and the past certainly points in this
direction—there is no alternative but to continue increasing the power of the engines. Taking
the case of the City of Paris, which at her maximum speed of 31 knots required over 3(),()0()

indicated horse-power, we find that she would require for 23 J knots speed 28,000 indicated
horse-power, and for 25 knots 34,000 indicated horse-power. For an increase in speed of 20
per cent there is, therefore, needed an addition of 70 per cent to the power.

As to speed, there is really no insurmountable difficulty in attaining 40 knots, but this
would require something like 160,000 indicated horse-power, 70 boilers to generate the steam
for the engines, and these would burn considerably more than 2,000 tons of coal per day. The
experience of the past suggests these figures. Some idea may be formed as to the size of
vessel necessary for this machinery. The question is one of finance, and it might need a
company of millionaires to own and run a fleet of such vessels. In ten years the speed has
increased from 16 to 20 knots, and in the same time the indicated horse-power has gone up
from 6 000 to 18,000, while the size of the ship has only been doubled. To attain this result
the ship of to-day burns 1,900 tons of coal in six days, whereas ten years ago 600 tons only
were burned in 7-| days. (See Engineermg for Dec. 4, 1891, for graphic diagrams and other
information, and for June 19, 1891, for performances of Atlantic steamers during the season
of 1800.)

^

^

ENGINES, STEAM ROTARY. The Toiver Spherical Engine .—The construction of
this engine is described in detail, with 'illustrations, in Proc. Inst. M. E., 1885. Space will
not admit of the complete description being given hero, but the following abstract gives a
clear idea of its geometrical principles. The spherical engine consists, as its name implies, of
a system of parts contained within a sphere, and so united as to enable them under the action
of steam-pressure to impart rotary motion to a shaft. It is an engine that seems peculiarly
suitiiblofor high-speed direct driving. It is the invention of Mr. Beauchamp Tower, to whom
the idea of its construction originally occurred through watching the relative motions of the
three parts composing a universal joint.

Geometrical Construction : Considered geometrically, the three elementary moving parts
of which the engine is composed are, a pair of quarter-spheres A and B, with a circular disk
Pof infinitesimal thickness interposed between them, the diameter of the disk being the same
as that of the sphere of which they are sectors. The straight edges of the sectors are hinged
on opposite sides of the disk along diameters at right angles to each other, as illustrated in
the diagram, Pig. 1, in which the disk P, being seen edgewise, appears as a straight edge

only. Each sector rotates upon an axis of its own, upon which it is fixed svm metrically
; the

two axes lie in the same plane, which is the plane of the paper in Fig. 1,’and they ineet, in
the center of the disk P at an angle of 135°. The two sectionsA and B thus correspond with
the two bows of an ordinary universal joint, and the disk P answers to the cross-piece con-
necting the bows. Starting from the position shown in Fig. 1, and supposing the direction
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of rotation to be sucli that the lower portion of the right-hand sector is approaching towardInftiVVdWni P. l nnnpv nnrlmn in nc . ® . .

t^hat 111 ig. 1 this sector IS in close contact throughout with the lower half of the disk : while
between the sector and he npper half ot the disk there is a cavity equal to a quarter sphere.
In rota nig troin big 1 to b ig. 3, a cavity is opening between the sector A and the lower half
of the disk / ,

while the upper cavity is closing to the same extent. In Fig. 8 the opening and
closing cavities arc ol equal size oaeli being one-eighth of a sphere. In Fig. 4 the opening cavity

bis been progressing .siinultaneonsly between the disk P and the right-hand sector £
ihroughout each revolution tliere are consequently two cavities simultaneously in process of

'

opening uiul two others in process of closing, all four alike changing at the same mean rate
of inciease and duninution. It, therefore, the disk with its pair of sectors be incased within a
hollow .s|.)neie of the same diaineteiv and if steam be admitted into the two opening cavities
and exhausted from the two that are closing, continuous rotary motion will be produced
driving the two shafts represented by the axis of the two sectors. When one of the two
opening ciiarnhers is only just comniencing to open, the other is half open

; so that while the
one is making no effort tlie other is in the position of best effort, and the mean effort of the
ATitrinA i« rinifniMYi lici f ViAf vO- f ^ • v . i t-, . ,

the full eapacit}' oi the sphere itself, inasmuch as four Quarters of the sphere are filled and
emptied m one revolution.

Coustructioii ol Engine: The names adopted for the three principal working parts are as
follows : ihe intermediate vibrating disk P is called the piston, and the sectors B and A on
the ends of the main and dummy shafts are called respectively the main and dummy blades.
1 ne pistoii, replacing the geometrical disk of infinitesimal thickness, has to be made of sub-
stantial thickness, and fitted effectively witli a steam-tight packing all round its edge. The
hinge union along the straight edge of each blade has to bo made a evlinderof finite diameter
iiisread of a geometricial line

; and tlio junction must be so eoiitrivecf as to make a substantial
hinge-joint tliat will stand the wear and tear consequent on the rapid oscillation of the parts.

Fro. 9.—Tower siiherical engine.

Thickness is olitained for the iviston by <ledueting hlfa its thickness from each of the two flat
sides of each blade—that is, tlie disk Pand sector B, originally depicted as in Figs. 5 and 6,
are altered to i\w. forms shown in Fig.s. 7 and 8, Two cylindrical ribs, having tlieir axes in
the middle plains of the piston, arc formed on its opposite faces, and along dia,meters at right
angli^s to ea(fh ot lu'.r, Ifig, 7, and into these aro let circular lugs with eyes, formed on the
straight <‘dges of the two blades, P'^ig. 8, wliich aro thereby hinged to the piston in the manner
of a,n ordinary hinge, having a lug and socket with a pin through. The effect of these depart-
ures froiii t,ho elementary geometricial form already described is to reduce the capacity of the
engino by the amount of the cuViic measurement of the hinges. Au external view of the
engine is shown in Fig. 1). Tlie engine is used for the direct driving of dynamos, and runs
from GOO to 1,100 u*, volutions jicr rnin. A te.st of a 10-in. engine running 600 revolutions per
min. gave a watin* cousuin|)tion of Ib.s. per brake horse-power per hour.

Com,pound Hloum Turbine.—Mr. Charles A. Parsons describes, in the Ptog. Inst. M. E.,
October, 1888, a (iornpound steam turbine of his invention, as follows : The compound steam
turbine P(Figs. 10 and 11) consists of two series of parallel-flow or Jonval turbines, set one
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Telocity throughout the whole series of turbines. The areas of the successive turbines are so

arranged that the velocity of the flow of steam shall bear throughout the series about the
same ratio to the speed of the blades; and as far as possible this ratio of velocity is so fixed

as to give each turbine of the series its maximum efficiency. The two equal series of turbines
on each side of the central steam-inlet I balance each other as regards any end pressure on
the spindle of the motor, and thus remove any tendency to undue wear on the collars of the

bearings B. Tiie turbines are constructed of alternate revolving and stationary rings of

blades. The revolving blades r, Fig. 12, are cut with right or left hand obliquity on the out-

side of a series of brass rings, which are threaded upon the horizontal steel driving-spindle s,

and secured upon it l)y feathers
;
the end rings form nuts, which are screwed upon the spindle

and hold the rest of the rings upon it. The stationary or guide blades g are cut with opposite

obliquity on the inside of anottier series of larger brass rings, which are cut in halves, and are

held in the top and bottom halves of the cylindrical casing by feathers. The set of blades on
each revolving ring runs between a pair of sets of the stationary or guide blades. The passage
between the blades in tlie alternating rings form a longitudinal series of zigzag channels when
the machine is standing still.

A 50-horse-power turbo-generator has been constructed of the triple-expansion type, nsing
turbines of three different diameters. Including fluid friction, the theoretical efficiency of

each turbine in the set is claimed to be about 81) per cent ; and the mean efficiency of the

whole set is theoretically about 87 per cent of the power which should be given out in the

adiabatic expansion of the steam. As the result of tests made when exhausting into the

atmosphere and giving off 32,-

000 watts, it is also stated that

the consumption of steam per
electrical horse-power per hour
has been found to be 42 lbs.,

with a steam - pressure of 61

lbs. at the inlet. A 6-horse-

power generator has run for

four years at a speed of 18,000
revolutions per min.

The Bow Steam Turhme is

shown in Figs. 13, 14, 15. In
Fig. 13 each alternate disk be-

ginning with the second one,

is stationary, the others being
portions of a revolving plat.c,

the manner of their combina-
tion being evident from Fig,
14. In its external appearance
the motor is a sliort cylindcir

about 9 in. in diameter and 5
Fig. 13.—Dow steam turbine.

in. in lengtli, witli two covers having hubs forming bearings for the shaft. The body or shell

is a castiqg, « « m The covers b bb h are through-bolted to tlie shell. Two disks cece
screw permanently into the wall of the body. On the outward face of each disk are formed
six series of stationary guide-plates, as shown in Fig. 13, analogous to those of water turbines,

separated by annular spaces concentric with

the shaft. ‘The interior of the motor is thus

divided into three chambers, of which the

moving
wheels seat (nearly) upon tlie bottom of tlie

annular spaces of the stationary disks, and

Fig. i4.~r)ow steam turbine. the faces of the stationary disks seat (nearly)

upon the bottom of the annular spaces of

boglnnfrif with tho

innar iaria* «v«py

ulUrnats on» !« a

turbinol tha othan

ara gulda platoa.

-Dow steam turbine.

tho wheels. In tho central chamber, midway between the partitions, i.s a disk 7c, mowntod

upon the sleeve; on each side of tho disk, distant from it -rdSff of an in., is'tlio inner face ot

the partition, or rather the inner face of an annular face-plate d, whose hub sciews into
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the partition. The disk part of each face-plate stands clear from its partition, and is per-

I'orated by three concentric rows of holes, and the inner face at eacli tace-plate is chaniielec

in concentric i^rooves betweei

Fig. 15.—Dow steam turbine.

in concentric grooves between

the holes, and cross-channeled

by radial grooves,^ starting

near the periphery of the face-

plate, and running between

the perforations. Steam from
the boiler enters the central

chamber e e, passes ttirongh

the disk-like ports or spaces

between the central disk or

face-plate on each side of^ it,

as well as through the perfor

ations in the face-plates
;
flows

along the channels in the face-

plates to the annular spaces

mm siuTounding the wheel-

hub; then riglit and left to-

ward each wheel
;
then ex-

pands radially outward, through the zigzag of alternate guide-phites and turbines, until it

finally exhausts from the cireiimference of the steam-wheels into the outer cliamuci, tuc ex-

haust-pipe, and the atmosphere.
, ^ .

r,
'

TT ,11
The first practical application of the motor has been on the launching-tubes lor tlie Ht’weil

automobile torpedo for the United States Navy (see Torpedoes). It is vised to spin tip

fly-wheel of the torpedo, which is one in which the power used for sell-propulsion is sin reel

ill a rapidly revolving fly-wheel. The dimensions of the wheel are : 13*8 m. m diameter, o’o

in. in width, and otherwise such that the radius of gyration is 5*57. .1 he when

running at 10,000 revolutions per min. is over 500,000 foot-pounds, and in order to spin it up to

the required velocity of 10,000 revolutions per min. ini minute’s time it reipiiius an expenditure

of over 15 horse-power. This expenditure of power commences at zero on start.mg the wheel,

and to average 15 horse-power for the minute the motor must develop power at the iiiial

instant at the rate of 30 horse-power. Another application of this motor is to driving a

dvnamo at the United States Torpedo Station, at Newport li. I. The machine lias a papacity

of about 150 lights, and is intended for a normal speed of 9,000 to 10,000 revolutions per

min.—a figure easily reached.

ENGINES, STEAM, STATIONARY RECIPROCATING. Great progress has lieen

made in stationary steam-engine practice during the last ten years along the lines iruhcaled

in the article on steam-engines in Appletons’ Cyclopicdia of Mechanics. N() revolutionary

invention has been made during this time, but there has been a steady and ra|)i(l development

in liie direction of stronger and more rigid engines, higher steam-pressures, liighcr speeds,

the substitution of automatic cut-off for throttling-engines, the more goiicral emiiloyment of

condensers, and the quite general use of compounding. The Corliss engine still liolds the

first rank as the most economical and generally satisfactory type, and tlu^ mimbcu’ of malcers

of this engine has greatly increased. The changes consist chiefly in liighor rotative speeds,

lOO revolutions per min. being now not uncommon.
_

A speed of 1()() revolutions |)er min., or

1,120 ft. piston-speed, has been recorded in the Corliss engine (20 in. X 42 in.) in tlie Ib'entoii

Iron-Works. {Trans. A. S. M. A/.,vol. ii, p. 72.) With the increase of sfXHMl there luis neces-

sarily come greater constructive stiffness and larger bearing surfaces. Tlie Corliss engine is

now usually compounded for large powers, with considerable increase of economy. The Iavo-

cylinder cross-compound engine at the Pawtucket (R. I.) Water-Works lias sliown a water

consumption of less than 14 lbs. per hour per horse-power, and the triple-c'xiiansion engine at

the Narragansett Electric Light Station, Providence, R. I, a water consumption of le.ss i,haii

13 lbs. (See Trans. A. S. M. JH., vol. xii.) The high-speed avitornalli^ cut-off engines, with

shaft or fly-wheel governors, of which the Buckeye and the Straight Lim^ eiigiiu's, shown at

the Centennial Exhibition in 187G, were the first prominent examples, Imve come very largely

into use, especially for small and moderate powers, supplanting the old forms of slow-speed

throttling-engines. There has been a continual increase in the speed of these (mgines, 3()()

revolutions being quite common for engines of 12-in. stroke, and for longin’ stroke engines a

piston-speed of from 600 to 800 ft. per min. is frequently used. 44ie esiieeial a(lvmii,agi‘-s

of this form of engine are great compactness, moderate first outlay, low cost of foun-

dations and erection, and great regularity of speed, due to tlio sensitiveness Jind (dlhdimt

action of the governor, which makes them especially well fitted for electric-light, purposi^s.

They generally" show considerable gain in economy of steam over the throttling-imgiiu', but

have not yet equaled the Corliss engine in this respect. Their greater pereimtagi's of

clearance, and apparently greater tendency to valve leakage, are probably the child* (*a,use.s

of their defects in this particular. Condensation and compounding are now froquenily iisi'd

witli these engines, and for electric-lighting purposes a vertical three-cylinder compound,
with cranks at 120*’, is becoming a favorite form of construction. More common, how-
ever, is the two-cylinder tandem compound horizontal engine, either with or without con-

denser.

The enormous increase in the demand for steam-engines during the past ten yiMirs, chiefly

due to the introduction of electricity for lighting and for transmission of power, has led to a
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great increase in the numherof engine-biiildingfirms, and to great diversity in the mechanical
details of the engines.

I. Thb Latest Types op Stationary Reciprocating Steam-Engines.—The Wooihury
JiJfigine is sliowii in perspective in Fig. 1. Pig. 2 is a vertical section through the cylinder

and valve. Fig. 3 is a horizontal section through the steam-chest above the top of the valve.

Fig. 4 shows tlie steam-chest with cover removed, exhibiting the back of the relief-plate and
wedge. Fig. 5 is an end view of the relief-plate and wedge. Fig. C is an enlarged view of

the upper adjusting screw ; and Fig. 7 is a back view of the valve.

Eelerring to Fig. 2, steam-pressure is eliminated from the valve A by the relief-plate B
on the back, wdiich is supported against steam-pressure at top and bottom by a forked or

double wedge C\ whose length is about equal to that of the relief-plate. It is obvious that a
longitudinal niovenient of the wedges inward will force the relief-plate away from the valve,

and the outward movenieiit of tlie wedges will let it down toward the valve. The movement

Pig. 1.™The Woodbury engine.

has lOO noticlies, and therd’ore admits of a defi-

nite degree of a,(ljiistm(Mit. The adjusting screw

has 10 threads {leV in., and the taper of wedges is

1 in. in 10. One noteli on tlie collar, therefore,

representing yJo moves the wedge
lengthwise -[

,4,0 of an in., and the relief-plate to-

ward or from the valve khV ivo in., corre-

sponding to -gniVAn of an in. on each face of the

valve, d'lie passage k at the bottom of the chest

allows a eii’cuhition of steam under the ledge,j‘n-

suring equal tmnperatin’es for ledges Tlie

screw 7). winch is operah'd from tlie outside by

the handle A, is also used as a, means of moving

the wedges inward and tlirowing olf the relicf-

];)Ia.te; but the plate emi not lie let down farther

than the adjustment allows, as the wedges can

not l)e draAvn liack hirtlier than tlie collars m of

screws I I' (Fig. (>). Tlie amount of inward move- Pio-. 3.-Cylinder~ vertical section,

nient is rogidated by tlie .sennv / (Fig. 4) which
,,AUnr

forms IIk! stop for t.lio inward movemoni; of tlin wedges. This screw laps i 1,o the lel of-

plate, and a,t;ainst, it.s iicad tlio cross-pioco of the wedge strikes. Whet, the haotl o A s In icd

to the left, us fiir as it, will go, the wedgo.s are haek "©''inf
1^,

’ t P
ing riosition; when, on the eontrarv, the ha.ndle is movyl to the right, t ic sere v whudi woil s

through the. stnlllng-hox forees the. wedges inward and throws oft the reliel-plate. j\boiit,_one

fialf imni of t.lie liandle is all that is necessary. The purpose of this haipie

afford a moans of separating the valve-faces from seats in ease they tend to adhcic togethu



1 1

3 —ISteam-cliest—section.

Fig. 5.—Wedge, Fig. 6.—Screw.

Iri^'

Fig. 4.—Steam-chest—uncovered.

bottom by passages h h'

.

The steam is entering cylinder-port directly past the end of the

valve, and also through the cavity in the relief-plate into port a\ Steam is at the same time

Fig. 8.—Balancing-disk. Fio. 9.— Gros.s-hcad.

enteri^ ST^^emental _port^ a at^

at the"same time, arid, as the^ ports are'yery^arge,

the nearest approach to boiler-pressure is reached,

and the usual loss between boiler and cylinder fOi m
reduced. A double exhaust is also used.

Fig. 8 shows the method of attaching the

counter-weighted disks to the cranks for the J|y
purpose of balancing the reciprocating parts.

hhg. 9 shows the cross-head in top and end

view, the piston-rod being in section. 'mtllir

The construction of the main connecting-rod

is shown in Fig. 10.

Sioeefs SiraiciM- Line Engine, built by
Fra. lO.-Comu'ctiiiK-i-o.l.

Sweet’s Manufacturing Fo., Syracuse, is shown
in Figs. 11 to 23. The frame consists of two straight arms running from the cylinder to the

main bearings, with the balance-wheels between, the whole resting on three self-adjusting

Fig. 10. -Connecting-rod.
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points of support. All strains go in straight lines
; all boundary-lines are straight, ending in

curves
;
all cross-sections of stationary parts are rectangular, with rounded corners

; and all

moving arms and levers are double convex, wide and thin, with the longest axis in the direc-
tion of the greatest strain. The frame is cast in one piece with the cylinder and steam-chests.

ft

Fia. 11.—Sweet’s straight-line engine.

The pistons in engines smaller than 10-in. cylinder are solid, with rings sprung in, but for

10 in. and over they are as shown in Fig. 13. The main characteristic is that the rings are

made much too large for the cylinder, sprung in with considerable force and pinned in that
position, and the outside turned to a perfect fit to the cylinder. After this, the pin-holes in

the rings are filled to admit of the rings being compressed, while not allowed to expand.
Only a part of the thickness of the piston is used to secure it to the rod, this being done to

give* additional length to the piston-rod bush. The castings are very thin and light, and are

thoroughly ribbed for strength. The only part that can wear is the bull-ring, which is packed
down to keep the piston in the center of the cylinder by liners made of narrow strips of

sheet metal. Flanges cast on the spidcir and follower inside of tlio piston-rings make them so

stiff that only four studs are used. The pistons are secured to the rods by two taper fits, a

parallel thread, and shrink fit.

The p)iston packings are simply Babbitt-metal bushings, with reamed holes slightly larger

than the rods, so as to be a free sliding fit. One form is shown in Fig. 14. They rest in

spherical seats, which are free to move in any direction.

Fig. 12.—Sweet’s straight-line engine.

The cross-head is shown in Bdg. 15, It is of steel or malleable iron casting, and is tbroaded

on the piston-rod and secured by being split and clamped by the binding-bolts. Tim cross-

head pin is a hollow steel casting made fast to the connecting-rod, and turns in two adjustable

Babbitt-lined boxes in the cross-head. The object of this is to secure lightness, (3xtrn, wearing
surface, to prevent side swinging of the connecting-rod at the fly-whoel^ end, and to give

ready means of oiling. The cross-head is what is known as the slipper-guide soi’t, the lower

guide being adjustable in the vertical direction. It rests upon and is bolted upon two inclined

planes, and may bo readily raised or lowered to bring the piston-rod in perfect alignment.
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The crank-sliaft and wlieels arc shown in Fig. 16. The steel crank-pin and shafts forced

into the largo bosses of the two wheels form a solid structure, dividing the strain equally

between the bearings, and give an opportunity to balance the reciprocating parts properly,

furnish a support for tlie governor, and relieve'the main bearings of a good part of the thrust

of the piston.

The main journal-boxes are sliown in Fig. 17. These sleeves, A, are made eccentric and
lined with Babbitt-metal cheek-})ieces which bring the shaft concentric with the outside of

the shell. The cheek-pieces are retained in place by llabbitt-metal feather C at the bottom,

and a brass wedge 1) at the t,op. This furnishes a complete bearing at the bottom and sides,

and one in which tlie wear can be compensated for. Farrow metal liners are introduced at

the bottom, which can be removed and placed by the side of the wedge at the top. By this

change the cheek-pieces are shifted down, and, being wedge-shaped, the opening is closed.

The governor, shown in Fig. 18, consists of a single ball linked to the eccentric and con-

nected to a spring by a metal strap, and so located and weighted as to counterbalance the

eccentric and its attachments. When the speed of the engine reaches the point where the

centrifugal force of the governor-ball overcomes the resistance of the spring, the ball moves
away from tlie center of rotation, and in doing so it carries the eccentric nearer the shaft,

shortens its throw and the travel of the valve, and reduces the steam admitted to the

cylinder.

The eccentric is cast upon a swinging plate, which is pivoted to the boss of tlie lly-wheel.

The eccentric-plate is subject to a twisting strain, to resist which, in addition to the long

stud and journal, there are two links connecting it to tlie governor-ball.

Tlie valve motion has two pecnliarities : tlie position in which the eccentric-plate is

pivoted to tlie wlieel, wliieli gives a variable lead to the steam admission, and the direct con-

nection between eccentric and valve. The method of securing the slide to the valve-rod is

shown in Fig. 19. The method of securing the rod to the valve admits of the valve being

removed and returned witliout distnrbiiig the adjustment.

The valve controls the distribution of .steam very much as is done by the common I)

valve, but having a varialile travel controlled by the governor, it varies tlie amount of steam

admitted as the work imposed on the engine varies. The valve, as will be seen in Fig. 21, is

a rectangular plate, quite thin, and with five openings through it. It is made flat on its two

sides, and of uniform thicknes.s. The valve works within an opening formed by the valve-

seat and a pressure-plate and two disi,ance-pieces placed above and below it (see Fig. 20).

The pressiire-|)lato has rec(isses in it, opposite the ports in the valve-seat, and the distance-

pieces are made about xtSkt hi. thieker tlian llic valve. The pressure-plate resting against

the dista,nce-picces relieve.s the valve of all pressure, and it works within its opening the same
as a piston-valve. By t he recesses in the pressure-plate and the small openings through the

valve double ports are opened both for stream admission and exhaust.

The throttle-valve, shown in Fig. 22, consists of a flat seat, circular in form, having a

semicircular opening tlirough it, and a valve wliose face is a counterpai't of the valve-seat,

and by means of a semicircular bevel-gear on its upper surface and a pinion it can be rotated

half-way around. When the valve is set, in such a position tluit the two openings coincide,

there is a straiglitway jiassage for the steam, and when turned in tlie I'everse way the valve

is closed.

Fto. 23.—The Rice engine.

The liiee AntornaMc l6'?u/w/c.--Fig. 28 illustrates the Eice tandem compound-engine, one

of several styles hnilt liy tlie John T. Noye Mfg. Co., of Buffalo. N. Y. It is ol th(‘ same gen-

eral construclioii a-s the Rice single-cylinder engine. Botli valves are operat.ed l)y the same

20
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governor through the same eccentric-rod. The valves can be set inclependently of each other,

the low-pressure valve being arranged to admit of considerably more travel than the high-
pressure.

The valve of the Rice engine is shown in Fig, 24. It is balanced froiii all pressure

higher than the exhaust, the steam, being admitted from the inside and allowed to nearly

Fig. 25.—Main bearing—section.

surround the entire valve. The valve can be easily operated with one hand upon the smooth
valve-stem, when under full pressure of steam. The relief-valve is in tlie form of a steam-
tight piston, which rests on shoulders even with the valve (not on tlio valve itself), and is

Fig. 27.—The Ball triple-expansion engine.

kept in place by a steel spring at the back. Fig. 25 is a section through tlie main bc.aring,
showing the two bearings in a single casting, with the overhang at each end nea,rly halaiic.iid

and reduced to a minimum by means of offset hubs. Fig. 26 is another view of th(‘. Ix'aring,
showing the Babbitt liners. These are all cast in an iron mold, so that each one is an (‘xact
duplicate of every other one, and can be quickly removed and replaced. The liners are used
in the main-bearing, the cross-head, and the crank-pin. In the two latter places they are
bedded in brass boxes, which are free to expand. Thus, should the pin heat, the brass, having
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a greater expansive power tlian steel or iron, andbeing free, will expjind and loosen the fit,
instead of tightening it, as is the ease wiieii bound with an iron band.

Fig. 28.—Ball engine steam-chest.

Ths Ball 37 represents a double-tandem
condensing triple-expansion engine made by the Jhill Engine
Co., Erie, Pa,. 1'his engine is built in sizes of 300, 400, 5(){)

600, and 700 horse-power.
Fig. 28 shows a maUon tlvrougli the steam-chest and vfilve

of the Ihdl engine. Fig. 20^ shows three views of the eonstrue-
tion of the valve.

^

It consists of two pa.rts, which are con-
nected by teicseopic sleeves, allowing each half to adjust it-
self to its seat. The se(*.tioiiaI view shows the manner of steam
distribution to the cylinder, ;md the operation of the valve.
This double-faeed valve is held in constant and steam-tight
eontaet witli an upper and lower horizontal valve-face, whose vra
areas, in proportion to the surface of the valve, are identical.

•

The live steiim enters tlie uf)per side of the valve, and, being inclosed by the teleseot)ie shells,
presses the laces apart wil.h rehition to each other, and against the port or passage-way siir-
taee, as sliown. By this arrangmnent there is only a, suniciorit percentage of the whole area
01 each valve subjected t,o unhalaneed pressure to insure steam-tightness.

J he Ball th Wood Or(h^,H--(](mh‘p()und Bngine.— I^''ig. 30 shows a pcrsp(‘ctive view of a cross-
compoimd engine built by tlie Ball & Wood Co., of Elizabeth, N. J., for the Newark Electric

Fig. :j().--The Ball and Wood compouiKl engine.

Light Co., of Newark. The size of the low-pressure cylinder is 13 in. and the high-Tiressure
25 in., with a strolv'e of 16 in. It is rated at 3()() horse-power.

The McIntoHh cf: Seymour Bngme is shown in Fig. 31. Pig. 32 shows a sectional view of
the valve and cylinder.

The general design of the engine presents no radically novel fcatun^s except in two vital
points, the valve and governor. The frame is made very massive and rigid by hea;vy internal
ribbing. The lower guides are separate pieces, though supported throughout tlieir entire
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leiigtli by the frame. The main bearings have cheek-pieces for taking up horizontal wear.

Bach one of these is backed up solidly for its entire length by a ta^per-wedge, and can lie ad-

justed by elevating the wedge with screws provided for that purpose, ddie main caps ea,ii be

removed entirely without disturbing the cheek-pieces or wedges, and tlie latter can then bo

removed without disturbing the shaft, exposing over one half of tlie cireiiinference of the

journal. The cross-head is "of the locomotive type and is made of one piece, including cross-

head pin. The construction of the valve and valve-seat is shown in the sectional views

through cylinder jind steam-chest, in Pig. 32. The valve proper is an ordirniry iiistTm-valvc.

Fig. JJl.—The McIntosh and Seymour engine.

The valve-seat is so constructed that it can be taken up to eoniponsate for it;s own wcNir and
that of the valve. This seat consists of a ring, or rather two rings, ina,dc in one piece and
connected by several bridges across tlie port-opening whieli the space between them forms.

The seat is crescent-shaped, split and adjustable to fit the valve, by the st.cm whicdi extends
to the upper side of the steam-chest, where it can be turned by a box-wr(uudi, as shown in the

cut, afinr removing tlie can which covers its end. By disconnecting the eccentric-i'od from
the valve-rod slide or rocker and moving the valve to and fro by Imnd while t.urniiig the

stems, a very close adjustment of the seats to the valve can be made willioul. a,uy da.ng('r of

making them too tight for the valve to work freely. Eacli adjustable seat is held stinim-t.ight

between two permament seats, but is free to move in the plane of the port Jind nniy be said

to ride on the valve. This an*Hngement makes the valve less liable to slick tdian wit.h a rigid

seat, if the engine is started without warming it up thoroughly. Tlie st(‘am does not enter
the port-openings from the steain-cliest over the inside edge of each valve-end, as is usually

the case, but through port-shaped openings in the rim of the valve, lea.ving a dct-a.ehed |)of-

tion on the inner edge of eacli valve-rim, which greatly increases tlie bcaring-surfact^ of i.he

valve. This eiigiiie has proved exceedingly cllicient as a motor for dynamos.

Fig. 32.—McIntosh and Seymour engine section-valve and cylinder.

The Biddings Compound AutomMio Engine is shown in Pig. 33. It is laiilt hj Iho Sioux
City Engine Works, Sioux City, Iowa. The special feature of this engine i.s a novel device



Fia. 84.—The. QicUUiigs valve.

hiQ. 88.—The G hidings compound engine.

to adjust or renew tlie pa(dvin,n:. T\n\ intermediate recjeivcr has bcnm disejwded in tliese en-
gines.

The (Hddings ]hdve.—¥\g. U shows the Giddiiigs e(iuilil)rium slide-va,lve, used in the
Giddings iiigli-speed a,utoma,tie engines. This slide-valve consists of one piece

;
l,a,kes stca.m

the va,lvo to a/void lifting, anotiier eon nec*.ting with
the, exhaust-i)assag(‘,, tliere.})y tireventing a,e(iuinu-

lation of i)ressur(%*"and st.ill* rnainhiining a,bout 2
lbs. of surplus prcssuiHs })(U* s(|. in. on the bacdc of tlie va.lvT, which insures a positive and per-
manent tigdit joint, ddici eonm'otion is made by a hing(‘,-joint, whereby the valve can be orieruHl
outward lik(^ a, door, witliout discamnecting.

The Valley Fig. 25 shows 1,lie ba,la,need valve used by the A^alley Iron Works,
Williamsport, Pa,., on tlieir aaitomatic high-specal engine. It consists of but ‘one piece, and
has no rings or shann^s. ddie shape is clearly shown in tlu^ illust.ra,t,ion. It is set in tlu^ valve-
seat, with tlie coriuu' pointing to the center. B(‘tw(Mm the cover a,nd cover-seat are plaecal strips

of co|)per yJiir in. in tliickness, which a,re for
t,he purpose of remova,! and taking u|'> vauir
as th(‘ valve ma,y ixajuire ii,. 'Tlie olvji'ction

to wea,r (existing in tlie piston-valve is over-
(ainie by (his const.nu'tion. Live stiia,m is

a,dnii(,tcd inside the c'.over around the valve,

a.nd exha,ust let out at the, eiuls. This con-
struction admil,s of the engine being rim

Jzr^z:“’:;zn under full boiler-pressure wit,h the exluuist-

(hll i..) (‘Over removed, and a,n inspection of valv(.s

i

Fig. 85 —Valley engine valve and cwdudiT. Fin. 8(5.~Valve-V>raeket and slidic

for leakage made under full steam-pressure, ’’riie (‘onstruction of t ln^ valve-brackel; a-iul slide
IS shown in Fig. 20. Tlie braidod, is bolted to the bed and ca,ri'ies tlie slide, bid,ween tlie
bracket fmd stuffing-box. On tlie valve-stem is a clarnp-wrist, s|)lit in tlie ba,ek: and pinclied
on the slide by a, |-in. bolt, as shown. In ca,se of a,ccident or of the va,l ve st.riking t he end of
chest, this wrist will slip, preventing all damage. Fig. 27 is a persficctive vienv of the en-
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Fig. 37.~The Valley engine.

Two recent styles of the Armington & Sims oiiLni
hrst IS a double compound engine, with cranks at 180'

Fig. as —The Armington and Sims engine.

special double engine, especially designed for
saving of space is a prime re(|uirement. Ni

the second is known as a
board of steamships, where

Fig. 30.™The Armington and Sims engine.

built by the Armington & Sims Co., of Providence, R. I. siund engines, etc., all of which are developments from th-
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by this company witli a single cylinder. A section of the cylinder and valve of the Arming-
ton & Sims engine is shown in Pig. 40. The steam-chest, with valve-seat, is in one cjasting

with the cylinder; the valve-chest is inclosed by a cover in the
usual manner. It will be seen that the steam-chest is filled

with live steam, which surrounds the valve, and that by tak-

ing steam in the center of the valve and exhausting at each
end, the steam-ports from the cylinder can be very direct, and
the waste-room kept small. In the engraving the valve is

shown as just taking steam into the cylinder-port at the pis-

ton-end; tlie port in the valve at the other end is also just

taking steam from the steam-chest into a port wliich passes
through the valve into the same cylinder-port; this enables
steam to b(^ taken very quickly jit the commencement of the
stroke. The steam is exhausted at each end of the valve by
direct passages wliich quickly free t,he cylinder. The piston is

hollow, fastened by a tajier fit to the rod, and furnished with
two snap-rings, ''Phe valve is a hollow piston-valve, with cast-

iron (.‘luls, made very light, with a body of steel tubing. It is ground, and perfectly balanced.
The Ifarrlnburg'^Tmuiem-C^^^ 3ngine ,—The Ide tandem-compound engine, as manu'

faetured by the Poundry a,n,d Machine Department, at Harrisburg, Pa., is shown in Pig. 41.

Fig. ‘11.—The Harrisburg compound engine.

Fio, 40.—-Valve and cylinder.

Tlie extra heavy shaft and lly-wlioel are supported between the bearings, avoiding the over-

hang of the :fly-whe(d, as is tlie case in the c'enter-crank tyjio. One of tlie special features in

the Harrisburg ta.ndem comjiound is the method of connecting the high and low pressure

cylinders. It admits of moving Hie low-pr(5ssure cylinder head into the connectioris to exam-
ine the low-pressure cylinder and jii.ston without reinoving the higli-pressur(3 cylinder or its

steam and exhaust connections. The inaliility to do this has been one of the greatest objec-

tions to the tandem-com|)ound engines as usually built. 4’he manjuu’ of supporting the high-

pressure cylinder is more substantial than tlie general practice, avoiding the vibration of cylin-

ders when working under full load.

Fig. 42.—The ideal engine.

The Ideal Engine, made also by the same builders, is shown in Pigs. 42 juid III It i.s a
single-cylinder automatic engine, with the peculiar feature of being solMubrieating. The
sectional view shows tlie principle of the automatic oiling device.
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relieve themselves in ease of water. Fig. 46 shows the hook-rnotion va,lvi‘-g(i{Lr, Fig, 47 the

dash, and Fig. 48 the governor, wliieli has light balls made to run at. thre.t^ tiiiu's the speed of

the engine, and a heavy sliding weight
The Mshkill-GoiTise; Engine .—A sectional view of the cylinder of this engine is shown in

Fig. 49, and a side view of the valve-motion is shown in Fig. 60. Oite’s releasing valve-gear,

as applied to tliis engine, is shown in the accompanying detailed cuts.

Bhg. 51 is a front elevation,

and Ehg. 52 is a plan. These
show the valve-gear as it appears
when engaged, and in the middle
of its travel. Bhgs. 53, 54, and
55 are rear elevations. Fig. 53
shows the pa,rts in engagement
at the moment the valve Itegins

to open ;
Fig. 54 shows the posi-

tion of the parts immediately
after the valve luis l)een released,

and Fig. 55 illustrates tlio action
of the stop-motion.

In all the figures A represents

the valvc-steni and B the valve-

lever, which is secured to the end
of the valve-stem l>y a feather

and set-screw. (J O' is a double crank, which vibrates loosely on a. sleeve around l.he valve-

stem, and is connected by an adjust.able link-rod to the wrist-plate, from which it receives its

motion. The end of the arm 0 carries a small roek-shaft i), wliidi lias a hook E fastened on
one end. This hook is provided witli a, liardened stetd catch-plate A wliich^ engages a sinvilar

plate c fastened on tlie end of the valve-lever R, a,nd the liook is_ ke^it in .place by a. light

spring /. On the end of the rock-shaft ./>, opposite the liook A, is fixed ai forked crank E
haviiigli pin h on which is mounted a sliding-block ,% and tlic outside of block s is fitted to

move in a slot i of a link O. The link is mounted at and vibrates alioiit a point,/ in one arm
of a l)ell-cra,nk i/, and the bell-

crank oscillates upon a sleeve

around the valve-stem. The
other a,rm of the bell-crank II
is connecjtcd by an adjustable
rod 3 to the governor. By re-

ferring to Fig. 53, in wliicli the
double crank 0 O' is moved liy

tlie w:risi>|)late in the direction
indicated by tlie arrow, and fol-

lowing the motion of tlie inner
end of the bloclf tS, and also of

tlie inner end of the slot % it.

will be seen that tliose points
will (*onie together wlien the
curved dotlied lines 2 iuid

cross each otheu*, and as llie

movement, continues the block
.s will lie pushed fa.rther from
the center of the valvo-stom,
and when the center line of the
link sha,ll be coincident witli

radial line 1, as shown in h^ig.

54, tlie lilock will liave been
puslied so fa,r outward t.liat. it

will have slightly turned tlie

small roek-shaft i), aaid nioved
the hook E enough to rdt'ase

Ihxn no.^d^'ishkill-Corliss engine~~valve-raOtion. the valve-leviu’ />*. Ihum (lie

dash-pot will act a,ml close (lie

valve. At this moment of release, cfTected by the toggle-like action of the link, thu^ pr<\ssure

on the bell-crank i/, caused by the liberation, will lie exerted in a radial line from th<‘. cen-
ter of the slot through the point/ to the center of the valve-stem or the stand wliich supports
it, and during the entire movement of the hook E there will be no ap|)recia,ble stra,in l-o t.urn

the beri-crank //, and consequently t,h(.ire will be no strain to disturb tlie normal action of (.he

governor. As the position of the bell-crank // is controlled by t.ho governor, any elmngi^ in
the height of the governor will cause a change in the position of the point,,/, and a corresj)ond-
ing change in the time of release. The action of the automatii*. snl‘(*t,y-st()p inotlon is illus-

trated by Figs. 53 and 55. Bhg. 53 shows the position of tlic viirious part s wlien I lu' cuigine
is at its lowest normal speed, and the hook E is ah the point of engagement with Uu'. valve-
lever B. The lower side of the link (? is provided with an adjust,abhi enibossment '/e, wldeli, in
the position shown, is just clear from the hub of the bell-craiik //. Now, should the governor-

^ Ml
1

—
^“•"v.:,,.:«lllLlilliL.-^r

Fm. 40.—Fishkill-Corliss eiigiue—cyliuthu-.
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belt be broken, or if from any other cause the governor-balls should fall below tliis point, the

bell-crank H will be moved in the direction indicated by the arrow in Pig. 55, the einboss-

FiG. 53.—Valve begins to open. Ficj. 54.— Valve releasetl.

ment w will be brought against the hub of the bell- /(S)
crank, and the continued movement of the bell-crank /Vy
will cause the embossment to act as a fulcrum, and 1*^

the lower side of the slot i will cause the pin h in the
I

forked crank JP to move outward, or from the center ^
\

of valve-stem -4. This will carry the hook outward
( ;(q^ f'

so far that it will not engage with the valve-lever E, W U \
'' /

and the valve will remain closed. In connection with \\ **

•"'jA

the above, an attachment is placed on the governor-
\

column, by means of which the action of the stop-mo-
-- \

tion may be suspended or made operative at any time \ \
by the engineer, and when suspended the engine can

\j \ \

be stopped and started in the usual way. \ \

The Payne- Corliss Engine .—In the engine illus- \ \

trated in Pig. 56 separate valves have been provided \ , . V
for the induction and exhaust; the steam-chest and \ 6 ) J

induction-valves situated above, and the exhaust-chest ^
and valves below, as in the conventional Corliss en- ^
gine. There are however, separate wrist-plates for

figs. ru--55.-cii;c'B\eLHing valve^
the steam and exhaust valves. The wrist-plate, which
gives motion to the exhaust-valves, derives its movement from a fixed eccentric upon the
main shaft, and thus the points of release and compression may be adjusted witliont interfer-

Pm. 55.~-Stop-nu)tiorL

Figs. 61-55.—CifcC's releasing valve-gear.
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ing with the functions of the steam-valve, and, onee determined, are positive and fixed. The
eccentric, which deterrnines the movement of the steam-valves, is operated by a shaft-governor
in such a manner as to open the valves more or less according to the amount of steam required
varying the point of cut-otf, while the ainount of lead remains practically constant for ali
loads and pressures. The point of cut-olf being varied by the greater or less movement of
the wrist-plate instead of by means of a detachable motion, and the valves being closed by a

positive connection with the wrist-plate instead of by dash-pots, high rates of rotation and
the advantages of the high-speed engine, combined with a distribution of steam to which the
economy of the 4-valve engine is due, arc^ rendered possible, inasmuch as the engine is not
limited by tlie inability of the detacha,l)le 'devices to act at high rotative speeds.

The Westinglunme Engine.—The Westinghouso engine is the leading engine of a new type
wliich has recently come into extensive use, the principal characteristics of which are (1)

two or more vertical single-acting cyliinhu’s, and (2) automatic lubrication by means of a
closed chamber surrounding the (uvuik-shaft, containing oil or oil and water. This type of

engines was originally built with two cylinders of the same size, with cranl-c-^ at 180'*. Large
sizes are built as a compound engine, witli one cylinder larger than the other. Engines on
the same gencu’al ])i'inciple, but
with three cylinders and triple

expansion, witli thre^o (;ranks at

120°, have been brought out by
other makers. Among the ad-

vantages claimed for tiliis type of

engine are, that, on account of

its being single-aciting, the press-

ure of the piston arid of the con-

necting-rods on the wrist and
ci’ank pins is always in one dii-ec;-

tion, viz., downward, and eonse-

<mently, no inatlor how much
the bearings arc worn, tlKU’C is

no lost motion in thorn. On this

account, the engine, if properly

designed, may be rrm at. a very

high speed, a,nd is therefoi’e (ieo-

nomical of room and weight;, a.nd

sav<3s tire gearing for t,ransmis-

sion of rrower to the line-shaft.-

ing nnichine or dynamo, neer^ssa-

r-y with slow-speed engines.

Fig. 57 shows a fi*ont view,

n.nd Figs. 58 and 51) sect.ional

views, of tire Wesl.inghou.se
“ standard ” or non-compound
engine as built in sizes fi'orn 15

to 250 horse-power. The fol-

lowing is a description of the de-

tails : The Ciylinders A A ai’c cast

in one piece with the valve-cliarn-

ber yi, and are bolted to tln^ top _

of the bed or ci-ank-case (1 The cylinder-heads a a cover the upper ends of the cyimaers

only, the lower ends being uncovered and opening directly into the chamber of the cranK-

Frn. 57.—The Westinghonse engine.
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case. The pistons Di> are of the “trunk” form, double-walled at the top to f)revent con-
densation, open at the bottom, and carrying the hardened steel wrist-pins b 6. They are each
packed with three rings. The connecting-rods are made of forged steel. The cranks

G 6*, the crank-pins, and crank-shaft MM are all of steel, and may be removed by taking off

the crank-case head o. The crank-shaft bearings are in the form of removable shells d d, lined

i||I

Jigfr; ]

Fig. 58.

Figs. 58, 59.—Westinghouse engine—sectional views.

with Babbitt-metal. From 00 horse-power up these bearings are split for tlic sake of con-
venient removal without taking out the shaft. They are slipped into the crank-ease head
from the inside, and adjusted by a distance-ring /, which is of an arbitrary thickness depend-
ent on the shrinkage of the casting of the crank-case. A chamber is formed in the outer end
of the crank-case liead, in which, and revolving with the shaft, is the ring-wiper ?/', which

Fig. 60,—Westinghouae compound engine. back - pressure piston, whieliFio. 60.—Westinghouse compound engine.
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prevents the bahinec' of tlie governor from being disturbed when t,he (mgine, (ixlnuists against
back-pressure. I'iie va,lve-gui(le J serves also in lieu of a stii (ling- box agniinst the exhaust
steam contained in the passage above it. The valve-guide as well "as tlie viilve and both pis-
tons are |)acked with simple s[>rung rings of cast iron. The valve-stem m is keyed fast to the
guide, and grips the valve witliout binding between the nut at the iipiver end and the collar at
the lower end, as shown. The band-wheel is a combination-pulley Z and fly-wheel F, cast to-
gether, so tliat the j)ulley overliangs tlie main bearing, tlirowing the line of belt-strain well
toward tlie center of the bearing, and taking the siiring off fronCthe shaft.

Tlie automatic governor is located on the shaft, betwi'cn t he cranks, and actuates the valve
direct witliout rock-shafts or otlier mechanism. .

The WeMmghome Compinmd En.gine is similar in general eliaracteristics to the non-com-
pound engine aliove described. It is shown in section in Fig. (j(). (,)ne cylinder is enlarged
to practically three times l.he area of the other.

The valvc-d'iest is across tlie top of tlie cylinders,

and is in one piece, tlie various steam-passages be-

ing cliambered in it. '^Idie vah'e-soat is in the form
of a liush, in whicli t he |)ort<s are cut to an exact
register. Tliis bnsliing is reamed out and forced
steam-tight int.o its liored seat.

The valvc-ehest also eontains a small by-pass
valve controlling a cored passage, by which live

steam can be mlmitted to tihe low-pressure cylinder,

to turn the engine over its center when starting.

The steam and inxliaust eonneetious, are on the side

of the valve-eliest towa,rd the back of tlie engine.

The valve is aet.uated by a single eceentrie con-
trolled by ii sliaft-governor, shown in Fig. hi. It

is inclosed in a ease whi(;h is filled with oil when
the engine is first set up, and requires no further at-

tention for an indelinite period. The eccentric,

alone is outside of the governor-case, being carried

on a shaft running through a sleeve, and liearing (51. --W<‘stiiigliooso shaft-governor,

against stops when at full throw.
Tlio economy of si,earn of the Westingliouse engines is shown in tlie following figures

published by the buihhu’s. 'The first, table gives the results of thriui tests of a iion-eoinpbuiid
45 horse-iiower engiiu'., iindiu’ three conditions of loafling:

Average lyoit'r-pressure
iiiean cmH'tive i)reKSun*

“ revolutions i>«*r miti
“ iiuHeated liors(vpower

Feed-water <;ousuined per indicated horse-power pen* lidm

The iKixt talde shows the ri'sult.s of tests made in 1888 of a compound engine 14 and 24
in. cylinder, 14-in. stroke, undm’ varying load.s. The engine was nnjacketed. The steam was
measured aft er being ('.ondeiised in a surface-condenser, which was less open to the atmosphere
in the iioii-e.ondensing tests, ddio steam consumption is given in pounds per indicated horse-
power [ler liour

:

JbK. t)f7 93 -5 1)3 *1

.
“ nil* 41) 80’70 32-38

353-3 353-1) 35(5 *7

h.-p. 44 -HI 35 -OR 35-06
dbs. 33-()() 33-1)1) 36-37

NON'OONDSNHINO, 1101 IJ'nt-PlllSSHUItKH. OO.NniflNSINO, BOILUU-PUMHSCRinH,

t’,l) lbs. HO llm. ino iim. Pil) IbK.

HORHIC-
POWUUS. P.‘(l llm. 100 11)8. «(> Ibn. 0(1 11)8.

HUmmu coiiRiimptlon.

....
1

33- (5 310 18-4

SUmm coiirtuiiijilbtii.

33 31-1) 170 48 -1 IH-H
34 -O 33 ’(5 33 '3 no 18-3 18-5 30
35-7 33-11 33-3 115 lH-3 18- (5 ID- (5 30-5

3(5 -1) 35-3 31-1) 33’4 100 lH-3 18-(5 11) -7 30-3
37-7 Ijif)

* 52 35" 1 34 -(5 80 18-3 1H-(5 11)-1) 30-1
30-3 38-7 3!)-.| 3H-H .50 30-4 30-8 30-7 30-4

The WiJldtis (U'ntral’- Valve TrvpleVI^}xpatm(m Engine^ madt^ by Willans & liobinson,
'riiamcs-Ditton, Fngland, is shown in stKition in Fig. 02. The jiiston-valvii is shown at the
left of the ongim*.

The engine is arnuiged witli the liigh-irressure cylinder above (lie intermediate cylinder,
and with the latt (ir above the low-pr(^.ssure. In engines whicli have more t,han one crank,
each crank IS svirnio Vint,ed liy a comqilete engine, all the pistons of wliich are carried by one
piston-r()d. The rod is of large diameter and is hollow, and the valve for admitting and
exhausting th(3 steam from the several cylinders works up and down inside it, in tlio center of
the engine (hence tlie name “ central-valve ”). If is driven in the usual way by an eccentric,
but since the valve- facu^ (i. e., the inner surface of the liollow rod) moves up and down
with the pistons, tlie source of the valve-motion (i. e., the eccentric) must move up and down
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with the pistons also. This is effected by mounting the eccentric on tlie crank-pin, instead

of on the shaft, as usual. The ports through which the steam enters and leaves the respective

cylinders are simply holes in the hoJlow rod. These
are exposed alternately to steam coming from above,

through the rod, and to exhaust (also tlirougli the
rod) downward, according as the corresponding pis-

tons of the valve pass below the holes or above
them. Steam enters at the top, through the gov-
ernor throttle-valve, shown in section, into the
steam-chest. The top of the hollow rod, tliougli

uncovered, is closed against the steam liy the upper-
most piston of the valve, which works in the part

above the holes. Steam can tlierefore enter the
rod only when the holes are in the steam-chest, as

they are when the high-pressure t)ist;on is near the
upper part of its travel. On commencing tdie down-
stroke the uppermost valve-piston is just passing
below the holes, and therefore admits steam irito

the first or high-pressure cylinder. It rises again,

and closes the ports, when the piston lias descended
about three quarters of its stroke

;
but the cut-off is

eff'ected earlier than this by the holes in tlie upper
part of the hollow rod, leaving the steam-chest a,nd

passing through tiie gland in the cylinder-cover

—

thus losing their supply of steam. It is (‘widen i.

that the cut-oll‘ may be matie to lake {dace a,t any
part of the stroke, merely by drilling tlui lioles high-
er or lower in the rod

;
the lower they ar(‘. th(i (uirlier

in the stroke will they leave the steam-chest. (The
same effect is produced by altering the lieight of the
gland in the cylinder-cover.) After eut-olf, the
steam acts expansively on the high-pressure piston
in the usual wa}^ By the time the piston lias readied
the bottom of its stroke the piston-valve has passed
above the ports, and. a way is (){)ene(l from above
into the space below the {Jiston, or first receiver.

During the up-stroke (effected by the niomentum
Fia. 62.—TUc Wiiiaiis engine. of the fly-wheel only) tlie stoa,m is merely trans-

ferred, practically without cluinge of volume or
pressure, into the receiver. At the beginning of the succeeding down-strula^ stc'atn {lassc^s

from the receiver by holes below the upper piston into the liollow rod again, and out by holtis

above the second piston into the intermediate cylinder. On the next up-stroko the steam ex-

hausts, just as described before, into the second receiver
;
in the next down-stroke it; tiasst's

into the low-pressure cylinder; in the next up-stroke it is transferred into the “ exhaust-
chamber,” which is in commiinieation with the atmosphere

;
but it is not iintfl t,he t,hird revo-

lution after that in which the steam enters the high-pressure cylinder tliat it is finally ex{)ell(‘d

from the engine. The full pressure in the steam-chest is constantly acting upon tlui v{dv(‘-j)i.s-

ton. This insures that the eccentric-rod shall be kept constantly pressed against th(‘. (‘ccen-

trie, as well on the up as on the down stroke. With the steam-pistons the (;a,se is diff(U'(‘nt.

They are much heavier, and they are all in equilihrio during the up-strokt\ for tlu'n^ is at t,h<M,t

time coinmimication existing between the upper and lower sides of all of t.licm. S{)(H;iid

means, therefore, are required for cheeking their momentum on th(‘. u{)-st,r()k(‘, so as to ko(q>

the connecting-rod brasses truly in “constant thrust.” The upward mov(‘mi‘iii of Idas guide-
piston compresses the air contained in the guide-cylinder, until at the l,o{) of the st.rokc a con-
siderable pnjssure is reached, sufficient to stop the line of pistons, (‘t,c., without sliocik, and
without allowing the upper brass to leave the crank-pin. In fact, an air-cusliion is sulisti-

tuted for the usual steam-cushion.
A test of the Willans engine, by Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy, showial a, wa,ter-coiisum{)tion of

19*11 lbs. per indicated horse-power per hour, the engine develo{)ing liorsivpowiu'.

The Adis Rolling-Mill Reversing-Engine (Fig. 63) shows a pair ot rolling-mill (‘iigines built
by the E. P. Allis Co. for Carnegie, Phipps & Co.'s Armor Mill in Pitlshurg, Pa. Idie engines
are driving a two-roll high train, and are reversed at every pass of tlie pla,te in tlie rolls. The
steam cylinders are 40-in. diameter by 54-in. stroke, with Reynolds’ Corliss valv(‘.-gear with-
out the drop cut-off mechanism ; the speed of the engines is controlled liy lh<‘. operatnr, and
is varied in every-day practice from 5 revolutions to 120 revolutions per rniii. ’fhe r(‘.ver.sing-

gear is handled by a counterbalanced reversing mechanism, operated by stea,m, which is con-
trolled by a lever on the engineer’s platform; from this position he has u,n unohst.rucBal view
of all parts of the engine and roll-train. The journals for the roll-shaft and cngin(‘, crank-
shaft are formed in the same pillow-block, each one having proper means of taking up wear
and adjustment. Power from the engine crank-shaft is transmitted to the roll-shaft by
means of a pair of shrouded helical tooth steel gears.

The Willard Condensing E7igine, made by 0. P. Willard & Co., Cliicago, is shown in Fig.
64. It differs from an ordinary steam-engine in the fact that while steam is made in tlie
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Fia. (53.- -ReverHiriK rolliiifc-mill arigino.

generator, which is a part of tiio inacliinc, the only fimetion of iJie stciam is to create, by con-
densation, a vacuum, wliicli is (.ho motive-i>owor. The ongino is double-acting, a vacuum
being created aiternat.i^ly a(. eacli end of (.lie cylinder, ddicre is no greater than atmospheric
pressure m i-uo generator, ana tnere cousin

uently is no danger of exjilosion. The con
ensation ot* tht‘ low-pre.ssurc steam, liy which

a vaeiuim is cn^ited, is edect.ed by means of a
siirface-cond<'ns(‘.r, whiidi is k(‘i->t cool by water.

Wh(‘.re till', engim^ is t;o be used in a city or

town having puhliis wat<er service, the condens-
er is placed in I h(i upright ii’on pocket shown
at the back of the engine, juid a small stream
of water— for the 2-h()rs('.-i)ower, ^-in. |)i|)(‘,

;
for

the 4 horse-{)ow(‘,r, f-in. pipe—furnishes an
almruhmt water-supply l.o Keep tlui comhmscr
cool. Idle water is admit.t.cul at trhe bottom,
and rises to t toi), and passtis olf l.lirough an
overflow-pipe. Wfiere t.liere is no public water-
service, the engine it.s(‘.lf opera,t.(ts a small pump,
wliich causes a cinadation of water.

The ('.ylinder doiis not, require oiling or lu-

lirication, a,s t,he low st,c*a,m used, Ixdng very
moist, is a, suilieient lubricant,. The engine
requiu's no a,ttent,ion beyond .simply kcefung
up the (in^, a,nd giving the wheel two or three
turns wlnn ready to begin operations. There
a,r(^ no ('.xlumst., no stoam-gange, no gaiige-

coc'.ks, no boiha* feisl-pnmp or injector, nor any
of t]i(‘S(', adjimefs of an ordimiry steam-boiler.
It is [)rac,(,i('a,lly noiseless, and t.liereis no escape
of burned oil or noxious odors. Wliere powm‘
is lUMshul iu otTices and Imildings heated by
steam, for running ventilating-fans, printing-
press(is, or ot.hcr inacliinery, t.hc engine may
bo cormcM’,t(‘d by a jiipe witli the steam-coil in

the room, and run in tins way without any
generator with the machine ; consequently
there will be no ashes or dust, and the engine
may be started or stopped by opening or cJ

coil.

Fig. 04.—TIk^ Williird coiidetiHaig (aigine.

;
tlie valve comiecting with the steam-
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The Acme Automatic Safety Engine and made by the Rochester Macliine-'l ool

Works, Rochester, N. Y., is shown in Figs. 65 and 60.
_ .

The engine (Fig. 65) is an upright double-cylinder, single-acting engine, with cranks 180

to each other. The pistons being times the stroke in length, iorm their own guides, tlie

Fia. G5.—The Acme automatic safety engine.

wrist-pins being slightly below the center of the pistons, and the steam-rings above and below

the wrist-pins. The valve is of the balanced rocking type, and is placed on the top of the

cylinders, the valve-case forming the cylinder-heads. The fly-wheel contains tlie automatic

governor’ which regulates the admission of steam to suit the varying loads, by changing the

throw of the eccentric that actuates the valve. Lubrication is accomplished by carrying in

the crank-case a mixture of oil and water,

into which the cranks dip at every revolu-

tion.

The boiler is shown in Fig. 66. It is

of the sectional type, tlio wat(^r lioing car-

ried in a series of rings connected by in-

clined tubes tliat break joints, ddie boiler

is double-jacketed to prevent loss of heat by
radiation. A large dome on to[) is used to

dry the steam. Tlie water-supply is main-
tained by a pump worked from the main
shaft, which forces tlie water through a coil-

heater, where it is subjee.tcd to tlu', (sffects

of the exhaust steam before entering the
water-leg of the boiler. Tlie supply of wat.er

to the feed-pump is regulated hy a ball-

float in a case attached to the lioiler, which,
by means of levers, controls the amount de-
livered at each revolution of the engine, and
may be adjusted to maintain tiie (h'sircMl

level of water in the boiler tindm' tiie vary-
ing loads to which the engine may be sul)-

jected. The fuel is kerosene-oil of 110“ t.o

115® fire-test (this grade giving tiie best re-

sults), atomized by a steam-j(‘t,, a,nd (son-

FiQ', 06 .-The Acme boiler. trolled by an automatic fire-regulal,or, that
reduces or cuts off entirely the sn})ply of

fuel when the steam-pressure reaches the limit at which the regulator is adjusted. This fire is

easily controlled, and gives an even and constant supply of steam. The tank cont,aining tliej

oil is placed on a suitable stand, the bottom being as high as or higher than tlic burner.

The oil flows to the atomizer, and is regulated by the cap of the atomizer, as before slated.

There is also an automatic self-closing valve located on the oil-pipe, that shuts off the oil

when steam is shut off from the atomizer, either by hand or the action of the fire-regulator.

The Shipman Engine a7id Boiler^ made by the Shipman Engine Go., Boston, is shown in
Fig. 67. A sectional view of the engine and a side view of the connecting-rod are sliowii in
Fig. 68. The boiler used in engines of from 1 to 6 horse-power is shown in Fig. 69.

This motor is a petroleum-burning steam-engine, for use either on launches or in houses
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where a moderate amount of power is required. It is automatic, so that, when once steam has
been generated in the boiler, practically no further attention is required beyond that of open-

F'lo. 07.—The Shipman engine and boiler.

ing and shutting the steam-valve wlienever the engine is started or stopped, the fire, speed,

and water-feed being so arranged as to attend to themselves. The engine is built xipon the
same frame as the lioilor. ^Uhis latter is composed of tubes about 18 in. long, which are

screwed into a flat, oblong chamber at one end and
closed at the other, and is fired externally. Two
small aspirators or atomizers, taking steam from
tlio boiler, suck up the petroleum, which is used as

fuel, from a chamber below, and drive it into the

Fia. (5H.—The Shiinnan engine.

21

r Fici. 69.—The Shbiman boiler.

furnaces in the form of a fine spray. A couple of

torches ignite this spray as it passes inward, and
the flames produced by its combustion rush round
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and among the boiler-tubes. The amount of steam and petroleum that is used by the atomizers

is regulated by a diaphragm connected to a valve in the steam-pipe that supplies them. This

diaphragm is exposed to the steam-pressure on the one side, and is held down by a spring,

loaded to a certain pressure, on the other, and moves upward or downward as the steam exerts

more pressure than the spring, or vice versa. Its movement is conveyed to the valve by

means of a rod, and it thus regulates the amount of steam passing at any moment to the

atomizers. In this way the fire is made to vary inversely as the pressure in the boiler, and

thus keeps the latter constant. The petroleum is stored in a tank at any con venient dis-

tance from the motor, and is led to it through a pipe having a regulating valve in it. The

water in the boiler is kept at a constant level by means of a float, connected to a tap in the

suction-pipe of the pump. This float is placed in a chaintaer, which is joined to tlie top and

bottom of the boiler, and rises or falls with the level of the water. '^I'he movement is con-

veyed, through a stuffing-box and by means of levers, to the tap in the suction-pipe, which

it opens or closes as the water-level changes.
^ «

Allis's IMsting-Engim.—Ifig. 70 shows a hoisting-engme built by tlie It. I . Allis Co., of

Milwaukee. The drum is driven by a pair of Keynolds girder-frame Corliss engines. They

Fi». 70.—The Allis hoisting-engine.

are fitted with improved brake and reversing-gear, etc. The conical rojx' druin is 18 ft. in

diameter at the large end. 8 ft. at the small end, and 13 ft. 0 in. long. cylinders are 16

in. diameter by 36 in. stroke. Engines of this style are built with diflerent sizes of drums and
cylinders to suit the requirements of different locations.

The Dich & Church Tandem-Compound Engine, made by thi' Pheenix Iron-Works Co.,

Meadville, Pa., is shown in Fig. 71. It is a. two-cylinder compound, both cylinders being

overhung, and yet supported from the bed independently of each otlu'r, so that they arc free

to expand and keep in perfect alignment, there being no excessive weiglit or st-rain upon cither

cylinder. The bed of the engine is made in two parts, the lower or sub-bas(‘. (extending the

entire length of the machine, and having a hood at the rear end, to which is aliaclied tiie low-

pressure cylinder. On this sub-base, and bolted to it the same as to a foundalioii, st^inds the

upper bed-plate, on which are the main bearings, guides, and the overhanging liigli-pixAssure

cylinder. This is perhaps the principal distinctive feature of the engine. It allows eaeli cyl-

inder to expand freely and independently of the other, and either cylinder is easy of aetjes-

for repairs without disturbing the other. Tlie rod seen passing over the cylinders ties the

two hoods together, making a rigid construction. The valve ineclianism is so a,rrang(‘d tluit

the point of cut-off for both cylinders is under the control of the governor, and va,ri(AS witli

the load, thus maintaining a proper distribution of load and temperatures bid,ween the two
cylinders. The relative points of cut-off can be adjusted by the engineer to suit va,ryiiig con-

ditions, but once adjusted they vary together by the action of the governor, thus preventing
abnormal variations in receiver pressure. The valves are of the double-iiiston t.y|)e, working*

in casings which are readily removable for repairs.

The Watts- Campbell Compound- Co7ide7ising Engine.—The full-{)a,ge eiigra,ving repre-

sents a pair of engines recently put in the Shrewsbury Mills, at East Newark, N. J., by
the Watts-Campbell Co., of Newark, N. J. The engines are tandem-compound, coupkxi
to the shaft at right angles. The high-pressure cylinders are 20 in. diameter and lli(‘. low-

pressure 30 in.; stroke of pistons, 48 in. The engines run at a speed of 64 revolutions per
min. Both the high and low pressure cylinders are steam-jacketed, the former with stiaim

direct from the boiler and the latter with the exhaust steam from the high-pressure cylinders.
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The exhaust from the high-pressure cylinder passes down through the legs to the receiver,

which is cast as part of the low-pressure cylinder and includes the jacket-space of that cyl-

inder. From the low-pressure cylinder the exhaust goes through a largo rectangular passage
to the condenser, which is situated midway between the two low-pressure cylinders. A small
pump returns the water of condensation from the jackets to the boilers. But one air-pump
is employed, which is driven by a return rod from one of the crank-pins. The main shaft is

16 in. diameter at the center or wheel fit, and 13 in. at the journals. The band fly-wheel is

25 tt. in diameter, built up in ten segments. It has a face of 6 ft. 2 in., turned for two 28-in.

belts and one 10-in. belt. The weight of the fly-wheel is 73,000 lbs. The valve-gear is of the

Corliss type, with modiflcations that have been inti*oduced by the Watts-Oampbell Co. The
speed is controlled by means of a small fly-ball governor, running at very moderate speed
the governor controls admission by eight steam-valves with great precision, without the use

of a dash-pot or equivalent attachment to

prevent fluctuation. This absence of shock
to the governor is mainly due to the ac-

tion of the releasing gear.

Fig. 72 shows the dash-pot used in the
Watts-Campbell Corliss engines. The vac-
uum which servos to close the valve is

maintained in the cliamber above the cen-

tral post. As the piston descends, closing
the steam-valve, any small quantity of air

that may have found its way into this

chamber is displaced through the auto-
matic valve shown in the top of post.

The cushioning is accomplished in the an-
nular chamber at the bottom. The piston
in falling is first partially obstructed in

the tapered upper part of the annular chamber; then, as it passes this tapered portion, it is

more completely resisted, the only escape for the imprisoned air being such as is provided by
the adjusting screw. By means of this screw any desired adjustment of cushion can be made,
interposed leathers preventing the parts from striking metal to metal while making such ad-
justment, or at any time while in operation.

The piston and piston packing used in these en-

gines are shown in Fig. 73. The weight rests upon
the center ring, to which the piston and follower are
securely attached. When, by wear of the bottom of

the center ring and of the cylinder, the piston gets
below the center, it can be accurately centered by
means of the adjusting; screws. This is considered
by the builders essential in a horizontal engine, in

which, owing to gravity, the bottom of piston and
cylinder will be subjected to somewhat the most wear.
The center ring carries the weight of the piston, and
protects the head and follower from wear. By the
Watts-Campbell method of turning the center ring
tlie lower or bearing part is made to exactly fit the
bore of the cylinder, the ring being turned out of
round to give the requisite clearance. This gives full

hearing surface from the start. The packing con-
sists of two small rings, one at either edge of the cen-
ter rin^. These are turned somewhat larger than the
bore of the cylinder, then cut and halved together at
the joints. When in place they keep in easy contact
with the cylinder, without undue friction, compen-
sating for wear by their own elasticity. Light springs
are supplied, as shown, which assist in keeping the
rings in contact with the cylinder until they are worn
out. The governor is connected with a cross-shaft
from which small single rods extend to the releasing
mechanism of the four cylinders, doing away with
the use of the double rods xisually employed. In
compound engines the connecting rods ai*e six cranks
in length. The piston-rods have two different diam-
eters in their length, the difference being sufficient to
afford a taper seat for the low-pressure pistons. These
pistons are held in place by a key. By disconnecting the rod at the cross-head and moving
the low-pressure piston back into the space between the two cylinders tlie key can be removed

;

then, by moving the rod forward, the piston can be removed. A noticeab’le feature in these
engines is the fastenings which hold the bed-pJates to the pillow-block. In addition to the
usual bolts, recesses are east in the front side of the pillow-block and in tlie front side of the
frame against the pillow-block, and a wrought-iron link is shrunk over tlic iiarts inclosed by
the recesses, binding the pillow-block and frame firmly together.

Fia. Tii. --'Co Iapound condensing engine-details'



Fig.

T4.—

The

Frick-Corliss

engine.
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Result of a Four-Bays' Trial of the Watts-Campbell Company’s Gompou^- Tavern Fmines

at the Shrewsbury Mills, commenciug May Sd, 7 A. if., and ejiding Mmj 7th, 7 A, M.

Lba. coal used

in 24 hrs.

,
. Coal per hour

Rminintr time
per tour. Indicated

. ^Running time.
running time. horse-power.

Revolutions

per inmute.

May 3d .

.

May 4th

.

May 5th .

May (3th

.

10-5 hrs.
10*5
10-5 ‘‘

10-5 “

Average
1 |

•
| I

I

i;:; L
Constant every-day run ;

no coal deducted for banking fires ;
no allowance for ashes.

Fia. 75,"-The Wells balanced compound engine.

The table above shows
the result of a recent test

of a pair of these engines,

guaranteed to develop 700
indicated liorse-power per
hour. Upon starting the
engines it was found that

it would not, at least for

some time, bo practicable to

load Ihem to more than
about iiOO horse“|)ower ; it

was then concluded to dis-

connect one of tlic pair and
test tlie other, the builders

of the engines waiving the
right to steam of 110 lbs.

pressure, and using but 80
lbs. ;

two boilers only were
used. While the engine
was run only through the
ordinary working hours

—

10 i—all tlie coal used dur-
ing the 24 lionrs was
charged against it

;
this in-

clnded coal for lianking

fires, getting uf) steam in

the morning, etc. Tlie test

was continued for 4 days

—

00 hours— a, large number
‘

of diagrams being taken
from which tio compute the
power.

The Friek-Gorlim En-
gine.— Ifig. 74 (from (las-

sieFs BJayazine) rc^proscmls

a taudein-comjiouml (’orliss

engine built, by t,h(', Frieic

Co., engineers, Wayneslioro,

Pa. 'bhe valve-gear is of

the (kuiiss type, with con-

stant lever-disengaging mo-
tion. One governor <!on-

trols stea,in-valveH on both
high and low |)r(‘ssur(i cyl-

iiKlors. The wrist - plate

motion is driven by two
eccentrics, making inde-

pendent ji(!tuaiion for st,eam

and exlumst valves, and is

known as tlu^ long-range
cut-otf. ilie engine is (ie-

signed for ek'ctric railway

and cal)lc work where the
variation of the loads is

very great. I’lie low-press-

ure cylinder is 44 in. diam-
eter, 'lugli-pressure tlO in.

diameter, ny-wheel 25 ft.

diameter, (> ft. face, weight
50 tons. Connection is had
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bet,ween the high and low pressure cylinders by means of a receiver-pipe, which connects
with a flat passage secured on the side of the low-pressure cylinder leading to the steam-
chest. The engine illustrated has a nominal capacity of 750 horse-})ower.

The Wells Balanced (kympoimd-lBujme^ made by the Wells hlngine Co., of New York, is

shown in Pig. 75. It is claimed for this engine that it has a natural balance in weight of the
two pistons, and their connections, at all angles of tlie cranks and at all speeds; also a balance
of steam pressures. Equal weight being attached to opposite sides of the crank-shaft moving
in opposite directions (in the sa,me plane), the thrust of one is perfectly counteracted by that
of the ot her. Steam is admitted simultaneously to the bottom of the higli-pressure and to the

top of the low-pressure cylinders, and vice vei'sa. The force on one cylinder-head is counter-

acted by an equal force on the otlier. Hence there can be no strains transmitted to the frame,
and thence to the main bearing-boxes. The ascending steam force on tlie small piston is

equaled by a descending steam force on the large piston, winch transfers the fulcrum from
the main l3oxes to the cra,nk-shaft, concentrating tlie whole force in tlie shaft for useful effect.

As clearly shown in tlie cut, tliere a,re three connecting-rods, one transmitting the pressure

from the higli-pressure cylinder, and the other two connecting witli the two piston-rods of

the larger cylimhu’.

Reheater for (Jonipoimd Engines.—F. W. Dean, of Cambridge, Mass., lins recently invented
a reheater for use in connection witli conqiound engines for the purpose of superheating the
exhaust steam from tJie high-pressure cylinder before it enters the low-pressure cylinder.

Pig. 76 sliows a vertical secition elevation, and Fig. 77 a sectional plan, flflie cylinder A is of

cast iron, and is provided at the center with an inwardly projecting T-shaped annular rib, A*.

Fio. 7(J.

On one side is formed a passage, /:?, conununieating with the exhaust-pipe of the high-
pressure cylinder, and a passages f/ opening into the pipe 6A through winch the steam passes

to the low-pressur(^ cylinder al'i^er luiving been reheated, fllie ends of the cylinders are closed

by the heads A‘\ and int,o its under side are screwed t.wo drain-pip(^s a. A copper or steel

c}dinder I) has its (uids closed l>y heads which servo as tulie-sheets to suj)p()rt the series of

tubes which a,r(i insiu’tcd in the usual way—-tluit i.s, by exj)anding their ends. Live steam
enters through t he pipci E a,nd i)asses out througli the iiipe F. Eui construction of the cylinders

A and D and the luaids A/* Al* is such that the exhaaist st.eam from tlie high-T)ressure cylinder
surrounds the cylinder /> at llie left of the partition-rib A\ passes through th(‘- t.iibes, sur-

rounds the right-haud lialf of the inner cylinder, and ilien passes tliroiigh t:he pipe (T to the

valve-chest of tlu*. low-i)resHure cylinder. In the mean time tlnvintcrior of the cylinder I) has
been filled with live steam from the boiler wliich surrounds all the small pii)es, imparting a

portion of its heat, to tlumi and to the shell of the inner cylinder, which is taken up and ab-

sorbed by the exhaust steam.

Joy's Valve-aear.—IX, has const,antly been an object wit.h inventors to get rid of the eom-
lications of the t,wo eccentrics, link, etc,,, requiuMl for an expansion and reversing gear,

everal suciccssful gears

have recently btam brought
out, in wliich i,lu‘, valve is

driven from some rcM'Ipro-

cating part of tlie engim?.

One of the iKJst, known of

these is the Joy valv(‘-gear,

which has licen la,rg(dy

used both for locomotive
and marine enginiis. hdgs,

78 and 79 illustrate a sim-
ple form of this gear ap-

plied to a horizontal stationary engine. A vibrating rod or link //is allaclicd at one end to

a point A, near the middle of tlie connecting-rod; while the lovvm* end is Joined to the radius-

rod G, which eomiiels B to move in a vertical plane. To a point D in tlie link B is Jointed

the end of the long arm of a lever E F, of which the end of the small arm works the valve-

rod and the fulcnim Pis attached to a block which slides in tlio curved slot J'. flliisslot

is formed in a disk, the cent-er of wliich is the position of tlie fulcnim E when tin? piston is at

either end of its stroke, fllio radius of the slot is equal to the length of the valve-rod (h
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Fig. 79.

The disk can be made to rotate through an arc by means of the worm and wheel shown.

Thus the slot can be inclined to either side of the vertical. The slot allows the fulcrum of
the lever to move up and
down with the motion of
the point A of the con-
necting-rod. The forward
or backwai'd motion of the
engine and the rate of ex-
pansion are controlled by
inclining the slot to one or
other side of the vertical,

the central position corre-

sponding with mid -gear.
11* the end J9 of the lever
were attached direct to the
connecting-rod, tlie motion
of the fiilcrum Jf about
the center of the slot would
not be symmetrical, and
the result would be that
the cut-off would be une-

qual in the two strokes. This error is corrected by attaching the end of the lever to the point
1) of the vibrating link

;
for, while the point A on the connecting-rod describes a nearly true

ellipse, as shown in Pig. 81, the point D describes a bulged figure, and tlie amount of the
bulge is so regulated as to correct the unequal motion of the fulcrum above and below its

central position. It is obvious that by shifting the point JO the amount of the bulge may be
altered, and thus the error may be corrected too little or too much, and by taking advantage
of this circumstance a later cut-off

may be given to either end of the cyl-

inder, if found desirable.

Marshall's Valve- 6-ear, which has
recently been fitted to a large num-
ber of marine engines, is shown in

Fig. 80. In this system only one ec-

centric is used, the end of the eccen-

tric rod being attached to a rod hung
from a pin on the reversing-shaft

lever R, by which it is constrained to

move in an arc of a circle inclined to

the center line. To an intermediate

point P in the eccentric-rod a con-

necting link is attached, which com-
municates the necessary motion to

the slide-valve rod. By adjusting the

position of the reverse lever E any
desired degree of expansion can be

obtained, or the engines reversed, as

required. There are few working
parts, and distribution of steam both
for fulljower and for expansive working is satisfactory.

II. Engine TuiaIjS and Performances.—JHJconomy of 87n,all Engines,—At the IMymoutli
show of the Royal Agricultural Society of England in 1890 a series of tesl.s as nuide. of

small engines, the competition being restricted to those below 5-brake horscvpowiu*. Three
engines were tested, with the results shown in the following table

:

summary of results.

BOTLKR.

Water evaporated per lb, of coal from feed temperature lbs.

Equivalent evaporation from and at 21S°
Efficiency of boiler
Thermal units transmitted per min. through each sq. ft. of heating surface.

.

Coal burned per sq. ft. of grate per hour lbs.

Water evaporated per sq. ft. of heating surface per hour ‘‘

ENGINE.
Piston-speed in ft. per min
Indicated horse-power
Brahe horse-power

STEA.M.

Steam used per indicated horse-power per hour

COAL.

Per indicated horse-power per hour lbs.

Simpson,

Strickland

& Co.,

Dartmouth.

1C. R. and
]<’. Tnriior,

Ipswich.

Adiuuss and

Co., North-

ainjrton.

8-726 7-65 5-978
10-42 9-065 7-136
0-689 0-509 0-.528

59-42 18.5-4 150-1
9-635 16-65 12-75
3-09 9-71 7-80

298-1 263 240-8
5-641 5-17.5 6-201
5-042 3-907 5-003

35-75 64-73 57-75

4-099 8-461 9-66
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See iL^gifueriihg of Nov. 14, 1890, for cominoiits on these results.

Triple-Bxpamwn Engines, Ee'rformances of Stationary.— hlxperiinents were made at
Augsburg on Oct. 1), 10, and 11, 1889, by Prof. M. Sehrdter, of Munich, on a horizontal triple-
expansiori engine (Sulzer), indicating 200 horse-power, and constructed by the Augsburger
Machinen-Fabrik for driving part of their works. The experiments were very carefully car-
ried out; the chief results of one of five trials are giv^en in Enguumng, I)ec.*5, 1890. Prof.
Schrdter’s paper a,ppeai*ed in tlie Zeitschrift des Vereiues Dmtscher vol. xxxiv, p,
7. In it he gives full particulars of all his five experiments, the second' of wliieli has been here
summarized. Each of them lasted from five to six hours. Tlireo wm-e made with ^ cut-olf
in the first cylinder and two with 0*3 cut-off, and all with steam in the jackets. Tlie mean
result in pounds steam per indicated horse-power per hour of experiments 1, 2, and 8 is 12*58
lbs. ; the mean of tlie two others is 12*88 lbs. per indicated liorse-power per lioiir.

The summary above referred to is as follows :

Steam-engine experiment made Oct. 10, 1889. Triple engine.
Type: Horizontal, two cranks at right angles, one crank with first and second cylinders

tandem, and other for third cylinder.
Diameters of cylinders: 11*10 in., 17*75 in., 27*()1 in.

Stroke: 89*87 in., 89*87 in., 89*68 in.

Condensing.
Kind of condenser: Jet.

Steam-jacketed very emm [ile tely.

Three cylinders jacketed.
Covers jacketed.

Two receivers jacketed, all with boiler steam.
Kind of valves: Four Sulzer valves to each cylinder.
Clearance assumed : Five-per-cent cylinder 1, 4-p)or-cent cylinders 2 and 8.

Remilts of Test.

Duration .* 5 h. 6 ra.

Pressure of steam, saturated or superheated 156 lbs.

Cut-off in first cylinder
Vacuum in condenser (in.) 28J-.
Revolutions per min 7()*2.

Piston-speed per min 460 ft.

Indicated horse-power 198.

1st cyL, 57*87; 2d cyl., 41*25
;
8d cyl., 98*91.

Water as steam from boiler per indi(Mited horse-power per hour,
deducting water condensiMl in steam-pipe 12*2 lbs.

Steam condensed in jacket (includiMl in abovit) 20 per cent of

feed-water.
2*2 per cent in 1st cyl, 6*4 per (MUit in 2d and 1st receiver, 10*7

per eeni: in 8d and 2d riKudver.

Water from inside of r(H.uuver I

u u u
II

Jack<4-

waler
1 1 and r<‘ceiver I

III - 11

Per hour.
68*8 Ihs.

0
68*86

155*2

258*8 “

1. H.-P. per hour.
= 0*847 lbs.

= 0*845 “

= 0*784 ‘‘

= 1*807 ‘‘

At J cut-off in first cylinder two (‘Xiieriments were made, which gave in feed-water 12*60 lbs.

and 12*92 llis. [xu* indicat.ed hors<^-j)ower per liour. At 0*8 (tut,-off in first cylimUtr two ex-
periments were imuht, which gave in fe(Ml-waf;er a mean of 12*88 lbs. per indictabtd horsit-

powor per hour. 2*9 jier cent of water was sejiarated from <‘,ud of st.(‘am-pii)e, d(tduct(!d from
total feed, and exclmhtd from t-he above ritsults of fee<l-wat(tr,

!Z’zeo-6*'?//mrA'r Y’.s. 7 Vz.rex- zbz.de /• Engine.—

A

Wlieelock triphx^xpausion (tngine, built for

the Merrick JJiread Co., of Holyoke, Mass., is constructed so as to c.iit. t.ht' intiM*imHiia,t('. (tylin-

der out of the circuit a.nd run tint higli-pre.ssure and h)W-|)ressure c.ylindtu's Jis a, l.wo-eylind('r

compound, using the sa,imt <tondilions of initial st(ta.in-pres.suro and load. iduMlizimetitrs of
the cylinders are 12, 14, and 2I:\| in., the strolut of the first two being 86 in. ami tluit of Hut
low-pressure cylinder 48 in. Tint results of four tests reported by S. M. (h'lam a,ud <3. 1.

Kockwooil in Trans. A. S. M. E., vol. xiii, show tliat when running as a 1 wo-c.yliiuhu* ('.om-

pouiul, witli steam-pressure 142 lbs., 79 revolutions ixu* min., indicating 187}uul ISl horse-
power, the consumption of dry .stcuim per horsci-power per hour was n^spcetively 18'{)6 a,nd

12*76 ll)s., and wlutn running a.s a, triple-expansion (mgine witli the sjuue |)ressure of steam
and number of revolutions, developing 109 and 178 horse-yaiwer, the s1,(‘am eonsumption was
respectively 12*67 and 12*90 lbs. OJiese tests indieaiic that thent is but a> ti’ifling difference in

economy between a two-cylindm* and a tripht-expansion engine when botli a,re run under the
same conditions as i,o pressurct, load, and i*ato of expaaisiom

For other tests of triphxjxpansion (mgines, sixj Engmmring, Nov. 28, 1890
;
also Trans.

A. 8. M. E.s vol. xii.

Emmsions and Itatios of Cylinder AreMS in Gennpoiiwl E/nymes.—Mr. Charles T. Ma,in,

in a paper on The Use of Compound Engines for Manufacturirig l:brr|)oses {Trans. A. 8. M..

E., vol. x), gives a table showing the dimensions of enginos used in several large mills in

New England and in a few small ones in Europe, as folloVs:
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LOCATION.
Designer or

builder.

DIAMETERS OF CYL-
INDERS IN INCHES. Length of

stroke in

inches.

Relative areas

of cylinders.

Lbs. water

per I. H.-P.

per hour.High
pressure.

Low
pressure.

Plymouth Cordage Go Corliss 30 60 72 1 to 4
Sewell and Day T! Reynolds 22 44 60 1 4
Globe Yarn Mills Wetherill 24 48 00 1 “ 4
Dyerville Man’f’g Co W. A, Harris.

.

16 32 48 1 “ 4
Amoskeag

^
** Wright 30 56 48 1 “ 3-48

Wetlierill 26 48 60 1 “ 3*41 10*28
Atlantic Delaine Corliss 24 44 72 1 “ 3*30
Ann 8c Hope Mills 22 40 GO •1 “ 3*31
Nourse Mill 20 36 72 1 “ 3*24
Bristol Cotton Mill Reynolds 18 32 48 1 “ 3*10
Lower Pacific Mills Corliss 32 44 72 1 “ 1*89

Province of Naples Sulzer Bros... 21*62 40*1 59*1 1 3*44 j 14*073

1 14 ‘.586

“ “ “ c;
24 40 59*1 1 2*78 ^

13*08

1 14*81
Faromer, Bohemia Bromorsky <&

Schultze 25 43 401 1 2*96 15*774
Mossley, near Manchester, Goodfellow &
England Matthews ... 24 52 72 1 “ 4*09 18*84

Lbs. coal

per H.-P.

per hour.

1-G9

i’G8

1*478
1*5(5(>

1*436
1 *52

1*87

He recommends the following ratios of areas of cylinders

:

For boiler-pressures above 125 lbs. the triple-

expansion engine should be used to get the full

benefit of the higher pressures.

See also a paper on the Cylinder Ratios of Trip-
le-Expansion Engines by Prof. Jay M. Whitharn,
Trans. A. B. M. E., vol. x.

Relative Commercial Economy of Compound and
Triple-Expansion Engines.—Prof.'J. E. Denton, in
a paper read at the meeting of the American Asso-
ciation for Advancement of Science in August,

1891, gives the following table and deductions to show the relative commercial economy of
the compound and triple type for the best stationary practice. The table is based on the
tests of Prof. Schreiter, of Munich, of engines built at Augsburg, and those of George XL llar-

rus on the best plants of America, and of detailed estimates of cost obtained from several
first-class builders

:

Ratios of Areas of Cylindei's,

RECEIVER-
PRESSURE.

BOILER-PRESSURE.

100 lbs. 126 lbs.

5 lbs. 1 to 3 *.50 1 to 4
10 1 “ 3*75 1 4-25
15 “

1 “ 4 1 “ 4*50

STEAM-PLANTS OF 600 INDICATED

TRIP MOTION, OR CORLISS ENGINES
OF THE TWTN COMPOUND RECEIVER-
CONDENSING TYPE, EXPANDING 16

TIMES. BOILER-PRESSURE, 120 LBS.

TRIP MOTION, OR CORLISS ENGINES
OF THE TRIPLE-EXl>ANHION FOUR-
CYIJNDER RECKIVEU-<!ONI)KNSlNG

TYPE, EXPANDING 22 TIMES.
BOILER-PRESSURE, 160 LBS.

Lba. water per hour

per H.-P., by ineas-

iiroment.

Lbs. coal per hour

per H.-P., aasuiiiing

8*6 lbs. actual evap-

oration.

Lbs. water per liour

per H.-P., by irions-

ureiiient.

Llm. coal per hour
per II -J* , antiuinlng

8 6 lbs n( tual evap-

oration

Best performance 13*6
14

!

1*60

1*65
j

12*56
12*80

1 48
1*50Probable reliable performance

Increased cost of triple-expansion plant per horse-power, including boilers, chimney, lieatm's, foun-
dations, piping, and erection ‘

|;4 50

Plant used :ii)(l

days, 10 hours

jter diem.

Plant lined :!(><)

days, 2'1 Imura

pur diem.

Total annual expense for coal at $4 per ton. Compound plant $9 90 h.-p.

9

90 “

$28 50 h.-p.
25 92
2 60 “

“ “ Triple i)lant

Annual saving of triple plant in fuel

$0 23
23

15

00

$0 23
23

30
14

Annual depreciation at 5 per cent on S4.50
Annual extra cost of oil, 1 gal. per 24-hour day, at $.50, or 15 per cent of extra

fuel cost
Annual extra cost of repairs at 3 per cent on $4,50 per 24 hours

Annual saving per h.-p

${} (17 $0 90

$0 23 Si 04

Or, the saving in per cent of the annual cost of fuel per h.-p. of the compound is 2 3}v
1

See also paper by Mr. Robert Wyllie, Trans. List, of Mechl. Engrs., Oct., 1880.
The Influence of Steam-Jackets.—Numerous tests of the efficiency of the steam-jackets

of the Pawtucket (R. I.) pumping-engine were made by Profs. J. E. Benton and I). S. Jacobus,
and Mr. William Kent, and recorded in the Trans. A. S. If. E., vols. xi and xii.
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Mr. Kent’s eonelusions, based upon these tests, are as follows: In the Pawtucket pumping-
engine the use of the jackets gives a saving of between 1 and 4 per cent, but tlioy do not lead
to any more general conclusion than that jackets may be expected to give this saving in a
cross-compound (lorliss engine of 140 horse-power, running at about 50 revolutions per min.,

supplied with dry steam of 125 lbs. gauge-pressure, and cutting oil: at about one quarter stroke

in the higli and one third strolce in the low pn^ssure cylinder. Before this conclusion can be
expanded to apply to other engines, there should be tests made with equal precautions and
refinements to those made with the Pawtucket engine, on such otlier engines, with different

dimensions and different conditions, such as pressure of steam, moisture or superheat in the
steam, speed of revolution, number of expansions in the two cylinders, etc. In the discus-

sion of Mr. Kent’s paper it was shown that the results obtained in the Pawtucket engine con-
firm those which have been recently found in marine engines. (See Thurston’s 31mmal of
the Stemn-Engine ; also a paper by Mr. Joseph Wright in Proc. Eist. of Meek E7igrs,^ Febru-
ary, 1887.)

FR.i(rrioN OF Engines.— Prof. R. H. Thurston, in papers read liefore the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers {IVam., vols. viii, ix, x), has called attention to the fact that the
variation of load in steam-engines is not productive either of the method or of the amount of
engine-friction that has been commonly assumed by earlier authorities on that subject.

Later experiments liy Prof. R. 0. Carpenter and Mr. G. B. Preston, of Sibley College, lead
to the conclusions, as stated by Prof. Thurston, that the most important item of friction

waste, in every instance, is tluit of lost energy at the main bearings. In every case it amounts
to one third or one half of all the friction resistance of the engine, or from about 5 to 10 per
cent of the whole power of the engine in the cases examined, the higher figures being given
by tlio condensing, tlie lower by the non-condensing engines, except that the first experiment,
with the straight-lino engine, gives as high a figure as the eondonsing engines—a fact due,
however, rather to the exc(q)tiohally low total than to exceptionally high friction on the main
sliaft. The second higliest item is, in a,11 cases apparently, the frici-ion of piston and rod, the
rubbing of rings and the friction of tlui rod-packing. This is a very irregular item, and
amounts to from a minimum of 20 per cent to some higlier but imdeterinined quantity. The
third item in order of importance is the friction of valve, in the case of the engines having
unbalanced valves. This is seen to bo hardly a less serious amount than the frictions of shaft
and of piston. But it is further seen at once that Biis is an item which may be reduced to a
very small amount- by good design, as is evidenced by the fact that, in the straight-line engine,
it fias been brouglit down from 2(> to 2*5 per cent liy skillful balancing. Sinety per cent,

therefore, of the friction of the unbalanced valve is avoidable or remediable, The importance
of this fact is rcuidily iierceived when it is considered that not only is i1, a serious direction of
lost work and wasted powm- and fuel, but that the ease of working of the valve is a matter
of supreme importaiujo t.o tlie effective operation of the governing mochanism in this class

of engines. No automatic engine can govern satisfactonly when the valve is unbalanced,
and is certain to throw mucli load on the governor. The frictions of crank-pin, of cross-

head, and of eccentiles, are t he minor items of this account
; tliey are comparatively uiiim-

portiant.

(hjlmder CUmdenscitmi m Statkmary Bngiim—Single’tJgU'ndef.—Mr. G. H. Barrus gives
the following liguros r<‘pre.Kenting tlie projiortion of f(>ed-water which, with tight valves and
piston, will bo accounted for by the indicator at different eiitroffs, for factory-engines as com-
monly used witli imja,(!keted cylinders exceeding 20 in. in diameter, supi>lied with dry but not
super’h(uil,ed steam. In many cases, however, leakage through the valves or by the piston in-

creases materially the percentage of wa.ste; so that if the wastes in this table are exceeded it

can 1)0 infernMl at once, unless IJie (jngino sjieed is extremely low, tliat tlio excess is due to

this cause

:

Perceniages of by Oylinder (h^idimmMon.

strokf)! coniplttliuil

jit dit-oir.

Pdroontiigti of food-wator conHiitiiiiUitn Forc<mta)Jtc of fo(Hl-wat<T coiiHimiptiou

nccouutixl for 1»y indicator-diap^raniH. duo to cylliidor oondoak-jition.

10

15
yo

-10

r>()

58
««
71

74
78

8«

4U
M
!;J(5

20
18

11

In ordinary |)raetieo there is a rougli rule, agreeing nearly with that above, applicable bo-

t,woen 2 1 and 5 expjinsions, slight leakage only; it may be stated thus: The tot.al amount of

loss due to condensation i)or stroke is a constant amount equal to 25 per cent of the feed-water
employed at quarter cut.-off.

Bee also a jiapor >)y Major T, Eugli.sh, R. E., in Froc. Imt. M. A’., S(4)tembcr, 1887. Prof.

R. H. Thurston, in his Manual of the Steam.-Eiigine^ compares the st-jit-eiiumts of different

authorities on t-liis subject.

Genkiial l)A:rA.—Dimenmms of Tmportarit Pmds of Corliss E7igines .—James B. Stan-
wood, in his paper on Stationary-Engine Practice in knxmoAx, Engmeeririg^^ 12,1891,
gives the following table

:
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Dimendons of Important Parts of Oorhss Pnginos.

Inches, Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. lucllC!), Inches. IiicheH. InchcB-

10 12 14 16 18

18

20 22 2.t 26 28 ;]()

"MIS.

10
511 6-H

* '• i a
2(1

9

10

iviam Dearixig- 12 14 16
6

7

h\

6

8

H-

3 31 4 4i
4 5 6

4*I f Iff

161

16.1

4i%

* %a

Steam-ports
-j 9 11 124 14.1-

It’s 1|-
1

7

Li

1t^
1 ii

tn onExhaust-ports
]

11 121 14.1- I84 21 iio

nfg

/v«>

;',!<»

7

.

If
211 3A 3fg 4,|.§,

m
5/w
f>am
H
6

tM
3ii|

6 Iff

9
6 la
ik

uranK-pm J
( length 3f 3f 4ii 5m

4i|.

t-'i r

-u. 1 . ( fiiaiELBter 2*
m-
31

21-1 m 3H r>l;8
rv®

1 a

Cross-liead pin-j 3|-

3.!-

48- •K 5‘V 6 '4

Valve-eliaTxilDer diameter 44 6 5.1

111

6,1

1 ||
4i'(t

* 7.1 8 .]

Valve-steuiL diameter
Its

li% li% tfs li*ff 1
{ {j 2 j‘(i

42Piston-rod., diameter 2t% 2/5 2i§ ‘t ta 4^

Limit of Expansion in a Two-Cylinder Compound Engine. JohnG. Miiir Iiis/.J!.

E., February. 1887) says, with regard to the number of expansions that eould ailvantiwmisly

be made in‘4n ordinary two-cylinder compound engine, the followmg were the, results of

experiments tkat ke had made with a pumping-engine, raising wie boiltu'-pmssim* fn)in ()()

up to 130 lbs. per sq. in. above atmosphere while working throughout at pmetieally the same

speed :

Boiler-pressure, lbs. per sq. in. above atmosphere. . GO
^

SO lOO

ISTnmber of expansions
Thermal units used per indicated horse-power per

minute '^34 .^27

14-1
120
12-7

S25 m
These figures showed that, after obtaining somewhere about 10 or 12 expansions, ihen^ was

no economy in going to any higher expansion with two cylinders, as the saving in liea.i ex-

pended was not sufS-cient to make up for the increased frictional loSvS due t-o t.lie large.r (*ylin-

ders reqnired.
Wat e-T- Consumption of Difevent Types of JEngine.—T\m following are common flgnr(*s for

the usual performance of stationary engines used in electrical work in 1800 (a.M]urston\s .M.amuil

of the Steam-Engine)

:

High-speed, single-cylinder 05 to 40 lbs. wal.er,
‘‘ “ compound, non-eondensing 25 to 47 “

“ “ condensing 10 to 21 “

“ triple-condensing 1(> to 17

Corliss single, non-condensing 27 to 20 “

“ compound, condensing 15 to lO “

“ triple 12 to 14 “

In common practice, with 150 lbs. steam, the temperature being equalized, ilus ratios of

cylinder volumes in the triple-expansion engine are about 1 : 2*5 : 7*5.

JPossible Improvements in the Steam-Engine.—Prof. Thurston says tliat. eominirison of
results of experience leads to such final conclusions as follows:

1. Experiment, experience, and the philosophy of the steam-engine combine to indicat.t^

that the limit of possible advance in their economical ax)plication is now so ruairly approaclnal
that further progress must be expected to be both slow and toilsome.

2. That the range left for such further improvement upon tlie. b(‘st, and most, (‘niclent of
existing* engines is probably small, and the difficulties arising in the atlemiii, to reduci* it niai

increasing in a higher ratio than progress in its reduction.

3. That, while wasteful engines may he improved by various ex|)(‘di(mts, imilnding t lie

substitution of other working fluids than steam, either wholly or pa-rtly, no oIIhg* vapor has
yet been found to give an economical performance exceeding on the whiile, or even mpmling,
that obtained with the best steam-engines.

ENSILAGE MACHINERY. The introduction of the silo, a rook'd l)in or pit for stor-
ing and preserving under fermentation green corn, clover, and other forage plant s, cho|)p(‘d
fine and closely laid in, with frost and extraneous moisture excluded, is vast I v augment ing
the resonrces of the farmer for winter forage for live-stock. Th(‘. gra,vil,v of tlu' mas.s thus
confined causes it to settle, and its acetous nature causes it to ferment and form a. tinn eak(‘
known as ensilage. This is taken out only so fast as it is required for IV(Mling by nieans of a
long upright opening or doorway in the side of the silo. For convenic'mv, the'silo is mo'^t
often erected inside one end of the cattle-house, although it may Ixi built, separat (». if |nv»
ferred.

Silo-Oonstruction.—SeYeml prevailing methods of silo-eonstruetion, nH'omim'uded l)v M
W. Ross & Co., of Springfield, Ohio, are indicated in Figs. 1 to 6. Fig. 7 shows Um best, silo-
doorway yet devised, closed with blocks D. The drawing shows the inside of tlie silo-wall
The pressure of the ensilage against the blocks seals the opening. Tlie two hauling esKen-
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tials for ensilage are exclusion of moisture and strength to resist the horizontal pressure of

the contents. The tieat of the ferment is siilficient to exclude frost in ordinary winters in

Fkj. 5.

Fi(»8. 1-0. Siloconstruction.

the tomperat;e zone. Wood is b(itter for silo-construction than any kind of masonry. The
inside surface may be julvantageously coated with tar applied warm. The silo may be used
repeatedly, year after yinir. It may ciomprise one or more tarik-liko apartinentuS, cacifi willi its

walls and floor independently tight, but preferably not more
than 10 ft.. s([im,re each, so that tliey may easily l)c made a b
strong and also prestmt a rather small to|) surface of ensilage

to tlio n.ir, as i.Iuj <Yxposed surface is sul)jcct to mildew arid

can not b(^ used. 'Tlie surface of the ensilage is kept covered

with straw. Wherever the temperature is liable to stand for

rhiys at a time a.s h )W as z(.vro, h'^ahrimlieit, the silo-walls should

be d(i!id-a,ir si)ae(id; but whore such o.xtreme cold does not

ceeair continuously tliis is unnecessary, and the pit of silage

will p!i.ss through tho winter un frosted, maintaining a tern-

p(‘ra,t.urc of a,bout, 70“ by its own chemical action. To avoid

possibles inlc.rhc’iiiHje with the intrinsic thermal and moisture

conditions t,o finy marked extent by extrinsic influenceH is

the ma,iii d(‘.si(lera.tum
;
air-tiglit closure is not itself the pur-

pose, hut. a, miuins to tins end. The juices of the stalks are

food and are to be prriserved, but water from without is ruin-

ous to ensilage so far as it gains any access, and nothing
should bo put in the silo while moist from rain or dew, nor
should any water or moisture bo allowed to penetrate. The
flavor of ensila,ge is very acid, and animals at first cab it

L :
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Pm. 7.- Silo-door.
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under protest, but soon acquire a keen relish for and thrive on it. The flesh-and-mijk-pro-

ducing quality is remarkable. The available yield of land for stock-feeding purposes is vast-

FiG. 8.~Ensuage cutter.

ly increased where it has been introduced. Indian corn, sowed or planted in drills, is the
silage crop giving most profitable results. The corn or other fodder, o|)t.ionally used, siicli

Pig. 9.—Ensilage cutter.

as root-tops, clover or other grass, is to be cut into short lengths, say 2 or 3 in., and some-
times the corn-stalks are also shredded or split as well as cut across. Taken at maturity but
before they have begun to become dry, the stalks of the corn-plant, rejected by cattle when
dry, are in this succulent stage preferred by them before the leaves, and in the form of ensilage
the stalk-joints are the most nutritious part. Special machines are devised for tlic rapid and
economical cutting of the silage. Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11 represent several standard machines
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for this purpose, and clearly show the dilferences in construction. Figs. 13 to 17, inclusive,

show various forms of blades adapted to reduce the silage material to the requisite fineness

Fig. 17.—Cutter,

and condition for compact storage and active fermentation in the silo. Goffart, of Franco,

is deemed the efficient originator of the practical application among farmers of this method

of utiliisation of products before allowed to dry, and, so far as the richest juices are concerned

go to waste. In the United States J. B. Brown, of New York, has been prime promoter, and

with great success. Not only the thrift and profitableness of silage-fed cattle must V)o con-

sidered, but the notably increased strength and value of their manure for fertilizing. There

is now an urgent demand from farmers for field machinery capable of harvesting heavy

growths of sowed com and binding the tall plants automatically in sheaves witli two bands,

for couvonieni. transporta/tion from field to the silage chopping-machine jit I.Ik' si(l(' of the silo.
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This niaohine is mounted on four wheels, and weighs, with the two conveyors, one ton It
IS operated with about the same amount of power as the largo thrashers in common ’use.The entire corn-plants are led in,

down through ami dropping them
on a carrier below, by which they

Stalk-cutter,

are conveyed to the feed-cutter and mingled with the ent stalks for the silo. The hushed
ears are skidded from the rollers to a conveyer, which delivers them separately. The machine
requires seven or eight attendants hauling and feeding.

Fig. 19.— Stalk-cutter.

*22
Fm, 1.—Yaryan evaporator—sectipn.
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ETAPORATOKS. IJp to within a recent date the most improved process for the evapo-
ration of cane-sugar juice was that devised by Rillieux (see Sugar-Makino Machinery, vol

Fig. 3.—Yaryan evaporator.

the final effect, thus reducing the boiling temperature of the liquid. The steam in the sur-
rounding chamber, or jacket, thereby condenses rapidly on the colder surface of the evap-
orating chamber, and thus not only imparts its latent heat to the liquid, but produces a rela-
tive vacuum in its own chamber. The defects of the Billieux apparatus are. that a consider*
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able mass of liquid lying above the heating surface, by the pressure of its own weight raises
the boiling temperature of the liquid at the bottom, thus requiring more heat to perform the
required work than at the surface, and also subjecting the liquid to a strong heat for an un-
necessary time. This, in the case of sugar, is a fruitful source of loss, not only by inversion
of the sugar, but by forming caramel.

The, Yaryan Evaporator is based upon an entirely novel principle, by which the inventor
avails himself of the very tendency to blow into spray which viscous liquids possess when
subjected to heat, to first blow all the liquid into a spray and keep it subjected to heat in this
state. He therefore constructs a horizontal tube of 00 ft. in length and 3 in. in diameter,
and surrounded this with another tube, leaving an annular space of sufficient capacity to eon-

Fia. 4.—Yaryan horizontal evaporator.

tain steam for evaporation. The svqiply port to the inner tube was reduced to a diameter .of

i in., and the liquid, being fed in under pressure, and steam at 5 lbs. pressure supplied to the
outer tube, it was found that l>y the combined action of the liquid entering the tube through
the constricted opening, under jiressure, and the expansive force of the steam formed by its

evaporation, tlie entire volume of the liquid is ejticted from the unobstructed end of the tube
in the form of mixed steam and spray, liepeated tests showed a greatly increased efficiency

as the velocity of the liquid in the pipe was increased. The apparatus is adapted to the con-
centration of Iluids, sugar solutions, sugar-cane, beet and sorghum juices, glucose, glue, gelatine,

beer-worts, wine, glycerin, (extracts of bark, wood, beef, coffee, licorice, alum solutions, caustic
soda, waste alkali liquor from paper-mills, tank-waters from slaughter-houses, and for distilling

water. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 sliow a section and perspee-ti ve views. The process is easily followed from
the sectional views (Figs. 1 and 3). '‘.riie stea,m for the first effect enters the chamber 6*, contain-
ing the heating tube.s II\ througli the iiilot F, tlie liquid being fed to the return-bend heating-
tubes through the vjilves D, tliore l)oing a valve for each coil. Spraying and evaporation at

once commence, and the mass is driven through the tube.sand is discllarged against the baffle-

plates in the separating chamber .J; thence the steam of the evaporation passes to the next
chamber f/, while the remaining liquid passes down into the next series of tubes through the
valve Z), and so on through the system. In tlie final effect a vacuum is maintained by
means of tlie vaciiiim-f)ump and condenser. The legend accompanying the sectional view
will servo for tlie idtmtilu'al ion of ot.her operative part.s. Fig. 3 is a perspective view of

the vertical appa,ratus just described. Fig. 4 is a persiioctive view of a Yaryan evapora-
tor of the horizontal type, differing, however, from the other only in the disposition of its

parts.

Evaporators: see Fnginos, Marino.
Excavator : sec Dnulges and Fx(^avatorR.

Extractor : s(‘c Separators, Sieam. Extractor, Oeiitrifiigal : see Creamers.

Ehin : se(‘, P>l()\v(u*s.

E'’0eder: scai (lotdon-Gin, Ore-Crnsliing Machines, and Thnishing-M'achines.
E’ecd-Watcu' II(niter: see Engines, Marine, and Ilea,tors, Feed-Water.
Eelly-Borer, F(dly-Eoiindor : see Wheel-Making Machines.
Eerro-Chroine : s(‘o Alloys.

Filing: sec Grinding, Emery.
Filter-Fi•ess: see Mills, Silver.

FIETRATION. The purification of water is effected by mechanical means on a larger

scale at the present time than has over before been known’. To filter a small quantity of

water is not a difficult matter, but to filter millions of gallons a day involves engineering
problems of magnitude. In most of the systems employed abroad sand-filters are used. The
water is usually allowed to remain at rest in settling basins until tlie heavier matters have
deposited, and then is passed to the filter-bed, through which it oozes slowly. This typo of
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filtration has several serious objections. It is slow, and hence unable to meet heavy drafts on
it, as in the case of fire. The filter-beds acting tardily may become foul, which leads to the
rapid and enormous development of bacterial life in them, and this may cause the water to

become biologically less pure after passing through them than in its original state. There is

no quick way of cleaning the filter-beds. In fact, there is no method of simple filtration

known that is competent to handle on a commercial basis the water-supply of a large

city.

The next step in the evolution of successful mechanical filtration was the addition to water

of sulDstances which react chemically with the bicarbonate of lime present in all natural

waters, and form a precipitate which assists in removing the suspended matters by filtration.

The addition of chemical substances to aid in clarifying water is very old. Tlie most efficient

of these substances are those which produce in the water precipitates of a gelatinous nature.

The gelatinous precipitate thus formed in the water entangles and agglomerates the minute
particles of suspended matter, be they mineral particles or microbes, and forms masses of

sufficient size to be easily removed by the filter. Of the substances which produce in natural

waters gelatinous precipitates, alum is the most readily obtained and is not surpassed in effi-

ciency by any. The alum and the bicarbonate of lime which is in the water react on each

other chemically. The alum is decomposed, and a gelatinous precipitate of aluniinic hydrox-
ide, mixed with'a basic aluminic salt, is thus formed. The most searching chemical examina-
tion fails to show the slightest trace of alum in water that has been treated with the proper
amount of it and then filtered.

Alum has been used for many years as a “ coagulant ” for water with excellent results.

The treatment usually consisted iii adding a certain amount of alum to the water, mixing it

well and allowing the water to stand until the precipiiate settled, after which the clear, super-

natant water was run oU to the filters. While in this way a bright water was obtained, there

were scill difficulties which prevented commercial success on a large scale. The subsidence

plant was unwieldy, and the same difficulties existed with the filters that have been mentioned.
Three obstacles remained to prevent the commercial success of filtration of water on the im-
mense scale that large cities require. The first was the difficulties attending the cleaning of

the filter-beds; the second was the time required for filtration; and the third, the great size

of the filtration plant. It was reserved for us in America to solve the problem in a most in-

genious way, and to devise a process that has made the cleaning of the filter-beds simple and
effective; that has diminished the time of filtration to a practical minimum, and has greatly

reduced the size of the apparatus.

The principles of the process now generally in vogue here are briefly as follows: On its

way to the filter the water receives the addition of a miimte amount of a saturated solution of

the coagulant, usually alum. The amount of coagulant added varies with different waters,

and even with the same water at different times of the year. Usually it amounts to about

one fifth to one third of a grain to the gallon. The water having received this small dose of

coagulant, so small that it seems incredible that it should produce such remarkable results,

passes, without stopping to settle, directly to the filters. The most generally adopted form
consists of large closed cylinders of boiler-iron filled with sand, or a mixture of sand and coke.

The coagulated water passes down through these filter-beds and comes out clear and spark-

ling, as delicious and as tempting as a mountain spring.

Nature, however, is not content with coagulating and filtering water, but at the first op-

portunity sends it tumbling over some precipice, to fall against rocks and be dashed into spray

until it reaches the bottom a mass of foam. In doing this Nature effects in a simple way
something that has greatly perplexed engineers to imitate—i. e., to aerate water in a practical

way. This ai^ration fills the water with myriads of minute bubbles of air. The surface of

contact between the water and air is immense, owing to the enormous number of air-bubbles.

In this way the water is subjected to the powerful influence of the oxygon of the air, which
destroys the dissolved organic impurities, and not only kills many of the lower forms of life,

but makes the life of many others hazardous by removing the organic mati;er on which thejr

feed. The artificial aeration of water has been effected in the following way : A largo verti-

cal pipe many feet in length is turned back on itself so as to form a great U. Into one end
of this the water is injected and falls tangling up the air with it and emerging from the other

end as foam. Water so aerated takes hours to lose its air, so minute are tlie bubbles. The
effect of this aeration is to oxidize the dissolved organic matter and greatly purify the water.

To return now to the filter. After a certain duration of filtration the filter-beds become so

clogged with the separated eoagulum and filth that filtration becomes difficult, and if allowed
to go on would soon yield a foul water from the growth in them of micro-organisms, and
instead of purifying would render the water organically less pure. Long before any danger
of such a catastrophe the cleaning of the filter-beds takes place. To accomplish this the cur-

rent of water is reversed, and, instead of flowing down through the filter-bed, is sent with
great force up through it from the bottom. The entire bed of sand is thus lifted and floats,

as it were, on the ascending stream of water, yielding up all its impurities, which escape with
the water through a waste-pipe. The washing of the filter is continued until the wash-water
runs clear, when, by turning a few valves, the flow is reversed again and filtration is resumed.
So simple are the operations of filtration and washing the beds, that one man can handle a
plant filtering several millions of gallons per day.

The effect of this method of filtration on the purity of water is most remarkable. Thus
the analyses of the water of the city of Atlanta, G-a., before and after filtration furnish incon-

testable proof of the success of the process there employed

:
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Uiiflltered. Altered.
' Total solids 8 03 3

• 60
Oxygen absorbed 0*03

Albuminoid ammonia. 0* ,10 O' 03

This city has a battery of 13 filters with a capacity of nearly 4,000,000 gals, per day.
_
Be-

fore the introduction of the filtering plant the water could not be used except for sanitary

purposes. Now the filtered water is the best there is in the city.

The remarkable action of mechanical filtration in the removal of organic life in water is

also marked and is of the greatest importance. It is now a well-roeognized faet that many
diseases are conveyed by water, and reach ns in the forms of microbes, or disease-seeds. Prom
the standpoint of the hydraulic engineer, however, so long as the microbe is a particle of in-

soluble matter it can bo‘ removed as easily as any otlier particle of solid matter—clay, for iri-

stauee. The micro!)© and the partiede of clay become alike eutangled in the gelatinotis eoag-
uliini, and are removed by the filter-bed. Dr. Charles V. Chapin, Supcrlntendont of Health
of Providence, R. L, has made some most interesting investigations in tlie water filtered by

the filter |:)lant at Long Branch, which is one of the finest yet built. In the tinfiltored water
he found in 1 e. o. 298 organisms. In the filtered water only two. Nature, herself, can not

do better than tins. (See Ihire Water for our Cities, by Dr. Peter Austen, 3n^imermg Maga-
zine, No. 1, p). 95.)

IVie Hyatt Filtering System, invented by Isaiah Smith Hyatt, of Morristown, N, J., coag-

ulates the impurities in the water and then filters it. The filter proper is simply a body of

ordinary sea sand supported in a perforated false bottom, the whole being inclosed in eu

wrought-iron eylindrical vessel.

The filter is connected with the supply-pipe in such a manner that a by-pass is formed
around the filter; or, in other words, it is so arranged that the filter may be discoimeotod
without disturbing the flow of water thx'ough the main pipe. A small portion of the miiddv
water to be treated, not more than a fraction of 1 per cent of the total volume, goes through
an attachment to the main filter, containing lumps of alum. A minute am cunt of alum is

thus dissolved and passes into the filter, where it is mixed with the main body of water, the

quantity of alum used being less than 1 grain per gal. of water. The suspended clay and
other earthy matter which is of a basic nature, has the effect of precipitating the alumina of

the alum, causing it to separate all through the water in the form of gelatinods flocks. These

Fig. 1.—Hyatt filter.

minute particles bring together, or coagulate, the finely suspended matter, con verting it into

such a form that the filter will easily and completely remove it. Tlio supply of water to this

coagulator is governed by a valve regulated by a scale, each division of wtiich corresponds to

a given quantity of alum dissolved. In consequence of this reaction, the minute amount of

alum employed is entirely destroyed, as such, and is removed from the solution, the fine silt

which could not otherwise be removed by filtration is convened into such a form as to bo
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easily removable, and the resulting filtered water is perfectly bright and clear, no matter how
dirty and muddy it may have been previously. For the purpose of cleaning the lilter-bed,

provision is made by wliich the current of water can be reversed, and the accumulation of
dirt, etc., is removed through a special discharge-pipe.

Fig. 1 represents one of the largest filters of the Hyatt system. It is constructed of
wrought iron and steel, with a capacity of 250 gals, per rain., or 325,000 gals, per 24 hours.
It is 10 ft. in diameter, 13 ft. high, and requires 392 bush, of filtering material. It is specially

adapted for tlie requirements of large factories and industries where a great volume of water
is used daily. The operation is as follows : The water enters the filter through the main inlet-

pipe below the partition and above the filtering material, passing downward and out through
a system of cone-valves at the bottom, which are so constructed as to prevent the filtering

material from escaping, and at the same time allowing the water to flow freely to the outlet-

pipe. When washing, the water passes from the inlet-pipe to the outlet-pipe, entez’ing the
filter at the bottom through the cone-valve outlet system and up through the filtering mate-
rial, agitating and loosening the same and producing pressure which causes the material to be
discharged into the upper tank, which is always filled with water, through the 7 discharge-
pipes. The material, being lieavy, settles immediately to the bottom, displacing the water
which flows out through the waste-pipe, carrying with it all the arrested silt and impurities.

After the material has all been discharged into the upper compartment it is allowed to settle

back into the lower chamber or filter proper, displacing the water in this compartment, which
flows out through the lower waste-pipe.

We illustrate in Fig. 2 the Hyatt plant at the Long Branch (N*. J.) Water-Works, having
a capacity of treating 2,GOO,000 gals, per day. This consists of 8 cisterns, each 10 ft. in

diameter, and connected with a common inlet and outlet pipe :
“ The water having first been

aerated and coagulated, flows from the nuiin supply-pipe to and into the filters above the

surface of the filter-beds, and in passing downward is relieved of all objectionable constitu-

ents, issuing through a series of wire-bound outlet screens into a common delivery-pipe, and
being carried by the continuous pressure to the various eonsumors. At stated periods (ordi-

narily once each day) the arrested impurities are thrown oil from the beds of filtering material

into a waste-pipe leading to the sea, each filter being renovated independently while the others

are performing their work of purification. During this operation the intake-pipe to the filter

undergoing tlio operation is cut off from the main inlet, and water passes through a central

vertical pipe connectitig with a horizontal radial pipe at the bottom of the bed. The water
issuing through this horizontal pipe saturates the bed imrnediatoly around and above it, the
arrested imjinritios beiri^ detached and carried off by the ciirront. While this current is

flowing through tlie horizontal washing-pipe, the latter is gradually moved by means of a

lever outside of the filter, and by the time it has passed all round the interior, agitating and
scouring the mass in succession until it has arrived back to its original position, the entire

filter-bed will have become cleansed, and the process of filtering is then resumed. This
operation occupies usually aliout 10 min., bub where the water treated yields an extraordinary
arnouut of tenacious sediment a .somewhat longer scouring may be necessary. The automatic
aeration is accomplishcMl before^ i;lie water roacjhos the pumps. After leaving those it flows

through the main inlet to the filters, and thence to the consumers. The plant at Atlanta-,

Ga., differs in construction from that at Long Branch, in the fact of having two stories or

chambers, one al)ov(} the other, the upper com):)rising the wasliing-chambor, separated from
the lower compartment, or filter proper, by means of a partition or diaphragm, this partition

being indented with funnel-shaped depressions to facilitate the roturn-fiow by gravitation of

the filtering material to the lower chamber. The impu rifled water enters at a point just

below the diaphragm, flows downward through the filter-bed, issilos at the bottom through a
series of valves all connected in one system, and is delivered into a clear-water basin, from
whicli it is pumped l)y tlie Holly system of pumps directly to consumers, The principles of

coagulation and filtering, as exemplified in this plant, are precisely the same as at Long
Branch, the difference in constrnctiou consisting in the method of renovating or washing the

beds. In this case f-he beds are washcMl by means of vortical pipes, through which the entire

contents of the lower cha-mber are forced up by ordinary water-pressure and deposited in the

upper or washing-chamber. Tlic combined effect of attrition in passing through these |)ipes

ami violent contact with the water contained in the upper chamber causes a complete separa-

tion of the filtering matiuial from the impurities, which flow with tlie current out through
the pip(i heading from the upper chamber, thence to a sower or other outlet. This operation

having Ixum accomplished, the filtering material is permitted to return to the lower chamber
l)y gravity through the conical apertums in the dividing partition. When thus restored to its

original position all openings are clo.sed, excepting tlie inlet and outlet, and the process of

filtration is immediately resumed.’^

Tlie report of the Board of Water Commissioners of Atlanta for the year 1800 shows that

the filters used 02,390 lbs. of alum during the preceding year, equal to *017 gra-in to the gal,

and that tlie (!osl- of filtration per million gals, was $3.83.

The Warrm Filtor (Bh'g. 3) was invented in 1885 by Mr. John E. Warren, of S. I), Warren
& Co., paper manufacturers. Tlie invention was the outcome of the necessity of a filter which
would purify the large amount of water used in the Cumberland Mills of the above firm, this

being now the In-rgest mechanical filter-plant in existence, having a- daily capacity of 12,GOO,000
gals. The chief merit cla-imed for this filter is the mectianieal rake or agitator. By its use

the sand composing the filter-lied is thoroughly scoured, and the filtered water is only used to

rinse off the dirt thus loosened. As a result of this method of procedure, the filter can be
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rapidly and thoroughly cleaned with the minimum constimption of water. Experiments also

pointed to the fact that insufficient time was usually allowed for the reaction of the alum or

other coagulant used in the water
;
hence, in the Warren system, the coagulant, in the form of

a solution of definite strength, is pumped into the water as it passes to a settling-basin or

tank so proportioned in size as to allow each particle of water to remain in contact with the
coagulant the length of time found neces-

sary for the chemical reaction. In this way
it is claimed that a greater economy of the
coagulant is obtained, and the possibility

of its passing into the filtrate is removed

—

a point of much value where the w^ater' is

used for domestic purposes. The filter, by
combining coagulation, sedimentation, and
filtration, by the use of an open filter-bed

so arranged as to be quickly and mechani-
cally freed from the intercepted matter,
and by the use of a light pressure never
exceeding -

1% lb. per sq. in., is intended to

unite all desirable features with a compar-
atively inexpensive form of construction.

From Fig. 3, which clearly exhibits the
internal mechanism, the operation of this

filter will be understood.

During filtration, the unfiltered water,
entering through the valve, passes up into

the filter-tank, thence downward through
the filter-bed, supported by the perforated
plate, and through the filtered water-main,
by which it is carried to the mill. When
it becomes necessary to cleanse the filter-

bed the valves are adjusted to allow the
water in the tank to pass into the sewer.
When the water in the tank has been
drawn off, the agitator is set in motion,

and driven down into the bed by means of the screw shown, while at the same time a slight

amount of filtered water is allowed to flow back up through the bed, in order to rinse away
the dirt which has been loosened by the scouring action of the revolving agitator. When the

flow of water up through
the bed becomes clear

the agitator is raised,

the waste -gate closed,

and by the opening of

the valves filtration is

resumed.
The National Filter.

—This filter, manufac-
tured by the National
Water-Purifying Cc. of

New ^ork, is represent-

ed in section in Pig. 4.

The filter proper is about
two thirds filled with in-

destructible fine quartz
sea sand. In the top of
the filter-case is shown
a device for supplying
a minute quantity of

chemical solution to the
water when it is very
roily or turbid or im-
pregnated with sewage,
the effect of the chemi-
cal being to precipitate

the impurities in solu-

tion and suspension,

while the chemical it-

self is retained with the
impurities it precipi-

tates upon the top of

the filtering material, so Fig. 4.—National filter,

that no trace of it (even
by analysis) appears in the filtered water. In the bottom of the filter are shown the brass tub-
ular strainers for preventing the sand passing out with the filtered water. These strainers

Fig. 8.—Warren filter.
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are filled with gravel, and are half imbedded in cement—np to the line of perforation—which
prevents any filth and disease-germs from settling below them, where they could not be
reached and dislodged by the reverse current when washing the filter. They are also so pi'o-

portioned and constructed that in washing the filter they insure a complete reverse-current

in every part of the bed, which does away with the necessity of any mechanical appliance for

stirring the bed when washing. The water to bo purified is admitted under pressure to the
filter at A above the sand filter-bed, and where, if necessary, it is mixed with a minute quan-
tity of chemical solution as above described ; it then passes down through the sand, brass
strainers, and outlet-pipe A’ back into the service-pipe, leaving the commingled impurities and
chemical (if used) on the surface of the filtering material at the top of the filter. Once a day
the water should be shut off from the inlet, above the filtering material, and be allowed to

enter the filter in the reverse direction, from the bottom at A. It will then pass up through
the filtering material, which it thoroughly loosens and scours, carrying the commingled im-
purities and chemical on the surface of the filter-bed off through the waste outlet B, which
connects with the sewer. This operation only takes 10 min. time, when the water is again
admitted at the inlet at top of the filter as before, and filtering recommences. The waste B
(at some point close to the filter) should bo left exposed by means of a trough or funnel, so that
the condition of ' waste washing-water will show when the filter-bed has been thoroughly
cleansed. The National filtering system is in use in Chattanooga, Tenn., 6,000,000 gals, daily

capacity
;
Terre Haute, Ind., 8,000,000 gals, daily capacity

;
and in various other cities of the

United States.

Small Filters and Filters for Special Purposes,—The Jewett filter, made by the John C,

Jewett Manufacturing Co., of Buffalo, embodies a cup containing sponge and a vessel con-,

taining gravel, through both of which the water passes into a settling recc'ptaele. After over-

flowing the latter it proceeds tlirough tlie filtoring-bod proper, which consists of layers of

gravel, sand, and decarbonized charcoal.

A Filter-Press for Porcelain Glay, devised by M. P. B'auro, of Limoges, France, and
described in Engineering, January 17, 1890, possesses many novel features. The clay and
water are mixed to the consistence of cream, and are pumped into the filter-press. The mixed
clay and water are not allowed to come in contact with the plunger of the pump, an elastic

diaphragm being interposed, the vibrating movement of which forces the material into the

press; the pump-cylinder has two plungers, one working within the other, and so arranged
that the smaller one can bo put in operation when it is desired to increase the pressure in the

filter-press. The last-named apfiaratus has a cast-iron frame, on the longitudinal bars of

which are hung a series of east-iron rings covered with iron gauze ; between the frames thus
formed canvas bags are placed, so arranged that the liquid which is delivered by .the pump
to a central opening in one cud of tlie press, receives it, and allows the water to pass freely.

The series of frames and bags are held together by the end screw, and the pressure that can
be exerted witliin the filter by the pump varies from 120 lbs. to 150 lbs. per sq. in.

;
the clay

freed from the water tliat held it remains in tlie form of compressed cakes in the bags, and
about 500 lbs. of clay ready for tlio odgo-ruimers can be turned out from one of these presses

per hour.

FIRE APPLIANCES. All methods for the prevention of fires fall so short of the ideal

of immunity that tliere is a necessity for fire-apparatus. The principle of defense of a manu-
factory against fire is that of self-protection by making the installation and management of

the fire-apparatus of such a grade as to bo able to cope with the progress of any lire which
can possibly occur. The merits of fire organizations nave already been considered as essen-

tial to the service of fire-apparatus.

Buckets of water arc the most elfoctual firo-apparatns, Tliey should be kept full and dis-

tributed in liberal profusion in the various rooms of a mill, being placed on shelves or hung on
hooks, as circumstances may refjuiro. In order to assist in keeping them tor fire purposes only

they should be unlike other pails used about the premises, and in some instances each pail and
the wall or column behind its position bears the same number. It is a mistake to kiu^|) firo-

pails in dry-rooms, as the wat.i'.r in the pails evaporat.es rapidly, and also in so doing inl,(n-f(n-es

with tlie drying |)rocosses. 'The pails should bo placed in some convenient situation n(‘a.r t,o

tlie dry-roorn, whcjre they will not oppose the drying process, and will also lie more a.c(iessible

in ease of fire tlian when hung inside of a dry-room. In unlieated Iniildings the conltmt.s of

fire-pails can be prevented from freezing in winter by adding chloride of magnesium to the

water. Galvanized-iron jiails are better than wood pails, and indurated fiber makes a very

satisfactory pail, especially in places around bleachcries, chemical-pulp, or paper mills, where
corrosive fumes ra,pi(Uy injure metal pails. There are various expedients to insure the

full condition of fire-pafls, sucli as various floats or electrical contrivances, or sealing over

the top of the pail some tliin slicet of impervious material ; but tlie fact is that tlnuH^ is no
fire-apparatus so simple and elTective as a full pail of water in good hands. All automatic
devices are not above contingencies, and they lead to lowering the standard of ixu’sonal

espionage, which is the controlling principle in the administration of affairs. Generally tluu’o

is also need of casks of water to furnish a further supply to the firo-pails. Garden-hose
attached to a supply of w'ater often constitutes a very useful portion of the fire-apparatus.

Any cocks in the nozzles sliould be fixed in an open position by striking a^ heavy blow on the

handle of the phig-cock commonly used in such fittings. Automatic sprinklers liave proved

to be a most valuable form of fire-apparatus, operating with gre-at ellleiency at fires where
their action was unaided by other fire-apparatus, particularly at night. In mill-fires the av-

erage loss for an experience of twelve years shows that in those fires whore automatic sprink-
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lers formed a part of the apparatus operating upon the fire the average loss amounted to only
one nineteenth of the average of all other losses. If the dilference between these two aver-
ages represents the amount saved by the operation of automatic sprinklers, then the total

damage from the number of fires in places in which automatic sprinhlers are accredited as
forming a portion of the apparatus has been reduced $6,235,000 by the operation of this

valuable device. Although there have been numerous patents granted to inventors of auto-
matic sprinklers since the early part of the present century, yet their practical use and intro-

duction has been subsequent to the invention of the sealed automatic sprinkler by Henry S.

Parmelee, of New Haven, Conn., about twelve years ago. This device being the first, and for

many years the only automatic sprinkler manufactured and sold, and actually performing
service over accidental fires, to him belongs the distinction of being the pioneer and practi-

cally the originator of the vast work done by automatic sprinklers in reducing destruction
of property by fire. Although nearly or quite 300,000 Parmelee automatic sprinklers have
been installed, their manufacture has been supplanted by other forms, and the total num-
ber of automatic sprinklers in position at the present time must be about 3,000,000.

In an automatic-sprinkler system the sprinkler-heads are attached to tees in pipes against
the ceiling; the arrangement being such that there shall be at least a sprinkler to every 100 ft.

of floor, some places requiring a still larger number of sprinklers. There should be two sources
of water-supply, with eheck-valves in the pipes leading into the sprinkler system, giving it

the benefit of the greater pressure without the intervention of any personal act. If orie'of these
supplies is furnished by an elevated tank, the minimum head from the bottom of the tank to the
highest sprinkler should be not less than 13 ft. The inability to withstand freezing temperatures
is a defect in automatic-sprinkler systems which has not been fully remedied by invention.
There are many so-called dry-pipe systems, in which the water is kept from the system until
fire occurs, when the heat which releases the sprinkler is presumed to actuate devices which
open the main valves, admitting water to the system. Such apparatus is always complicated.
These systems have sometimes proved to be inoperative at fires, and have been frequently dis-

covered to be out of order when examined. The attempts at making a solution of low-freezing
point, which should be non-combustible, and under the conditions of its use should also be
non-corrosive, do not appear to have been successful. Water is sometimes removed from au-
tomatic-sprinkler systems during cold weather by pumping in air to a pressure sufficient to
displace the water. This method demands a great deal of attention

;
and in case of a fire it

requires even longer to discharge the compressed air from the pipes and throw water on the
fire than would be the case with the usual dry-pipe system.

The only resource for automatic sprinklers in rooms liable to temperatures below the freez-

ing-point appears to be to shut the supply-valve and slowly draw the water from tlie pipes
late in the autumn and to admit the water in the spring. The valves should be in a place
accessible at time of fire, and all persons liable to have any duties in the imitter sliould be
made acquainted with the necessity of opening such valves in time of fire. 'The discliargeof
automatic brass sprinklers, including the resistance of the pipe-fittings may be represented by

6 Vp, in which Q equals the discharge in cu. ft. per min., and p tlie pressure in lbs. per
sq. in.

The following standard of sizes for pipes for automatic-sprinkler installations is based
upon the principle of using the nearest commercial sizes permitting a uniform frictional loss
through the system

:

Number of Diameter i Number of Diameter
sprinklers. of pipe. sprinklers. of pipe.

115 4 inches. 10 i inch.

78 6 n “

48 3 “
1

3 1

28 ^ “
i

1 f
“

18 2 “

When automatic sprinklers were first introduced there were many apprehensions that leak-
age and also excessive water discharged upon small fires would be sources of damage. In Eng-
land this opinion found expression in increased insurance rates in buildings wliere automatic
sprinklers were installed. Many automatic sprinklers have been made in such a manner as to
impose unusual stress upon the fusible solder, which is a weak alloy, possessing but little re-

silience, and therefore ill-adapted to withstand the forces due to water-pressure, watm’-ham-
raer, and what is sometimes greater than either, the initial tension in sotting u[) the sprinkler
to make it tight. It is not surprising that such sprinklers break or leak

;
but among the

score or more automatic sprinklers on sale it is easy to select several varieties, any one of
which would impose but little risk of leakage from water-pressure. Tlie logic of figures shows
that this liability to damage is merely nominal in the case of well-constructed ’sjirinklers.

An association of underwriters who have given careful attention to the subject obtained the
facts that out of 514,071 automatic sprinklers which had been in actual service on tlie average
for five years, under a water-pressure reaching in some instances 180 lbs. to the sq. in., but
averaging 69 lbs. to the sq. in., there had been only 58 instances of sprinklers leaking from
water-pressure, and 317 instances of leakage from other causes than fire, generally by acci-
dents to the machinery or by carelessness of the employes, the average damage from all these
causes being $2.56 per plant per annum. Although automatic sprinklers have proved to bo
so reliable and effective, yet, in order to provide for all possible contingencies, their introduc-
tion should not displace other forms of fire-apparatus, particularly stand-pipes in the stair-
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way-towers with hydrants at each story. The hose at these hydrants should be festooned on
a row of pins, or doubled on some of the reels made especially for such purposes. Stand-
pipes are not recommended to be placed in rooms or on fire-escapes

; and inside hydrants
should not be attached to the vertical pipes supplying automatic sprinklers. One pound of
burning wood produces sufficient heat to evaporate lbs. of water, and owing to the waste,
a much larger proportion of water to fuel is necessary to quench a lire.

Ehre-pumps are generally too small for the work required of them, 500 gals, per min. being
the minimum capacity recommended. For a five-story mill there should be an allowance of

250 gals, per min. for an effective lire-stream through a l^-iii. nozzle, and for lower buildings
the estimate should rarely be less than 200 gals, for each stream. Contrary to the general
assumption, a ring nozzle is not so efficient as a smooth nozzle, the relative amount of dis-

charge of ring and smooth nozzles of the same diameter being as three is to four. For stand-
pipes |-in. nozzles are i-ecorninended, but for yard-hydrant service the diameter should never
be less than 1 in., and I J- in. generally fulfills the conditions of the best service. It is impor-
tant that the couplings on the liose and hydrants should fit those of the public fire department.
The best diameter of hose is 2^ in., the loss by friction under equal deliveries of water being
only one third in a 2i^-in. hose of what it is in a hose 2 in. in diameter. H’ire-pumps should
be equipped with a relief-valve and also a pressure-gauge, and placed where they will be ac-
cessible under all circumstances, and so connected that they can be started at least once a
week.

The best location for fire-pumps is a matter differing with the conditions of each mill, but
they should be situated as near to the source of supply as practicable, with full-size suction-
pipe, easy of inspection and not containing any avoidable bends. In a steam-mill it is some-
times preferable to draft the water from a point below where the water of condensation is

discharged into the stream, as there is less freezing there. In mills driven by water-wheels it

is a convenience in time of repairs for steam fire-pumps to draft water from the wheel-pit.
Rotary fire-pumps should have a short draft, but not placed below the level of the supply.
Water-mains about a mill-yard should be of ample capacity not to cause an excessive loss by
friction, their diameter being based upon a limit of velocity of 10 ft. per sec. for the maxi-
mum delivery. The yard liydrants should be placed at a distance of 50 ft. from buildings,
and covered with a liouse whicli should also contain hose, nozzles, axes, bars, and spanners..
Hydrant-houses are made in a great variety of forms, but it is important that the doors
should be high onongh to avoid ice, or that the house should bo placed upon slight mounds.
An economical liydrant-house may be built 0 ft. square with two adjacent sides hung on
hinges, so that tlui doors can ho swung around to the other side and bo hold l)y catclios. The
pins on which the lioso is hung should bo 2 in. in diameter, and placed diagonally and stag-
gered in two rows. If t;her(^ is no lioso-cart, the reserve iioso can b(^ placed on shelves. Stop-
valves in the mains should be covered by boxes 4 ft. in height, and the direction of opening
clearly mjtrked on the hand-wheel of tho gate. (The foregoing is taken from Methods of Re-
ducing Fire FjOss, by xMr. (1. J. 11. Woodbury, Trayis, A. A M. JS.y vol. ii, p. 271.)

1. Firk IhiiKiKS AND Ijaddkrs.—Varioiis devices have been constructed for elevating lad-

ders against a burning building, so as to allow both of escape of inmates and ready access of
the firemen.

IVie JIai/ns Exfsnmm Ladder- Trueh manufactured by the La li^ranco Fire-Engine Co., of
Elmira, N Y., is illustrated in Ifigs. 1 and 2. Ehg. 1 shows tlio ladder daring elevation, and
Pig. 2 in upright [)ositi<)n. The ladder is telescopic, giving
a total height of from (iO to 85 ft. from the ground, nmdo dL
in two slides, and worked by an endless chain and winch m

'iiiL.br''' '/i

Pig. 1.—Trlayes extension ladder-truck. Fia. 2.—Hayes (3xtension ladder-truck.

attached to the truck. 'I''he lower portion is hung on trunnions supported on an A-frame,
which stands on a turn-table which is attachetl to the main frame of the truck. From the
under side of the ladder is hung a pair of arms carrying a nut which is hung on trunnions,
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and through which passes a screw, one end of which is held in a swivel fastened to the re-

volving portion of the turn-table on the front end. The back end extends under the ladder,

and the front end is squared for a crank, so that by turning the screw the ladder is raised to

the required, elevation; then the turn-table is swung around, and, if necessary, the extension

of the ladder is run out. The ladder is lowered over against the building, as may be de-

sired. As the ladders are being raised to a vertical position, they can, by means of the turn-

table, be turned in any direction required, and by simply manipulating the turn-table, screw,

and extension-cranks the top of the ladder can be readily directed to any desired point within

reach. The truck can also be moved from point to point without letting down the ladders,

thus enabling the firemen to reach every point of a burning building. With a little practice

this can be done with precision and great rapidity. In less than one minute the ladders can

be fully extended and placed against a building ready for service. In raising the ladders, elec-

trical wires can often be avoided, but if encountered a man can ascend the ladder at any angle

and cut them. The ladders being raised by means of a powerful screw, the action is certain

and perfectly safe. Only 8 or 10 ft. width of roadway is required for the truck, and it can be

operated as well in a narrow alley as in a wide street. But five or six men are required to

work it. A rope is pro-
vided for handling the
hose. To one end is at-

tached a hook. The roj)e

is passed over the ladders
through a sheave at-

tached to the top end of

the extension ladder

;

thence it passes down
under the ladders and
through a snatcdi-bloek

provided on the frame.
The end of this rope is

left slack when the lad-

ders are being raised.

When they are" in posi-

tion the hose is hooked
on and readily raised to

the top, where it can bo
securely stra|>ped to the
ladders. The rope can
also bo ma<le useful in

saving lives and property.
As an aerial ladder

this truck can be used
with safety to the heiiylit

of the main ladder, whieli

is about r)() ft. in the first

class, and 40 ft. in the
second class, from the
ground. The ladder is

placed in a nearly verti-

cal position, and tw'o

lines of hose carried to

the top may l)e clii'eeted

by the pipe-men in any
direction, ca-rrying a full

fire - pressure si,ream.
The frame, made extra
strong and supported l)y

truss-rods, is mounted oh
platform - spring over
front axle and two full

elliptic springs over hind
axle. The Ivind-gear is

controlled liy a cog-gear
operated with a wheel in

the hands of a tillerman,
by means of which the
truck can 1)0 guided
around short corners and
through narrow alleys.

Water-Towers are
pipes mounted on trucks,

which can be elevated when in proximity to a burning building so as to throw powerful
streams of water from their upper ends directly upon the roof or into the windows.

The Hales Water-Tower^ represented in Fig. 3, consists of a strong oak framework

Fig. 3.—-Hales water-tower.
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mounted on wheels and carrying an iron frame with an extending- ‘telescopic tube., throug:h
which passes the hose conducting the water from the supply to and through t lie j:)ipe at the
top end. The motive or lifting power is furnished by a chemical tank.

The tower proper is hung on and supported by a steel shaft, which rests on two wronght-
iroii frames. It is constructed of angle steel, with sheetrsteel sides, riveted together with hot
rivets, and is 22 ft. long, 2 ft. 6 in. by 15 in. at the bottom, and about 8 in. square at the top.

It is raised liy the quadrants and guy-rods. In the tower, and telescoping it, is a steel 6-ini.

tube 28 ft. long, strengthened by four steel T-ribs which may be extended by means of a |
phosphor-bronze cable attached to two spools and a gear at the base of the tower, passing
over brass sheaves at the top and running down into the tower around the bottom of the
tube. On the end of the tube is a small turn-table revolved by gearing. Attached to

this are two wroiight-iron arms, supporting the pipe, with the three siises ol nozzles—1| in.,

2 in., and 21- in. The turn-table is operated by a cast-steel rod running totliebase of the
tower, turned by a small wheel, and this directs the stream in any direction desired. The
tower rests on an iron saddle or framework. The raising of the tower is controlled by a wire
cable and snubbing-block in connection with the power used by the tank. On both sides, if

desired, are two d-way Sianiese connections, receiving the water and conducting it into a 60-

ft. length of 8^ hose, passing up through the tube into and through the pipe. There are four

sizes of towers made—80, 45, 55, and 60 ft. high from the ground to the top of the joipe when
extended.

The benefits claimed for the tower are as follows: A building being heavily charged with
smoke, it is impossible for firemen to gain an entrance to the bottom or upper stories. By
placing the tower in the street opposite the building, one sweep of the 2-in. stream is suffi-

cient to break all the glass from the windows, and give the building .such ventilation as will

enable the lireinen to enter and cpiickly locate, and often extinguish, the fire in its incipieney.

It is also very useful in liiinbor-yard fires, or in frame districts, and will wot an area of 400 ft.

in diameter at one setting. It requires but two men to operate it.

Fire- Hakn ESS.—A form of swirigingharness employed toexpedite the securing of the horses

to fire-engines is represented in Fig. 4. The harness is usually suspended and so disposed

that when the horse, after being automatically released from his stall, places hinnself under it,

Fro. 4.-Firo-harnes.s saspoiided,

it maybe iinnied lately lowered into position upon the animal and fastened in the quickest
possible manner. In the stall swinging harne.ss the susT)cnding device consists of a liollow
bar, through whicdi passes a rod. This rod connects witn the lover Fig. -4, on the roek-
shaft, which engages with tlio top and outside rings of tho breccliing. The rod is p>ivoted
to the arm D. The rock-shaft has hooks Jl, which are held in upward position by the 'weight
of the collar wdien attached to arm D. By clasping tho harness and collar combination
around the horse's neck, tlie hook which i.s permanently attached to tho liaraess antoniati-
cally releases the lever I), Tho rock-shaft then rotates and the hooks A turn downward, tho
breeching drops on tlic liorse, and the whole suspending device runs up to the celling.

Fire-IIose ArPLiANCEs.—Under this heading are grouped the various appliances used in

connection with hose. Tln^se are; L Nozzles and Play-PipCKS; II. Couplings; III. Connec-
tions; IV. Hose-nqoairing Devices.

1. Nozzles and Play-Pi pks.—Figs. 5 and 6 represent a novel form of flexible play-pipe
made of rubber-lined cotton, wound on the outside with brass spring-wire, At A is shown a
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simple form of nozzle, which is opened or closed by the movement of the swinging pail, as
indicated by the dotted lines. Pig. 7 shows

—

Shaw Controlling and Shut-off JSlozzle (in section), by means of which a stream can
be reduced to any size or shut off at will. A conical plug, operated by an exterior hand-
wheel, is inserted more or less into the throat of the pipe.

The Clemens Contfolling and Spray-JSozzle (Pig. 8) is somewhat similarly constructed,
the conical plug being moved into and out of the constricted throat by means of an exterior

nut.

Fig. 5.- Nozzle.

Fig. 7.- Shaw shut off uo/.zlo.

Fig. 6.—Nozzle.

Fig. 8.—Clemens spray nozzle. Fig. 9.—Oyston spray-nozzle.

Fig. 10.—Prunty nozzle. Fig. 11.—Prunty nozzle. Fig. 12. --Monitor nozzle.

The Oyston Spray-Nozzle (Pig. 9) enables the pipe-men to approach and enter a burning
building, and with it the excessive use of water and unnecessary damage to good.s may l)e

avoided. It consists substantially of a common nozzle having a number of sina,ll levers
pivoted around it near the outer end. These levers extend about 2 in. beyond tlie end of tlie

nozzle, and are inclosed in a neat cup or guard, completely protecting them from injury.
The ends of these levers are connected with a collar in' such a manner that, when the collar m
revolved one eighth of a revolution to the right, the wedge-shaped parts of half the levers are
projected into the stream, dividing it up into a number of triangular streams. Ily turning
the collar | in. farther, the remaining four lovers are projected into the stream, dividing it ui)
into double the number of streams. These streams, after leaving the nozzle a few feet, l)e-

come a dense mass of flying spray.

Spray-nozzles are exceedingly effective in fighting smoky fires, the spray driving tlu;

smoke from in front of the fireman, and also keeping up a current of cool air, while tlie solid
stream directed from the same nozzle is projected into the burning mass. The circular sheet
of spray may be from 80 to 100 ft. in diameter. In Figs. 10 and 11 is represented

—

The Pmnty Combination Nozzle.—This is provided with an adjustable ring, which, en-
circling the spray openings, directs the sheet of spray either forward, as shown in Pig. 10, or
backward, as in Pig. 11, the solid stream being simultaneously projected from the nozzle
proper.
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Tfie Monitor Nozzle, manufactured by
Messrs. A. J. Morse & Son, of Boston,

Mass. (Fig. 12), is intended to be attached

to stand-pipes, hydrants, or at any place

where there is a water-supply, and whence
it is desired to liave an effective stream
instantly available in case of emergency.
It consists of a chamber which rotates

upon its base, provided with a hose-pipe,

which pipe, by means of a hand-lever,

maybe elevated or depressed at iiny angle.

The nozzle has practically, tlierefore, a

universal motion, wliieh allows it to be

directed to any point. Tlie change of

direction can be made with very littfo ex-

ertion, even witli a 2-in. stream oimrated
under 125 lbs. pressure or more, and car-

rying- about 1,()0() gals, of water |)er min.
One man can easily control it, and not the

least of its advantages is that, wlien a

building is provided with several such
nozzles, a single watchman can start an
effective stream upon a fire, leave it in

full operation while he liastens to the

next nozzle and starts another stream,

so that oven before an alarm is given the

work of one man may bo of the greatest

value.

The Perfect io7h Holder and Nozzle (Fig.

13), inanufactured liy Messrs, Samuel Kast-

man & Oo., of Kast Concord, M. II., is an
effective device for handling fire-streams

without the use of discharge-pipes. By
its aid one person niuiy dirmit two, three,

or four nozzles all at the same time from
different linos of hose witli over 100 lbs.

water-pressure at each nozzle. It corusists

of a holder lor the hose-section and a

sliort nozzle easily attached thereto. The device is held by the user, as shown in the figure.

In the Halo vacuum-nozzle, represented in Fig. 14, the air enters through side openings
A, producing a contracted stream
which it is claimed can be pro-

jected over unusually great dis-

tances.

11. CoiTpLiisras.—The principal

advantage claimed for the Silsby

coupling (Pig. 15) is that, it fur-

nislies a clear and unobstructed
passage-way for the water the full

size of the" hose. It will be no-

ticed tliat the inside of the shank
of the coupling is beaded, and
that the internal rnetal ring is ex-

panded in slight corrugatn'ons, thus a.ttaching th(3 coupling to the liose securely. By the same
means the end of the hose is protected from the water, thereby preventing mildew and rot.

Fig. 13.—Perfection nozzle.

Fk». M— Hall!! vacuum nozzle.

Fia. in.—Sllshy coupling. Fig. 1G.—Morse coiiplin*?.

The construction of the Morse coupling will readily he understood from Fig. 16. The
hose here is lield between a flanged inner ring and an outer ring having its innor surface

corrugated, the inner ring being expanded.
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III. Connections.—To successfully cope with a large fire a powerful stream is indispensa-

ble; this can be produced by concentrating, through use of a “ Siamese ” (Pig. 17), the streams

Fia. 17.—“ Siamese coupling. Fia. 18.—“ Siamese ” coupling.

of three or more steamers into one of suitable size and force, which pours such Yolumes of

water into the fire that it is actually drowned out. A peculiar advantage of this concen-

trated stream is, that it has sufficient force and quantity to reach the fire itself and not turn

to steam in the intense heat, thus destroying its efficiency, as is the case with an ordinary

single stream in a hot fire.
.

A distinguishing feature of the “Siamese,” made by Messrs. A. J. Morse & Son, of Boston,

Mass., and represented in Fig. 17, is that the pipe is attached directly to the “ Siamese ” itself,

which causes it to stand steady under any pressure, the men being required simply to direct

the stream, and not hold the *pipe. By the use of adjustable screw-valves it is possible par-

tially or fully to close either tine, as desired.
^

The three-

way Siamese” connection is shown separately in Pig. 18.

IV. Hose-repairing Device.—For repairing bursted hose

quickly and without delay various devices are provided.

The ordinary hose-jacket is simply a wrapping of leather or

other material applied to the nose by straps and Imckles.

Allen’s hose-jacket, after passing around the hose has its

edges brought together by a clamping-screw. Neely s leak-

stop (Fig. 19) has two semi-cylindrical portions hinged to-

gether and lined with rubber, which receive the body of the

hose between them. Hinged to one portion are swinging
,

rack-bars, the teeth of which engage with fixed corrugations in the other portion, and which

thus bind and hold both parts together.

Fm. 19.—Neely’s leak-stop.

Fire-Tools.—A variety of the latest improved fire-tools and appliances are illustrated

in Figs. 20 to 25. Fig. 20 is a tool for taking off the iron shutters of window.s. The bent-

over extremity is placed over the edge of the shutter, and, by pulling on a rope attached to
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the tool, the shutter is torn from its hinges. Fig. 21 is a “ fireman’s jimmy,” or claw-bar,
used for opening doors, gratings, etc. Fig. 22 is a tin-roof cutter. The beak of the instru-
ment is inserted through a hole made in the tin, and the user walking backward drags the
implement after him, the rotary knife rapidly and cleanly cutting the roofing. Fig. 23 is a
simple arrangement of levers used for breaking open doors. Fig. 24 is a rotary cutting in-
strument provided with insulated handles, and used for cutting live electric-light wires
without danger to tlie person handling it. Fig. 25 is a device i'or cutting iron bars com-
monly used as window-guartis,

FIRE-AEMS. I. Rifles.—Single-shot arms have almost wholly given place to those hav-
ing a repeating or magazine construction for sporting purposes, and have been completely su-
perseded by the latter for military use.

The Winchester Bepeating-Mifle during the last decade has appeared in various improved
forms. We illustrate tlie latest, known as the 1800 model, in Fig. 1, which shows the weapon
in its entirety, and also in section closed. The system is a new one, with a sliding fire-arm

movement, and is especially suited to small cartridges. The breech-block locks itself in plain
view, and is of such size as to permit a strong firing-pin and extractor and offer a good cover
to the cartridge-licad. The gun locks at each closing movement and can not be opened ex-
cept by letting down tlie hammer or pushing forward the firing-pin. The parts are few and
intercluingeable. d’he gun can not be prematurely fired, nor can tlie hammer be pulled other
than at the proper time.

In cliarging the magazine the milled-hcad at the top is turned until the tube is unlocked.
The inner tube is <lra,wn out until it strikes the stop. The loading-hole is thus opened so that
cartridges can be dropiied into th(3 magazine until the latter is filled. The magjizino of the
•22 short-gun will hold fifteen *22 short Winchester cartridges. After the magazine is filled
the inner case is pressed down, turned, and so locked. When the liammer is down, the mo-
tion of the handle backward itflid forward unlocks, opens, and cocks the gun, forces the car-
tridge into the (ihamlier and locks the niece. The gun once closed is locked, while the
hammer stands at full or half cock, fik) open the gun without firing or letting down
tlie liammer the firing-pin is flushed forward and the handle simultaneously pulled
backward. When tlie gun stands at half cock it is locked both as to the ofiening of the
breech and the f lulling of the t.rigger. The hammer can not be cocked by the motion of
the breech-block from I,his position, but must be cocked by liand.

The Lee-Smed or Mnylish Magazine Mifle, represented in Figs. 2, 8, 4, is the military
weapon recently adopted by (Iri'at Britain. The illustraDions exhibit the primupal parts of the
bolt-action. The inodt'- of op(*ration of the bolt-action is as follows : The bolt moves backward
and forward a,long the axial line of the barrel. When it is forward, its end fits into the open-
ing of the barrel, closing it a,nd forming a breeeli-block. When it is back it leaves a rec,ess,
into wliieh a e.artri(lge may lie drofified or f(‘(l, a,ml wlien it is again pressed forward it drives
the cartridge liefore it iiitxi the lairrel, ready to be fired. Tliere are, tiowever, other ofierations
to be performed besides putting t,lie cartridge into the elnunber. The bolt must b(i sinmri'ly
lockcMl so that it can not, 1x3 driven backward by the powder-tirossure into the soldier’s fjiee

;

thci mainspring must be compressed ready to drive tlie striker against the base of t,lH‘. (*,a,r-

tridge, and a, ft,or tlie cluirgo lias lieen fired the cartridge must be extracted and tlie empty (-a,se
thrown out. The locking of tho bolt is affected by rotating it on its axis so a,s to bring
its rib iK'hind a firojei'l ion or snug on the body. In tins position it is impossible for the bolt
to be drivt'u (lul, unless it sliould double up under the endwise firessun*. The mainspring,
which is contaliK'd in a reex'ss in the center of the bolt, is eonifiressed by tlie rear part of t,he
striker me(>ting wit h th(‘. s(>ar before the bolt is homo. The further movement of the bolt
then eompivsscis tlu^ spring, which is subsequently released by tlie trigger. Tlie extractor is a
hook pivoted to the luxid of tho bolt, and springs over the rim on the base of the cartridge
when tlu‘, la,t,ier is drive-ii liome. It often requires a very consideralilo amount of force to dis-
lodge a cartridg(‘, whicdi, of course, becomes expanded by the explosion. It is customary to
effect tins at two (iperations ; first it is started a distance of in. to i in. by a rotary move-
ment of the bolt,, and then it is pulled out by the straight backward motion. A lug on tlie
bolt, taking into a spiral groove in the liody, accounts for tlie first small motion. 4’urning to
the arm Ixd'ori', us it will be seen that the body is cut away a,t tlie to{) and liottom (Fig. 1), to
allow cartridges to lie fed in by hand from above, and also to be pushed up from below out of
the magazine, according to circumstances. When tho magazine is out of action the car-

23
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• • u nf fi piitj-off. This is jx pljitc piv'ot.od lUMir llui

tridges are prevented projecting on the rightiand side of tlie stioek

front end and P^ojOed with a thumb-pieo
moutliof tbo miiKanine, am forms

(Fig. 3). By pushing *is cut-off m it part
^ it out it leaves a clear oimtnng for

a bed for a cartridge to be laid on by hand.
body loft to form a guide to tlic

the cartridges to rise from ^dcw. There is
embracanl around about

bolt, and prevent it falling out. At
. i • formed for the long-rih (Fig. 4), winch

lhr« j.*m» ol Its
It li't.oJv £..» Tl.f

=“S“a.« £«*“ isitiiiirs, 5£ a.f

guard and IS screwed into the bo t Its poi^^^
consideraWe Icnglfi, to a,How of tlie

f££v.‘£t,£‘oVr«.“Ci
head; it is pivoted on a small screw and is pressed down by ‘‘ -y’,'

"'f

£

The cocking-pieee is guided by a slot in the exterior of the bolt whoii tbo bolt is \i t

drawn, as in #ig. 1 ;
and also, when the bolt is nearly honie, by a groowi m the b < s c

the body. The cooking-piece does not share in the rotation of the boll,, a 1 1 to >«i> " '

relative motions two longitudinal grooves are formed in the outside ot the bolt, and these

Fig. 3. Ina. 4.

Figs. 2-4,—English magazine rifle.

two grooves are united by a short inclined groove, A lug in th(3 cockiiig-piccc* works in ilicso

grooves and prevents the'rifle being fired before the bolt is securely IocIumI.

The magazine is formed of sheet-steel .and fitted into a slot cut intliesiock. Wlum iu

place it is held by a catch, which can be withdrawn by the small trigger shown in frontof
the main trigger in Fig. 1. Inside the magazine is a platform or false hot tiuu inount(‘(i on a
spring, and on this platform the cartridges are placed to the miml)(‘r of eight.. When t he
magazine is full the spring is folded quite flat, and the platform is at t hidxittom of t in* maga-
zine. The cartridges are prevented from being shot out by the spi’ing by t wo sliort t urned-
in lips at the mouth, under which the rear ends are inserted in tilling. Th(‘ rirns proj('et.

sufficiently above these lips to be caught by the bolt-head, while the [xunls are pressed up hv
the spring to clear the other end of the magazine. By the time t,li(3 rim is (dear of t h(3 lid

the bullet is, or should be, in the chamber of the barrel. The soldier is su|>[)os«'(i t.o carry a.

'second magazine fully charged in his pouch, and in a moment of omergeney In^ can <li.seard

the first and substitute for it the second. If he does not do this he eaii n'fill t he first with-
out removal by putting in cartridges, one by one, through the lireecdi of the. gun. 'rim car-
tridges are solid-cased. The bore of the barrel is *303 in., and tlie rifling is outlie inoditled
Metford plan. A full discussion of the merits and demerits of this a,nn will be found in
Mngineering, February 6, 1891.

The Ma^mlielier Magazine Rifle, adopted by Austria, is represented in Fig. 5. The most
striking feature of this arm is that it is not designed to be viseil as a siiigle-loadm*. At all
times the soldier uses his magazine, no matter how deliberate! Y he may tuki* aim. Instead
of being issued singly to the soldier, the cartridges are sent out in packages of five (Irig. 7),
held together by a light steel clip, and the whole five, with the holder,' an‘ plueiul in the
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magazine with more ease tha.n one, since they present a bett(3r finger-hold. At each backward
and forward motion of tlie bolt a cartridge is i)ushed out of its holder, forced into the barrel

and extracted, and as soon as the last has been removed, the holder drops tlirough a hole in

the bottom of the magazine and falls on the ground. Anotlier point of interest is that the
bolt has no turning-motion on its axis. It is pushed straight in and out, and is locked by a
drop-catch. Tlie moment it is liome the catch takes against a fixed projection in the body,
which resists the retirward action of t.lie powder-pressure. Tlie first action of drawing back
the handle of tlie liolt is to lift the drop-catch over the projection, when the bolt can be
readily withdrawn, bringing the empty eart,ridge-casc with it. The magazine is not intended
to be removed, and is fitted with a sjiring, tlie platform of which always remains parallel to

the cartridges, and directs their fioinl.s to enter tlie chamber. Pig. 5 sliows tlie body of the
rifle with the bolt drawn back. The top cartridge in the magazine can be seen standing ready
to be driven into the ehambcr. When the bolt is moved forward its roimd end (Fig. 6),

t’ms. r> 7'.—Maniiliclua’ magazine tille.

beyond whicli t,he oxdnmt.or pi’ojeets, catclu's the base of the cartridge standing in the
clip or ca.rtridge-liolder (I^h'g. 7). Ihd’ore the ca,rtridg(3 is free from the clip the bullet is

entirely within the clmmlxvr, UiTkI forms a guide to lead it forward. When the cli[) ceases to

hold tlie rear end of tJio cartridge, the exti’actor catches it and firesses it against tlie hollowed
side of the body, along whi(di it sliiles into its place. There is no chance of a jam taking
place, liowever fast tlie feeding may ho olTecled, since the cartridge is held both at front and
rear. The magazine-spring lies partly witliiu tJi(3 steel clip without, touching it. As soon as

one cartridge is removed the remainder are all pushed up, f.ho pressure of tlu^ u[)per cartridge
against the turned-iii sides of the holder suiiporting the latter; as soon as last c.artridg(‘ is

put into the barnd this pressure is, of course, witlidra.wn, and the empty hohhu' (Iroi)s down,
leaving a clea,r s|)3ice for the insertion of aiiotluu’. The spring is formed ()f tw() hhuh's

;
t.hc

lower is pivoted luxir tfi(3 bottom of the magazine liy one of the .screws shown, while the
second is pivoted to the first. At eaiih joint there isast.rong spring of eonsiderable rang(\
so tJiat the cartri<lg(3s are [)ress(‘d up steadily jind firmly to the very hist,. This ])r{^ssure is

resistial liy a (;ateh or ril) ou t he liack of the holder, which takes against ii snuill catch pro-

vided with a,n extmMuil t)ressing-piece at the liiick of the magazine. This pii'cciuni not ho s<'en

in the engnivings. Tlie l)olt is made in two pieces, the main piirt being bored from end to

end. In its center lies the striker with the mainspring, and in a groove in its sidi^ is the

extractor (hfig. (>). The front end of the bolt is (tlosi'd by a screw, luiving a snia,ll hole in it

for tlH3 st.rik'er to pass tliroiigh. In the bead of thi.s screw is a. gate whii-h receives tlie

extractor; by this nuxins the screw is locked and can not clnilter laick. Into the back of the

bolt t,h(‘r(^ slidi's the luuidle, the two being held together by the striker and sfiring, jis hy an
elastic bolt. To the end of the striker is screwed the cocking-eatch, whicli engages with a

sear on the trigger. On the under side of tlie Iiandle-jiicce is ji fixed incline, which tlie main-
spring ccmstantiy tends to dra,w in between the bolt and the drop-catch on the Ijitter. d’liis

action, however, ca.n nol, talce [)Ia<3e until the bolt inis been pressml in so fa,r tiiat the drop-

piece (Fig. (>) lias jirrived over Ji cavity cut in the gun-body to receive it. Immediately this

position is attained, the handle-piece can be pushed forward to lock t,h(3 bolt. At the same
time Itie cockiug-cateli lioolcs ou the sejir, jind the piece is cocked rea,dy for firing. In ex-

tractving, the handle is first drawn bjick to lift the drop-catcli over the iirojection
;
during this

time the bolt stands still. Ifurtlier motion carries the bolt back, and wil.h 'it the extractor and
the ciirtridge. (See Engineeriny, March 6, 1891.)
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The Mauser Magazine Rifle^ represented in Figs. 8 and 9, has been adopted by the
Belgian, the Turkish, and the Argentine Governments. It has a magazine which, although
not absolutely fixed, is not intended to be removed except at considerable intervals for pur-
poses of cleaning. The cartridges are issued in sets of five, held together by clips or holders,

but these clips do not go into the magazine, and form no part of the equipment of the rifle.

The cartridges in their holder are placed directly over the mouth of the magazine, and by
pressure of the thumb are fed out of the holder into the magazine. Fig. 8 shows the body of

the weapon, with the bolt drawn back and the magazine full. Fig. 9 shows details.

The system of loading by means of a temporary clip is clearly brought out in the engrav-
ings. The clip itself, A is a piece of thin plate steel bent over at its edges to form a groove or

rebate, in which the flanges at the bases of the cartridges fit. This groove is open at either

end, so that the cartridges are free to slide out. To prevent them chattering out during
transit, a light spring, made of a piece of steel ribbon, is Laid in the bottom of the groove and
holds the flanges of the cartridges firmly against the turned-over edges of tlie steel strip.

But if pressure be applied to the cartridges in a line parallel to the clip, tlien they can he
readily made to slide out of the groove. Provision is made in the body of

_

the rifle for hold-
ing the clip perpendicularly, or nearly so, over the mouth of the magazine in such a position

that a moderate pressure applied by the thumb to the upper cartridge will feed the whole of

them downward into their places. The clip is left standing, supported at tlio sides and the
bottom by the solid metal of the rifle body, and held by the elastic pressure of tlie jiiece /.

The first movement of the bolt throws out the clip, and the piece / springs back into place.

In the Mauser magazine the cartridges are pushed in sidewise instead of endwise, and yet
the spring does not force them out again as soon as the pressure is withdrawn. This results

from the construction of the magazine, i. The lips are turned over for nearly the entire length,

but they are divided by a straight cut from the sides, and are so elastic tliat tliey readily

Fig. 9. —Details.

Figs. 8, 9.—Mauser magazine rifle.

spring apart to receive a charge. They are, however, sufficiently strong not to he ()p(m<Ml by
the elastic pressure which forces the cartridges upward. Tlio base of the toj) cartridge
projects above the mouth of the magazine sufficiently to be caught l)y tlio lioli a wli(*n it. is-

nioved forward, forcing the point of the bullet up an incline into the barrel, and thus spring
ing apart the lips of the magazine to allow the cartridge to escape from it.

The feeding arrangement is formed of two leaves, each acted upon liy a spring. The
bottom of the magmzine is pivoted at its rear end, and secured by a screw n.i its forward end.
If this screw be withdrawn a few turns, the bottom of the magazine, with the s|)ring attached
to it, drops down, and a few turns more enable the feeder to be detached juid withdrawn.
By pressing on the button which comes through the front of the trigger-guard, tlie catcdi-lever
can be withdrawn and the magazine liberated.

The bolt is merely a hollow cylinder of steel with a handle at one end and two locking-
lugs at the other, which slide through two grooves in the breech of the gun, and on t.lie bolt
being rotated lock behind two projections. In fact, they constitute an interrupt.i'd screw.
The strain of the explosion is thus borne by the base of the bolt and the bnaudi of the barrel,
and is not transmitted through the body. The gate, which is cut through om^ of locking
pieces on the end of the bolt, is made to accommodate the piece /. A blade hinged to this
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piece projects into the body of the rifle, and passes through the gate when the bolt is drawn
back. This gate is so deep that the blade is pressed by a spring into the path of the empty
case, forcing it out of the grasp of the extractor, and flinging it sidewise out of the arm on
to the ground. Also connected to this piece / is a stop which normally prevents the bolt
being drawn out of the gun. But by pressing back the piece with the thumb the stop is
withdrawn, and the bolt can be removed in less than a second. It can then bo taken entirely
to pieces in a couple of minutes, and this without tools. To lock the rilio, so that it may not
be accidentally fired, there is provided the safety appliance cl on the end of the bolt. This is
a short spindle with a cam at each end, and a roughed thumb-piece by which it can be turned
half-way round. When the spindle is rotated the earn at the front end takes into a recess on
the end of the bolt, and locks the latter against being turned, while the cam at the rear end
inserts itself before the nut on the end of the striker*, and holds it fixed. The barrel is turned
parallel to two diameters, the front portion being rather more than half the length. The
body is secured to the wooden stock, but the barrel is only clipped to it, and is left perfectly
free to expand and contract. It lies in a deep groove in the wood,’ and is held by parallel
clips, which serve as guides. The bore of the barrel is 7*65 mrn. {*301 in.). The front sight
is a barleycorn. Idie back sight is marked up to 2,050 metres.

The relative differences in operation between the Lee-Speed, Mannlicher, and Mauser rifles
may be summarized as follows

:

Type I.

Lee’jSpeed.

Designed to be used as a
single - loader until the su-
preme moment.

Fires 16 shots very rapidly,
with a brief intermission after
the first 8. After that a long
interval, or else single loading
must be resumed.
Average rate of firing not

greater than a single-loader.
There is no cartridge-hold-

er.

Type II.

Mannlicher,
Designed to bo used always

as a magazine rifle. Can be
used as a single-loader with
the magazine empty.

Fires series of 5 shots with
very short intervals between.

Average rate of firing great-
er than a single-loader.

The cartridge-holder is es-

sential to the feeding-action
of the magazine.

Type HI.
Manser,

Designed to be used indif-
ferently as a single-loader or
as a magazine-rifie.

Fires series of 5 shots, with
very short intervals between.

Average rate of firing great-
er than a single-loader.

A cartridge-holder is used
to increase the speed of load-
ing. but does not enter the
magazine.

(See JiiJngineering, April 3, 1891.)
The German Repeciting-RiJU is represented in Figs. 10 and 11, and, as it represents the

practice of the foremost military nation in Europe, is of especial intorest. It is of the same

Fio. 11.

Fms. 10, 11.—German repeating rifle.

typo as the Mannlicher arm above described. The distinctive feature is the method of issuing
and loading the cartridges. These are arranged in packets of five, hold together by a light
steel clip. The packages,, inclnding the clips, are placed in the magazine. The cartridges
are fed upward one at a time, and, when the last is loaded into the barrel, the clip falls out of
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the bottom. The breech is dosed by a bolt, which turns down over the niiigaxim'. At, its

forward end this bolt has two lugs, which enter the rear ot the cliamber in the barrel niid

lock behind two proieotions therein. The projections are tapered at one paid, so that wlieii

the bolt is turned to look it, it also advances about # in. In iiiilocking, tins motion .starts the

cartridge. The extractor is mounted on the end of the bolt ni tioiit ol the lugs. It is let

into the side of the loose head, and is secured by the sides of the grooye in which it. lies, being

slightly hammered over. At the opposite side is a disengaging-{)in, which is (Icsigned t o

throw out the empty cartridge-case when the bolt is drawn completely back. In h ig. lb t h(‘

end of the pin has struck against a stop in the body, and has been suddenly forced forward,

tilting the cartridge-case over to the right and out of the arm the stop against which t he

pin strikes, as well as a large stop which stands in the path ot the lug, are both mount lai on a.

pivoted spring-arm, and can be instantly withdrawn when it is desired to remove the bolt

from the gun. The body of the bolt is exceedingly strong and solid
;
the handle is llniily

attached to it, and could not be broken off by any violence, llie bolt is bored from (‘iid to

end, and within it are placed the striker and the mainspring. As already stated, tlic former

has a fiat head entering a slot in the extractor, while its point projects right through to reacii

the cartridge. The rear end of the striker is screwed to receive a nut, whicli holds all the

parts together. It also carries the cocking-catch, which is guided partly liy the bolt ami
partly by a long finger which projects over and bears upon the bolt. A bent on the lower

side of the catch also slides in a groove through which the sear of the trigger i)roj(‘cts. ddie

cocking is effected by means of two cam-paths, one cut into the wall of the iiolt, and the otlier

forming a spur or projection on the cocking-catch. Supposing the arm to hfivi’; just b(‘cu

fired, these two surfaces lie together, and the bolt forms one contimious cylinder with the

cocking-catch. When the bolt is rotated to unlock it, the cocldng-catcli can not turn at tlie

same time, because its finger lies in the slot cut in the body. The two inclines, thmadore,
move over one another, and the catch is foi'ced back until tlie point of its inclini^ rides on tlie

flat end of the bolt. The bolt is now drawn back to extract tlie empty cartriilgc, ami Hum
forced forward to load a full one. In its progress the cocking-cateli iiuads tlie scar of the
trigger, and is held by it, so that when the bolt is turned these incliiu's eonu^ oi>|)ositc each
other, and the full force of the spring tends to drive the striker forward as soon as t he triggm*
is pulled. If the trigger should be pulled before the bolt is locked th(‘. oiu^ incliiu^ st rikes the
other, and so prevents the striker reaching the cartridge. There is a salVly-catch by which
the bolt can be locked, and rendered incapable of being fired until th(‘ catch is tmmed liack.

This consists of a spindle cut away on one side for a part of its length, and is provided with
a thumb-piece to turn it. The spindle lies in a recess in the cocking-catch, and in the linger
which projects from the latter. In the position shown in Fig. 10 t,he S|)indh' olTcrs no op{»n-
sition to the cocking-catch going forward, but if the thumb-piece tunu'd ovm* to the other
side, the uncut end of the spindle takes into a recess in the end of the Indt, and locks all t he
parts firmly together. The safety-catch also serves to lock the nut on tlie end of tin* striker-
bolt. The spindle is pressed outward by a spring, and its rouiul (‘ml tal<(‘s into a similarly
shaped recess in the under side of the nut. By pressing tlie spindle forward tlu‘ nut can lie

released and turned. The magazine is exceedingly compact, and is combhuui wit h t he 1 rigg(‘r-
guard, as it is not intended to be removed, except at rare intervals. ^Plie hM'dtu'-spring is a
bell-crank, with one arm exceedingly short. This short arm is pressc'd upon liy n. [>luug(*r,
around which is a coiled spring. This gives a very even motion, with litti(‘ dilTma'iici', of
pressure between a full and an empty magazine. The clip, with its eomplimumt of cart ri(Ig(‘s,
is thrust into the magazine, and is held by the projection on its hack taking into tlu* catch in
front of the trigger-guard. By pressing the knob on this catch the hohb'r <‘an lie r(‘lcascd,
and will spring out upward. The following table gives the dimensions of th(‘ rifh^

:

Caliber 7,()
Total length 1 .045
Length of barrel *7^1Weight without bayonet . , • H k ih »s,

“ of bayonet *,70

'

Length of cartridge 8‘>*Vmrn
“ projectile 1 I’’!!’

^

1
-

Weight of cartridge '// '

27*5 a-ms
Weight of projectile with steel or nickel envelope’

] 1
14*7 ’

Initial velocity with a charge of 2*5 grammes of smokele.ss powd'er,
measured at 25 metres from the muzzle 005

Pressure o'LA *

G-reatest elevation for 500 metres
*

’1*5" ’

Lateral divergence at 600 metres * (li’*

Rifling, four grooves of 240 ram. pitch.
The. projectile makes 2,580 revolutions the first second
Range, 3,800 metres (4,150 yds.) with an elevation of 32”
Sight graduated to 2,050 metres (2,230 yds.).
Perforation at 300 metres

a f\f\
(lum. ofinui,

« AAA a dry June,

(See Engineering, May 15, 1891.)
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2"he Schmidt Magazine- Rifle is represented in Fig. 12. This arm has been adopted by
Switzerland. Its most striking feature is tlie large number of cartridges that the magazine

I^ia. 12.—Schmidt magazine rifle.

contains, viz., 12. Accommodation is found for this large number, without the use of an un-
wieldy magazine by making them lie alternately right and left. In other words, the width
of the magazine is al)out li time the diameter of a cartridge, and consequently it will admit
a very considerable miml)er without, being of any great depth. The magazine is filled from
packets of ca.rtridges, each containing six ; it therefore requires the contents of two packets
to replenish it when empty. It can, however, bo supplied with cartridges one at a time, like

the Lee-Speed, lly means of a “ cut-olf ” the magazine can bo put out of action, and tlio

piece used as a single-loader. ITndor these conditions the reserve remains nntouclied until
tlie supreme moment of the attack, when a rapid stream of bullets can be poured out. Should
the contents of the magazine not l)e sufficient, a fresh supply can be inserted in 8 sec. The
motion for operating the breech-action is entirely rectilinear, as in the Mannlicher system.
The bolt is simi)ly iiushed in and out, and is not rotated. The locking of the breech-plug is

effected at it.s rear end, at; a very considerable distance from the breech. The extractor does
not rotate round the ea,rtridge-rim. We learn from the official hand-book of the Swiss Mili-
tary Department that the rillo will fire 20 aimed shots a minute when used as a single loader.
With tlie magazine in a,ci.ion it will fire 30 aimed shots in the same time, and 40 shots with-
out aiming. The successive shots can bo fired without removing the rifle from the shoulder.
The weight is Oi lbs. The tot.al length of the barrel is 30*7 in. ; the caliber, *295 in,; tlie

number of grooves in the rifling is 3, and they make one turn in :10‘(> in. The bullet is of
hardened lea.d, in a si,eel envelope; its length is 1T3 in., its diameter *32 in., and its weight
*0302 lb. Tlie charge of smokeless {lowder is 31 grains, ’’.riiis gives an initial velocity of
1,008 ft. a sec'.ond. A full descriiitiou of the meelianisin of this arm apriears in Mwineerimh
October 2, 1801.

11. Shot-Guns.— The Colt Ilarmnerkm Gun is shown open in Fig. 13 and closed in Fig. 14.
The parts are as follows: A. is the frame, i:? the barrel, O the fore-end, Z) the extractor cam,

JlJ the safety-slide, .F the t rigger-plate, G the lock-cover plate, II the stock, I the screw-holes
in tlie draw-bar, J the mainspring, K, the sear-spring, L tlie Imnmier, M.. tlic sear, N the
cocking-pin, and 0 the body-pin. The operation is as follows : Tlie gun is cocked first by
throwing down the barrels, and second by bringing them back into place. An inspection of
the drawing shows that tlie second motion increases the tension of the mainspring by push-
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ing its inclined surface above the roll of the hammer, thus utilizing both motions of the bar-
rels and making the forces required to^ open and close them more r\early equal. The main-
springs ruove on rolls, making the friction the least possible. The safety apparatus does
not require the cutting away of the stock, so that the stock is very strong. The triggers
are firmly secured by a positive-lock and not by springs. The hammers can be let down
separately or together by pressing the safety-slide forward and pulling one or both triggers
while closing the barrels.

The Tarker Gun, manufactured by Parker Bros., of Meriden, Conn., is represented in Pigs
15 and 16, the arm being shown open at Pig. 16 and closed at Pig. 15. The mechanism oper-
ates as follows :

^

Pressing upon the finger-piece 1, in front of the guard 2, raises the lifter 3, and its bev-
eled side coming in contact with the screw 4, acts as a wedge to draw the bolt 5 from the mor-

Fig. IS.—Parker gun.

tise which is pt in the lug 6, and releases the barrels, ready for the insertion of the car-
tridges. It will be observed that when the bolt 5 is back to the position, as shown in Pig, 10
the same hole which is drilled in the under side of said bolt comes directly over the trip 7,
which, by the assistance of the small spiral spring 8, is made to enter this hole in the bolt 5, and
thereby holds it in position. The finger-piece 1 is solid and a part of lifter 8. The action of the
lifter 3 is positive, not only to withdraw the bolt from but to force it forward into the mortise in
the lug 6.

^

Por the purpose of cleaning it can be very easily removed by taking off the locks
and removing the small-screw 4 from the end of the bolt 6, when by pressing down on trip 7 the
lifter can be withdrawn without removing either stock, guard, or trigger-plate. The improved

' roll 13 gives strength to the joint. When the barrels are brought to place for firing, the bot-
tom of the lug 6 strikes the trip 7, withdrawing it from the bolt 5, which then enters the mor-
tise in the lug 6 and securely locks the gun, as shown in Pig. 15. The mode of manufacturing
the barrels of this gun is of interest, and is described by the makers as follows : Plates of
iron and steel are arranged in layers and then welded into a compact bar, wbicli must be ab-
solutely sound and perfect, as the slightest spot left unwelded or unsound in this operation
will be sure to cause a total loss of the barrel. The process consists in reducing this bar to
such a sized rod as may be required for a certain weight of barrel. This rod is
twisted similar to a rope, as shown at E in Fig. 17, care being taken to have
the twist uniform and even. Several of these twisted rods are placed side by
side, the inclination of the twist being in opposite directions, as shown in the
illustration.

^

These several rods are welded together with the same care and
precision as in the previous opei'ation. This is termed a ribbon and is coiled
spirally around a mandrel, as shown at E, raised to a welding heat and iimn)ed
by striking the end against the anvil, thereby welding the edges firmly to-
gether. The ribbons are then placed upon a welding mandrel, reheated and
welded from end to end. Much skill and care are required in this operation to
reduce the outside diameter to correct size and at the same time preserve the
caliber, and also maintain the proper taper, the barrel being much larger at the
breech than at the muzzle. The fine figure that appears in the figured l)arr(d
IS dependent upon the correctness of this and the previous welding operations
for, if hammered unevenly, the figure itself will be correspondingly unevenl
Ihen follows the process of hammering in nearly a cold state, whereby the tex-
ture of the metal is condensed, closing its pores and making it harder. This
linishes the operation of barrel-forging, and the barrel is now ready to be bored,
turned, and finished upon lathes manufactured expressly for the purpose. The
curly figure that appears at O is obtained by twisting the rods before referred
to, as appears in the illustration at E in Pig. 17, the variation of figure being —
obtained by varying the piling. The white marks that appear in the finished ^ ,

barrel are iron and the dark ones the steel. A finer figure is obtained by an
^

increased number of pieces in the operation of piling. This larger number of
pieces necessarily renders the operations of securing perfect welding much more dinieultand the liability of loss is greater. Some people imagine that the curly figures of the liarrid
are simply etched on the outside, when they are, in fact, the visible proof of a superior
strength, both desirable and important to every shooter who cares for his persomil safety for

ll f no matter how strong and thick, is defective and does not stand the test
the detective part will splinter into more or less small pieces, while the Damascus barrels
wili tear like woven fabric.

The Whitmore Ilammerless Gun, manufactured by the American Arms Co., of Boston,
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Mass., is shown open and in partial section in Fig. 18. This arm contains, among other novel
leatures, a triple wedge-bolt lasteningand compensating devices, whereby any looseness in the
mechanism due to wear can be corrected by

conl^'
it into cock positively in case a scar-spring S^n,

should break. The mainsprings being swiveled to the hammers, friction is reduced, conse-
quently the gun cocks with remarkable ease. A strong block of steel is forced over the trig-
gers by the double bolt pushing a steel rod on opening the gun. By holding on to the
hammers mid closing the barrels, tlie hammers can be let down without snapping. The safety
can be made automatic or indeiiendent by turning a small screw in the lock-plate in front of
the trigger-guard.

aVe Bahyr (hm, made by the Baker Forging and Gun Co., of Batavia, K. Y., is chieflv re-
markable for its simple construction and low price. The rebounding-loek has but four pieces.
Ihe mechanism is clearly shown in Pig. 19.

Fm. 19.-’Balcer gim. Fig. SO.—Winchester shot-gun.

The Winelmter liepeaUng Shot-Gun, manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., of New Haven, Conn., is illustrated in open position in Fig. 20, from which tlie system,
which eonta,ins but 10 pa,ids in all, will be readily understood. Tlie breocdi-block and ilnger-
lover form one piece, and move together in opening and closing, liammer, placed in the
breecli-block, is a,utomatieaIly coeked during tlie closing motion, but can also be cocked or
set at half-cock l)y hand. Tile trigger and tinger-lcver are so adjusted that tlie trigger can
not be piilled premat,urely, a,nd the gun can not be discharged until clos(ul. The barrel can
be examined and eh'aned from tlio liroech. The magazine and carrier hold five cartridges,
which, with one in l,he cluuuber, make six at the comrmuid of the shooter.

This gun is made in botli 10 and 12 gauges; the 12-gauge gun will handle shells 2| in.
long, or less, a,U(I tlie l()-ga,uge will handle sliclls 2J in. long, or less.

To fill tlie magazine, throw down the lover and push four cartridges througli tlie carrier
into the magazine, phicing I,lie fifth in the carrier. The forward and backward motion of the
finger-lev(jr, which can be ex(‘cuted while the gun is at the shoulder, tlirows out the empty
sliell, raises a, new ca,rtridgc from the magazine and puts it into the barrel. The gun is then
ready to l)t‘. lirtHl 'I'lie st;andard length of barrel is 80 or 32 in.

III. ItKvorAO'iRs.— Double-Admi Self-Codcinr/ Jiemlver, made by the Colt Patent
Ifire-Arms Mfg Co., of Hartford, Conn., is represented' in Pigs. 21 and 22. h^ig. 21 shows it

closed^ and Ifig. 22 with the cylinder swung out, the ejector’being r(q)r(‘sonte(i in i.hi^ aci, of
throwing out the empty shells, after which it will be automatically rcUainuMl to its place in
tlie cylimhu*, which will then be ready for loading. The cylinder (tontains six cluuulx'rs. In
order to fae.iliiate the loading of cartridges and to allow the simulta,n(‘ous (qi '.( *,11011 of tlie

emptied cartridge sliells, the cylinder is so mounted upon a crane pivot,ed in fra'nu^ bidow i,lie

cylinder-seat that, on drawing the cylinder-latch to the rear, tlie cylinder swings to th(^ left

and downward out of its seat in the frame; in this position all the chambers an^ presented
for loading, while pressure against the end of the ejector-rod under tlu^ barrel (qcct,s a, 11 the
shells. Wh('-n, after ejecting and loading, the cylinder is returmul to its seat in the frame,
the cylinder-lat(ili a,utomatically secures it there. By this construction it is pointed out that
all the facilities for loading and ejecting are obtained without sacrificing the im portant feature
of a solid frame, such as all modern ’ Colt pistols show, there being no hinge or joint in the
frame between the barrel and stock, the wearing of which might disturb the accuracy of the
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)istol. The hammer may be cocked by the thumb or by the trigger, and after firing it re-

>ounds, and is positively locked in this safety position, so that it can not strike the primer of

a cartridge until it is again cocked. The cylinder can not be swung out of tlic frame unless
the hammer is in its safety position, and the act of swinging the cylinder out of the frame
automatically locks the trigger and the hammer in this position. Thus premature discliargcs
during manipulation are prevented, as also accidental discharges from blows, sucli as result
from a fall, etc. The falling of the hammer from any position can not fire a, shot, unless tlie

trigger is fully pulled back at the same time, as, only then the liammer can fall lieyond tlie

safety position. The hand or pawl which rotates the cylinder has two working points to en-
gage the cylinder-ratchet, and, by an ingenious construction, this pawl also serves as cylinder-
bolt, and positively prevents any further rotation after one of the chambers in the cylinder
coincides with the bore of the barrel. The cylinder-latch prevents its backward rotation.
We are advised that it was the feature of the jointless, solid frame, cornbincai with tlie simul-
taneous ejection and its other good qualities, which caused the officers of tlie Bureau of Ord-

nance to adopt tills re-
volver for the service of
the United States Navy.

CoWh Special Target
Itevolver (If ig. 23) is snl)-

st,antially the same in

action as tlie single-ac-
tion revolver in use in
the ITnit,ed 8tat,(‘s Army,
and a,dopt,tMl by the War
Depart mt'iii, in 1873.
The mannfaet.urcrs in

tins pistol, however, have
sought, by ndlnements

Fig. 23.-Colt’s target revolver. in the sights ami in the
rilling, to attain great

accuracy of fire, and the results arc notably siiceessful.

A sample target, showing 25 conseculivt' 'shot s tit 12
yds. off-hand, made with a •44-calil)er arm by an exp<*rt
marksman in December, 1.890, is given in Fig. 24. ''.riiis

pistol has made a remarkable record in many competi-
tive trials, both in the United States and Jibroad.

The Smith S Wesson Ilcmmmiess Safetg Revolrer,
manufactured by Messrs. Srnitli & Wesson, of 8})ring-
field. Mass., is represented in Fig. 25. The esjieeitil

feature of this arm is that the hammer, eonceahal wit Ii-

in the lock-frame and operated by the trigger, as in any
self-acting pistol, is constantly loidnid by the safety-
latch, which is held in position by a spring. Wlien
held in the hand for firing, the mitnral pressure upon
the safety-lever in the movement of pulling tlie trigger
raises the safety-Jateh and releases the luimmer. 'rhe
safety-lever and trigger must act in unison, and to dis-
charge this arm in any but the proper manner is an im-

possibility. It is well known that a very large
proportion of the accidents with revolvers arises

from some unintentional manipulation of the ham-
mer. Either it receives a blow, is allowed to slip

off the thumb in cocking, is accidentally caught
on some foreign object and pa,rtially raised, or is

unintentionally left at full-cock. The only other
and a fruitful source of accident is the uninten-
tional manipulation of the trigger. It will be ap-
parent that the above-described construction pre-
vents such casualties : first, by placing the ham-
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nier of the arm entirely witliin the lock-frame, so that no external force whatever can be ap-
plied to it

;
and, second, by so arranging tlie trigger that it can not be pulled except at the

instant of delil)eraie firing, and only by this means.
The Colt CaHridge-Pach^ illustrated

in Fig. 26, is an ingenious device by
which all chambers of a revolver can be
loaded at one motion. Tlie engraving
shows the pa,ck asstunbled, and also its

parts. To assc‘mbl(^ the pack the car-

tridges are placed with tlie bullets in tlie

holes of tlie loa,ding-blocks, .shown on the
left

;
the ring is placed over the heads of

the cartridges, and the central plug is in-

troduced into the ring and between the
cartridges, wliich binds tliein firmly to-

gether. In using the pack, the pistol is

held with the left hand, the cylinder being
swung out, tlie right hand places the pack
against the rear of the cylinder, and, grasping the ring, pushes it toward the cylinder, when
the cartridges all enter the chambers and the plug escapes to the rear.

Fire-Boats : sec Engines, Steam hhre. Fire-Engines, Chemical, Fire-Extinguishers

:

see Engines, Fire, Chemical. Fire-Proof Construction: see Safes and Vaults and Terra-
Cotta Ijumbor. Fire-Tools: see Fire-Appliances.

FIRE-ESCAPES. Apparatus for allowing egress from buildings on the exterior, instead
of by the stairways or otlier ordinary means, are classed as fire-escapes. Three principal

typos may bo recognized: (1) Those which arc permanently arranged on the fronts of build-

ings; (2) ‘those which are adjusted in position from the outside; and (3) those which are

placed in windows and serve simply as means for lowering individuals.

An example of the first class ‘is sliowu in Bhg. 1, which is a combination of a stand-pipe
with a ladder and one or more balconies. The stand-pipe is a wronght-iron pipe having an
outlet at eacli floor and at the roof, at which points means are provided for the attachment of

Fra . 1 .—Permanent fire-escape.

hose. At the bottom of the pipe is a 2-way Siamese connection, so that two fire-engines

may simvdtaneously pump into the pipe, whence streams may be tidvon at any floor or at the

roof. The iron laddm* is bolted to the pipe, and is made with rounds of angular cro.ss-sectioii,
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so as not to retain ice and to afford a sure footing. The balconies are also of iron, and, being
securely anchored to the wall, form a vantage-ground for the firemen, from whicli they caix

cope with the flames on a level' with
them and from the outside of the
building. An example of the second
class of fire-escape is given in Fig. 2.

Here is shown a series of three con-
nected ladders, one sliding upon the
others. The three may be brought
into prolongation by means of a sim-
ple chain and windlass. The ladder
in position to raise is represented at
1. At 2 it is elevated and ready for
extension. At 8 it is shown fully
extended and ready for service. The

'

length of the three ladders jointly is

70 ft. The upper or top ladder is

held in position not only by the ele-
vating chain, but by two supporting
hooks, which automatically clasp the
rounds, and also by self-acting brakes,
so that in event of breakage of the
chain the ladder can not slide down.
An example of the third class of fire-

escape is given in Pig. 8. The low-
ering rope is fastened securely to the
wall, usually near the window-casing.
It passes around a fixed bar in the
lowering device and then between
the parts of a brake or clamp, which
is provided with a hand-lever. A
belt or sling, as shown in the figure,

1 , ,, , ,
is connected to the lowering device,

and supports the person, who, by manipulating the brake, allows himself to slide down tlie
lowering rope as rapidly or slowly as may be desired.

E|^AN0-ING-MACHINES. a variety of new forms are presented,

r n
Oci'W Flanging-Machm^ 1 represents a boiler-head flanging machine, built by

I. a. Davis & Son, of Hartford, Conn., designed for flanging heads of "any size from 88 to 9'fi

Fig. 3.—Fire-escape.

Fig. 1.—Davis flanging-machine.

in. diameter, and of any thickness required within those limits of size. In the center of themachine is a revolving plate, driven by a powerful train of gears, and which is'aiianth toreceive and drive the former over which the head is formed. At the back of the maclune are

wmIT T-slots by which are attached gauge-blocks, having swinging phices b?which the head is centered on the former. The follower plate is then brought down on to’ the
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head by means of the screw and hand-wheel at the ton. This follower is so made a.s to bear
hardest at the outside, and comes down with an outvvard pressing motion, which keeps the

Fig. ft

head straight and flat on the former wliilo laving turned. The machine is then set in motion,
and the straiglit or “ brea,k-down ” roll lironglit against the edge by means of the large screw
in the bed. rhis roll is so mounted as to enable it to be pro-*
sent ('.(I }it, any (hvsircd angle, and can then bo gradually brought to
a vertica,! position by means of
tlie hand-screw on tlie carriage,
being keivt up to tlie head at the
same time by iiKians of the hirgo
hand-wheel and screw. Tluv lln-

ishing-roll, which is nuuh'. of the
sliapo it is desired tla^ head t,o

be, is at the opposite side of the
machine, and is brought up to
the head in the same manner,
though it is fixcM'l in a. vertlcail

position. As the first roll is

bringing the edge of the head
down to_ the former, the fiuish-

ing-roli is brought up and com-
pletes t-he head. [looks a,re

placed in tlie follower, wliieh
take Iiold of the lowivr edge of
the head, so that, it is drawn otf

by means of t lui luuid-wlieel and
screw on the top of the machine.

Clark\'^ Boil('r-/kad Fkmg-
ing - Machine, imuh; by Jacob
Clark, of (hnanantown, Pa,., is

Figh. 3, 4.—Kent’s flanging-machine.

shown in hdg. 2. The plate to be flanged is clamped between two disks and rotated with its
edge proji‘,cling over sliort vertical roller. A swiveling-roller turns the flange down as the
plate passes (pi it 0 rapidly under it. This upper or swiveling roller is carried in a housing
siippoi'ied l)y two jiaraUel levers, which are actuated by wc)rm-gea,ring and hand-wheel, as
shown. By the mot,ion olitained by the combined action of the |)arallel levers the upper roll
swivels from a horizontal to a vertical position, directly round the center of the fillet in the
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head being flanged, giving a smooth, easy motion for the flow of the metal into its new form.

The saddles carrying the two rollers are adjustable along the bed, thus nuiking lieads of vary-

ing diameters without formers. No hole is necessary in the plate. Heads of exactly uniform
diameters are made as rapidly as the furnace can heat them.

Kent's Flanging-3Iachme,—¥\^^. 3, 4, 5, and 6 show a machine (patented by William
Kent, February 15, 1887) for bending and flanging connecting pieces or saddles for water-tube

boilers or shapes of similar eoii'

Fra. 6.

striiction in which two parallel

plates of metal require to be
flanged in opposite directions. Tlie
connecting piece to be made by the
machine is shown in Fig. 3. Re-
ferring to Figs. 4, 5, 0, tile follow-

ing is a description of the inachiiui

:

A is the frame of the nuicliine.

B O are shafts, having mounted
thereon, outside the fra,mo, gea,r-

wheels, adapted to mesli with each
other. FF i\.Yo leaves pivoted be-
tween the sides of the frame so as

to be capable of a swinging move-
ment, wliile at the same tinie, when
in their normal position they are in

the same horizonlal |)lane with tlio

ledge between them, thus forming
a platform upon which tlie lihink

may be placed. To the inside of
each leaf are secured segment-gears
(t, with wliich mesh the cogs II on
the shafts B (I Upon the l)laid<

1 is superimposed an anvil, J, of
suitable shaiie, according to the
product desired. By turning the
wheels external to the frame the
cogs //will operat,e in conjunction
with the segment-gears (I to fold
the leaves /'upward. This opera-
tion is continued until tlie leavc's

Figs. 5, 0.—Kent’s llanginf^-macliine. have caused tlicbhink t o be bmit at
the desired angle (in tins instance

a right angle), when the blank is ready for the operation of the Hanging mechanism, a,s staui
at Fig. 4. The mechanism for flanging consists of a series of rolls, />, lUH'ferably t,hr(‘e in
number, the outside edges of all but one being beveled. These rolls a,r('. JournahMi within a
box, iV, secured on a shaft, 0. This shaft 0 is mounted within suitalilc 'iKuirings on (tross-

pieces, i? secured to the frame, and i.s operated by gearing (not shown). .As t he shaft is r(‘-

volved the rolls will gradually bend the edges of the blank and form t.liereon an outwanllv
projecting flange, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

FLAX-MACHINES. When flax is pulled, the stalk may bo said to lie made up of tlrrec
distinct parts. There is first the wood, then the bark, and lastly the glossy varnisli of the
bark. The woody matter in flax is of no value; the difficulty is'how l.o gid, rid of it and to
save the bark. To accomplish this the flax must be retted, a,nd it, is (^'itiuu* s|>read ovm’ n
held and exposed to the weather for some time, which is called^ dew-retting,” or the stniAV
is steeped in water. In a short time the vegetable part rots, the gum on tlie. out.sid(Mlis-
solves, and the stalks are taken out of the water and dried. But th(‘ wood is lik(» a Ihxual
finger inside a glove, and, although weakened, has still to be removed. Seuteliing is tlu^
process by which the wood is removed and the outside skin saved. The (iitlicult.y ns to <u*t
the woody part out without injury to the skin, which is the valuable part of the phint mid
forms the flax-fiber. There are four methods of doing tins. 'Ihe first is 1)\' st rildrig the
flax repeated blows, then taking it in handfuls, holding it over a, wooden rest, and sinking
it sharp blows with a wooden blade. The second plan’ is to run the ret,t<‘d straw through
fluted iron rollers, and when the heart is thus broken into sliort bits to take the sirnwin
handfuls and hold it against two end blades rapidly revolving upon a sha,ft. The [)ro(*ess
known as the “ Garden ” process, and which promised great things a short t ime ago, ('onsists
in pricking the straw with needles. This cuts the straw into lengths so small as 1() make it
practically dust. The stra,w comes easily away. But it is obvious tliat t he skin is da,mag(Hi
at the same time, because the heart of the stalk must be got at througli tliis outer skin.

The Spiegelberg Flax-ScutcMng Machine (Pigs. 1 and 2).—A new scutehiiig-inaehirie lias
been devised by Mr. A. Spiegelberg, which is claimed to show uuitcrial improvement over
older devices. The .flax-straw is fed into the machine, one end alwa,ys ov('rlapping tlie iireeed-
irig one. Heavy fluted rollers flatten the tubular stalks, which action (hx'snot sp7)il the* fiber
but only takes the resistance out of the straw. Then the flax proiuu'ds to the snudl rollers’
lightly fluted, just suflicient to obtain a thorough grip of the flax, and by nutans of siiitabie
mechanism these rollers receive a lateral or shaking motion, which bends tlu^ stalks and al-
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lows the wood to fall out, a,iKl also prevents the outer skin from becoming crushed or cut, as
is the ease with lint needli'.-poiuts, or the series of fluted rollers—run at a high speed—of other
nuichincs. The iihtu* tluai pa,sses to the second part of the machine, as illustrated hei’ewith,
wdiieh somewhat resembles an intersecting heckling-machine. The “ strike ” of flax is se-
cured between a pair of India-rubber gripping-rollers G which bring it into contact with
a pair of rapidly revolving l)eatere D After this operation has gone on for a given time
the beaters are caused to revolve in the opposite direction, the gripping-rollers 0 0^ and
are respectively automatically opened and closed in the interval by means of cam-bars F F\
and the cams (I and levers IL In this manner both ends of the strike are sufficiently operated

upon before they a,re aJJowed to procf'.ed downward to tlie delivery roller J F, and thence
to tlie d(‘Uv(U’y-a,pron K. L is t he first-iiiotion sliaft, carrying fast and loose ])ullcys, con-
nected with simihtr pulleys on the shaft M\ from which the beaters are driven. Tlu' h‘i,king-in
rollers.// derive motion from suitable gearing Af, wliicli is so eonstnicted as to ahow itself

to l)ec()ni(^ }iul()niat.i(:‘ally (lis(nig{iged \ip(>n the reversal of the machine. Tlio ])rim'ipa,l part
of the procc'ss, however, is that involved in tlio breaking-inachine, which can not, be substi-
tuted by hand ()r otlier firocess, while the cleaning might he done in the or(lina,ry way

;
in

fact, wlum llu‘. flax, is well retied the breaking is done so completely t hat n, lilt le/handling
el('a,ns th(‘, (ihcr entirely from all show. The two machines may bo worked s('pa,rately. It is

obvious iJiat. tlm fiber being uninjured, there is a much larger output, and the lu'clVle gives
fa,r more yiedd iu line. Ab()ut the importaneo of scutcliing there ca,n bo no cinostion. Vast
count, ri(‘s produce grasses and libers which are of the highest value. The (lilTleulty always
has lieeu to se{)ara.t.e i.lie fiber from tlie gummy exterior and from the inside pith or wood,

Ths Flax~ckan,m(/ Mmhme.—A flax-cleaning machine of novel design, diwised
by Mr. John 0. Wallace, of Belfast, Ireland, is illustrated in Fig. J. It is shown with the buf-
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fer alongside, which is used for dislodging the woody matter. The machine is about 6 ft. 6
in. high by 4 ft. wide, and 5 ft. long over all

;
its working capacity being put at 1 cwt. of ret-

ted flax per hour. It consists of an upper feed-table, on which the flax straw is fed to three
pairs of fluted rollers, which deliver the flax downward between five pairs of pinning-tools,

alternating with six pairs of guide-i*ollers. The pinning-tools somewhat resemble” liarid-

hackles, and are frttached to two vertical frames, to which a horizontal to-and-fro motion is im-
parted, and the pins interlace as the two sides approach. The fibrous material is drawn down-
ward by the rollers, which have an intermittent motion, and at each momentary pause tlie

pricking-pins enter the material and are rapidly withdrawn from it. By degrees this fibrous

descending curtain is delivered on to a sloping receiving-table at the bottom of the machine,

I’lG. 3.—Wallace flax-cleaning machine.

over which table the woody substance has previously passed to a receiver in a crushed a,n(I

semi-piilverized condition and perfectly free from fiber. Three attendants are recjuired for

one machine; but when large quantities of fiber have to be cleaned the same ati.endants are
sufficient for three or four of the machines placed alongside each other. TIkmiI lend ants for

one machine for flax are a boy or a girl to prepare straw in bundles, another to f(H‘(l the
straw to the machine, and a man to attend the buffer to clear off the broken woody port,ions.

The two attendants who prepare the bundles and feed the straw can attend to two other ma-
chines, but each machine must have a man to buff or clean the flax. The driving pow(‘r for

each machine is two horse-power. It is claimed that this machine can bo successfully used
for cleaning ramie or rheea fiber.

Flight, Mechanical : see Aerial Navigation.

Flour-Bolter : see Milling-Machines, Grain.

Fly-Frame: see Cotton-Spinning Machines.
Flyiug-Machine: see Aerial Navigation.
Fodder-Cutter: see Errsilage-Machines.

Folder : see Book-Binding Machine and Presses, Printing.

Forced Draft: see Engines, Steam, Marine.
Forging : see Presses, Forging.
Fork, Hay: see Hay Carriers and Pickers.

Forming-Lathe : see Lathe, Metal-Working.
Friction of Engines : see Engines, Steam, Stationary Beciprocating.
Friezer: see Molding-Machines, Wood.
Fuel Consumption: see Furnaces, Blast, and Locomotives. Fncl-Fe(Mliug Devices:

see Stokers, Mechanical. Fuel, Gas : see Gas-Producers. Fuel, Petroleum : st3e Engines,
Steam, Stationary Reciprocating.

Furnace, Bullion Melting: see Mills, Silver. Furnace, Glass-Making : .see Glass-
Making. Furnace, Opeu-Heartli : see Steel, Manufacture of. Furnace, Petroleum : see
Engines, Steam, Stationary Reciprocating.

FURNACES, BLAST. Recent Development of American BlaM-Furnaces ,—A paper
read by Mr. James Gay ley, superintendent of the Edgar Thomson Furnaec^s, Hra^ddock, Pa,.,

at the New York meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, in September, jri vos a very full
history of the development in blast-furnace piactice since 1880. We extract from this paper
as follows

:
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The devc'.lopineuL of blist-fiiniaee practice in America in the direction of large yields is

mainly the liistory of oiir working since the year 1880, as the advancement that has been
made in the last decade is greater tlian tliat in the third of a, century previous. A new era
in the manufacture of pig-iron began in 1880 with the putting in blast of the Edgar Thomson
furnaces. These furnaces at once leaped to the front as pig-iron producers, and have main-
tained that position—with but one brief interruption—ever since. As an example of the best
work that was done in. tlie ten years previous to tliat time, the Lucy furmiee No. 2, of Carne-
gie, Phipps & Co., of Pittsburgh, may be noted. This furnace was built in 1877, of the follow-
ing dimensions: Total height, 75 ft.; diameter of bosh, 20 ft.; diameter of hearth, 9 ft.;
cubical capacit}^ 15,400 ft. The bell generally in use was 11 ft, in diameter. In the con-
struction of this furnace, the noticeable features are a narrower liearth and a wider top than
are now put in furnaces of the same cubical capacity; but at that time it was considered an
excellent shape, and certainly did produce some excellent results. As early as 1878 this
furnace had made a monthly output of 3,280 tons, on a coke consumption of 2,798 lbs. per
ton of iron; and in one week' shortly afterward made 821 tons. For the first 12 full months
the output was 88,552 tons, on a coke consumption of 2,850 lbs. The amount of air blown
was 16,000 cub. ft. per min., which entered tlie furnace througli six 8-iucli tuyeres; the tem-
perature of the blast was 915®, and the pressure at tuyeres 5 lbs. The ore mixture yielded in
the furnace 60 per cent iron. The work tliat was done at this furnace was urnpiestionably
the best, all things considered, that had been accomplished prior to the starting of the Edgar
Thomson furnaces.

“

Furnace “A” of the Edgar Thomson works was erected in 1879. The dimensions of this
furnace are as follows: Height, 65 ft.; diameter of bosh, 18 ft.; diameter of hearth, 8 ft. 6
in.

;
cubical capacity, 6,896 ft. Six tuyeres, 4 in. in diametef, were used

;
these, projecting 7

in. inside the crucible, mad(3 the elTicicnt diameter of hearth 7 ft. 4 in. The tuyeres were
placed 5 ft. 6 in. above the hearth-lino. The interior lines made very small angles with each
other—so small, in fact, that tlie arc of a circle drawn from the top to the tuyeres will not
deviate more than 2 in. from the lines as given. Particular attention was given to rounding
the angles. The bosh wn,s located about midway in the furnace, making the bosh-wall very
steep. The batter of this wall was If in. to the foot, which is equivalent to an angle of 84 .

The furnace was lined throughout with small bricks. Tlie stove equipment consiste'd of three
Siemcnis-O()wper-Cochrai)e stoves, 15 ft. in diameter by 50 ft. in height. This furnace was
“blown in” in Jjuuuiry, 1880, The ore mixture yielded in the furnace 54*5 per cent iron.
The outptit of tlie first full week was 442 tons, and reached 587 tons for the fourth weeli.
The best week’s oidqmt was 671 tons. The blast was heated to an average tonqieraturo of
1,050°, the utmost tliat the stoves would furnish

; the pressure at the tnyores was 6^ lbs.

The volume of air forced into this furnace was 15,00() cub. ft. per min., or as much as was
uscmI elsewhere for furnaces of more than twice the capacity. The results obtained were sur-
prising. Considering the culiic (‘-apaeity of the furnace, the rate of driving was certainly
excessive, and that, the results on fuel were so low, as comt)arcd with the subsequent cori-

sumption on larger furnaces where the same practice was employed, is mainly due to tlie nar-
row furnace-stac,k. d’hivse fuel results were much lower than any obtained from the larger
furnaces in th(‘. next live years.

The seiumd furmute erected at these works had general dimensions as follows: Iloight, 80
ft.

;
dianuher of liosh, 20 ft.; diameter of heart-li, 11 ft. ; cubical capacity, i7,8(i8 cnb. ft. The

stock wsis distributed at tlie tof) by a doulile bell, in which the central cone remained station-
ary ; wliile the outer conical ring, lieing lowered, cast the stock toward the wall anil center
of the furmice. One feature of tins construction, dilfering from tliat. of other furnaces then
using coke for fuel, was tlie large hearth, providing more space for combustion. The in-walls
of the hearth were straight, and tlie diameter 11 ft. There was an iiKiniised number of
tuyeres, eigtit biuiig used, and an increased elevation of tuyeres aliove the lieartli-level, all of
wliieh were iicc.e,ssary for raiiid driving and large yields.

' No Amerii^aii furmuui up to that
time liad liemi construe,ted with so large a heart li as this one at the Edgar Thomson works.
In ariothiM’ n‘.spect this furnace was well [irepared by its designers for a high prodnc.iive ca-
paciity, viz., in its (‘quipmerit. Fire-brick stoves of the most approved type wm*e tm^cted.
Substantially built, blowing engines were provided, and they werii rendered etfieient by an
ample supjdy of boilm’s—a point in which otlier furnaces were thcMi sadly lacking. At the
same t.ime, all the thu^s a.nd mains were constructed sutTieJently large, and in the rnost sub-
stantial way. Ill fac-t,, no furnace [ireviously (‘.rectiMl had been ph'uined on sucli a lilienil basis

;

consequently, large yiedds were to be expec'ti'.d. The furnace was put in blast in April, 1880.
In the following month an out put of 8,718 tons was made, and the next mnntli showiid 4,818
tons; thus fully justifying the (daims of its designers by eclipsing all previous records. The
weight of limestone was 25 per cent of the weight of the ore. An analysis of tlie cdiider

showed: silic.a,, 82*81 percent; alumina, 18*20 per cent.

The liniostoiie contained a. very small quantity of magnesia. Tlie blast entered the fur-

nace through eiglit bronze t.nyercs of 5.1 in. diameter, and was lieated to a temperature of 1,100®.

The silicon in the iron a.veraged about 2 per cent. The rapid wear of the. furnace-walls,
through the use of sucli a large volume of air, gradually increased the consumption of coke
to over 8,0()() llis. per t.on of iron. At the end of the first 12 full montlis the outjnit was 48,-

179 tons, on an average coke consumption of 2,859 lbs. per ton of iron. The second year
showed a,n average consumption of 8,200 lbs. of coke, with a decrease in yield. The furmice
was blown out after a blast of two years and five months, having inade a total proihict of

112,000 tons, on an average coke consumption of 8,149 lbs. per ton of iron. The results ob*

24
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. . , . cpvPT-al important chanties in construction. The cruiolino
tamed m this blast detem

, .
, ^.n iron jacket; the bosh-walls were protected so as

structure was torn down and p -
.

j and the hearth was surrounded with wider-

c^ooled^ulf ^LIorbLtellVtSfound to possess no special advantage, and was ahan-

had an important
^

P
volume of air, was a matter of common kno\vled;:>*<‘

;

lirprlcLeTfa" dlMng'oontecS and with our national ar.lor it was
LUO piaoLice oi ia. u utivi t,

avptv direction engines that had been runiuim idon^>: lor
prosecuted enthnsiastica y. In

®'fy“;^°^"tartea oil at a livelier pace; new boilers were

Wist stoves not supplying suftieient heat, were torn down and re-
added; the old iron h -

Kneirstoves At many works rapid driving degenerated into

LTelfive^ driving T®ue, the^outputs increased ;
so also did the consumption of fuel. and timt

at ^surprising rate, un il it was thought well-nigh impossible to produce a ton ol iron with

2 fino Ihs of coke Although the practice of rapid driving has been much decried, yet, m
mZ ways it has retulled Weflcllly. It has brought in an ecuiipment of hol-ldn.st, stoves

boilers, engines, etc., sufficient to accomplish a large amount oi work without; a constant

strain on Ivery part^a condition very rare prior o 18H0; and it has also develope.l a eon-

struetion of the furnace-stack by which larger outputs irom a single lining can bo obtained

1883, was of different construction

from either of the preceding. It was constructed with special regard to the better j>r<itecliou

of the brihk-work of hearth and bosh. The genera dimensions were as loUows : JI^ffM. 80

ft. ; diameter of bosh, 28 ft. ;
diameter of hearth, 11 ft. 0 iii. ;

stock-line, 17 It.
;
bell, 11 ft.

:

cubical capacity, 21,478 ft. The bosh is placed at about the center of the stack, making yerv

steep walli. The hearth is also made wider by 6 in. than m biniacos previously <iesc.rilKMl

The hearth-walls are surrounded by cast-iron plates with a coil inside .lor the circulation of

water. Around the bottom of these plates is a gutter, through which waste water troin the

cooling plates Jlowed, anordmg Ixstter protec'i ion to

the bottom of the hearth. Above tliis row of |>liit es,

at the tuyere breasts, is another circle of (H)oling

plates, partially inserted in the brick-work, 'rhe

walls of the bosh are incased in a ;ja(‘ket of wrought
iron, i in. in thickness. Tins jacket is IioIIimI on t.o

the mantle. The bosh-walls inside the jacket, wen^
made but 22^ in. thick, so that t he cooling oib'ct of

the air-currents on the jatiket would prevent, any
very rapid wear of tlio iiriidc-work. Tliis furnnci^

was put in blast in 1882. In the fust 12 full months
the output was 05,047 tons, on an a,verag(5 of 2,570

lbs. of coke per ton of iron, thus (exceeding, by ovtu*

11,000 tons, tlio best out[)ut tliat liad iirevioiisly

been obtained in tlio same time from any furnaci*

at these works, and with a much smalhu,' consump-
tion of fuel. The record for tlio best month < lur-

ing this period was (i,ldl tons, on a. (oike consump-
tion of 2,387 lbs. per ton of iron. The amount of

air blown was 27,000 cub. ft. per min., 'vvhicli wa.s

heated to an average temperature of 1,()00‘\ 'riu*

pressure of blast at tlu^ tuyeri's vari(‘(i ladwiam 0
and 10 lbs. After a blast of 17 months’ (luralioii

this furnace was blown out, liaving made a. total

output of 90,317 tons, on an average coke c(>nsum|)-
tion of 2,013 lbs. per ton of iron.

Furnace *dV’ wa,s reconst ruct.ed in 1885, with
the following dimensions : 11 eiglit., 80 ft.; diaint'ter

of bosh, 20 ft.; diameter of hearth, 10 ft.; din trader

of stock-line, 10 ft. 3 in. The bosh-walls liad an
angle of 79°, and all the lines were joined by eurv{‘s.

The cubic capacity was 10,080 ft. In T'cliruary,

1885, the furnace was “ blown in.” The voluim^ of
blast was rapidly increased until, in the following
month, it reached 31,000 cub. ft. jitu* min. I’he
blast entered the furnace through eiglit tuy<*res, 7
in. in diameter, and was heated to an average' tem-
perature of 1,200°. The pressure at; the t uyeres was

lbs. The average monthly output froni Mandi
to August, inclusive, was 5,122 tons, on a (mktj con-
sumption of 2,874 lbs. per ton of iron. Attempts

, i. 1

1

, ^
made later to increase the economy by reduc-

volume of blast to 28,000 cub. ft. As a result the output increased to an avt'rage of
6,050 tons per month, on a coke consumption of 2,400 lbs. per ton of iron.

1 .-“Blast-furnace.
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This furnace was again reconstructed in 1887, the hearth being widened to 11 ft, diam-
eter, the bosh to 21 ft., and the stock-line reduced to 15 ft. The cubic capacity was increased
to 17,230 ft. The furnace was “ blown in ” in March, 1887. On account of the brick-work in
the bosh being very much worn, tlie fui*naco was blown out after a run of 2 years 7 months
and 17 days—exclusive of the time the furnace was banked. Tlie output fvir the blast was
203,050 tons, on an average coke consumption of 2,342 lbs. per ton of iron. The output for
the first 12 full months Wiis 72,554 tons, on a coke, consumption of 2,230 lbs. For the second
12 months, during which no stoppage occurred, the output was 83,219 tons. Tlie best output
made in any one montii was 7,(580 tons. The furnace shown in Fig. 1 was built in 1886. The
total height is 80 ft.

;
the diameter of hearth, 11 ft. ; the diameter of bosh, 23 ft. The bell is

12 ft. in diameter, and the stock-line 16 ft. The cubic capacity is 19,800 ft. There are 7
tuyeres, each 6 in. in diameter. The furnace was started in (October, 188(5, and was in blast

—

exclusive of two stoppages—2 years 7 montlis and 10 days, and made in that time 224,795
tons of iron, on an average colie consumption of 2,317 lbs. The output for the first 12 full

months was 88,940 tons on 2,150 lbs. of coke. The efficiency of the cooling plates on the bosh-
walls was very marked in this case. Tlie exterior brick-work was in as good condition at the
end of the blast as at the beginning. The interior of the boshes had widened out 18 in., but
with such uniformity that the greatest variation did not exceed 2 in. Fi*om the bosh-line to
the top of tlio furnace the wear was much greater. The furnace was relined and blown in
again in September, 1889. The construction was the same in every particular, except that
the diameter of the bosli was reduced to 22 ft., and the stock-line to 15 ft. 6 in. The lining
runs straight from bosli to stock-line. Tiiis change reduced the cubic capacity to 18,200 ft.

The same number and si^^e. of tuyeres are used. The volume of air blown is 25,000 cub. ft.

per min., a reduction of 2,()()() cub. ft. from tliat used in previous blast. The best output for

any one week is 2,4(52 tons. The temperature of blast averages 1,100“ and the pressure 9| lbs.

The temperature of the escaping gases is 340“. Oounting the time the furnace was running
in the first bhist, and up to tlie end of May, 1890, in the second blast, including also the time
spent ill relining, the period covered is 3 years and 5 months; and in that time this furnace
has made an out|)ut of 301,205 tons, a record which is unparalleled. The ores used were from
the Lake Superior region, and yield through the furnace 62 per cent of iron. The proportion
of limestone carried was 28 per cent; of tlie ore Imrden, and about 1,200 lbs. of cincier was
made per ton of iron. The average analysis of the cinder is as follows : silica, 33 per cent

;

alumina, 13 per cent.

In the period covered by the last decade there are three steps in the development of
American blast-furnace practice that might be mentioned : first, in 1880, the introduction of
rapid driving, witli its largo outputs and high, fuel consumption

;
second, in 1885, the produc-

tion of an equally hirge amount of iron with a low fuel consumption, by slow driving; and
third, in 1890, the prodiictiou of nearly double that quantity of iron, on a low fuel consump-
tion, through rapid driving. An abstract of the results given by Mr. Gayley is shown in the
following table

:

Furnace Practice—Ahdract of PeHults.

Year In

which lur-

iiuco com-
iiicncoil tht»

hhuit.

VohuiKi of

nir jMT

lulnuto.

IN pntST TWELVE PULL MONTHS.

DESION ATIOK OP
PUKNACK.

Cubic

mjiacity,

Total output

from bhiMt.
Output.

Avorajre

(hilly output.

Averapfo colto

cotmuiujitkm.

Oapnoity for

on« ton of Iron

p(jr day.

Isabella
Eiiey No. 2

187(5

1878

(Ihih. ft.

15,(){)()

15,400

Cub. ft.

1(5,0(K)

Ton*.

117,.575

92,128

Tons.

28,000
33,552

Tons.
7‘(5

91

LbH.

3,0(K)

2,850

Cub. ft.

197
1(59

Kdgar ThouiBou, A. .

B. .

IHHO
1880

(5,39(5

17,8158

15,(K)()

30,000 112,()9() 48,179
71 *

132
2,400

2,859

90
135

“ “
1).. 1882 21,478 27,000 90,317 (55,947 180 2,570 119
C. . 1885 1(5,(580 i 3 1,000

1

118,000 (54,998 178 2,(577 90
Li.

I).. 1885 18,950 22.0(K) 150,377 7'4,<17‘5 204 2,250 92
a.. 1887 ' 17,230 24,000 203.050 7'2,.55

1

1 198 2,230 87
Li. U F.. 188(5 19,800 27,000 224,795 88,940 241.

,

2,1.50 81
U U

F.. 1HH9 18,200 25,000 113,(X)() t? 310 1,920 55)

* Estimated. t A fter running: t) months the volume of air was nMluced to 28,000 eul). ft.

The second 12 months, l>y reason of a continuous blast, sliow an output of 88,219 tons on 2,39(5 lbs.

of coke.
5?
Estimated from record made to date.

Note.-—On the comtiletion of the 12 months in blast, the record for furnace F, blast of 1889, shows an
output of 413,52(5 tons, and an average coke consumption of 1,892 lbs.

A Modern TUad-Furnace Plant .—One of the most recent complete lilastrfurnace plants is

that of four furnaces built in 1890 at the South Chicago Works of the Illinois St-end Co., and
known as Nos. 5, (5, 7, and 8. The furnaces are built in a lino extending i.^ast and west,

with tlie cast-houses branching oil: to the south, and they may lie consideri'd as constituting
two separate pln,nt.s of two furnaces each. The individuals of each pair are sid(‘ by side, and
126 ft. from center to center. Each furnace is 80 ft. high. Nos. 5 and (5 are siniilarly con-
structed, each having a bo.sli of 22 ft., hearth of 12^ ft., and a stock-line of 16 ft. In No. 7

the bosh is 20 ft., but in otlier respects tlie lines are the same as in Nos. 5 and 6. No. 8 is

considered, so far as 1 lie lines are concerned, as quite a I'adical change from thcj other three,

for its bosh is only 19i ft., hearth 13 ft., and stoek-line 13^ ft., thus showing a tendency to

spread out at the hearth and contract in the upper portions. Nos. 5 a,nd (5 are built with five

and No. 7 with nine rows of bosh-plates. Eacii furnace is supported by eight columns 20 ft.
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, , ii, a steel iaeket 11 in. thick t)y 7 ft. liisli. Ncs. 5
high, and is re-enforoed at the hearth

, g^tend into the lurniu^e 1 ft. No. 7 lias a
and 6 are furnished with 7-in. bronze '"“yU® -^Ijeted breast, and water-block, nil the parts
telescope arrangement for the tuyere, ware i

replacing I,hem
being made of bronze, and so easily adjusted Ihat^u.

^ hot-blast, .stoves,

when necessary to make repairs, l^ch
hi a line just nortli of ami parallel to

23 ft. in diameter and 70 ft. high They “e
and two “ on gas,” the

the line of furnaces. Two of each of. ^ gamier that there is a fresli stove “ on wind ”

change being made every half-hour m " average temperature of only 1,2.50" !<'. to
all the time. These stoves at present maintema^^^

Here the coke, ores, and
the hot-blast. Directly north of the line

as needed from three rows of trestles placed
flux are all handled. The oo^e is unloaded as iieuteu

^ tre.stles, from which tllellux
parallel to the 1™® of fo/®®; the ore is unloaded directly from the
and ore can be unloaded when “

i barrows. It is handled at t he docks liy Ih
boats on to the docks and taken to the bouts

aggregate capacity of 8,(100 ton.s per 2-1

Brown hoisting and conveying ptaV betwem. each second and third
hours. A double hoist-tower ancl

iwo Imrrows harbor
stove. They are the

by'lSO ft witlc, with au avura.i^e (lr‘i»th of 20 ft.

was made ^7 dredging and is 2,600
^

T_

of the furnaces are the bo
, ^o The wniter used in these boilers and aroniul

the tonrclTis iuSd Inlm. The engine-house is 57 11. by 250 ft,. It^ is eq|uj.j..;d

/ iiuiy

be roughly classified as hard ancl son ores, lu mmviu^ luu v, r' •

'

J jjl'

fornaerto 85 per cent of the latter is mixed with a do omit e for the tlux, aiui colu loi tlm

fuel. The richest ore will analyze about 62 per cent ot h
SiO iVi LiO -O-^l

below 50 per cent of Fe. They show on an average about 1 60
|

( i < ( d oi Si( >2 (m u u), (LI

per cent of S (sulphur), and '09 per cent of P (phosphonis). Iho (bloinite (um tiuns
|

cent of SiOa, 1 per cent of AlaOa (alumina), 53 per cent ol CaC^Os, ami *h) pel eent ol Mg(

^“^‘^lhesnfurnaoerare*tuilt to make 800 tons of pig-iron eaidi per day. The iron is run from

the furnaces into ladles of 12 tons’ capacity each, and taken by locmnotiva^s to tin* hteelMintl

in the liquid state. The cinder is carried off by Weiiner cmder-l)iick(‘ls ami dumped mlo itm

lake before it has time to harden.

iwr

The Kennedy Gfas-regulating and Cut-off Valve .—Hugh Kennedy, of Sharpsburg, Ihi.,

manager of the Isabella furnaces, has designed a gas-regulating and cut -(dT valvi* wliiidi has
been found a very convenient arrangement, since one furnace may be cut otT vvit bout stopping
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the others. In a furnace-plant which comprises several furnaces, it has been found conducive
to the regularity of work to cause the gas from all the furnaces to discharge into one main
flue, from which the boilers and stoves are supplied. Valves have been placed in the main
flue, in order to be able to cut it off from an individual furnace, so that the rneii can get access
to parts where the presence of gas would be dangerous. Owing to the large size of the flues
and the necessarily large dimeiisioiis of the valves, it has been found difficult to shut off the
gas perfectly. Mr. Kennedy, instead of making the flue continuous, divides it by cross-walls
into parts corresponding to the number of furnaces, and connects the adjacent parts with
each other by removable pipe-connections. The construction of the device is shown in Fig. 2.

The U-shaped pipe shown is attached to a Y)late-casting having holes registering with the.

openings of tlie pipe. This plate is set in another plate, and is provided with a rack and
pinion, as shown, by which it may be moved longitudinally. The whole is placed on top of
the main flue, tlie partition-wad *in which is located between the two openings referred to.

A shifting of the pipe and the phito to which it is attached enables tlie operator to cut off

completely the connection between the two adjoining parts of the main flue.

FURNACES, C AS. —Tlie different kinds of furnaces for burning gaseous
fuel are thus classitied in a jiaper in the Proc. of the lust, of Mech. Mug., January, 1891

:

Gas-furnaces may proiierly be divided into four classes, namely : {a) with reversing regen-
eration

; (/>) with continuous regeneration
;

(c) non-regenerative
;
and {d) with blow-pipe or

forced blast.

ill) Furnaces with reversing regeneration are of several different kinds :

1. The ordinary Siemens furnace, in which both gas and air are heated before admission
to the interior of the furnace, by being passed through the well-known arrangement of brick
chambers tilled with cliecd'cer-work or loosely piled bricks,

2. The Batho or Hilton funmee, in which the regenerative chambers, instead of being
partly or entirely underground, are incased in cylindrical wrouglit-iron vessels erected upon
the ground-level.

3. Bhirnaces in which the air only is regenerated by being passed through chambers, the
gas being admitted direct from the Hues by which it arrives from the producers. In these
furnaces the whole of the escaping gases or waste heat lias to pass througii one of the two air-

chambers on its way to the chimney.
4. The fiiruaco recently described by Mr. Head {^Ivon mid Steel Institute Journal, 1889), in

which a portion of the waste heat is taken back to r-he gas-producer.
5. The various regenerative blasli-furnace stoves of the Cowper, Wliitwell, and other kinds.
{b) In furnaces wil.h eoni.inuous regeueral.ion, the air, before admission to the interior of

the furnace, is heated in Hues or J)i[)es by radiation or conduction from the bottom of the fur-
nace, and through thin walls wliicli separate the air-Ilues from the Hues that carry the spent
gases or waste hi‘at to tlio chimney.

(e) In nou-r(^g(meraJive furnaces the air is admitted to the interior of the furnace at its

natural or atmospheric tempcvraturc.

(d) ,Bl()w-pip(‘, or forced-blast fiirrnicos are of two kinds: First, those in which the air is

supplied at it,s na,tural or atmospheric temperature by a fa,n or blower
;
second, those in which

the air so suiipliiMl is h(;al:(‘.(l by the s[)ent gases or waste heat from the furnaco, by being
passed eitlna* t hrough coils or staeks of pipes, or else through brick tubes or flues, as in the
ease of the Itadcliffc furuaeo and others.

Fio. 1. Fio. a.

Fios. Siemens regenerative gas-furnacti.

A New SieMens Regenerative ---Messrs. Jolm Head and Ik Pouff, in a paper
before the Iron and Steel Institute, read in 1889, describe a novel form of regenerative fur-
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nace. We extract from their paper as follows: In the new Siemens furnace the gaseous
products of combustion from the heating-chamber of the furnace are delivered under the
grate of the producer, these gases consisting of intensely hot carbonic acid, water in the
gaseous state, and nitrogen. The economy of fuel resulting from the conversion of carbonic
acid into carbonic oxide is diagrammatically illustrated by means of the sketch (Fig. 1) of a
gas-producer. Assuming that the producer contains only coke in the incandescent state, this
coke, if fed with oxygen, will produce carbonic acid in the lower zone, which will be converted
into carbonic oxide m the upper zone

;
but if fed with hot carbonic acid instead of oxygen,

one half of the fuel, comprising the lower zone, may be dispensed with, and an economy in

weight of fuel to the same extent will be realized. In the new Siemens furnace the waste
gases are directed partly through an air-regenerator and
partly under the grate of the producer, there to be recon-

verted into combustible gases, and to do the work of dis-

tilling hydro-carbons from the coal ; in fact, the gas-pro-

ducer in this ease absorbs or utilizes the heat formerly
deposited in the gas-regenerators of furnaces, and in doing
this transforms spent gases into combustible gases.

For the propulsion of the gases through the converter
a steam-blast is employed. This steam is superheated by
the waste gases from the furnace, and, mixing with them,
forms a very hot blast under the grate. The diagrams
(Figs. 2 and 3) show the relation which exists between the
ordinary and the new type of Siemens furnace. The func-
tion in both is the same. In the first case the waste gases
are partly directed through two regenerators, while in the
second case the waste gases are partly directed through an
air-regenerator and partly through a converter-producer.
Ill both eases the waste heat from the furnace is entirely

Fio. 5. Fro. H.

Figs. 4-8.—Siemens regenerative gas-furnace.

utilized, and the gas and air reach the furnace in an intensely heated condition. In both
cases, again, there is a reversal in the direction of the flame in the furnace, whieli insures uni-
form heating of the furnace-chamber and the materials contained in it.

This furnace may be constructed in' various forms, that shown in Figs. 4, 5, 0, 7, and 8
having been used with success for heating and welding iron. It is a radiation-furnace, heated
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by means of a horseshoe-flame
;
this form of flame offers advantages in this as in ordinary

r^enerative gas-furnaces, but its adoption is not obligatory, as the flame may be made to

traverse the heating-cliainber from end to end in the usual manner. The same letters indi-

cate the same parts in all the figures. .^1 ^1^ are reversible regenerators for air, on the top of

which is built the gas-producer or converter of which F are tlie charging-hoppers and
N the grates. The heating-chamber E adjoins the producer resting on the ground, or in

some eases a pit may be provided below it. C are the flues leading the combustible gas to

the furnace-chamber tlie passage of the gas in these flues being controlled by the valves
1)1)^ at the two ends of a rocking beam, so that the outlets are opened and shut alternately

to convey the gas to one or other of the ports G of the heating-chamber E. IIID are the
air-ports' of the lieating-chaniber, communicating through the lines KID with the regener-

ators A Ah ID are steam-jets placed in the return-flues LK for directing a portion of the
waste products of combustion to the grates of the converter. Jis the valve for reversing the
direction of tlie air flowing into tlie furnace, and of the products of combustion through the
regenerators to the cliimney-flue. 0 0^ are hinged caps for alternately admitting and shutting
off the products of combustion from the heating-chamber to the converter. Tdiese caps are

worked automatically by means of connections attached to the rocking beam, the same move-
ment which closes i) opening Oh and that which closes opening 0; Qq are doors for

giving access to the grates of the converter for clearing them.
Tiie 7nodm optmmM of the furnace is as follows : Gas from the converter B passes through

the flue and tlie valve iT f,o the gas-port Oh and into the combustion-chamber E //h Air
for combustion passes through tlic regenerator Ah the air-flue Ah and the air-port ID into

the combustion-chamber, where it meets the gas from the converter, and combustion ensnes.

The horseshoe-flame sweeps round the heating-chamber E, the products of combustion pass-

ing away by the second combustion-chamber h g, and going partly through the regenerator A
and reversing-valve J into the chimney-flue, and partly down the flue O, whence they are

drawn by means of the steam-jet I througli the capped inlet L under the grates of the
producer 7i, there to be. converted into combustible gases. From time to time the direction

of the flame in the furnace is reversed by manipulating the rocking beam, carrying the valves

DID and tlie reversing-valve / in the usual maimer of working regenerative gas-furnaces.

An auxiliary steam-jet is provided for the purpose of supplying atmospheric air to start the

producer when tlie fiinmce is first heated up.

The following advantages are churned for the now furnace as compared with solid fuel

furnaces used for heating and welding iron, viz. : A saving in fuel, amounting to, say, two
thirds in weight, afttir allowing for raising steam in separate boilers, this saving being fully

equal to 5 cwt. of (;oai per ton of iron lie'atcd. A reduction in the waste of iron equal to 5

per cent upon the wenght. of metal heated. A saving in labor and repairs which will probably
compensate for the extra cost of the new furnace.

The IWiInme-Loorms Openrlhdrth Etmiace (Ifig. 9).—Tins furnace is designed for all

kinds of open-hearth work using manufactured or natural gas, and is particularly elective

with water-gas for very high
heats. Gas and air a,fe used
under uniform pressure

;
the

former being coruluetc'd

through the pipes a a' a," to

the burners E, tJie air |)ass-

ing through the {hpes A wlun’c

it is heated by the waste prod-
ucts of the funuK'c, and
thence througli the pipes b b'

to tlie bunuM's, where tli(‘. t.wo

are thorouglily niix(‘d, deliv-

ering a flajiKi of grwit intmi-

sity tangeiitia-lly into a, round
furnace. A fter circulating

over the l)a.tli the products
a,re taken out, near l;he l,oi> of

rho hearth through tin', jias-

sage E and air-lu^at,('r (J to

the stack. The burmo’s arcj

movahlt^ and tlu^ thuiu^, can
bci; (lir(‘('t(ul on to the bath, or Fio. 9.—Oi.)eu-heartli furnace,

horizontiatly, a,s di^sinul. The
clahns for tliis funiaet', are : 1. Low cost and durability. 2. Thorough aaid active eonibus-

tioii of gas with applicaition of heat to rnetal by radiatio'ii or contact, Jl. Clianicter, intensity,

and volimui of thiinii uikUt control of the operator. 4. Economy of fuel and certain results.

' Gas-Eurnaev for Mvlting -Fig. 10 shows one of many styles of furnace made by
the American (hi's-hhirnacebo. of New York. This style of furnace is in use for gold, silver,

copper, and lii’ass, as also for making te.sts and smaller melts of iron, steel, glass, etc.

The e()nibiistion-chaiiiber consists of the bottom A, and the cylinder R, hot li firmly secured

to the distributing-ring (J, Tlie burners I) penetrate tlie “ bottom ” lining A. 'Tlie bottom
is held in position by th(i iron |)latform L. ddie cylinder B is secured to the distributing-

ring (J by the hinged bolts 0. The cover II is hinged to the shaft K, so as to lift clear of the
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-p,-. i. r i.
rnr^p

‘‘ feed-hole” in cover // is suQk*i(‘iit.Iy iumi tolurnace4op when swung to e ther side
cover, thus co.ilininf? the heal whilegive iree access to the Cl ueible without removing

theerueihle. The small
cover I clos('S tlu‘, IVed-liole. die

crueiblo stands uiiun a eoiiical fire-

brick support. By im'anss of out lets

for the products of comluistioii,

both at t.he boitoui aiul top of thti

furnace, the greater lu'at. <*aii (in a
measure) be made t o act. eit lu'r upon
the bottom or top of the (rrueible.

When tile vent on top is tightly
closed, the gri‘at(‘st heat will be-

low, while tlu‘ partial ofiening of
the cover ./ will draw it upward.
Air under pressure is suppiiiMl

through the pipe id d'he eonsumi}-
tion of gas is aiu'ordiiig to the. qual-
ity of the gas and tiu^ teinp<‘raturi‘

required, ddie furnaee .shown in

the cut will re(juir(‘ from 200 to 250
cub. ft. of gjis {)er hour, aiul nudt 40
lbs. of copper in ;h) min.

The Iloive ICrpvrimenitil Uetjvn-

eraiive Gm^Fimutce. IMr. Henry
M. Howe, in a pa|)er rinid befon* the
American Institute of Mining Kn-

Fig. 10.—Gas-furnace.
gineers, Kelinuir

furnace us(;d liy'T-hi

1800, des(»ribi*.s a
im in expindinentH

on. the thermal properties of slags. It was necessary to have command of a very high tem-
perature, at least 1,400° C. (2,552° P.), and to make such disimsitions tlmt tlie plutii.um-ball

used for a pyrometer, and the silicate or silicates experimented on, should lie at a|)pn>xi-

mately the same tempera-
ture at the moment of

withdrawing the former.
Tlie regenerative gas-fur-

nace shown in section in

Fi^. 11 is made with two
reg-enerators, loosely filled

with lumps of fire-brick.

Th.rough one of the regen-
erators at a time part of

the air used for combus-
tion is brought under
pressure from a blower,

the products of combus-
tion passing out through
the other re^

to waste.
enerator and
ommon illu-

fninating gas is used for

fuel, and is brought in

alternately through pipes.With this gas is mixed a

considerable quantity of

ai r, brought alternately by
the pipes HM’. It was

Fig. 11.—H<)W(‘ funijUT*.

found necessary to thus mix quite a large volume of air witli ilic gas hefori* admitting it

into the furnace, to prevent rapid decomposition of the gas witli deposition of carbon. At
intervals, usually of 5 min. each, the furnace was reversed hy means of common Hirer*-way
gas-cocks. Although only part of the air and none of the, gas was pi’(*-lu‘ate<l in this furniUM*.

a temperature of 1,400° C. was reached in it; the hearth of the furmua* was made of a molded
hrick, with depressions for five platinum crucibles iV A^', and for the platitmm-bHll 4/. (’ru-
cihles and balls were introduced and removed through the doorway />, closcil witli a tightly
fitting molded w^edge-briek.

Refractory Materials for Gas-Furnaces.—Olay fire-brick, of nearly pure silicate of alU'*

minaj free from iron, is usually employed in ordinary heating-furnaces, hut for the intense
heat required in steel-melting furnaces a more durable material is n(*(‘d(*d. I^'or the* roofs of
such furnaces silica brick, composed of nearly pure quartz, with from 1 to 2 per <’f*nt of other
materials, chiefiy lime and alumina to give binding quality, are used. For tin* bnsie ofM*n-
hearth :^rnace there is required a material which will not bo aided u|)on l>y the basic sla,g,
and at the same time will withstand the highest ternymratures. Such a ina,it«‘rial is inagnesit(%
hriek, niade from carbonate of magnesia, and containing wIk'H burned about fifi per (sent of
magnesia and 10 per cent of silica and oxides of alumina and iron.
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TURNACES, FUDDLING AND HEATING, The James Fuddling^Furnace is shown
ill Fig. 1. It has a hollow fire-bridge C\ witli a transverse flue if, from which a number of
orifices, c, lead upward. The air is preheated
ill the Hue P, whicii eonnects, as shown, with y
tlie space E in tlie fire-bridge under the fuel-

'

chamber A, and tlie grate-bars a is an air-

chamber P, formed by a tight box d. Lead-
ing into this air-chamber are a number of

air-pipes 6, into the bell-shaped mouth of

wliich the nozzles of steam- [lipes / are pro-
jected, so that the steam draws in air. Above
the bridge is a cold-air flue y/, connected with
a number of openings with the furnace above
the fire-bridge. It is provided with a valve
to regulate the admittance' of cold air when
required. While in the ordinary type of

puddling-furnaces the consumption of good
Pittsburgh coal was 2,200 lbs. at the Arethu-
sa Works, Newcastle, Pa., with the James
modifications the consumption was but 1,800
lbs. with the same coal. Similar results were
attained in the heating-furnaces of the plate- i

mill. z

The Stuhhlebine Heating Furnace is Fm- 1.—James puddling-furnace,

shown in Figs. 2, 8, and 4. It lias been in-

troduced in the Ilethlehem and Catasaiiqua (Pa.) rolling-mills. The gases from the furnace
are split when issuing from tlie reverberatory chamber into three parts, the one passing
through the up-take through the stack. On either side thereof two flues lead to two heating-
chambers, in which are placed coils of pipe through which air is blown and in which it is
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increase the length of the hearth, and its utility is determined by the chanu'Icr of ( lu- ore to

be roasted. The length of the hearth, occording to Dr. li. D. 1 elers, Ji., is limited chiellv by

the capacity of the o?e to generate heat during its oxulation, the nnmodiate inlhmium of t he

fireplace being seldom capible of maintaining the requisite temporatnrc upon a hearth iiver

16 ft. in length irithout resorting to the use of a forced bast,or ol a d -alt so pmverhd as

greatly to increase the loss in dust, as well as the consuniption ol uel. An ore carrymg less

than 10 per cent sulphur will not furnish sufficient heat to warrant the adddion ol a .second

hearth to the first 16 ft.
;
an increase to 15 per cent will bo sufficient, however, to heat a, sec-

ond hearth, while a 20 ner cent sulphur-ore will work rapidly in a throe-lieart h 1 iiniaee. 1 he

addition of a fourth hearth is rendered justifiable by the increase ol the average .sulphur eon-

tents to 25 per cent. As there seems to be almost no limit to the extent ol .sur ace over which

the requisite temperature maybe obtained the calcination ol highly suhihureti-d oims,

much longer furnaces have been used, 120 ft. being the extreino iiisule hniit. Iht^ width of

the furnace should be as great as is compatible for convenient inanipulatii)!!. Ivxpem'iu'i* has

shown 16 ft., inside measurement, to be the extreme limit, i to capacity ol a, large n'vca’hcr-

atory furnace varies from 6 to 16 tons per 24 hours, depinidmg uixm the character of IIh' ore.

The cost of calcining ranges from $1.25 per ton upward.
, , » ,

In the shaft-furnaces the material to be I'oastcd is allowtal to fall as a. show(‘r of dust

through a shaft that is traversed from bottom to top by the ilamcs from a, lat(a*al fireplace.

In one class of shaft-furnaces the dust falls freely ;
in (hluu’s thmMinM^l^ in lla* way.

The well-known Stetefeldt furnace is the most successful furnace of t he oiam-shaft. class, aiirl

the GrerstenhSfer and Hasenciever may be taken as types of t he lattm* class. Th(‘ Stt'tcfeldt

furnace is generally used for chloridizing roasting, but experiments have sljown that if may
be also an efficient oxidizing furnace, although it has not yet come into practical^ use for tlinl

purpose. The capacity of the Stetefeldt furnace, according to Mr. (h A. Stetefeldt, is from

IJ5 to 80 tons per 24 hours. If the ore is so base that 75 or 80 pt‘r cent of it is in t liC' form
of sulphurets, 35 tons is the maximum limit for really good work, in most* ('asos, how-
ever, where the ores contain only a moderate percentage of vSiilphiirids, a. ]arg(‘. furnacf* will

easily handle from 60 to 80 tons per 24 hours, but the latter figure is prolnil)!}' iho eeonoinical

limit.

The mechanical hearth-furnaces are hearth-furnaces witli mcHdianicul devices for raking
or stirring the charge. They have circular hearths, rotating under fixed rakes; or fixtrd Iieartlis,

either circular or rectangular, and movable rakes.

The cylindrical roasting-furnaces are cast-iron cylinders, lined wiih fir(‘4>riek,* Ihrimgh
which the flame drav/s from a stationary fire-box at one end to th(‘ Hue and dusi-tdiaiubm' at

the other. The charge is stirred, so that all its parts are subjected to action of lire llame,
by the rotation of the cylinder. The Bruckner, Douglas, White, ami llowcil-Whrit^ furnae<‘S
are types of this class.

The cost of roasting varies with the character of the ore, ilie kind of furnac(\ ami the cost

of fuel and labor. The lead-smelters at Denver, Col., roast ore in nn’erlu'ratory furnnecs at

an average cost of $2 per ton. With a mechanical hearth-funiacc' ati tin* Ilnih* niino, Xorth
Carolina, pyrites concentrates are roasted preparatory to clilorination at a cost of $2,62| per
ton. Under favorable circumstances, pyrites eoneentra,t(‘s ]iav(\ been roasted in tin* \Vt*st,

even where labor and fuel is high, for as low as $1 per ton.

Kilns.—The ordinary type of roasting-kiln is too well known to reqnin' d(‘sori{»ti<»n.

They are, obviously, used in roasting coarsely broken ores only. A nioditication of tin* (‘mn-
mon kiln which is in general use for calcining iron-ores may I>e termed shafldiilns, working
upon the same principle as shaft-furnaces— i. e., the ore being desulphurized whil(‘ descending
through a rising current of flames, but, as in the kilns, th<‘. ore is in coarse lumps ami is made
to descend slowly rather than in a shower of fine ore as in the shal’t-furnaci's. fidn* Cjcrs kiln
and the Davis-Colby roaster are furnaces of this class.

T/ie Gjers lain, extensively used in calcining iron-ores, is a circular shaft -furnaci* built of
fire-brick eased with malleable iron plates. The bottom of the brick-work rests in a cast irmi
ring, and the whole is supported by cast-iron pillars about 2A ft. high, lea ving a cloar spne-r
between the bottom of the kiln and the floor. The latter is coverml by iron plati^s, ijj tic*
center of which is fixed a cast-iron cone 8 ft. in diameter at the base an'd H ft. hiidn oMond
ing up within the shaft. Around the lowest tier of plates incasingthc kiln an* openings whi
are usually closed by doors, but which serve for admission of aiinir timls in cjiso tho <nv‘brc
sintered. The ore, mixed with a proper proportion of coal, is fed into tin* furnneo at the top
which is surrounded by a gallery for the workmen. Tho roaste<l on* descending is cnmacl I'v
the interior cone to pass outward at the bottom of the furnace. Tln‘S(* furnac«‘s nro tnualiv
Sd ft. in height; at the base they are 18 ft. in diameter, \vi(h*ning to 21 ft. io ft hi-dn-V
up. The upper part of the kiln is cylindrical, and 24 ft. in diauH'ter. A kiln of t hi-^. m/g'Iuis
a capacity of about 8,000 cu. ft., and calcines about 115 tons of iron-on* p<*r 2=1 hours, tin- otm-
sumption of coal amounting to 1 ton for 25 tons of ore.

The Davis-Colby Ore-Roaster, which is also much used for desulplmrizing iroii-orcs <•, .imi-ls
of a circular hollow shaft with walls about 2 ft. in thickness, in which an^ located i\vv iindn-s tVd
with gas, which gas may be taken from any source-gas-producers, natural wells, or the uaMt*-
pipes of blast-furnaces.

^

The gas-mains enter flues built in the masonry direct Iv ovrr tho
fire arches and the gas is drawn through openings left in the top or liottiim into I'lx* nreiies
where it takes air and is consumed--th6 resulting flames lieing drawn (iin-el ly inln an.l t lirou-h
the ore In the center of the kiln there is a smaller hollow shaft, starling from lli.. I.oll.nnand extending up through the entire portion of the kiln and terminating in tln^ draft -stack -

i

mes
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being, in fact, the draft-stack itself. In the walls of this central shaft, and opposite the fire

arches, are a scries of openings through which the products of combustion are drawn directly
into the stack and discharged so that the heat from the burning gases is drawn across a nar-
row body of^ ore instead of up tliroiigh the overlying mass, and the liberated sulphur allowed
to pass ofi directly. There may be any number o‘f rows of fire arches, and below each of these
is a row of openings for admission of’ air.

The latest form of these roasters is 30 ft. in height, and 17 ft. diameter at bottom and 14
ft. at top, with tlie central flue terminating in a draft-stack 48 in. in diameter. The ore is

dumped into the toj) of the kiln and occupies tlio annular space between the twm walls. De-
scending by gravity, it first meets the current of gas from the upper set of fire arches and
gets a preliminary drying and warming. Passing thence before tlie next and lower arches it

gradually reaches a red and oven white heat, every part of the ore rolling and turning over
in its passage, and being subjected while highly heated to drafts of air,. the liberated sulphur
passing directly off into tlie central stack. The annular space, being 14 in. at the top and
gradually increasing to 21) in. at the bottom, gives opportunity for constant moving of the
ore and decreases tlie clianees of its adhering to the walls. The roasted ore is drawn through
chutes directly into bins, barrows, or conveyers. The discharge of ore is regulated by draw-
ing from the cluites, and tlie heat by varying the amount of gas. The furnaces vary in ca-
pacity, according to the ore. At the Croton mines, Brewster, N. Y., from 200 to 300 tons
per day are said to be run through each fiirnaco. Mr. W. H. Holfman (7Va?^s. A. /. if.

E,, October, 1891) thus describes the practice there : “ A series of experiments was
made to determine the best size for economical roasting (the ore containing 2 per cent sul-
()hur), and at the end of three months a size that would pass
througli a 2|-in. ring was adopted as giving the most rapid work for
the quantity of fuel consumed. Crude Lirna-oil is used for roasting,
the furnaces Ixung remodeled for tliis purpose. Through experi-
ments conducted by our general foreman, Mr. T. Blass, we found
the average consumption of fuel-oil to bo 3*75 gals.

;
but by enlarg-

ing the combustion chambers wo have reduced this amount to'a
little over 341 gals, per ton of raw ore. The cost of the oil is 2^
cents per gal., making a fuel cost of 8-i- cents per ton of raw ore.

The labor of filling and discharging amounts to only 3 cents })cr

ton, as this work is la,rgely automatic. The average temperature is

1230° F., and tlie ore is roasted down to about ()-5 per cent sulphur.”
A inodification of this typi^ is shown in Fig. 1, in whicli the

draft-sta.ek is cut olf and surmounted by a bell, tlio draft being
downward and outward at the liottom of the kiln. In this ease the
ore is dropped from sidf-dumping cars directly on to the hell which
distributes tlie charge, and falling by gravity is drawn directly into

f.ho furnnee barrows, thus avoiding all handling of ore froin ilio

mine to the furnace-top.
MKOHANiOAn nKAiiTir-h''iTRNAOES .— Thd Rotary-Pmi Furnacs (Fig. 2) used at the Haile

mine. North Carolina, for roasting fine pyrites for chlorination, is a combination of the rever-

beratory furnace witli the mechanical hiiarth-furnace. It is a reverberatory furnace with
step-hearths and a circular rot ating hearth at the fire-box end. The charge is fed at the flue

end and gradually worked forward by hand to the circular lioarth, where the roasting is fm-

Fig. 2. -The rotar^'-pan furnace,

ished. Tides and Idullips (Trans. A. 1. M. E., xix, 601) give tlie capacity of this furnace,
roasting pyrites eoneentrates, as 31^ tons per 24 hours. A doulile-liearth reverhcu’atory furnace
witli 400 sq. ft. liearth area, at tlie .same place and with the same ore, desulplinrizes 2§ tons
per 24 hours. Each furnace consumes ^ cord of wood per ton of roasted ore, a,nd requires the
talior of 4 men, whic.h is not very good practice compared with what is done with single-

hearth reverberatory furnae(‘.s in t.he West.
Tke Hpnwe Automatic. consists of a series of hearths plaecal one

above anol-her, witli a, mechanical device for raking and stirring the cliai’ge on each, hlach

hearth has an opening at alternate ends, through which the charge drops to t he next hearth
below. On each lieartli there is a rake of nearly the same width n,s the hearth, wliich is

moved backward and forward from end to end of the furnace liy a rod working through a
stulTing-box at one end. Idle ends of the rods outside the furnace are supported l)y a rack or
carriage which travels on a railway. The necessary supply of air is admitted through adjust-

Fio 1.—Konsting-fiiriiace,
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able ports below the lowest hearth. The number of hearths vanes li ,m tliree to sen
according to the character of the ore to be roasted. Connected witli the lurnaeo is a la ir ol

7 K 10 enlines, which run at 40 revolutions per minute, and quietly and posit ive y opcrntc by

neans of geared wheels the rods to which the toothed rakes m the tnrnace are a in,died. he

charge is raked at intervals of about five minutes, and iii the mean while the rakes are piill.Ml

to the back end of the furnace and the driving-engines arc stopped. Uirnieetei with tlie

furnace there is also a small auxiliary engine, which runs constantly, UiiK I by siiiiablc imHUiaii-

isixL puts the large engines and rakes in operation at the proper 1 bui into it

hopper on the top of the furnace, and is gradually admitted to the latter through a ]ioi'l

which is opened mid closed by the movement of the rakes, h ailing on In the, iippi'riiio.st,

heaiX'th it is gradually worked along until it drops through the hole to the next, heiirth IhvIow ,

when it is worked backward, dropping on the third hearth, and so on. h roin t.he loNvesl.

hearth it is discharged into a bin or cars, through a port winch is also opened ami closed by

the movement of the rakes. When the rakes have finished the forward stroke the engines

reverse automatically, and the rack returns to position and stops until the auxiliary engine

puts the driving-engines in operation for another cycle.
^

This furnace was (‘specially (((‘signed

for roasting fine pyrites for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and has given ex(adl(‘iit result s

in that work, fine ore with from 40 to 47 per cent sulphur having been desulphurizi'd to ITi

to 2-6 per cent sulphur, at the rate of from 74 to 10 tons per 34 liqurs.^ In roa.stiiig pyi-dys

for sulphuric-acid manufacture no extraneous fire is used, the pyrites it sell burning fr(‘(‘ly

on the lower shelves. In roasting fine auriferous pyrites down to i or A pm- (a-nt suliihur

preparatory to chlorination, a fire-box connected with the lowest slielf is used wit h the lur-

nace. At the Treadwell mill, Douglas Island, Alaska., six Spence furnaces W(‘n3 us(‘d for

desulphurizing pyrites concentrates for chlorination, with the result Unit slightly than

B tons per 24 hours were roasted “dead,” with an expenditure of J cord of wood jier ion of

ore. Two men per shift attended to six furnaces.

fZTie O^Harco Hoasting-JFurnace (Fig. 3) is a mechanical reverberatory furnac(*- nun It* with
two separate hearths, one for desulphurizing and the other for chloridizing the ore*, lioth

Fig. 3.—The O’Hara roasting-fnrnact*.

processes being performed at one operation. Attached to an <*n(llf*ss chain at |>rop(‘r dis-

tances apart are iron frames formed into a triangular sha|)e; on tlies(* fraiiK's are a iiuiuIhm*

of plows or hoes set at an angle. One set turn the ore toward tlu^ (‘(‘nt(‘r, tfie next s(‘t turn it

in nn opposite direction toward the walls. These plows move through lla^ on* vxvry iniiniti*

and. expose a new surface of ore to the flames and gas(*s. The spac(^ b(‘l weeu tlu* V(M>f and
hearth of each compartment is quite small so as to confine tlu( heat elosf* to (he ore*, 'flia

operation of this furnace is as follows: The ore is fed continually iiit() a hop|*(*r, thnaigh
which it then falls on the upper hearth. The plows, actuated by tlu^ endless chain, stir th**

ore over and over on the hearth and move it gradually to the opening, wh(*n* it falls to tiie

lower hearth. As the ore is passed along in the upper compartnuait it is thoroughl v (Ij».ub
phurized by the heat furnished by the fires, as described, and by tlu* combustion of 'th«‘ snb
phur in the ore. This action is assisted by the oxygem in the .supply as admit t(‘d at intervals
through the sides of the furnace by the openings. For a cliloridizlng roast ing salt is mixed
with the ore as it is fed into the hopper, and becomes thoroughly intermingled wdtb it bv tho
stirring action of the plows. When the ore falls through the ('){)ening and on to tlu* lo\\*-r
hearth the fall breaks any spongy lumps or masses that niay hav(( Ix'eii formed, and the oi-e
is again stirred over and over, and moved along through tht* flaim? and gases over the h.utn-
hearth by the action of the plows toward the diseharge-opc'ning. T\w (»re has bee* am* Ln-ad*
ually more and more heated in its passage through the upper lamrtli, and by tlo' time tlu*
extra heat is required as stated it comes immediately in front of the sana* fifes which hav**
during the whole process furnished the heat. Ordinarily the ore will la* from fi\e In ten
hours in passing through the furnace, according to its character. Onlv one man is reonired
to attend the fires, no other attention being necessary, as the or(3 may b(‘ fed to tin* furmieebv mechanical means, and discharged from the furnace into a ear, convevm-. or elevatorThis furnace is also used with excellent results for oxidizin<>’ roast im*'
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Cylindrical Furnaces.—The Improved BrucJcner Roasting- Cylinder^ extensively used
both for oxidizing and chloridizing roasting, consists of an iron cylinder, lined with fire-brick,
and provided with two receiving and discharging doors midway in its length, which come
directly under the cliarging hopper, and discharge directly into an iron hot-ore car placed
underneath, or, if desired, into a pit. The cylinder revolves on four rollers, and is caused to
rotate by spur gear-wheels driven by a worih-gear and pulleys. At one end of the furnace is

an iron fire-box, mounted on brick foundations, and having a conical opening to match that
on the cylinder, which is alike in form at both ends, the other end revolving close to the flue-
opening, The furnace and its conical ends (throats) are lined throughout with fire-brick.
Being of smaller diaineter at tlie ends than at the center, the ore is thrown to and fro, chang-
ing its position frequently, and exposing new surfaces and particles to the action of the flames
which draw through from the fire-box at one end to the flue at the other. These cylinders
are commonly made in two sizes, viz. : 6 ft. diameter by 12 ft. long, weighing 15,000 lbs.,

which have an average capacity of 3 to 4 tons of ore
;
and 7 ft. diameter by 18 ft. long,

weighing 28,000 lbs., with an average capacity of 6 to 8 tons. In the latest form of these
cylinders the fire-box is really a car, running on a track at right angles to the longitudinal
direction of the cylinders, and having a short flue in one side that comes exactly opposite the
throat of the furnace. In this way the fire-box can be run opposite a cylinder which contains
afresh charge, and fired on until the sulphur is fairly kindled. Then the movable fire-box
maybe wheeled along to a neighboring cylinder, and the first one left to complete combustion
of the sulphur with free access of air, and undisturbed by the reducing gases that pass up from
an ordinary grate. After combustion of the sulphur it is necessary for a perfect roast to
again connect the fire-box with' the cylinder, and supply a little extraneous heat to
complete the decomposition of the sulphates. It is estimated that two horse-power are re-
quired to drive a charged cylinder at an average speed. At the smelting-works of the Ana-
conda Mining Company, Anaconda, Mont., 156 Briickner cylinders are in constant use,
desulphurizing ore containing about 35 per cent sulphur. The average charge is 0 tons, which
in 24 hours is roasted down to 10 per cent sulphur, or in 30 hours to 3 per cent. For each
cylinder 1 ton of Rock Springs coal (much inferior to that of Pennsylvania) is required per 24
hours. Two men attend to three furnaces. Dr. Peters states that the saving in cost in Butte,
Mont., by using Briicknor cylinders rather than .reverberatory furnaces amounts to 40 per
cent. Mr. R. IL Terhunc states {Tnms, A. I. M. E., xvi, 18) that the best results obtained
with the Bruckner cylinder, 7 x 18 ft, with 4 in. brick lining, oxidizing roasting, at the Germania
Smelting Works, near Salt Lake City, Utah, was the desulphurization of a charge of 8 tons
down to 4 to 6 per cent sulphur, in 24 hours. The amount of fuel used (Pleasant Valley
coal) was 20 per cent of tlie charge, and two men per shift of 12 hours attended to three
furnaces. A cylinder 7 x 22 ft. in size was subsequently introduced at these works, and its re-

sults led Mr, James, the superintendent, to believe that the economic length of the Briickner
furnace had been reached at 22 ft.

Arenfs Improved Briickner Oylmder differs from the preceding in the shape of the roast-
ing-chamher, which is not a true cylinder, but is made in the sliape of a frustrnm of a cone,
its base being turned toward the fireplace. In this frustruin of a cone the ore seeks the
same horizontal level when revolved around its axis as in the Bruckner, and is thus forced
to form a layer of graduating tbickuessin the chamber, with its thin end near the flue end and
its thickest or dcoixjst end toward the fireplace. The flame coming from the fireplace is, of
course, hottest at that end

;
and tliere, in this furnace, it finds the most ore to heat. As the

flame, in its passage tlirough tlie roasting-chamber, loses in intensity, so the ore layer becomes
thirmer

;
and there is less and loss ore to heat until the flue is reached. In tins manner it is

claimed thaf; tlie eliargo is “ done ” simultaneously at all points throughout tlio roasting-
chamlier. This cylinder is usually made 18 ft. G in. long, 7 ft. 3 in. outside diameter at the
large end, and 0 ft. 3 in. at the smallorend.

The White Roasting--Fnrmice (Fig. 4) consists of a long cast-iron revolving cylinder
inclined toward tlie fire end, and fed at the upper end with crushed pulp from stamp batteries

or other pulverizer. The cylinder is made in sections to facilitate transportation. It is

siqiported on four wheels or rings resting on truck-wheels and guided in a central position
l)y rollers in upright frames, and revolved by friction of tnick-wlieels through gears and
pulleys. The angle of inclination is changeable. Tlie cylinder is lined with fire-bri(ik

throughout, and projecting briciks raise portions of the pulp and drop it through tlie

flames, assisting tlie process. Salt for chloridizing is added before the pulp enters the
cylinder. Tlie advantages claimed for this furnace are that it is continuous in its operation,
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discharging its product regularly into a pit at the lowf end and tins roasted pulp need be

withdrawn only as required; also that it submits the ore to a gnu ually increasing tem-

perature, which is the ttue theory of perfect roasting. By olmiiging the mclinatu.n, the ore

can be retained to a longer or shorter period as ^
in three sizes, as follow!: 40 in. by 24 ft., capacity 15 to 20 tons

;
52 in. by 27 It., capacity 20

to 30 tons; 60 in. by 27 ft., capacity 30 to 45 tons. _ , , ,, • • i

The Sowell-White Roasti^-Fwrnace is designed and works upon the same principle ns

the White, but has an auxiliary fireplace at the fine end, through the llanies oi wliieh the

dust from the roasting ore is drawn, and much that would otherwise jiass o|T imoxidiy.ed or

unchloridized is thereby roasted. The larger part o.f the cylinder at the lire end is IiiumI

with fire-brick, leaving the metal on the smaller portion exposed, us llie greatest beat taki‘H

effect at the fire end. Cast-iron spirally arranged shelves assist in raising and slioweriiig

pulp through the flames. This furnace is fed in somewhat the same manner as the White,

and is made in the same sizes, its capacity also being about the saiiie.
. , „

Ilofmami^s Roasting-Furnace, is an improved revolving cylinder furnace, witli a fire-

place and flue at each end. The flues are between the fireplace and cylinder, deseending to

the dust-chambers, which are connected with the main flue. The arrangement is alike on

both sides. By means of dampers the current of the air and gases can be made to pass

through the furnace in either direction. The object of this double lln^place arrangnummt is

to enable the operator to expose the charge of ore to a iiniform teinperat ure. 'ifilie lire is kiuit

first on one place, with closed dampers on the same, side, wliile the^ lluo connection on the

opposite side is open. After a few hours a fire is built in the other fire-l)ox, luid tin* |)ositi(m

of the dampers is reversed. By changing the fire once or twice during roasting, both halves

of the charge are exposed to the required temperature, without overheating one. portion of

the charge, thus, it is claimed, producing a higher and more uniform ehlorination and
diminishing the formation of balls. This furnace is especially suitable for ores whicli (dthiU*

require a very low roasting temperature or a very high one. By closing one of tlic^ large

dampers near the main flue and opening the damper of the descendingfine and corresponding
plug-door, a current of live air can be made to enter the furnace together with 1 lie tlaine,

thus assisting the combustion of the fire-gases and the oxidization of the on*. It is apparent
that this arrangement permits the construction of cylinders of larger eajiacity than it is prac-
tical for furnaces with only one fireplace.

The Douglas Roasting-Furnace is a revolving cylindrical furnace witli a fixed fine within
the cylinder. The ore to be roasted is charged within the anmilar siiace hetiWeen the outer
shell and the central flue, through which the flames draw, as in the .Brl’iekner, \Vhit(\ and
other furnaces of this class. This arrangement constitutes a revolving imillle, in find, and it

is claimed, makes a more efficient oxidizing furnace, as in the ordinary <;ylind(‘r tlie flames,

coming in direct contact with the ore, have a reducing action for a time after (Mich firing.

This evil effect is felt more in the cylinders, which are closed from end to iMid, than in the
ordinary reverberatory furnace, which is furnished with a larg(3 number of sick* o{K*ning8, l»y

each of which more or less air enters to maintain oxidation. In the Bmiglas fnrnaee tin*

admission of air to the roasting ore is regulated by a register at tin* diselmrgc* end. The
loss of heat by its transmission through the walls of the flue is trifling. T'he (h'gn‘<* of heat
required, even at the fireplace end of the cylinder, is small, and hut very lilt It* (d tliis (‘scapes
into the chimney after its passage through a flue of 30 ft. or so in lengt h.

The central flue may be constructed of cast-iron pipe, supported l>y spid(*rs, and the oim* be
agitated by shelves, as in the ordinary cylinder, but a squan* or triangular til(*-fim*, supportod
by heavy tiles built into the lining, is preferable. If the tiles be of good mat(‘ri{d and well
locked together in the cylinder, the flue and its supporting shelves caii not work loose or fail

to pieces. Such a cylinder is converted into three or four imiflles, and the orti is agitat<‘d bv
a gentle rolling motion, which, it is claimed, is preferable to the pounding action to whieji
the particles are exposed when dropped from shelves, and which CMise-hanTens tluMu during
the plastic state through which most ores pass in the early stage of r(»a.sting. AnotluM'
advantage claimed for the fine consists in reducing the ciinniit of air in contact, with tin' <»n‘,

and therefore the amount of dust carried into the diist-chambcr. In ordm* to burn th<‘ c(»m-
biistion gases, and supply the necessary surplus of oxygen to the ore, the amount, of air and gas
striking the ore in the ordinary cylinder is necessarily much griMiter and tin* current more
rapid than that which is admitted to the roasting compartments only of tlic fiiu'-cvlindm*.

An ore liable to sinter, such as galena, or matte ricli in lead, as wVll as tii<‘ higher gra(l(‘s
of copper matte, can not safely be roasted in the confined inacces>il)le space of th(‘ cylindm*;
but all other ores and products can be calcined in this furnace.

Works forReference: Roastmg Gold and Silver Ores, by Guido Kfist(‘l, 1HS0- fsavhioi}
Gold and Silver Ores, by C. H. Aaron, 1881

; mtallurgy of Silver, Gold, mid Mnrun/ in fhv
United by T Egleston vol. i, 1887, vol. ii, 189() ; Mefallurgy of Gold, by ‘.Manind
Kissler, 1^891; Silver, hj U&nvieX Eissler, 1889; Modem Awvrivmi M, thuds of
Copper-Smeltmg, by E. D. Peters, Jr., 1891 ; The Liwiviaiion of Silver Oreswith Ihipusuluhiiv
Solutions, im; CUoridizing, Roasting, and Lixiviafion at Yedras, liy George .l'. Kookuell
Engineering and Mining Journal, February 4, 1888, et sea,

’
j *

-
SMELTING. Smelting-furnaces may bo divided into t hree* gen(‘ral elas*.;(»s,

VIZ, shaft-furnaces reverberatory furnaces, and retort or closed-vessel furnaeii In furnaees
of the first class the charge and fuel are in intimate contact, there being no independenlhearth or fireplace In furnaces of the second and third classexs the fu(*rand cuv an* k(‘td
separate, the fuel being Durned on an independent hearth. The Bessemer (am vert er, us(*,l in
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steel-making, and tiie Manhes converter, used in copper-smelting, are omitted from this classi-
fication. In lead-smelting in this country shaft-furnaces are invariably used; in copper-
smelting, shaft or reverberatory furnaces, according to the character of the ore. The large
shaft-furnaces used for the reduction of iron-ores are described elsewhere (see Furnaces,
Blast), h'or the reduction of zinc and quicksilver ores retort-furnaces are employed.

The shaft-furnaces used in lead and copper smelting are known as Pilz furnaces if their
horizontal section is circular, or Raschette furnaces if it is rectangular. Pilz furnaces are
now very little used. Although the circular form possesses certain advantages, experience has
shown that the ordinary blast used in lead and copper smelting, seldom exceeding 1 lb. per
sq. in., can not well penetraie to the center of a charge in a furnace of greater diameter than
50 in. The size, and consequently the capacity, of a Pilz furnace are therefore limited.

The general construction of the Raschette furnace, which is used in lead-smelting, is shown
in P'ig. 1. The crucible, resting upon a solid foundation, is built of fire-brick and lined with
fire-clay, the whole being surrounded by a curb of thor-

oughly braced wrought-iron plates. Upon the brick-work
within the curb is placed the water-jacket, which is make
of wrought-iron boiler-plate in four parts, two side and
two end pieces. It is so constructed that no seams appear*
next to the fire, and all four parts are bound by wrought-
iron forgings, which can be quickly unfastened wlien nec-
essary. Cast-iron si;)outs a, re riveted to the jackets for
overnow and feed wa,ter. Ibind-lioles are also provided for
cleaning out sediment, and in tlie side jackets are openings
for tlie tuyeres, the niiml)er of wliich va)*y witli the size of
the furnace. Four iron eoliunns. resting upon the founda-
tion of the furnace, support the brick-work above tlie water-
jacket, the brick -work resting ujion a deck-frame of
wrought-iron I-lieams, united by Wrouglit-iron plates and
bolts. Angle-iron corner - liinders hold the brick -work
against all cracking, ddie slag-sjiout is sliown at the end
of the furnaeo, the' lead-well at t,hc side, and the charging
door just above tlio upper floor.

The furnace is surrounded witli a largo pi^ie of galvan-
ized iron, called the bustle-jiipe, to receive the air-blast

from the main Iilast-pipo and distribute it to the tuyere.s.

Tlie bustle {lipe is comiected with the tuyeres by Ilexihle

pilies, nsiudly made of eanvas. dhie tuyeres are short, con-
ical iron t)ipi3s pointing into the furnace, passing through
the water-jacket. 1’he outer ends of the tuyeres can bo
opened, so that a rod may lie inserted to clear them of slag
if they should IxH'omo thus clogged. The furnace sliown
in Bh'g, 1 is (U[uipp(‘(l with the Deverenx adjustable tuyeres.
'These consist of a loose iron sleeve, (uist with a central boro
at a considerabki angle, and capalile of being quickly re-

volved liy the hand t.o jioint the blast np or down at any
angle between tlie extremes. 'The tuyere rests in the tu-

yere-liole formed by a bronze-metal tube in the water-jacket,
and is thus (iooled.*

The average; size of tlie Kas(;hette furnaces used at Den-
ver, Clol., wh(;ro llie [iriietiee of lead-smelting has h(*en ear- Fig. i.—Raschette furnaeo.
ried to a liiglim* degree of perfecftion tlian anywhere else in
the world, is 551 in. wide and 100 in. long. 'The average amount of ore smelted in these fur-
naces is 40 t,ons per 24 hours, ^riio largest furnace in use is (K) in. wide and 120 in. long, the
water-coohid tuyer(;s })rotniding f> in. on either side. The ca,])acity of this furnace is 80 tons
tier 24 houi-s. T\w average cost of smelting in Denver is |4.75 |)er t;on, excluding the cost of
roasitiig, which amounts to aliout |2 per ton. I a,m indebted to Prof. II. 0. Ilofman, of the
MassaeliuseKs IiistB.ute of Ikxlinology, for the foregoing lignres.

The geiK'ral e.onstruetion of the Raschette furnace u.sed for smelting copper-ores is similar
to tFa,t us(;(l for lead, the main point of difference being the crueilile. For the reductioti of
oxidize,d on;s furnae.es wiili an interior crucible are generally used. Fig. 2 shows a, furnace
of this type, 55 in. wide at the tuyeres and 00 in. long, designed by Carl 11 e.n rich for the
Detroit (h>ppe-r Company’s smelting-works at Morenci, Arizona. It consists of a lower and
an upp<;r wa4,(;r-ja(lv(;t of wrought iron, the lower one supported from the ea,st- iron bottom
|)lato and sliorl eolumns, the n|)per one resting upon four long columns by mea;ns of cast-iron
lugs or l)ra('k(;t.s. Ht;twt;en the lower jacket and bottom plate is a wrought-iron <iurh, con-
fining flu; metal cnie.ibh;, whicdi is formed with fire-clay. Above the upper ja(;k(‘t is a, short
sheet-iron (.*asing, (;xt(;nding to the charging floor and lined with one thickness of llre-briek.

and cont-a,ining tJie outlet for connection to dust-chamber, A floor-plate of ca,st iron is pro-
vided witli insidi; hop]i)(;rs. Tlie stack is of telescope pattern, the stationary part being pro-
vided with roof-plate and umbrella, while tlie movable part is provided with’balanee-weights,
that p(;nnit pushing it up out of the way when the furnace is in operation, and allows it to

be quicjkly lowerixl when blowing out. Two water-jackets are inti'ociuced to provide a water-
cooled surfaco from crucible to the top, in order to do away with brick almost entirely. Both
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, , . , ^ ("two side and two end |)i(‘(*es). ^j'here
upper and lower jackets are two in ea-li lower end jack<'l. Two
£i.re fourteen tuyeres, five m each lo

(listincd. scdsof wat(M'-pi[)es a,re |n‘<>vi(l('(l

i

for water supply a,n(l discluirge. A
galvanii^ed bastle-|)ipo surrounds the

furnace, and connection to t.uyen3 el-

bows and nozzles is nuule l)y canvas

hose. Tlie tuyere (dhows or nozzles ar(‘

provided with a ball-end, whicli inak<‘s

a universally adjustabhi joint in the

tuyere, whicli is made to suit it

.

The cims-seetion of this furna(*<> at

the tuyeres is JtJ X (>(> in., wliile H) in.

—^ higher up a bosh is b(‘gun, so that. dO

in!" above the t.uyei'es the', eross-se<*tiou

is enlarg’cd to 45 X 'AS in. '’The tour

lower cast-iron jackets terminate at

11 this point, where’ they arc^ surinounted
by the otlier four, which still divergu^

slightly, so that at t.luur upper surface,

7 ft. 0 in. abov(^ the tuyi'ri'S, tin* fur-

nace ha,s a,n inside si'ction of n-t X H?

in., which is rctaiu(‘d to tlie charging

Fia. 2.-Raschette furnace.
pots arra.ng(‘d on wluads tor eonvenaujt

dumping. In this manner, chilling over the metal in the crucible and th(‘. t rouhlesoint' fr(M*z«

ing of the tap-hole are avoided. The formation of sows is also prevented liy th(* imnuMliate
escape of the fused ore from the powerful reducing action of tlu^ fuivi. Provision is made \n

prevent any escape of blast under the breast, either by so thoroughly eov{‘ring th(‘ orifuM* and
channel that only a minute groove exists, which is constantly tilled to its utmost capaeily
with molten ore, which soon forms an impervious cover to its eharuud; <»r hy so rai.sing tlie

terminal slag-spout, and lowering the anterior wall of the furmuas that, the blast is siMsircIy

trapped, just as sewer-gas is prevented from escaping in an ordinary drain, 'hhis system of
exterior crucibles was introduced in this country by Mr. James Douglas, fir., at his* IMumiix-
ville Works in 1879.

Fig. 2.—Raschette furnace.

The height of the furnace depends upon the character of the ore and the (piality uf thf
fuel; refractory, siliceous ore, and dense, strong coke rc(|ui ring and permitting tli(‘emph>y-
ment of a higher furnace than the opposite conditions. With l)a.si<^ and caisily fm ihij' mvs
any height above 10 ft. (from tuyeres to charging door) is rarely met with : (‘V(m with nd’rai-tory
ores the danger of reducing metallic iron and the general mnmmagealnlity of a high fnrnat'c
practically limits the height to 14 ft. Dr. E. D. Peters givixs the cost of* smelting* an (‘asily

fusible copper-ore in a circular water-jacket furnace, 42 in. in dia,met(‘r, having a eaparity of
56 tons per 24 hours, as |1.98 per ton in the East, and J|(>.4() ]m' ton in Arizona.

The Herresho^ff Furnace is a modification of the above. It has a. fln'-heart h. or w«‘ll. which
is sometimes, for convenience of removal, placed on wheels, thongli mon‘ fnapiently it rests
upon solid ground. The bottom of the furnace consists merely of a, eirimlar, eonea v(f t*a’4 inm
plate, firmly bolted to the lower border of the water-jacket, which extmids about 12 in. Im-1ow
the tuyeres. The bottom is covered with a single cour.se of firohiakdv rest ing mi a shallow
layer of sand. The outlet of the furnace is a small circular opiaiing in the water- jaoket.
There is a similar opening in the back wall of the movable hearth, which is proteejed i^v a
small, separate water-jacket. Thus is formed a short, water-cooled chaimel from the furnace
to the fire-hearth. The slag-discharge from the fore-hearth is several inches higher t haii t his
channel, so that the latter is covered several inches deep with molten material, and t he blast is
completely trapped. The slag runs out from the fore-hearth eontimiously

; tlx* matte is tappi*d
at intervals. In the latter operation the slag-spout is plugged witli a hail of plastic (Jav so
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that the blast is tightly confined even after the molten material has descended below the top of
the channel from the furnace. As it is sometimes impossible or inadvisable to close the tap-
hole in the fore-hearth at the exact moment when the last of the matte has escaped and the
first of the slag begins to flow, a tilting launder is arranged between the matte-spout and the
molds, which, when held up by a chain, conducts the liquid to the regular molds, but when
released by a catch, turns upon a horizontal pivot and conveys the slag in the opposite
direction, where it is cast in proper shape for resmelting.

According to Dr. E. 1). Peters, from whose Modern American 31ethods of Copper-Smeltmg
this description is taken, tlie cost of smelting in a large Herreshoff furnace is very low. The
number of men requii-cd per furnace is 10. With gas-house coke and repairs exceptionally
low, the cost per ton of ore at the Ijaurel Hill Chemical Works, Long Island City, N. Y., does
not aggregate 80 cents per ton of ore. The average charge of ore in the 48-in. circular fur-
nace at those works was 56 tons per 24 hours, and of the 60-in. furnace 84 tons. At Butte,
Mont., a 48-in. furnace, with 6 2-in. tuyeres and -g-l^* blast, smelted from 60 to 65 tons of cal-
cined pyritic concontra,tes daily.

Elliptical eupola furnaces, provided with sectional cast-iron jackets, forming a bosh 20 in.
high immediately above the tuyere level, are used for treating the slags resulting from the
fusion of the “ mineral” of Lake Superior in reverberatory furnaces. In these cupolas, in
place of distinct tuyere-openings, a |-in. slot encircles the entire furnace, just below the
water-bosh. Below the tuyeres is a crucible 34 in. deep, nearly the full size of the furnace,
closed by a drop-bottom. The water-bosh, which is 22 in. high, consists of curved sections of
cast iron, fitted closely together. The cupola is 7 ft. 6 in. high, from tuyeres to charging
door, and has a major axis of 7 ft. and a minor axis of 4 ft. 9 in.

Reverheratory Mirnaces are constructed of very varied forms and dimensions, but the prin-
ciples of all arc the same. They consist of two jnain portions—-the fireplace (either an ordi-
nary grate or a gas-producer) and the laboratory part, the fuel being separated from the ore,
or the materials to be heated, by means of a fire-bridge, which is simply a wall of refractory
brick, usually furnished with an air-channel to keep it cool. The flames draw over this bridge
and reverberate into the laboratory part, which is connected by means of a flue with the
chimney, which serves for the withdrawal of the consumed gases and the production of
draft. The reverberatory slagging-furnaeo used in lead-smelting is a modification of the re-
verberatory roasting-furiiaco (sec Eurnacks, Roastino). It has two hearths, one a step higher
than the other, the lower hearth being next the fire-bridge. The raw ore, having been fed in at
the flue end of tlie furnace, is gradually worked forward, being desulphurized on the way, and
is finally pushed down to th(‘. lower hearth, wliero the heat is rnoro intense, and the ore is fused
or agglomerated, Hu is propa,ring it for the blast-furnaces, lids practice is not pursued every-
where, in many places it lieing the eustorn to feed the roasted ore to the blast-furnaces with-
out slagging. At Denver and Dueblo, Col, however, the tendency seems to bo distinctly in
favor of the preliminary slagging.

Eeverberatory furnaces for copper-smelting are in general use in Swansea, and the method
is, in fact, distinctly Welsh. In certain copper regions of the United States, also, furnaces of
this class aris exclusively used. The American reverberatories a,re modeled closely after those
of Wales, which have been in use for many years, the only improvements having been in their
size, wliieh there is a consta,nt tendency to incriiase, with tlie consequent gain in capacity.
The hearth of Die copjier-rcwerlieratiory is usually a,n elongated oval, trie exterior shape of the
furnace being rectangular, however. In an ordinary furnace the hearth is about 15 ft. long
and 10 ft. wide, the eapa/City of a furnace of this size being about 16 tons per 24 hours. At
tlie works of the Boston & Colorado Smelting Co., at Argo,
CoL, Mr. Richard Piuire-e lias iivt.rodiieed furnaces with hoartlis

24 X 14 ft., thereby increasing the capacity to over 28 tons
per 24 hours.

Within the past; ten years an irniiortant improvement has
been made in coiiper-smelting by tlie introduction by M. Man-
hes of a system of Bessmneriziiig copper matte, and Hie process
is now being quite extensively ustul. The improved Manhes
converter, sucli as is used at the Jerez-Lanteira smelting-
works in Spain, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, of which the former
represents a transverse section of the converter, and the latter

a side eleva,l ion of the converter and its carriage, flflie appa-
ratus consists of an iron cylinder 4 ft. 3 in. in length, having
an outer diameter of 4 ft. 2 in. It is made of iron plates f in.

thick. In tlie iipiier |)a,rt of the cylinder there is an opening
on whicli a conical cliimney is riveted, the highest part of
which has a dia.meter of 22 in. On one side of the cylinder,

and all along its lengtli, mi air-chamber, (7, is fixed, of rectan-

gular shape, and in t-his 11 tuyeres, T T, of ^ in, diameter are
inserted. In front of each tuyere there is a hole made in the outside of the air reservoir, which
is closed by a wooden stojiper.' Through these lioles the tuyeres are kept free for tlie entrance
of the air. At one of the ends of the air reservoir tubes, A, are fixed for the entrance of the
blast, and these tulies are so arranged that,

,

the highest being connected with the air main,
whatever position the converter takes on turning on its axis, the su|)ply of air is kept rip im-
interruptedly. On the outside of the converter, and at half of its length, a toothed segment,
R, is placed," for the purpose of moving the converter on its axis in the manner to bo described

25

Fio. S.—ManliAs converter—
section.
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hereafter. On both sides of this toothed segment, and about 12 in. from the end of the con-

verter, two fiat ribs of iron are placed. Lastly, in the upper part of the converter two strong

hooks are provided to lift it by means of a crane or differential pulley-block whenever required.

The carriage which supports the converter runs on rails, and each wheel has fastened to it

a toothed wheel which gears into a small pinion. By means of the handles, i/, the wheels are

turned, giving to the carriage a smooth forward or

backward movement. On the carriage there are

four loose wheels, R, on which the converter rests,

and which facilitate the movement of the converter

round its axis. For the purpose of complete move-
ment the carriage carries a shaft, in the center of

which is a worm-wheel geared to the tooth segment,

E. The shaft, when operated by the handle, J/,

places the converter in the inclined ijosition suitable

for loading, unloading, blowing, or discharging the

slag as it may be required.

The operation of the Manhes process at Jerez-

Lanteira is thus described by Sehor Sanchez Massia,

who is in charge of the works there : The carriage

runs on rails placed at a level 5 ft. lower than the
floor of the blast-furnace in which the matte is made,
and on being brought in front of the same the lian-

dle, 31, is turned, and the convertor is inclined so as

to allow the matte to run into it. When tlie charge
is in the converter tin's is raised to a vertical [)osi-

tion, and is carried under the chiinney for tlie ont hd,

of the gases and fumes, and after being thus placanl

the air-chamber is connected with the air-main.

The air is then admitted, and the converter inclined

so that the air may enter and go tlirougli the charge

at a convenient depth. This depth varies with tlie

Fig. 4.—Manilas converter and carriage. quality and composition of tlie matte treated, and
may also vary at different stages of tlie operation.

The blast oxidizes the sulphur, arsenic, and antimony, and these pass to the chiinney, wliile

the non-volatile impurities are also oxidized and combine with the silica of the lining. Some-
times silica is added to the charge, by which means the lining is made to last longer. Usual-

ly a lining lasts for 24 hours, and for continual work three converters should be ke|)t, which
is easy enough, as the cost of each is only about 1|?5()0. Should the slag he in excess, the blow-

ing is stopped and the converter inclined to let out a part of it
;
then t,he converter is brouglit

to its proper position and the blowing continued. During the operation a mn,n is k(q)t con-

tinually at work to clear the tuyeres, and, as particles of slag and matte are expelhal front the

converter, the men in attendance are protected by a kind of horizontal umbrella of iron fixiul

on their shoulders. The end of the operation is recognized by the intt'iise grtum (tolor of tlie

flame, which indicates that some copper is being burned. At tliis stage tlie blowing is stop[)od,

the converter inclined, the slag raked out, and the copper run into ingot-molds.

Whatever may be the quality of the ma.tto acted upon, success cim alway.s be attained,

since this depends upqn the depth at which the charge is blown. This depth can always be

regulated by the inclination of the converter. The weight of the (fharge ma,y vary wit Irin

wide limits, but at Jerez-Lanteira it is usually one ton. The time employed in triait ing eiieh

charge varies from 20 to 40 minutes, according to the yield of the matte, the short,('st time
being for the richest matte. The heat left by one charge in the converter is enough for tlie

next,' and therefore, when the working of the converter docs not keep pace witli the smelting

of the ores, it is better to store the excess of matte and remelt it again. The amount, of cokc'

used for smelting is 8 per cent of the weight of the matte. The slag alway.s contains soirn*.

copper, and for this rea,sor it is usually sent back to bo passed tliroiigh the mijxila,. Th(‘ fnim^s

from the converter are made to pass througdi a gallery 55 m. in length, with the olqect of

collecting some of the antimony contained in the ores.

When tlie ManlnSs system of dealing with cm^per mattes is compa;rc(l with tlu^ usual metliml,

a very great economy of fuel is claimed. At Jercz-La,ntcira, where water-power is usihI for

the blowing-engines, the fuel comsiimod is only one seventh of what would be rcciuired in tlie

usual method. The mattes from which the best results are obtained are tlios(‘ cont.aining 20
per cent iron and 25 per cent sulphur. The air is injected at a pressun' of lial f a,n nl.niosphert^

or, say, 7:} lbs. per sq. in. This process has been introduced at tlie works of the I'arrot Silver

and Copper Co., at Butte, Mont., with very good results.

Works for reference: Ilodern American Methods of Copper-Smflting, by F. D. Peters,

Jr., 1891.; Copper-Smelting

,

by IT. M. Howe; Coppier-Smelting, its Jlistorg and PruevHses,

by H. H. Vivian, 1881; Elemefits of 3Iefallurgy, by J. A. Phillips, 1S87; Iniroduriioti to the

Study of Metallurgy, by W. C. Roberts-Austen, 1891; The Mines and Ihsluet ion Works of
Butte, Mont., by E. D. Peters, Jr.. Mineral Resources of the United States, iSHo; (toppm’ Re-
fining in the United States, by T. Egleston. Transactions AmsriGan Inst i tuft' Mining Engi-
neers, vol. ix; The Basic Process applied to Copper-Smelting, by Percy C. Cihhrist, Journal
o f the Society of Chemical Industry, January, 1891; The Bessemeriz iig of ('oppiu* Malti's, by
T. Egleston, School of Alines Quarterly, May, 1885; Lead Slags, by M. W. llc.s, Aimeral
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Resources of tM Undted States, 1883 and 1884; Ijead-Srnelting, by 0. TL Hahn, Mmeral Re-
sources of the. United States, 1880 ;

The Desilverization of Jjcad, by H. O. Mofniann, Mi?ieral
Resources of the United States,, 1887.

Fuse : see Torpedo.
(Hidciiiiir • see Qiiarr?inj?-Mac*,hiries.

GAINlN(MM[A,CHiNES. Graining is grooving at riglit angles to tlie fiber of the wood,
or, more pro[)erly, to tlio length of tlie stick or plank; and it imiiy be done by routing-tools,
cutting both witli their ends and with their sides, making a cdiannel by reason of the tool
ainl the timber liaving relative motion to eaelx other at right a,ngles to the length of the
stick

;
or by saws or cutters mounted on an axis parallel with the face of the timber, and

working the groove with tlieir peripheral cutters
;
or by a saw having ii wobbling motion by

reason of being set at an angle to an axis parallel with the face and length of the piece.

In some of tlie most irnfiroved gaining-maehinery the reciprocating motion of the cutters
is at the same speed back and forth across the timber, so that cutting can be from either side

or both, as desired. In others the table has stops—sometimes as many as 12 in number

—

whicli arc set to locate the position of the gains lengthwise of the timber; and the depth to

whicli the cutters act is determined by movable stops in the front saddle on winch the spin-
dle is carried, so that, wlien the rnaeliine is once set fora particular kind of work, no laying
out is required for duj)lication. In others, again, there is a boring attachment, having both
horizontal and vertical movement, and a radial adjustment by which angular holes may be
bored.

The Benfd & .Margedarit Gaining- MarJiines,—In the automatic traverse gaining-machine,
made by tlie Bentel & Margeihiiit Clo., for cross-gaining, scpiare, angular, and double-angular
gaining, a special point is i.lie arrangement for feeding the cutter-head and carriage across
the table, either liy hand oi* by |)ower feed. The macliine bears a horizontal imindrel across
its front face, a eutter-heml to tlie right, and a table in front. By pressing a lever at the top,

either to the right or to the left, the cutter-head is made to move across the table with long
or sliort stroke, as desired, by power; or the same motion may be more slowly imparted by
operating a haud-wheivl in front of the cutter-head mandrel. A horizontal gang-gaining or
grooving machine made liy the same firm, and brought out during tlie spring of 1892, is in-

tended for cutting a number of grooves or gains at once. There is a long horizontal mandrel,
bearing a nuinbm* of heads which are adjustable in their distance ajiart. The material is

clamped and held secunviy on the table which moves across tlie macliine under the cutter-
lieHids. It has botli powm* ami hand feiui. Its use is specially appropriate for making filing-

cases, desks, and similar work. It t.a.kes in work np to 8 ft. 2 in. long and 24 in. wide.
The Berry & Orton (iainAng-iUacJiins .—A macliine whicli is a combination of a cross-

gainer and grooving imufhine, a,mi a tliree-sfiindle vertical boring-maehine, is made by Berry &
Oi'ton. It has a carriage or talile a.s long as tlie longest timbers to lie worked, mounted on roll-

stands so as to be readily and ra.|)i(Uy moved by power or hand; and this has right and left

traverse in front of two (tolumns, one of wliicli, to the left, bears Hie vertical boring-spiudlos,

and the other, t() the right-, the tu'oss-gainiiig liead. The ca,rriage ha-s the same stops and
bolsters as are menlioiuMl in connection witli tlie gain ing-niac.hine

;
and the three spindles of

the lioring-maidiine ha-ve lioth vertical and horizontal adjustment, and are brouglit to their

work by (jiiiuit-er-balanei'd levers. The object of this nuKdiine is to save Inindling by doing
all the operations of gaining, grooving, aiul boring of a piece of timber when once in position

on the talile.

The Ray Groover- fleadu—A very desirable addition to grooving-machines is the solid ex-

pansion groover-liead, shown in Fig. I, and which is arrangml so that without removing or

changing the cutters they will

ex tend to double their width.
There are two disks, ha,ving a
distanei*-washer hetwiam them,
and (S'udi bearing a tool lied seor-

ing-bit on each side. TIkm’i*, are
also ill (‘aeh disk slots which re-

ceive the edges of gainiiig-lnt.s

ha-ving the rniuimum widtli

which it is desired to ga-in witli

the hea,d. For gaining I his min-
imum width each of the galii-

irnt-hits is ludd liy both the
disks

;
Imt for iiicnuising t lio

widt h the disks are placeil far-

tlier aiairt, s<) iliat eacli hit, is held G -Fay grooviw-head.

liy only one edgi‘., in only one (lisk.

The Ifoyt (ho)overdflead .—An expansion-gaining or grooving-head, made l>y Hoyt & Bro.,

consists of a luil) having two radial projections, on each of which there is bolted a tool-

holder, each tool-holder bearing two tools, one of which is parallel to tlie railial {irojections from
the lull), and tlie other a,t a- desiralile angle thereto. By set-screws tliese tools may be set in

and out so as to cut to a greater or Jess width.
In Hie use of tlie gaiiiing-machhie it must be remembered tliat one head will do for all

work when the width of the ga.iiis exceeds that of the cutters
;
altliough, of course, where

there are many gains to be cut of a width greater than any cutter on hand, it may be best to
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use wider cutters in order to save the time of the machine. This is a commercial question,

the solution of which must be effected on the ground and with full knowledge of the condi-
tions

;
but it is well to remember that the machine lends itself to either way of working.

One piece of work to which the gaining-maehine is specially well adapted is in the prepara-
tion of hatch-gratings, or other light work of that character, where a iiuniber of pieces can
be done at once and with accuracy, so that they will fit together in erecting.

Gap-Latlie: see Lathes, Metal-Working.
Gas-Engines: see Engines, Gas. Gas, Fuel: see Gas-Producers. Gas-Enrnace: see

Furnaces, Gas. Gas-Generator: see Aerial Navigation. Gas-Pressure Regulator: see

Regulators.

Gaskets, Packing : see Packing.

GAS-PRODUCERS. Gas-Fuel.—The increasing use of various kinds of gas as fuel,

both in the industrial arts and for domestic purposes, makes important a knowledge of the
different processes for producing fuel-gas, and of the heat-giving power of the several kinds.

An elaborate study of this subject is given in a paper by W. J. Taylor, read before the Amer-
ican Institute of Slining Engineers, February, 1890 {Transactions, vol. xviii),

“ The extravagant claim,” says Mr. Taylor, “ of some oil-gas advocates is still heard, that
by vaporizing oil with steam and then passing the mixture through a coil of hot iron pipe, an
oil-water-gas containing 26,600 heat-iinits is formed from 1 lb. of oil carrying originally 21,-

000 heat-units, while the only energy expended on the gas has been by the introduction of a
little steam and a little extraneous heat. Theoretically, 1 lb. of oil converted into water-gas
carries 26,600 heat-units, but this is only obtainable by a large expenditure of energy, the
amount of which is difficult to calculate; even with apparatus of theoretically perfect effi-

ciency, it could not be less than the quantity of heat added to the calorific energy of the oil.

The cheapest artificial fuel-gas per unit of heat is common producer-gas, or “air-gas,” as it

might be termed, since the oxygen for burning carbon to carbon monoxide is derived mainly
from air. The associated atmospheric nitrogen dilutes the carbon monoxide, making air-gas

the weakest of all useful gases—that is, the lowest in combustible, both by weiglit and by
volume. Next in the order of heat-energy comes water-gas, in which tlie oxygtm for com-
bining with carbon to form carbon monoxide is derived from water-vapor, and hydrogen is

liberated. For equal volumes, this gas has- more than double the calorific power of air-gas.

Third in the ascending scale stands coal-gas, the ordinary illuminating gas distilled from
bituminous coal, which carries more than double the heat-energy of water-gas. Last, and
highest in the list, is natural gas, which we can not duplicate in practice by any known pro-
cess. The calorific power of natural gas is about 50 per cent greater than that of coal-gas.

The introduction of natural gas for metallurgical purposes has largely stimulated the pro-
duction and use of artificial gas made from coal and from oil, if the vapors of the latter can
be fairly considered a gas.”

The Loomis Gas Process.—This process was introduced in 1887, and has come into ex-
tended lise in the United States and Europe, producing gas for fuel and illuminating pur-
poses from bituminous slack coal, anthracite screenings, and other low-cost fuels. Esseutially
a water-gas process, the producer or blast-gases of excellent quality are sticeessfully applied
to industrial work, making in combination with the water-gas a very economical fvufi-gas

plant. Fuel-gas made by this process is being distributed in cities

and towns for domestic uses, and is applied to a great va,riety of in-

dustrial work, such as steel-molting, melting iron, brass, copper,
silver, and other metals, tube and plate welding, smiths’ forges, re-

heating, hardening, tempering, and annealing furnaces, jH)tt(‘ry-

kilns, etc. For illuminating purposes the wat(‘r-gjis is’ eiitier (*aV-

bureted or the noii-luminoiis gas used with imaindescent luirners,

such as the Welsbach. Figs. 1 and 2 show sections of tlu‘ genera-
tor, which is a cylindrical iron or steel shell 7 to 10 ft. in diameter,
and from 12 to *14 ft. in height, lined with fire-V)riek. a is the toj)

door for feeding fuel and supplying air for eoml)ustion, d is the
water-gas oxitlet, M. and N cleaning doors, b fire-l)rick arches for
grate, 0 passage for producer-gas to cooler. Figs. a,nd 4 r(‘pre-

sent complete plant of two gmnenitors. With fire in tlie gcau^ra-

tor, the exhauster D draws air into the to{) door a down through
the bed of fuel, the resultant producer-gas being drawn up t hrough
the vertical cooling-boiler iJ to the exhauster, and by it (h'livered

into the jmoducer-gas holder. Wlieri tlie fuel is in a. state of in-

candescence the top door a is closed, and the blast stoinied bv
closing the valve E; steam being admitted at E passes up tfirougfi
the hot carbon, the resultant water-gas passing out at the to|) of
the generator through the seal ALind scrubber (7 to tlu^ water-gas
holder. Producer-gas can be made continuously, and enriched by
admitting steam into the top of the generator. The quantity of
water and producer gas varies with the kind and (pudit v of tlu^ 'fmd

Fm. 2. used and the method of operating. The average. mid«ris from .‘15,-

Figs. 1, 2. -Gas-generator. 000 to 45,000 cub. ft. of water-gas, and from 100,000 to 150,000 cub.
ft. of producer-gas, from a ton of coal.

The following analyses are of gases of an average quality, and not made under exceptional
conditions

:
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Wiitfir-pjfts.

C.Oa
CO..
H . .

.

Heavy liydrocarix)!! .

.

Marsh-gas

4 * 00
as-ooi
55 -

7(5
I

(V 40 f

5
-

0(5 J

n-si8

00-72 coDibustible.

00a
00.
H..
N..,

Producer- p;afl.

;
[•
32-30 eombiistibla

! (54-70

100-00

100 00

77i,e Ros<i Fad-GaH Fromnn is n combined water and oil gas metliod, prineipal object
aime{i at being tlie t,borough (l(*c(>in position of the hydrocarbons l)y injecting them in sniall
quantities at a uuml)er of (lifTercml points, i.hus avoiding the cooling down of the a|)paratus
whicli would grow out of ifie introduction of large quantities of hydrocarbons at any one
point. Tlie })i-o(*(‘ss will be found fully described in United States letters patent to J. M.
Itose, dabid ()(dob(‘r bi, 1801.

T/ni Archer Fud-Gan Proeem has recently beem introduced into iron and steel works in
the United Stu,ics witli very satisfactory results. Orude Lima oil is generally tlie fuel used,
but other low-class oils or residuum left from crude oil after tlui id ivininatihg oil has be(3ii

removed m-c also suii.alde. -The oil is forced by a small pump tlirough a |-in. pipe into the
producer in wliieh tht‘, gjis is made. During its passage from tlKi pumj) to the producer the
oil is heated by passing 1;hrough a coil of pipes forming part of the apparatus. On I’eaching
the vaporizers the oil is l)i-()iight into contact with steam, superheated in a similar manner,
by which it is instantaneously decomposed, and a gas of great heating power is the result
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For heatin? purposes the gas is eonyeyed immediately as it is made through pipe.s to the f.u-

nace or burner where, by the admixture of atmospheric air, perlect combustion is obtained in

Gas-Prodwer is shown in Pig. .'j. The oliject of the revolviiig

bottom is to avoid thf difflcultv of getting rid of the ash and clinker common to all tlic ohler

Ks ot product whh s“ifary I'atesf The revolving bottom is o grcijter diameter Uiau

the bottom of the combustion-chamber, and placed at such a distiiiict thtiUioni tliat, when it

is revolved, the ash. which forms its own dome or slope at an angle oi about oo
,
is discharged

nniformlv by its own gravitation over the peripneiy amt

into the sealed ash-pit below (which is under pressure), a 1

without stopping the producer, or much interierence witii

making gas. The grinding is done as fast as the asn rises

too far above the central air and steam discharge, eveiy

6 to 24 hours, according to the rate of working*. Inc door

of the ash-pit is opened once a day for taking out tlie ash

and clinker. The injected air and steam are introducea

through a central pipe and discharged radially therelroin,

in order to prevent too much travel of the gas next tlie

walls, which is the line of least resistance, the opening be-

ing placed at a point sufficiently high to clear the required

bed of ash.
. . n v

The Americcb7% Oil- Gas Machine^ recently invented by

E. P. Reichelin and George Machlet, Jr., of the Ammcan
Gas-Furnace Co., is described by the inventors as follows:

The oil is disintegrated by contact with a powerful stream

of air, which enters through the bottom of the generator.

The resulting spray is driven successively through a num-
ber of compartments closed by perforated disks, the holes

in which are graded in fineness upward, each hole or per-

foration acting as a spraying tube, and this spray boeornes

liner and finer until the topmost disk discharges only a

homogeneous mixture of air and atomized oil. The vio-

lent atomizing of the oil produces intense cold, and the

moisture contained in the injected air is condensed and

frozen into small bodies of ice, which return with t ho oil

that does not pass from the generator as gas to a tank be-

low it, where it melts and deposits as water. The desired

pressure in the generator and the proportionate suiiply of

oil are maintained by self-acting devices. The oil return-

ing from the generator unconverted is resubjected to the spraying |)r(>eess until eon
The returning oil only comes in contact with the fresli air injected, while fn^sli oil, wlii<di is

fed into a separate compartment, replaces the oil converted into gas. Tlie gus is of gtHal

Fio. 5.—Taylor’s gas-prod u<?er.

separate compartment, replaces the oil converted into gas.

quality for mechanical purposes, producing a minimum of oxidation.”

OitJG-E-SAW. On all sawing-machines it is desirable to liave a gauge whiffii is at onc<^

accurate and easily operated. There are numbers of tlicm upon tlm market, some for .sfjnan*'

work only, others only for bevel work. One which is shown (Fig. 1) is a eombinntion gauge,
made by H. L. Beach, for both square and beveled sawing. Its essential or main feature Is Uu^

Fig. l.—Oombinatfon gauge-saw.

use of an eccentric and lever for locking its two adjustable portions. There is a slid i fig piece
running in a groove regulating the distance of the gauge from the saw-disk : and this, hy a
single motion of its lever, is loosened or tightened. The fence proper is pivoted on a hori-
zontal axis, and may be set at any degree of bevel with the vertical, as indic^atcul by a THdnttT
and a graduated cireumferenee

;
the same simple eecentrie and lever loosening or locking it

by a pinching device. There are two adjusting set-screws for keeping it in alignment with
the saw. It may be readily attached to any common saw-table.

Gauge : see Measuring Instruments, Mechanical. Gauge-Lathe : see Liathes?, Wood
Working.
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. GAUGES, STEAM. Bristors Becording Pressure-Oauge .—This instrument (shown in

Figs. 1 and 2) is a recent iiivention of Prof. VV. II. Bristol, of the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology. Fig. 1 represents the instrument complete and ready for application. Pig. 2 shows
the pressure-tube with the inking-pointer attached

;
the front of case, dial, and cover of clock

being removed. Tlie pressurft-tvil>e A is of flattened cross-section, and bent into approxi-

mately a sinusoidal form. A llexiblc strip of the same metal as the tube, is secured at the

ends and a,long tlie bands, as shown in Fig. 2. The bent tube may be considered as a series

of Bourdon springs f)laced end l.o end. Pressure applied to the tidie produces a tendency to

straighten each Ixmd, or collectively to elongate the whole. This tendency to lengthen tlie

tul)c is resisted by tlie Ilexilile st.ri{) B, and thereby converted into a multiplied lateral motion.

The inking-pointer is attiaeluMl direeddy to tlie cud of the pressure-tube, as shown in Pig. 2.

The usual' mechanism and multiiilyiug devices are dispensed with, since the motion of tlio

tube itself is fiosit ive and of sutlhdcnt range. The special advantage of this is evident, con-

sidering tliat in all other pn^ssu re-gauges the movement of the tube or diaphragm is small,

and recpurcs a system of nuMdianism to multiply tlie motion many times before it is availalile

for indicating piirposes. Thiise multiplying devices, even umler the most favorabhj conditions,

are lialile at juiy momiuil, lo lie a source of error. In the instrument illustrated the tube is

designed for a, Vangi3 of IHO lbs. per s(|. in. ;
for other ranges lU sensitiveness inay lie varied

at will, by changing its proportions, as length, shape of cross-section, or thickness. The
printecl cliarts for receiving the rec-

ord make one revoluliem in 24 hours,

a,ml n.re iirovided wii-h radial a,res amt
concentric circles, the divisions on tdio

radial arcs corresponding to dilTiu-

ences in pressure, wliile tliose on the!

concentric circles corri'spond l.o the

hours of the llay a,nd night, ddie in-

strument is adai>t:ed for a vacuum as

well as for a pi*essurivga,uge. and, if

sudiciently sensitive, it will s(‘rv(3 as

a barometer, and mea,sure cduinges of

atmospheric pn^ssnre. Anot.her ap-

plication of tlie pressurc-tub(3 is in

the recording tlKunnonuvl in*, 'riie tviVie

may be filled with a very (‘xpansilile

1* piid, sncli as alcohol, and sealed.

Variations in temperat.ure produce
exfiansion of the inclosi^d liquid,

which in turn give (lellections of the

tube to (*,()rrt‘K|)ond.

OEAK-CUTTINU MAOHINES.
Broian S /SlKirpe's Aui<miaHc Gear-

shown in Fig. 1, is automatic

in all its motions, cutting through
for ea.eh tooth, and ri^volving the

wheel until n.U the ti'et.h are cut. thus

enabling the operator lo attend to

other work. Tlu‘. indexing is done 1.—Gear-cutter,

by a worm and worni-wheel moved by t . w i

ehiiti^e-Kcars. 'I’hft blank being- put in place, and the enttor-head adpislod for length ol

Stroke, tiie wheel is lowered by a screw having a dial reading to thoiisandth.s ol an inch, until
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the proper depth of cut is obtained, when the cutter passes through the blank and back by a
quick return movement

;
the wheel is then moved the proper distance for the next tooth, and

so on until finished. The cutter-head is adjustable at any angle for cutting bevel-wheels, the
degrees being marked on a graduated arc, no other change being required. There is also pro-
vision for moving the cutter out of center each way, for cutting bevel-wheels.

.Bilgram^s Bevel-Gear Gutter is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The principle of the machine is

explained as follows : It is possible to make with any system of interchangeable gears a rack

Fig. 3.

Figs. 2, 3.—Bilgram’s bevel-gear cutter.

which will correctly gear with any wheel of t he set. Any wheel that gears correctly with this

rack must therefore also gear correctly with any other wheel of tlie set
;
and from tins it

follows that if any number of wheels are made to gear correctly with this rack, mu.st

also gear correctly with one another. If the wheels were made of some soft, material, say
wax, the teeth could be formed by simply rolling the blank into the rack, care being takeri

tliat the pitch-line of the blank will roll on that of the rack witliout slip. '!rh(‘ desirable

clearance can be obtained by giving this rack just the converse of elejiranc<\ Gears are, how-
ever, made of material that can not be removed by pressure, and tlic process must i.li(‘reforo

be modified. The teeth of the rack might be made of hardened steel, wit h sharp edges at t ho
ends; and by giving them a lateral motion the material could bo cut away instead of being
pressed to one side. The diagram (Fig. 2) shows how the tooth of an involute rack would
cut its way through the rolling blank, thus forming one of the spaces between two t<M‘I li.

This is, in fact, the process by which this gear-cutter accomplishes its work, '’fihe cutting-
tool represents one tooth of a rack pertaining to an intereliangeable set of geiirs, and it obt ains
a reciprocating motion in the manner of a shaper-tool, while the blank recavives a movement
as though it were rolling on its pitch surface. In bevel-gears the tool repr(^s(mt ing t he r}ud<-

tooth, while cutting, passes through the varying depths or pitches : tluuxdon' th(‘ straight line
or involute rack-tooth is the only available one for this purpose. The i,ool, inst ead of running
parallel with the pitch line, must run parallel with the bottom of the spae(‘. ''Iliis will be
more readily understood if it is considered that the rack of a bevel-gear is notliing (^Lse l)ut a
bevel-gear forming a pitch angle of 180° at the apex, or a, flat, circular disk', with teid h con-
verging from the circumference toward the center. The tool, in cutting, should follow the
outline of the teeth of this imaginary plane-wheel

;
and it is evident, therefore, that only one

side of the converging space can be formed con-ectly at a time.
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the tool P‘'’“'P‘’'^ parts—the shaper, which holds and operates

that the b
* ’® ovolvor, which holds and moves the blank. In ordertliiU tilt bieink hliali imitate tlie movement of a rolling eone, the axis must in the first nlaoe

whlolTcwdes t\m' bCr accomplish this, the bearing of the Lborwinch camtb tht, lilanL is .secured man mehned position between two upriirhts toasemi-

o/the bl!!nh^'’”m
^ ^ r Vf

‘ oscillated on a vertical axis passingtlirough the apexof the blank, lo complete the rolling action, the arbor mnst, in the second place receivesimultaneously the proper rotation, and this effect is produced in the mtXneTy havTnT^

Ke d bv two flexihrT^r'r “f
the pitch-eonc of the blank) attached to the arbor, aid

from nmlTiiritnWrnf
bands stretched m opposite directions, thus preventing this cone

s'Xo-int 1 ft ? ^Anl
'" hng motion wlum the arbor receives the before-described conical

the ottr^- If aSihed 'to flf^ ffL^k oUireS

the blifh 'if ihf °r
“ is placed on the sidf of the apex oppositeihat on wiichthe blank is placed, in order to avoid an interference with the tool.

siiDnOTtsthLnu^^^^^^^^^ t
ftermittent movement of the semicircular plate which

rSocltfm^
bor, thereby produemg a slowly progressing? rolling of the blank while theicciproeating tool forces its way tlirough the metal. The feed can be reversed or diseneajredaltogether, permitting the blank to be rolled to the one or the other side by a hancl-cranlc.^

Fig. 4.—Automatic gear<cutter.

The arboroarrymg flio blank can be rotated independent of tho rolling cone by moans of aw;orm-wlicol, worm ami index (ilate, which ftnable.s tho blank to be presented to tho cutting (Lf
vice at properly .spacei divisions corresponding with the number of teeth of tho desired wheel.

ssontial that the tool should be so adjusted that the lowest point of tho cuttingside should move oxiictly toward the apex of the blank, and, in order to sot tho tool, a gauge
IS provided by which tho tool can be adjusted. A distance-block is used between this gauge
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and the tool
;
this mode admits of a high degree of accumcj", since variations of distances can

readily be detected by the touch when the eye ceases to discmrn.
r w ri

When a wheel is to be cut out of the solid, the tool is at first adjusted at a slight (listarK'c

from its correct position, and after each cut the feed-motion of the cvohei causes the blank

to slowly roll, and allows the tool to cut out the stock in the manner sliown in the diagrani

All spaces are now treated in the same manner by using the index device, wheK'nijon the tool

is properly adjusted for one and then for the other side, each adjustment being iollowed by a,

repetition of the process in order to finish both sides of the teeth.
.

In securing the blank to the arbor, great care must be exercised in placing its apex exactly

in the center of the evolver. A special device enables the operator to gauge the distaiKaMd

the ends of the teeth from the center of the evolver, and whenever this distance agrees wit h

that calculated from the drawing, the apex of the blank is in its right place.
,

The inclination of the arbor which holds the blank is made adjustable, so as to adapt n to

the angle of the desired gear. This adjustment must be exactly concentru^ with t he m\\vr

of the evolver—i. e.. the apex of the blank. The rolling cone is made detachable, in ordt^r t hat.

it may be replaced by such cones as correspond with the angle of the blank to b(j <uit ; but as

the number of cones required would be unlimited, means have been devised to make a liinit(‘d

number of cones suffice.

The tool consists of a triangular bar of hardened steel, forming at the point an angle of dO \

15“ on each side, and held by a special holder. By grinding, it can be more or less truncated

to suit the pitch of the gear to be cut. By this form of tool a higher dcgre(‘ of accuracy is

attainable than with tools having curved faces made to a gauge. The ])ro[)cr up"a.nd-down

and sidewise adjustment is effected by two slides working at right angles, and oiauvit ed by

screws. The clamp which fastens the tool-holder is so constructed that it also c.laiuiis the

slides to the aoron, securing the necessary stability. The box in which the apron works is

made in parts,* and the faces are turned true with the pin-holes, in order to g(‘t thest‘ faces

exactly at right angh's witli

the pin. dluf latter is fa.st

in the apron, and revolves
in the two side's, in which it.

has taper fils that the wi‘a,r

may be taken Uj >. A <!{‘vice

for lifting tlu' apron during
the retiirn-strok(‘ pnvvents
the dragging of tlu^ tool

The tool-bar is uioviul by
a Whitworlh ({uick-returh
motion, wdii(*h is at t ached
directly to the lu'lt-pulh'y.

A double eountt'ixslmrt con-
nected by (‘ou(»‘pull(‘ys is

erniiloyed to ehang(>* tlie

speed, if a short <‘r or longer
stroke is desired.

AVa'f// A tffam itfie

f/eur-Gay/rr (hdg. 4) shows a
machine for cutting spur-
gears only, made by <»ouId
& Kl)erha*rdt

, Ninvark, N. #1.

It is designed t(» cut gears
of a piicli as coarsi' as d-in.

and 2()-iu. fact* in steel, and
is arranged so that, two cut-
ters, one. bhx'king and om*
finishing, may ho placed and
run through ’together. 4'hc
cutter- spindh' has ample
bearings on each side of the'

cutters. The wheels to he
cut are held on lh(‘ liori-

zontal marnlnd, wiiieh has a
rigid outward support ami
bearing. Theeutti'ris held
by a, spindle at riglit angles
to the wu>rk»nian(irel, on a,

slide which is fed automati-
cally by the .scri'w .mmui in
the cult.

The Pratt S Whitney Mack-Cutting Machine, shown in Fig. 5, cuts tlu' te<'th of raoks at
any pitch, the spindle driving two cutters, which block out and finish teeth at tho samo time.
Several racks may be cut at one time. The receiving-table has a vertical adjustment an<i a
transverse horizontal traverse. The feed is automatic, with self-acting adjust,al)l(* stop-mot ion
The cone is driven by a belt, and actuates the cutter-spindle through the medium of gtuirs

Fig. 5.--The Pratt & Whitney rack-cutting machine.
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Stvctsey s I^roeess for G(^7ier(zfing arid Cutting Spur- CeciTs .—A new process for g'onerating;’
and cutting the teetli of spur-wheeis is thus described by Ambrose Swasey, of the firm of
Warner <Sfi bwasey, Clev'eland, O. {Trans. A. M. /A, vol. xii, 1891): “In the new process,

t'Ki. Swaney’s gear-cutter.

instead of imiking Jill gcnirs so t hut t.lioy will run into a rack, the rack is transformed into a
<!uil.iiig-tool, a,nd i)y it t,hi‘, t(*eth of wheels of any diairioter are genernted and cut at the same
time. Idg, (> illust.raliNS a ginir generating and cutting engine constructed on this principle.

The cutlers arc shown in position as t.h(‘.y appear in the inachino when the teeth live cut partly
acu’oss the face of the wiuHd. ^Fhe entting-spindlo and tlio main spindle which carries the
wluMd a.re eoniUMdiMl hy means of change-gears, the number of teeth to be cut in the wheel
(hlernuuing their iiroportiori, on a similar princi{)lc as the ehange-goars of an engine-lathe,
th('r(d)y causing tJic c,utl ing-sj)indle to make as many revolutions as tliero are teeth re(|uire(l

in the wheel, wliilii tlie main spindle makes on(3 revolution.

Tlie c.utt ing-tool is eonijxisial of a series of eiitt,(3rs rigidly connected, whicli revolve, and
at the same ilino move longitaulinally, or endwise, at right angles to tlie axis of tlie w]ic(il t.o

be (Mit; and at tlie satiu' spiual, it is eontinually revolving at the. piteli-line, the motions being
the same as in tlie <iase of a raek engaging with a revolving gea.r.

As it would lie inipraelkudile to continuo moving the whole series of entt<Ts endwise, they
are bisected, a-nd si'gimmts are connected in series forming two siullons, which rovolvo

upon a cmninon iixis, a-ml ('.acdi section is given an independent endwisii motion hy means of

a cam. When one section is engaged in cutting, it is carried endwise ii« the same direelion

and at the sa,iue vclodty t ha,t the jiitcli-lino of the wheel is revolving, until disengagiul from
it, when the cutl ers, wliile c.ontiiiuing to revolve, are carried biick by the earn to their original

position, ready for the next tooth. By means of both sections, as tlioy eontinually revolve

and alternately slide forwa,rd while cutting, and back when disengaged, there is a continuous
cutting and generating process of the teeth in the revolving wheel. The head carrying the

cutters is auf,omatica.lly fed ac?ross the face of the wheel, and when the cutters have proceeded
once across the gear is coinpiieted.
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Fig. 7 is a side eleyation of a bisected cutler; and Fig. 8 shows a senes

end one being in elevation and the others in cross-section itse laviiig cu -n g i
< - ,

Fig. 7.-Cutter. cutUn-s.

'which in cross-section represent the teeth of a rack, with the addition to the dinineiin* of a

given proportion of the pitch by which the clearance and fillets at tlie boiloin oi t he t(M*th

are made. If their cutting portions are formed of cycloids, tlien the wboh‘ sid. of g(‘a.r-wh(‘{dH

cut with them will be of the epieycloidal or double-curve system. If tluiy an*, fonni'd snn{dy

of straight sides, then a set of involute or single-curve gears will bo gem'rnh'd and or

their cutting portions may be composed of both straight liiu^s and cycloids and produ('<^ 1 rof.

McCord’s recent system of gearing, which has composite teeth witli the contours part ly invo-

lute and partly epieycloidal. _ _ , , , , ,
. . ,

All the cutters in a series are made exactly alike and intorchan goal >le, the tln(*kn(*sH of

each or the distance from the center of one to the center of tliat adjoining being (Mpml 1o tlie

pitch of the gear to be cut. As indicated in Fig. 7, the two segments ot a, cutter am first

made whole, with four holes an equal distance from the center, through wliieh rods pass

that fasten them together. After the cutters are nearly completed they are liisecited with a

narrow tool, leaving two holes in each segment.

aiuc time act. as

m either sid(‘ <d‘

'olved independ- \

shaft, havingm |
ir on each s])in- |\

o cutter sect ions ['

Fig. 9 is a cross-section of the head, showing the mechanism for revolving and r«‘ciprtH‘Mt"

ing the cutters. The rods which extend through the cutters scrvi^. not only to hohl thorn

firmly together but to revolve them, and at the same time act. a.-

slides for the reciprocating motion. The spindles on either sidi
'

the cutters, through which the rods extend, are revolved
'

ently and at the same speed by means of a parallel s'

pinion at each end, which engages with a large gear
die. By this means the four rods carrying the two
are revolved from each end, thus avoiding the torsional strain which,

would result if driven from one end only. The pair of rods for

each section, after passing through one of the spindles, terminal (‘s

in semi-eylindrical blocks. From each of these blocks a stud ex-
tends, on which is journaled a roll, engaging with a cam att.aeh(Hl

rigidly to the head. This cam is shown in Pig. 10, the working
portions being made in the form of a screw-thread, which, if ex-
tended all the way around, would have a lead equal to the tliiekness
or pitch of the cutter. As each section of the cutters engages with
the wheel but three fourths of a revolution, the thread portion of tlui

cam which carries the cutters forward extends only three fourths of
its circumference, leaving the other one fourth for the reverse curves of th<‘ cam to bring the.

cutters back to their starting-point. Provision is made for adjusting one stvinm <d’ tlu'etii-
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ters so as exactly to coincide with the other. The variation in the spacing from one tooth to
another is reduced to a minimum, as the series of cutters act upon both sides of a number of
teeth at the same time, and serve to average and eliminate any local inaccuracies in the di-
vision of the index and driving-gears

; also to obviate any tendency to crowd the wheel from
one side to the otlier.

The endwise motion of the cutters and the revolving of the wheel at the pitch-line being
exactly the same, tlie process of generating and cutting the teeth goes on continuously and
uniformly around its entire periphery, so that one part is not heated more than another, but
all the teeth are cut under exactly the same conditions, and when the revolving cutters have
once passed across the face all the teeth in the gear are completed and given the correct form
for eacli diameter of wlieel

;
and as by the Willis theory all gears are cut to run into a rack,

so by this process the Sang theory is put into practice and a rack is made to cut correctly all
gears.

Gear-Cutter: see Watches and Clocks.

Gears i see Carriages and Wagons.
Gill, Cotton : see Cottori-Qin.

Glassi iig-Mach i lie : see Leather-Working Machinery.
GLASS-MAKING. The Sieinem (Miniums Tank‘I'ur7iace.-~l!he use of the melting-

pots in glass-making is now altogether abandoned, and the batch is introduced into, melted
in, and worked from a tank occupying
the entire bed of the furnace, wliieh lat-

ter is heated by tlie well-known Sie-

mens regenerative gas systiem. Two
floating bridges or partitions divide the
tank into three eomimrtments— the
melting compartment;, tlie refining com-
partment, and the working-out com-
partment. In the illustration, B^ig. 1

is a longitudinal section of the furnace,

and Pig. 2 is a transverse section taken
through the melting com|)artment look-

ing toward the rear of the furnace.

Tlie raw material (or batcli) is fed into

the melting compartment through the

door at tlie liack end of the furnace, and tlie partially melted glass passes under the floating

bridge into t.lu) refining compartment, where the metal, by the influence of the higlier tem-
perature maintained upon its surface, is completely purified, and sinks to flow under the
other bridge int.o the working-out comiiartment in a thorough workable condition. Air-pass-

ages are provided to maintain tlio sides of the tank at the requisite temperature to prevent
any egress of glass through them, and the floating bridges are renewed as often as they be-

come burned out. The flaunts play across the furnace from the gas and air ports, which lead

to the regenerat-ors of the ri^gmiera'tive gas-furnace. In order to regulate the temperature of

the different iia,rls according to the various stages of preparation of the glass in the several

compartments, flie gas and air ports are constructed of larger or smaller dimensions, or their

numl)er varied according to the amount of lioat required at the different points. Tins is also

facilitated by means of division walls (not shown in the illustrations), which may be built over
the floating bri<iges to sepa,rai,e tlie eom|)art!nents. The. tempcrattu'c of the working-out eorn-

partmeiit is further controlled liy regulating the draft of the furnace chimney, by diminishing
wliich more or l(?ss flame must necessarily pass over the bridge into this compartment from
the refining coinpUirtment..

About tlie first improvimumt made on the Siemens continuous tank- furnace just described

was tlie idea of Mr. Prederick Siemens to construct the tank in the form of a horseshoe or
segment of a circle, with the feed-

ing-door and eommunic^ations to
and from the regulator arranged
on the flat side of the segment,
for the purpose of cooling the ex-
terior surface of t he tank and ren-
dering it available for working-
out lioles. He also arra,Tiged a
series of working-out compart-
ments on the inner side of the
curvilinear wall, (?ach compart-
ment communica,ting by means of
a passage with the melting-cham-
bers. in the continuous refining
and working-out of glass it also
became necessary to remove or

avoid the impurities which were found to float upon the surface of the liquid in the tank or
pot, and tiherefore Dr. Siemens contrived a device to do that important work in a simple and
inexpensive way. He constructed a fire-clay vessel or boat of olilong shape to swim in the
liquid glass contained in the tank, and this boat was perforated below its draft-line so Hiat, as
it floats, the melted material flows into the boat through these holes entirely free from the im-
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purities floating on the surface of the liquid in the tank or pot. To further assist the process
of fining and working-out of the glass, the boat is made in two cornpartinents, tlie second of
which is the working-out compartment: the dividing partition is provided with apertures
near its bottom, so that, as the glass flows into the boat free from impiuvities, as above de-
scribed, it becomes more fluid in the first compartment by the action of the heat upon its

surface than below, and consequently, in becoming denser, it sinks to tlie bottom of this first

compartment, whence it flows through the apertures named into tlie second compartment,
which is within convenient reach of the working-out hole of the furnace.

It had been observed that, in this glass-melting process, the metal as it “ fines ” sinks below
the surface, and that, consequently, in order to work out the metal to tlie best advantage,
the depth of the tank had to be very considerably increased, so that below tlie fluid-niolten
metal there should be a layer of metal in a semi-fluid or partially solid (umdilion lining the
tank. One of the later glass-making patents to Frederick Siemens covenal this important
point. He uses a deep tank, in which there are boats or floating fming-vessids made of refract-
ory material, and provided with projecting horns which serve as fenders to keep them from
close contact with the sides of the tank.

Another improvement upon the regenerative tank-furnace for continiionsly melting glass
consisted in placing the regenerators at the sides of the tank and forming an <q)on (‘.ave below
the tank, communicating with air-spaces on each side, for the purpose (if ('ooling the bottom
and sides and receiving such metal as may leak through in any open aec('ssibl(‘ spa,(U).

A patent was also granted in 1885 for an improvement in the ari of snbji'cliiig a, charge
in a glass-melting tank to the gradual application of heat, consisting of trt'alnig smfi (duirge
in a tank so arranged and adapted that the surface of the molteii metal contaiiK'd therein
shall be preserved constantly level, and having a bottom wholly or partially incliiKMl from I he
charging end toward the gathering end, whereby said charge, when melted, l)e(!omes of vary-
ing depth above said bottom and below the *hot gases forming the source of heat. It is

claimed for this invention that the heat can be applied more viniforinly to tlie cliargt^ or
batch, and the latter becomes more thoroughly fluxed, preventing also tlie formation of de-
posits in the tank, or what are technically known as “ cords ” or “ stones.”

Tank-furnaces are used principally in bottle-works and in the nuinufai'ture of rolled plate,
but window-glass of a low grade has also been shown as made in one of these tank-furnaces.
In some instances they are fired by common coal from one end, the w^orking-hoh's being on
the other three sides. A new practice, which was introduced in France some few years ago
by M. Clemandot, a celebrated glass maniifactnrer, has found mnch fnvc)!* among glass-makers.
It is the coating with nickel of molds, blow-pipes, and tools used in glass-blowing. This coat-
ing prevents the oxide of iron from being introduced into the glass from impure cvullets.

Cuitmg Glcm.—Several attempts have been made to cut glass by niacliinery, but up to
within a few years no considerable amount of success has been mot vVilli. 'fllK're was a ma-
chine in operation at the Paris Exposition which had just been liroiiglit out, and was su|)p()sed
to be for cutting several tumblers at a time, altliough only single glasses were cut. in |)ul)li(‘.

The tumbler was mounted upon a holder pressing upon the face of a horizontally revolving
wheel, the holder being weighted sulTiciently to give the proper pressures to grind out the
flutes. The apparatus was automatic, raising and revolving the tumbUu' a, snllicitmt distance
to cut the next flute, and again lowering it against the grinding-wheel, repiaiting the o|)era-
tion until all the flutes around the tumbler are cut. There does not afipear to have* been any
means for regulating the penetration of the grinding-wheel, pressure being simply depended
upon for action.

An American glass-cutting machine, invented by Messrs. Cluirles & J. \\ (’olnc, has biaui
used for some years in the successful cutting of decanters, goblets, sugar-liowls, mustard-pots,
tumblers, etc. It is not ent.irely anfinnatie, but is adapted to cut all gcoimdrical shap(‘s and
patterns, as well as a great variety of styles of cutting. The rapid it.y, the regularity, and th(‘

perfection of the work done with this machine insure considerable saving in the original cost
price of cut articles.

Bressing or Molding Glass.—When pressing glass eontinuonsly for a long lime the molds
often get heated too high, and in this state glass is very apt to stick to them. ^iVliis incon-
venience is now done away with by a system of blowing air into t.lu^ molds. Py means of a
revolving fan or other device, and tin pipes arranged around the furmice, a (‘ontinuons st.rcam
of air is furnished. India-rubber pipes are attached to the tin pipes a,t suitnhh^ {data's. liy
means of these pipes, after each pressing, or as often as necessary, a, stream of air is sent, in-
side of the mold, thereby cooling it. The air circulating in the i)ipcs may also ht* usctl for
ventilation and for cooling the glass-house. Of late, attempts Inive been nu'idti to list* {ircsses
for pressing glass* by steam or compressed air. One of these presses lias a set, of molds t'arried
upon a revolving bed, and is operated by a {cjresser like a hand-press, {>ow(‘r, however, is

afiplied to the presser by means of an auxiliary steam-engine, which is coidinunlly at work.
Whenever an article is to be pressed, by suitable leverage the pressor is forci'd down, tlu'n n‘-
leased; the bed-plate revolves far enough to bring another mold und(‘r t.lu^ {)resser, and lln*
operation is repeated as often as desired. Mechanism is attached and otx'rnfi'd also liy si earn
so as to push the pieces out of the mold after they are {iressed. Thesi' anUhe {)riuciimi
features of the invention.

In the other press steam is replaced by compressed air contained in a reservoir, whiidi may
be filled by means of an air-compressing engine. The bed-plate carrying tlie molds lias a
rectilinear motion. When an article is to be pressed the mold is brouglit umhu' tlie presser;
by means of suitable valves and pipes air is sent to a cylinder-piston carrying the plunger!
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The pressure of the air forces the presser down into the mold, the valves are reversed and
the piston and presser fly back. A new mold is now under the plunger. The operation may
be repeated as often as desired by simply opening and closing the air-valves. In this press,
as in the other, the pieces are forced out of the molds by rising plugs or bottoms. The differ-
ent motions of this press are entirely automatic, with the exception of operating the air-
valves. In order to form the air-bubbles which arc often seen inside of solid pieces of glass,
they have been pressiMl with cavities on the outside, and after being reheated they are closed
by pressing the out,side down with suitable tools, tlius inclosing the air in the cavities.

IMlirig new metliod and apparatus for rolling plate and sheet glass has
been introduced by Mr. James W. Ilonta, of Wayne, Pa. The main features of the operation
are : first, rolling tlie glass plate on one side, then placing it between platens, then raising
both platens, tlicn rotating the same, then lifting one of said platens, and then rolling the
other side of the plate. Tlio machine for accomplishing this work has combined with a
presser roller a movable platen for passing the glass underneatli this roller, and a vertically
sliding frame having journals which carry the second platen. There are special devices for
bringing the platens together and locking tlicir journals, and for raising, lowering, and ro-
tating the locked iihitens, as well as for releasing the latter with the unrolled side of the glass
uppermost, so that it rnav be ready for the next iiart of the operation.

(Md-Mill: see MiHs; (b)l(L

OOVERNORS. We jiresent a variety of the latest improved types of governors.
BaWn Shaft- Governor.—Mr. l^'rank il. Ball has recently made a new application of a

dash-pot to centrifugal governors, which seems to be free from the difficulty formerly en-
countered with dash-jiots in this connection. It is thus described in Trmis, A. S. AL

this relation bet,\y(‘eu tlu^ position of the weight and the tension of the spring, the increase and
decrease of eent,rifiigal forei^ caused by moving the weight to or from the axis of revolution
would ('xa,(^t,ly harm()]iiz(^ wit.h the changes of resistance of the spring duo to said motion

;
and

if till', i,wo forces were in e(piilil)rium in one position, they would be so in every position at the
same spe(‘d. 'rids eondition, as ba.s already licen said, should be expected to give uniform
s[)e(Ml of the engine at every iiosition of the governor, but has been found impracticable on
aiMiounl, of its instal)ility. Tlie object of the dash-pot and spring here slmwn is to allow the
tli(H)iv{i('ally pind'ect a(ljust,inent of tlie long spring, and to furnish ujiiple stability without
making llu‘, governor sluggisli, or in the haist preventing a quick and delicate balancing of
th(‘, forcM's. This spring S is arra,nged for botli compression and extension, and lias a, ranges of
dencelJon sufficient to allow the full motion of the governor, from one extreme to the (Jher,
without r(‘ga,r(i to the mot ion of tlie pisl.on of tlie dash-pot to which it is attached. Tlu' rev
sistanco of this spring S, having no initial tension, is entirely out of harmony with th(‘ other
spring, and e.onilmuMi witli thein })roduees exactly the effect when motion takes |)]ac('. that is

ol)ta,in(;d ordinarily in eent.rifugal governors, by using springs with less tlian the full tlieoretic
tension; and if t.lie dash-pot; pist,on should remain stationary, tlie same eluuige of speed
would l)t* found l)i‘,tAV(Mm t.lu‘. extreme positions of the governor; but by roa,son of the move-
ment of tliis p)iston, the t.cmsion on spring S is released, and it then ccasis to be a factor in the
Sfieed, wliich is only t-lu^ result, of the long spring, and, as has been previously shown, it must
be the same al; (p-m-y position of the weight. This theory, though somewhat obscure, seems to
be correct, and its pi’a,(ideal operation under careful tests proves it to bo so.”

Governors are now ma.de of various types, embodying this principle, and have been found
to compel the same numlier of revolutioris i)er min. of the engine under any condition of load
or boiler-pressure within the full capacity of the engine.

Smith'H Governor is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It is described at length in Trans. A. S. M.
If, vol xi. It was designed on the basis of the following propositions : First, a governor to
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be sensitive must be as free as possible of friction. Second, to be powerful, the forces which

are in equilibrium must be large compared with the resistance of the valve to be moved.

Fig. 2.—Smithy's governor.

Third, in order that the shaft may not be thrown out of bahince l)y change of position of

the governor-weights, these weights must be symmetrical. Fourth, tluit tlie tmgine may
make long rims the joints of tlie governor must be so

constructed as not to require oil, or be (uqjable of lu-

brication while in motion.

This governor was dcsigiKMl in 18811, and has lieen

applied to a numlicr of engiiH's witli unbalantuMl as

well as balanced valves. A small shaft B is journaled

in the hub of the fly-wheel, and is |)aralhyi to tlie main
shaft. The eccentric, whoso eivnter is at />, is BxchI to

one end of the shaft B, and t he to'oss-arm d to the

other. The center of the eccentrics may thus inovc^,

about B, across the shaft, and produce* the varialde

valve-motion. Each end of tlui cross-arm d is con-
nected by a link 0 to an arm r, pivoted at. I\ ''flic

flying-weight W fixed to t.he arm a, also [dvoted at.

P, tends to move out ward as the s|)(‘(*d incr<*a.S(*s. It.

is resisted by a weight .E acting on t in; arm //, aim
pivoted at P, which moves inward when W moves
outward. The spring whosi^ axis is radial, also

acts on arm b, and a.ssists tlie weight E to urge IF in-

ward. The valve resistance V also assists the weight
E. The arms abc are all formed in one piece. Tlie

weights W and E and spring E move as nearly as
possible upon radii from tme cent(*r of rotation. For

Fig. 3.—Smith's governor-section. the purpose of reducing the friction to a. ininirnnm,
the pivot P, which sustains the gr(‘at(‘st. strain, ami

the bearings at the ends of arms b, are made in the form of knife-edgi's of hardem^d st.et'L

They require little or no oil, and are inclosed so as not to gather dust. Tlie joints of l.h<i links

C support little strain, and are usually made simple pin connections. 1M*ie (s^'cntric Ixuiig

mounted on the small shaft P, which has a long bearing in the hub of the fly-whtH*l, re(iuires
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little force to move it. The shaft B may, besides, be oiled while the engine is running, by
means of a small

^

pipe extending from the center of the main shaft to the middle of slial’t Jy,

so that the frictioii here is also reduced to a very small amount. This governor is readily
adapted to run in eitlier direction. The spring has only to take up the dilference of centrif-
ugal force of the weight W in its inner and outer positions, instead of the whole of that force,
as in most governors. The spring may tlierefore be small and short, and still not be strained
to such an extent as to fatigue the metal. A common compression-^spring, such as is in use
under cars, has been employed, and found simple and elTective. If a spring breaks, the en-
gine stops. The initial tension of the spring, which is what supplies the greater part of the
centripetal force in most governors, is liere replaced by the centrifugal force of the weight B,
which force is practically constant witliin the range of speed variation. A variation of speed
of less than 1 per cent between no load and 0'7 cut-off may be readily obtained in practice,
and this regulation can be maintained during lorig-eontinued runs. When this governor is

applied to center-crank engines with valve connections
outside of the ily-wlieel the eccentric can be dispensed
with, and replaced by a wrist-pin J/ formed on tlie end of
an arm extending from tlio cross-arm dj as shown in
dotted lines to the left of Pig. 3.

The Bice AutomMic Bnglns-Oovemor is shown in
Fig. 4.^ It consists of two balls hung on pivots, and held
in equilibrium against centrifugal force by two elliptic

springs, whose tension may bo increased or diminished by
tlie tension-bolt which connects them. The balls are con-
nected to a lover, which in its turn is connected with the
eccentric through the hollow crauk-piu. The balls are
cast hollow, and may be loaded with shot. (See Engines,
Steam Stationary REciPEocA'riNG, for the Itico engine.)

Ills McIntosh & Seyimrur Governor,—Pig. 5 repre-
sents the governor used on the McIntosh & Seymour en-
gines (see Engines, Steam Stationary Reciprocating) up
to 150 liorso'power with the weights in their two extreme positions, the details of the different

parts being shown in Pig. 0. In common with other so-called shaft-governors, it is a device

Fig. 4.—Eice governor.

Fin. 5.—McIntosh and Seymour governor.

JJ

k====l

for regulating the speed of tlie engine by centrifugal weights aTid opposing springs, which
(umtrol tlie point of cut,-off l>y swinging the eccentric across tlie shaft. The centrifugal

W(‘iglits are pivoted, a,ml are jiro-

vided with inclined jaws. When
the weights move, the irndined ja,ws

acting' tliroiigh the blocks (which
slide in tliera and turn on a boss

on tlie pendulum) cluinge the fiosi-

tion of the pendulum. This may
lie termed a, wcidging action, a,ml
tlunigh the slightest force ac.ting

on the weiglits is sufficient to affect

the position of the pendulum, the

reverse is not true, and the weights
a,re undisturbed by the effort of

the valve-gear on tlie pendulum.
The freedom from friction of tlie

governor is due principally to the

use of a pla,te-spring opj)osing tlie

centrifugal force of each weight
and acting through a steel pin,

hardened and resting in hardened

26

Fig. 6.—McIntosh and Seymour governor—details.
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steel cup sat both ends. The cup in the weight is situated at the center of gravity, so that

the centrifugal force is directly resisted by the spring in a frictionless manner. The double

spring will keep the tension on the weights equal, notwithstanding any slight inequality in

the adjustment of the length of the pins. Since the two weights move together in an opposite
direction, they are in statical equilibrium in

—I
r— -j-i

positions. The pressure of the valve-gear

e
s! transmitted through the pendulum and blocks

transferred several times during each revo-

^ n
lution between the opposite jaws of each

• PI
weight. This action is important, since it“

"'jL'II"'" L affords every opportunity for, a most delicate

lU ^
balancing of the centrifugal force and oppos-

I
resistance of the spring.

The speed of the engine can be changed,
L ^ «

-"I ft * if it is desired, by adding to or taking from
*

‘ the weight of the centrifugal weights.
The Giddings Governor, shown in Fig. 7,

I

consists of two eccentrics
;
the auxiliary eccen-

I rotating on the hub of the governor-disk
'

‘

!
usual system of weight-arms and levers

//SA shown. This eccentric has a cross-head

)

ij T strap which gives a motion square across the
shaft, preserving a constant lead. The main

///
eccentric, as shown, fits over tliis cross-head

//
i

\\\
by means of lugs, and its throw is varied by

All
'

I

movements of tlie same, thereby clianging
...>— L

. travel of the valve to give tlie required
i\

'

//
port-opening for varying loads and boiler-

U\ /// pressures, at the same time preserving uni-
formity of motion. 'J’his eombinaf ion of two

I

j

\ \

eccentrics gives great stability, as it is me-
chanically locked in (3very position.

^ T7ie Annington dc'; Sims AutemiaHe OutHiff

I

JHee/ulator (Figs. 8 iind 9) consists of a wheel

i

which is fixed to the engine-sha.fi-, to which
hinged the weiglits 1 1 ;

thesi' wiughts are
controlled by springs, one end of the same be-

‘ ing seated in a pocket fixed on t he sjioke of
Fig. 7.—Giddings governor. the wheel, or in some cases at.tjudu'd directly

to the rim of the wheel. Tlie inner eccentric,

marked C\ having ears attached, is placed close to the regulator-wheel, and is fret^ to turn
upon the shaft. From the ears rods (2 2) are connected witli the regular W’eights. On ttie

outside of the inner eccentric, and free to turn, is placed an eec'cni.ric ring J), from wlii(*li a
rod (8) is connected to the toe of one of the weights. On this outer eccentric ring are the

-Giddings governor.

usual eccentric straps, to which arc directly attached the valve-rod. Wlien tlie engine is run-
ning at its greatest velocity, the weights, due to the centrifugal force overcoming the springs,
will bo out. The eccentricity of the two combined eccentrics is then the distance sliown at A,
in Fig. 8. The other extreme, when the engine has its greatest loa,d requiring labn* cutroft,

the position of the weights will be as shown in Fig. 9. It will be seen tlmt when th(‘ widghts
are in such position, the inner eccentric has been moved back, and the outer eccent ric forward
or in the opposite direction, and the eccentricity by this combined movememt is iiunM^asiub

This is sufficient to allow the steam to follow the piston to about seven tenllis of the entire
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stroke. wido ra^iige lioiii the simple lefid of vjilve, <xs shown at ,<4, causes extreme sensi-
tiveness of the reguhitor, ihe lead in all positions of the eccentrics remains constant and is
practical 1y u nchanged

.

2'he Woodbury Engme- Governor
(Fig. 10) is of that class in wliieh the
point of cut-off or valve-closiire is

e.ffected by moving the eccentric across
the shaft, thereby varying tlie length
of the valve travel. Tlie movement of
the eccentric is operated by centidfu-
gal weights, the centripetal or opposing
force being furnished by a single spiral
spring. Fig. 10 is a side elevation of
the governor. The weiglit A. is liolted

to the eccentric arm, and is therefore
pivoted to the ffy-wheel at ./A tlie same
point as the eccentihc itself. The
weight A' is adjustable on the lever I),

which is pivoted to the ffy-wlieel at B',
and connected to eccentric O through
the link E. Rubber bu Ifers (not shown)
at point a and point b form stops for
the extreme inward position of the
weights, and the one at c for the ex-
treme outward position. In the posi-
tion shown, the weights are at their ex-
treme inward point of movement, the
center of eccentric being at d, and cor-
responding to point of cut-off by the

Fia. 10.—Woodbury engine-governor.

valve at I stroke. In the extreme outward position of the weights the center of the eccentric
IS nioved k) e, whore the eccumtric gives to l.lic valve its least travel, the point of closure or
ciit-olf being at zero. (8eo .Knuines, Steam Stationary Reciprogatinq, for the Woodbury
engine.) ^

GOVERNORS, FUME. The Alhrmy Steam Trap Oo.’.s Ihwip- Governor is sliown in
r igs. 1 and (W. h ig. b, in seetion, represents a closed vessel containing one within it whicli
IS termed a movalde bucket, having ser(‘,WT,‘d into its bottom a short piece of Tiipo which serves
as a guide Coi the same as it rises and falls, and also as an exit-|)ipe to allow the water to pass

from the bucket on its

1.—.Mljuny pturip-f^ovcriior.

way to the pump. On the
tipper side of the governor
is a slide-valve for supply-
ing t.he [uimp with steam

;

this valve is in a small
steam-ehest into wliieh the
stoa,m from tlie lioiler is

first, introduced. The face
on which t Ids va,Ivo slides
(R)nta,ins three ])orts, two
of tliem lieing in eonnee-
tion witli eaeli other and
leading theneo into the
clmmber to which the
steam - piiio is connected

, .1 . .
that coil veys the stcani to

operate tlie pump, while the other port is smaller than the two just mentioiuMl. Wlieri the
bucket IS a,t it,s highest; |)(»sith)n tln^ va,lve will bo a.t its extreme iioint to l,he riglit, closing the
lirst two ports and leaving tlui i.liird one ()[)en to a passage under i,he valve from the interior
of the governor to ih(‘, a,t,mosph(‘re. ''riie valve is caused to move ovm’ tlie ports by tlie rising
and falling of t he buelcet Ihrougli tlu^ int.erventiou of a bell-crank level-. The oiieration is as
follows: The space jietwemi the biu'ki't a,nd outer ea,so must first be filh'd witli water bv t.lie
water running in from the syst(un of heating-pipes; the valve, howm-er, tluit admits the
stea,m to the steam-cdiest must first be closed until this sfiace is once filhal, for the condition
<>t the appa,ra,tus is such that wlieu thm-e is no water in this space t lie biudvet, will hr. n('ct‘ssa,ri-
ly III its lowest position, a,,nd consequently the two ports for admitting si(‘a,m to the pump
will be wide open, and tlie pump will at once commence racing, since there will be no wat(-r
presiuit for tlie pump to act on. This space having been filled with wa,tcr, and tin- luiclu't in
its highest position, the two steam-ports lieing closed, and the pump a.t a sta,tu of n-st, the

Fia. 2.—Purnp-govenior.

lever, cause the slide-valve, to bo moved toward the left, opening t.hen^by the, stea,m-ports for
admitting the pa.ssage of the steam from the steam-chest to tlie pump; which will start the
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-(rro)

pump in operation. If the pump is of a capacity greater than the supply it will, after a few
strokes, take water from the bucket enough to so lessen its weight that the surrounding

water will float it upward and cause tlie slide-Talve to

move to the right, thus closing the stea,in-ports and
stopping the pump’s operation until a suilicient amount
of the water of condcmsation shall liave been received
anew into the bucket to cause it to descend and again
operate the pump. This operation continues on repeat-

ing itself.

The Mason Siearn-Pump (xmmior is shown in Fig.
3. It is attached directly to the piston-rod of tlie

pump and operates a balanced valve }:)]aced in tlie steam-
pipe, thereby adjusting the amount of steam to tlie

needs of the pump. It consists mainly of a cylindrical

shell, or reservoir, filled with oil or glycerine. The
plunger A is connected throngli the arm I to some
reciprocating part of the pump or engine, and works
horizontally and in luiison with tlie strokes of the pump,
thereby drawing the oil up through tlie ctieek-vaives

1) D into the chambers J J, wlience it is forced alter-

nately through the paissages ii, through another set

of check-valves MM, into the pressure-chamber
The oil then returns through the orifice O, tlie size of
which is controlled by a key inserted at N, into the
lower chamber, to be repumiied as before. In ease tlie

pump or engine works more rapidly tlian is iiiterided,

the oil is pumped into the clnunber ./(/ A’ faster than it

can run through the outlet at C, and t he jiiston (r G- is

forced upward, raising the lever L with its weight and
throttling the steam. In case tlie pump runs slower
than is intended, the reverse action taki^s pbice, the
weight on the end of the lever L forces the piston G G

As the orifice at G can be increased or diminished at the

Ii'KjJ. a.—Mason pump-governor.

down, and more steam is let cn.

will of the engineer, it will be seen that the action of every portion of each strokti cun lie

controlled. The secondary chamber II also fills with oil and acts as a cushion, preventing
the main piston G G from dropping too suddenly or fluctuating.

The Pisher Steam-Pump Governo7% made by the Fisher Governor Clo., of Marshalltown,
Iowa, is shown in Fig. 4. The valve in the main shell is a douhle one, the upper disk bt^iiig

the largest, so that there is always an upward pressure on the valve-stem. 'I’ln^ U| )per wheel on
the valve-stem in yoke is simply for a lock-nut; the lower one is fastened in phu-e by a. small
lock-nut below it, and by turning this wheel to the right the viilve-siem in scrcwetl u|) into
the bottom of the piston-rod, which raises iho valve and ad-

mits the steam to the steam-chest of the pump. Above the
yoke there is a brass cylinder in which is a piston with an or-

dinary cup leather-packing, which piston rests iipoTi a steel

coil-spring. At the top of the pipe-work over the governor is

a small globe-valve, and from this point a pipe is taken to

and connected with the discharge-pipe from tlie pump, which
brings the water-pressure from the pipes or mains on to tlio

top of the piston. If the valve is raised by the liand-wlieel

until the pump has brought the pressure in the pipes or mains
to the point desired, and the upper wheel or di.sk is then set up
tight—as a lock-nut—against the bottom end of the piston-

rod, the governor will hold the pressure uniform at the point

set. The small angle-valve is for a relief-valve, to relieve the

pressure between the piston-head and globe-valve above, when
the globe-valve is closed. The small down pipe is to carry off

any tirip or waste. The whole device is intended to be placed

m the steam-pipe between the steam-chest and throttle-valve,

and as close to the steam-el lost as possible. When the water-
pressure falls below the point set, by the opening of a valve,

or hydrant, or an automatic sprinkler-liead, or in any way, the

pressure being less on the piston, the steam raises the ^uilve,

gradually increases the speed of the pump, and maintains the

pressure at the point desired
;
and when the water is not being

used the increased pressure on the piston gradually forces the valve to its seat, wliiclx stops
the pump until the pressure falls again.

Grain-Elevator: see Elevators. Grain-Mills: see Milling-Machines, Grain.
Grate: see Boilers, Steam.
GRINDING, EMERY. Qualities desired in Emery-Wheels.—In a k'cture on lln^ sul>-

ject of emery-wheels, delivered by Mr. T. Dunkin Paret, President of the ’'ran it e Go., litd’ore

the Franklin Institute, and printed in the lournal of the InsMuie, for Marcli, 1800, he sums
up the necessary qualities as follows: “Such a wheel must have tenacity to withstand the

Fig. -l. — Fislun’ puini)“goveriK)r.
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centrifugal strain generated bg its revolution at the speed of from | to If mile per min. Its

ability to resist heat must be great, iuasmucli as the friction of grinding ra,pi<ily raises the
metal being groiiiKl to a red and even an almost white heat. It follows, from tlie above facts,

that the proper base for a perfect wheel should be some organic substance, either vegetable or
animal.”

MxperirnpMts imth Mrnery- WlieeU.—Mr. Paret. in the lecture abov’-c roferrecl to, says: “To
obtain the niaxiinuni result from any emery-wheel, it must be perfectly round, perfectly cen-

tered, must be rim at a liigh rate of speed, and be so solidly iriomited and so fi’ee froni ad-

hering metal as to allow of continuous contact between work and wlieel. With epual speed
and proportional pressure a wheel G in. thick ought to cut off six times as much metal from
a bar 0 in. wide as a wheel 1 in. thick would from a 1-in. bar.

“Experinieiits were made with only one make of wheel, the size being about 14 X If in.

In comparing the cost of various processes, the same rate for labor was charged against wheel,
hie, and cold chisel Charging a moderate price for the wlieel (33^ per cent discount from
list), the maximum cost of grinding oif 1 lb. of cast iron was IPO cents. Cliarginga, low price

(60 per cent discount from list), the minimum cost was 2*4 cents. The cost per lb. of iilirig

off cast iron was ^5*1) cents. In one Imlf hour’s steady work tlie emery-wheel renioved 1 7 lbs.

of brass, the cold chised, 1 11). 4A oz:s., and the file only 8 ozs. The wheel removed 7 lbs. 13 ozs.

of cast iron, the cold chisel 2 lbs. 51 ozs., and the file only 5| ozs. The wlieel removed 2 lbs.

8 ozs. of wrought iron, tlie cold chisel 10^ ozs., and the file 2| ozs. Tlie wheel removed S lbs.

7 ozs. of saw-steel, tiie cold eliisel 1| oz., and the file only 1 oz. Tlie soft metal (brass)

clogged the fde and reduced its eut, so that the wheel removed tiines as iruich as the file

diet The hard saw- steel resisted the file so that the wheel removed 55 times as irniehas the

file did. Cast iron, which neitlier clogged much nor resisted greatly, gave the fde greater

play, and the wheel only removed about 21 times as much as the file. In all those experi-

raerits the work was forced against the wheel by hand, and such experiments gave but uncer-

tain results, owing to the inc(|iiality of pressure and to the personal factor. Fatigue, strength,

skill, prejudice— all miglit affect the results.
“ Every wheel whiedi tends to glaze badly with metal is dangerous as compared with one

which does not glaze. Every free-wearing wheel is comparatively safe. Ho who wants safe

wheels should awoid all that glazo quickly, lie should use largo flanges with very thin

wheels. He should hav<^ inandrol-holes of moderate size and very sliglitly larger than the

spindle, lie should mount tdie wheels substantially. And still, to be alisoliitely safe, ho may
acid coverings ami guards, [irovidod lh(‘se are not of cast iron, but are of wrought iron, boiler-

plate, or tough steel. Anof-lier osl,ablislic(l point is tliat, as a. general rule, increased weaii’of

wheel indicates iiiereased product; in the anuiunt of metal groiiiuL It is a nice point (yet to
bo decided by the invention and long us(i of a tuiinpcdent test riiacliine) just how far wheol
consumption and mefal removal are jiroportionate. The careful obscrvatiiins thus far inade
seem to indicate iluit there is a r(vis(>nable average niaxiriiii in removal of metal computible
with economical consimiption of wliiwl material; that if, liy increased spiu'd or pressurej the

wlieel is made to wear out faster than this, more metal can he removed, but that the gain in
metal removal is far more tJian balanced by the increased loss of whoed mat.eriaP’

Conwditiro. Triah of Emxrij-W commission of exports, consisting of Dr. Cole-

man Sellers, Prof. J. M Denton, and Alfred li. Wolff, in 1881) and 181)0, made, on behalf of
the Taiiite (k)., an oxten.sive investigation into the relative merits of file (uuery-wlieeLs rmulo
by fifteen different nmim fn.eturers in the UnittMl States. From the prcliminury report of this

commission, niado in IHDl, it a.ppears that of the fifteen va,riotics six were fciuinl too iinaafe to

warrant their general us(%57 per cent of the wheels bursting under the same conditions wide.

h

other wheels passed through uninjunMl. Eleven varieties (among which are included the six

unsafe varieties) were round to lie such .slow cutters that the average metal removal of ton of
them was less than the general avmvige of all the wheels. Of the fifteen varieties, only four

were found to bo rapiid cutters. Of ilie.se, one wore so rapidly that tlie cost of itsra,pidcut

was unreasoimlile. Ihiis Icfl, t.hi'ecsafe, ellective, and .satisfactory wheels, one of whicli, how-
ever, was dcmoiisti’ated i.o work at a great(‘.r cost than the others. ''Iho rivalry was thus nar-

rowed to two wlieels, but, in the jndgni(3nt of the board, further trials are still necessary be-

fore the relative values can be determined..

UriiKliiig-hiitlie : see Ija,thes, Metal-Working. Griiidiiig-Maeliiiie, Saw : see Saws,
Metal- Working. (Grinding Maeliinery, Ore: see Ore-Oriisliing Machiue.s.

(^RINOINO-MACJHI N KS. Tim Emom Madmm is re})i’esont:ed in Fig. 1,

with a drill in place ready to bo ground. The drill is carried in a holtlor wliich is pivoUal 1 o

the top of the main iifiriglit. The n.<ljustnient of the drill to any reiruired augh^ of point lim

tween 90° and 130" of included angle is elfected by swinging this holder {ibciid; its (lenior.

The lips of the drill a/re (diucked liy two jaws, wliich are opiened and clostal by tlu‘ hand-vvlioid

A. The l)a,(;k end of the drill is steadied' by an adjustable eenter-stop II This slop is nuide
revuirsible, being jirovidcd witdi a male center at one end and a female center at; 1 he otlior, the

latter to be used vvitli flic small drills having no center-holes in their ends. ITu' griiu ling-

wheel is carried on a sliaft n.t tlie top of the water-box 0. The lever ,/), raistal a,ml lovvcnv^d

by the right hand of the workmau, pas.scs the face of the grinding-wheel back and forili ov(U’

tlie lip of the drill. The hand-wheel i-f adjusts the face of the stone to t he lip of t.hc <lrill ;

that is, it regulates the cut by settiiig up the stone closer to or farther from tln^ pa, rt l.olie

ground. To this hand-wheel is adapted an adjustable stop, which enables an luljusf uuMit f.o

lie made separately when grinding each lip, and yet permits them both to Ix^ gaug<'d i.o the

same length by moans of this final stop. If the final grinding of both li|)s is made withuat
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any adjustmen*. of the stone, the same result is obtained without the stop- 'l''w

grinding-wheel is protected by a cover, except where the dull contact, witli d.. I i

this cover is a curved water-way, through which water is dehveied by an endloss-belt iminp,

and from which it is thrown on the face of the stone and on the end of the dri 1 in a (onl iiimms

stream. The 1

and forth in front <

u forming a large , . , .

Slide-rests are provided, by which a vertical and two horl}^o^tal motions at rigiii, angles to (‘ael

other can be imparted to tne tool-holding chuck. The slide-resTs and (diiiek ai-e etirrie(l

a vertical slide, which may be moved np and down by the long lover which is operated oy the

left hand of the attendant, the object of this movement being to move the tool in ii, vertical

plane up and down past the grinding-surface of the stone, and thus produce a
| lane snrlact*

on. the tool. In grinding curved surfaces no vertical mo vement is given to the chuck ho iling

Fig. 1.—Drill-grinding machine.

the tool, but it. is made to rotate, to produce the curve desired. If the curve of the tool is not
a circular one, then a “former” plate is required. Means are provided by whicii any sample
tool, whether ground by hand or otherwise, can be used as a templetfor grinding tiud*‘ farmer
plate” to be afterward used for the reproduction of the shape of thissampli*. tool. Those
formers simply consist of small cast-iron plates } in. thick. The (ilnick which iiolds ilu* t<M»l

can be rotated in two planes at right angles with each other, and the exact amount of ndatinn
in either plane is indicated by graduated circles and verniers, so that anydesin'd angle of
tool or of clearance can be accurately obtained. For grinding the cvirvcd-fncu^ tt)c»ls, the
former plate is first selected and placed in the machine; then the tool to lie grouin I is pla<M‘d
in the swinging-chuck with the base of the tool toward the left, and {uished forwau’d a gainst
the end gauge until the index-finger of this gauge points to the number given in a, tabic fur-
nished by the makers, showing the vertical and horizontal angles whieli tliey ba.ve, found best,
in practice, plus the amount required to be ground of! the tool. The tool is (da-inpod in t hi',

chuck and the chuck-swing, so that the entire curve of the tool will rub against t-lu' luul gauge.
The oscillation of the index-figure is noted, and the chuck adjusted by nu'ans of t he hmidle
on the left, until these oscillations are reduced to a minimum. The tool will t.ht'n bo in the
best position for grinding.

For grinding lathe, boring, and chasing tools, planer-hook tools, and slotting:-..spliinTn'-
tools, supplementary chucks are used and set to the angles given for corresponding .-t might
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tools. Ihe peiiphery of the grinding-wheel is not at right angles to the flat surfaces of the

1
the grinding surfaces will form a V containing an

angle ot 00 With this sha-iie of stone a vertical surface perpendicular to the axis of the
stone can be ground by moving horizontally the chuck with tool toward the center of the
wheel ;

then without disturbing the tool or making any change whatever, a vertical surface
at right angles to the former surface can be ground by moving the tool horizontally in a
direction parallel to tlie axis ot the wlieei.

^

Fio !;i. - Tool-{.^rin(lirig niaduiie.

Lapp'mg-Machm—This is a, grinding device consisting of a lead or other soft metal

xin* -

enu‘ry or oil is usc'd. The nuieliine shown in Fig. 3 is imule by the Pratt &
Whitney Co., for grinding t.hin, Hat pieces that can not well bo clanpicil for milling without
retaining tlieir winding irregularities. With this machine it is claimed tlmf an unskilleil
workinaiii can grindM true at much less expense than nulling would cost, ddic
diameter of lap is 18 in.

; wtdght of machine, 1,100 lbs.
;
speed of lap, 1,000 revolutions

per min. ,

Bro/rn t(- SJia,r'p('\H Universal Ormdimj-IJacMne,—-This machine, shown in Pig. 4, is suit-
able lor both st.raight and Inpei*, internal and external grinding, and is used in the manufactr
ure ()1 spindles ;md boxes, oil,her hard or soft cutters, either straight or angular reamers,
arliors, ;]mv(‘Iers’ rolls, n,n(l stamhird external and internal gauges. The sliding-table carries a
swiv(*l-tahh‘,, which turns upon a cymter-pm. This provides for grinding' tapers without
throwing’ tJu', head ajid foot stock spindles out of line, .Tn order that the swivel-table may be
set aceiirjitely, it isjirovided witJi an adjusting screw. A scale shows the taper both in degrees
and in inches f)(‘r loot,, ddic ta,ble may be fed and reversed automatically or by hand. The
cross-l(‘(>(l IS opi'raP'd by hand. The head-stock is attached to a base-plate bolted to the
swi vel-ttihle, and turns upon a eenter-pin. Its circumference at the lower edge is graduated
to degrees. Tlie foot-stock spindle is adjusted by a lever, and there is a spring to accornmo-
clato the exiiansion of t,he work.
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The machine will swing work between centers 12 in. diameter and 30 in. long. The
swivel-table can be moved to either side of its central position to grind tapers from 0 to 2 in.

per ft. For grinding work on the face-plate or chuck, the head-stock can be set at any angle
within the whole circumference. Two tapers can be ground, either internal or external, with-

out changing any of the settings. The work can be ground upon fixed centers, being driven

by a pulley which revolves upon one of them, or the head-stock spindle can be revolved while
the work is held in a chuck. Wheels are used from i in. to 12 in. diameter.

Fig. S.-Lapping-machine. Fig. 4.~Universal grinding-machine.

Brown S Sharpens Gutter and Reamer Grinder.—This machine, shown in Fig. 5, is exten-
sively used for sharpening straight or taper, shell or shank reamers

;
and for grinding edge and

bevel cutters of any angle
;
straddle and face mills, cotter and hollow mills, and straight or

taper milling cutters, cut either straight or spiral, with holes or shanks. It c^an also l)o used
for sharpening worm or thread tools. In operating the machine the work is moved on and
off the wheel, there being no lateral movement of the wheel.

The Newman Flmm\ made bj

dies, chilleil castings, and *stccl, and also
as a sxibstitnte

^

for tlu planer.

length of spindle, 20 hi.'? dhJiimten— die in bearings, 1^ in.
;
diameter of spindle

Fig. 5.—Cutter and rearner-gritider. between flanges, 1 in.

Ihe Devismore Satv-Gmnmer s\\ovrn
in Fig. 8. At A are the driving-pul leys^ journaled between arms on a, lower cross-piece, in
which is also socketed the lower extremity f the elevating screw B. On the upper cross-head

Fig. 5.—Cutter and rearner-gritider.
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is swiveled a yoke, to whicli is journaled a shaft O, carrying pulleys Z). These transmit mo-
tioii from the driving-pplleys A to the pulley on the emery-wheel shaft. The shaft G
passes througli a metallic block which fits loosely upon it, and which is ground off to a

Fia. 0.—Emery planer.

point on its under side, to^ form a bearing for an adjusting screw. This block is also bored
to receive the arm fr, wliich sup|)orts the grinding-wheel. The arm is movable in the
block, and can bo fastened in any desired position by the set screw II. i is a counterbalance

Fm. 7. -- Surface-jyrinder. Fig. 8.--Densniore saw-giunnior.

for the wheel. J is a stock, secured in place as desired, by a set screw not shown, and suf)-
ported from below by tiu! luind-wheel, by which it can be elevated and defiressed. The stock
has ways for a saw-bar, or a caan-iage with clamjis for the blade, '’.riie saw-disk, in ease a circu-
lar saw is to be gurrnned, is atitached to the end .K oi the saw-bar, and the latter is properly
adjusted and fastened to tlie stock, in such position as to bring the saw-teeth properly iindw
the emery-wheel. The stock is then adjusted so as to bring it to a proper hcigiit by means
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of the elevating screw, and the arm G is depressed in front until the wheel is in proper posi-

tion. The wheel is previously adjusted to the proper angle of the tooth by piu’tially rotating

the arm in the block F, and securing it when the wheel is at suitable inclination. When the

a,pparatus is to be used to gum a straight-edgtd saw, the blade is confined in a carriage, and
the wheel is set in relation thereto, as already described. The saw is gradually carried for-

ward by the carriage as each tooth is gummed.

Fig. 9.—Knife-grinder.

Tha TaniU Automafio Planer Knife-Grinder is shown in Fig. 9. In this machine the

knife is ground with a straight bevel with no change until the wheel is worn out, or it can be

modified to grind a concave bevel, or square edges.

Fig. 10.—Car brass-grinder.

The Tamte Oar Brass-Grmder is showm in Fig. 10. The brass is clamped between the

jaws of the chuck by a carn-rnotion actuated by a handle. The chuck fits into planed guides,

and thus travels square with the motion of the wheel. The table is moved liorizontally by
the crank and eoiiiieeting-rod, and also rises and falls on planed ways, being pressed up by
springs. The hand-wheel gives vertical adjustment to the bed by means of a chain beneath
the base of the machine.
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Oroover : see Gaiiiing-Maohines.

Grubber: see Pulverizers and Harrows.

GUN, CAEBONI€-A€il). An arm invented by M. Paul Giffard, in wliieh liquefied car-

bonic acid is used to yield the propelling gas. Fig. 1 shows tlie gun, and Fig. 2 a longitu-

dinal section of the gas-chamber. The charge of liquefied gas, which replaces powder, is

inclosed in a steel capsule f made fast to the barrel and screwed at wi into the butt. I his

capsule terminates l)ehind iii a valve .<7 pressed by a spring and tlie gas against a hard rubber

seat /q and provided witli a rod j that traverses at^/ a tiglit p)aeking i of soft leather. A
rubber packing L secures, on another hand, the tightness ot the threading in. As soon as the

Fig. 2.—Giffard gun—gas-cluunber.

igger is pressed the hammer strikes the extremity of the rod/, and, through its impact,

infsts the valve g to a distance regulated by tlu!! stop a. There then esc!a[)es througii c a

srtain quantity oi liquefied gas, which expels the projectile that has previously been intro-

ti’igg

thrusts

certain quantity of liquefiet
. , , ^ ^ ^

^ ,

duced into tlie liarrol tlirougli a sort of cock d. As for the valve g, that is at once closed by

the pressure of the liiiuid.
.

Gun: see Fire-Arms and Ordnanee. Gun-Lathe: see Lathes, Metal-Working.

GUN, FNHilM ATlO. Tlie improved pneurnatfcMinlna,nee designed by Jolin Rapieff is

adapted to tlie firing of projectiles containing high explosives. It consists, as shown in Figs.

1
, % and a, of a guu-liarrel A that is provided from its breech to a point beyond the trunnions

Fia. 1.—Rapieif pneumatic gun.

with a surrounding jacket R, connected by openings with the breech-end of the barrel, thus

forming an annular space or reservoir O around the barrel for the pa,ssago of the fiuid press-

ure to the breech. The barrel and jacket are secured together to form a rigid structure, thus

the jacket entries the gun trunnions i>, Vioth hollow, and connected by balanced swing-joints

J/ with fluid supply-pipes A' that lead and branch from a fixed main central supply-pipe./he

connection between the branches and the main pipe being also balanced, and a swing-

joint IL
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The jacket is formed preferably of three or more sections—the trunnion section, an inter-

mediate section or sections, and the valve section—^bolted together. The trunnion and inter-

mediate sections are supported from the barrel by radial webs or studs, leaving ample space

for the free passage of the fluid from the trunnions to the breech. Tlie breech-end of the bar-

rel contiguous to the main valve Jf is continued by an inner flanged bonnet b, having lantern-

openings c for the admission of the fluid-pressure, and having radial and longitudinal pas-

sages to obtain efficient work of the valve. The valve section of the jacket is provided with

ribs supporting an inner jacket, which, with the bonnet, forms a chamber for the main valve,

from the back portion of which chamber through one of the ribs a passage is formed to the

auxiliary valve. The forward part of the barrel, which is free of jacketing, is supported by a

truss attached to the trunnion section of the jacket by bolts and keys. The barrel is supported

on the truss by chairs which are adapted to transverse and vertical motion, so tluit, the n,lign-

ment of the barrel can be easily adjusted. The gun-carriage it", mounted to turn upon a suit-

able base L, is formed in the main of sheet, angle, T, and channeled irons, braced and also

tied together
;
the vertical sides, each formed by a pair of legs, are housed by sliect-metal and

secured at their upper ends to inner and outer castings, forming the trunnion-bearings, '’.riie

carriage carries the motors—electric, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.—for training the gun and
for elevating.

The gun-carriage is provided with locking wedges d, by which the carriage, after each

training movement, is securely held in its position upon the base. These wedges are operated

to release the carriage just in advance of the movement of the motor to train the gun ; and
in the preferred arrangement, the fluid passing through passages in the head of tlie central

supply-pipe G, before passing to the motor, will first flow to the cylinders M to operate the

wedge-pistons iV, and having raised them will then pass to the motor to operate it. The ar-
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rangement is also such that as soon as the carriage stops the fluid acts to return the wedges,
to secure the carriage. The wedges thus prevent any local motion of the carriage with
respect to its base, so that during the firing the base and the foundation are brought to-

gether to resist recoil.

The carriage is formed with front and rear hooks e to engage with flanges on the base, to

reduce all lateral and vertical motions during recoil. The carriage, besides the platform to

operate the firing, training, and elevating mechanism automatically, is also provided with

means for training it by iuind from a Bp(Hjial platform g, and with eyes and hooks for tackle

training. The balanctHi swing-joints of the trunnions, and the branch supply-pipes with the

main pipe, are in the main similarly constructed. They each consist of an inner pipe h (Fig. 1),

iiaving radial fiassages, and an outer casing i liaving an annuhir passage, with which the radial

passages communicate, so that both arc constantly open, and the joint balanced by the press-

ure of tlie fluid, wliat,ev(u* the relation ladween tlie jiipe and easing. The joint between the

two is packed by suit.abk^ })a(.iking carrii'.d by a packing-carrying annulus h which surrounds

the inner pipe, having opmiings corrcs|)ouding to the radial passages in the pipe and supports

both the packings /, a-rrauged upon opposite sides of the joint, wliereby, upon the removal of

the annulus, the packings are simultaneously bodily removed therewith, and without the

necossily of disturliing, riimoviug, or dismantling any otlier parts. These packings are spaced

and supplied with a li(|uid for sealing, and if need be lubricating, the joint. To prevent the

leakage of tli.0 fluid through tlie metal of the casing, which, being of east metal, may be more
or less yiorous, there is interposed between the carrying annvilus and the casing a ring or

lining, fornuMl ])r(h’(irahly of lironze or copper; and in addition to the packings carried by the

annulus, th(‘, lat.t,er, tuub also tlie ring or lining, is stepped and scaled against packings, held

on corresponding on the pifie and casing.

In this joint., a,ml in otliers lielonging to the gun, ihe connected pieei'.s arc arranged, metal

to metal, to insuia^ piu-had. alignment, and the packing recess has its sides ojinosito to that of

the fluid-prt^ssuri'- angularly disposed, so that the packing, whether solid, hollow, or eu|>-

shaped, is c-i’owded toward the joint by the fluid-pressure. The recess is formed with a re-

stricted portion, so t.hat/ the eoiiueeted pieces will bite upon the |)acking to obtain an initial

sealing, and this n^st.ricded [Kirtioa is also large enough to receive any excess of the packing

that niiiy h(‘, forijcd int.o it on the complete assembling of the pieces. This arrangement also

permits th(‘. use, of unuiy face-to-face Joints properly packed. The valves of the gun consist

of a main firing-va,lv(', .g controlling the openings e between the jacket-reservoir and the gun-

breech bidiind tlu^ projtudilc
;
an auxiliary valve (Fig. 2), arranged in a casing secured to tlie

valve s(K.iti()u of the jactkid;, for opening and timing the opening of the main valve, said auxil-

iary valve also tunbniclug a ta{)pot fly-over valve /f.7, a tripping-lever or detent 60, and a sup-

plemental valve 66 for tiioving the lever or detent; and a pilot-valve 70, located in a casing

in the left-hand trunnion, with a hand-lever for operating it, the said valve controlling the

admission of fluid through the pipe 69 to automatically operate tlie auxiliary valve. The
main valve* is an annular one, normally seated to close the breech cominunication, and held

seated by the fluid-pri'ssiire on its back end; the auxiliary valve in its normal closed position

connecting the fluid -pri^ssuni passage for this purpose, 'is also held in this position by the

fluid-pressure. The auxiliary valve is a piston-valve, having differential areas controlling
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passages B6, 31^ for the fluid to hold the main valve closed, and when moved closes one of
said passages {31) on the pressure side, and opens the other {36) to the atmosphere, so that
the pressure may exhaust from behind the main valve and allow the fluid- pressure on the
other side of the main valve, acting upon a shoulder for that purpose, to operate to move said
valve open. The tappet fly-over valve is normally held closed, and so allows the fluid-pressure
to act upon the larger area of the auxiliary valve as well as upon the area of itself, has its
initial motion imparted by the movement of the tripping-lever or detent by hand, or through
the action of the supplemental valve by the admission of pressure from the trunnion on the
opening of the pilot-valve. The movement of the tappet-valve shuts off the fluid-pressure
from the larger area (back chamber 53) of the auxiliary valve and from the like area (bac-k
chamber 43) of itself, then opens connection with its back chamber to the atmosphere througli
opening 58.^ The back chamber of the tappet-valve being exhausted, the fluid-pressure acts
upon the differential shoulder of the valve and automatically moves it the remaining part of
its stroke till it seats on buffer in the back chamber, thus avoiding all personal equation in
firing. Its tappet 59 participates in this motion, having been farther projected into the back
chamber 53 of the auxiliary valve. In this position of the tappet-valve the back of auxiliary
valve is open to the atmosphere through bulb 51, and tappet-valve to opening 58. This ex-
hausts said back chamber, and the auxiliary valve moves open by the fluid-pressure u|)on its
first differential shoulder, the second differential shoulder being idle. The auxiliary valve
moves under this pressure until the pressure is allowed to act upon the second diffcTcntial
shoulder, when the valve is forcibly seated to its buffer 35 at end of the back eliamber. In
the latter part of its stroke it meets the tappet 59 of the tappet-valve and forces the tappet-
valve almost to its normal position, then the pressure is admitted in back eliamber of the
tappet-valve, which completes the movement. The fluid-pressure is then admitted to back
chamber of the auxiliary valve and moves this valve back to its normal position.

In the passage composed partially by the pipe 56 between the fluid-pressure supply/?,/ and
the back chamber of the auxiliary valve, there is placed a regulating cock 55 and tiie'bull) 51,
by means of which the duration of opening of the auxiliary and main valve is regulated—the
regulating cock is adapted to vary the size of the admitting orifice for the pressure, and the
bulb its capacity. The passage from auxiliary valve is extended to near the bottom of the
bulb to insure the effectiveness of the operation of the bulb.

The supplemental valve operating the tripping-lever is composed of two piston-valves 66,
67, of different areas, joined loosely together, the stem of one of the valves Inung connected
to the tripping-lever. The smaller valve is normally seated by pressure from the reservoir
through pipe 68, while the pressure to the larger valve is admitted by pipe 69 during Ihe mo-
ment of firing by the opening of the pilot-valve. The tripping-lever or detent is provided
with a trigger 67, held in position by a spring arranged in such manner that wlien the
movement of the lever is complete it removes the trigger from the end of the tai)pct-valYe,
so that the latter may be free to return.

All the valves are constructed so tiiat the leakage of the pressure is prevented by seating
them endwise against seats and buffers in their respective chambers; and tlieir seating faces
iriay be concaved or grooved to insure more complete seating and longer life of the seat. The
pilot-valve 76*, controlling the admission of fluid from the jacket-reservoir to the supphunental
valve, is held closed by the fluid-pressure, a spring being provided to return the valve closed
should the pressure be absent. The stem of this valve is perfoi*ated longitudinally and witli
radial openings, so that, should the pressure leak past its valve wlien seated, it will pass lo the
atmosphere without danger of passing to the supplemental valve, the exhaust frojii the cliam-
ber of the latter being regulated by screws 7<3^ adjacent to the stem of tlie pilot -valve.

The gun-breech is opened for the insertion of the projectile and tightly closed by a packed
breech-gate 0, pivoted to the breech-casting and adapted to rotate and swing openrand sliut.
The breech-gate has an interrupted flange, so tliat it and its gate-lever o maal b(‘. moved but
a fraction of the circle to release the gate. With the gate is conneched a. locking-gear p,
which, as the lever is first moved to release the gate, the latter itioN-es tiie locking-gear
through connecting-rods and lever into position to positively lock the auxiliary and sup-
plemental valves and tripping-lever dd against accidental movement from their nornraJly closed
position, as, for instance, by inadvertently moving the pilot-valve hand-lcx'er. The [amking-
gear is provided with a spring or similar device, so that upon the oiieiiing of t h(‘ gate it is
automatically locked against aecideiital movement until the gate is closc'd.

'

^I'he gnn-I)recch
is also provided wit.h a vent-opening just in rear of the projectile wliieli is normally opcm to
the atmosphere, so that, should the fluid-pressure leak past the main valve into t he Imrivl, the
projectile will be in no danger of being prematurely fired therefrom. This iiui}' lie con-
trolled by a spring-pressed valve held open against any pressure caused bv a Iciikaun* into tlu^
liarrel, but which will automatically close upon the snilden admission of the pri'ssiiia' into tlie
barrel. It may, however, be controlled positively by a valve moving positively in unison with
the auxiliary valve or any other movable part of the system, as tlirough rods from with tlie
tripping-lever 60, so that upon the early movement tliercof the vent-valve will have closed ihe
vent, and thus prevent tlie leakage of the fluid-pressure when the project ih' is to b(‘ lired.

dlie loading-carriage consists of a wheeled truck running on a circular wav having tlie
t raining axis of the gun-carriage as its center. The wheeled carriage supfiorts a* pair of rails,
inclined to an angle of loading. On these rails is supported tlie projeeti](‘-t rough, t hat can
be moved back and forth by a pinion and rack or a winch, operated by a band-hn-er, to deliver
the projectile into the breech of the gun. The trough is held in position by a spring-rirf'ssi'd
detent, carried by the truck, acting against a stop on the trough. The trough also carries a
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1.—The Jeiikiris cushioned hammer.

loading-ram, moved by rope and pulleys connected with a hand-operated winch supported by

tile truck, to force the projectile into the gun-barrel. The truck is also adapted to transfer

projectiles from the magazine to the gun. (See also Torpedoes.)

Hiimiiior, Pile-Dri ving : see Pile-Driving.

HAMMERS, POWER. No important improvoinent has been made in steam-hammers

during the last ten years, but a notable event in the history of steain-liammers is the erection

and completion in 1891 of the largest ham-
mer in the world, at the Betti leheni (Pa.)

Steel-Works. A description of this enor-

mous hammer is given below :

The hammer stands in the center of a

very large building, and over a year has been

speiit in its construction. A pit 58 ft. X 5!^

ft. was dug for tlie foundation, and on walls

80 ft. high the anvil stands. To give the

foundation a eertain elasticity, a layer of

twenty steel slalis on top of Ohio wliite-oak

timbers was made, and the surface was ren-

dered perfectly smooth. The anvil was built

by depositing on top of the steel slabs and
their timbers twenty-two blocks of solid cast

iron. The average ‘weight of these blocks is

70 tons, and the entire weight of the mass of

iron and steel forming the anvil and foun-

dation is nearly 1,800 tons. The anvil foun-

dation and the hammer foundation are en-

tirely separate and independent of each

other. The liammer itself is a majestic

looking striicturo, rising to a height of 90 ft.

The housings, composing the first section,

from a large arch. These housings are eaoli mi t

composed of a single 120-tori casting. The width of the hammer is 42 ft. 1 he housings,

whose bases are 10 ft. by 8 ft., arc lirmlv clamped into the foundation-walls at each side, and

are fastened to washers lying beneath the walls at a depth of 88 ft.

Around the entire pefipliery of the hammer, to the height of the first section, lo ft., is a

phitform of levers controlling the working of the machine. Above is another arch of hous-
^ ings, which weigh 80 tons

aideeo. This arch is capped
by a steam-chest, a easting of

Go tons, riere, at the height

of some 70 ft., is another plat-

form. On the top of this

steam-cliest, and in the center

of this platform, is siiperadded

tlie huge cylinder, 24 ft. high,

with an internal diameter of

7(> in. In the zenith of th()

arch is the large tup or rain of

the liammer, aii enormous piece

of metal about 191 ft. long,

10 ft. wide, and 4 ft. thick, tlie

weiglit of which is almost 100

tons. Connected to this is the

piston-rod, of steel, 40 ft. long

and 1(> in. in diameter. At the

bottom of the tup and keyed
to it is the die-hammer. This
is a large, scpiaro lilock of iron,

faced with steel, and is tlie

irieee wliicli will strike the

metal that is being forged,

ddic [)iston-rod has a stroke of

Khi ft., and tlie weight of tup,

|>iston-rod, and piston aggre-

gates 125 tons.

Jmkim' Uprigh t Omhumed
IMve-IIa7nmer

—
'Pig. 1 shows

. ,, ,, , , , a tHiwer-haniiner macle by Jen-
-Bradley cushioned strap-hamuuT. ^ ^ Bollofonto, Pa.

The blow or sh-oko is enshioned by means of tour rubber cushions, two of which are placed

above a,n(l two below the fuleriim bearing the helve. This fulcrum is made in the form of a

cross-liead, to wliich tlio liead is pivoted; the cross-head being free to move ut) and down as

the strain comes on the helve. Tdio makers claim that a cushion placed directly at the lul-

Fiq.



Fia. 3.—Dead-stroke power-hammer. Fig. 4.—-Dead -.stroke power-haniiiier.

the throw of the rani, while at the same time the stroke of the eccentric i.s shoriencd.

lianimer is operated by an eccentric at the rear, connected by a pitman to the saddle or oscnl-

lator which carries the lielve, and by this helve motion is imparted to the head or ram. In
this way the blow is made to imitate the action of a hand-hammer.

Dead-Stroke IMim'-Tlafnmer.—hhg’.

shows a dead-stroke power-hammer, mad(‘.

by Dienelt k Eisenhardt, of Philndelpliia.

The ram, or striking’ pa,rt of tlie Inunmer,
is suspended on an elastic or flexible bell,

(generally of leather), attatdied to tlie ex-
treme points of a semicircular steel spring.

The upper part of the steel spring is con-
nected by a rod with a crank-{)in, which,
being set in motion by lielting, gives thti

reciprocating movement necessary to raisi^.

or lower the ram, in its guides, with a speed
and force entirely regulated l>y t lie fric

tion-pulley. One peculiarity of this liam-
rner is that, although none of the force
with which the ram descends is lost, t-lie

r*^bound is taken np by the spring and Ixdt
on which it is suspended, before reaching
the working parts above it. In this wtiy

the shaft-bearings, crank-pins, and set-screws are preserved from breakage. It may be readily
adjusted to work exclusively on thick metals, yet for ordinary work a 50-11). Immfner, for ex-
ample, will strike good alternate blows on a 3-in. or f-in. bar without any change in the ad-
justment. Eig. 4 shows a hammer of the same kind set in a wall-bracket. This hammer Ims

Fig. 5.—FneLuiiatic Fig. U.—Fneuaiatic haumier.
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r

Pig. 7.--Pneumatic hammer.

a shortei* stroke than the standard hammer
;
hence it is not so powerful in its blow, although

it moves very rapidly if desired.

Pneumatic Ilammer.—The Hackney pneumatic
hammer is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Hammers
of this kind strike their blows through power de-

rived from air which has been compressed in a cyl-

inder by a piston. The air acts when imparting its

force precisely like a powerful compressed spring

suddenly released, and, in fact, it is such a spring

;

hence such hammers are sometimes called air-spring

hammers. Fig. 5 is the single standard hammer
designed for comparatively light forging. Fig. 6 is

a double standard hammer, and is suitable for

heavy work. The same principles of working are,

however, embodied in each, as is shown in the dia-

gram cut (Fig. 7). The crank-yoke is attached di-

rectly to the air-cylinder below, which is thus given
a vertical reciprocating motion in the slides.

Within this cylinder is a piston attached to the

hammer-head, the air, more or less of which is con-

fined above and below the piston, serving to trans-

mit motion to it and to cushion it at the end of

each stroke. The admission and confinement of

air in the cylinder are controlled by valves, by which
air may not only be confined above the piston but
also below it, thus holding the piston between two
air-springs, each of winch opposes the action of the

other
;
and this opposition is regulated at the will

of the operator, so that it may be increased till the

force of the blow is reduced to nothing, or dimin-
ished so that the full force of the hammer is real-

ized
;
the intensity ol! the blow depending upon the position of the valves.

Harness, Fire: see Fire Appliances.

Harpoon : see Hay Carriers and Rickers.

Harrow: see Pulverizers and Harrows.
HARVESTER, COTTON. The difficulties in the way of a successful cotton-harvester

arise from the pecidiar nature of the crop. A field of cotton is not harvested once for ail, as
is a field of grain, ch icily because the cotton on the plant does not ripen all at once. It

therefore may happen that on the same plant there may bo lint, ready for picking, imma-
ture bolls, and even the ilower or bloom. In the eastern States of the South it is common to
gather three crops; the first early in the autumn, the last usually in Becember. It is,

therefore, essential beyond all other considerations, that a cotton - harvesting machine
should be so constructed that it will remove only the lint from the plants, and nothing
else. This implies two things: first, that the plant itself, with its bolls and blooms, shall be
left unimpaired by the action of the machine

;
and, second, that the gathered cotton shall be

free from leaves, sticks, or other trash. The early attempts at inventing cotton-machines,
and most of the modern elforts, have failed because of non-fulfillment of one or the other of

these conditions. Tlie trouble with most of them has been tliat they would not only gather
the cotton, but a good deal of the plant at the same time ; and even if this were not
detrimental to the liarvesting of subsequent crops from the same plant, it would be fatally

uneconomical, for the reason 1/hat the cost of getting the trash out of the cotton which is gath-
ered far overhalauc.es the gain incident to tlie use of machine-picking. It has become almost;

a maxim in the Soiilli that “ cotton can only lie picked by brains.” A great many machines
have been d(',vis(‘d wliich have failed simply bcea-use they could not get at the cotton at all.

Others have been provided with claws and fingers, and all kinds of catcjhing contrivances,
which would entangh^ the cotton, but which, as a<lready stated, would make no discrimination
between lint and trash. Tiie makers of the earliest rnacliines discovered that large claws or

fingers would g(min’aUy pick t/ho boll with the lint, and then tlie sizes of the fingchs or claws
were diminished, until finally it was attempted to gatlier cotton with ordinary card clothing.

After this ca/ine al/i(uni)ts to primp the cotton from the plant; and then followed elforts to

make it adhere to a,n (‘.l(Hit,ricaIly excited belt. None of these attempts has been even meas-
urably successful. Most, of the inventors have erred in the belief tliat what is wanted in a

cotton-harvcslnr is a machine which will imitate the operations of a man in pick-

ing cotton, fidiis Is a mistake. What is wanted is a contrivance wliich will not only
take cotton olf the plants, but which will take nothing hut cotton ; or, in other

words, which will discriminate. The most promising cotton-harvester which thus
far lias been produced is that invented by Mr. Charles T. Mason, Jr., of South Caro-

lina
;
and, so far as is known, Mr. Mason appears to have been the first person to—

. recognized the correct principles of cotton-harvesting as above briefly out-

Steixaooth. invented, first, what he calls a “ stem,” which is a device which will

take cotton and nothing but cotton from the plants. He has also invented several

forms of machines which operate that stem to bring it into contact with the cotton out of

the successive plants of a row. The principle of Mr. Mason’s stem will be readily under-

27

w
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stood from Fig. 1, which represents a piece of thin sheet-metal, A, in which ha.s been cut a

V-shaped slot, jB. This slot is shown in the figure very much enlarged over actual size, its

length, in practice, being about a third of an inch. In the metal plate is puinclied a

series of these V-shaped slots arranged in rows, after which the plate is corrugated

and bent to form a cylinder or completed stem, as shown in Fig. 2. It will be no-

ticed that in the slot B there is formed a sharp tooth Z. This tooth is so placed that

it does not project above the surface of the cylinder or stem, or, in other words, it is

guarded by the adjacent metal. It will also be observed that there is considerable

open space in the slot in front of the tooth Now, when the stem, Fig. 2, is brought

up to a mass of loose cotton lint, the latter, by its own elasticity, will enter the space

in front of the tooth L and will become engaged. When the cylinder or stem is

turned with the pointsi
of its teeth foremost,

nothing which is not as

elastic as cotton will en-

ter the space in front of

the tooth, but the sur-

face of the stem will

slide or rotate in contact

with it. Therefore it is

Stenu' impossible to make the

stem gather leaves, or

stalks, or bolls, or any other hard
substance. So accurately will

this stem discriminate, that it

maybe taken in the closed hand
and rotated point foremost, and
yet will not scratch the skin

;
but

the instant that it touches the

elastic cotton, engagement fol-

lows. It will be obvious that, in

order to use such a slot as this, a

mechanism must be provided
which will rotate the stern s points

foremost, gather the cotton, and
then rotate them in the opposite direction to throw the cotton from the teeth. The mechan-
ism must also carry the steins bodily into and out of the plants, while the machine itself is

rogressing forward along tlie row. It will

Fig. 3.—Mason cotton-harvester.

e;

Fig. 4—Mason cotton-liarvester—plan.

le clear that there are many ways in whitdi
this can be done. Thus, the stems, rnountiui
on suitable frames, may be dipped into tlio

plants from above, which perhaps is olijec-

tionable on account of the necessary lieighti

to be given to tlie machine, or they may lie

introduced laterally.. One form of tlie nui-

chine which Mr. Mason has devised, and
which has been suceessfnlly us(‘(l, is illus-

trated in Pigs. 3 and 4, Fig. 3 Ix'ing a, vm-ti-

cal section and Fig. 4 a plan. Th(‘, bo( ly con-
sists of a box-shaped frame mounted on two
wheels. The frame is divided into two i>a,rt,s

or sections, with a passage-way in the ('(‘nler,

so that the machine, so to sfX'ak, strnddlc.s
the cotton-row. In each section of tlu^ ma-
chine there is a vertical shaft, and on tliis

shaft the cotton-sterns are arrange<l radially
and in tiers one aliove tlH‘ other. .Motion is

communicated to the shaft by g(^‘i,ring I rum
the wheels, so that the slmfl rot,at (‘s, a,ud lu

so doing carries the stiuns int,o IIh* pla,nts,

and then into the compart nuiiits of t.he ma.-
ehine. In connection wit.li t,li(‘. st-mns a
versing gear is arranged, so t,hat th(‘, stems
are made to turn on their own a,xcs, p<»iHts

forward, while in the plants, and in a riivcrse

direction when they enter the boxes, ''riu^

stems, tlierefore, gather the cotton, ea,rry it

into the boxes, reverse, and thereby
themselves of the cotton

;
and the latter tlum

falls upon a horizontal belt, wliicjh canv<‘ys
it to the rear, where it engages with elevator-belts, and these in turn carry it upwarcl aiul
deliver it into the bags bung on the rear of the machine. The machine is drawn by a liorso
or mule, and as it passes over the rows of plants the stems are carried backward in each rev-
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olution. R/t the ScIiHig itite of spoGtl as that at which the machine moves forward.. Therefore
the stems ai’C practically stationary in the plants, and all dragging is prevented. Actual
experiment has proved that the capacity of this machine is from 8,000 to 3,500 lbs, per
day.

^

A committee of the National Cotton Planters’ Association has reported that, under
conditions of actual test, “ the machine gathered a fairly clean cotton at the rate of 240 lbs.
of seed-cotton per hour from plants that would not yield more than 1 bale of line cotton
to every 8 acres and that the committee could “ discover no damage done in the opera-
tion of the machine to the plant in any way, either to the unopened bolls or the leaves on
the stalk.” Tlie machine described is manufactured by the Mason Cotton Harvester Com-
pany, of Charleston, S. C., and further details concerning it will be found in the following
letters-patent granted to Mr. Charles T. Mason, Jr., namely, 286,032, Oct., 1883; 293,484,
203,485, Feb. 12, 1884; 311,344, Jan. 27, 1885; 312,647, Feb. 24, 1885; 331,514, Dec. 1, 1885;
337,007. March 2, 1886; 345,246, July 6, 1886; and 345,312, July 13, 1886.

JH[ARYESTIN(4-MACHINES, ORAIN. The construction of binding-harvesters has
been changed to some extent as regards the harvester part, and radically in the binder part,
since the year 1880, and the use of this compound implement has been largely increased by
the very preferable employment of twines instead of wire to bind the sheaves of grain.'
Manila twine was early chosen by Holmes, Gorham, Appleby, and other early workers in the
invention of the grain-binder, and nianila hemp still holds favor for this purpose. Sisal hemp
comes very near it as a suitable filler. Without a proper twine the machine would have been
far from the remarkable success it has become. Grain-binders now consume in the United
States more than 6{).()0() tons of twine annually. There is no consequential objection to the
twine; but the wire, from whicli sniiill fragments broke away in the operation of thrashing by

Fio. 7. • Pi®* 5*

Figs. 1-7.—Operation of Appleby knotter.

maebinory, in jured the oxpemsive bolting-cloths of the flouring-mills to an appreciable extent,

owing to the slmrp cutting ('dges of the fragments becoming flattened by the mill machinery.

It wii,s cbiiined, also, i\uii farm animals were sometimes choked or injured internally by bits

of th(‘, wir(% as these found in tlio stomach and bowels after death. A grave prejudice

wa,s arous(‘.(l against grain-binders, employing wire as the binding material, which the substi-

tution of twim*. has (piite a,llaved.
. .

Th(‘, int.roducfion of the binding-harvester has been a tremendous stimulus to gram-grow-

not only in tliis, its native country, but throughout South America, Europe, Australasia,

and pa,rts of Africa,. Some 3 ft. of twine will bind a convenient sheaf. It must be strong

enough to Ix'ar about 70 lbs. tensile strain when made with a loose enough twist to avoid

kinking, and must be spun free from swells and bunches unfit to pass through the mechanical

kiKhter. Tlu^ liner it can be spun, without sacridee of necessary tensile strength, the more

economical its use. In practice, it runs from about 400 to 600 ft. per lb., making it cost per

acre, at current iirices, from 28 down to about 18 cts. Other fibers besides those named are

used to a moderate extent, also mixtures of the above with jute, ramie, and even American

hemp. The Tiowry twine is the latest improvement in grain-binding material—an improve-

ment in the direction of economy. It is made of the tough slough-grass which grows abun-

dantly on low-lying wet land throughout the United States in the great prairie basins, and is
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deemed useless for any other purpose. It is twisted or spun, without preliminary preparation

other than combing it straight, into a uniform, strong twine, by special macliinery devised by
George A. Lowry, of Iowa, which also at the same time
wraps it with light cotton thread, at the instant before
spooling, in a long, open spiral turned opposite to the direc-

tion of the twist given the twine in spinning. The thread-
wrapping serves to hold the grass-twine twist firm, and also

prevents protrusion of short ends that would possibly inter-

fere with the work of a mechanical knotter. By enlarging
and otherwise slightly modifying the lines of the knotting
mechanism of grain-binders, this grass-twine and the or-

dinary hempen twines can be used interchangeably on the
same machine—an obvious practical convenience. At pres-

ent prices, the cost of it per acre of grain is considerably
less than of the ordinary twines; and the ease of niaiiufac-

tiire is also in its favor. At fiist, reduction in the cost of

harvesting was the only consideration in introducing the
mechanical binding, hut it has proved to be scarcely the
most important. So precarious is the state of grain crops
when just fit for the sickle that either premature or dilato-

ry harvesting forfeits large value. However, with the bin-

Fig. 8.—Knotter complete. der the crop is quickly taken off at the time deemed best.

In the United States, the birthplace of the binder, the year-

ly yield of wheat, oats, rye, and barley has been enormously augmented since the adveiit of

the use of the twine. Present crops of over 1,300,000,000 bushels of small grains in a year
could not have been approached without it. The quality of

crop has also visibly improved. The binding-harvester has
therefore become the most important among the farmer’s
machines, though the rapid improvements of ten years have
not yet had time enough to ripen all its possibilities. Not
taking up the improvements from their crudity from the
beginning of the decade step by step, we merely instance some
advanced examples in common use at the end of the decade,
which enable the farmer or his boy to sit the machine, drive

unaided round and round his fields, and reap, bind, and de-

liver the grain-sheaves in groups of a sufficient number to

form a stock, at the rate of from 1 to 1-^ acres an hour, ac-

cording to capacity of team. It is used with, horses, oxen, or,

as in the broad California valleys, with the same steam-engine
which has previously plowed, harrowed, and seeded the
ground for it, and which will also thrash, clean, and bag the
grain for market. The principles of the Marsh harvester,

really designed to carry men to do the binding, has generally
been relied on as the foundation for the maenine

;
but there

is now a breaking away from these limitations, to reduce
weight, draft, and cost, by special construction, treating the complete,

reaping, gaveling, and sheafing as one continuous operation.

The Knotter .—The germ of the binding-harvester upon
which all other parts are a growth, is the knotter, one type of

which is seen performing its successive movement in tying
the knot, in Figs. 1 to 6 inclusive. The completed knot,
with a segment of the
band, is seen in Fig. 7.

The beveled pinion,

seen in Figs. 8 and 9,

which represents the
complete appliance in

two positions, rotates

the knotter one revo-

lution, and the loop
thus formed in the
doubled twine is then
quickly stripped off

from the knotter by
mechanical means,
leaving a bow still

pinched in the knot-
ter, and which has been
passed securelythrough
the tightly drawn loops.

This bow of the knot is

finally pulled from the
grip of the knotter by Fia.
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Fig. 11.—Binder-table. Fig. 12.—-Binder-table.

the strain of the bound sheaf as the latter is expelled from the binder-table by suitable dis-

charging-pnings. At the instant of tying, the twine has been severed by a small blade be-
tween the knotter and a retaining

device to hold the end of the twine

which communicates with the source

of supply carried in a box on the ma-
chine. The simplified diagram from
the McCormick Co. (Pig. 10) will

serve to show the usual plan of lead-

ing the twine necessary for a band
up around the gavel to be bound,

and presenting it upon the knotter

and to tlie act ion of tlie retainer be-

yond, so that the latter may in due
time, when releasing the end last

lield, seize the new end at the instant

of severance, holding it upon tlie

knotter parallel with the held end
already there, while the knotter, with

a rapid whirl, forms the next knot.

The bowl-like knob seen in .Pig. 1 at the heel of the jaw of the knotter serves to open and
close the jaw for the reception and release of the two branches of the twine which are to form

a knot of the free ends, and derives motion from a stationary cam-track, which it encounters
during its rotation with the
knotter. In this class of bin-

der the grain delivered from
the reaper-apron is propelled

by a pair of alternating doub-
le-fluked packers protruding
upward through the slotted

table (Figs. 11, 12). The tip

of the twine-needle is seen at

the top of the middle slot (Fig.

12). When a sufficient bulk
of grain has been packed
against the upright double
compressor-post, seen, at bot-

tom of Fig. 12, to overcome
the adjusted resistance of the

post, the latter automatically

trips the shifter for starting

the needle-arm shaft and knot-

ting mechanism, producing
the following series of move-Fig. 13. —Knotter— driving parts.

inents : The needle rises and completes the encircling of the gavel with twine ; the knot is

ticid ;
botli branclies of the twine are severed just beyond the knot

;
a new end of twine is

retaiiUMl
;
a pair of dis(;harging-arms applied behind the sheaf ejects it from the table

;
the

drop-lioards seen on either side

of tlie double eoinpressor-iiost

(Pig. 12) are lowered on their

liinges to make way for the out-

passing sheaf
;

the. drop-boai-ds

are returned ; the needle is low-

eiTid to its posiUou of rest ; the

trip is automatically relockiMl

;

and trie paeddng of grain for an-

other sheaf is resumed.
All t.hes(^ movenumts, though

serial, a,r(‘, performed so quickly

as to appear simultaiicous, but

the nice timing of them for a

virt.viaJly perfect result has been

acli ioved, not withstanding the

<li (Tlculties a,rising from the rough
jolting of harvest-work and the

lUHussity of chen,pness of con-

struct,ion. Pigs. I'l and 14 show

t'Lirtluimechan that isXovo the table, and that is associated with the binding function.

limpinn Medumitm.-m?;. 15 shows the relation of the binder portion to the reaper por-

tion of the machine. A t the rear of the binder-table is a spring wind-board restraining the

lieads of the moving grain. At the front is a hinged wind-board, ^'dinstable by hand tor con-

trolling the butts of the grain, but this is often superseded by a small endless apion (Fig. lo),

Fig. 14.—Knotter- driving parts.
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driven on rollers supported on a flat frame placed on edge, hinged at the upper end and ad-

justable to ditferent backward slants, by hand, in the same way, to suit varying lengths of

Fio. 15.-“Keaping-machine.

grain (Fig. 17). Further, the whole binder combination is by a hand-lever, easily/ slid back-
ward or forward, on rails fixed to the reaper-frame, to insure proper location for the band on

the sheaf in grain of extreme variations as to length of

straw. Chain-gear, arranged by McCormick (as in Fig.

18) is commonly used to convey power from a cliain-wheel

turned by a spline on the main bindei-shaft under the
binder. This chain drives all the binder mechanism.
The driven chain-wheel at the top is fixed on tlie knotter-
shaft and makes one revolution for. each sheaf. It oper-
ates the knotter, ejector, twine-retainer, and ‘cutter, and.
by means of the connecting-rod shown, simultaneously
rocks the needle-shaft below, to advance and withdraw
the needle at the proper juncture to encircle the packed
gavel with twine, present the twine to the knotter, and
then open the way for the reception of more grain from
the packers. The packers of this class of twine-binder
run continuously, but the rear projection on the needle
prevents them from taking hold of grain while the needle
is lip. At the end of each such revolution the entire bin-

der mechanism, except the packers, is stopped automatically by a spring-shifter, one style

of which (McCormick’s) is seen in Fig. 19, and pauses, inoperative, until again tripped by
pressure of incoming grain
to repeat the single revolu-
tion necessary to bind and
eject.

The devices so far shown
belong to what is known as

the Appleby type of twine-
binder, although similar

practical results in automat-
ically tying sheaves with
twine are reached by some
differences of mechanical de-

tail in the Holmes binder,

with equal success. Utiliza-

tion of the mechanical press-

ure on a tripping arm, by the
packed grain, to start the
binder mechanism, is an es-

sential of all the twine-bin-
ders in vogue, to relieve the
operator from care over the
binder routine. Once ad- Fig. it.-Carrier-table and binder.

Fig. 16.—Carrier-apron.
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justed for given tightness of band, position of band, and size of sheaf, the binder is self-
regulating.

miB Holmes -BmJer.—The knotter (Fig. 20) of the Holmes binder is a hollow shell rotated
by its pinion and having a barbed volute hook centered on its lower end in a plane trans-

versa! with its axis. The shell contains a spindle carrying at its lower end a secondary hook
aceormnodated to the bottom surface of the primary hook and normally in a state of pressure
against the barb, held there by a spiral spring at the top connecting the spindle and shell.

When the knotter rotates the top of its spindle strikes a stop just before the rotation is com-

pleted, while its shell, eontinuing to rotate, opens a gap between its barb and the end of the

arrested secondary hook on its spindle, admitting the two branches of twine which are to be

drawn through tlie turn of the knot (Fig. 21). The knotter then makes a retrograde revolu-
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sheaves and carry them back over upon the mechanism of the binder, as may occur with a

rotary ejector. The mechanism, except the needle when at rest, is placed above the table, and
is seen in a general view in Fig. 80, which also exhibits a number of sheaves deposited on

aw -

Fig. SO.—The Holmes binder complete.

Wood’s sheaf- carrier. Fig. 31 shows the manner in which the sheaf-carrier folds backward,
wing-like, to deposit its load. The operator can thus group his sheaves in such a manner as

to greatly reduce the labor of stocking. Fig. 32 shows this binder with the back half of the

table omitted. The packers and ejectors are in pairs. The pair of parallel bars in theriableare

adjustable higher or lower to determine the size of gavel. The automatic tripping is effected

by grain pressure upward upon the tail of the trip-lever (Fig. 33), also seen in Fig. 30 to the

Fra. 32.—Binder—rear view. Fig. 33.—Trip-lever.

right of the packer-wheel. Figs. 34 and 35 show a manner of adapting the Wood macliine to
harvesting flax, which is usually left in bunches instead of sheaves. A slotted table with a
series of teeth movable in the slots is substituted for the binder mechanism. The operator,
by one movement on a foot-lever, unloads the sheaf-carrier and lifts the series of teeth to
cheek the delivery of fl.ax from the table as often as a sufficient bunch accumulates on the
carrier.
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The Appleby and Holmes types of mechanism are the only two in general use. Eig. 36
gives the Appleby with its sheaf about to be ejected, and Fig. 37 the Holmes knotter with the

knot nearly completed, and its sheaf.

Both depend somewhat upon the ex-
pansion of the sheaf, when relieved from
compression, to insure a tight band;
but the latter less than the former, be-
cause it makes its knot closer to tlie

grain. Wood’s (Holmes) binder squares
the butts of the gavel with an oscillating
board armed with several flanges to also
move the grain downward, placed on
edge at the front of the receptacle. The
upper end of the board rotates in a

^ plane coincident with that of the table,

while the lower end receives a slight
reciprocating motion from being linked
to a suitably placed pivot; and the re-

sult is a series of rapid alternating rak-
ing strokes to move the grain dowuiward
from the elevator, on the table, and to
square the butts (Figs. 38, 39).

Features of the Wood binder not
here described are so similar to corre-

F.«. siT-End board. -^PPleby type
that they do not need a separate de-
scription. The relation of the Wood
binder to the harvester appears in Fig.
40. The harvesters used with the Ap-

^
pleby type of binder to do the reaping

\ are, as a rule, triple-apron machines of
the type formerly used with wire hind-

\ ers, and modeled on the original har-

^
vester invented by the Marsli Bros, to

I
carry men with it at the side where tlie

I
grain is delivered over the driving-wltecl

^ from an elevator, to do the bincling by
hand and drop their sheaves on the
ground alongside. Wood has modified
this harvester by deflecting the horizon-
tal platform apron-conveyer and ex-
tending it up the elevator, and placdng
a lightly framed float upon tlie surface
of the elevator portion to hold the as-
cending grain against the elevator to

^ give pressure enough to force it up. To^ counteract a tendency of the moving
Fig. 39.—End board. apron to lift away from its proper place

in the angle at the foot of the elevator,
he drives ail three rollers positively by suitable gear, thus drawing the bottom of the cloth
tight and keeping the top surface slack. Lightness, reduced friction, and a decreased num-
ber of rollers and quantity of cloth are the objects.

Fig. 39.—End board.
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The triple-apron and single-apron arrangements are outlined in Figs. 41 and 42. The

»eration of the single-apron construction is displayed in hig. 4d; that of the triple-apron

Fig. 41.--Triple-apron rolls. -Single-apron rolls.

construction in Fig. 44. For transporting this class of binding-harvesters on the road a

stout two-wheeled truck is commonly used (Fig. 45), as the wheels of the machine track too

widely for rural roadways and narrow bridges. For this purpose the tongue is made attach-

able to one end of the machine. So far as practicable, rolled iron or steel framework for

Fig. 44.—Triple-apron operating.

nreference to cog-gearing, as it obviates the accurate lining of shafts, runs freelv. and wears

only in the chain-links, which are cheaply replaceable without delays, and its use lightens and

cheapens construction.
. t i ivrn

Fig. 46 is an improved arrangement of the dnvmg-power by the Mil-

waukee Co, Fig. 47 is Shaiighran’s adjusting device for the harvester reel, made by McCor-
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stipport, to render easy the manipulation of lever d. The levers have spring-latches, and
maintain the reel in any given position for the time being.

Fig. 47.—Shaughran's gear and adjusting device.

The Milwaukee Harvester Co.’s adjustable reel support (Fig. 48) has but one hand-lever,

wlucli looks the reel in any position forward or backward in the direction of its length, and

Fig. 48. -Milwaukee adjustable reel support.

upward or downward when turned on its own axis by the operator, A lift-spring in the for-

ward arm, not visible in the figure, sustains the weight of reel and forearm.
^

Aultman, Miller & Co., of Ohio, make a binding-harvester (Pig. 49) m which the cloth con-
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Yeyer is confined to the platform, and the grain is moved up the elevator to the binder under

a suspended float carrying a pair of raking teeth, and by a gang of teeth with tedder action

derived from a crank-shaft working under the elevator-boards. The teeth are propelled in

slots in the elevator, and serve the double purpose of elevating the grain and packing it under

the knotter, which is modeled on the Appleby plan, “ This machine packs the grain upward.

Walter A. Wood makes a rake-elevator binding-harvester (Fig. 50) which has cloth-conveyer

on platform only, and elevates and packs the grain with a rotary rake having teeth on four

arms. The rake-heads rock, so as to feather and draw out of work, as soon as they arrive at

the edge of the binder-table. They are held in work by tail-guides at the forward end. The
raking device is in the form of a reel, which is journaled only at the forward end ; thus the

entire rear line of harvester and binder is left open, as seen in Fig. 51, giving unobstructed
passage to the grain, however long the straw may be. There is a light cloth-and-frame
extension behind the platform to keep the heads of tall grain from touching the stubble

behind the harvester. The knotter works beneath the binder-table which is slotted just above
it, and is a hook of the Appleby
type. The twine-needle is piv-

oted above the spiico for the
sheaf. The discharger recipro-

cates. Tlie grain is elevated
only along tlie small arc re-

quired for the action of the
rake-heads upon it, lightening
both weight and work._ The
driving-wheel is located jtist in

front of the binder, not under
it, as in other binding-harves-
ters, and its power is conveyed
back to tlie liinder, platform-
conveyer, and elevator liy a
tnrnbfing-rod. ,As tlie driving-

wheel and gra,in-wh(!el are not
centered on the same transverse

line, the latter is arranged a,s a
Fig. 50.—Wood’s harvester. caster to avoid cram

f
ling in

turning. It is attuelied far

enough back to balance the machine, the principal weight of which is Virought as near the
driving-wheel as practicable. The weight of the tongue, and of the driver, whose seat is

slightly forward of the driving-wheel center, on the hounds of the tongue, aids in balancing
the machine.”

A very considerable part of the harvesting in the large grain-fields of the Pacific coast is

now performed with the wide-cut “header,” sometimes drawn by a long string of animals, but
preferably by a traction engine. The header cuts the straw near the top, leaving the stubble
standing high, and taking off little more than the grain-ears. This renders the duty of the
conveyer mechanism so light as to admit of taking a swath 15 or 20 ft. wide, and even wider.
From the platform-conveyer the grain-ears are elevated between canvas belts to a point over
the driving-wheel, and there shot into a long supplemental conveyer swung well out from
the side of the machine to deliver them into large tender-wagons traveling alongside to

receive loads and haul to the thrasher.
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A thrashing, cleaning, and separating attachment is carried on some of these headers.
This elaborate mechanism is known as a combined harvester. Fig. 52 shows it as made by
the Benicia Agricultural Works. It spouts the cleaned grain into sacks handled by meii
riding on the machine, who transfer it, ready for market, to the tender-wagon alongside as
fast as the_ sacks are filled. The straw from the thrasher serves as fuel for the engine, which
is made with a fire-box expressly designed as a straw-burner. This use of engines in harvest-
ing, where farming is done on a large scale, the ground level and affording good footing for
the engine-wheels under the influence of a steadily dry summer climate, is rapidly extending,
having proved economical both in respect of money and time. Fig. 53 exhibits one of tfie

wide-cut headers (Gleiser’s), with traction engine attached, in the field.

Fig. 52.—Thrashing, cleaning, and separating harvester.

Headers are sometimes employed in fields of small size in localities where straw is not
valuable for sale. No binding mechanism is used in this mode of harvesting. The “Buck-
eye ” harvester, for example, is adapted for use either as a header or binder. When used as a
binder it is run low, bringing its sickle near the ground to cut long straw for binding into
sheaves. As a header it is used with the binding mechanism off, and witli the sickle raised
high enough to merely clip the ears, and leave the straw standing in the field. Attaclied to

the delivery side of the machine is an extension conveyer, the extremity of whicli is held at.

any requisite height by a rod controlled by the operator of the machine, and whicli is fur-

nished with an endless apron to spout the harvested heads into an attendant wagon.
Gcmi-Harvester.—Fig. 54 is a sled with a folding wing each side armed with a blade set

for work diagonally with the line of progression. The rapidity with which this very recently
designed device has been adopted by farmers demonstrates the existence of a great need for
corn-harvesting machinery. In this particular device the bladed wings are adjuslalile to

whatever slant will cut off the corn-stalks most easily
; when they are ripened to a |)oint of

dryness, a decidedly slanting cut is required. The blades, if serrate-edged, remain elliciently

sharp a long time and do more thorough work than if smooth or knife-edged. Ihick-saw
blades are used. A lever serves to transfer the weight of the front end of the sled upon a
caster-wheel beneath, when it is necessary to turn about at the ends of rows, in response to
direction of draft. One horse suffices for draft. Two men ride the harvester, standing back to
back, with a transverse hand-rail by which to steady themselves. The horse readily follows the
proper line between the corn-rows, the reins being allowed to remain looped to the rail within
easy reach. The men on either side receive the severed stalks in their arms until a gallows-hill
is passed uncut by momentarily folding the adjacent wing of the harvester, when they set their
armfuls in stook against the selected gallows-hill, resume position on the harvester, re-extend
the folded wing, and proceed as before. A crank-lever below the hand-rail, moved by the foot,
folds and extends the wing. Both wings are folded, for safety, when driving along out of work.
Some of these sled machines are made with the deck adjoined to the runners adjustably, so
as to gauge the height of cut. The attendants do not draw the stalks forcibly against the
blades, but permit them to be slightly inclined forward, when the blades slice them off easily
with a slant cut. While the invention seems simple, it has been a long time coming, and is
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Fig. 54.—Corn-harvester,

effective in light or only moderately heavy crops, of which 10 acres may be thus stocked in a

day with labor which, though not arduous, accomplishes somewhat more than double the
usual duty of two men working
with corn-knives. A notable

step in advance is a corn-har-

vester devised at the factory of

the D. M. Osborne Co., at Au-
burn, N. Y. The cutters are

two horizontal disk - knives

turning toward each other.

Spiked wheels turning on the

same shafts with the knives

force the corn-stalks between
the knife-edges. The two di-

vider-arms in front are spread
open to receive the corn, wheth-
er standing upright or leaning,

and are edged with toothed-

driven endless chains to lift

the corn and direct its tops

backward just before it is cut

off. The dissevered corn falls

upon the lower end of an in-

clined carrier, essentially a se-

ries of toothed endless chains

or belts suitable for elevating

the coarse, heavy material

some 8 ft. above the ground-
level. An accompanying wagon
receives the load, the corn be- ^ .

Fig. 55.—Bean-liarvester.

Pig. 56.—Pea and bean harvester.

ing delivered on the wagon in two bents, one belli rid

the other. The wagon-rack is necessarily low on
the side next the harvester. To unload quickly, the
right-hand wagon-wheels are lowered by running
them in a trench prepared at the place of unloading,
and the corn is rolled off at the side.

Pea and Bean Harvester,—B. 0. Savage’s pea and
bean harvester (Fig. 56) straddles the row and brings
the peas or beans in contact with two revolving cyl-

inders supplied with picker-teeth to comb the pods
from the vines, shell the seeds, and deposit them in

sacks. Five acres per day are claimed as its duty.
The “Moline” bean-harvester (Fig. 55) ixnearths

the vines and lays the complete growth of two rows
loosely in a windrow, ready to be loaded, midway
between their original place, without shelling by any
violent agitation.
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HAT-MAKING MACHINES. Stretching and BlocUng.—ln the preceding volurne of

this work (Figs. 2301 to 2315) will be found illustrations of hat-stretching and blocking-ma-

chines which are operated by hand, and on which the work is inaiiipulated by the operator.

These machines have been materially improved, so that they arc now automatic in their

flCtilOTl.#
j • 1 • 1 1 1

The Tip-St/retcMr has a ribbed and recessed fonner mounted on a vertical spindle and

raised or lowered by a cam mounted on a shaft, which is revolved once only while a hat-body

is stretched. This cam is so slmped that it will raise the spindle rapidly uiitil the former and

stretching fingers come into working relation. It is then gradually raised higher as the

stretching pro^gresses. When the stretching is completed the frame is lowered, and remains

stationary long enough to remove the stretched hat-body and put another on over the former.

In addition to this motion mechanism is provided which
,
rotates the hat-body while the

stretching is going on, and an absolutely uniform shaping of the crown is thus assured—

a

result not easily obtained in macliines of the old type. The macliine is capable of stretching

from 20 to 30 dozen hats per hour.

The Automatic Brim-Stretcher operates in the same manner as the tip-stretcher. A hat-

body, which has its tip already stretched, is placed upon the crown-block. The hat-body is

raised to the stretching-fingers, a,nd slowly rotated by mechanisni similar to^that employed in

the tip-stretcher while the brim is developed. The machine is capable of stretching twice

more hats than a hand- machine, and its work is much more uniform.

When a hat-body, which has been stretched on tip and brim, is

blocked on a hand-machine, the operator has first to put it in the machiuo, and then clamp it

at the edge of the brim. The band-ring has now to bo brought and locked and the hat-block

and brim-tongs simultaneously expanded, the one by a hand-lever and the other by a treadle.

And, finally, when stiff hats are blocked, cold water is poured on to set the stiffening and

thus fix the shape. All these operations are performed automatically in the machine shown

in Fig. 1. When the hat-body is placed over the block, and in reach of the tongs, the ma-

Fia. l.~BU>ekinf^-machine.

chine is started by means of a foot-lever shown on the right and inside of the trn,mo, and

all the above-described operations are made automatically; and when the hat-body is l)locked

and cooled off, tlie macliine stops and the hat-body is removed. I t is evident that these ma-

chines do not reejuire skilled opern.t,ors. When once properly adjusted for a ce.rtam size ot

hat-body each performs its work upon the liat-body placed upon it.

Pouricing--Machines,—In former machines the liat-body, opemted on by the poimmng ma-

terial, has been exposed more or less to the danger of being wrinkled, and, consequently, in-

jured in its passage through the machine. The apparatus has been improved so that the

hat-body, which is fed by two small conical rollers, is always perfectly smooth, and the strain

upon it while being pounced is reduced to a minimum, duie wool-hat povincirig-inachine dil-

fers from the fur-hat machine in the size of its pouneing-roller, which is (i in., while the

pouncing-roller of the fur-hat machine is only 3 in. in diameter. In both ma,ehmes the hat
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Fig. ;i.--Curling-iiiach.ine.

shape is secured. This pattern is made in three

by springs which center it accnirately over the bat-

on the band-ring of the hand-lever the lever

is lowered upon the table, and two adjustable

fingers set within an eighth, of an inch of the
edge of the pattern, and confined in that po-
sition by means of the wheel-nut shown above
tlie cross-bar on the treadle-lever. The hat,

properly heated, is now placed on the ma-
chine, the hand-block accurately centered upon
the chuck-block, and the edge of the brim
resting upon the edge of the folding-fingers.

The hand-lever is rapidly brought down,
forcing the edge of the brim between the fold-

ing-fingers and the pattern, when, by the
motion of the treadle, the former are made
to move rapidly toward the center, folding
the edge smoothly and evenly upon the pat-

tern, when, by a turn of the hand-lever on
the left of the machine, the folding-fingers

are forced firmly upon the edge of the brim
and thus complete the operation. The hat is

now ready to have its inner edge trimmed.
In order to insure accuracy the outer edge of
the hat-brim is clamped upon a hat-support-
ing table (Fig. 3), and, to prevent any strain

upon the bripi, a rotary cutter is used to trim
the edge of the curl. In the center of the
revolving hat-supporter, which is mounted
upon an adjustable oval chuck, a chuck-block
of the same size and shape as those on the
heater and curler is firmly fixed. Upon this the
hat is placed. Twelve sections located upon
radial sliding pieces are now closed around
the edge of the brim by means of a hand-
lever, and clamp the edge firmly. The rotary
cutter shown in Fig. 3, on an inclined spin-

is supported on a metal button, held
up by the operator with his right foot,

while the feeding-apparatus is opera-

ted with the left foot. To cause the

hat to run in or out it is only neces-

sary to depress the foot-lever, which
will operate the feed-rollers to a

greater or less extent while the hat is

being pounced. The facility with
which a hat can be pounced is superi-

or to anything heretofore a,ttained.

The fur-liat machine saves all block-

ing and liandling of the bat. The
bat is simply put in the machine, is

pounced on the brim, and gradually
run into the tip. During this time it

remains smooth, and. moving slowly,

is not pulled out of shape
;
nor is the

stitfening taken out of it.

Curl/mg-IIacMms .—Th e operation

of curling hat-brims has been greatly

simplified by the introduction of au-

tomatic machines. Tlie process, after

the brim has been heated is as fol-

lows : Upon the horizontal table of tlie

curling-machine (Fig. 2) are mounted
36 folding-fingers, which form a con-
tinuous ring around the edge of the
hat. These fingers are movable to-

ward the center by numns of 10

treadle-levers, and are adjustable to

any size or oval of the hai.-brim to bo
curled. The hand-lover above the hat
is pivoted in the rear of the machine,
and on the band-ring a trim sheet-

metal pattern of suitable size and
sections of trim metal, and is held in place
-brim. After the pattern has been placed

Fig. 3.—Edging-machine.
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die, is now lowered in place, and one or two revolutions of the hat-supporting plate is suffi-

cient accurately to trim the edge. The machine is adjustable, and easily arranged for any
oval that may be desired, triinniing the curl to any width or shape.

The Blanchard Laths in Tlat-Makmg ,—Many attempts have been made to improve the
Blanchard machine so as to enable it to make flanges with scooped faces. It is claimed that
the machine illustrated in B''ig. 4 is the first in which this object has been successfully aeoom-

Fig. 4.—Blanchard fiat-lathe.

plished. It will finish a hat-block from the edge of the liand to the center of the tip, and it

will cut out a flange flat or scooped rejuly to saw out the hole in the center, and will make
any size of block or flange from a given pattern. In the machines heretofore used to make
blocks, the pattern as well as the wood was held Vietween centers, and it was impossible to work
to the tip of the Iilock. Tins made it necicssary to finish every block made on the machine on
a wood-lathe or by ha,nd. Anotlier point in the old macliino was tlie acljiistment of the ma-
chine to vary ibe siz(',s and heiglits of the hat-block to be used. Both of tliese points have,
in this macliin(% betm (corrected. The hat-block is worked over by the cutter from the edge
of the band to tbe cumtm* of the tips, and is ready for sand-papering when taken out of the ma-
chine. Only one adjustment is re(pni*ed to regulate the size and doptli of a hat-block. In Fig. 4
the machine is shown as in use making a flange. The flange on the left of the maclrine repiro-

sents the pattei*n, whihi tlio other repr<‘sents the flange as turned by the nuichino. Tlie pat-

tern is secured upon an oval plate screwed upon the” pattern-spindle, and the l)lock of wood
on a similar flange on tlie working-s})indle; the saddle upon which tlie cutting-spindle and
pattern-wheel arc secured is now shifted to the left until the wheel touclies the edge of the
pattern. WIkui the macliine is started the pattern-wheel will cause the frame upon which
the pattern and working s|)indle are supported to swing to and from the cutters, and an ac-

curate copy of the |)at,teni is made, the size of the copy depending on the adjustment of the
pattern-wheel. Any style of flange or block can be made without otlier cliangc than the sub-
stitution of one pat4ern-wh(H>.l or cutter for another. In Fig. 4 the pattern-wheel and cutter
intended for sucli a block ai'e shown as resting on the base of tlie macliine. A ll the foregoing
machines are from designs Iiy and arc patented to Mr, Rudolph 'Eickemeyer. of Yonkers, ISI. Y.

HArCH-OPEIUTlNtt MECHANISM. Mechanism for causing the doors of hatchways
in elevator-sliafts to be automatically opened and closed by the inovemciit of the elevator

itself. The general arrangement of such mechanism is that, as the clevator-ovr ascends, it acts

upon suitable levers whereby the hafceh-door immediately in advance of it is opened. After
the car has passed through tlie opening, the door, by similar means, is automatically closed.

The object is to prevent a continually open shaft in buildings wlxich might act as a flue, and
hence increase the dangers of fi|e.

Hauling Engines : see Railways, Cable.
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HAY CARRIERS AND RICKERS. Apparatus for Transporting and Richmg Hay .

—

Fig. 1 represents sectionally a form of hay-carrier niade by the Janesville Hay-Tool Co.
When held in position to receive a load, a
key is retained in a trip-block by a pair of
movable jaws until the fork-pulley rises,

and with its registering-head forces them
apart at the top, and allows the key to drop
beneath and lock them. In Fig. 1 the car-

rier is shown as loaded, apd the two jaws
are held in position by the interposed' key
until the trip-block releases them by lift-

ing the key, which is ribbed at its upper
end to admit the forked edge of the trip-

block and receive its lifting effect.

Hay Forks and Slings.—Figs. 2 and 3

show the Janesville single deadlock, and
Figs. 4 and 5 the Harris double harpoon-
fork, both closed and opened. Fig. 6 is the
Janesville wagon-sling. Several are used
.in each wagon-load of hay, laid at inter-

vals, as the loading proceeds, to remove
the load in any number of lifts determined
on. It reduces litterings to a minimum.
In Fig. 7 it is seen raising the final lift

from a wagon. The hay forms a roll when
lifted, and unrolls when discharged, as wide
as the wagon-load was long, and in the same
shape in which it lay in the wagon. Fig.

8 is a right-angle sling-pulley device by the same maker, adapted to work with the self-lock-
ing hay-carrier and the wagon-sling just described. It is hooked to the end rings of the

sling, the hooks being separable for the purpose. As the rolling of the hay
progresses, the pulleys mutually approximate until they meet, and the point

Fig. 1.—Hay-carrier.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Figs. 2, 3.—Single bay-fork.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Figs. 4, 6.—Harris double harpoon-fork.

of the single pulley enters the open space of the double one, where it locks. Both are tlien
elevated together, until the registering-head engages the carrier-head. Bhg. 9 shows an appara-
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Fro. 7.—Janesville slinj? in position.

tus at -work in a hay-barn. By the forward moTOinont ot the horse attached to the halyard,

the fork-pulley M rises and criKages the carrier A, when the m jj|
latter grasps its registering-head, unlatches and moves fieely M
alone the track // until the attendant jerks his trip-rope fi -mr ||
when the load is discliargod and the earner returned to its l| li

orimnal place by the operation of the counter-weight J?, whole |l| il
?t aitomatioally locks. In locking, it frees the fork-pulley, so

|| lljriM H
that the attendant can draw the pulley down with his trip-rope

for a fresh ohairgo of hay. The track may be prolonpd as a ^|U|J|H|g^|HMSa&

davit outside the building, and the charges of hay introduced

“Aeme” iray-'oathitrer and Ifay-Raker (Ifig. 10) are

used in conoert. With two ot the gatherers or sweeps, and ono

of the rickors, the crop from 13 or 15 acres is stacked in a

dayby4 persons and 5 Iiorses. In operating tins sweep a horse if/
is attached at eaoli flank, and aliout i ton bunehed tiom the

windrow, or even from tho^ swaths as loft by the iriowing-ina-

cliino and swept upon the riokcr-iioad, ahoi-so piassing on uitl t

side,W the teeth of tlio sweep passing UK
teeth and transferring tlio load to them, i ho horsi, attaclu. 1 Mmm
to the hoist of the rickor, by means of a power-drum mid pnl-

''P™
V’’’

Fra- R.-sii.K-P»'i-y-
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ward when loaded and downward when empty. The sweep rides on two side-wheels and a
rear caster, the latter supporting the weight of the driver, who controls the dip of the sweep-

teeth by a hand-lever. The ricker-stand may be moved on its runners by two horses along
the side of the line of the stack, to make the stack of any length.

Hay-Fork Gatherer : see Hay Carriers and Rickers.

HAY-LOADERS. The “ Vietor ” Hay-Loader (Pig. 1) is for loading hay into vehicles.
It is of the class which is hauled at the tail of
the hay-wagon, has an independent cog and
chain driving-gear, actuated by its own ground-
wheels, and may be shifted from one wagon, to
another in the field, as fast as the loading of
each wagon is completed, by coupling its short
tongue at the wagon -tail. Flexible - toothed
rakes receive motion from a shaft provided with
alternating cranks. These pick up the hay
from the stubble and pass it to tlie end of the
loading elevator, up along which it is propelled.
The elevator is a series of long rods with their
lower ends near the ground, where they receive
a circular motion, and their upper eiids over
the wagon, where they receive a link motion.
These rods are armed with teeth, disposed barb-
wise, to force the hay up the incline of the ele-

Fig. 1.—Hay-loader. vator, and release the hold upon it intermit-
tently after each upward impulse. This auto-

matic loader takes the place of men to pitch the hay on the wagon from the ground, and at
the same time saves gleanings.

Hay-Press : see Presses, Hay and Cotton.
HAY-RAKES, Apparahts for Mahing Hay in the Field.—Among the newer features

in these devices are the following : The thills for sulky-rakes are arranged by several nianu-
facturers so as to be quickly changed to a pole or tongue (Figs. 1 to 8), by drawing the bolts

Fig. 8,

which hold them in place, and rebolting them united midway of the hounds. An extra single-
tree and a false pole-tip are supplied. Thus the rake is rendered available for either one
horse or a span, and in an emergency the mower-team may be shifted to the rake. In many
districts farmers rarely use a single horse for field-work—which makes this arrangement a
desirable convenience, obviating the need of a special single-work harness for the hay-raking.

The Chamberlins Side-Delivery Hay-EaJce is shown m Fig. 4. It rides on three wheels,
the rear one a caster, giving triangular support and maintaining the operating axis parallel
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with the surface of the ground at suitable height. One of the two forward wheels is connected
by a chain-drive with a cross-shaft geared by cogs to an oblique intermediate shaft, chain-
geared in turn to the crank-shaft, from which a set of four tedder-heads receive motion.
Each tedder-head is armed with three tines. The crank-shaft being disposed at an angle of

Fig. 4.~Side-deliv(»ry hay-rake.

about 45'’ from tlio lino of travel, the tedders successively rake and pitch the swath-hay toward
and finally beyond one side of the machine, continuously, into a loose, well-ventilated wind-
row, without rolling or compressing it. A strip some 10 ft. wide is windrowod without any
manipulation from the driver, 'IVo horses are employed. As it does not traverse the surface

actually occupied by the windrows, there is a saving of distance to be traversed in any given
field, ''rhis Class of rake is especially advantageous for use in connection with the automatic
hay-loaders of the class described in this article.

In the “ Keydons ” Side-DeMvery Ilay-Uiike the axle is the main driving-shaft bevel-

geared to a shaft witli its axis in the line of travel. The latter shaft carries chain-wheels
driving two rake-chains, which serially draw a gang of rakes, armed with curved teeth, trans-

versely tlirougli the stubl:)le, and transfer the mown, hay from the swath into a raked windrow

,

at one side of t;lio macliino beyond the wheel.

Hay-Sling : see Hay Carriers and Rickers.

Header : sec Harvesting-Machines, Grain.

Heads, Exhaust Steani-Fine: see Pipe-Heads.

Heater, Feed-Water : see Engines, Steam Marine.

HEATEES, FEEl)-WATER. The NaMonal Keed- Water Heater is shown in Eig. 1. It

consists of a coil or series of coils of seamless
drawn brass or copper tubes contained in an
iron shell.

The Otis Heater is shown in Eig. 2. The
exhaust steam enters the heater at the top, as

sliowii in the cut, passes down one section of

tubes into the enlarged space of the water and
oil catcher, where the water of condensation
and oil is sepa,rated, and the exhaust steam
then passes up through the other section of

tubes, thus passing twice through the entire

length of trie heater and heating the feed-

water. The exhaust steam can then be used
for other purposes or exhausted into the a,t-

mosphere. The water enters the heater near
the bottom, and passing upward in contact

with the heated tubes, gradually becomes
thoroughly heated, and is discharged as near
tlie top as practicable, so as t.o avoid carrying
the scum that is on tlie surface of the water
into the boiler.

The Cochrane Feed-Water Heater and Purifier is shown in Big. Each side is formed
of one or more ribbed plates, which are bolted together at the fianges, and the corners and

Fig. 1.—National heater. Otis heater.
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joints are packed with cement and rusted tight. The top and the bottom is each a single
piece. Inside of the heater, and covering the steam inlet, is attached a separator, within

which the oil is collected from the steam and con-
veyed away by a drip-pipe. The upper portion of
the heater contains separate trays, which are inclined,
and . have several small ribs on each to distribute the
water and retain solid substances. Opposite the sep-
arator, and a little below it, is a trough, connected by
an overflow-pipe with the blow-off. Covering the
outlet to the pump, and extending down toward the
bottom, is a hood, which is open at its under edge
only. Connecting the apex of tins hood with the
space above the water-line is a vapor-pipe, wliich
serves to vent any gases liberated under the hood, and
to prevent the water being so siphoned that the sur-
face and any floating scum cordd pass under tlie edge
of the hood.

Fra. 3.—Cochrane heater. Fig. 4.—Hoppes feed-water luirifier.

The Hoppes Feed- Water Purifier, shown in Fig. 4, is connected with the boiler Iry a pipe
A, and the exit or gravity pipe D. A blow-off pipe is also connected witli the purifier at G.

The feed-pipe from the pump or boiler-feed is attached at B, and the
water is distributed into the upper pans through the pipes leading into
each pan. These pipes extend below the water-level of the pans and fonn
a water-seal, which prevents the steam from getting into the feed-pipe
and causing a water-ram. When the pan is filled tire water flows over
the sides a thin, uniform sheet along the bottom until it reaches the cen-
ter, when it falls into the p)an below, and so on over each suece.ssivc pan
until it reaches the bottom of the shell, from whicli it passes through the
pipe D into the boiler. The water is heated to the l)oiler temporal,urc, and
parts with the scale-making substances it contains, the greater |)art of
which adheres to the under side of the pans. While the purifier is in
operation the pans remain full of water and afford settling-chambers for
the heavier solids, such as mud, sand, etc., while tlie carbonat es, sulphates^
silica, and other hard scale-making substances adhere to th(‘ir nnd(>r sides.

Tlie Oouhert Water- Ttibe Feed- Water Heater
is shown in Fig. 5. It is essentially composed of
two cast-iron water-eharnbers connected by a clus-

ter of seamless drawn-brass tubes, rigidly secured
at their ends to the tube-plates. The upper water-
chamber is free to move vertically as the tubes ex-
pand or contract. The tubes are surrounded by a
cast-iron shell provided with inlet and outlet noz-
zles, which are connected to the exhaust-pipes.
The water inlet and outlet pipes are made to pro-
ject inside of the water-chambers and opposite
them are placed dish-shaped deflectors, the pur-
pose of which is to deflect the current and thereby
promote the separation of scum and sediment.

The Wainwright Heater is shown in Pig. 6.

The exhaust steam enters at the openingD in the base, passing through
corrugated tubes and out at the top through G. The water enters at
the feed-opening A, passing up and around the tubes and out through
B, The settling-chamber in the base is connected with the water-
space in the shell. The blow-off opening in the settling-chamber al-
lows the sediment which may have collected to be blown out in the bottom of the exhanst-
nozzle of the base.

Heating-Furnace : see Furnaces, Puddling and Heating.
Hide-Worker: see Leather-Working Machinery,

Fig. 5.—Goubert
heater.

Fig. 6.—Wainwright
heater.
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Hi^h Duty Attachment : see Pumps, Reciprocating.

High Orindiiig : see Milling-Machines, Grain.

Hoist, Air : see Air-Hoist.

Hoisting-Engine : see Engines, Steam Stationary Reciprocating.

Hoop Coiler-Driver : see Barrel-Making Machines.
Horse-Power of Boilers : see Boilers, Steam.
HOKSE-POWEllS. Fig. 1 is a perspective with cover removed, and Fig. 2 a sectional

view of the Woodbury-Dingee mounted horse-power, made by Russell & Co., of Massillon, Ohio.

Fro. 1.—Horse-power. Driving-gear.

The master-wheel is socketed for bars for six spans of horses, with circular travel to rotate it

horizontally. It is a double-crown gear, engaging four co-operating bevel-pinions driving an
oblique shaft. On this

shaft is fixed the large

spur-gear that engages
the pinion of the tiirn-

bling-rod, or knuckle-
joint line-sliaft. A |)ul ley

on this shaft (not shown
in the cut) belts direct to

the thrasher, or any oilier

stationary farm machine.
Fig. 3 .shows tlie manner
of installing the appara-
tus for operation. Tlio

tumbling - rod requires

bridging where the horses

pass over it on each round
of travel. Horse-iiowcrs
of this typo ai’e usually
geanid to drive the tum-
bling-rod at the rate of 2.—Horse-power. Section,

from 75 to too revolutions
,

per min. Fig. 4 i.s tlie Ibicker upright horse-power. Iho position of the lino-shaft aloit has

obvious advantages, but at some sacrifice of firmness, and this device is often preferred for

driving the lighter kinds of stationary farm machines. The line-shaft may be swung around

to any angle, and the animals used do not have their travel obstructed and their rate of travel

cheeked intermittently, as is the case with “ down ” powers, when the animals step over the
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tumbling-rod
;
there is also a gain in safety. The master-wheel, and all heavy parts of this

type of power, are located on or very near the ground, for stability.

Hose-Repairing Devices : see Fire Appliances.
Hot Water, Traiisniissioii of Power by : see Power, Transmission of.

Hiib-Boriiig Machine, Tiirriing-Machine
;
see Wheel-Making Machines.

Hub-Machine: see Mortising-Machines.
Husking-Cutter : see Ensilage-Machines.
Hydraulic Drilling-Machine

;
see Drilling-Machines, Metal.

Hydraulic Drill : see Drills, Rock.
Hydi-aulic Elevator: see Elevators.
Hydraulic Ram : see Engines, Hydraulic.
Hydraulic Transmission of Power : see Power, Transmission of.

ICE-MAKINR MACHINERY. While there is considerable competition between manu-
facturers of iee-making machines and general refrigerating apparatus, there has been little
change in theory and practically none in the chemislry of the art for some years, the main
efforts put forth having been in the direction of avoiding complication in the working parts
of the apparatus, reducing the cost, and establishing the utmost economy in power.

The two chief classes of ice-making apparatus are known respectively as “ absorption ”

and “ compression ” machines.
Absorption Ice-Macuines can be built and operated at less cost than tlie superior types

of compression apparatus, and it is further claimed in favor of the former that it is easier to
pump the water of ammonia used in that machine than to pump the highly elastic, gaseous
ammonia used in a compression machine. The comparison in the sizes of tlie two pumps is
stated to l)e as 1 is to 500 in favor of the absorption process, not counting the additional
trouble of keeping a gas-pump in good working order, but this is probably an exaggeration.
Upon the other hand, it is asserted that out of the many ice-making plants wdiich are known
to have been abandoned, pM'ticiilarly in the South, the majority consists of absorption
machines. The objections raised to the absorption principle are that there is not the same
economy of fuel or water

;
that the action of the weak liquor will eat out pipe-work,

necessitating frequent renewals of the pipe system
; that it is impracticable to keep the

ammonia in the evaporator-coils anhydrous for any considerable length of time, because the
driers will become moist, and that expansion and contraction strains and opens tlie joints in
the still and apparatus, and renders the plant wasteful of ammonia. He all tliis as it may,
this system has steadily increased the number of its advocates, and ice-manufacture is, com-
mercially and mechanically speaking, making substantial headway.

In one^ of the latest improved absorption ice-machines, the ammonia-boiler contains in its
lower half coils for heating water of ammonia, and its upper half contains the rectifier. The
latter consists of a number of cast-iron pans bolted together, and arranged to form a zigzag
passage through them, for gas passing up and rich liquor passing down. The extreme upper
end of the boiler is connected by a pipe with the upper end of a coil in the condenser, which
consists of an oblong iron tank open at the top, containing one or more coils immersed in
water for condensing the ammonia. The outlets of the coils are connected with a colleid.or,
made up of a cylindrical reservoir closed at both ends, and having an external glass gaug(^ tcl

indicate the height of liquefied gas inside. This collector is connected at its bottom by a pipe
with gas-exchanger, which consists of a closed cylinder containing a coil, the inlet of whiiOi is
connected with the pipe from the collector. A pipe having a regulating-valve coniK‘(its this
coil with a manifold, to which is again connected a coil lying in a wooden tank, calked water-
tight on the bottom and sides, and surrounded with a heat-non-conducting substance; this
IS called the “ bath.” This last coil is jointed at the upper end with the manifold. The tank
contains a solution of salt and water. Partly immersed in this brine are the cans containing
the distilled water, which is to be converted into ice. A lattice-work covers the top of the
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bath, admitting the cans between its spaces, and a separate lid is also used. The outlets at
the bottom of these last-named coils are connected by another manifold which is in turn, con-
nected with the gas-exchanger. The outlet of the gas-exchanger is at the top, and is connected
by a pipe with a coil in the distilled-water tank, which is round, of wrought iron, and closed
at both ends ;

internally, there are two coils. The outlet of the coil connected with the gas-
exchanger is connected with the .absorber, which is a closed cylinder, containing one or more
coils, through which circulates river or well water. The pipe from the distilled-water tank
enters this absorber at the top, and extends down to within a few inches of the bottom. There
is an outlet-pipe at the bottom, whicli extends to the bottom of the poor-liquor exchanger

;

this is also a closed cylinder, and contains a coil for partially cooling the poor liquor drawn
from the ammonia-boiler. The outlet of this coil is connected by a pipe with the cooler,
which is an iron tank open at the top, containing water and a coil immersed therein

; the ab-
sorber is connected with this coil by a pipe having a regulating-valve. The inlets of the coils

of the ammonia-boiler have a pipe connection with the steam-boiler, and the outlets are con-
nected to a heater consisting of a closed cylinder containing a coil for heating feed-water for
the steam-boiler, and condensing steam to make ice. The top of the heater is connected by a
pipe to the top of the distilled-water tank. Gauges are employed for indicating the steam-
pressure, ammonia boiler-pressure, and pressure or vacuum in the absorber.

The operation of this apparatus is as follows : Sulficient ammonia-water, 26° Beaurae, is

pumped into the machine to fill the coil in the cooler, the exchanger, and the coil in it—the
absorber until it shows in the gauge-glass, and the ammonia-boiler until it is up to the lower
gauge-cock. Steam is admitted from the steam-boiler to the coils in the ammonia-boiler. This
causes the gaseous ammonia to leave the water and ascend through the rectifier in the top of
the boiler, and pass into the coils of the condenser

;
and under the combined pressure and

temperature of the water snrroundirag the coils the gaseous ammonia turns into a liquid and
runs down into the collector, t,he amount of liquefied gas being shown by the glass gauge on
its side. The liquefied gas then passes througli the coil in the gas-exchanger and out through
pipes to the regulating-valve. Between this valve and the ammonia-boiler a continual press-
ure is kept up (depending on the temperature of the condensing water used in the liqiiofier).

As the liquefied gas passes tlirough tho^ valve it passes into the pipe-manifold, in which a very
low pressure exists, and consequently it expands and turns into gas again, producing a low
temperature, varying from 4° below to 10° above zero, and as it circulates through the coils in

the bath of salt water it absorbs the heat of the water in the cans through the medium of the
salt water, and results in its being frozen. The gas passes out through the bottom of the coils

into the manifold, and then into the gas-cxehaiiger, and then comes in contact with the coil

containing the liquefied gas on its way to the bath, and reduces its temperature. The ex-

panded gas continues on out at the top of the exchanger, and passes on to the distilled-water

tank, through a coil in the Imttoin, and cools the water
used for filling the cans, the contents of winch are to be
frozen. The gas tlien coritinnes on to tlie absorber, and
passes down to the bottom, wliere it is reabsorbed by the
poor liquor, or the same water from which it was driven
out in tdie ammonia-boiler.

In order to cool the poor liquor so that it will reab-

sorb tlie expanded gas, it is drawn out from the bottom of

the ammonia-boiler tlirough the coil in the poor liquor

exchanger, thence tlirougli the coil in cooler, wliere it is

made of tlio same temperature as the river or well water,

and thence into tlio absorber. Here the gaseous ammo-
nia is readily absorbeni liy tlie poor liquor, which generates
heat. The lu',a.t is carried off by water passing through
the coils alreatly mentioned. The now rich liquor passes

into the pump, ajid is forced through the poor-liquor ex-
changer and then carried into t-he top of the ammonia-
boiler, thence into the rectifier, whore it meets the rich

gas coming up, which its partially charged wih watery
vapor, and partially freed from it by its contact with the
rich liquor which passes down into bottom of the ammo-
nia-boiler, and is now ready to go through the same pro-

cess over a,iid over again.

At the beginning of the oixiration, the steam that was
admitted from the steam-boiler into the coils passes out in

the ammonia-boiler to the heater partially condensed, but
it does not furnish enough distilled water for the amount
of ice the machine will make. The coil through which the
feed-water passes to the steam-boiler is inclosed in the
heater, and in passing through it condenses enough steam
to supply the machine. The condensed steam is then con-
ducted to the distilled-water tank and freed from the in-

condensible gases and cooled, and then drawn out to fill

the ice-cans as occasion may require. The operation is

continuous, one part not being delayed by another, but all

moving together and at the same time. Fig. i.—Ammonia cylinder.
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The operation of refrigeration is performed in the same manner, with the exception that
the heater, distilled-water tank, and the cans in which the ice is made, are dispensed with ;

the salt water in the bath is circnlated through pipes in the apartments to be cooled, or, if

preferable, the coils and salt water in the bath can be dispensed with, and the gaseous
ammonia allowed to circulate through pipes in the apartments. A complete plant for the
manufacture of ice consists of the parts enumerated aboye, with the addition of steam-boiler,
water-pump, boiler-feeder, ice-truck, and dump.

Tests of Ahsorption-Machmes ,— Mr. Frederick Colyer, Proc. Inst, of Mech. Eng.^ May,
1886, page 248, gives the results of a test of a Pontifex-Reece ammonia absorption-machine
cooling 6,388 gals, (imperial gal. = 10 lbs.) of water per hour through 10° F. The condensing
water used per hour was 1.320 gals, at 45^° F. The fuel-consumption was 100 lbs. of very
common coal per hour. The steam-pressure was 50 lbs. per sq. in. The same machine, wheii
employed for making ice, is capable of making 15 tons in 24 hours, if worked with three boxes,
In the test, two boxes were used, making 10 tons. The coal-consumption was 120 lbs. per hour!
or 192 lbs. of coal per ton (2,240 lbs.) of ice—11*7 lbs. ice per lb. coal.

Compression-Machines.—In the latest type of ice-maldng machine built by the Consoli-
dated Ice-Machine Co. the compressors are set vertically, and are single-acting, compressing
only on the up-stroke. A cross-section of the ammonia-cylinder is given in Fig. 1. The gas
has free entrance to and exit from the cylinder below the piston, thus keeping the pump-
cylinder and piston cool. The extreme lower portion of the pump forms an oil-chamber or
reservoir, which effectually seals the stuffing-box. The suction and discharge valves are
located in the pump-head. There are two cushioned discharge-valves, set in steel cages, which
are held in position in the pump-heads by means of yokes and set-screws.

The suction and discharge pipe connections are made outside of the pump-head. All the
gas is expelled at each stroke.

Tests of Compression-MacMnes.—Aji important test of a 75-ton compression-machine of
the above-described type has been made by Frof. J. E. Denton, and is published in Trans. A.
S. M. jE'., November, 1890. The principal results are given in the following table

:

Economy depending on Coal alone.

POUNDS OF ICE-MELTINO EFFECT.

STEAM-ENGINE. 1.50 n>8. condensing-presRure. 106 lbs. condensing-pressure.

28 lbs. suction-

pressure.

7 lbs. suction-

pressure.

Suction-press-

ure, 28 lbs.

Suction •press-

ure, 7 lbs

TYPE.

Coal

per

horso-

power.

Water
per

horHe-

power.

Per lb.

of

coal.

Per lb.

of

steam.

Per lb,

of

cool

Per lb.

of

stewn.

Per lb.

of

coal.

Per lb.

of

steam.

Per lb.

of

coal.

Per lb.

of

steam.

Non-condensing 8
2-4
1-9

25
20
16

24
30
37-5

2*90
3*61
4*61

14
17*5
21*5

1*69
2*11
2*58

34*5

43
54

4*16
5*18
0*50

22
27*5
34*5

2 *(15

3*31
4* 16

Non-comp’d condensing.
Compound condensing..

B. T. U. PER LB.
OF STEAM.

150 lbs. 106 lbs.

condensing- condensing-

pressure. pressure.

Suction- Suction-

presBuro. pressure.

28 7 28 7

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

898 240 591 87(J

518 300 725 470
C40 366 923 591

The above figures are equivalent to assuming a boiler efficiency of 8 ‘3 lbs. of water evaporated per lb of
coal under working conditions.

For further reports of tests, see Trans. A. S. M. E., vol. xi, for trials of a De la Vergne
refrigerating plant.

®

Ammonia Condensers, which perform the work of condensing and liquefying the ammonia
as it is discharged from the compressors, have the coils in which the condensation of the gas
takes place immersed in a deep tank of water, and the heated gas enters the coils at the top
of the tank, while the condensing water enters the tank at the bottom and overflows at the
top. In this form, which is . known as the submerged system, the hot gas from tlio machine
first meets the warm water at the top of the tank, and as it passes toward tlio bottom of the
coils gradually gives off its heat to the surrounding water, until it reaches the cool water at
the bottom, where it becomes liquefied, and passes into the receiver. In an air-condenser tlie
coils are not submerged, but water is trickled over the pipes, and both air and water absorb
the heat of compression, and thus serve to condense and liquefy the gas. Efforts have been
made in the direction of concentrating all the air in a high condensing pressure system in
one place, where it may be discharged through a valve, and a fair measure of success has been
attained. This is of great value, as the presence of air trapped at various parts of the appa-
ratus has frequently required the evacuation of the whole system.
A Eonhle-Acting Compressor is shown at Fig. 2. It is self-contained and horizontal, with

the steam-engine that furnishes power for it on the same bed-frame, the piston-rods of both
gas-cylinder and steam-cylinder being in a direct line from center to center. The wrists con-
necting the driving-rods with the cross-head and with the wrist-pins on the outside of the fly-
wheels, avoid the wear and tear inevitable from the ordinary crank and ffy-wheel system. By
a special arrangement, consisting of a chamber formed in the stuffing-box, and a pipe or pipes
leading from it to the suction side of the gas-cylinder, the pressure on the stufling-box around
the piston-rod, as it comes out of the gas-cylinder, is equalized with the back pressure from
the expansion-coils, which pressure usually ranges from 15 to 25 lbs. to the sq. in. Another
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Fig. 2.-Double-acting compressor.

device dispenses with the use of water as a means of cooling the piston-rod, this being done
by a constant flow of oil through an oil-chamber built on the gland of the stuffing-box itself.

A third improvement made by the inventor
(John Ring, of St. Louis) of the above machine,
and embodied in his ice-making system, is

based upon the fact that the ammonia goes
through the expansion-coils, in actual work,
so rapidly that at the outlet it still has in it

the capacity of further absorption of heat.

After leaving the coils the gaseous ammonia
goes to one or more receivers, where a further
compression is produced by simply arranging
the outleb-pipes so that their area will be
slightly less than that of the inlet-pipes. When
expanded into other coils beyond the receiver,

the gas can be utilized to cool the distilled

water in ice-making, and additional I’ooms in

refrigeration.

Cold Storage.— For storing perishable
goods at temperatures above or below the
freezing-point, and making ice in connection
with the same, a useful combination is formed
in the plant produced by an Elnglish Cold
Storage Co., and called “Iliirs Refrigerating Apparatus and Dry-Cold Air-Chamber.’^

Tile apparatus consists of
:
(a) An ammonia-boiler, separator, and condenser with connec-

tions, for producing the cold, (h) A refrigerator or cold chamber, with non-conducting walls,

the roof of which is formed by a tank containing a non-congealable liquid which can bo
reduced to any required toraperature down to 70° F, below the freezing-point. The working
involves no risk. A slow-comliiistion stove is required containing a coil for the rapid genera-
tion of steam, which is used to convey heat to the ammonia-boiler. Steam can be raised by
the use of coke, gas, spirit, or oil; or, if a steam-boiler already exists, then steam may, of

course, be taken from it.

The cold is produced as follows: (a) By the distillation of ammonia-gas from water in

which it is held in solution, (h) By the conversion of dehydrated gas by automatic pressuro
into liquid anhydrous ammonia, (o) By the automatic evaporation (under control) of the
liquid anhydrous ammonia,, {d) By reabsorption of the gaseous ammonia in the water in

which it was originally held in solution.

By the third stage of tlu^ operation (e) the la,tent heat is extracted from the bulk of the
liquid anhydrous ammonia and the sensible heat from the cold-storage bath. Intense cold is

thus produced in and stored up liy the said bath to the desired degree of temperature (either

above or below freezing). The tank containing the cold-bath forms the ceiling of the cold-

chainber, and, being o.f tlie same temperature as the bath, abstracts the heat from the air in

the chamber, and as the coldest air falls to tlio bottom of tlio room, the warmer air, rising to

fill its place, is in its turn cooled, and, falling, a constant circulation is automatically kept up :

at the same time the air is dried by freezing out tlio moisture ordinarily contained in it—

a

feature which presents adva,ntages when dealing with the storage of perishable articles of

food. The cold-bath liquor and ammonia, the only chemicals used in the process, suffer prac-

tically no waste, and neither of tliem come in contact
with the contents of the cold-cliarnber. Any degree of

dry cold can be obtained
;
and a reserve of cold can be

stored u
A va!

p and given out aut,omatically as required.

,1 liable paper a,nd discussion oil refrigerating and
ice-rnaking machinery and appliances aiipear in 1M)G.
Inst, of Meeh. Eru/rs., May, 188(5.

INDICATORS, STKAM-EN(IINE. The Tahor
Indicator is shown in Fig. 1. The siiecial peculiarity

of the Tabor indicator lies in the means employed to

communicate a straiglit-line movement to tlic pencil.

A stationary plate conta,ining a curved slot is firmly se-

cured in an upright position to tlio cover of the stearn-

('.ylinder. This slot serves as a guide and controls the

motion of the pencil-bar. The side of the pencil-bar

carries a roller which turns on a pin, and this is fitted

so as to roll freely from end to end of the slot with
little lost motion. The curve of the slot is so adjusted,
and the pin attached to such a point, that the end of the
pencil-bar which carries the pencil moves up and down
in a straight line, when the roller is moved from one end
of the slot to the other. The curve of the slot just com-
pensates the tendency of the pencil-point to move in a
circular arc, and a stra,ight-linG motion results. The outside of the curve is nearly a true

circle, with a radius of 1 in. The pencil mechanism is carried by the cover of the outside

cylinder, and consists of three pieces —the pencil-bar, the back-link, and the piston-rod link.

29

Fig. 1.—The Tabor indieaCor.
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The two links are parallel with each other in every position they may assume. The lower pivots
of these links and the pencil-point are always in the same straight line. It an imaginary link
be supposed to connect the two in such a manner as to be parallel with the pencil-bar, the
combination would form an exact pantograph. The slot and roller serve the purpose of this
imaginary link. The springs are of the duplex type, being made of two spiral coils of wire.
They are so mounted that the points of connection of the two coils lie on opposite sides of the
fitting; this equalizes the side strain on the spring, and keeps the piston central in the cylinder.

The Crosby Indicator is shown in Fig. 2. The movement of the piston of the indicator is

transmitted to the pencil by a simple parallel motion which gives it a movement in a straiglit
line at right angles to the atmospheric line. The movenient of the piston is multiplied
to give a diagram of convenientsize, and at the same time to have the movement of the spring
so slight that the pencil will immediately respond to any change of pressure in the cylinder.
The spring is of unique and ingenious design, being made of a single piece of steel wire,
wound from the middle into a double coil, the ends of wdiich are screwed into a head D
with four radial wings having spirally drilled holes to receive and hold them securely in
place. Adjustment is made by screwing the spring in or out of the head until it is of the
right strength, when it is securely fastened.

Fig. 2,-The Crosby indicator. Fig. 3.—The Batchelder indicator.

The Batchelder Adjustable Spring Indicator is shown in Fig. 3. The special features of
this instrument consist in the T-shaped hollow case, adjustable flat spring, positive parallel
motion, and stop-motion for paper drum. The cylinder is separate from the case proper.
The flat steel spring works in the horizontal body of the case, one end being rigidly seciinMl
and the other attached to the connecting-rod between the piston and pencil-lever. The
change of spring is made by removing the screw that connects it to the piston-rod, and tlie

one which holds it in the ease. Connection is made with the piston with a ball-and-socket
joint. The scales are marked on the face of the case, the upper one being for low pressure
and the other for iiigh pressure. The parallel motion is secured by coufuiing tlie end of tlie

pencil-lever in a small roller which runs in the vertical slot The height of the atmospheric
line is adjustable by means of a swivel in the connecting-rod near the pencil-lever. The
movement of the paper drum is controlled by the cone-shaped spring, wiiieh is adjustable to
any tension according to speed.

INJECTORS. The Monitor Injector of 1888, made by the Nathan Mfg. Co., of Now
York, is shown in Fig. 1. It is adapted for use in locomotives, and may be used either with
the lever attachment, as shown, or with a quick-motion, screw-starting arrangement. It has
a range of capacity from 50 to 100 per cent of its maximum. It will lift the water 5 ft. with
30 lbs. steam-pressure. To operate it, the lever-valve, or the screw-valve in case the latter is

used, is opened a short distance to lift the water till water runs from the overflow, when it is

opened full. The quantity of water is regulated by the water-valve W, Wlion used as a
beater the valve H is closed, but at all othei times it is kept open.

The Penberthy AuUmuitic Inyector, made by the Penberthy Injector Co., of D('.troit, is

shown in Fig. 2. Referring to the letters on the sectional view' the pa.rts are as follows: K,
tail-pipe; X, coupling-nut

; A', steam-jet
;

A', suction-jet
;

T", ring; 0, plug; X, overflow-hinge
;

P, overflow-valve; and F, deliveiy-tul)e. The capacity of this injector may be cut down to
one half of the maximum by throttling the water-supply valve.

The Litile Giant Locomotive Injector of 1889, made by the Rue IM fg. Co., of Pliiladelpbia,
is shown in Fig. 3. It is used as a locomotive injector. The combiiiing-tube is adjusted by
a screw with fine graduations. The directions for operating are as follows : Have' the corn-
bining-tube in position to allow sufficient water to condense the steam when the starting-valvij
is wide open; then open the starting-valve slightly; when water shows at the overflow, open
tlie starting-valve wide, where it should remain while injector is at work. The quantity of
water is graduated by moving the combining-tube. Toward the discharge gives more, and
toward the steam gives less water. To use as a heater, close overflow by moving cornbining-
tube against the discharge, and open steam-valve to admit what steam is required.
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The Little Giant Stationary Injector is similar to. the locomotive injector, but has no
lever-starting valve. When used to raise water, a lifter is placed in the water-pipe with an
independent jet.

The Naiiomd AntomnHa Injector, made by the Naliional Brass Mfg. Co., ot Cleveland, is

shown in Fig. 4. It. will lift up to 30 ft., according to the surroundings, and wdl work equally

well when taking water with a. pressure. It does not need any adjustment from 20 to l3o lbs.

steam-pressure, and it will take water heated to 130°. The parts numborod in the sectional

view are the following: 1, delivery-tube; 2, combining-tubo
; 3, lifting-tube; 4, steam-^et ;

o,

immediate cut-oJl
; 0, overflow-check; 7, ovcrliow-cap.
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The Metropolitan Automatic lyijector, made by the Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., of New York,
is shown in Eig. 5. Referring to the letters on the cut, the parts are as follows : steam-
jet; F, suction-jet; G, D, combining and delivery tube; H, ring or auxiliary check

;
P, over-

flow-valve; 0, steam-plug; Jf, steam-valve and stem; JSf, packing-nut; K, steam-valve
handle

;
and X, overflow-cap. It does not require any regulation of any valves in the suction-

pipe for varying steam-pressure. It will start on 25 lbs. steam-pressure, and the steam-press-
ure can then be run up to 140 lbs. and back again to 25 lbs. without any adjustment of any
globe-valves. At all steam-pressures from 25 lbs. to 140 lbs. it is absolutely automatic, and
will always restart should either the steam or water supply be interrupted. It is either a
lifting or non-lifting machine. It will lift 20 ft., and will always start, no matter how hot the
suction-pipe becomes.

Kortmg^s Uviiver&al Double-Tube Injector^ made by L. Schutte & Co., of Philadelphia, is

shown in Fig. 6. It is a combination of two steam-jet injectors, the first one propox'tioned for

lifting and delivering the water under some pressure into the second, which forces it into the
boiler. The quantity of water delivered by the first apparatus to the second is in proportion
to the pressure of steam, so that the first acts as a governor for the second. The first has a
proportionately small steam-nozzle to insure high suction, and, as it delivers water to the
second under pressure, the latter can deliver the water to the boiler at a high temperature.
During working hours the stop-valve on the boiler (which may be any kind of a valve) remains
turned on, and the stopping and starting are solely efl’ected by the lever A operating the valves

in the steam-chamber of injector.

The Exhaust-Steam Injector^ made by Schaeffer & Budenberg, is shown in Fig. 7. It is

designed to utilize exhaust steam. It condenses, by means of the smallest possible quantity
of cold water, the largest possible quantity of exhaust steam, and puts it into the boiler with-
out the aid of any other power than the exhaust steam itself. It can be attached to any class

of non-condensing engine. The water is delivered to the boiler at a temperature of about
190° F., against moderate pressure. Another form is designed to feed against a pressure up
to 150 lbs. per sq. in. It is provided with an additional inlet by which live steam may be acl-

mitted with the exhaust steam. It is worked Dy waste steam only up to 75 lbs. pressure, and
a little live steam, is introduced at the top of the injector in order to force against pressures
higher than 75 lbs. It will be noticed from sectional cut that the boiler-steam does not come
in contact with the water until after the exhaust steam has been condensed and has done its

work. The exhaust steam alone gives an impetus to the wuxter equal to 75 lbs.
; it also heats

it up to about 190° F. It takes feed-water up to 90° F. if working against a pressure of 105
lbs., and up to 86° F. at 120 lbs. of pressure.

The Peerless Automatic Injector, made by Schaeffer & Budenberg, of New York, is shown
in Fig. 8. It is adapted for any service requiring the lifting of water. It is generally made
to lift from 16 to 18 ft., but can be arranged to lift 22 ft., and more if desired. It works under
all pressures ranging from 80 to 150 lbs., and equally well whether lifting or non-lifting.

The temperatures of feed-water taken by this injector, if non-lifting or at a low lift, can be as
follows

:

Pressure, lbs. . . 35 to 45, 50 to 85, 90, 105, 120, 185, 150.

Temperature. . 144 to 186, 133 to 130, 129, 122, 118 to 113, 109 to 105, 104 to 100° F.

Referring to the letters in the sectional view, the parts are as follows : a, steam-nozzle ; 5,

combining-nozzle with flap
; c, delivery-tube

;
e, cap-screw for overflow

; /, overflow-valve

,

g, tail-pipe; h, tail-pipe nut
; y, screw-plug with stuffing-box; follower-Vmt on plugy; 7,

packing-sleeve to j ;
m, steam-spindle ; n, crank to spindle m

; o, screw-nut to spindle ; and
p, handle to crank n.

McDaniel's Siphon or Water-Lifter is shown in Fig. 9. The lettered parts are as follows

;

A, suction-pipe
;
B, steam connection ; G, end of cone dr steam-deiivery : I), jam-nut

;
and i7,

adjustable brass nozzle. It will lift water 20 ft. with ordinary steam-pressure.

Ejectors or Water-Lipters.—The Nathan Mfg, OoJs Ejector is shown in Fig. 10. It is

used as a means of raising liquids from one floor to another or conveying them from vessel

to vessel, and in breweries, chemical works, and other places where the'liqiiid is to be kept in

a heated condition. It can also be employed to great advantage, instead of pumps, in distil-

leries, sugar-refineries, paper-mills, tanneries, print, dye, and other works, where liquids in

different degrees of density are required to be raised or conveyed from place to place. It

will take the liquid at a temperature of 175°. The steam enters at the left hand, as shown in
the cut, and the suction-pipe is attached beneath.

IRON-MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. Becent Developmmts.—Tlx^ manufacture of
pig-iron has undergone no essential change during the last ten years, except in the improve-
ment of the blast-furnace structure and its appendages, and in the metliod of management as
respects increase of rate of driving. (On this subject see Furnace, Blast.) In the manu-
facture of wrought iron from pig-iron by puddling there has practically been no improve-
ment. The various forms of mechanical puddling-furnaces described in vol. ii of this work
have generally failed to meet expectations, and the old-fashioned puddling-fnrnaee is still in
vogue. Notwithstanding the rapid substitution of steel for iron for constructive purposes, the
tremendous increase in the consumption of iron of all kinds has prevented the decline of the
puddling process which was generally expected ten years ago, and the production of puddled
iron in 1890 in the United States was greater than in any preceding year. (For the manu-
facture of steel, see Steel, Manufacture of.)

Direct Processes.— several new direct processes described in vol. ii have all gone out
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pto«4VS rlnS 1^0
progressed beyond the experimental stage. The old Catalan

a new nla t is now
.generally abandoned in the United States

; but

Id tdan h! theZit 1

with some improvements, from an

p.«

amU.hSn^eXnrcLcH^ processes-the Adams-Blair, the Carbon Iron Co.^i

Fia. 1.—The Adams-Blair direct process.

furuiuw, on tho top of which is placed the Adams reducer, which has vertical reducing-
<*haiul)ers ilarcd dowuwa.rdly from the top, with checker-work regenerative-chambers on each
Hide of tlio reducing-chaiubers, and opening into them. This checker-work construction is
provided with solid (Iia|)liragms, or ballling-walls, which prevent the upward passage of the
gas through the eheciker-work, forcing it into the reducing-chamber and through the body of
oi'Cf!. The diaphragm on one side of the reducing-chamber is opposite the checker-work on
the other. The ore is charged into these reducing-chambers, of which there are four, being
retained in them by a movaV)le valve. Tho reducing gas enters through the lower right-hand
(ihec,ker-work. As this cli<3cker-work offers less resistance to the passage of the gas than the
column of ore does, tlie gas would pass directly up this checker-work instead of through the
ore, were it not for the baflling-walls ,* these divert the column of gas, throw it into the re-
(lucing-clnimber, and forces it througli tho ore body and to the checker-work on the left-hand
sid(*, ol the chamber. In this checker-work the gas rises until it strikes the baffling-wall,
\vh(‘re it is forced out again into the chamber and horizontally through it to the right-hand
side, whore the operation is repeated until tho gas passes out through the upper checker-work.
The reducing gas is thus brought in contact constantly and successively with all the ore
in t,he reducing-charnlier, alisorhing the oxygen from the ore, leaving the iron in a metallic
static, iiiixiul with the earthy matter, ready to be fused into wrought iron or steel. In from
an hour to an hour and a half tho entire body of ore in one of these reducers (which are of any
convtuiiiuit siz(‘., jiccording to tho size of the open-hearth furnace which is to be supplied by
thrnu) is nuluccal completely, except where magnetites are used, in which case the operation is

somcwliat slovv(*r.

Thn (Uirbon Iron Co,\s Process.—A direct process is now in use at the works of the
('arhou Iron (k)., in Pittslmrgh, which has given successful results in the production of iron
blooms for remelting in tlie open-hearth furnace. Tho pi'oeess has undergone some modifica-
tions simt(‘ it was first described by A. E. Hunt, in a paper read before the American Institute
of Mining .Engineers {IVans,^ vols. xvi, p. 708, and xvii, p. 678). Prof. G. W. Maynard thus
descrilies it as at present operated, in the Trans.^ vol. xix, p. 850

:

“As at present practiced, it consists in charging an intimate mixture of wet, finely ground
iron-oro and coke upon tlie cinder hearth of an ordinary reverberatory or puddling furnace,

and heating the charge with natural gas in an atmosphere that is moderately oxidizing. The
ore is reduced by its intimate contact with the ground coke, and the iron is* balled at nearly

a white heat. Two points require special mention: First, the benefit of mixing the ore and
coke very intimately, as by such mixture it is found that the fine particles of ore protect the
carbon particles from too rapid combustion, and time is secured for the thorough reduction
of the iron oxide. Second, the importance, of using none but the richest ores, or cleanest con-

centrates, as it is only by such practice that the loss of metal can be kept down to a com-
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mercially practicable limit. Sixty-five per cent Lake Superior ores, carrying 3 or at most 4
per cent of silica, furnish the present supply. One long ton of this ore is mixed with
600 lbs. of ground coke, and yields at the present time 1,325 to 1,375 lbs. of squeezed
sponge, which runs nearly 93 per cent of total iron. The quantity of natural gas consumed
per ton-of product has not yet been ascertained, but it is roughly estimated at the amount
required to puddle a ton of pig-iron in a non-regenerative furnace of the same type as the
reduciiig-furnace—that is, about 35,000 cub. ft. of natural gas, or 2,700 lbs. of Pittsburgh
coal.’’

The Jmperatori Process is a sort of mixed process in which a large amount of rich ore can
be treated in presence of a metallic bath. It consists substantially in treating an intimate
mixture of finely pulverized rich iron-ore (at least 50 per cent of iron) and carbonaceous
materials, agglomerated into briquettes, in the presence of a metallic bath of pig-iron or car-
bureted iron. The relative proportions of carbon and ore are calculated in such a manner
that the carbon is present in sufficient quantities to reduce the ore directly to The metallic
state, without previously being transformed into a carbureted product. A record of experi-
ments on this process, made by Mr. J. B. Nau, will be found in Trans, Am. Inst, o f Ilin. Encfrs.
June, 1891.

_

‘ .

Manufacture of Russia SheeUIro7i .—Mr. F. Lynwood Garrison describes the manufacture
of planished sheet-iron in Russia as follows [Joiir. Charcoal Iron- Workers' Asso'n, vol. viii)

:

The ore, containing about 60 per cent iron, 5 per cent silica, Od 5 to 0-06 per cent phos-
phorus, is generally smelted into charcoal pig-iron and then converted into malleable iron by
puddling or by a Franche-Comte hearth. Frequently, however, the malleable iron is made
directly from the ore in various kinds of bloomaries.

The blooms or billets thus obtained are rolled into bars 6 in. wide, 4 hi. thick, and 30 in.

in length. These bars are assorted, the inferior ones piled and rerolled, while the others are
carefully heated to redness and cross-rolled into sheets about 30 in. square, requiring from
8 to 10 passes through the rolls. These sheets are twice again heated to redness and rolled
in sets of three each, care being taken that every sheet before being passed through the rolls
is brushed off with a wet broom made of fir, and at the same time that powdered charcoal is

dexterously sprinkled between the sheets. Ten passes are thus made, and the resulting sheets
trimmed to a standard size of 25 X 56 in. After being assorted and the defective ones thrown
out, each sheet is wetted with water, dusted with charcoal-powder, and dried. They are then
made into packets containing from 60 to 100, and bound up with tlie waste sheets.

The packets are placed, one at a time, with a log of wood at each of the four sides, in a
nearly air-tight chamber, and carefully annealed for 5 or 6 hours. When this lias been com-

pleted, the packet is removed and hammered
with a trip-hammer weighing about a ton, the
area of its striking surface being about 6 X 14
in. The face of the hammer is made of this

somewhat unusual shape in order to secure a
wavy appearance on the surface of the packet.
After the packet has received 90 blows, equally
distributed over its surface, it is reheated, and
the hammering repeated in the same manner.
Some time after the first hammering, the packet
is broken and the sheets wetted with a mop to

harden the surface. After the second hammer-
ing the packet is broken, the sheets examined to
ascertain if any are welded together, and com-
pletely finished cold sheets are placed alternately between those of the packet, thus making a
large packet of from 140 to 200 sheets. It is supposed that the interposition of these cold
sheets produces the peculiar greenish color that the finished sheets possess on cooling.

This large packet is then given what is known as the finishing or polishing hammering.

Fio. 4.

Fias. 2-4.—The Gesner rust-proof process.
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For this purpose the trip-hammer used has a smaller face than the others, having an area of

about 17 to 21 in. When the liammering has been properly done, the packet has received 60

blows eqLlly distributed, and the sheets should have a perfectly smooth, mirror-like surface

The packet is now broken before cooling, each sheet cleaned with a wet fir bioom to remove

(he rSiing chTwcoal-powder, carefulfy inspected, and the good sheets stood on their edges

TraeriLia ®t®el similar in quality and in process of

manufacture to that of the Russia sheet is now made in the United states, and is known by

various trade names, as planished iron, Craig polished sheet-steel, etc. 1 ho latter is made in

«hr.otc! oQ V KO in and from 32 to 38 gauge. The. sheets are coated with carbonaceous mate-S ami are theli h^^^^ lia.uniora in packs, while hot, under powerful steam-ham-

Oitsntr Jiust-Proof Process employs apparatus shown in Figs. 3, 3, and 4. This con-

sists of a bench of two onlinary gas retorts placed side by side in a furnace heated by a gi ate.

Each retort is heateil to a temperature of 1,000“ F. to 1,200 lb, as may be determined by the

cl irac i of tlio articles to be treated. After closing and testing the retort, the heating con-

tinueffer abmd 20 min.; then steam is introduced into a “hydrogen generator,’ shown

in Figs. 3 and 4, whicli is a, simtile pipe, open at the roar end. It is

sa-^e of the. steam through this gc.neraror hydrogen is generated, which fills the letoit. t his

mwatton -<“ the end of which time half a pint of naph ha is permitted

t.rflow into the retort for 10 min. The flow of hydrocarbon is then stopped, and the steam

whicli has been allowed to enter the generator during the whole
min^ The

min. lon^^er. The wliolc time employed in the operation is therefor p
1

“ pu'rn-in”-pipe,” which dips into an open vessel of water, as shown in hig. 2, to the depth of

lito“ cirrdes off any excess of gases produced in the operation. In cases where articles

treated are ornanieritll, such as art hardware, they are given a bath of cold whale-oil or par-

affine oi to render tliem more oven in teme. To substantiate the claim that hydrogen has a

Umetion in tiZUon of a rust-, .roof coating,

face of east iron nropared by tlio {.rocoss is given: Carbon, 1-01 pei cent, hydiogcn, 0 poi

Snt- sLil. 6-71) per cent; an.l ircni, 06-l() per cent. The iron is i.resent as metallic iron and

jS rS-, Steam Stationary Reciprocating ;
also Locomotives.

Jack-Liftiiiff : see Drills, Rock.

Jftiiuy: SCO Ropo-Makin^.? Macdiincs.

Jig- : see Ooal-Broakers a-rul Ore-Dressing Machines.

i ^ represents the shape of machine keys made by the

Satull;^h of Sandwich, Al., in the following manner: Each machmo com

sists of tliroo co-acting, revolv-

ing steel hammers, tiie upper

and principal set acting on a,nd

drawing out the hcaticd rotl to

its required taper, ami the

side-sets acting on the edge

and forging the sides to true

lines. Adjiistalile gauges rcgiip

late the. leiurth and taper, self-

acting sluMirs wit.h gauge c,ut olf

the forged (Uid of the rod to the

exact length required, after the

quick thrust to the forging roll-

ers or hammers, a,ml sidDac-.ting

straightening jaws sei/t^ a,ml

straigliten each key as it drops

c

Fig. 1.—Machine-made keys.

'fro^lirrshc;?.;,' aiti1.i;;n U. into a cooling-hopper In il.o operation of forpng.^ each

. • 1 j I riP tlwx voninnw

a.udnsni‘.rpu.girwhi!lVdetennin^^^^

operation murHo’''an 'tin' 'u'lgh' t.ho or’ cight,'\>y which tirno

(uently heated. The usual sizes, made for stock, are i, A, and « in. wide
,
by lu n „ i o

Woodruff Manufaetnving Co., of Hartford, Conn

the shaft, a,s shown in Bhg. 3, by menus of a railling-cutter

(Fig. B). This cutter corresponds m thickness to t.he key

lobe inserted, and is of a diameter corresponding to tlie

length of the key. The key being a sernicirde, t-he (uitte

.

(Fig. 3) is sunk into the shaft as far as will allow sunicacnt

no. 8.-Woo.lruff cut. prolection of the key above its surface to engage the key-
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way in the hub it is designed to hold in position. The operation of cutting tlui key-seat is

simple, and does not require skilled labor. Where a long key or feather is required, two or
more keys are in-

serted, in the man-
ner shown in Pig.

2. Owing to its

peculiar shape, the

key may be slight-

ly inclined, so that

it will serve to sup-

„ „ , ,
port the pulley on

Fig. 3.-Mining-cutter. ^ vertical shaft,

provided the key-seat in the hub of the pulley is made tapering and
of the proper depth. There are twenty-five different sizes of keys
used in the system, the standard scale of sizes being such as to meet
the requirements of a large majority of the machines now made.

The accompanying table gives the size and strength of these
standard sizes.

Key-Seat Milling-Machine : see Milling-Machines.
KlEY-SEAT CUTTERS. The Morton Key- Way Cutter made

by the Morton Manufacturing Co., of Muskegon, Mich., is shown in

Pig. 1. One of the main features of this machine is the oscillating
guide for cross-head, which oscillates from the center line of the
main shaft, giving the tool a straight-drawing cut. By means of the
adjusting-screw to the left, on front of table, the tool can be inclined
forward or backward from a vertical position, whereby the machine
may be set to cut • a key-way, tapering either from the top or bot-
tom, with the same side down. The stroke of the machine is ad-
justed, as is the stroke of a planer, by adjustable tappets. The guide
for work consists of a plate which fits in a groove at the top of the
table, and has a projection on each side of the tool-bar which forms a guide to set work to,

gauging by bore of pinion.

SIZE OK
KEYS AND CITTTEHS Shear!

strength

of keys

No. Lonfjftli. TIiiflanssH,
in poundti.

1
\

ih unao
0

1 2,350
s 3,132

4 2,937
5 3,915
(> 1 ilk 4,894

7
"“1

h 4,700
H ilk 5,872
1) di 7,050

10 s /k
I'k

0,850
11 8,221
iJi 1 A 9,591

i;i 1 9,37T)

14 1 A 10,937
15 1 i 12,5(M)

10 l|r 10,545
17

;

12,305
18 n 1 14,002

19 H
H

di 11,718
20 7

nsr 13,071

21 11 k 15,025

22
23

"'ll
If

17,187
21,484

24
25 ir

18,7T)0

23,437

Fig. 1.—Morton key-way cutter.

The machine is made in different sizes, the one shown in the cut being known as the No.
6—24 machine. Its capacity ranges from the smallest key-ways to be cut u|) to one in.
wide and 24 in. long.

The Davis Key-Seater and SlotUng-Machine is shown in Fig. 2. The frame is mad<i of
one casting, together with the ways. In the machine shown in Fig. 2, the gears are I t-in. fat‘e,
and are all cut gears. The connection-rod is so arranged as to keep chips and dirt from fall-
ing into the crank-pin. The ways are bored out and the top of frame faced. The stud-pins
to the clamp are provided with washers, and so arranged that the clamp can be placed Ixet ween
them at any height required, and will not drop down. A simple arrangement is aJso fnrnislied
to give any desired draft to key-seat required, also any depth. This machine will cut i-in to
1-in. key-seats.

The Erie Key-Seating Machine, made by the Burton Machine Co., of Erie, Pa. is shown in
Pig. 3. The arbor is hollow, and has within it a steel bar called the guide-ba,r, and is mov-
able up and down by means of a screw at each end. It carries within it a to()I-l)ar, which
supports two tools of the width desired for the key-seat, and is connected to the driving-car-
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riage by means of a removable pin. It is driven back and forth through the guide-bar,

cutting in both directions, and fed down the desired depth and taper by the screws at the

ends. The driving apparatus consists of two parallel screws, 3^ in. in diameter, 1 A-in. pitcli,

8 threads. They are set 6 in. from center to center, and run in opposite directions ;
between

them is an open-sided nut, which carries with it a carriage to which the cutting-bar is

attached.
The Giant Key-Seater, made by the Giant Key-Seater Co., of Saginaw, Mich., is shown ni

Pig. 4, The machine consists of an upright column, supporting on trunnions a table in

which are T-slots for securing the work to be operated upon. Inside the column is a vertical

guide, on which slides the cross-head, having on its face a V-groove, for centering the round

tool-bar, which is clamped. The cross-head receives its motion througli a rack, wliich meslies

in a spur-gear of wider face than the rack. The gear is keyed on a horizontal shaft, to wliicli

is also keyed the worm-gear inside of gear-casing, the shaft extending through the casing, and

having secured to it a disk, which has two circular T-slots turned in its face, in each of wliieh

is a tappet which reverse the motion by shifting the open and crossed belts running from

the counter-shaft, as shown. The tappet, which acts at the end of the slow or cutting stroke,

is placed in the outer of the two circular T-slots in the disk. By moving the tappets in tlie

slots, the stroke of the cutter can be varied as desired, without stopping the machine. To

provide for forward movement of cutter in the work, the vertical guide is arranged to slide

in ways at the top and bottom, being moved forward and back by wedges, which are operated

by the feed-lever shown at the left of the machine. As the cutter, cutter-bar, and guide are

advanced, the rack on cross-head slides in the cogs of the spur-gear with whicli it meshes ;
the

pinion having a wider face than the rack, as stated above.

Kiln: see Brick-Making Machines; also, Furnaces, Roasting.

KILNS, LUMBER. In these days of rapid conversion of material, and of short periods

between the various processes of conversion, little could be done by the converter of wood
without the aid of efficient lumber-drying kilns, taking the place of the old-fashioned long-

seasoning process in air or water.

An automatic hot-blast apparatus, put out by the Standard Dry Kiln Co., consists of a

high-speed blowing-fan, directly driven by an inverted vertical high-speed engine, and con-

nected with a case or chamber in which there are arranged a series of vertical spiral coils of

pipe, through and about which the air enters before being removed by tlie fan. Into one of

the series of pipes (that farthest from the engine and nearest to the entrance of the air to be

heated) the exhaust of the engine is led, thus receiving the greatest amount of eondensat ion

that could be obtained by such an arrangement, and lessening the back-pressure u})on tlie

engine. Some of the rest of the coils in the duct or chamber receive live steam, if desired,

but the connections are such that as many as desired receive the exhaust from the main or

steam-engine. A steam-jet regulates the degree of humidity of the air. A steam-tran,

through which the water of condensation drains when live steam is being used, automatically

regulates the amount consumed.
A hot-air duct used in this device has a regulator for controlling the delivery of air to

each opening in the duct, preventing the air from rushing by the openings Tiearest the blower.

A series of semi-cylindrical slides drop from the cross-outlets into the body of the maiTi dued;,

thus retarding the air and forcing it out through the cross-ducts into the kiln. The ttross-

duct nearest the heater ordinarily has its slide projecting farthest into the main duct,

although, if desired, any one section of the kiln may be given an increased proportion of air.

In the Standard kiln the lumber is loaded upon cars at what is called the ‘‘ grexm cud,’’ and
run into the kiln on iron tracks at the rate of two or more ears per day, in eaeli of tlie rooms
composing the kiln. Each car holds about 4,000 ft. of lumber, and each room will (umtain 12

ears
;
so that the lumber while in transit remains in the drying process from 8 tio (i (biys,

depending upon the class of stock, before it is run out at the “dry end ” of the kiln. The
temperature at the end of the kiln in which the heated air centers, and at wliich point tlu^

process of seasoning is completed, is about 185° B\, corresponding to an absorbing capacity <»r

194 gr. per cub. ft. of air. At that end at which the lumber enters, where the tem[>(;raf urc is

135° the absorbing capacity is only about 80 gr., so that the action is gnidually iucr(3a.sing

—being in this particular much easier upon the stock, drying it more thoroughly and greatly

lessening checking.

Kiiotter : see Harvesting-Machines, Grain.

Knox System of Blasting : see (Quarrying-Machines.

Kniirling-Tool : see Lathe-Tools, Metal-Working.
Ladders, Eii:e : see Fire Appliances.

Land Roller : see Seeders and Brills.

Lapping-Machine : see Grinding-Machine.
Lasting-Machine : see Leather-Working Machines.

Lathe : see Hat-Making Machines, Watches and Clocks, Wheel-Making Machines, Mowers
and Reapers.

LATHES, METAL-WORKING. The Putnam Engine-Lathe.— 1 to 0 illustrate

a new standard lathe recently brought out by the Putnam Ma,chine Co., of B^itchburg, Mass.
Figs. 1 and 3 represent the bed in longitudinal and cross-section. This is a heavy li-shafunl

casting, strengthened by a strong truss extending from end to end. This truss is stiffened

by a bead at the top, and is connected by lateral webs to the sides of the bed. Ril)s placed at
suitable distances apart extend from the under side of the top down the sides, firmly uniting
the members of the bed. The front carriage A is made higher and larger tluin the back A.
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The constraction of the head-stock is shown in Eig. 3. The boxes are conical-shaped on the
outside, straight on the inside, and fitted to correspondingly tapered holes, or seats, in the

Fig. 1.—Bed—section.

metal of the head-stock casting. They are split for adjustment, and are threaded at their

ends for tlic adjusting-nuts A N. The nut A has a spherically shaped projection, and in

adclition to serving {is an adjusting-nut for the back spindle-box, is threaded from the step

which through a rawhide collar t{ikes the thrust of the spindle. 0 is a lock-nut to secure the

8t(^p {ig{iinst turning after it is properly adjusted. A steel collar is fitted with a feather to

slide on llie spindle, and is held in position by nuts. This, being adjusted to contact with the

end of the box, liolds the spindle from end-long motion in one direction, while it is held from
motion in the other direction by the step S. This construction is intended to prevent dis-

turlaiuce of adjustment due to contraction and expansion from changes of temperature.

When adjusted,’ the boxes {ire restrained from turning in their seats by the adjusting-nuts,

whiidi {iri‘. {ilways screwed {ig{xinst the casting ;
but while being adjusted to the spindle, pins

in the outside of the boxes fit in grooves in the seats, these grooves holding the boxes from

turning around, but permitting lateral movement. A series of holes is drilled around the

eircumfereneo of tlie boxes, so tluit by placing the pins in different holes the boxes niay be

occasiomilly partially rotated in their seats, thus equalizing the wear, and tending to keep the

spindle in a central position.

Fig. 3.—Head-stock.

The luindle L (Fig. 3) is for disengaging or changing from coarse to fine or fine^to coarse

fc(‘(l which is done by means of the following arrangement : The feed-gear inside the head is

on {I f(Milh(Mv,d sluift, {lud in{iy,bY moving the luindle to the two positions shown by dotted

liiK's b(‘. g('.}in'd to either the ge{ir on the spindle or that on the cone, the difference in leeti

Ix'fAvcum the two positions being i) to 1. This, which is applicable to either longitudinal or

(u-oss fiHHl, or to screw-cutting, with the changes of both gear {ind belt-feed to the feed-rod,

])r()vi(h‘s for a giauit range of feed, from that fine enough for any purpose to that extremely

(.M){irse, for surface-work or for cutting screws or worms of coarse pitch.

Fiu 4 is {I s(H',t.ion t hrough tlic carri{ige and bed. I he feed-rod is at the front and the

h'ad-^craw {it th(>, back side. To lock the nut {ind lead-screw, a rod extends across the carnage

(on {ill hithes {ibov(>, 18 in. swing) from the front to the rear where, by means of the pinion

// it conu(‘cls with the phitc I.

' The operation of bringing together or separating the half-

nuts of tlu^- l(‘{ul-screw is {wxuuiqdishod by turning the rod. The rack-gear {ind pmion-shaft

is l)v nu'ju's of the yoke K, provided with a second hearing, the working .^rain coming

lad wLm the two jounmls. To avoid the possibility of locking the nut to the ead-scre^^

while the gear and rack arc connected, or vice versa, a safety-pm p connected with the yoke A,

and the hiib of the lever that operates the lead-screw nuts has m it a hole to which this pip
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is fitted. This hole is in such a position that when the rod is turned to bring the nuts together
on the screw it will not he in alignment with the pin. If, now, an attempt is made to raise

the yoke so that the pinion will gear with the rack, the pin will come in contact with the
plain surface of the hub, preventing its accomplishment. When the disk is turned to the
position in which it stands when the nut is off the screw, the hole is in alignment with the
pin, and the yoke may be raised to gear the rack and pinion together. If, when the rack and
pinion are in gear, an attempt is made to connect the nut with the lead-screw, the pin will

prevent the disk (and rod) from turning. This makes it impossible to do damage by the
attempted operation of both screw and rod-feed at the same time.

In Fig. 5 the tail-stock is shown in two sections. It has a long bearing on the ways, and
an extension that serves for a tool-shelf. The front bearing is split for binding the spindle.

Fio. 5. -Tail-stock.

To overcome the difficulty of moving it against the sliding-friction of the ways, wheels R are
placed as shown, one at each side over the A’s. These wheels are so mounted as to be free to
move vertically a short distance, and are loaded by adjustable springs. When the tail-stock
is loosened the springs tend to assume the load, thus transferring the weight to the wheels,
and transposing the hard sliding to an easy rolling motion. The arrangement for clamping
the tail-stock to the ways is shown at B. It consists of a binding-bolt and nut, the face of the
nut being cam-shaped, to correspond with the cam-shaped washer underneath it. In tighten-
ing, the somewhat abrupt faces of the cams take up the slack motion by a slight movement
of the handle, when the nut and thread bind the tail-stock rigidly. Similarly, in loosening
the tail-stock the abrupt angle of the cams gives the necessary freedom with the same small
amount of motion. The back-rest has a lever-handle lock-nut.

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a 14-in. swing-lathe of this type.
Car-Wheel Lathe.—Fig. 7 illustrates a car-wheel lathe built by the Niles Tool Works, of

Hamilton, 0., especially designed for turning steel-tired car and truck wheels on their axles.
The problem presented in this case is to grip the axles by their journals, keep them in line
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with f>ioh other and revolve them about their common centers, whether these should be true

with tte orthml ceutei of a axle or not. This is accomplished in the lollowmg manner

:

Fia. 6.

Figs. 1-6,—Putnam engine lathe and details.

The lathe is arranged with two face-plates revolving on hubs projecting from each head

turned true ami in exact alignment. Within these face-plates and revolving with

them are placed two very strong, sclf-contoring chucks, with four swivel jaws. They are

derated o.t’cach hcad-bfock. These grip the

centers of the iouriials, and with tlie face-plates revolve them m exact line. 1 he i-yo

plates are ffcnrcd tovethor in the stune manner as on driving-wheel lathes, by a heavy loiged

t^ The Kl alm^ used only to center the work and insure he

Wheels be m-- hiniod true with the journals. The wheels are revolved by two drivers on each

7ace-phite which engaln^^ the ''heads of the bolts used to secure the tire to the wheel-

centw Those drivers are adjustable both lengthwise and radially to suit any wheel. Lach

ffis aianged with a slidhi'g spindle, with centem, which am capped to

of tho Hxlo when used for turning truck-whe(3ls with inside 301 nnils. Intse caps can ue

removed ami the spimlles run out 'beyond the face-plates, when

the centerl The right-hand head is movable on the bed by rack and pinion. As the chucks

Fig. 7.—The Niles car-wheel lathe.

have swivel-jaws, they will accommodate themselves to the work as it is put into (die lathe,

d’ho feeds are operatcid from the driving-shaft by means of a rook-shaft placed m liont oi the

maehSnS and Xh tdirough the incans'of a racthet-lovcr in the same manner as on dnving-

JbmAw/- La 8 shows a forming-lathe made by the
’“®Xrnf^WerXXt.dn

Meriden, tionn. Tins machine is designed for turnmg large luimbeis °

shapes, such as hamllcs, cocks, packing-iiuts, glands, bonnets, caps, nipples, etc.

is done hv a sirnrlo motion of one lever. The first part of the motion of the lever tigli tens the

chuck arid a' further movement brings the forming tool forward under the work and tuins i

to shape after which tlie tool drops sufficiently to clear the work during the reverse

of the\eVer, which motion loosens the chuck and raises the tool at the proper time and

position for another cut. All operations are performed without stopping the lathe.
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Richards' Anglo-American Lathe,— 9 to 1.1 illustrate a lathe made by George Rich-

ards & Co., Limited, of Broadlieath, hear Manchester, England, and exhibited by them at the

Paris Exiiibition of 1889. It is called an Anglo-American lathe, and is intended to combine

llu besD features of American and English practices. Figs. 9 and 10 show the machine in

elc^vation and plan, while Fig. 11 is a detail section of the fast head-stock. This, it will be

selm, has an arrangement of back-gearing giving an extra set of speeds by equal pinions on

the spindle and bac;k-shat‘t. The spindle has parallel necks, hardened and ground true, in

which run taper bushes as shown, and wear can thus be compensated for. The thrust is

taken up at the back end of the spindle, which is surrounde(l by a metal cap intended to be

filled with oil, and thus the thrust-bearing is efficiently lubricated. The feed is taken from

the spindle by the sliding-pinion shown below it, and the rate of feed can be changed by

causing this pinion to gear either with that on the spindle or that on the cone. The tool-

carriage is moved by a rack and pinion in ordinary work, and Viy a screw in screw-cutting.

All the feed-motions of the carriage can be reversed. The guiding surfaces, both back and

front, are scpiare. The sliding head-stock is arranged to set'over slightly, and thus allow long

tapers to be turned.
, nr u-

Gap GhucJdng-Lathe.—Fig. 12 shows a gap chncking-lathe made by the Putnam Machine

Co. It is an iniproved tool of great range and capacity, with 25 and 50 in. swing, the gap

Fig. 12.—Gap chucking-lathe.

being 2()| in. long. Tlio cone is balanced, and has four shifts for a wide belt. The head-stock

has groiunl journals wit.h anti-friction metal boxes, which conqiensatc for wear and preserve

the original alignment of the live and dead centers. The bed-slider is operated by lack and

PuMfif/- /.rei'/ifl.—Pis- 13 shows ii liilho Imill, by tlio Niles Tool Works, of Hamilton, Oliio, rspo-

oially (losigniid for turning i>uH(3ys, gears (Iwlh spur, bovulcii, and mortised), small fly-wheels,

Fig. 13.—l^ulley-lathe.

iind work of a, similar cha,racier. Power is transmitted to the spindle througli tangent gear-

ing The inilleys, being first bored, are placed on a mandrel and are driven by an equalizing

driver, distributing the strjiin evenly on the arms. The tool-slides are moiinled upon short,

stiff cross-rails, which are adjustable on graduated surfaces of the bed to suit the diameter of

pulley to be turned. The rails may bo sot over at an angle to give any desired degree of
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“ crown.” Tools are thus ope-
rated on both sides of the
machines. Feeds are opera-
ted from the end of the driv-

ing-shaft by three-step cones
for 1^-in. belt, coinmunieat-
ing power to the feed-shaft
by means of gears with an
in-and-out pin. This ar-

rangement gives a roughing
and finishing feed for each
adjustinent of feed-belt. The
front rest, has coin|)ound
movement and power cross

and angle feed. The driving
shaft runs at so much higher
velocity tlnin i;he main spin-

dle that its speed is suitalile

for polishing wliile the latlie

is turning.

Gun-Lathe of the Forges
et Chafitiers, llavre.— Fig.

14 shows a giin-latlie in the
factory of the Forges el

Chant'iers, llavre, France,

. with a ()()-ton gun, built for
u the Japanese Government,

g
mounted in it. The time re-

® quired for completing such a

*2 gun, supposing no unfore-
c seen delay to occur, is fifteen

§ months. Kanged in a row,

S on the opi')osite side of tlie

g shop to that occupied by the
w latlies, arc the Vioring and
|) rilling machines for tlic la,rg-

g est calibers, tlie last-named

a;,
operation for the Gh-ton guns

5 just referred to occupying
for eacli fifty days.

0 The extent of the giin-

^ factory may be judged from
'7 the fact that there are in it

3 10 such hitlies a,s t,he one

^ illustrated, eapalfie of talung
^ masses of steel iit) to 4G ft.

in length, and weighing 100

^ tons; and 2 rilling machines
for simihir caililiers. For
smaller sizes, there are 2()

lathes taking in work from
20 to 20 ft. in length, and
weighing from 10 to 20 tons;
2 corresponding rilling-ma-

chines complet.e this s(‘cti(>n

of the plant. Of misc(dlane-
oiis tools, for leaning, screw-
ing, and slotting, th(‘re a,re

of course a large immlier.
The smaller ba,ys are devoted
to ligliter work : field and
monutairi artilh^ry, small
mortars and siege-guns, and
projectiles.

Lathes, T'ttrret (see also

Screw Machines).—

-

e/ou«.s* S
Lamson's Turret - Head
Lathe.—Figs. If) to 22 illus-

trate a turret-head machine,
which ernlxxlics several de-

partures from tlie r(^gular

practice in such nuKOiinery,
enabling certain classes of
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Fia. II).-The turret.
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work to be done on it that have not heretofore been attempted on turret-head machines. It

is built by the Jones & Lamson Machine Co., of Springfield, Vt.

The usual form of turret and mounting for the same has been entirely abandoned, and
what may be termed a turn-table is mounted upon what resembles the ordinary lathe-carriage.

This carriage is fed by rack and pinion with
pilot-wheel in the ordinary manner, or automati-
cally, as may be desired, and the turret revolves
automatically. The carriage slides on large 90“

Vs, and is gibbed to the bed outside front and
back. The various tool-holders, turning de-
vices, cut-off slides, etc., by which the work is

done, are simply attached to the top or up|)er
surface of the turret by square tongues and
grooves with bolts. The turret, which is pro-
portionately much larger in diameter than usual,

is gibbed all round its outer circumference, and
Fig. 20.-Cat-off slide. Fig. 21.-Tool holder. the locking-pin engages there. The cutt ing-

tools do not extend out over the turret, but are

usually about vertically over the point of engagement of the locking-pin, a fact which prac-

tically relieves the central bearing of the turret of all stress during the cut, and enables the
tool to be held more steadiljr, other conditions being the same. There are six slots for as

many tool-holders, and there is a separate stop for each one, which is adjustable independently
of all the others, so that the point at which the feed will be automatically released, and the
motion of the slide positively arrested, may be independently fixed for each tool and opera-

tion, instead of its being necessary to set all the tools but one to suit the point of feed-release.

The revolving mechanism is also arranged so that it can be made to act at the moment any tool

clears the work, so that no loss of time results from running back farther than is necessary
for any given tool. Where less than the full number of tools are used, the revolving mech-
anism can be made to skip one or more places; so as to bring the next tool int,o position
wherever it may be. Fig. 15 is a perspective view of the machine, and Fig. 10 is an enlarged
view of the turret, with six tools set upon it. While the ordinary turret-head latlie or screw-
machine will distance the lathe for work to which it is adapted, it has its limitations, one of

these being that there must be a comparatively large number of pieces to make that are just

alike, otherwise it will not pay to set the various tools and arrange the macliines for doing
the work; the number of pieces needed to make it pay to do this depending mainly upon
their character. This dilficulty the builders of this machine have attempted to overcome by
arranging the tools so that they can be set with a facility approaching that of lathe-tools

; and
it is claimed by them that, if there is but one piece to do, it will usually pay to do it on i liis

machine, and that it is therefore well adapted to general machine shop-work within its range
of capacity, which is for work up to 2 in. in diameter and 24 in. long.

Turret-head machines have not heretofore been constructed for work of this length, nor
for doing work so long in proportion to its diameter as can bo done on this maelniio.

Long work of small diameter is finished by means of the tool shown in Figs. 17 and 18,

the former being a front view and the latter a rear view of the tool, wliieh is called the
“turner.” The tool is adjustable by screws, and can be moved to or from the work by a cam,
which is moved by a small lever, so that the tool

may be run into the work for necking, or, in the
case of long and slender work, the tool is opened,
run up close to the chuck, where the work is held
securely, and the tool run in to the required
depth. It is then fed backward toward the end
of the work, the usual back-rest following behind
the tool, and bearing on that portion of the work
that has been trued. In this way much of such
work is finished at a single cut from the rough,
though where it is necessary another cut can be
nm over it in the other direction, the rest in this

case, as in the other, following the tool. The
cut-ofi! slide, a separate view of which is shown at
Fig. 20, is bolted to the top of the turret, as
shown by the rear view of the machine, and is so
arranged that the turret can be run up under the
chuck, and the cut-off used without interfering

with any of the other tools. Provision is made
for using three tools in the slide, and as they
have the longitudinal motion due to the move-
ment of the turret, and can be fed into the work
by a lever and small pinion, the three tools can be used for different purposes, such as ncel;-
ing in, cutting off, or turning if desired. The tool-holder for hollow mills, taps, dies, ream-
ers, drills, etc., is shown by Fig. 21. It is attached to the turret in the same way as the other
tools. The chuck used on the spindle is shown by the group of cuts (Fig. 2J)» wliich represent
it in various positions and in detail. It can be opened and closed without stopping the ma-
chine by the movement of the lever designated “ roller-feed and chuck-lever” in the ouiline

Fig. 22.—Automatic feeder.
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view (Fig. 15), this lever, by suitable connections, being made to slide the collar on the outside

of the chuck which opens and closes the collet in the manner indicated in Pig. 23.

Fig. 23.—Roller-feed and automatic chuck.

The same lever is connected to the automatic feeding device (Fig. 22). There are two
rollers that bear on the stock, one at each side. These, while a cut is being taken, serve to

steady the work and hold it central in the spindle. When the lever is moved to open the

chuck, and its motion is then contimicd in the same direction, it moves a plunger which en-

gages with one of the V-grooves on the spiral ring-gear (Pig. 22), preventing it from turning.

The spindle of the machine, continuing to turn, carries the spiral pinion with the two worms,

worm-wheels, and feed-rolls with it, and by this motion about the spiral ring-gear they are

made to rotate on their own axes, and the stock is thus fed forward through the chuck to the

stop, and lield there until the chuck i.s again closed.

The principal dimensions of the machine are: Working length, 24 in.; hole through

spindle, 21 in.
;
diameter of turret, 16 in.

;
swing over bed, 16 in.

;
width of belt used, 31 in.

;

length of bed, 6 ft. 8 in.
;
weight,, 2,600 lbs.

Turret-Lathe with .Roller-Feed and Autonia.fie Ohiich—Pig. 23 shows the revolving roller-

feed and automatic chuck, built. l)y the Jones & Lamson Co. for their turret-lathe and screw

Fig. 24,—Turret-lathe with roller-feed and automatic chuck.

machines. Pig. 24 shows t,he turret-lathe with the feed and chuck applied. The operation is

as follows: The lever near the head is pulled forward; this opens the chuck, at the same time

starting the roller or wire feed, and the stock is rapidly fed up to the stop-gauge
;
when the

lever is thrown back the roller-feed stops, and at the same time the chuck closes lirmly upon
the stock, and the next operation is ready to be performed. This is done with two strokes

of the lever, without the operator leaving his post and without stopping or reversing his

machine. (See also Sciiew-Machines.)
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Turret ChucUng-Lathe.-^¥ig. 25 shows a 36-in. turret ehucking-lathe made by the Lodge
& Davis Machine Tool Co., of Cincinnati. This lathe swings 36 in,, is back-geared, with power-

feed, and has an 8-ft. bed. The cone-pulley has four changes for 3i-in. belt
;
largest speed is

Fig. 26.—Turret chucking-lathe.

14 in. in diameter. The spindle is of steel, with l|-in. hole through its length, and runs in bear-

ings of phosphor-bronze
;
the front bearing is 3f in. in diameter, 5| in. in length. ITie turret

is 12 in. in diameter, revolves automatically, and has 6 holes bored li in. in diameter. The
turret-slide is operated by a pilot-wheel, and is provided with adjustable autojnatic stop to

the power-feed, and will bore holes up to 13 in. in length without resetting. The turret-slide
is actuated on the shears by rack and pinion.
The feed is thrown in and out on the front side
of the turret. A friction counter-shaft with r«v

verse motion is provided, in order that taps and
dies may be used.

Lathe-Tools.—Taper mid Irregular Turning
Box-Tool for Tiirvet-Lathes.— This tool (l^''ig.

26) is for the accurate turning of taper |>inK and
holts of all kinds and irregular slijipes, meh as
handles, etc. The sliding template shown in
front is a bar of steel, wit h its under-side of tlie

exact taper required. The j)oint of the stu’ew
beneath bears on a shoe, which in turns bears on
the template. This screw passes tli rough a,u tmn
of the rocking tool-carrier. The |)in at the h(‘a(l

end of the sliding template is htdd l)y a projec*-
tion on the carriage. The carriage is set in the proper position, so that, when tln^ |>ow(vr-f(‘ed
of the turret is thrown in, for either direction, the tool advances or recedes, while. thc‘ txnn-
plate remains stationary. The point of the cutting tool is thus swung out or in, and the ex-
act taper or form of the template given to the piece turned.

LATHES, WOOD-WOHKING. Improvements . in this machine during the past ten
years are mainly in its adaptation to special kinds of work. A variety of novel forins of lailui
are presented.

Bach-lmife Jjathe.—In this machine, which is for circular turning, tliere is a live and
a dead center for the stock, and a centering device which may bo put at a,ny desired place in
the length of the piece. Some of the work is done by ordinary tiirning-cliisels, having ad just-
ing screws so that they may be set accurately as to th*e diameter of tlie stock being tunuMl' and
V and gouge chisels, which are automatically lifted from a form on the rel iirn of the c*arriag(^
bearing them. But the principal feature of the lathe, and the one from which it is named, is
a back knife, as long as the stock to be turned, and sliding in vertical ways at the back of the
lathe; this knife being either straight-edged and in one piece, or sectional, and made 1o do
turning and scoring at various points of its length. It is. set with the widtli of its bhule
vertical, and the length inclined to the horizontal, so that it makes a shearing cut, from one
end of its length to the other, operating from one end of the stock to the other.

Oauge-Lathes.’—ln some gauge-lathes employing a pattern of the same gernu-al oui lin{« as
the finished product is to be, the former” is placed upon the frame which' carries the sto(‘k,
but at a greater distance from the center, necessitating its being of a grea,ter dia,rtu‘t(‘r and ali
its dimensions exaggerated. In others it is placed in actual line with the stock

; and in sii<‘h
case it may or may not be of the same diameter

;
but, whether it is or not, its outlines should

26.—Taper and irregular turning-tool.
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bo parallel to those which it is intended to produce in the finished piece. With such an
arningeinent as this the same form may be made to produce several diameters of finished
pieces, by adjusting its lieiglit; all the finished pieces coming of rhe same outline.

In one type of ,^^mge-blthes, made by the Trevor Manufacturing Co., the form is a sheet-
metal pattern, placed lalgt^wise along the machine, and its curved upper outlines cause a
rocking back and forth of (he eutting-knivcs, which are given traverse along the stock, as the
latter is rotated belAVtam the live and the dead center by a weight and cord feed.

A simple gauge-latlu‘ (represented in Fig. 1), for turning all sorts of irregular forms, con-
sists of an iron frame witii planed ways, upon which are head and tool stocks, a tool-rest, and

anariron travw.siriL' back mid foiib V)y a screw. The head-stock carries a spindle, a cone-

drivitif? pulley, and' a small feed-pulley. There is a self-centering a taehinont, which receives

and cmiters flic material wil.lioiit stopping the lathe. Lio tool-stock center imtates with the

turning-stock, making lioth centers live. The tool-rest, which is gibbed to the paned ways
« 1 , 7. : ..vwi rinfr Addfl rYifw lic movcd Cither DY naiia

turning-stock, making uoin ccniiors live, rue Mjui-xtrpu, ...

T
of tin; frame, carries tiireo cutters and a siinporting inng, and may be

cut
or aiitomiitioany fed by a licH,vy screw speeded from the heaiyspindle. Dm patterns are cip

from slieet-iroii of the o.xae,t profile of the finished article. As the work turns, the ^ear-

ing the tools has Icngtliwise traverse, and is made to advance or recede from the centei by
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the sheet-iron form, thus producing articles of any desired contour, having all their sections

circular.

The Ober automatic lathe for turning irregular objects, such as spokes, has a mechanism
which automatically adapts the speed of the feed-screw and the rotation of the pattern and
stock to the diameter of the work being turned. This mechanism consists of a small friction-

pulley, which, lying between two reverse cones and being caused to slide along their faces by
a trip-lever and connecting-rod, transmits a variable velocity to the train of gears rotating

the feed-screws, pattern, and stock.

One variety of the Blanchard spoke-turning lathe has a horizontal frame or table with a
lengthwise opening, through which vibrate the two end members of a fi’ame which bears the
stick from which the spoke is to be cut, and the solid iron form which is to l)e e(;)})ied : tht^se

two being parallel, the form above the stock. Both the form and the stock are mounted be-

tween centers, and have rotation at the same speed, by gearing driven by belted connections
from below. At the back of the table, which has planed ways, is an uju-ight, carrying cutters

rotating upon a horizontal axis lengthwise of the machine and parallel, of course, to the axes
of the stock and form. A projection on the frame bearing the cutter-head bears on the form
and vibrates the frame from or toward the axis of the cutters, according as the form is greater
or less in diameter. The carriage bearing the cutters has a lengthwise traverse, given by a.

cord and worm-feed. The vibrating-frame is pivoted on an axis below the table instead' of
above, as was at first the case with machines of this class. It may be thrown into position by
a hand-lever at the right of the machine, doing away with the necessity of the operator going
to the opposite end of the machine to adjust the carriage and centers to proper position

every time a spoke is turned. The spoke-centers always stop with the form at a fixed or de-
termined point, ready for the insertion of the unturned spoke. The inovalile center is work'cd

by an eccentric lever capable of holding the largest-sized spokes. The vibrator is held in

position against the pattern and spokes by heavy adjustable springs.

An automatic spoke-lathe brought out by the Egan Co., and shown in Fig. 2, comliines
the principal features of the Blanchard lathe with new ones. Tlie bed or frame is wider than

is usual, and the “V” is placed some dis-

tance back of the center line of the cutter-

head, allowing the belt to press the front, of

the carriage down to the V ” as it travels

along. The construcidon of the bed is sutdi

that chips are not liable to acciimulaic on
the top to obstruct tJie rollers. There is a
sliding-carriage having four rolhu’s, witli

their journals held in position by collars on
the outside

;
the carriage has adjustabh^

gibs to tlie main frame, to iirevent sid(>

play. The standards carrying the cutttvr-

head are liolted to tlie carriage on |>him‘d

surfaces. The head lias a comliination of
hook and gouge knives. Tlio vibrating-

Fig. 2.—Spoke-iat'ae. frame is east hollow, and is eouneet(‘d at,

the top by hydraulic pipe, to give strimglh

and lightness. There are adjustable trunnion-boxes to change the size of tlie spoke. 'The

gearing is cut from the solid, and the center gear has double width of liice, to |)ermit the
operator to change the shape of the spoke. The back center gearing is so constructed that,

various lengths of spoke may be turned from one pattern.

All improvement recently added is for automatically lifting into th(‘ cut. tlie frame carry-

ing the spoke, so that all the operator has to do is to remove the finished spoke and })iit in t.fie

stick for a new one—not even leaving his position, but merely pulling a lever, wliieii sets tlic

vibrating-frame into the cut; then the carriage, with the cuttcr-licads attaelied, travels along
the bed, completing the spoke, the vibrating frame throws forward, and the earriage and heail

return to the starting-point to cut another spoke. This is, of course, imudi more convenient
than lifting the frame into the cut every time a spoke is turned. One of t.lu^sc hit,h(*s lias a
record, made in a spoke-factory in Mississippi, of 2,695 spokes per da,y of 10 Iiours, which is

claimed to be the greatest record ever made on a spoke-lathe. The average eai>aeil y <‘lainual

for the new lathe is 2,200 to 2,4.00 per day—more than double the ordinary ca|)acity of sucli

machines.
The automatic spoke and handle lathe, shown in Fig. 3, is for turning and s(jnaring wagon

and carriage spokes, although it has adjustments for turning common, Sarven, or sliarp-talged

shapes, making either light hickory spokes or heavy ones for wagon, truck, or nrt.illery whecds,
up to 44 in. long and 5 in. diameter There is a rotating horizontal cylinder comjiosed of

rotating knife cutter-heads placed side by side to make up the length of the s|)oke, each luaid

having three cutters of 3-in. face lapping over each other so as to form a cont inuous cut ting
edge over the entire length of the cylinder. There is a table in two parts, gibbed and sliding
on the frame in angular ways, being moved to and from the cutters by cither a hand ora foot,

lever. The upper part of this table supports the turning centers, and is })ivoted to t.he lower
half near the tail center by a steel pivot, in one of several holes in the tal)le, on which it

vibrates for oval turning. At the opposite end of the head-center spindle is a east-iron earn
of the shape that it is desired to turn, this cam riding against a,n upright shoe extending u{>

from the lower table, and held snug against the shoe by a coiled spring. When the tui»h‘ is
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moved toward the cylinder to where the turning is begun, an automatic feed slowly rotates

the object to be shaped, and the cam rotating against the shoe oscillates the table in a path

Fio. 3.—Spoke and handle lathe.

corresponding with the shape of the cam. When the pivot is placed directly oj^posite the

tail center the machine will turn tlie work romid at the tail end, gradually changii^ in sec-

tion toward the other end, where it will correspond with the shape of the cam. For long,

oval, or irregular turning, whore both ends must correspond in section with the cam, the

vibrating part of the table is locked fast with the lower part, and the cam rotates against a

shoe fastened to the frame, thus
vibrating both tables alike at

each end. The diameter of turn-

ing is regulated by screws. The
tail-center can be adjusted at

any desired distance from tlio

spur center for short or long
turning, or at right angles for

straiglit or taper turning. The
swinging cutter-head is made to

advance and retreat from_ the

work automatically, its position

being regulated by the inove-

nient of the table, ^the section

turned being governed by a cam
upon the live center table. It

will turn square, octagonal, or

any other section desired.

Ui. 4. -Kake-hundie latiie. A desirable attachment to any
ordinary wood-lathe, that is suf-

ficiently strong for turning rake-handles and similar pieces, is a concentric slide, shown in

Fig. 4. It consists essentially of a circular plate having through it a inimbcr of circular

holes of graded sizes, the centers of all of them being the same distance from the center of
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the disk itself, which rotates on a horizontal axis. The article turned is finished to correct

form by a knife on a swinging arm, which passes over a pattern fastened to the lathe-shears

in front.

LATHE-TOOLS, METAL-WORKING, The accompanying engravings illustrate tlie

most recent forms of metal-working lathe-tools. Fig. 1 shows a lathe threading-tool as made
by the Morse Twist Drill & Ma-
chine Co. The holder of this tool

is slotted, forming jaws, between
which the circular cutter is firmly
held by a bolt passing tlvrough tlie

jaws and the cutter. The cutters

are furnished to the V. or IT. S.

standard thread, singly or in sets,

as desired. They are readily re-

Fm. t.—Threading-tool. moved from tlie hohhu-. The
roughing cut for a tJirc'atl may be

taken with one section of the cutter and the finishing cut with another, the eiddnr Ixnng re-

volved in the holder, which need not be removed from the tool-post of the lathe. The cutters

are quickly sharpened by grinding the faces.

Fig. 3 shows the Gardner & Woodbridge thread-

ing tool and holder, together with a series of

tools for other purposes than threading, adapted
for the same method of holding and sharpen-
ing. The holder is made of tool steel, hardened
throughout and finished true, giving the same
clearance for each tool. The single-point cut-

ters accompanying are hardened and ground to

produce an angle of 60° exactly, with the proper
width of flat for the pitch of thread (U. S.

standard) that each is intended to cut
;
simply

grinding the top of the cutter parallel with the
top of holder when sharpening being all that is

required to keep the angle and width of flat at

the point correct. The same single-point cut-

ter is used for right and left hand threads.

Fig. 8 shows the Woodbridge lathe and plan-
er tool. The tool is made to shape, thus saving
the forging and grindings* necessary with or-

dinary tools. Being supported and backed up
close to the cutting-edge, and having no verti-

cal projection, it will stand heavier cuts and
faster feeds than ordinary tools. The new tools

can, without alteration of form, be used in a
planer as well as in a lathe. If the tools are kept ground in stock, tlio worknian lias but to

slip in a new tool as the old one becomes dull, no adjustment for height being necessary, ns in

the forged tool.

iii^

s? w
^CIRCIX SIMOU

O 1^)= <>
QDUBLE SttflUlDEft INSlOr

SIUl'l.lli;i> SIIUULQEH

Fig. 2.—Threading-tool and holder.

Johnson’s cntting-off tool, for lathe, planer, and screw machine use, is shown in Fig. 4.

The holder in this tool is a plain rectangular piece of machine steel, case-hardened, witli reeess

in side, having the edge beveled to hold blades, which have their edges beveled to correspond

to the holder. The small screws at each end are to insure a tight fit to the blade when in

use, and to hold the blade when grinding. This tool may be used” for phuier or lathe woi’k.

Fig. 5 shows a boring and inside threading tool. Fig. 6 shows a lathe-tool, which has but
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two parts—the holder, which need not be removed from the tool-post, and the cutting-point,

which requires only to be placed in position when it is ready for use, its removal being elfected
•

by giving the projecting point a slight turn with a wrench.

Fig. 7 shows a new style of center reamer. It is fluted with three cuts, and the cutting

edges are relieved. It will in all cases make a round hole, which is not always the case with

the old-style one-cut reamer.

The usual set of tools now used for a turret-lathe is shown in Fig. 8. These consist of one

hollow mill and holder and one or two box-tools, one or two die-holders and dies, one cutting-

otf tool, and one stop-gauge.
_ ....

The knurling-tool, shown in Fig. 9, is designed for checking cylindrical pieces that they

may be held firmly by hand. The holder is jointed, that the knurls may center themselves,

and be used in a weighted lathe without an extra weight being applied to tlie carriage to hold

it in position.

Cast-Iron 6- Too/s,—Cast-iron tools for cutting metals have been successfully used in

the Pennsylvania Railroad shops at Altoona, and in the shops of the Ferracute Machine Co.,

at Bridgeton, N. J. They are made to the ordinary standard shapes used for forged tools, as

shown in the accompanying diagrams (Figs. 10 and 11), which are copied from those used in

the Altoona shops. The names, functions, and dimensions eoiTesponding to the numbers are

given in the following

List of Cast-Iron Tools.

Number. Name.
*1. Round nose for iron and brass

fl. Thread-tool for wrought and cast iron

II. Diamond point, right-hand, for lathe

III.
“ “ “

IV. “ side-tool, right-hand, for lathe
y u u « 4.

VI. Round nose for lathe or planer

VIL Square nose for planer

VIIL “ for lathe

IX. Round nose for lathe or planer

X. Square “ “

XL Diamond point for lathe or planer

XII I. Square nose for lathe or planer

XIV. Diamond point for lathe or planer

XV. Oyster-knife for planer....

XVL Diamond point for planer or lathe

XVIL “ “ left hand
XVni. “ for lathe

XX. Round nose for lathe

XXL Boring-tool “

XXin. Left-hand side or facing tool for lathe

XXIV. Right “ ‘‘

XXV. Square nose for planer

XXVI. Diamond point for lathe

XXVII. “ “ or planer

XXVIII. for planing and facing cylinders. . .

.

XXIX. “ for planer or facing-mill

XXX. Square nose for turning cylinder flanges

XXXII. Side-tool for axle-lathe 'oi* planer

XXXIII. Diamond point for axle-lathe or planer

XXXIV. Side-tool
“ “ “

XXXV. Square nose “ “ “

XXXVL “ “ “ “

XXXVTL Diamond point for planer

XXXVIII. “ for axle-lathe

XL. Tools for boring CYlinders (Buldwin)

XLL “ “ ‘ “

XLIL “ “ “

XL III. Square nose for lathe

XLIV, Boring-tools for driving-boxes

Dimension, inches.

by S-
by 8|

If by f by 8|
If by f by 84
ll by -5 by

U by f by 9

If by I by 9

If by lii by 9|

H by ii'i
by lOf

If by f by 10
1 tjy li^ii-by lOf

f by If by Ilf

If by 1 by Ilf
3 by If by 15

1 f by If by 15|-

If by If by 15i
If by If by 15f
If by f tiy 8f
li by I by 7

•8 by 1 by 7

1ft by I by 8i
If by f by 8

If by f by 8

liftby If by Ilf

If by f by Of

f by 1i by 8J-

if by I f by 9|

Ur by H by 9f
1| l)y If l)y 9
3 by 1 by 14f
2 l)y 1 l)y 15

2 by 1 by 141

2 l)y 1 by 15

2 by 1 by 14

1

If by f by 14f
2 l)y 1 by 15

1-^ 1)V 'll l)y 5|
I h byli l)y 4f
LA by LA l)y JL|

l| l)y I by ()|

L| by -{(tby 0

For a given size of cut, the shank of one of these tools should be somey^diat hirger than ui

the case of a forging, in order to give tne required lateral strength where, it is ia,stcne(l in the

tool-post. Otherwise the shapes and sizes may be exactly the same. In general, heavier cutiS

and probably somewhat higher speeds can be taken with these tools than witli forged steel

ones, for the reason that there is no danger of drawing temper by the heat duo to cutting-

friction. The experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. shows that, on the whole, tlioso

tools, cheaply made as they can he, are superior to steel tools for roughing-cuts, but that they

are not desirable for finishing-cuts.

* The lower of the two tools thus numbered. t The upper of the two tools thus numbered.
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The construction of these tools is of the simplest description. An ordinary wooden pat-
tern of the exact shape desired is molded in the usual way, with a small portion of its cutting
point in a cast-iron chill. A tool can not, of course, be repaired in the blacksmith-shop, but
must be melted up wlien worn out. They can be so cheaply recast that their maintenance,
as well as their original cost, is much less than that of the ordinary forgings. The best com-
position of metal, as far as has been ascertained, is the same as for car-wheels, and no partic-
ular care is necessary in regard to the method of pouring or the lieat of the melted metal.

Leacli i iig-V sit : see M i 1 Is, Si 1 ver.

LEATHER-WORKING MACHINEEY. The Goodyear Method of Sewing Shoes,—
Among many ditfcrcnt methods of sewing and stitching welted shoes, and sewing turned
shoes, may be mentioned the Goodyear method. In the w^it system, the machines employed
are an in-seamor for sewing the welts, an out-sole stitcher for stitcliing the sole to the welt, a
machine for preparing the welt, a machine for beating out the welt, and chaneling-machines.

The curved awl and the curved needle are employed, and the lock-stitch is used. The
out-sole stitcher is now a lock-stitch machine, which stitches in any kind of channel, or
aloft ” if desired. In either case it shows the “ fair-stitch,” or the welt and out-sole in

perfect imitation of hand-work. The tension of the machine is regidar and uniform. The
in-seaming machine, instead of the “pull” of the tension being outward from the central

line of the inner sole, as was formerly the case, the stitch is now set with an inward pull

toward the central line of the inner sole, practically the reverse of. the old method, and the
tension is drawn exactly as in hand-work. In this work, as the awl feeds the shoe, the looper
passes the thren,d in front of a thread-finger, which finger retains it until the looper conveys
the thread around the needle. The needle then draws the tliread through the sole and welt
outward, and, as the macliine feeds again, the needle starts forward to make another stitch,

and the take-up tlieu begins to draw in the slack thread as the needle completes the stitch.

In sewing turned shoes, the new machine draws the thread up and around the needle while
the latter is in the stock, thus setting the stitch without stretching the sole. By the same

Fia. l.—McKay lasting-machine.

device the pull of the tension is directed inward toward the last, avoiding thereby the strain

in the between-substance, which occurs whenever the stitch is set by the needle, as was the
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case in the old machines. This machine may be used on both welt and turned work by ad-
justing the welt-guide.

The McKay S Copeland Lastmg-Machine and Accessories, for Lasting Boots and Shoes
generally.—The important mechanical principles employed in this lasting-machine (see Fig.

1) are a universal adaptability of girth, heel and toe devices for drawing the upper, whether
of light or heavy leather, snugly and evenly, and laying the same over and upon the inner
sole without regard to rights or lefts, length or width, or as to spring, twist, or roll of the last.

The novel mechanism includes: 1. A girth, apron or straps, yielding from its center and
fastened at one end to fingers, which act as wipers, and at the other end to springs, for fold-
ing the upper around the last and laying the same over and on to the inner soles, ready to be
attached. 3. An oscillating head, carrying toe and heel lasting mechanisms for lasting the
toe and heel parts, ready for attaching to inner sole. And in its accessories, viz. : B. A pink-
ing device for removing the surplus stock to permit the laying over smoothly, upon inner
sole, the leather at toe of boot or shoe, instead of hand-pleating it. 4. A suspended universal
power-pegger, for attaching the upper to the inner sole with pegs, when the out-sole is to be
pegged on. 5. A hand-tacker, supplied with a tack-strip (which is composed of a foundation
strip, in which common shoe-tacks are stuck, and a covering-strip, which is stuck over the
same to hold the tacks in place) from which tacks are driven to attach upper to inner solo,

when the out-sole is to be attached otherwise than by pegs—that is, when to be soled, nailed,
or screwed. This machine will last French or American calf, wax, kip, split, buff, grain, or
glove upper leathers, with either a straight sole-leather or molded stiffener (heel-counter) for
either pegged, nailed, standard screwed, McKay or Goodyear sewed boots or shoes. Sizes :

men’s, 5 to 13 ;
women’s, 3 to 9 ;

boys’, 1 to 6 ;
and misses’, 13 to 2.

The Chase Lastmg-Machine (Fig. 2) is employed principally on men’s medium or fine
shoes, and uses the same taeker and tack-strip as the McKay' & Copeland machine. It is

Fig. 2.- Chase lasting-machine.

a hand-power machine, which adapts itself to any style of last, no change bdng necessary
whether a right or left hand shoe is to be lasted. The toe and heel plates a,re fit.ted for (‘ach

style of shoe. The vamp has all the stretch taken out of it when going through the lasting
process by a pressure on the foot-lever, which operates four nippers on (‘acli si(h‘, of th(‘ last,

each nipper working independently of the other, and taking out the stret.cJi umhu' its control.
The toe of the last is pressed into the vamp, while the toe portion of the vaanj) is ludd between
a wiper and a foot that is controlled by a hand-lever, wnicli releases the pressure when the
wiper is brought over the toe of the last.

All Electrical Sole-Sorter.—Wilder & Co., of Chicago, make a very ingenious electrical
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sole-sorter, sliown in Fig. 8. This machine determines the exact thickness of cut soles, taps,
and bottom stock by elecitrical and mechanical devices, and distributes them automatically.
This machine measures the thickness of the tap at the center, and not at the side, and, auto-
matically determining the thickness, drops them into the proper box. The difference in
quality, such as tine and hard, a,nd coarse and soft, must always be left to the judgment of
the sorter, but to (letenuine by the eye the exact difference iidthe thickness of theAifferent
grades is not possible. To fully realize this, one must know how fine the difference is. Twelve

Fao. a.—All electrical sole-sorter.

pairs of taps to .sta,nd jvist 0 in. liigh and be uniform in tbickncss, must each be just If of an
in. tliick. If each wer<3 Jfi of a,n in. thick tliey would stand tlicri 61 in. high. Tims it will

be seen that -<f,; of an in. constitutes a grade—that is, i of an in. differeneo in the height of
the dozen when tie(l u|>. ^Phis machine is so finely a(ij listed and so accurate that it can bo
set to grade down to ^ j/rffr <>f lui in., Jtiul can be depended on to do it every time. In selling

taps mucli has been made of weiglit—that certain tapis will weigli more to the dozen tlian those
of another cut by a die of the sa.me size, a.nd Ihe dozen standiiig t.Iie same lieiglit. This may
be ti’iie, but it is of no aexiovmt in fixing values, if we take into consideration the fact that
leatlier ta,lined by the sw(‘nling process will weigli 10 per cent more to the side than that
tanned by the lining process. Tims, it is not weight, but substamce or tliiclvuess, that is tlie

real standiird of va.liu‘.—i. o., that in taps of the same ([iiality, fine or coai’se, it is not weight
thuit t(dls, but thie.kiK'ss. Tlie sa.me jiarties make a small liottom-stoek sorting-machine,
worluMl by Inind, which a,vit.omati(adly and UKadianically deteriiuries tlie exact thickness of

hot,tom stnclc at llici sort/m g-tal)lc. It is claimed to save a good part of what is usually wasted
under the splitter.

The. Ilc.Divngirati Sniooth--Bolling^ OUisnng, FehhUng, and Staking MacMne will glass, Imff,

wax, calf, or slnaq), without nipiiing or plaiting. There are four glassies or slickm’s, a,nd when
one leaves tlie bed tliere is one going on. For cutting over splits or stalcing morociio there is

a foot-trmidle, so fluit the opera.toi: can gauge the pressure to any thiitkuess. 'TIku'c- is an
eniery attachment to keep the slickers sharpened. Tiie machine can be uscmI for ])t'l)bling

with one or two rolls. There is no back-stroke to catch the shanks. By (dnmgiug th(‘. tools,

taking about 20 rnin., it can be ma.de to glass, pebble, cut over splits, run off grease, sta,ke or brush.
The. Duplex Hide a,nd Side Worker is made for whole hides, sides, Very heavy kip, and

calf-skinsj in widths of 9 ft. and 7 ft. 6 in.
;

it is built proportionately strong, to meet the extra
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strain in workin|i: hides and side-leather. The machine will flesh and unhair at one and the
same time, or either separately, doing the work without packing or damaging the hide or
skin in any way. The cylinder can be arranged to cut the flesh in a clean manner, or to
work it as in a breaker, thereby leaving the hide or side either soft and pliable, if for upper
leather, or hard and firm if needed for belting, sole, or harness leather. This machine, it is

said, will flesh and imhair with one operator up to 450 sides in one day of 10 hours.

Fia. 4.—Leather-measuring machine.

The Sawyer Leather”Measfiring Machine^ shown in Pig. 4, mechanically measures leather
or other superficial surfaces with great accuracy, and in any condition whatever, whetlier
wrinkled or smooth. Its leading principle is a reduction by mechanical means of linear to
square measure. Tlie machine is a rotary one and requires very little power, and may be

operated either at a fast or slow rate of speed, ''rhe

article to be measured is hud on the inclined tal)le,

and its end fed in between a roller and a series of
wheels, and, if it be wrinkled, is perfectly smoothed
out as it passes beneatli, so tliat the wheels may
measure the exact surface that i)asses beneath them,
transmitting their measuring movements to the dial,
which, as the article coiitimies to pass through the
wheels, will gradually indicate its measurement.
The machine is comparatively simple, and is con-
structed entirely of metal with interchangeal)le
parts, and employs no springs—the movements be-
ing positive, and the motion of the measuring-wheels
transmitted directly to the indicatoi*.

The Brennahan Sole-Shaper (see Pig. 5) shapes
the sole, after it is attached to the up|)er, to the de-
sired lines and curves the trade may require. The
machine is a twin machine, one side being usually
used for rights and the other for lefts. The opera-
tion is effected by placing the boot or shoe upon one
of the lasts attached to the machine. The operator
then places his foot upon the treadle, and the last
and shoe^ are carried automatically beneath a mold,
the machine stopping when the shoe is under a heavy
pressure and the toggles have reached their highest
point. In the mean time the other last and shoeFig. 5.—-Sole-shaper.
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which were under pressure will have come out from beneath its mold and stopped in front
of the operator

;
this motion is continuous to the inward movement of the other last and shoe,

and both movements are effected by the simple depression of the treadle. The operator then
removes the shoe that has come from beneath the mold, and replaces it by another, again
pressing the treadle to repeat the movements, and so on, thus giving all the shoes that are
operated on uniform shape and style.

LETTER-MARKINd MACHINE. On the opposite page is illustrated an automatic
letter-marking machine recently adopted by the Post-Office Department of the United States
for use in the post-offices. The machine, which is manufactured by the International Postal
Supply Co., of New York, under the patents of G. W. Hey, Emil Laass, M. J. Dolphin, and
August Bertram, combines the merits of speed, effective cancellation, uniform and legible
post-marking, and an accurate registry of the number of letters and postal-cards operated
upon. Recent tests in the New York Post-Office show that upward of 40,000 pieces of mail
matter have been successfully operated upon within one hour. It is therefore probably the
most rapid printing machine known. All of the operations of the machine, after the letters

are inserted in the receiving-hopper, are entirely automatic. The letters are placed in a
receiving-hopper, as sliown in the engraving, and are fed consecutively to the mechanism for
applying the post-mark and cancellation, and recording device for indicating the number of
letters operated upon, and are compactly packed in a stacking or delivery tray, after the
marking and coimting operations are effected.

The mechanism for performing the different operations of feeding, separating, marking,
recording the number of letters operated upon, and the final operation of stacking the letters,

may be divided into three groups, namely, feeding and separating mechanism, the marking
and counting mechanism, and the stacking mechanism. The feeding mechanism consists of
a feed receptacle provided with a moving bottom, composed of an endless belt, which serves
to carry the letters to a series of feeding and separating rolls arranged opposite to each other.
The separating rolls rotate in the same direction relative to each other, so that their contiguous
peripheries rotate in contrary directions ; one roller of each series being driven with greater
speed and rotating in the direction of the feed, to carry the letters forward, while the oppositely
arranged roller of the series rotates with less force and feeds backward the letter next to its

face, if more than one at a time emerge from the letter receptacle. The reason why the
letters are consecutively presented by this feed is, that the roller which rotates in the direc-

tion of the travel of the letters is driven with greater speed and force than the conjointly
acting roller arranged opposite to it. Hence the letter next to the roller, rotating in the
direction of the travel, is carried forward with greater force than the letter lying next to it,

which, if the two pass out of the feed receptacle together, encounters the reversely acting
roller, and is therefore held back momentarily until the letter next to the feed-roller is carried
past the reversely acting roller. It will thus be seen that but one letter at a time passes the
separating rollers.

The marking mechanism consists of a curvilinear stamp secured to a starap-i’oll loosely
mounted on a rotating shaft so as to be normally at rest

;
this shaft carries a constantly

rotating drum ai-ranged to bo engaged with the stationary stamp-roll by the action of a
friction-clutch secured on ton of the stamp-roll, and actuated by springs to expand when the
clutch-jaws are released, and engage with the inner face of tlio constantly rotating drum
when the clutch is operated by the contact of the letters with a trigger or pivoted lever, which
lies in the letter-path, as the letters are presented to the marker by the action of the feed and
separating mechanism.

The advancing end of the letter comes in contact with the tripping device in the letter-

path, and tlio movernout of; the tripper releases the spring friction-clutch mounted on top of
the stamp-roll, {uid the expansion of the clutch-jaws causes them to impinge the inner face of
the rotating drum, tluis connecting the stamp-roll with it, which is thereby caused to register
oil the moving letter.

The marking die or stamp is so placed on the stamp-roll as to commence its registry
with the advent of tlio end of the advancing letter to the printing point, and an impression-
roll, yieldingly journaled so as to permit letters of different thicknesses to be operated upon,
serves as an impression-bed for the letter while the stamp-roll is registering therewith.

After the die has registered, it is stopped by the encounter of a pawl pivoted to the trip, with a
pin on the clutch, which encounter releases the die from engagement with the revolving drain

;

at the same time an eccentric on the lower face of the stamp-roll is made to contact witli a. pro-
jecting stop, to prevent the stamp-roll from recoiling after the die has registered, Tlie trip-

per, lying in the letter-path, is provided with springs whieh reset it immediately after the ad-
vancing end of the letter has passed the tripper, thus leaving the tripper in position for an-
other operation on a succeeding letter, and establishing the proper conditions for the i*eloase

of the clutch from its engagement with the continuously rotating drum when the stamp-roll
is stopped in proper position to register on the succeeding letter.

The inarking-die is supplied with ink, through the medium of a series of felt distributing
rollers, the ink being provided from a rotating reservoir constructed with suitable vent-valves
to regulate the flow of ink from the reservoir on to the felt distributors. Movable types are
provided to change the date and hour of the post-marking die, and these consist of steel types
set in a detachable radial-shaped type-box, which fits closely into an opening provided in tii©

stamp-roll within the post-marking die, and the type-box is securely held in "place by a spring
which permits its release when it is desired to remove the same to change the date and hour.

The counting mechanism consists of a dial and indicator, and a series of synchronous
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toothed disks operated by a pinion-wheel, that, in turn, is actuated by the cam on the stamp-roll
disk, which, as it rotates, comes in contact with a crank-arm connected to the shaft operating the
pinion-gear of the counter. As the stamp-roll rotates, the eccentric collides with the crank-
arm lying in the path of its movement, and motion is transmitted to the pinion so as to

register one revolution of the stamp-roll on the indicating dial, and consequently mark the
passage of one letter.

The stacking mechanism consists of a series of push-arms radiating from a central hub
carried on a rotating shaft arranged at i*ight angles to the axis of the feed and printing-roller

shafts, so as to feed the letters into a receiving-tray at right angles to the line of feed* to the
marking-stamp. The letters enter the delivery-tray through a pivoted chute arranged in

close proximity to the marking and pressure rolls, and are received between a series of rubber-
faced rollers rotating within the chute, and are thereby fed down to the bottom of the
delivery-tray against a sliding stop, and are propelled forward by the rotating push-arms
before described. The delivery-tray is inclined for the purpose of facilitating the packing of

the letters as they are propelled forward by the push-arms. It will be observed that tlic

marking-stamp rotates intermittently, invariably starting from a position at rest, when the
tripper lying in the letter-path is moved by the advancing letter, and that the stamp-roll
immediately stops after its registry with the letter, so that, no matter what the length of a
letter may be, but one impression of the stamp is made on the letter in its passage between
the marking and impression rolls; and, since the stamp-roll is only brought into operation to
register with a letter after the letter has encountered the tripper, there is no ink deposited
upon the impression-roll, and “ offsets ” on the reverse face of the letter are avoided, so that
the registration of the stamp-roll is absolutely controlled on each and every letter automati-
cally by the encounter of the letter with the stamp-tripper lying in the letter-path.

The principle or mode of operation upon which the marking mechanism depends is, that
the letter itself controls its own marking by bringing the marker into operation to register
thereon at the proper time and in the right place, and this principle is carried out in the
mechanism by the arrangement of the parts as described, whereby the intermittent action of
the marker permits the letter to receive the impression while in motion. All the devices
are made adjustable, so that letters of indiscriminate sizes are readily operated upon, and,
since there is no stoppage of the letter to make the impression, the speed or rapidity with
which the machine performs its work is governed solely by the speed at which it is driven. In
the post-offices a small electric motor from

-J-
to i horse-power affords ample power to drive

the machine.
Link' Belts: see Belts.

Loader, Hay: see Hay-Loader.
Lock-Cutter : see Barrel-Making Machines.
Locked Coil Rope : see Rope-Making Machines.
LOCKS. Door-Locks.— Yale Locks.—A late improvement in Yale locks is the longitudi-

nal corrugation of the key and corresponding alteration of the escutcheon, the plug in which
is provided with a key-way having corresponding
corrugations throughout its entire length, so that ^
the key and key-way engage with each other at all

points. A section of the escutcheon and corru- If 11^ 11Bl
gated key is shown in Fig, 1, This construction |f.P|L il' i
prevents tilting of the key, and renders access to

the tumblers more diffi-

L |J
|| ! ||i

^raade thairing the

II within by another Yale key of different bitting, and under tlic laii.er

circumstances the Yale key first mentioned will act, first, to unhxsk
the dead bolt by making a full revolution, and then by a further

IIHI
movement to retract the latch. This arrangement gives the house-

H holder a single Yale key to operate both latch and dead bolts at any
III

time, rendering it impossible for him to be locked out at night, and
at the same time permits the house to be locked from within by a key
which can not be used by any one to effect an entraiice. The ar-
rangement of parts will be understood by referring to Fig. 2. The
dead-bolt A is made with a double tail and two dogging-levers LB
connected together by a link. When either of tlie eseiitcheon-plugs
is rotated, the cam G on the end of the plug will depress its dog-

J
ging-lever and enter the corresponding talon, thus moving the bolt

Fig. 2.—Door-lock. without regard to the position of the other doggirig-lever. The
l‘^tch-bolt G is operated by the bcl1-crank whicli is mounted on

the bolt, so that when the dead-bolt is shot the tail of the bell-crank is out of the way of the
cam on the escutcheon E (this being the escutcheon for tho outside of the door), and hence

-Yale key.
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Fig. 3.—Sargent lock.

the lateh can be operated only by the key after the bolt has been retracted. The latch»bolt
may be operated by the knobs at II, and these being provided with spiit-lmb and swivel-spin-
dle, the outside knob may be stopped by the stop-

lever L. The escutcheon C is used only for locking
the dead-bolt from the inside, and the escutcheon JE

makes a whole revolution to unlock the dead-bolt,

and a further partial revolution to retract the latch
;

or, if the dead-bolt is not shot, the latter motion
alone is made.

The Sargmt “ Uasy Spring ” Loch is illustrated

in Fig. 3, which shows'the interior mechanism. The
construction is such that the bolt can be reversed so

as to make the lock either “ right ” or “ left hand ”

befoi’e it is applied to the door. The spring at-

tachment causes the door to latch gently when
closed. This consists simply of a stiff; spiral spring
so arranged as to operate under a long leverage on
the latch-bolt, and at a direct pull on the knob.
A Keyless Latch-Lock.—Fig. 4 shows a cross-

section of a door exposing a keyless spring latch-

lock, made by the Miller Lock Co., of Philadelphia, in

place. The door may be unlatched from the inside
by turning the knob shown in above cut, and the
lateh may be “ thrown off ” by the stayback. Light
is not required in opening the latch from inside the
door. From outside the door it is unlocked by turn-
ing the dial, as in opening an ordinary safe, but in

less time, being necessary to turn once only to each
of the three members of the combination.

Master-Key Locks.—The Yale Duplex Loch.

—

The use of a master-key, by which a number of locks
can be opened by one key in the hands of a janitor

or other person in charge, while none of the individual or change keys will interchange, is a
feature frequently demanded for hotels and similar place.s. The Yale duplex system is" based

upon the principle of using two independ-
ent and complete Yale escutcheons with
corrugated keys in each lock, either es-

cutcheon operating one and the same bolt.

By making a series of these locks, in Which
all the lower escutcheons are set up to the
same combination, it is evident that a key
bitted to operate the lower escutcheon will

bo a master-key for the whole series, while,
since the upper escutcheons are all set to

dilferent combinations, a key for any one
of them will not operate any other of the
series. Tlie. great number of permuta-
tions of which the Yale lock is capable
permits an iiidefmite extension of the sys-

tem, so that ui)ward of 50,000 locks can
be master-keyed in one series, by this sys-

tem, to one hmster-key, while the security

of the lock

against picking gtej
or interchange
of keys is not
at all impaired.

The external appearance of a Yalo duplex master-key mortise-latch
is shown in Pig. 5.

The Corbin Masfer-Key Loch, represented in Figs. 0 and 7, may
be operated by citlier of two ke.ys different in outline. The opera-
tion of the cylinders in cormeetioii with the drivers and pins will bo
rendered ap)parcnt fi’om the illustrations. The pin-chambers in the
cylinders being in line, the sj-irings, operating through the drivers,
maintain a downwjird pressure on the pins, in order that when the
key is inserted througli the slot the lower ends of the pins will
enter the clefts of the key, and the upper ends of the pins and
lower ends of the drivers will have a regular line of union at the
meeting edges of the cylinders, thereby permitting of their rota-
tion by means of the key. Thus the walls of the inner end of the
slot will engage the sides of the other ward, and cause the rod to
rotate, .thereby bringing the arm of the revoluble plate upward into contact with the tumbler
and bolt, and actuating said bolt either to lock or unlock the door. The pins, upon the with-

31

Fig. 4. - Keyless latcli-lock.

Fig. 6.—Yale duplex: lock.
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drawal of the key, will assume their normal positions with respect to each other. The minor

key will be supplied to the tenants of an apartment-building, for example, and, while it will

Figs. 6, 7.-—Corbin master-key lock. Post“Otdce lock.

unlock the door prepared for it, it will be ineffective on any of the other doors of the build-

ing, the said other doors having locks in which the pins will vary in length, but all of which
locks may be opened by a major key.

The Corbin Post-Office Lock-Box was adopted by the United States Government in 1888,

upon recommendation of a special committee of experts, one each from the Treasury Depart-

ment, Post-Office Department, and Patent-Office. A portion of their report is as follows:
“ The locking mechanism of the box possesses a capability of automatic adjustment on the

part of the postmaster whereby, in the
event of the loss or duplication of the key
furnished the box-holder, an instantane-
ous change of said locking mechanism
may be effected by the postmaster with-
out the necessity of the removal of the
lock-case, and a key of different form fur-

nished the holder. The box itself has a
metallic front, but instead of being made
of wood is constructed of sheet-steel of
smooth surface, plated and la(?(iuered.

By the use of this box more space is gained
for mail-matter. The lock (Pig. B) ad-
justs itself to wliatevor key may be in-

serted. Any change of key will lock it,

but only tlie key l)y which it was locked
will unlock it. Should a postmaster wi.sh

to give a l)ox-renter a different change
of key, the lock may be unlocked l)y the
key then in use, and the bolt pre.ssed to

the end of the lock. ^I’liis heaves the key
e position from that
By removing the old

key ami inserting a hew one, the bolt
may be thrown. When Ihi^ keys are lost;

and the box is locked, in order to open the box a master-key is inserted inside tlie box from
the rear, and the bolt is thrown from position, when the new key may Ije inserted as de-
scribed. This arrangement insures to an office protection against duplicate keys.”

Time and Bank Lodes .—Recent improvements in Yale time-

locks include an entire rearrangement of parts and introdnctioti

of the triple movement, or, by duplication of parts, the sextuple
movement, thus avoiding the risk of “locking out.” One form
of triple movement is shown in Fig. 9, and it is arranged so as to

be used in connection with the Yale automatic bolt-operating de-
vice, or a similar time-lock is adapted to be used for dogging or
releasing the bolt-work of a combination-lock. These time-locks
contain high-class watch-rnovements, and are now in extensive
use. The Yale automatic bolt-operating device throws the bolt-

work automatically at the time indicated by the time-locks, wit li-

out requiring any external communication. This has been de-
vised in order to avoid the use of spindles, or any working }‘)arts

extending through the door, it having been found that the introduction of liquid explosives
through the joint around the spindle constituted a vital point of atta,ck. On the automatic
bolt-operating device there is no external communication whatever, the l)olt-work being
thrown by springs upon the closing of the safe or vault door, and remaining locked until a
second set of springs is released at any predetermined time by means of a time-lock such as
shown above, thus unlocking the door. (See Safes.)

in a directly o

when it is locked.

Fig. 9.—Yale time-lock.

Fig. Id. — Ain(*8 padlock.
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Padlocks ,—A solid bronze spring padlock is manufactured by the Union Lock Co., in

which the shackle does not draw out like a Scandinavian lock, but is hinged and fast on one
end, while the opposite or free end is securely locked by a double bolt, making it impossible to

be sprung open, or opened with anything but a key expressly made for each lock.

A padlock made by the Ames Sword Co., of Chicopee, Mass., and adopted by the United
States Treasury for bonded cars and warehouses, is shown in Pig. 10. It is claimed to be
non-pickable, and is made wholly of cast bronze. The key is double-bitted, turning indefi-

nitely both ways.

Locomotive Condensation : see Engines, Steam Stationary Reciprocating.

Locomotive Crane : see Cranes.

LOCOMOnVES. There are now used for passenger and freight traffic in the United
States four principal types of locomotives: 1, the passenger or light-freight locomotive, which
is designated the “American ” type, having four coupled drivers and a four-wheel truck or
bogie in front (see VoL I, p. 804 seq,) ; 2, engines for heavy passenger or fast-freight service,

having six-coupled wheels with a leading four-wheeled truck, known as the “Ten-wheel”
type; 3, those with six-coupled wheels and a pony-truck or single radiating pair of
wheels in front, called the “Mogul” type; 4, heavy freight-engines, “Consolidation” type,

having eight-coupled wheels and a pony-truck in front. Besides these, a great variety of
types has been worked out to meet special conditions of service

;
as four-wheel and six-wheel

switching-engines, without trucks, and with tank and fuel carried on the engine or on a sepa-

rate tender. For elevated railroad service, light locomotives of the Forney type are used,

with four-coupled wheels under the engine, and a four-wheel rear truck carrying the water-
tank and fuel. For local or suburban passenger-trains, four-coupled engines are employed,
having a two-wheel truck front and rear, or a two-wheel truck front and a four-wheel truck at

the rear. Decapod or ten-coupled engines have been constriieted to some extent for heavy
freight service on steep gradients. The accompanying table gives dimensions, weights, and
weights of trains, for some of the types of American locomotives constructed by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works,

Each of the types named in the table is constructed of several sizes. Of the principal

types two examples are given
: (1), the average used on the greater mileage of lightly built

roads, and (2) the heaviest which has come into use on railways of maximum traffic. The
form of boiler in general use for bituminous coal-burning engines of the American “ Ten-
wheel” and “Mogul” type.s, is one with a deep fire-box placed between the rear driving-

axle and the one proceding it. For burning anthracite a larger fire-box is required, which is

made shallower, and extended over the rear driving-axle. The larger grade area necessary in

the larger bituminous engines, now coming into general iise, has led to the adoption of the

same arrangement. Locomotives of the “American” typo, and frequently the “Mogul”
and “ Ten-wheel ” types, are usually constructed with boilers of the wagon-top pattern—that
is, with the outer shell elevaled and enlarged over the frames to give increased steam-space,

and to increase tlie weight on tlio driving-wheels. The crown-sheets of the furnaces arc sup-
ported either by crown-bars placed transversely and supported at their ends on, the side

sheets, or by radial stay-bolts taq)pe{l through the crown-sheet and roof of tlie boiler and riveted

over. The latter construction is coming largely into use in connection with the wagon-top
form, the dome being located on the wagon-top portion, which is extended in front of the fur-

nace to receive it. Crown-bars placed longitudinally tu’e unusual.
In the United States all locomotives for road service, as distinguished from switching and

pushing engines, have leading trucks. Rot only do Americari engineers depend upon the

truck to guide the engine sa^fcly, at fast speed, around curves of short radius, but the ability

of the locomotives to traverse such curves has had its natural effect upon tlie construction

of the roadway. Curves are employed which would bo impracticable but for the flexibility

of the locomotives, and the cost of construction is correspondingly reduced. The trucks are

either two-wheeled or four-wheeled. The two-wheeled trucks invariably have a swinging
bolster and radiiis-l)ar. Radial axle-boxes are rarely used. Four-wheeled trucks are always
center-bearing and swiveling, and are either with or without a swinging bolster to give lateral

motion. To facilitate traversing curves, it is usual to omit the flanges from either the inter-

mediate or leading coupled wheels. In the “Mogul” and “Consolidation” types the front

and back pairs of coiq)lod wheels have flanges, while the intermediate wheels are without
flanges. In tlie “ d'cn-wheel” type the leading and trailing coupled wheels can be flanged,

the intermediate wheels plain, ami the truck or bogie made with a swinging bolster
;
or tlio

middle and back pairs flanged, the front pair plain, and the truck without swing motion.
The first met hod is considered better for roads having sharp curvatures, but tlio second is

preferred by many, and answers satisfactorily on straight roads or those having only easy

curvature.

Referring to the table, Ros. 1, 3, and 5 are the classes most widely used for passenger and
freight service on light lines, laid with rails weighing from 50 to fiO lbs. per yd. Ro. 2, ex-

press passenger engine, is the type at present in use on the fastest trains between New York
and Washington, and represents the most approved practice in high-speed locomotives. Ro.
4, heavy “ Ten-wheel ” locomotives, are used for passenger service’ on tlio long severe grades
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, for heavy fast-freight service on the New York, Laka
Erie and Western Railroad, and for both passenger and fi-eight service on other lines. The
full-page illustration shows a compound engine of this class on the New York, Lake Erie and
Western Railroad. No. .6, “Consolidation” type, has been generally adopted for heavy-
freight service, and ospeeially for the haulage of coal, iron-ore, and other heavy materials,
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Having four pairs of driving-wheels
not only is the greater parb of the to-

tal weight utilized for adhesion, but
the weight is so distributed as to
bring a less load per axle than in
either the “ Mogul” or “American”
types. With driving-wheels not ex-
ceeding 50 in. diameter, the length
of driving-wheel base is sueh as" to
permit passing any ordinary curves,
say up to 15°, or S82 ft. radius, with
ease. No. 7, heavy Consolidation
type, is the development of the ordi-
nary Consolidation engine to meet
the necessity for a powerful locomo-
tive for freight and pushing service

on mountain lines, inclines, etc. It

is the resultant of the adoption of
the same loads per axle for Consoli-
dation engines as have been found
practicable with American, Mogul,
and Ten-wheel engines, the diameter
and spread of driving-wheels remain-
ing unchanged. In many locations,

where pushing-engines are employed,
it is practicable to lay heavier rails,

and, if necessary, to specially strength-
en the bridges for such distance as

may be required. If, however, the
distributed weight of sueh an engine
is greater than the rails or bridges
can safely carry, the same aggregate
weight can bo divided among five

pairs of driving-wheels, making an
engine of the Decapod type, the di-

mensions of which are given by No.
8. Altliough a wheel-base of 17 ft.

is necessary for the five pairs of driv-

ing-wheels, the passage of curves is

facilitated by allowing extra play be-
tween the track and the flanges of
the rear pair of coujiled wheels. The
rigid wheel-base is thus viilually re-

duced to 12 ft. B in., and curves of 3110

ft. radius may be safely traversed. No.
9 is a liglit switching locomotive. It

is of the simplest type possible, the
fuel and water being carried on the
machine itself, and all the weight,
being on the driving-wheels, is util-

ized for adhesion. It is therefore ex-

tremely powerful for its aggregate
weight. Its short wheel-base permits
it to enter with ease the sharpest
curves in switches and side-track'^.

Such engines are built of all sizes,

from 7 X 13 cylinders and 7 tons
weight to 17 x'34 cylinders and 35
tons weight, and are* extensively em-
ployed for handling cars at railway
termini, on docks, and around fur-

naces, mills, mines, and other indus-
trial estahlisliments. For service

where greater tank and fuel space is

necessary than can be provided on
the engine itself, a separate tender
carried on four or eight wheels can
be used instead of the saddle-tank.

Engines for similar service are con-
structed with three pairs of driving-
wheels, when the weight of the en-

gine or of the rails renders it inexpe-
dient to concentrate it on two pairs.
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Such engines are referred to by Nos. 10 and 11 in the table. The heavy switching-engines
used by the principal railway lines are usually of this pattern, with eiglht-wheel tender and
wedge-shape or sloping-top tank. This peculiar form of tank is adopted for two reasons,

viz., to enable the engine-men to have a better view of the track and ears when backing and
coupling, and to enable the trainmen more conveniently to climb over the tender. Switch-
ing-engines are now generally made of sufficient power to handle as great a weight of train

as the freight locomotives can bring in. They must therefore have as much weight on the
driving-wheels as the heaviest road-engines. No. 12 is the pattern generally adopted for
elevated railroad service in New York, Brooklyn, and other cities ; also for light passenger-
service on short suburban surface-roads. In luany of the larger cities, notably Chicago,
where heavy suburban service on the surface railways requires special engines of great power,
locomotives are employed of the type referred to by No. 13. They are built with four and
six wheels coupled, and frequently with cylinders as largo as 18 X 24.

Locomotive-Boiler Construction ,—The general features of the boiler do not differ from
those shown in Vol, I of this work. That part of the boiler over the furnace is enlarged
by what is termed the wagon-top, for two purposes, viz., to give greater steam-space, and to

increase the weight on the driving-wheels. The furnace and outer shell are made of mild
steel, the usual requirements being a tensile strength of as nearly as possible 55,000 to 65,000
lbs,, elongation 30 per cent in section 2 in. long, and phosphorus not exceeding '03 for fire-

box plates, and -05 for the plates of the outer shell. The tubes are of lap-welded iron, usually
No. 13 Birmingham wire-gauge, but frequently No. 12 or 11, rolled in the tube-plates and
beaded over. The ends in the fire-box tube-plate are swaged down to allow for a copper ring
or liner, which acts as a gasket or cushion between the tube and the plate, rendering the tubes
less liable to leak under variations of temperature. The fire-door opening is formed by flang-

ing and riveting together the inner and outer sheets. A conspicuous difference between
English and American boiler construction is tlio absence in the latter of angle-irons for join-

ing the parts : thus, the smoke-box tube-plate is made circular in form, flanged and riveted

into the cylindrical waist of the boiler. The usual working steam-pressure is from 135 to 150
lbs. per sq. in., but recently a number of railways have sought greater efficiency and economy
by adopting pressures of from 160 to 180 lbs.

The development of higher pressures, and the difficulty of overcoming trouble by the
breaking of the side stay-bolts near the top of the furnace, have led to the adoption by many

of a construction in which the fire-box crown is arched, and sup-
ported by radial stay-bolts tapped through the crown-sheet and roof

of boiler and riveted over. The arched form of crown-sheet allows

the sediment to drain off without obstruction. By entering the

boiler through the dome the entire crown is easily accessible for re-

moving scale. It is therefore especially suitable for locations where
inquire water must bo used. The removal of the weight of the

crown-bars permits the heating-surfaces to be increased without ex-

ceeding a fixed limit. The gradual lengthening of the stays from
the short ones supporting the side-sheets to the long ones sup-

porting the crown, prevents distortion by concentration of strain

at a particular point, and therefore overcomes the breakage of

bolts, winch is frequent in boilers of the crown-bar or Belpaire

patterns, designed to carry high pressures, unless constant vigilance

is exercised. (For the above description of American types of loco-

motives we are indebted to D. K. Clark’s work on the Steam-Engine
edition of 1802.)

The Wootten Locomotive Boiler (shown in Tig. 1) is the inven-
End view.

r'Kj. 1.—Wootten locomotive boiler—elevation.

tion of Mr John E. Wootten, and is the subject of six United States lettcrs-patent, granted

from 1877 to 1887. It has been largely adopted in the Philadelphia and Reading and other

railroads using anthracite coal. The distinguishing features of the Wootten locomotive as
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compared with others, is a much greater breadth of furnace and larger area of grate with
less depth of fuel thereon, a change in the location of the cab from the rear of the engine and
at the sides of the fire-box to a position above the furnace in some instances, and in others
on each side of the waist of the boiler immediately in front of the fire-box, the stearn-doine

being located in the cab. The construction of frames, driving-wheels, cylinders, and steam-
chests is not strikingly different from other well-known and usual types of engines. The
constantly increasing weight of train-loads has necessitated more powerful engines; and
while it was not difiicult to increase the cylinder capacity or piston, displacement of the en-
gines, the limit of the boiler to supply a*dequate steam to such engines was soon reached.
The gauge of the railroad appeared to limit the width of the boilers admissible, the frames
could not be spread any farther apart, and, under the practice of placing the furnace of the
boiler between the frames, the only increase of grate-surfaee practicable was in the direction

of length. This rendered firing more difficult, and a deep bed of fuel was required to main-
tain steam-pressure

;
the draft of air to maintain combustion demanded greater pressure on

the exhaust, which could only be enforced by contracting the nozzle of the exhaust-pipe,

and imposing a pressure upon the steam-pistons during the return strokes. This, in view
of the large piston-surface recently coming into vogue, especially in compound locomotives,

means a serious waste of force. The solution of this dilficiilty was found in an increased

breadth of fiirnace-grate and fire-box to accommodate it. Space to contain such boilers

without interfering with the driving-wheels was procured by placing the boiler above the
driving-wheels and frames, which were protected from ashes by a hopper-shaped ash-pit. A
report of series of tests made by Dr. Charles M. Cresson of the Standard locomotive boiler of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and of a Wootten boiler burning several kinds of fuel,

which shows the claims for the capacity of the Wootten boiler as an efficient steam generator
with dilferent varieties of fuel, including some incapable of use in ordinary locomotives, to be
fully sustained, is quoted as follows by a committee of the Franklin Institute (see Jour^
Ji\anh. Inst, September, 1891)

:

Total lieat

UJiits in

fuel used.

Heat units

utilized in

generating

steam.

Equivalent

lbs. of water

evaporated

from 212° F.

Per cent of

total heat

utilized.

Anthracite waste 11,275 7,823 8-09 69-4 Frei^rht consolidation. WGotten.
“ marketable 11,913 7,813 8-08 65-5 l^as.sengei*, Wootten boiler.
U U

11,275 5,647 5-84 50 “ ordinary boiler.

Bituminous waste 12.764 8,209 8-49 64 3 Freight consolidation, Wootten lioiler.
“ marketable... 18.402 9,302 9 62 69*4
U

18,402 7,397 7 65 55 '2 ordinary boiler.
18,363 9,138 9-45 68-3 Passenger, Wootten boiler.

18,731 7,416 7-67 54 ‘‘ ordinary boiler.

Lignite, 20 per cent water. 7,871 3,316 3 43 42-1 Freight coimolidatibn, Wootten boiler.

For 18 X 24 to 20 X 24 road locomotives with the Wootten boiler, a grate-surface of 76 sq.

ft. is obtained, the length of the grate being 9^ ft. and its width 8 ft. Between the grates and
the tube-plate, and separated from the first by afire-brick bridge wall, is a coml)ustion-chainber

about 3 ft. long, which is set into the cylindrical part of "the boiler, and correspondingly
shortens the tubes. By adopting so large a grate-area is obtained a low velocity of air pass-

ing through the fuel, and a slowness of combustion, wliicli are of the utmost value in burning
fuel too light to remain on the grates of ordinary locomotives, or iiripure fuel reqtiiring tlie

combustion of a large volume to produce sufficient heat. This type of Inrilcr has been adopted
by many of the railways in the anthracite coal regions, which arc not only carriers but pro-
ducers of anthracite coal, and must therefore utilize the cheap grades in order to market the
more valuable grades, a fixed proportion of both attending the ])ro(hictioii. Separate cabs are

provided for the engineer and fireman, as the former is preferably located in front of the fire-

box, while the latter must stand on the tender.

Compound Locomotives.—During the past three years mneh attention lias been given to

developing and perfecting compound locomotives. They have been the subject of numerous
patents, which may be divided into four classes, viz.

:

1. Those with concentric cylinders, the high-pressure cylinder inclosed in the low-pressure
cylinder, of which the most important exiample is the design of Mr. F. W. Jolmstone, Super-
intendent of Motive-Power of the Mexican Central Railway, of which a number of engines
have been constructed by the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, of Providence, R. 1.

2. Those with cylinders placed tandem, the high-pressure cylinder being nsnally in front
of the low-pressure cylinder. Engines of this type at this time (December, 1891) appeal' not
to have passed the experimental stage. An important objection is the necessary length of the
steam-ports connecting the two cylinders.

3. Those having two unequal cylinders, located one on each side of the engine, and ex-
hausting from the smaller or low^-pressure cylinder into a receiver exposed to the heated
products of combustion in the smoke-box. The original patent covering this system was
granted in 1873 to Mr. W. S. Hudson, late Superintendent of the Rogers Locomotive Works,
of Paterson, N. J. This system has been further developed by Worsdell, Von Berries,

Lapage, Lindner, and Mallet, in Eux'ope, and by Pitkin, Dean, Lythgoe, and others in the
United States.

4. Those having four cylinders, of which one high-pressure and one low-pressure cylinder
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are placed on each side of the engine, the steam passing from one to the other by continuous

expansion, without passing through a receiver. This system, which is the invention of Samuel
M. Vauclain, Superintendent of the Baldwin Locomoti ve Works, has thus far been more exten-

sively adopted than any other in the United States, about 150 locomotives having been con-

structed in the two and a half years following the date of the patent, June 25, 1880.

The general appearance of a recent Ten-wheel freight compound locomotive is shown in

the full-page illustration.

The valve is of the type
known as piston-valve, con-

sisting of a hollow plug
with cylindric rings at

proper intervals, fitting i

into a cast-iron bushing.
|

with apertures registering

with the rim of the plugs,

and leading to and from
the ends of the cylinders,

from the steam-pipe and to

the exhaust - pipe. The
movement of tlio steam
from the steam - pipes
through the steam - chest,

high-pressure cylinder, pis-

ton-valve, low-pressure cyl-

inder, and out at the final

exhaust-port, is shown by
the diagram Pig. 2. Pig. J

shows an external view of

the cylinders and steam-
chest. The arrangement
of the cylinders is imma-
terial

;
in locomotives with

small driving-wheels, the
large or low-pressure cyl-

inder may be placed over

the small or high-pressure
cylinder, in ordei to obtain
more clearance from the
track. The following ad-

vantages were diseovoml in 2._sc„,,ion throuKh cylinder,
this type of compound lo-

comotives by the Oommitteo of Sciences and Arts of the Franklin Institute, which caused it

to be awarded a gold medal

:

“ It can be applied to locomotives having outside cylinders, without increasing the entire

—

Fig. S.—Compound locomotive.

breadth of the engines at the cylinders beyond the restrictions made necessary by bridges,

tunnels, and tx’ains upon parallel tracks. The transfer of steam from the low to the high
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pressure cylinder is effected by the shortest possible conduit. The valve construction is

simple, and, being balanced, requires a minimum of force to work it, irrespective of the steam-
pressure upon it. The distribution of force upon each side of the engine is equal. Each side
of the engine is capable of working when the other is disconnected, and when so operated
can produce a draft sufficient to maintain effective steam generation for running purposes a
feature of decided importance in cases of accident disabling the engine on one side. The
engine always starts promptly and steams readily with the diminished exhaust-pressure, the
volumes of the exhaust being greater than with the Standard or noii-cornpound engine, and
occurring twice as often in the revolution of the shaft as in either the Webb or Hudson type
of engine. It is not pretended that this compound engine imparts any new properties to the
steam that is used in it, so as to surpass other well-proportioned compound engines in degree
of expansion, and consequent economy of steam, but that it does diminish the clearance space
between the high and low pressure pistons, and promptly proceeds with the expansion in the
low-pressure cylinder, while in other types of engines the exhaust from the high-pressure
cylinder must be retained in a receiver to await the opening of the valve adinitting it to tlie

low-pressure cylinder.”

A number of tests have been made, with much care and accuracy. The results justify the
conclusions reached by the committee, and show a gratifying economy of fuel.

Dimensions of a Compound Locomotive .—An express engine built by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works for the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad combines the Wootten boiler and
the Yauclain four-cylinder compound system. It has a two-wheel or Bissell leading-truck, four
driving-wheels 6 ft. 6 in. diameter, and a pair of small trailing-wheels under the Yhxitten
fire-box. The leading dimensions and particulars of the engine are as follows : Cylinders,
high-pressure, 13 X 34 in. ; low-pressure, 22 X 34 in. Diameter of driving-wheels, (> ft. 0 in.

;

of truck-wheels, 4 ft.
;
of boiler, 4 ft. 9^ in. Dorm of boiler, straight

; fire-box, Wootten patent!
Size of fire-box, 114 X 96^ in. Number of tubes, 324; diameter, 1| in.

;
length, 10 ft. Heat-

ing-surface, fire-box and combustion-chamber, 173-46 sq. ft.
;
tubes, 1,207*75 sq. ft.

;
total heat-

ing-surface, 1,435-21 sq. ft. Grate area, 70-00 sq. ft. Boiler-pressure, 175 lbs. |)or sq. in.

Driving-wheel-base, 0 ft. 10 in.
; rigid wheel-base, 13 ft. 10 in.

; total wheel-base, 23 ft. 1 in.

Weight on driving-wheels, (about) 70,000 lbs. ; on leading truck, (about) 19,000 lbs.
;
on trail-

ing, (about) 25,000 lbs.
; total weight, (about) 120,000 lbs. Weight of tender, loaded, (about)

92,000 lbs. Diameter of tender truck-wheels, 2 ft. 9 in. Coal capacitv of tender, o]- tons.
Water capacity of tender, 4,000 gal. Brake-fitting, Westinghouse antoniatic.

Comparative Tests of a Standard Consolidcdion and a Compound CoiusoUdaiian Loco-
Tests wore made in August and September, 1891, by A. Vail, General Alaster M echanic

of the New York and Pennsylvania Railroad, of two engines built by the Baldwin Locomotivo
Works, of the Consolidation pattern, duplicates of each other as far as possible, except tliat
one was a standard engine and the other was a compound. The following is a sununary of
the results of all the tests, viz., two round trips of the standard engine and tlirec round trips
of the compound

:

ENGINE. Wciglit of

train in lbs.

Averape

weigh on

train.

Time
on

road.

Actual

running

time.

Tilno

throttle

was

open.

Lbs. coal

used.

Li)8.

wat*»r

UHlld. Lbs.

train

j

hauled

i

lb,

of

coal.

i til

Standard.. .

-j

Two South. 1,781,410 ) H. M. H. M H. M.
round
trips. North. 4,279,938

j-
3,530,671 21 51 16 38 14 29 28,800 181,71)0 122-6 6-31 147-7

Compound .

-j

Three
round

South. 3,177,125

j-
5,769,628 M 67 24 25 30,010 230,850 192-2 7-69 106

trips. North. 8,362,181

Percentage of train hauled per lb. of coal, favor of compound, aO'S per cent. Perctmtage of watiU'
evaporated per lb. of coal, favor of compound, 17-9 per cent.

The Weth Compound Locornoiive .—Before deciding definitely on the use of compound loco-
motives, the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., in 1889, imported from England a hx'oinotivc* made
by Beyer, Peacock & Co., of Manchester, from designs and specifications of W. Wtd)h, (liief
Engineer and Superintendent of the London and Northwestern Railway. This loeonioii v(‘ was
thoroughly experimented with for over a year, during which time changes w(U'(‘ made, in its run-
ning-gear, to adapt it to the requirements of an American track. The results of tln^ (‘Xperi-
ments showed a saving of fuel over the ordinary engine of from 20 to 25 per aunt Eig. 4 rvu-
resents the engine as altered. The boiler is 50 in. in diameter, straiglit., with copjan- fire-box
66 in. long, which is builtwith water-space below the grates and across tln^ bottom, thereby
forming an ash-pan surrounded by water A brick arch is used in the fire-box. Tlierc- an^ f( )uV
dliving-wheels 0 ft. 3 in. diameter, and a pair of leading-wheels, which hike llu' place of th('
American four-wheel truck. These wheels are fitted with radial boxes, wliich allow tin* (‘iigim^
to curve easily, which is proved by the flanges not showing any perceptihl(‘. w(^ar. Th(‘ (iriving-
wheels are not connected by side-rods, and are equivalent to two single driviu' engiiu's in one
frame. The back pair is operated by two high-pressure cylinders, 14 X 34 in., whii'h an* (‘oupU‘d
to crank-pins at an angle of 90h The front drivers have a shaft with a crank in tlui eentm*,
for one cylinder. The low-pressure cylinder, 30 X 24 in., is located underneath tin* smok(*-box,
and IS operated by exhaust steam from the two high-pressure cylinders when the engine is
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doing its regular work. This arrangement allows either pair of drivers to slip without inter-

fering with the other, and by this means the pressure in the receiver is always automatically

adjusted. The valve motion is of the radial type. The maximum travel of the valve is 3^ in.

on the high - pressure cylinders, with

steam and" exhaust - ports 10 in. long.

The low-pressure valve travels 4|| in. at

maximum amount, with ports 18 in. long.

Steam is taken to the high-pressure cyl-

inders through a 3-in. pipe to each steam-

chest, and after doing its work there it

is exhausted through two 5-in. pipes

around the smoke-box to the low-press-

ure steam-chest. This receiver-pipe has

a safety-valve which is set at 00 lbs.,

which prevents any excess of pressiiro

accumulating in the low-pressure cylin-

der or steam-chest. There is a valve ar-

ranged in this receiver which is con-

nected with the exhaust-pipe of the low-

pressure cylinder, which is under control

of the engineer, whereby ho allows the

exhaust from the high-pressure cylin-

der to pass out of the receiver to the

low-pressure exhaust-pipe to the atmos-

phere, without going into the low-press-

ure cylinder. There is also another valve

operated from the cab, that lets steam

from the boiler direct into the low-press-

ure steam-chest. By these arrangements

the high-pressure and the low-pressure

engines are made independent of one an-

other. The engine can also be run to a

terminal with either two of the cylinders

disabled~i. e., if both liigh-pressure cyl-

inders are out of service, or one liigh-

pressLire and the low-pressure, or with

either one of tliem.

This engine is also equipped with two
separate valve -gears, wliieh allow the

working of steam at any point of cut-oif

desired in the higli-p'rossure cylinders

without interfering with tlie point of

cut-oil in the low-pressure, and vice verm.

The exhaust-pipe is a.ttached to each side

of the low-pressure cylinder, and passes

up above the steam-chest, where the two

parts come together, forming one. open-

ing for the outlet.

Ihiel Corisimptioyi of Locomoiives.

—

Experiments by M. Georges Marie, of

the Paris and Ijyons Railway (see Froc.

Inst. Meek IJngrs., May, 1884), give the

following residts: Consumption of fuel

per elfectivo hoi’se-power per hour, 3-27

lbs. ;
consumption of fuel per indicated

horse-power per hour, 2’88 lbs. ;
ratio of

eonsuraptioii of water to consumption of

fuel, 8*88 to 1 ; ratio of dry steam pro-

duced to fuel consumed, 8'()8 to 1. M.
^ o a-, n i

Regray, of the Eastern Railway of France, has obtained an average result of dvl lbs. ot coal

per indicated horse-power per hour. Prof. Bauscliinger’s experiments on the Bavarian state

railways showed an average water consumption of 27 lbs. per horse-power per hour.

23‘(>2-in. stroke, i’rom which ho concludes that—1. When the Jackets are not in use, the compound

engine gives, in comparison with the ordinary engine, an economy of 13 per cent in consump-

tion of steam, and of 24 per cent in consuniption of wood.^ 2. Admission of steam into the

jackets does not sensibly affect the consumption of steam in the ordinary engine
;
while m

the eompound engine it produces an injarious effect, increasing the consumption of water and

wood per indicated horse-power.
^ r ^

Fetroleum-Fml in Aocomojf^i^es.—Experiments by Thomas ITrquhart, of Russia

Meek Fngrs.y August, 1884), show that an evaporation of 12-25 lbs, of water, at a pressure of 120
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lbs. per sq. in., is obtained in practice from 1 lb. of petroleum refuse, while anthracite gives

an evaporation of only ? to 7^ lbs., showing that the practical evaporative power of petroleum
is from 63 to 75 per cent higher than that of anthracite. Theoretically the petroleum refuse

has only 33 per cent greater value than anthracite, but in burning the latter 40 per cent of its

heating power is unavoidably lost, giving only 60 per cent efficiency, while in burning petro-

leum only 25 per cent is lost, giving 75 per cent efficiency. The petroleum refuse is the residue

known as naphtha refuse, left after distilling from crude petroleum the kerosene, benzine, and
other light products, and in Russia it amounts to from 70 to 75 per cent of the original weight
of crude oil used. In Pennsylvania, the amount of illuminating oil obtained is from 70 to 75
per cent of the crude oil used. The composition of the Russian and the Pennsylvania oils is,

however, nearly the same.
Mr. Urquhart used a steam spray-injector for forcing the liquid fuel into the furnace.

His combustion-chamber was constructed with brick-work inside it, which when heated acted

as a regenerator. Through the brick-work were made numerous channels or gas-passages.

The brick-work thus offered a slight resistance to the free exit of the ignited gases, and so

retained them longer in the combustion-chamber and fire-box, thus securing better admixtiin^

with the air, as well as a long circuit before they entered the tubes. The air carried in with
the injector was pre-heated as hot as possible by being introduced through tlie forward ash-

pan damper, and passing upward through a channel in the heated brick-work. Considerable

advantage was thus obtained, and also by pre-heating the petroleum. A comparison of the

consumption and cost of coal and of petroleum refuse per engine-mile in 8-wlieel coupled 48-

ton locomotives on the Grrazi and Tsaritsin Railway gives the following average results

:

Coal, 79*08 lbs. per engine-mile
;
cost, 11*02 pence per engine-mile.

Petroleum refuse, 40*47 lbs. per engine-mile
;
cost, 5*84 pence per engine-mile.

Numerous experiments with petroleum-fuel for locomotives have been made in the United
States, with successfixl results, as far as the evaporative power of the fuel is concerned

;
but

on account of the greater relative cheapness of coal as compared with petroleum in most
locations in the United States, no commercial advantage has yet been found with oil fuel suf-

ficient to justify its introduction in practice.

Locomotive Speed,—Mr. M. N. Forney, in a’paper on this subject in Sc7ihier\s Magazine^
March, 1892, discussing the prospect of a speed of 100 miles per hour being reached, concludes
that there “ is not much probability of attaining regular and continuous speeds of 100 miles

per hour with our present locomotives. Their fire-boxes—which perform the same functions

for the machines that their stomachs do for animals—are, with the present system of con-
struction, necessarily contracted in size. The weight of the whole locomotive being fixed, the
dimensions of the different parts are also limited. Fast running,” in Mr. Forney’s opinion,
“ is largely a question of steam production. Given a boiler which will generate enough steam,
and the other problems are of comparatively easy solution. The difiiciilty is to get the boihu*

sufficiently large within the limits of size and weight to which it must bo confined. It will

be safe to say that to be able to travel continuously at 100 miles per hour we must liave either

boilers or fuel which will generate more steam in a given time than tliose we are using now
do, or our engines must use less steam to do the same work ; or, what is more probable still, we
must have all three of these features combined. In the locomotive of the future, the action

of the reciprocating parts will probably be more perfectly balanced than it is now
;
couj)ling-

rods will either be dispensed with altogether, or their risk of breakage will bo lessened

by placing the driving-wheels near together; and both this danger and tlie disturl)ing

effect of the reciprocating parts will be lessened by increasing the size of the wheels.

To enable the engine—or, rather, its journals—to ‘ run cool,’ the journals and their

bearings will be increased in size so as to have ample surface to resist W(‘ar. In Mr.
Webb’s new engine. Greater Britain, recently built for the London and Northwestern
Railway, the boiler has been materially increased in size, and he reports the r('ma,rkn,l)le ])ei*-

formance of evaporating nearly 11 lbs. of water per lb. of coal while pulling a lieavy train at

the rate of over 44-^- miles per hour. This engine is compounded so a,s to use stea,m' witli t h(‘,

greatest economy, and is without coupling-rods. These are dis|)ensed with by using three
cylinders—two high-pressure and one low-pressure. The two former are eomH'ct.ed to tlie

back pair of driving-wheels, and the latter to the front pair. By this means both pairs of

wheels are driven by separate cylinders. A new express locomotive is now in pro(*.oss of con-
struction in this country with a fire-box about twice as wide as those ordinarily used. The
problem of improving the balancing of engines is attracting much attention, atid the liearing

surfaces of many recent locomotives have been materially increased. Driving-wheels have
also been enlarged in size with the increase in speed.”

Mr. Theodore N. Ely, in the same magazine, gives the following instances of notal)le train

movements: The Pennsylvania locomotive which drew the special train of the del(‘gaies to

the International American Conference on their tour to the principal cities (^ast of th(‘

Rocky Mountains, traversed the rails of 20 distinct lines of railroad, and cov(‘red 1 (),()()()

miles in its course, without accident of any kind or unreasonable delay. Anoth(n* example of

endurance may be mentioned—the 126,000 miles made by one locomotive l)ctween Pliil-

adelphia and Washington in the year 1891—equal to five complete journeys around the
world. Concerning the factor which will control the limit of speed in the passenger-trains
of the future, Mr. Ely concludes as follows

:

‘* In the road-bed we shall have to demand that the alignment be almost free from curva-
ture, and the width between the tracks be increased

;
that the foundation shall be stable, and

well protected from rain and frost,* that land-slides and other accidental obstructions shall
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be provided for ; that the ties shall be firmly imbedded ; that the rails shall be heavy—100
lbs., or more, if necessary—and securely fastened

; that all frogs and switches shall be proof
against accidental misplacement or rupture; that all draw-bridges shall be made secure beyond
question

;
and, finally, that all crossings at grade be abolished. We must further insist tliat a

thorough system of supervision and inspection shall be carried out. With a fulfillment of
these conditions, which, professionally speaking, are perfectly practiciible, trains, so far as tlie

road-bed is concerned, may be run in safety as fast as any locomotive can be made to haul
them. Of the locomotive it may be said, that ordy with the improvements in road-bed re-

ferred to can its highest attainable speed be utilized.’’

Mr. H. Walter Webb, of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, also in

SGnb7ie'r's Magazine, above noted, gives the following remarkable accouiit of a fast run made
by a locomotive and three large parlor-cars over the above-named railroad in September,
1891. The engine, hereafter described, weiglied 100 tons. The aggregate weight of the cai's,

empty, over IdO tons. The journey from New York to East Buffalo, a distance of 48(>‘3!:i

miles, was made in 48.S’45 min. Allowing for time lost in changing engines at Albany and
Syracuse, and for cooling a hot journal, the run of 48()-82 miles was made in 426 min.,* or at

the rate of 61*44 miles per lionr. The most remarkable runs made before this were accom-
plished on the London and Northwestern and the Great Northern Railways of England. Tlie

distance over the former is 400 miles, and the run was made daily on a sehediile calling for a
speed of 58|- miles per hour. On the Great Northern the distance is 893 miles, and the sched-
ule in tliis case called for a speed of 54 miles per hour. These trains were run daily for many
weeks, and were generally punctual and within their schedule time. On several occasions, how-
ever, they exceeded the schedule, and made what at that time were regarded as phenomenal
runs.

On August 18, 1888, the Northwestern train covered the distance of 400 miles in4S7rain., or

at^a rate of 5()| miles per hour, and on August 81,st the Great Northern train made the run of

398 miles in 412 ruin., or at the rate of 574' miles per hour. These individual runs were both
remarkable, but the daily running of the trains on their published schedules were regarded
by railroad men as still more extraordinary, and at tluit time there were no schedule trains in

this country tliat approached them in point of speed. It must be rememViored, however, that
these Englisli roads are possessed of many advantages not enjoyed by railroads in the United
States, as, for instance, tlie long and numerous tangents, the entire absence of grade crossings,

and, more especially, tlie light weight of the cars, 80 tons being the maximum weight of the
trains used in the “ race to Edinburgh.” With equipment of the character required and
used in this eoimtry, provided as it is with all luxuries, conveniences, and comforts, and a rate
of two cents per mile, a train limited to tlie above weight could not carry a snllieieiit number
of ])asseugers to enable it to earn its running expenses.

Tliiee yiMirs previous to these English records, a special train weighing 64 tons made a run
on Hie West, Shore Road from Bivfialo to Wceliawken in 9 hours and 28 min. In the published
accounts diift'rent allowances for stops were made, making the average rate per mile vary
from 51 tio 54 miles per hour ;

either rate, however, making it the best long-distance run on
record m the United States, until the run from New York to Bulfalo over the New York
Ceiitial and Hudson River Railroad, before noted. In this famous run a careful schedule of
the iimrung-t.imc of eacli mile was kept, an analysis of which shows tlie following: 486 miles
were run in 426 min.

;
BIG miles were run at a rate of less than 60 miles per lionr ; 118 miles

were run at a rate varying from 60 to (>5 miles per hour
;
151 miles were run at a rate varying

from 65 to 70 miles per liour
;
87 miles wore run at a rate varying from 70 to 78 miles per

hour.

The problem presented to Mr. Buchanan, in designing the new type of passenger-engine
now in use on the New York Central road for high-speed trains, was to obtain greater boiler

capa,(iity, greatei* adiiesion, and greater tractive power. To obtain the desired increased lioiler

capa,eity and lu'-ating-surface, Mr. Buchanan located the firo-liox, which formerly was between
tlie sides or fi'unu'.s ()f tlie engine and between the axles of the driving-wheels on top of these

fi*ames and a,xl(!s, and by so doing olitained an increase in the width of tlie fire-box of 54 in.,

and an inciHuisi', in its length of 25 in., being an equivalent of 0| sq. ft. of additional grate-

area. boihu’-fiiies, wliich in the former engine numbered 288, lie increased to 268, and by
the change in the fire-l)ox ho was enabled to lengtlien them4| in., tlius obtaining an increased
heating siirface of 2214 sq. ft., the diameter of the boiler being increased from 51 to 58 in.

With this increase in the gra,te-area and lieating-surface the desired increase in boiler capacity
was obtained. To secure tlie adhesion, the weight on tlie four drivers, wliich formerly was
limited to 80 tons, wa,s increased to over 40, or over 10 tons’ weight on each diiving-wliecl.

The old and liglitcr form of rail had already been removed, and rephiced with tlie standard

80 pound soetion. To increase the tractive power of the engine the cylinders were enlarged 1

in. in diameter : being formerly 18 X ^4, tliey were now made 19 X 34. All those changes
had vastly increased the height and weight of the engine, and the criticism was fi-eely made
that its use would bo destructive of roadway tracks and bridges. Tliese ohje,(Elions, however,
were nioi’e than met by original methods of suspending the engine on its springs. Formerly
he springs were iilaced on top of the driving-boxes

;
in this case tliey wert‘. located beneath

them, and connected with equalizing bars, thus allowing the use of a longer and more elastic

spring than was formerly used
; and it has been demonstrated that these engines are less de-

structive to roa,d-bed and rail, are freer from the swaying motion usually found in engines
hung from above the driving-boxes, and ride smoother and more comfortably than any in the
service.
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Of course, to obtain the speed that was sought, it was desirable to increase the diameter of

the driving-wheels
;
but this was not done at first, nor until it was ascertained how successful

had been the e:ffiorts to increase the boiler capacity of the engine. When it W'as found that
this increase was ample, and even more successful than had been hoped for, the driving-

wheels were changed, and the new ones of 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter, or 8 in. larger than the old
ones, were attached. The gain in speed is most apparent, and can well be appreciated when
it is remembered that the large driver makes 29-ol less revolutiojis in a mile than the small
ones. On a trip from New York to Albany the decrease in the number of revolutions by the
large 6 ft. 6 in. wheel would be 4,219-93, an equivalent of 86,154-09 ft., or a saving of nearly

16^ miles. From New York to Bufalo the saving would be nearly SOxiu miles.

With a locomotive such as this for motive power, it is not a difficult matter to run profit-

paying passenger-trains over long distances at a running rate of over a mile a minute
;
this,

of course, assuming we have proper character of road-bed and rails, and approved appliances

to insure safety and rapid speed.

LOGGER, STEAM. This name is given to a traction-machine devised by Mr. George T.

Glover, which can be driven by steam over a snow road, and which, it is claimed, will draw
after it from 30,000 to 40,000 ft. of logs. The machine is mounted on two sleds, midway between
which the boiler is located. The boiler is of steel, 5-^ ft. in diameter, 7| ft. high, with 320 2-in.

submerged flues, and gauged to a pressure of 150 lbs. The engine is 10 X 12 ft., and of double
upright pattern. There are four wheels on the driving-axle, 4 ft. in diameter, w^eighing 3 tons.

Each wheel is 1 ft. wide, and on its face there are 17 teeth, 9 in. apart. The angle of these

teeth is 3 in.
;
they are held in place by bolts and nuts

;
therefore, if less traction-power is

required, teeth of a shorter angle can be affixed. The axle of the drivers is of steel, 6 in. in

diameter, 7 ft. long, and w^eighs half a ton. If desired, two of the wheels may be removed,
and the remaining two placed on the axle in aiiy position required. The steering-gear is

simply a wheel in front, which places the tongue of the forward sled in any desired position

by means of a link-belt chain running over the wheel, over pulleys attaclied to cither side of

the frame, and made fast to the
sled-tongue. The drive-chain,

between the engine and the
drivers, is made of 1;^ in. LTlster

iron, and weighs IS lbs. to tlie

ft. The logger is 28 ft. long,
and, of course, a rigid innchinc
of that size could not be driven
over other than a, level road.
To c)^'ercome this difficulty, the
drivers and the engine are sup-
ported by separate frames, tlie

pivot-point of their connection being about the middle of the front sled. By unfastening the
drive-chain and removing the connecting-bolts the two frames are disconnected, and the hon^^e
(the engine), as it were, may be taken from between what one might imagine to be the thills—the long timbers extending forward from the drivers. The bolts fastening the two frames
together slide in slots; in the ends of the thills there are imbedded powerful springs, and to
compress these springs to a proper tension are jack-screws, wiiich are made fast to the engine-
frame. It will thus l3e seen that the springs act as a cushion, and that tlie logger -will adapt
itself to the unevenness of a road. To further assist in this purpose there is a steam-piston,
the upright box of which may be seen in the engraving over and immediately in front of the
wheels. The piston-box is fastened to the frame of the wheels, and when necessary the rear
sled, bearing the weight of the engine and part of the boiler, can be lifted clean from the
ground by the use of the piston, thereby having but two points of contact, the front sled
and the drivers, and at the same time throwing additional weight upon the latter. Increased
traction of the driving-wheels is obtained by the use of exhaust-steam. The wheels a,re
decked, and around the edges, under the frame, are heavy rubber curtains, whieli nearly reach
to the road surface. The wheels thus wmrk in a steam-box, are lieatcd liy steam, and when
they pass over snow it is damped and compressed, and in cold weather immediately converted
into solid ice. The machine weighs about 12 tons, and attains a speed of 5 miles per hour.

Loop, Steam : see Steam-Loop.
Low Grinding : see Milling-Machines, Grain.
Macliine-Gnn : see Ordnance.
Magazine Rifle : see Fire-Arms.
Magnetic Separator : see Ore-Dressing Machinery.
Manganese Bronze: see Alloys.

Mankey, Woodwork : see Molding Wood-Machines.
Marine Engines : see Engines, Marine.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL. It needs no demonstration to show

that accurate gauges for the measurement of electricity, especially when the same is used as a
source of power or of light, are of as much importance as accurate steam-gauges for the
measurement of steam. A gauge which will not measure the energy expended witliin 5 or 10
per cent, is simply blind to losses of equal magnitude in the cost of j:)ower. Up to witliin a
comparatively few years, accurate electrical gauges did not exist outside of physical labora-
tories ; and such instruments as were there employed were, from the very nature of their con-
struction and the delicacy required in their handling, unfit for the comparatively rough usage

Fia. 1.—Steam logger.
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of the electric-lighting station. The need has been urgent for electrical gauges which are
both simple and accurate— simple, in the sense that their mechanical parts should be few and
easily adjusted ;

accurate, in the sense that their operation should be certain, and the error so

small as practically to be neglected.

A most important series of electrical measuring instruments, designed to meet these con-
ditions, has been invented within the last four years by Mr. Edward Weston. It is impos-
sible, within any space that can here be afforded,

to describe all the many forms of entirely novel

instruments which Mr. Weston has produced,

and of which it may safely be stated that they

are rapidly revolutionizing modern methods of

practically measuring the electric current. Two
of the principal forms are, however, illustrated

in Figs. 1 to 4.

The Weston Direct Current Yolt and Amme-
ter.—A- perspective view of the exterior of this

instrument is given in Pig. 1. The details of

the mechanism will be clearly understood from
Figs. 2 and 3. To the inner sides of the poles

of "a permanent magnet (Fig. 2) are secured

cored-out pole-pieces. In the cylindrical space

formed between these pole-pieces is supported

a solid cylinder of ma,gnetic material, by means
of a brass bar bolted to the end of tlie mag-
net, and sliown broken away in Fig. 2. This solid cylinder of magnetic material draws into

itself the lines of force from the "magnet-poles, so that in the annular space between the

cylinder and pole-pieces an exceedingly intense field of force is produced. Surrounding the

fixed cylinder is a coil of fine insuhited wire, shown separately in Pig. 3. This coil is pivoted

in caps, which are supported on the pole-piece. Yolute springs similar to those used in

watches are fa,stened to tlie core-pivots and to fixed abutments, and operate to oppose any
movement of the coil upon its |)ivots. The index-needle is also supported on the coil-pivot,

so that it moves, as sliown in Fig, 1, over the scale.

The foregoing is practically all there is in the mechanism of one of the most accurate in-

struinouts ever contrived—so accurate, indeed, that in Mr. Weston’s own laboratory it has
displaced standard tangent gal-

vanometers of the most costly

construction. The current to

be measured is by suitable elec-

trical connections caused to trav-

erse the spiral springs and the
coil entering one spring, going
through the coil and coming out
at the other spring. When the
coil is thus traversed by the cur-

rent, there is produced about it

a field of force v/hicli reacts upon
the permanent magnet field.

The coil is therefore, in accord-
ance with well-known electrical

laws, (iaiised by the reaction of

these two fields to turn on its

pivots, and the extent of its an-
gular motion is always depend-
ent upon the difference of poten-
tial between the terminals of the
instrument. If, tlien, tlio cur-

rent be directed through a com-
paratively high resistance ar-

ranged in series with the coil,

the apparatus becomes adapted
for use as a voltmeter, or for

measuring electrical pressure,

and the scale is therefore grad-

uated in volts. By varying the resistance the conditions in the instrument may be modified,

so that it will measure from minute fractions of volts u[) to hundredths and tiiousandtlis.

To the mechanic this instrument will be particularly interesting, because of the exceed-
ingly ingenious joint, so to speak, which exists at the pivot of the coil. The problem here
was to introduce the current into the coil without causing it to pass between moving surfaces,

the relations of which might constantly change in conditions of wear, in which ease the

resistance to the coil at this point might be of nidcnown and varialile quantity. Leading the
current in through the springs, entirely overcomes any difficulty of this kind.

The Westori Alternating Current Voltmeter and Ammeter.—Tlie difficulty of measuring a
current which is rapidly alternating or reversing has always been recognized by electricians

;

Fig. 1.—Volt and ammeter.
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especially when the need was understood of an index which should, despite these quick
changes in the current, move steadily to its reading and there stand. Alternating cur-
i-ents .have hitherto usually been measured indirectly, as by gauging the expansion of a
fine wire heated by the current. The Weston instrument consists of a fixed coil held in
suitable supports, within which is arranged a movable coil, the axis of the second coil being
at right angles to that of the first. The movable coil and the support for the fixed coil

(removed) a,re shown in Rig. 4. The movable coil has combined with it spiral springs arranged
in substantially the same way as has already been described in connection with the direct-

current instrument, and its pivot carries tlic index-
needle, which moves over a scale similar to that
shown in Pig. 1, The electrical connection of the
two coils is such that the current to be measured
Ijasses through both of them, and tliercfore the
field generated around the moving coil rinicts upon
the field generated around the fixed coil

;
and as a

consequence the moving coil is caused to move over
a distance bearing a relation to the diirerence of
potential between the terminals of the instrument.
Of course, changes in the polarity of the current
equally affect both coils. If the current reverses
in one, it also reverses in the otlier ; so tljat, despite
those reversals, the relation of one fi(‘ld to the ot her
remains the same. Therefore, the movable coil
simply traverses over the propier angular distance,
depending upon variation in current pressure or
current strength, and thus moves steadily up to its

scale-marlving. and stays tliero. Tlie gr(‘a.t sensi-
tiveness as well as the simplicity of this instrument
is remarkable. By suitable clianges in the (electri-

cal connections, and the introduclion of resistan-
ces, the instrument may bo ada,pte(l either as a volt-
meter or as an ammeter.

Among the other remarkable electrical measur-
ing instruments devised !)y Mr. W'eston, is an am-
meter capable of measuring the strength of the
whole current to 1)0 used by an elect ric-ligh ting
plant. Instruments of tin's kind have bemi con-
structed capable of measuring over 15,()()() a-irqah’cs.

He has also devised an entirely novel series of ns-
sistance coils.

The Piske Electrtcae RANGE-FrNUER,—Tliis
apparatus involves an entirely novel application of
electricity to the measurement of distances n,t sea.

, ,,
It is the invention of Lieutemant Bradlciy A. Piske,

of the United States Navy, and its principle will be readily understood from the accompany-
ing diagram (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5.—Fiske range-finder.
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The apparatus proper consists simply of two ares of conducting material, marked JE and F
on the diagram, which in reality are merely two lengths of wire supported on the circumi'er-

ence of two circular platforms resting on tripods. Centrally pivoted on each platform is an
ordinary spy-glass or telescope, marked G and D in the diagram. Each telescope is provided
with an arm or wiper, which sweeps over the wire or arc E or always making contact with
it. The extremities of the arcs E and F are connected by wires a b c d, which are properly
insulated and disposed between-decks, or in any way so that they will be protected from
injury, just as aie ordinary electric lighting or other wires. Connected to these wires is the
indicating instrument, on the face of which there is a dial marked to indicate yards of range
and a pivoted needle or pointer. With the pivots of the telescopes is connected a galvanic
battery of any convenient form. This battery, with its conducting wires, may be placed be-

low in the vessel in some protected position. Tlie electrician will remlily see from this diagram
that the parts are connected in what is known as a Wheatstone bridge, or electrical balance
circuit

;
and to him no further description will bo necessary to explain the fact that when a

balance occurs in the bridge the indicating instmmcnt will show no deflection, and that when
the balance is disturbed the deflection of the index will bear a relation to and practically

measure the extent of the disturbance. Thus, for example, supposing the two telescopes to

be placed in the positions G and D, the wiper on each then making contact with the central

portion of each arc, then the resistance which the current will encounter in so much of its

path as extends from the center of are E to the ends thereof, and then through the wires a
and c to the indicating instrument, will be equal to the resistance which it will encounter in

the remainder of its path, measured from the central portion of arc i^Hhrough wires 6 and d
to the indicating instrument

;
and therefore the index will not be deflected. But if one of

the telescopes— O', for example—be moved to the position C, then the travel of the current
through the greater part of the are E and over the wire c will be over a longer path than
when it travels over the less part of the arc E and the wire a; and, consequently, there will

be a distiu'bance in the balance, which will bo indicated by the movement of the needle of the
index to a new position.

Now the telescopes arc directed upon the object the distance of which is to be measured,
and this object is marked at T in the diagram. It will be seen that the telescopes are, in

fact, loeatecl at the extremities of a base-line A B, which may iiieludo the whole length of

the vessel, or her entire l)readth of beam. In tlio one ease tlie two instrnments would be
located at the stern and on the forecastle, and in the other at ojiposite extremities of her
bridge. Of course, the length of this base-line is known, and the distance A T\^ the range
which is to bo found out. Without going into the trigonometrical discussion involved, it will

sutfice to say that tlio distance A .^Llofiends upon the extent of the angle {A TB), wliieli is

included between the lines of siglit of tlie two telcseopes which are direcled upon the object.

If, then, one of these telescopes be moved from the position C to the position for example,
it will bo evident tliat the angle included between tlie two positions of the telescope ( (7 6")

will be equal to the angle A T B, and also will lie measured by so much of the are E as is

included between tliese two jiositions of the telescope. But the change in position of the

telescope, as has already been described, causes a disturbance of balance in the electrical cir-

cuit
;
and if the cliange in position of the telescope liears a rehdion to the range, as it does,

then whatever measures the disturbance in the electrical circuit due to that change will

equally measure the range
;
so that flnally the range is shown by the extent of movenient of

the index-needle of the indicating instrument over its dial.

All that is done in |)ractice is to station two observers at tlio two telescopes and cause them
to direct tlieir instrumeni.s upon tlie object. Then a third observer notes at once the range
shown on the dial of tlie indicator. If the object moves, the two observers at the telescopes

simply follow it with tlieir instruments, and the needle of the indicator then moves as tlie

range changes. Where the oliservers are separated by a eonsideralile dist,ance—as, for example,
the entire length of a vessel—tho}rmay commnnieato with one another by an ingenious tele-

phonie arrangtumuit wliich is provided. The telephone transmitter and receiver are cormeeted
directly to tlie tcdc^scopcs, so as to partake of their motion, and are so supported that the

instrument talked into comes directly in front of the mouth of the observer, while the instru-

ment at wliich he listens is held close to his ear. In this way one observer can tell to the

other not only wha,t object to look at, but upon what part, of an object to direct his siglit

—

often a very im])ortant' matter when the presence of sevc'ral olijects may create confusion, or

when the target or some portion of it is more orleiss obscured by smoke, or when the observers

are screened from one another by deck structures.

Tlie indicating instrument may bo placed in any convenient position, and at any distance

from the telescopes. ''I^liero may lie Imt one indicating instrument located, for example, at a

given gun which is to be controlled, or any number of such in stni merits may be placed in

the same circuit, when all of them will operate .simultaneously to .show the range.

MEASUKINU-INSTEIJMENTS, MECHANICAL, ne BeBows Beam Micrometer
(Fig. 1) is a convenient instrument for mechanics desiring close measurements. The beam is

provided with two heads—one fast, the other loose. The loose head is dovetailed to tlie beam,
open on one side and flusli with the face of the beam, and is provided with a mieronieter-

screw, having -^-in. adjustment Set in the .face of the loose head on an angle of 10°, and
held in place by a thumb-nut on the reverse side, is a hardened stop, which, lieirig angular on
its sides and liaving no bearing on its bottom, will adjust itself in position. The beam is

divided in half-inches by the insertion of steel pins, and the loose liead is quickly and ac-

curately set by bringing the stop in its face to bear against them, and when set is held in
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position by a locking-screw and nut, which acts

meter screw, nut, and fastening device.

Limit Gauges for Round Iron .—These gau

efforts of the Slaster Car-Builders’ Association

a gib. Fig. 2 is a section of the micro-

bes (Figs. 3 and 4) are the outgrowth of the

to insure uniformity in the sizes of round

Fig. 3.—Round-iron gauge. Fig. 4.—Round-iron gauge.

bar- iron for United States standard bolts. The following table of dimensions for limit gauges

is recommended

:

Size of

iron.

Size of large

end of gtinge.

Size of small

end of gauge.

Difference in size of

large and of small

diameter of iron,

Size of

Iron.

Size of largo

end of gauge.

Size of sitiall

end of gauge.

Differunwi in size of

large mid of «nmU
dlaiiuiler of iron.

k in.

In •;

1
“

O' 2550 0-2450 0-010 1 in. 0-6830 0-61 70 0*016

0-3180 0-3070 0-011 f
" 0-7.585 0-7415 0-017

O' 3810 0-3690 0-012 1-
“

O' 8840 O'HOOO 0-018

O' 4440 0-4310 0-013 1
“ 1-0095 0- 1)1)05 ()-019

O' 5070 0-4930 0-014 U 1-13.50 1-1150 0-020

A “
O' 5700 0*5550 0-015 U " 1'2G05 1-2395 0-021

The caliper gauges are drop-forged from tool-steel, and are hardened and ground exact to

size. Accompanying each set is a standard cylindrical reference gauge, hardened and ground,

for each separate end
Measuring-Machines .—The Pratt & Whitney 12-in. standard measuring-maeliine is shown

in Fig. 5. The screw is oO threads per in., and has adjustments for cc)m|)ensa,tiou for wear in

nut and shoulders. ^,rh(‘ index-circle

is graduated to 400 divisions, giving
subdivisions of of an in.; while,

by estimation, this may be further
subdivided to indicat e one half or even
one fourth tins amount. Delicacy of
contact between tlie measuring-faces is

obtained by the use of auxiliary Jaws
holding a small cylindrical gauge by
the pressure of a liglit helical sjiriug,

which operates the sliding sijindle, to
whicli one of these auxiliary jaws are
attached. The liehavior of tliis “ S(*n-

sitive piece” readily det.ermiues the
uniformity of conta’ct of mc^asur-

mg-Taces at zero, and upon the gauge which is measured between tliem. An adjust ing dc'vice
for the index-line is provided, to allow for slight variations of position of tlie measiiring-faces
at zero, or for any convenient reading on the index-cii’cle.

Fig. 6 shows a measuring-machine made by the Gilkerson Machine Works, of Ilomcr, N. Y.
The screw has 16 threads to the in., and the wheel is graduated to read to TTTfit ff

in* by deci-
mals, and also etc. The error

_

of the screw is corrected by means of an adjustable
piece fastened to the bed of the machine. The arm shown travels with the wheel, tlie lower
end bearing against the correcting piece being held in contact by gravity. The upper end,
proj^ecting forward, has a face on which may be graduated a vernier.

Oo7nparator.^Fvom a lecture delivered at the Franklin Institute in 1884
by Mr. George M. Bond, the head of the gauge department of the Pratt & Whitney Co., who
was associated with Prof. Rogers in the design and construction of the com|>arator, we abstract
the following description :

‘‘ The special features of the universal comparator are, as its name

Fig. 5.—•Measuring-maeliine.
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implies, the variety of the methods employed and the ran^e of work that can he done in com-
paring standards ;

each independent method, when carefully carried out, producing similar

results, which serve to

check or prove the com-
parisons- It includes a
method for investigating

the subdivisions of the

standard by comparing
each part of the total

length with a constant or

invariable quantity or dis-

tance.”
Referring to the illus-

trations (Figs. 7, 8, 0), the

main features of its con-

struction are the follow-

ing : “ A heavy cast-iron

base, A, is mounted upon
stone - capped brick piers,

giving a permanent foun- ,-

elation to the apparatus.

Upon this base, and reach-

ing from end to end, are

two heavy steel tubes, B
and C, 3 in. in diameter, ground perfectly straight, and being ‘ true ’ when placed in the cen-

ters of a lathe, the object being to get a straight-line motion of the microscope-plate D,

which slides freely on these true cylinders. Flexure of these cylindrical guides is overcome

by levei’-supports at the neutral points u and Fitted closely to these guides and outside

of the range of motion of the microscope-plate D are two stops, M and one at each end, as

ii’iu, r.—The Roficorft-Bond comparator.

shown in tlie figure. These stops are arrangt d to be adjusted at any desired positjion

the guides, and arc securely held by clamping on the under side by the handles cr and ii.

These stops are each provided with a pair of electro-magnets, 1 and e/, the poles of which do

not quite come in contact with tlio armature seen at either end of the microscope-plate.

Contact is made at K and A, which are hardened steel surfaces, tempered and polished, and.

32
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placed as nearly as possible in the center of mass of the plate and of the stops. The magnets

are intended to* overcome the unequal pressure due to ordinary contact, a rack and pinion be-

ing used to move the plate. The magnets are used to lock the microscope-plate at each end

of the traverse between the stops. The use made of this sliding microscope-plate and the

stops we shall see presently. Beyond the main base just described, and supported also on
brick piers, is an auxiliary heavy cast-iron frame A, which is provided with latt'ral and ver-
tical motion within the limits of zero, and of 8 and 10 in. respectively, for rougli or a|)-

proximate adjustment, and upon the top of this frame are two carriages, 0 and 0\ which
slide from end to end, a distance of about 40 in. Upon these sliding carriages arc plac^ed t

n-
bles T and T\ provided with means for minute adjustment, for motion lengthwise, sidewise,
and for leveling, thus permitting the adjustment of a standard yard-bar quickly, and with-
out the necessity of its being touched with the hands after being placed upon the tabhi until
the work of comparison is completed.

“ The first operation in the use of this form of comparator is to level the main base A
(Fig. 9), then sliding the microscope-plate JD from end to end of the steel tubular guides.
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having the microscope adjusted so as to be in focus upon the surface of mercury contained in

a shallow trough, over which the microscope passes, the curvature due to flexure of the guides

is determined, and may be compensated for by counter-weights at the neutral points of sup-

port, n and ah In order to test this right-line path of the microscope-plate horizontally, the

method of the ‘ stops’ is employed, or,' another method, which is that of tracing a fine line

the entire length of a standard bar upon its upper surface, and, reversing the bar, tracing

another line very near the first, and at an equal distance apart at each end
;
then, if this distance

is uniform between the two lines the entire length, it is safe to assume that the path of the

plate is a straight line horizontally, and at the middle the amount of curvature, if any, and if

uniform, is readily determined. This method is used by Prof. Rogers with complete success.

The ‘ stop method ’ is to compare a line-measure or an end-measure bar, on each side of the

center line of motion of the microscope-plate, using one microscope, and comparing this fixed

length with the constant quantity before referred to, which is the distance between the stops.

Should the path be a curved one, the distance between tlie defining lines upon the bar will

appear greater on one side than on the other, in proportion to the amount of curvature exist-

ing. The length of the standard, being the length of chords of circles of different radii,

seems, by comparison with the stops, to be different in length at each position, caused by the

different distances from the center of curvature—about 18 in. in this instance—over which

the microscope passes when placed in these two positions. By means of the proportion of

similar triangles thus formed, the length of the radii may be very accurately determined. By

placing different standards on one side of the line of the stops, they may be, by being com-

pared with a constant quantity, compared also with each other.

“Another method for comparing two or more standards is to place two microscopes, one

on each of two microscope-plates, lipon the guides, at a distance determined by the length of

one of the standards, and by replacing this one by a second, the coincidence of the lines in

the eye-piece micrometer, or their variation, showing at once their relation. The microscopes

may "be placed horizontally in this same fixed relation, using the method invented by J.

Homer Lane, and which has been successfully used in the office of the United States Coast

Survey at Washington.
. on . x-.

“ The subdivision of these standards of length, which is effected by the use of this same

process—the microscope-plate sliding between fixed stops. This is accomplished in the fol-

lowing way i A yard, for instance, is to be subdivided into three equal parts, or into thiee

separS:o feet. We divide the whole length by trial into three parts, then, by setting the stops

so that the microscope-plate may move very nearly the distance represented by the first one

of the three parts, by readings of the eye-piece micrometer carefully taken at each end of the

path of motion of the microscope, and using the finely ruled lines by which these three parts

are defined, wo obtain the length of this subdivision as compared with our constant quantity;

then by sliding or moving the bar along under the microscope until the second part is in

place, the same operation is again performed, and so for the third, thus deterniining the i elation

of each with respect to this temporary or arbitrary standard; tlien, by adding the differences

between these separate parts and the constant length, and taking the metm or average of

these differences, from wliich wo subtract each difference, gives us the correction to he applied

to each part in order that it shall be exactly one third the total length, or, as in case of a yard-

bar giving us exactly 12 in., or the standard foot. The foot may then be subdivided in the

same mannp.r into 12 equal parts, establishing the standard incli, and, further, to tV. -h, rU,

or even to raW of an in.” (See Tram. Am. lmt Meeh. Micirii.. vo . iv., 1882.)

IMlC/iisuriug “ IMLiicliiuc I sec Leatlicr -Working Machines and Mcasuiing Instiuments,

Mechanical.
. i .1

Micrometer: see Measuring Instruments, Mechanical.

Middlerg’s Pumper: see Milling Machines, Gram.

Mill, Grain: sect Milling-Maediines, Grain.
. , x

MiLLlNG-MAGHlNERY, GRAIN. A very advanced step has been taken in the last

twelve years by the introduction of rolls for grinding gram, tins has led to a radical change

of systems of milling. The old [irocess of low-grinding in which the whcait was reduced to

flour by buhr-stone.s at one of)era1;ion, and the more advanced “new-process system, liave

both given way to the Hungarian or high-grinding system, in whicdi the pro^

treatment of middlings are the essential features, as also the procluctioii c)f as little ilour at the

earlv operations in the wheat as possible. The present systems of imllmg have for then

object the separation of the bran from the flour-producing portions ot the wheat-berry by

qradual reductUm, using chilled iron and porcelain rolls in place of buhr-stones.

The rolls have proved a powerful factor in the I’adical changc^ of systems, thougli the

t)urifi.er must receive proper recognition of its importance

various improved sifting and cleaning devices growing out of the employment of the high-

grinding system all contribute to make the latter pre-eminent as a nKithod ol proilucmg a

quality of ‘flour fitted to meet the exacting demands of the day, and to do this profitably

note t,hat the so-called “new-process” system, used m America prior to the

introduction of rolls, mav he con.sidered a process intenuediate Ixtweui low-niUliiig imU tHo

Hungarian system ot high-milling. It no doubt had great influniu m preparing the way

for the. introduction of rolls, and hastened the development ot tin purifier, especially in

irkatod that rolls wore used as early as 1820, but it was twenty years later before they

attracted much attention. The noted Pesth mill was the first to use rolls alone for the
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reduction of wheat. For over forty years, previous to the general change from stones to rolls,

this famous mill had been in prosperous condition ;
and, while it stood as a prominent illustra-

tion of what rolls could do, millers generally were not inclined to the idea that the system

there used could be advantageously employed on any other than the hard wheats used iu tliat

locality. Experiment and enterprise have, however, brought about the almost universal use

of rolls for the various reductions, and the corresponding abandonment of the time-lioiiorecl

millstone. The introduction of rolls gave rise to the more seientilic phase of milling. With
a more general knowledge of the physical structure of the wheat-berry cairns a, Ix'l ter iin(l<‘r-

standing of what was necessary to be done to properly separate the bran and gtu-m from t lie

flour-producing portions. The system of low-grinding made the elimination oC t h(‘S(‘ portions

impossible, since the fine, branny particles became inseparably mixed with the (lour, as did

also the crease-dirt held in the wheat-berry. The Austro-Hungarian or higli-griiidingsystcun

provides for their separation at early stages of reduction, thus making it })ossil)le to prodiux^

a clear, sharp flour. Gradual reduction, where buhr-stones arc used, is attemhxl with t.lu^ same
trouble as low-grinding, though in a far less degree. The fine branny pnui itdcs and soim^

crease-dirt become mixed with the flour, due to the more or less tearing act ion of t he .surface

of the stone on the bran, especially with hard wheats, and subsequent treuitumuit. by reel and
purifier fails to remove them. With proper treatment of the wheat by rolls t.ln^ fine, bra,uny

particles and crease-dirt, so objectionable when obtained in the early stages of risluetiou, are

almost if not wholly avoided, the middlings obtained are clean and sharp. t,h(^ bran huge and
flaky, and the flour preserving the natural sweetness of the grain. A great impet us was giv<>n

to roller-milling by the introduction, in 1874, of the Wegmann roller-mill, in wlncli rolls of

porcelain were used. These mills were introduced into England in the fall of 1870, and into

the United States the spring of the following year, by Mr. Oscar Oexle, of Augsburg,
Bavaria.

The essential features of this roller-mill that found ready acceptance with millers were:
the squeezing action of the rolls, the character of the roll-surface, the differential simhmI of the
rolls, and the use of springs to keep the rolls up to their work. Soft iron, stone, clnlled iron,

and steel rolls had previously been used, and, it was claimed, did not po.s.sess a uniform
porous surface.

Close upon the introduction of the porcelain roll came the more extended use. of corru-
gated chilled-iron rolls, especially for the earlier operations upon the whea.t-l)en7 ,

teehnically
known as break-rolls. Smooth rolls had for some time been used for flattening f lic germ,
and, indeed, for crushing wheat, while the middlings were usually treated on st one.s. Iu t he
early part of 1878 great interest was aroused in roller-milling, especially in America. Tlie
work done by rolls began to be appreciated. Since 1878 there has been a gradual (*onversion
from stones to rolls. This period has been marked not alone by the introduction of rolls, l)ut.

by the practical application of principles and appliances suggested by the processes (‘luploycd
in the treatment of the products coming from the rolls. The period is also marked by tlm
refined mechanical construction of the various appliances now used.

Rolls .—Rolls are now made almost exclusively of chilled iron, with citluo' simioih or cor-
rugated surface, according to the nature of the work they have to do. Th(‘ iieeuliar grit tv
surface of porcelain rolls renders them well suited for the reduciion of purillcd ini(ldling.s
but their lack of durability as compared with the chilled iron has led to a jjn'lcrcuicc* for Hus
latter. Smooth rolls are generally delivered to the buyer with polisluul surfac(\ but attain a
dulled surface after being in use a short time. They then give tlie best r(‘.sults. Tliis is (hu^
to the increased friction between the particles of material operated \ipon juul the .surface of
the rolls. It should be understood that, as this friction is increased, the pressuia*. requir<‘d for
reduction is decreased. Prof. Kick gives the coefficients of friction for polislu'd (Vlulh'd rolls
on hard semolina dressed over No. 7 silk as 0’213; that for fine dull surfaccj, 0*287

; ami for
rolls that have been in use, 0*325. On No. 2 middlings the coeirieients arc giveu’as 0»104,
0*268, and 0,306 respectively. Porcelain rolls give a coefficient of ()*4()4 for fine semolina, and
0*364 for No. 2 middlings. Prof. Kick also states that the whitciu^ss of flour obtained willi
porcelain rolls is due to the greater fineness of the product and not the small proportion ol
bran impurity.

The two rolls of a pair may have the same peripheral speed, or wliat is f crimxl a “ diffm*-
ential” speed. When run equally speeded, smooth rolls act to granulat(‘, by crushing or
squeezing. When hard wheat is passed between smooth rolls equiilly si)(MMlcd,‘ and ad just ed
with proper distance between, the berry is split lengthwise, opening out the ( 5 r(‘as(> ami selting
free crease-dirt, and more or less loosening and releasing the germ; With soft, wluuit there is
more of a crushing effect. Smooth rc 11s are mostly used for'all reductions of riuritled mid-
dlings, reducing the large middlings, and when run equally speeded, 'flatten tin* m‘nn witlmut
the rubbing action, which tends to tear it. When speeded dilforentially, th(‘y <4rect a (‘om-
bined crushing and rubbing action, and require less pressure to do their work than whou
equally speeded. This has led to the general use of differential speeds, and thei-i'hv powtu* is
saved A differential speed of to 1 is commonly used on smooth rolls, Itrof K if-k stjLt(*s
that, theoretically considered, smooth rolls in crushing use about d()ul)l(‘, force* that is
required for the shearing action of grooved rolls in the actual work of nxluct ion, or
work of crushing is twice as great as that for shearing. A further ad vant.am; of differential
speed IS the avoidance of “ caking ” of the materials on the rolls.

Corrugated rolls are generally used for all reductions other than the sizing ami naluctitm
of middlings and treatment of the germ, the number of grooves corresponding to tin* size of
the particles of material operated upon. Many forms of groove have been employ<Hl titough
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Fm. 1
Figs. 1, 2.

rolls.

but two have attained extended use. They are the sharp and dull corrugations as represented

in Figs. 1 and 2. The first sharp form of corrugation used had the sides of the flute equally

inclined, but the form shown in Fig. l,as introduced by Ganz &Co., of Buda-Pesth, Hungary,
is the type of groove now employed for what are termed cutting-rolls, as

oppovsed to the round rib or noii-cutting rolls (Fig. 2). The action of the

sharp groove is essentially that of shearing; relative speed of the grooves,

liowever, being necessary in producing this effect. Bolls equally speeded

would act to crush and bruise the grain, while to produce a shearing

jiction a differential speed of 2 to 1 is necessary, that one groove may
overtake the engaging grooves on the mate-roll Consequently, these

rolls are generally speeded 2 or 3 to 1. The relative position of the acting

surfaces of ' the grooves is shown in Fig. 1, where a is the fast, roll,

the edge of flute pointing downward, while those of b, the slow roll,

point upward. If b were made the fast roll, the action would be that of

ertishing and rubbing.
With the sharp ilutc four dispositions of the acting edges are per-

missible, as sliown in Fig. 3, tlius providing for different qualities and

condition of tlie gniin—as, sliarp to sharp for tough wheat, and dull to dull for hard wheat

;

witli the other arrangements for intermediate qualities.

In December, 1881, Mr. William I). Gray, of Milwaukee, Wis., took out letters-patent for

a form of eorrugatiou in whicli the ribs were abrupt on one side and rounded on the other,

tlius obtaining tiie cutting and non-cutting effect according to the dispositions of the acting

sides of the flutes. Witli sharp-cut rolls the edges left by the corrugating tool are soon lost, a

day or two, it is stated, being sufficient to make them feel smooth. They can be used from

one and a lialf to two years before requiring to be reeut. A twist or spiral direction along

the roll is given tlie grooves to prevent those of one roll catching in the grooves of its mate.

This also tends toward a more severe shearing action.

The direction of tlie twist may be the same on each roll of a pair, or disposed in opposite

direc-tions. In tlic former case the grooves cross at line of contact ot rolls, while in the latter

tlioy arc parallel at that line. On May 25, 1880, Mr. John Stevens, of Neenah, Wis., received

letters-patemt for a roll having a dress formed of grooves with rounded divided ridges, as

sliown in Fig. 2.

For this form of corrugation is claimed less cutting of the bran and breaking of the germ.

The iiumber of grooves employed for tlie several stages of reduction increase as the products

become finer. Ifor the five sueeessivc break rolls usually employed they may be 10, 12, 14, 16,

and 20 grooves per in. of (*,ircu inference of roll. The bran-rolls may have 24, and the mid-

dlings reduction-rolls 82 grooves per in. With sharp corrugations there are more grooves than

witli the round, and practice varies in regard to the numbers given above, some preferring finer-

grooved rolls. The differential

SHABP TO BULL, usually employed for breaks is

2^ to 1, while the same, or 3 to

1
,

is used with scratch-rolls

—

rolls with dress formed of shal-

low-waved grooves, 32 per in.

The diameters of rolls generally

used are 9 and 6 in.
;
the lengths,

12 to 30 in. Nine-in. rolls are

usually run at 300 to 400 revo-

lutions per min., and the 6-in.

rolls 600 revolutions, the periph-

eral speed being 706 to 942 ft.

per min. First-break rolls rim
a,t these speeds will pass from
90 to 112 lbs. of wheat per in.

of length of roll per hour.

Where six breaks are employed,

an increase of about If to If

times the grinding length of

first -break roll is made, this

taking place at the third or

fourth and following breaks.

SHARP TO SHARIF

FAST. SLOW. FAST.

BULL TO SHARP. duiaj to bull.

FAST. SLOVA

Fig. 3.—Coi rugatcd rolls.

SLOW.

in nraciice makms it difRcult to state proportions of grinding surface for middling-

ffivcM size of roll grinding middlings will handle about three tourths the weight of

.V will The nressure on roll-bearmgs is the

Variation

mlteriAlmiruio^first'-l Pps-

controlling factor in on

perhaps average pressures for 0-in. rolls, having spindles 2f in. diametei. bix in. lous

used with 600 to 1,000 lbs. per bearing.
rr.in Tb^ fr-ime is of the

JMhr-Mills Fig. 4 is shown the well-known Stevens loller-mill. Ihe

“slndeton ” construction composed of the two side-frames or legs, which arc bolted to a

rocbingnlar Vied' or top. ’xho rolls arc mounted “a V-Sed gib®
rigidly fastened to tho bed, the two outer ones sliding on finished suilates. A v snapoci gio,
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bolted to the bed, preserves the linear motion of the sliding-box. R,elative position of the

rolls is attained by the adjustments, as shown in Fig. 5. At each corner of the bed of the

machine are cast lugs which sustain the backward thrust of the movable rolls. Into these

Fig. 4.—Stevens roller-mill.

lugs are fitted threaded sleeves, through which the hand-wheel stem is passed. A hexagon
head on the outer end of this sleeve provides for turning it, and it is screwed firmly into the

lug, so as to act as a stud for the spring-nut shown to work upon. The hand-wheel stem is

threaded at its inner end, and passing through a hexagon nut seated in the sliding-box, abuts

against the fixed box as shown. Turning the hand-wheel moves the sliding-box away from or

toward the fixed box, and the proper grinding tension or pressure is secured by setting up
the spring-nut. Vertical adjustment of the fixed roll is secured by the parts as shown in

Fig. (i. The adjusting screw and dowel in which the box rests raise or lower it, while the

binding screws k'curc the box firmly to the brackets after the necessary adjustment has been
made. The dowel aids to preserve the fixed lateral position of tlic roll-henring. The boxes

project beyond the end of the short roll-necks and have enlarged recesses to retain tlie oil

and prevent its running down into the frame. The tightened iiidloy, mounted in its spindhs
runs in a frame vertically adjustable by means of a rack and pinion o|)erated by the cross-

shaft shown, which latter is held from rotating by pawl and ratcliet-wheel, and is readily

turned when desired from either end of the machine. The pulleys shown drive the first rolls of

each pair, their mates being driven either by belts or gears, arranged to provide the dilferentiai

of roll-speed, the latter varying generally between 3 to 1 and 1 to 1. The spreading device shown
at the front of the machine provides for the simultaneous movement of tlie ends of the movable
roll without disturbing the working adjustment as made by thehand-wlieelsat each end of the

roll. Projecting from the bed is a threaded stud, on which turns the curved arm shown, the

hub of this arm being threaded to fit the thread on the stud. In front of this arm is a dog
with hub threaded the same as the arm, and having its outer end bent so as to form a stop

for the curved arm to rest against. At the outer end of the stud is a small hand-wheel hav-
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iiig a left-hand thread. Extending from the stud to each hand-wheel are levers, one end of

each pressing against the hub of the curved arm, the other ends bearing against the inner

end of the hand-wheel hubs.

Near the hand-wheel stem and
attached to the threaded sleeve

through which it passes, is

placed a fulcrum, the latter be-

ing thus between extremities of

the levers—the operation of the

whole being such tliat by rota-

ting the curved arm, say from
left to right, it advances along
tlie stud, pushing the inner lev-

er-ends toward the frame, and
forcing the hand-wheels in the

opposite direction, and tliere-

fore the roll away from its mate.

By advancing the dog along

the stud and setting up the small

liand-wheel tight against it, any
desired position of the curved

arm can bo maintained. Rota-

ting tlie curved arm, the dog
remaining fixed, alters the ad-

justment of the rolls, but they

can be restored to their previous
Fia. 5.—-Roller adjustment.

aciiustment by bringing the curved arm back to the dog. Generally about ^-in. is the maxi-

mum spread of rolls required. The wooden housing is parted horizontally at themum spread v.,* .v..vivv.^v.v*. — o -o. t
- ,

ters, the top being lifted bodily so that the rolls can be easily removed when necessary.

In the top is placed tlie feed-device. This consists essentially of twm gates, extending across

the top part of the housing, and swung on axes at their upper edge, and connected by levers

and links, so that motion of one implies that of the other. Ihe upper gate one side

of a V-shaped hopper, into which the material falls. The lower edge of the other gate ap-

proaches a feed-roll located as shown by the extended bearings near the bottom of feed-

hoppering. Fastened to the shaft on which this gate swings is the arm carrying the counter-

no material is in the hopper, this lower gate is swung against the feed-roll, hut as

material eaters in the upper gate it *mcumulates i'^^^^he ^jperjormed^by t^s^gate and |e

housing, until the weight is sufficient to

overcome the effect of the counter-weight,

when this upper gate swings down, allow-

ing the material to pass to the space below

it, where it meets the lower swinging gate,

and passes between its lower edge and the

feed-roll to the grinding-rolls beneath.

The secondary hopper is provided so that

material coming into it from the first hop-

per will have a chance to distribute itself

over the entire length of the feed-roll.

The greater the quantity of material press-

ing against the upper gate, the greater the

roll cen-

Fia. 0.—Roller bearings.

^n^w lolfover e™oh puUey on the feed-rolls, and the

The teflowtegSe gU?the dtoeS capacity, etc., of mills using a belt-drive on the

slow roll

:

1 9v30. 9 x24. 9x18. 9x15. 6x20. 6 X 15. 6x12.

Length

)

Width V Space over all i

Height ^

wfdtlf i

’

Floor to center of pulleys

Capacity, bbls. per 24 hours . ... . . . .

.

I>ower required (h.-p. ), ai)proxnnate

ry-2"

6'-0"
4'-.5"

3'-5p'
18^' X 7"
18"x0''
3'-2"

400
500 to COO

4 to 6

r/-2"

5'-0S''

18"x6i"
18"x5p'

400
400 to 500
3 to 5

4'-5"
2'-2p'

W'xC"
lG"x5"
3'-2"

400
250 to 300
2 to 4

5'-2"
4'-0?^"

4'-5"
2'-0.p'

16" X C"
15" X 5"
3'-2"

400
200 to 250

2 to 3

4'-C.l"

4/_3S."
5^-0"
3'-8"
2'-7"

10"x5i"
10" x41-"

2'-11i"
600

200 to 300

U to 2^

4'-6l"
3'-7|-"

5'-0"
3^-8"

2'-2i"
10" X 5"
10" X 4"
2'-lB"
600

150 to 200
lto2

4'-6i"
3'-4f"
5'-0"
3'-8"

P-10"
10" X 6"
10" X 4"

2'~1U"
600

120 to 160
Ito H
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Several makes of roller-mills are made with box-frame construction, and with rolls mounted
in swinging- arms. The Gray mill is the pioneer in this form of construction. In this mill
the vertical adjustment of the rolls is obtained by an eccentric bush fitting over the stud, on

which the swinging arras are suspended.
Motion to the rolls is obtained by tlie

use of one belt, a counter-shaft and pul-
leys running in boxes hung to tlie frame
acting to transmit motion from the
main belt to the slow rolls, a pulley on
one end of the counter being the tight-
ener pulley for the main belt, while tlie

pulley on the other end of the counter
serves to carry the slow-roll belt

Fig. 7 shows a rnetliod for driving
both fast and slow rolls in a Stevens
double mill which has proved satisfac-

tory. The large pulley on the line-sliaft

beneath the floor drives the hist rolls,

the small pulley the slow ones. The
means for tightening the belts are read-
ily seen. In some short systems of mill-
ing only two or three breaks are made,
and in such cases the machines sliown
in Fig. 8 can be used especially where
economy of room is necossa,ry. I’he ma-
chine shown has two pairs of corru-
gated rolls and two recit)rocating sieves.

The grain passes through the first or
upper pair of rolls and on to the first or
upper sieve. A separation of the |>rod-

uct is here made, flour and middlings
passing througli the sieve and away from
the machine; the large iinredue(‘d |)or-

tion passes over tlie tail of the sieve on
to the second pair of rolls, and from
there on to tlie second sieve, wlien a
second separation is made. The sieves

Fig. 7.—Driving-gear. “ traveling brushes lienealh them,
thereby enabling the meshes to be ke|>t

clean. The machine is driven by a sin-
gle belt, and adapted to mills of 75 to 150 bbls. capacity, the power required being from
horse-power with 9 X 14 in. rolls to 6 horse-power with 9 X 30 m. rolls.

In Fig. 9 is shown a type of roller-

mill used in grinding corn, as made by
the Nordyke & Marmon Co., of Indian-
apolis, Ind, Three pairs of rolls are
used, disposed so as to break the grain
successively. The first pair are ad-
justed solely by the hand-wheels shown,
while the middle and lower pairs are
spread or thrown together by a single

lever. The fast roll of each pair is

driven by one belt from the main shaft.

The slow rolls are driven by gears. The
machine is built very rigid in order to
meet the hard usage found in this class

of work. In a mill using rolls 9 X 24
in. the capacity is stated to be 65 to 100
bush, per hour, and the power required
12 to 20 horse-power. The upper pul-
ley runs 400, the middle 445, and the
lower 500 revolutions per min. The
pulleys are 20, 18, and 16 in. diameter
and 8J in. face for upper, middle, and
lower drives respectively.

Scalping-Reels,—The scalping-reels
handle the break-roll products, succes-
sively separating the break flour and
middlings from the coarser material
after each break. The reel-frame is

Fig. 8.—Gray roller- mill

made either hexagon or round in form. In the former the tail end is larffer than tlie head •

in the latter the shaft is depressed at the tail end to carry the material through Tlie reid-
shaft IS of iron, and the wooden ribs are attached to iron spiders on the shaft. The wooden
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head is provided with the usual opening, through which is introduced a feed-spout with the
customary conveyor-spiral to feed the material into the reel. The round reels, in scalping
as in flour-dressing, are receiving much
attention as to detail, and are gaining in

popular favor. Scalping- reels are clothed
with wire cloth, silk cloth, or perforated
steel, and are from 18 to 30 in. diameter
and from 4 to 9 ft. long. They are now
commonly driven by belt or chain direct

from the line or counter shaft, and are run
about 28 revolutions per min. for a 32-in.

reel. The slant is from ^ to f in. per foot.

The reel-chests are usually made to con-
form to the style and sizes of those of the
centrifugal and round reels for flour-dress-

ing described later. The speed should be
about 50 revolutions per min, for IS-in,

reels to 28 revolutions for a 32-in. reel.

Centrifugal Meets .—In recently erected
flour-mills the old hexagon liolting-reel has
been supplanted by the centrifugal and
round reels, and especially has the latter

been favorably received. The hexagon reel

and its chest, the former 32 in. in diameter
and from 12 to IG ft. long, the latter ex-

ceeding these dimensions, have been found
too cumbersome for modern purposes, es-

pecially in America, and reels considerably
smaller and of far greater capacity are now
found taking their places. Fig. 10 is a
perspective view, and Pig. 11 a cross-sec-

tion of a centrifugal reel, as made by tlie

E. P. Allis Co., of Milwaukee, X^^ls. Ke-
ferring to the cross-section, it will bo seen
that on the beater-shaft are idaced the spiders to which are attached the beaters, tlie lat-

ter running longtliwiso of the reel and inclined to a radius from the center of shaft, act-

ing thus t(S tlu’ow the material against the bolting cloth, which, mounted on a reel-frame,

surrounds the beaters, etc, Tlie latter are set close to the cloth to keep the stock thor-
oughly in motion, preventing accumulation and thereby giving full action to the reel. They
run spirally lengthwise of the reel, thus earrying the material gradually toward the tail end,

Fig. 9.—Rolier-mill for corn.

Fig. 10.—Centrifugal reel—elevation.

retaining it long enough on the cloth to do the work properly. Tlie silk reel is mounted on
trunnions which surround the beater-shaft at the bead and tail of tlie reel, and rotatiis at a less

speed and in the same direction as the beatcr-sbaft, A revolving lirusli, as shown, is used to

keep the cloth clean. The silk reels are made 21, 27, and 32 in. diameter and from 4 to 8 ft.

long. The outside dimensions for a 32-in. reel-chest are: 11 ft. 7 in. long, 3 £t. 6 in. wide,
and 5 ft. 3 in. high. The conveyers are placed side by side with partition between, as shown,
to which the cut-ofl tongues arc hinged, the latter extending up to the hoppering. Material
is directed into either conveyer by placing the tongues against either side of the hopper.
With the centrifugal it is necessary to provide some safeguard to prevent foreign substances
from entering the reel. This should be a basket of wire-cloth or other suitable material which
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Centrifugal reel—cross section.

can be readily cleaned. In this class of machines the speed of silk reel should not be so great
that the material is held against the cloth by the centrifugal force due the speed. The speed

of beater-shaft is usually 10 or 12 times that of the silk reel, a
usual speed for the latter being 18 to 20 revolutions per min.
It is the aim of makers of centrifugals at the present time to
direct the material against the silk at a very acute angle, so
that sliding of the material over the surface of the cloth shall
take place, fully recognizing the value of this action as ob-
tained with the now old style hexagon reel.

Round Reels.—A later machine, and one, it is claimed, that
overcomes the alleged defects of the centrifugal, is shown in
cross-section at Fig, 12. This class of machine has rapidly
gained in favor since its introduction, about four years ago,
and is said to have fully demonstrated the superiority of the
round-reel bolting system. The cut shows a flour-dresser

made by the Allis Co., the perspective view of which is almost
identical with that of the centrifugal already noticed. The
reel, mounted on the main shaft, consists of a substantial
casting at each end, upon which wooden rings are placed, to
which the cloth is attached. Round rods connect the head
and tail end castings, and to these are attached rib-rings for
the cloth and carriers, preventing contact of cloth with the
rods. Within these rods is placed a light sheet-iron drum,
fastened firmly to the shaft. The carriers are pitched spi-

rally toward the tail, leading the stock continually in that di-

rection. Sufficient space is left between the outer edge of
the carriers and the cloth, also between the inner edge of the

carriers and the drum, to enable the stock to bolt properly without heating or rough liand-
ling, thus avoiding flouring of the stock. The flouring of the material, as alleged to take
place with the centrifugal reel, as also the increased quantity of bolting-cloth necessary, are
factors against the centrifugal

;
while the great capacity and effectiveness of the roiiiui reel

has led to its extended adoption. The room occupied and power required arc greatly de-
creased as compared with the hexagon reel—the round reel, it

is claimed, doing the same work as the hexagon, with from
one half to one third the length of reel. Inventors have
striven to produce a reel in which the full circumference could
be utilized for sifting, in place of only the lower portion, as
is the case with the hexagon reel. The centrifugal and round
reels are intended to do this, the latter appearing to have ac-
complished the object in a more satisfactory manner. The
difference in the action of these two machines is readily un-
derstood by an inspection of Figs. 11 and 12. In erecting new
mills a great saving in millwright work is effected by the
use of this class of i*eel. They come from the manufacturer
complete and ready to be set ‘in position, one being readily
placed on top of another. In mills using the complete sys-
tem of centrifugal or round reels the saving in room is

stated to be about one half, and the saving in first cost of
machines nearly one third. The reels are driven by belts, and
are usually made from 21 to 32 in. diameter, and the cloth is

from 6 to 8 ft. long, the approximate power, as given by the
makers, being 0*2 horse-power and 0*6 horse-power respect-
ively.

Purifiers .—The George T. Smith purifier, so well and fa-
vorably known, is regarded as the standard machine of its

class. The main features of this machine have never been
departed from, and are : An upward current of. air through
the covering of a reciprocating sieve, clothed with silk of
increasingly coarser mesh from head to tail

;
an inclosed air-

space^ above the sieve, divided by transverse partitions into separate compartments having
practically no communication with each other, and each opening into tlie clnunber of an cx-
naust-fan through an adjustable valve, arranged to regulate the strength of tlie air-current
through each compartment separately

; a series of dust-settling chambers or testing pockets,
corresponding in number to the compartments above mentioned, and a brushing device oper-
ated automatically and working against the under side of the sieve clothing. This com-
bination has proved a very efficient one. There are numerous other makes of purifiers, but
the Smith purifier may be regarded as a standard machine. The use of dust-collectors in
connection with these machines has led to economy of space and increase in convenienco in
providing for the dust-laden ah coming from the purifier-sieve.

The Prinz dust-collector is favorably known, and has long since settled the knotty dust-
room question.

A new principle, that of the “cyclone” dust-collector, has recently been put into practical
operation, the essential features of which are embodied in the machine noted below.

Fig. m.
Rovmd reel—eroHS Hoction.
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This machine which bids fair to be a formidable rival to the sieve purifier and attached

dust-collector, was lately devised by Mr. N. W. Holt, of Manchester, Mich., and iii^de by the

Knickerbocker Co., of Jackson, Mich. Fig. 13 shows the exterior, and h igs. 14 and la the in-

terior. The stock is fed into the feed-spout A upon each side of the machine. Two grades

of stock may be handled at the same time. From the feed-spout it passes to the feed-box /?,

which vibrates with the sieve or shaker, causing the stock to flow over the lower overlapping

shelves in a thin, even sheet, where it is acted upon by tlic air-current, as sliown. 1 he pnritied

middlings tlien pass out at spouts C C\ the cut-off at I), and the dust at spout ihe Ian

nlaced at the top provides the air-circulation. Tlic upper series of shelves shown are air-|?ates

adiustablo to suit the intensity of the air-current required at the smmral points of the sieve,

while gates at the eye of the fan control the air-circulntion as a whole. Ihe dust-laden an; is

discharged from tlio fan through the nine leading downward from the top part oi Uie purifier

into what is eall(Ml t.he cyclone part of the machine, whei'c the dust and air separate, the dust

])
(f?

—^>f~^ i

» OlECHAnCEj^'tj U t! u “ *1
I

'''

Fio. 10.—-Bran-duster,

J5rnn-aws)'(!r.'?.—Economy in the proaucHon of high-grade floors calls for proper cleaning

of the bran. The olTect of the bran rolls is to flatten the bran, leaving it broad imd flaky and

loosening the adhering particles, so that by subsequent treatment by the bran-duslei these

particles are regained mid further treated. The latter operation is performed in the machine
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shown in Fig*. 16, which consists of a rapidly revolving shaft on which are inonnted brushes
running lengthwise of the shaft and^made adjustable toward or from the slowly revolving

dusting-case which surrounds them. Idiis dusting-case, clothed with fine wii’e-cloth, is, in

this machine, cone-shaped, the material being fed and discharged as indicated in the engrav-

ing. A brush outside the wire-cloth keeps it clear, and the conveyer beneath serves to handle
the products coming through the cloth. The shaft makes from 400 to 450 revolutions per

min., according to size of machine, the pulleys 14 X 7 in. and 8x5 in. respectively. The
sizes of machines given handle the offal from mills of 600 to 60 bbls. capacity in 24 hours.

Books for reference: Gradual Reduction^ Milling^ by L. IT. Gibson; Flour Mamifacture,
by F. Kick, Bowles’ translation, 1888 ;

Die Osterreichisclie Eochmullerei, by Franz Kreuter,

1884.

Milling-Macliine : see Key-Seat Cutters and Kiit-Facing Machine.

MILLING-MACHINES. 'Horizontal Spindle Milling-Machines.— Universal Milling

and Boring Machine,—Fig. 1 shows a combined boring and milling machine made by the

Fig. 1.—Boring and milling-machitie.

States Machine Co., of Newark, N. J. The inner or boring spindle, reamed for a, Morse socdvct,

has a power-feed 13 in. in both directions, and its thrust, directly from the l)ac‘k, is operated
by a screw attached to it by an interlocking device. Feed is taken from a worm on the main
spindle and is geared to a feed-shaft for hand or power feed. This [(‘ed-sluift, on its front
end, has a hand-wheel, giving a quick return. From there it extends t.o th(‘ (md of the main
spindles, where it is geared to the feed-screw by a sensitive friction-gc^ar, so Unit the power-
feed can be set, in case a drill be dull or feed too fast, to regulate the thrust autonnitically, as

a workman would by hand. Tlie ovtu’hcad ai'in sup-
ports a detachable drill-jig pendant,. Tlie platen
has an adjustment graduated to *001 in., and has
deep-grooved T-slots open at either end, widi a cir-

cular T-slot and attaclimcnt-seat in tdic center. Tln^
platen can be turned at any iingle or all the way
around, and fastened where desired, ddie knee lias

an adjustment up and down, gradmiti'd to ‘OOl in.,

and the saddle upon the knee lias an adjust inmit t o

and from the column graduated to -OOl in. When
used as a milling-machine the main spindle, 3 in. in

diameter, does all the milling inde|)endcnt of the
telescoping spindle, which does all tlie boring and
drilling. Milling arbors and chucks screw on to t he
main spindle as faee-plates do on lathes. The mill-
ing-feed is driven from the overliea,d gears, which are
mounted on the milling-feed shaft, and slide into
position endwise upon feathered keys ; tlu'nd’oro

either of them may be engaged with the spindle-gears. The feed-shaft pulley is hedted to
feed-cones, and these are connected to the platen by a pair of universal joints. ''Jdierc are 16
changes of milling- feed. The platen is fed by power 24 in., and operates at angle adjust-
ments as well as the usual cross-position. The elevating, cross, and traverse adjustments are
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respectively 18 in., 24 in., and 12 in. A circular milling attachment for this machine, shown

in Fi<n 2, is used in machining gear-blanks, balance-wheels (which are milled between the

spokes as well as the periphery), pistons, and such other circular pieces as need the whole or

part of their surfaces concentric to a given point. It is especially useful in duplicate work,

when many parts of the same cliaracter are required.

Horizontal milling-machine.

Bmmtm & Smith’s Horizontal Spindle. MiUmp-llmhme (Fir. 3) is intended for long and

heavy cuts, such as guide-l)ars, connecting-rods, key-seating shafting, axles to 10 in. aiametei,

etc‘-. The talilo is 14 in. wide, has tliree T-slots, moves by a cut ruck, and is so geareil as to be

easily operated by hand. The cross-head is gibbed to the housings, and is adjusted by a

Fig. 4.—Milling-machine.

screw with Rniduated dinl. The spindle nina_ in bronze bearings is driv(m by a8^
over a l()-in nnlley, through gearing in the ratio of 5 to 1, arranged, loi 4 spiu'ils. 1 lovision

is made for’llorizcmtal adj^istment of cutters. The feed is actuated by

gear. It can be thrown out by hand or stopped automatically, and is the lull length ot the

table.
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Grant's DotilU-Golimn Milling-Machine.—'Fig. 4 shows Grant’s double-column milling-

machine, as built by the Pratt «& Whitney Co. More rigidity than is possible in a single-

column machine is obtained in this by placing the head-stock and loot-stock on a double

column, and fitting the elevating slide between the uprights with provision for clamping it

firmly to each when in use. Both vertical and longitudinal adjustments of the table may be
' ’ ’ " Graduations in thousandths of an inch conveniently placed.

of

of

hther long work. The illustration shows the ma-
chine milling loom-girts, the ends of which are

4 by 7^ in. It is said to finish 88 of them in 10
hours. It is provided witli one sliding-head, to

admit of milling any lengtli desired on botli ends
at the same time. The shoes in which the tables^

slide can be moved together or separately by’

means of rack-and-pinion gear. Tlie tables have
automatic feed, or can be run by hand, together
or separately.

VERTICAL Spindle Milling-Machines.—Mill-
ing-machines with vertical spindles and travers-

ing or rotating tables for holding the work have
come largely into use within the past few years.

They offer many advantages in the range of
work of which they are capable, and in the con-
venience and solidity with which the work is

held. ' They are made in quite a variety of

forms by different makers, much originality be-
ing shown in their design. We illustrate below
several forms.

Pig. 6 represents the Broum S Sharps Verti-

cal Spindle Miller. This is a convenient ma-
chine for the various operations of milling which
can be done with an end or face mill; tlie work
being held upon the platen, and the spindle
standing vertically over the same, enables tlio

operator to plainly see or to guide the work', to

follow any irregularity of outline of any raised

surfaces to be milled. The platen has longi-

tudinal and transverse movement. The spindle
has a hole throngliout its lengtli, tlirough which
a bolt is passed for holding the arbors. The ad-
justment of the spindle is made by raising the
column, a fine adjustment being obtained by a
graduated eollar-nut reading to thousandths of

an inch. The feed is automatic at will, in eitlier

direction, stopping automatically at any i-equired

point.

The miles & Jones MilHng-Maehme.—Fig. 7
shows a new design of vertical milling-machine
built by Hilles & Jones, of Wilmington, Del. It

is adapted for locomotive, engine, and other
heavy work. A radial crane is attached for lift-

ing heavy pieces. The table is furnished with
both rotary and traverse motions.

21ie Beaman cb Smith —
Fig. 8 represents a vertical inilling-macliine built

by Beaman & Smith, of Providence, II. I., for
surface milling, using face or end cutters from
4 to 12 in. in diameter.

B. W. Bliss Co.’s Vertical Milling-Machine^ shown in Fig 9, is designed for die-workq as
well as for much work of a general character hitherto done on planing and shaping ma-
chines. Circular, longitudinal, and cross feeds are provided, the latter being automatic, and
having four changes of speed. The head which carries the spindle is adjustable as to
height, and is counterbalanced. The spindle is suited for operating side, bottom, and facing
cutters.

Vertical or Angular Attachment for .Milling-Alachines.—This attachment (Fig. 10) is built
for use on the milling-machine manufactured by Pedrick & Ayer. It is adapted to tlie cutting
of racks, spur and bevel gears, profiling, or angular milling, etc. It is secured to the head of
the milling-machine, and is driven by a socket fixed in the spindle, which is key-s(‘a,t(‘d to fit

the keyed stud in the attachment. Through the medium of a pair of mitre-wliecds this stud
drives a spindle at right angles to the vertical attachment. This spindle is g(‘a,r(‘d with a
shaft in line with it, which is utilized as a cutter or saw arbor for cutting racks, sawing up
stock, etc.
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Locomotive Cylinder-Port Ilillmg-Machine .—This machine (Fig. 11), built by Beaman &
Smith, of Providence, R. L, is designed especially to mill the ports of locomotive cylinders.

Fig. G.—Vertical spindle miller.

It can bo readily attached to any standard locomotive cylinder. The frame or bed is fastened

to the steam-chest seat, and the uprights are moved on the frame by means of racks and

Fig. 7.—Vertical milling-machine.
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Fig. 8.—Vertical milling-machine.

linions until the milling-cutter is over the ports as desired, and are then fastened. The eross-
lead carrying the spindle-saddle is lowered similar to that of a planer, until the milling-cutter

Fig. 9.—Vertical milling-machine.

is at the required depth, and then securely fastened to the uprights. The spindle is of steel,ana runs in conical bronze bearings with adjustment to compensate for wear, and is driven
oy a cone. The feed is automatic in either direction.
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Portable Stear^Chest Se.ai Milling-MaeUne.~mg. 12 shows a machine built by Pedrick& Ayer, of Philadelphia, adapted to supersede the slow and expensive operation of cutting a

Fig. 12.-'Steam-chest seat millin^-machme.

studs when broken off. Tt is supported and adjusted to the surface to be grooved or milled
by four studs, running through two hollow arms, which in turn support the Vs or slide.

'Jhiis slide carries a head containing a spin-

dl(% similar to a drill-press, and this head ro-

(nnves a transverse movement by means of

the screw, as shown, tlie milling spindle be-

ing driven by beveled gears and a transverse

shaft. Tlie cutting or grooving is performed
by a face-milling cutter inverted in the end
ot the spindle, and is fed np and down by
means of a screw and small wheel, and when
the pro pier depth for a cut is reached the
horizontal movement of the spindle is pre-

vented by means of a check-nut on the small
screw. The sliding or tool head is fed in

either direction by means of change feed-

gears at the end of the screw.
Leeds’ Link Miller and Slotier.—This

machine (Fig. 13), built by Pedrick & Ayer, of Philadelphia, is used as an attachment either

to a heavy milling-machine or a strong drill-press. It will mill out links to any desired ra-

33

Fig. 13.—Link miller and slotter.
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dius. It is designed on the principle that the apex of any angle will touch or describe all

parts of a circle whose versed sine is equal to the perpendicular where the base is formed by
the chord of the arc. It consists of a jointed frame having dovetailed slots running length-
wise to carry a second frame that has the link-blank secured in it. The second frame is ac-

tuated by the screw and hand-wheel and describes a circle, according to the angular position
of the lower or jointed frame; flanges are east on the bottom of the frame for the purpose of

bolting down on the table or platen. In the center of the lower frame, at the center of the
joint, is a bronze bushing that is set exactly under the center of the drill-press spindle

; this

serves as a lower support for a boring-bar and the shank of the milling-tool arbor. In prac-
tice it is found more convenient to drill a hole in one end of the link to be slotted, large
enough for a boring-bar to pass through

; then, by using a double-end cutter, the slot is cut
out to nearly the finished size. The link is then moved along f or in., and is cut through
again until the stock is removed. A milling-cutter similar to a reamer is then used, and the
slot is finished to the radius for which the link is set. With this attachment it is claimed that
a link 20 in. long can be finished in about 4 hours.

Speed and JPeed of MilUng-Qutters.—The following table gives t.he speeds of milling-
cutters adopted in American practice (see Engineering^ Uecember 12, 1890) •.

1
0

CUT i IN. WIDE. CUT i IN. WIDE. CUT 2 IN. WIDE. CUT 4 IN. WIDE.

i 1 Steel. Cast Iron. Steel. Cast iron. Steel. Cast iron. Steel. Cast iron.
>

a
as

Cl

o

Oh
OJ

Q

£

1
•2

Revolutions

per

min.

Feed

per

min.
Revolutions

per

min.

Feed

per

min.

M
0 a

Is
£ « Feed

per

min.
Revolutions

per

min.

Feed

per

min.
Revolutions

-

per

min.

Feed

per

min.

1 .S

1 ^
Feed

per

min.
Revolutions

p-er

min.

Feed

per

min.
Revolutions

per

min.

I’i
Ui

•009 490 600 5| 400 460 4 300 2H 400 3|
Sen le.

I
•009 430

3i

460 4 270 3

•010 320 400 4/a 260 25 300 200 2A 260 44
lo.Sea

(
•010 270 m

3/b

300 180 4

(
•014 245 300 200 m 230 150 2| 200 6

1 in. < Sea lo.

{
1 •014 175 2/3 230

3fV

150 Si

5i

135 5

{ 'h •016 160 200 130 160 100 130 5
U inV Sea lo.

j 1 •016 115 H 160

8|

50

2J

100 li

6

90 4

2 in.
t*5

•021 120 1.50 100 120 75 1(.K) 5 70 14 80 44
Sea lo. Sea lo.

j 1 •021 85 H 120 40 H
2i%

75

5

70 4 (50 34

44
3 in. \

ih •031 80 100 70 80 50 fdi 70 5 45 11 55
Sea Sea le.

i 1 •031 50

2

80 2^ 25 50

4i

45

44

40 3

4 in. <

•031 65 80 2^ 50 60 40 n 50 35 14 40 4
Sea lo. Sea lo.

1 1 •031 40 n

n

60 H
Ifo

20 f 40 n
34

35

35

2J 80 24

3
(5 in. \

•031 40 50 35 IS 40 25 2 34 20 30
Sea lo. Sea le.

i 1 •031 30 0f§ 40 n 12 I 25 2 22 2 20 2

Surface speed 1 45 ft. and GO ft. and 20 ft. and 40 ft. and
40 ft.

35 ft. and
3(5 ft.

30 ft.and
per mm.. .... j- 65 ft. 80 It. 50 ft. 60 ft ,50 ft. 45 ft.

Note,—

W

lien the work will not permit the above speeds, reduce the speed of cutter in preference to
the feed.

Mill-Iron: see Rolls, Metal-Working.
Mill-Ore: see Ore-Ornshing Machines.
Mill-Pug : see Olay-Working Machines,
Mill-Saw: see Saws, Wood.
MILLS, OOLD. Gold-Milling Machinery,—Auriferous ores are commonly worked by the

amalgamation process. Very rich gold-ores are sometimes sold to the lea(l-snielters and their
gold contents collected in the lead bullion

;
but the ores from which nearly all of the gold of

the world, excluding that from placer-mines, is produced are of altogether too low grade to
be treated in that manner. In the typical gold-mill the ore coming from the mine is (lumped
over a grizzly, and the coarse lumps crushed by means of a Blake, Docige, or Gatos crusher to con-
venient size, say, so as to pass a 1-in. ring. The crushed ore is fed by automatic feeders into wet-
crushing stamp-batteries, where it is crushed to that degree of fineness necessary to free tlie

pjuticles of gold from the gangue. The stamp-batteries are lined with copper plates covered
with mercury; and as the pulp inside the battery is splashed against thesf^ plates before
being crushed fine enough to be thrown out through the slotted steel screen, which forms one
side of the mortar, a part of the gold is amalgamated. When the ore is crusluKl fine enough
to pass through the screen, it flows down over a table of the same width as the mortar, and 8
ft., 10 ft., or 12 ft. long, covered with copper plates coated with silver amalgam, by which
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the particles of gold not already amalgamated within the mortar are caught. The pulp
which has passed over tlie plates, always carrying a small amount of gold not practicable or
economical to save, is called tailings, and is allowed to run away. The gold in ores, however, is

not always free—that is, occurring in separate particles—but is sometimes contained in a
mineral, occasionally in galena, but generally in pyrites. The gold thus contained can not be
amalgamated, and other means are necessary for its recovery. For this purpose the first step

is to save the auriferous mineral, and this is accomplished by concentrating the tailings from the
amalgamating plates. As the tailings are generally very fine, in most cases exceeding 40 mesh,
slime-washing machines are used exclusively for concentration in gold-mills. As it is only
necessary to make one separation—that is, headings and tailings—Fine vanner’s or anotlier of

the belt machines are admirably adapted for the purpose and are almost invariably used,
although end bump-machines are employed in some mills. The pyritic concentrates thus
made are usually rich enough
to be shipped to the lead-

smelters, and in many dis-

tricts whence freight rates to

a smelting center are low are

disposed of in that manner.
Another method of treating

auriferous pyrites, and one
in which great progress has
been made during the past

ten years, is by chlorination.

In this process the ore is

roasted oxidizingly for the

elimination of the sulphur,

after which it is sul)jected to

the action of chlorine gas, in

covered vats or barrels, where-
by the gold is converted into

chloride of gold, which is sol-

uble in water. The chloride

of gold having been dis-

solved, the filtrate is run to

suitable tubs, whore the gold
is precipitated by hydrogen
sulphide or ferrous sjdphate.

The fine precipitate is dried, i.--jordan‘'s centrifugal amalgamator,
and finally melted into bull- ,

ion. Ores containing both gold and silver, such as those of the Corastock lode, are usually

treated by the process of pjui amalgamation (see Silveu-Mills), but this process is seldom

used for ores carrying gold alone.

The cost of gold-milling vtiries with the character of the ore, the equipment of the mill,

the method of milling, etc.” The lowest figure ever reached was at the mill of the Spanish

Gold-Mining Co., Washington, Nevada County, Col. ; there, in 1886, ore was milled at a cost of

but 24*9 cents per ion. The ore consisted of about one third hard quartz, one third tough

slate, and one third decomposed quartz and slate. The crushing machinery consisted of three

5-fb. Huntington mills and one 4-ft. mill, running at 60 revolutions per min., consuming

22 horse-power, and discharging tlirough a No. 0 slot screen. In a 4-months’ run, 10,402

tons of ore were enishcd
;
Hie averaging cost of milling being, as before stated, 24*0 cents per

ton, divided as follows: lailior, 9 cents; water, JkO cents; shoes, 2*9 cents; screens, 1-cl

cents
;
dies, 1*7 cents; caps, scrapers, and holts, *2 cent ;

renewal of working parts, 2 cents

;

quicksilver (at $40 per flask), *5 cent ; oil for illumination and lubrication, *2 cent
;
labor at

rock-breaker, 2 cents ; wear and tear of rock-breaker, *5 cent ;
dc|)reciation, 1 cent. Later

the cost was furtlier rcHluced to 20*8 cents per ton, of which 11*8 cents was for labor and 1)

cents for supplies. The ore which was worked at this mill averaged only 65 cents per ton, and

was actually mined and milled for 52 cents per ton, the mine being opened as a quarry and

worked under ext;romely favorable circumstances. The foregoing figures are from statements

by Mr. F. W. Bradley, the superintendent of the company. The Plymouth Consolidated

Gold-Mining Co. milled ore in 1886 at an expense of 89 cents per ton, and saved and reduced

the sulphurets at an additional expense of 17 cents per ton of ore. The Plumas-Eureka

Mining Co. milled ore in 1888 at an expense of 58| cents per ton, and in tlie same year tlie

cost at the Yuba and Hanks mills of the Sierra Butte Gold-Mining Co. was but 26i cents and

35 cents p(3r ton, respectively. In Montana, in 1888, at the 00-stamp mill of the Montana Co.,

Limited, low grade gold-ore was crushed and amalgamated on plates, and the sulphurets con-

centrated on Frue vanner’s at a cost of |1,13 per ton. At the large mill of the Alaska-

Treadwell Gold-Mining Co.. Douglas Island, Alaska, the cost of milling ore aUd concentrating

sulphurets, for the year ending May 31, 1801, was 42*06 cents per ton, of which 19*4 cents was

for labor and 22*66 cents for supplies. At the Golden Star mill (120 stamps) of the Home-
stake Mining Co., at Lead City, South Dakota, the cost of milling in 1887-’88 was, aceording

to Mr. H. 0. Hofman, 82*92 cents per ton. The best practice in gold-milling in this countiy

at the present time is undoubtedly that of California. McDermott and Duffiold state that,

on a considerable yariety of gold-ores in that State, the percentage of gold sayed averages
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from 80 to 85 per cent, and careful daily tests in some of the best gold-mills using concon-

trators show from 85 to 90 per cent.
„ nf i. -nf .

•

"

i-]is in the world are at the famous Moiiut Mor^aii mine m

saving; of 97 per cent. The cost of the process on this larj?e scale is given as |7.o0 per ton.

Mr. A. Thies states that the cost of chlorinating at the Haile Mine, North

BlL^SilS* burthTHaileTgure7ha^ exceeded, owing to the hirger tonnage

worked- notwithstanding the higher cost of labor, fuel, and sup|)lies.

Amalgamators.—A large variety of mechanical amalgamators, i o take i-ho phmo of cop-

per plates, have been invented, but none have come into very general use. .1 lese ma-

chines are generally pans or cylinders in which the pulp is rotated with ineieiii}, the ohjiudi

being to bring the particles of gold in more intimate contact with the mercury l.liau on the

^ Jordan's Centrifugal Amalgamator (Figs. 1, 2) consists of a series of sliallow dishes, attached

one below another' to a central revolving shaft, and inclosed in a fixed circular (•asiug. Secured
to the inner side of the eas-

ing, and a.lt(n*mit ing with the

dishes, are slightly inelined

shelves, also a,malgamaied.
Tlie pul|) ft^d into ilie anial-

gamator enters the first dish,

in which it is revolve<l until

im|)elled l>y the emitrifngal

motion over tJie edge of a
dish. It then falls on one of

the shelves and is thus con-
veyed to the (HMiter of the

second dish, tliere to under-
go similar treat immt. Tins
is repeat (}(] to t lie <md of tlie

series, wh(‘re the tailings es-

ca|)e. The free gold and sil-

ver eont,aine<l in the jHilp are

arrest-e<l by t,he ainalgamalt'd
dislies and* shelves, which are

scrapxHl at suitable intervals

and t.he amalgam ndorted.
77^0 Cook Amalgamator

(Pig. 3) consists of a liorizon-

tal iron cylimhn’ A, with an
interior spiral rib, rotated about 30 times per min. The spirals e form a cIuuuh'I 4() ft long,
which divide the material and keep it divided all the way through tln^ eylindm*. The ro-

tating action spreads the pulp and subjects it to a rolling motion in the water, the gangue
going ahead of mineral I of the distance over amalgamating surface Jf and g over nou-amalga-
mating surface e, which al-

ways holds enough mercury to
coat or amalgamate free min-
eral, making the whole dis-

tance amalgamating with only

I amalgamating surface. The
mineral is separated from the
gangue, amalgamated and col-

lected into little bunches of

amalgam in cylinder, and as
amalgam passes to the tables
and wells. The tables have
a continuous amalgamating
surface to the mercury-wells
where the amalgam is col-

lected. Gate h spreads the
water, etc., which passes under
it and flows up from gate-well
and is thrown down by splash-
plate on table H, thence on
to tailings indicator / and discharge-spout o. The tailing-indicator consists of two amalga-
mating plates on which the tailings drop; these plates indicate, collect, and deposit, iti is said,
in the well any possible loss of amalgam or mercury from the machine. AeW^rding to the

Fig. 2.—Jordan’s centrifugal amalgamator.

Fig. 8.—The Cook amalgamator.
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manufacturers, a cylinder 7 ft. long and 2 ft. in diameter will treat the pulp of from 5 to 10
stamps. It requires 18 gals, of water per min., and I horse-power.

^
^Ihuorination Machinery.—The chlorination barrel used at the Golden Reward Chlorina-

tion Works, Deadwood, S. D., the methods employed at which represent the best American
practice in barrel chlorination, is thus described by Mr. John E. Rothwell in the Engineering
and Mining Journal, vol. li, 1G5, 16(»: The chlorination barrel used in these works is made to
serve at the same time as the washing and leaching vessel, by placing a supporting diaphragm
to form the chord of an arc of the circle of the barrel. The diaphragm, or filter as it is called,
is made up of corrugated plates, and perforated with holes every 4 or 6 in. square. These
plates are supported on segments which are bolted to the shell of the barrel; on top of the
corrugjated plates is placed the filtering medium, an open-woven asbestos cloth. Over this is
|)laeed an open grating, and the whole is held in place by cross-pieces, the ends of which rest
under straps bolted to the inside shell; in this way, while the whole is rigidly held in place,
it is Yery easily and quickly removed when the changing of the asbestos cloth becomes
necessary. Two valves on each end of the barrel above and below the filter are for the inlet
and outlet of the wash-water and solution, respectively. The barrel is charged by first filling
the space under the filter with water, which at the same time is allowed to pass through the
fllteriiig meditiin and wash it

;
then the required quantity of water is put in above the filter.

There are now two methods of charging the pulp and the chemicals (lime chloride and sulphuric
acid).^ In one, the lime is so placed in tlie ore charge in the hopper over the barrel that it

p:oes in with the ore and is completely buried with it ;
the acid can then be added with very

little danger of generating any gas before the plate on the charging hole can be put on and
securely fastened. The other way, which seems to be still better, is to pour the acid first into
tlie water, through which it sinks in a mass to the bottom and does not mix; the ore is then
lei ill, and the lime added tlie last. The chances of wasting any gas are much less than in
the first method. On tlie first revolution of the barrel the gas is immediately liberated, and
creates considerable pressure. After the chlorination is complete the barrel is stopped, so
tliat the filter assumes a horizontal position ; the hose is attached to one of the outlet pipes
and conducts the solution to the reservoir tank. A hose is also attached to the inlet pipe
and water is pumped in under pressure, and the leaching commences. The air in the top
part of the barrel is compressed and forms an elastic cushion, which gives the wash-water
Ilei^fect freedom to circulate evenly over the whole surface of the charge, and wash every portion
of it thoroughly and with the smallest quantity of water possible. The length of time required
to do the leaching varies with tlie leaching quality of the ore treated—charges having been
leached in 40 min. with a pressure of from JiO lbs. to 40 lbs. per sq. in. With higher pressures
the time can be materially shortened. In order to facilitate the leaching of charges carrying
an excess of slimes, a valve placed in the head of the barrel, on a level with the surface of the
pulp, is opened just after the barrel is stopped, and the dust and slime which remain in

suspension are run olT into an outside washing filter-press, where it can be treated separately.

The tailings are discharged into a car which will hold the whole charge of ore and water, and

then run out
; or, if water is abundant, they are discharged into a sluice and washed away.
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The amount of water required for leaching is about 120 gals, per ton more than thi‘, f|uantity

used in the barrel for chlorination, which is about lOQ gals, per ton. in ordcu* to get a
concentrated solution for after-treatment, to reduce the amount of solution to be treatecl,

and to save water, a tank is placed above the barrel, and when tlie richest of the solution
and wash-water has run into the reservoir tank the discharge hose is connected with thcs

pipe leading to the upper tank, and the washing is finished into it. TIic solution collected in

this way is used in the next following charge in the barrel; the quantity of solution to be
precipitated is thus reduced to about 120 gals, per ton of ore treated. One man and a lielner

are able to take care of three barrels—that is, to look after the charging, leaching, and dis-

charging. If the tailings are sluiced out, they can also attend to it
;
but where they have to

be trammed out, one more man is necessary.

The Thies Chlorinating Barrel (Pig. 4) is a lead-lined iron cylinder, 40 in. in diameter by
60 in. long, provided with suitable journals and driving-pulleys, and with a cliarging door
and test-valve. The capacity of a cylinder of this size is from 1 to 1^ tons of roast<Hl ore. It
is designed to make about 15 revolutions per min. Before charging witli roasted ore, suill-

eient water is put in the barrel to make an easy-flowing pulp; from lOO to 125 gals, are used
in the 1-ton barrel. If the ore is pure pyrite from 10 to 15 lbs. of cdiloride of lime and from
15 to 25 lbs. of sulphuric acid are sufficient to convert all the base metals as well as the gohl
into chlorides. If the ore contains copper, double the amount of ehemicals will b(‘ required,
and it is considered preferable to divide the chemicals into two portions and add tin* s(‘(‘ond after
the barrel has been rotated for three or four hours. The time required for l.he chlorination of
a charge of ore is from four to six hours. If at the end of that titno thc5 existcn('(>i of free
chlorine in the barrel is shown by means of the test-valve, the ore is thrown dire(d; on the
filter and leached until there is no reaction with ferrous sulphate. Tlu; Thies filters a,re lead-
lined vats 6x8 ft. and 18 in. deep, with a fall of 1 in. toward the outflow, fidieir l>ott(>ms
are covered with perforated glazed tile, on which rests a graded filter-bml of gravel, top|>e(i
off with clean river sand, making a total depth of about 5ln. The thickiu^ss of pulp spread
on a filter from one ton of roasted ore averages about 4 in., and the tinu^ rc(iuir(‘d to leach
this ore averages from two to three hours. The precipitating tanks- arc 8 It. in diameter and
3 ft. deep.. Yats of this sip hold solutions from 8 tons of roasted ore.

The Polloh Chlorinating Barrel (Pig. 5) consists of a light steel cylindm* siip|)ort(Kl on
trunnions and lined with a coating of gutta-percha about t in. tliiek, on whw.h chlorine lias

Fig. 5. -Tlie PoUok chlonnating barrel.

XXI ui i uu is a
valve for charging a,iul discharging. Tlie
cylinders are eluirged as follows: first, HO
lbs. of nitre is dropfied in, then 2 f.ons of
ore, and lastly, 00 lb.s. of bhuudiing powder.
The charging door is tlien closed mihI sealed,
and water is forced into tlie barrel until the
pressure rises from 70 t;o 100 llis. Th(‘ cylin-
der is then revolved, mixing tlie ore with
the bleaching powder and iiitn^ (rake, and
the chlorine thus evolved goes into solution
in the water, and, acting on tlie gold, con-
verts it into chloride. The cylinder is re-
volved from an hour to an hour and a half,
when its contents are disdiarginl on a filter-
bed placed below. 'The wa,stn (‘hloriue is
blow’n off and lairgely r(‘eover<‘d liy laniig
passed tlirougli shikinl lime and thus al)-

sorbed. The filter is made of steel wire lined
with India-rubber. Ikie charge, aftm’ being
decanted on the filter-lxal, is lllt>er(‘(l, an'd
the chlorine licpior canilaining tlie gold is
drawn off by a, specially desigiuMl vaxnium-
ppmp, by which it is puinpial into the pre-
cipitating tank, wluu'e the gold is |)r(‘cij)i-cipiuiiiing raiiK, wiuu’e tii(*i H'old is nna'ini-tated by adding ferrous sulphate. The precipitating tank has a conical-shfqxHl ImtOm onwhich the gold precipitate settles. As soon as the hquor has become eh-ar t s ru ff ;the gold IS removed and melted with borax into bars.

’

-
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MILLS, SILVER. Silver-ores are worked by one of three ways—amalgamation, lixivia-

tion, and smelting. The selection of the process for treating any particular ore is a question
of dollars and cents, and no general rules can be laid down. In Colorado, silver-ores are
treated almost exclusively by smelting. There are three great smelting centers in that State
and an abundance of silver-lead ore, and, freight rates being comparatively low, siliceous

silver-ores even of ordinary grade can be smelted cheaper than they can be milled. On the
other hand, the gold-silver ores of the Comstock and the silver ores of Butte, Phillipsburg,

and Tiiscarora are milled by the amalgamation process, while the lixiviation process is used at

Park City, Utah, as well as amalgamation, and at several places in Mexico. In the amalga-
mation process the silver contents of an ore are recovered by amalgamating them with mer-
cury. In the lixiviation process they are leached out with certain chemicals and the silver

precipitated from the solution by other chemicals. In amalgamation, silver-ores are classed

as free-milling, or those in wliich the silver exists in the form of a mineral which can be amal-
gamated directly, and non-free-milling, which require a preliminary roasting to convert the
silver minerals into such form that they can be amalgamated. Siliceous ores containing
native silver, or silver chloride, bromide, or iodide, are typical free-milling ores, while ores

in which the silver is carried by sulphides of the base metals constitute the class for which
a preliminary roasting is necessary.

Free-milling ores are worked in wet-crushing mills, the customary arrangement of which
is as follows: The ore brought in by cars at the top of the mill is dumped over an inclined

grizzly or screen and rolls on to the crusher floor. All the small pieces pass through the
screen or grizzly into the ore bins underneath. The coarse rock is shoveled into the crusher
from the floor, which is on a level with its receiving jaws, and is crushed to the size of wal-
nuts, falling into the ore-bins, whence it passes into the automatic stamp-feeders through
inclined chutes controlled by ore-gates. The automatic feeders, being kept full, supply the
stamps uniformly and as fast as rcmiired.

The finely stamped ore suspended in water, and known technically as pulp, flows into

largo settling-tanks, where excess of water is drawn off. The thick pulp remaining is shov-
eled in regular charges into a row of amalgamating pans, in which it is worked several hours,

first with salt, blue-stone, and other cliernicals, then with additions of quicksilver. The con-
tents of the pans are run into large settlers placed below and in front of the pans, in which
the pulp is thinned by additions of water and gentle agitation, and all the quicksilver with
precious metals in the form of amalgam settles to the bottom. The pulp is gradually run of!

from the settlers and flows to waste. The amalgam is strained from the excess of quick-
silver, retorted to drive off the remaining quicksilver, and the resulting mass of silver and
gold melted into bars.

Sometimes values carried in base minerals which will not yield to the above pi'ocess are

caught by concentrators (usually Fruo vanTicrs or one of the similar belt machines), which re-

ceive tlie waste pulp from the settlers. Generally three pans are supplied with five stamps in

this process, so that; a 10-stamp mill would require six pans and three settlers. On some ores

two pans are sufficient. The quicksilver is usually elevated and distributed tlironghout the

mill by a special ele.va,tor. This process was devised for treating the ores of the Comstock
lode, on which account it is frequently known as the Washoe process, and after many years of

sttuly and experiment it was i)erfected there during the ten years between 1870 an'd 1880.

Mr. X. I),. Hodges, Jr., in his })aper. Amalgamation at the Comstock Lode {Tram.
vol xix, p. 105), gives an interesting aceoiuit of its development, and a description of the

methods and apparatus finally adopted. Since that time the process has remained practically

nnchanged.
The old process of l)arrel amalgamation is no longer used in this country, having

been entirely replaecKl by pan amalgamation. Where the ore is base and needs a desul-

phurizing a.nd chloridizing roasting before the amalgamation can bo successfully carried

on, a dry-crushing mill (Fig. 1) is used, of which the general arrangement is as follows:

After passing tlie rocik-breaker the ore is dried cither in a revolving drier or by means
of a kiln, and the dried ore is fed by automatic feeders to the stamps. The pulverized

ore from the stami)s is raised to a bin in tlic upper part of the mill by a belt elevator (see

()aK-Dru<:ssiN(jt MACitiNKiiY), whence it is fed into a suitable roasting-furnace. In the fur-

nace the ore, with the addition of common salt, is desulphurized and cliloridizcd, tlio silver

minerals of the ore l)cing converted into silver chloride and thus prepared for the pans
and settlors. After roasting, the ore is spread out on a cooling floor and is taken as

required to the pans. Amalgamation follows on tlie same plan as in the wet-crushing
mill. In some cases it is found desirable to concentrate the ore before amalgamating in

wet-crusliing mills, this comliiiiation never being made in a dry-crushing mill for obvious
reasons. Ores subjected to this double treatment might be classed as semi-free milling,

containing a, portion of tlicir silver value in base sulphides and a portion in such form
that it ca.n be recovered hy raw amalgamation. In such combination-mills, slime-washing
machines, Imddles, bumping-tables, or vanners, are interposed between the stamp-batteries

and the settling-tanks. J'he silver-bearing base metals are thus concentrated and smelted,

while tlic tailings rim to tlie settling-tanks and are then treated in the usual manner. This
process was introduced quite successfully at the mill of the Combination Mining and Milling
Co., Black Pine, Deer Lodge County, Montana, according to C. W. Goodale and W. Akers
(Trans. A. 1. 31. i^., vol. xviii, p. 242). The ore was qiiartzose with galena,, lead, cofipor, zinc, and
a little sulphur, a eonsideralde proportion of the silver being carried by tlic base minerals. The
mill had 10 stamps, the pulp from which was passed over four B'riie vanners. Tlie tailings
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from the latter were settled and amalgamated. During the year ending May 31, 1889, 9,061

tons of ore, of an average assay of 32*67 oz. silver per ton, were crushed. There were pro-

duced 541 tons of concentrates, averaging 136 oz. silver per ton, which were sold to the lead-

smelters. The total saving by concentration and amalgamation was 83'45 per cent, and the
cost of the combined process |4.35 per ton.

The Boss continuous process is a comparatively recent improvement upon the system of
pan amalgamation. In this the pulp flows directly from the stamp-batteries to the pans, and
the use of settling-tanks is done away with. The ore coming to the mill, it is dumped over
grizzlies and passes through rock-breaker and ore-feeders into the batteries in the usual
manner. The pulp from the batteries is then conveyed in pipes to the special grinding-pans
placed immediately below and in front of batteries. In these pans, all grinding of the pulp
is done, the product of ten stamps passing through two in succession. By their use the
capacity of the stamps is increased, as coarser screens can be used in the batteries, and finer
grinding is done in the pans. If the pulp needs chemical treatment before amalgamation it

is run from the grinding-pans into a chemical mixer, where the proper cliemicals arc added,
and thence rims to the first amalgamating pan of a series placed in line. From tlic first pan
the pulp flows continuously through the pans and settlers, they all being connected together
by pipes near the tops of their sides, and one overflowing into the other through the line.

The amalgamating pans are charged with quicksilver by"means of pipes leading from the
distributing tank, and the amalgam is drawn off through pipes to the strainers in front of
pans. Here a quicksilver elevator lifts the strained quicksilver back to the distributing tank,
and all handling of that metal is thus avoided.

The pans and settlers are all placed upon the same frame and upon the same level, and
each is driven by means of gears brought into action by a friction-clutch fitted to the gear on
the main-line shaft. This arrangement, peculiar to the 'Boss process mill, is one of the leading
features in the mechanical construction of this system. By it the pans and settlers an^
brought down close to their main driving-shaft, and receive their motion directly from it

without the intervention of belts, tighteners, counter-shafts, and high-pan fra.mes,'as in the
old-style mill. Each pan and settler being thus provided with a separate clutch, any pan or
settler, or any number of either, can be stopped independently of the others, in case of acci-
dent or for cleaning-out purposes. In order to secure the continuous flow of the pulp through
the line when one or more pans or settlers are stopped, steam sipihons are provided for carry-
ing the pulp past them and cutting out for repairs or cleaning.

In amalgamation by this method, the pulp comes to the pans in even and regular propor-
tions of sand and slimes. It all necessarily passes through the series of pans and settlers, and
receives a uniform treatment. This uniformity and regularity, it is claimed, can not be
attained when the pulp is settled in tanks and worked by charges. The amount of treatment
the pulp receives in its passage is proportionate to the size of stream that flows into the pams

;

and the amount of treatment may be increased by decreasing the inflow, or vice versa. It is

also claimed that the loss of quicksilver is less i'n this than' in the ordinary process of pan-
amalgamation.

The process of lixiviation for the treatment of silver-ores was first introduced in this
country, or rather in Mexico, by Mr. Ottokar Hofmann in 1868, the Patera process being
used. During the past ten years great progress has been made in this direction, the decade
haying been marked by the invention of the Russell process. The general process of silver
lixiviation consists in roasting the ore to convert its silver contents into the form of chloride^
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then dissolving the chloride of silver in hyposulphite of sodium, precipitating the silver as

sulphide with sodium or calcium polysulphide, and refining the silver sulphide to bullion. The
ore is first crushed by a rock-breaker, and then pulverized by stamps or rolls, the former being
more generally employed than the latter; although rolls have advocates. The crushed ore is

subjected to a chloridizing roasting, as in amalgamation, the amount of salt used varying with
the character of the ore, ranging from 4 to 10 per cent, or thereabouts; The roasted ore, after

leaving the furnace, is spread on the cooling-floor, moistened with water, and charged into vats
in lots ofvfrom 8 to 15 tons. These vats, which constitute the leaching-tubs, are provided*
with a central discharge, around which a filter bottom is arranged in the "shape of a very flat

funnel. The filter-cloth is kept in place by ropes driven into grooves around the discharge-
hole and the inner periphery of the vat near the filter bottom. The vat is furthermore pro-
vided with an outlet under the filter bottom, and has a slight inclination toward this outlet.

The charge of roasted ore is leached with water, to remove the soluble base-metal salts.

Water does not dissolve silver chloride, but a concentrated solution of base-metal chlorides

does, and therefore it is advisable not to make the leaching-vats too deep, as otherwise a too
concentrated base-metal solution is produced by the water in descending through a thicdc

layer of ore. The base-metal leaching is completed when a few drops of calcium polysulphide
poured into some of the outflowing solution does not produce a precipitate. This part of the
process takes, according to the character of the ore, from 4 to 8 and 10 hours. The base-

metal salts being removed, a stream of diluted solution of sodium hyposulphite is allowed to

enter on the top of tlie ore. Sodium hyposulphite readily dissolves silver chloride. Wlien
the outflowing solution shows indications of silver, which also can be determined by an
addition of a few drops of calcium polysulphide, the stream is conveyed to special tanks (the

precipitating tanks), in which the silver is precipitated as silver sulphide by an addition of

calcium polysulphide. To facilitate and hasten the settling of the silver precipitates, tlie

precipitation-tanks are provided with stirrers, by which the solution can be vigorously agi-

tated. After precipitation, the sodium hyposulphite solution is again in its original condi-
tion, and is therefore, after the precipitate has settled, decanted from the latter into tanks
placed on a lower level. From these tanks the clear solution is pumped up to storage-tanks,

and is ready to be used again. When all the soluble silver is extracted, the tailings are

sluiced out through tlio central discharge, and the tank is ready for another charge of ore.

The time required’ for silver leaching varies according to the character of the ore from 8

hours to 2 and 3 days. Wlien enough silver precipitates have accumulated on the bottom of

the precipitating tanks, they are drawn off and strained through a filter-press, or throngli

properly arranged filters made of cotton cloth. The precipitate is then charged into a small
reverberatory furnace and the sulphur burned off. Iflio roasted precipitate is melted with
lead in a cupelling furnace and refined. The wear and tear of a lixiviation plant is insignifi-

cant. The base-metal salts penetrating the wood of the vats prevent them from decay and
preserve them for many years.

Hofmann’s system of trough lixiviation is a continnons one. The roasted ore is fed
mechanically first into a stream of water, which rapidly moves in a triangular trough, for the
removal of tlie base-metal salts. The pulp drops into settling-vats in which the washed ore

accumulates. The washed ore is then sluiced out with a stream of sodium hyposulphite
solution and the pulp cjonveycd through a triangular trough to another set of settling-tanks.

In these tanks the mineral drops desilverized as tailings, while the silver is in solution. Base-

metal salts and silver chloride dissolve almost instantly if the ore is charged into a rapid-

moving stream of the respective solvent. 'I’lio chemical process of tins method is the same
as in tank lixiviation, but the time of leaching is said to be shortened, and tlie manipulations
are much simpler and more lalior-saving. This method is especially adapted for larger works,

and for ore winch on account of lead requires a long leaching. A 50-toii lixiviation-mill

designed for this process is shown, in elevation, in Fig. 2.

The Russell process is a modification of the ordinary system of tank-lixiviation or Patera
process, in which a certain proportion of cuprous snl[)hate is added to the solution of sodium
hyposulphite, constituting the lixiviant. This process has been carried to a high degree of

perfection at the Marsao mill of the Daly Mining Co., at Park City, Utah. With very

many classes of ore an additional amount of silver it is claimed can be extracted by means of

this extra solution.

The cost of milling silvor-orcs varies greatly with the locality and tlie character of the

ore. In 1870 the expense at the best-designed mills on the Comstock lode had been reduced
to 12.474 per ton, and at the present time figures are probably lower

;
this ore is, however,

perfectly free-milling. The cost per ton at the mills (anialgaination) of the Granite Mount-
ain Mining Co., Phillipsburg, Mont., in 1890 was $10,182, divided as follows: Labor—-snper-
iutendenee, *284

;
engineers, TOO; firemen, *099; crusher-men, -122; roastor-nien, *319; drier-

men, -lOO; battery-men and helpers, *463; cooling-room, -250; pan-men and helpers, *418;

retort-men, ’04()
;
assaying, *093; watchmen, *055; millwrights, *113

;
repairing, *043; sundry

labor, *715; total, $3*339. Supplies—fuel, 1*039: castings, *579; salt, 2'55(); quicksilver,

*970: blue-stone, 144; lye, *029; other chemicals, *038; belting, *022; lubricating, -OOG
;

illu-

minants, .031 ; sundry supplies, *430; total, |6*498. Miscellaneous—^tramming, *120; water,

*096
; blacksmithing, *129; total, $0*345. The amount of ore crushed was 63,529 tons wet, or

60,212 tons dry
;
amount of salt used, 9,379 tons ; average assay of ore, 70*94 ounces silver

per ton
;
average percentage of saving, 92*17. The salt and ore were mixed before crushing.

The cost in one of the three mills belonging to the company was but $9.14, the average

being raised by the other two.
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The cost of r

ferson County, j\:

cents; engineer

97*54 • millwriirht, 06.64; teams and laDorers, wiur,junH!i,

48-33; other supplies, 15-14; general expense, o/l<, total, 8-3 01. luo amount or

Fig. 2.—Hofmann’s 50-ton lixiviation-niill

crushed was 9,163 tons
;
amount of salt used, 990 tons

;
average assay of ore, 45*5 oz. silver

;

average assay of tailing, 6 oz.
;
percentage of silver saved, 80-83.

The Ontario and Daly mills, at Park City, Utah, furnish an interesting eoin|)arison, as at

the former the ore is worked by amalgamation and at the latter by the Russell j)rocess of lix-

iviation, the ores being very similar in character. The cost per ton at the Oniario in 1S90

was |9.08, 24,450 tons of ore being reduced. The average assay of the ore was 44“9(J oz, silver

per ton
;
average assay of tailings, 4*45 oz. per ton; percentage of silver sav<ul, 90-03, In

the same year 20,795 tons of ore were milled by the Daly Mining Co., at an exixuise of $6.38
per ton, 88-77 per cent of the silver being saved.

Mr. W. A. Wilson, superintendent of the Daly (Marsac) mill, in the and
Mining Journal, vol. 1, p. 444, gives the following items of comparison at these' two in ills:

Ontario.

Water used per ton of ore, cub. ft dOO
Quicksilver or chemicals, per ton $t tO
Wrought and cast iron consumed per ton lbs.

Power for driving pans and handling solutions, h. p lOH
Weight of ore treated per week tons 5!! 1

Fineness of crushing, mesh of screen
Kate of roasting per furnace per day tons 35 0
Per cent of salt used in roasting 38*8
Weight of each charge to pans and vats tons 1 'jj

Temperature in pans and vats Ifi0“ F.
Labor on pans, vats, and product shipment $0-415
Chemicals and quicksilver in use $14,f5(K)
Fineness of product, silver, thousandths 410
Fineness of product, gold, thousandths -SO
Baseness of product, copper, thousandths 560

$0 01
•05

1

503
20
6H-3
9
72

fit® £
$0 335

S3Hr>
305

-23m
The percentage of silver recovered in the Daly mill has reached as liigli as 02*2 per cent,
Ore-Driers,—-TAe revolving ore-drier, which is generally used for dryiiig ore.s in dry-

crushing silver- mills, is a long cast-iron cylinder with a stationary fire-box a4 oiio eml aiul*a
stationary flue at the other, the flames drawing through the cylinder as in the Brliekncr,
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Hofmann, and Howell-White roasting-furnaces, although, of course, only a moderate heat is

used. This drier, together with the shelf-drier, has entirely replaced the old boiler-iron floor-

drier. The revolving cylinder is usually made in several sections for convenience of hand-
ling, having two tracks or tires on which it rotates, supported by rollers underneath. The
motion is transmitted through gearing and pulleys. The cylinder is of larger diameter at

the fire end than at the flue end, and ore from the rock-breaker is fed in at the smaller end.
The cylinder’s axis is placed horizontally, but owing to its conical form the ore must travel

gradually toward the fire at the larger end. Shelves or wings arranged spirally inside raise

Uie ore and shower it through the flames, assisting to quickly and thoroughly dry it. The
size of the drier, as commonly used, is 44 in. diameter at the large end, 86 in. diameter at the
small end, and 18 ft. long. Its capacity is 80 to 40 tons per 24 hours. It I’equires about 1,100
fire-bricks for lining this drier, and about 12,000 common bricks for a stack about 40 ft. high.
TM Shelf-Drying Kiln consists of a number of inclined shelves, which are arranged zigzag

above each other in a vertical shaft, having openings or slits where they meet, on which the ore
rests in a stratum, the thickness of which is governed by the width of the slits and the in-

clination of the shelves. If a portion of the charge is removed at the end of the bottom
shelf a sliding motion of the ore takes place on all shelves above, and the top shelf is replen-
ished from a hopper set over it. It will be seen that the shaft is divided by the shelves into

a number of triangular prismatic spaces. Through these the hot gases from a fireplace are

made to circulate, each space communicating with the next one by a flue arranged in the
side-wall of the shaft. These flues being located on alternate sides of the shaft, a continuous
passage is formed througli the whole structure. The kiln is 21 ft. high from the discharge
floor to the top of the feed-hopper; the shelves are 2 ft. 4 in. wide and 5 ft. long, inclined at

an angle of 38°. The stack should not rise more than 80 ft. above the top of the kiln. A
double kiln requires a draft area of 8 sq. ft., and has a capacity of from 80 to 50 tons per 24
hours. The quantity of brick required for a double kiln is 30,000, and of iron 25,000 lbs.

Hot-Ore Coolers.

—

Ilofmarm's Ore-Cooling Apparatm (Fig. 8) consists of a square cast-

iron tube if, 20 in. long, with lateral flanges, by means of which ic is supported on a wooden
frame over a trough. Inside the tube and opposite

each other water-spouts are so arranged that the en-

tering water forms sheets, not sprays, which perfectly

close the tube. At the line where the opposite sheets

of water meet, the water drops straight down. The
hot ore in striking the water is immediately carried

below tlie slieets of water, and is so quickly enwrapped
in it that but little dust is formed. T^he ore and
water passing downward from the tub drops into the

trough, which has an inclination of li in, to 1 ft., and
flows to tlio lump-mash machine or the leachitig-

trough. By this apparatus cooling-floor manipula-
tion is avoided, and tlie temperature of the water used
for base-metal leaching is increased by the waste heat of the ore. The mashing-machine
consists of a set of Cornish rolls for breaking the lumps of ore which may have formed during
the roasting. Before the pulp enters between the rolls it passes a No. 8 or No. 10 copper-
wire screen. Tho screen has an inclination of 45°. The water and finer material pass
through, while the coarser slides between the rolls, aided by an extra spray of water. The
screen and the rolls discliarge into the same trough, which leads to the base-metal department.

Elevators.— Ore- Elevators (sec Ore-Dressing Machinery).
The Quicksilver Elevator is much the same in form as the ordinary belt elevators, but the

elevator-cups a,re made of Russia iron, and of a peculiar flask-shape, especially adapted to

carrying quicksilver. The lower pulley and bearings are carried by a cast-iron boot, to which,
and extending up to and arouiKl the* upper pulley, is attached a wooden casing, whieli is to

be made perfectly tight on the lower side and joints, to avoid a possible loss of quicksilver.

This casing is preferably made of iron. Tlie upper tank receives all the quicksilver and is

made of cjist iron. At the bottom a pipe leads off, and from this other pipes distribute the

quicksilver to stamps, pans, and settlers, as may be desired.

Amalgamating Machinery.—M. P. Boss's Special Grinding-Pan, used for grinding the
pulp as it comes from the battery in the Boss continuous process, is a solid, shallow cast-iron

pan, 4 ft. in diameter, having solid ring shoes and dies slotted for a short distance from their

inner edges to better admit the pulp between them. The pulp is introduced at the center of

the pan; and, as a joint is made with a rubber gasket between the shoe-ring and mnller-
plate, it is all obliged to pass between the shoe and die before being discharged.

if. P. Boss's Standard Amalgamating Pa7% (Figs. 4 and 5) is similar to the pans used in

the Washoe process, but is made rather heavier, and is provided with a wearing ring inside of

staves, and also with a sleeve for the protecting cone. The steam bottom extends up into and
around the cone, and at its top carries the bearing for the pan-spindle. By this arrangement
a greatly increased heating surface is obtained. A rust joint is made bedween the cone on
the steam liottom and the main-pan cone, while the steam leottom proper is bolted to the pan-
bottom in the usual rrninner. Exhaust steam is used for heating, tlie steam being admitted
on one side of the bottom and exhausted at the other, a valve being provided for regulating
or shutting off. The pan-spindle step is carried on a bracket ca,st on tlie nmin driving shaft-

box, and permits the removal of the shaft without disturbing spindle. The friction-ring

through wriich the pan is driven is bolted to the gear, so that it can at any time bo replaced
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independently of the other parts when worn or broken. In front of the pan is a quicksilver

bowl with a pan siphon for draining the pan of quicksilver and pulp when in need of repairs.

These pans are 5 ft. 2 in. in diameter (inside), and weigh 8,500 lbs.

M. P. Boas's Standard Settler is a cast-iron pan, 8 ft. in diameter, with inuller arras and
driver cast in one piece, to which the muller-plate is bolted. The friction-gear and arrange-
ment of spindle-step are the same as in the pans. The shoes are worked close to the bottom
but do not touch it, and, on account of the angle at which they are placed, form a strong
under-current which sweeps the bottom, thus saving wear and tear. Quicksilver bowls are

provided the same as for pans, and to which siphon can be applied for draining. The settlers

are fitted with heavy wrought-iron sides, and are connected together near their tops in a simi-

lar manner to the pans. The cone is cast with the settler-bottom, and is made very wide at its

base with the shoes working close up to it, thus preventing the accumulation of settled pulp

Fio. 4. Fro. 5.

Figs. 4, 5.—Boss's amalgamating: [ an.

on the bottom with the clogging and breakage that is liable to ensue. The entire surface of
the bottom between the base of the cone and outer groove is swept by the shoes.

M, P. Boss's Bullion-Melting Furnace, for melting the silver bullion from the retorts, is

similar to an ordinary forge, consisting of a cylindrical pan with a hemispherical bottom,
lined with 2 in. of fire-clay and bone-ash mixed. The back of the furnace has a water-jacket
through which pass two tuyeres. At the bottom of the pan is a discharge-spout, stopped with
a bone-ash plug, through which the bullion is drawn off into molds. The fiirnace is filled with
charcoal, air is blown through the tuyeres by means of a bellows, bullion fed in, melted, and
drawn off into molds. It is claimed that this furnace has an advantage over tlio reverbera-
tory style in melting by a reducing flame instead of an oxidizing, thus avoiding the loss of
silver by oxidation.

Leaching-Vats, etc.—The leaching-vats used in lixiviation-mills is shown, in vertical sec-
tion, in Fig. 6. In the center of the bottom is the discharge opening, G in, in diameter. The
cast-iron discharge-tube k of the same inside diameter, tightly fastened to the outside of the
tank-bottom, corresponds with the discharge-hole. The lower end of the tube is at right
angles with the upper end, and provided with flange o. The valve m, which is provided with
a rubber gasket, can be pressed tightly against flange o by turning the wheel F. The flange
0 and valve m are made of brass. Around the discharge opening and fastened to the bottom
of the tank is the wooden polygon v in which is cut the groove p. ‘ Around the inner periphery
of the tank, and high enougli to give the filter bottom an inclination of at least f in. to the
foot, is the groove p. The filter bottom consists of a wooden grating made in sections, to
which the filter-cloth is well fastened,, and kept in position by driving tightly a rope into the
grooves p and p. The air-escape pipe d, which reaches to the rim of the tank, enters the latter
close under the filter bottom. A piece of the hose is fastened to the upper end, and can be
closed by a hose-clamp. N is the central hose, which reaches down into the discharge-tube
h, where it has to remain during the process of charging. This hose ought to be very stiff.

Before charging the tank the discharge-pipe is filled with water through the central hose, in
order to keep the latter filled with water, which will prevent the inside of the hose from being
obstructed by ore. When a tank is ready to be discharged the wheel F is turned, and thus
the valve m pulled back. The water is injected through the central hose, while the latter is

gently moved up and down. The stream undermines the tightly packed sand and causes a
continual caving-in until a funnel-shaped opening is made through its depth to the surface.
Then several streams are made to play on the top, while the general hose, with checked streams,
is left in position to avoid obstruction of the discharge-pipe by a too sudden rush of sand.

Mr. C. A. Stetefeldt, in a paper entitled The Details of Construction for a Modern Lixivia-
tion Plant, read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, June, 1891, gives the
following specifications for the construction of leaching-vats : “ Tanks should be made of
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clear, well-seasoned lumber. In the United States Oregon pine is the best material for this
purpose. The staves, from 3 to .4 in. thick, according to size of tank, should bo ordered cut
to sweep of radius, and
from 9 to 10 in. longer
than the inside depth,
but not ‘ gained ’ for the
bottom. The gaining
of the staves, 1 in. deep,
is done by hand, leav-

ing a chine of 6 in. be-
low the bottom. In all

tanks the staves stand
perpendicular to the
bottoms. The bottom
pieces, 3 to 4 in. thick,

are cut to a diameter of
2 in. greater than that
of the finished tank

;

they are grooved and
joined by a tongue. All
joints must be fitted

with precision. White
lead should never be
put between the staves,

hut may be used in in-

serting the tongues be-

tween bottom pieces.

The uiiderstructures, of
substantial tim hers,

placed on a solid foundation, should be sufficiently high to allow access to the bottom in case
of leakage. I he bottoms rest on joists 3 to 4 in. wide and 10 to 12 in. deep, placed about 2 ft.
0 in. apart, so that the staves are left entirely free. Hoops are made of round iron, 1 to U in.
diameter, the threaded ends, with hexagonal nuts, passing through forged or cast iron lugs*
giving preference to the former. In order to got the full strength of the rods, the threaded
ends are taken i in. larger tluin the diameter of the rod. For tanks of large diameter, each
hoop IS made in two or three sections

; this is necessary to effect a more nniform closing of the
stave-jomts by tiglitening the nuts in two or three places. After finishing, the tanks are
painted on the outside, staves and bottoms, with three coats of white lead.

“ Formerly tlio dimensions of lixiviation-tanks were taken quite small : ore-tanks not larger
than 12 ft. diameter and 3 to 4 ft. deep; precipitating-tanks, sol ution-suinps, and storage-
tanks of corresponding dimensions. In recent works, however, ore-tanks of It) to 20 ft. diam-
eter and 8 to 9 ft. deptli

;
precipitating-taiiks, solution-sumps, and stora.ge-tanks of 12 ft.

diameter and 8 to 9 ft. depth are put up. As can readily be seen, the care and attention re-
quired to finish a cliarge in an ore-tank, or to precipitate a solution in a preeipitating-tank
are independent of the size of the vessel

;
hence, the great advantages of large sizes.

'

“ The capacity of an ore-tank for 24 hours depends upon tlie specific gravity of the ore
the quantity of first and second wash-water, and of stock-solutions required for treatment'
but principally upon the rate of lixiviation. Capacity increases in proportion to diameter'
but remains nearly stationary so far as depth is concerned; that is, the same number of
ore-tanks will be required whether their depth is 9 ft. or only 4 or 5 ft., in order to treat a
stipulated quantity of ore per day. In fact, should the rate of lixiviation increase with reduced
depth, the same rnmiber of shallow tanks would put through in 24 hours more ore than deep
ones. The principal advantage of increased depth consists, therefore, only in reducing the
number of charges treated,

“ Where water is abundant, tailings are removed by sluicing, and great depth of the charge
is no disadvantage. Even where water is scarce, and tailings liave to be removed by hand,
deep tanks should be used. It is only necessary to provide mechanical means for moving
above the tanks largo buckets into which the tailings are shoveled.

“The false bottoms for the filter, and the latter itself, are prepared as follows: Wooden
slats, If in. high and 1 in. wide, and separated 1 in. from each other, are fastened to the bot-
tom. This has so far been done with iron screws bedded in white lead

;
I would suggest

pins of hard wood. The inside of the slats, next to the bottom, is cut out in many plaeles fm. deep and 3 in. wide, so that a free passage of the solution below tlie filter is established.
Between the ends of tlie slats and the staves a clear space in. wide is left. A strip of
wood If in. high and 1 in. wide, previously cut with a saw in many places, and well soaked
in water so that it will bend easily, is now fastened round the slats, leaving an annular space
1 m. wide between the strip and the staves. One thickness of stiff matting, covering the slats
and the circular strip, but not the annular space, forms the foundation of the filter-cloth
})roper. The latter. No. 10 canvas-duck, is cut to a diameter 6 in. greater than the inside of
the tank, so that the ends can be pressed into the annular space described above, and kept in
position by forcing down a l-in. rope.’^

The precipitating-vats are provided with a machine-stirrer of the construction indicated
in Fig. 7, or else with a stirrer similar to a screw-propeller. The stirrer has to make about 30
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revolutions per min. if the diameter of the tank is not more than 8 or 9 ft. It is set in motion
or stopped by working the friction-clutch/. Fixed to the inner Side of the vat are wings,

which reach near to the bottom,
are about 3 in. wide, and are kept
in position near triangular pieces

of board. They break the violent

current around the periphery
and throw the solution toward
the center, thus causing a strong
whirling motion. The calcium
sulphide is fed into the solution

in this vat, agitated by the stir-

rer, and the silver thus precipi-

tated. At the bottom of the vat

are suitable valves for drawing
off the precipitate, wdiich is al-

lowed to settle, and the super-

natant liquid.

Filter - Presses, etc.— The
pressure-tank used in connection
with the filter-press for filtering

the precipitated sulphides in the

lixiviation process consists of a

cylindrical tank of boiler-iron

with a funnel-shaped bottom.
Through the top of the tank a

vertical pipe extends almost to

the bottom. In the cylindrical

portion of the tanic is a wooden
diaphragm (the vertical pipe
passing through its center) which
floats on the liquid within the
tank. Tlie solution containing
sulphides is introduced through
the vertical pipe, and rises under
the floating diaphragm. A pipe

at the bottom of the funnel leads to the filter-press. When the sohition no longer runs free-

ly through the latter, steam or compressed air at a pressure of 150 lbs. per sq^ in. is forced
into the upper part of the pressure-tank, above the floating diaphragm, and the solution is

thus forced through the filter-press.

Jolinson^s HydrmUio Miter-Press (Fig. 8) consists of a series of round or square plates,

either cast iron, bronze, or other
suitable metal, having project-

ing lugs cast on each side for

the purpose of supporting them
in a press-frame in juxtaposi-
tion face to face, and are capa-
ble of being screwed up tightly

between the head and follower
of the press. The plates are
concave on each side

;
the pro-

jecting outer edge or rim, being
truly surfaced, maintains the
plate-surfaces at distances cor-

responding to the depth of such
rims. These rirns are some-
times made separate from the
plates, and varying in depth,
to suit the requirements of the
purchaser. The plates are cov-
ered with suitable filtering-

cloth, and are also provided
with ribs or channels on the
plate-surface under the cloth,

to allow the filtrate to flow
away to the outlet formed in
the bottom of the filter-plate

at the back of the cloth. The
spaces between the cloth-lined plates form chambers or cells, into which the liquid or semi-
liquid material to be filtered is forced under pressure. A passage or opening, also lined
with cloth, is formed through each plate, so that there is a free communication between the
several filtering-cells.^ When the liquid or semi-liquid material to be filtered is forced into
this battery of cloth-lined chambers or cells, the liquid is forced through the filtering-cloths
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which cover the plates, and flows away to the outlet of the plate by following the channels or
grooves in the plates, which have free communication with the outside of the filter. The
solid matter is stopped back on the surface of the cloth, and by a continuance of the operation
ultimately fills the cells. It is then removed from between the two cloth-covered concave
plates, forming any one of the chambers, in a state of almost perfect dryness, by unscrewing
the press and separating the plates, without removing the cloths.

The Hoessler ( onverter is an apparatus for the condensation of sulphurous acid and its
conversion into sulphuric acid, which is used in silver-refineries where dore bullion is parted
by sulphuric acid, and in lixiviation-mills where the precipitated sulphides are refined by
roasting. It consists of a cylindrical leaden tank, 8 or 9 ft. high and 5 ft. in diameter,
through the top of which is introduced a G-in. leaden pipe, extending nearly to the bottom of
the tank, where it branches into two arms. These arms connect with a hollow, leaden ring,
supported horizontally a few inches above the bottom of the tank, with numerous holes drilled
ill its lower side. The bottom of the tank is provided with a valve for discharging precipi-
tates. The tank is filled rather more than half full with a not too acid solution of cupric
sulphate. The operation of the converter is as follows : Sulphurous acid from the muffle-
furnaces in which the sulphides are roasted is forced into the tank by a Korting injector
through the pipe in the top, escaping through the holes in the leaden ring at the bottom.
The sulphurous acid reduces the cupric sulphate in solution to cuprous sulphate, as is shown by
the change in color of the solution from blue to dirty green. If, now, air is blown into the solu-
tion, the cuprous sulphate is oxidized, forming cupric sulphate again, and setting free sulphuric
acid. In practice the sulphurous acid and air are forced into the tank together by the in-
jector and the reactions go on simultaneously and indefinitely. If the liquor reaches a certain
concentration in free sulphuric acid, however, the reaction is weakened

; hence, either cement
copper, scrap copper, or copper oxide, are put into the tank to neutralize the free acid. If
the sulphuric acid from the muffles is not too much diluted with other gases, from 80 to 90 per
cent of it, it is claimed, will be converted into sulphuric acid; but late investigations at the
Marsac mill, Park City, Utah, have shown the worthlessness of this apparatus for acid-mak-
iug, although it saves quite an amount of silver volatilized and carried over mechanically
from the roasting of argentiferous precipitates.

Refining of the SuLPinDKS.-~Until recently those have been sold directly to the smelters,
save in some mills where they have been reduced on a vaso or lead-bath after an oxidizing
roast. Latterly, however, aided by improvements, some of the details of which have been
patented by 0. A. Stetefeldt, a refinery now in successful operation has been built at the
Moosac mill, belonging to the Daly Mining Co., at Park City, Utah.

The operation consists in: 1. ‘Matting tlie sulphides in an iron pot; 2. Roasting the pul-
verized matter in a muffle-furnace

;
3. Dissolving the roasted matter in dilute II2SO4

; 4.

Crystallizing, CUSO4+ from the solution; 5. Washing the silver residue, pressing it

into cakes, and melting tlie cakes into bars. The matting-furnace contains a cast-iron pot ft.

2 in. from the top and 11 in. deep, with a bottom 2 in. thick. This is set in a fireplace and is

covered by a hood of sheet-iron. A stove-])ipo tlion connects with the Roessler converter men-
tioned above. The matte is pulverized in a Brueckner base pulverizer, such as is used in similar
work at Mansfeld, Germany. The muffle-furnace in which the roasting is done is oval in slmpe,
7 ft. long and 4 ft. G in. wide, with a cast-iron plate serving as a bottom. The end of the muffle
is connected by 4-in. gas-pipe with the Roessler converter. The dissolving tanks are lead-
lined, and are 3 ft. G in. in diameter and 5 ft. 8 in. high. The bottoms are eonical, witli a dis-
charge-hole at the end of the cone. A load pipe allows the heating of the solution by the
iiitroduetiou of steam. The filter-tank below this last is also load-lined, and is provided with
an asbestos filtering-cloth covered l)y a perforated lead plate. The crystallizing tanks for
CuSO^ + GHaO are of normal design. The cement copper precipitating tanks have a V-
shaped bottom, and have grates on which the scrap-iron rests. The tanks are divided into
four compjirlimuits oaeli, through which the solution is circulated by a Korting ejector. At
the^ ends of tlu', tanks are gates through which the cement copper is discharged. A Watson
& Stillman hydraulic press, with a mold G in. in diameter and 4 in. high, is used to compress
the cement silver prociiutate. Pure glycerine is used in place of water in the pump-tank.
The cakes, after pressing, are dried in a small annular chamber about the eliimney of the
matting-furnace.

Expenses of the process, when a monthly total of 5} tons is treated, containing Gl,950 ozs.
of silver and 2,025 lbs. of copper: Labor, $299; coal, 15 tons at $4, $00; acid, 4,725 lbs. at 2‘4;

cents, 1113.40
;
coke, $15; wear and tear, |30; express and refining charges of 65,210 ozs.

bullion -950 fine, |912*95
; total expenses, $1,430.25. From tins must be deducted the value of

the bluestone, $555.95; nnikiiig a net total expen.se of $874.40, or 1*4 cent per fine oz. of silver.
Works for Refererwe: Tim Metallurpy of Silver, hy Manuel Eissler, 1889

;
The MeMlkirgy

of Silver, Gold, and Mereimy in the United States, by T. Egleston, vol. i, 1887
;
LeaeJmig

Gold and Silver Ores, by (J. it. Afiroii, 1881 ;
The Lixiviation of Silver Ores with IlyposulpkU

Solutions, by C. A. Stetefeldt; ddie Lixiviation of Argentiferous Zinc-blonde and Galena, by
Ottokar Hofmann, Engineering and 31 February 9, 1888, ei seq.

; Cupric Chloride
and the Russell Extra Soinfiotlm Silver Leaching, by G. II. Aaron, ibid, May 11, 1881)

;
Trough

Lixiviation, by Ottokar Hofmann, il)id., September 10, 1887, et seq,
; Trough Lixiviation, by

Ottokar Hofmann, JVans. A. I. M. E,, vol. xvi, 002.

Mine-Pump : see Pumps, Reciprocating.

Mine-Submarine: see Torpedo.
Mining-Machine : see Coal-Mining Machines and Drills, Rock.
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JOTEKING MACHINES. Mitering seems a very simple operation, but wTiere there is a
great deal of it to do, as in picture-

frame making and in cutting molding
for trimming panels, it is desirable to

have an appliance that shall operate
with speed and give angles that are
mathematically correct, and have sur-
faces which will make good glue
joints.

Eor cutting narrow moldings, a
hand mitering machine, Pig. 1, con-
sists of a frame in which there
travels a cross piece, to which there
are attached two knives at right angles
to each other, and each at iS*" to the
plane of the cross head. The ends of
the knives which are attached to the
cross head are lower than either joint,

so that there is a draw cut from the out-
side of the molding to the center. The
apparatus is worked by a hand lever.

A development of this machine, for working heavier moldings, has a treadle which
forces down the knives with greater power than could be got by hand.

By the use of these machines, by one motion of the crosshead the molding is cut in two
and both angles of the miter are made.

MOLDING!- MACHINES. Under this head there are many classes, the most important
of which are outside machines, which have the bed, with two or three of the beads, outside
the frame of the machine

;
inside machines, which have all the heads and tables inside of

the frame
;
edge-molding machines, which have the heads placed vertically in a table, and

are designed for molding the edges of carved work ; carving and recess molding machines,
which are for face molding or working forms of panels in the surface of work

; and universal
wood-workers, which are combinations of the outside molding machines with a machine for
planing out of wind, grooving, etc., producing straight work only.

Outside machines, which are the most common, are made with from one to four heads.
Inside machines properly have four cutter heads

; edge-molding machines have either one or
two spindles, the single-spindle machines being arranged to run and cut in either direction,
and the doiible-^indle machines running in one direction.

The Egan Four-sided Molder.—In the 9-in. four-sided molder shown in Pig. 1, and
brought out by the Egan (b., the table, together with the side heads and the lower head, is

raised and lowered by a large hand wheel in front
;
the lower head has both independent

vertical and lateral adjustment, as have the side heads, which can also be set beveling if

desired. By this plan of having the side heads raised and lowered, raising and lowering the
table does not interfere with the cut of the heads. The feed consists of four driven rolls, two
above and two in the table, and all geared. The table can be dropi^ed 16 in. The upper
feed rolls are hung on trunnions, and raised and lowered parallel. The pressure on the front
or back roll can be increased or diminished at the will of the operator.

The Rowley db Hermance Molder.—A 10-in. four-sided molder, shown in Fig. 2, and made
by Eowley & Hermance, is one of a series of different sizes of the same class of machine, by
the same makers. Its frame is heavy and cast in one piece, which makes it more rigid and
steady as an inside molder. It has an outside bearing for the outer end of the top cutter-
head shaft. There are two 5-in. feed rolls above, and two below. The gearing which drives
the lower rolls is not affected by lowering the table to the full capacity of the machine. The
feed works are started and stopped with a binder. The boxes supporting the main arbor
are so arranged that the wear caused by the belt forcing the arbor toward the countershaft
is confined to the bottom of the box, and can be taken out by tightening the cap^s. The
belts which run the side heads do not pull on the caps which support them. The bottom and
side heads are adjustable both horizontally and vertically.

The Franh TTniversal Wood-worher.—In this machine, the front and back tables are
each borne upon two screw columns, and may be raised and lowered together or inde-
pendently by hand wheels operating chains gearing with sprocket wheels on the screws. The
fence in this machine is divided at the line of the cutter, the front part resting on the front
table, and the back part resting on the back table, no matter what the height of these with
respect to each other or the rest of the machine.

The Smith Blind-finishing Machine.—This is a machine for finishing blinds, cutting the
rebate, and beading and joining them, manufactured by the H. B. Smith Machine Go. It
has two horizontal cutter shafts, lying parallel in the same vertical plane, and the upper one
borne by a carriage having a vertical adjustment on a vertical column, to suit the varying
widths of sashes.

^

The stock slides between parallel ways, one above and the other below,
the upper one having the same vertical adjustment for sash width that the upper cutter has.
Both the top and the under cutter-heads are so constructed and placed as to give an even
draw cut on the work, and are furnished with chip breakers and shavings bonnets.

It may be pid in connection with outside bearings for horizontal mandrels, such as are
used on molding machines, that if the machine is properly designed and constructed they
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will be entirely unnecessary, and they are certainly very inconvenient, being in the way in
changing ciitterdieads, while those that are furnished are seldom strong enough or rigidly
enough attached to be of real service, as they should be.

Shapeiis and Friezees, more than most other wood-working machines, should be so
well designed and constructed that they will do accurate and perfect work, all pieces that
they produce being curved and molded, and their sharpness and accuracy would be lessened

34:
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by the use of sandpapering machinery, however carefully handled. If, then, it is desired to

make work that has no roughness of surface, freedom from undue jar and vibration must
be obtained by giving the machine strength and solidity throughout, as well as careful worl?-

manship and fitting. As the higher the speed the cleaner the work, it is essential that the
bearings be long enough and good enough to stand high speed for a long time, under
heavy pressure, without heating or wear. It is best that the mandrels of shapers should be
arranged to run right or left to best suit the grain of the material, and that the change from
one direction of rotation to the other should be made promptly and by the foot, in order to

Fra. 2.—Rowley Ilermance molder.

leave the operator the use of both hands. The friction devices which have come into use in
so many difEerent types of wood-workmg machinery come into play with great effleiency
and satisfaction.

T?h6 Bentel c& Ifargedant Shaper

.

—In this machine the lower part of the mandrel is

shaped into a wide-faced step, resting on a gun-metal hearing plate, with special provision
i'or adjusting itself to a full bearing, and an adjusting screw to take up wear and play. The
step of the mandrel, its side and end bearing of gun metal, are at all times covered with

and turning in oil, and the
lower end of the journal
or step is arranged with
an additional large jour-

nal-bearing, with a cup
held by four bolts

;
and the

mandrel housing raises and
lowers by a worm gearing,

which makes impossible
any accidental jarring
down of the mandrel.

The Rogers Pedestal
Shaper, Fig. 3, made by
C. B. Rogers & Co., ha^
some very desirable feat-

ures as a variety molder.
There is a solid pedestal

frame, liaving each side of

it a column or post ex-

tending from the base to

the table of the machine.
The yoke boxes are sup-

ported by six posts and by
the pedestal, so that the

Fig. 3.—Rogers pedestal shaper. spindles are perfectly

aligned. The yokes and
their spindles are raised and lowered by hand wheels in front, and may be dropped below
the line of the table.

Yakious Forms of MoLDiNa Mackine.—The Pryibil Serpentine Molder, shown in Pig.
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4, is adapted to a wide range of work, but is especially fitted for making such moldings as
extend around the backs e

and ends of sofas. There
is a horizontal spindle,
bearing fly-cutters at
each end, those on one
end extending partly
t h r 0 u g h a horizontal
upper table bearing a
proper guide or fence.

The work is laid upon
the top of this cutter, and
guided against a gauge
and collar, which deter-

mine the position and
depth of tile molding.
Flat work is done upon
adjustable tables borne
on knees at the side of
the machine, the cutters

on the other end of the
spindle from that for

doing the serpentine
work, working over those
tables.

T/ie Vanei^y Wbod-
worlm\—For American
use what is known as the
variety wood-worker has
proved a great boon,
having for small estab-

lishments producing a
variety of work a great
range of size and variety

of cliaracter of work.
Such a machine is in-

tended for planing out Fm. 4.-TryiT)il sGrpentine molder.

of wind, straiglit or taiier

surfacing, rabbeting door frames, rabbeting and facing inside blinds, jointing, beveling,

gaining, ploughing, making glue joints, squaring-up bed- posts, table-legs, etc., raising

square, bevel, or ogee panels, working beads and circular moldings, ripping, cross-cutting,

tenoning, etc. The arbor is horizontal, and bears at one end a cutter head, and at the other
is arranged for a saw or an auger

; this latter being attached to the free or overhung end.

The cutters on the rotating head work through a divided horizontal table provided with a
vertical fence

;
the boring end has a separate table, borne by a bracket and having its own

fence. While this machine has not tlio range or dimension nor variety of work that is

characteristic of the universal wood-worker, it is a very handy class of machine for small
shops, and a good time-saver and money-earner.

Shaft and PoU-cutiing Machines.--

H

iq shaft and pole-rounding machine shown in Fig. 5

has four cutter heads, each having three flat shear-cut knives. These heads are used for

rounding, containing various widths of knives from li to 8 in., their edges ground different

shapes to suit the work. Two adjustable rings or guides surround each head, and are

adjusted to or from each other for regulating the depth of cut. The fourth head, which
forms a buzz-planer attachment, is furnished with straight-faced knives 5 in. wide, with
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pui^o

Fig. 7. —Mankey wood-worker,

adjustable tables, and a stationary fence, on each side. The machine will work round, oval,
sharp, or chamfered work, dress up fellies, fit carriage-body parts, and answer various other
mirT)oseS.

'he shaft and pole heel-tapering machine, shown in Fig. 6, is for tapering and finishing
the heels or bent ends of sliafts. There are
two disks, each 24 in. in diauH'-ter, and eaoli

bearing in its face throe flat knives set at, the
proper angle to give a shear cut, tlie maximum
length of cut being 18 in. Tlie end of tlie

pole or shaft to bo tapered is placed on tlie

table, between the disks, between tlie paral-
lel guide and cutter head, and moved toward
the spindle until a stoj) or end gauge is reaxihed.
By repeating this operation witli tlie 0])poHite
head, both sides of the shaft; fiole are fin-
ished without turning over or reversing tlie

work.
Panel mising is an iniportajit; operation

in sash and door maniil’aeture. Tliere is oftiui
used a machine having two eutter-heaxlB, one
above and the other below the tatihs, witli a
wide table to support itio stiitf, and a sup|ilo-
mental table or frame in front, to suit the
width of the panel. The (uitti^rs on these

neads, both of which are vertical, are set at an angle to produce a drawing eut,, and finisli
the surface sniooth

; and as they have no corners to wear away, the IhmIs are not easily
destroyed and last a long time. The under head lases and lowers with the ta,bie andhas also a vertn^l adjustment on the bed for accurate setting

;
it is Iielted (lirect froni the

countershaft. There are two geared sectional feed rollers and’a friet on rolle • n Urn U 1 lo!with a spring and pressure bar to retain the
^

stuff in place. Such a machine as this may,
by removing the long hold-down spring, and
putting^ in other heads and cutters, be
turned into a machine for sticking sash
molding, etc.

*

Mankey Wood-work,

—

This name is
applied to a new variety of ornamental wood-
work, which is manufactured by the Mankey
Decorative Co., of Williamsport, Pa. It de-
pends upon a novel invention in wood-
working which possesses a peculiar inter-
est. It is based upon the principle that
wood can be cut crosswise the grain by means
of

_

rotary cutters, provided the cutters be
driven at a high speed, and the work be
brought up to them under a very slow feed
By giving the cutters different configural
tions, channels or grooves of almost any de-
sired cross section can be produced

; and
when these are combined, the most intricate
geometrical patterns can be made in solid
relief^ upon the surface of the wood. The
machine on which this is done is very simple
and IS represented in Fig. 7. It consists of
a table i, having an opening, 2

, and
mounted on a suitable standard. In the
standard is journaled a shaft, 6

,
which carries

a rotary cutter, 4 ,
which extends up through

the slot, 6 On the table, and against a
ledge, 7, thereon, rests the vertical bar of
an arm, 12 . This arm and its bar are loose,
and may be slid along on the table in con-
tact with the ledge, 7. The work is fast-
ened on the under side of a guide (not
shown), which receives the vertical pinshown on the end of the bar 12, and bvmeans of wbieh guide the plank to be oper-
ated upon by the cutter, 4 , can be set at any
desired angle to the cutter. The work-

Kg. 8 we give a number of eLSs onhe Wnd 5 r?vo utions per minute. In
^ are shown specimens of simpk^crosreittinn A i', andpm cross cutting, the channels being made directly transverse

fiG. 8.—Mankey wood-work.
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the grain of a board or plank. One result of this cutting is the bringing out with great
clearness of the grain of the wood, which, of course, is totally obscured when the timber is

cut with the grain. Nos. 7, 12, 13, and IQ are examples* of paneling made by inter-

secting grooves, producing figures in solid relief. Nos. 5 and IG illustrate effects produced
by curved grooves intersecting and combined. Nos. 6, IJi., and 15 are patterns produced by
radial grooves. No. 17 is an ornamental trim produced by cross cutting a board on two
sides, as shown in No. i, for example, and then slitting the board longitudinally, the orna-
mental figure being afterwards produced by stamping, or any other convenient way, on the
faces. IS is simply a piece of ordinary molding, with a strip made exactly the same way
as 17, but ornamented differently on its face, glued thereto. No. 8 is an open-work pattern
produced from a board cut as in No. i, then slit longitudinally, and then the several strips

combined with the straight intermediate pieces, the whole glued together.

The ingenious basket-work shown in No. 11 is simply a board cut as in No. 2, then
divided into strips, and the strips glued together sidewise, so that the narrow elevation in

one comes opposite the broad elevation in the other.

The number of patterns whicli it is possible to make in this way is almost indefinite
;

and the cheapness of the work is one of its principal advantages. A complete panel, such
as 17, is easily produced from the plain plank in the space of less than two minutes, and at

a cost of a few cents.

jWORTISINO.MACHINES. The Fay Gar Mortuing, Recessing, and Boring Machine,
shown in Fig. 1, is for mortising by a rotating cutter, as in heavy timbers, Both the cutting
and the boring tools work in a heavy spindle, which has an adjustable frame gibbed to a column

Fig. l.-~Fay cur mortising?, recessing, and boring machine.

for vertical movement. Tliere is also a hormontal adjustment for governing the depth of

the recesses, winch arc gauged by a suitable stop on the front of the frame. The weight
of the frame is counterbalanced. The table bearing the tiinl)or to be mortised runs on largo

rollers, and lias eitlier luvnd or power feed, as desired
;
the power feed being used to feed

from one mortise to the other, and the hand feed to work from one end of! the mortise to

the other. The tabic is imide in sections, and may be of any length desired
;
the roller

stands, being independent, may be set at any distance a[)art wished. The machine may
have an auxiliary boring machine at one side towards one end. Tins machine works with a

cutter which first bores its way into the side of the piece being mortised, and tlien, by cut-

ting on its side, extends the liolo to any desired leugtli
;
making mortises having semi-

circular ends, '.riiey will, of course, work to any desired depth, making either a blind or

a through mortise, as desired.

The Fgan Automatic Sqtmre-chisel Car Mortimr and Tenoner, Pig. 2, will not only
cut heavy mortises, but make end ten-

ons, gain, or mortise clear through a

timber 9 in. thick, and countersink for

bolt heads. ITie frame consists of

a casting cored cut at the center, and
bearing at one end a knee in wliicli the

square chisel ba,r plays, and on its

top, at the opposite end from the knee
just mentioned, a table having an up-
right bracket, against which the side of

the timber to be mortised liears. A
clamp piece on tliis bracket liolds the

timber down. There is a dead roll in

the table, for facilitating feeding the

timber endwise across the machine. By
a hand wheel the inortising bar is raised

or lowered to suit any point on the

width of the timber
;
by a screw and

hand wheel, the mortising bar is brought
up to the timber and the square chisel forced through

j
a hand lever performing for the augmr
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Fig. 3.—-Hub mortiser and borer.

the same function. The cross movement of the bed is controlled by a friction clutch having
steps to gauge the length of the mortise. The chisel mandrel is driven by a friction gearing
with a ^[uick return

;
and there are suitable stops for gauging the travel of the slide

;
also a

regulating screw for changing the position of the chisel to suit the work. An extra
boring attachment is fitted to the machine for boring joint bolt holes, side and general work.

The Egan Hub Mo7'tiser and Borer, shown in Fig. 3, has a single chisel bar with
vertical stroke, the amount of which may be varied by
altering the angle at which the short connecting rod from
the crank disk meets that from the upper end of the boring
bar. The change in the stroke is accomplished by a treadle,

and it is claimed for it that it prevents the slightest jar
upon the foot even when mortising without first boring the
hole to admit the chisel. The mortising chisel is reversible
on the Jack-in-the-box plan, so as to cut either end of the
mortise square. The boring mandrel has vertical traverse
and is counterweighted

; it is driven by beveled gearing from
a horizontal axis belted at the back. The reverse may be
controlled^ by the operator at will, or it will work auto-
matically if set to do so. The boring bit is in line with the
chisel, and there is a stop for gauging the depth of boring.
The chuck for holding the hub is spaced to mortise for 10, 12,

14, 16, or 18 spokes, whether in line or staggering. One end of
the hub is held by two jaws, parted by a idglit and left-hand
screw. The other end of the hub rests in a cup of suitable
size. The table has a lateral movement ilcross the machine,
parallel with the hub axis, the cross feed being given by a
hand wheel.

An automatic double-chisel hub-mortising machine, con-
structed for mortising or re-mortising hubs from 6 to

16^ in. in diameter, and cutting mortises in hard wood
up to 2^ in. wide and 5t in. long, either straight or
staggered. In operation, the table carrying the hub is

lifted, to the chisels until the full depth of ciit is reached, and
remains stationary until the mortise is complete, when it

descends, the hub turning one notch of an index plate, ready for the next mortise. The
gigging, spacing, feeding, etc., are automatic. The capacity is 75 to 80 hubs per hour.
The operator starts either the boring or the mortising bar, as desired, by a friction gear

and treadle. In relieving

the friction an automatic
brake is applied, stopping
the machine at once.

Mortising Tools.

—

Some mortising machines
for sash work have the
disadvantage of not cut-

ting for the ends of the
pulley flanges, and of not
cutting and rebating long
enough for them to allowmm
Fig. 4, which is especially

adapted for drawing from
the work the chips that it

produces, has extending
down its back, upon the
side which bears the bevel,

a thin rib at right angles to the blade of the chisel
;
and from this rib

there project a number of small barbed lips which serve to draw the
chips from the hole.

A chisel for mortising in sash pulleys, shown in Fig. 5, consists of two
chisels, each of which has a cutting edge of L section, and both of
which operate at once, one of them cutting in advance of the other about
half the stroke of the chisel bar

; their cutting edges being placed
so as to face in the same direction. The longer of the two chisels

of course cuts first, mortising clear through the pulley stile, and
the short one, which is wider than the other, mortises for the flange
of the pulley at the same time, thus finishing the pulley in one
handling.

MOTORS, ELECTRIC. The term ''electric motor’’ includes all apparatus by which
electric energy is converted into mechanical energy. This can be accomplished (1) by the
attraction that an electro-magnet exerts upon an iron or steel armature

; (2) the mutual

Fio. 4.—Mortising chisel.

Fig. 5.—Mortising
chisel.
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attraction between two electro-magnets
; (3) by analogous principles based upon the attract-

ive force exhibited between masses of magnetic metal, and (4) the action of a magnet upon
a field of force created by the passage of currents in neighboring conductors. To these must
be added that small experimental class which depend for their action on the attraction and
repulsion of statically charged surfaces.

HiSTORiOAii.—The discovery by Oersted, that the magnetic needle could be deflected by
the passage of a ciUTeut in proximity to it, was closely followed by that of Arago and Davy,
who showed, independently of each other, that iron and steel could be magnetized by the
passage of a current through a wire wound around them. Sturgeon utilized this in the con-
struction of the first powerful horseshoe magnets. These principles were soon applied to
the construction of elementary electric motors, among them that of Barlow, known as Bar-
low’s wheel, 1826. This consisted of a disk of copper between the poles of a magnet. The
current was sent perpendicularly through the disk from axis to circumference, where it
passed into a cup of mercury.

Prof. Joseph Henry may be said to have constrxicted the first electric motor acting upon
the attraction and repulsion of electro-magnets (1831). It consisted of an oscillating electro-
magnet provided with a simple attachment for breaking and reversing the battery current,
and thus reversing the polarity of the electro-magnet, which was alternately attracted and
repelled by the poles of a permanent magnet.

A. large number of inventors had also constructed experimental motors, among them,
Abbe Salvatore dal Negro, Dr. Shulthess, Davenport, Elias, Eroment, Du Moncel, Wheat-
stone, Oaifle, Hjorth, Eoux, Larmenjeat, Bourbouzo, Moses G. Farmer, and Thomas Hall.

Probably the most interesting of the early motors was that of Jacobi, which drove a
boat on the Neva, at St. Petersburg, in 1838. This motor consisted of two sets of electro-
magnets. One set was fastened to a square frame, disposed in a circle, and with the poles
projecting parallel with the axis. The other set was similarly fastened to a disk attached to
the shaft, and revolving with it. Each set compi*ised four magnets, and there were conse-
quently eight magnetic poles. The current from a powerful hattei’y passed tlirough the
commutator to the coils of the electro-magnets, and as the magnets attracted each other, the
disk rotated. By means of the commutator on the shaft, the current was reversed eight
times during each revolution, just as the poles of two sets of magnets arrived opposite each
other. Attraction ceasing, repulsion took place, and the motion was thus accelerated. As
the poles were alternately of different polarity, the reversals had the effect of causing at-
traction between each pole of one set, and the next polo of the other. In his historic experi-
ments of 1838, Jacobi used a modified form of this motor, so as to obtain greater power.

The most celebrated eaiiy motor, next to that of Jacobi, was undoubtedly that of Prof.
C. G-. Page, of the Smithsonian Institution. This depended upon a different principle
from that of tho others. When the end of a bar of iron was held near a hollow electro-
magnetic coil or solenoid, the iron bar was attracted into tho coil by a kind of a sucking
action, until the bar had passed half way through tho coil, after which no further motion
took place. Professor Page constructed an electric engine on this principle about 1850. The
solenoid was placed vertically, like the cylinder of an upright engine. A rod of iron, by
way of armature, was fastened to a piston rod connected to tiie crank of a shaft carrying a
fly-wheel.

_

Tho core moved downward by its weight, until its upper end was just leaving
the solenoid, and thus one movement of the piston was accomplished. On passing the cur-
rent, the core or piston was attracted upward, and thus tlie second movement was completed.
A commutating device was att?iched to tho shaft which automatically admitted the current
into the coil and cut it off at the right moment. Professor Page soon improved on this
single-acting electric engine by adding another solenoid, which could pull the piston in the
other dir(^ction without tho assistance of gravity,
A large motor of this description was constmeted by Professor Pago, in 1850, which

developed over 10 horse-power. Professor Page sought to apply his motor to locomotion,
and he actually constructed an electric locomotive to demonstrate the practicability of his
scheme.

The most important of the early motors from a scientific standpoint, however, was the
motor built, in 1861, by Professor Pacinotti, of the University of Pisa, and exhibited at
Vienna in

18'J3,
and in Paris in 1881. Tins motor, described in the Wuovo Cm,ento for 1864,

had an armature consisting of a toothed iron ring, and was wound and connected practically
in the same maiuier as the Gramme armature. As to reversibility, lie remarked with keen
foresight : This model further shows how tho electro-magnetic machine is the complement
of the magneto-electric machine, for in the first, the current obtained from any source of
electricity, circulating in tho bobbins, produces movement of tho wheel with its consequent
mechanical work; whilst in the second, mechanical work is employed to turn the wheel, and
obtain, by the action of the permanent magnet, a current which may bo transmitt(3d by con-
ductors to any required point.’'

Although the reversibility of tbe electric motor and the magneto-electric generator had
already been noticed, it was not until 1873, after tho substitution of electro magnets for per-
manent ones in electric generators, that the reversibility of the dynamo was fully realized,
and pointed out by M. Fontaine, in the action of the Gramme machines exhibited at tho
Vienna exhibition of that year. Modern practice dates from this period.

Gbnebal Theory.—Dynamo machine and electric motor are convertible terms. Any
dynamo can be used practically as a motor, and in most cases any motor can be used to
generate a current. On purely theoretical grounds this should be posable in all cases, but in
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practice it is found that the speed which is required to make some small moi.ors md, as self-

exciting dynamos is so high as to render that application mechanically imposwibh^ The
reason for this is, according to Kapp, that in small motors the polar surfa<'‘(^s ar(>. of very
limited extent,and consequently the magnetic resistance of the path traversed by the lines of
force is excessively high, requiring more electrical energy to excite the field rnagnets than
the armature is capable of developing at a moderate and practical speed.

/-Mini’! anr] -P/m. rr oa n’P

given a lead in the other direction (in which case ir win run lext-nanaemy), i\. smint dynamo,
set ready to work^ as a generator, will, when supplied with current, run as a motor in the
same direction as it ran as a generator

; for if the current in the armature part is in the same
direction as before, that in the shunt is reversed, and moe versa. A comi)ound.wound
dynamo, set right to run as a generator, will run as a motor in the reverse sense, aqaivsi its
brushes, if the series part be more powerful than the shunt, and with its bruslu's if th(‘. sliiint
part be the mere powerful. If the connections are such (as in the compound dynanius) that
the field magnet receives the sum of the effects of the shunt and series windings when used
as a generator, then it will receive the difference between them when used as a motor.

In several respects it is even more important that the rules laid down for tlu^ good design
of generators (see Dynamo Electric Machines) should bo 'observed for motors. Eddy
currents must be even more carefully eliminated.

^

According to Mordey, in a gmuu-ator the
self-induction in the sections of the armature coil, and the eddy currents in the core, are
antagonistic; in the motor they tend to increase one another. Also, the great.cst attention
must be paid to proper mechanical arrangements for transmitting to tlio sliaft iluj forces
that are thrown by the magnetic field upon the conducting wires around.

(JovERNiNG OP Motors.—

O

ne of the earliest attempts to secure an automaf.ic regulation
of the speed was that of M. Marcel Deprez, who in 1878 applied an ingenious method of
interrupting the current at a perfectly regular rate by introducing a vibrating brake inl.o the
mrcuit. It ran at a perfectly uniform speed, quite irrespective of the work it was doing.
Deprez also showed that the torque of a motor depends only on the strengtli of tlxe field and on
the current, but does not depend on the speed. In dealing with this matter, in La
Mec^ique of Octobei 8, 1885, he says : “If a current traverses a motor having an armatunx
of the Paemotti type, the turning effort of the latter is independent ol its state of move-mentor rest and in motiori it is independent of the speed, provided the stiongtii of the cur-rent is maintained constant. Inversely, if the static^moment tending to ivsist tLunUionof the armature is maintained constant, the current will thereby automatically be Icnitconstant, whatever means we may employ to vary it. Since with
energy given out is proportional to the speed, and since the electrical energy sum e l to themotor IS the product of current and electro-motive force, it follows t at if ti econstant the speed must be proportional to the electro-motive force

’’
<-uricni is

Automatic Governmff.—lt was pointed out (see Dynamo ELECTiiic Mai’Iiinfry^ tlmf a
dynamo, if run at constant speech would

Sir

tion durin/which the nower k ^
Foport'o" of the time in every rovolu-

main diffllulty with suorthlrnorl
according to the s,,eo,l. The

radical defect in all ceXifS IFt tiioro is a sWll more
their functions until the spoed\as^ehangTd.

’ porfomi

ernor^which i^s^not^open^to^Ms^^^^
^’hompson has devised another kind of gov-

shaft of the motor toLtuate a renuiaHno- dynamometer on the
regulator to shunt oi interm^

which may consist cither of a iieriodic

adjustable resistance connected in nart nf ih
^ ^ revolution, or of an

therefore worked, not acSg to tirspeL of ZZn,carrying. Any change in the load win incffor^fi
*

4-

niotor, but according to the load it is
the speed has time to change.

instantly act on the dynamometric governor before

the field magnets are wounTS^t^^^enarat^^
-^ndre have designed motors in which

thm wire, the current dividing between them
and the other with

1*3 ucLween tnem, and the armature connected as a bridge across
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these circuits, exactly as the galvanometer is connected across the circuits of a Wheatstone’s
bridge. Another method of governing, employed by Brush and Hoehhausen, consists in
building up the field-magnet coils in sections, and by varying the number of sections in
circuit, or the mode of their connection, obtaining regulation of speed. This method is

usually employed only on constant-current motors.

The methoil of constructing a motor with coils in sections, so that a movable internal

core may be successively attracted as successive sections are switched in, has been made use
of by Deprez in constructing an electric hammer. This principle of construction was
employed by Page in his motors many years previously. For a complete discussion of the

various methods of motor regulation, the reader is referred to a paper by Prof. F. B. Crocker,

Trans. Am. Inst. Elect. Engrs., p. 287, vol. vi., 1889.

Efficiency and Power..—It can be shown, mathematically, that the efficiency with
which a perfect motor utilizes the electric energy of the current, depends upon the ratio

between the counter electro-motivo force developed in the armature of the motor, and the

electro-motive force of the current which is supplied by the battery or dynamo. We can
therefore calculate the efficiency at which the motor is working, by observing the ratio

between the fall in the strength of the current and the original strength. Or, to put
it another way, with two series dynamos, the electrical efficiency of transmission, when there

is no leakage, is the ratio of the electro-motive forces developed in the armatures of the two
machines.

Jacobi’s Taw concerning the maximum power of an electric motor supplied with currents

from a source of given electro-motive force, is the following : The mechanical work given out

by a motor is a maximum when the motor is geared to run at such a speed that the current is

reduced to half the strength that it would have if the motor was stopped. This, of course,

implies that the counter electro-motivo force of the motor is equal to half the electro-motive

force furnished by tlie battery or generator. Now, under those circumstances, only half the
energy furnished 'by the external source is utilized, the other half being wasted in heating the

circuit. Dr. Siemens proved, in fact, that if the motor be arranged so as to do its work at

less than the maxirnmn rate, by being geared so as to do much less work per revolution, bub
yet so as to run at a higher speed, it will bo more efficient

;
that is to say, though it does less

work, there will also bo still less electric energy expended, and the ratio of the useful work
done to the energy expended will bo nearer unity than, before. Heneo, to get maximum work
per second out of an electric motor, the motor must run at such a speed as to bring down
the current to half t.he value which it would have if the motor were at rest. That is to say,

the efficiency is but 50 per cent, when the motor does its work at the maximtm rate.

When a dynamo is used as a motor, the power is supplied to it electrically in the form o.l!

electric cuiTents delivered at a certain potential or
’

i)re.ssuro. If Cm is the number of

amperes of current which flow througli the motor, and A/m be the number of volts

of potential as measured at the terminals of the motor, tlion the electric power, in

watts, Fw, given l)y the mains to the motor, will bo found by multiplying together the

amperes and the volts, or JV = (watts). This may be expressed as electric horse-

power by dividing by 740, since 7-iO watts equal one cloctinc horse-power.

L.

All of this power electrically supplied is not, however, turned into mechanical power,

some being inevitably used up in heating the conductors (because tlit^y have electric resist-

ance) and in magnetic friction. Tiiat part of the power which is actually utilized in turn-

ing the armature may bo expressed in two ways, cither electrically or niechanically.

If Ga is tlio amperes that flow through the armature, and the E. M. Ir. actually

generated by the rotation of the armature as it goes round in its magnetic field, then che

number of watts utilized is—
P. = EaGa.

P ,

The effieiency (electrical) of tlio motor is given by the ratio of jPk, to Pr/-, or The

power thus utilized in the armature, if expressed in electrical horse-power, will bo EaGa -r-

746. To express in mechanica,! units the power utilized l)y the a,rmature, it musb be remem-
bered that the power is also the product of two factors, the speed and the turning moment,
or torque.

If n stand for the number of revolutions per minute ; and Fp,f stand for torque, or force

in pound-feet—'i. 6., so many pounds’ weight acting at a radius of one foot—then the num-
ber of foot-pounds per minute is given by 27r tiinos the product of n and Fpf, or,

ji. 1 -
-gjj-QQo

Equating this to the electrical expression for the power given to the armature, wc get

—

nFj,f = X XaOa Oa X 7-04.
%7t X 746

Now Ea, the E. M. F. generated by the rotating armature, tends to send a current in the

opposite direction through the circuit
;

it is therefore sometimes called the counter K. M. P.

of the motor. The faster the motor runs, and the stranger the magnetic field of the

machine, the greater does Ea become, and the more does it oppose the flow of current

through the motor.
The actual efficiencies of motors vary considerably with the power of the machine, its
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method of governing, and the nature of the circuit to which it is connected. This is well

shown in the accompanying tables, due to Dr. S. S. Wheeler and Prof. F. B. Crocker, which

give respectively the efficiencies of machines (shunt wound) connected to constant-potential

circuits, and machines (usually series wound) connected to constant-current or are-light cir-

cuits, and the currents required at the various potentials.

Amperes required to gim Different Powers on the Various Constant-potential Circuits,

allowing for the Ordinary Efficiency of each Size of Motor,

Horse-

1

power of
motor.

Effi-

ciency of
motor.

Electrical
horse-
power

required.

8 volts,

battery.
60 volts. 75 volts. lOO volts. 110 volts. 120 volts 220 volts. 240 volts 440 volts. 600 volts.

m •16 14 2-3 1-6 1*2 ri 1
*

•,53 •48 •26 •23

k 55 •28 21 3*4 2*2 1-7 1-5 1*4 •76 B9 *38 •34

60
•2J 26 4‘1 2-8 2-1 1*9 1*7 *95 •87 •48 •41

62 •40 38 6-0 4-0 3*0 2*7 2*5 1-4 1*3 •68 *60

h C6 76 71 11-8 7-5 5*7 5*1 4*7 2-6 2-4 • 1*3 1*13

i 72 1-4 130 20*7 18-8 30-4 9-4 8-6 4'7 4*3 2-4 2*07

2 75 2-7 39-8 26 -fi 19-9 18*1 16*5 9-1 8-3 4*5 3*98

3 78 3-8 57*3 38*2 28-6 26
* 23*8 13*0 11-9 6 -5 5*73

4 70 5-0 75*5 50-3 37 "7 34-3 31-4 17-2 15*8 8*6 7*55

5 80 6-2 93-3 62-2 46*6 42*4 38-8 21*2 10-4 10-6 9*33

82 9-1 13 f)* 90-9 68-2 C*2* 66*8 31*0 28-4 15-5 13*6

10 84 12
-

178
*

118
- 88-8 80*7 74

* 40*4 37
’ 00*2 17*8

15 85 17-6 263 -

176
-

1 .32
-

120
* 110

*

00
*

55
*

80
* 26*3

20 86 23
-

347 *

2
'

1
-

I 7
'

3
*

158
*

145
*

70
*

lo- 39*9 34-7

25 88 28
-

424
- 2o3

-

212
*

193
*

177
*

96
-

ss* 48*2 42*4

30 88 34 ’ 509 *

339
*

!:5 i
-

231
* 210

*
116

- 106*3 57*8 50-7

35 89 40 *

587 * 3 )1
-

293 * 266
* 244

*

133 • 120
* 67*4 69

-

40 89 45
-

6T1
- 447

-
335

-

305
* 280

*

153
-

140
*

77
*

er-

50 90 5o‘ 829 -

553
-

414 *

377
*

346
*

188
- 170 * 94

*

as*

75 90 83
-

1
,
243

*

828
-

621
*

665 * 518
*

283 * 2.59
* 141* 124

*

Volts required to give Different Powers on Various Arc CircuiU, allowing for the Ordi-

nary Efficiency of each Size of Motor.

Horse-power of
motor.

Efficiency of
motor.

Electrical
horse-power
require ..

3 amperes. ej amperes. 1 0 amperes. 18 amperes.

tV •18 44- 20* 13' 7*

k 50 •25 62* 29* 19* 10*3

h 55 45 112- 61* 34* 18*7

i 62 •81 201* 93* 60* 33-5

1 68 1*47 366- 169* 110* 00-9
0 72 2-8 690- 319* 207* 1 is-

3 76 4*0 981- 453* 294- les*
4 77 5-2 1,291- 596* 387- 215*

5 78 6-4 1,594* 736* 478- 265*

n 79 9-5 2,.30O* 1,080* 708- 393*

10 80 12-5 3,108- 1,435* 933- 518*

15 82 18-3 4,548- 2,099* 1,364- 758*

20 83 24*1 5,991* 2,765* 1.797- 999*

25 84 29-8 ’7,400* 3,416* 2,220- 1,23)’

40
1

85

1 1

47*1 11,700* 5,400* 3,510* 1,950*

An examination of the tables shows that the efficiencies range from 35 to 90 per cent.
,
which

compared with the steam engine, shows considerable superiority. The consumption of coal

in steam engines of various sizes and types, varies from 2 to 10 lbs. per horse-power hour, a
variation of 1 to 5 against 1 to 2 with electric motors. Further consideration shows that the
amount of energy required to produce a given amount of power is not affected by the size of

the motor, within moderate limits
;
the gain in efficiency, if an unnecessarily large motor is

used, being about offset by the losses due to its not being fully loaded. For instance, if one
horse-power is obtained from a two-horse-power motor, the motor itself, being larger, will bo
of slightly greater efficiency

;
but not being run at its best load, the result will be only about

the same as if a one-horse-power machine were used. In other words, for any given amount
of power consumed, the amount of energy required, and, therefore, the cost of running, is

practically constant and independent of the size of the motor used, within the ordinary limits
of selection. This, however, refers merely to the cost of current, and is not to be under-
stood as lessening the imperative importance, for mechanical reasons, of choosing a motor
with a considerable margin of capacity.
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Various Types of Meetric Motors .—The Philadelphia Electrical Exhibition of 1884 was
marked by a revival of interest in electric motors, and many of the new types produced
were of great merit, though the rapid advances in this field may have relegated some to

obscurity. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a motor designed by Mr. A. Reckenzaun, in 1884,

and exhibited at that exhibition. The magnets are, in appearance, somewhat similar to

those employed in tlie Siemens dynamo, except that, as will be seen from the cut, the cores

are in an inclined

position, the upper
and lower core ends
meeting at a rather

acute angle. This
arrangement saves

space, reduces the

weight, and renders

the frame rigid.
The armature con-

sists of a ring, made
up of a series of

rings, each of which
is again composed
of a number of links

provided with holes

at their ends to re-

ceive the bolts which
hold the links as

well as the rings

together. The links,

over lapping one
another, are insulat-

ed from each other

in order to avoid Fig. l,—-Reckenzaun motor.

Foucault currents.

From 12 to 36 bobbins surround tho ring thus formed, and connect with a commutator made
up of a corresponding number of sections. A pair of brush holders carry two brushes,
movable within a certain range to adjust the speed of tho motor. Inside the armature is a
magnet, resting loosely on the shaft bjj" means of rollers. This internal magnet is, in cross-

section, H -shaped, having two pole pieces, between which a quantity of fine wire is wound
lengthwise, tlio ends of which are connected to copper brushes, which, in running, rub
against two brass collars fitted upon tho shaft inside tlie armature. These inside collars are

in metallic connection with a pair of similar collars at tho coinmutator, where another pair

of brushes rests on them, picking up a small current for tho internal magnet. This internal

circuit forms a sliunt to the main circuit. Tho internal magnet, on being excited, offers two
poles, each facing a like-named external field-magnet pole. Hence the passing armature
bobbins are exposed, to strongly magnetized pole pieces inside as well as outside, thereby
utilizing also tho inner parts of the wire bobbins. Idio internal magnet is made for larger

sized motors, and may be taken out and tho motor run without it. On top of the machine
are two binding posts, mounted on a block of wood, to which tho mains are connected. All

the iron in this motor is best soft wrought-iron, no cast-iron being employed. All parts are

carefully proportioned for light weight, high efficiency, and strength. In case the armature
should require repairing, tlio bobbins need not be unwound, as in some other machines, but
any one may be slipped off its section after taking out tho nearest bolt, thus saving time,

labor, and material.

The motor exhibited in Philadelphia was of 1.V actual horse power, and weighed 106

lbs. Its bulk was likewise exceedingly small. The motor measured in height 9^ in.,

width 16^ ill., and length of shaft 20| in.

Professors Ayrton and Perry, of England, have devoted much attention to the study of

electric motors, and have promulgated the theory that, whereas in tho dynamo the field

should be of great magnetic strength and tho armature a weak one magnetically, the reverse

should be observed in the motor— the field sliould bo a weak magnet and the armature
a powerful magnet. This theory, however, has not been sustained by practical experience.

They embodied their ideas some time ago in a form of motor which differs from those of

ordinary construction in that the armature is kept stationary while the field magnet revolves

within it.

Pig. 2 shows the Ayrton and Perry motor in perspective
;
Fig. 3 shows the construction

of the motor more in detail. ITie stationary armature, as will be seen, consists of a lami-

nated cylinder built up of toothed rings of sheet-iron, and resembles very much the Pacinotti

toothed-ring armature. Tho wires are wound on in sections, joined in series, and at each
joint are connected to a segment of the stationary commutator, 0 G. The spindle of the

revolving field magnet carries the brushes, which revolve with it.

In explanation of the operation of the motor. Professor Ayrton says that wherever
the brushes, B, happen to be at any particular moment, there two opposite magnetic poles,

at A" and 8, are produced on the armature, as shown in Fig. B. As the brushes revolve, so

do these poles, and the brushes, which are carried by the field magnets, are so set that the
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magnetic poles in the armature are always a little in front of those in fk'ld inagni't.

The latter, therefore, are, as it were, perpetually running after the former, hul; m^v(‘r eal (til-

ing them. From the peculiar construction of the Ayrton and Perry motor, it tuny Ix', oper-

ated without any wire at all upon the revolving field magnets. This Jirises from tlu^ hud.

that the magnetism in the stationary armature induces opposite'- inagnetisiu in the iron of

• " OJIJM

Fig. 2. Ayrton and Perry motor Fkj. 3.

the field magnets, and, as pomted out before, the brushes are so pla.C(‘d that th (3 magnetic
poles^ in the armature are always just in front of those in the iron, which latter arcs always
running round after those in the former, but never catch up with them.

Ihe G-ris(3om raotor is r^arkable for the small space it occupies, due to its neat and
compact design, shown in Fig. 4. The armature is entirely encased by tlie (^ylimirical
electro-magnet within which it revolves, and by the metallic caps or disks fitted to t'liis (f.ylin-

cylindimal field magnet is composed of a cylinder of soft iron wired
in two large coils, each of which covers nearly one-
half of the cylinder, the space left between the two
coils at opposite sides of the cylinder constituting
Me magnetic poles of this cylindrical electro-magnet.
The current which passes through the wire on this
magnet circulates in opposite directions in each coil
or section, so that both coils combine to produce a
north pole in one of the open spaces, and a south pole
at the other. The result is practically the same as if
two U electro-magnets were brought together with
like poles in opposition, these forming a circular
rnagnet with two consequent or combined poles, one
at each junction. The iron of the cylindrical magnet
projects laterally at each pole, and to these pro-
jections an ornamental brass disk is screwed firmly at
one end as shown in the figure. The binding post
shown at the top is prolonged on the other side of the
metallic cap, and carries one of the brass springs or

“

1-7 p™.™,; h,.,

by . specialMrew device atliched to the metallic can ^
The aTZ'ime imd n, 'ii' t‘"are connected in series The current eni-erino- magnet

spring, leaves it by the lower, from wtoh it passes to the^Frff
^

second binding post.
^ nmgnet, wh(>nca3 it gmn to tlm

car lines, Mr.^Leo Daft°L*s^aid*^MnsidCTable'' ato Fi
"" ““'wayn and Kircct.-

early form. The field mao-nets are mnde nffo. n ihill, inolor of tlie

lie h'ormontally. havroonXeL polTs
called the Siemons plau-th„t is. (hey

are series wouhd, but the ooTof the field m
t'?®. below, the an.ia(;nre. They

circuits around the core By suitable devieef tVioa
divided, so that there are ( wo or iiHire

into series or into multiple eomhiSno/"^'^*^ '‘"-o"-.!

circuits, for the purpose of ehan°inothe strenoX of tL «>'»'«! ban two
motive forceand str^gth of Snt suddS^^^^^

magnet,lo field, (;o suit, the el.wt,.-..-

priuciple after the Gramme but tLir emistrnoti^n i

* armatures are rnodi-Ied hi
to the manner of mounting’them on thShafte^^

improved, CcSpecially in respi-et

m-e of thfstmpk hofseshfe form!' anfuhTt amVre TsVtlre^C iDaft s previous models. The machine is desior^e^ r
^ * brrammo type, as in Mr.

ctPhiMciphi.,. ,m

Fig. 4.™GriHC(>m mot(»r.
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invented by Mr. Philip Diehl, the inventor engaged by the sewing machine company. A
later design is shown in Pig. 7, in which it will be seen that the field magnets are placed
vertically and hinged at the top, being supported by two side rods, cast solid with the base.

The lower ends of'the field magnets encircle the armature, which is also carried by journal
bearings in the side rods. The method of regulation of the motor consists in separating the
pole pieces from the armature. This is accomplished by means of two connecting rods fixed

Pio. 6.—Daft motor.

to the lower ends of the magnets, and joined together bv a pin which slides in a slot on the
upright, A rod connected to the pin serves to raise and lower tlio u{)per ends of the two con-
necting rods, and in doing s(.) the field magnets are separated or brought together, as the case

may be. Wlicn used in connection with a sewing machine, the motor is secured to the under
side of the table in an inverted position, and the regulating lever connected to the treadle.

In this position the field magnets fall apart of their own weight and the machine does not
work. It is only when tlie treadle is pressed and the magnets are brought together that mo-
tion is obtained. It is evident that by va.rying tlie distance between the armature and the
magnets any desired speed can be obtainei for fast or dow work. The armatfiro shaft is

li’io. 6.—Baft motor. Tig. T.—Biolil motor.

provided with a pulJew and its end is bored so that the power can bo transmitted by belt or
applied directly, as when driving a fan.

To avoid the necessity of belting, and at the same time do away with the presence of an
auxiliary machine on the board for driving, Mr. Diehl conceived the idea of combining the
motor and sewing machine into a practical unit, as shown in Pig. 8. The motor is completely
housed within the fly-wheel of the machine, and connected directly with the driving shaft,

so that all gearing is obviated. The details of the arrangement will be readily understood
from Pigs. 9 and to, which show respectively the field magnet and armature of the motor.
The magnet, which consists of a single piece, is wound witli. wire conneci^ed to the two ter-

minal brushes shown. This magnet is permanently fixed to_ the hub through wliicli the
shaft passes. The armature, shown in perspective in Pig. 10, is of the Gramme ty[)e, and is

held in position within the rim of the wheel. The wires leading from the periphery connect
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to the commutator at the hub, and the brushes on the magnets bear against the segments.

I’lG- 8- Pig. 9. Fio. lo.

Pig. 8-10.—Diehl motor applied to sewing machines.

The wires leading to the motor pass up through
connected to a switch, by which the machine can

Pig. 11.—Twenty-horse-power motor.

signed by Frank A. Ferret is the lamination of
thin plates of soft charcoal iron, stamped
directly into their finished form, and clamped
together by bolts in such a manner as to
secure great mechanical strength. The ar-
mature core is^ also laminated, and the plates
have teeth which form longitudinal channels
on its periphery, in which the coils are wound.
Fig. 11 is a side view of a 20 horse-power motor
complete. Fig. 12 is a cross-section of magnets
and armature showing magnetic circuit. It
will be seen that the armature is a ring of com-
paratively large diameter, with longitudinal
channels on its periphery, in which the conduc-
tors are wound and thus embedded in the iron,
which is in such close proximity to the iron pole
pieces that there is practically no gap in tlie
magnetic circuit. The field consists of three
separate magnets arranged at equal distances
around the armature, each magnet having two
pole pieces. The winding is such as to produce

the hollow easting of the frame, and are
be started and stopped at will. The fly-

wheel is provided with a
clutch or stop motion in
connection with the shaft,
so that it may be con-
nected with the latter, or
turned loose, as is com-
mon in sowing machines
—the wheel being dis-
connected from the shaft
when winding bobbins.
This is accomplished by a
turn of a thumb-nnt at the
roar end of the machine.
By unscrewing this nut
entirely, t h e armature
may be slid out complete-
ly, so that it may be ex-
amined, should necessity
require. This also ex-
poses the field magnets
and brushes, so that they
can be easily gotten at for
examination and atten-
tion.

The chief distinctive
feature of the motors de-

the field magnet, which is built up out of

Fig. 12.—Ferret motor. Cross section.
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alternate north and south poles. The magnets are built up of plates of soft charcoal iron,

which are shaped as shown in the diagram, and the magnet thus produced is of such a form
that it may be readily wound in a lathe. A non-magnetic bolt passes through a hole in each
pole-piece, and the plates are clamped together between washers and nuts on the same. These
bolts also serve to attach the magnets to the two iron end frames, which are of a ring shape,
and are bolted to the bed plates of the machine. The magnetic circuit is of unusually low
resistance by reason of its shape, its shortness, which is shown by the diagram, and the supe-
rior quality of iron used. There is no magnetism whatever in the frame, bed, or shaft of the
machine, as the magnets are supported at some distance from the frame by means of the non-
magnetic bolts, and the armature is mounted on the shaft hy spiders of non-magnetie metal.

The latest type of “ C. & C.” motor is shown in Fig. 13. The magnetic circuit is of the
consequent type, wdiich gives the greatest possible compactness of design. It is made in the
circular form, having divided or parallel circuits, meeting at top and bottom, and passing
together through the armature core. It consists of two cores, shaped like segments of a cir-

cle, bolted to pole pieces at both
ends, surrounding the arma-
ture. The cores are of wrought-
iron, planed off at the ends
to an angle of 90°, so that
when the machine is put to-

gether each core and pole piece

forms a quadrant of a circle,

the center of which coincides

with the center of the arma-
ture shaft. This construction

gives a very short magnetic
circuit, free from corners or

projections where leakage may
occur, and makes the motor ex-

ceedingly compact for a given
power. The polo pieces are

of east-iron, of much greater
cross-section tlian the cores,

the lower one being cast in one
piece with the base. The poles Fig. 33.-0. & 0. motor,

enclose about 280° of the arma-
ture circumference. The lield-magnet coils are wound directly on the cores by hand. The
armature core is a drum made up of thin disks of sheet-iron, insulated carefully from each
other. These are stamped with a hole in the center for tlio shaft, and after placing them on
the shaft they are iirosscd together with great force. Iron arbor plates, keyed to the shaft at

the ends, hold the disks firmly in position, and are themselves held by nuts screwed on the

shaft. These disks are in adVlition held together by long bolts, wliose heads are sunk into

the arbor plates, thus ensuring an absolutely rigid and solid core. A modification of the Sie-

mens winding is employed, and the wire is proportioned to carry an excess of current above the

full load of the motor, without undue heating. The commuta-

ft

^or is built up of east tem|)ered or of hard-drawn copper bars

of tapering cross-section, beveled at each end. The insulation

between the bars is of the best mica, made up of thin strips to

the proper gauge. They are held together by steel collars,

turned on one side to the same angle as the ends of the bars,

and threaded to receive nuts, wliich arc screwed up with great

i’orce against the collars, thus holding the bars firmly in place

witliout allowing them to twist out of line. The sleeve and
collars are carefully insulated from the bars by thick layers of

The 0. & C. small motor, shown in Fig, 14, is made up of

interchangeable parts. The cores and pole pieces are drop
forged, and afterward finished to gauge. The Glramme ring

armature is shown in Fig. 15. The core is formed of punched
sheet-iron semicircles, upon one side of which tissue paper is

pasted. These semicircles are laid together, with the ends ol:

alternate rings projecting at either edge of the built-up half

cylinders, so “that the edges of the two lialf cylinders so formed
will interlock. The half circles and a rivet passed through,

uniting them, lock the parts of a hinge. Upon this split ring

is slipped a flat helix of wire, forming the entire winding of

Fig. 14.—TheC. &C. small motor, the armature in one layer, so that the operation of slipping it

on is very simple. The wire used is flat, as shown in Fig. 16.

The small t horse-power C. & C. motor, shown in Pig. 17
,
is interesting as being made

with a complete Wheeler regulator, by which it can be run at any speed.

The Thomson-Houstoii stationary motor, shown in Fig. 18, is made in different sizes,

from 1 to 15 horse-power. The proportioning is such that, supplied with a constant poten-

tial, they are practically self-regulating as regards speed, though the load bo varied from
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nothing up to full power, or the reverse. At the same time the brushes on the commutator run
without spark, and are not shifted in position during extreme changes of load on the motor.
In other words, the noursparking points of the commutator remain at one position without

will be noted in Fig. 18, the poles of the field magnets—the bodies or cores of

% T
•

section—project upward and enclose the armature, the section of the core
square. The winding of the armature is a modified Siemens arrangement,

ana the nelcl magnet coils are in shunt to the armature. The armature core is so well lam-
inated, and the resistance of the armature conductor is so low, that loss by Foucault currents.

Fig. 18.—Thomson-Houston motor.

or local currents in the iron, and by internal resistance, is wery light as compared with the
output of the machine.

The motor shown in Fig. 19 was designed by Mr. William Hoehhansen to regulate and
to keep a constant speed with a variable load, with fixed brushes and without the interposi-
tion of external resistance. It has a single magnetic circuit, in which the armature is in-
cluded. The regulation is effected by varying the intensity of the magnetic field to cdrre-
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spend with the load. For this purpose the field coils are divided into ten sections, the ends

Pkj. 10.~HochhauHen motor. Fiq-. 20.-—Ilyer motor.

Fig. Sl.—Hyer motor.

of which are brought to consecutive strips, shown at the side of and below the armature.
The governor is of the centrifugal type, and acts upon an arma-
ture which extends downwardly and operates upon a contact
maker which touches the various contact strips to which the field

coils are connected. As the speed clianges, tlieso sections are cut
in or out, varying the magnetic strength of the field accordingly.

Figs. 20 and 21 show a perspective and sectional view of a
motor designed by W. E. liyer, in which both field coils and
armature arc surrounded by an iron shell, cast in two parts, hav-
ing tlio bearings extending horisiontally across the open ends.
This construction closes the magnetic circuit so completely that
no external magnetism can bo detected.

The Stockwcll motor, once largely used on arc-lighting cir-

cuits, is shown in Fig. 22. It is enclosed within a ease, one end
of which is removed so as to expose the interior. The mag-

nets are of the converging, consequent-pole type, and form an integral part with the top
and bottom of the casing. Tlio two sides are cast separate and hold together by screws.
The armature, or, more correctly, the armatures, for there are two of them, are shown in Fig.

23. As will bo seen, they are of the Siemens
shuttle-wound type, and are placed at right an-

gles to each other. The commutator has four seg-

ments, and the terminals of the wire on each
armature are connected to ojiposito segments. The
latter are not iinule parallel witli tlie spindle, but

are helical in shape, so that there is no break in

the circuit at that point, since the brush passes tlie

current to one armature boforo leaving the other.

By this arrangement only one arniatnro is in action

at one time. Taking tlio one to tlie right, for

example, it is at its irnixinniin effect during the

quarter revolution when tlio pola,r faees of the

armature are approaciiing the pole pieces, and
until they come directly o[)posito each other. Diu*-

ing the next quarter r(‘ volution the armature is

cut out of the circuit cntiridy
;
on the third quar-

tei' it again comes into the circuit until occupying
the same relative position as in the first quarter ; Fig. -Stockwcll motor.
and, finally, in the fourtli quarter it is' again cut
out. But ’it is evident that during each of these idle peiiods of the arnuituro to the right,

that to the left comes into circuit and goes through relatively the same cycle of operations.
The action is cpiite analogous to that
in two steam engines coupled with tlieir

cranks at right angles to each other.

While one is passing over the center,

and practieally doing no effective work,
the othm* is in the position of maximum

Fig. 23. -Stockwcll armatures. power, with the crank at right angles
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afc the line of stroke. In both cases there can be no dead point, and the motion is smooth
and continuous.

The Brush motor, which is 'illustrated in the engraving?, Fig. 24, closely resembles the
Brush dynamo, but the devices added to the machine for the purpose of securing steadiness

Fig. 24. - Brush motor.

of power and constancy of speed under all loads merit a detailed description. It will be seen
that, mounted on the shaft between the commutator and the journal bearing, there is a
cylindrical shell. This shell contains the gov-
ernor by which the speed of the motor is

maintained constant. The mode of regulation
adopted by Mr. Brush consists in causing the
governor to adjust the commutator automati-
cally with relation to the brushes. To this
end the commutator segments are mounted
upon a sleeve on the shafr, so that they can he
revolved to any desired extent under the in-
fluence of the governor.

The illustration, Fig. 25, shows the gov-
ernor in detail. As will be seen, the commu-
tator brushes, G 0, remain fixed, and loosely
mounted on the shaft, JE, is the commutator
sleeve, a, which turns freely. The commuta-
tor sections, d, are 3nsulated'from the sleeve, a,
and are connected to the armature bobbins by
flexible wires, so as not to interfere with the
rotary adjustment of the commutator. To
the inner periphery of the cylindrical shell, G,
which is bolted to the shaft, the governor arms,

The inner free ends of theII II, are pivoted. Tig. 25.—Governor of Brush motor.
arras are connected to the opposite arras by
means of spiral springs, 1 1. In addition, the arms carry each an adjustable weight, IC The
hnks, L L, attached to the arms, II H, are connected to a disk upon the commutator slee\ e.
Hence, it will be readily understood that as the governor shell rotates with the pivoted
we3ghts, K K, the latter, by centrifugal force, will be removed toward the periphery of tl.o
shell, and, through the medium of the connecting links, L A, will impart a rotary move-
ment to the commutator, varying its position on the armature shaft.

The action of the governor is precisely analogous to that in a steam engine. When in a
state of rest, the springs draw the weights toward each other and maintain the commutator
segments at the maximum point of effect with relation to the brushes. When current is
switched on to the motor, the governor weights in their revolution are thrown outward and
rotate the commutator, carrying the maximum points away from the contact points of the
brushes and in the direction of rotation of the armature. This action decreases the effect
of the driving current until a point is reached where the effect of the driving current is bal-
anced by the load on the motor, and the speed of the latter remains constant. Now, should
the speed of the motor be retarded by a decrease of current strength with no corresponding
diminution of load, or by an increase of load with no increase of current strength, the gov-
ernor balls will be retracted and drawn toward each other by the spiral springs, and thereby
rotate the commutator in a direction opposite to the motion of the armature shaft, the effect
01 which IS to move the maximum points on the commutator nearer to the brushes, and
thereby increase the speed of the motor. On the other hand, should the speed of the motor
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be increased above the normal rate, owing to an increase of current strength or to a decrease
of load, the governor balls will be caused to recede from each other and rotate the commu-
tator in. tile same direction as that of the armature shaft, and cause the maximiim points on
the commutator sections to be moved away from the brushes, and thereby decrease the speed
of the motor. In this maimer provision is made for all contingencies atfeeting the working
of an electric motor.

At the Philadelphia Electrical Exhibition in 1884, Mr. Frank J. Sprague made the first

public exhibition of several of his motors, which were run on a constant-potential circuit.
The Sprague motors may be divided into two classes, with subdivisions as follows :

1* 'V^ctriable-speecl MacMnes, comprising, (a) variable shunt; (&,) Wheatstone bridge;
(d standard railroad. 2. Constant-speed Machines, comprising, {d) variable shunt ; (e)

long shunt
; (/) short shunt

; (g) combined shunts
;

(h) distorted windings. The above
are for operation on constant-potential circuits, to which class of work Mr. Sprague has
mostly confined himself. There are a number of other forms for both constant-potential
and eonstant-curromt circuits, particular description of which is unnecessary here.

In the variable-speed machines the object sought is, without introducing resistances ex-
ternal to the machine, to vary the potential differences existing at the armature terminals in
a progressive manner from the maximum existing to zero

; to reverse the potential without
breaking the continuity of the held or armature circuits

;
to vary gradually the rotary

effort of the armature, and, if necessary, also the strength of the held magnets. In a gen-
eral way these .results arc accomplished by winding the field magnets in sections of variable
cross-section and resistance, and arranging the armature circuit so that a greater or less

number of the field-coil sections may bo shunted to or put in series with it.

In the simplest form (Fig. 20) one end of the armature circuit is connected with a con-
tact arm arranged to travel over a series of contact blocks connected
with difPerent sections of the field coils, and the other end of the
armature circuit is connected with one end of the series at its junc-
tion with the supplying circuit

;
as the arm moves over the succes-

sive contacts, the armature is shunted around a greater or less

number of the sections of feed coils, and the difference of potential
between the terminals of the armature circuit is varied from the
maximum to ^ero. This method has been used to a considerable
extent in introducing^ constant-speed machines into circuit without
the use of a rheostat in the armature circuit.

In another form (Fig. 27) each terminal of the armature circuit Fig. 26.—Motor,

is connected to a movable arm, both arms being made to travel

along the contact blocks in opposite diroctions, so that the difference of potential at the
brush terminals can be made to vary from the maximum to nothing, and then reversed, thus
going through the full range of rnaxiinurn difference in potential in one direction to the

maximum in the other. In the third

form (Pig. 28) there are two series

of field-coil sections, the bights

being brought to two sets of contact
blocks

;
the armature terminals are

hero also joined to two arms made
to travel upon thcBO contact blocks,

so tliat the differeneo of potential

at the armature circuit increases

from zero to the maximum in either Fig. 28.—Motor.
3Fia. 27.—Motor. direction as reauired.

In the stanaard street-railroad machine, the field magnets
are wound with three sets of field coils of variable cross-section and resistances, which are
in series with the a,rmatur<3, Ihieso coils arc varied in relation from three in. series to three
in parallel, thus changing the total resistance of tlie machine, and varying the torsional
effort and speed with any given current. For more detailed description of this method, see
Eliikitrxo IIailways, Sprague system.

With the exceptioi^ of this railway motor, the best known of the Sprague motors is that
adapted to run at a constant speed on a constant-potential circuit under varying load,

and for a time this was tlie only machine which had tins quality. This machine is'illustrated

in Fig. 29. The method of regulating these machines was based upon the apparently para-
doxical sta/tement first enunciated by Mr. Sprague, that “to maintain the speed of a constant-
potential motor, constant under varying loads, when the load increases, the field should be
weakened ;^and when the load is decimsed, the field should he strengthened.’' This state-

ment was founded on a differential investigation of the electrical expression for the work
done. 'W’ithout going into details of this investigation, Mr. Sprague’s method of regulation
consists, in brief, in strengthening the magnetizing effect of the field coils of a motor to de-
crease the mechanical effects, such as speed or power, or both

;
and, mce versa, weakening this

magnetizing effect to increase the mechanical effects ;
and under varying loads the speed is

maiiitainedL constani; by an inverse variation of the strength of the field.

This may be aceomplished in two ways : one, by varying the field circuit either by hand,
or by a meehanical governor, which responds to any variation in the speed of the motor, and
introduces or cuts out resistance in, or varies the arrangement of, the shunt field coils.

This method, however, is not satisfactory, and Mr. Sprague’s ordinary method of work-
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in^ is to make use of certain coils in series with the armature, and depending upon it, •which
coils have a magnetic action which is opposed to that of the main coils of the machine.
There are three methods of arranging these coils, known as the long, the short, and the
combined shunt methods. The long shunt is shown in Figs. 30, 31, and 32. By making these
motors with large masses of iron in the field, and working with nearly a straight-line char-
acteristic, these machines are constructed on certain laws known as Sprague laws.

Let f denote the resistance of the main or shunt field coil ; m, the number of turns
therein

;
r, the resistance of the differential or series field coils

;
n, the number of turns, and

Fig. 29.—Sprague motor.

B, the resistance of the armature. Then for the long-shunt machine, the law of winding is

expressed by the equation, ^ that is to say, the number of turns in the' shunt

coil must bear the same ratio to the number in the series coil, as the resistance of the shunt
coil bears to the sum of the resistances of the series coil and the armature. In the short-

shunt machine, the law of windings is expressed as follows : — that is to say, thenB ^

number of turns in the shunt field must bear the same ratio to the number of turns in the
series differential field, as the sum of the resistances of the shunt field and the armature
bears to the resistance of the armature.

With these windings the motor will regulate itself perfectly at all potentials so long as
the motor is worked with a straight-line characteristic, but it must be with an electric effi-
ciency of over 50 per cent. A peculiarity in motors wound according to this method is that
II the motor is standing still, and current is admitted to it with the circuits normally ar-

rpged, the effect of the two coils is equal and opposite, and there will be no field excita-
tion. Phis difficulty led to the introduction of a short-circuiting or reversing switch, which
either cut out tfcm series coil in starting the machine, or reversed it, making it a cumulative

four-pole machine designed by Mr. Sprague, more interesting from a scien-
tihc than a practical standpoint, now that motors have been raised to such High degrees of
efnciency, a distorted winding was adopted, the series coil being put on two diagonally situ-
ated arms of the magnet

;
this resulted in distorting or shifting the resultant consequent

held in a direction opposite to the distortion set up by the armature. The object of this
was to keep the brushes at a fixed non-sparking point. In one railroad machine built by
Mr. bprague, this action was carried still further, the field magnets being wound with field
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coils, having polar actions at right angles; the series coil was made cumulative on two arms,
differential on the other two. Then with any variation in the strength of the shunt field,

or any variation in either thestrength or direction of the armature
current, a variable shifting of the field was caused, in direction
and degree opposite to that set up by the armature (Fig. ihS).

In the Sprague standard constant-speed motor, Fig. 29, the

construction is simple and substantial. The bed plate carrying
the armature bearings forms one pole; the crown of the machine
another ; and these two are united by a pair of field magnet
cores. In this machine the length of core, the diameter of the
bore, the external diameter of the field-magnet windings, and
the length of the armature body, are all equal. The length of

iron core is 1*0 the diameter. The capacity of the machine varies

as the cube of tlie lineal dimensions, as it sliould in all good ma-
Fig. 83.—Sprague armature, chines. These machines are used to a great extent in commer-

cial operations.

An electric motor designed by Mr. H. Edgerton is shown in Figs. 34 and 35. The
pole pieces, Fig. 35, are arranged each with three radial cores, on wlileh the exciting coils

are wound, and by which the fields are supported on the interior of a cylindrical iron shell

which forms the framework of the motor, as well as the yoke-piece of the field magnets.
The shell and pole pieces form a concentrically cylindrical structure, in the interior of which
the armature revolves on a central shaft supported at either end by bearings situated cen-

trally in the end caps or lids. These end caps may close the cylinder entirely or not, but
usually one end is closed completely, while the other is left open, as shown, for easy access

to the brushes and commutator. The armature, shown in section in Fig. 35, is polar, and
consists of three helices, wound upon as many radial cores, set at equal distances upon a

central prism of the same numbcir of sides. Through the central axis of this prism, the

shaft is placed longitudinally, and, as before stated, supported in bearings in the end caps

of the motor. The outer or peripheral extremity of each of these cores is segmental in

Fiu. motor. Fig. 37.—Winding.

shape, coinciding in curve with the inner concave surfaces of the pole pieces between which

it revolves. The helices are wound parallel with the axis of the armature, as in the Siemens

shuttle armature, and each is complete in itself. Similar ends of each helical wire are con-
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neeted with the commutator segments, of which there is one for each helix ; and the other

similar ends are carried out to a common union, insulated from and carried upon the shaft.

The Immisclh Motor is of English manufacture, and embodies some novel features, espe-

cially in the armature winding. Fig. 86 is a perspective view of the machine, and Fig. 87 a
diagram of the winding. In the diagram only eight coils are indicated, although 48,^ 96, or

more may be employed. The commutator is of the bisected type, and the coils are joined to

Fig. 38.—Edison motor.

two adjacent segments of the commutator on the. two rings, of which one has an angular
advance equal to one-half the width of the commutator bar. The two brushes, side by side

upon the two rings, are connected together, so that only one pair is shown in the figure.

The Edison Motor is the Edison dynamo operated as a motor, with merely such

changes as are necessary in reversing

the direction of rotation of the ar-

mature. The differences between it

and the incandescent dynamo of a

similar size are scarcely discernible,

and the windings are practically

identical, except in the machines
designed for special purposes. Fig.

88 shows the complete machine.
The type and general appearance
remain the same up to the 150

horse-pow'er motor, corresponding to

the larger Edison dynamos. Fig.

89 shows the diagram of connec-
tions, both of the motor itself and
of the rheostat. The speed of the

motors is very nearly that of the

corresponding sizes of dynamo of

the same voltage, and ranges from
2,100 revolutions per minute in the

I and i horse-power motors, to as

low as 360 in the 150 horse-power
machine.

Fig. 40 gives a view of the
standard Crocker- Wheeler motor.

The machine is of the inverted horseshoe type
;
each pole piece is continuous with its mag-

netic core, of soft iron, drop forged exactly to its finished shape. These forgings are fitted

into recesses in the main casting of the motor that forms at once the magnet yoke and the

BRANCH
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support for the bearings. The armature is relatively of very large diameter, and, compared
to the field, quite powerful. The armature is a Paeinotti ring with a comparatively small
amount of wire wound upon it. The clearance of the armature is so small that the magnetic
resistance of the air gap is exceptionally low, and the coils, sunk flush with the surface of
the armature, are subjected to a very powerful induction. This construction, too, gives

Fig. 40.—Crocker-Wheeler motor. Fig. 41.—Pan motor.

almost complete immunity from burning out of the armature, as each section is isolated, and
no two contiguous wires are subjected to any considerable dilTerence of potential.

A little Crocker-Wheeler fan motor is shown in Fig. 41. It carries, usually, a 12-in.
fan, and has come into very^ extensive use in offices, restaurants, and the like. On its pole
piece will be noticed a starting switch, which is supplied to all the small motors for starting
and stopping, and in some cases for regulating. This switch, when turned, first charges the

field, then starts the armature
through a resistance wound on the
machine, and finally cuts out the
resistance and gives the full cur-
rent to the armature.

The Eddy Bkctne Motor, Fi^f.

42.—The magnetic circuit of this

machine is of a modified horseshoe
form, somewhat elliptical in shape,
and of large cross-section. The
material is soft cast-iron, and the
motor is shunt wound with nnusii-
ally fine wire. The armature is of
the drum form, Siemens wound, as
usual. It is wound with a com-
paratively small number of turns
of rather coarse wire, giving a low
armature resistance. iVll motors of
above horse-power are wound
with several wires in parallel for
convenience and efficiency.

The, United State,s Motor, Fig.
Fig. 43. --^-Eddy motor. 4B, is a motor introduced by the

United Statcjs Electric Lighting
Co., and is a departure from the usuat shapes of magnetic circuit, the form presented reciuir-
ing but a single magnetizing coil, and being virtually an inverted honseshoe in shape, with
the coils wound around the yoke. The magn(*tic circle is cast in two pieces, the joint being
in the center of tlie magnetizing coil, and the two portions being held i-ogether by the
bolts shown in the exit. Tlie moehaiiical construction is exceedingly simple, as the field
magnets form tlieir own base by projections cast solid with them, and similar projections
form a support for the bearings of the armature shaft. The switch for controlling the
niotor is placed directly on top of the pole pieces. The armature presents some peculiar-
ities

;
it is a toothed drum of rather large diameter, the teeth very numerous and small,

so that no trouble is encountered from the heating that usually follows the use of large
projections in im armature. This construction accomplishes two ends. In tlie first place,
it reduces the air gan to a very minute amount. In the second place, it simplifies winding
the armature, for no special care need bo taken in laying off the various sections as the
armature is^ wound

;
it is simifiy necessary to take the size of wire used for tliat particular

motor and fill the space between the teeth with it, thus forming an independent segment
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Pig. 43. —United States motor.

of the armature. The mechanical advantage secured by this construction is that all the
armature wires and bands lie beneath the
surface of the armature, and are therefore
completely protected from injury.

Alternating Motors.

—

The Tesla. Alter-
nating Motor.—Mr. Nikola 'fesla was the first
to build a practical motor employing currents
of different phase, or what are now termed
“ polyphasal ” currents. One of the types of
the Tesla motor, as built by the VYestintdiouse
Co., is

,
shown in perspective in Fig. 44 and

with its parts exposed in Fig. 45. It consists
of a series of magnets built up of laminated
sheet-iron and wound with two sets of coils the
ends of which are connected to the two bind-
ing posts shown. These binding posts form
the only connection with the regular lighting
circuits, with the addition of a single return
wire. By the aid of this return wire, two
alternating currents ax’o sent through the field
of the motor at the same time, the pulsations
of the two currents being equal in strength,
but the one lagging a quarter phase behind
the other in the two sets of field coils, respect-
ively. The effect of this is that a rapidly

. ... ,
rotating polarity is given to the field cor-resmnding m period to that of the currents producing iL

’

The armature core of the mo-
tor is of the Siemens drum type,
and it is wound with a compar-
atively few turns of heavy wire,
the ends of which are soldered
together,

^

forming a closed eir-

,euit having no connection with
the energizing current. The
alternating currents in the field
induce secondary currents in the
armature, and by the attraction
between these and the revolving
polarity of the field, armature
rotation is produced, the rate of
rotation corresponding very near-
ly with that of the field. When
no work is being done by the
motor, the synchronism is exact,
or nearly so, and very little cur-
rent passes either through the
armature or field

;
but as load is

put on and the work increases,
the armature tends to lag slight-
ly, causing the passage of more
current in proportion to the work done.

Fig. 44.—Tesla motor.

The reaction between the armature and field

is, therefore, similar
to

^

that between the
primary and secondary
of a converter when
changes of lamp loads
take place in the second-
ary circuit. The addi-
tion of the return wire
for tlie motor circuit can
be made easily, so as to
adapt existing lighting
circuits to motor work.
The speed of the motor,
as well as its direction
of rotation, may be reg-
ulated by an ingenious
adaptation of tne con-
verter principle, an ad-

arrangement being employed, which avoids the use of resistances and**s^tche^°%hl '^Sm-p Cl y 0 e winding and general construction of the motor makes it unlikely to get out of

Pig. 45.—Tesla motor. Details.
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repair. Thus the insulation of the armature is of no importance, since the current indueed

in it, though comparatively lar-ge in volume, has a potential of but a few volts, and often

less than a volt, regardless of the voltage ot the supplying circuits.

The Alternaiing Three-pliaM MotOT, constructed by G. E. L. Brown, of Switzerland, is

shown in part section in Pig. 46, and the armature winding in Pig. 47. Three armature cir-

cuits are connected, as in a Thomson-Houston armature, and the winding is so arranged that

four rotating poles are produced. With 40 cycles the motor makes about 1,200 revolutions

per minute. The motor takes 50 volts

noiTually ;
a reduction to 30, or an

increase to over 100, does not make
any practical difference in the speed.

Of* course, in the first case, the heat-

ing of the armature wire is greater,

and in the second the heating of the
iron, is increased. The magnetic field

rotates, and is produced by the arma-
ture reaction, thus avoiding all slid-

ing contacts. The field magnet is

composed of a laminated ring with
holes, in wliieh are placed insulated

copper bars. The free ends on both
sides are connected by copper rings.

It is not easy to imagine a more sim-
ple construction. The armature has
90 conductors of about 40 sq. mm.
section. The weight of copper is 20
kg., the iron about 100 kg. The
breadth of the armature is 20 mm., the outer diameter about 500. The rotating magnet
carries 54 copper bars, with a section of lOO sq. mm. The weight of the copper is 15 kg.;

Fig. 46.—Brown three-phase motor.

that of the iron is 70. Recent trials in Oerlikon with this motor showed that it can easily

supply 20 horse-power. The total weight of the motor is 420 kg.

Multiphase motors have also been constructed by v. Dolivo-Dobrowolski, but they do not

differ in principle from those of Tesla, described above. The motor employed in the trans-

commission of power experiments between Lauffen and Frank-
fort-on-the-Mam, in September, 1891, was designed by Dobro-
wolski.

llie Bechniewslci AlternMing-current Motor.—This motor,

Fig. 48, designed by M. W. C. Jiechniew^ski to work with al-

ternating currents, does not differ from the ordinary continii-

ous-cui*rent type, except that the field is of laminated iron.

The armature is of the dram type, with Paeinotti teeth. For
the sake of economy in the manufacture, both the armature
and field-magnet cores are stamped out of one sheet. The
following figures relating to a inachiiiG of 15 horse-power have
been furnished :

Volts at terminals, 115 ;
current, 100 amperes ;

revolu-

tions per minute, 1,400 ; diameter of armature, 8 in.
;
peri-

pheral velocity in feet per minute, 2,800 ;
weight of iron in field, 440 lbs.

;
weight of iron

in armature, i08 lbs.
;
section of iron in field, 42 *5 sq. in.

;
section of iron in armature, 33 ’5

sq. in.
;
induction in armature, 3,700,000 lines.

This motor is not, of com^se, self-regulating.

The Thomson Alteroatinq-current Motors invented by Prof. Elihu Thomson, is shown
in Fig. 49. G G^ are the field coils or inducing coils, which alone are put into the alter-

PiG. 49.—Thomson motor.
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nating-current circuit. / J is a mass of laminated iron, in the interior of which the arma-
ture revolves, with its three coils, B^, wound on a core of sheet-iron disks. The com-
mutator short-circuits the armature coils in succession in the proper positions to utilize the

repulsive etfect set up by the currents which are induced in them by the alternations in

the field coils. The motor has no dead point, and will start from a state of rest and give

out considerable power. A curious property of the machine is that at a certain speed,

depending upon the rapidity of the alternations in the coil, G, a continuous current passes

from one commutator brush to the other, and it will energize electro-magnets and perform
other actions of direct currents.

Barikin Kennedy'^s AlteTnating-current Motor is shown in Pig. 50. It consists of

two ordinary dynamos, with ring or drum armatures and laminated field magnets
;
both

armatures are on the same shaft, their coils being connected together. One of the machines
acts as the motor, the other taking the place of the

commutator
;
there are no brushes and no commu-

tator, and, therefore, an entire absence of sparking.

The motor requires two currents, one at a quarter of

a complete alternation in advance of the other
;
hut

it does not require any synchronizing, and it can
start with load on from rest. The two currents at

different phases are obtained from a transformer, or
two line wires with a third for a common return, or
from a coil wound on the field of one of the com-
bined machines. Larger machines are made multi-
polar.

Tesla Motor with Condenser .—Tn the polypha-
sal motors above described the difference in phase
is obtained by a specially constructed generator.

But if the field or energizing circuits of a motor, in

which the action is dependent upon the inductive
influence upon a rotating armature of independent
field magnets exerted successively and not simul-

taneously, he both derived from the same source of alternating currents, and a condenser
of proper capacity be included in one of the same, that approximately the desired difference

of phase may be obtained between the currents following directly from the source and those
flowing through the condraser. The great size and expense of condensers for this purpose
that would meet the requirements of the ordinary systems of comparatively low potential,

however, are practically prohibitory to their employment in practice. This difficulty has
bkn overcome by Mr. Nikola Tesla, in the apparatus shown in Fig. 51. Here A B repre-

sent the poles of an alternating-current motor, of which G is the armature, wound with coils,

B, closed upon themselves, as is now the general practice in motors of this kind. The poles,

A, which alternate with poles, R, are wound with coils of coarse wire, B, in such direction
as to make them of alternate north and south polarity, as indicated in the diagram by N S.
Over these coils are wound long, fine wire coils, F F, and in the same direction throughout
as the coils, E. These coils are secondaries in which currents of very Ingli potential are
induced. Mr. Tesla, as a rule, connects all

the coils, E, in one series, and all the second-
aries, F, in another. On the intermediate
poles, B, are wound fine wire energizingcoiis,

6r\ which are connected in series with one an-
other, and also with the series of secondary
coils, F, the direction of winding being
such that a current impulse induced from
the primary coils, E, imparts the same
magnetism to the poles B as that produced
in poles A by the primary impulse. This
eonditioTi is indicated by the letters N' S'.

In the circuit formed by the two sets of

coils, F and 6r, is introduced a condenser,
II, the circuit being otherwise closed upon
itself, while the free ends of the circuit of

coils, E, are connected to ii. source of alter-

nating currents. As the condenser capacity
which is needed in any particular motor of
this kind is dependent upon the rate of
alternation or the potential, or both, its

size, and henee its cost, as before explained,
may be brought within economical limits
for use with the ordinary circuits. It is

evident that by giving to the condenser
proper value, any desired difference of
phase between the primary and secondary energizing circuits may be obtained.

Motors embodying the above principles have also been constructed by liutin and
Leblanc, of France.

Fig. 50.~KGrmedy’s motor.
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[For more detailed descriptions of electric motors, the reader is referred to the following
works and papers : The Electric Motor and its Applications, Martin & VVetzler

; Dynamo
Electric Machinery, S. P. Thompson ; Electric Transmission of Energy, Kapp

; Electricity
as a Motive Poicer, Du Moncel

;
also various papers by Kapp, Esson, Mordey, and others in

the Transactions of the London Institution of Electrical Engineers, and papers in the Trans-
actions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Also the following periodicals :

The Electrical .Engineer, The Electrical World, Electrician, Electrical Review, La Ijumiere
Electrique, VElectricien. See also the index to periodical electrical literature, Fortschritie
der EleMrotechnih, Berlin.]

MOWERS ANI> REAPERS. Both mowers and reapers of the side-cut type are now
made preferably

;
also ‘‘ front-cut,” the driver’s seat being, in this form of the machines,

attached at a point which is rearward as relates to the cutting line of the macliine. The rear-
cut mowers and reapers formerly used necessarily carried the seat, for purposes of balance,
considerably in front of such a location, involving a measure of danger in case of a fall

from the seat, as the natural tendency in the (ivent of a collision of the "finger bar with any
obstruction to its progress, if by chance the driver is thereby unseated, is to throw him over
to the cutting side rather tlian away from it. The mutilation or killing of mower and reaper
drivers by the knives, once so frequent, is now, in consequence of the change, virtually
unknown. The weight and cost of this important class of machines is also considerably
reduced, while strength, effectiveness, and convenience are advanced by recent improveraenls.

The Walter A, Wood Moicing Machine^ Fig. 1, drives the crank shaft from a cross
shaft, whose pinion
receives the power
through a large inter-

nal gear, -whieh re-

ceives power from a
eo vo re d ei rcul

a

r

ratchet firmly attached
to it and also to the
axle. Pawls in the left

driving wheel engage
the ratchet, while
pawls in the right
driving wheel engage a
similar ratchet at that
end of the axle— the
axle takes the torsional

strain of the right
wheel only. The
frame is light steel

tnbing, jointed bydeep,
telescoping sockets, re-

ceiving side strain in-

dependently of bolts.

The steel wheel, with malleable iron hub plates gripping the spokes between them, and
now generally adopted in some form for field agricultural implements, is iiso.d. The main

gear and cross-shaft gear wheels
rotate in the direction of travel,

to avoid winding up grass.

Speeding is attained with only
two pairs of gears. No part of

the draft is by tlio tongue, as a
loose draft I’oJi under the tongue
imparts the dnift of the team to

tlic frame carrying the cutting
appa-ratus on a line witii its front

portion, and liinging freely upon
tlie axle at its rear line, 'where
projecting iuuns sustain the cross-

shaft support as a member of

this hinged frame. The tongue
and driver’s scat are bolted to a
separate socket, Figs. 2 and B,

whieh also sustains the fulenim
of the lifter lever, a. The lifter

chain, ?>, hangs slack wliile the
machine is mowing. When the
lever is slightly depressed by tlio

operator, it moves the lifter rod,

<?, upward, pfist the center on
which the lever is pivoted, leav-

ing the strong spiral spring, cl, free to expand and swing upward the quadrant to which
the chain, b, is hooked, thus aiding in lifting the weight of hinged frame and cutting ap-

Fio. 1.—Wood mowing machine.
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paratus by supplementing the muscular effort of the operator by tho judiou of ili(‘ spring,
d. The support for the lifter rod, c, is a stout swivel ring. The pur|)Os<^ of {levi('e is t o
gain the supplemental spring-lift effect without sacrificing any of the indepeiKhml, (loa,tiug

action of cutting app;iral.us,

which is thus pennitted l.o restand
ride along the variable surfaxio of
the ground wliile mowing, but is

instantly control led, sus| H'lided,

and lifted by i.he tihain, b, vvlum it

is desired to })ass it; over a,n ()l)st ruc-
tion, or move the uuiehim; i'oi*ward

when not in work, ^i'o prevent
the lifter lever siidtlenly flying I)ack
by any jolt moving it, so jis to raise

the front end of the rod, c, above
the lever pivot,, a, ehtx'k laleli on
the quadrant engages a, notcdi in t he
bearing for tlie lever pivot as soon
as the lever is inished forward.
Increasing magnitude of Iiay cul-
ture in the IJiiited States, ail'd the

immense areas of level land available, have changed mower construetion as n^gartls
the standard width of swath—which width ten years ago was customarily from 4 to 44 ft.-—

Fig. 3.—Mowing machine. Details.

Fig. 4.—Mowing machine. Wide-cut adjustnunit.

until a swath 5 ft., 6 ft., and even wider, is the rule,
duction of a long finger bar, and the spring lift is a*

This cliango has involviMl t-lu^ intro-
remedy for tile difficulty found by the

-ja-merson, Taicott <55 Co.’ > i-uuwtjr.

sag-iron fnivSlly^sed^m'somefom^at'thTfn^^ f levorago against the
the outer end. To^
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tfead gauge in either case, it may be fitted with the axle extension, a, shown in Fig. 4,
which is a cast ratchet, like those of the driving wheels, extended into a tube containing a
supplemental axle of suitable length, and which is interposed between the axle proper and
the left driving wheel, steadying the inachine by a wider separation of points of suppoj-t, and
maintaining the centrality of the draft line, as relates to resistance. The connecting rod, or
pitman,” which drives the scythe, has tong jaws at each end, cupped to grip the ball-

shaped scythe head
;
also suitable bosses on the bearing for the crank pin on the forward end

of the crank-shaft, swiveling the pitman so that it "can not be cramped in the various

E
ositions assumed by the crank head and cutting apparatus, either while mowing rough
ind, or from the effect of rocking the finger bar with the tilting apparatus to raise or

Fid. ().—Mowing machine.

depress the points of tlie guard fingers, to suit the degree of closeuess of eutiing to the
character of the crop and the roughness or smoothness of the ground. The zig-zag ribs

seen on the driving-wliecl face have the threefold effect of increasing traction for driving
the cutters, resisting a tendency to side slip on inclined ground, and avoiding the jolt

incident to separate transverse traction lugs when driving the mower over a hard surface.

Eniersony Takott Co. ’a Motmr .— very wide-cut mower, Fig. 5, made by Emerson,
Talcott & Co., of Illinois, is a representative of a class of side-cutting mowers in which
mucli of the weight of the cutting apparatus and frame for crank shaft is sustained by a
strong spring, wliich maybe seen "attached to the side of the tongue in front, and to a bell

crank at its rear end, tile cranlv liooked to a supplemental lift chain, so arranged that a
constant pull is applied upon the upper end of an upright arm of the main shoe. The
purpose is to keep tlic tension of the spring strong enough, by adjustment, to greatly relieve

the friction of the finger bar, particularly at the outer end, when in work
;
and also diminish

the labor of tlio operator in moving the lifter

lever to pass tlio bar over obstacles
;

the con-

traction of the spring aiding him by an upward
pull on the guide roller under which its chain
passes. The arrangement increases the driving
power of tlie wheel nearcu’ the cutters by im-
posing part of the vvi^lglit of the finger bar
upon it, and is adopted to make wide swathing
Xoractieable under tlie convenient arrangement
of mowing macliines l>y whicdi the cutting is

done entirely on one side of the path traveled

by the team and driving wlieels. This mower
may be used with a finger bar of 6, and even

7 ft. lengtli. To ovorconie the tendency, which
so long a bar would otlierwiso have, to crown
in the center when largely ii|)held at the main-
shoe end, the bar in maniifactiire is given a de-

cided upward curve, whicli is neutralized as

nearly as possible, in use, by the tendency of

the outer end to sag. Unless the guard fingers

maintain a straight line, the reciprocating knife

can neither move freely nor present to the herbage a proper shear cut liy contact of the cut-

ting sections with the cutting edges, of the guard fingers.

In the class of mowers represented by Fig. 6, the two driving wlieels straddle the swath
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just after it is cut, but one of the two horses drawing the machine must necessarily w^alk in

the uncut grass to maintain centrality of draft. The scythe is vibrated by a short pitman,
operated by a combination of chain and cog gearing from a chain wheel on the end of the
main axle/which in turn is revolved forward by both or either of the driving wheels, through
the medium of the now universal hub ratchets. The main draft is by the tongue, but any
desired portion of it may be transferred so as to act upon the cutter frame below, by an
adjustable arrangement of suspended bars and chains, to ease np the cutter bar and its frame
hinged upon the main axle. The object of this general construction is to attain, great width
of swath in connection with central draft. The mower may be used right hand or left hand.

Zawn Motoers.—Fig. 7 is the “Buckeye” lawn mower. It is provided with a hinged
handle bar, and is self-

adapting to the ground
surface. Height of cut is

determined at pleasure by
adjustment of a rolling

guide at the rear. The
mowing-reel pinions are

driven by i n t e r n a 1
1 y

toothed gear wheels, con-
centric with the ground
wheels, in which they are

ratcheted, so as to rest

when the machine is

backed by the operator.
The hub of each ground
wheel, projecting inward,

Fig. 8.—Lawn mower. forms a bearing for the
hubs of the gear wheels,

to condense the driving parts laterally, to avoid projections destructive to the bark of trees

and shrubbery ;
a front bar also fends them from the blades of the machine. Pig. 8 is a

horse lawn mower, with which the lawn may not only be mown, but rolled, and also cleared
of the mown grass, which, as it dies from the mowing reel, is caught in a pan attachment,
carried on the mower.

Naphtha Engine : see Engines, Gas.

Napper : see Cotton-spinning Machines.

NIAGARA
j
THE UTILIZATION OF. Pew persons can have seen Niagara Palls with-

out reflecting on the enormous energy which is there continuously expended. No one con-
versant with the national importance and commercial value of supplies of motive power can
have passed the falls without some feeling of regret that so much available energy was
wasted. To an engineer it must have occurred that the constancy of the volume of flow,

the small variation of levels, the depth of the plunge over the escarpment, the nature of
the rocks, the topography of the land, the proximity of railways, the access to the Great
Lakes—all marked out Niagara as a site for an ideally perfect and unprecedentedly import-
ant water-power station.

The great system of lakes or inland seas, which extend half way across the continent,
collect the rainfall from a vast territory, store it temporarily, and discharge it tliroiigli the
St. Lawrence into the Atlantic. Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Erie receive tlie

drainage from a catchment basin of 240,000 square miles, whence it flows through the Niagara
River into Lake Ontario, falling in level 326 ft, in a distance of 87^ miles. The average
volume of flow is estimated at 265,000 cub. ft. per second. If the whole stream between
Brie and Ontario could be used to driV'O hydraulic machinery, more than seven million
horse power could be rendered available.

Fall of Le'ccl in the Niagara JRiver.

Upper Niagara River 6 ft.

Rapids above falls 50 “

Falls 1()0
“

Rapids below falls 110 “

Immediately below the falls the river turns at right angles, and flows through a narrow
gorge. The city of Niagara Falls occupies a flat table-land in the angle formed by the river.
The variation during the year of the river levels is small, and is chiefly due to the action of
wind. The ordinary variation of level does not exceed 1 ft. in the upper river, or 5 ft. in
the lower river. The greatest authenticated changes of level in the lower river, due to ice
blocks and other causes, amount to 18:V ft. rise above mean level, and 9 ft. fall below it. The
rock consists of limestone and shale, in nearly horizontal strata, and is trustworthy for
foundation works and tunneling, though timbering is required in the shale, and lining
throughout, for a tunnel of large dimensions.

Farl^ History of Water Power at Niagara .—The early traders erected stream mills in
1725. Later, the Porter family caused to be erected factories on the islands in the rapids
above the falis, and obtained power from the river. Thirty years ago a much more syste-
matic attempt was made to utilize the falls. A canal was eonstructed'from Port Day, about
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three-fourths of a mile above the falls, to the cliff above the lower river. In 1 874 the Cataract
erected by Mr. Charles B. Glaskill. Since then other mills have been built alonff

tfie eliff, taking water from the same canal, and utilizing altogether about 6,000 horse-power.
These mills employ about a thousand operatives, and pay yearly in wages $350,000. They

are prosperous partly because of the cheapness and steadiness of the motive power partly
the facilities of transport. These mills discharge the tail water on the ’face of

the cliff over the river. Since the growth of a feeling against disfiguring the falls, it has
become undesirable to extend works of this kind.
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The idea of a better method of utilizing the falls is due to the late Mr. Thomas Evershed.
He proposed to construct canals and head races on unoccupied land a mile and more above the
falls, and to drop the water down vertical turbine-wheel pits into tunnels, discharging into
a great mam tunnel passing under the town of Niagara to the lower river. Apart from an

inappreciable diminution of the volume of flow over the falls, this plan avoids any damage
to the scenery, and permits the utilization of a fall of 300 ft. It is essential to the plan of
constructing a tail-race tunnel in the rock, that a very considerable amount of power should
De utilized. Otherwise the proportionate cost of the tunnel would be excessive:

Fig.

2.—

Primary

power

station
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Niagara Falls Power Co. and the Cataract Construction Go —In 1886 theNiagara Falls Power Co. was mcorporated by a special act of the legislature of the State
ol iNew York, for the purpose of utilizing Niagara in accordance with Mr. Evershed's

Fia. 3.—Wheel pit and diachaige

plans. (La-ws ot New York, 1886, ch. 83, 489 ; 1889, oh. 109 ; 1891, ch. 363 ; 1893, oh. 613.)
Land extenmng along two miles of the shore above Port Day was obtained. Subse-
quently, in 188d, the Cataract Construction Co. was formed, the primary object of which is,
under contract with the Niagara Falls Power Co., to execute all the works required. The

36
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President of the company is Mr. Edward D. Adams ;
its vice-presi<I(‘iits a, in Mr. B''ran(*is

Lynde Stetson and Mr. Edward A. Wiekes. and its secretary and treasur(*r Mr. William
B. Rankine. To adyise and direct the works they have constituted a, hoanl of engineers,

consisting of Dr. Coleman Sellers. Mr. John Bogart, Mr. Olernens Herscdu^l, M r. (ieorgo B.

Burbank, and Mr. Albert H. Porter. Col. Theodore Turrettini, wdio dirt’cled the works for

utilizing the motive power of the Rhone at Geneva, is associated witli them as foreign
consulting engineer.

Already some 1,550 acres of land have been acquired, of which 1 ,000 a(*re.s will be re-

served for manufacturing purposes, 150 acres for a terminal railway, and a,bout 400 aenvs for
a residential district. This latter part is being laid out on a systematic plan. The gnuit
main tail-race tunnel has been commenced, the contract having been given to Mcjssrs.

Rodgers & Clement. This tunnel will at the outset be 7,COO ft. in length, aiul 490 sq. ft.

in section. It will be capable of discharging the tail water of turbines (h^Vidoping 100, 000
horse-power. At the present time, 6,700 ft. of heading, and 6,S251 ft. of lanudi have l)een
driven. Arrangements have also been made for developing initially about 20,000 horse-
power. Pig. 1 shows the position of the tunnel, the intake canal, and tlio |)roposed arrange-
ment of the manufacturing quarter. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement protJosed for tlie primary
power stations. Pig. 3 shows a turbine wheel pit, with the arrangcineut of head race and
discharge tunnel.

Systems of Power Distribution ,—Probably to an engineer con si(l(‘ring tlie conditions
with any care, it would soon appear that the provision of a tininel tail race and hydraulie,
machinery solved only half the Niagara problem, and that the least dilHeult and doubtful
half. It is likely Mr. Evershed and those acting with him considered that nothing mon*
was wanted for utilizing Niagara than the adoption of plans already in successful op(U-a-
tion in the United States, but on. a more gigantic scale. It does not s(‘cun to liav(», IxMm at
all recognized at first that the magnitude of the Niagara scheme was ii^sidf a (‘ondition ren-
dering the older methods of utilizing water power, if not physically impraedh^abh', at least of
doubtful commercial success. Nowhere else in the world has water power Ixm'ii xitiliz(‘d
on so great a scale as in the United States. The towns of Lowell, Lawnmcc, Holyoke, and
Manchester owe their very existence as manufacturing centers to water power. At tlu'se
towns, less favorably situated than Niagara, a fall was artificially creati'd by buibliiig a
dam across a river

;
from the upstream side of the dam, water was supplitid to mills by

canals, and they discharged it below the dam by other canals. The mill owntu's conKtructed
the requisite machinery, and the water-power companies obtained a ret urn on their expiunli-
ture by a rental based on the quantity of water supplied. Generally, in (hese towns the
fall utilized is not very great, so that no very expensive excavations an^ nxniiixxl for thew^els

; also the distribution of the water and assessment of the rental pn^sents no si)(xual
difficulty. The cost for the water supplied varies in different towns

; on riio av(vrag(\ the
rental appears to be from $14 to $18 per annum per efiectivo horso-Tiovvor (hvlivered from the
turbine shaft. The additional charge for interest on capital expended by tlie mill owner In
hydraulic machinery, repairs, wages of attendants, etc., would appear to l)o aI>oiit $8 per
horse-power per annum. So that the total cost of an ollootivo lior.so-r)owor to the 4lllowners appears to be from $22 to $28 per annum ^

tail-race tunnel is awork of such a Ivind that its cost per horse-power utilized diminishes very nuu?h as thewhole amount of power dealt with is greater. The actual section of the iaimud is 490 .sq ftand It IS intended to discharge 8,800 cub. ft. per second. Taking the elled.ivi^ fall aftordeducting all possible losses, at 160 ft., and assuming moderately good tnrbiiu's { his (maul il v
of water will yield 100,000 effective horse-power. ^ The cost ofibo tmin^

tunnel lined with brick is prac.ticaJly as durableas the rock itself, and the interest on this sura is but an insignificant ii,em in tln^ (*harire for

re'unSl“ per second^he

system of surface canals for distributing so enormous a volmno nf wnfm' f /\ imv i'

utilize in this way 120,000 horse-power.
^ raanufacturers could bo attracted to

or more eentrafsTations^y^turSsTfTarge
dovolop the power in one

ment. It would equally facilitate the silf oP common manaf^e-
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j
2:iven the means of conveying and distributing poioer instead of water, a very import-
ant extension of the original project becomes possible. In addition to supplying manufac-
tures attracted to Niagara, the power may betaken to existing manufactures in Buffalo and
Tonawanda.

Various systems of power distribution to different consumers have been tried dm*ing the

last twenty or thirty years. Quito recently great success has been achieved in some of these

systems, and a very short account of the methods adopted will serve to indicate both the

nature of the problem at Niagara, and the extent to which past experience affords guidance
in its solution.

The International Niagara GoQnmission .—To secure impartial examination and compe-
tent discussion of projects for the utilization of Niagara, an International Niagara Commis-
sion was formed, anti a sum of £4,500 was placed in the hands of the commission, to be
awarded, partly in premiums to all invited engineers who sent in plans of sufficient impor-
tance, partly in prizes to those projects Judged to be of the highest merit. The commission
was constituted as follows : Sir William Thomson, F.R.S., LL.D., President; Dr. Coleman
Sellers, M. Inst. C. E.

;
E. Mascart, Membro de ITnstitut, Paris

;
Col. Theodore Turrettini,

director of the works for the utilization of the motive power of the Rhone at Geneva ; Prof.

W. C. Unwin, E.R.S., Secretary,

For the information of the competitors, plans and photographs were prepared, and a
detailed letter of instructions was drawn up. Competitors were asked to prepare plans and
estimates for developing an effective power of 120,000 horses by hydraulic machinery, and for

the transmission and distribution of this power partly to a manufacturing district on the land
of the company, partly to Buffalo and Tonawanda. The arrangements adopted were^ suecess-

fnl A large number of projects were received from mechanical and electrical engineers of

the greatest reputation. Many of these were worked out with extraordinary care and com-
pleteness. In some cases the accompanying memoir formed a scientific treatise, and con-

tained information of the greatest value. The following is a risumi of the projects

received

:

Name. Kind of liydraullo machinery propoHOd. Method of cUstrlhutlon proposed.

Cuenod Sautter Co.,

and Fae.sch & Piccard.
(Geneva.)

(«) Impulse turbines of 2,500 horse-

power, with horizontal shaftSj in uu-
derground galleries, coupled direct to

dyntunos by RafEard couplings.

(/;) lmpiil.se turbines of 2,500 horse-

power in wlieel pits, witli vertical

shafts, driving machinery above
ground. Turbine sluifts with hydrau-
lic support, hydraulic relay governors,
and sluices worked hydraulically.

{(t) Olio Inmdrod dynamos of 1 ,250 horse-power
each, and 30 in reserve, coupled in pairs in so-

rie.s. Distribution at Niagara in two circuits of
1,000 volts and one of 500 volts. Overhead con-
ductors, with spans of 200 yards. For Buffalo,
10 dynamos in series, giving 1(5,(100 volts. Motor
transformers in Buffalo, giving four circuits at

1,()()() volts, and two at 500 volts. System, con-
tinuous current at const ant potential.

ib) Dynamos of 530 and 4,735 volts. The man-
ufacturing district supplied with four circuits at

4„5()0 volts and two at 500 volts, and a neutral

wire. For Bufihlo, two conductors at 4,600

volts, and a neu 1 ra 1 wire. Compeusatiiig motor
transformers at Buffalo.

Vigreux & Levy.
(Paris.)

Ui) Axial-llow pressure turbines of

2,5()() horse-power, coupled in pairs on
horizontal shafts in underground gal-

leries.

ib) Inward-tlow pressure turbines of

5,000 horse-power.
(e) Outward-flow pressure turbines

of 5,000 horse-power.

Dynamos with twin armatures, continuous
current, 2,500 horse-power, 330 amperes, 5,000

volts. Dynamos for exciting current at 600

volts. Iron-braced girders carrying naked cop-
per conductors overliead, in spans of 100 feet.

Motor transformers for reducing potential.

Hillairet & Bonvier.
(Paris.)

10,000 horse-power turbines of Girard

type, with vertical shafts.

Dynamos of 10,000 borse-power, directly

coupled 1.0 turbine shafts,with Rafl'ard coupJingB.

Each dynamo gives 7',(){)0 amperes at 1,000

volts. The dynamos used indci)endently or
coupled in series, according to the distance of

trau8tni.sBion. Motor transformers for lovv-teu-

slon circuits.

Popp & Kiedler.
(Paris and Berlin.)

For projects {a) axul ih) : Axial-flow
pressure turbines of 5,000 horse-power,
from Rioter of Winterthur. Horizon-
tal shafts in («) and vertical in (d).

For project (6). Outward-flow pres-

sure turbiues, with horizontal axis, by
Nagel & Kuemp, of Hamburg, {c) Sim-
ilar turbines, with vertical axis.

{a) Tlndcrground, directly driven compound
air compressors, ai 80 revolutions per minute.

ib) Underground air compresfOrs, at 150 revo-

lutions per minute.
id) Overground compressors, at 80 revolutions

per minute.
id) A similar arrangement.
25,000 horse-power transmitted to Buffalo at

114 lbs. per sq. in., giving 88 lbs per sq. in. in

Buffalo, through two mains 2i ft. diameter.

Or 7T),0()() liorscf-power, transmitted through the

same mains with 109 lbs. persq. in., giving 110

lbs. per sq. in. in Buffalo. Compressors, c.om-

pound, with Riedler system of controlled valves.

Efliciency estimated at 85 per cent., every loss

in compressors and motors and transmission

to Buffalo included.
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Name, Kind of hydraulic machinery proposed. Method of dlhtrihutlou proi) )ho<1.

Deacon & Siemens Bros.
(London.)

Pearsall.
(London )

Inward-flow pressure turbines of

2,500 horse power, with horizontal

shafts, directly coupled to dynamos
in underground galleries.

Air directly compressed by pressure
due to fall in cylinders, with valves

worked by pressure engines. Air pres-

sure, 150 lbs. per sq. in. Pressure
water supplied in the same way.

Contmuous-eiirrent ilyumnos of 2,500 horse-

power, giving a consBiut cuiTeiit of deOampeiVH,

and potential varying uf) to 4,500 volts. Con-
ductors, insulated cablcf^. Low-tensiou current

obtained by motor transformers.

Lupton & Sturgeon.
(Chester and Leeds.)

Inward-flow pressure turbines of

3,750 horse-po'wer, with vertical shafts.

Single-acting air compressors dclivoring at 6|

atmosphereB. (Jomprc'ssors geared to turbine

shaft. Air main to Bull'alo, 10 ft. diamt'ter, de-

creasing to 7 ft. Electric liLditing station at

Buffalo worked by coinpressea air.

Ganz & Co.
(Buda Pesth.)

Partial -flow impulse turbines of
5,000 horse-power, with vertical shafts

in wheel pits, directly coupled to dy-
namos placed above ground. Governor
to turbine sluices.

Alternate-current dynamos working at 5,(100

horse-powa^r, 33(1 amperes, 10,0tl0 volts. Ova'r^

head conductors on iron supports 50 nietres

apart. Traiisforiners at Bu fl!nio to reduce pof eu-

tial TO 2,000 volts. Separate exciting ctirrent

dynamos at 300 volts.

Escher Wyss & Co.
(Zurich.)

Axial-flow pressure turbines on ver-
tical shafts in wheel j)its. Powervary-
ing from 3,500 to 10,000 horse-power.

The Oerlikon Ehjctrical Ck>. wt^re to havi‘ stmt
designs of dynamos, but were loo late to com
pete.

Rieter & Co.
(Wiuterthiir.)

Pressure turbines of 2,000 horse-
power on vertical axes.

Pressure turhiues of 2,500 horse-
power on horizontal axes.
Pressure turbines of 5,000 horse-

power on horizontal axes.

Wire-rope trauBmission only partially worked
out,

Vigreux & Feray.
(Paris.)

Partial-admission Girard turbines, of
34 ft. diameter and 2,500 horse-power,
with horizontal axes.

Direct-driven hydraulic pumps, giving pres-
sure water at 710 lbs. per sq. in, A pair of steel

distributing mains 24 in. in diameter from each
set of 12 pumps, delivering 10,000 horse-power.

Pelton Water Wheel Co,
(San Francisco.)

4,000 horse-power and 2,000 horse-
power Pelton wheels, with multiple
nozzles and governed sluices.

Air compressors, iiressure pumps, and dyna-
mos.

George Forbes.
(London.)

Turbines (not designed). For Niagara, alternating or contlmious dyna-
mos at 2,000 volts. For Buffalo, Jilternatitig

dynamos at 2,000 volts, tlie current transformed
to 10,000 volts. Bare! Ciotiixn’ conductorH on
posts. Synchronizing motors and motor trans-
formers for continuous current at low potential.

Korwalk Ironworks Co.
(South Norwalk, Conn.)

Pelton wheels of 6,000 horse-power. Compound air compressors, delivering at; 147
lbs. per sq. in.

The prizes were awarded as follows for projects combining tho (lovelopnKHii, of power
and its distribution : First prize not awarded. One second prize, to tho projoei of IVU'SHrs.
Paesch & Piccard, Geneva, and Messrs. Ouenod Sautter & Co., Geneva. Four third prizes,
to the projects of Mr. A. Hillairet and Mr. Bouvier, Paris

;
Mr. Victor Popp. Paris, and

Prof. Eiedler, Berlin; Prof. L. Vigreux, and Mr. L. Levy, Paris
; the Felton Wat<u- WiuHd

Go., San Francisco, Cal., and Norwalk Ironworks Co., South Norwalk, Conn. For pro-
jects for the hydraulic developmeut of the power, prizes were awarded as follows : First
prize, to the project of Messrs. Fscher Wyss & Co., Zurich. Two second tnizes, to the
mojects of Messrs. Ganz & Co., Budapest

; Prof. A. Lupton, Leeds, and Mr. J. Sturgeoru
For projects for the distribution of the power, no prize awarded.

The Tunnel—Smce the invention of machine drills, the question of drilling for tlio
excavation of rock tunnels has^ become subordinate to the question o:f tlio reinoval of
muck proken rock) wLen rapid driving is required. It is necessary that very little t.imo

be lost before and after firing the blasts, so that the muckers can work the longest possible
time, io attain this end, powder must be selected which is free of obnoxious gases, and rim-wa^ tor barrows or cars must be arranged so as to require but one handling of material,

n i
shows method in use during construction of Niagara Falls power tunnel.

driven in two benches, or, more correctly, one heading and orm beuc'h.
heading in cars and dumped into cars on lower floor of

of the lower bench. This is tho usual prnc.tii^i

f tunnels over 10 ft. in height. Several modes of supporting tho runways,

r perfectly adapted to savhig of time as

h i

section the hangers were put in about 8 ft. apart. Tho

Ihh hLks both V“- pointed. Rods were 1 in. in diameter,witn nooks at both ends
; the bars were of wood, 8 in. x 8 in. 2 in x 12 in Blanks 24 ft

wKd"" Thf ?? fastened together at proper gauge;

reauire to bo takpu rinwr.^^
^ easily put up, and that it di<l notrequire to be taken down when hlastmg the bench. When blasts were made, the planks
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which connected the upper bench with the first bar were pulled back onto the bench,

leaving the balance of scaffold free to swing in any direction. After the blast the planks
were run out into place, and the time lost was hardly noticeable. While the scaffold was in

use it was necessary to keep it from swaying from side to side. This was done by using
iron rods fastened to eyes, bolted to the bars, so that they could be extended to projecting

oiuts on side of tunnel. One of the headings where these scaffolds were used was through
ard limestone, which broke with sharp cutting edges. Eight bars were used from start

to finish.

Gondusions ,—Some idea can now be formed of the importance of the work in progress at

Niagara, and as to the extent to which there still remain questions which can only be
answered by experience. It has been stated that the tail-race tunnel, the greatest of the

constructional works required, together with the great surface inlet canal, are already in

construction. Some land has already been leased with the right to take water for 8,000 horse-

power, and probably twice as much subsequently. Machinery for a first instalnaent of the

generating plant, comprising turbines of 10,000 of horse-power, air-compressing machinery for

5,000 horse-power, and electric machinery for 5,000 horse-power, has been contracted for. The
two systems of power transmission which are most available will thus be tried side by side,

and extensions can be made in whichever direction seems advisable after some experience is

gained, and as fast as the demand for them arises.

The Niagara project differs from any similar undertaking primarily in the magnitude of

the work undertaken. But it is precisely this which has led to the adoption of plans of

power distribution as a supplement to water distribution. Sucli plans, on a smaller scale, it

IS true, but in conditions in many respects greatly more difficult, have been carried out

successfully in Europe. Indeed, with respect to the distribution of power within a distance

of four or five miles from the power generating station, it may be asserted that the distri-

bution can be effected either by compressed air or by^ electricity, with certainty and
economy, by methods well understood, by appliances which have been already used and
tested in practical work, and without at any point having to encounter any unforeseen

difficulty. Compressed air has the advantage that it can be used on the consumers’ works in

macliinery of well-understood type. The air motor is merely a simplified steam engine with-

out boilers, and requiring less attention in working than a steam engine. There are also

many subsidiary operations whicli could bo carried on more easily by compressed air than in

any other way. As to electricity, it would seem likely to prove a cheaper means of trans-

mission than compressed air, and its adoption now in many factories, especially for lifting

machinery, seems to show that ordinary workmen soon become capable of managing the

new appliances required. The transmission of power to Buffalo is a problem of somewhat
greater novelty and difliculty. The julvantago of transmission to a town wliere manufactures

already exist is obvious enough. Compressed air can, it appears, be taken to Buffalo without

any excessive waste and at a cost which would leave to steam no ehaiico of successful

rivalry. It could bo used for power purposes with the least amount of change in existing

machinery in the factories. On the other hand, electricity seems specially adapted for a

long-distance transmission. The Frankfort experiment shows that whether or not the best

method of transmission electrically to such a distance is yet determined, yet such a trans-

mission is perfectly practicable by methods which are known. The development of electrical

power transmission has rcjcently been so rapid that before the Buffalo transmission has to be

undertaken, important improvements are likely to be effected.

The new industry of electric lighting has made it necessary to produce mechanical power

for driving the dynamos in very large quantity, and new chemical and metallurgical processes

are being discovered, which en-

tirely depend for their commer-
cial success on the provision of

cheap motive power. The electric

reducing processes by which alu-

minium is being obtained, electric

depositing processes used in ob-

taining high-class copper, electric

welding processes, and others

must drift to places where cheap
power in largo quantity ca,n bo ob-

tained. Niagara is likely to^ be-

come not only a great manufact-
uring center, but the home of im-

portant industries of a new type.

Nickel-iii-slot Machine : see

Vending Machine.
Nickel Steel : see Alloys and

Armor.
Nozzles, Hose : see Fire Ap-

pliances.

N'UT-FACINO machine. A
machine for dressing the sur-

faces of nuts and bolts.

The Niehohon d Wetterman'Eio. 1.—-Kilt- facing inaclune.
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Nut-faeing MacJiwe, Fig. 1, has two duplicate spindles placed in a revolving drum, which is

locked in such a position as always to have one spindle above the other. This arrangement
permits the upper spindle to remain at rest, and allows the work to be removed and replaced,
at the same time the cutters are facing the work on the lower spindle.

The cutters, which are made of bar steel ground to shape and tempered, are held in an
oscillating head governed by a cam motion and change gears. Three cutters are used, shaped
as in Fig. 2.

One cutter removes the first thread, the second relieves or rounds the corner, and the third
finishes the flat. While each cutter can be shaped to do all these operations, this arrange-
ment is much cheaper in time of grinding and resharpening. It will be seen that in this
machine the cost to relieve the :

A

thread, chamfer, and face,

greater than to face alone.

Depending upon the size of the
work, the machine should make
from one to four oscillations per
minute, each oscillation meaning
a face dressed ; and as this speed
is independent of the motion of the
spindle, and drives the operator,

it can be relied on for estimates

of product.
Mewton'a NnUfinisMng Ma~

chines consist of a nut-facing
machine, for facing the end of the
nuts, and a nut-milling machine for

finishing the sides. These tools

are in nse in many locomotive
and nut and bolt works. The nut-facing machine, Fig. 8, may be used in place of
a lathe or ordinary facing machine. The tools for facing can be made 12 in. long, and the

Fig. -Nut-facing machine cutters.

Fig. 3.—Nut-facing machine.

profiles desired are planed or milled lengthwise on their faces. An important feature of
this tool is a device for reaming the burr from the thread. A small tool is held in the
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carriage and operates on the nut the same time it is being faced
; requiring only one opera-

tion to face the nut and ream the burr from the thread.
The double'headed nut-milling machine, Fig. 4, has two independent head stocks, each

provided with an adjustable cutter, the teeth of which are made of | in. square steel, and are

Fig. 4.—Double-headed nut-milling machine.

4 in. in length. The teeth are placed in two rows or circles in the cutter-head, and are held
in position by set-screws. The first row acts as an advance or roughing cutter, and the
inner row, which projects 7I4 in. further, takes the finishing cut. There is a device provided
for setting the nuts in position on the arbors, so that they will come exactly square with the
face of the cutter when they are placed for milling, and no further setting is required. The
machine mills two sides of from 12 to 20 nuts at once, depending on the thickness of the nuts.

]Sl)T-TArPlN(x MACHINE. The machine here illustrated is designed to tap auto-
matically square or hexagonal nuts.
Immediately under the hopper, wliich

is intended to receive the blank nuts,

is an openingthrough whichtheblanks
fall into a trough, which conveys them
to the feeding mechanism. This part
of the machine is so adjusted that the
blanks are discharged with sufficient

rapidity to supply the screw-thread-
ing mechanism, and at the same time
to prevent more than the needed
quantity being discharged. Provision
is made for automatically stopping or
starting the mechanism agitating the
hopper, and thus starting or stopping
the flow of blanks, whenever the
number of blanks in the conduit is

increased or diminished from the
given quantity. The number of

blanks in the conduit sufficient to stop
or start the agitating meelianism may
bo varied as desired. The conduit is

placed at such an angle that the
blanks pass tihrough it to the feeding
mechanism by gravity, and it is made
of such shape, that the blanks, as

they fall in it and pass downward to

the feeding mechanism, are gradually
turned so as to fall on one of their

flat sides. The lower poi-tion of the
trough is curved, as shown in the

vertical sectional elevation, Fig. 2,

to a vertical position, and joins the
feed case at right angles. This feed

case contains a T-shaped or three-way
chamber, the main portion of wliich

stands horizontally and at right

angles to the end of the conduit.

The cross portion of the T-shaped

Fig. I.-Automatic nut-tapping machine. chamber Stands vertical, and is pro-
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vided in its upper arm with a spring plunder Gf the size and shape of the blank to bo

the lower arm being formed in cross section to corespond with the blank to and
adapted to receive the upper end of the tap, I, supported at its lower end by th(^ clui<*k, (L

Immediately back of the point where the conduit joins the chamber is a plung<n' adapto.d to

feed the nut forward. The actuating mechanism is operated by rod, h, th(‘ inovenuuil, of

which is controlled by the cam groove, jD^, placed on the wheel, D, which is ofun-attxl through
the worm on the shaft, B. The blanks from the conduit fall in a vertical position into the

chamber. As the plunger advances, each blank is carried forward uniil iho lower edge
strikes against a projection formed on the bottom of the chamber. The blank is tbus turned,

and a further motion of the plunger carries it forward to a point immediately above tlie tap,

jT, and just below the spring plunger. Provision is made to insure that the l)lank will conio

to the proper place over the tap, and for holding it at the proper point to be fed under the
tap by the spring plunger. At the proper time, the full force of the spring plunger is

exerted against the blank, which is held upon the tap until it is formally engaged. The
chuck, G, which carries the tap, is hollow throughout its lengtli, and is seeured in a beveltni

gear, the hub of which turns in a suitable bearing in the main frame. Tliis gear is

driven hy another gear, as shown in Pig. 3.

The tap is supported in a vertical position, with the screw-threaded portion upward, the
lower part or shank being of such a size as to permit the nut to drop olf when released by
the chuck mechanism. The tap is revolved by the chuck, and means are provided for auto-

riG. 2.—Vertical sectional elevation. Fro. 3.~Section through chucks and operating inechaniern.
Pigs. 2-4.—-Automatic nut-tapping machine.

matically disengaging the tap at one point when it is engaged at another, tliendjv TX'rrnitlim^
the finished nufs to drop by their weight from one end of the tap without atiy ‘inl.errnis.siou
in the motion of the machine, and without changing the longitudinal position of
The main portion of the chuck, shown in vertical section in Pig. 3, consists of a, shxwf' tnul
vided at different points in its length with two pairs of jaws, which are ada,T)t<‘d to embrace?
the tap at different points, and are placed preferably at right angles to (?a(ili otiun-, ail lioindi
they may he supported in the same vertical plane, as shown in 4. Tin? jaw’s k k, tiro
each pivoted in a slotted opening in the sleeve, and are provided at" tlie Ixittoni with a ’('a,in
projection. Surrounding the supporting sleeve is an outer collar provicbxl iii its p(‘rir»h<aw
with a groove, and with adjustable projections provided to bear against th(i ont^a* surfac(?s of
the jaws. This collar is adapted to revolve with the sleeve, and ^ *' **

cl is also caj>al)le of longitudu
in either dircx'.tiou, its projixr

nal movement on the sleeve. As it is moved longitudinally lu eiwier mrix'.i/iou iis proux*
tions come against the cam projections on the respective jaws, causing tlnaii to separiit.c
thus pleasing the tap, the projections being so placed on the collar tliat wlwn oiu^ pair of
3aws IS being opened, the other pair is closed tightly against the tap. 8upr)osin<»- lh(‘ upper-
pair of jaws to be closed on the shank of the tap, for a time sufficient to tap'll sutYieient
number of nuts, then the lower pair of jaws are closed on the shank, and the other i>air
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opened, thereby permitting the tapped nuts to fall on the shank, and to rest between the

two pairs of jaws. The upper jaws then become clamped on the shank, and the lower jaws

opened, when the finished nuts are permitted to fall freely.

Oil Cup : see -Lubricators. Oil Engine : see Engines, Gas.

Opener : see Cotton-spinning IVtacHines.

Open-lieartli Furmice : see Steel, Manufacture of.

ORDNANCE. (See also Armor
;
Gun, Pneumatic

;
and Projectiles.) Progress

Abroad.—In June, 1879, a committee of ordnance was appointed in England for a full

consideration of the relative advantages and disadvantages of muzzle loading and breech

loading. The result was to commit the government to an experimental course of con-

struction of breech-loading guns of some of the heaviest calibers then in existence. The
committee was dissolved in 1881, after having fairly launched the country into gun-making

Upon the following principles : (1) A heavy steel tube, reinforced over the rear portion with

wtought-iron coils and Jacket, the trunnion piece being welded to the jacket
; (2) the

interrupted screw breech closure
; (8) the Elswick: cup obtin-ator.

It was in the summer of 1879 that Krupp startled artillerists with the most magnificent

series of experiments ever witnessed up to that time, the chief event being the trial of the

new 40 cmt., 71-ton gun. This was a jacketed gun, madeof crucible cast-steel, forged under

the hammer, and weighed 71 tons ;
length of bore, 21 '8 calibers. With a charge of 485

lbs. of prismatic black powder, and a 1,715-lb. projectile, a velocity of 1,702 foot-seconds

was recorded with 20 9 tons pressure. The accuracy of the gun was remarkable ; six shots

were placed within a vertical rectangle measuring less than 18 in. in height by 71 in. in width.

In 1881, Krupp made guns 35 calibers in length, Fig. 1, all of which had a jacket in which

Fig. 1.—Knipp gun.

was lodged the cylindro-prismatic wedge, the heavier calibers being hooked to the muzzle.

The shot chamber (&), which was cvlindrical, is now conical, and slopes into the bore grad-

ually
;
the rifling has an increasing twist of from 50 to 25 calibers, instead of the former

uniform twist of about 45 calibers.
. _ ,

_

Before the close of 1881 some 8-in. guns, entirely of steel, were under way in England,

their form being a heavy steel tube supported by steel coils. Objections being raised to this

method, there was another investigation into the subject of gun construction, which resulted

in the following : (1) The brcoch'screw should engage in the jacket
; (2) the hoops should he

carried well forward, and bo made as long as was consistent with certainty of manufacture ;

(3) forged steel should be used
; (4) steel to be oiien-liearthed, well tempered and annealed ;

(5) the De Bange obturator, shown by Fig. 4, should be used. The wire-wound system was

found to possess certain important advantages, and designs for this type were ordered.

In those days the use of liners was quite general for the prevention of erosion, and a

tube was used in continuation of the liner to the muzzle. As numerous guns have been put

out of service through the splitting of the liners, the system as then adopted was not tound

entirely satisfactory. The looking of the joints was accomplished in this way : Take, tor

example, the locking joint between the jacket and the tube. The former is prepared at the

forward end with a row of projections on its inner surface, and the tube is in like manner

prepared with a row of projections on its outer surface. In the operation of ^shrinking on,

the projections of one part pass between those on the other, and the jacket is then turned

until they are in line, when tlio intervals are filled in by wedges driven under pressure. In

the 16*25-in. gun longitudinal strength is provided by shoulders, and movement of the tube

is prevented by shrinkage, assisted by a ring of yellow metal run into grooves near tlie front

end of the jacket. This device is repeated near the front end of the thrust collar hoop.

In 1881-82, designs were propared in Bh-anco for guns of all service calibers from 65 mm.
to 34 cmt. inclusivo, in which the length of boro, save in a few guns intended for special

purposes, is increased to 28 calibers. These guns constitute the 1881 model, and are the

most approved pattern actually in service ;
tliey are hooped, but not tubed, and the inatenal

used throughout is steel, forged and oil tempered. The chamber is of much greater dianieter

than formerly, and the final twist of the rifling is increased from 4“ to 7°. Wmlo al the

parts unite to resist the transverse stresses, the longitudinal stress is bm-ne the tube alone.

Certain difFiculties having developed with large guns built after the 1881 model, notabl} m
obtaining an equable temper in the large masses of steel called lor by the design, a new

design was proposed for the 27 cmt. and superior calibers. These guns are tubed a sleeve

screws onto die rear of the tube for the breech plug
;
the tube is hooked to within about

8 calibers of the muzzle
;
a jacket about 16 calibers long is shrunk over the first layer, and is

in turn reinforced with a second layer of five hoops, one of which carries the trunnions.'

The heaviest guns in existence are the four Krupp 119-ton guns, of 15 75 in. caliber,

made for the Italian government and designed in 1882. The terms of the contract required

that one gun of the four should fire at least fifty rounds with proiectiles of 2,028 lbs.

weight, to which should be given a muzzle velocity of 1,804 foot-seconds. Ten of the firty
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rounds were to be fired at a target 2,734 yards distant, and it was stipulated that all of the
shot should fall within an area 10 06 ft. square. The firing was continued up to eighty-
two rounds, the pressure rising to 18‘9 tons, with a velocity of 1,87() foot-seconds.

The above construction of ordnance is practically what obtains to-day in foreign gun
shops. The question of larger calibers has been brought up and decided a,gainst, Tlie
111 -ton English guns were made by contract for home consumption, and there were grave
faults of design developed in the trials which the makers arc now tr;!^ing to remc'dy by
partial reconstruction. .As to the question of necessity, the l6-in. gun is required to give

Fig. 2.—Built up forged gun.

jLs ciuuuu ^ liiiiea mat ui iu« xa in., aou its penebrauon ar nve rniios is equal to i;ne IJi-in. at
one mile. British vessels carry 34 guns, French 54, Italian 40, none of which are less t.han
13-4 in. A naval estimate of the highest power guns required cannot, however, be accepted
as a standard, as the land defenses should avail themselves of their advantages over
ship carrying capacity, and maintain at all times their natural superiority over naval arma-
ment. The ships are limited for space, and especially by weight—ofcjoctions which in
themselves are minor matters in shore defenses.

' Progress in the Untteb States —In 1884 the main batteries of United States war
vessels were composed of (1) Bahlgren smooth-bores, chiefly of b-in. caliber

; (2) muzzle-
loading guns of the Parrott type; (3) 8-in. muzzle-loading rifles converted on tlio Palliser
system from 11-in. smooth bore, and (4) 60 and 80 pounder breech-loading riilcs, resulting
from the conversion of Parrott muzzle-loading guns. In the army there was placed in service
210 8-in. rifles, converted from 10-in. smooth-bores, having three times the accuracy and
more than double the power of the latter, and should war arise to-morrow they are tht'* only
reliable rifles that we have available for coast-defense. These guns of the sanu' g{‘neral
construction, with Krupp mechanism, unchambered, and firing a charge of 35 lbs o( powder
were a practical success. The 3-in. wrought-iron muzzle- loading rifle was cut olf neai the
bottom ot the bore, and screwed in from the rear was a steel breech receiver, throiigli which
the bore is prolonged. The breech-block, supported in tlie breech receiver, was of the Krupp
pattern, made in this country

;
the Broadwell ring was used.

appointment of various committees, who investigated gun-making
possibilities at home and abroad, was the conclusion thattbo solution of the gun question
lies in the manufacture of the built-up forged-steel gun, Fig. 2, and that the industry ofmaking forced steel for such guns should be established in this country. conciusions
01 me various committees and boards have thus far been very useful in lu‘l])ing the navy
build guns m the quantities needed for the new vessels, and this btuudunal policy willprobably soon be extended to the land service. The whole number of sots of forgings pro-

rangingfrom 3 to 12 in. in calilKu*, t() which

EnSand
10-inch rifles for which the forgings wore pi’oc,urcd from

Manufacture of Ordnance in the United States.-—The first built-up formal-steel
this country was a 6-in. breech-loading rifle. The tube wa,s annoahal im^tal, but

fnL&W, suns following wo.v also .Mn.. of

being of domestic manu-
facture, as all have since
been, with the exception of
those above mentioned.
Notwithstanding the con-
siderable delays made by
waiting for the first deliv-
eries of the forgings, and
the lack of machinery and
plant for the new and su-
perior quality of work de-
manded, guns and their
carriages are now being
turned out as fast as the -

th^.^®P?nished have
broech-loadlns rifle.

with aSo2ible‘disDatX°*
constitutes a series of 10 rounds fired

given satSt on
^^ood the firing tests perfectly and have
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In their main features the army and navy guns are alike, the most important difference

in construction beiim that, in the navy guns, the trunnion hoops are made ol oil-tempered

and annealed castings, and are screwed on cold, while in the S'™!

assembled by shrinkage. In the matter of charges, also the practice

in the navy is to use a charge of powder equal to about one-half the weight of the shot

whilst in tL army the weight of projectile is made proportmnately much heavier, ihe

liXnr nroiectile gives a high velocity with a relatively flat trajectory, which is best adapted

to the conditions of naval combat. There is certainly no mechanical difficulty m making

these guns which cannot bo overcome. The machinery of the finished
^^^^^YnchTsTsuI ly

care than is exercised in making paper rolls. A variation ot 0 003 of an inch is usually

allowed in turning the shrinkage surfaces for a gun and the

the maximum resistance of a gun bmlt up of severaUap^, ,may be obtained

heavy shrinkage on the first layer, and a relatively light shrinkage foi the second layei, and

“rile tlMsfon oftho gun into many parts has all the advantage of procurfng the very best

ot material, because of the thorough vvorking which each part
f

examination of the quality of the materia which is allordeil In
®XriLl ITifiackS

guns the different parts are assembled to give great economy of mateiwl. -^‘'6

alferds ah tho requisite longitudinal strength The methods pursued m the manu aoture

find finniif*ndon in the ffuii structuro, essentially fit them to afiord the kind

iNMniimd The tube in a built-up gun is subjected to the greatest strains m the

L v and thev^^^ is always iuS J margin of elastic strength in the outside parts which

should the tabe bo heatJd to excess, would be equivalent to a ease of a gun assembled wth a

creS^er rfirSkLo So that, in firing, the place of most dangerous strain in the gun—that is,

1.- .»w M,. -nd

has also been quite generally adopted

with heavier calibers in this country.

The details of this raechanisna vary in

different countries, only the main fea-

tures being preserved. Gas-check rings

replace the plastic check in Italian and

in the Armstrong guns, and they differ

in details from each other, and from

the De hange mechanism. The differ-

ent parts will he readily understood

from the illustration, (Fig. 4): mush-

room head, slotted screw breech plug,

catch, siglit bar, and handle. Ihe

Krupp mechanism has been adopted

by liassia and Germany. In regard to— these two systems, so thoroughly tested

and proved, it may bo

simple cast-iron, and Iho muiU-chaige
, Q,qy jn the proof of a I2-in. mimz^-

cast-iron and steel,
the rifles made on the same system, and the

loading riflod mortar hooped with «
‘fate of completion. The principal feature

wire-wound guns, are in a more or less
applied to the action of the

ot the multirchargo gun consists in
go'^XtS^ a series of powder

powder upon tho which u sought
the breech, which are intended to

cliargos placed in poc.kcts ai. ‘L. ^ i. -wo'e followingthe passage of the projectile

he ignited by tho inihmuxl gases qt ^ f ^ is Relatively light to give a

safer pressure on tho gun. tried at Sandy Hook, N. J .,

A 12-111. brooch-loading nfle, made of
Rodman model, with the thickness

In 1886. The gun had tlie exterior curved outline
, , j powder pressure to be

of the wall decrca.sing toward the
“’f

f!®’
"XTe ^ Sept the sleeve ^that holds the breech

withstood in the diffieretit sections of
-

was"wholly of cast-iron, and in one piece. 1 he

erosion of the“S thcSls hcc?ame so great that gauging was very difficult, flare

openings having a depth of Off 5 of an
qing was completed in 1884. The

reasons

IfId. 4. Breech uicclmuisni.
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with less care and attention required in service, as compared with the breech-loader. The
piece has been fired over 400 times, and is considered amply strong for service. Its best

record for accuracy is a target of ten shots; range, 8,490 yards; 26 lbs. of powder, 610-lb.

projectile
;
percentage, 99 hits for 100 shots on the deck of a vessel 380 ft. long, and 60 ft.

wide.
12-in. breech-loading rifled mortars were, however, thought to be more desirable, as further

experiment developed an unsatisfactory degree of accuracy, and a lack of uniform steadi-

ness in the flight of the shell. In general design these mortars show a short rifled piece of

about nine calibers length of bore, weighing about 14^ tons, having the slotted screw-block

and breech mechanism, and embodying a new and special design of retracting gear. The
body is cast-iron, having two rows of steel hoops shrunk on, extending from the breech

over about two-thirds the length of the piece. The trunnions are forged as part of one of

the steel hoops.

The Navy Department has in hand a 6-in. steel tube wire-wrapped gun, partly completed.

The army is'wrapping a 10-in. breech-loading cast-iron rifle. The muzzle half of the cast-

iron body is not covered. A steel trunnion band is shrunk on the outside of the wire, and
the portion of wire in front of the band is covered by a steel sleeve, also shrunk on, which
will transmit the thrust of the trunnion band to another steel hoop shrunk on the cast-iron

body, and backed up by a key ring shrunk on cold. The lO-in. carries longitudinal bars,

and is wound from breech to muzzle. The tube is of steel, and extends entirely through the

gun. The longitudinal bars or staves form a cylinder, fitting the tube over about one-

half its length from the breech, and connected indirectly with the trunnion band and the
breech block.

Two steel cast 6 in. guns were built, one of Bessemer steel, and the other of open-hearth

steel. The former burst at the second round, and the latter had a permanent extension of

the bore, and other defects were developed that caused the rejection of the gun. The steel

breech-loading guns are as follows ;

Table of United States Ordnance.

NAVY.

Calibers.

4-

in. K. F. and B. L. R, Mark I..

5-

in. R. F

5-

jn. Mark I

G-in.Mark L, II., Ill

6-

in. (35 calibers.)

6-in. (40 “ )

8-in. Mark I. and II

8-in. Mark III

lO-in. Marks I. and II. (30calibers.)

10-in. Marks I, and 11. (35 “ )

13-in

18-in

Weight.
Tons,

Total
length.
Feet.

T.enffth
of boro.
Calibers.

Charge. Pow lor Initial
velocjliy.

Foot.

Muisssle
energy.
Ft. tons.Pow4»>r.

lbs.
l*ro.1e(;tUes

lbs

prossuro.
Tons.

1-5 13*7 40 14 33 2,000 916
31 17-4 40 30 50 2,360 1,754
3-8 13*5 30 80 60 2,000 1,6(54

H'8
1
4'9

15-81
16 $( 80

(47f
I5lf 100 2,000 2,774

5-3 18*8 35 47 100 2,080 8,000
60 21-3 40 47 100 n'ra 3,150 8,204

i 13'0
j

21-5 30 115 2.50 3,000 6,984

13-1 35-4 35 115 250 3,080 7,498

J
25-1

1

j
35 7 f

37-4 30 240 600 3,000 13,870

(271
(
38'3

30-

5 1

31-

2 ) 35 240 500
( 2,080
) 3,100

15,000
15, -385

45-2 36*8 33 425 850 3,100 25,986
60 5 40-0 35 550 1.100 2.100

1

32,863

R. P., rapid fire. B. L. R,, breech-loading rifle.

ARMY.

Calibers. Weight.
Ihi

Total Length
1

Charge. Powder Initial Muzzle
length.
Feet.

ot bore.
CaUhers. Powder.

lbs.
Projoctilos.

lbs,

prossuro.
Tons.

velocity.
Foot.

energy
Ft. tons.

Mountain andFieldArtillery,
i

3-in. mountain gun — 218 3-9 14- 0-88 32- 6-5 870 63
3'2-in. light field gun
3-6-in. “

829 7'56 26* 3*75 13'5 15- 1,675 263
1,181 7*56 23- 4-50 20- 16- 1,554 335

3-6-in. field mortar 244 2*75 5-35 1-00 20- 8- 650 58

Siege Artillery.
6-in, gnuH 3,060 13-15 27* 12 -.50 45- IB- 1 ,830 1,000
7-in. howitzer.. 3,710

’

8-06 12- 9*76 105- IS'S 1,085 857

Sea-coast Artillery.
8-in. gun

Tons.

H'5 33-21 32 130 ' 300 16-5 1,935 7,787
10-in. “ 30-0 30-60 34 256 575 16'5 1,940 15,0 0
12-in. “ 52-0 36-66 34 440 1,000 16-5 1,940 26,000
]3-m. mortar 13*00 11-76 30 100 800 IB- 1,150 7,834
iS-in. “ cast-iron, steel hooped. 15'25 10-75 9 80 630 IS'S 1,15-2 5,796
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Quick-ifwe Gu7iii.—'Vh.Q Hotchkiss revolving cannon and the torpedo boat came into
prominence about the same time, and for a while the gun was the more powerful, but as the
boats were gradually perfected, heavier guns were demanded, and the 1 -pounder grew to a
2-pounder and then to a 4-pounder. These guns were found too heavy for their energy and
killing power, and the French government suggested a single-barreled gun that was to use
metallic ammunition. Mr. Hotchkiss undertook- the contract, altered his breech-block so
that it would slide vertically, used a very long barrel, and introduced in a 3-pounder the first
gun, of its type. England, in 1881, demanded a 6-ponnder, and Hotchkiss and Nordenfeldt
produced guns that to-day form part of the armament of nearly every great naval power,
Germany being the most important exception. In 1883 the United States gave an order for
rapid-fire guns which was the first regular order given by any government.

The Hotchkiss is the wedge system of mechanism, and has a falling or vertically moving
block, which is as applicable to the 5 and G-in, calibers as to the 3-poiinders, the same
design being used of rail, every part being exactly the same pattern, larger or smaller as the
caliber requires. The breech-block is worked by a lever arm which travels in a slot, so that
the first movement of opening gives but a small descent to the block. This motion becomes
quicker, until the block falls freely and throws its Ml weight in aid of the extraction. The
extractors have a straight, positive motion with a long travel, and are actuated by a groove
in the breech-block, having a slow motion at first, but exerting powerful leverage as the
block is opened wider. The block is supported when open by the head of a stop screw
passing through the side of the breech.

The firing mechanism consists of an ordinary pivoted hammer with main and sear
springs. Cocking takes place automatically by heel-and-toe cams outside the right part of
the breech, but it can bo done with the fingers, and the entire breech mechanism can be
removed, whether the block be closed or opened. Except the l-pounder and the mountain
gun, all of this system are jacketed to stand a pressure of 18 tons. The projectiles have a

Fia. 5. -EngstrOm rai)icl lire gam.

travel of 35 calibers, which makes the gixn about 44 calibers long. All guns above l-pounders
must exceed 2,0()() ft. initial velocity, with black or brown powders

; 2,350 ft. being reached
with smokeless powder.

Recognizing the great advantage of the rapid-fire system, and anticipating the large field
of empl()yment for a reliable and effective weapon of this kind, Ijieutenahts Origgs and
Schroeder, U. S. N.

,
took hold of the subject in 1887, and by careful study and experiment

developed a weapon that has already met with favor among naval experts. The jacket is in
two parts, one of which is termed a sleeve and is shrirnk upon me tube, the two parts
being connected under the trunnion band by the screw thread of the latter. The breech
mechanism is^ in rear of the jacket, which forms its natural housing and protection. One
of the most important features in the breech closure is the lightness of the block, which
is further cnlianced by revolving the block upon an interior axle. There are two independent
extractors, either one of which will eject the empty cases.

The breech being closed and the gun fired, the operator revolves the handle through 90®,

which opens the breech, full-cocks the firing mechanism, and throws the crupty cases well to
the rear. The breech being closed, the block is supported by a cam which fits in a recess in the
center of the block. Moving the handle around revolves the cam, forcing the firing pin
to the rear and cocking it. The twist in the rifling is 1 turn in 30 calibers in the l-pounder ;
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in tlie 3-pounder 1 turn in lOp to 1 in 25 calibers ; and in the 6-pouiider 1 turn in 150 to 1 in
27 calibers. In tests for rapidity, the expounder was fired eight rounds in 20 seconds. In
testing for accuracy, all of 20 shots fell inside a lateral distance of six feet in 1,500 yards.

The Nordenfeldt rapid-fire guns were very similar in appearance to the Hotchkiss, and
differed but in few particulars. The breech-wedge of the Hotchkiss was in one piece, while
that of the Hordenieldt was in two. The former was capable of almost instantaneous
pointing by means of a shoulder-piece, while the latter was pointed a little more slowly by
means of screw gearing manipulated by two hand wheels. The former was mounted on a
non-recoil elastic frame stand, and the latter was mounted for short recoil. Since these pio-

neers, others have entered the field, the principal among them being Armstrong, Knipp,
Gruson, Maxim, Thronson, Engstrom (Pig. 5), Canet, Daudeteau, and Skoda. In general
terms, the principal differences in these types are those pertaining to details of breech mechan-
ism. The form of breech closure in each is either that of a sliding wedge or of an
interrupted screw, and, in all, the longitudinal strains are taken by the jacket instead of by
the tube.

The ingenuity displayed in the Maxim automatic gun is so remarkable that it deserves
rather more than general notice, although it may be outlived by a number of the other types.
The gun is single-barreled, so arranged in its mountings as to slide freely to and fro in its

supports when firing. The first round is fired by hand, and the automatic system is set in
motion by the resultant recoil as follows : The recoil opens the breech, withdraws a loaded
cartridge from the belt, extracts the empty case, and cocks the hammer, at the same time
stretching a spii-al spring, which, when the recoil is absorbed, forces the barrel into the firing

position ;
the return of the moving parts expels the empty case, thrusts a loaded cartridge

into the barrel, pushes a fresh cartridge in the belt into position, closes the brceeh, and pulls
the trigger.

Almost at the beginning of the recoil, a shaft and crank begin to rotate, and thus
gradually draw all other movable parts away from the barrel. A sliding piece, which has an
undercut groove on its forward face, exactly fitting the head of a cartridge}, serves the double
purpose of breech closure and carrier for transferring cartridges from belt to gun

; as it

moves away from the barrel it withdraws an empty case from the bore and a loaded cartridge
from the belt, and as its rearward motion continues, it drops, partly by gravity, and partly by
the action of a spring, into such a position as to bring the loaded cartridge into line with the
barrel, and the empty ease in line with the discharge tube. In tests for durability, an
average rapidity of 600 rounds per minute was obtained, the loading and firing mechanism
working faultlessly.

In a test for rapidity made by the Ordnance Department, H. S. A., 2,004 rounds were
fired in 1 rain. 45 sec. In a subsequent test for accurac}^ out of 334 shots fired at a distance
of 300 yds. at a target 12 X 26 f t., 268 hits were made. The cartridges used in the two
last-named tests were solid head, containing 70 grains of powder and a bullet weighing 405
grains.

As the benefits to be gained from the accuracy, rapidity, and power of rapid-fire guns
became evident from practical tests of the 3 and 6 pounders, it was seen that their sphere of
utility admitted of extension, and large calibers of greater power were constructed from time
to time, until the present limit of 6-in. caliber has been reached. But before any of these
larger guns were' ready for use, special recoil-checking arrangements, with an automatic
firing position, were introduced, by means of which the loss of time from running out and
relaying the gun after firing was reduced to a minimum. What limits the further extension
of the system to still larger calibers is not the recoil, but the fixed ammunition. The com-
bined weight of cartridge-ease, charge, and projectile should be such that one man could
handle it with ease and rapidity, and could readily exert sufficient power to extract the
empty eases after firing.

The successful use of guns of this type up to a caliber of 6 in. necessitates efforts to
obtain greater rapidity of fire from high-power guns, and much quicker means of supplying
ammunition.^ The next step in their development, as already pointed out by ordnance
experts, lies in changing the tube, decreasing the size of the powder-chamber, and strength-
ening the walls of the ease, all made necessary by the introduction of smokeless powders,
which, with smaller charges than of present service-powders, give the same chamber press-
ures, but higher pressures all along the bore.

In order to cope successfully with swiftly moving torpedo-boats, a gun must be capable
of giving, for a short period of time, a rapid and continuous fire of explosive projectiles,
having great penetrative power up to a range of 2,000 yards, and of such quick and accurate
training as to admit of being kept constantly bearing on the torpedo-boat. It was these
demands that introduced the rapid-fire artillery, but the machine guns of Gatling and
Nordenfeldt, the Gardner gun, and one or two others, are still retained in service, and are
considered as useful auxiliaries where there are exposed bodies of men or protection of light
scantling. In these weapons the last few years have seen but slight changes, and what has
been done was in the line of a positive feed, a reduction of weight, and in the fittings, rather
than in any marked alteration in their mechanism. Full descriptions of all modern ordnance
will be found in the files of JEngineering (London) for 1890, 1891, and 1892. See also Keports
of Chief of Ordnance, U. k A.

Ore Cooler: See Mills, Silver. Ore Drier: see Mills, Silver. Ore Roaster: see Fur-
naces, Roasting. Ore Smelting: see Furnaces, Smelting. Ore Washer: see Ore-dressing
Machinery.
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ORE-CRUSHING MACHINES. Machines for crushing ore or rock may be divided into

two classes, coarse-crushing and fine-crushing. The ore as received from the mine is usually

in large pieces, requiring a preliminary breaking, which is accomplished by machines of the

first dass, before the succeeding and final crushing, which is done by machines of the second

class. The coarse-crushing machines in general use are nearly all of the jaw type, most of

them being modifications of the well-known Blake rock-breaker. Pine-crushing machines
ai*e of two kinds, those in wliicli the i*ock is broken by direct pressure, or impact, as in the

ease of stamps, rolls, and Chilian mills, and those in which the eommimition is effected by
a grinding motion. The selection of any particular machine depends upon the purpose for

which the rock or ore is to be ground. It is obvious that in pulverizing to any given size, a

greater proportion of fine material will be made by the machines which have a grinding

action, in which the distance to which die and shoe approach each other, as in the case of

Tolls and multiple-jaw crushers, can be regulated, than by those which act by a direct blow.

In some work, such as crusliiiig ore for mechanical dressing by water, it is desirable to make
as small a proportion of slimes as possible

;
hence rolls are commonly used. In crushing

ore for gold and silver milling, where it is necessary that the whole shall be crushed fine,

and the proportion of slimes is not of so mucli consequence, stamps are used. For exces-

sively fine grinding, as is desirable in pulverizing phosphate rock for the rnamifaeture of

superphosphate, for comminuting ochre, etc., for mineral paint, and work of like kind, the

grinding macliiiies are well adapted and are generally employed.
CoARSE-oausHiNG MACHINES.—Blakc^s Ghallenge Crusher is an improved form of the well-

known rock-breaker, which, by many years’ experience, has been proved to be the best type of

coarse-crushing machine in use. It is constructed upon the old Blake principle—eccentric, pit-

man, and toggles—but the pitman is made of somewhat different form, admitting of largely

increased length of toggles without adding materially to the weight of the machine, and con-

sequently reducing strains on the pitman and shaft. The machine is so cushioned that if,

as sometimes happens, a piece of steel—a sledge-hammer, for example—should accidentally

fall between the jaws, it permits a partial revolution of the fly-wheels before coming to a

full stop, thus doing away with the rigidity inseparable from machines with cast-iron frames,

and greatly diminishing the chances of breakage. In this machine all tensile strains are

upon wrought-iron or steel, the principal strain being carried by longitudinal tension-rods.

IJie Krom Crusher (Fig. 1) is a modification of the Blake. The motion of the mov-
able jaw is imparted in the

usxxal maimer, by eccentric,

pitman, and toggles. The
machine is stren^dhened
by longitudinal tie-bolts,

through the frame, which re-

ceive all the strain duo to

crushing the rock or ore. In
the toggle abutment, througli

which the main tie-bolts pass,

are recesses around the bolt

holes, which are covered with
wrought-iron washers of such
strength that they will not

bend under the ordinary

strain in crushing the ore,

but will yield to excessive

strain. The movable jaw is

pivoted at its lower end in-

stead of at the top, as in the

Blake crusher, this method
of hanging the jaw giving a
product of more uniform size,

and giving the least motion at the point of greatest strain. The die and shoe, or the

crushing faces of the jaws, are smooth, being made of bars of good steel, of proper size, laid

horizontally. Thin strips of metal are provided to put behind the bars to keep the wearing
faces in line. The toggles are made with rolling ends with the object of rcdiiclug friction.

The ends are made with three teeth, which mesli with the toggle-seats, the toggles being thus

held in place.

T/ie FulUm CV‘//,s7i^?r is constructed upon the same principle as the Blake, with modifica-

tions which it is claimed render the wearing parts more accessible and more easily renewed.

The stationary jaw is held in place by flat iron bars, having eyes forged on tlieir ends, slip-

ping over shafts in the top and bottom of the jaw. By taking out pins in the ends of the

upper shaft, and loosening the nuts holding the upper flat iron bars at the back of the rock-

breaker, the latter can be slipped off the upper jaw-shaft, and the jaw, pivoting on tlio

lower shaft, can bo opened and lowered, making it easy to replace the shoe, die, and cheek-

plates. A spring is placed beneath the loose babbitt-lined gib, bearing against the lower

part of the eccentric of tlie pitman-shaft, taking up lost motion and preventing heating and
pounding. The tension of the spring is regulated by a wedge, placed beneath it, and ad-

justed by means of nuts on the outside of the pitman. The shoes and dies are composed of

alternate layers of wrought-iron and hardened machine-steel bars placed horizontally on

Fm. 1. -Krom crasher.
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edge, and held together by a heavy wrought-iron band shrunk around tlnun, T\w iron

being softer than the steel, wears away more rapidly, causing tlu^ sIhh^ and in a short

time to present a corrugated surface to the rock, and giving a, bettor (‘rusliiiig; (‘llccl. 'Hie

surfaces of the iron bars wear but a short distance below those of the Kli‘(d, I nong proit'otrd

by the latter. The crushing of the rock upsets the iron bars and thus tends to forci* them

more firmly within the band.

The BuGhanan Crusher {Mg. 2) is constructed upon the same principh'. ns iiu^ Blake.

The essential point cd' dilTriciK r is

in the ineiliod of suppiu-ting tfu‘

movablojaAV, i?. In t 1 h\ Idake 1 his

swings on a shaft ])iissing througii

// /Y II II its top
;
in the Buchanan the Jaw,

whicli has a long, Iiorizonlal pm-
Jeehon under tluj pitman, (/, is

supported by i.wo rex* king arins,

pivoted at their iowi*r (‘iids upon
tlie base of ilie lircnkiu*, t V»nse»

(pieritly, every i)a,ri. of tin* jaw
moves evmily liack and forth,

d'here is no' oilun* Hi.rain on the
roe.king arms tlian the wtdght of
the jaw, which tlu^ inak(‘rH (daim

» is an adva,niag(3, its is no
direct strain due to <*rushing iin-

LV-^' . VV/ /*" posedOn pivotal pins or shafts,

"''O' .IfT as in other breakers of this type,

^ The BrOman, (^rusher (Fig. IB,

CSOl- which is much ustxl for breaking
.,r 1— - fpj. ixiacadarn, is a inodifiea-

Fig. 2.—Buchanan crusher. tion of the Blaki^ <^rushi*l% ditter-

ing mainly in the fact that the
driving-shaft is placed near the base of the frame instead of at the top. The pit man ami tog-
gles, consequently, work above the eccentric instead of below it. In the base ui this inaehine

end of the hinged Fia. I-J.—Buumun crunher.
plate, is an ad-

claimed the disehare-e of the
against this enun hudlitatcs, it i.s

Fid. 3.—Buamuii cruHlier.

^ird Z ^ewerf tt * f against 'aiT;;;;;.:'

which the
modification of ihe or.linary Blnko in
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The toggles are seated in the short arm of the lever which extends upward
;
the long arm

projects backward, and is pivoted at its end with the lower end of the pitman. The oscillat-

ing jaw is pivoted at the top, as in the ordinary Blake crusher. It is claimed that greater
power is gained by the pitman and lever construction of this machine, which is extensively
used in England, but rarely, if at all, in this country.

The Nichols Crusher is a machine of the jaw type in which the fixed jaw of other ma-
chines of this class is replaced by a heavy cast-iron cylinder, supported upon a horizontal
axis. The oscillating jaw is mounted on a revolving eccentric shaft, and works against the

cylinder in a rotary oscillating motion, which causes the cylinder to move slowdy around
with each descending stroke of the jaw. The cvlinder is prevented from moving back, as
the jaw ascends, by small balls, whicli are placed in each end of the cylinder and against a
wedge-formed projection on the inner face of the sides of the jaw, forming, in effect, a
ratchet. The lower end of the oscillating jaw is secured to the shaft of the cylinder by flat con-
necting bars. In the ends of these bars are heavy set-scrows, bearing against the cylinder-
shaft, by which the distance between the lower end of the jaw and the cylinder is adjusted
for either coarse-crushing, reducing, or pulverizing, packing-blocks being placed against the
opposite side of the cylinder-shaft. The oscillating jaw is provided with a shoe of either

white-iron or steel, which can bo reversed from center to side, or end for etid, when worn.
The eccentric shaft is fitted with two heavy balance-wheels and tight and loose pulleys.

The Forster Crusher (Fig. 4) is a coarse-crushing machine of the jaw type. The oscillat-

ing jaw is pivoted vertically, however, instead of horizontally, as in most machines of this

class. The oscillating jaw is a heavy casting, pivoted centrally near the crushing end. A
horizontal, reciprocating motion is communicated to the other end by an eccentric. This is

a very efficient crusher for coarse work, being very powerful and having few wearing parts.
l%e Dodge Crusher (Fig. 5) differs from the Blake in that the oscillating jaw is pivoted

37
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at the lower instead of the upper end (resembling the Krom crusher in this respect), from
which it results that the product is more uniform in size, as the discharge opening remains
nearly constant. It is obvious from this that it can be used to crush finer than the Blake,
and that its capacity is smaller. The oscillating jaw projects in an arm to which an up-and-
down movement is communicated by means of the eccentric on the driving- shaft at the rear
of the machine. The jaw-shaft rests in movable boxes. To change the size of the material
crushed, it is only necessary to loosen or tighten the adjusting screws, placing packing-
blocks on either side of the movable boxes.

The Comet Crusher (Fig. 6) is a rotary coarse-crushing machine of large capacity. It

consists of an upright spindle, C, carrying a cone-shaped crusher-head, F, which works in a
circular hopper, P, fitted with a chilled-iron lining, E. The axis of the spindle is not coinci-

dent with the main axis of

the machine or bevel-wheel,
but intersects it in the jour-
nal at the top, while the
lower end is from i in. to |
in. (depending on the size of
the crusher) out of center.

This arrangement causes a
gyrating motion at the bot-
tom of the spindle, the top
of the journal being practi-

cally station arjr except in
the slight motion due to
the angularity, which is

very small, and is compen-
sated for by the oscillating

box, B. The spindle, with
its fixed crusher-head, F, is

not fastened into the bevel-
wheel, but is free to revolve
in it. Crushing is caused
by the moving of the
crusher-head, F, to and
from the liners, E, exactly
as in a Blake or other simi-
lar crusher with reciprocat-
ing jaw motion, and as the
entire space around the
head is filled with rock, the
crusher is doing duty at
every point in revolution of
the pulley and gears.

The raacliine does not have a grinding action, as the head does not turn while crushing,
although it is free to do so when not crushing. The crushed rock drops into the inclined
chute and immediately slides out. This machine is especially designed for crushing railroad
ballast and street macadam, but has also been used for coarse-crushing of ores, phosphate
rock, etc. Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, the makers, state that machines with a 6 x 12 in.

opening will crush from 4 to 8 tons of rock per hour to macadam size, consuming 8 horse-
power, while the largest machines made, 12 x 24 in., will crush from 40 to CO tons per
hour, with a consumption of 50 horse-power.

The Gates Crusher is similar in principle and construction to the Comet. Prof. H. 0.
Hofman states, in a paper on “ Giold Milling
in the Black Hills (Trans. Am. Inst. Min-
ing Bngrs., vol. xviii.) that one of these
crushers, lately installed at the Caledonia
mill, at Terraville, S. D., with three receiving
openings, each 12 x 18 in,, attended by one
man, crushed 2C0 tons of ore in 10 hours,
with about the same horse-power as three
No. 5 Blakes, and set to the same size as
the latter. When the three Blakes were in

use, it required 20 hours and 5 men to pro-
duce the same result. The disadvantage of
both the Grates and Comet crushers is their

enormous weight, and the consequent diffi-

culty of^ transporting them, especially in
many mining regions in rough and moun-
tainous parts of the country.

Fine-crushing M/. chines.— BlaJee
Mtiltiple-jaiv Crusher (Fig. 7) is constructed
upon the same principle as the ordinary
Blake crusher, but is designed for finer crushing. In this machine the crushing is done
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between a series of sliding jaws supported upon the main tension-rods. The jaws are sep-
arated and held by rubber rings placed between them on the tension-rods. In ]Pig. 7 this
ernsher is shown with the jaws thrown open» as if to put in iiewcrushing-plateS;, or the like.

The method of imparting motion is the same as in the regular Blake crusher

—

i.e.,hy means
of eccentric, pitman, and toggles. The revolution of the shaft bringing the toggles more
nearly into line, throws the main sliding jaw forward, thus compressing the whole
series of sliding jaws, the crushing pressure being transmitted through the material to
be crushed, with which the jaws are supposed to be filled. It is evident that if a piece of
iron or steel should by accident get into one of the jaws, the only result would bo to ren-
der that jaw for the time inoperative, the motion that it would have with respect to
the next sneceeding one being taken up and distributed through the other jaw openings.
The size of the jaw openings in the machines ordinarily used varies from 15 x 4 in. to
30 X 2 in. These erushers have not yet come into general use, but they promise much for
the future. The construction admits of a great area of discharge opening, and since the
breaking of each fragment of rock is aeeomplislied by the approach of two opposing
surfaces, which can never meet, all particles sufficiently fine are at once removed.' They
give a more direct blow than rolls, and the die and shoe do not come together, as in the case
of stamps; hence, they make a comparatively small proportion of fines, and would seem to be
particularly adapted for use in dressing-works. According to Mr. Thco. A, Blake, the pres-
ent limit 01 crushing with this machine is from 14-mesh to 20-inesli, although it maybe
possible to carry it to 30- mesh. The largest installation of multiple-jaw crushers that has
yet been made is at the dressing-works of the Ohateaugay Ore and Iron Co,, Lyon Mountain,
N. r., where all the ore is crushed by Blake machines, beginning with a single-jaw crusher
of the ordinary type, and finishing with a series of nmltiple-jaw crushers of gradually
diminishing size. The efficiency of this system is shown by the coal consumption, which was
1 ton of coal to GO tons of ore, crushing from 15-in. size'^ta i-in. size, on a fifteen months'
run, from {September 26, 188(5, to January 1, 188S, a total of 187,551 tons of ore being
worked.

The Im.prooed Steam Stamp (Fig. 8).—One of the roost important machines developed in
the history of American ore-dressing raacliinery is the steam stamp, which, allihough in-

vented in 1856, and manufactured ever since, has but lately been improved. These
stamps are used exclusively for crushing ore for concentration at Lake Superior, and
are extensively used in crashing copper-sulphide ore at the large dressing-works at
Anaconda, Mont. A steam stamp)’has also boon used in the Iloraestako ^gold-mill, at Lead
City, S. I)., with, it is said, poor commercial results. At Broken Hill, h[ew South
Wales, steam stamps have been erected for crashing silver-load ores, but; the results ob-
tained there have not yet been published. The improved steam stamp is built entirely of
iron and steel, the entire framing of the machine consisting of four massive oast-iron col-

umns, braced to one another, and securely bolted together and to the heavy cast-iron sills or
bed-plates, with body-bound bolts. The stamp is operated by a vertical steam cylinder,

which can bo made of any diameter or length of stroke, according to capacity required.
The shaft operating the valves, by moans of eccentrics and i*ods, is worked by a pair of
rnaehine-cut elliptical st(3(d spur-wheels, receiving their motion from a countershaft driven
from the mill lino-shaft by a bolt. This countershaft has a balance-wheel to insure
steady inotion. The irregular motion conveyed by the elliptical gears moves the valves in

such a manner as to keep the top steam-port fully open for admitting the full steam press-

ure during tlie down stroke, and a small opening of the lower steam-port for the up
stroke, Tlic mortar has four discharge openings, and rests on a heavy cast-iron anvil or bed-
plate 20 in. tliick, weighing about I t tons, which is carried by spring timbers that rest upon
the lower sills. Between the anvil and spring timber is a rixbber ouhliion, 1 in. thick. The
angle guide-pieces cast on the columns hold the mortar in place. These guides are planed
and fitted with gibs adjustable by sot-screws and jam-nuts. Neither mortar nor anvil is

held down by bolts. This construction gives a yielding foundation, and, consequently, a
certain araoiint of vertical elasticity. Within the past two years the innovation has been
made of doing away with tho spring timbers under the mortar bod, and setting the anvil

block on a solid, unyielding base of masonry, and the results at Lake Superior seem to

have demonstrated that an increase in capacity is gained in this manner. With tho anvil
and mortar springing away from tho hammer a certain percentage of tho force of the blow is

lost, while, with tho solid foundation, the whole is utilized for pulverizing the material in

the mortar. The upper and lower guiides for tho stamp-stems consist of cast-iron brackets
fitted with reniovat:)le bronze bushings, which can he replaced when worn. The stamp-
stem is slowly revolved by means of "a horizontal pulley on a cast-iron sleeve between the
upper and lower guide-brackets. This .sleeve is brass-bushed, and contains two feathers
fitting in corresponding slots in the stamp-stem, by which tho latter is rotated. Tho piston-
rod is made of steel, and is connected to tho stamp-stem by a circular disk, which is encased
by a cast-iron bonnet bolted to tho flange of tho stamp-stem. Tho space between is filled

with pure gum-rubber paeldug. This arrangement relieves the shock on the piston, and also

permits removal of the piston for repairs without disturbing the stamp.
The piston is made of steel and fitted with bronze packing-rings, and is easy of access for

packing and repairing when necessary. The water is fed in through the two nozzles shown on
the top of the mortar, and from tho circular chamber is thrown against tho stamp-storn from
every side, preventing it from being cut and worn by the sand. The ore-feed, or spout, is

placed on top of the mortar, and is covered over to prevent any pieces of ore from falling
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outside the mortar. The speed of the stamp averages 90 blows per minute. The ca-pacity of the 15 X 30 m. stamp averages about 150 tons fine-crushing, and about 230 tons coarse-crushing per 24 hours. Astampof this size weighs 70 tons. The new stamps at tKmara^^^^
mill, Lake Superior, crush 225 tons per 24 hours, from 3-in. size to i'^,rin,, running at 90 to

tons of ore being crushed per ton of coal consumed.Although the steam stamp makes a greater percentage of slimes than careful crushino* by

Fig. 8.—Steam stamp.

rolls, by its rapid and enormous delivery it makes less slimes than gravitation stamns as has.en proved by crushing the same kind of ore in both ways for pan amalgamation—a steamstamp havmg been used for the latter purpose by the ALcondi; MiZgC,1 Inacond^
GrmUation Stamps are still the means generally in use for crushinu- o-ohl and silver ores

Z and lixyiation. The tailings from thTama^gamatinl plates to goto mUlsare frequently oonoentrated to recover the auriferous pyrites but stamC atV nfvernow m well-desigued dressing-works, except, perhaps, for re-crashing middlings, unless it is
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necessary to crush all the ore to the condition of raeal or pulp. When ore is to be crushed
to the size of hne sand only, even the best stamp-batteries are objectionable, because they
rcvcliiee by far the greatest proportion of the ore—frequently over 90 per cent.—to a much
nner^ condition than is required. Some important improvements have been made in the
wearing parts of stamps, particularly shoes, dies, and guides.

Eraser cfc Chalmers' stamp-shoes are cast of two kinds of iron at the same operation, by a
|)ateiit process. The body of the shoe is made of white-iron of the hardest quality, while the
neck, or stem, forming the upper, part of the shoe, is made of iron possessing almost the
tenacity of malleable or wrought-iron. The two qualities of iron are thoroughly united when
hj an incandescent state, the point of union being below the bottom of the stem. The com-
bination of extreme toughness where the strain is greatest, with exceeding hardness and
tiiira,bility of parts exposed to wear, makes these shoes, it is claimed, far more lasting and
reliable than those made in the ordinary manner.

The chrome-steel shoes and dies, made of chrome-steel prepared by a special formula
find process, which is kept secret by the manufacturers, have given excellent results. At the
Utica mill, AngePs Camp, C’al., where chrome-steel dies and iron shoes are used, the
W(iar of shoes, according to the Eighth Annual Report of the State Mineralogist, was 19 lbs.,
or 1 * 5 cents, per ton, of ore crushed, and 55 lbs., or cents, of iron dies per ton of ore,
making a total wear of but 4 cents per ton.

JBronghall Stamp Guides .—These consist of a series of wrought-iron clamps and links enclos-
ing- wooden bushings, completely filling the space between the battery posts, being rigid,
but fully adjustable. These guide clamps consist of two or more arms pivoted to keys, which
are firmly secured to the guide rail. At their free ends each is connected by a link, having
an outwardly movable part provided with a locking or pressure device, which is simply a
idarnp screw and lock nut bearing upon a plate, which protects the guide blocks from injury
by tlie point of the clamp screw. By this arrangement any one set of the clamps can be
loosened or tiglitened to properly adjust the bushings without interfering at all with the
otliers. There is no wear on the iron clamps or links, nor are they shaken out of place or
loosened by the regular, recurring blows of the stamps—a source of great annoyance,
demanding constant attention, with the ordinary guides. By removing the upper bushings,
the tapp)et can be taken off or put on any stem without stopping any other. By removing
both, upper and lower bushings, any stem can
ho taken out without reinoviug either tappet,

stamp head, or shoe, and without disturbing
any other stern, and if desired the buttery can
bo run with one or more stamps out for re-

pairs,
T he Fargo sect ional stamp guides (Fig. 0),

for which are claimed the same advantages as

the Broughall, consist of a series of iron keys

enclosing wooden bushings, completely filling

the space between the battery posts. The keys
for each stem are arranged in pairs, connected
at the outer end by iron bars, and at the inner end by tlie guide rail of the battery. The
inner faces of each pair are inclined to each other with a broad bearing of each side of a bush-
ing, and by tightening the nut on the inner end, will take up all wear in the bushing. Their
outer edges are Tuxrallcl. and tongiuid and grooved together. This admits of each pair of

keys being moved, and its busliing tightened, without interfering at all with any other pair.

Cornish Rolls .—Cornish rolls, the typical form of all crushing rolls, consist of two iron

rollei’s, from 9 to 40 in. in diameter, and from 9 to 16 in. face, their axles connected
l>y strong gear wheels, and revolving in opposite directions. The shaft of one roller is in

stationary bearings, the other being in sliding boxes, acted on by regulating heavy springs

or weighted levers, so that a uniform pressure is maintaiued between the faces of the revolv-

ing rolls to crush the rock introduced between them. The rolls are fitted on the outside with
shells of hard iron or steel, and these can be replaced by new ones when worn out. Of late

rolls have generally been built without the gear-wheel connections between their shafts, but
oaolx run independently by belt pulleys, a greater speed of rolls being employed, with conse-

(pKUit increase of capacity, and the annoying wear of gearing avoided. This important im-

provement is principally duo to Mr. B. ll. Krom, of New York, whose name is famous in

(M)unection with, the design of crushing rolls, and the innovation was first made at the Ber-

l.ra;nd mill, in Nevada, in 188Jd. The rolls whieh were introduced at that mill were designed

to run at 100 revolutions per minute ;
it is impossible to drive geared rolls, with safety, at a

greater speed than 40 to 50 revolutions per minute. Since the installation at the Bertrand

mill much higher speeds have been used successfully, but 100 revolutions per minute is the

average rate now employed.
The shells used on the rolls maybe either chilled white iron or mild steel. The former

are the harder, but they become nicked by excessively hard lumps of ore, or pieces of steel,

whieh may, perhaps, pass through them, and thus lose the smooth surface which is necessary

for good work. The mild steel has the objection of retaining these pieces of steel, thus chis-

eling the face of the shell as if it were in a lathe. This disfigurement and damage is usu-

ally averted by the use of magnets similar to those used in flour mill grain chutes.

Unless fed properly, they, like all other shells, wear hollow in the center. It is not gen-

erally known that the chilled iron may be turned, and shells of this material are usually

Fig. 9.—Fargo stamp-guides.
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thrown aside when too badly worn. Dr. E. D. Peters states, however, in his Modern
Amerimn Methods of Copper Smelting, that the hardest chilled iron may he turned with an

ordinary tool without difficulty if a sufficiently slow motion is used in the process. Steel

shells, which may be turned quite easily, have, on the whole, ^?iveri greater satisfaction than

the chilled iron, and are, at the present time, more generally in use.

The size of the rollers is a matter of great importance, and the tendency of late years,

on the part of many engineers, has been to increase the diameter—rollers of 86 in., 1 meter,

or even 40 in. in diameter being now not infrequent. The larger tlie diameter, the larger

the size of the lumps of ore which can be crushed, and with lumps of ore of a given size,

the greater the capacity and the less fines made, the lumps of rock receiving a more direct

crushing blow and less grinding action.

Rolls make a smaller proportion of fines than stamps or any of the grinding machines,

and are, consequently, especially adapted for the final crushing for concentration. Within

the past ten years their use for very fine crushing in lixiviation mills has been advocated,

and they have been thus employed in several mills with fairly successful results, altliough

they have not yet come into general use for this purpose.

Kronds Iloils (Fig. 10) are the standard type of Cornish rolls in use in iliis country at

the present time. They are constructed after the same general pattern as tlie ordinary
rolls, but cliffor in several

details, whicli are, never-
theless, of much iinport-

aiico. In most of tlu^

ordinary rolls, one pair of

pillow blocks is arranged to

slide on the bed plate, and
each one of tlie two sliding

pillow blocks must be acl-

justed separately. It re-

quires great ciare to bring
up two separately .m()val)le

pillow blocks evenly and
parallel with tlie stationary
ones, and any looseness lio-

tweon tlie fa,(!es of tlie mov-
able pillow blocks and the
bed ])huo results in damage
to the niacdiine. In some
rolls the difficulty of adiust.-

ing tlio movable roll is

overcome liy conneciiiig the
sliding pillow blocks so

tliat they move togetlier,

and are till us kc'pt always
parallel with tlie face of
th(‘. fixc'd roll. Mr. Krom

Tig. lO.-Krom’s rolls. has gom^ still further, iiow-

ev(‘r, and introduced a. de-

vice which not only keeps the two rolls always parallel, but ohvia,t.(is the wear of sliding

pillow blocks on the bed plate almost entirely.' This is aecomplished liy nuauis of the

swinging bearings, the construction of which is shown in Fig. 11. The movable roll being

supported in this manner, both ends must swing together, and

as the bearing does not slide on the bed plate at all, simply

swing from it, there is obviously much less wear there. Thciso

swinging bearings are made so strong that the roll will maintain

its parallel position if the bearing is bolted to the bed frame at

one end only. The shells, which are made of hammered steel,

such as is used for locomotive tires, are held on by two heads,

slightly cone-shaped. One of these heads is securely fixed to the

shaft by shrinking on
;
the other is split on one side, so that, wlien

the heads are drawn together within the shells by bolts, the split

head will close tightly upon the shaft. The bearings are water-

jacketed, so that in eases where the work is very severe and
heavy, or when the machine is new, the journals can be kept

cool by the circulation of water behind the bearings. These
rolls are so covered by housings that ore can be crushed very

finely, without the escape of dust, it is said, but an exhaust

fan is generally used to collect the fine pulp. The rollers are de-

signed to run at a speed of 100 revolutions per minute, and are

always driven by belts. The capacity of a set of rolls varii3S

principally with the fineness of crushing. A pair of 14 x 26 in. Tio. n.—

K

oH i)(«ariTig8.

rolls, running at lOO revolutions per minute, should easily crush
20 tons of moderately hard ore per hour. Prom this maximum the ca.pacity diminishes with
the fineness. At the Bertrand mill, in Nevada, in l8t'3, two sets of Krom’s 15 x 26 in. roils
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inK to the Lltonumt of Mr? li* d° oia°rk’hy Mr. ('.A. IStetefeldt (Trans\ Am Inst
is regarded

to t he work of tit) stamps, of 850 lbs eneb ' 5™’ P' equivalent
Tins state, nent, is cmWoverM r

®

oi>()oi-t.ui,iiies of (‘Xiimination of
meohamea] engineers who have had

hi.! Sl,el.el,.l,it, l.asi,.r&nre^u^™ th^d^L^^
condition. In the same paper?

I)i-omii>eiit,.stami> mills in the West estimated «fatth?‘St?
Bertrand mill, and three

sets of Ki'om’s titi-in, rolls, as eo,nm.rp,l wf,l qo ^ equipped with two
was in wear and tear and repairs ns inSnterSt*^^t P®'' ‘iay. "f which $10.55
S. H. Krom states that tie ca, aeitv of tbL^L “ f’l®!- Mr-
M, l,5t) Ions per 34 liouvs, crishiim to oLs 1 ?r i?® u

subsequently rated

Aiistnilia ei<^ht sot*? nf
^ 16-mesh screen. At the Mt. Morgan, mill,

of about, :i7i tons per 24 ironrs per set
fineness, at the rate

iiin. but (‘Vi'M (‘orisidi'rino* t 4 4-1, • •

^ Mt. Morgan ore is, for the most part, easy crush-
certainly a remarkable result.

Cornish rolls.
' OAe jcmnniirot^tho^sH'1^

of ifie ordinary type of

iourmd.s lieim- <-o,i,i(4 lcal bv n t ^ °“® P^®®«> *1^® standards ol the
slirles nil t in. T„.,t (v . 1

®^ ^ d'oss-bar, Strengthened by heavy ribs There are heavv

m V .

‘

“V*?® P‘“^- the sHding rolll
wlml, giving / ass ,,

the fixed roll,

<daim 7lml t his sliiiii.rtd ,
’“"tenal too hard to crush, such as a drill point. The makers

piny <>r t h(^ roils.'

^ ^^^^^vement causes the rolls to wear more evenly, and avoids end

in the T'l’l
Ppnc'Plo of ordinary Cornish rolls, differing onlvHI UH. isnapt. <)i MIC lou laeob. With careless and improper feeding the faces of evlin

• mil .?
oo'ope^sate for this, the Bo^rs roUs Ire made with the feee

,d ? V il^mh iM
P?P®tly fed wear regularly enough, howewfr!

iri,Irht’te(nni'?'’'ibywi;i"t“i''^
*'?® ^pes of fine-crushing machines, consists of a oyl-indit, al dium, m nluch is a large plate slowly rotating on a horizontal axis, and two smidh

I^iG. 12.—Sturtevaiit mill.

rn)>i<lly r<‘volving runners, oacli haying a plane annular grinding face and a coned center.
Ihit li ()f t,h(* ruruuu's set on the same side of the turning plate, very close to and parallel
with it, and in tlu‘. ludds of its lower quadrants. The large turning plate is pierced by a
number of hoh's si^t riulially tmd in a ring, so as to form in it a circle of apertures. Ore,
KUppHi*d by lauiuhu’s to one side of the plate, passes, during the revolutions of the latter,

t hrougli tlm a|)eiiur(‘s, and falls directly into the narrow slit between the inner edge of the
grinding fac(». of (^mdi uiriTier and the wearing surface of the plate. Seized by the runners,
iind partly ground and partly sheared, tho ore is reduced, and drops out through the bottom
<d’ t he. nuutbine. Tlu^ oloseuesB of the runners to the plate, and tho pressure they exert upon
t lie or(% eiui l)t^ aotairalely adjusted by hand screws and rubber resistance bufilers. The
u'tuiri ug parts of tho inaelune are made so as to be easily x’eplaceable. Shoes on the runners
Inst about IXiO liours. According to W. B. Kunhardt, in his book. The Art of Ore Dressing
in Hu rope, t he nia.(diinc works to poor advantage and with small capacity on ore above 5 mm,
i\ in.) ill size. It is generally used for grinding to a fineness of 1 mm. in.) to

2 mm. ( A in.), but tlio reduetioii has sometimes been carried down to 0*75 mm. As the
p'-iiilt of long-coniiinucd working at Przibram, the quantity of quartzose ore crushed down
to 2 mm. size liy a, Tlelierle mill with two runners was as follows : 2,466 lbs. of 4-mm. ore

pm’ lumr; I^iGs lbs. of ()-nim. ore; and 1,157 lbs. of 9-mm ore. Under the most favorable

.mndit ions tJu', cousuniptioii ol: water in crushing was 5.4 gallons per minute for each runner,
d'lie p 'n’fmlage of slimes made is small compared with many other machines, and the Heberle

mill is, eonsofjuently, ('.specially adapted for fine-crushing in dressing wmrks. Bor further

d«‘t,a.ils sl'<^ Herg 'uoid nu(tHmn%anniscM Zeitung, vol. xi. p. 400, 1881.

77n' Sf.urOuur/U Mill (Fig. 12).—Tho crushing and grinding parts of this mill consist of

two ('.yliudrieal heads or cups arranged upon the opposite sides of a case into which they
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slightly project, and, facing each other, are made to revolve in different directions. The rock
or ore to be reduced is fed into the opening at the top of the case, and passing down to tlie

interior, is prevented from dropping below the revolving heads by a cast-iron screen, and
entering, as it must, the heads or cups in revolution, is immediately thrown out again from
each cup in opposite directions with such tremendous force that the rock or ore coming in

collision is crushed and pulverized, and the grinding, which would otherwise be upon the
mill, is transferred to the material, which is at once reduced to any lineness desired, deter-
mined by the size of opening in the screen used. The material, as fast as ground, passes
through the screen, and falls into the bin. When necessary to reduce the rock to a
greater fineness than the screen outlets allow, the coarser part of what leaves tlie screen is

reconveyed to the mill by an elevator, for regrinding, that which is already sufficiently fine
being first removed by the usual apparatus adopted in milling. A suction blower causes tlie

air to draw strongly into the mill, and prevents the escape of dust. The cast-iron screen
is composed of small sections, and the worn parts are cheaply and easily replaced. Jt is

claimed that the wear upon this screen is very slight, as it is always protected from the action
of the rocks thrown from the heads or cups by a cushion of interposing material, formed by
the rocks which always fill the case and cover the screen.

The manufacturers of this mill furnish the following data :

Size

of

miU.

Largest size
material

to feed unll.

Capacity in lbs.

per hour to pass
10 mesh.

Capacity in Tbs.

per hour to pass
4 » mesh.

Outslfle dimen-
sions of mil],
length and

width.

Weight of mill
lu lbs.

Hor.'io-powor
rociulrod.

No. of rov. per
minute.

in. ft. in. in.

6 2" cube. 500 lo 1,000 4 •7 X 26 1,100 10 2,000

8 2k"
“

1,000 “ 3,000 500 to 1,100 6 •9 X 28 2,335 20 2,000

12 10,000 “ 20,000 2,000 “ 8,000 9 •7 X 35 4,625 45 ],3(X)

20 4k"
“

15,000 “ 30,000 4,000 “ 10,000 14 *8 X 56 17,775 75 850

This is an excellent mill for fine-grinding, and a large number of thorn are in use for
comminuting phosphate rock, copper matte, etc. They have lately been introduced for
grinding iron ore for magnetic concentration with very good results. Mr. W. H. Hoffman
gave the results in crushing with this mill at the Croton magnetic iron mines in a paper read
before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, as follows : The screen-block openings
were J in, wide, and the coarsest material passing through them was less than in. thick,

while the finest material would he rejected by a 60-mesh screen. The ore csntered the mills

at a temperature of about 350^ under which conditions it was quite friable, and there was
no difficulty in grinding 22 tons per hour with a 20-in. mill, and 16 tons in the same time
with a IS-in, mill. One set of bushings will grind from 4,000 to 6,000 tons of ore, according
to the depth of the chill in the bushing, the cost of each set being $16. ’^Fiio screen blocks
for this amount of ore cost $9. At 22 tons per hour the 20-in. mill recpiircs 94 liorse-power,
and the 15-in. mill 70 horse-power.

The Gyeloju consists of a small iron cylinder, in the base of which jirc two small
iron fans, resembling propeller screws, which are rotated in opposite directions at great
velocity, creating counter currents of air of great force, which take up the particles of t,lio

material with which the machine is fed, grinding them by their impact and all-rition. Tlie
velocity of the fans ranges from 1,800 to 3,000 revolutions per minute. At t he upper part, of
the machine is a hopper into which the ore to bo pulverized is delivered • connoedied with tlie hop-
per is an automatic device which feeds the material regularly into the rnachino. The degree of
fineness of the grinding is regulated by an adjustable fan, whicdi causcis a dra.ft of air througl)
the machine. If the product is desired coarse, the draft is increasi'd, and the product thrown
into the collecting chamber before it is reduced to a powder

;
if the lumluct is desired exces-

sively fine, the draft is made slight, thereby allowing the material to remain longer in the
machine. This machine is adapted for very fine grinding only. Mr. Axel Salilin. in a pfi iier

read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, October, 1891, staled that puddle
slag was ground with this machine at Boonton, N. J., so that the coarsest particles would
pass a 225 mesh sieve, at a cost of $1.50 per ton, the capacity of the inachino being aliout 900
lbs. per hour.

The Frisbee-Lucop MiH (Fig. 13) is a centrifugal roller mill in which the rolls are driven
around against the inner periphery of a heavy steel ring, set vertically in a suitable iron casing.
The ring is immovable

;
the rolls, two in number, are held loosely in position between a pair

of annular disks, or disk-plates, firmly bolted to a central arm, which latter is keyed to the
shaft. Between the disks also are fastened two cylindrical drivers, one for eaeli roll, which
pushes or drives it around as the mill revolves. The revolving parts are thus the arm,
disks, drivers, and rolls, all of which have a motion uniform with the shaft

;
the rolls have

in addition an independent motion arouud their axes. The separation of the fines from the
coarse is effected within the mill, either by air-blast or by suitable screens. The easing on
each side of the mill is divided by a vertical screen of suitable fineness, set transversely to
the shaft. Fan-blades are attached to the outside of the di^ks, by which the material, as
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fed into the mill, is distribiited around the inner periphery of the ring* in the path of the
rolls, to insure an equal amount of work at every point of the face of the ring. Exterior
to the screens on each side is a circulating fan, which causes a current of air to pass out-

ward through the screens, and discharges the fin-

ished product through chutes passing downward
through the bed plate. The easing is divided hori-

zontally, and the upper and lower halves are held

together by hinged bolts in slots cut in the flange

of each section. The upper half is hinged to the

lower at one side, wid can be raised so as to give

free access to the interior of the mill for examina-
tion and replacing worn parts.

A revolving screen of coarse mesh, attached to

the shaft inside of the fixed screens, prevents any
piece of iron or large fragments of rock troin coining

in contact with the fine screen, but does not prevent
the finished product from passing freely. This re-

volving screen is unnecessary with quartz or other
hard mateiial, and is used only when clay, cement,
talc, or some such material is ground, when the

mill is entirely full of tlie rock. The material to bo
ground is first passed through a crusher to a size

of I in. or less, as may l)e convenient, and then fed Fig. 13.—-Frisbec-Lucop mill,

by a chute directly on tlio feed slioo. The mill should
be used for dry work only. The mill is built in two sizes, 24-in. and 20-in., these dimensions
being the inner diameter of the ring. The 21-in. screen mill weighs 5,500 lbs. It will grind,
according to its manufacturers, about 2,000 lbs. of quartz per hour to 60-mesh powder, and
up to 6,000 lbs. per hour of softer material. Speed, 800 revolutions per minute, requiring
from 15 to 18 horse-power, according to hardness of material ground. The 20-in. mill weighs
8,800 lbs. It has a ca,paeity of 1,000 lbs. of hard quartz per hour to 60-rnesh powder. Speed,
500 revolutions per minute, rcajuiriug about 8 horsc-powor. In the Erisboe-Liieop blast mills

the sereens arc omitted, and the pulverized material is separated from the coarse by gravity,

lieing drawn from the mill, as generated, through pipes connected with the top of the casing,

and carried to chambers ])rcpared for it, by an exhaust fan or other method of causing a cur-

rent of air to pass tlirougli the mill. This mill is claimed to bo especially adapted for grind-
ing phos))hate rock and like substances.

ilie. Frlfibee-Liieop WeUcnisJdng Mill is constructed upon the same principle as the dry-

crushing. It has donl)le screens at* each, end—coarse ones on the inner side, which take tfio

wear of the coarse rock, and lino screens beyond (which may be of any mesh), to finish ;

nothing can leave the mill until

fine enough to pass the outer
screen, the coarse stuff passing
the inner screen going back
under the rolls. The annular
die, or ring, on which the rock
is crushed, is of rolled steel, 24
in. inside diameter, 8 in. thick,

with 6 in. face. The rollers are

DJ: in. in diameter by 6 in. face,

wit,h a tiro of forged steel,

'.rhe capacity of this mill is

claimed to he 8 tons per hour
of hard quartz to 40-mesh, up
to twice that amount for soft

material and coarse pulp.

The Bryan Mill is a modifi-

cation of the wcdl-known Chile

mill, arranged for tlie continu-

ous wet-crushing of either gold

or silver ores, eliminating, it is

cJaiinod, all that is objectionable

in the Chile mill. It consists

of an annular mortar, contain-

ing fixed segmental steel dies arranged in the path of its three crushing rollers. The axles of

the rollin-s a rc journaled in a central revolving table attached to and driven by the belt pulley

directly. The' 4-ft. mill has a similar arrangement of dies, but smaller rollers, whose weight
is increased as desired by the load carried in the pulley drum, which rests on their periphery,

thus adding to their weight, and driving thorn by friction. The |)ulverized ore is discharged

through screens in the side of the annular mortar. Tins mill has a peculiar advantage,

inasniuch as its weighting, upon which its crushing capacity, like other mills, depends, can be

done at the mine by placing cither shoes, dies, or even stones in the pulley, virtually a pan
which liears upon the rollers. Thus heavy transportation is avoided in comparatively inac-

cessible districts.
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Jordan’s Reducer, sometimes used in crushing gold ores for amalgamation in connection
with Jordan’s amalgamator (see Gold Mills), is a revolving pan, set at an angle, and carrying
three massive balls of white iron, which work in a suitably shaped bed, also of white iron, round
the greatest circumference of the pan. The ore and water are fed automatically into the bed of
the pan, and by the rotary motion of the latter, are conveyed under the rapidly revolving
balls, whereby the comminution of the ore is effected. The inner half of the floor of the pan
rises as a shallow dome surrounding the central shafts, and is fitted with movable frames
carrying wire screens of any required mesh. The feeds of ore and water, and the inclination
of the screens, arc so adjusted that, as the ore is reduced to a sufficient degree of fineness,
it is washed over the screens and passed away into a launder for conveyance to the amalga-
mator. It is claimed that this machine has reduced 20 tons of ore in 24 hours, so as to pass
an 80-mesh screen.

The Huntington 3Iill (Fig. 14) consists of a spindle, 6r, carrying a circular frame, at
its top, from which are suspended four steel rollers, H, which are rotated against a ring,
forming the base of a mortar or pan. The ore and water being fed into the mill at the
hopper, A, the rotating rollers and scrapers throw the ore against the ring die, where it is

crushed to any desired fineness by the centrifugal force of the i oilers as they pass over it.

The water and pulverized ore are thrown against and through the screens when fine enough.
The rollers are suspended, leaving a space of 1 in. between them and the bottom of tlic mill,
thus allowing them to pass freely over the quicksilver and amalgam, without giinding it or
throwing it from the mill, while it agitates it sufficiently to insure amalgamation. This
mill is used for crushing and amalgamating gold ores, with excellent results. It is also
employed for fine-crushing in dressing works, but its use for that pin pose is not to bo ree-
ommended, as It slimes the ore excessively. The manufacturers furnish the following data :

SlKG. Weight. Revolutions. Capacity. Power.

3} ft. diameter 7,000 lbs. 90 12 tons. 4 ir. p.

5 ft. “ 11,000
“

70 20 “
(5II.P.

G ft. “ 20,000 55 30 “
8 H. P.

The Oriffen Mill consists of a shallow cast-iron ring or mortar, which is surmounted by a
tall sheet-iron cone, with an opening at the apex, through which a vertical shaft works.
This shaft, which is driven by a horizontal pulley, has a universal-joint at its upper cn(l—^^^^,
just below the driving pulley

; while at its lower end is rigidly fixed a lieavy cast-iron roller!
The shaft and roller being free to move by means of the universal-joint, tlie roller is
thrown against the side of the mortar or crushing ring by centrifugal force, and tlio rock or
ore, which is fed in through an opening in the side of the caseris thus pulverized. The
crushing roll swings several inches above the bottom of the mortar, but upon its lower side
there is a plow which stirs up the ore in the bottom, and throws it against the ring die,
where it may be acted upon by the roller. The crushed ore is discharged through screens in
the ease just above the ring die. A fan attached to the shaft above the roll causers the air to
draw strongly into the mill, and prevents the escape of dust. This mill is extensively used
for fine grinding, such, as pulverizing phosphate rock, but is not adapted to work where the
formation of an undue proportion of slimes is to be avoided. It is stated that it will grind
4 tons of South Carolina phosphate rock per hour, so that 75 per cent, will pass a. 75-mesh
screen.

The Harod Pulverizer, similar to the Griffen mill, consists of a sliallovv, heavy east-
iron mortar or pan, surmounted by a conical sheet-iron case, in which arc revolved three
iron rolls, carried loosely at the end of vertical shafts. The shafts are fixed in an iron cast-
ing at the top of the machine, having, individually, a radial play in order to allow for
centrifugal motion, and the whole is rotated by a horizontal pulley at riic top of t,lie ma-
chine. The rollers, being loose on the shafts, are free to l.urn. The ore is fed into lh(‘ machine
at one side, just above tlie rollers, and is crushed against the side of the mortar. .Kaidi shaft
is covered by a sleeve, fixed to the roller, and extending to the top of the shaft. On I'ach
sleeve, just above the roller, are two spiral fans which, according to the maki'rs, take up the
material after preliminary grinding, and keep it in self-frictional agitation until nmdcnal
fine enough to discharge through screen in the base of the maehino. 'The sh'ovi's on t he verti-
cal shaft serve as oil chambers for the rolls, and the main or central sliaft, which is liollow
serves as oil chamher for the main journal. The main shaft is driven at MO n.'volutions per
minute, rhis machine has been used for pulverizing phosphate rock, etc., but, like the
Griflen mill, does net seem to be adapted for anything but fine grinding.

A* consists of a cast-iron cylinder, or barrel, hung horizontally
upon two hollow trunnions. Within the barrel is a ring, of somewhat srmil !er diameter than
the barrel itself, composed of chilled-steel bars, placed longitudinally a,n(l a small distance
apart, like grate bars. Within this annular grate-bar ring are two heavy (‘ust-iron rolls
which are nearly as long as the cylinder itself, lying loosely. The cylinder is turned sl(»wly
upon tfie trunnions. Ore is fed into a hopper at one side of the evlineJer, and iiassi's into the
latter by means of a tube projecting through one of the hollow trunnions. Tlui on^ falls onto
and under the rollers, and is crushed between them and the grate-bar ring. The crushed ore
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falls between the bars, and, if fine enough, sifts out through the screens in the outer shell of the
barrel. If not fine enough, it slides down over the screen until stopped by one of the ribs

which support the grate-bar ring, and is carried upward by the rotation of the barrel until
nearly overhead, wlien it drops back to the interior through the apertures in the crushing
(grate-bar) ring, and again falls between the rollers, ^rhe rollers lie naturally at the lowest
point in the circumference of the barrel, and if the machine is properly fed, they remain ap-
proximately in that position. If the feed is scant, however, they oscillate right and left, like

a pendulum ;
in so doing they strike a horizontal yoke, fixed at the end of a shaft passing

through the hollow trunnion opposite the feed trunnion, and by a pointer at the other end
of this shaft, outside the barrel, give warning to the attendant

;
or, this pointer maybe con-

nected with an automatic feeder, and regulating the latter, insure absolutely constant feed.

The best work done by this mill is on rock broken to li in. size, or smaller. The makers
claim that, owing to tiie free escape of the crushed ore througli the slotted dies, and the ample
screen surface, it is almost impossible for the rollers to ruii more than onceover a grain small
enough to pass the scu-een, and that for that reason a high percentage of the ore grains are
nearly of tlie same size as the screen, and but very little slime is made.

Ore Feeders.—Regular feeding is an essential in securing the maximum efficiency from
any crushing machine, and where possible this is accomplished by automatic devices. It is

usually necessary to hand-feed coarso-crusbing machines, such as the Gates or Blake crusliers,

where the lumps of rock are of large and irregular size; but to the fine-crushing machines

—

stamps and Huntington mills, which are invariably run on rock broken previously to a
comparatively small and uniform size, automatic feeders are well adapted and are almost a
necessity. Not only is the efficiency of the crushing macliine increased by this means, but
there is a saving in labor, as one man can attend to a greater number of stamps or machines
fed automatically than if fed by liand only. Nearly all ore feeders in common use are of the

same general type, consisting of a sheet-iron hopper from which the ore is discharged regu-
larly by some iievico actuated by one of the stamp stems, or some other regularly moving
part of* the crushing machine.

Ghallenge Ore Feeder consists of a hopper, below which is fixed a cast-iron plate, the
latter being inclined at an angle to the receiving aperture of the crushing machine. The
plate is rotated by a bevel gear, which in turn is moved by a lever, which is struck by the tap-

pet on the stamp stem, tile motion being communicated to the gear through an ingenious

friction device. At each |)artial rotation of the plate a small quantity of ore is scraped off by
stationary wings, ])rojeetlng from the hopper, which rest upon it. One feeder is used for

each battery of five stamps. This feeder is an especially good one for wet ores.

The FiilUm Ore Feeder has a roller with wide, shallow, spiral corrugations, placed below
a, slieet-iron hopper. Idio ore slides down in a shallow stream onto the top of the roller,

which discharg(js it regularly and continuously. Just enough pitch is given to the corruga-

tions of tlui roller to have one commence distsbarging at one encl of the roller wdxen the pre-

ceding one has linislied at the other. The roller is turned by an adjustable pawl movement,
actuated by a lovin’ struck by a stamj) tappet, as in the Challenge feeder.

The Ttdloeh Ore Feeder consists of a similar liopper, below which is suspended an in-

clined tray, by four sliort iron rods, from the same frame that supports tlio hopper. The txay

is swung backward jind forward by a
system of levers actiuded by one of the

tappets of the si,amp battery, just as in

the Challengi' f(‘(‘(l('r. The back of tlio

hopper has a,n adjusta,l)le scraper, and
at eacli motion of the tray a portion

of the ore is scraped forward to the
battery.

KrofFn Ore Feeder (Fig. 15), de-

signed for l‘(H‘(ling crushing rolls

evenly and r<‘guhu'ly, consists of a
hopper disc.luirging bvm* a slowly re-

volving cylinder, iiie How of ore over

the latter l;)(3ing i’e.guhvted l)y a gate at

the bott.om of. Irhc hopper. The re-

volving cylimh'r is driven by a large

geared wlieel and pinion, and the pin-

ion shaft being driv('n l)y a cone pulley,

its sjxKvl can be adjusted thereby.

Tlie minimum spetxl nxpured is about
4 revolutions jK*r minute ; the maxi-
mum, 10 ri^volulions. In front of

the riwolving cylinde.r is an electro-

magn(',t, bid'ore *whieli the stream of
falling 0T(‘ p:isses. Any pieces of iron

or hard sletO mixed with the rock or

ore, su(di as drill points, which might Fm- 15. Krom’s oro feeder,

damage tlio rolls, are thus caught.
The. electro-magnets are drawn back at intervals, and the pieces of iron and steel collected

are dropped by cutting oil the electric current. A regular feed for rolls is an essential point
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not only for prolonging the life of the shells, but for securing the maxim uiii efficiency in

crushing, and this feeder has given excellent results.

ORE-DRESSINU MACHINERY. Dressing Wouks._ (See ORE-oRusinva Maoiitn-^

u-RY),—Ore dressing is the art of separating the mineral in ore from the worihu'ss rock or

gangue, with which it is intermingled, the mineral, thus concentrated, being sul)s(M|u<‘ntly

treated by the proper metallurgical process. In dressing ores mechanically, is alwaiys

a loss in values, varying from 10 per cent, to 50 per cent., or even inore, and it is not cus-

tomary to subject to this form of preparation ores which can be directly treat(Ml ci^onomi-

cally by any of the ordinary metallurgical processes. Mechanical dressing is, consi'qmuitly,

only resorted to when the cost of the operation and the loss in values is more tlian bdaiK^ed

by the saving in freight and in the cost of the subsequent treatment of tlic ore, gained liy

the elimination of the worthless gangue.
The method of mechanical ore dressing, in genera], consists in crusliing the ore to suffi-

cient degrees of fineness to free the particles of valuable mineral from tlie gangue, and a,ftcr-

ward effecting a separation between the two by virtue of the difference in siiecific gra.vitic.s.

Two classes of crushing machinery are commonly used in every dressing works, viz. : coarse-

crushing and fine-crushing. The former, of which the well-known Blake crusher is a tyjK^

takes the coarse lumps of ore as they come from the mine, and breaks them to a convenient

size to be received by the fine-crushing machine, which may be a set of Cornish rolls. In

most mills there are two sets of rolls in each crushing system, the finaKl coin nuiiut ion lieing

done in the second, which are set closer together than flie first. Between eacli cnisliing

machine and the next in series there should be a screen, over which the crushed ()re is passed

to remove the particles already crushed finely enough, thus relieving the following nuicluni's

and preventing this ore from being crushed finer than is necessary, an important point, a.s

the fine ore becomes slime, when mixed with water, which will probably give rise to increased

loss in the dressing. Similarly, the ore is frequently dumped over a grizzly (a coarse serciai

composed of parallel steel bars), before being fed to the first crusher. Tlu^ cnislied on', coming
from the finishing rolls is passed over a screen, the mesh of which coristitul.c'S tlu*. siiiiuhird

of crushing of the mill. That which will not pass through this screen is nduriied to the
rolls; that which passes is sized in preparation for the washing machines. IIIk' sizingis done
either by screens or hydraulic separators, but generally both systems are ustal in ilie same
mill. With the former, the operation being tecbnieally known as sizing,’^ tlu' iiartieJes of

ore are divided into classes of equal size
;
in a hydraulic separator the parlieh's of f)r(^ settle

against an upward current of water, and are thus classified into equal falling grains, llie

operation being technically known as sorting. The usual practice in dressing works is to

size by screens particles down to about 1 mm. in diameter. The finer particles are sorted.

At Lake Superior, where there is a great difference in the specific gravities of miiK'rals to

he separated—native copper and the various siliceous minerals wliicli const.it.iit(^ 11 giingue

—

hydraulic classifiers alone are used. Screens, only, may be used in mills doing very eoarsi^

work, but never in a well-designed mill intended lor fine and close work.
The sized and sorted ore goes from the screens and separators to ilie washing nuichint's,

by which the heavy particles of mineral are separated from the liglitcr pa,rt.iclcs of gangiu',
by virtue of the difference in specific gravities. Washing machines may b(' dividt'd inlo t wo
general classes, viz. : sand washing, represented by the various kinds of ‘jigs; and slinu' w'ash-
ing, of which the various slime tables and buddies are types. The sized on^ of wlu(*h Die
particles are between 16 mm. and 4 mm. in diameter, is commonly designated a,s pea,; beiwi'i'ii

4 m_m. and 1 mm.
,
as sand

;
and finer than 1 mm., as meal. The pea and sand sizi'S arc washed

on jigs, the material from each sizing screen being conducted to a jig pro]>erly di'signeh and
adjusted for that size. The meal sizes, from the hydraulic Hepara,l,or, are waslxMl on tlie
slime machines; the coarsest meal is worked on jigs, varying from tlie coarser jigs only
in details of design, speed, etc., while the finer meal is eoriducted to othm- inaelrint'S
adapted to the size and character of the ore. With the wasliing maeliincH tlie optu'ation
of dressing is completed, and the concentrates are ready to go to (ho smelting works, or
elsewhere, for further treatment.

The cost of dressing varies, of course, with the capacity of the mill, l.lic cha,ra<d.(‘r of tlu^
ore, and the quality of the work done. The following are a few instances of th<> best .\nieri-
can practice: At the Atlantic mill. Lake Superior, siliceous cofiper roidc (;onlaining from
0*9 per cent, to 1 -00 per cent, native copper has been dressed (18BG) at a cost as low as 2r> o
cents per ton, about 70 per cent, of the mineral being saved. Tlie cost may Ix' sub-
divided, assuming the same percentages as in the previous year, about as follow.s : Labor,
85 per cent.

;
fuel, 47*5 per cent.

;
supplies, etc., 17*5 per cent. The cost of (li*(‘ssing in thi.s

mill in 1890 was 27*78 cents per ton. At the mill of the St. Joseph Lead (\> at, boniu'.
Terre, Mo., ore was dressed in 1887, according to Prof. H. S. Monroci (Trans Am 'inst Min-
ing Engrs. vol. xvii. 659), at a cost of 36*4 cents per ton, divided as follows: Labor DM
cents : repairs, 10 cents

; supplies, 8*5 cents
;
coal, 9*5 cents. At this mill all tlu' water

used has to be pumped to the crusher floor; and all the tailings are carried off in ears, dis-
advantages, under which the Atlantic does not labor, so that in making a comparison bet.W.Mui
the two It is only fair to dediiot 10 cents per ton, in Professor Monroe’s opinion, from
the St, Joseph figures. The St, Joseph ore is galena with a magnesian lirnestom' gangin',
assaying from 7*5 per cent, to 8 per cent. lead. The capacity of the mill is 800 tons jmu*
day The loss in tailings amounted to 27*4 per cent, of the mineral. At tlu', IIc(*la (Con-
solidated Mining Co.’s mill at G-lendale, Mont., ore assaying 7 per cent lead and 15 oz
silver per ton, was dressed, in 1890, at a cost of 41*47 cents per ton, 55 per cent- of the
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lead and per cent, of the silver being saved. The average cost of dressing low-grade ore
in the silver-mining districts of the Eoeky Mountains, in small mills, say of 100 tons per day
capacity, is probably between 75 cents and $1 per ton.

PrcKiNO Tables.

—

In ore dressing it is frequently found to be advantageous to sort the
ore before it goes to the fine-crushing machinery which prepares it for the hydraulic
machines—picidng out the pieces

of rich mineral, which do not
need to be concentrated, and
also the waste or worthless rock.

This is often done by hand by
men or boys, who go over a lot

of ore spread upon a platform,
breaking the lumps of ore with
spalling hammers to free the
pieces of rich mineral, and tlu'ow-

ing them aside into separate
piles. A more economical and
systematic method is to discharge
the coarsely-crushed rock from
the rock breaker upon a contin-
uously moving table, beside
which are stationed boys who
pick out the pieces of good
ore or gangiie as they pass.

Picking tables are usually made Pio. i.-Eotary picking table,

either in the form of broad, end-
less belts or circular rotating platforms. In the belt tables the crushed ore is made to

drop on it at one end, is carried forward by the travel of the belt, being picked over in
the meanwhile, and is discharged into chutes at the other end. The rotary tables generally
consist of a large annular platform, covered with punched iron plate and revolving slowly
(see Fig. 1). The coarsely-broken rock falls on it from a chute, spreading out, and is carried

by the revolution of the table, until, meeting an inclined scraper, the whole is pushed off into
the delivery spout. Standing around the table are boys who pick out by sight the large pieces
of pure mineral or gangue, which are easily distinguished in the slowly moving layer of ore.

Elevatotis.—Elevators arc used for raising crushed ore from breakers or rollers, accord-
ing to the arrangement of the mill, to the sizing screens. They are usually of the belt-and-
bueket stylc3, and driven by the upper pulley shaft. The elevator is generally inclined for-

ward at the top to give a free discharge to the buckets, but in xast-running elevators tlie

centrifugal force, as tlio belt passes over tlie upper pulley, is suiricient to throw the sand into

the chute, even when tiho belt is hung perpendicularly. An elevator’s capacity depends on
the size and number of buckets and tlie speed. Elevators of this kind are encased with wood
to prevent loss of spilled rnateiial and slopping of water. The lower end, in which the lower

E
uiloy is fixed, ma,y be a continuation of tlio wooden easing, or may bo an iron boot with a
elt tightener. The belt is always of four or five-ply rublier bolting of good quality, and the

buckets, of lieavy sheet iron or steel, are fastened to the belt by countersunk bolts.

The Linhhdt {chain) Meamtor consists of a series of iron fmekets carried or fixed to an
endless chain, instoa.d of to a belt, making a combination of great durability. For ordinary
duty a single cliain is suiBcient, but for groat duty and wide buckets two chains side by side

are used. Th(3 avenigo spiced of an elevator is about 200 ft. pier niinute.

^Sand Wkeeh a,re a special form of elevators employed at the Ijako Superior dressing

works for raising the vn,st quantity of tailings to such height tliat they can be sluiced to the

plact'. of deposit, the coni,our of the ground on which many of the mills are built being such
that this can not bo done naturally. The great wheels used at the Calumet and Hecla mills,

which will S(U’ve a,s a typo of all, arc built upon the prlneiplo of tliose used on bicycles, vvith

all spokes in l,(Misiou. 1’lmso s[)okes arc in two systems—a sot of conically divergent radial

spokes for latera,! sia,bility and to support the rim, and a set of smaller tangent spokes for

driving. Tli(3 sliaft and hub are of giin-motal, cast hollow, in three pieces, and about 23 ft.

8 in. long over all. The greatest dia,meter of the spider of the hub where the spokes are

a,ttaehe(l is 7 ft. 4 in. Tlio journals are 22 in. diameter and 40 in. long. The spokes are of

forged steel, 35 in. diameter and about 22 ft, long. The rim of the wheel is built up of 18
cast-iron segment,s bolted together, outside of wliioh is an equal number of gun-iron gear
segments. The pitch diameter of this gear is 54 ft., the number of teeth 432, and the face of

teeth is 18 in. On either side of this central rim a plate-steel frame is built, carrying internal

buckets, making the total width of wheel rim 11 ft -J in. The buckets are lined with wood
to take the wear. The water and sand are delivered to the wlieel by launders, which empty
into the buckets on either side. At the top of the wheel on either side is an apron suspended
from the roof trusses and extending into the wheel far enough to receive the water and sand
delivered by the buckets, whence it is run off through other laixnders. The wheel is driven

by a pinion* which meshes into the gear before mentioned. I'he weight of each wlieel com-
plete, including the wooden lining of the buckets, is about 177 tons, a,nd the weight of eon-

tained water and sand about 10 tons. The elevating capacity of this wlieel is 30,000,000

gallons of water, containing 2,000 tons of sand, every 24 hours. This ainoimt of sand is nearly

sufficient to cover one acre, one foot deep, daily.
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Sizing Screens.—Sizing screens are a very important part of a concentrating mill, as the
success of the subsequent separation of the various constituents of the ore to be treated by
the hydraulic machines depends upon the proper sizing of the particles. The ordinary sizing
screen or trommel consists of a series of spiders, keyed to a shaft, over which is stretched
wire cloth or sheets of punched steel or iron plate. The number of trommels and the mesh
of the screens on them is regulated to suit the character of the ore treated and the degree of
separation desired. The general arrangement of the trommels used in concentrating mills
is shown in Pig, 2. Each trommel is geared to the one next to it, so that tlie whole line may

be driven from one point. The line material from one screen passes to the next liner screen,

and so on to the required number. The material remaining on each screen, and afterward
discharged to the proper jig, is thus sized

—

i.e., it has passed through the perfora-

tion of the preceding screen and will not pass through the perforations of the one retaining
it. In dressing works the ore is invariably screened wet. The water for this purpose is

sometimes fed through the shaft of the trommel, which is in this case made hollow, hut
usually from a perforated pipe hung above the trommel. Trommels are sometimes made of
conical form, the axis being horizontal, and occasionally both cylindrical and conical

screens are made with two sizes of wire cloth upon the same frame, making, in effect, a com-
pound trommel. Concentric trommels, which consist of drums of different mesh, one within
another, are never used now, the difficulty of repairing them making them highly objection-

able in a mill. It is not usual in well-designed dressing works to use screens finer than 20-

mesh, as the material which will pass that size is better prepared for the ^slime jigs and
tables by hydraulic separators, and the finer sci’eens wear out too fast, increasing expenses
for repairs, and causing undue loss of time in patching or recovering them.

Hydraulic Separators.—Hydraulic separators are machines for classifying the fine

material to be concentrated into groups of particles which, under like conditions, fall through
the water together, the material thus being prepared for the jigs or other slime-washing ma-
chines. The hydraulic classifiiers in general use are, with unimportant modifications, forms
of the old German Spitzlutte or Spitzkasfen, in which the particles of ore settle in pointed
boxes against an upward current of clean water. They are regulated according to the work
to he done by varying the velocity of the stream of ore and water passing through them, and
the strength of the upward current of water.

which is generally used in the Lake
Superior dressing works, con-
sists of four or five boxes, D, D,
etc., or depressions in the bot-
tom of a continuous trough.
The water and sand enter at
m and undergo successive wash-
ings in each box until the fine

sand overflows at n. The opera-
tion in eacli of the boxes is as
follows : Tlio heaviest sand, at
once finds its way to the bottom of
the box

;
the wash,water is brouglit

in through the pipe, a, in greater
quantity than is sufficient to sup-
ply the spigot, M, No sand, there-
fore, can find its way out t hrough

that has not weight enough "to

stem this water sti’eam. This ex-

X
Fio. 3.—Calumet separator.

cess of water also acts by keeping
the whole bottom of th(3 box in a
boil and turmoil, thus ever push-
ing up the lighter sands and
allowing the heavier to keep near
the bottom. The shield, c, prevents
the stream from rising straight

up, thereby confining the turmoil
to the bottom of the box.

Jigs.—This is the general name for the concentrating machine universally employed for
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separating the particles of mineral and gangue in sand and coarse meal sizes. The Hartz
jig (Pig. 4), which, as is well known, consists of a wooden tank with a wedge-shape bottom,
divided transversely into a number of compartments, these
being further subdivided by a longitudinal partition not ex-
tending to the bottom, on one side of which is a sieve, and on
the other a piston, remains the standard type of jig, and most
of the other jigs in use are but modifications of it. In the
Hartz jig the motion of the piston or plunger is given by an
adjustable eccentric. The Collom jig, used at Lake Superior,
is a side-piston jig (Pig. 5), in which the plunger is depressed
by a crank and lever tappet, a spring raising the plunger when
the tappet is removed. This device gives a rapid rising cur-
rent through the jig sieve, and a more gentle descending cur-
rent, an action which increases the sorting action of the jig.

Other mechanical means for securing this slow return move-
ment of the piston have been introduced, but the Collom is

the only jig of this type which has come into use in this

country. The under-piston jigs have a piston working in a
short cylinder placed in the longitudinal portion between two
compartments, the piston rod extending out through the jig

box through a stuffing-box, and receiving its reciprocating
motion from an eccentric. Instead of the ordinary V-shape
bottoms, jigs with rounded bottoms are sometimes used, es-

pecially as slime jigs, the rounded bottom aiding in the regu- Fm. 4.-Hartz jig.

lar movement of the water. For very coarse material, and
occasionally for iron ores, instead of giving motion to water through a fixed screen, sieves,

either rectangular or circular, having a vertical reciprocating motion in a tub of water,
are sometimes used, the

Pig. 5.—Collom jig.

effect being the same. Pneu-
matic jigs have been de-

signed and used experimen-
tally, but have rarely been
regularly employed.

The Argali Jig is a double
Hartz jig with a central pis-

ton working between two
sieves. The reciprocating

motion of the piston is given
by an adjustable eccentric in

the usual manner.
The Parsons Jig is a two-

sieve, under-piston jig, each
sieve being 22 x 27 in. in the

clear. The pulsating move-
ment of the water is given

by a piston working in a short horizontal cylinder in the partition between the two jig boxes.

The piston is 15.Un. in diameter; the. cylinder, in. long. The piston-rod is horizontal

and enters through a stuifing-box. The stroke of the piston is 2 in., and its speed 510 strokes

per minute. The quantity of water required at the St, Joseph Lead Co.'s Works, at Bonne
Terre, Mo., where tins jig is extensively used, is about 32 gallons per minute, jigging about

9 tons of sand per 24 hours. Por convenience the jigs are made double—^.e., four sieves, or

two jigs, are united in one machine.
Sltme-wasiiino Machines.—The F7'ueYa7mer (Pig. 6) is an endless inclined rubber belt,

supported by rollers so as to form a plane inclined rubber surface, 4 ft. wide, 12 ft. long,

and bounded on the sides by rubber flanges. The belt travels up the incline and around a

lower drum, which dips into a w’ater tank where the mineral is collected. In addition to the

travel of the belt, the latter receives a steady shaking or settling motion from a crank shaft

along one side, tlio shake being at right angles to inclination and travel of belt. The best

motion is found to be from 180 to 200 strokes per minute, with about 1 in. throw. The ore

is fed on in a stream of water about 3 ft. from the head of the belt, and flows slowly down the

incline, subjecitod to Hie steady shaking motion, which deposits the mineral on the belt. At
the head of the bolt is a row of water jets. The slow upward travel of the belt, varying from
2 ft. to 12 ft. per minute, brings up the deposited mineral, and the water jets wash back the

lighter sand, letting only tlie lioavy mineral pass and deposit in the water tank below. The
inclination of the upper surface of the belt varies from 4 in. to ^ in. in 1 ft. The capacity

of the machine is from 5 to 12 tons, according to character of the ore treated, but practice

has demonstrated that 6 tons of 4()-mesh stuff per 24 hours is as much as it is advisable to

treat. A depth of i in. to i in. of sand and water is constantly kept on the belt. The
average amount of water required is from 1 to 11- gallons per minute at the head, and from

to 3 gallons per minute with the pulp.

The Morse-Prue Va7mer is a modification of the old type of Priie vanner, the essential

difference being in the rubber belt, the surface of the latter being roughened in the new ma-
chine, with fine transverse corrugations. The corrugated belt being heavier than the plain
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belt, extra supporting rollers on the shaking frame are necessary. The surface of the corru-
gated belt is given a slightly greater inclination, a fall of from 3 in. to 5 in. in 12 ft. being
commonly used, instead of § in. to 4 in., as in the case of the plain belt. The water distribu-

tor consists of two rows of water jets, 1| in. apart, the back ones alternating with the front
ones, the distance between the back and front rows being 2| in. The distributor is placed
from 1 in. to 2 in. higher up towards the head of the belt than in the old machines, and is

also raised somewhat higher above the belt, so as to give a drop of about If in. from the
spouts to the belt surface. More water is required than with the old belts. The revolutions
of the crank shaft vary from 194 to 210 per minute, and the forward motion of the belt from
28 ft. to 33 ft. per minute, according to the character of the ore treated. The capacity of this

machine is considerably greater than that of the ordinary Erne vanner, and it can be used
for the treatment of coarser slimes. Indeed, these belts have given excellent results at some
places on material that is usually washed on meal jigs.

The Erntfey Concenirator is very similar to the Frue vanner in construction and opera-
tion, but the belt is given an end shake instead of a side shake.

I'he Triumph Table is also a belt machine, resembling the Frue vanner and Bmbx’ey con-
centrator, and, like the latter, the belt has an end shake.

The Lurig Vanner is an end-shake belt machine which is very similar to the Frue van-
ner in construction, and works upon the same principle.

The Gamier Concentrator is a belt machine, in which the belt is given a peculiar panning

Fig. 6. —Frue vanner.

motion. The belt frame is supported at the rear end on a sliding bearing, and at the front
by a vertical eccentric shaft. By means of the eccentric a circular movement is imparted to

the forward part of the belt, which becomes approximately a simple back and forth throw at

the other end. The belt has a continuous forward movement, as in other machines of this

class, and is fed and adjusted in similar manner.
The Woodhury Concentrator is similar to the Frue vanner, but instead of the single

smooth belt, thii-teen narrow parallel belts are used. The pulp being equally divided be-

tween these belts, which prevent it from running to one side of the machine or the other, it

is claimed that a thicker bed of pulp can be worked, and that the machine has increased
capacity in consequence. A revolving feed-howl distributes to each belt its exact proportion
of sand and water. The rims of the belts are corrugated to prevent cracking as tney stretch
in passing over the end rollers. The capacity of this machine is claimed to be from 12 to 15
tons per 24 hours. Several of them have been introduced recently, but no actual working
results have been published.

The Golden Gate Concentrator consists of a tray about 11 ft. in length, resting upon
supports, upon which it has a longitudinally reciprocating movement. This reciprocating
movement varies in speed in such manner as to cause the pulp, fed upon the tray at one end,
to travel slowly over its surface toward the other end, and the pulp is, by tlio shaking
motion, kept in a loose condition, so that the mineral may settle out of the ganguo upon the
surface of the tray. The tray proper consists of two distinct parts, forming, however, one
continuous surface. One part, being designed for the settling of the mineral, is horizontal,
and has hardly any perceptible current of water, thus allowing the fine mineral to settle out
of the water and reach the bottom of the tray ; the other part has an adjustable inclination
upwards from its junction with the horizontal part, and over this part the current of wash-
water flows, which washes away the gangue from the mineral. At the junction of the hori-
zontal with the inclined part of the tray, and extending across its width, is a protecting
plate, set somewhat above its surface and parallel thereto. Above the protecting plate is an
exhaust tube extending across the tray, and connected with two settling cliarnbers, one on
either side of the tray, within which a vacuum, sufficient to sustain a column of 4 in.

or 5 in. of water, is constantly maintained by an exhaust fan. Just above the protecting
plate, and connected with channels formed in the body of the exhaust tube, are exhaust
mouths, into which the gangue and water are drawn by the vacuum maintained, being then
discharged over each side of the machine into the settling chambers, and thence into the
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tailing? sluice. The operation of the concentrator is as follows : The crushed ore, with a
suitable amount of water, is fed on to the horizontal part of the tray through the distributor

at one end of the machine. The shaking motion of the tray causes "the pulp to slowly travel

toward the protecting plate. The heavy mineral, settling to the bottom, passes under the
latter, together with some of the gangue. The larger part of the gangue and all the surplus
water pass above the plate, the position of which is adjusted to suit the ore, and, arriving at
the exhaust mouths, are drawn olf and discharged into the tailings sluice. The pulp which
has passed under the plate continues on up the inclined part of the tray, where the gangue is

separated from the mineral l:)y a stream of wash-water from the head of the machine. The
gangue and wash-water are taken up by the exhaust mouths, as before explained, and the
mineral is delivered continuously over the head of the machine.

The Bertenshd'W, or Gilpin County Concentrat r (Fig. 7), is an end bump table,

the motion being
imparted by a earn

at the tailings end.

The cam works
in a box, which
can be filled with
tallow or other

grease, thus insur-

ing eonstant lubri-

cation a t e very
revolution of the

shaft. In this box
is placed a steel

shoe, with a bolt

through its center

for the earn to wear
upon, which can be

changed end for

end as tlio wtair

raa,y re(|iure, Tlie spring is of torsional character, and easily adjusted, without stopping the

machine, by tlie set-screw and clamp at each end. There is also a clamp bar attached to the

center of tlie sinhiig, wrhich works in the cam box to give the bumping blow when the cam
point loaves the shoe. Tlio bed frame of the machine terminates in a solid block of wood at

the lieatlings eml, against which the table bumps. The table is supported from four

standards, swinging on ]vnife-e<lge bearings. The pitch of the table is adjusted by bolts and
set-scre\^'S on the front standards. The speed of the machine is governed by the character of

the ore to be treated, varying from 1:10 bumps per minute upward.

T/ie MtUnyer Tahh, one of the oldest types of slime-washing machinos, is much used in

Germany, and' to some (extent in this country. It consists, in the single form, of a plain

incliiKMl tallies liung from above in such manner as to move fri^dy at right angles to inclina-

tion, and 0 [)era,te(l by a. cam and a|)ring, which produce a quick succession of jars and shocks

against n sohil frame. Tlie ore, in a stream of water, is fed on at one of the upper corners,

and flows down tlie incline, l)iit the aiiccessive shoelcs affect the particles of rock and mineral,

tending to jerk them out in the direeliou of the shock witli a fc)i*eo varying with specific

gravitf and size. The effect of tlie double force exerted by tlic downward' current of water

and jar ati right angles tlieroto is to make the heavier particles take a diagonal course, and,

by a i'('W adjustable l)uttons on tlie lower end of the table, a separation according to specific

gravity is la-ought about, the beaviest x)articles moving farther across than the lighter.

Along tlu‘. ii})i)(‘r (uid of f,al)lo unoccupied liy the pulp discharge, water jets flow on tlie table

in reguhited qmuitity, so that its wliolo surface is washed and the line of the mineral particles

cont rolh^d. Tlie i,ables are usually hung in pairs, to save space and machinery. The tables

ari' souH'linu's of wood, with rubber covering
;
sometimes of slate, marble, or plate glass,

about 1 ft. wid(‘. by H ft,, long, and varying in Tuimbor and intensity of shocks with tlio

fincoi'ss of ore trca,te(I. ''iMiese tables arc well adapted for the treatment of the coarser slimes,

but their capacity' is small.

The P((mm.H-lUtting<er TaUe is a modification of the old Kittingor side-bump machine.

The tal)l(*s, as us(‘d a,t Bonne Terre, Mo., are built in pairs, and each table is made double,

as usual each lin-lf of tlie double table being about 3 x 7.1 ft. lrist;ead of lieing hung
from rods, i.he t.abh' is siipi)ortcd on four cast-iron feet or guides, whii-h slide on horizontal

st(‘el I’ods. The latter rest in east-iron saddles, bolted to heavy sill timbers, which run
under a, whoh' row of tallies. The tables bump against each other, tlie blow being taken by
a joist of hard wood lying loose between them. The tables are forced apart, against tlie

tension of spi-ings, by a spiral, wt‘dge-shaped cam. The number of bumps given per rninule

is 15() ; throw, ^ in. 3110 tables are inclined at an angle of 4.1°. Tlieir surfaces are covered

with blac.k (namehMl duck, such as is used for desks, which furnishes a eovering cheap and
easily r(‘n('W(al, and well adapted for the fine material treated at Bonne Terre.

T/te hJram Tahle is a, (drcular huddle of improved pattern, whicdi is in general use at the

Lake Supc-rior dn'ssing works. Referring to Fig. 8, A is a launder to conduct the slimes

from iJie ('a,t(di-pit oi-' slime box to the distributor, B, which has a partition {a) in it to sepa-

rate thc^ <de!u* wadm- from the puddled water or slime water. The clear water is supplied

by pipe {d) to the distributor, and runs over one-half of the table, D, while the slime water

38

Fio. 7.—Bertenshaw concentrator
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runs over the other half, being controlled by the division piece, L. The sand and water
being on one side of distributor, B, runs through its perforated bottom, and are distributed

equally over one-half of the stationary head, 6’, and run on the rotating table, j9, into the
circular launder, N, then through the waste pipes, 0 0; the ores remain on the upper part
of table, l)y and after concentration being shielded from the action of clear water by the
cone-shaped head, G. The proper grades of ores are, through the act-ion of clear water,

washed about half way down
the rotating table, D. They
then come in contact with
the diagonal perforated pipe,

E, and are re-washed by a
succession of small jets from
perforations of small pipe.
The ore passing between the
jets is carried around on the
rotating table, JD, until it

comes in contact with a jet

of water from pi|)e, F, a,'nd

conducting board, G, The
jet, Fj conducts the ore into
huteli, II, through pipe, I.

The middle or second grade ore is washed off table, 7), by the perforated pipe, E, and is

deposited in hutch, J, through pipe, K, to be re-washed. The head, G, is suspended from
frame, Jf, so that it can be readily adjusted relatively to the table as it may be required.

The arms and segments should be made of hard pine, about half seasoned. The sheet,ing
or surface should be soft pine, and must be green lumber and perfectly clear. The surface

of tablemust be true and uniform, and the width of the boards should not exceed 5 in.

The boards are joined by tongue and grooves. The speed of machine is one revolution iti

80 seconds. Pitch or incline of table, li in. to 1 ft. Pitch of head, l |in. to 1 ft. The
capacity of the machine is 25 to 30 tons per day of 24 hours.

The. Linkenhach Bnddle is a stationary, continuous-working, outward-flow table, designed
by C. Linkenhach. The table itself is fixed, hut both the supply and receiving launders
revolve, the advantages thus gained being cheaper construction and tho possibility of

using very large tables, requiring small motive force. The principle of the slime washing
on this table is the same as with the rotary round table. The slimes are delivenal ui)on a
distributing apron at the center, and are discharged at each revolution of the axle,

spreading out over the table. Tho axle carries the perforated wash-water pipes, which
extend out over the table, and at each revolution wash the pulp covering the surface of

the latter. The headings and tailings are discharged into a circular launder, aroiind the
table, which revolves at the

same rate as the wash-water
pipes. The tables are made
of thin iron plates, supported
by radial arms, covered with
a layer of cement about 8 in.

thick. The capacity of a sin-

gle table, 26 ft. in diameter,

is said to be about 15 tons of

fine meal and pulp per 24
hours. To economize space,

and further cheapen the cost

of construction, triple tables

are sometimes used, the three

being placed one above the

other, and the feed-water
pipes being carried on tlie

same axis.

The Golkm Buddie (Fig.

9) is a convex, circular revolving table, over one-half of which, and parallel witli its surfac e,

are fixed six light arms, from each of which are suspended two or tlircui small l)ro()ms, liglitly

sweeping the surface of the table. The pulp is fed at the center of the tables and as it

spreads out the coarser particles are stirred repeatedly from their positions and caused tio I’oll

outward, or toward the tail end of the table.

Iron-ore Dressing Machinery.

—

In this country much money, labor, and thought have
been devoted to the enrichment of iron ores by roasting to drive off snli)l!ur and carbonic
acid, or make the ore more friable, and by washing and screening to remove the fvlay a tid

sand from earthy ores. Iron ores being so different in character from lead, zinc, and C()pj)er

ores, their value per ton being so much less, and many varieties being magrn'tic, a ])r()p<‘rty

which is made available in the separation of the mineval from tlie gungue, iron-on^ dn'ssing
works, and the machinery used in them, is quite different from that enqdoyed for ot lua* ores.

Eartliy, clayey ores are cleaned in many districts by crude machines of large capacity, such
as log- washers, which suffice to make a fairly gooi separation of the nviiieral and gangue,
the difference in specific gravity being so great. Eough jigs are used in many places, "and
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in some localities elaborately equipped dressing works have been erected. For many years

the magnetites of the Adirondack region have been roasted, and Jigged on screens in water.

Laterally crushers and rolls have been introduced for comminuting tne ore, and plunger and
rotary Jigs have taken the place of the cruder Jigs formerly in use. At the large dressing
woriis of the Chateaugay Ore and Iron Co., at Lyon Mountain, N. Y., the cost of dressing

tons of ore, from September ‘16, 1886, to January 1, 1888, was ;]0 7 cents per ton,

which was divided as follows : FAiel, 6i cents ;
labor, loi cents

;
oil, waste, etc., 1’7 cents

;

supplies, renewals, and repairs, 71 cents. The ore was criislied from 15 in. size to 1 in. size

by Blake rock breakers and multiple crushers, and was washed on Conkling Jigs. Eecently
much attention has been given to the magnetic concentration of iron ores, and several

plants, which have already made large outputs, liavc been erected. The most extensive and
systematic work with this process has probably been done at Witherbee, Sherman & Co.’s

mines at Port Henry, N. Y., and at the ('roton mines, at Brewster, N. Y. At the latter

place, Mr. W. II. Hollman states that 158 per cent, ore is concentrated at a cost of |1.95 per
gross ton of concentrates. This expense is divided as follows : Mining and delivering to

roasters, |1.13 ; roasting, 23 cents ; handling at roasters, 3 cents
;
preparation and screening,

22 cents; supplies and repairs, 5i cents
;
sepjirating, including labor and power, 7 cents;

delivering concentrates to railway, 4 cents ;
orace and laboratory expenses, 41 cents ; insur-

ance, interest, and taxes, 13 cents. This is equivalent to a cost of less than 16 cents per ton
of crude ore for dressing, and is very remarkable, and, at the present time, exceptional
practice.

B ydraxtuc MAoniNES,— 71he McLanalinn Impromd BoulU-log Ore consists of a
long, inclined l)ox, in wliich revolve two parallel logs, studded spirally with broad, flat

teeth, d’he logs arc from 17 in. to 18 in. in diameter, hewn hexagonally, and 80 ft. long,

covered with iron their entire length. The washer box is placed on an incline of from 2 to

Fkj. Thoniaa waHlier.

3 ft. in itslenglli, tlius practically submerging the logs one-half their entire length, the back
end of the wasluu* box Ijcung 4 ft;.* high. Udie teeth witli which the logs are studded are made
with (letaelKMi l)as(^s, the l)n,sos being seeunal to the logs, so thaf the chilled teeth may be rtj-

newed witliout d isi.urbing the bases. Tlio logs are ixrovidcd with heavy flanged gudgeons, the

l)aek 01 ’ lower gudgeon being protected with a cliillcd thimble, which runs in a chilled step

or bea^riiig.

Tlie logs are bol li driven from the front or discharge end by spur and bevel gearing. Two
or more wa,sh(n*s may be set side by side, all driven by llxe same main line shaft, witli countier-

sliafts to each wasluM’, ibis countershaft; being fitted with a shifting elutidi, so tliat any one
macliiiH*. may be naidily stopped witliout interfering witli the oixeration of the others. Some-
times it is (hlsiralile t() (lrive/;l;roiii the back end, but in all cases botli logs are driven from
the same end, and logs ait’O Uilwaiys sulunergod at back end. Tlie ore to be waslnvl is bi'ought

from the mim^s in tram-cars and discharged directly into the waslier-box through a coarse

grating, or “ grizzly,” which jirevcnts very large lumps going into the waslier. As the

teetli agitate a,ml reed tlie oi’c lorward towniixl the discharge, it is met by a stream of water
wliich cari’ies the clay baxd: to the mud discharge. The ore, after being tlioroughl^'’ separated

from th(^ iidliering clay a,nd soil, passes into a revolving sand screcip, where it receives a final

rinsing, and passes eleaai and bright onto an inclined conveyor, which servos as a talilo from
which any foreign inaLu’ial may be hand-picked as it is slowly carried forward into loading

bins, or disehargiMl diri'id; into ears. No ore washer is complete without tlie revolving scrinm

and conveyor, both of whi(di are of simple construction, made of iron and steel, and especially

designed fcir tfiis work, ^fhe screen is driven by gearing from the discharge end, Ttie back
end, being carried on friction-roller wheels, admits of large opening to receive the ore from
the waslier. Tlie conveyor is made of steel pans 24 in. wide, secured to double-link chain of

i X I Lin. iron, and U-iii. steel pins, with wearing blocks in Joints to protect the links.

The Thomas Washer, which is very similar to the preceding, consists essentially of a
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rectangular bos having east-iron ends and heavy oak bottom and sides, Tlio box is usunJly
about 25 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, and 2 ft. deep, having two heavy pieces of Umber (se<^ Kig.

10), extending from end to end, and fitted with gudgeons to revolve in suita.bh^ b(‘a,rings in
the cast-iron ends of the box. These shafts, or “ logs,” are provided with a. s(n’i(‘s of l>lad(!s,

or shovels, of cast-iron, arranged helically, in such manner that the logs, which ar(‘ tiurrual in
opposite directions, form two large screws. The main box is set at a sniaJl angh^ from the
horizontal, and receives the ore at its lowest end, while a stream of waU*rent(‘r.s 'm.I the upper
end. The logs revolve in the ore, and move it, gradually, to the iipp(U‘ (md ol' t he box,
whence it is discharged, cleaned, through a proper opening, the cuirrent of wat.er having
washed off the light and worthless gangue. The water and tailings leave tlui box at the
lower end. The angle at which the machine is inclined, and the quantity of water used,
depends upon the character of the ore treated. The manufacturers of theses nundiines give
the following data : average amount of water required for a 25-£t. double-log wa.slier, H5
to 50 gallons per minute

;
capacity, 50 to 75 tons of ore per day

;
power rc( pared, 12 to 15

horse-power.
The Gonlding Jig^ consists of a circular sieve, suspended from one end of a lever in a

wooden tub 4 ft. 11 in. s(^nare and 4 ft, 8 in. deep (inside measureinent), being moved up
and down by a cam striking the opposite end of the lever. The eoneentrat(‘S [>ass tlirongh
the sieve to the bottom of the tub

;
the tails pass out by means of an aimular opeming n round

Uie jig shaft. The general arrangement of this jig, as used at the works of t'hateaugay
Ore and Iron Co., at Lyon Mountain, N. Y., is shown in Fig. 11. The spider is madc^ in one

piece of cast-iron, with a taper bore to receive the jig shaft, wlncli is kcyntl into it. li, is alsosupported by the standards from the flange, which may bo moved l)y’th<'. nr)i)er and lower
nuts. A sheet-iron hoop, 12 in. high, is bent around the spider, a,iid fastemal by holding-down bands, which are riveted to the rim, pass through the holes in l,he vtnl of ‘tia* amm, and
are fastened below with nuts. The screen plates rest on the arms of tin^ st>ider, a,ml are heldm place by U-bolts passing under the arms and through the holies in thii HoretmH The

Of cast-iron, in segments oi i of a (•ircki
; tlio holes ans

jqj- in. in diameter on top, and in. below.
Beneath and bolted to the spider is the cone (20); under that is the water sleeve (t'/) which

slides np and down in the water box (22). All the water which is 1., 1„, „si.(l in i.-gingpasses through these two boxes, and flowing out through the annular openiugs keenH^Ihe
pressure of 8 ft. head, enl.ei-H tlirongh the ti-in."pipe (4i), provided_ with a valve

{4S) to regulate the quantity.

lower collarB, wliicdi luv providedwith set-screws.
_

The links (5) connect the jig with the lever beam. 'I'lie jig shaft ilasses unthrough the horizontal bevel-gear wheel (i) by which it is rotated
; the sliafl, im' vi’s 'ftvelyup and down, but it is provided with splines in which fit keys attached to the •ear wheefThe pinion IS driven by belt from the rear driving shaft The tmllevs lolnitismil Ikerotary motion are conical, reversed in order to change the speed. 'rinrCam Xel .v; ispioyided with C cams, and is keyed to the shaft, which is driven by a Ixdt H in wide'passing oyer the 86-in driving pulley (27). The’ cam wliecl imike.s 48 revldutitcs

Me iig up and down about J m., giving a slow up and a quick down im.t'on The ii'-

as aesciiD^ by M . 1. b. Ruttman, Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Kiigivs vol wi (i(i') is asfollows : The crushed ore is brought from the hoppers to the jigs hv e.’hulc's uro'videil’ withgates at the lower end, just above the screen nlates The wriink n .

P"’"' '

with pieces of heavy ore about the size of hickory-nuts • the cruslied ore is ^
this until it is level with the collar of the sS aboiit 2V ik i

•

"

pole is connected with the lever beam by the ktrap,’ the wato- turned mi
; aiid' ti„> j.gUarte;L
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The water .Rows upward through the screen plates and over the collar of the spider, earry-

irig the settles through the screen, is collected at the bottom
of the tub, si-Tid thence raised by the elevators to bins. The rotation of the jig produces an

clistribntion of the crushed ore on the screen plates, and also forces the particles to

travei'se a path longer than the radius of the sieve. The crushed ore is allowed to fall on
the screen as near the outer periphery as possible. The jig has a capacity of treating 5 tons
<^f ore r^er hour, requiring 135 gallons of water per minute, or 1,620 gallons per ton treated.

One mar or boy is sufficient to attend to two jigs.

*Th G McIja>Mxh(in Impromcl Jig, operating on the same principle as the common Hartz jig,

is a rono-li jig designed for dressing iron ores. They are built in sets of four, in tanks 18 ft.

long, 14 ft. wide, and 12 ft, deep. The framework of the tank extends to sufficient

height to carry the sizing trommel and the elevators, the total height being 24 ft. The tank
is divided into four jig compartments, besides an elevator pit at each end. The pulsating

movement of the water in cacli jig compartment is effected by a central piston working in a
cylinder. Tlio stroke of the piston is adjusted by an eccentric, as in Hartz jigs. The trommel
above the l.a,nk is divided into four sections, each being covered with a screen of the proper
size to suit the ore being washed. The jigs are fed by spouts from the various sections of

the ti-omineh The jigs discharge concentrates continuously into a launder. leading to the

elevator pit at one end of tlie tank, by which they ai-e raised to storage bins for shipment.

Tailings are conveyed to the elevator at the other end of the tank, by which they are raised

and loaded into ears to 1)g carried to the waste dump. The water in these jigs is used over

and over again, with a small loss.

M jvaNETio Beparatobs.

—

77ie Buchanan, Magnetic Separator (Pig. 12) consists of two
iron noils, journaled in two horseshoe magnets. These magnets are wound with insulated

eopp)er wire and excited l)y a dynamo. The direction of the winding is such that one roll is

of north and tlio otlum of south polarity, thus forming a

powerful magnetic field between tlie two. The ore is fed v ^
into lioppers above the rolls, and tho stream of ore from
tliem IB regulated by hand levers. As tho ore is drawn into Jr

tile magnetic field l)etw(.^cn tlie rolls, all that is magnetic is

atta(die7l to iilie faces of the rolls and carried around to the H C\YjO P
opposite sides, where iJio rolls are nou-magnetic, and dropped.

Tlie ganguo being nou-inagnetie, falls directly between S )l W
the I'olls. One of the rolls is movable, so that the distance /i\
between tbeni, a,nd consequently the strength of the magnetite //k \ \
field, may 1)0 adjusted. An iiiteresting comparison between // m \\
this inachiiio and liydraulic jigs was mado at the Croton ' // \\
mines at Brewster, hf. Y., where the ore, a dense magnetite, coNM>tTiut» f C
was crushed by (buush rolls sons to pass a KJ-mesh screen. ^
Ore assaying 3'7'<)()H pt i ( cut. iron, and 29*30 per cent, silica, pig. ts.—Magnetic separator,

gave concoutnit('s with Hio Buclianan separator, assaying

04*554 per cent, non, and 5*350 per cent, silica. A few years before the introduction of the

14*81 per cent. iron. Coarst'. jigs, crude ore, 3(3*48 per cent, iron
;
concentrates 58-78 per cent,

iron, and t ailings, 22*1(3 iHu* (*.ent. iron.

yVie BalUNorton MlectriMnagjictic Separator, sometimes called the “ Monarch,’ consists

of a partially closed chest,

a
having an^ opening at

the ore is delivered to the
rnachine from a storage

7 bin,^

gress of air to the chest

at that point, and at s,

——
' where a powerful exhaust

Fiu. 13.—Ball-Norton magnetic separator..
coimected. The

openings at t and m are

kept sealed against ingress of air at those points by means of binged and weighted valves,

qj rQ, which discharge the products from tho hoppers, and h, continuously, and in the

same proportion as received from above, when a sufficient weight has accumulated upon

the inside to cause the contents of the hoppers to leak by the valves. The machine is

also provided with two drums, 1 and /I, turning upon the shafts, i andy. These shafts, to-

getbeir with the magnets, a and which they also serve to support, stand still, while the

ariirns may be rapidly revolved around tho magnets and out of contact therewitn. it wiii

Fiu. 13.—Ball-Norton magnetic separator..
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be noticed that the magnet occupies a sector of the drum, the proportions being such that,

approximately, one-third of the periphery of the drum is within the influence of the magnetic
field, while the upper two-thirds is outside of the field and removed from the magnetic influ-

ence. The magnet is so constructed as to present a series of poles of alternately opposite
polarity near the inner surface of the drum. In accordance with the well-known phenomena
of magnetic attraction, which in the ease of powerful magnets is exerted at a considerable
distance from the magnetic poles, any magnetizable matter brought near the outer surface
of the drum, within the arc covered by the magnet, will be powerfully attracted and drawn
into firm contact with the outer surface of the drum. These drums are composed of a non-
metal] ic and neutral material, such as wood, paper, etc., and they turn in the direction indi-

cated by the arrows near the top of the drums. Just below tlie feed hopper, an apron of
neutral metal, 8, is arranged, curving downward and forward in the direction of the rotation

of the drum, its lower portion describing a short arc concentric to the surface of the drum.
This serves as a chute to direct the stream of ore falling from the feed hopper witliin the
influence of the first two or three poles of the magnet. A similar but somewhat shorter

apron, is arranged in like relation to the second drum and magnet, 1).

In operation the magnets are excited, the drums revolved in the direction indicated, and
the air current established through the machine in a direction opposite to that of the drums.
The ore passing down the chute under the first drum, the magnetizable portions are drawn
into contact with the dnim, and take on the forward movement of the latter. When the ore

reaches the limit of the arc covered by the magnetic field it is no longer attracted, and takes
on a tangential movement, which carries it away from the drum. It has now, however,
passed the edge of the second apron, and, on leaving the first drum, comes within the influ-

ence of the magnet of the second drum, where similar operations arc repeated, a portion
being finally discharged as concentrate at e. The function of tlie second driini and magnet
being to difierentiate the product from the first drum into two portions, which may be con-
veniently designated as middlings, discharged at m, and concentrates, discharged at c. The
easy working capacity of a machine having drums of 24 in. diameter and 24 in. working
face is said to be from 15 to 20 tons per hour of ore granulated to pass 10 to 20-mesh screens.

The power required is from 1 to horse-power in electricity for each drum, and i to f
horse-power to drive the machine. Mr. 0. M. Ball states that Port Henry “ Old Bed ” ore

has been converted by means of this machine into a Bessemer ore, carrying iron, 71 *10
;

phosphorus, 0.037. This concentration was made from the crude ore, carrying iron. 58*7
;

phosphorus, 2*25
;
the Bessemer concentrate representing about C) per cent, of the original

mass. See Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engrs., vol. xix. p. 187.

TheWenstrom Magnetic Separator (Fig. 14) has a stationary field magnet, and an armature
barrel consisting of a number of soft-iron bars, separated from one another hj a non-rnjignetic

material—strips of wood, for instance. The whole is bound together
by non-magnetic end rings. The bars are cut away alternately on the
inside, to make one bar project only toward the north poles of the
magnet, and the next only to the south poles. This gives each suc-
ceeding bar opposite magnetism. On each of the four sections of the
magnet are wound 15 Jbs. of copper
wire. An Edison dynamo furnishes a
current of 10 amperes and 33 volts.

The ore is fed to the barrel by means
of a hopper, as shown in outline. Fig.

14, the cylinder turning in the direction
of the arrow. The magnetite adheres
to the bars of the barrel and is carried
downward past the first delivery chute.
Below the machine, the bars, departing

from the inlluenee of the electro-magnet, which is placed
eccentrically, Jose their power to hold the particles of mag-
netic iron ore, and they drop off. The particles of rock in the
ore, being non-magnetie, drop from the barrel almost imme-
diately and fall on the first chute shown in the engraving.

The Edison Unipolar Eon-contact Electric Separator
{Fig. 15) differs from other magnetic separators in that it

has tio moving parts, except such as are essential for adjust-
ment of the apparatus in treating different ores. The
separator consists simply of a hopper, a magnet, and a par-
tition to separate the concentrates and tailings into different
receptacles. The illustration shows but one hopper, but in
practice the ore can pass on each side of the magnet, thus
doubling the capacity. The. ore, after being properly crushed
and sized, is. placed in hoppers, from which its discharge is

controlled by bars closing slots which extend the length of
the hopper. These slots are made adjustable, so as to suit
the size to which the ore has been reduced. The hoppers
are adjusted to appropriate heights above the magnet. The magnet is a mass of soft iron,
6 ft. long by 30 in. wide and 10 in. thick, weighing 3,400 lbs., and wound with 450 lbs. of
copper wire, the coil being connected with a dynamo consuming 2^ horse-power, and requir-

TAILS CONCENTRATES

Fig. 15.—Unipolar electric sepa-
rator .
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ing a current of electricity of 16 amperes, and an electro-motive force of 116.5 volts. The
material falling from the hopper passes the face of the magnet, but does not touch it.

The distance of the magnet from the vertical plane of the falling material is so chosen that
its attraction causes the magnetic to separate from the non-magnetic particles sufficiently

to alter their direction. By reason of the force of gravity, this deflection of the trajectory,

while sufficient to draw the magnetic particles away from the non- magnetic, does not draw
them against the magnet, but should any ore accumulate on the magnet, it can be instantly
dropped by breaking the current. The exact distance, however, is maintained so that none
can stick to the magnet. Owing to the altered trajectory, the magnetic ore falls upon one
side of the partition, which is so adjusted as to secure the best result, while the gangiie
material drops upon the opposite side. The capacity of a machine of this kind, of the size

given above, is said to be easily 156 tons per day of ore crushed so as to pass a 10-mesh
screen, or JlOO tons per day for a double-face machine.

The GonMing Magnetio Sepm'citoT is a belt machine of the general form indicated in Fig,

16, which merely shows
the principle and not the

detail. The ore is fed on
a belt, and carried along
under a series of beltsy

running at right angles to

the first. These cross

belts pass between the

magnets and the ore lying

on the distributing belt,

and may be placed at

varying distances from the

latter. As the ore, reduced
to the proper size, passes Fr«. 10.—Coiikliiig magnetic separator,

along on mo distributing

belt, the magnetic belts, which may be influenced by magnets of different powers, pick up
and carry to one side the magnetic particles of the ore, while the non -magnetic portion of
the gangue is carried off as tailings.

The Iloffm/m MagnetiG Beparaior consists of an endless belt traveling over two drums,
within one of which is fixed a series of magnets, which occupy a sector of the drum, so
arranged that ratlier more tlian one-half of the latter is under magnetic influence. Between
the two drums, and immediately below the upper surface of the belt, is another series of
magnets, called the stratiLying magnets. The ore is fed on the belt from a hopper, which
has a device for insuring an cHiual distribution of the ore across the surface of the belt. The
ore is carried forward by the travel of the belt, passes over the stratifying magnets and over
the magnets witliin the drum. As the belt turns over the latter, the non-magnetic material
falls olf into a bin, while the magnetic particles are retained until the belt passes out of the
magnotie field, when tliey arc dropi)ed into a separate bin.

The Lovett-Fimiey Magnetic Separator consists of a shaft on which are placed two 30-in.

iron disks 50 in. apart, idie space between the disks is wound with No. 14 insulated eoppijr

wire, forming a solenoid. One end of the shaft is hollow, and through this central aperture
are passed tluj ends of the wire, which connect with the commut,ator attached to the shaft.

From the rim of ('uch disk (extend, altc'rnately, a number of iron bars, eacli bar extending
almost to lh(‘. o(lg{^ of the op])<)site disk, but insulated from this, as well as from the adjacent
bars. The si)a(!es l)('t,we(m the bars are filled with non-conducting cement, giving to the
finished wtuad. the shapes of a solid (tvlinder, 30 in. in diameter and 50 in. long. Over tins

cylinder trav(*ls an (rndh'ss b(dt of ordinary canvas, held tight by an adjustable pulley. An
apron oL copptn- is plat*.(Ml under the magnetic wheel, closely following the curvature of the
same. Over the a,i)ron the crushed ore is carried by a liberal flow of water. An electric

current of 13.V a,mp(W('s and ITO volts is run through the wire of the wheel, which is revolved

at the sjXMHlof 14 rtivolulions i»cr minute. Tlio disks and bars being thus magnetized, the

magnetic pjirticik'-s of or('- a,re, attracted to the wheel, and attach themselves to the endless belt.

The nori-magTH‘,ti({ parileh^s are in the nioantiino washed off and cai-ried away by the water.

When the Ixdt huives tin', to]) of the magnetic wheel it carries with it the collected (concen-

trates, which a,re shed into a, water tank, through which the belt passes before rei,urning to

the scparnf.or. From this lank the concentrates are lifted by a lliglit conveyor juid (h^posltcd

(iirccctly on tlu’: niilroaxl e,a.r, rcwly for shipment. The advantage claimed for this se})airator

is tlie (uitiric alisence of dusi;, find the wear on the machinery due to the same. Acicording to

Mr. Ax(d Sahlin, a macchiiie at Weldon, N, J., has been in constant opera!,ion for nine

months, Inuul ling about 120 ions of eriido ore per day, and the only r('pa,irs have been one
now canvjis bidl,' (costing $5, find one course of new wire cloth for the riwolving screen, cost-

ing about $20. Th(c dynamo furnishing the current for this machine r(,c((nired 3 horsc-x)Ower.
^ Worksfor Beference.—The jM of Ore-dressing in Europe, by W. B. Kiinhardt, 1880 ;

Losses in'Gold Amalgamation, witti Notes on the Concentration of Gold, and Silver Ores,

by McDermott a,ml I )u (field, 1890 ; Mining and Ore-dressing Machinery, by 0. J. W. Lock,
1H90

;
Aufbereitung der AV.2^(i,byO. Linkenbach ; “Description of Jjauremburg Dressing

Works,” Bcf'g und, IluettejimannischeZeitung, 1882, xli. 140-144
;
“ Description of Clausthal

Dressing Works,” ibid., 1882, xli. 29, et seq. ; “The English vs. Continental System of Jig-

ging,” by H. S, Munroe, Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engfs., xvii. 637 ;
“ The Now Dressing
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Works of the St. Joseph Lead Co.,’' by H. S. Munroe, ibid., xvii. 659
;

“ Velocity of Bodies
of Different Specifie Gravity falling in Water," by R. H. Richards and A, E. Woodward,
ibid., xviii. 6i4; The Metallurgy of Silmr, by Manuel Eissler, 1889.

For further details concerning the magnetic concentration of iron ores, st'o Trans. Ain.
Inst. Mining Engrs., vols. xviii. and xix., which contain numerous papers upon subjiKd.

ORE SAMPLING. Gold and silver ores are generally bought and sold by Ha,m[)l(‘.* In
Colorado, where nearly all the silver lead ores, and much of the gold ore, is sold to public
lead smelters for reduction, this custom is followed exclusively, a,nd llu^ nudhods of ore
sampling have undoubtedly been carried to a higher degree of perbudion tluu-i' than any-
where else in this country. Attached to each smelting works is a, sampling mill, in vvhi('di

the samples are prepared. The usual arrangement of these sampling mills, and tlu^ method
of sampling, are as follows : The ore, having been unloaded from tlie wagons or railway
cars, is taken to the mill, where the lumps are crushed to uniform size, say 1 in., by nuuui's
of a Blake, Kroin, Dodge, or some other coarse-crushing machine. The broken or(^ falls

to the floor below the crusher, whence it is shoveled into barrows and wheel(*d a,way to
bins in the roasting-furnaee house or blast-furnace house, as the case nniy bo, willT ihe
exception of every tenth shovelful, say, which is thrown to one side, fonning a s(‘paral,(' pih^
in the sampling mill. With ores of average grade it is customary to throw a.si(l(‘(;v(‘ry tent h
shovelful, but with richer ores, every fifth, or even every third, shovelful is r(‘j(>(de(f. ddio
sample, constituting one-third, one fifth, or one-tenth of the original lot, is then' wheeled to
the sampling floor, which is covered by a smooth iron plate, and qiuirtering is comini‘n(‘e(b
A paragraph from a paper read by Dr. R. W. Raymond before the American Institute, of
Mining Engineers, June, 1891, describes the method of quartering a sample as practiced at
the leading sampling works of the West at the present time :

The mass is first shoveled into a ring on the sampling floor, and this ring is then
shoveled toward the center, each shovelful being carefully delivered upon tlie snininit. of tlio
pile in the center, so that they shall roll equally in all directions. A conicid Iu5a|) luiving
thus been formed, it is pulled down and spread out. The workmen walk round and roninl
ttie pile, pulling with the shovel, as it were, the ore toward them, so that it rolls outward.
Ihe lower six inches of the pile is not disturbed, and when this process is linislied, t.he eon-
leal heap has become a truncated cone of larger base area and 6 in. high. Tins flat, iKaip
IS now quartered by pressing a stick or a board hold edgewise down into ii. so as to inarK

diametrical divisions. Two opposite quarters are cut out willi tlie shovtd a.ml reinovt'd.
ihe other two are again mixed, forraedinto a conical heap, and llattenod out as laffonj. Tliis
pmeedure is repeated until the quantity has been reduced to one or two wlu'elbarrow loads,
when, if the material has never been meehanically criislied, it is cnislnal in tlu? rolls to, sav.'
nalf-meh max^um size. Thequarteiingis then continued till the samplt'. luis bciui rtMhiecd

I -n vr*'' r X'./, a.uu JluiMVU Mini UJI-
tii the whole will pass through an 80-mesli sieve. Quartering is tlicn resmned and cont iinu‘d
until the sample is only sufficient to fill three bottles, one of wliieli is for tin' assay of the
wor^s, one for the customer, and the third for the umpire assay, if sueh should ho requir<‘d."

In soine sampling works automatic samplers are used, in wliich ease tln^ origina,! samoie
(say, one-tifth or one-tenth of a gross lot) is crushed by rolls to a convenient size, sa,v so as to
pass a 4-raesh sieve, and the crushed ore is raised by a belt elevator to tin' lop of'the mill

goes through a drum screen, the ore which is rejected bi'ing retnrned t.o iho volku

crA
^ been crushed to proper size and passes the screen falls through a tulu^ (»rspout in which It IS divided mechanically. The m^ans employed for this a, 11 (ti. nn m mthe same general principle of cutting or diverting the filling stream of orr l)V memls ^

flanges, fingers, or traveling l)nck('rs, in sneh
3 manner as to obtain any desired jiroporlion of it

for a sample. There are numerous arntomali<^
samplers in use, but most of tlnmi nr<' e(;nstriu*t(Ml

' upon tins principle.

J H Brwitords Anto7natic Tamper (Fig. 1), which is

I F is desigiK'd ujKm a slightly

T—li— 5 Z different principle from the oMi('r.s, in that the
^ entire ore-stream is deflected lo right or hdt.

This is accomplished by phicing a, funnel with a
I mImLm!— opening at a certain point in i h<' spout. Just

yi/viT_| Em beloiv the bottom of the funnel is a, diaphragm or

f~E~l ^ ^ u V [iz:
switch, the bottom of which is pivoted inidwav inB ™ spout. The ore falling against this is div(‘rle(l“ to one side or the other aeeoi’ding as lh<^ dia-
phragm is turned. Outside of tlu' spout (he dia-
phragm is connected with a suita,l)h' gea,r, wlu'n'bv

-i jy . , . I?
deflected at anv desired interval, sayFig. l.-Brantons automatic sampler. five seconds in twenty-ttva, or live seconds in

the spout is discharged into thesamnle Tho "'T
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mi^?ht result from isochronal motion. Experience has shown that 10 per cent, of 20 per

cent., or 2 per cent, of the original amount of ore. is usually quite sufficient for the final

sample, though in exceptional cases 15 percent, of BO per ceiit., or per cent, of the whole,

are taken. Careful tests of this machine in resampling lots of ore have shown a limit of

error of less than one-fourth of 1 per cent. For further details see Trans. Am. Inst.

Mining Engrs., vol. xiii. p. 6B9.

Another device to facilitate sampling is the split shovel, which is an ordinary shovel so

divided that in being pushed through a lot of finely crushed ore, a certain proportion only,

say one-fourth, is taken. Brunton’s shovel, Fig. 2, is one of the best of these. This tool,

wliich is described in the EnrjineeHng and Mining Journal, vol. li. 718, consists essentially

of a flat-bottomed, well-balanced steel shovel, 10 in. in width, having vertical sides, and two

Fig. 2.—Brnnton’s sampling shovel.

central partitions. 2h in. apart, thus dividing the shovel into three compartments, the center

one being closed by a curved back, and having a width one-qiiarter of the whole. The oper-

ator pushes the sliovel into a. pile of finely crushed ore. As he raises the shovel, it is drawn
back with a sharp rotary motion to the right, which throws tlie ore contained in the outside

compartnients out from the back end of tlie shovel into a rejected ore pile. When the nec-

essary throw to accomplish this result has been given, the motion is reversed, and the shovel

brougdit rapidly to the left, which action discharges the sample from the central compart-

ment of the shovel upon anotlier j)ilo.

While the required motions are somewhat difficult',, and beginners are awkward at first, a

few weeks’ [iraetice brings the necessary skill to enable the operator to sample a pile of ore

almost as rapidly a,s it can be slioveled over. Tests a,t sampling works and diifcrent smelters

upon liundreds 6t* lots of ore, many of them in dui)lica,to a.nd triplicat-e, show that there is no
difl'erence betwcam the i-esiilts obtained by this method and by Cornish quartering in the com-
mon manner. ExpiuMcnced operators attain great rapidity in tins method of quartering

;
in

some recent speial tcists it was found that a ton of ore could bo cut down to a 100-lb.

grinder sarni)le by a man in 15 minutes.

In (Iry-crushiitig silver mills, where it is desired to take regular and continuous samples, a
mechanical arrangement can be
fitted to a trough or chute
through which the finely crushed
ore is passing, which will take a
small portion of the pulp at regu-

lar intervals. McDermott’s and
OollonTs automatic samplers are

machines devised forthis purpose.
MclkrnwWs AtdomaiiG Sam-

pler, Fig. 8, consists of a spout,

G, which, by means of the worm-
wheel, i>, and the pin, <7, coming
in contact with the lever, A, i"s

moved into the stream of ore

pnlp, causing a small portion of

tlie current to be directed for an

instant into tlio sjunple box, U ;
the pin, G, having then passed the lever, it returns to

original position by spring, F.
This arrangement of long-armed
lever, M,"^with spring return

enables the slow revolving wheel,

i>, not to take sanqiles too fre-

quently, nor too large
;
so that

the machine can run all day and
not take too Imlky a samiile for

convenient handling. The divid-

ing launder sjilits up the stream
of pulp in a large mill for the

same imriiose, viz, : to keep sam-
ple smali, by passing sample
spout, G, through only a part of

the stream. This machine can be adapted to mills in operation, where fall ” is limited,
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either by making a few inches drop at some point in ttio, main launder, which carries the
pulp or tailings, or, if this is not practicable, by using a long dividing launder, B B,
which, being narrow and of metal, will clean itself with less fall than the juain wooden
launder. The frequency of the samples can be indefinitely increased by ad<ling pins to the
gear-wheel, D, or increasing the speed of the worm shaft, li. The sii^e ()f (‘a,eh saniph^ taktni
can be varied by the_ widths of the dividing launders and of the sampling sixout, (J

;

these
being of thin sheet-iron, can be bent by hand to the desired widtii.

Gollom^s Automatic Sampler,^ Pig. 4, is constructed upon the same jirincJph^ as tlu^ Mc-
Dermott, but the sample spout is fixed to the end of a horizontal arm, wliich is revolved
slowly by means of a bevel gear, cutting a sample of the falling ore oactli tdiiu^ it |)asses
through it.

Bridgema'n^s Automatic Sampling IlacMne is a new device, d(‘signexl to giv^e praeticully
finished samples. It is a rotary machine, which takes the whole stream of on^ for part of tln^
time, and wliich, in a single passage of the material through it, gives two or nioni aibsoliitiely

independent samples, and cuts down ea,(di of the.se

a sufficient number of times to give tli(‘. smallest,
final samples desirable without re-crushing. The
accompanying illustration (Pig. 5) sliows tlie

apparatus in sectional elevation. Exi.omling vaui i-

cally from the base is a shaft, yl, iirovifhal witli a
bevel gear wheel, B, Loosely surrounding th is sluif

t

is an independent rotary sleeve, 0, provided with
another bevel wheel, I); a,nd loosely surrounding the
sleeve, (7, is another sleeve, wllicdi in tarn lias a
bevel wheel, F. Means arc provided for giving mo-
tion to the three bevel wheels, B, />, and F, hfixod
to the sleeve. E, is a rotary apportioning* deviee,
G, directly^ above wliich is a similar af)i)orti()iung
device, //, fixed to the sleeve, 'G. U|)oii the sliaft, vi,
and above the apportioning device, //, is st ill atiotlior
apportioning device, I, The guide eliutes, J\ are
annular at their upper portions, and are se|>a-
rated by^ partitions, iu shallow at one side of
the machine, deepening toward ihc op|)osit,c side.
The apportioning devices, 0- and //, are similar
in their construction

; tluvy are fimnel-HliapiMl
throughout the greater pa,rt of their area, and
terminate at the bottom in an a.nnular spout, L,
At opposite sides of tlie sixmt;, L, luid in a direct
radial lino with each ot.hcr, arii two stds of bottom-
less compartments, if, iV, divided by pa,rt itions from
one another and from tho spout, L, Th(‘ tipporl ioning

Fig. 5.—Bi'idgeman’s sampler.

into the spouts, L, v-nunio, mm auu j.y . jx, is
ore IS fed, and whence, by the action of the spiral blade, it is dis(diar<nMl in a nnstieam through the spout, T, into the rotating trouglp 0, so that on(‘,-eighth pa.rt of the nmsswill pass out at each spout, (I. By a certain adjustraem of the s])outs, Q, six-t'igldh.s of theentire mass passing doW aiairintotbc^'an^nS^sP^^^^^^^^

SSl chutes /. One-eighth portion of tlio.mass pa sing ,low ( mg ms,.,which extends over the annular path ol the chute, M. is clisOdb,it,"l o, , Upath, one-eighth part of the said eight portions into each of tho dist.rilml ing (•Imii's 1/ imilthe remaining six-eighths thereof into the eonlluent chutes, U, wl c i ts, s w I V^'' 'sdiscarded six-eighths down through the snouts T, tn tl.n m ‘ ‘
' 1'

cutty It takes feed directly from crusher or rolls romilarlv or Tr.v.,.-.,i.,..i. ,, ,i .
•

*’

attention except for cleaning out and removal of sain nlos Pilnr,
j|'<|uir<'s no

aeter as the hand-sampled matte excent tharfi\bd w ^

lies.- By reason of thesr- ZtalLf” ^ *
‘ in(d,al.

rately, as will be easily understood The weights of
very dillieult 1o sarnph* nceii-

Ibs., averaging not less tlmn SO 11)h. b)4.‘>,00()

of each lot were 0*02 oz gold l*19^oz* silver
b(‘twe(‘n 1 he two sarnph'sU-* oz. goia, 1 la oz. sUver, 0 3o per cent, copper. Iteduccd to percint-
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ages for the sake of comparison, the average differences were as follows : 54 hand samples
—gold, 5’46

;
silver, 2*24; copper, 1*29. 100 machine samples—gold, 2*82; silver, 1*06;

copper, 0*4o.

Bridgeman^s Small Ore-santpUng Macldne (Pig. 6) is a modification of the large ma-
chine. Its particular held of usefulness is the quick and certain
cutting down oL' the miscellaneous small samples (from 5 lbs. to

502 lbs. m weight) that are constantly being received by assay
odiees. It will handle anything from the finest assay pulp to

crushed material ol; | in. or more in size. In operation, the ma-
terial is fed either by hand or (with large lots) from a suitably

supported bucket into the funnel, F, the divider, I), being first set

in rotation by hand, clockwork, or any convenient power. The
divider gives, as will be seen by inspection of the drawing, eight

cuts to the revolution, four being delivered to the funnel, 1, and
four to the receptacle, 2

;

that is, with uniform flow and speed,

cutting the material in half Tlie divider may easily run 100 revo-

lutions per minute, giving in that time 80() cuts, a very much
greater distribution and division than can be secured in any other

way. The rejec.ted sample passes down the outlet to 0 2, into any
suitable vessel. The retained portion, should it be too large, may
be cut again and again, until of suitable size. The operation is

very accurate and rapid
;
about as fast as the material will flow

thrbugii a 1-in. spout.

Bridgeman's Mixer and Divider (Pig. 7) for ore samples is an
apparatus designed to obviate the tedious and frequently inaccurate
methods—usually witli oil-cloth and spatula—in general use, for

mixing and dividing the ground s:i.mples of ore, matte, slag, and
other similar material. The operation is as follows : Tlie ground material is introduced into

the large covered funnel (mixer), the outlet being first closed by
thumb or finger, as maybe most convenient. Funnel and contents
are then well shaken for a few minutes, and then, with opened out-

let, passed to and fro over the set of distributing funnels (divider)

and bottles, as shown. With very finely ground, or very light ma-
terial, the flow may bo assisted by a slight shaking or tapping with
the hand. The little skill necessary is readily acquired. To tesz

tlie oiTicioncy of the mixer, Mr. H. L. Bridgeman took a mixture
of () assay tons of litharge, 3 assay tons of soda, and | assay ton
of argols

;
it was well shaken, divided by weight into three lots, ot;

31 assay i.ons each, and these charges fused separately in crucibles*.

Pig. 7.-Mixer and divider, Tlie resulting load buttons weighed 53*436 gms., 53*416 gms., and
53*398 gms., rosiiecl.ively.

'The Hanley Ore This machine differs radically from others, as it combines
the features of both the time-dividing and the stream-dividing types of ore samplers

;
and.

again, as it. furnislics two samples, each serving as a check on the accuracy of the other. The
ore, previously cruslied by rolls or crushers, or both, is fed through a revolving screen, or

may bo conveyed directly,* to a largo hopper, in which there is an okiillating wing, driven by
an eccentric rod deriving it,s motion from a shaft, on which are centered otlier eccentrics per-

forming i-he same ()})(‘ratic)n at a later stage of the sampling. This oscillating wing in its

passage cuts the si,rea,m into two portions, one of which passes directly to the floor, and tlie

other is cut in its descent by a second oscillating wing into two portions again, passing into

separate comiiartments. Tliis opera,tion can bo extended in a properly construct,ed machine
until as small a sa,mple as one-sixteenth of the original amount is arrived at, and this divided

into two portions, whicli are cruslied fine a,ml again quartered in samples fit for the grind-

ing plate. Ka,ch is assayed separately, and they are said to agree, within extremely close

limits.

Cost of SAMPi.iNa.—This depends, like any other metallurgical or industrial operation,

largely upon local conditions as to the cost of power and labor. In a,a average Western min-
ing camp, in a sa,mpliiig mill handling 2,600 tons a month, the following laborers would bo

re(]iiircd : One forcunan', at $5 a day; one assayer, at i|4
;
one engineer, at $2,. 50 : ten wlieelers,

at #3, and l^wo (juailerers at $3, or a total of $18 50 for labor. One cord of wood for $5 would
be (ionsunuHl, a,ml ollun* oxpimsi's, such as bottles, assay supplies, etc., would a,mount to $5
additional

;
(U‘,preciation, estimallng the plant to cost,$r),()0(), would amount to $2 50 a day,

making a, t.ot.al (^xp('.nsi'. of $01, or $1,830 a month—an average of $915 per ton
;
thus leav-

ing but a small margin of i)ront in hand-sampling proper. The profits are usually derived

from the sa,uq)l(‘r’s conned-iou witli the ore buyers and smelting works, having reduced rates

for reduction, as wdl as tarilX arrangements with the railroads, ermbling tliern to purchase

ores to great advantage. In many cases they act as agents for tlie smelting works on com-
mission.

Tiie greater portion of the sampling works in the United States are in Colorado, where
the railroiul faeilith^s are admiralile. Tliere is hardly a mining eauq) in the Sta,te which
does not contain one, while in California there are but two, in Nevada but one, three in Idaho,

six in Montana,, liv(3 in Utah, and a few in New Mexico and Arizona.

Oven, Coke : see Coke Ovens.

Fig. 6.—Bridgenian’s
sampler.
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PACKING*^ Corrugated Copper Qashets, shown in Fig. 1, are now us('(l for pnc^kliig
pipe joints. They are made of thin sheet-copper, stamped with (ion(‘<mt,ri(^ ('orrugations,
wmcli on compression flatten out and produce a complete metal union. ^riu‘y an* not

impaired by heat or cold, and can not blow out. From ;> to (> corru-“ gations inside the bolt circle is ample to insiin'. a, pi'iananenf. joint.
They are made in any desired shape. Many varic^i ies of packings for
joints are now in the market, made of paper, ruhlxu’, cotton, aslasstos,
graphite, or combinations of these and otlu'r imdcrials. Home ol
are of compositions which are kept trade secrets, and they are known in
the market by arbitrary names,
such as Vulcanized Fibre, Vul-
cabeston, Usudurian, etc., or
by the names of the makers, as
Jenkins’ Packing, etc.

Tripp's Metallic Taching
is shovyn in Figs. 3 and 3.
It consists of matched sections,
which are held against the rod
by circular springs which
grasp the sections. In Fig. %
the light color shows babbitt

V metal and the dark color
brass composition. Fig. 3, and the sectional view

shows the application
ot the packing to an engine.

MitchelVs Metallic Packing is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of nndial and clastic^ limrs
alternated. Tlio imds-

^

Fig. 1.—Copper
kets.

Fi(3. S. Trh)p'H puck 1 1

Fig. 3.—Tripp’s packing.

break joints at right angles.
The nf)ry)mr/in .C/i-viooJJ H.

al rings a.re of trian-

g u 1 a r section, and
compression of t li o
round clastic rings on
their beveled sid(‘H

forces them inwanl
against tlie rod. The
cut .showing a pa.ck(‘<l

rod shows iliree (‘last ic
rings with four na^lal
rings. The m<*tal
rings are madtrin lialf-

seetions, divi(l<3d bv a
brass spac(‘rit!g. Tficy
are put in so as l.o

Oomiyion Sense” Metallic Packing \s> shown in Fig. 5. it con
sists of rings of granu
lated metal inclosi'd in

Tm. 4. Mitrhi'lTi
pneking.

and even all around
both

Fig. 5,—“ Common Sense ’

packing.

a cotton tube, alti^riiat-
ing with soft nu'tal
rings. When ixpplml
the granulated coils ttiv
firmly packed in plac(^
amd hammered down soli,. w.-u «
the rod, thus adjusting tli(*m.s(*iv«*s 1

rod and box.
Deeds Metallic /^ar/r/a// i.sshovvn in f’ur. B

It is made of babbitt and <4 her auli friction
metals.

_

I bo packing consist sof four .scinnc'nt.s

end ^
^ Iv

oir ut. <‘acli

rtJr
* the seffinenisaiv wedfje sliapeil,with the base restiiif; affaiiisl, t lie nwl. 'riiem

inside of each segment, which, whenioined torretho..
.v.-.™,,-, ,^.uiives on me

chamber is for lubrieatinV purposes,
^ a complete chamlior around Ih.i

whem joined <>«

ses, j

ueesoeaiinj^ ot the metal to a minimum. This

to the variatiors

totfki l' ‘bere is any

s?i?issis|
iS_
r,,

11
nij

piiimwhJ

Ftti. 6.~I)e(‘(iH’ packing.
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the adjustment, these rings are first put in position^

intonior ofl.vitv filled with liibric

Fid. 7.

cvcp... e. -- X t .
then the packing, with its

cavity filled with lubricant, is placed around the rod and pushed down into the

stufling-box. Then two more rings are fitted to the opposite end of the metal, and pressed

into the box*. The gland is then screwed down into position. These rings do not touch the

rod or steinV but only serve to retain the segments of metal in position when once fitted, and

to yield in case of any slight deviation of the rod from a straight line. Heferring to Fig. 6,

1 is the packing and stuffing-box complete : 2, sectional view, showing condensing chamber

O' : S Wedge-Siape segment of same ,* //, End- view of packing on piston A. A A, Piston

rod. 'B, Stuffi.ng--box. G, Gland. D B, Metallic packing complete. B JEJ B JS, Elastic

rings. Condensing or lubricating chamber,
, ,

. .

&arlock’s Paclcing is shown in three forms in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, known as the elastic ring,

the sectional ring, and the spiral packing, respectively. It is a

combination of rubber and cotton, woven together as shown, and

filled with finely divided graphite.

jSteem Fistmi Packing —Pvot John E. Sweet

{Trans, Am. 8oc, Mech. Engrs., Vol. IX.) proposes a

new principle in steam-piston packing, which is

shown in Figs. 10 and 11. It is a common eccen-

tric ring hooked together by a clamp which forms

a part of the ring itself, and this hook clamp

limits the expansion of the ring and changes the

whole principle of its action. The rings are cast

heavy, rough-turned very much larger than the

cylinder, a piece cut out, sprung together, and

fitted with the hook clamp or shoes, left slightly

larger than the cylinder, and then returned to

Fia. 8.-Garlock’s packing, a tlglit fit. It will be noticed that the rings can

compress to a limited extent, but cannot expand.

In use they act, or are supposed to act, as follows

:

When the engine is first started and the hot piston moves to the cold end of the cylinder,

rings compress and allow it to go free
;
but when both cylinder and piston get up to

working tempera-

ture, the rings just

fib and work with-

out any pressure and
very little tendency
to wear. Filing out

the hooks compen-
sates for wear when
it has taken place.

It will bo seen that

the hook clamp is

longer at one end
tiian the other. The
olijcct of this is to

break joints when
two rings arc placed

side and side in the

same groove, and
tlius cut off the leak

which would other-

wise take I)
1 a c e

through the gaps.

Fig. 9.—Gar-
lock’s packing.

the

Fig, 10.—Sweet’s packing. Fig. 11.—Sweet’s packing.

T'ho hook cilamps or shoos are plaood at the bottom of tlie piston in tho honzontol

iirid Bociirod by loavins tliom a t igld fit and allowing tho follower to bind them tas .

iirul 11 show the nrrangenumt as used in a large piston with spider, bull nng, and follower,

alia the methcKull: lining ni> the rod with liners between bull ring and spider. The objection

to the plan is that it is only iii>plicable, with any prospect of success, to parallel oylmdeis,

'paekiiig consists of fine filaments or wires of hard brass laid np into

strands and then braided to'forin gaskets of various cross sections.

Panel liaising ; see Moulding Machines, Wood.

Paper Cutters : see Book-binding Machines.

l*oa Harvester : see Iliirvcsting Machine, Brain.

Pebbling Machines : sec Loather-wOTking Machines.

Petroleum Engines ; see Engines, Gas. Fuel : see Locomotives.
t -i v,o

PHONOGRAPH. Tliis instrument has undergone many improvements, but it cannot be

fsaid yet to have come into eommereial use. As now constriieted (Pig. 1) it is °
,

iiollow wooden base, which contains an electric motor.
,

Th® .sP'yll® «

nrom tho top of tho base and drives a governor which can be adjusted to produce

of vibrations a minute, within limits. It also drives the phonograph iteelL
viptweon

on which the main driving-pulley is fixed is earned in two bearings, aru the part b®‘,we®n

tlae bearings is very finely screw-threaded, and an extension ot the spindle caines f
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brass mandrel, on which the cylinder which receives the record is slipped. The fine-thi’eadi'd

screw serves to give the feed to the diaphragms, carrying them lengthwise of the wa/X cylin-

der, so that the style traces a helix whie^ ooriia na i.hn cnr-Awof the same pitch as the screw.
, UlXOiU liJUC OUJJ.C laclUCD a JiCUA. WlXJtiU LO UL lilio cuo uii.v. civ.n,v.-ry.

There are two diaphragms— the first of glass, for receiving and recording tlie iti<‘ssjige,

and the second of silk for interpreting the record, and articulating it afresh. ISoili

phragms are enclosed in metal eases having openings to which fiexible tubes are (joinphragms are enclosed in metal eases having openings to wliieli Ilexible tubes are (joiuuH'ted.
The listening tube is bifurcated, and at each extremity carries a small, bent uoy/zAi^- whi(*h
rests easily in the ear. The other tube, which is shown lying beside the instruiiuuif

,
is jin

ordinary speaking tube. In the centre of each diaphragm is a stylo, the one for eti,graving
being stiff and sharp, while the other is hook-shaped, so that it drags over 11 h‘ n'cord

y to cut down the elevated portions. The frarne which earries tlH‘ dia,«

tie back
^

‘

jLxv/iAu yjj. ujLivj cylinder, — ^

relation to the wax cylinder. The rail is carried by a earn by
the cam Ixdng turned
by luind, or in souk^
(iases by the fool, of
the op(!rat.or. A {>ar-

tial nioveiuent, of the
(iam Jiri,s tbo
clear of the witx <7

U

inder, and ati ht^ name
iiime tilts tlio back
fra,me, lifting ihe part
nut off the Hcnnv.
Tims tlie iiLstrtnnent
is lihrown out of ac-
tion. By tuniirig t he
earn still furtin*r, a
fing(U’ on the nut lever
is brought into en-
gagement with the
C( )i n pjira,t,i vely ( * oarsis-

tlireaded screw nliown
in front, and tluui the
fra,me with the dia-
phragm is moved
ra,pi(lly back. The
wax is of eon8i<lornbit^
tlnckness, m t h a t

after it has ouee
served it,s puriKuse, its

ffp
‘Jone, there is attached to the xmdor side of the'idato whitdi'I'nrrios

was stSareln fromonf
engraving .si,y]J, and trims tip lliowax .mlace in iront ot it

_
One cylinder will servo for more than forty successive riuuml.s

nhnnp
^ ®hows the general arrangement of th,/Hcll-Tniiitcr KTjuiii,')..phone. The mstrament is mounted on a table provided with a lid whicli ciin I os. d I

SidnrTo tho"s?nf”
this tabled fixed a balanccJ^ teSaml ,lrjv g wh. •

ter bow fast or how irregularly
the treadle is worked. Fi’om a
pulley, on the other end of the
governor, a cord passes to the
main pulley of the instrument,
which is fixed to the front of the
table. This pulley is loose on a
spindle which carries the cen-
tring drum that supports one end
of the record cylinder. A simi-
lar drum, opposite the former,
and at a distance from it corre-
sponding to the length of the
cylinder, runs free in a suitable
bearing. This drum and its cyl-
inder are capable of a lateral
motion, controlled by a spring.
To mount a cylinder upon its
centres, the drum and its spindle
are drawn back, the cylinder is

Fig. 1.—The phonograph.

Fig. 2.~The graphophone.
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put in position, and the spring is released, so that the cylinder is held tightly by its bearings,

and any motion communicated to the driving pulley through the governor is of course

imparted to it. In order to provide a means for starting or arresting the movement of the

cylinder immediately—an operation absolutely necessary in operating the graphophone—the

driving pulley of tiie instrument, which, as has already been mentioned, runs loose on its

spindle, can be made fast with the latter at will by means of a clutch, which can be thrown
in and out of gear by means of a system of levers operated by two buttons placed in the

position shown in the engraving; by depressing one or other of these buttons or keys, the

record cylinder can be stopped and started instantly.

The recording style is carried upon a tube whiclr is fixed parallel to the cylinder, but at a

higher level The Tower part of this tube is cut away, to expose a very line-threaded screw

placed within it. This screw is caused to revolve by means of toothed gearing driven from
the main pulley, so that when this latter is running idle, the screw, as well as the record

cylinder, is stopped. The circular box containing the recording diaphragm is carried at the

end of a short arm which terminates in a lialf-sleovc, of the same diameter as the tube enclos-

ing the screw. Hinged to this half-sleeve is another similar one, from which projects a short

arm carrying at its end a relatively heavy balance weight. Set in a slot made in the half-

sleeve first referred to, is a portion of a nut, threaded to the same pitch as the screw
;
at the

back of this nut is a spring whicli keeps it projecting slightly beyond the face of the sleeve,

Wt which allows it to pas's back into tlie recess if a slight pressure be applied. The position

of the parts is so arranged that the style attached to the centre of the diaphragm slightly

penetrates the wax film with which the record cylinder is coated, and in this way a very hue
screw of lOO threads to the incli, and one-thousandth of an inch in depth, is traced upon the

cylinder. We now come to consider the construction of the recording part of the instrument,

tlie function of which is to receive the sound vibrations and to engrave them faithfully upon
the wax surface. It consists of the shallow circular box, referred to previously as being at-

tached to the carrying sleeve. Tlie diaphragm forming a bottom to this box, is inade froni

a piece of very tliin and flawless mica; a short distance above, and parallel to it, is fixed in

the box a metal phite, pierced with two series of concentric slots
;
above this again, but not in

contact with it, is a metal cone, the centre of which coincides with the center of the box, and
is therefore immediately over tlie stylo attached to the mica. All these parts are enclosed

within the box by a metal cover with a central opening, to which is attached a flexible speaking-

tube, provided witli a mouthpiece. In front of the mica diaphragm, and stretching from one

side of the box to the other, is a metal bridge, so placed that it is almost in contact with the

style. In the centre of tins bridge a projection is formed, of such a shape that when the instru-

ment is in operation il, presses upon tlio wax surface of the recording cylinder and burnislies

it ill advance of the style, so lliat the latter may liave an absolutely true surface to work upon.

The style is simply a very ftrio, chisel-pointed cutting tool, capable of forming a perfect

thread upon the wax-coated cylinder, of the pitch and depth already mentioned. In engrav-

ing, the carrier is placed ux)on its tube so that the stylo bears upon the cylinder; the driving

pullov is set in motion; the message is delivered through the mouthpiece of the speaking-

tube,” and the air vibrations thus created strike upon the cone within the receiving box, and

are distributed uniformly over the surface of the mica diaphragm with the aid of the slotted

plate, setting iij) in the latter a series of vibrations corresponding to the sounds produced

by the speaker and transmitted through tlio tube.

The transmit,ting or repeating mechanism consists of a light carriago for carrying the

socket, to wlilcli tlie ti’ansmission tube is attached, as well as the diapliragm and its attach-

ments. On this carriage are four curved arms; the back joair fixed, and the forward pair

hinged to the carriage and controlled by springs. A threaded block or nut, similar to that

already described as forming part of the receiving mechanism, is fixed between the forward

p:iir of arms; at the back oT tlie carriage, and rigid witli it, is another pair of arms with con-

necting pieces at top ami bottom; this serves as a handle for holding the transmitter when it

is taken olf or init on the instrument. The front part of the carnage terminates in a screwed

tubular socket wliich forms a continuation of the nozzle on which the elastic transmitting

tube is fixed; upon 1,his sixtkid, is screwed the circular box, cinitaining the transmitting dia-

Xihragm. The under side of the box is pierced with holes to prevent the setting up of air

(mrrents witliin, wliiidi might interfere witli tlie proper action of the diaphragm. A. hollow^

stem, terminating in a (uirvc'd beak, forms a part of the bottom of the box. To the centre of

the diaphragm, whicli is of mica, is attachctl one end of a silk thread, the otlier end being

fastened to a simill curved stylo, whicli is secured to the licak by a pin in sucli a way as to

give it entii-e freedom of motion. If now a record has been engraved by the recording style

upon the wax.-(‘.oai,ed cylinder, and the recording diaphragm with it;s atitachments lias been

removed, the transiniUviog carriage is slipped over the tube containing the travei'sing screw.

In doing this the ruit between the pair of arms engages with the screw, the point of the

curved style enters the groove engraved upon the cyliricler, and on the instriinient being set

in motion the irregularities which had [irevioiisly been engraved by the recording style give

a corresponding motion to tlio transmitting point, and, by means of tlie silk tliread, wliioh is

kept in tension, set up in the transmitting diaphragm a series of^ vibrations similar in

character to those whicli had been j)roviousiy created in tlie recording diaphragm by the

message spoken into it. In this way the original sounds are^ faithfully reproduced as to

quality, but not as to intensity, perhaps owing to the smaller diameter of the repeating dia-

phragm, but they are not audible excepting through the intervention of the transmitting

tube. This tube, which, is slipped over the nozzle, is bifurcated near its outer end.
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The governor, which maintains a constant speed of the record eylindin- jind tlie feed

screw, consists of a light frame secured to the table, carrying a spindle on wIu(^ll t.ho device
is mounted. Loose on the spindle near the right-hand end of the Irani (» jiri' a disk and
pulley, made in one piece ; a belt from the treadle passing over drives the goviMTior, The
driving pulley whicti gives motion through a belt to the instrument, is Iasi, on i.he sjdndle,

and is formed with a boss on the inner side. A third disk is hedd in (M)ni,a,et with tlie

leather facing on this latter by a strong spiral spring abutting against, tin*. l><)ss of tlu*. pulley,

and a disk close to the cross arm keyed to the spindle. Pinned to tlie (‘inis of this aran are
the two weights, and two short arms project from them at tlie point when* t lu'v ari^ |)intied

to the cross arms, the end engaging in a groove formed in the lioss * f tln^ disk, d’wo small
pins pass from these arms through the boss on the arm, and into tlie disk against which tiie

spiral spring presses. It will be seen that this spring holds the disk in (dose (nmia(;t with
the other disk—sufficiently so that when motion is transmitted from llu^ l,readh^ to the
pulley, the governor is caused to revolve, and a belt from the pulley to i,he insirmiKuit ^ives
the desired motion to the cylinder and driving screw. So long as the sjxmhI (*ont,inues

normal, the instrument is driven at the rate for which the different j)a,ri,s are arranged, but
should an extra velocity be given, the weights of the governor open sligid,ly, and tht‘ pressure
between the disks is reduced so that the speed falls instantly. So nic(‘'ly are the various
parts adjusted that with the most ordinary care, the normal rate of Kil) r(‘volutions per
minute, to which the instrument is speeded, need never be exceeded by more f.iuin one or
two revolutions.

The Gramophone .—Among the instruments for recording and reproducing spcxKdi and
other sounds, the invention of Mr. Emile Berliner, of Washington, 1). (h, known as the

gramophone, is rtuna-rkablii

as being distinet from the
others in both forni and prin-
ciple. Tlie gramophone was
one of t.lu^ (‘a,rly inodmn talk-
ing maelnnes. It was muirly
perfect i‘d wlnui tlu^ latest

form of phonograi»h a|)peared.
Since tlud, t,ime it ha,s been
im|iroved, and we understand
that recent t, rials of the in-
strument in Kur<)|)e have
proved very siuau'ssfnl.

Mg. {] shows th(». record-
ing a.pparatuH

;
Fig. 4, the

reproduec'r
;

h'ig. h, a jirint

of a gran ioi)bone record.

In this machine a central
atiert,lin'd disk of zim^ is usial

for r(‘C(‘iving the record. 11io
disk, which is coviuH'd with
an extnuni'ly thin film of
wax, is mount, (xl on a vert ical

Fig. 3.—The gramophone. spindh*, wit hin an etching
,, . ,

trough which rcvolvi's with
the spindle. The recording style, the diaphragm, and the month of the tuix^ are
mounted on a carriage, which is moved toward the centre of Urn disk by a sennv
taking its motion from the

’

spindle carrying the disk.

Motion is imparted to the
record disk by a friction wheel
on the horizontal shaft at the
right of Fig. 3. This shaft
is provided in the present
ease with a hand crank, by
which the plate is revolved.
The same shaft is also pro-
vided with a pulley for re-

ceiving a belt frorh a suit-

able motor, when it is desired
to operate the machine by
power.

As the record disk is re-
volved, sounds uttered in the
mouth-tube cause the dia-
phragm to vibrate, and the
style is moved in a direction
parallel with the face of tho Fig. 4.--The reproducing apparatus trf th(i gmtnoph()n(\
record surface, forming in
the was film a sinuous line representing the sounds uttered in tho rnouth-tube. As the
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plate revolves, the style and parts connected with it are carried forward toward the centre of

the disk, thus forming a spiral, sinuous line in the wax film. When the record is complete,
the style is removed, and acid is admitted to the etching trough from the bottle supported
at the right of the machine. As soon as the plate is sufficiently etched, the trough is

removed, the acid is returned to the bottle, the wax film dissolved off, and the plate is trans-

ferred to the reproducing apparatus shown in Pig. 4.

In this apparatus the record plate is mounted on a vertical spindle, and revolved as in

the other case. The diaphragm of the reproducing instrument carries a style which follows

the spiral groove in the plate, thus causing vibrations in the diaphragn^ similar to those

produced by the sounds uttered in the mouth-tube of the recording instrument. The
diaphragm cell and reproducing style are carried upon the smaller end of the trumpet,
which is delieotely pivoted on a standard, and counterbalanced so that the reproducing
stylus exerts only a slight pressure upon the record plate. The volume of sound issuing

from the trumpet is groat. Instrumental and vocal music are faithfully reproduced. It is

obvious that the reciords formed by this instrument are permanent, anci the plates capable
of being stored in a very small space. The possi-

bilities" of extending tlie gramophonic principles

are perhaps more noteworthy than its present

development. The disks can bo easily duplicated,

and at an exliibition in Philadelphia an electro-

type copy of a 12 in. disk was shown which
sounded precisely like the original. Since then
talking copies have been made l.)y pressing a
matriee into molten glass, but the liability of the
glass to stick in the form—the matrico being of

copper—and the consequent wa,rping of the glass

copy, has proved a serious objection; Steel ma-
trices have been suggested as liable to overcome Fig. S.-Graniophone record (reduced),

this difficulty. Very successful copies have been
made in celluloid from electrotype matrices, and such celluloid copies are particularly free

from all frictional noise, provuled the celluloid is pressed hard, and of well-seasoned mate-
rial. (Iramoplione records have been printed, and such prints have been photo-engraved,

and the copy thus obtained sounded precisely like the original. The important subject of

good articulation has over bemi kept in the foreground, and this is now in so satisfactory a

shape that the inventor has carried on a vocal correspondence with friends in Europe, by means
of small gramophone disks, which can be mailed in a good-sized letter envelope.

Picker : see Cotton-spinning Machines. Also Harvester, Cotton.

Picking Table : see Ore-dressing Machinery.
PILE DRIYING.—Drop liammers are now made to weigh from 75 to 4,200 lbs. They

are much longer for a given weight than the older forms, thus avoiding the sidewise throw
when the hammer strikes near one edge. Wear is thus dimin-
islied and the effect of the blow increased. The bottoms of the

ha,minors arc made concave, while the sides are cored, as shown in

Fig. 1. Dies are of hammered steel, triangular in form, fitted in

the hammer and stationary, or are arranged to rotate on a turned
pin which is keyed in the ham-
m(‘,r. These forms of die are used
with nippers. Where driving is

done by friction, the hoisting line

is attached directly to a turned
steel pin.

In the operation of pile driv-

ing it froiiuently happens that

the piles are eitlier split or
“ broomed” on their tops by
tlio concussion of the hammer.
To overcome this difficulty, re-

course has been had to metal
bands around the upper ends of

the piles. Tins is expensive and
wastes time. Ca,sgrain’s cap, illustrated in Fig. 2, is

intended to overcome t,lie trouble. It consists of a cast-iron

cap with tapered I’ccesses above and below, the chamfered
head of the [lilc fitting the lower one, and the woodim block,

D, fitting the uiiper one. Biiitable Jaws, similar to those on
the hainmcr, engage the leaders and form a movable toggle-

iron, steadying tlie pile as it is being driven. As the ham-
mer descends, it strikes the timber or cushion block set in

the upper cavity, and the pile is forced down by the blows.

When the pile is driven, the short chains on either side of

the hammer are connected to the caps by means of pins,

and botli liarnmer and cap are hoisted up and secured for an-
other operation. Fig. 2.—Pile cap.

39

Fi«. L—File luiniincr.
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In order to prevent the grinding action of the drop hamjner on the h'juh'rs, il, is usual

to protect them with iron weariug pieces known as ‘‘liner irons. The most, modiu’u form
of these consists of a channel-iron liner protecting the entire face and corners of the

leaders. They are made in full lengths to avoid joints and to add to tlio strtuigt.li of tlie

leaders.

Pile Drivers.—Fig. 8 represents a pile driver intended for townsliit) work. It is provided
with leaders 25 ft. high,

and with a ham rn er
weighing from 800 to

1,200 lbs. The hammer
is handled by horse power,
one end of the line being
fastened to a suitable post,

while the other end is

passed through a pulley
block, which is fastened
to the main hoisting line

and leads to the whiffle-

tree direct. Fig. 4 rep-
resents a pile saw arbor
made to cut off piles 16
to 24 ft. under water.
The shaft is 8i- in. in
diameter, and counter-
balanced. A 42-in. saw,
at a speed of about (500

revolutions, is usually em-
ployed. The arbor works
on a spline over its entire
length, and is easily ad-
justable to any depth
within its range. The
belt runs on side rollers

and frames fastened to the inner side of the leaders.
The hoisting gear for steam pile drivers is usually an

^gine of simple construction, provided with means for sustaining and lowering (ho load.
Fnction-drum engines, the drums being cones of wood and iron brought, into ooniatd,
while hoisting by means of thrust screws, are employed. Tho following tabic shows tlic
dimensions of engines, boilers, etc., of the Vulcan Iron Works pile driviirs

;

Pile driver.

Fkj. *1.— Pile saw.

Single Qylindera.

Holster
No.

Diniensions of Cylinders.
Wililit
hoisted,
slnfilo

rope, lbs.

Hoisting Drum.

Diam., in. Stroke, in. Diana., in. Longih, in.

1 6 8 1,350 12 24
1 6 12 1,750 12 24
2 6 12 1,750 14 24
1 12 2,750 14 24
2 7 12 2,750 14 21
1 8 ^2 3,000 14 26
2 8 12 3,000 14 26

DlmcnfrildUH of BoUor.

1)1 ini Hill'll,

In.

llouslit or
li'iijiilt lit*

hlioll In,

28 08
30 72
30 no
31 7'H

32 no
30 80
30 117

No, of TubtjM.

as
'll)

ao
r>c

Hi
m
a;

Dozible Cylinders.

1 6 8
2 0 8
1 6 12
2 6 12
1 7 12
2 7 12

2,000 12 24
2,000 12 24
3,000 14 26
3,000 14 26
4,000 14

1 26
4,000 14 26

31)

m
3()

3S
4'i

•12

71

IIT
80
120
80
130

r»o

40
00
r,o

80

jammers —These hammers are raised by the engiiK3 in the londerci arul
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cylinder and lower bonnet is obtained by four turned steel columns fitting

into reamed holes in the cylinder and bonnet, and secured by heavy
keys.

The hanuner proper has four holes bored out, through which the rods
pass. As these rods are turned the entire length, and the holes in the ham-
mer bored out with just sulfieient play, it is evident that the hammer can-
not cast and break the piston-rod. Breakage of the bonnet is avoided by
placing the rods in the corners of the bonnet, leaving the full section of

tlie metal between unimpaired by bolt or rivet holes. The action is regular

and continuous. Tlie manufacturers claim that any kind of pile can be
used, hard or soft, straight or crooked, and driven to any depth without
injury to tlie head of the pile, in the hardest kind of driving, sand or hard
pan

;
and that the most ordinary kind of timber, such as spruce, bass, and

pine, can be thus driven without the use of head bands.

The following table shows the dimensions of these hammers:

Table of Vulcan-Nasmyth Steam Pile TLammers.

No. Woi^it, lbs Lotiftth, ft.
Diameter.

Cylliuler, lu.

Nominal
stroke, in.

Woicclitof
striking
parts.

Distance
between jaws.

Width of
jaws.

1 T,;ino 11 12 m 4,200 20 8k
<:> 5,000 9 10 30 2,800 19

5.—Steam pile
lia.Tnmer.

Car Pile Drivers are widely used in the construction of railroads.

These arc of especial construction, and must possess great capacity, dura-

bility, and facility of operation in order to

keep pace with the phenomenal rapidity of

the track layer. A novel form of apparatus,

swivelling on the centre to work at cither end, is represented

in 6. The type of hammer employed is the steam ham

-

nu3r iaiSt above (lescril)ed. The dimensions are as follows :

Jjisngtli of car, M ft.; centre of forward axle to centre of pile,

B.| :f t- ; centre of forward axle to centre of pile, with forward

t.nicK moved back, IG ft.; lateral swing cither side of centre,

U ft. ; extreme height above lop of rail, with loaders lowered,

lf> V ft. ; total
I c TL ^ t h of
h^n-ciers to
iiiKier side of
liciicl block,
Bd ft. ; weight
of tlropo liain-

111 OX', 2,000
IhK The
h‘jx<lers are
radseci and
h)wered by
lUi^ engine.
Tiie swing-
in ig-

a 1*4 3 operated
b y x'atchet
\v\* e n c hes.
’'fli-e C3ar it-

mtVlf is symmetrical about tho pivot point, so that the carriage may be swung around end

fo r en cl. Driving can he (loiu? at either end, with etpial ease. The machine may be made self-

|>roioelling, and this mechanism is likewise quite independent of the position of the carriage

ii| >0X1. tlie car, whetlicr at one end or tho other, central, or swung nut at work. The engine

is of cx special form, and tho boiler is upright to save length. We are indebted to the Yulcan

Iron Works of Chicago for tho foregoing information.

AND TUBE MAKING MACHINES. I. New Processes of Matono Seam-
Tubes.—

T

he manufacture of tubes without soldering has in recent years been the

Fig. G.—-Car pile driver.

oV> ject of persistent research and important labors that have originated several new processes,

arnon^ -which those of Messrs. Flotow & Leidig, Robertson, and Maniiesmann are especially

wox'tliy of notice.

Th-'e first of these processes, which is of limited application, employs a method of longi-

tixciinai drawing ufron a stationary mandrel. The two others have recourse to a helicoidal

OX' clia-gonal drawing, accompanied with a cooling of the metal, on a fixed or movable man-

direl. by the aid of revolving draw plates or rollers having a dillerential rotation. They
eoxistitute two of the most remarkable examples of the flow of solids through metals.
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Up to the present, the Robertson process appears to have been a|)i)li('(l wilh the. nunst;

advantage to the working of plastic metals (copper, tin, bronze, etc.) in ;i t'old slat(‘, wbib^

that of Mannesmann, which is of the most remarkable boldness and origiindity, is p(‘rh‘<‘tly

adapted to the manufacture of iron and steel tubes. This mode of nnniuhu'tm’i', vvhidi is

now worked in Germany on a large scale, produces, at a low price, abs()lut(‘Iy homogeiu^ous

Fig. 1.—Plotow & Leidig process of tube making.

seamless tubes, whose metal, far from being weakened, is strengiheruHl by ilH‘ operationa
that it undergoes.

The Flotoio & Leidig Process.—In the process of di’awing employed 1>y Messrs. \\dl}ndin
von Flotow and Hermann Leidig, of theDantzig Arms Manufactory, the numdred, d (k'igs. I

and 2), is fixed, and the ingot is drawn between the head, of the ma-ndrel and th(‘ draw
plate, m, in such a way as to convert it into a tube of smaller diameter. To this idhust.

llllllllllllll^^ 1
1

Fig. 3.~Robertson process of tube making.

the ]ngot is held by its tenon and mortise extremity, e, in tlie liead, s, wlii(*li is movableund^ the action of the screws, o and p. Through successively jM'dvicing tin* diatneiisr of

barrel'^^
process permits of drawing out a tube conical extt'rnally, like a gun

Ihe Bdbertaon Process.— mandrel, D (Figs. 3, 4, '>), of the nppnrat.us of Mr. Jiimoa

Glasgow, revolves within the ingot, O', and is at the same pusln-d forward
fix

motion is given by a train, tlie pinion of wliicti is
+*

1

?°^’^® ^"“0 shaft, I. The draw-plate, A, wliirli ds firnilv knvedbetween the jaws, B, is slightly conical, so that the ingot, G, fixes ils(‘lf in tin* die })vlh(svery pressure ot the mandrel. The form of the mandreis varies necording io t lie metal and
- - temperatnro of the ingot. 'I’lm mm

shown in Pig. fj s(»rv(*.s to (*(>iiv(‘rt cohi
copper and soft stiMd ingots into tliick
sided tubes tliat ari*. afterward drawn
out. The point is providiMl with lhrr*<?

Fig. 5.—Eobertson tube mandrel.

3
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second) when hot steel ingots are being pierced, without a possibility of oiling the point,

llie advance of the tool in this case is about 5 ft. per second.

The Mm/nesmann Process,—Ixi Messrs. Reinhard & Max Mannesmann’s process the
seamless tubes are obtained by rolling solid bars. As shown in Fig. 6, at the bar, B, is

held between two cones A a, revolving in the same direction, and the axes of which point in

opposite directions in parallel planes. The converging sides of the cones, between which the
bar is held, draw out the metal at its periphery in such a way as to gradually make it assume
the form of a tube, the beginning of which is seen at &. When the finished tube comes from
the roller, as shown at 3, there remains a blank, B, hollowed out at ¥, through the pressure

of the cones. The. cones are nearly always hollow helices with pitches increasing from the

point to the base, so as to draw out the surface of the bar progressively in measure as it

advances between the cones. If it is desired to avoid the blank shown iii 2, it will suffice

Fio. (t—The MamieBmann process of tiihc making.

to push tlie tube submitl.ed to drawing over a mandrel, D {S\ which revolves in a hearing, E
U). For softer alloys, wliieli may be rolled in a nearly cold state, a conical mandrel is em-

ployed (If, 5), and this, if need be, can be kept cool by a stream, of water, and serve to increase

the diameter of a tubo already formed. This mandrel terminates in a grooved point, and

can, as shown at G and?, revolve in the same direction as the ingot, or the opposite, according

as it is desired to retard or liasteii the drawing around the point of the mandrel. The proc-

ess by means of which the tubes shown at 8 are obtained, is founded on the principle that

an ingot rolled diagonally between two cones (A and a, 9\ revolving in opposite directions,

undergoes at the bearing point distortions that are distributed over the trianguhp.* wheels,

c C; which cause within the ingot molecular stresses, whose resultant tends to distend its

fibres all around its axis, in measure as it revolves between the eonos. The tubes thus formed

are smooth within. Their fibres are not broken, but lengthened out spirally around their

axis. The apparatus represented at 10 serves for manufacturing copper tubes of uniform

thickness, and of a diameter greater than that of the ingot. The point of the mandrel pene-
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trates the ingot very easily without heating it much. In a new variant of their process, Messrs.
Mannesmann substitute mushroom-shaped rollers, a a {11), for the cones. The intersection

of the vertical planes passing through the axis of rotation and through the apices of the
rollers is situated in the vertical plane passing through the axis of the ingot, 1), and man-
drel, JE, Moreover, the angle, e, of the mandrel is a little more open than that of the roll-

ing generatrices of the mushroom-shaped rollers, so that the lamination compresses and re-

duces the thickness of the sides of the tubes on the mandrel, while its diameter at the same
time increases. From 12 will be seen how a tube may be made by means of two successive

operations, one of them preparatory, and consisting in tubing the axis of the ingot by the
diagonal rolling of the plates, F f, and the other a finishing operation, consisting in widen-
ing the tube on the mandrel, E, In this ease the rollers. A a, may be given a velocity such
as to make the mandrelled part of the tube rotate more rapidly than that part of the ingot
submitted to the action of the plates, F f.

Diagrams IS to 18 show how it is possible to make a tube directly with but a single pair
of rollers, Q g. Before approaching the mandrel, E, as shown at 14 , the ingot {IS), held

Fia. 7.—Manufacture of spirallj'- weMed tubing.

between the converging generatrices at G g, undergoes a
,

preparation that reduces its dia-
meter and hollows its extremity at d:

{14), so that it can favorably meet the point of the
mandrel in passing from the converging to the diverging generatrices of the rollers. The
tubular part of the ingot is then, as shown at 15, pushed along and compressed on the man-
drel through the gradual action of G g, and converted into a thin-sided tube, until the pos-
terior end of the ingot leaves the rollers.^ When the entire manufacture of the tube is

effected by means of a single pair of cones, it is necessary that the torsion given to the ingot
by the converging generatrices during the first part of the operation {13 and 14 )

shall not be
destroyed during the widening and calibrating {15, 16, 17), because such torsion, which
winds the fibres spirally around its axis, considerably reduces its resistance to internal press-
ure. To this effect, the rollers are given a profile and inclination such that the vertical
planes passing through their summits, situated (as shown at 18) at different levels, intersect
each other in the vertical plane of the axis of the tube. The tube thus rolls without torsion
between the divergent generatrices. Other descriptions of Mannesmann’s tube process may
be found in Trans. A, S. M. E., vol. viii., p. 564, and Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engrs.,
vol. xix., p. 384,
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II. Spirally Welded Tubing.—The manufacture of spirally welded tubing, as carried

on at the works of the Spiral Weld Tube Co., Orange, ISl. J., is thus described: The raw
material of the industry is the sheet-iron or steel of commerce, of such lengths and widths
as it is convenient to roll. The range of the gauges of the metal which can be employed
has not yet been determined. The" lightest metal thus far successfully made into pipe
is No. 29 iron, and the heaviest a steel gauging *105 of an inch in thickness, or No. 8 of the
Birmingham gauge.

The first step in the process of manufacture is to slit the sheets into bands of the width
most convenient for the production of the desired diameter of pipe. The wider the skelp.

the faster the pipe is made, l^or convenience, all diameters are made from four widths of

skelp, 6, 12, 18, and 24 ins. To make a 6-in. pipe 30 ft. long from 12-in. skelp, it is neces-

sary to have a ribbon of metal about 49 ft. long. The ends of the strips of skelp are united
by a machine known as a cross welder. The sheets are so placed as to give about -^-in. lap,

and in this position they are firmly clamped. Heat is then applied by furnaces above and
below, which move along the seam. As they recede, the hot edges are welded between a

hammer moving vertically and an anvil of reciprocal motion. To place and clamp the skelp,

heat the overlapping edges and weld them, consumes about one rninuto to each cross seam of

12 ins. A pressure of the foot of the operator upon a treadle engages a worm-wheel and
worm, which rotates a reel upon which the skelp is wound. As it is drawn from the reel, it

passes between pressure-rolls, which smooth out any buckling or other irregularity in the still

not metal, and rotary shears trim off the burr at the ends of the welded seam. In case the

weld is defective or the sheets have not been clamped in line, the weld is cut by a shear held
suspended when not in use, and the ends are welded again. As a rule, the weld is smooth
and perfect, and the extra thickness of metal at the weld occasions no inconvenience in

forming the pipe.

The' pipe-machine (Fig. 7) is chiefly made of heavy castings, requiring but little finish.

It occui)ies al)out 3 x 0 ft. of floor space. The reel carrying the ribbon of skelp is put in

position, and one end of the metal is placed upon the guide table, wliicb. is sot at the angle
duo to tlie width of the skelp and the aiarneter of the pipe into which it is to bo made. The
metal is carried into tlie machine between feed rolls geared together, which are actuated
by a ratelict, giving them an intermittent rotation, and a rate of feed variable between A
and § of an incli at eacJi impulse, at the pleasure of the operator, Tliis carries it into the
forming jaws, which bend it to tlie desired curvature—the forming being ellected by pinching
the mct,al in curved jaws. Tlie essential features of the pipe-machine are a guide table for

the skelp, adjustable to the desired angle; feed rolls, to pass it forward with an intermittent

progress, so that it sliall advance when the hammer is raised and be at rest when thehammer
falls; a former, to curve the metal to the desired radius, also adjiiBtal)lo; a furnace, to heat
the metal; a hammer, to weld it, and an anvil to support the pipe, and roceive'the shocks of

the hammer. No mandrel is used. The pipe in the for*ning jDroeess is hekrin place by a

pipe-mould, which is a cylindrical shell, within which the pipe rotates as the stock is fed in.

The anvil is of considerable mass, steel-faced, and extends the entire width of the skelp.

The hammer is light, and at normal speed strikes 100 blows per minute. The heating is

done in a furnace so constructed as to heat both the edges to bo united for the space of

several inches ahead of the point at which the welding is effected. A (bin. pipe made of

No. 14 gauge iron of good average quality, showing under test 33,000 lbs. elastic limit, and
50,000 lbs. ultimate strength, has a proof strength of 918 lbs. per sq. in., and an ultimato
strength of 1,383 lbs. per sq. in. A 12-in. pipe of the same stock has a proof strengtli of

456 ibs., and an ultimate strength of 691 lbs. Using the same diameters and gauges
of stock for comparison, the 6-in. spirally^ welded pipe weighs 5*2 lbs. per ft. against
18*77 lbs. per ft. for standard lap-welded pipe, and 28*28 lbs. for medium cast-iron pipe;

the 12-in. spirally welded pipe weighs 10*46 lbs. against 54*65 lbs. for lap-welded, and 77*36 for

medium cast-iron. The question of durability in service is one whien naturally suggests
itself when light steel or iron pipes are discussed. Experience on the Pacific Coast seems to

have settled this question, as the cheap expedients adopted for water-conveyance during the
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days when hydraulic mining was most extensively conducted have been followed ever since in
permanent engineering works. Data on this subject are presented in a pa|:)er read by
Hamilton Smitn, Jr., before the British Iron and Steel Institute, and printed in Vol. I. of
the Journal for 1886.

Gartivrighfs Pipe-weiding Machine,—Figs. 8 and 9 represent a machine designed by
Robert Cartwright, of Rochester, N. Y., for welding the longitudinal seams of steel j)ipes of
large diameter. The general features of the machines are two compound air and gus
furnaces, one internal and one external, immediately in advance of internal and external
rolls, all being mounted on a frame to which a reciprocating motion is imparted by a crank,
the seam of the sheet being welded being drawn between the furnaces and rolls as tlu^ weld
is made. The gas and air are supplied through pipes attached to the reciprocating frame;
and as their rear ends are joined to rubber hose, the movement of the frame is nnide possible.

The sheet liavingbeen rolled to the
required diameter, is ludd rigidly
in shape by suitably designed re-

movable clamps on the outside,

and compression rings on the
inside immediately under the
clamps. These clamps and rings
are quickly removed as tlie weJd
advances and without reciniring
the stoppage of the work. In
starting to weld a scam tJie 1)low-
pipe jid<s of the furnaces heat the
material, and as the pijie is ditiwn
in the part longest in tlie flamo
comes to welding heat and is

brought between the rolls and
closed down to a pcnTcct weld,

the rolls being adjustable to suit different thicknesses of material. The machine consi.sts of
a base, A, formed with horizontally projecting arms, B C, so arranged as to crcaiti^ an elon-
gated slot-way opening into the body of the machine. On the rear of the imicliine is rnounttMl
a crank pulley, connected by means of a pitman to a slide arranged as shown. To this slide
are connected parallel bars, reciprocating in suitable guideways and carrying at tlieir extrtune
outer ends the welding rolls and heating furnaces. The welcling roll is guided on ilK3 frame
of the machine. The sides of the frame in which the welding roll is journaled are r('<!i|)ro-

cated by means of the crank motion. Mounted in this frame is the main arbor, mounted upon
which IS the central welding roll, and two supporting rolls, all of which have friction bear-
ings. These operate entirely independent of each other, and by tlieir friction nixm the main
arbor they cause that to rotate more or less, the result being that when in operation each roll
is constantly wearing against
a different part of the main ar-

bor, so that the latter is never
worn out of true. The sup-
porting rolls travel upon a
track held adjustably to the
frame by means of bolts. By
adjusting in a vertical direc-

tion the rolls may be adapted
to work upon thick or thin
work, especially when welding
the joint of a pipe, in which
case one welding roll is used
inside and one outside of the
pipe, both being in the same
vertical

^

line. It is evident
that this construction 'trans-

fers all the strain of the weld-
ing pressure upon the roll to

the arbor, and thence to the
supporting rolls and track-
way, and that the reciprocat-
ing movement of the roll does
not abrade the metal at the
weld, the operation being
more nearly allied to that of
annealing the hot metal at the
joint, thereby preserving the
libre intact.

Pipe Bending and Cotiung
Machine.—Bhg. 10 shows a pipe bendin
Pipe Bending & Coiling Co., of Chicago.

UruT. 1 ... V/.

Pig. 10.—Pipe b^ndiii<; and coiling rnadiinc

and eoilina machine, made by the United States

With this machine the heaviest of wrought-iron pipe or the lightest of brass or copper
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pipe can be bent, coiled, or coned in any shape desired, without either heating or filling it,

a.s claimed, with accuracy as regards the size of the bends wanted, or the diameter or

^paeiiio- of the coils. Any number of a particular coil, as regards the diameter or spacing,
<*.an lo^made, the macihine having been adjusted to the particular size wanted. This can be
doiie at the rate of 3 ft. per minute.

,
Tbe pipe is fed througli the dies shown at the right in the cut, and through and around

t lie eireular dies at the left. The scale on the inside of the pipe, which is an accompaniment
<»1‘ luot bending, is entirely absent, and the inside is left as smooth as the outside, which in the
ease of brass and copper pipe needs no refinishing, as it is not marred. It is evident that any

of pipo can bo bent or coiled. The machine illustrated will bend from 1 to 2-in.

wi*oix£i;ht-iron pipe, and the corresponding sizes in brass and copper.

1?1FE COVmtlNOS. (See also Boilers.) A form of pipe cowering, Fig. 1, made
l»y 131x0 (Jnited States Mineral Wool Co., consists of a metallic casing, made from steel plate,

<:*oa.t:ed with lead, constructed with a
loek which conceals the edge and en-

nbies the two edges to be permanently
fiast-eiied with wood screws, forming a

<*yliLider. One end of each cylinder is

orimped and beaded to facilitate the Tig. l.—Pipe Covering.

inals:iiig of an end joint. Perforated

dislvs lire used to support the cylinder, and secure the equal distribution of the 'd’oek wool ”

^vi t-lx which the easing around the pipe is filled, and holding it up against the pipe. The
roeic wool is a silicate of lime and magnesia, made from a magnesian lime rock by melting
t hej same in a cupola witli blast, and turning the molten rock upon, a jet of dry steam at 80
lbs. pressure. The melted rock is thereby blown into the form of a fibrous substancecon-
t.aixxintr 97 per cent, of air, resembling wool in appearance. It is similar to mineral wool, or

slag- wool, which is made by blowing a jet of steam or air at high pressure into a stream of

liqLLiid slag as it flows from a blast furnace. Slag wool made from iron furnaces, however,

sgeixorally "contains sulphur, usually a lime sulphide, which tends to corrode iron pipes, and
IS tlxerefore objectionable as a j)ipo covering. This objection does not hold in regard to rock

wool

.

Jlfagnesiwn carhonate has recently come into extensive use as a non-conductor of heat.

Tlxe siibstanee referred to is the artificially prepared basic carbonate of magnesia, a com-

poxxrid of the carbonaiie with the liydroxidc. It is the “ block magnesia’' of commerce, the

nirttynesia alha of the pliarmacist. It is moulded to form coverings suitable for steam-pipes

and tiieir fittings, and sectional jackets for boilers and cylinders; it is furnished also in

forms suitable for lining refrigerators, walls and roofs of buildings, fire-proof safes, etc. It

is a. sinootli, white, close grained solid, in outward appearance resembling a block of Paris

plaster. It possesses the lightiiess of (iork, the porosity of sponge, and withal a degree of

lirtmiess and strength that, in view of its levity, is quite remarkable. To examine more

elosoly tlie lu-oportics of this siil)stanco, II. Luttgen (Trans. Am, Inst. Minmg JSngrs., Yol.

X"V.
, p. 014) made tiie following experiment: A luimber of 1-iu. cubes were sawed from the

coTiitpercial block carbonate
;
also some bricks, that is, blocks measuring accurately 2x4x8

ins, , the cliinctisions of an ordinary brick. The bricks were carefully measured and weighed,

azxzl placed in vessels containing distilled water, in which they became gradually submerged,

owing to the displacement liy water of the air enclosed in the structure of the magnesium

cnx'Ioonate. After twenty-four hours the blocks wore removed from the water, dried super-

licinlly by contact witli filter-papcr, and weiglied. From the increase in weight, the volume

of tlie \vat,er absoi’biMl, and cons(H|uentIy tliat of the air displaced by it, were obtained. The

results showetl Unit tlie air-cells occiiiiied from 92 to 94‘5 per cent, of the volume of the

bloeks. Mr. Lutigen rnaile soine experiinents on the non-conducting power of various pipe

coverings; a brief'abstract of tlie results is given below. Tlie experiments were made on

(>-ft3, loiigtiis of 2- in. sieaiu-pipe, which were covered with the different coverings, with results

as follows:

1 .

si
4.
5.
6 .

8 .

Duscrlptlon of covering.

IXair felt. Wni])!)!’*! with I wind. Burlap jacket.

tSectvional earhonaU* maiJtiu‘sia. AnbeHt,os paper jacket. Bands
Scsetional carbonate inagnesiH. (tanvas jacket. Bands .

Stictioiial mineral wool. Asbestos paper, mineral wool, muslin

€5 lialmer-SiKnice (Jo.’s covering. Asbestos, hair felt, papcjr . . .

.

Hliielcrs & Brown’s covering. Asbestos paper, slieathmg-paper

T-tced’s covtii’ing. Aslxistos paper, felt paper
j:t'’ossil meal jiipe covering. Fossil meal, organic fibre

Dlainoter 1 f
COV<U'l»,g,

ins.

Weight per
ft,, in

ozs
,
av.

steam
condonsod,
lb. per ft.

pel- hr.

F. heat-
units per
ft. per hr.

4} 121 •07() 69*02

4.} S!,4 •083 75*29

U 20J- •084 75*68

5,t 2S2 •085 76*68

4.V 2Bi •092 82-95

4l 27j •094 84-65

4,t 2(:)2 •099 89-62

32- 24 •127 114-54

With reference to the economy and cost of non-conducting materials, it may be said that

tine material which is in the greatest degree non-conducting, incombustible, and durable will

ixjL'oVC the most economical, even though its first cost be greater than that of an inferior arti-

cle. Experiments witli naked pipes show that a 2-m. pipe carrying steam at 60 lbs. pressure
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will condense 0.397 lb. per It. per hour. Covered with a good covering like magnesium
carbonate, the condensation, according to Mr. Luttgen, will be but 0*084 lb. per ft. per
hour, a saving of 0*313 lb. per ft. per hour, or 3*13 lbs. of steam per day of ten hours, for
each foot of pipe covered. The covering of 100 ft. of pipe, then, will save in a year of 300*
ten-hour days the coal necessary to convert 93.900 lbs. of water into steam. One pound of
bituminous coal is capable of making about 8*5 lbs. of steam, so the saving of coal due to the
100 ft. of covering would be 5^ tons per year, which, at |4 per ton, amounts to i|22. The
real saving will probably amount to more than this estimate in most cases; and it may be
said in round terms that the 100 ft. of covering causes each year a saving of its own first

cost ($25). Inasmuch as the material pays for itself in a year, and will last indefinitely
under ordinary conditions, its advantageousness is beyond question.

An estimate of the waste of fuel in neglecting to cover steam-pipes has been made by M.
Le Bour, who, referring to experiments made by M. Walther Meunier, gives the following
as the quantities of steam condensed per hour and per year of 300 working days of 10 hours,
per square foot of surface for different metals, with steam at about 260° P.

Lbs. per hour. Lbs. per year.

Copper. o*5:g
0*75)8

1*712

1,728
Wroiuiht-lron
Cast-iron 2^13ti

Assuming that it requires an expenditure of fuel of 1 lb. of coal for every 7 lbs. of steam,
the annual waste of fuel will be as given below for every square foot of the surface of the
steam-pipe, aifd ' taking coal at $4 per ton, the loss per square foot of surface will be as in the
second column.

Lbs. coal wasted. Waste of coal per annum.

Copper 245 $0*49
0*(5S

0*01

Wrolight-iron
Cast -iron

:i4*2

305

A few years since, an investigation was made at the instance of the Boston Manufact-
urers’ Mutual Fire Insurance Co,, by Prof. John M. Ordway, of the Massachusetts Institutio

of Technology, upon the non-heat-eonducting properties of various materials, some of which
may be used for covering steam-pipes and boilers, while others, owing to their liability

either to become carbonized or to take fire, cannot be directly applied to such use. The
results of this investigation are given as follows in a circular (No. 27, December, 1889),
issued by the insurance company to its members :

“In order that the relative merits of the different substances which are offered for pre-
venting the escape of heat from boilers and steam-pipes, or as substitutes for wire lathing
and plastering, or for tin plates in the protection of elevator shafts, or of woodwork nailed
closely to walls, the following tables are submitted. These tables and extracts arc taken
from a report made by Professor Ordway. It will be observed that sever.al of the incom-
bustible materials are nearly as efficient as wool, cotton, and feathers, with wliicli they may
be compared in the following table. The materials which may be considered wliolly free
from the danger of being carbonized or ignited by slow contact with jupes or boilers are
printed in solid black type. Those which are more or less liable to bo carbonized are printed
in italics.

Sub.stfinco 1 In. thick.
Heat applied, 810° P.

Pounds of water
hoHtoil 1 P. per

hour; through 1 sq. ft

1. Tjoose'wool
g. Live geeaefeathers
S. Larded cotton, wool
U. Hair felt
5. Loose lamp-black
6. Compressed lam,p-black
7. Cork charcoal
8. yVhite pifie charcoal
9. Anikracite coal powder

10. Loose calcined magnesia
11. Compressed calcined magnesia
12. Light carbonate of magnesia
13. Compressed carbonate of magnesia.
14. Loose fossil meal
15. Crowded fossil meal
16. Ground chalk (Paris white)
17. Dry plaster of Paris
18. Fine asbestos
19. Air alone
20. Sand

8'i
9'G

lO'U
IQ’S

V'S
lO'G

IVO

srr7
12*4
42'6
13'7
16*4
14*5
15'7
20*6
30*9
49’0
48’0
621

Solid inn tier Inl H‘, ft.

lln. tlilek. Parts
in 1,000.

Air Included.
Parts In 1,000.

r>G OhU
ho

,
vr>o

20 980m Slf)

r>G
'

Vhh
2kh 7f>n

hii
;

9h7
no SHI
r>o(! hUh
23 977
285 716
60 940
150 850
60 940

112 888
253 747
368 632
81 919
0 1,000

527 471
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‘‘Professor Ordway’s report is as follows: ‘Careful experiments have been made with
various non-conductors, each used in a mass 1 in. thick, placed on a flat surface of iron

kept heated by steam to 310° P The preceding table gives the amount of heat transmitted
per hour through each kind of non-conductor 1 in. thick, reckoned in pounds of water
heated 10° F., the unit of area being 1 sq. ft. of covering.

“ ‘ The first column of figures of results gives the loss by the measure of pounds of water
heated 10°. The second column gives the amount of solid matter in the mass 1 in. thick.

The third column gives the amount or bulk of included or entrapped air.’

“ There are some mixtures of two materials which may be quite safe, although consisting

in part of substances whieli may be carbonized. It must also be considered that a covering

for a steam-pipe or boiler should have some strength or elasticity, so that, when even put on
loosely and holding a great deal of entrapped air, it may not be converted into a solid con-

dition by the constant jar of the building, then becoming rather a quick conductor. This
warning may be applied especially to what is called ‘slag wool,’ which consists of short,

very fine tlireads of a brittle kind of glass. The following table has been submitted by Prof.

Ordway, with the following explanation:
“ ‘ The substances given in the following table were actually tried as coverings for two-inch

steam-pipe, but, for convenience of comparison, the results have been reduced by calculation

to the same terms as in the foregoing table.’

Pounds of water
COVEIITNG. heated loop per hour,

by 1 sq. ft

21. Best slag wool
$2. Paper
SS, Blottbuj paper nmiml tight

ih. Af^heMofi paper imimd tight

Cork dripr^ Mir/id o?i

iStraio rope tuound spiraUf/
^7. Loom rice eheiP'

28. Paste of fossil meal with hair
29. Paste of fossil meal with asbestos
30. Loose bituminous coal ashes
81. Loose anthracite coal ashes
32. Paste of clay and vegetable fibre.

.

13
U
n
2VI
IU'6
18

“ ‘Tjater experiments have given results for still air which difior little from those of Nos.

8, 4, atid (). In fact, the l)ulk of mattier in the best non-conductors is relatively too small to

have any specific (dfect, except to entrap the air and Iceep it stagnant. These substances

keoJ^ the air slid by virtue of the roughness of their fibres or particles. The asbestos of 18

had smootii fibr(‘s, which could not [ucvent the air from moving al)Out. Ijater trials with an
asbestos of (‘XcuuMliugly lino fibre luive made a somewhat better showing, hut asbestos is really

one of tlie pooixwt nmi-conductors. By reason of its fibrous character it may bo used advan-

tageously to hold t.ogether oidu'r incomhiistiblo substiinccs, but the less the better. We have

made trials of two sample's of a “magnesia covering ” consisting of carbonate of magnesia

with a small pcreen1ia,go of good asl)estos fibre. Ono transmitted heat which, reduced to the

terms of tlio first of the above tal)les, would amount to 15 lbs.
;
the denser one gave 20 lbs.

The forau'i* (*.oul aim'd 250 thousandths of solid matter; the latter 3)90 thousandths.’
“

‘
( li:u'(toal, himp-lflack, and anthracite coal are virtually the same substance, and Nos. 5,

6, 7, 8, a,lid 9 sliow lliai; non-eondueting power is determined far less by the substance itsedf

than by it s m('x*hanical t('xture. I u some eases when a greater quantity of a material is crowded

into tlie same i liicK'ness tlio non-conducting virtue is somewhat increased, because the included

air is thereliy rendered more completely^ fixed. But if the same quantity is compressed so as

to diminish its thickness, its efilcioncy is lessened
;
for the resistance to the transmission of

heat is nearly—thougli by no means exactly—in proportion to the thickness of the non-con-

ductor. lienee, t hougli a great many layers of paper-—as in No. 23—prove to be a tolerably

good retainer of lieat, one or two layers are of exceedingly little service. Any suitable sub-

stance which is used to prevent the escape of steam-heat should not be less than an inch thick.’
“

‘ Any covering sliould be kept perfectly dry, for not only is water a good carrier of heat,

but it has been found in our trials that still water conducts heat about ciglit times as rapidly

as still air.’
”

PIPE-CUTTING AND THREADING MACHINES. Die Stoclc.-Figs. 1 and 2
' _ illustrate the front and bade views oi; tlie

Pia. 1.—Porbes’ die stock. Fia. 2.

Nos. 1 and 1| Forbes’ die stocks, made by
Curtis & Curtis, of Bridgeport, Conn. One
set of dies is supplied with tlie machines for

each of the standard threads cut, so that

only six sets of dies are necessary for thread-

ting the sixteen dilferent sizes of pipe in-

cluded in tlie range of the No. 1 machine,
and three sets for the nine sizes of the No. 1^-

machine. The dies are set by turning the

face-plate to the proper graduation, and any
variation in the fittings may be allowed for^
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and tbe pipe cut either over or under standard size, by making the proper allowance at

the graduation. When the dies are set to the proper size, the pipe is inserted through the

self-centring vise at the back, with
the end to be threaded against the
back of the dies, and is elamped^and
brought central with the dies by
turn ng the hand wheel shown on
top cf the machine. The crank is

then put on to the square end of the
pinion, shown in front of the ma-
chine, and through it the. power is

transmitted to the die-carrying gear;

as the die is thus revolved a very
slight pressure on the lever, shown
on top of the machine, causes the
gear to recede into the shell and the
dies are fed on to the pipe. When
the thread is cut to the required
length, the machine is run back-
wards for about one turn, so as to

take off any burr that the dies may
leave

;
the dies are then drawn back

and the pipe is removed from the
machine. The depth of the shell

allows a thread to be cut about twice
the standard length, and if a still

longer thread is desired, it can be
cut to any length by loosening the
vise and pulling the gear, with the
pipe still in the dies, forward, so as

to give it a new start as many times
as is required. Fig. 8 shows a heavy
power pipe-cutting and threading
machine on the same prinei|)le.

The vise for holding the pipe is

self-centring, and the dies are

opening and adjustable to any vari- Fig. S.—Curtis’ pipe-threading machine,

ations of the fittings.

Pipe-threading Attaclmient for Lathes.—Eig. 4 shows an attachment which can be at-
tached to any lathe, within certain limit of size, and with which a lathe can bo turned into

a power pipe-threading
machine in a few min-
utes, and pi|)o of any
length threaded very
rapidly and correctly.

This attachment con-
sists of a die-carrying
bead, attached to the
spindle like a chuck;
an adjustable, self-cen-

tring vise attached tothe
carriage, -and an adjust-
able pipe rest, attached
to tlie bed of the lathe,

to support long lengths
of pipe, as shown by the
heavy engraving in the
accompanying il lustra-

tion. The pipe is held
securely by the vise on
he cai-riage and fed to

the revolving dies by
moving the carriage. This can be clone automatically by setting the lead screws of the lathe
to cut the number of threads corresponding to standard of pipe to he cut. When the thread
is cut to the length required the dies can be opened by turning the face plate, and the pipe
taken out without running back. All the dies are made adjustable to any variation of the
fittings, and they adjust from one size of pipe to another, so that each sot oi* dies threads sev-
eral sizes of pipe without changing.

Saunders’ Pipe-cutting and Threading Machine.—Fig. 5 shows a pipe-cutting and
threading machine made by D. Saunders’ Sons, Yonkers, N. Y, It may be run either by
band or by belt. It is arranged so that pipe can be threaded and afterwards cut off, without
removing any part of the machine. It is capable of cutting off and threading pipe up to 4
in. diameter, admitting the use of either solid or adjustable expandiiig dies. The cutting-

Fig. 4.-Pipe-threading attachment for lathes.
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oCC arrangement is fastened to the face of the large driving gear, between the gear and the

in such a manner that either may be used without one interfering with the other. On
tile; face of the large gear
are ways for slides wliieh

hoia V-shaped jaws of

steel wliich are closed
‘C)!! the pipe hy a right

anci left screw, which
adjusts the pipe to the

centre of die ;
also stead-

ies it when being cub oil

Tile cutting-off arrange-
anent is. provided with a
ratchet and pawl, and a
short lever which pro-

jects through an opening
in the gear, and twice in

eacli revolution comes in

contact with a trip,

wliich causes it to feed
tile eutting-off tool, thus
securing an automatic
feed. There is provided
a nniversal gripping
oilnek on back end of

th.e machine for holding
pipe, to which is at- Fig. 5.—Pipe-cutting and threading macliine.

tsiehed a threaded sleeve

which engages with a ring having threaded sections in it, these sections being movable by a
lewer, so as t.o be engaged with the threaded sleeve or not, as desired. Thus large pipes are
forced into tlie dies at the proper rate.

jSaunders' AdJudtabU Expanding Die is shown in Fig. 6. It is designed to be attached
to any of the ordinary pipe-threading machines
in use for threading steam and gas pipe. The
distinguishing features of these dies are the arrang-
ing of the die-block or head with a number of sets

of chasers all fitting into the same, to thread the
different sizes

ing cut in

orice passing over; when the thread is cut to the

desired length, the cutters or chasers are opened by
a movement of the worm, and the pipe released

without stopping or reversing the motion of the ma-
chine. One set of chasers can be withdrawn and an-

other set inserted in a few minutes
;
and adjustment

to size is readily effected. These dies do not require

fco ho moved from tlieir place while cutting off the pipe, as they expand to allow the pipe to

pass through into the guide in the cutting-off head of machine. The chasers can he taken
out and sharpened by grinding

;
when too

much worn they can be recut and used again,

which operation can be repeated several

times.

Saunders^ One-wheel Pipe CuttcT is shown
in Fig. 7. The body is provided with rollers

for the pipe to rest on,

Fro, 8.—I’ipo critter. producing a rolling

instead of a sliding

motion, thereby lessoning the friction on the pipe. They also roll

<iown the burr*that is raised by the wheel in cutting the pipe. Ihe

liiiiged block with thej cutter wheel is so arranged that it will not

become detached and mislaid. Saunders^ Three-wheel and Roller

T>ipe Gutter is shown in Fig. 8. It will cut off pipe without revolv-

ing the entire circle of the pipe, thus enabling woiiunen to reach

oontracted places otherwise inaccessible, such as against the wall,

between floors, or in ditches. Saunders’ Pipe Vise is shown in

JTigs. 9 and 10. In the ordinary pipe vises in use the jaws are so

ertelosed on all sides that the pipe can only be entered endwise,

making it necessary to reserve a space beyond the vise equal to the Fig. 9.—Pipe vise.

of pipe. The
head is ad-
justable and
expand ing,

the thread be- Fig. 7.—-Pipe cutter.
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length of the longest pipe to be screwed. In the improved vise, the top half l)eing hinged,

can be opened, admitting the pipe sidewise, and saving about half tlie room that, would Im
otherwise required. This side opening is

attended with a further advantage—that

the vise maybe used for holding pipes while

elbows, tees, or other fittings are screwed
upon one or both ends, or for taking apart

old pipe work in which the parts have be-

come rusted together.

EulbelVs Tappmg Machine .—A tapping
machine for tapping water, steam, and gas
mains, under pressure, shown in Fig. 11,

consists of a case or box adapted to bo
applied to a main, containing a sliding

carriage holding a combined tap and drill,

and a stud for screwing the corporation
cock into the pipe. The cax*riago is placed

Fi&. 10.—Pipe vise, in the machine so as to have an equal press-

ure above and below, and is adapted to
be moved by a rod from the outside of the case, so as to bring
either the combined tap and drill or the corporation stud under

Fig. 11.—Tapping iimchine.

U. LCIJJ OiUt-l U.I.1LI IlUC UUl sntuu UliUUr
a socket wrench or actuating spindle, projecting into the case and operaiiod by luuidh^ ni the

le cut. The spindle is forced down by the action of a sleeve, out side screw
j.i I...

Fig. 13.—Connecting branch sleeve and tapping apparatus.

top, as shown in the .....

threaded, and passing through a yokts,

upon a collar fastened tot luhsaid 8|)in-

dlo, the yoke being Iield in posh,ion by
two studs or posts proje<*ling froin
the case or body of tlie in’aehine.

Smithes Tapping
12 is a sectional view of a. nuudune for
tapping water and ot.h(*r pipes uiuhu'
pressure, and conruuding braiieh
sleeves, gat;es, etc. Tlui nuindrel or
cutter shaft is sliowu run in and the
central drill and ta,]) in |)osh;iou to
begin work. Aftca- the drill and tap
have c()m|)leted their work of drilling
and ta,pping a small hole in tin* (am-

,, ,
<*id. out, the

rnain cutting tool cuts its way through the pipe. When this operation is completed, the cut -

ting mechanism, carrying the circular piece cut from the main witli it, is run back outsidt*
the gate which is then shut down or closed. Then ilio tapping maclhne is nnnovi'd, h‘uv<
lug the hub end of the gate ready to receive the spigot end of the pipe that i« to be carried
wherever required.

^ x

PIPE HEADS. Exhaust-steam pipes from non-condensing engines, leading out, into the
open air, and discharging above a
roof, are apt to be a nuisance from
their discharging with the steam fine
particles of water and oil. I’o en-
trap this water and oil, and prevent
its being discharged on the roof,
exhaust pipe heads are used, two
forms of which are shown herewith.
In that shown in Fig. 1, A is tlie
exhaust pipe

;
JJ B, branches of tlio

same
; C, sleeves

; D, condensing
chamber

;
F, defiector

; G, escape';
II, top

; Jf, waste or drip.
In the form shown in Fig. 2 tlie

steam is given a whirling motion by
spiral passages, and the centrifugal
force causes the particles of water and
oil to be driven outward against the
shell, whence they drain into the drip
pipe, while the steam is discharged

D* • XT ^
th],pugh the internal pipe.

Piping of Ingots : see Steel.
^ ^

Pistols : see Fire-arms.
Piston Yalves : see Engines, Marine.

PLANING MACHInIk-WP^^^
Machine Metals, and Whoel-makinR Machines.

Paris Exhibition of ^mTaTg(m' Plaming the
William Sellers and Co., Incorporate! of Philaclo rdiiZ

account of the many

Fig. 1 —Exhaust pipe head.
Fm. 52.—ExiiauHt iiiixs head.

exhibited a planing .achinTi^; f wMch^SJU“gl^tVt3
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interesting features wliicli it possessed. For some years it had been tried experimentally in

the works of the makers, but this was the first time that such a machine had been shown
in public. The problem which the inven’ors, Mr. William Sellers and Mr. John Sellers

Bancroft, had set themselves to solve, was to design a planing machine which would turn
out work without any evidence of jarring or “ chattering,” so that it could be used without
scraping or polishing, and yet present a good surface. In other words, they sought to give

planed surfaces as good a finish as those from the lathe. Tliey had also other subsidiary

objects. Among these was the attainment of a greatly increased rate of travel on the back
or' idle cut; the ability to render the table self-stopping at the end of its stroke; to pro-

vide means for controlling the direction of the table movement and the operation of the feeds

upon both sides of tlio rnacliine
;
to effect the operation of the feeding and tool-lifting devices

at a uniform speed, whether the table was moving in one direction or the other, and while

the table was at rest.

To prevent a chattering motion being given to the table, the xise of ordinary spur and
bevel wheels, gearing into each other, is abandoned altogether. In place of them there are

used pinions having the contact surfaces of their teeth arranged spirally around the axis.

One such pinion gears with a straight-toothed rack on the table, its axis being inclined to

the axis of the table at the necessary angle, while another on the pulley shaft gears with a
straight-toothed wheel on tlie axis of the first pinion. Tlie angles of the teeth of the

pinions are sucli that the pulley shaft lies parallel with the table. By means of this

system of gearing motion is communicated to the table without shock or jar, and the pro-

duction of chatters is avoided. To gain a greatly increased rate of travel on the back cut,

as compared with the forward cut (in the rnacliine illustrated it was 8 to 1), the part subject

Fig. 1.—The Sollcre planer.

to reversal at high speed is kept as light as possible. The pulleys run always in the same

direction, the reversal being effected by a clutch between them, which engages alternately

witli eacli. The tal)lo, the pinion shaft, a,nd tlie clutch shaft are the parts whicli^ suffer

reversal
;
the first two move at comparaiiively slow speeds, while the latter is kept as light as

possible, and special means arc provided for absorbing its momentum. When the table

strikes the slop at the end of its stroke, it draws the clutch out of engagement with one

imlley, and presses it lightly against the other, which is, of course, running in the opposite

direction. In this way the pulley and pinion shafts are mnckly checked, and the table

moves forward, in relation to them, so far as to take up the backlash of the teeth, with

the result that when the pulley shaft is reversed there is no jar. The reversal of the pulley

shaft is not directly effected by the contact of the stops on the table with the tappet levers.

All that is (lone by them is, first, to knock off the driving power, and to apply the brake,

and simultaneously to set in gear an escapement motion by which certain wheels and a cam
are made to give a semi-revolution and nothing more.^ The cam compresses a spring \yhieh

boars on the reworsing clutch, and forces it to engage firmly with the pulley against which it

has been running in light frictional contact; the wheels put on the various feeds, which
thus occur between the end of one stroke and the commencement of the next. By an
ingenious device on the hand lever at each side of the machine, the escapement motion can

be thrown out of action, and then, when the stops meet the tappet levers, the macliine stops,

and no feed takes place. At the Paris Exhibition, 1889, tho machine was run at 18 ft. a

minute for cutting, and 144 ft. a minute on the return stroke.

The Ilendey Planer 2 shows a planing machine made by the Hcncffjy Machine Co.,

of Torrington* Conn., which embodies many new improvements. The table receives back
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and forward motion from an open and cross belt, through a powerful train of cut-gears
and rack. The proportion of belt speed to speed of table is 44 to 1, and one belt shifts

lielm is suiiported ^by
Fio. 2.—The Heiidey planer. a brace rigidly bolted to

back of post. This post

is well and heavily proportioned, and is amply strong to overcome any strain. The post

takes a bearing on the bed equal in length to times the amount of overhang of beam.

Fio. 2.—The Heiidey planer.

ji
'

-

'
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the beam of this ina,chine than there is in centre of the beam of a two-post planer. The
Open-side Extension Planer, built by the Detriek & Harvey Machine Co., is shown in

Fig. 8. This style of planer differs from the standard open-side planer in that it has
an outside post and long beam. This post is adjustable on an extension bed to and from
the platen. Both side heads can be used simultaneously on a wide range of work varying
in width, while the long beam gives a corresponding range of travel to the horizontal heads.

If it is desired to use the machine for work which will not pass between the posts at their
extreme limit, the outer post may be entirely removevd, and by running the beam back in its

housing, ' tlie tool is converted into a standard open-side* planer, as represented. The
general design of extension planer is similar to the standard open-side machine, except
that certain parts are made heavier to meet the increased capacity, and to accomplish the
additional work which it may be called upon to perform. With these planers can be
furnished an attachment designed for planing segments. In this case the beam heads are
removed and placed on arms, which are swivelled from main saddles to side saddles. The

Pi<i. 4.™ Open-side planer and shaper.

heads with automatic feed can then bo used for planing angles on segments. When once

set at desired angle, any number of segments can be planed uniformly and accurately. A
centre head on tlie beam may bo used simultaneously with above to face off the joints of the

segments. The Iron Age of .1 nly 16, 181)1, describes one of those ])lanors built for the Walker
Manufacturing Co., of Olevoland, 0., for planing the segments of large pulleys and sheaves

(its size being such that all the segments, even of the largest wheels, can be planed at one
setting), as follows : Idle machine will piano 120 in. wide, 06 in. high, and 25 ft. long.

Ooinbined with great capacity and ability to do work 10 ft. wide, tlio tool is axlapted to per-

form work of half that width as economicallv as a 60-in. planer. The planer is triple geared,

which reinforces the already powerful spiral gearing, and makes the tool capable of taking
several heavy cuts simultaneously. The width of the table is 60 in., and depth of the same
through the Vs 14 in. Hearing on the V-ways each side is 11 in. The depth of bed, 24 in.

The worm has an axial pitch of 10 in., is 16 in. long, and engages in a rack having a width
of 9 in., and 2,1 in. pitch. The cross heads each have an 18-in. bearing on the beam, and the
side heads a 15-iu. bearing. The vertical travel of the main head is 14 in., while that of the

40
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Mde heads is 9 in The bevel driving gear and pinion have a 7-in. face and 13-in. pitch.
llie weight IS 140,000 lbs. ^

The Richmch Omn^e Pinner and Maper.—Pig. 4 shows a S6-in. open-side planerand shaper built by
_
Pednck & Ayer, of Philadelphia. The oonstructioii and general

arrangement of parts in this machine are somewhat different from the usual style of planers
aiicL shapers. Ihg sliding head and cutting tool are supported by an overhangin'^^ or extended
arm, moving parallel with the slotted side of bed, and the work to be planed remains stalion-
aiy, being fastened to the plates or tables as may be required. The open side permits the
planing ot large and difficult pieces, and as they remain at rest while being planed they are
easier to set and fasten than they would be upon a moving table or platen The saddle ismoved by means of a screw and pulleys, with shifting belts, and has a quick return. For
some classes ot work, these open-side planers have advantages over the ordinary style of

Fig. 5.—Boiler-plate planing machine.

planer. Among them are the following : The tools move over the work, which is
Large pieces and small ones are planed at the same speed. There are flat surfaces hori-
zontal, vertical and parallel for mounting work, so pieces of any shape can be fastened at
onee,^ The shifting motion is such that the tools stop with the same accuracy as in ashaping machine. By removing the tables, work of any kind can be planed. Pieces of 10
tons weight have been planed on a 30-in. machine. The heaviest machines can be used for
shaping, and run with a 2-in. stroke, without shock or jar.
Plate-planing Niles Boiler-plate Planing Mnchme,—mE 5 shows a

boiler-plate planing machine, made by the Niles Tool Works, Hamilton 0 It will bevel
the edge pd square up a narrow caulking surface, plane plates 14 to 18 ft. long at one set-
ting, and IS arranged to pkne any length by resetting the sheet. There are two separate
tools on the tool post. I he cutis taken both forward and back. A. large steel screw oper-

Fig. 6.—Double plate-planing machine.

ates the saddle. Brackets extend out from the back of the bed, carrying rollers for sup-porting the sheet and facilitating handling. A heavy clamping bar holds the plate
securely in position The bar is raised and lowered by screws at each end. No intermediate
screws are required, hence the operation of setting is quickly accomplished. The driving
pulleys are 24 in. diameter for a 24-in. belt, and strongly geared to the screw. The screw
is ot steel, m. diameter, 2 in. pitch, and is supported in a coTitinuous bearing, preventingsag or defection. The nut is of extra length and surrounds three-fourths the" diameter ofine screw.

Pouhle Plate-planing MaeUne.—Pi^. 6 shows the Niles double plate-planing machine,

Ho e
plane on two adjoining edges of plates at the same time. When plates

are to be squared or planed to bevel shapes it is of great convenience to be able to do this at
one setting ot the plate. In the single plate planers, when work is to be planed on the end,
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the plate must be set by reference to the ed^e of the table. If the sheet is long and narrow,
and is to be planed to any other angle than 90"^, the setting becomes a difllcult matter if any
degree of precision is required. These difficulties are obviated by the use of double plate

planers, and at the same time the work is performed both quicker and better. The front, or

long side, of this machine is similar in construction to the single machines. It has a tool

carriage 54 inches long, driven by a heavy steel screw, and carries two tool heads for cutting
in both directions. One of these heads has compound and angular movement, as in ordinary
laners, while the other has liorizontal movement only. The end bed is pivoted at theright-
aud of the front bed. It is clamped to a heavy T-slottedsole plate, and can be adjusted 10°

either way from a right angle by means of a rack and pinion. In this movement the bed
carries with it a T-slotted table for holding and clamping the end of the plate. The tool car-

riage is driven independently in the same manner as the front one. It has one tool head
only, with compound and angmlar adjustment. It cuts in one direction only and has quick
return. The clamping bar is a heavy box girder rigidly secured to box housings bolted to

the long bed. The housings are overhanging, so that plates of any length may be planed by
resetting. The clamping bar is placed at suthcicnt height to clear the end tool slide; and the
work is held by screw jacks. A wide T-slotted table is placed at the back of the machine,
suitable for holding large plates without the aid of auxiliary tables. Each tool carriage is

driven and operated indepondently, except that a safety belt-shipping device is provided, by
means of which the front tool carriage reverses the motion of the end carriage whenever there

is danger of a collision between them.
Rotary Planers.—Figs. 7 and 8 show two forms of rotary planing machine, made by

the Betts Machine
Co., of Wilming-
ton, Bel. These
machines are spe-

cially designed for
facing plane sur-

faces on columns,
chords, etc., in iron

bridge building, ar-

chitectural iron
work, and m any
other jobs where
large numbers of

ieces of the same
ind are used; on

this class of w o r k
they have advan-
tages over rec;i)')ro-

eating planers; in
m a n y cases t li c

finished work can bo removed and replaced by new work while the machine is still facing at

the opposite end. The cutters are secured in a heavy plate wheel, banded with wrought iroip

and driven by worm and worm-wheel; this |)lato wheel has a heavy steel spindle and is

carried in a travelling head on the bed plate, the work remaining stationary. They have

Fiu. 7.-~- K()Uiry pluiier with adjiustable cutters.

Ji'hi. H.—Hotary planer with movable tables.

automatic variabh^ fcieds, and the heads are moved back by an independent countershafi;.

In the machine shown in Fig. 7 tlie cutters are made adjustable. The spindles have an
end adjustment, so that there is no necessity for tnoving the work to make the cut. These
machines may have a cultier plate with fixed cutters put upon them, in place of the

adjustable cutters, if so desired, and can be mounted on a turn table, and _bo swivelled

through an angle of 90° by means of a pinion and segmental rack, the driving being so

arranged as to permit this movement. This feature enables the pieces to be faced oE' at any
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angle, and saves the inconvenience of setting the work at an angle on the shop floor, thus
economizing room.

27ewton''s Pillow-Uock Planing Machine is shown in Fig. 9. It is used for planing

Fig. 9.—-Pillow-block planing or shaping inacliine.

stationary engine beds to admit the brasses, and has an automatic feed both vertical and
horizontal, with a range from the finest feed for roughing to a coarse feed for finishing.
The carriage can be adjusted to set the work. The machine will admit work 30 in. high by
8 ft. wide.

PLAKlISrO- MACHINES.—WOOI), In considering the subject of planing machinery,
we may include therein machines which give to sawed timber proper dimensions, dressing
it on ail four sides at once, as well as those which merely give it a true surface; and as very
many of those machines which dress it on from two to four surfaces, and give it its finished
width, make a tongue upon one edge and a groove in the other—matching, as it is called—
we must, while studying and describing some types at least of planing machines, study and
describe the matching machine also.

It may be well to call attention to the fact that as regards tlie tools wliich work upon the
wood, they may be held either in cylinders or in disks

;
the disks being represented by merely

their radii and the cylinders by mere lengthwise lines upon their poripliery, parallel to their
axis. Cylinder machines -make cuts which are practically straight and at right angles to
the length of the stick and to its direction of passage through the machine. The disk or
arm machines make cuts which are practically circular arcs bounded by the edges of the
stick. In the first class we consider the Woodworth and similar cylinder planers; in the
second, the Baniclls. Both of these are illustrated and described In a former volume of
this work.

The Modern Daniells planer is built entirely of iron and steel, except the face of the
table, which is made of yellow pine. This gives the raachino great strength, and especially
adapts it to the use of railway, bridge, and car builders, who require to take large lumber or
timber cut out of wind or to reduce it to square dimensions. As made by J. A. Pay & Co.,

the iron frame machine, Fig. 1, has its sides cast in sections, according to the length
of machine wanted. The ways on which the table moves are cast with the sides and
planed to fit the slides of the table, which are continuous, and form a good bearing at all

points. The table is made to travel in either direction under the cutters by a self-acting
motion, and it will plane forwards and backwards. The carriage has a dog or tail-screw let

into the back end of the platen, so as to come below the surface, and is operated by a crank
wheel. The main spindle is properly of steel, of large diameter, and running in long bear-
ings ;

the arm should be of wrought or malleable iron. The material is held down by dead
weights or guide plates. The carriage has side clamps for edging up. The levers for start-

ing, reversing, or stopping the motion of the table, with the hand wheel for raising and low-
ering the cutters, are all within easy reach of the operator, and the table can be moved by a
hand wheel when the machine is not in operation. The feed works have three changes of

feed, admitting of planing while the table moves in either dii*ection. The rack "being
beneath the table, with a vertical pinion, there is no danger of lodging of shavings, nor
tendency to raise the table by the force required to move it. The main driving belt is not a
quarter-twist, as in the old makes

;
the countershaft being attached over the machine to the

building and parallel to the main shaft, thus giving a straight bolt ; and the driving belt
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for the cutter head acts at a right angle to the countershaft. This does away with the old

vertical countershaft, and the annoyance of quarter-twist belts, and the tendency of the

main belt to draw the inachine out of lino.

A machine by tlie same makers, which is a combination of the Daniells and the Wood-
worth planing machines, is of great utility. It is shown in Fig. 2. There is a wooden frame

with iron housings or uprights for carrying the cylinder ancrfrarne. Tlie planing cylinder

is horizontal, and lipped with steel, carrying three knives and running in long bearings. It

is supported in its frame upon two heavy iron standards having planed surfaces, upon which
it is gibbed. and moved vertically, and at an angle, to retain the driving belts at the same
tension. There are on each side of the cylinder adjustable pressure rollers to hold the lum-

ber firmly to the platen ;
these rollers also being arranged that they may be lifted up so that

there will be no pressure when planing dimension stuff or taking lumber out of wind. The
feed rollers when not in use may be moved out of the way on planed slides. They are con-

nected by expansion gearing, and will take in lumber up to 4 in. thick. When used for sur-

face planing the table is placed with its end under the cylinder and pressure rollers, and the

feed rollers"moved into position. The platen or carriage for using tlie machine as a Daniells

planer has friction feed works, with changes of speed, and is arranged to plane while the

Pig, 1.—The Pay-Batiiells planer.

carriage is running in cil/b('.r direction. The vertical adiustnieut of the cyitting cylinder is

sufficient to allow stull; up to 24 in. thick to be dressed. It will be observed that the feature

of the Ilaniells planer wliich is retained is the moving carriage or platen ; the cutting being

done by tlie knives upon the horizontal rotating cylinder, whether the feed be by rollers or

by carriage, A modification of this machine dispenses with thp feed rollers, but retains the

pressure rollers each side of tlie knife cylinder ; although provision is made for the applica-

tion of power-driven feed rollers, with expansion gear—and in this case the carriage remains

stationary. The machino is rapidly changeable from a dimension machine to a wide surface

^ The special pccuiliarity of this class of machine is that it will make a surface good enough

for gliie-joiuting, wliilo it will piano in cither direction of the carriage, thus greatly adding

to its capacity.
, .

In some timber I'llaners the cylinder, instead of the bed, is raised and lowered, so that a

train uf rolls in stationary stands may bo placed at each end of tlie machine; and the top of

these timber rolls lieing but a trifle lower than the travelling bed, will support long sticks

while being fed through the machine. This also does away with the annoyance and delay of

adjusting the timber rolls every time the size to be planed is changed.

A (ItniUe-cylmder surface planing macMne, made by J. A. Fay & Co., for planing two

sides of material at once, lias a level bed with vertical adjustment to accommodate material

up to 6 in. in thickness
;
a bearing roller at the front of the bed to lessen tlip friction of the

material, and four positive feed rolls, connected by gearing, and having adjustable weights

for varying the pressure. There are also delivery rolls which have spring pressure. All the

rolls are encased to protect them from dust and shavings. ^Fhere are two speeds of feed,

each of which is stopped and started by a lever and belt tightener acting on the slack side ox
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the helt.^ The upper cylinder has a pulley at each end to enable two belts to be used
; and

each cylinder carries two knives. The pressure bars on each side ot the upper cylinder are
self-acting, the end in front rising and falling with the feeding-in rollers, and always retain-
ing the same relative position, yet allowing the roller to yield to any variation in the surface
of the material

;
the bar controlling the "pressure after the cut of the upper cylinder being

adjustable. The bar following the cut of the lower cylinder is adjustable to meet the cut
that is taken.

In the ‘^6-in. double-surfacing machine shown in Pig. 3, the cylinders are large and slotted,

Fig. 2.—Combination planer.

and run in yoke boxes. There is a bonnet chip-breaker, and a complete set of pressure bars
^bich have every desirable adjustment. The lower cylinder may bo set for any desired cut,
and the end of the bed will swing down to admit of easy access to the head for sharpening
or setting the knives. The bed is raised and lowered on four screws by hand or by power ;

and when power is used, an adjustment of 8 in. is accomplished in one minute. When set
to proper thickness, the lower cylinder, while firmly clamped to the bod, is also clamped to
the sides of the frame. The gears on the feed rollers are of about double the diameter of the
latter, giving great leverage. Each pair of feed-roll boxes is connected in a yoke frame to

V

Fig. 8.—The Rogers double siirfacer.

avoid the_ possibility of cramping, and all links are hung on boxes instead of on roll shafts,
ihe reed is driven direct from the top cylinder, through two feed shafts provided with cones
giving four changes ot speed.

^ ^

TT
—Ih a 26-in. cabinet double-surfacing planer made by the

±1. ii. Smith Machine Co., there are some features which are absent from some others of the
samn general type. Thus, for undersurfacing, the bed is supported on four screws, one under
eaciimihot the cutting cylinder, and the curved pressure bar over the underhead is very
rigid, thus giving stiffer and truer work with the undersurfacing head than would be the
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case without these features. The feeding-in rolls have a weighted equalizing bar to give a
parallel lift and prevent cross strain on the gears. There is a, spring device to overcome the
inertia of the weighted rolls when extra thick stock is being entered, and to lessen liability

of breaking the weight straps or bars.

The Goodell cb Waters Planer .—An 8-roll timber-planer made by Goodell k Waters,
and which will surface up to 2G in. wide, and to 16 in. thick, and square timber up to

these dimensions, will also, by the use of a centre guide, surface two pieces on top, bottom,
and outside edge, each up to 11 in. wide, at one operation. The feed rolls are driven by a
belt, passing around idlers in such a manner as to permit a greater range of thickness of

material fed than is possible by gears. The second bottom roll is yielding, and weighted so

as to raise and follow the irregularities of the lumber.
Flooring Board Planers .—A demand having arisen for machines with a great capacity

for planing flooring boards, there has been produced a number of machines characterized by
very fast feed Jind great capacity. Another type in which the limit of feed has not been
reuiClied, is duplex, planing and matching two separate boards at one operation, so that its

capacity is from 4,000 to 6,000 ft. per hour. Its work consists in not only planing both
sides, but toaguin|^ and grooving both edges and working a bead or rabbet on both the
boards. Tiie machine has two short upper cutting-cylinders, axially in line, and two duplex
sets of feeding-in rolls, also axially in line, and driven by gearing. G'he pressure bars before
and after the cut of the upper cylinders are duplex

;
and the under cylinder has also duplex

pressure bars, each of which is adjustable vertically independently of the other, or both may
be adjusted together. The upper cylinders raise and lower simultaneously or independently,
as desired, so that the machine may be used as a duplex machine working two boards

Pio. 4.-*En(lleHS-be(l surface planer.

at once, or as a single flooring machine working only one board.
_

The matching works arc

duplex and work the edges of; both boards at one operation
;
being adjustable to suit the

width of lumber from the face side of the machine. The lumber platen has a duplex board

guide, and an automatic edge feed for carrying the lumber to the feed rolls, moving tho,

lumber in a straight lino to the first receiving feeding roils, even if it is wnirped or crooked.

The feed is comparatively slow, thus ma,kmg the stuff more free from cylinder marks than
if capacity was got by fast speed, instead of, as in this case, hj having two complete sets of

eutters and working two boa,rds at once at comparatively slow feed speed.

In some makes of fast flooring machines tlic beading cutter heads and matcher heads

are placed between the first and the second pairs of rolls. The object in taking the beading

knives from the surfacing cutter heads is to have on each head four knives nibtea,d of two,

which of coarse helps to do rapid work. If they were jmt after the heads iristead of

before th(3m, the bead would be more apt to be ragged than if it was woiked fust and any
trifling splintering or roughness elfaced by the surfacing cutters ;

such defecjts coming oul<

more strongly when the work is p.ainted than while it remains uncovered. It is also claimed

that when the matching lieads are placed after the surfacing cutters, arul the board held as

firmly as it should be, to assure good matching and beading, one pair of smooth rolls cannot
feed the board to or deliver it from the machine; and also that if the gauges under this

arrangement are set too tight when matching, the lumber will show the marks, which is very

objectionable, A properly constructed and operated flooring-board machine should deliver

work at the rate ox lOO ft. per minute; most of those now at work do only from 50 to (10 ft.

Messrs. C. B. Rogers & Co. have brought out duidng 1891 a planer and matcher, to work
15 in. wide and 6 in. thick, feeding from 25. to 110 ft. per minute.

In a matching and jointing machine made by the Lane Manufacturing Co. there is an
adjustable roll which holds the board firmly upon the beading head, preventing springing or
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trembling while the end of the board is passing from the feeding-in to the feeding-out rolls;

and the beading head is fitted with saw-teeth knives which remove fuzz from the edge of the

bead.
27ie Fay EndUss-led Surface Planer,—

A

method of feeding the material in wood planers,

differing from the hand, carriage or platen, and pressure-roll methods, is by an endless bed,

as shown in Fig. 4. It is especially desirab’e for green, wet, or icy lumber; and the demand
for this type is constantly increasing in this country. There is an endless apron or bed of

slats driven by heavy gearing, and remaining in a fixed position at all times, dlie lags or

strips composing it arc of cast-iron, but the bearings on the ways are plated with steel. The
cylinder is of large diameter, lipped .with steel, and carries three knives, and pulleys for two
belts. It runs in self-oiling bearings in a cylinder frame which is raised and lowered by a

hand wheel. A weighted pressure bar is placed before the cut, as is also a pressure roller

supplied with springs which give an elastic tension, that is controlled by a screw and hand
wheel, so as to give any desired pressure. The cylinder frame carrying the cutters is gibbed

to the sides. The cylinder and pressure bar adjust simultaneously to the thickness of cut, by
a single movement of the hand wheel. The feed is started and stopped by a binding lever.

A development of this machine, of much heavier build, for planing- mills, bridge work, etc.,

has a stationary cylinder so that the countershaft may be either on the floor or overhead, as

desired. There is a chip-breaker for holding the fibre of the wood during the process of cut-

ting, and a pressure roller in front weighted with folding levers so arranged that either end
will work independently of the other, which is desirable on unevenly savved lumber. This

Fia. 5.-—Endle.9s-becl surface planer.

allows the rollers to adjust to the different thicknesses of the lumber without unduly strain-

ing any of the parts of the machine.
The machine shown in Fig. 5 has the line of the bed in a fixed position, the tipper and

the lower cylinders, and the pressure bar over the latter, adjusting simultaneously to suit the

thickness of the timber. The upper cylinder carries four and tlie lower one tlireo knives,

and either can be raised or lowered when running. The j)ressure bar over the lower cvlinilcr

is hinged, and can be swung back out of the way to give free access to tlio cutters. There is

a set of heavy delivery rollers after the lower cylinder, driven by expansion gearing, and
feeding the lumber away from the machine, thus relieving the strain on tlie travelling bed
in feeding heavy lumber. There are two speeds of feed, 40 and 60 ft. per rnirmte. The feed

rollers are broken in their length, so that either one wide board or two narrow ones of

unequal thickness may be planed at once. The cylinders have chip-breakers. A uniform
elastic pressure may be inaintained bypressure springs. The pressure bars before the cut are

sectional, one for each divided roller, and are raised simultaneously with, the upper cylinder.

Other Fudleas-hed Surfacers.—In a machine made by the Egan C o. the heads instead

of the bed raise and lower; the upper head being belted from each end and raising and
lowering from the working end of the machine. Bach slat of the bed or travelling apron
has on the under side a circular wedge, extending between the two bearings to give stiffness;

and as each end of each slat passes under a rib of the full length of the bod, it is imxx)ssible

for it to lift it into the cutter head even when planing the thinnest stock. The pressure

adjustment, including the two pressure rollers, is raised and lowered with the cylinder to

suit the thickness of the material being planed. The lower cylinder has a pair of feeding-

out rolls.

In one type of the double-cylinder, endless-bed surfacer, tbe endless bed itself extends
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through a comparatively short portion of the length of the machine, the stock being fed to

it from a phuie grated table; the upper cylinder gets the first cut and the lower one next; and

after the second cut there are feeding-out rolls, broken into two lengthwise portions so as to

take in two pieces of different thickness. One desirable feature in this type of machine is

in those made by Hoyt & Bro., in which the feed rolls and their operative inechanism are

carried by a swinging bar that is easily swung away or opened like a gate, giving access to

the cylinder for setting or sharpening the knives. In some machines the sprocket wheels are

made to move the bed'by the links; in others, by the slats themselves, which latter is by many
considered preferable. ’In the H. B. Smith machine, instead of the pressure bar there is a

roll which is hold down by rubber springs to reduce friction.

J()hnte/r8. -—It being next to impossible to joint the edges of wood perfectly by hand tools,

for ghiing, such work is usually done by machinery, both by reason of the greater perfection

of surface and on account of the decreased cost. The stroke jointer is a very simple machine

which, while taking up a good deal of room, is not very heavy, and is very simple in opera-

tion. Tiiere is a cast-iron table, borne by suitable legs or pedestals, and tlirough the top

of which there project two or more ordinary planing knives. Along this table there vibrates

lengthwise a frame which bears the piece the under side of whicii is to be jointed. The
material being properly clamped to the carriage, the latter is given lengthwise motion by a

pitman didveii froin a largo wheel upon a separate stand, this being oiierated by hand or by

power, as desired.

The hand-feed planing and jointing machine will phme out of wind
;
and as the

amount of material cut away is controlled by liand and by sight, there is scarcely any kind

of. planing which cannot be done by it more truly and with less labor than by hand work,

and in one-tenth of the time required thereby. In the H. B. Smith Co.'s hand planer there

is within the framing a chute which delivers the shavings in the rear of the machine and

at the same time forms a cross wedge in the framing, thus increasing the rigidity of the

inachino.
^ _ n , t .

A useful maclvino, which is a combination of power surfacing machmo and hand planer,

is designed to save the expense and space of two separate machines in furniture cabinets and

coffin manufactories, wherever the separate machines have been found of value. The

cylinder is arranged so that planing may be done either under it, by feed rollers, or

cut, avoiding tivndcncy to tcjir in cross-grain, lumber.

J/ea/q/ Ptow^r.s'.-—ftis for some reasons liest for planers working on doors, sash, and other

articles (laving llie grain of the wood at different angli'.s, that the planer head be at an angle

of 45°, giving a smooth surface regardless of knots or cross grained places in the material

lieing workecl.
, _ ,

. _ r', .

'Phe heavy plamu* and smoother shown in Eig. 6, and made by the Egan Co., is

made by reason of the desire of sash and door makers, and others producing similar class(^s

of work, to put llieir work t;ogethor in sections, and plane the latter after they are put

together. This of course calls for a wide planer, in order to feed the stock diagonally, to

preserve the (ulges when planing the crovss rails. There arc heavily braced double or cored

sides to the fraiinc. Tlio table, which is

dove-tailed in the frame, raises and low-

ers in inc'lincs by two screws and a cen-

tre hand wluMd, and can bo locked at the

desirvid height. The feed consists of

four larg(‘ feed rolls, all driv<yn by heavy

gearing, the u|)per front, one, which is

fluted, being g(‘ared on Ijoih ends, giv-

ing it a parallel lift, and ilms allowing

two sti:i|)s of a,ny kind of stock to l)0

fed through Hie machine. All four

feed rolls are weiglited. ''riie feed of

the ma.cliino is taken from the cylinder,

so iha,t if the speed of the latter in-

(*,r(‘a,s('s or diminishes, the feed will vary

in the sa,me proportion. The pressure

bars eac-h side of the cylinder adjust

1,0 the circle of the bead, to prevent

tearing out of wavy grained or knotty

stock, and chiiiping of the ends. By feeding the stock in diagonally instead of having a diag-

onal planer, straight belts may be run to tho cylinder, and sliort stuff may lie planed. Buch

a machine is specially adapted for planing framed stock where straight and cross-grained

wood are built up together.

Flanvmj (Uaphoard8.--~lTi tho manufacture of clapboards, which are so important a feature

in the maki‘-up of homes in anew country, it is usual to employ double machines, through

which two boards may bo passed, each oJ those being dressed on one side and jointed on

two edges, while passing through the machine. In some of these machines the bed is sta-

tionary, and the stock fed along by rolls; in others there is a travelling body; and in yet

others there is a combination of these two: there being at first a travelling bed which extends

Fio. ().—The Egan heavy i)lniuir.
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to near the rolls, and then a short stationary bed just under the cutter he<a,d; then beyond
the cutter head a.eain there is another travelling bed for feeding out the material. Where
there is roller feed there is usually one set of rolls for feeding-in and another set for feeding-
out.

In designing dimension planing machines and similar tools having heavy carriages carry-

ing large timber, it is not usually considered safe to control the carriage movement by
clutches, and for such work shifting belts, or a friction feed, are employed.

"

Beeent Improvements in Planing Machines .—In the construction oi; the planing machine
of the present day makers seem to have arisen to the fact that such machinery should be
massive in frame, and hence are giving them heavy plate sides with interriarribs

;
they

also plane the joints, ream the holes, turn the bolts, and in every other possible way design
and eonstriict the machine to do accurate work at high speed with lieavy cut, without danger
of breaking down or liability to lose accuracy of work. It is best that the cylinders of planers
and matchers and surfaeers be made of steel, with the spindles drawn out from the body of

the forgings, leaving the cylinders and the spindles in one solid piece.

In some planing machines the lower feed rolls are double the diameter of the upper, their

surface speeds, of course, being the same. It is claimed for this arrangement that it gives the

lumber a better base, and causes it to enter and leave each pair of rolls with greater smooth-
ness. In some machines the gears are always placed on the ‘"gauge” side of the machine,
and the expansion gear on the front side of the roll, so that the driving pressure will be down-
ward and that there will be pressure on the gauge side, which is by some thought desirable.

In some machines for planing and matching, the matcher frames and spindles are dropped
or swung down to change from working flooring to surfacing: in others the change is made
by removing the matcher heads from their spindles, thus leaving the matcher frames and
spindles always in their working position. In operating planing and matching machines,
good usage recommends running the side or matcher heads against the feed, as it takes less

power than the opposite way, and the cutters are kept in order longer, not coming in contact
with dirt or grit which may be on the edges of the lumber. In some machines the back pjirt

of the bits, which follows and supports the cutting edge, is of circular form, to conform to the
radius of the cylinder which carries them.

A decided improvement^ in the way of safety of high-speed planing machinery consists

in casing over the gears which drive the feed rolls by a casting conforming to their outline,

and of course much less likely to damage than the sheet-iron or tin casing that is some-
times used, but which is not found often enough on machines of this class.

Planters : see Seeders and Drills.

PLOWS. Since the year 1880 the improvements made in the plow of the ordinary typii

have concerned mainly the materials and manufacturing metliods. Modifications of form
have been limited to minor details, important as increasing efficiency and durability, without
novelty in the general form. Cast-steel and chilled iron have been liberally adopted for the

wearing parts of plow bottoms, and the advan-
tageous skilful manipulation of these materials is

naturally confined to large and costly establish-

ments, in which alone can the forming and polish-

ing of the mould-board be done with due preservation
of the evenness of the temper and conservation of

the greatest percentage of good w'caring surface.

The hydraulic process of “chilling” is the most
pronounced improvement in the manufacture of

plowshares during the last decade. It cheaply
secures uniformity and exactness of contour and
extreme hardness of surface. Fig. 1 sliows a result

of one of the applications of the process. In this

instance the under skin of the metal, shown white,

is chilled to extreme hardness, and the upper por-

tion oE the material loft comparatively soft
;

so

that, in plowing, the upper face of the share wears
away next the edge enough faster than the under
face to yield a continuously sharpened edge of the

thin chilled skin, avoiding the heavy draft of a dull share without the need of tlio usual
frequent visits to the smith to have it s'harpened. Mr. James Oliver, who has been prominent in

the introduction and manufacture of chilled-iron plow bottoms, states tliat his first success
was in using hot water in the chills, drying the moisture in tlio foundry flasks and preventing
blow-holes. His next success was in ventilating the chills by introducing grooves along the
face of the mould, which allowed the escape of the gases wdiich form within the flask when
melted iron is poured in, letting the liquid metal come in direct contact with the face of the
chill and all its surface, thus removing all the soft spots in the mould-boards, and leaving
the surface smooth and perfect; but that his crowning success was in the use of the anneal-
ing process, which deprived the metal of its brittleness. Malleable iron is now used for the
frog of the plow. It unites the advantages of economical manufacture and “ interchange-
ability,” owing to the uniformity easily attained in malleable iron pieces, every frog fitting

all plows of the same pattern in case of necessary repairs. Welded frogs or those forged
from wronght-iron are liable to spring in manufacture or in use; and if it becomes necessary
to supply a plow with a new land-side or mould-board an expert smith is required to fit the

Fig, 1.—Chilled plowshare.
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new parts. With the malleable iron frog an nnsldlled person can place the new parts with
ordinary home tools. Composite metal is used with singular success for the share and breast
of plows, made by superposing molten crucible steel in a layer on a red-hot malleable founda-
tion. The ingots thus produced are used in the manufacture of shares, the inner layer of
soft iron permitting the tempering of the share hard without crackling or distortion. Some
of the best plows are now made from rolled plates of east-steel highly and evenly tempered
and exquisitely polished. Fine, moist earth adheres more annoyingly to a soft, low-ternpered

Fig, 2.~~Haud plow.

than to a hard-tempered surface passing through it. The mould-board particularly should,

therefore, be not only well shaped but well tempered to “scour’’ and prove durable. The
large permanent plow manufacturing establishments now keep stocks of duplicate ])arts for

modern-made |)lows, readily obtained and applied even years after the plow was made. Im-
provement in outline also marks the products of all the groat factories, as will be evident by
inspection of the modern hand plow (Pig. 2).

Deere's Riding Plow (Fig. 8) is a light, three-wheeled implement made of wrought and
malleable iron and steel. Tlie wheels are steel and carry the lieol of the land-side clear of the

furrow bottom, so that thcrii is no weight except on the wdieels. The swing of the tongue to

If’iG. 3.—Deere’s riding plow.

right or left imhxiks the spindle of the rear furrow wheel, which then becomes a caster,

admitting of a squaio turn of the plow at corners. When the horses are again straightened
out this wlKuil returns directly aft and locks itself rigidly in line with the furrow until again
unlocked by the swing of the tongue at the next corner. The plow bottom draws by a steel

beam pivoted to the front of the frame, and is thus self-lining. Tlie bottom on this class of

plows can bo changed to suit d liferent sorts of plowing. In opening a furrow the front

furrow wheel is lifted and held up by a suitable lever. The depth of plowing is regulated by
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the left-hand lever. The amount of land taken is regulated by adjustment of tlio tongue

slightly toward right or left by appropriate means. On arriving at a corner tlio (Uiil of the

furrow can still be kept down to standard depth by raising the front furrow wliecl sliglitly

at the moment of turning.
. . ^ .

Gale's Riding or Walking Ploio, illustrated in Fig. 4, 1ms tliree wheels with im (‘{KUKhuit;

axles to all. One lever, connected with the land wheel by a spring, regulates the dcplh a,ntl

insures uniform draft. This plow can run very close to fences and trees, aiul rt'({uir(‘s no

handling at corners, and has a lever for changing the amount of landing witlioiit, st.oppmg.

The rear furrow-wheel, a caster, takes away the friction from the bottom of the hind -su to.

Fig. 4.—Gale’s riding or walking plow.

Parlin d Orendorff's Hillside GomUnation RigM-liand and Lefldiand Phrw is ropresenf ed
in Fig. 5. The beam is swivelled at the upright, to meet this end', giving donblo wmir service
and a more efficient action of share and mould-board than in the class of hillside plows, as
formerly made, with but one bottom, shaped to run both ways.

The Canton Tricycle The land-side is discarded in this plow in favor of inclined
furrow wheels. The implement is constructed of malleable iron and steel, '^r iie inclined
furrow wheels perform the function of the land-side, besides carrying weight*. Wit.li the
long lever the plow-point can be diverted upward to run out of the ground with a slight
pressure by the operator. This same lever controls the rolling coulter and r<wulat(‘S tln^

depth of plowing. The short lever adjusts the land wheel to make the jilow run level at any

Fig. 5. --Hillside plow.

given depth. A stiff rod connects two arms, one on each furrow-wheel spindle, eaiising them
to track by steering the rear in unison with the front wheel as the liorses direct the latt<T I>y
the swing of the tongue.

Deere’s “ Gilpin Suncy.Plow h<as a self-lifting device, introdueod in 1881. Tlio sel.l in^ of
a lever causes the draft by the team to run the plow out of the ground. ''Phe Sami’! 1< win* con-
trols depth of work and levels the run of the plow by means of the arched frame with (l(ml)l<'.
eccentric crank axles, so that when one wheel is raised the other is lowered, and t)low ainl
driver’s seat can be kept always level.

A eonstruetiou by Deere is shown in Fig. 7. Here the frame is a steel drop -forging form
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ing the standard and frog, to which are bolted mould-board, share, and land-side; and the

PiG. 0.-—Tlio Canton tricycle plow.

plow bottom consists of Imt four pieces bolted together and rigidly braced, yet with few bolts.

The beam is adjustable at the butt in a slot, to control the amount of land taken, instead of

relying on tho usual inexact method of sotting the draft-cloars at one side. The advanco-

mdle subsoil plow (Pig. 8), is an Bnglish double-bottom implement securing deep tiltli, of

special adva,ntage in

root culture, now a
growing interest in the

United States. Tho snb-

soilcr runs in advance
and one fuiTow-widtili to

the right of the br('ast-

plow, which latU'r turns
its furrow dii-c'ctly over

upon thesubsoihul si,rip,

and tlie hitter is nevk’
trodden by t,he furrow
horse after it has be-

come pulverized, tho
horse traversing the
earth while it is yet
solid. For t u r n i n g
headlands, or when
travelling out of work,
the sulisoiler swings up by a pivot and withdraws in a guiding slide under the plow beam,

Fig. 8.—8ubsoil plow.
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bj the use of a hand lever. When the lever is released a heel -claw takes the ground and
instantly points the share downward into work, the strain of which is then taken by an
oblique draft-chain. Peculiarities of soil and an extended scale of cultivation, particularly in

the western United States, have called out changes and improvements in plows to meet these

special conditions; and it is owing to these new conditions that most of the innovations have
appeared. There the tough prairie soil demands special plows, and even after the turned
sod has rotted, freedom from stones, and the sticky soil, make high polishing necessary in

plowshares and mould-boards, and permit, moreover, the cutting of wider and deeper fur-

rows, which is also encouraged by the level character of the land. Because of these con-
ditions steam-plowing is exciting increased interest.

Steam-plows.—The system of drawing gangs of plows with a suitable traction steam-
engine is favored in the United States and known as ‘‘ the American System,” to distin-

guish it from ‘Hhe English System ” of drawing the gangs of plows back and forth across
the field with long cables wound on drums revolved by stationary steam-engines. This

Fig. 9.—The Price plowing outfit.

preference in the United States may be ascribed mainly to the greater length of farrow and
more level character of the land in the regions of large farming operations, where steam-
plowing is in course of introduction on the prairies of the great Mississippi basin, the great
plateaus of the Northwest, and the wide, flat valleys of the Pacific coast country.

Fig. 9 shows the Jacob Price plowing outfit, his plowing engine drawing four gangs of

three plows each at the California State Fair of 1890. made by J. I. (’ase, of Encine, Wis.

;

weight of engine, Si- tons, the twelve plows cutting 11 ft. wide. The four gangs are independ-
ently attached to a strong, light platform running on casters, and the lifting lever of' each
gang is so arranged that the fireman can handle it from the run-board of the platform with-
out descending to the ground, while going. The platform is hooked to the engine at only
one point, and the whole rig is designed for lightness and strength, distributing the strains.

In this class of steam- plowing the running speed is from to4i miles an hour, according to

the character of the soil and the number of plows drawn. The bearing surfaces of the three
engine wheels are extraordinarily broad in proportion to the weight of the engine, and pro-
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vent siukinff into the face of the ground even on soft land. On ordinary soft prairie or past-

ure land they leave but a faint impression. The two driving-wheels are 8 ft. high, with 26

ill of face Large, wide wheels allow the use of numerous grouters or lugs of moderate pro-

iection, an advantage when the ground is hard and impenetrable, instead of the few but very

Dromlnent grouters'requisite on the smaller traction wheels of farm engines of ordinary type.

- 1 -.M

t-

j

itself. Fig. 10 is aside view of the latest model of the Jacob Price field loeornotiye, specially

designed for plowing, though available for other mobile or stationary work. It is estimated
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at /O horse power.^ It performs the duty of forty actual horses in pulling, besides its self-propujsion. Driving-wheels S ft. x28 in.; steering-wheel 5 ft. xl4m.
; capacity of water-tank oOO gaHons

;
of fuel-boxes 1,500 lbs. of coal. The boiler is a combination of the uprightand horizontal types, with a working pressure of 150 lbs. per sq. in., driving twin enmneshaving piston valves. It consumes about 250 lbs. of coal per hour. Wood may be used for

fuel If desired^ It has two speeds, the plowing speed of about 3 miles, and travelling speedof q miles per hour Fig. 11 illustrates Deere’s arrangement of steam-operated plows with anordinary farm traction engine, drawing a gang of five plows; duty, acres of land per hourwith engine geared to make a speed of 24 miles per hour, cutting 14-in. furrows- or 1 i acrec.
of land per hour if cutting l2-m. furrows. If the steering wheel of the engine is upon the

Fig. 11.—Traction engine and plows.

right-hand side, right-hand plows are requisite (and mce mrsaX to give the operator an unob-
structed view of the work and enable him to preserve a uniform land. When once set, the
plows require no attention for depth and land, but are thrown out and in by one lever at the
ends of furrows. Ihe outfit requires two attendants, besides a boy and team to supply fuel

should be fairly free from obstructions and in condition for plowing.

TT
be stated that steam-plowing has passed the experimental stage in theDmted States, but is still in its early period of application. Economy and practicability are

c emonstrated. Tlie introduction, though a fact, is not yet very general
;
but it is a mere

a^nSia^^
'when the plowing of large areas will bo done generally by power other than

Pliig-aiid-Featlier Process : see Quarrying Machinery.
Piieiunatic Dredge : see Dredges and JExcavators. Gun : sec Gun, Pneumatic. Ham-mer : see Hammers, Power. Stacker : see Threshing Machines.

rrlf
Machines, Sand papering Machines, and Wheel-making Machines.101 A 10-DIGGER, In their present best forms these machines are of very recent

development, superseding the plow type. The design is to raise the roots all to the surface,
clean them from adhering dirt, and leave them in a row convenient for basketing, yet with-
out marring their skins or bruising them.

^ ^

>.0 -;
over the earth, or roll the tubers, but

a toothed scoop, though lifting as little matter.as
is consistent with obtaining all the crop. The lifted mass is delivered upon an elevator
consisting of a series of transverse rods, carried by endless side-chains up the surface of
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^ pirate inclined upward and backward, and having open slots whicli extend in the di-

neotion of the elevator movenient. At the rear, or delivery end of the elevator, is an
^S'l'fcator or separator, to sift out and drop to the ground any remnants of dirt which
ra. have failed to screen through the elevator grate bars. The elevator speed corresponds
to tHe soeed of travel of the machine, so that the crop is lifted high enough to clean it, but
othierwise virtually stands
still while the digging appa-
noitiis glides beneath it, leav-

it lying on the ground
iiridLer which it has grown.

agitator is a row of re-

volving serrated disks. The
rea,r ends of the elevated

Rir£tte-bars swing freely, and
tlxiis avoid wedging and catch-

obstructions, and the

^^S'itator disks yield for the

purpose. The dip of

hlie scoop is adj iistable to suit

'va.nious soils, A hand lever

^<3Lj-u.sts the agitator to suit

ooxi<ditions of vp’ork. To avoid
liea^vy shocks, the degree of

lift in the pull by the team is

a.mtomatieally controlled by
spring compressed undcT

iregulating nut ; thus it is

ola^imed an access of draft lifts the scoop-point momentarily if any earth-fast obstruction is

eiiLcountered, but allows it to sink again to the depth adjusted for when the obstruction

is passed over, making the ma-
chine available even on somewhat
stony and stumpy ground. Only
chain gearing is used, placed out-

side the driving-wheels. No wood
is employed in construction—the

entire machine is of metal. The
draft is communicated through
two large curved side springs, to

relieve machine and team from
sudden jar. The machine is used
not only for digging potatoes, but
other root crops and for peanuts.

Iloiuarcfs English Boot-digger^

Pig. 2, has driving-wheels with
prominent transverse tractor spuds
on the face, and also a flange to

run the wheels smoothly on hard
roadways. Just over the stem of

Fig. s.-lIowurd’H root-dijjgor. the shovel a series of forks passes

in rotation, adjustable by lever, to

deliver right or left. A hand lever in front regulates upward pressure on the shovel, or may

Fig. 8.—Deere’s root-digger.

fcie operated to throw all weight on the driving-wheels for transport, or in making turns at

X'O'W ends. The operator steers the course of the machine by a tail-ban die.

41

Fig. 1.—-The Pmyn potato-digger.
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Deere's Root-digger, Pig. 3, depends on sifting soil from the unearthed roots between rear-

ward, upward extending rods, agitated by a knocker-wheel which is rotated by contact with
the ground.

The Hooker Potato-digger, Fig. 4, is chain geared. It elevates tubers and vines together,

Fia. 4.—The Hoover potato-digger.

discharging the vines on the left, at the rear of the elevator, and the potatoes straight olf

behind to the ground. At the rear of the elevator is a back rack, having a fore-and-aft

motion, to slide the tubers backward from the

vines without bruising them, and it may be

lowered so as to deliver them with but a slight

fall. The depth of digging is regulated with

a hand lever by the operator, without halting.

Four horses are used. A duty of six acres or

more per day is estimated. Cog gearing is to be

avoided in machines of this class, since the

cloud of dust produced is peculiarly wearing

on such mechanism.
The Tnvfn.pli Potato- digger, Fig. 5, has

no gearing, either cog or chain, hut depends
on the upward motion of the two wheels at

their rear part. They are armed with a rack

of rods to i‘eceivo the potatoes and trash

from right and left mold-boards of the dig-

ging plough, and separate them by agi-

tation of the reds. These rods are

fixed oblique to an inner rim on each of the

two wheels, in such a manner as to slide

the potatoes into a row behind the ma-
chine. It is claimed to be suitable for two
horses,

POWER, TRANSMISSION OE, ELECTRIC —(For Hydraulic Transmission of Pow^r, sec

Power, Transmission of, Hydraulic. For Mechanical Transmission of Power, see Belts.

For Transmission by Compressed Air, see Am Compressors. See, also, Niagara, Utilization

OF.) Dr. Pacinotti, in June, 1864, mentioned the fact that his electro-magiietic machine’’

could be used either to generate electricity on the application of motive power to tlie arma-

ture, or to produce motive power on connecting it with a suitable source of current. This,

so far as can be determined, was the first mention of the now so well-known principle of the

reversibility of the dynamo-ele<itriG machine, the practical utilization of which implies the

electrical transmission of mechanical energy.

The principle of the reversibility of dynamo-electric machines appears to have been per-

ceived by Messrs. 'Siemens about 1867, but it was not heard of in practical application until

the year 1873, when it was practically demonstrated by MM. Hippolyte Fontaine andBreguet
at the Vienna Universal Exposition. In this case a Gramme machine used as a rnotqr to

work a pump was run by the current produced by a similar machine connected by more than

a mile of cable, and put in motion by a gas engine. This was the first instance of electrical

transmission of mechanical energy to a distance.

Theoretical Considerations.-^ihQ work done by any electric motor is equal to the product

of the current flowing through the circuit and the counter electromotive force the motor has

Fxo. 5.—The Triumph potato -diirger.
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set up. The efficiency of transmission is as the ratio of the electromotive force of the

generator, E, to that of the motor (counter E.M.F.), e, that is, efficiency = As this

expression does not eontain the factor of resistance of the line or machines, Marcel Deprez
deduced therefrom that the electrical transm/ission ofpoiveris independent of the distance of
transmission. Theoretically this assumption is correct, but in practice various factors
involved make its direct application impossible. According to M. Deprez, in order to
obtain the same useful work, whatever be the length of the line, it suffices simply to vary
the electromotive forces of the machine proportionally to the square root of the resistance of
the circuit. In other words, if B represents the resistance of the circuit, and E and e,

respectively, the electromotive forces of the machines, and in such a circuit we obtain useful
work at tlio motor w, then, in order to obtain the same amount of work with other values,
B,\ E\ e\ it is necessary to make the new values and e^ such that they will satisfy the
following equations

;

^ _ /~^
E -y It'

Q-eneral Data.—The three elements of electrical transmission of power are: (1st) The
generators which are placed at the power station and which are driven by the water-wheel or
steam-engine or other prime mover

;
(2d) the copper conductors whicli are placed on poles

like telegraph wires, and wliieh conduct the electric current from the generators to (3d) the
motors, whicli deliver the electrical energy to all kinds of machinery. The motors are either
belted or geared to these machines. Ordinarily electric manufacturers allow for motors up
to 20 horse-power, 1,000 watts per mechanical horse-power, indicating 75 per cent, efficiency
of the motor

;
from 20 to 50 horse-power, 900 watts per mechanical horse-power, indicating

83 per cent, efficiency of the motor; over 50 liorse-power, 830 watts per mechanical horse-
power, indicating 90 per cent, efficiency of the motor. A similar rule will hold good for
generators. Up to 20 horse-power tlio output in electrical horse- power will be about 75 per
cent, of the meelianical liorse-power applied to the pulley. From 21 to 50 horse-power tlie

output in electrical horse-power will be about 83 per cent, of the mechanical horse-power
applied to tlie juillcjy. Over 50 horse-jiower the output in electrical horse-power will be
about 90 per cent, of the mechanical horse-power applied to the pulley. 746 watts (one watt
= ampere x volt,) equal I electrical horse-power.

By placing the generator and motor near each other, assuming no loss in the connecting
wires, wo get—

One hundred per cent, mechanical energy delivered at generator pulley. . . 100
Ijoss by conversion in dynamo, 10 per cent 10

90
Loss by reconversion in motor, 10 percent, of 90 9

81

Tins sliows tliat out of 100 mechanical horse-power applied to the generator pulley, 81
mechanical hoi’sc-powcu* should be recovered at the motor shaft if loss in the conductors could
be avoided. This (‘llicicncy oi* a couple of electric machinos connected as generator and motor,
with practically no loss in the connecting conductors, is often called the ^‘couple efficiency.^’

In pi’aci ice the generator and motor are so far apart that there is loss of electrical energy
in overcoming tlio resistance of the conductors. This loss depends upon three factors, viz.

:

distance between generators and motors, electric pressure at generators, and size of copper
conductors. For a given case tlie fii'st factor, distance, is constant; pressure and size of con-

ductors are variable and may bo determined at will; therefore, the loss in the conductors may
bo any pereeiitagc desired. It should be stated that only complete metallic circuits are
here considcired, or, in other words, it is assumed that the generator is connected to ilie motor
by means of two conducitors. “Earth returns,” which are mainly used in electric railway
work, are not con.sidered. ?

If a “couple cdliciciiicy” of 81 per cent, and a loss of say 10 per cent, in the conductors is

assumed, there will be:

Ocmple effieiemey 81.0
Loss in tlic wire, 10 per cent, of 81 8.1

72.9

Or the commercial efficiency of the transmission system from generator pulley to motor
shaft would bo 72.9, or almost *73 per cent.

Table I. (Badt’s Trafismissmi Ilandhook) shows the relations of the different factors of

electrical transmission to each other, assuming an officienejr of generators and motors of 99
per cent, (or a couple efficiency of 81 per cent.), and losses in the conductors varying from 0
per cent, to 50 pei' cent.
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Efficiency ia Electric Power Transmission.

Table I.

1 2 s 4 5 s

Mecb. H. P.
required at motor

shatt.
N.

El. H. P. to b3 trans-
mitted to motor.

Per cent, loss in
conductor.

El. H. P. required in
generator.

Mech. H. P to be de-
livered at generator

pulley.

Efficiency of
whole Bysteinin

per cent.

1-00
. i-mi 0-0 Lllll J*2346 81*00

1-00 Lini 1-0 LI 223 1*2470 80*19

LOO 1*1111 2-0 LI 337 1*2597 79*88

1-00 1*1111 3*0 1*1454 1*2737 78*57

1-00 1*1111 4*0 1*1.574 1-2860 77*76

roo Lilli 5-0 1*1096 1 *2995 76*95

1-00 Lilli G*0 L1721 1*3134 76*14

1-00 Lllll 7*0 1*1947 1 *327'5 75*33

1-00 Lllll 8*0 1 *2077 L3419 74*62

LOO 1*1111 9*0 ' L2210 1 *35(57 73-71
1-00 Lllll 10*0 1*2345 1 -3717 72-90

LOO
1

Lllll 13*5 1*2698 1 *4109 70*88

1‘00 Lllll 16*0 L3072 1*4524 68*85

LOO Lllll 17*5 1*34(58 1 *49(54 (56*83

1-00 Lllll 20*0 L3888 L5447 (54*80

1*00 1*1111 23*5 1*4336 1 *5929 62*78

LOO Lllll 25*0 1*4815 1*64(51 60*75

LOO Lllll 27*5 l*63*.i5 1*7028 68*73

LOO Lllll 30*0 1*5873 1 *7(53(5 5(5*70

1*00 1*1111 33*5 L6464 1*8293 54*68

LOO Lllll 35*0 L7094 1*8993 52 '(55

LOO Lllll 37*5 1*7778 L97T)3 50*63
1-00 Lllll 88*3 L8000 2* 0000 50*00

LOO Lllll 40*0 L8518 2*0576 48*60

LOO Lllll 42*5 1*9323 2*147*0 46*68
1*00 Lllll 45*0 2*0201 2*2446 44 *.55

LOO Lllll 47*5 2*1164 2*3515 42*53
1*00 Lllll 50*0 2*2222 2*4(522 40*50

Buies for the Inter-relation of Electromotive Force, Current
,
Distance, Cross-section and

Weight of Copper Conductor.—Frank J. Sprague, in a lecture on the “Transmission of
Power by Electricity,” delivered before the Franklin Institute, November 12, 1888, lays
down the following important rules on the above relations :

With any amount of energy transmitted, the electromotive force and the current will vary
inversely.

With any given worh done, loss on the line, electromotive force at the terminals of the

motor and distribution, the weight of the copper will vary as the square of the distance, its

cross-section, of course, varying directly as the distance.

With the same conditions, the weight will vary inversely as the square of the electromotive

force used at the motor.
With the same cross-section of conductor, the distance over lohich a given amount of power

can he transmitted loill vary as the square of the electToniotioe force.

If the weight of the copper is fixed, with any given amount of power transmitted an d given
loss in distribiition, the distance over which the power can he ti^ansmitted will vary direcily as
the electromotive force.

With any given work done, given loss on the line and electromotive force of motor, the
number of circular mils of the conductors will vary directly as the distance. Hence, with
given conditions, if we double the distance we must also double the cross-scetion, or if we
treble the distance we must treble the cross-section. The weight of a foot of tin*, conductor
of course increases also in direct proportion to its cross-section. If wc theresfore double both
cross-section and distance, the total weight of the conductor will be incn^ascal four- fold, or
if we treble both cross section and distance, the total weight of the conduc'.tor will be
increased niue-fold. This shows that, with the conditions given, the weight of the copper
will vary as the square of the distance.

The weight and cost of the conductor increase in direct proportion to the current. In
order to get the cost of the conductor very low, it is therefore necessary to reduce the current
strength to a permissible minimum. As a definite amount of electrical energy depends, how-
ever, on the product of current and electromotive foi'ce, the electromotive force must be
increased in the same ratio as the current is reduced, which shows that for least cost of con-
ductor the electromotive force of the motor must be made as high as permissible.

Oonditiofis of Plant for Least Operating Expenses.—A certain percentage of electrical
energy must be lost in the conductors; this loss, of course, involves continuous operating
expense, as the prime mover (steam, water, etc.) and the electric generator must produce an
additional amount of energy which is lost in the conductors. It is a loss in a commercial
sense only, as this so-called “ lost ” energy reappears as heat in the conductor.

This loss can be decreased and power economized by using conductors of greater cross-
section, which, of course, would involve a greater outlay for copper. On the other hand, to

reduce the first cost, we should employ conductors of the least possible cross-section . Hence, for
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any given case, the cheapest in the long run vyill he a certain size of conductor for which the in-
terest on its first cost plus annual cost of energy wasted in the conductor, hecomes a minimum.

Sir William Thomson’s law states that, The most economical area of conductor will he
that for which the annual interest on capital outlay equals the annual cost of energy wasted.

We may write this in the form of an equation ; Annual cost of energy wasted = Interest
on capital outlay for conductor.

The cost of one electrical horse-power hour at the terminals of the generator, including
interest and depreciation on the building, motive power, and electric generator, multiplied
by the number of horse-power hours per year wasted in the conductor, must be considered
“cost of energy.” The interest on capital outlay for conductor plus allowance for repairs
and depreciation, taken for the year, gives the other side of the equation. Both sides of the
equation added together, give the annual cost of transmitting the electrical energy.

Grisbert Kapp {Eleetric Transmission of Power) remarks very pertinently in this connec-
tion: “ It should be remembered that this law, in the form here given, only applies to cases
where the capital outlay is strictly proportional to the weight of metal contained in the con-
ductor. In practice this is, however, seldom correct. If we have an underground caWe, the
cost of digging the trench and filling in again will be the same, whether the cross-sectional
area of the cable be one-tenth of a square inch or one square inch

; and other items, such as
insulatitig material, are, if not quite independent of the area, at least dependent in a lesser

degree than assumed in the formula. In an overhead line we may vary the thickness of the
wire within fairly wide limits without having to alter the number of supports, and thus there
is here also a certain port ion of the capital outlay which does not depend on the area of the
conductor. Herice 'loe should state more correctly that the most economical area of conductor
is that for tohich the annual cost of energy wasted is equal to the annual interest on that por-
tion of the capital outlay which can be considered to he proportional to the weight of metal used.

“rrof. George Forbes, in his Cantor lectures on 'The Distribution of Electricity,’

delivered at the Society of Arts, in 1885, called that portion of the capital outlay which is

proportional to the weight of metal used, 'The Cost of Laying One Additional Ton of
Copperf and he showed that for a given rate of interest inclusive of depreciation, and a
given cost of copper, the most economical section of the conductor is independent of the electro-

motive force and of the distance
^ and is proportional to the current. Having in a given

system of electric transmission settled what current is to be used, we can, by the aid of Sir
William Thomson’s law, proceed to determine the most economical size of conductor. To
do this we must know the annual cost of an electrical horse-power inclusive of interest and
depreciation on tl)C building, prime mover, and dynamo

;
wo must know what is the cost of

laying one additional ton of copper, and wo must settle in our mind what interest and depre-
ciation sliall be charged to the lino. These points will serve to determine the constants of
our formuhe, and then the calculation can easily be made.”

In order to facilitate these computations, Professor Forbes published some tables. Tables
II. and III., calculated by Prof. H. S. Carhart ou the basis of dollars instead of pounds
sterling, are here given. Thc^so tables have been calculated in such a way that when the
investigator has decided upon the proper allowauee to bo made for cost of laying one addi-

tional ton of copper under the conditions of lus particular plant, the percentage of allowance
for interest, etc., ho can then determine at once the proper size of conductors to employ.
Thus, in Tal)le 11. he follows the columns headed with the assigned cost of conductors until

he reaches the lino corresponding to pereentago allowed for interest, etc., and there finds a
number. With this number ho turns to Table III., and starting at the left, on the line

marked with tlio number expressing the cost of one electrical horse-power per annum, he
follows along to the right till he comes to the number nearest the one taken from Table II.

The number standing at the head of the column in which he finds this exact or nearest

approximate number is the sectional area of the conductor, in square inches or circular mils

required to carry 100 amperes with maximum economy under the conditions assumed.

Table IT.

Cost of Laying One Additional Ton of Copper. (Garhart.)

g i?
>0

1

8 o
g § s g ¥ i 8 oo 8 g o

(/> f/i w w eh r-T M i-T 1-4’ tA' of

1

</> f/> <f} f/i> m

5 000 035 i088 040 043 045 048 050 055 060 065 070 075 080
i

05)0
1

100 110 120 140 1(50 180 200

(i 000 031) 042 045 048' 051 05

1

057 060 0(56 072 078 084 090 096 108 120 132 144 1(58 15)2 21(5 240

rt 7 042 040 049 058 050 060 068 067 Oi'O 077 084 091 05)8 105 112 12(5 140 154 1(5S 19(5 224 252 280
o 9 8 048 052 0,66 060|061 068 07'2 076 080 08B 096 104 112 120 128 144 1(50 17'6 192 224 250 288

j

320

<u w
Ho 9 051 069 003 068 072 077 081 08(5 090 099 108 117 126 135 144 1(52 180 193 21(5 252 ODOD 324 3(50

S 'u 10 000 005 070 075 080 085 090 095 100' 110 120 130 140 150 1(50 180 21)0 220 240 280 320 8(50 400

^ & 12 072 078 084 090 090 102 lOH 114 120 132 144 15(5 168 180 mz 21(5 210 264 288 33(5 3841 432 480

S'® 14 084 091 098 105 112 119 126 133 140 154 168 182 196 210 224 252 280 308 336 392 448! 504 560

5 § 10 096 104 112 120^128 136 144 152 160 176 192 208 224 240 256 288 320 352 384 448 512 576 640

n to 18 108 117 120 185 144 158 162 171 180 198 216 234 252 270 288 324 360 3556
1

432 504 576 (548 720
O QJ
£3 ^ 20 120 180 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 220 240 2(50 280 300 320 3(50 400 440 480 5(50 640 720 800

26 150 mi 175 188 200
1

213 225 238 260 276 300 825 350 375 400 450 500 550 600 700
j

800 900 1000
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Table TIL

Sectional Area for 100 Amperes in Scpiare Inches a,nd Circular WlJs, {(ktrharf.)

o

MW in CO c: CO CO C5 r-i -rt t-
iC co l'- O O iH O 'i' iO CO
TH rH r-l i-l (M ®* 04 (M O« CM

CO CO O
CO CO O
CO »n 07

ci »o cxS

ii i s I i s 1 sis

*10 *11 *12 *13 *14 *15 *16 *17 *18 *19 *20 *21 *22 *23 *24 *25 -2(5 '27 '28 *2!) 'm *31 *32 *33 '37 *35

$25 291 *240 202 172 148 129 114 101 090 OSl 078 066 060 055 051 047 043 0^10 037 035 ();J2

30 349 289 242 207 178 155 136 121 108 097 087 079 07'2 066 061 056 052 048 045'042'03i) 03(0 .

35 407 337 283 241 208 181 159 141 126 113 102 092 084 077 071 065 OOO 05(J '052 0480 15 ()42'04oi .

' "
'

;

* ’ "

40 465 385 3*23 275 238 207 182 161 144 129 116 105 096 088 081 074 069 064 ,059, 055' 052 0484) 151(1431

’

'V F
45 524 433 364 310 267 233 204 181 162 145 131 118 108 099 091 084 077 072 067|o62|058!054'05l'(l48'l)45

*

50 582 481 404 344 297 259 227 201 180 161 146 132 120 110 101 093 086 0801074 OcoloOO 06 r057;053i05() (V|A
55 640 529 445 379 327 285 250 221 198 177 160 145 132 121 111 103 095 088!082i07(»l07I '0(;7 0(i3 ()59i055 05^

4.C/Q JlOU i.U/SS I-£»V7 A i
i
W*; 1 ! V^Oi ) IUMH Ti f) U f 1

80 931 769 647 551 475 414 364 322 287 257 233 211 192 176 162 149 138 128 119 111 103,097,()9n)86i()81 !():S
85 989 817 687 585 505 440 386 342 305 274 248 224 204 187 17'2 158 146 13(5 12(5 1 18 1 10 108'097i()9I OsO'oHl
90 1047 865 727 820 534 466 409 362 323 290 262 237 216 198 182 167 155 144 134 125 11(5, 109! 102 ()96|091 4,H(i
95 .... 914 768 654 564 491 4;32 383 341 306 277 251 228 209 192 177'^ ' ' ' ' '

. vuu vwu wv -ITU fj.-7u uuu uw inw 1 iUO l.M! li'i) 1 IfSIJ J 1, l()f>

. , . . 595 523 463 413 371 335 304 276 253 232 214 198 184 171 1 59 149 139i 131 123lnil' 109
546 483 431 387 349 317 288 2(54 242 223 207 192 17H 1(56 155' 145! 13(5 12K|l2ri 14

503 449 403 3(54 330 301 275 253 25^3 215 200 18(5 173 1(52 151
1
M2 134 12(5 119

467 419 378 343 313 286 2(53 242 224 208 193 180 1(58 157 M8,13943Iil2^t

The following table and forraulie by Kapp (Cantor Lecture, Journal Soc. of A rts, .Tuly IJ,

10, and 17, 1891) contains all the functions entering into any system of elec'tric tnmsmisBioii:

Most Economical Current for Electric Power Transmission,

D, Distance in miles.

a, Section of conductor in square inches.
E, Terminal volts at generator.
e, Terminal volts at motor.
HP

g

Brake horse-power required to drive generator.
IlPm, Brake horse-power obtained from motor.
c, Current in amperes.

Efficiency of generator, 90 per cent.
; efficioncy of moi.or, 90 r)or cent.

g. Cost in £ per electrical horse-power output of genorat or.
horse-power output of motor, including n^giilaiitig u'oarC — ‘QgllPg, Cost in £ of generator.

.'•> .

M— mliPwy Cost in £ of motor and regulating gear.
t ~ 18*2 Da, Weight in tons of copper in Jine.^
K, Cost in £ per ton of copper, including labor in erection,
s, Cost in £ of supports of line per mile run.
p, Cost in £ of one annual brake horse-power absorbed by generator
q, Percentage for interest and depreciation on the whole plant.

Capital outlay = glA + mHP,n -h Ds -f _
1‘6/iD-V-* __ .

"46 Mo - mmh "" " *

Annual cost per brake horse-power delivered :

Put B = :

: ® IIPm

the current which would be required if the line had no resistanco, and

Then the most economical current at the given voltage, E, is:

- T \ 1 “f
^ '^qKIP )
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For very long distances the term under the square root approaches unity, and the most
economical current the value 2y ;

from which it follows that under no circumstances will it

be economical to lose more than half the total power in the line.

Sprague has developed some very interesting formulm, from which he deduces the follow-

ing laws

:

With fixed conditions of cost and efftciency of apparatus, the number of volts fall to get the

minimum cost of the plant is a function of distance alone, and is independent of the electro-

motive force used at the motor.

With any fixed couple arid commercial efficiency, the cost of the wire bears a definite and
fixed ratio to the cost of the generating pla.nt.

The cost of the wire varies directly 'with the cost of the generating plant.

If we do not limit ourselves in the electromotive force used, the cost per horse-power deliv-

ered exclusive of line erection is, for least cost and for a given commercial efficiency, absolutely

independent of the distance.

By the aid of these laws and Sprague’s formiilje, and assuming—

K= Cost in cents ot bare copper wire per lb. delivered at the poles = 25

a = Commercial efficiency of motor = ‘90

b = Commercial efficiency of generator ™ ‘90

G = Cost in dollars of generator set up, per electric horse-power delivered at its ter-

minals = 45

P = Cost in dollars of power (water) set np per mechanical horse-power delivered at

generator pulleys = S5

—the accompanying diagram, Pig. 1, has been constructed, which shows the commercial

Distance in feet.

Fig. 1,

efficiency at various distances and voltages for a minimum total initial cost of a transmis-

sion plant.
, /. ij X x

As with fixed conditions of cost and efficiency of apparatus, the number of volts to get

the minimum cost of plant is a function of the distance alone, and is independent ot the
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electromotive force used at the motor, Table IV. can be calculated. The values for K,
Q, and P, are assumed as before.

Table IV.

instance in feet plus 6 per cent. Volts lost in conductor for Distance in feet pluij 5 per cent. Volts lost In conductor, for
sag. minimum cost of plant. sag. minimum cost of plant.

1,000 17-5 18,000

i

315
2,000 35 20,000 350
3,000 5-2-5 25,000 437*5
4,000 70 30,000 5*25

5,000 87-5 35,000 612-5

(5,000 105 40,000 700
7,000 122-5 45,000 787-5

8,000 140 50,000 875
9,000 157-5 60,000 1,050

10,000
i

175 70,000 1,225
12.000

!
210 80,000 1,400

14(000 245 90,000 1,575
16,000 280 100,000 1,750

Badt {Electric Transmission ffand-BooK) expresses the principles governing the minimum
cost of a transmission plant, in the following rule :

For minimum initial cost ofplants and assuming certain prices per horse-power of motors^
generators^ and power plant {all erected and readyfor operation), amd assuming a certain price
per pound of copper {delivered at the poles), the total cost of the plant, excluding line con-
struction, is a constant for a certain efficiency of the electric system, no matter what the elec^

tromotim force of the motor and the distance may he.

At a given efficiency of the electric system, the electromotive force of the motor and distance
will increase and decreai^e in the same ratio.

This rule is embodied in Table V., from which it will be seen, for instance, that the cost

of plant per horse-power delivered by motor at 1,000 volts and 25.000 ft. distance, and at an
efficiency of 56*4 per cent., is $205.82. It will also be seen that the cost is the same at 4,000
volts, 100,000 ft. distance, and the same efficiency of 50 *4 per cent. While the cost and
efficiency in both cases are the same, with an electromotive force four times greater we can
reach four time? the distance.

Table V.

Electric Power Transmission Eatafor Minimum Initial Cost of Plant. {Badt.)

(Per mecbanical horse-power delivered by motor.)

BASIS OF . . J
Ci-LCULATIONS.

tOTOB.
er ct. effl-

iency.)

CONDUOTOB.
(Bare copper.)

GENERATOR. COST IN DOLtARS
(00 per Ct. efll- of electric plant, ex-

cloncy.) cludluft lino evoction.
S

Distance

in

feet.

E.

M

P.

at

motor

ter-

minals.

Efficiency

of

electric

system.

El.

H,

P.

at

terminals.

1
(D

P*

a Volts

lost

in

conduc-

tor.

Per

ct.

lost

in

con-

dnctor

Cross-section

in

G.

M.

S
i

1
Output

in

El

H.

P.

iieeh

H.

P.

required

to

drive.

E.

M.

P.

at

terminals.

Motor.

S
0
-a

o
O

1
s
a

a
Total

of

electric

plant.

Power

plant

(water)

TS

pg
2

3
pa

o-g

H
W

D E
1

^ oo
748

E
V Per

ct.

C.M. wt.
lbs.

•90 1

/
E -f V 60

Kx
lbs.

-9x0 P
/

5,000
10,000

16,000

500
500
500

68*9 1-11

60-0 I’ll
51-9 I’ll

1-492
1-492
1*492

87*5
175*0
280*0

14-9
25-9
35-9

63*5
127*0
203*2

1-29
1*50
1*74

1*45
1*67
1*93

587-5 50
675 60
780 50

15-87
31-75
50 '80

58*54 124*41
67*50 149*25
78*04 178*84

36*28
41*67
48*17

160*60
190*92
227*01

5,000 1,000

10,000 1,000

16,000 1,000

25.000 1,000
35.000 1,000

74-4 I’ll
68-9 I’ll
63-3 I’ll
5()-4 I’ll
50-2 I’ll

0*746
0*746
0*746
0*746
0*746

87*5
175*0
280*0
437-5
612-5

8*1
14-9
21-9
30-4
38-0

1016
1016
1016
1016
1016

31 .75
68*5

101*6
158*7
222*2

1*21
1*31
1*42
1*59
1*79

1*34
1*45
1*58
1*77
1-99

1087-6 .50

1175 50
1280 50
1437*5 50
1612 '5 50

7-94
15*88
25*40
39*68
55-54

54-43
58*7'8

63-98
71*81
80*68

112*37
124-()()

139*38
161*49
185*92

33*60
36*28
39*49
44*38
49*80

145*97
160*94
178*87
205*82
235*72

35.000
70.000
100,000

'4,000

4,000
l4,ono

70-2 1-11

62 1-11

56*4 I’ll

0*1865
0*1865
0*1865

(512*5

1125
1750

13*3
23-4
130-4

254
254
254

.55-6

111*1
1.58*7

1*28
1*45

h -59

1*42
1-61

1*77

4612-6 50
52-25 50

57.50 50

13-90
27-78
'39-68

57-69
65*3-2

71-81

121 *.59

143*10
161 *49

35-61 157*20
40*32 183-42
44-33 205-82

Remarks.

O = Cost of generator delivered and erected, including electrical instruments, per electric horse-power, de-

livered at generator terminals = $45.00.
P=Cost of power plant (water) erected, per mechanical horse-power, delivered at generator pulleys =

$25.00.M— Cost in cents of hare copper wire per lb., delivered at the poles = 25 cents.

The annexed comparative table shows the commercial efficiency of four different systems

of transmission. 8ee Table VI.
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Table VI.

Commercial Efficiency.

33istanceof transmission. Electric. Hydraulic. Pneumatic. wire Eope.

100 m. •60 *50 •55 *96

500 rn. *68 •50 55 •93

1,000 xn. *66 *50 *55 •90

5,000 m. *60 *40 •50 *60

10,000 111- *51 *35 *50 •36

30,000 111. .
*32 *20 •40 *13

It will be seen tliat for distances less than 5 kilometres (about three miles) transmission

"Wire rope is more economical than that by any other system. For distances greater than
^ kilometres the edectric transmission is most economical. As regards capital outlay, the

''^ire-rope system is also for short distances more advantageous than electric transmission,
bile limit bem|? about B kilometres (a little under two miles). Beyond that the electrical

system is tbe cheapest, as will be seen from the annexed Table VII.

Table VII.

Octpital Outlay in Potmds Sterling reduced to one Horse-power, (Kapp.)

M: a,3cimum
11 orse-powor
tTraxisiultted

System of transmission.

S
(
Electric

j liydraiilic

( "Wire Rope

lO J

( 'Klectric

) Hydrmilic
j

( Wire Hope

50.
(
X-inectric

j Mydniulic

( Wire Rope

lOO
(
TQlectric

J llydrauMc
*) l*iunimatic

( Wire Rope

Over a distance of

100 m. 600 m.

75 78
41 66
73 96
6.5 31

52 54
30 45
60 72
5.1 23

40 41
16 21
31 36
1.8 72

32 33
14 20
26 30
1.1 43

,000 m. 6 000 m.

81 108
97 358

210 600
61 305

56 77
65 220
88 213
47 231

42 55
30 91

42 88
14 69

35 45
28 88
34 67

84 41

10,000 m. 30,000 m.

142 210
610 1,280

1,090 2,060
760 1,2*20

103 154
416 806
369 6S0
460 925

69 100
170 325
147 265
136 272

59 87
164 310
109 192
81 162

The table shows that for short distances the cost of electric transmission is very consider-

Oilole as coin pared to tliat of the other systems. The reason for this is that the price of

dy-namos and inoiors have been rather overestimated in the above table.
^

For long distances

tfiis is not so noticeal)l(i, as tlie conductor forms the more important item,^ and especially

since an electric wire is cheaper than an equivalent hydraulic or pneumatic txibe. If we
compare the conductors only, we find that for the transmission of 10 horse-power, a copper

wire of 127 mils diameter [No. lOk B. W. G.] is equivalent to a water-pipe of 8^ in. diameter,

oi- to an air-pipe of SI in. diameter, or to a wim rope of -fv in. diameter. The proportion

between the cost of those conductors calculated for equal distances is as 1 ‘4 : ij4'8 : 27‘ 8 :

1

Tbe conductor with liydraiilic transmission costs, therefore, twenty-five times as much, and

with- pneumatic transmission it costs nearly twenty times as much as with electric trans-

inission. These figures pre^ve that as far as capital outlay is concerned, the electric system

has the greatest advani;age where the conductor is long, that is, where the energy has to be

tiransmitted over a long distance. It would, however, not be correct to compare the four

systems ou this ba,sis alone. The comparison must be made on the question of capital outlay

combined with efilciency
;
in other words, the figure of merit for each system is the price

wliich has to be paid for 1 horse-power-hour at the receiving station. The smaller this price,

the better the system. A glance at the annexed table (see Table VIII.) will show that the

cost of 1 horse-powijr-hour increases in all systems with the distance, but with electric trans-

mission the increase is not so rapid as with the other systems. The table also shows that up

to a, distance of 1,()0() meters [five-eighths of a mile], wire-rope transmission is better than

electric transmission, but above that limit the electrical system is better.^ Hydraulic and
p>neumatie transmission are in some few cases better than electric transmission, but then the

wire rope is again better than either, so that there does not seem to be a field for the applica-

tion of the hydraulic or pneumatic system, except in cases where the other two systems are

for some local reason inadmissible, or where the water and air may be of further use after

the power has been obtained from them. This, for instance, is the ease with the pneumatic
transmission employed in the building of tunnels. Here it is an absolute necessity to force

air to the end of the workings for ventilating purposes, and pneumatic transmission is
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adopted in preference to any other system which would require some special ventilating
plant being erected.

Table VII f.

Friee in Pence of One Horse-power Hour obtained, at the Receiving Station. fKapp.)

Maximum

horse-

power

transmitted.

System

of

trans-

mlSBion.

Steam-power transmitted over a distance
of

Water-power transmitted over a distance
of

C

stof

steam-power

produced

at

receiv-

ing

station.

100

m. a
oo

a

I 6.000

m.
a
o
R
o

a
ooo
o

a

o 600

m.

1,000

m.

6,000

m.

10,000

m. a

I
‘©i

( Electric 3*25 2*33 2-41 2*87 3**29
1
5*20 '35 35 •37 •44 •52 •84

1

1

5 ) Hydraulic. .

.

2 '50 2-84 3 15 6*52 10-50 19*00 *29 •38 •4S 1-38 2 -.50 4-79

]
Pneumatic.

.

2*70 2 '96 3*30 5*25 9 -.53 15*72 *40 •47 58 1 2-40 4-45
' ..3*80

(Wire Rope.. 1-13 1-45 1*88 5*45 10*40 22*70 *11 *19 •30 1-25 2-50 4-86
)

(
Electric 1'98 2*07 2-14 2*53 3*10 4*85 •27 •28 •29 47 •71 *1

10 J Hydraulic... 2-38 2-55 2*79 5*08 7-70 14*30 •25 •30 37 •95 1-54 3-17
(

)
Pneumatic.. 2-54 2'C9 2-87 4*48 8-25 10*40 •35 •3B •44 *88 1-42 3*97 ('

..2*63

( Wire Rope.. 1-12 1*38 1*70 4*50 8*50 19*10 *09 *17 •25 •96 1-91 4-00 )

( Electric 1-87 1-94 1*99 2*28 2*74 4-25 *23 *24 •26 *29 •31 •55
'i

50 j Hydraulic... 1-63 1*70 1*80 2-90 4*21 7*80 •15 *18 •22 •4(5 •76 1-43
{

]
Pneumatic .

.

2-02 2*11 2*18 2*87 3*54 5*30 22 •24 28 •44 ro8 r
..1*02

( Wire Rope .

.

1-08
,

1*18 1*30 2*54 4*51 11*10 •09 •11 13 •38 1*61
)

( Electric 1*79 1*85 1*91 2*18 2*63 4*08 *20 *22 •23 •26 •32 •50 'i

100. j Hydraulic... 1*62 1*70 1*78 2*87 4*15 6*84 •16 •17 •19 •43 •72 1*14
(

1 Pneumatic .

.

2-00 2-01 2*09 2*03 3*10 4*50 *22 •23 *24 *36 •48 •33 ( ..1'02

(Wire Rope.. 1-07 1*14 1*22 2 '21 3*83 9*73 •08 •10 •11 •28 •48 1-19 )

Long-distance Transmissions.—The first real long-distance electric power transmission
was carried out by Marcel Deprez at the Munich Exposition of 1882, with two (Iratnme
machines as motor and generator. These were placed respectively at Munich and at Miesbach,
a distance apart of 57 kilometres (37 miles). They were connected by an ordinary iron tele-
graph wire, 44 mni. in diameter, and constituted a complete metallic circuit of 114 kilo-
metres (74 miles) in length. The resistance of the line measured 950*2 ohms; that of the
generating machine at Miesbach, 453*4 ohms; and that of the motor at Munich, 453*4.

Speed of generator at Miesbach 1,(511 revolutions.
Intensity of current at Miesbach ()-519 ampere.
Speed of motor at Munich 752 revolutions.
Difference of potential at terminals of motor 850 volts.
Work measured by brake at motor 0*25 H. P.

From these data the following values were calculated :

Difference of potential at terminals of generator 1.343 volts.
Total electrical energy at Miesbach 1*13 H. p.
Total electrical energy at Munich ’

0-433 H. P.
Electrical efficiency 38-9 per cent.

It will be understood here that this efficiency is not the absolute or commercial efficiency,
but the electrical alone.

These were followed by other experiments, but probably the most important of M. Deprez’s
transmissions was that undertaken by him in 1885 between Paris and CreU, a distance of 34
miles. Ihe line consisted of a lead-encased insulated copper wire, 5 min. in diameter, and
its resistance was 100 ohms. The generating machine was situated at Creil. It had two
rings revolving in two distinct magnetic fields, each composed of eight electro-magnets.
Each armature had a resistance of 15*5 ohms. The current produced ‘by this machine was
utilized at La Chapelle, near Paris, by two receiving machines, situated at some hundreds of
metres from each other. Each possessed, like the generator described, two rings

;
they

were each of 0*58 metre in exterior diameter and had an electric resistance of 18 ohms.
In a note presented to the French Academy of Sciences, M. Deprez gave thci’esults of experi-
ments undertaken with these machines, and they are quoted below:

Mrst Experiment.
Gen era! or. Receiver.

Speed in revolutions per minute 190 248
Electromotive force, direct or inverse 5,469 volts. 4,24'3 volts
Intensity of current 7*21 amp. 7 21 amp*
Work in field magnets (in horse-power) 9-20 3*75
Electrical work (in horse-power) 53*59 41*44
Mechanical work measured with the dynamometer

or the brake (horse-power) 62*10 35*10
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Efficiency,

Electrical 77 per cent.

Commercial or mechanical 47‘7 percent.

Second Experiment.

Generator. Receiver.

Speed per minute
Electromotive force

Intensity of current
Work in field magnets
Electrical work
Mechanical work (measured with the dynamometer

or the brake)

170 277
5,717 volts. 4,441 volts.

7-20 amp. 7*20 arap.

10*80 H. P. 3*80 H. P.
55*90 “ 43’4 “

61 ‘‘ 40 “

Efficiency.

Electrical 78 per cent.

Commercial or mechanical 53 '4 per cent.

In October, 1887, a committee of experts carried out a series of tests on the electrical

transmission plant between Kriegstetten and Solothurn, Switzerland. At Eriegstetten,

there is a water-power available, representing about forty actual horse-power, and the prob-

lem was to ciarry Jis much of this power as possible to a mill in Solothurn, the distance being

5 miles. ''Phere are at Eriegstetten two generating dynamos, and at Solothurn two motors,

coupled up on the three-wire system. Each dynamo weighs 3 tons 12 cwt., and has a

Gramme armature 20 in. in diameter and 14 in. long, the normal speed being 700 revolutions

per minuto. Tlie following tables give the results of these tests :

I. Electrical Measurement. II. Resistances and Loss of Pressure.

No.

Kloctroniotlvo
f il'l’C).

Turnunal prosBuro.
Ourront mouBurod

at
Koalstanco of
maehlocs.

Lino
ruHlst-
anoo.

Presstn'o lost In
lino.

Temperature

of

air,

cen-

tigrade.

Gonora-
tOl'H.

Motors.
(l<niora-

t). rH.
Motors.

Gonora-
torH.

Motors.
Ooiiora-
tors.

Motors.
Calcn-
latod.

Moas-
ured.

1 1231 *() 088' (5 1177*7 1041*2 M-20 14*17 3'7'41 3* 710 0*228 130*0 13 :5*5 + 7*5

8
1

1237*0 101 (5* 8 11 80 *8 10f!0*l 13*24 13*28 3*7'41 3*710 9
' 228 122*3 120*7 47*5

3 1H3()*5 1575*4 1753*3 1050*1 11*48 11*42 7*251 7* 060 i)*044 103*7 97*2 4 8*2

4 2129*0 1890 *2 2058*0 1905*1 9*7'8 9*7'9 7*240 7*052 9*040 88*4 92*8 + 3*2

IIT. Determination of Energy. IV. Percentage of Efficiencies.

lutornal olcK'trU^al

liorBO-powor.
Tcsrmliial olootrlcal

Uorso-powor.
Actual horso-povvor

Electrical elll-

cltmcy.
Commercial effi-
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S’.ii
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ll

No.

Gtmora-
tors.

Motors.
(aniora-
tors.

Motors.
Supplied
to )Ufcn-

erators.
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from

motors.

Genera-
tors.

Motors.
Gonora-
tora.

Motors,
Total

efl

of

trt

sion.

1 23*70 19*03 22’7'2 20*02 20*15 17*85 90*7 93*7 80*8 89*1 08*3 One
.

geiKira-

>toT and
one

2 00 • trj' 18 31 21*35 19*23 24*54 10*74 90*0 91*3 86*0 87*1 08*2 motor.

3 28*04 24 -K. 27*.'14 25*71 30*87 23*21 92*8 91*8 88*5 90*3 75*2 Botli
|o;eii(!ra-

- tovH and
both

4 28*29 25*21 27*37 20*13 30*87 23*05 01*6 91*4 88*7 88*2 7'4*0 motoi’B.

A. 1j. Tiolirer, of the Thomson-Houston Electric Co., has applied a plan for a hirge

power plant l)y whicli 5,000 horse-power is* being transmitted a distance of twelve miles.

T1k5 diagram, Eig. 2, shows the arrangement. By this arrangement, tlie generators are

coupled mechanically in pjiirs as oeie unit on one shaft driven by one turbine, and elec-

trically the armalaires of cacli unit are connected in series. Each armature has a potential

of 2,560 volts. This gives 5,000 volts for eacli unit at the generating station. The genera-

tors ar(5 separately excited, and have also series windings, which compensate for the loss

in the line. At tlie receiving station there are the same numlier of units, each consisting

of two similar machines, with their armatures in series, and their fields separately excited,

but without scries winding. Each receiving unit is coupled to the same shaft in the same

manner as the generating unit. At the generating station exciters are only used for charg-

ing the fields, wliile at the receiving station exciters are used in conntKdion with a small

storage battery which is necessary to start the first unit. The mechanically and electrically
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coupled units at the generating station are united electrically in parallel in one systeni,

by an equalizing bar, as shown in the diagram. It seems advisable to leave the storage

battery in the circuit permanently, to

keep the fields of the motors fully ex-

cited, in case the speed slioiild drop.

In another instance, 250 horse-power is

transmitted a distance of 10 iinlcs with
single series-wound units. Each ma-
chine is wound for a potential of 2,000
volts, and for tliis purpose a special

commutator with 798 segments was mn-
structed.

An exarnph^ of a large modern trans-

mission plant is tliat ereeted in 1890 for

the Schaifhausen Spinning Mills in
Switzerland. This example is not only
interesting on aceount of its magnitude,
but because it lias been plantiod, so to

say, into tlio very sti'onghold of rope
transmission, namriy, at tlie Falls of the
Ehine, where the last getu^raticm of
Swiss engineers carried oiit. such admi-
rable work in teledymimie transmission
that the presen li generation (;an only
copy, but eannoi/ improvi^ u|)on it.

The spinning mills are on one side,

and the geiuvrating station is on the
other side of t he riviu*, tlie dista^riee l)c-

tween the two being about 750 yards.
Fig. s. In the generating station tliere is room

for five 250 liorse-ijower turluues, of
which four are now in place, hut of these only two are as yet used in eomuMd ion with t.he

electric power transmission. The power of these turbines is sold to the spinning company at
the rate of $13.75 per annual horse-power taken oil the rope pulleys. The turbines are
horizontal wheels, and their vertical axes are geared by bevel wheels with the rope imlleys,
by which motion is conveyed through cotton ropes to the two genorabng dy namos, l^ho
latter are six-pole machines, each designed for an output of 220 anpieres at (524 volts, and
in regular work these machines are coupled parallel. The machines, and, in faet, the whole
installation, with the exception of the hydraulic works, were desigiu^d by Mr. 0, E. L.
Brown. The generating station contains two 300 horse-power dynamos, which are over-
compounded, so as to produce a constant pressure of fiOO volts at tlie motor stMtion, the loss
in the line being with full current 24 volts. These machim3S have seritss wouml drum
armatures, running at 200 revolutions per minute. Their more important electrical data,
as well as those referring to the motors, are given in the following table:

ScJiaffhausen Transmission Plant

Number of machines
Normal horse-power
Number of poles in magnet field
Revolutions per minute
Terminal voltage
Normal current, amperes
Diameter of armature, inches
Length of armature core, inches
Radial depth of armature, core inches
Section of armature conductor, square inches*.

.

Number of armature conductors
Number of commutator segments
Loss in armature resistance, per cent
Induction in armature, C. G. S. measure. ....
Shunt resistance, ohms
Loss in shunt excitation, per cent

.’
*

Main _tuTns_ per magnet
Loss in main excitation, per cent.

.

Type of armature

GoneratorH. Twin Motor. Htnrll M<)tor».

2 1 2
8.)() 3K0 (50

0 (J 2
300 3()()

621 (500 (500
3:30

47'.i

500
424

at

23|
20
8

20

1

224

4|
103 07*8 02H7
31(5 31(5 510
153 ir>H IK)

1-40 1-52
;

2'7
7',500 7,(500

1

15,800
,140 143 21K5

l’(:58
I

a 4
1

o
Drum Drum

j

Cyliiidcr

A most remarkable example of electric-power transmission is that at tlie (Ihollar mine
Virginia City Nevada. The Nevada Stamp Mill is located near i he .shaft of the Cliollar
mine and is driven by water-power from a reservoir on the side of the mountain, which was
not adequate for the full operation of the machinery.

At the 1,650- ft. level of the Chollar mine, a subterranean chamber was excavated out of
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solid porphyry, for th(3 reception of the dynamo-electric generators and water-wheels. This
chamber is 50 ft. in length and 25 ft. in width and 12 ft. in height, clear of all timbers.
From the tank containing the waste surface water, two wrought-iron pipes are led to the
subterranean chamber, one 10 and one 8 in. in diameter. At tlie bottom of the shaft a Y
unites these two pipes into a single one, 14 in. in diameter, out of which six 6-in. pipes
run to the nozzles of the water-wheels provided to drive the large Brush dynamo-electric
generators. The underground electric station is of the most interesting character. The
large Brush generators are adapted to the conditions by a few mechanical changes from the
standard pattern. They are mounted on a heavy cast-iron base, and are provided with an
extended shaft and outer bearing. On each armature shaft and between two bearings a
Felton water-wheel is mounted and inclosed in a water-tight cover. The water-wheel is

attached to the armature sliaft at the place occupied by the pulley, and a coupling is pro-
vided for detaching the entire end of the shaft carrying the wheel from the other end carry-
ing the armature. (See Wateb-whkels.)

The head of water at this station is 1,650 ft., and the waste is run off through the Sutro
tunnel. From each generator the current is led by conductors through the shait to the
surface, where six motors are driven, and the power utilized in supplementing the water-
wheel at the stamp mill above. The economic value of this arrangement is shown by the
following facts: The surface wheel alone requires 312 miner’s inches of water to develop power
sufficient to drive 40 of the GO stamps with which the mill is equipped. Moreover, this
amount of water is seldom available. Two of the electric motors, working in addition to the
surface wheel, will perform the same service with but 72 miner’s inches of water, thus effect-

ing a saving of about 77 per cent. Tlie net commercial efficiency of the plant, taking into
account all elements of loss, including that in the conducting wires, is about 70 per cent.

In other words, 70 per cent, of the power applied to the shafts of the generators in the under-
ground chamber is delivered for work at the main shaft in the mill.

The most recent example of long-distance electric transmission is that carried out in con-
nection with the Electrical Exhibition at Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, 1891. A water-
power of 300 horse-power, situated at Lauffen on the Neckar, was carried over three wires to

Frankfort, a distance of 112 miles, at a potential of over 20,000 volts. The polyphase system
of Nikola Tesla was employed, the transformers and dynamos being constructed oy the Oerli-

kon Works, Switzerland, and the motors designed by Dolivo-Bobrowolski, of the Allgemeine
Elektricitiits Gesollsehaft, Berlin. The report of the tests of this installation has not yet

(January, 1892) been published.

[For more complete discussion and descriptions of electric-power transmissions, reference

may be had to the following works, which have been freely quoted in the above: Mectrio
Transmission Ilandbooh, by F. B. Badt

;
Electric Transmission of Energy, by Gisbert Kapp,

C.E.
;

Kritische Yergleichung der Kraftud)ertragwi(j mit den Gid)rae'ucMich8ten MecJiarh-

ischen Uehe^tragtmgs Systemm, hy A. Beringer; Dynamo Electric Machmery Prof. S. P.

Thompson ; Tile Electric Motor and Its AppHcationSy by T. C. Martin and Joseph Wetzler;
Electric ITotors, by F. J. Sprague (late Ensign U. S. N.), a paper road before U. S. Naval
Institute, Annuipofis, May 16, 1887; 77/e Transmission of Dower hj Electricity, by F. J.

Sprague, a leciture delivered before tlie Franklin Institute, November 12, 1888; 8ome ApplL
cations of Electric Transmission, by F. J. Sprague, a lecture delivered before the students of

Sibley College and |)ubUshed in the Scientific American Supplement, July 20 and 27 and
August 3, 1889; tlie papers of George W. Mansfield, Richard P. Rothwell, Francis A.

Pocock, 11. 0. Spaulding, and others, road before the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers; and the paper of IL Ward Leonard, read before the Association of Mining Engineers
of the Provineo of (Quebec, April 29, 1891; and an article by the same author in The Electrical

Engineer, September 2, 1891. Also ‘
‘ Cantor Lectures on the Electric Transmission of Power,”

by G. Kapp, doumal Society of Arts, July 3, 10, and 17, 1891.]

'POWER, TUANSlflSSlON OF, HYDRAULIC, F/FC, (For Electrical Transmission of

Power, see Power, Transmission op, Electric. For Moehanieal Transmission of Power, see

Belts. For Transmission by Compressed Air, see Air Compressors. See also Niagara, Util-

ization OP.)

Hydraulic Transmtssion of Power.—Transmission of power for lifting, etc,, by water
under pressure is in common use in steel works and other largo lyianufactories, but it is not

generally adopted for long distances, transmission by compressed air, by steam-pipes, or by
electricity being usually "preferred. It is, however, a valuable system for districts in cities

wliero there is ihuch lifting to bo done, as in warehouses. The most extensive application

of this system is tliat made by the London Hydraulic Power Co. Over 50 miles of

hydraulic mains have been laid in Loudon, embracing nearly the whole city, Westminster,

and Southwark. The mains laid in the street are from 7
‘in. internal diameter to 2 in.

Hiey are chiefly of cast-iron with flanged joints and packing rings of gutta-percha.
^

The
mains are kept charged by powerful pumping engines. The reservoirs of power consist of

capacious accumulatoi-s, loaded to give a pressure of 750 lbs. per sq. in., producing the same
effect as if large supply-tanks were placed at 1,700 ft. above the street-level. The water used
is pumped direct from the river. The hydraulic power is supplied direct to elevators, presses,

and fire hydrants and other apparatus of similar character, without the use of any engine or

power-producing machinery, but the hydraulic pressure can also be used for driving engines
of special construction in the same way as steam or gas. Hydraulic engines worked from
the company’s mains arc now used for all sorts of purposes, such as coffee-grinding, ventilating,

working elevators and crushers, driving dynamos and general machinery. The hydraulic
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power is also used for pumping water from deep wells or from the basement of a building to

a tank on the roof, or for the drainage of cellars, and for supplementing the deficiency of

pressure from the water-works mains.

A valuable paper on waste of power in hydraulic transmission, by Mr. R. G. Blaine, will

be found in Bngineeringj May 33, 1891. Mr. Blaine deduces the formula,

- 6367 .1 -

11
“’

in which L = length of pipe in feet
;
d — diameter in feet; B =. horse-power sent into pipe

at one end, and p — equals pressure at entrance in pounds per square inch. Values of the

coefficient -6867 A, for diameters i in. to 12 in. are as follows :

Diamoter. CoL'lIlelont.

i in. •0095.5

1 •ooesr
o •()047'8

3 00420
4 •00395

5 •00882

() •00369

7 00363
8 •00357

10 •00350

12 •00344

Example.—If 100 horse-power are sent into a straight pipe one mile long and G ins. in

diameter, the entering pressure being 700 lbs. per sq. in., find the power wasted in trans-

mission.

Here
-00369 X 5280 x 100^

700^ X (-5)°
1 • 82 horse-power.

This method shows how to calculate the power wasted in friction in straight pipes of any
hydraulic system. There are, however, certain other sources of loss, such as bends in the

pipe, roughness of its inner surface, etc., which cannot well be taken into account, making
the result less favorable in regard to the efficiency of the system. In connection with the
energy wasted at bends, the reader is referred to Weisbach’s Ilgdraylics, or to the article by
Professor Unwin on “ Hydromechanics in the Encydopoidia BrUatinica. Mr. Blaine, in

Engineeringi June 5, 1891, has, with the above method as a basis, worked out a method of

calculating the most economical diameter of pipe for a given horse-power and distance, and
compared the efficiency with that of electric transmission under cei-tain specified conditions.

The BistrihuHon of Heat and Power by Hof Water will bo found described in a paper by
Mr. A. V. Abbott, Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engrs., February, 1888. Tliis system was tried

in Boston, but not successfully. Water was delivered to the customers at a temperature of
460° F., corresponding to 250 lbs. absolute pressure to the square inch. It is not improbable
that with improvements in certain details and situations, tliis system may prove of value
and importance. n

Transmission of Poiver through a Vacuum .—This system, as practiced in Paris by MM.
Petit and Boiidenott, consists in maintaining, by means of exhausting engines working at a
central station, a reduced pressure in the mains to the amount of as nearly as possible two-
thirds of a perfect vacuum. Service pipes from the mains pass into .tlio premises of the users,

and are connected with tlie motors; and work is thus performed by the diffei-eiico in pressure
between the atmosphere and the vacuum in the mains. The exhausting engines do not ex-
haust direct from the mains, but from a reservoir serving to some extent as a regulator,

from which the mains are laid either under the streets or in the subways; and the inotors
are started or stopped by simply opening or closing a valve on the service |)ipe. There ar ‘3

three exhausting engines of about 90 horse-power each; one of them is independent, while
the other two can be coupled together. The steam cylinder is 13| in. diameter and 42 in.

stroke, and works with a boiler pressure of 85 lbs. per sq. in. TIhj exhausting cylinder of
41 in. diameter is in the same line with the steam cylinder, both pistons being on the same
rod. Pressure regulators, indicators, and counters, record continuously the vacuum in the
mains and the revolutions made by the engines, whereby a check is olitained upon the
amount of power supplied. The motors are made in three sizes, of I horse-power, 1 horse-
power, and 1|- horse-power; the last seems to be the maximum that can be worked with
advantage, and where more power is required it is obtained by coupling two motors together.
The present length of the exhaust mains from the central station is about a thousand yards.

Press : see Book-binding Machines, Glass-making, Mills, Silver, and Wheel-making
Machines.

PRESSES, PRINTING. The Hoe Botary Art Press.—With the growth of magazines
and the advance of their artistic character has come the demand for maefiinery capable of
producing the highest class of illustrated work at great speed, and it is to meet this demand
that the Hoe rotary art press, Fig. 1, has recently been constructed for the illustrated pages
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(if Ilw Magazine. Tins is the first machine ever made on the rotary principle and
(U'si^ikmI lor the, huest quality of illustrations, taking the place of the Hoe stop-cylinder
pn'sses ()ii which this grade of work has heretofore been done. The plates used are electro-
lyp('s (>l stiindard thickness, bent to the proper curve by a little machine furnishe(i for the
])urj)osc. hjach electrotype plate contains a page of the magazine and is locked upon
curvi'd bOcks, which are seciurely fastened upon the circumference of one cylinder. Sixteen
birin rollers, supplied with ink from two fountains, give the required amount of ink to the
p ales.

^

1 he plates arc inked with delicacy and fullness of color. The sheets of paper, each
ol the siz(‘ 01 magazine pages, are fed to the machine in the usual way, by hand, but
by lour le(‘ders. llie sheets are drawn between the impression cylinder and the plate cyl-
inder,

_

n‘ccuvu_ig the impression.
Alter passing around the cylinders they are carried to the two fiy deliveries, one above

th(‘- ottuu*, each of which throws out two sheets of 16 pages each. The sheets come out in four
s(‘parate lots, thos(i which each man feeds to the press being delivered in one compartment.
Ihc individmil work of the feeder is thus accurately known.

It was a general belief not long since that the finest quality of illustrated work could be
done only on hand presses, but the progress in the development of cylinder presses has made
possible a liigli order of illustration at a much greater speed. The rotary art press has the

Fig. 1.—The Hoe rotary art press.

capac.ily oT four slop-c.ylindcr presses, and is claimed to do even a higher quality of work than
tlu' stop"('.yliu(l('r pn^sses.

( 'oW'i il'.^ .Improved Two-color Press is especially designed for bag printing in colors, and
is applicabh^ to niany other styles and qualities of fine printing. The press is a two-roller

(Irum-cvliuder imudinK^ to which is attached a Supplementary cylinder of half the diameter

of tJi(^ (Irum. It is constructed to admit of curved stereotype or electrotype plates, and is

fiirnisluMl with, fountain distributors, etc. There is also a patent device for controlling the

moment,uni of tJu‘, cylinder. In all cylinder presses (except the stop-cylinder) there is more
or less ba,e,klasli within tlio gearing, arising from the clearance of the teeth, and from the

IcndiMKn- of tin*, (wlindcr to maintain its velocity while the bed is slowed down to pass the

(•(Miter,
‘ To obviate this, a patent device for controlling the momentum of the cylinder is

used. It, chec.ks the momentum of the cylinder at the right time, keeps the gears up to the

working sides of the teeth, and harmonizes the regular velocity of the cylinder to the irregu-

lar velo(Mt,y of the bed, relieves the gearing of all unnatural strain, and accurate register at

a,uy speed ‘is thus secured. It consists of a brake-shoe attached to the framework and made
nd)usla,l)le, a,t l,h(i box. The brake-shoe is adjusted to engage with the friction face secured

to ’the, (tyliiidc.r sluift, with sufficient friction to gradually check the momentum of the cylin-

der at t, lie, proptu’ time.

The Hoc iUmiury Press,— illustrated pages of a magazine form but a part of the

work of i(s ])ublica,tion. There remain the plain forms and advertising pages to be pro-

dueiHl, a,ml i,hc (luaiitity of these is now so great that to continue to print them on the ordi-

nary (*vliudcr press is no longer economical, indeed hardly practicable. To meet the new de-
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mand, the Centwy press has heen built. The arrangement of this press (see Pig. 2) is similar

to the Hoe fast newspaper press, but the plate and impression cylinders are placed neply on
a level, and at a height that makes them easily accessible to the pressman. The distribution

is effected by two large and two small ink cylinders for^ each fountain, with an adequate

service of distributing rollers. The inking rollers are six in number, with an additional

composition roller for cleaning the form. The plates used are electrotypes of the usual thick-

ness, viz. : of an inch, containing each one page of the magazine, and mechanically bent

to the requisite press cylinder. The plates are each secured upon a curved iron stereotype

block, locked up by a rack and pinion in the usual manner, and these curved blocks are in

turn fastened securely to the surface of the plate cylinders, the pages being placed longitu-

dinally. The roll of paper is at the end of the press and is controlled in niomentum by the

usual hand brake. Prom it the web is drawn by tension in the usual manner through the

printing cylinders, and is then cut into transverse sections, containing 8 pages on each
side, or 16 on the two sides. These sections are gathered by a collecting cylinder in pairs,

one above the other; then receive a transverse fold between the two pages, and are sent alter-

nately to two delivery cylinders, where they are slit longitudinally and delivered on two
sets of traveling belts, in signatures of 8 pages each. The machine has thus a capacity of 8
signatures, or 64 pages, at each revolution, or 24,000 signatures per hour, cut and folded,
ready for the binder.

The jy'ovel JPress .—Similar in its principle of construction to the Century press, the

Fig. 2.—-The Hoe “Century” press.

Novel press does very different work. As its name indicates, it was built expressly for
printing novels, and was specially designed to produce in perfected form a great number of
pages of these books at each revolution of its cylinders.

The plate cylinders are of the size to contain each 72 electrotype plates, each plate
representing a page of the novel. These plates are of the usual thickness and made to
fit the curve of the cylinder. The web of paper is drawn into the machine, and receives its
impression on both sides. As it approaches the delivery, it meets a cutting-blade which
separates the web lengthwise into strips the width of two pages. The strips of paper are
taken up by the collecting cylinder until 6 sheets have been gathered. They are then
released and cut by rotary knives into 6 equal parts and are delivered to the fly in signatures
of 24 pages each, folded to one-page size. There is thus delivered at each revolution a com-
plete novel of 144 pages. The signatures are taken from the fly in consecutive order, and
are immediately ready for the binder. This press admits only of 144 pages. If, for example,
216 pages are required for a novel, the plates for the additional 72 pages are placed on the
cylinder together with 72 pages of a different book. Thus, while completing one novel,
another is begun in the same operation of the machine.

The capacity of this press is 18,000 signatures of 24 pages each, or 8,000 complete novels
of 144 pages each per hour.

The Hoe Brudential Press (Eig. 3).—This press is remarkable for the variety of work
it will do and for the great number and simplicity of the combinations effected by the folder
It will produce at great speed, sheets of 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 pages, delivering the signal
tures in yarious sizes and folded in pamphlet form. Wliile the general operation of the
machine is similar to the Hoe newspaper web presses, it is provided with 2 distributing
cylinders and 7 distributing rollers, while 3 five-inch inking rollers and 2 cleaning rollers
pass over the form. The electrotype plates are i of an inch thick, are bent to the required
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curve by a machine for the purpose, and, being held in place on the cylinder by end-clips,

they may be underlaid, as on the ordinary fiat-bed press.

The press is twice the width of the paper which is used, the whole form of plates being
carried on one cylinder. One side of the web is printed from one end, or half, of the eylirideL\

Fig. 3.—Fraduiitial press.

and then passes around a V-shaped transferrer, and back again to receive the impression of
tlie other half tipon its reverse side. The folder delivers the sheets, cut and counted in lots
of 50, in the sizes and at the rate per hour given below

:

Slgnatiir(58. No. Fagos. Slzo Pttgo.

8,000 64 7x44-
8,000 64 4i X 7

1(5,000 82 7x4j-
12,000 82 6x7
8,000 82 9x7
8,000 82 7x0
4,000 32 14x0
8,000 16 14x0

1(5,000 16 7x0

The paper is drawn from a roll at the end of the press, presented to the printing cylinders
in the manner described, and after being perfected it passes to the folding machine,’ where the
web is s[)lit down the center margin, thus producing 2 webs of one-half the width, which arc
transformed by collecting and cutting cylinders into signatures of the desired number of pages,
and delivered folded in the variety of forms and speeds indicated above. This press is per-
haps destined to revolutionize the printing of books and pamphlets, as its great capacity
enables it to do the work of a dozen two-revolution cylinder presses and an equal number of
hand-feed folding machines.

The Hoe Prudential li'ess (Fig. 41 is naade with flat delivery, when desired, specially
adapted to a variety of work requiring long runs. It will print four pages of various widths,
while the adjusta-bfe knives, by which the paper is cut, allow a variety of commercial print-
ing. It is also provided with a perforating arrangement by wliich coupon work may be done.
ITp to the point wlicre the sheet goes to the folder, this machine is exactly like the machine
witli folder attached, as first described, but the paper is, instead, slit longitudinally, cut trans-
versely, and collected in five thicknesses upon a cylinder from which it is delivered to the
sheet flyer and laid upon the table at the rate of 9,000 full-sized slicets per hour. When it is

desired to print on only one side of the web, the paper roll is removed to the oilier side or
half of the plate and impression cylinders, and passes between them only once and tlicn direct
to the collecting cylinder and delivery, one-half of the impression cylinder being without
forms, and the necessary plates being placed on the end of the eylincler which lies in the
path of the paper.

GottreWs Air’Spring Two-roller PreBS.—This drum-cylinder press, made of various sizes,

covers the necessities of a large share of work done in nearly every printing ofiice. This
press, and also the two-revolution press, contains Messrs, Cottiell &'Sons’ patent air-spring
with governor attachment, which bears on an easy cushion for the bed, and can be readily
adjusted for different speeds. This air-spring not only forms a cushion to arrest the

42
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momenUim of the bed as it passes the center, but with the assistance of the governor and

Tacuum values aids in starting the bed on its return movement, and relieves the gearing of

all undue strain. By the governor valve, in the air-pipe connected with both of the hol-

low piston rods, the
amount of spring pres-

sure is conti'olled. the
gate being hept either

wholly or partially

open or closed, accord-

ing to the position of

the governor balls as

allected by the speed
of ihe press.

Th 6 Potter Flat-ted
I'erfecting^ Press (Fig.

5).-^This improved
press combines the

well-known a d v a n -

tages of the Potter two-
revolution press and
the perfecting press,

which print froin flat

forms, either type or

plates, a high-grade
work, economically
and profitably.

The general me-
chanical movements of

this press are the same
as those of the Potter

two-revolu ti on press

.

The driving mechan-
ism and tlic patented
method for controlling

the raising and lower-

ing of the cylinders

and regulating the im-
pression, are identical

with the two-revoln-

tion presses. Some
of the distinguishing
points of tliis press

are

:

The feeding and
cutting device for roll

feed: as will be seen

in tlie engraving, the
paper is taken from a
roll at the end of the
press and led into for-

warding rollers, wdiieh

in turn carry it between
the cutting cylinders,

tlienee on through an-
other pair of rollers,

which have the weh
under full con t r o 1

until the sheet is cut
and seized by the grip-

pers of the feeding cyl-

inder. The cutting
and feeding mechan-
ism, claimed to be the
only one by] which
sheets of various sizes

can be cut and carried
positively to the grip-
pers : the changes ne-
cessary for cutting

sheets of different lengths are easily and quickly made, all gears being plainly marked so as

to correspond with a graduated scale on the frame.
^

By this means, in conhection with
an index finger on the adjustable carriage of the cutting cylinders, the relative position of

the cutting cylinders to the feeding |iyiinder, as the size of sheet is varied, is easily deter-
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mined and accurately adjusted. The adjustable carriage of the cutters allows tapes to be
dispensed with, and ensures positive control of the sheet at all times. The press is not

limited, however, to roll feed, but may be fed by hand as well to the same guides, and with

no change of mechanism save the adjustment of a simple clutch. The registering segments

on the cylinders not only engage with the usual racks on the type-bed, but with each other

at each revolution. In addition to this, Messrs. 0. Potter, Jr., & Co. have a newly patented

device by which the cylinders

are driven at all times in full

gear, despite their rise and
fall, which, combined with
their patent bed driving rack,

insures accurate register.

The distribution is that

of a four- roll, two-revolution

press, with rack scm’cw, table

and cylindrical distribution.

There has been added to the

regular table distribution of

the four-roller press, tlie vi-

brating cylinder and riders of

the stop cylinder*.

CottreWs Two - re volution

Press (Bhg. G).—This press

embodies a patent '‘front

shoot delivery,” brought out

by C. B. Cottrell & Sous. It

dispenses entirely witli the fly,

and no tapes or strings are

used in its construction or op-

eration. It takes the print,ed
sheet from the cylinder by
grippers, a positive motion,

carries it rapidly through the

air, and deposits it on the [)ilo

table, prinl:ed side up, over

the fountain. It rorpiires

no adjustment for large or

small sheets. Another great

advantage claimed over ol.her

methods of delivery is tlio

con veil ieneo with which the

forms and rollers can be

hand led. The rear of tlio

press is, of course, left en-

tirely unol)si,ructcd for tlio

placing of forms. The deliv-

ery is placed sufliciently high
above the bed to bo entirely

out of tile way, and as there

are no ia[)i's or strings what-
ever in front, of the cylinder,

it will be Siam that the forms
may lie jilaced or corrected

and the rollers easily handled
from either side of the ma-
cliine. The fee(l-boar<l is so

constructed and hinged that

it may be liftiid entirely away
from the cylinder, leaving
free aixsess to the whole print-

ing surface, and giving ample
room from eii,her side of the

press for making ready. This
press also has a “ power back-
ing-up motion and a trip,” ^ i

enabling the operator to throw ofl the impression at will, or to roll the form any number

of times, and also has a patent reel and fly delivery.
^ 4-

The OoitreU 8top~69/linder Press contains many patented improvements whrdi are. distinct,"

ive features. The frame is cast smooth inside and out, without flanges, i ho bed has lour

bearings under the impression and runs upon hardened steel rollers. A solid girt is bolted,

to the bed-plate crosswise of the press, and extends up to and supports the tracks, thus making

nearly a, solid mass of iron directly under the cylinder in line with the impression. Xhe

cams for operating the cylinder have been considerably enlarged, thereby imparting an easier
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motion to the cylinder when stopping and starting. This chancre admits of the press hein^

run at a much higher rate of speed. The feed guides have been removed from

board, where so many disturbances are liable to affect the register, and have

in the cylinder itself and revolve with it. The angle of the feed board has been so cliangea

that the sheet is in nearly a horizontal position when fed to the guides, thus preventing any
“ buckle ” in the sheet when the grippers close on it. This press is also arranged with the
“ trip at will ” feature, enabling the feeder to throw off the impression if a sheet is not fed

properly to the guides, also enabling him to roll the form any number of times to each
impi’ession. By means of a reverse motion, the feeder is able to “ back np ” the press with-
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out leaving his position on the platform. The patent hinged ink-roller frames admit of the
vibrators and distributors being easily raised clear of the form rollers, leaving them free
for removal The whole system of rollers can be handled at one side of the press, econo-
mizing both time and wear.

^

Pott'>fs Neimpaper Press (Fig. 7).—This quarto and folio press takes paper from a roll,

prints from stereoty pe plates, and cuts, pastes, and folds, as may be desired, at the rate of from
10,001) to 12,000 eight-page
newspapers an h o ii r

,
or

double that number of four-
page papers an hour. The
printing machine, folder and
delivery mechanism are all

contained in a single frame.
The web, printed on. both
sides, leaves the second im-
pression cylinder and passes
directly into the cutting and
folding cylinders ; or it may
pass over a turning bar and
be turned laterally into the
folding and cutting cylin-

ders, and thence to the vi-

brating folder, whence the
folded papers are delivered

into the packing box, from
which they may be readily

taken by the pressman.
When an eight-page paper
is to be printed, the web is

split in the center and each
half of the wob is turned
round separate turningbars,
so that the two webs are

brought one underjlio other,

and in this shape the supor-
irnposed webs are hul to the
cutting and folding cylin-

ders as Ijoforo. From the
nature of tlio machine, and
by a slight change in ttio a,r-

rangenicrit of tlie mechan-
ism, any va,riety of product
can be produced. Tlius, the
papers may be folded once or
twice; aiurboing folded twice
longitudinally, may be fold-

ed crosswise; and by dupli-
cating the cylinders for

dividing the web, folio slieets

can be delivered from the

press as readily as can
quartos
A W Pc/rfceding Press,

built by Messrs, Cottrell &
Sons, for the YouWs Oojn-

pardon newspaper, cm|)loys
a novel shifting tympan.
The press prints from a web
of paper that is led between
the first type cylinder and
the imj)ression cylinder, and
tiierice in eontjint and be-
tween a secoiul typo cylinder
and a second impression cyl-

inder, whieli latter is twice
thccircuinferenee of the first.

The second impression cylin-

der carries two sets of tympans. Those tympans consist of a web of fabric hold by rolls in

the cylinder, which are shifted automatically over the surface of the cylinder the length of

a sheet every 50 or JOO impressions, thus presenting an entirely fresh offset surface.
_

The
time at wliicli tlie automatic shifting of the tympan occurs may be regulated to suit the

matter being printed, and the extent to which offset occurs in practical use. From the

second impression cylinder the web, printed on both sides, is led to a traveling gripper band,
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which in turn leads the web between a pair of cutting cylinders to sever it into sheets, and
the grippers of the band take the sheet from the cutting cylinders and at the proper time

release it so that it may be deposited with the pile on the piling table.

The Eo6 Single Web Perfecting Press has two form cylinders, each carrying four pages of

a newspaper, print-

ing two complete
copies of a four-
page paper at each
revolution—s peed,
24,000 per hour—or
the eight plates
many be so arranged
on the two cylinders

as to print one eight-

page paper at each
revolution—s peed,
12,000. Papers are

delivered, folded,
and counted auto-
matically.

The lloe Three-'

page-ivicle Press has
two form cylinders,

each carrying three
plates lengthwise of

each cylinder and
two around it. The
following p r 0 d u c -

tions result: From a
two-page-wide web,
printing from only
four plates on each
cylinder, 24,000
four-page or 12,000
eight- page papers
per hour. From a
three-page-wude web,
printing the whole
width of the ma-
chine, 24,000 six-
page or 12,t 00
twelve-page papers
per hour; eight and
twelve-page papers
resulting from the
gathering, by means
of the Hoe collecting

cylinder, of 2 four-

page and 2 six-page
papers respectively,

containing different

matter. On this ma-
chine the six-page
papers are made by
slitting the web,
after being printed
on both sides, and
turning the result-

ant one - page - wide
web by means of

^‘turning bars”
placed at the proper
angle, and so di-

recting it under the
two-page wide web,
just before it enters
the folder, that the
single sheet is folded

inside of the two-page-wide one and seem id down the center margin of the latter by a line

of paste. This three-ply web is cut transversely, folded, and delivered exactly as a four-page

paper would be.

ITe Hoe Double Stereotype Perfecting Press has eight stereotype plates on each of the

two form cylinders
;
four plates, lengthwise each cylinder, and two round the circumference.
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This machine has twice the capacity of the Hoe single stereotype press above referred to,

and in addition can print six or twelve-page papers at the same speed and in a similar manner
to the three-page-wide inachine by using a three- page-wide roll of paper. Its total capacity
is 4S,000 foiiT-page papers per hour, 24,000 six or eight-page papers per hour, 12,000 twelve
or sixteen-page |)apers per hour.

The Hoe Huppilemevt Presses are composed of a regular double press, with a single three-
page-wide or second double press at right angles to it, and a folder receiving the product of
both. Either press can be run at partial (as well as full) capacity, by means of narrow paper
rolls, and its product associated with that of the other machine, or they can be disconnected
and rim separately.

The Hoe Doiihte Supplement Press.—^The main press is similar to the double press already
described (whieli see) and has the same capacity, viz.: 24,0()() four, six, or eight-page papers,
or 12, 000 tv;elve or sixteen-page papers per hour. The supplement press is similar in capacity
to the single press already described, it has a capacity of 24,000 four-page or 12,000 eight-
page papc'rs.

Eacli press has its roll of paper, and upon the main press roll of all these supplement
presses runs i,hc Iloe automatic tension brake for graduating the feed of the paper to the
exact speed of the machine, producing a constant and uniform tension. Total capacity
of this machine, 24,0!]0 eight, ten, or twelve-page papers per hour

; 12,000 sixteen or twenty-
four-page iiapers per hour.

llie. Hoe Three-page-iDide Supplement Press.—The main press is similar to the double
press. The supplement press is of the cjipaeity of the three-page-wide machine, each press
being equipped with rolls of paper of suitable width. Total capacity: JJ6,000 eight-page
papers per hour; 21,000 ten, twelve, or fourtoen-pago papers per hour; 12,000 sixteen,

twenty, and twenty-four and twcnt3^-eight-pago papers.
The IIoQ Quadruple Press (Ifig. 8).—hlain press and supplement press of the same ca-

pacity, each being equal to a double press machine. Two rolls of papers used, and total

capacity, 48,000 four, six, or eight-page papers per hour; 24,000 ten, twelve, fourteen, or
sixteen-[)ago papers; 12,000 twenty, twenty-four, tweuty-eiglit or thirty-two-pago papers
per hour, all carefully folded together, and pasted, if desired. All of the folders of these

newsiiaper machines are arranged to automatically count their product in lots of twenty-
live or fifty, in convenient sliajio for handling.

'The Hoe Sextuple Press (see full-page jilate).
—

'I’liis is a gigantic machine, probably the
largest in the world, and unapjiroacluMl in nvimber of comliinations or speotl of delivery.

Its ca|iacit.y is estimated at 00,000 four or six-page papers, 72,0()0 eight-page papers, 48,000
ten or tw(‘fve, 8l),()00 sixteen, 24,000 fourteen, twenty, and twenty-four, Odiis machine, when
running ut fidl eajiaidty, firints from three rolls of paper, each aliout 70 in. wide, and the
perrecbnl w(4) is received into a double folder. Besides the great variety of jiages possible in

the Hoe machinery, all tlioir foregoing presses are so arranged that the pages maybe
incixiasial or diminished by one or more columns.

Siudi IS the p(‘rfection to winch the accessory machinery has been broiigllt (for producing
the cm v(‘d sien'otype plates for use upon these machines) that a plate can bo completed in

about s(wen minutes from the time the stereotypors receive the page set up in type, and addi-

tional and du})licate |)lates may bo cast at the rate of one per mimxto thereafter. Metdian-
ism is also suppliial wlicreby the insetting of siipplcraental or additional pages can bo readily

accomplisluMl at will, thus conforming to the exigencies of modern newspaper requirements.

DeMverg ^ferhanism, or Ddders.^hi applying the principle of rotary printing, the chief

dilhculty has been found in the designing of devices winch would suecessfidly handle the
stream of ])jipt‘rs issuing from the j)rini,ing cylinders, and with some makers this is yet prac-

tically an unsolved problem. The folders were citlier so couiplicatcd and delicate as to be
conslauiJy getting out of order or meeting injury from “ chokes ” of paper, or were so inac-

cuivite wlien driven at high S|)i'cd as to beuseltiss. Until very recently tlio folders were filled

witli striking blades for st,riking the paper in a center margin and forcing it downward into

the l)ite of rollers loeneath them, thus producing a fold. Ijarge nnmbers of tapes W(U’o used
to guide the papers tlirough the various patliways, which introduced another element of

une(‘rt;ainl.y, for tlio least atmospheric change woultl affect their tension. Messrs. Hoe &Cq.
have conceived and carried into execution tlio idea of giving every portion of the folders a
rotary movement, driving liy a positive motion in duo relation with the printing meclianisin,

so tliat (jvery revolution of tlie printing cylinders would actuate the folders iu accurate time
with tJuim. So perf(K.;t arc the results they have obtaiiuid that in place of the former neces-

sity for having sevei-al folding mechanisms of huge dimensions to handle the product of one
set of printing cylinders, in the machines of their manufacturo one small folding device

receives the total oiit|)iit of two or more eomjileto presses.

The Homer Lee Power PlaP'-prinUng Machine.—A few years ago Mr. Hornevr Lee, an
expert in the engrawing and printing art, after a long scries of oxiierimonts, finally introduced

a plate-printing inachino operated by steam power as in ordinary printing presses, in which
the engrawed i)la,te was mechanically inked and wiped ready for tlic impression. This press,

omitting tlio wiper elottis, resembles the well-known form of printing press termed “stop
cylinder,” wlu'rein after the impression takes place the impression cylinder comes to astop
during tli(i feculing of the next sheet to its grippers, while tne bed is traveling ba(‘k idly to

be inked priq)a,'i‘at()ry to moving forward again. The frame of this press is extended upward
so as to provifh' bearings over the travel of the bed for the rolls carrying the wiping cloths.

These cloths extended from one roll down under what is termed a pad, and then upward to
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another roll; the rolls being intermittently moved, one to unroll a small portion of the cloth,

and the other to roll up a like portion, thereby presenting a fresh wiping surface below the

pad. There are a number of these pads extending transversely across the machine so as to

bear the cloths upon the plate as the latter travels beneath them. These pads were given a

constant transverse reciprocating motion, so that the cloths were rubbed over the surface of

the inked plate as the bed moves forward into the plane of impression with the cylinder. Ihe

plate is kept constantly heated by gas jets burning below the bed ; and in some cases one or

more of the wiping cloths is dampened by passing the cloth through a water trough, the

amount of water absorbed thereby being regulated by a squeezing roll
;
and finally the last

pad, or the one nearest the impression cylinder, has or may have its cloth omitted and the chalk

applied to its under surface so as to give the final polish to the plate just before printing
;

the cloth also in some cases is employed with this pad, and in this ease the cloth has chalk

automatically applied to it instead of to the pad. The sheets to be printed are fed by a girl

from the usual feed-board to the grippers of the impression cylinder, and after being printed

upon are delivered in the usual manner.

This flat-bed plate-printing machine has met with great success in printing many difficult
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plates entirely automatic, and has lately been used by the United States Grovernment with

great success for printing the cigar and beer internal revenue stamps, which are considered a

very severe test on the autoniatic inking and wiping features of the machine.

The art of plate printing by machinery was still further improved by the introduction by
Mr. Homer Lee of his rotary machine illustrated in Fig. 9. In this machine the plate is

carried by one of the cylinders, over which the wiping-pads are arranged, the other cylinder

being the impression cylinder, with grippers for carrying the sheet
;
and the smaller cylinder

is the delivery cylinder, also having grippers which take the printed sheet from the impression

cylinder, and thence by the tapes and hy frame is delivered onto the delivery table printed

side uppermost. This machine embraces all the various adjustments of the parts necessary

to obtain any variation in inking, wiping, impression, and heating of the plate the printer

may desire. The pads, in some respects similar to the pads in the other machine, are also

rendered adjustable, so that they may exert any degree of yielding pressure upon the plate,

and any portion of the pad is equally capable of adjustment, so tliat the wiping of the plate

is absolutely within the control of the pressman. Two of the pads reciprocate transversely

across the plate as in the other machine, and the other two have an elliptical motion across

the plate, this motion imitating the hand-wiping operation to perfection. The cloths are

carried by tlie rolls arranged at the top of the macliine, and are carried down beneath the

wipers aiid back up to the winding-up rolls. In this machine the unwinding rolls are

mounted loosely so as to revolve to unwind a portion of the cloth when it is drawn upon by

the winding-up rolls, which are all moved in unison, step by step, but to different extents, if

necessary, by a reciprocating longitudinal bar that carries short, adjustable inclines, which

move under their respective pawls, and thus rotate the connected ratchets and thence the

winding-up rolls. This rotary machine has been used recently in printing postal notes for

the United States Government, and has printed in one week as many as 70,000 sheets, size

18 X 18 in., containing 8 postal notes with their stubs, which is considered by persons familiar

with the difficulties of plate printing by power as a most credible showing.

PRESSES, DRAWING. Sheet Metal.— Toggle Drawing Presses .—The most impor-

tant recent improvement in drawing presses is the perfecting of an arrangement for operat-

ing the blank-holder by moans of toggles, which entirely dispenses with cams of any descrip-

tion. Two rock shafts

are placed across tlio

back and front of the

frame, to which tlio

blank-holder yokes are

connected by toggle

links. These rock

shafts are operated from
a crank on tlio outer

end of the main shaft,

by a peculiar system of

link work, wliich im-
parts, through the

blank-bolder, a much
more uniform pressnro

to tlio bhink tlian can

be maintained in cam
drawing [U'esses. The
strain arising from the

pressure put u|)on tlio

blank is transfernai

through the straight-

ened toggles directly to

tlie frame of the prcs.s,

instead of falling on

the main shaft, thus

relieving entirely the

bearings from all fric-

tion and wear diii^ to

the blank holding. Hot-

ter and smoother work,

with fewen- wasters,

greater duraiiility, and
less consumption of

power, are the princi-

pal advantages gained
through this toggle

movement.
“ 1 -Toggle drawing press.

In presses of this
„ „ :

type, made by the E. W. Bliss Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y., the maiiy frame of the usual sizes is

made of a single casting. The main shaft is of forged steel, with a crank slotted out to

operate the plunger. This plunger is guided on the inside of the blank-holder slide and

connected to the crank by a pitman with steel adjusting screw, provided with right and
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left-hand ratchet collars for quickly adjusting same. The adjustment of the blank-holder

is made by means of four steel screws. In the larger sizes, power is communicated to the

back shaft through a

powerful friction

clutch, which, in con-
nection with the au-
tomatic brake, places

the movements of the

press entirely under
the control of the op-

erator, so that the

press can be stopped
and started instantly

at any point of the

stroke.

Fig. 1 shows one
of the smaller sizes of

press made by tne E.

W. Bliss Co. This
press is adapted for

operating double-ac-
tion dies in the manu-
facture of brass, tin,

and other sheet-metal
shells not exceeding

3^ in. in diameter or

1-^ in. in depth. This
includes a large vari-

ety of lamp and burn-
er work, tin boxes
and covers.

Manufacturers of

metal goods of various
kinds have discovered
that many articles

which have heretofore

been produced by
casting them, or by

Fig. S.—Toggle drawing press. expensive processes of

forging, can be rnade

by the process of cold drawing, provided the proper machine is constructed, and the tools

Pig, 3.—Toggle pi’ess. Elevation. Fig, 4.—Front elevation.

used with it are made with due regard to the behavior of the metal worked in the drawing
press. Many comparatively thin and light articles, which have heretofore been cast, are
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now being drawn out of sheet, metal, and the drawing process is found to have so many
advantages peculiar to itself that the limits within which it is applied are constantly being
extended.

A recent example is afforded by the machine shown in Fig. 3, designed and built by the
same corporation to be used in dniwing the common kitchen sink out of sheet steel, instead
of casting, as has liitherto been the practice. The machine is remarkable in respect to the
size of blank it will work

;
its great power and strength ; in having an engine directly 'at-

tached for driving, and in many of its features of construction. Fig. 2 gives a general view
of the machine, and Figs. 3 to 8 show some of the details of construction and method of
operation

;
Fig. 3 being a side view; Fig. 4 a front view from the left of the machine; Fig.

5 a sectional plan; and Pig, 0 a side view from the right of the machine.
The machine consists essentially of a heavy base in two parts, upon one of which is the

upright engine for driving, and the clutch mechanism, while from the other portion rise the
uprights upon which are the
guides for the blank-holder, and
whicli support the crank shaft and
other mechanism seen at the top
of the machine. The uprights
are connected at the top hy a
heavy beam, whicli crosses from
one to the other above the crank
shaft. They are not subjected

to tensile stress during the work-
ing of thc=> machine, this stress be-

ing borne by the four bolts, 1), h,

Fig. 5, which are 5 in.

diameter, and pass tlirough the

uprights from the base of the ma-
chine to the top, nuts being fitted

at top and bottom. The engrav-
biit it will be nnderstood that this i-s secured

Fiij. 5.—Toggle press. Plan.

ing shows the machine with the die removed,
to the base of the maehine between the uprights, and may be of any desired form for the
work to be done, and blanks up to 60 in. by 38 in. can be
worked. At the four corners of the uprights are tlie guides
for tlie blank- holder, B (Figs. 4 and 5), these guides being
formed in jiart by the plates, c, r, g, c, which are bolted to
the uprights, 'fo tlie inner sides of the blank-holder are
secured by heavy bolts tlie two guides, r/, r/, upon which the
punch-slide works. The latter slide ' derives its motion
from i.lie crank sliaft, (7,

Fig. 3, which, driven at a uniform
speed by moans of the largo gear, ff, imparts to this slide a
motion analogous to that of the piston of an ongiuo.

At the left ol: tlie luaeliino, attached to the crank sliaft,

is the cranlc, A (Fig. 4), wliich by means of the connecdon,
J), gives vertical motion to tlie sliding piece, whicli

works u|)on tlie angle guide, Al At the top of the sliding

])ie(*e, JU, and at eitlior side, are connected i;ho short links,

// (Fig. 8), by which motion is imparted to the cranks, I
(Fig. 4), these in turn actuating the two auxiliary crank
shafts, c/, J, wliich pass along at either side of the main
sliaft, G, and by imEins of the ci*anks, it, AT, and their con-

nections, give motion to tlio blank-holder slide. These
various connections operate to make the “dwell” of the
blank-liolder sliown by the diagram, BTg. 7, at tlie time the
sliding piece, liJ, is at and nea,r the uppel’ limit of its motion,
and wliile the slide carrj^ing the puncli is near the lower
limit of its motion, wliich is when the actual drawing of the

blank is being done. The diagram, Fig. 7, at the left shows
the positions of the va,rious parts wlien the sliding piece, B,
is at its lowest point, and the blank-holder raised to its ex-

treme height, wliile the diagram at the right shows the various positions when the dwell of

the blank- holder is just beginning, the small movement of the sliding piece during this

period, acting simply to swing the connections, II, II, upon tlieir centers, as shown by the

dotted lines, but producing no perceptible movement of the blank-holder, while the cranks,

AT, I{, and their connections being in the same steaight line, whicli is the line of thrust,

the moving parts are relieved of all strain, thus avoiding undue wear, and making the
full power of the machine available at this time, just when it is needed for the punch.
One object in making the piece, B, so heavy is that it may act as a eounterbalanee for the
other moving parts. In operation, the blank, which has previously been punched or trimmed
to the desired size and shape, is placed over the die, and the blank-holder then first descends
in advance of the punch until it rests upon the blank, and exerts a heavy pressure all around
its outer edge. The punch then descends and forces the middle portion of the blank into

the die, drawing the metal out from between the face of the die and blank-holder, which

ITia. 6,~Togglc press. Elevation.
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by its pressure prevents any kinking or buckling of the sheet. It is important to secure

even pressure all about the blank, and this is provided for by making the blank-holder in

two parts, and putting in the four screws, a, a, <2, a, one of which being placed at each
corner of the blank-holder, and provided with
suitable nuts, the pressure can be made uni-

form all over the face of the die. These
screws serve also for the vertical adjustment
of blank-holder to suit different dies, the

range of adjustment provided for being B in.

The punch can also be adjusted vertically by
turning the shaft carrying the pinion, d (Fig.

4), which engages with the bevel gear shown,
this bevel being at the bottom of a large

screw which affects the movement by means
of a slide ; the four bolts, shown above the

pinion and on either side of the shaft, bind-

ing all tightly together when the proper adjiist-
Fm. 7.—-Press diagram.

rnent has been made, so that no alteration can take place without first loosening them.

The extent of this movement is 6 in. The long connecting-rod at the left of the machine,

and extending from near the top to the bottom, gives

motion to the device within the base, by which the

blank is forced up out of the die when released by the
blank-holder. The main crank shaft, 0, is 11 in.

diameter, the gear which is keyed to it at the right

being 7 ft. 7 in. diameter, 12 in. face, and 4 in.

pitch. It is driven by a pinion on the intermediate

shaft, the large intermediate gear being driven by a
pinion, which is not keyed directly to the engine crank
shaft, but to a sleeve which forms a portion of a Hill

friction clutch, by which the motion of the press is

controlled, a small movement of the lever starting

or stopping the press promptly and smoothly, the

clutch being so arranged that the movement of the
lever which releases it applies a brake, which promptly
arrests the motion, and thus the p)ress can be handled
with the greatest facility.

The engine is of simple construction, has a plain,

slide valve with throttling governor, and has the crank-
pin for actuating the valve fixed to a disk, which is

at the end of a return crank attached to the main wrist-pin.

Fig. 8.—Toggle press. Details.

The disk is so mounted upon
the return crank that when the engine is turned in eith'er direction by hand, the disk so

adjusts itself by turning on its center that the valve is set for running in the direction

in which the engine has been turned, without any further attention being required. The
cylinder of the engine is 12 x 14 in. and it is designed to run 250 revolutions per minute,
which gives the machine a speed of 5 strokes per minute, the gearing being proportioned 50
to 1. The press stands about 14 ft. high and weighs about 60 tons.

PRESSKSj FORGIINR. Hydraulic Forging,—Mr. W. D. Allen, in a paper read before
the Iron and Steel Institute in 1891, describes as follows a hydraulic forging press which has
been in operation some time in England, and has proven to be a most efficient and useful
tool. In this press the force pump and the large or main cylinder of the press are in direct

and constant communication. There are no intermediate valves of any kind, nor has the
pump any clack valves, but it simply forces its cylinder full of water direct into the cylinder

of the press, and receives the same water, as it were, back again on the return stroke. Thus,
when both cylinders and the pipe connecting them are full, the large ram of the press rises

and falls simultaneously with each stroke of the pump, keeping up a continuous oscillating

motion
;
the rara, ol; course, traveling the shorter distance, owing to the larger capacity of

the press cylinder.

The press and pumps are shown in Pigs. 1 and 2. The top and bottom portions of the
framing, A A, arc alike. The main columns, B B, are hollow. The large press cylinder,

D, is fitted and held in the top frame ; the anvil block rests in the bottom frame. E is

the main ram. E is a steam-cylinder with piston, the piston-rod of which is attached to the
shank of the ram. 6^ is a cross-head working in guides, thus preventing tlie ram from
turning round.

The force pumps are duplex,” the ends or faces of the two plungers, II IT, advancing
and receding to and from each other simultaneously at each stroke. They work into opposite
ends of the pump, L This cylinder is simply a strong tube. The two yjlungers are worked
by a three-throw crank, J, the two side throws of which are on exactly opposite centers to
the middle throw. The two side throws give motion to the plunger furthest from the crank,
in which case the strain exerted is a pull, whilst the middle throw gives motion to the plunger
nearest to the crank, and the strain is a thrust or push. As before observed, a free communi-
cation is at all times maintained between the pump cylinder and the press cylinder. This is

done through the pipe, AT, and when all are full of water and the engine working, an ascend-
ing and descending motion is imparted to the press ram at each revolution of the crank, the
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descending motion being given by the press plungers, II II, advancing toward each other and
forcing the contents of the pump cylinder into the press cylinder, the ascending motion
taking place by means of the steam-piston, which, on the return stroke, raises the ram, and
forces the water back on to the pump plungers as they recede from each otlier

;
so that as

long as there is no waste of water by leakage, and its quantity is not increased or decreased,
the press ram will continue to oscillate at the same distance from the anvil, and could only
operate on work of that exact size. The ram has tliereforo to be I’aised or lowered to suit the
various requirements of work in hand, and to effect this a source of supply of water under a
pressure of about 250 lbs. has to be provided, which, when admitted into the press cylinder,
has sufficient force to overcome the power of the steam in tlie steam-cylinder, sending the
steam back into the boilers. By this means the ram is rapidly brought down any required

I'iGS. 1 and 3.—Hydraulic forging press.

distance; on tlie other hand, the power of the steam immediately raises the ram upon the
water being allowed to escape.

The valve used for tlie rapid admission and escape of water becomes, therefore, rather an
important feature, and is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a cylindrical facing, having a
hollow cylindrical valve or plunger, working endwise through hydraulic leathers ; at each
cud of tills valve or |>lungor very fine slits are sawn lengthwise through its sides or walls, for

allowing of the admission and escape of water, by moving the valve endwise until the fine

slits pass the hydraulic leather
;
the set of slits at one end of the valve being for the admis-

sion of water, and those at tlio other for the escape. L is the easing bored through and
fitted with hydraulic leather, shown in section, if is the inlet, iV, the outlet, and 0, a

passage into the pipe, IC The valve is capable of being easily moved endwise. It is hollow,

with a solid division in the center, the hollow |)ortion forming a sort of cup on each side of

the solid pjirt, and tlirougli the sidewalls of these cups the fine slits are cut. When it is

d(^siri‘.(l lo bring the jiress ram down, the valve is moved endwise to the left until the fine

slits i)a,ss the liydraulic leather,

and a pa,ssage is thereby opened
from tlu‘, ini(',t, if, tli rough the
slits, a,ml waten.’ is admitted into

the [)a,ssage, 0, and then on to
the pip(^ /T, and the ram at
once (Uiscemds. When it is desired
to raise (fit', ram the valve is raised

to tlu'- right, and water passes out
tlirough the other set of slits, and
away by the outlet, .W, and tlie

ram at once ascends by the action
of the steam, At tlie time the
slits pass the leather the low pres-

sure only is in operation, and at
the moment of iinpacd". of the ram
upon the work the valve is always
in its neutral position, the position Fig. 3.—Forging and bending machine.
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shown in the diagram, the plain body of the central portion of the valve, with a cup leather
on each side, being all that is exposed to the great pressure.

The press ratn makes a stroke of in., and its diameter is 30 in., so that at a pres-

sure of 3 tons jjer sq. in. (deducting the area of the shank) we have a power of 1,700
tons.

A Forging and Fendmg MaeJdne, of novel form, made by Williams, White & Co., of

Moline, 111, is shown in Fig. 3. The cut shows it as arranged with dies for bending arch
bars for freight ears. The machine is a horizontal press, of massive proportions, adapted
to be used with a great variety of forms and dies which can he changed at pleasure. The
cross-head moves back and forth on the hed. The pitmans are driven by wrist-pins attached
to the main gears, of which there are two— one on each side of the bed. By this method both
.ends of the cross-head move the same distance in the same time.

Forging Compressed Steel for Ouns, Shafts, etc .—In order to overcome the want of

soundness in steel when cast and forged in large masses, Sir Joseph Whitworth, at his

works near Manchester, Eng., introdneed the system of consolidating the steel ingots
while liiiid under hydraulic pressure, and then forging them on a mandrel by a hydraulic
press.

A gradually increasing pressure up to 6 or 8 tons per sq. in. is applied, and within half
an hour or less after the application of the pressui-e the column of fluid steel is shortened 1^
in. per foot, or one-eightli of its length; the pressure is then kept on for several hours,
the result being tliat the metal is compressed into a perfectly solid and homogeneous
material.

The same system has been recently adopted by the Bethlehem Iron and Steel Works,
U. S. A., and by a number of works in England. Open-hearth steel is generally used. The
mode of working is thus described by E. H. Carbutt, in his presidential address before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers in May, 1887 :

An ingot of the requisite size up to 65 tons is cast either round, or square, or hexagonal,
according to tlio views and experience of each steel maker. The hexagonal form, with sides

slightly curved concave, is preferable, because the sides can then follow the shrinkage of

the material in cooling, and thus prevent internal rupture of the metal. The ingot, being
upright during casting, is cast longer than necessary, so as to get the effect of a head to
allow for the steel shriiikhig as it cools ; the head is afterwards cut off in a lathe. The
ingot in cooling drives the carbon to tho center, so that when cold it is found that
although the steel on tlie outside is mild enough for a gun forging, the center is hard enough
for tool stool, containing ()'8 per cent, of carbon. This hard center is then bored out of the
ingot, until the test shows tliat the inside of tho annular ring contains the same porcentago
of carbon as the outside. Tho center being bored out allows an internal, as well as an exter-
nal, examination of tlic ingot. Tho hydraulic press is then brought into play on the annular
ring, with the full advantage of beiii^ able to forgo on a mandrel. The amount of material
which is cut off and liortMl out of tho ingot is so large that it leaves the forging only one-half
to two-thirds the weight of the ingot. This loss of material accordmgly adds to tho cost of
the forging.

The hydraulie foi’ging presses vary in power, working at 2-^ to 3 tons pressure per sq. in.

,

and having steel cylinders from 35 to40 in. diameter, with 4i to 7i- ft. stroke. In several of
tliom the head which contai ns tho cylinder is movable, so that in forging a large mass tho
cylinder is lifted up and only a short stroke is necessary. The presses are worked direct by
large puiriping engines, witliout the intervention of an accumulator, the engines runningonly
while tlie press is at work. Tlio cranes all have an arrangement for turning the. poi'ter-bMr,

so that the forging is rotated between the blows of the press. There can be no fpiestion that,

the introduction of tlie liydraulic forging press has been a great means of overcoming t,he

diffieiilty of making largo steel forgings. The pressure is so great and so equal througliout
tliat the steel in tlie center of the ingot is worked at the same rate as the outside

;
that is,

while an ordinary steam hammer would draw the outside only and leave the centre un-
worked, thus bringing about internal strains in the steel, the press acts on the whole mass
equally throughout

.

FEE8SES5 HAY AKD COTTON, Hay-haling presses are operated by steam-power or by

Pig. 1. The Dederick press. Pig. 2.

horses, and are made in some variety, but all on tho plan of compressing small charges in
detail consecutively into a long, horizontal, square-cornered box by strokes of a reciprocating
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traverser. Fig. 1, which represents the Dederick press, shows the bale begun, the traverser

shot home, an overlap of hay from the charge last before

pressed, and a fresh charge in the hopper above. Pig. 2

If ilil
sliows the traverser withdrawn, the overlap of hay folded

iilllli
down l:)y the spring top to level the top face of the bale,

|

illlil
charge of hay rammed down to receive

Jjjlllil
the next stroke of the traverser. Pig. 3 is a section

Bif III

^

|Wl|f|| completed bale convenient for feeding. Pig. 4 is a com-'

plete bale ready to sliip. While the bale is compressed

in the press-box of the machine, several metal ties Fig. 4.--Hay bale.

Fig. 3 ~ oj- bale bands are passed around it lengthwise, but
naic i^ec-

ti.jyisversely to its series of layers, and along grooves on the inner faces of the com-
])rc',ssing surfaces oi; the movable bulkheads in the press-box, and the ends are

then looped and fastened to retain the mass in a

firm pjiratlelopiped of conveniont size and dense [|j|l

enough to load railway cars to their weight

capacity. Numerous ingenious bale ties ^havo

been invented tor^this pur}:mse. One
^ 111

Wool Gfriswold ,
and m aiiufa^ by Griswold

having in one end an eye in wliich is received

thimble-fasliion a V-shaped saddle. After the

band is put. around tlie bale, tlie end is passed

througli the saddle. When strain is applied,

the wire jams in the angle of the saddle, and at

tlie same* lime tlie saddle being compressed in

the eye, closes tightly upon the wire. Pig, 5 is r '‘•''-r--*-

.

an iniproved form of hay press constructed of Fig. 6.—-Hay press.

steel. Tlie loose liay is introduced as fast as a

man can pitcdi it into a self-feeder, and, when tied, is emitted at the open end. The duty is

claimed as 20 or 30 tons a day, according to power applied. In the Whitman hay-baling press,

the plunger rebounds automatically after each operative stroke. The horse makes a tour to

is thrown back to initial position by the expansive force of the compressed hay, providing

an empty space in the press-box for receipt of a fresh charge. The bales may be made any-
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where from 1 ft. to 5 ft. lon^. With one horse 6 tons, or with two horses 8 tons, may be
baled in a day. The bales made by these presses load and stow with economy of labor and
space, and in use the layers of hay are neatly separable. Eecent rapid adoption of

high-speed, reliable hay-baling presses « r - ^
has caused a decided change in methods "'n”

of handling the great hay crop of the x ^
country, by making it an extremely avail- y " ^

.

JSliHlillllillllllllllilll 1

1

areas of production westward in the ^
llllliill ipSL 111 I 1 I i

United States, to the prolific, grass-
-

'

growing prairie regions where the broad,
""ilP”

level stretches of land are peculiarly
' — —

suited to the use of machinery.
Q.-Cotton-balmg press.

Goiton Press ,—Dederick makes a press on the same detail ramming plan, for baling
cotton on the home plantation

Fig. 9.—Cotton-baling press.

or elsewhere. Its operation
is exhibited in Figs. 7, 8, and
9. It does away with the usual
necessity of re-pressing for

ocean shipment, as it produces
extraordinarily condensed
bales, straight-edged and flat-

sided, without bilge or any ex-
pansion when released. As
compared with cotton treated
by the customaiy pressing and
repressing, claims are made
that the fiber of the cotton
pressed in the Dederick press is

less crushed, as the detail com-
pression admits of a lower
maximum of pressure, and
that the work is more rapidly
doneandis less expensive. The
capacity of a press is 400 or
more of “ quarter ” hales daily.

'The average weight of a bale

is 125 lbs., and measurement
12 X 15x80 in.=5,400 cub. in.

The ordinary 600-lb. bales, to

be equally condensed, would
measure but 21,600 cub. in.,

whereas they are stated as a
matter of fact to exceed 88,000
cub. in., average, evenafterre-

Fig. 10.—The “quarter ’’bale. pressing. It should be added
that the new quarter bales come

apart, when opened at the mill, in sections suitable for the picker. They may, if desired, be
ejected by the press directly into sacks or covers. Fig. 10 illustrates size and shape of a
quarter” bale in comparison with a man.
PROJECTILES. (See also, Aumor; Ordnance; G-un, Pneumatic.) Ifatarial—A little

more than twelve years ago chilled cast-iron projectiles wrere considered all that could
be desired for work upon the wrought-iron armor of that period, and, in fact, an extensive
series of experiments made in England tended to prove that against this type of armor the
chilled iron was fully equal to the steel shell in normal, while it was slightly superior in
oblique fire. These experiments also included tests of chilled-iron projectiles against steel

plates, with the result, of a decision being reached that “steel shell are absolutely necessary
for the attack of steel-faced armor.” Prance and Germany were the earliest in the fielci

with steel armor-piercing projectiles.

In the first-named country several concerns are engaged in shell making, each practicing
some special mode of treatment, or using some particular chemical combination. At Terre
Noire, for example, the steel is oil hardened, but not forged, and the quality varies in dif-

ferent projectiles, being softest in the largest calibers; but the degree of hardening varies
also, so that the final product possesses nearly the same degree of hardness in all eases. St.
Chamond projectiles are generally made of crucible steel, forged, and oil hardened; but here
the quality of the steel is the same for all calibers, and the hardening process differs. That
for the 34-cmt. shell is described as follows: The projectile is brought to a cherry-red heat
throughout, plunged in oil, and kept immersed until cold; it is then brought again to a
cherry-red and dipped in cold water as far as the front band, where it is kept eight or. ten
minutes; finally it is wholly immersed in oil until cold.

Krupp projectiles are of crucible steel, and the final process is oil hardening; it is said
that a file will not bite anywhere on the surface. The use of steel has lately been
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exteiidod to the Tiianiifactiire of common and shrapnel shell also ; the thickness of the shell

walls is thereby grea,tly reduced, wliile retaining all the strength of the cast-iron projectile,

so that the interior capacity for bursting charge or bullets, and consequently the efficiency

of the shell, has been correspondingly increased. The projectiles are generally made of cast-

steel, but in England tiie difficulty of procuring sound small castings led to the introduction

of forged steel for the smaller calibers, and the superiority of these over the cast-steel ones
was so marked tliat they ai‘e now made for all calibers.

In this country cast-iron sliell have been produced with facility at the various government
establishments for a number of years. Tlio elforts to obtain cast-steel shell were long unsuc-
cessful, the first samples being jill rejected on account of imperfections in castings. Eor the

past two years, however, the sjiecimens submitted have passed inspection, and the certainty

of the necessary siip]>ly is now guaranteed. An attempt has also been made to produce
chrome steel ot* domestic make suitable for armor-piercing projectiles, but nothing altogether

satisfactory i*(?sult,ed until quite recently. Now it is thought that in the Carpenter projectiles,

by adopting nu^thods of manufaciture that originated in this country, rather than those that

are used in FrancG, the requirements of the Frencl) standard have not only been reached
but surpassed. Tiie armor-piercing projectiles are all carefully turned and gauged, which
renders them very much more expensive than common shell.

Projectiks,-—'IhQ armor-piercing projectiles of the Holtzer and Firminy
processes have been used in all of the principal armor-plate trials, and are still considered

uiiociualed by England, h^rance, Russia, and Spain. With these sliarp-pointed projectiles

the only object sought has been penetration on normal impact, and but little attention has
been given to the effects of blows delivered at sharp angles. The most important tests of

such effects were carried out several years ago at the naval ordnance proving ground with
projectiles having heads of various shapes, but as yet tho results have apparently been put to

no practical use. The decided results obtained at late armor trials have caused some little

discussion as to the practicability of using flatter-headed projectiles for oblique attack on
armor.

The devices usedfor securing rifling have nndergono various changos during recent years,

as the muzzle-loading metliodsjiavc been forced to give way to the more modern breech

loaders. Studded projectiles having buttons or flanges, which followed the grooves in the

gun, were very popular aliroad, whereas in this country we preferred expanding rings at the

base of tho projectile. These rings carried an annular groove in which the powder gases

acted in sucli a maimer that they forced the outer portion of the ring into the rifling grooves,

and, at the sarnc^ time, caused the ring itself to more closely grasp the shell. In breech load-

ing guns there is a band of soft metal about the projectile which makes it a little larger in

diameter t.ha,n th(‘. caiilier of t.lie gun
;
tho piowder gases force this band to take the grooves,

and, by tins means, tlio twist is imparted to the projectile.

ProjccMles against Amor.—It is worthy of note tliat with the improvement of the steel

proji‘(*liil(\ the st(sel face of compound armor became more and more hardened, and carbon

was added until there was 40 percent, more used in 1888 than had formerly been thought
necessary. Wlieu tho lloltzer projectiles were tried in England, in March, 1887, the excellent

results obtained were claimed to be hirgely due to the fact that tlio plate was of inferior

quality, and a new trial came off in October of the same year, the target being the best 16-in.

conip()und plaice that could bo made. It was in fact tlio second half of tlie plate tliat liad so

sucecssfully withstood tho attacks of Firminy projectiles in tho early part of tho year. Tho
projecilh' weighed 714 lbs.; tlie plate was broken into two parts, and cracks were devel-

opiMl all ()V(M’ ilis surface. When removed from the target-backing the shell was intact, and
so lii.tle deformed that,, a|)i)ar(}ntly, it could have been fired again. A Palliser shot fired

under simihir conditions l,o a lloltzer was shattered into fragments.

A lot, of IlOO lloltzer O-in. shell were fired at Shoehuryness against a Brown S)-in. compound
plate. Tlie lirst shell perfora,ted the iilato without fui'tlier injury than a slight cracking in

tho head; tho sia-ond fahi'd to get through, and, breaking off at tho front band, rebounded

12 yards. As tlie n'ljuircmuuits were that test shell sliould pass through a 9-in. compound
phibi pracdkailly iiiuletbrnieil, the lot was rejected. A former lot liad, however, passed the

test, a,s did sonu‘. lloltzer steel projectihis fired against Creusot plates 5.5 in. thick.

Early iii 1S88, projc'.c tiles 18.5 in. in caliber, weighing 1,250 Ibs.
,^
wme fired against

(kimmell (>hitcs 18 in. thick. The first shot against this plate was a Firminy shell and was
comphdviy broken up, A St. Ohamond projectile was fired against a Brown plate during the

same scnles of I,rials, and was also broken up. Firing against a Brown 9-in. plate was tried

later in (lie same yca,r, Firminy 6-in. shells being used, 'riie two test sliells passed throiigli

the plate and were but slightly cracked and deformed. An armor-piercing trial with St.

Chamond ,12-in. projectiles took place in Russia; the plate was of tlie Wilson patent, luit

made in Russia,. Alt,liough tho plate was fractured, the shot did not get through; the point

barely ])i(U'<'ed i,he plate, leaving the base projecting from the other side, the surface of the

project, ile being iiadly cracked in all directions.

in 1890 there wore two important trials of projectiles armor: the first in this country
at Annapolis, and the second at Ochta, in Russia. At the former the energy of the 6-in.

lloltzer armor-piercing projectile was a little more than sufficient to just perforate the steel

plate. Tho other two plates used were a nickel-steel and a compound armor. There
were twelve 6-in. lOO-lb. projectiles fired, four at each plate, with tho following results :

The first shot fired at the steel plate was not materially injured, its base |)rojected (k5 in.

from the plate
;
the second penetrated but rebounded, and was found to be shortened 10 of

48
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an inch; the third did the same, and was shortened .14 of an inch
;
the fourth acted in the

same manner, -but was broken up. The compound plate let the first three through without
injury to the projectiles, but the fourth broke after perforation. The body of the first shell
fired at the nickel-steel remained in, but the rear end rebounded; the second remained intact
in the plate

;
tlm third the same, excepting that the base projected 4-5 in.; while the fourth

broke, leaving its head in the plate, the rear portion rebounded. A fifth shot was fired at
each plate, the projectile being an 8-in. Firth-Eirminy. The one fired at the steel plate
penetrated, rebounded, and broke in three pieces. The nickel-steel let the projectile enter,
but broke it 5*25 in. from the face of the plate, part of the head remaining in the hole. The
shell fired at the compound plate was recovered entire, but was shortened 0*24 in. ; much of
the plate was damaged, the hardened front portion was scaled off in a numl)er of large and
small pieces.

In the Ochta trials the first two projectiles used were of poor quality, but the last three
were excellent, and a comparison with their performance against a Ticker’s plate aud the
Schneider steel plate at Annapolis shows that in the former the points of the three projectiles
penetrated 7,11, and 4 in. beyond the back of the plate, while in the latter the penetrations of
the four 64n. projectiles beyond the back of the plate were respectively 2-75, 2’4, 2-0, and 2*4
in. Against the nickel-steel 10-in. plate the Holtzer 6-in. shot first fired penetrated 9 in.,

and rebounded, broken in two
; the second penetrated 8| in.

,
and rebounded, broken in three

pieces; the third went in 11 Hn., and rebounded unbroken; while the fourth entered in.
and broke in two. The first at the compound plate entered 13*2 in. and remained entire in
the hole

;
the second did likewise

; the third perforated plate and backing, and was found
unbroken 817 yards to the rear

;
and the fourth was intact 933 yards to the rear. The two

nickel-steel plates differed somewhat in constitution, containing unequal proportions of nickel,
which will account for the different effect upon the projectiles.

The most important struggle between armor and projectiles in this country took place
in^ 1891 at the new naval proving grounds at Indian Head, on the Potomac River. In
this the plates were of domestic manufacture, and a portion of the projectiles used were
also made in this country. Six plates were used, four 6-in. and one 8-iii. projectile being
fired at each plate under circumstances similar to the trials already referred to. The
general result to the projectiles was in the main like that of the trials at Annapolis, and a
positive proof was given of our ability to improve on original designs and to obtain in this
country all the armor-piercing shell that we need.

The Garpeiiter projectiles are made of chrome-steel, after the Firminy process; that is, all
of the patents covering that process were purchased for use in this country

;
but something

better was expected, as the conditions of the armor were changed first from steel to nickel-
steel, and then from the ordinary methods of hardening to the adoption of the Harvey system.
Consequently experiments were started in hardening the head of armor-piereing shell, and
departures were as a natural sequence found necessary. The tempering does not run to the
same extreme throughout the shell, as the thinner walls about the powder chamber would
not stand the treatment and maintain the desired degree of efficiency

; the head, and as far
down as the chamber will admit, are treated, and the projectiles have thus far answered every
demand. They are delivered in lots of 100 each, two out of every lot being tEiken as samples.

OoMMOu steel shell are being made by two different processes, one in which they are
pressed into shape by means of dies, and the other by the use of electric welding. In the
former thc^ shell are made from a cylindrical billet of steel, which is heated and put through
a series of dies and presses, which hollow it, draw the sides of this cup-shaped hollow to
form the powder chamber, point it, leaving a hole at the apex for the insertion of the fuze

;

shape the powder chamber inside; and when the operation is finished nothing remains but to
cut the screw-thread for the receipt of the fuze. These projectiles can be turned out in any
quantities desired, and at a far less cost than the armor-piercing type which are turned by
machinery. The method above described has been in use abroad for some years, but the
machinery as adopted in this country has undergone considerable change from the original.

The WieeUr-Sterling Shell.—

A

new; armor-piercing steel shell, named the Wheeler-Ster-
ling, and hardened by a process that is at present kept a secret, has recently given such
excellent results that a number of the projectiles are being made for naval use. A 6-in. shell,
weighing 100 lbs., was recently fired through a high-carbon steel armor plate 114 in. thick.
The shortening after this severe ordeal was but 0*38 in., and the enlargement 0*23 in. The
point was not at all distorted, nor was there a scratch to mar the surface from point to base.
This is the first American armor-piercing shell made after an American patent and process,
and the result is quite remarkable.

Rapid-fire Frojectiles.—T'hQ projectiles for rapid-fire artillery, besides being made by
the well-known methods of making shell and shrapnel, are now made also by the electric
welding process. Iron tubing is cut in suitable lengths, and to this are welded steel heads
and bases. Experiments on the proving ground with projectiles of this type have proved
them to be well adapted to the purpose

;
and it is now thought that the larger-calibered

shell for ordinary service can be made by the same method. The rapidity and compara-
tive cheapness with which shells made in this way can be turned out recommend the pro-
cess, which, at present, bids fair to displace all other methods of manufacturing ordinary shell
and shrapnel for quick-fire guns. (See Welding, Electric.)

EotchMss Projectiles .—The Hotchkiss guns are furnished with ammunition made espe-
cially for their giins, and it is of three kinds : Cast-iron shell, steel shell, and case-shot.
The two former have the same general appearance, .and are of the cylindrical ogival type ;
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the point of the steel shell is sharply pointed, and the fuze is inserted in the base
;
the cast-

iron shell has a percussion fuze fitted to the front end, which is truncated to form a seat. A
number of grooves are cut around tlie body of the projectile, and over these is forced a sheet-
brass belt. When the gun is fired this belt is forced into the grooves, and gives the riflling

motion to the project,ile. Both classes of shell are shaped witli great care and turned true
;

those of steel are tempered. The case-shot consists of a shell of thin brass filled with lead
balls,, the intervening spaces being filled with sawdust.

Calibers and Projectiles, U. S. Guns.

Natum of Gun.

Caliber.
Weight.

a
to
d

6

a
o

o

XI
w
"S

Weight

of

projectile.

Muzzle

velocity.

d
u

1

Thickness

of

steel

which

shell

will

penetrate

at

muzzle.

Brooch-londing Klfles. In. L1i8. Ft. Lbs. Lbs. Ft. sec

.

Ft. tons. In.

4-in. Mark T 4 3,380 13-7 1244 33 2,000 1)15 7*18
4-in. Eapid Fire 4 3,400 13*7 12-14 33
5-in. Mark I 5 0,100 13 5 20-29 00 u

1,660 8*67
5-in. Rapid Fire 5 7,000 17*4 28-30 50 2,2.50 1,754 9-00
fi-in. Mark I 6 10,775 15*8 50 100 2,000 2,773 10*27
6-m. Mark 11 6 10,000 10*1 45-48 “

in. Mark III., dO cals 6 10,800 10*3 44-47 “ It it

6 in. Mark III., 35 “ 6 11,,554 18*8 “
2,080 2,090 10*86

6-in. Mark IIL, 40 “ (1 13,370 21*3 2,1.50 3,204 11*88
8-in. Mark I B 27,000 21*5 105 250 2,000 0,9.32 14*51
8-in. Mark 1 a 28,800 115 “

8-in. Mark 11 8 29,100 (« “ u

8- in. Mark HI., 3.5 cal h 8 20,400 25*4 “ u
7,498 15*61

8-in. Mark III., 40 “ 8 34,000 28*7 “
2,150 8,011 16*10

10-in. Mark I., 30 cala. . .

.

10 57,500 27*4 225-224 500 2,000 13,864 18*75

10-in. Mark 1., 85 “ 10
f 00,000 1

{ 03,100 (

30*5 “ u
2,080 14,996 19*83

lO-in. Mark 11.. 30 “ 10 50,400 27*4 2,000 13,864 18*75
lO-in. MarklL, 35 “ 10 01,000 31*2 2,100 15,285 20*10
12-in. Mark I 12 101,300 30*8 425 850 25,985 24*16
13-in. Mark 1 13 135,500 40*0 560 1100 83,627 29*66

liigh-explosive FrojectiUs .— In addition to the dynamite gun projectiles (see Torpedoes)
there have been numerous experiments made to devise a method for the safe projection of
high explosives. In 1.887 experiments were made at Sandy Hook with steel shell of service
pattern, but provided with a large base opening for convenience of loading

;
the weight of

each, including the bursting charge of lbs. of dynamite, was about 132 lbs. The weight
of powdei* charge wiis 2;> lbs. Tlio Graydon method of charging shell consists in subdividing
the bursting charge inl.o small pellets, each enclosed in a separate envelope, which is treated
with para, film*. Tlu; interior of the shell is carefully lined with asbestos. The fuze is com-
posed of a funnel-shape-d v(.‘ssel of sheet metal, having its large end in contact with or close*
to the front wall of the projectile, while its rear end sits over the fuze proper, a cylindrical
tube filled with powder and armed in front with a percussion cap. Seven rounds were
fired at a section of a, wrought-iron turret, 14 in. in thickness, and made up of two 7-in. plates

;

each of tlu^sf* wn,s divided liorizontally into two sections, so disposed as to break joints. Tlio

shell were suc.cu^ssfully lirtul from the gun, and serious damage was inflicted on the target;
especially was thistlu', ciisii in the third round, when penetration and disruptive elleet on the
target were eombiiuMl This system has since undergone a series of trials in England and
hh’ance, wliere, on acicount of there being neither special gun nor special projectile required,
it has attracted consid(vra,blc attention.

Tlie Smolia,niuofi‘ siioll, charged with high explosive, was fired from a 100-pounder Parrott
rifle at the Sandy Hook proving grounds in November, 1887. The weight of empty shell in
the first two rounds was 89 lbs., and the weight of explosive was 4*6 lbs.; in the last round
the shell weighed 83 lbs., the explosive 4*1 lbs. The explosive consists of 80 per cent, of
nitro-glycerine, and it is claimed that it is insensible to shock, either in the gun of against a
target of earth or stone, and that a detonating fuze is required to explode it. The weakness
of the cast-iron shell used in the three rounds that were fired, and also the shape of the head,
which was adapted to a nose-fuze, precluded any possibility of penetrating tlie target, which
was like the one above described. The firing was successful in the respect that no damage
was done to the gun.

The Snyder explosive consisted of 94 per cent, nitro-glycerine, and 6 per cent, of a com-
pound of collodion, gun-cotton, camphor, and ether; it is exploded by mere percussion
against any hard and solid body, and it seems to be wholly within the power of tlie manipu-
lator to prevent premature explosions. The gun employed in the experiments, that took
place under direction of the Turkish war department, was a 6-in. rilled field-piece. The
target, erected at a distance of 230 yards, was composed of twelve l-in. steel plates, welded
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together, and backed by oak beams; the charge of explosive was 10 lbs. Ten shots were
fired without accident of any kind, and without damage to the gun, the target being com-
pletely destroyed by one of the shots.

In 1883, in G-ermany, a patent was obtained for the construction of a shell to be charged
with high explosive, but nothing in the way of experiments was done with the projectile,

which was of special construction, and in 1885 a patent was secured for a new process of

loading, which could be applied to shell of service pattern. The wet gun-cotton used in

this is in the form of prismatic grains, made by cutting up the ordinary compressed disks,

and to the charge of wet are added about 200 grams of dry cotton. Space being reserved for

the fuze and detonator, melted paraffine is poured over the charge, filling in all its inter-

stices, and, as it cools, forms the charge into a solid mass. Over 200 shell have been fired

from an8.8-cmt. gun without accident, and with complete explosion. Charges of 16 kilograms
have been successfully fired from the 15-cmt., and the experiments have since extended to

the 28-emt. mortar. In March, 1888, a 98-kilograni projectile, loaded with gun-cotton and
22 kilograms of powder, was fired from a 21-cmt. Krupp gun. The shell perforated a
12-cmt. compound plate, its 60 cmts. of oak backing, and only burst when it entered an
earthen wall at the rear of the target. (See Armor ; Gux, Pneumatic

;
Ordnance, and

Torpedoes.)
Projectiles, Dynamite : see Torpedo.
Propeller : see Engines, Marine.
Piig Mill : see Clay-working Machinery.
PULVERIZERS AND HARROWS. The “pulverizers” constitute connecting-links

between the plow and the harrow, and are, indeed, loosely termed harrows
;
but the action

of those with obliquely revolving disks cuts
and turns the earth after the manner of the
ordinary plow, rather than by raking and
scratching it like the harrow proper. Th(‘. ten-

dency of the revolving-disk “barrow” to

encroach on the province of the common breast
plow is illustrated by Clark’s cutaway disk
machine, Fig. 1, which cuts a furrow 40 in.

wide and may be run as much as 7 in. deep.
It lifts the soil, inverts it, and effectually

aerates it. Each of the revolving members is

a 24-ill. notched disk, dished, and sharpened at
the edges, and behind each is suspend(.Ml a
spring-steel moldboard to turn each furrow or

Fm. 1.—Cutaway disk pulverizer. cut. Stationary cleaning-knives are added, to
scrape any adhering dirt from tlio disks. A

sharp revolving disk land-side precedes each of the notched disks which act as shares. The
land-sides do also the work of coulters. A long beam is used, supported at its front end by
a 16-in. caster. The plow-heads are supported and gauged by two 24-in. carrier-wheels on a
hinged axle governed by a hand lever at the right. The depth of cut of the land-sides is

governed by a hand lever on the beam. The lever at the left adjusts the moldbojirds. The
original disk-harrow was furnished simply with a gang of revolving cireuhir dislKul disks.
The change of the form of the disks, in the implement under
consideration, by cutting away portions at regular intervals

so as to leave merely the five or six spade-like blades on each
rolling member, has given this class of machine a new impulse
of usefulness. Thus made, the blades “scour” better than
before in all soils, but are coinparatively free from the fault of

trailing the soil into ridges, and leaving a dead-furrow or
gulley at the center line of travel or the two outer edges,
according as the disks are set on an inward or outward gather,

The implement is suitable for stubble-plowing and all free-

working soils, also hard adobe and clay, but not for stiff

sod or very sticky soils. It does not need the heavy weighting
required by the solid disk machines, especially on sod lands,

fields that have been plowed some months previously, or corn,

wheat, or other grain-stubble lands. Four horses are advan-
tageously used. Where this class of machine is used ou such
land the tilth is better than that of the ordinary plow, and Fio. 2.—C)uiavvH,v disk,

consumes far less time. The cutting edge of a round disk of

the customary size is some 50 in., and some 50 ft. of cutting edge must therefore be pressed
into the earth at each revolution ; while the “ cutaway ’’penetrates the earth with only somc3
22 ft. of cutting edge, and, therefore, with considerably greater ease. In working say 4 in.

deep, each circular disk must have anincisory bearing of some 15 in. per revolution, making
15 ft. of incisory bearing for a twelve-disk machine; but the “cutaway” machine, with
the same number of disks and depth of work, has less than 8 ft. of incisory bearing ; this
diminishes the draft, and yet the disks, by their troweling action, chop the soil into finer frag-
ments. In the Clark cutaway pulverizer, six shovel-blades enter the earth at eacli revolu-
tion of each member, making nearly a quarter turn to stir the earth laterally four inches,
crumbling it quite finely. Clark’s disk is shown separately in Pig. 2.
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All harrows of the rotatiiig-clisk class are subject to a considerable amount of side pres-

sure on each disk, which accumulates at the rearward hanger, causing a severe friction there.

For this hanger, the Keystone Manufacturing Co., of Sterling, III, make for their machine

I Miiiiiiiiiiiii'

Fig, 3,—Ball bearing, Fxa. 4—The Acme harrow.

of the same class the ball bearing exhibited in Pig. 3 (shown with side-plate removed), which

diminishes the wear and eases the draft.

llllil

Fig. 6.~*Qalc’8 harrow.

to nentralize tendency to ridge the soil. The angle of the cutters is a,(ljustable, and they are

reversible, doubling their service. Bradley’s steel lever-harrow (Fig. 5) will serve tio illus-

trate the improvement by wliicli the entire harrow-frame, connected throughout by a series of

pivoted rods, is manipulated by levers to incline the pitch of the teeth backward, thus chang-
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ing- the implement from a stirring to a smoothing harrow, or causing the removal of any
gathered trash from the teeth.

Another form of the same class of lever-harrows is shown in Fig. 6, and is strongly made
of pipe passing loosely through transverse flat girts, each piece of pipe being connected by
an arm pivoted to a horizontal bar, in turn pivoted to the hand lever for adjusting the pitch
of the teeth. A lever-harrow by the Bay Implement Co,, shown in Fig. 7, has a bearing

Fig. 7.—The Ray harrow.

shoe at the corner of each section. In transporting this harrow, when it is not desired to

operate it, the teeth are thrown back horizontally by the lever, and the corner shoes take the

ground as runners. The H. P. Deiischer Co. makes a harrow with sledge runners so arranged
as to carry the implement folded and reversed when transporting it not in use. The class of

harrows represented by the Kalamazoo spring-

tooth harrow (Fig. 8) is not only adapted hy
the yielding teeth to land that is obstructed by
earth-fast stones and other objects, but, owing
to the vibratory action of the helix spring-teeth,

pulverizes the soil thoroughly, shakes it up and
leaves the dirt in a loose condition, shaking out
weeds and grass upon the surface, leaving them
exposed to the sun to wilt and die. In operation

the flattened frame pieces hold down the sods
and clods, while the teeth cut deeply through
instead of rolling them up. Each tooth has a
bead punched up near the heel, which matches
a cast-iron socket on the harrow frame. The
socket is made with a rib which matches a slot

in the harrow frame, and has side flanges to

prevent the tooth from swinging to either side.

The tooth is held to the socket by a steel clip.

The same class of harrow is sometimes iron-

plated on the bottom surface of the frame to

promote durability, and sometimes made with
the frame entirely of iron or steel, corrugated
longitudinally to render it rigid. The teeth are
also sometimes made with the heel prolonged and continuing the normal curve, so that as
the points wear away the depth of cut can be maintained, and the service of the teeth in-

creased by changing the point of attach-
ment nearer to the extremity of the
heel as ocea,sion may require.

*

Pig. 1)

is the Hoosier pressure-harrow, with a
hand lever attached to a roek-slia,ft liav-
ing a series of arms controlling the depth
of cut by means of connecting rods. Tlie
teeth are fitted with springs at the heels,

permitting them to yield to avoid brealc-
ag-e. By removing or folding up the
middle tooth, the harrow is used as a
corn cultivator, the draghar support
being high enough to pass over the grow-
ingcorn. Fig. 10 exhibits the Hench &
Bromgold method of securing the flat

class of spring-tooth on a steel-frame
harrow. The tooth is riveted to a inalle-

Fig. 9.—The Hoosier pressure-harrow. able iron hub with ratcheted sides, and a
holt passes through the frame pieces of

the harrow, and two circular plates with crown ratchets to engage the hub ratchets. As the
tooth wears away and shortens at the point, the hubs may be correspondingly rotated by
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loosening the bolt and then retightening it, to maintain the norinal depth of cut, so as
greatly to increase the service of the teeth before exhausting all their available spring action.

The grubber (Fig. 11) is distinguished by a pair of side carrier-wheels and a lead-wheel.

Fig. 10."-“Spring tooth. Fig. 11.—Grubber.

These wlieels merely limit the depth of cut by the teeth as long as the hand lever is latched
back; but when the lever is released, the advance of the teeth lifts the teeth from the ground,
and loads the machine bodily upon the wheels.

PUMPS, RECIPROCATINO. The WortMngton High duty Pwm??.—One of the most
important recent inventions in pumping machinery is that of the high-dnty attachment to

the Worthington duplex purnpixig-engine, by which engines of the direct-acting, reciprocating

type, without fly-wheels, may bo caused to store up energy during the first part of the stroke,

to be given out toward the end of the stroke, and so utilize the advantages of expansion in

the steam-cylinders to the highest degree. This improvement is thus described by Mr. J. T.

Holloway, in a paper presented to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Trans.,

wol. xi.). Pig. 1 snows a sectional elevation of a compound direct-acting steam-pump, hav-
ing attached to it what has been called the high-duty attachment. To ordinary compound
direct-acting steam-pumps, as usually built, tliero is attached a plunger-rod which projects

through tlie outer end of the pump) chamber, and around which there is the usual stuffing-

box for packing the same. On the end of this plunger-rod is fastened a cross-head, which
moves in guides bolt(3d on the outer end of the pump. On this cross-head and opposite

to each otlier are semi-circular recesses. On the guide plates are cast two journal boxes,

one above and one below the plungor-rod, both equidistant from it, and at a point equal

to the half stroke of the cross-head. In these journal boxes are hung two short eylinders

on trunuions, whicii permit the eylinders to swing backward and forward in unison with the

phmger-rod. Within iliese swinging cylinders are plungers, or rams, which pass through
a stuffing-box on tlie end of the cylinder, and on their outer ends they have a rounded pro-

jection which fits in tlie somi-circular recesses in the cross-head; and, conBecjiiently, as the

cross-head moves back and forward, it carries with it these two plungers, which in turn tilt

the cylinders back and forward on their trunnions. These swinging cylinders are called
“ compensating cylinders/’ and they are filled with the fluid being pumped.

The pressure on the plungers witlihi the compensating cylinders is produced by connect-

ing these cylinders through their hollow trunnions with an accnmulator, the ram of which is

free to move up and down as the plungers of the compensating cylinders move in and out.

The accumulator used is of the differential tyiio; it has below a small cylinder filled with
water or oil, within which its plunger moves, while above it has a larger cylinder filled with

air, and within which there is a piston-head whicli fits closely to tlie cylinder, and is at the

same time attached to th(‘. top of the plunger in the lower cylinder.

By this arraing(iment it will bo seen that the pressure per S(piare inch on the plunger or

ram of tlie accumidatior will 1)0 the pressure jicr square inch on the piston-head in the iiptier

cylinder multiplied by tlio difference between the area of the pistondiead and the low^er

plunger. This difference of areas is a matter of calculation, based upon the particular service

for which the pump is eonsi/nicted. The pressure in the air-cylinder is controlled by the

pressure in the main delivery pipe of the pump, as it is connected to tliat pipe. This con-

nection with the main has another very important use, as the power exerted by the com-
pensating eylinders is a very considerable part of the power used in driving the pump plunger

at the latter part of its stroke and it will be seen that if for any cause, either by the break-

ing of the main or otherwise, the load is entirely thrown off the pump, the plunger cannot
make a disastrous plunge forward, for the reason that the steam in tlie stca.m-eylinder is, by
reason of its expansion, too low in pressure to drive it, while the fall of pressure in the main
has robbed the accumulating cylinders of their power.

Test of a ^Yorthi'ngton Eigh-cluty Engine.—Fig. 2 shows a set of three duplex com-
pound direct-acting pumping-engines, built by Henry R. Worthington lor the Ari;esian

Water Co., Memphis, Teim. The engines, each of which is of 10,000,000 gallons capaeity,

and works against a head of 250 ft., are essentially the same in principle as the horizontal

engines built by the same firm, l)ut are modified to suit the different conditions. The high-

pressure cylinders are placed on top, and are 30 in. diameter, the low-pressure eylinders
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being directly under them, and 60 in. diameter. The pump plungers are 27 in. diameter,
and the stroke is 4<S in. The valves are of the Corliss type, with a cut-off valve placed over

Fi<i. 2.—Worthington compound direct-acting pumping-engines.

them, but are not, of course, worked by the Corliss valve motion, since the point of cut-off is
fixed. The compensating cylinders are, on these engines, placed on the frame between the
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steam and water ends, their pliin^^ers being connected directly to the main piston-rods. Below
the compensating cylinders, and inside the frames, is a balancing device on each piston-rod,

which exactly balances the weight of the reciprocating parts. This consists simply of a
cylinder through which the piston-rod passes, and is provided with a piston to lit the cylinder,

stuffing-boxes being provided at each end above and below. Below this piston is water,

which,*" as the piston descends, is forced out of the cylinder through a pipe against a pressure

of air, this air pressure forcing the water back into the cylinder again, and lilting the weight
of the reciprocating parts during the up-stroke. The pressure of air for this is restored to

the proper amount by means of the auxiliary compressor, when it becomes reduced through
leakage.

Engine Test.—Cylinder diameters : high-pressure, 30 in.; low-pressure, 60 iu.; water, 27
in. Length of stroke: nominal, 4 ft.; average during trial, 4*1625 ft. Average steam
pressure at engine, 105*16 lbs.

;
average pressure in force main, 95*67 lbs.; average vacuum in

suction main, 2*38 lbs.
;
pressure equivalent to difference between the two gauges, 26-13 lbs.

; net

load on plungers, per sq. in.
,
124*1 8 lbs.

;
mean effective pressure : high-pressure cylinder, 48*82

lbs.; low-pressure cylinder, 14*()66 lbs. Average piston speed per minute, 133*3 ft.; net work
done in the 24-hoiir test, 26,779,100,000 ft. lbs.; duty per 1,000 lbs. feed water, 117,325,000

ft. lbs.; capacity iu 24 hours, as calculated from plunger displacement, 11,202,000 gallons.

Average indicated Iiorsc-power developed by steam cylinders, 605*88 horse-power
;

horse-

power calculated from work done, 563*5 horse-power; efficiency of engine, 93 per cent.; dry
coal actually burned per indicated horse-power per hour, 1*74 lbs.

;
pounds of water evaporated

from feed at 153 26^ F. to steam at 110*06 lbs., per indicated horse-power per hour, 15*70 lbs.

The Gculdll Pumjnng-engme, made by the Holly Manufacturing Co., Lockport, N. Y.,

is shown in Fig. 3.

On a heavy iron bed-platc are mounted two pumps, and in direct line therewith two low-

pressure steain-cylinders, with the piston-rods of the low-pressure steam-cylinders connected

to the piston-rods of the j)umps. Between the pumps and steam-cyliuders are placed two
beam supports, which carry tlie beam shafts and beams, the lower end of the latter being
connected to the cross-heads of the low-pressure cylinders by means of links. On the top of

the pumps are placed tlie main shaft bearings, which support the shaft, fly-wheel, and cranks,

the latter being keyed to the shaft at right angles to each other. On the top of the low-

pressure steam-cylinders are mounted the two high-prossuro stcain-cylinders, with their

centers in the same horizontal plane as the center of the main crank shafts. Two cross-

heads for the high-prossuro steam-cylinders are comiected by means of links to the upp’er

ends of the beams, and the beams are iu turn cormectod by means of connecting-rods to the

crank-pins. From the liigh-prcssvire stcam-cylindors heavy cast-iron girders extend to the

pillow blocks. On l.ho inner end of each of the beam centers an arm is keyed, from which
the air-pumps are driven. The valves of the steam-cylinders aro_ operated by means of

eccentrics keyed on a shaft, wliicb is at right angles with and driven by the main shaft

through small bevel gears. Tlie admission valves to the high-pressure steam-evlinders are

of the double-beat puppet pattern, so arranged as to open at tlie proper time and to close at

any desired point of the stroke. 'IMie exhaust valves from the high-pressure cylinders serve

also as admission valves to the low-pressure steam-cylinders, and are of the ordinary slide-

valve type, and are set so as to remain open somewhat less time than is required to make a

complete stroke. The exhaust valves from the low-pressure cylinders are also plain slide

valves, opera,ting in the sanie mannor as the high-pressure exhaust valves. The plungers

are arranged to work tiirough glands in the centers of the putnps, and are accessible from
the covers at the ends of the pump cylinders. The pump valves are placed on horizontal

plates below and above t,he lino of the idunger travel. The glands above mentioned divide

the valves of one end of the pump from tlioso of the otlier end, at the center of the valve

plates.

Test of a OasMU Pumping-'en{/me.--T]iB following is condensed from a report by Prof.

D. M. Greene, of tlu^ H,(!nssciacr Polytechnic Institute, of a test made by him of the Gaskill

Duplex Oompoimd llhigiuo, at Saratoga Springs, in 1889 :

The principal dinmiisions of the engine and pumps are as follows : Diameter of high-

pressure cylinders, 27 in. Diameter of low-pressure eylinders, 54 in. Diameter of pump
plungers, 25 in. Stroke of steam-pistons and pump plungers, 40 in. Dijimeter of high-

pressure piston-rods (st(5el), 3 * 5 in. Diameter of low piston-rods (2) (steel), 4 * 5 in. Diameter
of pump rods, 5 in. Diameter of crank shaft (fagoted iron), 12- 5 in. Diameter of hub of

crank, 22*5 in. Depth of crank, 11 in. Diamotei* of crank-pins (steel), 7*5 in. Length of

crank-pins (steel), 9 In. Lengtli of beam between centers, 63 in. Length of upper beam pin,

14 in. Diameter of upper beam pin, 6 in. Length of lower beam pin, 6 in. Diameter of

lower beam pin, 6 in. Diameter of fly-wheel, 10 ft. Depth of rim of fly-wheel, 16 in. Width
of face of fly-wheel, 14 in. Weight of fly-wheel, about 28,000 lbs.

The clearance space in all of the cylinders is small, and is taken at 2*7 per cent, and 3

per cent, in tlie higli- and low-pressure cylinders, respectively. The pumps, which are

double-acting, are each fitted with 700 “ Troy” valves, each of about in. diameter and

'i
in. lift. i.t each end of each pump, therefore, there are 175 induction and 175 eduction

valves, giving an aggregate valve opening for the reception and discharge of the water equal

to more than O-O of the effective area of the plunger. The loss of head due to the passage
of the water thi*ough the pumps is probably not greater than ()'25 of a foot.

Steam is furnished to this engine by two horizontal cylindrical boilers, of the following

proportions : Total area of grate surface, 66 sq. ft. Total heating surface, (about) 2,866
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sq. ft. Total area of cross-section of tubes, 7*18 sq. ft. Total area of chimney flue, 8"3S
sq. ft. Eatio of heating surface to grate surface, 43.42. Ratio of grate surface to area
through tubes, 9.19. Eatio of grate surface to area of chimney flue, 7 ’92.

The following average values are obtained from the records of the test : Mean steam

pressure in boilers, per gauge, 81-05 lbs. Mean steam pressure at engine, per gauge, 78-01
lbs. Mean steam pressure in jackets, per gauge, 70*075 lbs. Mean water pressure, per
gauge, 99-565 lbs. Total mean pressure on pumps, corrected, 103*735 lbs. Mean vacuum
per gauge on condenser, 28*9 in. Mean vacuum, per gauge on engine, 27*87 in. Mean
temperature of feed water, 203*55° F, Mean volume of water, at 51°, passing the meter per
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hour, 88 -01 1 cu. ft. Moan revolutions of engine, per minute, 17-04 Mean effective area of
plunger, 481-0575 sti. in. Mean rate of coal consumption, per hour, 800 lbs. Mean rate
01 consuniption per hour per square foot of grate, 9-091 lbs. Maan rate of evaporation in
boilers, per rniimte, 96'1J15 lbs.

Substituting.,- in the duty formula the values found, for the duty, 117,936,698 ft. lbs.,

on the l)asis of the assumed evaporation of 10 lbs. of water per pound of coal, this result
exceeds the guaranteed duty, 105,000,000, by 12-32 per cent., or by nearly one-eighth. The
duty, b<^sed upon tlic actual coal consumption, is 113,378,479 ft. lbs. This result is

7-98 percent, greater tlian the duty guaranteed. The capacity of the pumps of the new
.Sa.r!ilc)g{t (ugiue is 333-2 IT. S. gallons per revolution, and the rate at which water was
pumped during ttic period of the test of eighteen hours was, therefore, 8,175,928 gallons in
24 hours, at a. pislon speed of 113-6 ft. per minute. This rate is something more than
2 per t*.(m{.. grc^alcr than reepured by the contract, while the pumps were operated against
a prc'SHurc^ 3 • 7:5 per cent,, great,er than was required. The quantity of water actually pumped
during 24 hours, against a pressure of 103-575 lbs., and at a piston speed of 115 ft. per
minul.e. wa,s 8,277,351 U. B. gallons

;
exceeding the contract capacity by 3*47 per cent,

against, a pri'ssui-c) 3-57 ])er cent, greater than was required by the terms of the contract.
Tht‘ following fac.ts have been deduced from the steam cards : Clearance of high-pressure

cylindm-s (Mjuiva,l(ml t,o fraction of stroke,, 0-027. Clearance, low-pressure cylinders, fraction
of st,r( )k(^ ,0 - 030. Moan pressure at end of stroke, both low-pressure cylinders, 7 * 7565. Mean
expansions in high-pressure cylinders, 2 '933. Mean expansions in low-pressure cylinders,

4*:i07. Mt‘an ('.xpansion, total, by pressures, 12-849 times. Pounds of steam entered cylin-

ders, per minut,(% 87-348. Of this, there is accounted for at cut-off, 73-95 per cent.; at the

end of st,roke in tlie high-pressure cylinders, 78*82 per cent., and at the end of the stroke in

the low-pressure cylinders, 89*08 per cent.

Thus it, a[)poars tliat at the cut-off tliere was, in the high-pressure cylinders, water
(ionsi.it,uting 26 *05 per cent, of the steam and water which entered the cylinders. At the end
of the stroke in the high-pressure cylinders, there appears to have been water constituting

21-18 per cjent. of the water and steam originally entering the cylinders, and at the end of

the stroke in the low-pressure cylinders there was water constituting 10-92 per cent, of the

steam and water which originally entered the cylinders.

Ths OorlinH Pwmping-eiigvm at Pawtucket, R. I.—This engine, built in 1878, was
described in Vol. II. of this work. Numerous tests of its worldng have shown that it has

uniformly given a nunarkably high record of economy. It is a horizontal cross compound en-

gine, steam-cylinders,

15 and 30| in. bore
;

water cylinders, 16 *52

in. ;
stroke of all pis-

tons, 30 in.; clear-

ance, high-pressure
cylinder, 4 per cent.

;

low, 3*7 per cent.

Diameter of rods, 2|
in. Ratio of vol-

umes of cylinders,

4*085. Average cut-

off in high-pressure
cylinders, one-fourth,

and in low, one-third.

Jackets envelop the
barrels, but not the
heads, of both cylin-

ders, and steam of

full boiler pressure is

used in each The
heads are not jack-

eted, but contain
passages leading to

and from the ports.

The condensed steam
from the jackets is

pumped into the feed
pipe at a point be-

tween the boiler and
hot well. The con-
densed steam col-

lected in the receiver
is received in a trap,

and continuously
pumped through a
heater placed in the
chimney flue, and
thence returned to the
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top of the receiver. Out of a total of about 155 lbs, thus circulated per hour, in a,ctua!

work, one-third only is evaporated and returned to the receiver as steam; the other two-thirds,

gradually aceumulates in the receiver and is blown to waste every three hours.

In June, 1889, a test of this engine was made by Prof. James B. Denton, wlio sji^s con-

cerning it : The boiler evaporates 8*88 lbs. of water from 104° P, into steam of 1S7 lbs,

pressure with anthracite coal

yielding 14 per cent, of ashes at 5

ibs. rate of combustion, and 9 '35

lbs. of water from 104“ F. with

Georges Creek bituminous coal

yielding 10 per cent, of ashes at 5

lbs. rate of combustion. The en-

gine performs a horse-power of

work in its steam-cylinders with
a consumption of 13*75 lbs. of

steam per hour. Taking into

account the percentage of ashes,

the performance of the boiler is

practically the maximum econ-

omy to be expected or gotten

from boilers, while the steam
consumption of the engine is

also unexcelled, as even the
most approved marine engines
of the triple-expansion type,

using steam at 1 50 lbs. pressure,

have yet to produce a record of

steam consumption lower than
15 lbs. of steam per hour per
horse-power. The combined
efficiency of the boilers and en-

gines give a horse-power in the

steam-cylinders with 1*54 lbs.

of anthracite coal consumed per
hour, and 1*48 lbs. bituminous
coal consumed per hour. Out of

a horse-power produced in the
steam-cyliuders, 95 per cent, is

available to force water, only
about 5 per cent, being re-

quired to overcome the friction

of the mechanism and operate
the air-pump. In this respect
also the engine is an extraordi-
nary piece of apparatus. It re-

sults from all of the foregoing
that the duty per 100 lbs. of coal
was for anthracite coal, 1^4,-

750,000 ft. lbs., and the duty per
100 lbs. of coal was for bituminous coal, 137,350,000 ft. lbs. These figures are for tlie actual
evaporation of the boilers as given above. This engine made an average duty record for
the entire year 1888 of 124,513,184 ft. lbs. per 100 lbs. of coal used.

Allis's Compound Yerticai Pumping-engines . 4 and 5 illustrate a pumpitig-
engine constructed by E. P. Allis & Go., of Milwaukee, for the city of Milwaukee. T'he
low-pressure cylinder is placed on the top of the wrought-iron framework, and directly c(‘titral
over the liigli-pressure cylinder, which is on a level with the engine-room floor, the pistons of
the two cylinders being connected by two piston-rods. The rod for operating the bueket. and
plunger pump is fastened to the high-pressure piston and extends through a stnffing-box in
the bottom head to the bucket and plunger pump placed in the pump pit. By tins iiKuins
all the^ steam-cylinders are coupled solidly to the pump plunger. Both steara-oylinders are
steam-jacketed ^d furnished with a device for regulating the point of cut-off and srxied
ol the engine. The following are the principal items of interest from a test trial : Duration
01 trial, 48 hours

; steam pressure in engine room, 74*81 lbs,; vacuum by gauge, 26 *25 in •

water-pressum gauge, 62*02 lbs.; total head, including suction lift, 67*29 lbs
; revolutions of

engine per minute, 2o*51
;
piston speed per minute, 255-10 ft.; coal consumed, 32,395 lbs.-

duty in foot pounds per 100 lbs. of coal consumed, 104,820,431. The test was made under
every-day conditions, and the actual weight gf coal consumed was charged ui)

hours
any kind. This engine raised 13,000,000 gallons 150 ft. high in 24

ItemoUs' Screw Pumping-engim.^Om of the most novel forms of pumping-engine tliathave been built in recent years is that shown in Pig. 6, designed by Mr. Edwin Reynolds
^perintendentof the E P. Allis Co., for flushing thesewer tunnels of the city of Milwaukee’
I he pump IS a torm of propeller-wheel, with screw-shaped blades. This is mounted in a
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cast-iron circular housing or casing set in the brick walls of the tunnel. The wheel is keyed
to the crank shaft of the Reynolds vertical compound condensing engine. Bearings for

supporting the outer end of the shaft are formed in the wheel casing. In tests of the engine
the duty was computed from tlie quantity of water discharged "through the tunnel, and
the total amount of coal tired to the furnaces, without deductions or* allowances of any
kind. The quantity of water discharged was determined by injecting bright carmine color-

ing matter into the center of the water current in the tunnel and noting the time elapsing
before the coloring appeared at the tliseharge outlet, 2,584 ft. distant." These tests were
repeated to establish a fair average of the (piantity of water diselnirged per revolution of the

Fia. B.—IteyiioldB’ screw pumping-engine.

engine when running at 52 revolutions per ininuto. The results of the official trial were as

follows: Date of trial, December 1st and 2d, 1888. Duration of trial, 24 hours; average

steam pressure by gauge, 102 lbs.; average vacuum by gauge, 20 in.; average revolutions

per minute, 51*845
;
cubic feet of water raised 8*040 ft. per revolution, 788*32 ; loss of action

in wheel, duo to head and friction, 13*28 per cent.; efficiency of wheel, 87 ’SO per cent.;

total coal fired to furnace, 14,750 lbs.; total water fed to boilers, 109,890 lbs.; temperature

of feed water, 120*62^ F.; water evaporated per lb. coal, 7*45 lbs.; duty, water raised per

100 lbs. coal used, 75,944,424 ft. lbs.; duty, water raised per 1,000 lbs. steam used, 101,-

936 504 ft lbs

'beared Mine Pump—Tig. 7 shows type of pumping-engine huUt by E. P. Allis & Co.,

and used for pumping out mines. The top of the “ bob ” is shown projecting tlirough the
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floor
;
this is made to fit any location or conditions. The rods connecting the ‘‘bob ” with

the pumps and crank are made any size or length, depending on the depth of the shaft and its
distance from the engine

;
these rods are supported by trucks and rollers or carrier arms as

desired. The common design of single-acting Cornish pumps is usually adopted for this
service. The pumps are driven by a Reynolds Corliss engine, by means of a shrouded step

and par of such proportions that the engine will run at a fair rate of speedWhim the pump plungers move at a slow speed when running at rated capacity.
applications of electricity to pumping purposes which

hunng the last five years simply amount in most cases to the attachment to
machine of an electric motor. Quite recently such applications have

tmnsmhft^
for water-works, deep mines, etc. In the latter the power istransmitted fiom the electric generator on the surface to the motor at the bottom of tho mino

Fid. 8.- Electric-motor pump.

through copper wires or rods, thus dispensing with the cumbrous reciprocating pump-rods
used in the Oorn^h system of mine pumps, or with the steam pipes used with direct-acting
steam-pumps. Fig. 8 illustrates an electric motor applied to a duplex water-works pumping-
engine. rhe motor is of the Edison vertical type, arranged with insulated pinion, etc The
water end of the machine is the usual water-works type, having composition plungers work-
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ing through compo.sition sleeves. The suetion valves being placed below and the discharge
valves above the plungers, gives the room necessary for a very large amount of valve area
and water passages. TTiis reduces the frietiou of the water as it passes through the pump
to a minimum. There is a connection between the discharge of the pump (immediately under
the air chamber) and tlie suction.chamber with a gate valve on same*; the object of this
arrangement is that when starting up the pumping-engine the pressure on the pump can be
taken off the valves by letting the water flow back into the suetioii. The check valve on the
discharge nozzle, which is necessary to this arrangement, is not shown by the illustration.

Duty Trials of —A committee of the Society of Mechanical Engineers,
appointed in 180i) to report on a method of duty trials of pumping-engines, recommended
that the old unit of duty per 100 lbs. of coal be abolished, and a new unit of 1,000,000 heat
units be used in its place. dTiis corresponds to the heat obtained from 100 lbs. of coal which
develops 10,000 heat units per lb. The committee give full and explicit directions as to the
method of making tlie various observations, as to the arrangement and use of instalments, and
other provisions for the test. The complete report is published in VoL XL Trans. A. S. M. E,,
and it should be carefully studied prior to making preparations for a test.

FUMPS, IIOIARY. (Jmitrifiigal Dumps.—

A

paper by John Fdchards, of San Francisco,
published in the Ih-oceedings of the Instittition of Mechanical Engineers, Fel)ruary, 188tS, con-
tains much valuable information on the subject of centrifugal pumps. We abstract from it

as below:
Elsewhere it has not been common to recommend centrifugal pumps for high lifts, and

they have been considered less economical than piston pumps; but the opinions hitherto
entertained regarding- them havo been much modified by their work in California. A head
of 100 ft., however, for a centrifugal pump to work against is a very different thing from a

liead of only 10 ft. : llio impa,ct or mechanical push of the vanes, which is a very important
factor, diminishes as the head increases, and as the speed of the tips of the vanes exceeds
that of the water in tlie volute casing. When the head exceeds 40 ft., efficiency declines

rapidly, but not to sucli an extent as to outweigh the great economic advantages of centrif-

ugal pumps for heads up to 100 ft. or even more. For lifting water from the gravel strata

iri California, four kinds of centrifugal pumps have been employed, namely: firstly, the com-
mon make with open vanes revolving in a plain volute casing; secondly, wheels with shielded

or encased vanes, tlie water being drawn in at the center and discharged from the circum-
ference

;
thirdly, conqiound pumps with two or more wheels acting in succession upon the

water during it;s passage through the puinj)
;
and, fourthly, balanced pumps receiving the

water at one side, whence it is dellectod in an easy curve to the cireumfereace by a conical

disk on wliic.h are formed the vanes, d'heso various forms of the centrifugal pump may bo
regarded as phases of development, adapted in i-oino eases for particular objects, but generally

reverting from encased vanes, compound or double wheels, and otlier features, back to the

original sim|)lo form of the first puraus in use prior to 1820. The wlieels with encased vanes,

for example, liave been a fc^ature of tlie earlier practice with most prominent makers. These
wlicels were made in America as early as 1881, mainly with the object of partly avoiding

side thrust when a single inlet was employed.

Centrifugal Pumps uith Open These were at first employed for lifts up to 30 ft.,

and were lisually arranged, as shown in Fig. 1, at the bottom of rectangular pits sunk to the
depth reejuired for bringing the pumps within suc-

tion distance of tfie water. Tlie pits have often to

bo sunk 50 ft. or more below the surface, and are

usually 10 to 12 ft. long, and 4 to 6 ft. wide. The
pump, P, is driven by a vertical shaft, which is

mounted in pivoted bearings, each liaving a sup-
ported collar for carrying the weight of the shaft

and pump wheel.
Centrifugal Dumps with Shrouded or PJn cased

Vanes.—Nearly ail makers of covritrifugal pumps in

California and elsewhere have at first followed Sir

Henry Bessemer’s plan of more than 80 years ago
(Proceedings, 1852), employing a shrouded wheel,
in which the sides of the vanes, F, are attached to

two enclosing disks that revolve witli them, assliown
in Fig. 2, and in the plan of tlie wlieel, Fig. 8. The
difference is very groat between a wheel or runner
constructed in this manner with closed sides, and
an open wheel without enclosing disks attached to

the vanes. With the slirouded wheel a water-tight

joint must bo maintained all round the inlet orifice,

otherwise the water would only circulalo through
the pump, piassing from the circiimfereneo bac'k to

the inlet. Buch leakage is increased liy the pressure,

which at all points on the sides eff the wheels is the
same as in the discliargc pipe or at tlie discharge

Fia. 1.—Centrifugal pump in pit. orifices of the wheels., The skin friction of the
water is no less with a shrouded wheel ;

the water
Instead of being driven round in contact with the sides of the stationary casing, flows through

44
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lip on eacli side of the disk, and there is no axial thrust, the pump being balanced in iluj

same -wa^ as though there were double inlets, one at each side. In this arrarigonHuit tln^

suction pipe is easily removed, and can be hoisted vertically cdear of the pump, ddio wakir
passages are also more free, and of large area until the disk is reached. In ord(U‘ to ginird

Fig. 8.—Side elevation. Fig. O.—Section.

Balanced centrifugal pump.

the spindle bearing from sand and grit, the packing is placed at P, inside tlie main bearing
B, which acts also as a gland for compressing the packing. This arrangcnuuit is now
employed in all the various modifications of centrifugal pumps from the author’s dosigna,

and in working permits no leak of
either air or water, and tho |)a(*k-

ing seldom needs renewal. Tlio
pumps are charaeterized l>y great
steadiness of running, and an
absence of t,lio pulsation or jar
common with free or open vanes,
or with shrouded wheels. Such
jar is often caused by an ohtvust^

or imperfectly formed throat-
piece at jf’, osjoecially with
shrouded wheels, the radial

Fig. 10.—Bulkhead pumps. flow being interruptiHi at that
point.

BitlTchead Bumps .—In Fig. 10 is shown a plan of a pair of centrifugal T)uinps arranged
for driving the water through a bulkhead against a head varying from nothing to 10 ft. Tlio
pumps are submerged to a sufficient depth to require no charging, and eonseiiuently no valves
are necessary. The area of the two discharge nozzles is 150 sq. in. eacli, and the auantitv of
water delivered is 500,000 to 800,000 gallons an

i j

hour. This arrangement is the least expensive that
can be adopted for land drainage or irrigation

;
it

was suggested by a Dutch engineer who had erected
similar works in Java, and has been found in every
way satisfactory. The embankment is cut through,
aud a strong timber bulkhead, J., is erected across
the gap. The pumps, P B, are placed immediately
behind the bulkhead, with their discharge nozzles ;

projecting through it. Flap valves opening out- ;

ward are hung over the discharge nozzles at I), to :

prevent back-flow through the pumps when not
\

working
;
in dry seasons they are sometimes opened \

for letting water flow through for irrigation. The \
vertical pump spindles are driven by bevel gearing \
from a horizontal shaft. The engine, E, is single
acting, with two cylinders of 10 In. diameter, and
its S|)eed is 300 revolutions per minute. The
machinery shown in Fig. 10 was erected during
1885, on the Sacramento River, 75 miles from San ^ ,

Francisco, for draining tule lands.
li*—Centrifugal pnmp. Detail.

The average head in this case being only from 3 to 5 ft., it was considered tliat the water
could be driven more by direct push than by centrifugal force. The pu mps were constructed
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accordinfflv with smooth iron vanes, bolted to a square extension on the pump spindle, as
^ shown in Fig. 11.

Tlie throats of the

suction inlets were
made very sharp,

and brought in as

close as possible to

the inner tips of

the vanes. In the

writer’s opinion

the effect would
have been much
the same, or, per-

haps, even better,

if the volute casing

had been replaced

by t h e ordinary
concentric casing.

When a good tur-

bine water-wheel
will realize a duty
of 70 to80 percent.

Pia. 12.—Lawrence pump.
pressure of the

water, there seems no reason wliy a centrifugal pump, considered as a turbine-wheel, acting

in the reverse manner,
should not utilize, in

some near proportion,

the power applied to it

for moving and raising

water. Tlio writer is

not aware whether any
investigations have been

made in this direction ;

but tliero appears to him
to bo a close analogy be-

tween the two cases, at

least for low heads.

Lawrence (hiir

trifugal Pump,—Figs.

I2‘and IB show a cen-

trifugal |)ump built by

the Lawrence Machine
Works, Lawrence, Mass.

The base and shaft suj)-

ports are cast separate.

t?tV.fba4^oSlL“om^ ‘-ho boxes without disturbing the

ttber iX’of tlm Larger sizes are constructed with two covers, so that the relative

PJO . 14.--JDow’b poBitlve-piBtoa i)unip.
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position of suction and discharge can be easily changed, by removing the bolts that liold

cover to volute and turning the latter around as many bolt holes as desired
;

or may be
changed from a right to a left hand
pump,^ ^r vice^ versa,^ b^ ^tlje

renee centrifugal pump \n Montreal
gave a result of 61 -3 per cent, efficiency.

_

Rotary Piston Vmim.—Data’s JPosi-

tive-Piston Pump, as built by the Ken-
sington Engine Works, Philadelphia,
is shown in Figs. 14, 15, and 16. This
pump produces suction and forcing by
the rotary movement of a piston. The

S5s;S"e/; SSVS”?.;':
Fig-. 16.—Section throuGfh pump chamber, Dow’s positive-

each of theso chambei s moves a single

piston pump. piston with its supporting wings, mak-
ing the pump duplex in its" action.

The j)istons are so placed that a balance of all the parts, and of the fluid moving through them,
is maintained. The suction is central, passing through the internal cylinder which is at-
tached to and revolves with the

.

main shaft. This cylinder supports
the pistons, and has openings be-

'

'N

|

hind them
,
between their strength-

' 1 1\

ening wings. Screw propeller- ^ \

shaped blades lead to these open- m > i Ife m
ings, through which the fluid

passes drawn by action of the pis-^ 0
tons, which, in their travel, cause' ^

a suction in the same manner as
.r .

.

^ gj

with a reciprocating plunger, the
lli'/

ends of the annular chambers be- //;•' \x. in
ing completely closed by the abut- jfJ- Jr \m <\ |%^
merit cylinder, which is in close \ \\ ^
contact and revolves in equal time \t\\
with the piston cylinder, the clos-

ing being aided, when necessary
'''' iLLLJ—J.

for very high heads or use as a Pio. l6.~Sectioii through suction, Dow’s positive-piston pnmp.

Fig-. 16.—Section throuGfh pnmp chamber, Dow’s positive-
piston pump

.

Tor very high heads or use as a Pio. I6.—Section through suction, Dow’s positive-piston pump,
lire pump, by packing. The
movement of the fluid is aided as it flows through the internal cylinder from the center out-
ward to the annular chambers by the suction blades, and by centrifugal force. ‘Whilst the
suction is taking place continuously behind the pistons, the contents of the chambers before
th^^e^bei^g <»ntiii.ously^^loTOe|l^^^^^^ ^the

f
pfTHr^ «trn0^i^-i

it, they being no Iongm-nLessary. The
B|ii|!|||M

gears are used only to secure synehro-
nous motion to tlm abutment and piston

'

^t

iiiade air-tight through the use of

no frictional contact withlihe case, or

liljw/vc/f. other, and the wear is almost

and therefore readily controlled.

fl"y Ilf Pumijs, Steam Fire : see Engines,

^P^NCHING MACHINES. Pedve-
Fic;. 1 . Rodiiciiig couplings. ing Couplings foT Punches.—Fig. 1 il-Rodiiciiig couplings.
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istnit.es asyste»> of ’ediicin.a; couplings, manufactured by the Pratt & Whitney Co., by which

ml

^ .1 n „.r

Fio. 2. —Multiple punch.

8.—Automatic spacing puncli.

.UM ... ,,r—. .< r °“ "
stock will do for many lengths aud diameters.



Pig. 4.—Panch and straightener.

SeTSthroufe “ 5-ft. ror of CO oncMpart..-.

Automatw Spacing Punch.—Tis- S shows an automatic trimmer, boveler, spacer, ami

9il]| K

Pig. 5. Multiple and I-beam punch.

1“ othCT^pSe wo?^^^^ and inmeli the l,„lc.s

t^hioh trim and bevel the edge and automatical]

1

V
fed past tho tools,

.s adjustable. The tabic ha!
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ComUnecl Puik^i and StraigMmer.—Fig. 4 shows a horizontal beam punch combined

with a straightener, also made by this company. The main driving shaft, acting through a

bevel gear, drives the large

horizontal wheel which
through a earn shaft drives

the sliding liead, one end of

which carries the punch, and
the other astraightening block
or die. The machine is de-

signed for bridge, girder, and
gener’al beam work, and will

punch holes in Tl in. plate

and straighten 15-in. beams.
The straightening die is ad-

justahle while in motion.

ifu 1 1 i p 1 6 a/nd LBeam
Punch.—Fig, 5 shows a heavy
multiple and I-beam punch
made oy the Lon^ & Allstattcr

Co., for punching, at one

stroke, one or more holes in

the flanges or two beams at

once. It is designed for

bridge and girder work, etc.,

and receives beams 12 to 20 in.

deep. It can be used lor geii-

crai flat punching without

removing the special clio-

blocks.

Beaudry's Driplex Punclh-

ing and hlmariug Press .

—

T i’g. G represents a press made
by Alex. Beaudry. It has
two plungers on one crank

shaft, so connected that either

plunger may be worked indo-,

pendentiy, or thev may be run
together, or cither may bo

used as a shears or press or

punch, wliilo the other is in

use for the same or other pur-

poses.

The Hill

6

s cb J o% es
Punch . 7 represents a

horizontal punch, made by

Hi lies & Jones Co., of Wil-Fia. (5. ...-Duplex punching and shoarin" prcRS.

inington, Del. It has a deep throat or jaw that can be used for flanges as well as plain

punching. The gearing and fly-wheel being below the top of tho machine, leaves it per-

fectly clear, so that flanges, heads, or crooked furnace plates, as well as bent angle-iron, may
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Fig. 1.—Oil purifier.

I)e punched from either the inside or outside. This is a convenient tool for punching’ brace

or stay-boit holes in locomotive boilers. Plates that are already bent and llttecl up ctm be

taken down and every hole punched, thus saving the' time spent in dnllinp^ or cutting liolcs

by hand. The hand wheel is used for placing the center of the piincli to the cent(3r iinirk on

the work before throwing in the clutch
;
in this way punching can be done as true and cor-

rectly as drilling. The stripper is adjustable for all thicknesses of iron.

Purifier : see Heaters, Feed-water, Milling Machinery, Grain and Oil Purifiers.

PUKIFIERS, OIL.—The Grosche d Bigler Oil Purifier, slioyrn in Fig. 1, is^tiscd for

taking dirt out of oil after it has been used in lubricating ma-
chinery. The action of the purifier is based on the relative dif-

ference in the specific weight of oil

and water. The oil is placed in the

upper chamber and runs through the

center tube, below the water, passes

around the steam coil, and now being
somewhat diluted h;^ being warmed,
will drop its impurities, and after go-

ing once more down through cham-
ber, again up through chamber, once
more through water, then through the
discharge pipes, it will finally gather
above the water-line ready for use.

The blow-ofi pipe answers as an outlet

for any gases that may form
;

it will

also prevent overflowing by discharg-
ing any rising or overheated oil back
into reservoir. The steam-pipe serves

to blow out and clean the whole apparatus from time to time, as

well as to warm the oil.

The Balcer Oil Filter is shown in Fig. %. The oil enters at the
bottom, passes intoa body^of water, and floats upward through the
chamber of filtering material, as shown in the cut, and settles above
the water. Centrifugal machines especially constriietedL for the pur-
pose arecommonly used for extracting oil from filings, shavings, etc.

PTRO-EUiGRAVIIN’G.—A new process of engraving, which
consists in tracing, by means of an incandescent point, upon wood,
leather, bone, ivory, fabrics, etc., designs which, varied in tone,
depth, and tinting,"through a carbonization more or less complete,
and more or less pronounced, produce extremely varied and re-

markable effects in the hands of the artist. The pyro-gravuro
apparatus, devised by Mr. Perier, consists at present” of three principal parts, viz.: an air
reservoir, a carbureter, and a thermo-tracer.

The air reservoir consists of an iron plate cylinder, 0 (Fig. 1), which enters an anurilar
receptacle, AB, so as to lighten the apparatus. This cylinder, which is lifted in ordcu* to

fill it with air, contains enough of th(3 latter t:o last,

for an houPs work. It suliices, tlicn, 1,0 raise it

once per hour, an operation tliat may 1x3 per-
formed without much labor. VVliilc it is being
raised, the air enters through tlui valve, E, 'Tlu 3

cylinder descends by its own weight and (3X(3rts

upontheair a pressure that may be made to vary
within certain limits by charging 11x3 cylindiiV
with weights that vary in heaviness ac3c<)r<i ing ns.

it is desired to give the fchermo-trac(3r a niorc or
less elevated temperature.

The air compressed by the cylind(3r escoipes
through the tube, J (Fig. 1, No. 2), and divide-s
into two parts. One of these entc3rs tlie carbu-
reter, 1) (which consists of a vessel containing a
sponge saturated with a hydro-carl:)uret—ah'oliol,
wood, naphtha, benzine, etc.), mak(3s its exit at
/r, and reaches the thermo-traccr througli a vt 3ry
flexible rubber tube. The other portion of the
air flows directly to tho tracer, in order to keep ii,s

hand-b cool. To this effect the thernio-tme.er is
provided with a hollow woo(k3ri handle, aroinul
which circulates the air forced dii'ectly by th (3

reservoir, aud the discharge of which is regulatcul
by a cock situated above the earburetc3r, so as to

prevent waste, and yet at the same time to assure sufficient cooling. The thermo-tracer is a
simple metallic tube, to which is screwed the platinum tube, PI, raised to incaridescenee. Tho
enlarged part contains an aperture through which, escape the products of combustion, which
latter takes place at the pointed extremity of the platinum tube.

Oil ni(.<‘r.

Fig. 1.—-Pyro-engraving apparatus.
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Tracers of varying sizes and contours can be screwed on, according to the nature of the
work to be done, and the effects produced may thus be varied.

(jllAHRYIYG MACHINERY. The most important improvement in quarrying appli-

ances made within the decade is the general adoption of the channeling process, which has
been rendered possible by the improvements made in channeling machines, ^Jlie channeling
process is a means by which artificial seams are made in the quarry for the purpose of releas-

ing masses of stone. An intelligent and proper use of the channeling process does not in-

volve the cutting up of stone in blocks as ice is harvested, but. its use is to release a large
mass or bed in such a way that by the action of plugs and feathers, wedges, or by blasting,

the stone imiy l)e md irely freed in 'the quarry. It is only while cutting out the key block that
all four sides of a block of stone are channeled. If there is a free l)ed on the bottom—that is,

if the stone is laid in layers deposited one upon the other—it is simply necessary to channel
around tlu3 walls of t he (:jua,ri’y, because by means of the plug and-featlier process, or by
blasting, the b'ocks of sionc may ho sheared on the bed. Wliere there are no free beds the

chamiels a,re cuit a,round the waifs and directly across the quarry in parallel rows.

Ths Wardioell Channder, illustrated and described under “ Quarrying Machinery/^ VoL
II. of this work, liaving come into extensive use, is manufactured in at least half a dozen
different factories in different sections of the United States. The general design and con-

struction liavo not materially changed, the improvements which have been made being
only matters of detail.

The Bnjant Chmmeler, Fig. 1, is constructed on the bas‘s of the Wardwell machine, but
differs in tlic method by which the work is accomplished, and contains several useful improve-

ments. The principle is differ-

ently applied from the Ward-
well, for while the side arms of

the Wardwell arc bifurcated, or
forked, working with one rub-
ber between the forks and one
on lop, with stirrups to shackle
them together, in this machine
the lever consists of two arms
opposing each other, working
on a common fulcrum, wil.h

rubbers or steam cushions on
both sides of fulcrum working
freely, without stirrups. The
cups holding the rubbers may
bo moved at more or less dis-

tance from the fulcrum, thus
admitting close adjustment to

the elastic condition of the rub-

ber or variation of the blow.

The levers are hung on a mov-
able fulcrum, being placed in

a hanger, which may bo raised

or lowered by moans of a screw,
and retained in position by

Fi<i. 1, -Tlic Bryant clianneler. gmides which are bolted to the
frame. This admits of the

feeding of drills down as the cutting imoceeds, and also of the dropping of levers, wit.hout
the compression on the rubbers. When both gangs are running on a til) or lOO-ft. run, the
operator is enabled to keep tlie machine in continuous motion until lie has sunk 15 or 20
in. The giiid(‘s for the clamp as arranged for limestone are similar to those used in i.ho

Wardwell, witli the exception tliat they are continuous from hol.tom to top and admit the
drills being lirought down till the top clamp touches the bottom clamp. The propelling end
of the lever is opie-ai.i'd from the main shaft by a disk connected by a sliding box and movable
wrist-plate, ddiis changc'able wrist-] )lato admits a change of stroke from 4 to 8 in., i],nd may
bo placed on tlu^ c('.ntt*r whcui it is only wanted to opoi-ato one side. The propelling gear is

oporatevl by a rovc'rscvmot.iou friction clutch on the crank shaft geared to a shaft that connects
with both sets of trucks by worms and worm gears. This arrangement holds the machine
at any point wIuul working on a slope. The friction clutch is not so ])()silivt^ as to force the
machine against an ohstruedion, but%vill slip when the pressure comes iot) hard on it. It will
work on ah incliiK*. of 1 ft. in 10 with safety. Where the incline is too stiu^p, a drum on one
of the axle-trec^s is used of tlic same size as the tread of the wheel, with a wire rope attached
to it, and made fast to a plug at the upper end of the cut. This is wound upon the spool going
up, and unwound coming down, making a positive feed. Four cutters are used in a gang of
drills in sandstone. The two outside drills are chisel-shaped points, cutting at right angles^
with tlie channel. The two inside drills cut diagonally across the channel. The speed oir
the track is three-quarters of an inch at every stroke, and may be 2()() revolutions with both
sides working all the time. Witlithe four drills the bottom of the channel is kept smooth
and free from ‘‘frogs.” Tlie frame is constructed of channel steel and steel I-beams,
bracketed together with malleable iron brackets and boiler rivets.

8omo lucent improvements have been made in the Bryant channeler, notably a sliding
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box for holding the gibs, and which admits of their being dropped into a pocket so tluit thearm holds them in their place, and if they break they cannot get out of place. The oldmethod was to hold the gib in the box by an enlarged head, which was liable to break, resuJt-mg in the dropping of the gib into the cut. By means of the improved gib box on the
Bryant channeler it has been found advantageous to use gibs made of hard wood. Thesehave proved to be much better and more durable than brass. The wooden gibs absorb the
oil and make but little noise

; they wear as long, and cost very much less than brass. The
nnportance of the wooden gib is shown by the fact that the Cleveland Stone Co., at Cleveland
Ohio, which has a large rmmber of channeling machines in use, using brass gibs, pay about
$600 per year for gibs.

^

Another improvement is a steam cushion instead of a rubfer one.hor tins purpose a 6-in, cylinder in. long is used. Steam is admitted from the boiler*through a small opening into the cylinder. This forces the piston out to the mouth of the
cylinder, where it is held by lugs from going further. When the pressure comes on the
piston, it forces the steam back into the boiler, but the pressure comes so quickly and theopening is so small, that but little escapes.

i

^

The Saunders Direct-acMng Channeling Machine, designed by the writer, is shown
in big. bteam is supplied through hose, and a back screw is arranged so that the engine

Fig. 2.—The Saunclera chauueling machine.

backward tor use in what is known as “side-hill work ” Astandard Ingersoll “ Bcdipso” rock drill o£ large size, 6 in. diameter of cylinder k used tto.

hnfler to tte fron^hpi^
constructed for channeling purposes. Instead o^f a regular rubber

*'®®'^la'yozenormore plate washers are used. The piston-rod carries across-head to which are at ached a gang o'f cutting tools. The wholeirmSd to a ver icidadjustable oast-iron support known as a quadrant piece, which rests unon

prcyeUnSec^haS^^^^ ihe cross-head, thus

features of this machine are that it is direct acting • thnt ics

p e at the top of the cylinder, and this rotation is conveyed through gears to the axlL of
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tlie car, and it is thus fed through
traction upon the rails. This feed
motion is imparted to the ear on the
upward stroke of the piston only

;

the ear remains stationary when the
blow is struck. There is thus an
intermittent feed motion, and tlie

drills arc moved a definite distance
in the cut at every stroke, thus chip-
ping its eliamiel and not powdering
it, as is tiieeaso with, other niaebines.
This feed averages three-quarters of
an incli per stroke. The strokes
average 240 per minute. The cut-

ting tools are inaxlo adjust.alile to

any angle, to tlie right and left, and
forward and baclcward. The ma-
cliine is thus capable of making
transverse and side-hill cuts, and
does what is known as cutting out
the corners in quarrying. The ma-
chine has but two quick moving
parts: the piston, witli cutting tools

attached, and tlie valve. The stroke

varies about 6 in. in length, running
from 2 to 8 in. This is done by the
peculiar construction of the piston
and valve. The engine and cutting
tools are fed downward as the cut-

ting proceeds, and the drills can cut

Iho. 3.—•Sullivan ciiamieling mactilne.

a channel 18 in. in depth
without unclamping or
stopping ttio macdiiiio. By
a stop-valve placed in the
lower steam-port tlie blow
can be regulated so that it

will strike with only a
light touch, or with a blow
of 11,000 lbs. in force.

The Glum-
neMng Marhme.—Fig. 8
illustrates the Sullivan
channo 1or w ith b o i 1 o r
mounted. OTiis is also a
direeii-acting m a c ii i n e,

having no hwers or

springs, and the cutting
tools are attached rigidly

to the piston-rod of

the engine. This chan-
ricler is also made on
the screw- frame jiatteru

without boiler, the st,ea,m

being supplied from a
stationary boiler tliroiigh

Ilexibh', tubing. An in-

dependent engine is used
to fi.'od the carriage along
the track

;
tliiis the en-

gine that does the cutting
is not used for the feeding.
Tlie feed engine is a com-
mon upright engine of

New York safety steam-
power pafi;eni. It re-

volves a sha,ft on the end
of which is a gear which is

used to rotate the axles of Fict. 4.—The Ward well channeling niacMne.
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the carriage. The engine which carries the cutting tools has a valve movement which is

operated by bell-crank levers connected with the cross-head, h'he cutting tools abut against

the cross-head, and are clamped by three separate clamps. Piping and swivel joints are

used in place of steam hose. The movement of the carriage is reversed either by a hand

lever or by an automatic adjustment suspended under the car, which bears against an abut-

ment boltkl to the rail. ^ ,

llie Wardwell Bkh-Ml Ghcmneling Machine, made by the Steam Stone Cutter (V)
,

of Rutland, Vt., is represented in Pig. 4. This is a single-gang machino^ of the Wardwell

pattern, and is shown mounted on its track on the bed of the quarry. It is adapted lor cut-

ting either vertical or inclined channels. By its use quarries can be enlarged by carrying

under the wall channels, or, if the strata or vein of rock is inclined, channels can be

cut to follow the inelinatioii to any angle down to 45°. The operating mechanism and

cutting devices are mounted upon a portable sliding carriage, and, by moans of a long

screw shaft, can bo readily adjusted at either end of the frame—thus making a right or

left-handed machine—thereby enabling it to cut in all corners of a quarry. The engine is

attached to the standard that gives direction to the gang of cutters, and motion is com-

municated to the cutter by means of two lovers, the upper ends of winch are jnvoted to

the cross-head of the engine, and their lower ends are connected by links to the lower clamp
block which holds the cutters.

The Saunders Mr Channeler, designed by the writer, and manufactured by the

Inge r soil - Sergeant
Rock Drill Co., is rep-

resented in Pigs. 5 and
6. The distinctive dif-

ference between this

machine and others is

that no track is used,

but the engine carrying

the cutting tools is fed
back and forth upon
bars which rest upon
end supports. It is a
combined rock drill,

cut by putting in holes

and broaching the par-

titions between them,
but makes a continuous
channel, moving in the

direction of the cut

while striking, this

movement being automatic
;
but instead of moving on a track it moves upon parallel

bars.

The chisels or cutters are of the regular pattern with the diagonal bit, and the speed of
the machine is equal
to the piston speed of

a regular rock drill of
the same size when
used to put in a liole;

hence its great cut-

ting capacity. Tlie

cutters are directly

under the center of

the piston-rod, and are
separated from the
piston by a dowel
shank of less diameter
than the piston-rod,

which prevcjnts break-
age of the piston-rod.

The machine puts
in a round hole at eacdi

end of the bar, thus
forming the limits of

the channel to be cut.

After this is done, by a
very simple and quick
change, the channeling

bits are attached and are reciprocated automatically between these holes, The importance

quarry bar, and chan-
neling machine, and
will do both drilling

and channeling. As a
channeler it does not
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of these holes will readily bo seen in that they complete the clianiicl to the full depth at the
bottom, without what is usually known as “ runriini^ off,” and without requiring- any hand
labor at tlie end of the cut. After tlie channel is eoniploted to the full depth, and for the
full length of the bar (which is about 10 ft. ), the whole machine is barred along ten feet fur-

llier aiid one liole is put in, the channel being continued up to this hole. The movement of
tlie dial* is very much facilitated by shoes fastened on each leg. The legs are adjustable
so as to take all angles and to adapt themselves to any irregularity of tlie surface) of the
quarry. Tlie machine is shown doing vertical chanueliug in Hg. 5, and by revolving 90°
may be applied to do horizontal channeling, in I^^ig. (>. Horizontal elianneling iseontined to
work where vertical channeling is not sufficient to remove tiio blocks. It is obviously
more expensive to cut a ehanriel horizontally than to out it vertically, because in vertical

chamieliiig we have tlio benctit of the weight and inertia of tlie cutting t.ools.

In adapting tlie bar cliarinelcr to tho making of cluiiincls iqiou inclined floors, a counter-
weight is employed, wdiich hangs over a pulley at tho top of an upright piece which is fixed

to tlic end of the
m a e li i n e . It

serves to cnahlo
tho feeding en-
gine to cany the
cutting tools tip

and down hill

while at work.
Tliis machine is

used to channel
slate, several of

them being at

work in tlio slate

quarries near Ban-
gor, Pa. Tlioir

cutting capacity

in slate is from
75 to :15() sq. ft.

of channel per
day.

Rigs. 7 and
8 illustrato the
form of quarry
bar largely used
in quarries for the
purpose of drill-

iiig a line of Iioh's for iilug-arid-feallier work. This bar is also used to a limited extent for

(hhlhiig liol(\s f()r blasting piirposGS. Several forms of bars are in use, some of them being
made of angle iron, but the simplest is that shown in the cut, which is made of a piece

of extra hiuivy

wrouglit-iron piiio,

turned in a lathe

and iirovided wit/h

a rack rivetc'd to

it running longi*

tud ill ally. Tho
bar is mounled
upon end piec.iis,

whieli are in luirn

pro vi (led willi

swivel coTini'cl ions

iuwhichare iiiscrl,-

ed four h'gs or sup-
ports. These legs

are adjustalile in

length and in

angle, so that iho
bar may be |)la(;cd

on irregular floors.

A rock drill is

mouulcd upon tlio

bar willi a car-

riage wliicli IS |)ro-

vided with a pin-
ion and ci'ank. The operator by turning tho crank moves llio drill to any point along the bar.

In quarries and in stone-yards it is frequently noticed that a number of men arc employed
to drill small holes, from 3 to G in. deep, in large blocks, for tho purpose of splitting ut) the
blocks into sizes for the market. In granite, a great deal of this work is done by hand. This
can be done by machinery about ten times as fast, and at much less expense.

Fm. 7.—Ihug'-and-l’earlicr bur. Vortical.
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A small drill is mounted on a light weight-bar, the whole resting upon two large blocks
of stone, thus making a gallows over a section of track. A truck of home-made construction,
with perforated wheels, carries the block of stone and moves under the gallows. The wheels
are so perforated that a quarter turn with a crowbar moves the truck just far enough to sepa-
rate one hole from the other. This is usually about 6 in. The operation is very simple, two
men only being required, one to run the drill and the other to move the truck. It is simply
necessary to turn on the steam, drill a hole, wind the steel out of the hole, moving the truck,
and so on until the entire line of holes is drilled. The drill is then moved along the bar and
another line of ho’es is put in. In granite, these machines have recorded holes 3 or 4 in,
deep in three-quarters of a minute each.

^

It is moved and started in another hole in less time.
about 100 lineal ft. of hole in a day, and will do the work of about ten men. Two

drills may be used on one bar. The bar may be mounted on upright wooden frames instead
ol on legs, thus giving a lateral movement and a larger drilling area.

In broach channeling, a line of holes is driven, leaving a dividing wall of about three-
quarters of an inch between the holes. When these holes
are completed to the depth and extent required, the
rotation pawls are released, and the drill is made to
break down the dividing walls by means of a broacli, and
without rotating the piston.

The Diamond Ohanneling Maclivm is represented
in Fig. 9. This is the only machine used for stone
channeling other than the percussive machines herein-
before described. In some cases no boiler is placed on
the machine, thus enabling the drill spindle to be
tipped backward. Diamond channeling inaeliines have
been largely used in the Vermont Marble Quarries,
where progress has been made to a depth of 400 ft., fol-
lowing a vein under the hill. Their extreme adaptability
to any angle, and the fact that the carriage does not
move on the track while the machine is working, gives
it a special value in angular quarries and places where
the door is not level or regular. The track upon which
the macliino is mounted is made of a special rail, on one
side of which is a rack; the car moves in this rack through
a pinion, and by means of a hand crank the machine is
moved a definite distance after eacli hole. Holes are
drilled on the line of the proposed channel in the same
manner as diamond drills are operated. A stationary
engine revolves a spindle on the end of which is a
diamond^ bit. This bit differs from that used for pros-
pecting in that it is solid^ instead of cored out, so that
It bores the hole and discharges the cuttings to the
1ml I diameter of the iiole.^ The bits are usually about lil-in. in diameter, and the holes are
drilled close together, leaving a slight space between, which is afterwards bored out bv thesame bit through a guide piece which follows in an adjacent hole.

Tig. 10 illustrates a special tripod carrying a drill for putting in lewis-hcles. This tripod
is of the regular pattern, except the center bar, wiiich car-
ries the drill, is extended in length, and is perforated with
a slot 7i in. long, which allows the drill clamp to move (J

in., to cover the centers of three parallel holes, 3 in. each,
center to center. When the three holes are finished, a
broach is inserted in place of the drill without moving tlie
tripod, and. the lewis-hole finished by broaching down, the
partitions. This obviates the difficulty of breaking down
the partitions in the old plan of diverging lioles, as shown
in the right side of Fig. 11.

RADniNG Maciiines.~A quarry gadder is a macliine
by which holes are inserted into the side of the bencli for
the insertion of plugs and featliers, by means of which
the blocks are separated in tlie quarry. Pig. 12 illustrates
a gadding machine, designed by the writer of this paper
and made by the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co. This ma-
chine is used for putting a series of holes on a true line in
stone, for the insertion of plugs and feathers for breaking
up the blocks. It is used in
connection with the channel-
ing iriaehino in what is called
“ lofting,” or breaking from
the floor of the quarry into the
cut made behind, and for
breaking the stone in sections

by a series of horizontal holes
Fia. 10.—Tripod drill. driven into the side ol the Fig. 11.
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bench. In marble quarries, where it is desired to separate the stock,” these holes are placed
on the line of the “ riving bed,” or with the dip of the marble. The machine consists of
the improved Ingersoll “Eclipse” X’ock drill, mounted upon and made to traverse longitu-
dinally a standard or post, which is fixed through trunnions at its lower end to a cast-iron
bed-piece or car, and which is made to swing in a vertical plane from a perpendicular
position to a nearly horizontal one. The drill is pivoted to a saddle, which is raised or lowered

on the standard by means of a
chain, which passes over a pulley
at the top and aroiuul a shaft,

winch is turned by a crank. Tlic

saddle is fixed at any desired point
on tlio standard by means of a taper
gib, wliicli is tightened or loosened
by the throwing up or down of a
handle in the side ol; the saddle.

The car moves along the floor,

without a track, and is fixed in
position by means of corner pins,

which a,re driven into the floor and
set by sot-screws. Tlie macliino
will put in holes close to the bot-

tom of the quarry, in a liorizontal

position along tlio bench, into the
roof, or perpendicularly into the
floor, as (lesired. These varied po-
sitions are effected by swinging the
drill on its pivot with the saddle,

and by adjustment of the standard.
Where it is desired to use water in

the holes during the drilling, a tank
is placed on the bench, in a position

about 6 ft. above the drill, and
through a small hose water is

siphoned into a nozzled pipe, which
is fixed to tlie sholl, and which
points to the hole, remaining in a

fixed position, with the nozzle a
Fia. 12,— Gadding machine.

few inches from the orifice. Where the bench is G ft. or more in height, it is best to use a
tie-rod or brace wliilo putting in the top holes. This rod is attached to tlie upper part of

the standard at one end, and is driven into the cut beyond the bench at the other, and will

thus resist the thrust of the drill. The record of tins machine in marble is 800 lineal ft. of

2-ft. lioles in a day of ten hours. It requires twenty seconds to remove from a 2-ft. hole
and place the drill in position to begin another. The ma-
chine will put in a liolciJ ft. in depth without stopping.

The Diamond Gadding Machine is represented in Pig.
18. The machine is phieed upon a plaiform on trucks ar-

ranged to run upon a track. Wlien adjusted for work it

may be braced by llio pointed legs shown. The boring
apparat.us is attached by a swivel to a perpendicular guide-
bar. This guide-bar is secured to the boiler behind it,

which forms the main support of the machine. Upon the
guide-bar tlie boring apparatus may bo raised or lowcired at

pleasure, for the |uirposo of boring a series of holes in a
|ierpendicular line if (lesired. Upon the swivel the boring

aiiparatus may bo turned, so as to boro in any direction

within the plane of the swivel-plate. The illustration

shows the drill-rod orsiiindle placed near the base of the
machine, and so as to boro horizontally. At one end of the
spindle is the drill head, armed with carbons, and supplied

with small apertures or outlets for water. At the other end
of the spindle is attached a hose for supplying water to the
drill-head. A rapid revolving movement is communicated
to the drill-spindle by the gears shown, ''fhe sj^eed and feed

movement imiy be regulated by the operator with reference

to the hardness or softness, coarseness or fineness, of the
material to be bored

;
and the feed movement may bo in-

stantly reversed at pleasure.

Oharmeling-maohme Bits .—All percussive channeling
machines carry a gang of cutters bolted together, and in

every case the bits or points are chisel-shaped, some of them
having straight edges and others diagonal ones. The cutting
tools are in the sliap(3 of gangs, instead of being in solid bars, because they are more readily
handled and transported to the blacksmith shop, and because the breakage of a bit is adjusted

45

Fio, 18.—Diamond gadding machine.
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by replacing only one bar in the gang. A 3-drill gang is used with the bar channeler, and
sometimes with the track ehannelers 'in sandstone, or very soft material. The 5-drili gang
is used with track ehannelers. The bits of the gang for channeling differ somewhat accord-

ing to the stone. For marble and limestone the points taper sharply, as shown in the

figures. In sandstone the points are more blunt, with heavy edges, so as to prevent wear oi

gauge. It is also advisable in some kinds of sandstone to curve the cutting edge of the bit

—

that is, to make it convex, and thus prevent wearing of the gauge to a taper and "
' sticking.”

Sticking is a troublesome feature in sandstone quarries, because the bit wears away the
gauge rapidly. The object of the diagonal bit is to maintain a level bottom to the channel.

Without it the channel would be rutted.” The edge of the diagonal bit cuts away what
is known as the “frog.” This frog is formed by glancing of the straight bit, it not being
perfectly rigid, especially in deep cuts. The edge of the diagonal l)it strikes the frog diag-

onally across the top, and thus cuts it away. In very deep channels it is sometimes advisable

to use an extra clamp down in the cut, or above it, directly under the cross-head, in order to

prevent springing of the bars.

Steel gang channeling machines, cut in marble from 75 to 125 sq. ft. of channel per
day of 10 hours

;
iu oolitic limestone and in sandstone from 150 to 400 sq. ft. In marble

channeling is done at from 10 to 25 cents per sq. ft., equivalent to from 3 to 5 cents per
cub. ft. of stone quarried. In o5litic limestone and sandstone the cost is aboiit one-half
these figures.

The Plug-and-Feather Process is distinctly an American invention, the old system being
a trench in the stone with a wedge for splitting. There are many advantages in the plugs
and feathers over wedges. Less stone is wasted, because the plug-and-feather process requires
only a hole of small diameter while the wedge process involves a trench several inches wide
at the top. The plug is a common piece of steel, wedge-shaped. The feathers are made of
half-round iron, drawn down to a point which is bent over. When the hole has been drilled
to the required depth, the feathers are first inserted, then the plug is driven down between
them

;
thus a tension is exerted on the walls of the hole for the full depth of the feathers.

It is obviously important in breaking up a block of stone that the break be true. With the
wedge process the force is exerted only at the top, hence the stone is apt to break irregularly,
while with the plugs and feathers holes are drilled sometimes to the full depth of tire stone,
and the plugs and feathers inserted for almost the full depth of the hole

;
thus a straight and

true break is made. The plug-and-feather process has followed the use of rock drills on
quarry bars. Until recent years the wedge process was used in the Ohio sandstone quarries,
and almost universally in Europe, but plugs and feathers have been adopted in progressive
quarries.

Quarrying by Wire Gord.—This method is exclusively employed at two marble quarries
in Belgium, and' is also in use for quarrying various descriptions of stone, including granite,
in several countries of Europe, as well as in Algeria and Tunis, not only subdividing blocks,
but also sawing large masses out of the solid rock. For this purpose a cord, barely

-J
in. in

diameter, composed of three mild steel wires, is made to travel at about 13 ft. per second,
while the diameter is reduced and the speed slightly increased as the length of cut decreases
for subdivision of the blocks. The twist of the cord causes it, while running, to turn upon
itself, thus becoming worn evenly over its whole surface, so that eventually it presents the
appearance of a single wire, but little larger than those which originally composed tlie

cord. It is then incapable of carrying along the sand and water, but may still be used for
fencing and a variety of purposes. Before being worn out, however, a cord 150 yds. long
is capable of cutting to a depth of nearly 70 ft. in 15 blocks, or of producing about 500 sq.

ft. of sawn surface in marble. In a block of marble 15 ft. long the rate of the cut is 14 in.

per hour, and in granite about 1 in. One endless cord, guided by grooved pulleys, may be
made to cut at several different places, provided they be not too close together ; and, as
there is so little surface in contact, a very small amount of motive power is required to drive.
The tension is maintained by a weighted truck on the incline, and the feed is given by an
endless screw, rotated automatically in stone of uniform texture, or by hand when irregular-
ities are anticipated.

Tha^ Knox System of Plmting in Quarries.—The purpose of the Knox system is to re-
lease dimension stone from its place in the bed by so directing an explosive force that it is

made to cleave the rock in a prescribed line,

and without injury. Tlie system is also used
for breaking up detached blocks of stone into
smaller sizes. A round hole is first drilled

—

Fig. 14. A reamer, shown in end view in
I’hg. 14, and in elevation. Fig. 15, is inserted
in the hole in the lino of the proposed fracture. Fig. 14. -Details of Knox syarem. Eeamer.
and made to cut two V-shaped grooves, A, B.

Pig. 16 is a section of the drill hole. The charge of powder is shown at C, the air space at

B, and the tamping at A.
Let us assume that we have a blue-stone quarry in which we may illustrate the simplest

application of the Knox system. The sheet of stone which we wish to shear from place has
a bed running longitudinally at a depth of, say, 10 ft. One face is front, and a natural seam
divides the bed at each end at the walls of the 'quarry. We now have a block of stone, say
50 ft. long, with all of its faces free, except one—that opposite and corresponding with the
bench. One or more Knox holes arc put in of such depth and distance apart, and from the
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bench, as may be regulated by the thickness, strength, and character of the rock. No man
is so good a judge of tiiis as the quarry foreman, who has used and studied the effect of

the Knox system in his quarry. Great care should be taken to drill tlie holes round and
in a straight line. In sandstone of medium hard-
ness those holes may be situated 10 ft., 12 ft., or 15

ft. apart. If the bod is a tiglit one—that is, where
it is not entirely free at the bottom—the hole should
be run entirely through the sheet and to the bed,

but with an open free bod holes of less depth will

suffice.

The reamer slioidd now be used and driven by
hand. Several dcyvices liavo been ap[)liod to rock

drills for reaming the hole by machinery while drilling—that is, (dforts have been made
to combine the drill and the reamer. Such efforts have met with only partial success. The
perfect alignment of the reamer is so important that where power is used this point is apt

to be neglected. It is also a well-known fact that the process of reaming by

hand is not a difficult or a slow one. The drilling of the hole ro(iuir(‘s the

greatest amoniit of work. After this has been done it is a sim|)lo mattei’ to

cut tlie V-shaped gi-ooves. The reamer should be applied at the center of

the hole —that is, the grooves should be cut on the axis or fidl diameter of tlio

hole. The gauge, of the reamer slioiild bo at least 1 1 times tlie diameter of tlie

hole. While driving the reamer great care shouhl be tin,ken timt it does not

twist, as the break may thereby be deflected. Ihiani until you can do so no
further—that is, ream to tlie full depi.h of the hole. The hole is now ready

for charging. First insert the powder, whicli should bo a low grade of explo-

sive. Do not use dynamite. Black powder, Judson powder, or other explo-

sives which a,et slowly, a,re preferable. No delinite rule can bo laid down
as to the amount of t)Owdcr to bo used, but it is well to boar in niind that

as little powder should 1)0 used as possible. The powder must, of course, bo

provided with a fuse or, preferably, a fulminating cap. It is well to insert

the cap about the middle of tlio cartridge.

After the cliarge t,lic usual thing to do is to insert tamping, but in the Knox
hole the tanq)ing should not bo put directly upon the powder, liut an air space

should 1)0 left, as shown at B, Idg. 1(1 . The best way to tamp, leaving an air

space, is, first to insert a wad, wliich may be of oakum, hay, grass, pa|)or, or

other similar mat(n’ia,l. The tamping sliould be placed from 6 to 12 in.

below tlio mouth of the hole. In soino kinds of stone a less distance will

suffice, and it is well to bear in mind tliat jis much air space as practicable

should intervene between the explosive and the ta,mping. Oare sliould bo

observed in tamping not to destroy the wires which connect witli the explo-

sive, blit tlie tam[)ing should lie made secure so that it will not blow out. The liolc is now
ready for lilnsti ng. If several holes are used on aline they should be connected in series

and blasted simultaneously. Tho effect of the blast is to make a vertical seam connecting

the holes, and the ('iitiro mass of rock is sheared several incties or more.

The pfnlos()|)hy of t lio Knox blast is siuq>le, though, a matter of some dispute. Mr. Knox
gives tlie following explanation :

“ ^The two surfac,os, a and h, Fig. 11 ,
being of equal area, must receive an equal amount of

thc‘, for(^e generated liy the conversion of the extilosive into gas. These surfaces being smooth,

and pu'senting no a,rigle between tlie iioints, A and R, funiish no starting point for a fracture,

but at tlu'se points tlio lines meet at a sharp angle, iiiciluding between them a wedge-shaped

Sfiaco. The gas acting eiiually in all directions from the center is forced into the two oppo-

site wodge-sliaped spaces, ami the impa,ct being instantaneous, the effect is prociisely similar

to tliat of two solid wedges driven from tlie center by a force equally prompt and energetic.

All rocks poss(\ss the property of elasticity in a greater or loss degree, and tin's principle

being (vxcited i,o the point of rupture at the points .1 and B, the gas enters tlie crack and the

roelv is split in a straiglit lino, simply because under iho circumstances it cannot split any

other way.”
It is <lou})i,]css true that, notwithstanding the greater area of pressure iii a K nox hole, the

break would not invariably follow the prescribed lino but for the V-shaped groove, which

virtually starts it. A bolt, when strained, will break in the thread, whether this be the

smallest sei't.ion or not, because the thread is a starting point for the break. A rod of glass

is broken with a slight jar, provided a groove has been filed in its surface. Numerous other

instances might lie cited to prove the value of the groove. Elasticity in rock is a i)ronouiiced

feature, wliich varies to a greater or less extent, but it is always more or less present. A
saridstoiio lias recently been found which possesses the property of elasticity to such an ex-

tent that it may bo bent like a piece of steel. When a blast is made in tlio Knox hole the

stone is under high tension, and, being elastic, it will naturally pull apart on sucli lines of

weakness as grooves, especially when they are made, as is usually tlie case in tlie Knox sys-

tem, in a direction at right angles with the lines of least resistance.

Our previous illustration of a break by the Knox system was its simplest and best appli-

cation. An identical case would be one where a large and loose block of stone was split up

into smaller ones by one or more Knox holes. But those who use this system do not coniine

it to such cases alone. Horizontal holes are frequently put in, and artificial beds made by

pi

I

I

Fro. Hi.—
Drill hole.

Fig. 15.—Knox reamer.
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lofting.” In such cases, where the rock has a rift ” parallel with the bed, one hole about
half way through is sufficient for a block about 15 ft. square, but in “liver” rock
the holes must he drilled nearly through the block, and the size of the .

block first reduced. A more difficult application of the Knox system, 11
and one requiring greater care in its successful use, is where the block i

of stone is situated as in the case hereinbefore cited, except that

both ends are not free, one of them being solidly fixed in the quarry
wall. A simple illustration of a ease of this kind is a stone step on a /
stairway which leads up and along a wall. Each step has one end fixed

to the wall and the other free. Each step is also free on top, on the hot- Fig. l7.~Kiioxlioie.

tom. and on the face, but fixed at the back. We now put a Knox hole in

the corner, at the junction of the step and the wall. The shape of the Knox hole is as

Fig. 17.~Kiioxliole.

shown in Fig. 17.

It is here seen that the grooves are at right angles with each other, and the block of stone
is sheared hy a break made opposite the bench, as in the previous ease, and an addi-

tional break made at right angles, and at the fixed end of the block. Sometimes a corner
break is made by putting in two of the regular straight Knox holes in the lines of the |>ro-

posed break, and without the use of the eoimer hole.

KAIIiEOAD, CABLE. The wire-cable system of street railways was first put into use
in San Francisco, Cal., in 1873, when the Clay Street Hill Railroad was constructed in ac-

cordance with the plans of Mr. Andrew S. Hallidie. Practical employment has proved that
the system possesses, among otheis,

advantages which may be summa-
rized as follows : The steepest grades
are as easily worked as levels

;
the

cars maybe stopped instantly at any
point on the line, and started with
promptness and ease

;
the speed is

uniform, and any rate may be estab-
lished that is desired

;
the method

of working is noiseless and even
;

cleanliness of the track is secured
;

a capacity of increase is obtainal)lo

at any time an increased carrying
capacity may be required, and there
is freedom from snow blockade.

The Cable System of the Pacific
and Afational liailway Companies is

based upon the patents of Hallidie,

Hovey, Paine, Root, and others, and
is now employed in San Francisco,
Chicago, Sb. Louis, and many other
cities, and also on the East River
Bridge, between JNew York and
Brooklyn. It consists simply of an
endless wire rope placed in a tube
(having a narrow slot from J to J
in. wide), beneath the surface and
between the rails, maintained in its

position bymeans of sheaves,wheels,

or rollers. The rope is kept con-

tinuously in motion by a stationary

steam-engine at either end of the

line, or at any convenient point be-

tween the two extremes. A gripping
attachment at the end of a vertical

steel rod connected with the cfir,

and passing through the narrow
slot in the tube, transmits tlie mo-
tion of th6 cable to the car. The
speed at which the car moves is de-

termined by the rapidity of the
Fig. 1.—Cable railroad car. cable, and this is regulated by the

revolutions of the driving-wheel at
the stationary engine. The cable is grasped and released at pleasure, and the movement of
the ear controlled by one man. The car or cars (there may be any nnmber used together)
start without shock or jar, and are stopped instantly at any point more readily than a horse-
ear, and hence are less liable to accidents. The system can be adapted to any grade or
curvature, even to turning the corner of a street at acute angles of limited radius. A variety
of different forms of gripping attachments or ‘

‘ grips *’ have been devised . The typical variety
used on the Clay Street Hill Railroad is illustrated in Pigs. 1 and 2. A vertical slide, Fig.

1, works in a shank, and is moved up and down by a screw and hand-wheel. The small
upper screw going down through the large hollow screw operates it. At the lower end of
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this slide is a wedge-shaped block. The wedge actuates two jaws horizontally, which open
and close according to the direction in which the slide is moved, closing when the slide is
moved upward. Tliese jaws have pieces of sol't cast-iron placed in them, which are easily
removed when worn out. These pieces of iron are of proper shape and size inside to grip
the rope when they are closed over it. On both sides of these jaws and attached to them
are four small pulleys. These pulleys arc held by means of ’rubber cushions, sufficiently
in advance of the jaws to keep the rope off from tlie ja,ws, and at tlie same time to lead the
rope fairly between them, allowing it to travel freely between the jaws when they are
separated, without touching them. When it is rcciiiired to grij) tlie rope, this slide is

drawn up by mea,ns of tlie small screw and liand wheel, iieforo dcscrilicd, and the wedge
at the lower end closes the jaws over the rope, at the same time forcing back the small guide
slieaves onto the rubber eusliioiis. The shank, containing the slide, etc., is enclosed and
retained in cast-iron slides attached to tlie body of tlie car, and a wrouglit-iron standard,
having a large nut at its u])[)er end, in which the largo hollow screw works. Tlio grip is

raised and lowered Ixxlily tlirough the opening in the tube from above tlie surface of the
strc'et to the rope in the tube by means of the haud-wliecl a,nd nut working on the large
linllow screw referred to. The grip is secured to a skeleton or trac-

tion-car called a dummy. The dummy is coupled to the passenger
cars at the bottom of the incline and uncoupled at tlie top, and vice

versa. At first the connection between the dummy and ear was made
by means of spiral springs, to prevent any jar in starting up

;
but

this was soon .found unnecessary. The arrangements made at the »
bottom of tlie incline for keeping the rope at the proper tension, and 13
taking up the slack, prevent any noticeable jar in starting. As before
stated, the r()|)e is constantly in motion, running between sheaves
placed ill tlie tube. Tlie slot of tlie tube is on one side of a vertical
lino drawn through the center of tlio tulie ; and referring to Pig. 8 it

\yill bo seen tliat the foot of the gripping attachment projects on one
side, giving it an L-sliape, enabling the jaws to pass under and over the M3 ^
rope sheaves in tube, in order to stop the ear, the jaws of the grip- M js ^
ping attachment are slightily opened

;
when tlu^y release the rope the li 3 M

guide sheaves take it, and the car stops. In miother form of grip used M 3 M
on the Sutter Street Ilaili’oad, San Francisco, the motion of the grip- m J|l M
fling jaws is vortical, instead of h<)rizont,a,l, and tlie ro|>e is taken Jrl ||l M
up and rehyised afi the si(le. In order to run upon or off the rope at II

, |||| ^
the termini of tlie road, th(,i t,rack and slot diverge from or converge to 1-^ '

|j||||
the line of the rorio. Levers are used for operating the jaws instead It j llti

of the screw.
i ...

. ^ |i| ^
Tlie fiartienlars concerning a number of cable roads are given in I'ly

the table appended to this article. The coiKstruction of the Market ( inj-iL

Street Ihuiroad in San h''ra,ncisco possesses many points of interest.

The foundation for t he road-bed and track rests upon concrete piers

extending to a deiitli of 10 ft;, or more below the surface of the street. Fni. 2.- Grip.

These piers have a width of 5 ft,, and are 10 in. thick, and a,re phuicd
about i) ft. a,f)art. Odie track and tube of tins road are made into a single rigid structure
by connecting the rails and slot-irons by yokes, and uniting the whole by employing con-
crete. Tlie main tie or yoke connecting the opposite rails is formed of old railroad T-rail,

bent in proper shape head down. It embraces the tube, arid has fast-

4
ened to the ends suitable cluiirs or plat es, t o winch the rails are secured.
Iri’om the lower fiart of tlic curved yoke extend upward two supports
for tlio slot.-irons. The low'er ends of these arc sufficiently separated
to form the necessary width for the tube. Tie-rods connect these

supfiorts witii tlio main yokes tlirough the chairs. The two rails,

slot-irons, and yoke are then all connected rigidly together as one.
Car and dummy are united in one veliiclo, 84 ft. long over all, and
support,ed on two four-wheel pivoted trucks. The rear truck carries

the track-brake, wliich is between the wlieels on each side, In addi-
tion there are the usual wheel-brakes. The forward truck carries the
grip and hand levers. A rod connects the rock shaft of the track-

brakes with tiio hand lever on the forward truck.

The grip in use on tliis road is worked by a lever, and it is

I^io. 8. - (Jrip. formed of two frames, one sliding inside the other. The outer one
is secured to the grip-bar on the forward truck by bolts, and carries

the lower jaw, while the inner frame, which slides up and down upon tlie outer one, car-

ries the upper jaw, tlie qvuidrant, the operating lever, and adjusting meclianisiii, and is held
in place by guide plates extending across the inside frame, and between which it slides. The
frame carrying the jaws passers tlirough the slot directly down alongside tlie cable without
offset. The grip-bar, on which tliese parts are mounted, is seciired and supportied by a
frame on the running gear or truck, and not on the ear itself. Tlie ear body therefore can
be mounted on s|irings without any of the spring motion being imparted to tlio grip, and
through it to the cable. In the way in which this grip is arranged all tlie parts liable to get
out of order are accessible, and it is not necessax-y to provide pits in whicli to examine them.

When the car is at a standstill the cable passes along over the chilled-iron grooved rollers
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at esivh end of the lower die. The lev-er operating the grip is then inclined forward. W’ hen

the gripiiian desires to start the car, he draws the hand lever back. This action nK;)V(‘,s

inner frame downward, carrying with it the upper jaw or die. This die consists ot Ji pim*(‘

of brass secured in the lower end of the sliding part. The lower die is a siiort.or pietaj of

brass fitted lengthwise between the two i’oilers. This is arranged with sct-scrtsvvs to l )(‘, rai.sed

to take up wear. The upper die is longer than the lower, and as it is forccMl down by I Ih^

inner frame, it rests on the moving cable, and pushes or presses it tight on the rollers btd’ort^

pressing it on the lower die. Gradual motion is thus imparted to the car, witliont, jerk or jn r.

A still farther downward motion of the upper die forces the rope, or cable, oiilo tin' 1<)W(0*

die, the cable being thus held tightly between the dies. A reverse motion of tlio lever inises

the frame and upper die, and releases the cable, and allows it to run through freely williout,

imparting any motion to the ear. The action of the brakes then stops the car.

The heavy traffic and the great length of the cables on these lines have rendered lU'c*<^sHary

the use of cables in. in diameter, which are larger than those first used Their weiglit is

about 21 lbs. per ft. The rope runs 21 hours per day, at a speed of about 8 miles jkm’ hour,
the rate of speed for the cars, including stoppages, being about 7-1 miles per lioiir. Evc'ry
30 ft. along the road is a grooved supporting pulley, 15 in. in diameter, over 1 lie flanges.
These pulleys are the rope-carriers. Over each of them is a plate, whicli may be reinovt*d f

o

allow of oiling, etc.

In switching to and from the branch lines, it is necessary to release the eablo from t he
grip while in motion, the car then passing around the curve and switching onto the tnililo of
the other line. In switching from the main to one of the branch lines, in case t.he (‘alile lias
not been released hythe grip, a safety apparatus, working automatically, eloso.s the switcdi
and compels the car to keep on the main line, when the ear is stopped and baekecl cm to i In^
branch line, thus avoiding accident to both grip and cable. At the termini of the various
lines, turn-tables 30 ft. in diameter, having two sets of tracks laid thereon, are |)r<>vi<k‘<l for
turning the ears, and are revolved by the power of the moving cable. At the walcM'-fronl.
terminus, where the ears of all the lines concentrate, extra tracks are laid converging intoilu^
mam track, and the cars of the various lines are run upon their respective trac^ks, as i ln^.

table rotates. The speed of the table at this point is so increased as to moot the dispaticli
required. There are three power stations on the lines of this railway. A plan of Uio main
station IS given in Fig. 4.

The form of grip used on the Chicago City Kailway is illustrated in Fig.me parts o± the mechanism are as follows: A, grip lever; lover handio
;

lever rod

Fig. 4.—Cable railroad.

P, spools; Q, roller journals; R, grip rollers

5.

(\
n,

lever dog; pj,

I e V r { I (
»

g

spring;
q 11 a d ra.n t,

;

upper f/, ad-
iuslhig I load

;

jovver f/, ad-
justing hIkx^;

//, lover B(d-

senw
; /, ad-

jiisdngKcnxnv;
grip links

;

K, gri[ ) l)(*mn

;

A, grij) sliank;
M\ grip plate;

uppm* jaw

;

G, lower jaw;
’ T%"t ^

:

journals; grip rollers
;
A (*ai)l(^

is one of the lomwsl, in tln^woiid, having abmit 21 miles of single track vvorked from tliri'e

ofTAf

8

ft. C5 in., and the rails, winch nrnof steel, 40 fe. tothe yard, are carried on iron slecncrs 'I'in,

.eriadnctsearri.Theiine“h^SS^

tSytstl?e In
the elevated railway structure in New York asino-k trarlr

^ in o(‘rliiiii ]>arts of
this viaduct is 1,585 ft., of which 50 ft at Leh pfd^ ^ thus supported. TIk^ of
the remaining 1.435 ft. represent the
thoroughfare except for tKble carsX It ^o
as the roadway is all open work TTip haio-nf fo

othei vehicles could travi'l ovin* it
and the width betweenTaad rails is^35 ft

ground to the rail level is Zr, ft. ') in
of 55 ft threeof 40ft., one rf 80 ft a^d one of foTtype, 4 ft. deep, and weighing 100 lbs per ranniup-ft

*

'T'l-.

are of the Warr(‘ti
each of CO ft. radius to inter''U^lnTaTfhL SrJ'?are braced posts to lake
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tbe strain, and the tra(?ks are also carried on double posts at these points, as well as at the
approaches, as a precautionary measure.

The entire length of the straight surface tracks of the cable line is 99,828 ft.; of the
viaducts, 4,250 ft.; of bridges, 2,124 ft.; of curves, 2,010 ft.;

and of the pits, 562 ft.; rnakiiig a total of 108,274 ft. of

track, or rather over 201 miles, and the construction required

1,444 tons of track and slot rails, and 2,919 tons of iron

sleepers.

As already stated, there are three power stations on the sys-

tem, all similar in arrang(nneiit. liie (uigines ai’e coin-

pound, the higli-pressure cylind(*r being 26 in. in diameter,

and the low-pressure 42 in. in diameter; the strolie is 48 in.

They are mtended to develoj) 700 horse-|)ower at a speed of

75 revolutions per minute, 'fho higli and l()w-|)ressure cylin-

ders are set side by side, and tiiedist;a.iice between centers is 10
ft.

;
tlie total length of built-up crank shaft is 4 in. over 14ft.

at the ends, and one at the center between the driving rope

tbe shaft is swelled topulleys. In tlie bosses of these

16 in' in diameter. The rope wlieels, whicdi are tv^o in niim-

bei% are Oft. l?i in. pitch diameter; they are made in halves

and are each grooved for fourteen 2 in. cotton ropes, the power
of the engines being transmitted to the driven wlieels by a system of endless rope

transmission instead of by gearing. The large or driven rope wheels on the mam
rofie shaft are 25 ft. in diameter, bnift up
of ten segments ea,eh, witli a liollow boss
in one jiiece, and ten hollow arms of
elliptical section. The sliaft which car-

ries tliese wheels is KJ ft. It in. long, the
diameter in iln^ boss of the wheels being
191 in. This sliaft is coupled at, each end
to the winding stiafts, which are 11 ft.

lOJ in. long, 17 in. in dia,meter in the
center, an(l 15 in. al. the bosses of the
overliimg rope drums. Iliese hitter are
moiinted on ea,ch, end of the winding
sliaft, juid each lia.s two gi'ooves for 2-in.

cotton ro|)es, tlieir diium'ter measured in

the center of tlu'i rope being 15 ft. They
drive two other rope wlnnis or ‘Udlers,’^

which arc inonnled on tiudr own shaft.

^rb(‘SO idlei’s a,r(^ of 1 in. less diameter
than the driving ro[)C drums, and the
purpose of i.his is always to keep the coh
ton ropi's ia.ul, so that the cable itself

may not have to perform any of the work
of rotalingt lu‘ idhu* wheels, tlienecessary
amount; of slip required, as these slightly

smaller wheeis gain on tlie drivers, being
provided for in tla^ clulches with which
tlie cal)i(' drums ariMlrlven. Tlic cable

drums ar(^ loost^, on tliC; extended bosses

of the rop(^ wlu'cls, and are iield to these wheels by friction disks, whicdi are lightened up
by eight screws and liand wdicels in each drum. The cable drums on the winding sbal't a,re

lo ft. in dianiet.cM’, witli tiv<i grooves each for li in. cable, and those on the driven shaft are

of the same dianul.er, hut witii four grooves in each. The cable speed corresponding to 75

revoliiilons ]){‘r minulcof the engines, is Si miles an hour.

Tha Miller or j^merimn jSi/stem of CaUe, liaUways is eonstrncted by the American Cable
Railway (7). of New York, aucl is based upon the designs of Mr. I). J. Miller. 'The princi|)al

eharacterisi.ic- of this system is the use of duplicate cables laid parallel to one another tlirougb

the tiilie on cithei- side of tlui slot, and so arranged at the driving station that if one cable

or its machinery should hcc'ome disabled, the second rope can be brough t into immediate use.

Each systmn is (a)tir(dy ind (‘pendent of the other by reason of tliis duplication. The follow-

ing ad ‘Joint ag(‘s ar(‘chiinu‘d : Tesicles operating the road uninterruptedly, the motive power is

more durable, as ample time can be allowed for close inspection and needed repairs, thereby

lU'olonging tlie life of both cable and machinery. Roads operated by duplicjite cables can

run steadily twenty-four liours per day, while with but one rope this is not possible, a,s sorne

time must be devoted to examination and repairs. This system is in use in Now York City

on tlio Tenth Avenue road, where the cables are worked independently in the following

manner

:

At the point where the cable is first carried into the conduit, sheaves 4 ft. in diameter
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(called elevating sheayes) are used to elevate the rope to a line where it may be received into

the gripper. The sheaves are placed in a frame having trunnions at the ends, on wliicli tlio

wheel tilts. See Fig. d. This tilting is accomplished by a horizontal lever moving in a ver-

tical plane, and is operated by the grip as the car passes. The normal line of the elevating

sheave is in the line of the travel of the grip, and as the ear approaches the grip rid('S on a
horizontal lever, which is depressed by the movement and weight of the grip, /nid in tiurn

tilts the sheave. . The grip then passes, the sheave resumes its former position, and the (:iai)Io

is laid between the grip jaws. The cable having been thus received into the grip|)e.r at the
starting point, is carried to the end of the line, passing freely through the grip jaws in bring-
ing ears to a standstill.

The carrying pulleys are arranged in vaults located at distances 35 ft. apart. A trans-
verse yoke holds the track and slot rails in place. It has a long and flat face, resting on foun-
dations which are independent of the conduit construction. The pulleys are mounted in j)a,irs.

The duplicate cables are carried around grooves at different elevations. A conical wlieet witli

spiral grooves pays the outer cable (when in use) down and out to its normal line after i.ho

passage of the grip. The grip is arranged on the front end of the car, and is provided witli a
stationary and a movable jaw. At each end of the jaws is a pair of small carrying pidleys,
for supporting the cable and raising it from the grip jaw when the car is at rest. Spools are
mounted at each end of the jaws, for ejecting the cable, in case the rope should straml. 'I'lie

grip is reversible, and the cable maybe received from either side. The mechanism forojienil*-
ing the jaws is attached to or made part of the grip ear, being independent of the grip profier,
and the grip maybe operated from either end of the car, so that no adjustment of tlie jaws is
required while in transit.

The construction of the driving machinery is as follows : Each pair of driving drums is
operated independently through the medium of friction clutch, so that each cable irniy be
individually setiu rnotion or stopped.

_

The driving drums have grooves varied in diaiiietim
to meet the contraction of the rope as jt is relieved of the strain of operating the road. IMic
incoming cable, having the whole strain, passes into the first groove, and wdien relieved of a
small percentage of the strain, passes to the'second groove. The latter groove allows a slight
contraction in the cable to take place, and this contraction continues throughout the su(*t;es-
sion of wraps.

The drums are tilted in opposite directions for the purpose of guiding the cable direct into
the grooves when two or three wraps are made, whereas were it not for this tilting of the
drums the rope would be carried diagonally from one drum to another, causing inucdi trouble
by cutting the grooves and wearing the cable. The principal improvement is in the nrranga-
ment of the gearing to meet the angle of these drum shafts

;
the shafts being tilti'd, tlic gears

have straight teeth, while the intermediate and also the driving gears haVe angular tectli
which meet the line of the straight tooth of the tilted gear.

^

After being wrapped around the drums, as stated, the cables pass to the tensiou wh(‘el
which is on a car, and traverses a track in rear of the driving machinery, and then it is
carried out into the street again.

On the Ten^th Avenue Cable Eoad, of .New York City, two Wright engines, 28 x 48, are
employed. The driving drums have five grooves each, and are about 12 ft in dianioter

; the
first groove on the first drain being the largest. The first groove on the second drum is i in.
less in circumference, and all other grooves are reduced successively in the same ratio. Each

independent pair of driving gears, and in the center bef.wiMm

inn. It ^ ^.iipnght engines are located. These engines arc used i,o move
examination to take out an old cable or put in a new one, and also a,nsutilized when repairs are made to the mam raacliinery.

It is found that with cables of about 4 miles in length that there is a rnovenn'nt of (lie

Zute *T ^ ^ rope must bo dLspra "t "nuT u'^mmutes. An automatic yariable tension device is provided, dcereasiiiff or inereasiu'''' tlic

7'f
coutra,otion of the rope, and so governing the movoinent of tlic cav

the
The cable raiiway over the Brooklju Bridge. prescMtsthe most favorable conditions ever encountered for this mode of propulsion 'I'lie r<ui<l k

thSe'l^ sepaiuteSl tCvoad w!:; so' tld
Dlant it r* ^ conduit, but run over the track bed. Tiio tiowor

kridge railway began business eight yeai-s ago was a modest ntlnir

300 ISSS Th • required rarely ex,- ! 1

new uowrnB^V I '"f
easing traffic demanded additional power, and iiii cnliudywas put in, It consists of three Wright engines, one 30 in. dinineter of

00 * of piston, the second 26 in. diameter liy 48 in stroko find n f liivl
^ to be put ir^S in/diWerft b sl nike^ ““ '“'it

The oable-driring apparatus is at the Brooklyn end of the bridge. Two sote of driving
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drums are provided, but only one set is used at a time. The other stands idle, and its cable
lies on the ties alongside the pulleys on which the live cable runs. In the street roads, using
duplicate cables, duplicate sets of carrying pulleys are provided, because the men cannot get
down into the conduit to put the spare'cable on the pulleys, and throw the other one off when
a change is made. This simple process of changing cables can be easily carried out on the
bridge, however, as there is no cable conduit.

In all the New York cable roads the cable is driven by being wrapped around two TNft.
drums, placed in nearly the same perpendicular plane, with their axes about 30 ft. apart. It

is a curious fact that though the same cable runs around these two drums, they do not revolve
at the same speed. In tin? bridge cable machinery one drum lags a revololion an hour be-
hind the otlier. This is supposed by some to l)e due to the fact tliat. the cable slips or creeps
more upon one drum than upon the other. Some engineers think it is simply due to the
unequal wea,ring of the drums, whereby one becoinos of less diiimetei* i.Iian tlie other. Inas-
much as it is always the same member of the pair tliat lags, the llrst hyiiothesis would seem
nearer the trutli. In the bridge maclunery this is providecl for by a system of automaf io

gearing, by which the two driims are geaVed to the driving shaft, much as two horses are
hitched to a wagon by an equalizing bar.

From the opening of the bridge railway, September 34, 1883, to November 80, 1891,
inclusive, 230,487,288 passengers were carried. Of the delays during the past year, 54 per
cent, were occasioned by a failure or defect, in some of the several jiarts of the cable-hauling
machinery, and the other 46 per cent, by causes common to ordinary railroad transportation.

The grip mechanism failing to act was the cause of but thirty delays, amounting alto-

gether to 3 hours and 57 A minutes out oE the 7.800 hours during which the cable was in motion.
Six cables have been used on the liridge, the two now in optu-ation, and tlio four tliat have

been worn out and thrown away. The following table gives the statistics in regard to them:

Term of eorvlco.
Av(‘raKO Kt> of
tons liaulod.Cable. Condition.

Days. Years.
Milos haulotl. Ton tnlloH hauled.

No. 1 Worn out. 1,140 8-123 228,^29
12i 1,282

82,099

22,1 42,7 )(l 97-

No. 2 Worn out. 607 roau 25,49-4,892

20,.*195,()7'3

212-03

No. a Worn out. mn l-()77 218-42

No, 4 Worn out. a5()i 0-077 ?4,in
58,18

1

18,923,497
n),74(),9l2

255-3

No. 5 .i 111 use. 2()7i 0* (58 284-1

No. 1) Ill use. 187 0-512 89,980 12,500,413 312-80

Tlie last column gives the average strain on the cable during use. and of course the ton

miles ai’e olitained l)y multiplying tlie weight pulled l)y the number of miles through wliich

it was pulled. As the sfiecfl of tlie cable is constant, and also the distance traveled by each

car between l,akiug up and releasing the cable, it is eviflent tliat t,ho uumbor of car trips per-

formed on any one cable will vary as tlie figures in the ton mile column. These are nearly

constant. Cable No. 1, which ran the extraordinary distance of 238,839 miles, was gnp^Kid

and released only a few more times than cable No. 4, which ran 74, ()()() miles—about the

average life of a cable on a street railway. So it may he that tlio principal factor in the de-

struction of a calile is the flinching, cnisliiiig action of the gri{) jaws closing on it, ami not

its sliding through tlie grip or turning arouiKl corners. Of course tills pinching action of tlio

liridgc grip is greater than that of the ordinary st;roet;-car kind, for the bridge cars arc

heavier, and the area of contact, being merely tliat of the point of tangency between a circle

and a straight line, is less.

The Ih\)(ukoaii CabU Road, of New Yorh tfio present; time of wi’itang, a rorni

5.17 miles long is Ixdiig built in Now York City, extending from the Battery to Fifty-ninth

St.reet. The track is set upon cast-iron yokes, which also hold the slot rails and encirele the

ends of the sections of the slieet steel cable conduit. The yokes are 271 in. high to top of

lugs, and 33 in. t,o rail seat. The distance between the yokes is 4 ft. 6 in. Idiey rest upon
separate foundations of concrete, wliicdi are 45 in. long, 18 in. wide, ami 6 in. deep. The
conduit in which the cable runs is formed of sheet steel sections, with a backing of concrct.e.

The pits in which tho carrier sheaves are located are 42 in. deep and 31 i feet apart. The
slot rail is formed of two like but oppositely a,rrange(l Z-sliaped parts, leaving between therii

a groove, through wliieh tho grij) extends from tlio car down into tho conduit;, where it

engages the cable. Tlie slot rails are braced at freejuent intervals by wroviglit-iron rods pass-

ing through tho tram rails and through the slot rails. The entire construction is designed

to' bo permanent. The yokes which support the tracks weigh about 550 lbs. each
;
the tram

rails woigl) 91 lbs. per yai*d, and the slot rails weigh 07 lbs. per yard. Bach was specially

designed for tins work. The gauge of the track is 4 ft. 8i iu., and tlie distaTiec3 from center to

center of the tracks below Thirty- fifth Street is 9 ft. ; above Thirty-fifth Street it is 10 ft.

The diameter of the cables will be 14 in.
;
the cable drums will be 12 ft. in diameter

;
the

hirge rope-driving drums will be 82 ft. in diameter, and the small ones 10 ft. and 7 ft. 6 in.

The Corliss engines driving these drums will have cylinders 36 and 38 in. in diameter, with

a piston stroke of 60 in.

The following table of information relating to cable roads has been published by the

Pacific Cable Railway Co.
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RAILKOAI) CAKS. Vestibu'le Cars.— The Pullman Vestihiile provides a continu-
ous connection between contiguous ends of pass(;nger railway ears, forming an entirely

closed passageway, preferably of the wfdth of the car
platforms, anil serving at the same time as a vestibule
for entrance and exit to the respective ends of the
ears. The connection is made of flexible or iidjusta-

ble material, so as to constitute a loose or flexible

joint that, will permit of sufficient inovemerit of each
unit car in tra.vcl. bMg. 1 is an isornetincal pei*s|)ecti\e

view of the end of a, car, a,nd h^ig. 2 is a, perspective
view, showing portions of the plattorm, vestibule, and
buffer inechanisni, and Fig. 2 shows tVie comjileto
ear. The arc*h-j)laie, «, f( caning tlie open end of a
vestibule (^xlniision to a. railway ear when not coupled
with anotlun* ear in a tra.in, and winch susta,ins tlie

outer edge ol: the flexible eomieetion, is mounted upon
the hutrer-roii, l()ca,ted below the jihitform of the car.

The bufl’er-spriug, m, encloses tlie buffer-rod. This roil

is moved outward by the spring, a,nil inward by the
impact of an adjoining car or l)ufTers connected there-

with. Upon it is mounted a cross-bar, I, in such man-
ner that it can, move out atid in with the huffer-rotl, and at the sa,me time oscillate

upon its center ns tlie evenei* of a wagon does upon the pole. Two rods, s s', are
attached to tlie ci'oss-liar, I, by a, sort of ball-and-
sockef) joint in siicli manner that tlie cross-bar may
change its angle to liorizoni.al lines drawn perpen-
dicular to tlie length of the (air, while tlie rods, sa',

always remain substantially parallel with tlie sides of
the car. Tlieso rcxls cannot |)ractically move in any
other direction, fl'hey project be^yond the outer cross-

beam of the ca,i*, and arc there pivoted to tlie vcrlical

buffer-|)late, n. (lliviously i.his luiffer-plate on one,

car can not ha,VO its acting face coincident with a
similar b ii tie r-|) bite on an niljoining car when the two
cars are rounding a curve unless it change its angle
with reference to a limgitudimil line [lassing tiirough
the ctmtier of ihe car, so thai. it can be at times at

riglit a,nglcs to siuii a line, and at times at various
other aaiglcK. Tlu'. support before described not only
permits these cluing(*s of angular jiosition, and the
in-and-out motions of i,he liull’cr-liar, but iirevents its

center from leaving a hoiizontal longitudinal lino

puissing tlii’ough the (amter of the ear, to whicli it is

attacluid, so that the center of tlie buffer-bar is al-

wa,ys, whether projicted or shoved in, practically in

lino with the (‘cnti'.r or middle of the platform.
Two cars moving in a tra,iii vary the distanix^

between t,lie mids of their respective pla,(.forms, and
also tlie a.ngles i,lia,t one of these ends makes with
tlie other, and there is a, gap belweim tlie plat-

forms. ^flo close t.liis gaj) fJicre is applied to each
of t.lie buffer- jihil.es hel'ori^, d(‘scribi.‘d a foot-plate, the inner edge of which rests upon the
top of i.he ])hit,l'orm of I.Ih^ c.a.r, and slides and turns u|)()n it when the ear is in motion.
Upon the ends of the hulfer-plato is mounted an iron arch plate, a, which has the same mo-
tions as the buncr-phitc, a,ml is rcstraiiied in the same manner.

When two adjoining cars a,re coiiiiJed, the areli-plates on each ear abut one against, (he

otlier, and tliey thus abut when the cans are npori straight lines or curves, or an^- bidiig

sia,i1,ed, toriding to sepa,ra,te, or arc stopping, tendiug to comc^- n('a,r(n’ together. The I,wo
arches in adjoining ca,rs therefore make a joint. Each arch-plale ha.s a,ttachcil t.o it oms
edge of a sheet of leatlier or oilier flexible material, and at ih(‘. other edge this is afbuduxl
to the staneliions. In. the spaces between, the stanchions, on the saanii side of tlie plafform,

a.ro doors, A A'.

ff’hc upper ends of the arch-platcs are supported from tlie car body by rods, c cf

.

Tliesc

rods slide in guldens or supports, h A', and are forced outward by spiral springs, 1 1\ The
guides, A; A', are bolted 1,o tlie framing supported by the stanchions, and tlie rods, e c\ can
move in a,nd out iiogclher or independently, but can not ])ractically move sidewise or in

lines which are not pa,raliel to a line passing centrally and longitndina.lly throngli ihe car.

Tliose ro is, c o', have the same motions as th"e rods, s s', below the phiiforin, and as they are

pivoted to tfie arch-plate, the latter is so suppoi-ted at top tliat ii.s top can move, and is

restrained in th(3 same way as the foot-plate, the buffer-plate, and the lower |)art of the
arch-plate.

The Barr Vestilmle.—Fig. 4 is a section through the end of the car, sliowing the face-

plate and the parallel motion which keeps the plate always parallel with the end of the car.
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Fig. 5 shows the exterior of the end of the car and the canvas portion of the vestibule,

as well as the door arrang-ements.

The general features of this vestibule are as follows : There is a face-plate which is carried

outward and inward at the bottom of the second buffer, to which it is loosely attached. As
the bottom moves out, the top is also

carried out an equal distance by means
of the links and rod connection which
form the parallel motion. There is an
adjustment in the connecting-rod which
regulates the position of the face-plate.

The Qowell Yestibiik is shown in
Fig. 6. The main feature aimed at is

to so construct the end of a car or coach
as to make it convertible at will into
either a vestibule or an open car. To ac-
complish this, the ordinary platform and
roof projecting over the platform are
supplemented with supports for the roof

made to serve as door jarnbs, and double
or folding doors provided for each side

of the platform. The curtains are sur-

rounded hy a metallic rim, which serves
to hold them in place and support the
hood, while being flexible laterally to ac-

commodate themselves to the curves of
the road. When the vestibules are in
use and it is desired to convert the car
into an open one, the only requirement
is to unlock the curtains, when each re-

cedes into its recess.

Steel Cars.— The Harvey Steel Box
Car (Fig. 7).—This car is essentially a
steel ear, but it has a wooden floor and
lining. The center sills are made of
12-in. channels, 20 lbs. per ft., placed 10
in. apart. To these channels are riveted
the efrawbar attachment, as shown. The
center of draft is on a line with the
lower flange of the 12-in. channel; thus
these channels form not only a strong
compression meinher but a continuous
draft rigging as well. The intermediate
sills are formed of two 6-in. channels,
each weighing lbs. per ft. They are
placed, as shown, with their flanges
turned inward and separated just suffi-

ciently to allow a ii-in. bolt to pass be-
tween them. They are held from sepa-
rating laterally by means of edaraps above
and below, through which the bolts pass.
The clamps have lips on the ends which
turn down over tho channels, as shown.

The side sills are formed in the same
way and held with similar clamps and
bolts, but the flanges are turned outward
instead of iiiwarcl. On top of the chan-
nels wliieh form the intermediate and
side sills are placed wooden battens held
by f in. bolts which pass down between
the channels. To these battens a 2J-in.
floor

j
s nailed. To further sti Ifo u the cen-

ter sill laterally, strips of wood jiro nailed
to the floor on each side of tho sill. The
pd sills are formed of two channels, one
in front of the other. Between these
channels pass the bolts for liolding the
wooden battens to which the floor is
nailed. To stiffen tho end sills at the center a horizontal plate is riveted to the end sills
and extends outward to the end of the wooden draw-bar stop, shown in the plan and side
•

as a gusset to carry the buffing blows to the intermediate sills. It

1 r Ik
^6 in. wide. The body bolsters are formed of two 6-in. chan-

Tieis, o lbs. per ft., arranged, as shown, with two tension members, 2 in. x 1 in., with T-ends
extending over the top of the center sills. This forms a strong and light body bolster, which
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for its weight will carry a greater load than any holster of the ordinai-y form. To give tins
body bolster greater carrying capacity, two 4-in. bbeanis are inserted between the 6-in.
channels and the sills. These extend from side bearing to sid('. bearing across the ear.

Ttius the body bolster is about 16 in.

deep at the center. The needle beams
arc made of 5-in. I-beams extending
across the car, as shown. In addi-
tion to these lateral braces tliere are
also intermediiitc l)rMC(!s formed of
4-in. channels V)olic'd to the sills. M ho
pcjsts are formed of prc'ssed steed of
U -sect ion and seenred l)y htrap bolts

at top and bottom, wliicli pass through
the sills, the to^) sill or plate being
mad(3 in a innnne)- similar to tlie side
sills, but 5 in. deep instead of 6 in.

The inclined braces ai-o made of angle
iron d X 2 X and the tension rods
of ;J-in. round steel. Tlu‘. doors are
of steel, ingeniously formed into a stilt

shape without tlie tis( 3 of angle irons.

This is |)robably the strongest door for
its weight yet nuide. It is formed of

No. 16 steel, riveted with
flj-

in. rivets.

The end door is of similar construc-
tion and mouni;ed on suital)le slides.

The carlines are lorraed of No. 9 stool

bent to a U-shapo and curved to con-
form witli the roof of the car. The
U-sluiipe of l)otIi the p)osts and the
carlincs lias bcaiii devised for the pur-
pose of recHiiving the wooden strips to

which the corrugated siding and roof

is nailed. The car is lined through-
out with wood and covered on tlio

outside witli corrugated steel, No. 22
B. W. G. The roof is No. 20 B. W. G. This is the most promising steel car tliat has yet
been constructed in this country. (See Railroad Gazette, Septeniber 18, 1891.)

Standard Track .—Idle gcjneral construction and
leading (limensions of the standard truck designed

for the N. Y. 0. & II. E. Railroad are as follows:

It is a rigid truck, with a l[>-in. channel bar

having 4.-in. ilanges, for a sa,nd plank. The bol-

ster is 12 in. wide by 11 in. deep, and is trussed by
two IJ-in. round rods. This bolsl.er, wliich is in-

tended to carry about 85,000 lbs., has a safe work-
ing strength of 86,000, so that the margin of safety

is (mougli. The axles are M. G, B. standard, with

8;j. in. x"7-in. journals. The center plate is of cast-

iron.

Car Wheuls.—

I

n a paper read before the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engmeers, Mr. P. H. Griffin

says

:

‘

“The l)est section of wheel depends largely on
the service intended and upon the quality and char-

aetto.* of the wheel, but certain lines should bo fol-

lowed irr(‘sp(iclivo of these two conditions on all

st('am rojids. The strains imposed on awheel are

of two kinds : the first consequent on load carried

and sp(‘(‘d attained; the second that which results

from th(‘ list', of brakes. The first strain multiplies

the second in a definite degree. ...
‘‘ It docs not follow at all that good wheels will

be made beciuise a pattern of proper section is used.

That is the first necessity ;
the second is the method

by whicli the wheels are made. The manufacture
of car wheels is hard, laborious work. One man
with a helper will turn out on the average eighteen

wheels per day. The wodc is done almost invariably by the piece, and is commenced and
finished in ten hours or less. Half of this is given to molding, ami tlie balance to casting.

To prepare and finish eigliteen molds in five hours necessitates doing the work on one in less

than twenty minutes. The most exacting attention to every detail is necessary in preparing

and melting the iron. If not given, it may not always produce dangerous conditions, but it

TO SECTCN. * QyiU
Fia. G.—The Cowell vestibule construction.

Pro. 4.—^barr vextihule conHtriic.tkm.
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will not produce perfect ones. Any wheelmaker who cannot fumish test bars from his mix-
ture, 1 in. square, and that will carry 2,500 lbs. load between supporters 13 in. apart, is not
using a mixture that is what it should be ;

and if such bars will not carry 3,000 lbs., the
wheels are positively dangerous for use.

After the wheel is cast it is placed in
the annealing pit. Properly speaking,
car wheels are not annealed ; they are
slowly cooled, for the reason that in the
process of manufacture tiie outer part of
the tread is cooled and set at a degree of
heat lower than that existing in the body
of the casting (this on account of the
chilling process), and the entire easting
must again be brought to a uniform
heat and cooled evenly. The cooling
pits, as they may be properly called,

should be in dry ground. If dampness
is found and steam is seen arising from
the pits while the wheels are cooling or
when they are being removed, shrinkage
strains will certainly be found in the
wheels, and they will be liable to break
in service. When such conditions ex-
ist they are always indicated by a reddish
color on the wheels when cold. The Penn-
sylvania Railroad specifications under
consideration for adoption by the Master
Car Builders’ Association accept wheels
that do not vary more than -

3% of an inch
from a true metallic ring placed over
them. To place such a ring over a east
surface not tooled would certainly take

an inch all around, making up
or ^ of an inch. All things eonsiclered, to
make castings weighing"

-J
of a ton and

over true to iV of an inch to center as
they come from the foundry, is remark-
ably good practice. On the question of
variation in diameters, of an inch is a
very low average. ]Not al one th e original,
hut the condition after service must also
be considered. Flange wear is the lead-
ing cause of wheel failure to-day in every
type of wheel, and it lias grown in exact
proportion to the increase in load and
speed. The best wheel is the one that
will not break, that is mechanically per-
fect, and that will retain its original con-
ditions for the longest time. The chilled
wheel can be made to fulfill these condi-
tions and have a total of fiUO.OOO in every
kind of service without one case of break-
age as proof of possible safety. One-six-
teenth of an inch chilled iron will give
more wear than six times that quantity
of steel found in any steel tire. It must
be remembered that steel tempered and
hardened into cutting tools, and steel not
so treated, are very different things, and
that the latter condition is always the one
found in steel tires. Furthermore, the
life of a steel wheel in the severe service
of to-day is not all in the flat surface of
the tire ; it is largely in the fiLange. To
provide proper flange thickness on many
steel wheels, from_2U to 40 per cent, of the tire must be turned off and thrown away.

The author believes that with mechanical conditions such as they should be, and such as
can be maintained without difficulty on chilled wheels, the cost of power operating traffic
carried over them can be decreased from 15 to 20 per cent. The cost of wheel service can be
decreased from 25 to 50 per cent., and the saving in wear on equipment and permanent way
will be in like proportions.

W/dtney Gontraetina Chill for Casting Car Wheel% as patented in 1885 by John E.
Whitney, of the Whitney Car Wheel Works, Philadelphia, consists of an outer retaining
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ring and an inner cdiilling ring united to each other by webs of suitable length with open
air spaces between them. The inner ring, forming tlie chilling face, is from 1-.^ to 3 in. or
more in thickness. It is divided into many perfectly separated segments in the process of
casting, by the use of asbestos cores. The cores are formed of two thicknesses of thin
asbestos paper, enclosing a, slujet of blotting paper of the proper tlilckness. In a. 33-in. chill

there are mcn’e than one hundred of tlicso cores. Tlie segments thus formed are about 1 in,

in width, whilst the kerfs sepa,rating them are not more tluin in. wide, which is very much
less than it is possible to produce by sawing, especially tbrough a thickness of more than! in.

By this construction tini outer ring is prevented from becoming either quickly or intensely
heated by tiie molten mctaJ of the whc'cl. It thus retains its oi’iginal size and shape and acts
as a buttress from whicii the segments must expand inwardly. At tlie same time, from the
well-known fact that liquid iron expands in solidifying, as water does wlien it becomes ice,

the iiKdal forming the wlieel expands outwardly a,s it hocomes solid, or is “ chilled,” and
press(‘s rirmly against the advancing segments. As tliese then liecome more and more heated
by this close contact, i:he kerfs allow them to expaird laterally in tlie direction of tlie eirciim-

ference. By careful experiment it has been found that tiiis lateral expansion of a seg-

ment 1 in. in width, wlieii heat.ed to redness, is y/,,, in., so t.hat in the one hundred kerfs

before described there is ample provision made for this closing in of iiie circiiinferenco with-
out causing any strain upon the chill cither to change its shafie, to disintegrate its surface,

or to break it in two. At the same time these kerfs are so narrow tlnit they make no injuri-

ous ridges, and the treads of the wheels are practically as smooth as if ctast in solid chills.

The Boies Steel Cor MCieel is built ui) by two corrugated mihl-steel jilatcs bolted to a cast

bub, and to an internal flange on the steel tiro. The tire is shrunk on boforti beving lioited to

the phiites. The inner flanges of the plates are also sliriink on each end of tiio liui). Tlie

corrugaiions of the steel plates insure an elastic, in distinction to a, rigid, resistance between
tlie hub and (.lie tire.

lioUi/if/ Car Wheels.—

A

novel machine for this purpose lias been dc'signed by Mr. »i. R.
Jones, of Phibidelphia (see llailroad Gazette, Octolier t), 1891). A e.ast-steel <:<ar wheel, blank
or lilooin, liMving tlie hul) near the desired proi>ortioiis, and the web and rim thicker than is

desired in the finished wlieel, is [ilaced between thrt'o rolls—a movable driven tread roll and
two side r()ils -~()n(‘ of which opoi*ntes in sliding liearings l)iit is not driven ; the otlier is

driven rolaiing in fixu'd liea,rings. The movaiile tread i*oli in its sliding bearings is made to

apxiroacli the side rolls during the eontin nance of the oxieration. The tread roll is designed
tio give shape to the t«i’(»a(l and lla.ngo of tlie wheel, and is movalilo by means of hydraixlic

pressure (o comiiress, harden, and c‘.xl;end llie wheel to any desired 'diameter while being
su|)port(‘d naid revolved by the side rolls. The side rolls oiierato on, eornpress, and liardeh

tlie web of the wlieel, assist in revolving the bloom, holding it in position to be acted upon
by t he t read roll. One of these side rolls runs in fixed bearings

;
the other, which is sliding

on hearings, moved by means ol' hydraulic |)ressure, rolls the wel) of tdio wheel, elongates it,

liardens and (‘ompi’csses i.ht‘ metal, moving inward toward tlie tlxod side roil. These side

rolls a, re of greuitm.’ diameler than one-iiaif the diameter of the wheel. During the operation

tlie metal Hows outwai’d from the center toward the rim
;
at the same time the trea,(l of the

wlua'l is elongated and incnaised in diameter iiy pressure being given to tlie treml roll. The
metal of the lull) is rolled a,ml hardened by means of the cooperation of tiio side roll with
tlu^ stea,dying rolls. This is done by hohiing the side rolls on llxi'd iieanngs wliilo rotating

tlumi, aaiil bringing pressure to bear upon iliem through the liloom from the sti'adying rolls.

JCd)lHT~eofshi())i(Hl (Jot Wheels.—A nnvd form of car wlieel has a, lubher eiishion between
the tire aaid the wheel center, liy which constnielion it is claimed tiiai riie vibrations resulting

from uneven track a.nd other caaisos a,re prevented {Ihulnmd (lazefte, Seiilemlier 4, 1891).

Wroof/ht-'iroii. Wheel (Jeoters have been miicli used at t.lie Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Tlie wheels are drop-forged or swaged from parts jireviously roiigli shaped, which are not

only swaged or (li('-rorg(‘(i, V)ut are simultaneonsly welded together.

'The Ijippio Broh'e-shoe is made liy casting a’ shoo in a, solid piece, from mel.al combining
botli strength a,ml sofl.iK'Ss t o a high (legreo, and with intervening chilled and soft seciiions

of t.lie sa,me rnet.'il. idle chilled sections radiate into, and mingle wiiii, the soft nu'tai com-
posing the laxly of tlie slioe and leave no clearly defined dividing line to form a cutting edge.

Tiio hT)ft, sect ioiis project about ,’h of an inch on the face of the shoo.

A series of valualVle ])i-actieal lectures on car wheels was delivered by Mr. R. W. Hunt,

in tlie Sibley (kilh'ge Course, Cornell University, 1890 (soo Bdeotifie AmsHean Bopplemeet
of that year).

RAILROAD, ELECTRIC. Some experiments wore tried in 18C)7, at Rorlin, in electric

railways, by Dr. Werner Siemens, Imt the work was abandoned because the a,rnia,ture of tiio

Siiunens inmdiine tluai used became heated too quickly and too greatly to b(^ of praet-ii-ai ser-

vice. Umh'r eomlitions of more ])romisc, the exiieriments were resumed by SimneiiSffc llalske

in 1879, and carried to a sucei'ssfiil issue. The first permanent undertaking (‘xtxmtcd on tlfe

Siemens syslian was the line Ix'tween Lichterfelde and the Cciitral Cadetlcn Aiistah., near

Berlin. This inslallation ditfered somewhat in detail from the first attemiits in the manner
ill whicli the current was led; for whereas in the latter a third ccnt.ral rail was used, tiio

former einployc'd only the two existing rails, one as a lead, and tlie other as a return, circuit.

Wit-li th(‘ {idvaiKung efficiency of tlie dynamo as a generator, or as a consumer of current,

and with the success of the Ihiris Exposition in 1881, camo a revival of interest in the subject

of electric railways in America, as elsewhere. At the Chicago Railway Ex|)Osition, in May,

1883, Mr. Hicld ‘exhibited the electric locomotive named ‘‘The Judge.” The track ran
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around the gallery of the main exhibition building, curving sharply at either end on a radius

of 56 ft. Its total length was 1,55B ft. The track v^as of 3-ft. gauge, and had a central rail

for conveying the current, the two outer rails serving as the return. The Chicago Electric

Railway was the first constructed in this country for husiness purposes, and was opened on
June 9 and closed June 23, h‘avin<^ run in all 446. 24 miles. It carried 26,805 passengers.
It was afterward sent to tho Louisville Exposition during the same year, and there carried a

Pia. 2.—Electric railway-trolley syfltein.

largo number of passengers, Mr. Thomas A. Edison's work in electric railroading dates back
to the spring of 1880, when he built a track at Menlo l^ark, N. J., near his laboratory. This
line was less than hal £ a mile in length. Toward the close of 1883, the experiments of Mr. Leo
Daft began to attract attention.

The fi.rsb street railway equipped
by the Daft Go. was tho Tlampiieii

branch of tho Baltiriioro Union Pas-
senger Railway I'o., opened for
business August 8, 1885. In 1885
the Daft Co. obtained permission
to equip a section of the USTinth

Avenue Elevated Railway, in. New
York City, on its system. Tho
road was equipped froia tho ele-

vated railway station at Fourteenth
Street up to Fifty-ninth Street, a
distance of two miles, in which a
heavy grade is encountered. Tho
motor used was named Ilenjairiin

Franklin,’’ with which a speed of
20 miles an hour was attained. Rig.
1 is a side elevation of this locc>

motive, which was designed for 75
horse-power and a normal speed of
18 miles per hour, with a possible
speed of 40 miles. The motor
complete weighs 9 tons and meas-
ures 14| ft. in length over all. Tho
first railway operated under tlie Charles J- Van Depoele system was laid in Chicago in the
winter of 1882-3. The Bentley-Knight Electric Railway Co. made an experimental installa-
tion of their conduit system on the tracks of the East Cleveland Horse Railway Co. for a
distance of two miles, in 1884, wbieli was in operation for one year.
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General Method of Operation .—The general principle upon which the rnodorn electric
railway is operated is shown in Fig. 2, 'The current starts i'rora the positive brush oi! the
generator, 6\ passes out to tlie inain conductor, C, suspended over tlie middle of the traclf,

and along tliis conductor, as shown by the a,rrows, until it reaches the point, T, where the
“ trolley” of one of the motor cars is in contact with tlio main conductor. Here it divides,
and a portion passes down tlirough tlie trolley, T, to the motors, M M, as shown by the
dot,ted lines. Afl',er passing through the motors it reachcjs the rails through tlie wheels,

and pa,sses along through the ra,ils and through the return wire, IF, hnvk to the nega-

tive brusli of t ho' generator. In other words, it is a “parallel,” or multiple ” circuit. Tiio

main pori.ion of tlio current which divided at jP passes on to feed other cars u])on tlio Jimyin

the same manner, tlio entire current being carried by the rails, each car taking from the

overhead conductor (exactly the amount of current which is needed to dinadop the required

power. The rails are connected at each Joint, /, hy a copper oi' iron tic wire riveted to each

rail, which makes a iie-rfcct electrical connection. The rails are usually “grounded.” The
electric current is developed at the power station usually hy a coinpound-'wound genera, tor,

46

Fig.

4.—

Yiew

of

electric

railway

at

Washington,

D.C,
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driven Iby a steam-engine or water-wheel. This generator maintains a constant electro-motive
force, or difference of potential between the overhead eonductor and the rails, the current
varying according to the requirements of the service, as determined by the number of cars
taking current at one time.

There are three methods of supporting the main conductor. Where the track is close to
the side of the street, a bracket carries the conductor over the middle of the track, as shown
at i), Fig. 3. Where the track is double and in the middle of the street, poles with double
brackets, as shown at R, are sometimes used. The third method, and that most commonly
followed, is to place a pole on each side of the street, with a light cross wire strung between
them at right angles to the length of the street. From this cross wire the insulating support
for the main conductor is suspended. The supports are placed not more than 125 ft. apart.
When the line is very long, the traffic heavy, or the grades are very severe, insulated feeder
wires are used to supplement the main conductor, to which tliey are connected at proper
points along the line.

^

Fig. 4 shows the method of center-pole construction and trolley
arrangement, as embodied in the Thorason-Houston electric road at Washington, D. C.

The Sprague System .—The introduction of the Sprague electric railway motor in 1886
constituted a distinct change in the method of proiDelling street ears by electricity, and was
the beginning of a practice of operation which has become almost universal. The objects
sought and accomplished in Mr. Sprague’s method were to remove the, motor from the ear
body, place it under the car, make positive eonneetion between the machine and the axle,
drive by gearing, and to allow independent movement of the axles, and to preserve elasticity
in mechanical connections. Independent driving and positive gearing became cardinal prin-
ciples, and this necessitated a yielding and prSerably cushioned support. To these ends
one motor is centered upon eacli axle, and, to allow the required freedom of motion and at
the same time to preserve perfect parallelism in the meshing of the gears, and also for taking
part of the weight of tlm motor off the body of the axle and to throw it onto the journals,
one end of the motor is supported by double compression springs, playing upon a loosely sup-
ported bolt, which is supported from a cross girder in the bottom of the car or on cross beams
supported directly on the side framing of the truck or on eg^ualizing bars carried by the axle
boxes. The motors are then, so to speak, weighed or flexibly supported from the ciir body,
and the motion of the armatures being transmitted to the axles through intermediate gearing

of compact form and great
strength, whenever the axles
are in motion tlxero is a
spring touch of the pinions
upon the gears. Barring
friction, a single pound press-
ure exerted in either direc-
tion would lift or depress the
motor a slight amount, and

PiGu 6.—Sprague motor. no matter liow sudden the
. , > strain, whether because of a

variation of load or speed, or a reversal of direction of rotation, the motor yields to it so as
to make the pressure on the gears a progressive one. This support, allowing the armature
to have an angular movement several times that of the motor around its axle, makes the
strain on the armature much less also. The motors can be carried in the middle space be-
tween the axles, or external to them, although the former method is preferable. By detach-
ing the flexible suspension, the motors can be swung around the axle or allowed to hang
from it over a pit, where they can be carefully inspected or cleaned

Mr. Sprague has devised several forms of motors, double and single geared and gearless,
to carryout these genera] prin-

o o sn ?

eiples.
^

The first put into use
wasdesigned forcompactness,
lightness, and high speed on
levels. This was a single-
geared machine, and the first

one was used on experiments
on the Hew York elevated
railroad in 1886. The ma-
chine (Figs. 5 and 6) consists,
in brief, of two curved field-

magnets bolted to two pole
pieces, the whole carried by
brackets on each side, which
brackets center on the axle
and also carry the armature.
The free end of the motor

tion is about five to one, and
the driving from both ends

is supported by a bolt and
double-acting springs from
the traasoms of the truck.
In this motor the gear reduc-

Fio. 6.—Sprague motor.
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into gears bolted to the; {ixle. The pinions on the artnn,tiire shaft are, by a very siinphj and
ingenious construction, set, so that tlic one is half a tooth in advance of the ottier. Lor
high speed and lieavy work this method is very efficient.

In a later i.ype of motors (Fig. 7) the r> .sliaped magnet lias been adopti'd with a com-
plete wroiight-iron magnetic eirenit, the gear reduction is doulile, the armature pinion mesh-
ing with the larger of two gears on an intermediate (tonntershaft carried on brackets which
engage the main axle, the pinion on the interinediate in turn mesliiiig into a single gear on

Fio. 7.~-Sprague motor.

the axle. This ma,chine lias lieen very widely adopted, and is the plan of dotible- geared
machines now generally emiiloyed. 'fhe suspension of the free end of tlie motor has been
sometimes made from t.he ear body, but it is more generally earriod by equalizing bars yield-

ingly siip|)orte(l on the axle boxes', so that the resilience and size of the springs that support
the car body is nndisturlxHL TIk^ rat io of riiduction in geai’ing is (hqxvndent upon the size of
tlie motor and the charaetcu' of the work retjuired ol;' it,. It is essential, on aecoimt of the
limited space and tlio necessiliy ot driving both axles, to have two machines, one geaited to

each axle and inde|)en(lenl;ly mounted; tlio free ends of the mae-liiues are inboa,rd, tliat; is, tilu*.

entire) motor equipment is in the spa,eo bet,ween tlio axles.

Tlio nu‘.t,ho(t of regulat ing iJie S|)rague elect,ric ra,ilway motor is unique, a,nd for the pur-
poses used has proverl most/ economical. Tlie Held magnets are wound witli three sets of coils

of variable numbers of t urns a,nd resistances, each occupying t;he same spa,ce and of the same
general dimensions. The coils are wound on vulcanized asbestos spools, and a,i‘e practically

made wa,terproof
;
thesi'. arc sli{)ped over tlie cores of tlie field magnet, a,nd tlie terminals at,tached

i,o wiles wbicb, go to the regulating switches on the car. The method of winding, connecting,
a,nd the devolojnnent of one-lialf of a. controlling switcli is

shown in hh’g. H. Wlicn the contael-s and tlio switch jdates
are in the position shown, a,ll circuit,s in the machine a,re

open; tluit is, alt'/tiougli the trolley-wire or one branch of
the nmltiple tnreuit is (xmnected to one terminal of one
of the field coils, the otlxer terminal a,rul (lie terminals of
tliG rest of iihe coils and the a,rmat,ure, a.s well a,s the con-
nection to the ground or otlicr |)art of t/lie circuit, are all

open. As the. cylinder is rot,ated beneath the contacts, t,lie

first movement throws all of the coils in series with each
otlicr and with tlie amiature, and completes the circuit. conTUH'.tirig-

This interposes a compai'atively Idgh resistance in circuit,
^ ‘

'

tlio machine having a very la,rge number of turns around tlie field magnet. As the switch
continues 1,0 rotate, the coils arc variously grouped without at any time breaking the circuit
from t,hi^ first position of three in series wil.h each other to three in parallel circuit:, changing
th(5 (dfectivc turns of wii-e in the proportion of three to one, and the resista,iic{^ of the field in
the jiroportlon of nine to one. B)r these progressive changes tlie potent/ia,l diile.rcmci^ at tlie

armature, t(n*minals is raiseil, the field losses with any given current are rediK-inl, and while
the speed of tlio machine is increased the saturation of the field is kept, very higti. In the
last position on the switcli, which is the normal one for the machine when operating under a
steady and large load, the combined resistances of the field coils as arranged is pra,et,ically

equal to that of the armature, that is *68 ohm. The resistance of tlie three coils is 1-27,

1*56, and *87 ohms respectively, and the resistance of t,ho field va,ries in t,he [following order:
7*4, 4*86, 8*14, 1*40, and *77 ohms; while the resistance of the fudd and armatiu*e together
is: 8*08, 5*49, 8*77, 2*08, and 1*40 ohms respectively. By this arrangement the field mag-
netization is the same at the first notch of the switch with' lO a,mperes of c.urrent as it is on
the last with 80 amperes, and the torsional effort in the first position with a given current
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is
_

about equal to that on the last with double amount. In later forms of machine the
coils are of equal resistance and number of turns of wire. While this interferes somewhat

Fig. 9.—•Thoinson-Houston street car motor.

with the perfect gradation of resistance, it is not a serious objection, and the additional sim-
plicity in manufacture is important.

Fra. 10.—Short railway motor.

^

In actual operation in street-car work, the plates shown in Fig. 8 are duplicated on the
switch-cylinder, and the lower connections reversed, so that a single movement of i;he one
swilch, without the op-
eration of any other
switches, a c c omplislies

the full set of cha-nges in
eommotation, and the re-

versal of the current in
the armature required
for going ahead or revers-

ing.’ In this way, no
matter how sudden tlie

reversal of the machine,
as from full speed ahead
to full speed back, the
movement of the switeh-
eyUnder through an are
of about 300° effects a pro-
gressive change through
the en t ire rangeofcommu-
tation in either direction.

In equipping a car the
usual practice is to con-
nect the terminals to all

parts^ of the two motor
circuits to a three-way,
cut-out box placed in the
body of the car, to which
are also brought the mul-
tiple-arced connections of
two switches~one placed
on each of the platforms.
In one position of the
switch the circuits of one motor are cut off from the switches ; in another those of the otlier
motor, and in a third those of neither. The object of this arrangement is to facilitate
testing or motors, and also to cut a machine out of circuit in ease of accident. Either switch,
tnerelore, has control over either or both motors, as desired.

Fig. 11,

—

Westinghouse motor.
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With hea,vy grades an arrangement for using the machines as dynamic brakes has been

adopted. This "consists in connecting lever switches at each platform, so that either the

condnetor or driver can cut loose from the trolley connection, and close the circuit of the

machines upon themselves. In descending a grade, in case the brake chains part, or

the supplying system should fail, this gives instant and positive braking control of the

ear. This latter system is now in use in Florence, Italy,

The Thomson-Ilouston railway motors. Fig. 0, have the same general appearance as the

Sprague motors, but diifer somewhat in construction. Ordinarily two 15-horse-power

motors are supplied to each truck, and are run in pa rallel at a pi’cssuro of about 500 volts.

While the Sprague system had depended entirely on the high resistance of the three-field

windings in series to choke down the initial rush of eurront during the time the motor was
starting from rest, the Tliomson-Houston engineers preferred to employ an externa,1 rhe-

ostat for this purpose. The motor fields aro'woimd witli wluit are practically double coils,

one or both being employed, as occasion demands. On starting, the rheostat, semi-cireular

in form, and controlled by a sprocket-wheel, generally operated by a handle on tlie car plat-

form, offers sutfieient resistance to cheek the initial current. Afterward, as the motor gets up
speed, more or less of this rheostat is cut out, and finally the motor coils alone are in series.

^ . The current is then said to be
jl I “on the end”—tlmt is, both
H n the motor coils are in eirciiit.

^

JiJ-,
^

earlier form of /^hort rail-

way motor is shown in Fig. 10.

Y ^i[- Tlie arrangement of the field

i' ii li'

^

Hr ^ magnets is similar to that of the

I

|| |j III
Brush arc dynamo. The arma-

I || j III
lure is readily accessible for re-

'

III f JI pairs, but the form of the motor

1 1
^ nocossitatesadifferontconstruc-

1 j
‘

. cdectrio railwayarttook anim-
i[v

1 „ ,

-

t men so stride forward. The
Westmglhoiise JHectric Co,

II 11
' brought out a motor pos-

H scssing some unique meclianieal

ll I features. The motor proper,

Fm. i2.~Kae motor. Fig. 11, is within a square iron

frame that serves both to sup-

port it and to furnish bearings for the countershafts for gearing. The body or skeleton of

the motor consists of only five parts : The cast-iron frame, the keeper, the two pole

pieces, and the brass casting joining the upper and lower pole pieces, forming a mechanical

framework of a very strong and simple character. The cast-iron frame carries the car axle,

the interraedial.e axle, and the armature in perfect alignment and parallelism, tliiis enabling

the gears to mesh with great exactness. The polo pieces are hinged to the keeper, and both

are firmly ludd in position by tlie retaining bolts through the brass easting that joins them
at their oxtremiticis. The gears arc encased in east-iron boxes, oil-tight, and partially filed

with grease. Tluy are thus entirely free from the access of dust a,nd grit, and can be con-

tinually and thoroughly lubricated. The armature is of the usual drum type; the core is

built up of plaicjs, ca,eh of which is cut with

a key-wa,y, so idiat tlie entire inner structure
A

of the jirmaturc can bo locked firmly upon
j liilffl I

tbo shaft. The doublo wires of the arma- J Urn
I 1

tiiro arc equivalent ill conductivity to No. 7 J
wire, so that there is little danger of undue f MJ ^ « Ir
heating uridcu’ the sov(:ux‘-st strain of service. Jj

] [|/ (iA
jf |

T!h6 Rae elCAiriG \i\ \W J I ^ ^ ] ! lh\\

some radical differences from any of the <Cf|T|^ n \ ^ ^

others heretofore nientioned. A single motor
IHMI \ //®\\ x ir

is used, rigidly attached to the truck, and MBI / \\^ liii
the armature spindle is parallel to the length I //^ V
of thcj car. The iiower is transmitted to both —
axles from the same xnofor through beveled Fm, i3.—Wen8trom motor,

gearing. Fig. 12 gives an idea of the princi-
. .

pal characteristics of tlie system. The motor is placed cross-wise of the car, midway between
the wheels, and fastened rigidly to the framework of the truck. The armature pinion drives

an intermediate gear that, through the bevel-wheels, turns the axles.
^
The motor is of 30

horse-power, witTi a Siemens armature ;
it is thoroughly insuhited at the sides by wik

bars saturated with asphalt, and the employment of raw-hide or fiber armature pinions still

further frees the machine from danger of a ground. Tlie whole truck is put together

as rigidly as possible no attempt whatever being made to secure the usual flexibility, ihe

motor is series wound. The regulation of speed is effected through the interposition of

a rheostat, consisting of four coils that are successively thrown in parallel arc with each

other and finally short-circuited. The rheostat, with its switch, is placed under the ear, m

Fro, 13.—Wenfitrom motor.
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in the Thomson-lloustori, Short, and Westinghouse systems, and is operated from the ear
platform by a simple handle.

‘‘ Single-reduetion ” Car Gear .—The standard Wenstrom street-car motor, Fig. 13, is a 4-

pole machine, the magnetic circuit being cast of mitis metal in one piece. It is rated at 25
horse-power, and weighs, complete, very nearly 1 ton. Owing to the powerful magnetic field

practicable with the Wenstrom constmetion, and to the fact of the motor being a 4-pole
machine, its speed is only 400 revolutions per minute. The armature is consequently geared
directly to the car axle, without the intermediate countershaft. Another ingenious modi-
fication of street-car practice due to the Wenstrom Co. is to be found in the Atwood hydraulic
gear which forms the connection between the split gear
and the driven axle. Its purpose is to furnish a varia-

ble clutch between the driving and the driven axle, so
that in starting the motor it may be allowed to run free

and its power be applied gradually to start the car, and,
in addition, to provide a sort of mechanical safety valve,

so that when there is a severe overload the hydraulic clutch
will slip and allow the armature to rotate fast enough to
save it from the excess of current, instead of subjecting
it to the dangerous overloading which would otherwise
follow. Fig. 14 shows a section of this hydraulic gear.

The TIiomson-IIouston ^^Single-reduction Gear** is

shown in Fig. 15. It is very nearly iron-clad, having two
pole pieces oi ample surface and carrying two field coils,

which partially surroundthe armature core. The magnetic
circuit is completed on the front end of the motor through
the face plate, and at the back through the frame on I'lo. 14,—Atwood bydraulic gear,

which are cast the axle boxes and arms that servo as a
support for the armature-shaft bearings. The armature is of the Gramme ring typo, and the
bobbins are wound close together around the entire rim. One great advantage of this con-

struction is the fact that
any coil can be easily re-

wound without disturbing
its fellows, while with the
dram armature, in the typo
of motor formerly used by
the company, the winding all

had to be removed down to

the injured coil. The motor
when mounted on a truclc

with 30-inch wheels is de-
signed to clear the tops of
the rails 4 in. The spur
gear on the armature shaft, is

of steel, 4i- in. face, and has
14 teeth. The split gear on
the ear axle is of cast-iron,

with the same width of face,

and has 67 teeth. The speed
of the armature shaft reJa-

,

Dive DO tnat oi tne car axle

to 1. The iron-clad form Fig. 16.—The Westingliouee single-reduction, car motor.
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of the motor enables it to be completely slmt in by applying side plates, so that in actual
practice it is inclosed so tightly as to be quite free from* the numerous difficulties so often
experienced from dirt finding its way into the working parts of a machine. ^J'he normal
speed of tlie armature at a car speed of about 10 miles per hour is 380 revolutions per
inimite.

Qearless Motors ,—The single-reduction motor was followed by another type in wbicli the ar-
mature is mounted directly upon the car axle, thus doing awa,y with all gearing whal.soever.

The general appearance
of the Westinghouse
gearless motor is shown
in ETg. 17. It is a 4-pole
m a c h i n o

,
completely

iron-clad, find with the
same liinged firrange-

ment of fields as in the
oilier types of Westing-
house motor. The arma-
ture is built directly on
ilie oar axle, witliout any
attempt at flexible cori-

nection
;

it is of the
drum type, 16 in. in

diameter, and instead of
Fig, 17.-Westiiighousc gearless motor. having a smooth surface,

is grooved to receive the
wires, thus liolding them rigidly in place. The total depth of the field magnets over all is

but 30 in., giving 5 in. clearance between the bottom of the motor and the ti*ead of tlio 30-

in. wheel.
In the Short gearless motor the same stylo of armature is employed as in the ordinary Short

motor— that is, a flat Gramme ring of many sec-

tions, with a magnetic circuit arranged like that ^ ^
of the Brush dynamo. The motor and its cormec- ^ m
tions are shown in sectiion in I-i'ig. 18. The arma- mlf^H .iHillliM tftS
ture itself is not i iiountod, as in theWestinghoiise

motor, directly u|)on the axle, liub on a hollow
shaft concentric with it, with |)lerity of inside

clearance. The armature proper consists of a
laminated iron core of tlie usual Short type, 11110^
wound in a large number of independent seg-

* | ||^ ;;

monts. The commutator is mounted on the Sp
same hollow sliaft fis tlie arnniture^ and close to \1
it. The motor is roally a -l-polo machine. The if P
Md coils arc bolted to a cimdiir franio at each

IS.-Shoi'l, gearloss motor.
Side of: the motor, m lilie center of whicli are the
bearings that carry ilio hollow armature shaft.

The spring connections for easy starting are shown in the cut, A doulilo arm, ni lining out
from tiio frame-
work to the cross-

girders of tlie truck
makes provision
for supporting the
entire motor. A
3(]-io. wheel is gen-
erally employed,
giving a clearance
of 5.V in. over the
ti’ac'-k. A t a speed
of 10 miles per
hour, tlie arrmitnre
drives a flO-in. car-

wlu'.el 1)4, reVO I u-

tious i)or minute
;

the equivalent
siieed of a single-

rcductiioM motor
would bo al)out

400.

Probfibly the
first g(ia,rl(i.ss motor
for str(‘(',t (ifirs was
the Ei(;k(im(^yer-

Field, jlie peiuili-

arity of which isFig. 19.— Field electric locomotive.
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the use of a motor not connected to the axle, but operating through the medium of a con-

necting-rod, driven direct from a crank on the armature shaft. The motor is iron-clad and
singularly compact.

t -i i ,

The method adopted is illustrated in Pig. 19, which shows the Field locomotive that ran

for some time on the New York elevated railways.

The type of locomotive employed on the City and South London Kaiiway, London, under-

ground, is shown in Fig. 20. Each
locomotive is capable of develop-

ing 100 etfective horse-power, and
of running up to 25 miles per hour.

The armatures of the locomotives

are constructed so that the shaft,

of the armature is the axle of the

locomotive
;
in this way all inter-

mediate gear and all reciprocating

parts are entirely avoided. A
motor is fitted on each axle, as

shown in the cut, the axles not

being coupled, but working inde-

pendently. The current is con-

veyed from the collecting shoes,

through an ammeter, to a regulat-

ing switch, then to a reversing Fm, SJO.-London underground railway -motor,

switch, thence to the motors, and
back through the framework of the locomotive to the rails, so completing the electrical

circuit.

Underground Gonductors,--M.r. S. D. Field has invented an electric street-railway sys-

tem, designed to avoid the use of overhead wires. Pig. 21 shows the general method of con-
struction. The wheels
shown are 30 in. in diam-
eter, and the conduits
themselves are only 8 in.

high. They are buil b up in

lengths from two sections

bolted together at the
bottom, and let into the
wooden cross-ties, leaving
a slob at the top. It will

be noted that tlio wliecls

have diffeniiit treads on
each side of ilic flange,

the inner being of smaller
diameter than the outer
tread. On a straight

track the outer, hirger

tread of each wlieel bears

on the track. But when
Fr«, 2t.—Underground conductor. rounding curves, the

wheel bears on tlxe smaller
tread on the inner rail, so that it has a slower motion than the outer wheel, and thus tlie

friction usually encountered is avoided. The angle-rails, which are bolted to the tops of
the conduits, are raised only one-fourth of an inch above the level of the pavement, and, being
rounded, present no obstruction to ordinary traffic. The conductors are supported in the
conduit by insulating hangers. An underground system based on this principle has been in

opei'ation in Budapest, Ilimgad'y, since 1890. A number of attempts have been made to avoid
the use of the slot in streets, and several systems have been devised by means of winch a
cable buried beneath the surface is connected to the car circuit by switches placed at intervals
and operated by mechanism, such as attracting magnets on the car. Among tliese systems
are those devised by Poliak & Binswanger, McBlroy, Linelf, and others. They liave not,

however, come into general use.

^

Accumulators, or storage batteries, are used to a limited extent for the operation of elec-

tric railways. By this method the stored energy, conveyed to a motor in the lorm of current,
sets it in motion, and with it the car. Looked at from the standpoint of convenience and
applicability, the propulsion of tram-cars through the medium of accumulators must be
conceded to be second to no other. The batteries occupy no valuable space, being stowed
under the seats, while the motor can be placed under the car body. London, Brussels,
Paris, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, and San Francisco, have all seen tram-
cars run by accumulators. In Berlin, Mr. A. Reckenzaxin made a successful demonstration
with his motor applied to street cars, and deriving current frorn^ accumulators. Fig. 22
shows the car, in part sectional elevation. The various arrangements may be classed under
the following headings, viz. : 1. The battery. 2. The motors. 3. Transmitting gear.
4. Speed regulation. 5. The brakes,

(1) The battery consisted of 60 cells, each weighing 40 lbs., and with a capacity of 150
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ampere-hours. They were placed on a board under the seats of the car, resting on rollers, so

that they could be readily run in and out. There were two rows of 15 cells each under each
seat. They were coupled in series, and hence gave an electromotive force of from 110 to

120 volts.

The storage batteries were changed every two or four hours, according to the length of
the trip, and the change could be performed in about three minutes, not occupying more time
than a cliange of liorses.

(2) The electric motors employed were of the Reckenzaiin model. They weighed 430 lbs.,

and were capable of delivering from four to nine iiorse-power. At 130 volts their efficienev

was 75 per cent., and at the nominal speed of 7 miles per hour tliey made 1,000 revolutions

per minute. But this speed could be raised to 10 miles per hour.

(3) The car body was mounted upon two trucks, each of which carried a motor
; and

Fig. 23.--Car driven from storage lottery.

Worm gearing was employed to transmit power from the armature shaft to the axles of the
wheels.

(4)

Changes in speed were elfoctcd by different combinations between tbe vtrhole battery
and the two motors.

Two forms of brake could be brouglit into play on the car : the ordinary mechanical, and
the electrical brakes. The latter were called into action automatically when the switch cut

off the battery current. The motors were then converted into dynamos which generated a

current tliat was sent into the coils on the brake-shoes, magnetizing them so that they were
attracted by, and pressed against, the wheels. At the same time the resistance encountered

by the armature turning in the magnetic field also acted powerfully to retard the speed, and
both these acting togetlior brought the ear rapidly to a halt.

The Porte,LECTiuc System, invented by J. T. Williams, is designed for the rapid convey-

ance of mail and express matter between distant points. The carrier, Fig. 2;b is a hollow,
cylindrical projectile of

wronght-iron, with ogival

ends, the cylindrical portion

being 8 ft. long and 10 in. in

diameter, tlio length 13 ft.

over all, and the weight,
approximately, 500 lbs. It

Fid. 2}}.-rortvJectric ByHtem, currier. has capacity to contain, say,

10,000 letters, weighing, per-

haps, 175 lbs. It is provided with two flanged wlieels above, and two underneath, all of

wliich, bfdng fitted with ball bearings, revolve with very slight friction. Tlio propelling

power is derived from a series of hollow helices of insulated c.opper wire, each of which
encircles the track and carrier, Fig. 24. These are fixed along the permanent way at inter-

vals. A cjontact wheel, mounted upon the carrier, and running in contact witli the upper

track-rail (which is divided into sections, and utilized as an electric conductor), connects

the several helices in succession with the source of electricity as the Cfarrier moves forward

upon the track. The actual cost of the electric power required to propel the carrier at 150 iniles

per houris claimed to bofivoconts perhorse-power hour, including cost of attendance at stations.

The mere cost of power for propelling a carrier from Boston to New York would, therefore,

not exceed soventy-fivo cents per trip. Excessive estimates of the cost of a double-track line,

making liberal allowances in all directions, do not exceed |35,0()0 per mile, or about $7, ()()(),-

000 for a line between Boston and Now York. It has been proposed to use this system for

speedy mail delivery in New York City.

TELPHERAGE.-~Telpherago is the name given to a system devised liy Um la4;e Ih’of. Fleem-

ing Jenkin, and worked out" by Professors Ayrton and Perry, of transporbition of goods and

passengers by overhead suspended ears driven by eleetric motors. Generically eonsidered, a

telpher line system consists of a rod or rail track of considerable length, suspended several

feet from the ground, connected with a source of electricity placed at some convenient place

at or near the course of the track, and traversed by an electro-locomotive which derives its

motive power electrically from the track, draws a number of small holders of freight or

passengers, and is controlled, as to its motion, from a place or places other than itself. On
the telpher line built at Weston, England, the wire is five-eighths of an inch in diameter.
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The load is carried in seven skips, the first being seen in Pig. 25. About haif a ton can beput into each skip and a speed obtained of six miles an hour. The principle of the systemof telpherage is best shown forth in a commercial line that was put into operation at GlyndeEngland, to carry clay frona a pit to the Glynde railway siding, whence it was deliyered intotrucks and taken by rail to its ultimate destination.
Data of Electeio Railway Oonstruction and MAiNTENANCE.—The electric railroads of

l^r
J 1

,

1^,
111

lIP'

Fig. 24.— Portelectric system, track

shows that, taking street ^891. Table 1.

consideration, thetot^l perSnt in4^^^^
cases of the roads under

than that of the horse roads while the i
electric roads is only 15 per cent, more

electric roads. TCavLao-e J)eed if
than nine times as much as the

Flo. 25.—Telpherage—track and motor.

Si?Sa£““"
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Table [.

Ooniparison of Investment and Operating Expenses.

Total lovftHtment,
and oqu

For rnilo of street
luugth.

roal cstnto, road
Ipinent.

Per inllo of track
length.

Car uilloH run per
anmnn.pcr nilk*

of Htroot loTifith.

I’iiHHongors carried
aiiniinlly per nillo
of HtlTUd, lOTlIi^tll.

PaHsonKurH cnrrlod
per ciir ndlo run.

* 22 Electric roads $88,500 $37,780 76,158 387,038 8 -It)

t 45 Horse roads 88,400 81,098 48,345 351 ,816 5-81

$ 10 Cable roads 850,835 181,375
1

809,895 1,855,965 4-88

CarmilcK niii per annum, 14,0l;^,187
;
pasBcmgerH carried per annum, 4'},GM,{)72

;
street length, 184 milt‘a;

track length, 355 miloB.
I* All the roads in MaafiaclnisottR operated excluHively by hors(‘H for 1885-90. Average for six yeaxH.

t From XJ. 8. CenBiis Bulletin No. 55.

In Table TI. wo have operating expenses per car mile, with all taxes and fixed charges ex-

cluded, for the three systems
;
the interest charge per mile at 6 per cent, upon t.ho total per-

manent investment
;
the total of operating expenses and interest per car mile ; the cost per

passenger carried, interest charge excluded, and the same with interest charge included.

Table II.

Electric roudH

Horne roada. .

,

Cable roadH . .

0 p 0 rating
pouaos por i

mllo run.
(contfl.)

ox-
e ar

IntoroBt charge per
car inllo at, « per
coiit. on total In-

voHtiuont.
(cents.)

Total of operating
expenses and In-
tt^roHt, por <;ar

mile.
(oonts.)

Cost per pasHongor
carried, Interest
excluded.

1
cents. I

Cost por passenger
carried, Interest
Included.

(ContH.)

11*03 8 *08 14-05 8-55 4-53

31*83 4-62 38*94 4-18 1-98

14*13 6*97 30-91 3-23 4*77

It deserves pointing out that, as eable roads operate only in centers of dense population,

they carry at present four times as many passengers per car mile as the electric ears, few of
which have yet penetrated to the heart of tlie larger cities, and hence the slightly lower cost

per passenger shown by the cable roads.

In Table III. we have the ratios of the three most important items, and the proportional
traffic tliat must be done per mile of street occupied, for each system, to pay operating ex-

penses and 0 per cent, on the investment.

Table III.

Ratio of Investinont,
Tier mile of street
lenglli.

Ratio of car miles run
annually per mile of
strettt len th.

Ratio of cost ot opera-
tion per car inllo, in
toroHt Included.

' ' '

Proportional tralllcthat
must ho done, por
inllo of street occu-
pied, to pay operating
exiiensee, and o por
cent, on tlie Invest-
ment.

Electric roads 1*153 1*757 -485 *853

Horse roads 1 -ooo 1*(KX) l-O(K) LOGO

Cable roads 10*486 7-188 733 5*154

A few details are now in order as to the nature of the work done by electric roads in fur-
nishing cheap passenger transportation. It will be seen from the subjoined Table IV. that
many of the items are susceptible of wide variation.
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Table IY,

Seven Mepresentatme Boads, operated entirely 5?/ Bleetrioiiy,

ROAD.

LKNGTH.
Passenffera

carried annu-
ally per mile

of road.

Number
of cars in
dally op-
eration.

Average
daily

raileacre

per car.

Average
number of
passenprers
daily per car.

PassenKers
carried per
car mile,

Oporatitiir
expcjjiBts
per car
mile.

Operatliu' Co'.fc per
(ixpeii8<*H imsHen-

per car per pfor cur-
day. lied.

DollurH. CeulH.
!).8(.) 3*09
10.51 3* 07
12.29 3'Oa
7.10 3*70
11.70 3*28
18.70 2*31

7.81 2*55

Of all

tracks. Of road.

1

s

3

4

5

6

7

8*5
16-0
51*0
40*0
15*5

28.0
3*8

5*0
10*0

35*0
19*5

14*0

23*5
2*8

-'i’460,n00

199.000
*162,857

487,582
167,511
286,852
200.000

20
16

50

140

18

31

5

83

125

100

91

106

108
92

318
343
313
188
357
597
307

3*82
2*75
3*13
2*06

3 35
5*51
3*33

Cent 8.

11*82
8*43

12*29
7*80
11*00
12*74
8*49

162*8 109*8 280 1 t9*8fr" "''t'3*28

* Estimated, + Average s.

Total annual car mileage, 9,862,000. Total number of passengers carried annually, 20,144,000.

The items of expense in the operation of electric street railways may bo di vided ini.o—
roadbed and track

;
maintenance of overhead line : maintenance of power plant ;

toi^il cost
of power making

;
repairs to rolling stock; incidental transportation expenses, and wliai,

may be called executive charges. Below is given Table Y., which supplies the av(;ra,gi‘s oi 22
American electric trolley roads, varying in length from 3 to 51 miles, with from 3 id MO c.ars
in daily operation, making 80 to 150 miles daily per ear, or an average of 110 miles fen* (‘ucli
ear.

Table V.

Detail of Operating Expenses of Meetric Roads.

Maincenance of roadbed and track.
Maintenance of line..

including repairs on engines, ’dynamos! buil’di’ngs etc

'

Repairs on cars and motors

Total

,

RXI’KNSKh I'ICU OAIt MII.K,
((1KNTH.)

ItlgheHt. I.OWCHt. AveraiJfe.

1 *80 *10 •54
*95 •01 •12
•8(5 •0.5 •3(5

4*95 •48 1 *9(5

5*24 *.59
1 *80

9*47 2*7-1 4*98

2*95 ' i'O 1 *2(5

*22 ‘99 *7*80 11 *02

* Respectively the highest and lowest total for any one road.

feaWote wrf rneohanioal and steam.(,nfii,>.«rir,R

and motormen vary from 10 cents to 20 ponf <3 i

I of <x:)n(iu(‘l.ors

from 4.3 lbs. of sla4 per car mile to 13.2 lbs. k 1. M per ear

car?nope^rorKjs^^^^^^^^ H- >>

tniok ears (weight complefeaS 10 tS 11 bntp ‘I'mble
grades moderate, required an average of 10 7 F IT

equipments, traffic inediuin iind

^

The best station^eSan^e lire iacild!d?s l' I irt'l ,, .

consumed; and evaporation of 7i lbs. of water for every

ihe ec[mpment, rising the trolley system :

plete, is from $3,300 to $3,500^ ^There shoufTbe^InslTneY^’power plant, twenty to tTOnty-flwe horse-power ner
generating caimoity for

power. One mile of sinsletrack eonstruetioTwln^^L
operated, which will give resorvo

2| it. on centers, bonding of rails, paving etc 000 to^^n
^
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pension or bracket witli feed wire, |2,0()0 to $2,500. Sawed and painted poles, $3,500 to

$3,000. Iron poles, concrete setting, cross suspension, double track, feed and guard wires,

$6,500 to $7,500. Same with center poles, $4,500 to $5,500.

An electric car averages 100 to 125 miles a day.

Gosi of Mlecfric Equipments for Street Railroads.

No. of oars. steam
n. V.

Oapjiolty of
!?oiiorat()rfi.

K. W.
Stoani plant.

Station
oloctrlcal

utiuipinont.

I5ar eciuljinunits,
IxiilerH, triiokH

anil motors.

Lino
ooostruotloi!,

milo Ilf

(loul)lo track,
I)or car.

Total
oqulpraont,
omitting
track.

6 m 80 $7,000 $r»,4(;0 $10,500 $15,000 $47',900

10 22^) 150 11,000 10,501) 32,500
'

25,000 79,000

15 240 17,500 15,000 48,750 37,500 118,7’50

20 450 300 22,OIK) 17,500 (i5,0tM) CO,000 11)4,500

30 075 450 28,000 22,000 07, ,500 00,000 237,500

50 1,1'J5 750 50,000 33,000 102,500 187,500 433,000

100 52,025 1,350 <)0,(M)0 00,000 325,000 375,OOO 850,000

The above n,aurt!H nr(^ approxiinaU; only, andbaHtul on the befit city rjiilrond i)racti<*.e.

[For more detailed intorniation on l^lectric Railways, the reiidor may consult Martin

W(itzler’s The Eleotric Motor and its ApplicAitmis, Crosby k Ik^lTs The Mectrie liailwiiy, and
tlie electrical journals.]

Railroad Signals : See Switches and Signals.

RAILS. I n the decade frotn I8s0 to 1800 but few changes ha,vo talcon place in the theory

or practice of construct.ion and maintenance of the permanent way of railroads. One im-

portant cliango has takon pla,co, in the IJnited States at h^ast;, in theory, and to some degree

in practice. Tlmt :r(dat(!S t,o the form, wdght, and composition of rails. Idle iron rail no

longer exists except as a relic. In 1880 there were in tlietra,cks of the United States, 70,741

miles of iron rail, a;nd 37,329 miles of steel (Tenth Census). At the end of 1890 there were

still 40,700 iniles of trac*.k laid with iron a,nd 167,600 miles witih Bteel. (Poor's Manual.)

I'he question ot: steel or iron laiils was settled long liorore 1880, tind, in fact, commercial roll-

ing of stcsel rails began in i.he llnitiHl States in 1S67. The important change of tlio last

decade has Ixhui iii tlie steel tail itself. In 1880 rail mak(‘rs and lailroad engineers liad

Ijcgun working on the (luiory tluii; a comparat ively soft rail would wear better tlian one con-

sicieraiily harder. Accordingly, mils wei*o made with about 0 30 per ceut. of carbon. Idle

iniluonce of tliis theory became still more marked by 1885 or 1886, and iiideed tlie doetrino

has not jot been absolutely (lis|)rove(l, but. it has been shown to be so improbable, that the

liardness of rails is lieing increased ((iiite generally, ddio practice in the united States now
is to use ().4() to O.GO per cent, of carbon, according to tlu’s weight, of the section, witli a ten-

dency to 0.50 01 ' 0.55 as an average. Tlie most recent example of a hoa,vy rail, designed to

be liigh in ca,rbon ami stiff in section, is the Boston & Albany Ra/ilroad Co.’s rail, 95 lbs. per

yard, rolled liy the Bethlehem Iron Co., in 1891. This is tlie heaviest rail used in the United

States up to the (aid of 1891. (A rail weigliing 100 lbs. |xu' yard lias been laid in the St. Glair

tunnel, Grand Trunk Railway.) Tliis Boston k Albany rail is

important as an example oC kite and good practice in composilion

and (losign. Its general oiitlino is shown in Fig. 1. The chemical

specifications call lor carbon 0.60, and phosphorus not f.o exceed

0.06. per cent. Idiysical tests give an elastic, limit of 55,000 to 60,000

Ills, per sij. in. ,
ami from 12 to 1 8 per cent, elongation. I n England

the percentage of! carbon has long been about, 0.4(), and in 1^’rancc it

is much higher. Rails above 6.60 iier cent, carbcin a,re comtnon
i,liore, and they often run as higli as 1 piu' cent. Tlu) tlieory of

the better wear of very soft rails never affected steel rail practice

so much in Franco as in the United KStates.

The change in the the-

ory of the section is shown liy Figs. 2 and 3. These
are 85-lb. rails rolled foi' (mmparative^ trial. Fig.

2 shows, in a gerier'al way, the best sect,ion aceimling

to the theories of 1880 ;‘Fig. 3 shows tlie fheormsof

1890. It must 1)0 liorne in mind that the later form

is still tentative. Tlie earli<',;r secti<3n was aclopted to

get the mass of metal in the head of the rail to take

the wlieel wear, while the web and flange were re-

duced to the minimum dimensions whicih would give,

reasonable bearing on the ties, endurance against corrosion, and vertical stiffness. The result

was disappointing. It gradually appeared that the rails with large heads did mA wear as

Fig. i.
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long as rails of earlier make, with smaller heads, even when these last were of considerably
lighter section. The investigations of engineers, rail makers, and students have gradually
crystallized into the doctrine that the mass of metal in a steel rail should be disposed not
merely with regard to wheel wear and to get stiffness as a beam, but so that the metal in the
head shall be thoroughly worked by the rolls, and that the cooling shall be uniform through-
out the section, as nearly as may be. In the type of section shown by Pig. 2, the distribu-
tion of metal is about : Head, 47.51 per cent.

;
web, 18.95 percent.

;
ilange, 3B.54 per cent.

In Fig 3 the proportions are : Head, 41 per cent.; web, 21. 4(5 per cent.; flange, 87.54 per
cent. Ill the latter section the metal in the head, although less in mass, is better com pacted,
and defects in the ingot are more likely to be worked out

;
besides, cooling strains are less,

and less straightening of the rail is necessary in the mill. The more modern theory appears
to be borne out by facts, but some years must pass yet before it is absolutely demonstrated to
be correct. (See* for discussions of these matters, Trans. A. S. C. E,, 1888 to 1891 ; Trans.
Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers, 1888 to 1891 ;

and technical journals, especially the MaM-
Toad Gazette, 1886 to 1891.)

The average weight of rails rolled in the CTiiited States in 1891 is estimated by the makers
at between 65 and 70 lbs. per yard, but many have been rolled of 75, 80, and 85 lbs.

, and some
of 90 and 95 lbs. Tliero is no means of making an accurate estimate of the average weight
roiled in 1880, but 67 lbs. per yard may be taken as the maximum of that date, while 56 lbs.
was a very common weight.

Rail Fastenmgs.—hi rail fastenings little progress has been made. Many rail joints have
been contrived, but nothing has superseded the angle bar, or seems likely to, althougli this is

admittedly defective. The plain fish plate has disappeared from good practice in the United
States. Even the best length of the angle bar is still in dispute, as is the question, of sup-
ported and suspended joints. If after many years of trial, it cannot be decided wlietlier or
not the eontigizous rai.l ends should be supported on a tie or suspended between two ties

; or
what, between 24 in. and 48 in., is the best length of angle bar

;
it is very probable that there

is not much difference in tlie results.

Within three or four years there has been an important advance in the use of metal plates
on the ties, under the rails. Early in American practice, cast-iron chairs and plates wore
more or less used, even with the flange rail. It was found that the surface of the head of the
rail was worn directly over the chair, from the fact that the greater mass of metal just at
that point made the blow of the wheel more efficient. This experience has retarded the use
of tie-plates, desirable as they are to save ties and to prevent rails turning or s{)rea(ling.
Recently, however, plates of steel have been introduced. . These give all tlid advantages of
increased bearing on the tie, and utilize the whole lioldiug power of the inside sf)iko against
the outward thrust, and are still liglit enough and elastic enough to avoid the anvil e;ff(3ct of
the more massive cast-iron chair. Practically the only changes in track spikes have been in
the methods of manufacture and in the material. Recent machines turn out spikes with
points that make a clean cut wJien driven, greatly reducing the destruct.1on and tlio displace-
ment of the fibers of the tie. The result is increased holding power and longer life of the
tie. Many spikes are now made of steel. In England and oii” the continent of Europe the
general practice is to use screws instead of spikes to hold the rails to the ties, and to use cast-
iron chairs with bull-head and double-head rails. With flange rails tie-plates are sonietimcs
used, but oftener the rail rests directly on the tie.

-In the United States, the wooden cross-tie not only remains standard, but tlui trials
ot metal ties have been quite insignificant in extent, (bnsiderations of eGonorny and of
adaptability to the purposo indicate that there will not be any large use of me1,al ties in iliis
country until the means of preserving wooden ties and the benefits of tie-plates have been
exhausted. Tlie wooden tie, so long as it does not cost too much, lias great advantages of
elasticity and of eonveriienco in track work. In Europe, India, South America and various
coionies, the use of metal tie3_ has been much more extensive, and a great variety of designs

been brought oat and tried. The best results have been got with a cross-tie of st/( 3 ol, in
the lorm of a channel, laid with the hollow down, and with the ends bent down to engage in
Uie ballast.

^

Of this type, the tie designed by Mr. Post, engineer of the Netlierlands Static
Railroads, is the best known. The designs are so many, and the results so varied and
mconcliisive, that It would take? too much space to properly discuss the subject lier( 3 . Tlui
moOT complete remmm is contained in Bulletin No. 4, U. S, Department of Agriculture,

Railway Head : see Cotton-spinning Machines.
Raker, Hay : see Hay Ganders and Rakers.
Ram, Hydraulic : see Engines, Hydraulic.
Reamer : see Lathe Tools.
Reaper : see Mowers and Reapers.
REAIERS. The reaper has been so far superseded by the binding- harveslcr that

inventive energy may almostp be said to have become diverted from this form of harvesting
machine

; nevertheless a large aggregate of reapers is made annually. Steel, and malleable
ana cast iron are employed for many of the parts before made of wood. In reapers, as in the
case 01 mowers, the front-cut construction has been adopted, bringing the cutter-bar forwardon a line with the front of the machine, instead of the former rear-cut construction, to get

the sieklT
position out of the danger, formerly incurred, of a fall in front of

Wood^s Reaper,-—A front view of an improved reaper, by Wood, appears in Dig. 1.
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It has a novel rake-controlling' device. The rake arms, which, in this class of machine
also serve to reel the standing gra.iii to the sickle, and lay it on the triangular platform,

are guided in their

sweep by the ordinary
ca,in tra,ck, hut this

track contains a switch,
tile automa,tic move-
ments of which direct

any given ra.ke arm up-
ward to clear the plat-

foi-rn in fjassing a,round
the rake-liead axis, or
downward to sweep
from the plat- form to

tlit^ ground tlie grain
acciimula-ted tliereon.

Fig. 2 shows the con-
troller pa-rt,s shaded,
ddie controller linger is

set to swit-eh every sec-

ond ra-ke to sweep the
[datforrn

;
and Fig. 3

sliows tlio linger forced
up by a revolving spiral

inclined piano until it

trips the cam switch
Fio. i.—Wood’H reapca*. which (1 e c i d e -s the

course to be followed

by a rake arm, and then drops l)ack to tiio sa.mo level from which it started. The driver,

without halting, sets the finger by the hand lover and index to drop upon oitlier of tlio spiral

ledges, after which it c-ontinues to ofxiii the switch automatically, at the exact intervals

determined. Although the I'eaper has only four rake arms, every one, or every second, third,

fourth, or fifth, may be automatically switched to sweep the platform, according as the hand
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lever is moved on the numbered index. A foot lever, seen in Fig. 2, serves to iHi(irrupt the

operation of the aatomatie controller, when the driver prefers to mom{3iitarily cease raking

off, though the movement of the rake arms as reels continues to direct tiie sf-aiiding grain to

Fia. 3.—Reaper.—Detail

.

sickle and platform. This is done in specially thin spots in the crop, and al; corncvrs to avoid
dropping sheaves there, where the team would on the next round trample tluiin iind waste
gram.

Reel^: see Milling Machinery, Grain and Cotton-spinning Macliiiies.
Refrigerating Machinery: see lee-making Machines.
REGUMTOES. 1. Damper Regulators.— ZTie Maso7i mam Damprr netridulnr is

shown in Fig. 1. It is designed to automatically maintain any desired ])r(',ssurc in n. stiuim
boiler by controlling the dral’t. Tini opi^riitiou of.
the regulator is as follows : ^.Fho boih.^* prcssuiMs wli ieh

Jt

is connected at the pi|,)G, (J, coou^s into (lie, (*lia.m-
ber, a; the top of which is formed l)y a iliaphragm,
on which rests the main spring, *S'. If tlu^ Ixuhu’
pressure rises above the fbquired point, or sunioionll

v

to overcome the tension of the s{)ring, ;V, {ho dia"-
phragm is raised very slightly and thi‘. sttuuii passi^.s
down the passage, X, to the upper surracc of I li(n >is-
ton, Dy 'which it forces down, fhiis jjiwion Ix'ing
connected with 'the wheel on, the slia/lx, //, by a, ebaio,
or rack and pinion, turns it around, conumijiicating
a like motion to the outside wheel, and dieiiet', tVi

the damper in the line.

When the boiler pressure fails, tiie diai)iir-agtn
comes on toits seat, which covers tiie i)assa,ov, A' a.n<l
steam pressure is removed from the top of i.he riision
J), while the weight on the dampevr liriim-s tJi( 3\vbe<i
P, back to its original position.

’

ffellaTids Steam Stamper lief/ is shown in
rig. .... The instrument consists of a pinion )',

upon which is a projecting groundgoint, IK, contain-
ing water-packing grooves, upon wliicii worlds a.n ae.-
cnrauely fitted cylinder, if, which is in turn eovn-o^d
by a sleeve, (7 (weighing from 12 to 50 lbs., a-econl-mg to the size of the machine). To the bottom of
the piston is screwed the section, Uy in wineh is miml
the val ve, V, on a raised seat. Upon tliis val vo nvsis
the stem P, the top of this stem bearing jigainst. the

Ftp 1 w T

weighted lever, P. The operation is as^ fol lows •
Fig. l.-Kasoa damper regulator. The Weight, J (from li to 4 H)a), is adjusted on
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Fio. 2.—Kellani‘’8 damper regulator.

lever, F, so that the valve, F, will open at the pressure which it is desired to carry on the
boiler when the steam entering ports, Q, passes

through the piston, T, raising tlie cylinder gradu-
ally till cap, L, comes in contact with the bottom
of ground-joint, W, at which time the damper is

entirely closed. As the boiler pressure lowers,

valve, F, is pressed to its seat by weigl'ted lever,

F, and as the condensation passes from witliin

the piston throtigh tlie pet-eoek, E, the cylinder

descends, drawing the damper open.
The Curtis Damper Reguhftor is shown in

Fig. 3. It consists of a composition eydinder,

within which is piston

fitted with water packing.

The piston-rod is connected
by a chain, over guide
rolls, to the lever of the

damper, on which is hung
a, weiglit sufficient to over-

haul the piston and open
the damper regardless of

any ordinary friction. The
motion of the piston is con-
trol led by a metallic dia-

phragm, which operates

the valve, alternately clos-

ing and opening thedamf)er
as tlie boiler pressure in-

creases or diminishes. The
regulator is fastened to the wall of the boiler-room

;
the top pipe is

connected to the boiler, ami the lower pipe to the drain, asli-pit, or

lieater. The normal condition of the damper is to be wide open, the
weight lioldiiig it in that position. To operate it, a given load—say OO
ll)s. to the inch— is produced on the regulator diapliragm, by screwing
the handle in. When tlie pressure in the boiler reaches 60 lbs., it lifts

this load a,n(l permits stea,Tn to enter the space over the piston, slowly
pushing it down and clo.sing the damper. When the boiler pressure

falls below 60 lbs. the valve closes, and tlie pressure, passing from the
top to the bottom of the pist.on, puts the piston in equilibrium, and
allows tlie weight, slowly settling drwn, to open the damper, thus
cont/rolling the pressure at the desired limit.

II. PHEssuiufi lluuuLA'roRB.

—

The Foster Brtmure^regidatmg a7id

lUdueing Valve is shown in Fig. 4. Tlie principle of operation is as

follows : Steam is admitted a,t 'A and delivered at ,/i, a^t a prcssuro dependent upon the open-
ing of valve, D, which may be regulated by turuing
spindle, P, to ilie right to (liniinish the pressure, or the
lel't to increase the pn^ssurc. The delivery pressure, en-

tering cliarnber, li, tends to raise tlie diaphragm, If, and
draw valve, P, toward its seat

;
in opposition to this, the

spring, with its lowtn* end liearing on winged mit, F, tends

to open the valvt*- until tlicro is an equilibrium (‘stabli-shed

l)(‘.tweoti tlu'se two fortuis. Under this condition, if the
<1(0 ivory pri'.ssun^ falls, the pressure on tlie dia^phragm is

dimiiiislu^d, and llie Sfiring, overcoming the lighter re-

sistaiKH'., opens llu'- valve iintil the equilibrium is again
estahlislual and thes pn'ssure restored

;
on the other hand,

aiiiy incre.a,s('d deliviuy pn'ssure bearing on the diaphragm
overcomes tlu^ resisiaiuu^ of the spring and draws the

valve toward its si'at in ])roportion to the increased

pressure. When llu‘ t.(msi()n of the spring is proportioned

to the pressure l)('a,ring on the diaphragm, a constant and
uniform discharge is" insured. Tlie spring init, F, is

threaded on tlie spindle, and, Iiaving wiius wliich extend
into the licxa,gon spring chamber, JI, it is prevented from
turning witli the spimllo, but is free to move longitudi-

na,lly witli. it, as the valve is ofiened or closed by reason of

variation of |;r(;ssnre on the diaphragm. The dange on
lower side of spring nut, A, is used as a stop to prevent an
excessive lift and possilile Imlgo of the diaphragm.

_

The Ross Pressiire-repulai'^m^^ Valve is shown in Fig.

5. It is used t;o control or reduce pressure in street mains
and piiie lines ; or to regulate the flow of water be-

tween reservoirs located at dilfcreiit levels. In the sectional

47

Fid. 8. OnrtiH damper
r(5gulutor.

FoBtor redncixig valve,

view, A is the inler to
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Fia. 5.—Ross pressnre-regnlating valve,

liiffli-pressure side; B. the outlet or low-pressure side. The operation of this valve i.s as

follows : The small regulator valve, /, lias bcion s(‘ti

to close at, say, 40 lbs/; relief valve, 0, to open at as

nearly as possible the same pressure. Tins (*au be

readily adjusted when tlio valvo is ’working. It is

preferable to have relief valve, 0, o|)eu a lit.tle in

advance of the closing of the regulating val ve, as

this keeps a circulation constant;ly throiig1i_ the

chamber, K, and val ve, Iand 0. d'his rnaintainB a

very even pressure in the eh amber, IC. l^’ln n pr(‘.ss-

nrein chamber, K, determines the pressure on oihr

let side of valve, B. For illustration, assvnmi tlml

piston, D, is one-half the area of B. (I t eai i b(' moro
or less, as desired; the practice is to nnike it loss.)

Water is turned on the system, and |)a,sses fuHvIy

through the valve until tJio pressure, acoumulai-
ingin the pipes on the outlet side, is exerted on
the full area of the valve beneatli if. When 20
lbs. is reached an equilibrium exists, and aiiy

further rise of pressure at B will iiiercaise the

pressure twice as much in chainlxn’, J{. OMiis

decreases the fow of water Ihrougli /, and in-

creases the quantity dischargo<l tlirough 0, allow-

ing the pistons, and T, with valve, if, to slowly
close until only
enough water pass-

es to maintain 20
lbs. pressure at out-

let B. Should an
extra demand on the system cause the pressure to fall below 20

lbs. on the outlet side, B,
relief valve, 0, would close

and regulating valve, J,

would open, thus allowing
pistons, F and T, with valve,

if, to open, and allowing
sufficient water to pass to
keep the pressure at 20 lbs.

Any rise or fall of pressure
will continue to repeat this

operation.
«’ The Union G-as JPressure

Pig. T.-Uniongas pressure regulator. Begulatof, made bythe Union Water Meter Co

^ 1 o Tx • 1
^lass., is shown in Figs. 6,

/, ana ». it is^ built on the tank or gasometer principle.
a sectional view of the tank and piston conned ed

with the valve by rack and segment. Fig. 7 is a view of the
valve with cap removed, showing the valve-stem and V-shaped
ports. Fig. b shows the valve-stern detached from the valve

with the four ports which open
and close over four alternate
parts in the valve-seat. The
operation is as follows: The
gas is taken from the low-press-

^ ure side of the valve by the
pipe, shown in Fig. 7, to the
under side of pi.stoii in the dia-— phragra case in Fig. 6. Then

Fig. 8,—Fnion regalator. Detail, any increase of pressure imrae-

ninaac. ^ 1

diately raises the piston and
closes the rotary valvejiy means of the rack. A, and segmentA

; any decrease of pressure opens the valve. The rotary
valve with V-shaped ports is operated by a piston with a
rolling diaphragm thus giving a iong stroke and graduating
the flow ot gas with the greatest accuracy. The conical form

X
being ground to a gas-tight joint not

f
“> expansion, and requiring no packingaiound the valve-stem. The ports have cutting edges and a

ice
preventing the formation of

wt I
aocumnlation of foreign matter on the valve seats

Rv'thp*"
prevents the closing of other forms of valves’
motion of the valve, and its opening and closl

g ways from the center, a positive cut-ofl is effected Iho. »,-Curt.„ n.g.Uator

Fig. 6.—Union regulator. Detail,

Worct'st (*r,
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without extra mechanism, the weight of the piston closing the valve whenever the supply of

gas fails. Nor can any leak around the piston or diaphragm, or increased pressure of gas,

force the valve open and allow the gas to blow througli.

The Curtis Pressure Regulator, made by the Curtis EeguhitiOr Co., of Boston, shown in

Fig. 0, has a main valve, operated by a loose-fitting piston
; a secondary valve in the top of

the chamber over the piston
; a metallic diaphragm (performing the double office of oper-

ating the secondary valve, and making a joint to the cap wliich contains it)
;
and a side

passage, connecting the eliamber tinder the diaphragm with the outlet. When the spring

over the diapliragm is compressed, it opens tlie secondary valvo upon which it rests.

Pressure being let on, raises the piston, a.nd therewith the main valve to its full capacity.

The main valve remains open until the back pressure communicated from the outlet througli-

out the side passage is sufficient to raise the follower under spring, and thiis close the

secondary valve, wlieii the steam or water escaping around or through the loosipfitting piston

fills in the space on toj) of said piston, and forces it toward its seat, thus uniformly main-

taining the pressure at wliieli it is set.

Repeating Rifle : see Fire-arms.

Re-sawing Machines : see Saws, Wood.
Revolvers : see Fire Arms.
Rille : see Fire Arms.
Rim Planer : see Wheel-making Machines.

Riveting, Electric : see Welding, Electric.

RIVETING MACHINES. .Mastic Rofary-Uow Riveting MacMne .—The use of the ma-
chine shown in l^ig. 1—made by John Adt & Son,

Now Haven, Ctonn. — extends to almost every branch
of manufacturing where articles are held together by
rivets. Its most imi)ortant feature is in the combina-
tion and working of the cylinder and hammer-rod.
The hammcM-od, suspendotl by springs and confined

air within the cylinder, rairtakos of its reciprocatipg

motion, and procluces a sliarp, quick blow, which, witli

its rotating action, ciuddes the machine to perform the

Fio. 1. —Riveting machine. Fig. 2.—Hydraulic riveting macliiiie.

V7ork almost, instantly. Tire blow is rendered elaatie by the springs in connection with the air

cushions, and its force can bo regulated at the will of the operator by more or less |)ressuic

applied to tlie treadle at tlie right of the machine ;
the yoke to which the treadle is attached

is self-acting, and tlie iiioment tlie pressure is removed the blows eeiise, and the work can

be withdrawn.
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The hammer always strikes on the rivet, heading- it equally, and as it is rotated wtiile

the blows are being struck, the head conforms to the shape of the peeri of tiio liajiinu r,

and any style of head can he formed.
Riveting Maehim^ Eydrcmlic .—The riveting machine shown in Fig. 2 v'as dosigiuMl a.nd

built by William Sellers & Co., of Philadelphia. It hasagap of 198 in. iiu'osun'd froin (,lu‘

center of the riveting dies to the hasc of the throat, and the distance between frn.nies

or stakes is 4 ft. 6 in. The ram is operated by hydraulic pressure, and is ciiipiibU* of

exerting variable pressures of 25, 50, or 75 tons upon the rivet, at the will of tlu^ oixM-ntor,

from a fixed accumulator pressure of 2,000 lbs. per sq. in. These variations an* oblaiiuxl

directly at the machine itself by a valve of special construction, and by the siin[)l(^ movcuiient
of a single lever conveniently located. The stakes are of cast-steel, and the nxjuisilx^ spr<‘ful

Dealing ror me riveting ram, wnicn nearing is neeessaruy proio]

overreach. The machine, instead of being placed in a pit, as is frequently the case, so ns to
make the floor line form the working platform, is set with the bottom of the throat l(^V(d witli
the shop floor, and a platform (not shown) is attached to the main stake about H ft. below
the center of the ram, so as co bring the operators at the most convenient distance io the
dies.

ROD-lJLAKIfi’GI- MACHINERY.—For making rods and dowels there is ordinarily one
ployed a hollow arbor, having a head and cutters revolving about lihe rod, eutt'ing it

smooth and true. Lolls back of the cutter-head drive the material into tlio nuKtlilno •

these rolls
4.^ jn. a-u. j.u: j. i

’

the shaft 1 ^

sized groove for the rod to be worked exactly in tlic UtJllIj

ing arbor is vertical and center, the stock being turned.
Holler : see Seeders and Drills.

Roller Mills : see Ore-crushing Machines.
Rolling Machinery: see Leather-working Machinery.

Breakers, Milling Machinery, Crain and Ore-crushing Machinos.
ROLLS. BENI>INC4. Eecay Flate^hending Rolls.— full-page illustration Fig 1

represents the No. 12 power bending rolls made by the Niles Tool Works, I lainilioiu 0 ’for
bending plates up to 2 m. m thickness. This machine is 22^ ft. hetweeii the li(>using.s,\m(l
has four wrought-iron forged rolls, 22^ ft. long between the journals.

The two feeding rolls are placed vertically one over the otlier, and arc I?2 in. in diiimcdcr
and the two bending rofls are placed one on each side of the center rolls. Those are inm diameter, and move in guides in the housings. They are so placed as i,o inovo V(‘ry (^lastdv
iDv the lower center roll when the latter is touching the upper roll. Tlio uptier iml roll runs
infixed bearings in the housing, and the lower roll runs in bearings having a, v(ndi(*iil mliuHti.

byTange'L^gearing’^^^
by means of heavy steel adjusting screws 8 in. in diaiiudvo-, optuiilud

The bending rolls have an adjustment of 20 in. When in their lowest riosilioii the minersurface 4 in. below the bottom of the upper feed roll, from wiiicli position t;liey inovi^ up-ward -until they toach the upper feed roll. The adjusting screws for thesu rolls are of hI eol

Wo"
and are operated by tangent gearing. The two bonding rolls niid tliBlower feed roll are raised and lowered by a pair of rev-ersing engines which are UKia I f’nr 1 lii«

pnrnose only, Clntohes are provided in thi train of elevaling gL^for
so that either one or both ends of any of them can be moved indopendon y v f -i t o 1clutches are provided m the gear train of the lower feed roll whid, li

^ iintion

versmg engines, whose cylinders are 12 in diameter and mV‘ ^1"

the rolls at a height of 19 in. ablrfflefl: r^”ke
. are operated from one common platform, erected on ftfsSatrlo^all cduteh and opemting levers are brought to a convenienrpos^thm 4

adjustable to and from tho inner rollers which are lV. h, fr, ’ ?' V V'
adjustments by two screws driverbrim-whSan^ 1 ,

'I'l'®

worked from either side of the machine The forced hm woiiu-sliait, \nili bcvid gear
and bearings which carry tho journals of the fronfrollei° Tht

«... .o s iS
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pair of independent on-’
,oUs.

safe
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ROLLS, METAL WORKING. Houghing Train and Douhlmg Ilacliinv for a jdafe
EoUing — Theodore L. Thomas, of the Union Works of the Illinois SUud do.,
Chicago, has designed a mill for rolling tin-plate bars, which is herewith illustrai,(^d, 1

showing the side elevation, and Pig. 2 the ground plan. Mr. Thomas has also (l(vvis(^(I a, (hnib-
ling machine, likewise shown in the illustrations, which is an important pa,ri, of tli<‘ appa-
ratus. This mill is intended to break down tin-plate bars and prepare thorn for th<^ usua,l fin-
ishing train. It consists of three sets of rolls, three high, inclosed in one ftair of iiousings
and driven by one engine, as indicated by the gearing. The doubling machine cunsisf s of
four folding-doors lying at floor level, with shears in the center.

In the usual method of making sheets for the tinning process, the practice folio wetl is to

take a7-in bar cut to suitable width, which is subjected to five hoatinffs and fiv(* rollinn-swith four doubJinp The five rollings are known to millraen as 1) molding o
'

innliVs'to^w^’t
eights, finishing to suitable lengths. 'I'lui d('s<'ri|>t.ii)napplies to what IS known m the market as IC 20 x 14. By Mr. 'rhonias's u oi ho i i f

shownfn Fto P^fl^hrough the lower rollj in the clitocWon of ,L

The rolls are a sufficient ilistani^c at)nnVAm rhQ 1«c.4- i.. i ,, *

I'm. 2.-The Thomas roughing train and donbiing machine.

KS*, SJoS? “> ““‘“t aoubibe

fifths*'be^done S^the^flnilln” mill
chain or other labor-saving devfee The if

'•>' an en<ll..s.s

Fig. 3. Themakne is designed for® «l>ow,/ hi
a large variety of work which at present is tumid out ^

cesses, such as lathe turning, the customsuy methods ofWn^ aSm “?he ^,i;;:3l\i;;e
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consists in the main of a siibstantial bed and two standards, which are practical] y duplicated
within and below the frame and floor line, as shown in Fig. 4. Mounted on these standards

Fio. 8.—The SiniondH metal rollin|f machiiio.

by means of suitable fixtures, are a number of rollers, arranged to act as front, rear, and
side supports and guides to east-iron traveling platens, 0 0 , They thus talui the place

of the ordinary sliding
surfaces, and, aFording
only rolling contact, re-

duce frievtion. FittcMi
into the backs of these
platens ar<3 racks which
enga,ge with suit,able mc-
clianism, so that one of
the platens always travels
upward, wliilo the other
travels downward.

1'he platens, 0 0,
carry iron plates, into
which the dies proper are
dovetailed, the section
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of these for this purpose being as shown in Fig. 4. The die there illustrated is for forging

ear axles, of one of wliich a sketch is also given. The dies are used in pairs, moved in opposite

directions over the metal to be shaped, the die surfaces, of course, being exactljr alike.

From the plane faces of the dies, which lie parallel to each other when in position for

work, rise the forming and reducing and spreading surfaces, the plane portions serving

to support and steady the work and prevent it from rocking. The reducing surfaces are

grooved or serrated, in order to insure a firm grip ou the hot and plastic metal, and perfect

regularity in its rotation, and being thus arranged obliquely, the marks made in the metal
by the serrations are obliterated in subsequent revolutions of the blank, and the rate of the

surface movement of the latter, where work is being performed, is the same as the rate of

linear movement of the dies. The reducing faces commence to work on the metal at the
extreme left, where they meet in a point, and when the hot blank is placed between the dies,

the central reduction of the axle is commenced by the narrow end of the tapering raised

portion, a. of the die face. In general configuration, the raised portions are like the half

section of the axle, the shearing off squarely of the ends of the axle being accomplished by
the level edge cutters, c c. The edges of these cutter projections are also serrated, so that tlie

rotation of the blank is under control throughout the length of travel of the die. The
material operated upon is compressed and condensed as if assumes the required shape
under the dies. The construction and function of all other forms of dies for use in tlie

machine, are on the same general basis.

The blank to be operated upon is inserted between the dies, and rests on the supporting
plate marked F, in Fig. 3, one of the dies being at or near the end of its up stroke, and
the other at or near the end of its down stroke, so that the extreme ends of the gripping
surfaces of the dies are opposite each other in a line passing through the centers of the
shafts, A A. One of the die platens travels up and the other down, until the extrem-
ities of the cutting-off edges are opposite each other, when a finished car-axle, or whatever
other product the dies may have been designed for, is the result. The whole operation
occupies only a fraeticn of a minute. The smaller the article made, the greater may, of
course, be the speed of working; boot calks for lumbermen, for example, being turned out
at the works of the Simonds Rolling Machine Co. at the rate of from 10,000 to 20,000
per day.

The Munton Process of manufacturing Steel Tires .—The Chicago Tire and Spring
Co., of Melrose, near (liieago, 111., use a plant for the manufacture of locomotive and
car-wheel tires and circular forgings which, in its method of treating steel, is a marked
departure. Mr. James Munton, the superintendent, is the inventor of the new process and
the machinery for operating It. The ordinary method of mamrfacturiiig tires is to cast a
solid ingot of cylindrical shape, which is then heated and upset under a sicam-liarnmer until
its height is reduced and its diameter enlarged. After a hole has been punched in its center,

the ingot is then placed on a beak or pike-horn and ham-
mered by blows struck on the periphery. It is tlien again
heated and placed in a rolling mill, and rolled into tiro

of the requii’ed diameter. In Mr. Miinton's process he
avoids the use of the hammer altogether, and in elongating
the ingot, or bloom, into a tiro ho densifies the metal on the
tread and iuereases the wear- resisting properties of the
steel.

A brief summary of the several steps taken is as follows :

(1) The ingot is cast with a hole cored out large enoiigli to
admit a small roll. (2) The ingot is heated and taken to

the rolling mill, where its top, with its imperfections, is sheared off and the bloom left of
a given weight. At the same heat, and by the same operation, the bloom is also roughed out
by the roughing rolls of the mill and edged
down by horizontal rolls. (3) The bloom is

reheated and placed in the tire rolling mill,

where it is rolled and finished to the exact
inside and outside diameter required. Mr.
Munton’s present practice is to cast an ingot
large enough for two or more tire blooms.
He uses a collapsible steel core. The steel is

produced in an open-licarth furnaceandpoured
irom a ladle into the molds over a spreader
of circular form, which covers the core and
causes the steel to flow down on all sides,
keeping any dirt in it flowing and thus col-
lecting at the top. Fig. 5 shows a cross-
section of an ingot as first cast, before slit-

ting.
^

Fig. 6 shows a two-tire ingot partially slit, and also indicates the method by which
the slitting is done. In slitting, two upright rolls are used. One roll operates upon the
inside of the ingot, as shown above, while the other roll operates on the outside. The
outside roll is driven. It has a sharply beveled edge as a top cutter, a projecting flange
as a central cutter, and a bottom flange to support the base of the ingot. Grooves are
formed in this roll at suitable places to partly shape the tread of the tires." The flanges all
extend the same distance outward from the roll. The inside roll has projecting flanges to

I’lG. 5.—Ingot as cast.
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correspond with those on the outside roll, but shorter. Fig. 7 shows an ingot after the top
has been sheared off and the remainder cut into tire blooms ready for finishing. In Fig.

8 a perspective view of the mill is given. It consists of
an exterior fixed vertical pressure roll (which also operates
as the slitter); a vertical inner pressure roll, with horizontal
movement ; two vertical exterior pressure rolls with hori-

zontal movement ; and two hoiizontul or edging rolls, one
above and the other below the bloom operated upon. The
upper edging roll is moved vertically by the edging cylinder.

Tins mill is a universal mill, which can be used for rolling

Pig, 7 . --iiifrot cut iiito tiro blooms, tires or rings of any section and diameter up to 8 ft., and
rings up to 16 in. wide. The vertical exterior pressure or

slitting roll and the lower edging roll are driven by steam-power. The engine has no llv-

wheels, being built on the reversing principle, so as to start or stop quickly. T’he movable

Fku 8.—MuuU)u'’h lire rolUn.!!; mill.

rolls are opcM-ated by hydrjudic ])Owor, controlled by valv(?s shown in the foreground of the

porspcu'i.ivii vi(‘w. Thus tlie edging, interior, or exterior rolls inay either or all be brought

into play upon the

tire whenever desired,

either sinnill.aneously

or ont‘, S(‘t at a 1 irm^,^

so that th(‘. section of

the tire, its size and
diameter, are always
under the complete
control of th(‘, oper-

ator, and c.an be in-

sl;antly cliang(j<l as de-

sired.

(For a more com-
plete dc'sc.ription of

the M unton mill, see

Enqmeervmjy ( )ctober
17, ’1890.)

Rolling Fluid Met-
al into Thin RheeU .

—

In 184(5 Sir Henry
Bessenuir mad(‘, some
oxp(uiments on the

numufaeturo of con-

tinuous sluuits of glass,

by i)assing tlu^ semi-

fluid glass from a bath
betw(um a pair of rolls.

On one occasion a

sheet of glass 70 ft.

long and bO in. wide
was |)rodiieed, but the

method was never brought into practical use. Ten years later, by somewhat similar means,

he produced a sheet of iron, 3 or 4 ft. in length and in. thick, pouring the liquid metal
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onto a pair of rolls. He then obtained a patent on the process, but no eonini(M'(dM,! r<‘siilt„s

followed. Experiments have recently been made in the United States on l.lu^ f)i’()(M'ss,

with such a deerree of success that it has already been introduced as a eoranieroia,! proc'oss.

In 1891, forty-five years after his original experiments with glass, Sir Henry Ikissenun* n'a,d

a paper before the Iron and Steel Instituteof Grreat Britain, describing his projJosiMl iindhods

of remedying the defects of his first apparatus. From this paper (see Mu/irieerm(jy Ocitobcr i),

1891), we abstract the following ;

The rolls,Z and if, Pig. 9, consist of two hollowdrums through wliieli a tabular strol axis,

iTJV, passes, and conveys a plentiful supply of water for keeping the rolls cool, d'hc brasses
which support the roll, M, are fixed, while those which support the roll, Z, are movable in a
suitable slide, and are pressed on by a small hydraulic ram, which is in free and iimiitci’'rupl,i‘d

communication with an accumulator, so that at anytime should the feed of metal be in oxct'ss,

the roll, L, will move back and prevent any undue strain
in the machinery, the only result being a slightly increased
thickness at that part of the sheet of metal, a defect
which, as it extends parallel across the whole width of
the sheet, will be easily corrected in the next rolling
operation. The rolls by preference may be made 3 ft. or
4 ft. in diameter, each having a flange on one end only,
and thus form a trough with closed ends for containing
the fluid metal. In order to obtain a regular and quiet
supply of metal, I employ a small iron box or reservoir,
Fig. 10, lined with plumbago or fire-clay; along the bot-
tom of this reservoir some 10 or 20 small holes of about \

Fig. 10,—Metal re.st'.rvoir.

— sju-iuiAi injxco uj. ttxjyuL in. in diamottu* are neatly
molded by a row of conical brass pegs. The reservoir is provided with a long bar or Iiandle
at each end. By means of these bars the reservoir is supported on the side frami‘S, the liars
falling into suitable notches made in the roll frame for that purpose. A pair of rails, D, are
supported on the roll frames, and serve for the conveyance of the ladle, E, wliich i.s inoimlod
on wheels, and. brings the metal direct to the roils, or to any number of pairs of rolls that
may be placed in line. The ladle is provided with one or more valves or stoppers of liio usual
kind, by means of which the supply of metal to the reservoir, P, may bo easily rogulalcd ; the
several small streams from the reservoir will deliver an almost constant quantity of metal
vamni: only slightly as the operator regulates the head of metal in the rcsc'rvoir. From t lie
smallness of the head of metal m the reservoir the several streams will fall (luictlv without

These streams do not fall direct onto the rolls, but into a siniill iiool fortniid
solidifying against the cold surface of the rolls, the metal at all I inicsbeing free from floating slags. The speed of the rolls also afpords a irieans of: r(‘gula.tiiiL; t lu*

quantity of metal reta,med between them
; and as a pair ot 4-ft. rolls would onW .v(|uni to

wfth d?ffe?enM’iniY‘'"'°-®
q^^k-ruLing engine could easily 4 ra‘nv„l,’<lwith differential speed gearing, so as instantly to alter the speed of the rolls to iho v(‘rvextent ever required duringthe rolling process.

- lu lux.s lo i,no vi.i)

The thin sheet of metal, as it emerges from the under side of tlio rolls is ri'cidvcdbetween the eurred guide plates, S and T, to the latter of wliioh a calUia^• bli d > U
guide plate, 6', a similar cutting blade is a ra Cdenly move forward by a cam and cut the thin sheet in two, the piece so mU ,n .4™ -1

passing between the second pair of rolls, F F. from which it again desmmdfU ^^and passes between the third pair of rolls, TT IF, and is dobvered onto atable
;
or it may be allowed to slide down the inclined end of a cistern of water and imlrod

tlou, let US assume the mill to he fitted with a nniV A-f /i-Pf
^ produe-

first pair of roUs eqlal to 50 ft per minute,’ and making w^en flnlshi^rSo '

l'"'

inkmnCdSminuteT^''^^^^^^
dealing with a ladleful of fluid steel formino- it intn^i?i°^

which is the least cosily ituidc of
into thin sheets in the manner proposed

^ * massive ingots m molds, or making it

the prSrfte?his®ex5S7slS -'‘W<dop
success had beenreS rimeri^^^^^^ ‘‘ad burned fln't

yjoe-president of Norton Brother Meanwhile, Mr. lOrlwin Norton.
tmware (see the presidential address of EobertW Hnnt'^lft’

hn qilaje and

same date. Manufaetire of metal bS w rih No
™ No. 40(i;<)44,

mills under these patents are now
Isluiid,

working commercially at Whitestone, Loii<
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N. Y. ; Chicago, 111.; and San Francisco, Cal., it appears that to Mr. Norton is due the
credit of the siiceessfnl introduction of the process of rolling sheets, bars, etc., from fluid
metal, the first experiments on which were made over forty years before by Mr. Bessemer,
just as Mr. Bessemer is entitled to the credit of the suecessfiii introduction of the Bessemer
process, although William Kelly, an American, had experimented with and obtained patents
upon it before ik^sseiner.

W^e illustrate herewith the process patented by Messrs, Norton and Hodgson for rolling rails

and shapes, 'rhe underlying principle is to subject the molten metal to pressure between rolls,

the conformation of the first rolls being such as to compress the flowing metal into very nearly
the shape of tlie finished form ; subsequent rolling is coutiniious, and in a direction to bring

O"'.. li" d f ;)

Noiion’H proceas of rolling fluid luctiil.

to exact size, and i-o further compress the motal ; also the speed of the rolls is such as to pro.

vent damming of the, rnetal
;

that is, the speed is such as to provide for a coutiniious stream
of practically a constant cross-scction. It will be understood that there is very slight press-

ure on the initial rolls
;
these rolls are kept cool by interior water circulation. In the

engravings, Fig. 11 is a plan view of tlm apparatus devised, and Figs. 13, 18, and 14
are, respectively, a central horizont;al section through the axes of the rolls, a vertical sec-

tion on ,7, of Fig. 11, and a side elevation partly in section. The first rolls—in this

instance four in number—are formed at tlieir peripheries so as to present a S|)ace between
them similar to the section of an ordinary rail. Directly over these rolls the molten metal
passes to tlie rolls through the spout or channel. The rollowing description is taken from the
patent specifications : As indicated in Figs. 11, 13, 18, and 14 of the drawings, the working or
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meeting faces or peripheries of the mils, B, are given a shape or configuration to form an
ordinary railroad rail. They may, however, be shaped to ^ive the space or passage, I, any
desired cross-section, and thus produce a bar of any form required. The rolls, B, have beveled
faces, 1)'

,

which meet or roll against each other, and serve as stops for the several rolls against
each other, so that the space or passage, 1), for the metal will always be maintained of a
uniform size, and thus produce the rail or bar of a uniform, cross-section throughout. The
rolls, A, are each made hollow, and preferably with a central web, A', and the shafts, are
also made hollow, so that the w'ater or other cooling fluid or liquid may be made to circulate
through each of the rolls for the purpose of keeping them cool or of the desired temperature.
The hollow shafts, are each furnished with a packing or stuifing-box, d, at each end, by
which they are connected with the inlet and outlet water pipes, D 1)'

.

The pouring bowl or
vessel, (7, is supported by any suitable means above the roils, B, during the pouring operation,
preferably by standards, G\ furnished with adjusting screws, The pouring nozzle, 0, is

preferably furnished with a valve or device, c, for opening and closing the discharge passage.
The hollow shafts, E-, of the rolls are all geared together, sothat they revolve or roll together
at the same surface speed. The gearing employed may preferably be bevel gears, such as
indicated at B'K Two of the shafts, B-, arc also geared together by spur gears, Ah E is

the driving shaft, having a gear, E\ which meshes with a gear, on one of the shafts. Ah
The pouring bowl or nozzle, U, is furni&hed with a guide or shield, extending down to near
the meeting point of the rolls. This is designed to prevent the metal from splattering at the
beginning of the pouring operation. A greater or less number of rolls than four may be
enaployed. A represents a second scries of rolls, arranged preferably directly below the
chilling rolls, A, and between which the bar, oc, passes as it issues from the chilling rolls, A.
The series of rolls, F, are preferably of the same form and construction as the rolls. A, being
hollow and having the same connections for passing water through them, so that they may
operate as chilling rolls as well as to further roll, compress, and finish the rail or bar pro-
duced. The rolls, A, may, however, bo of any ordinary or known construction. The series of
rolls, A, is preferably like the series, A, composed of four rolls revolving together. G- is a
curved guide or conveyer, consisting preferably of a series of rolls or idle pulley wheels,
arranged in a curved path to curve and guide tfao bar as it issues from the I’olls, A, to the
horizontal conveyer or series of rolls, //. Some of the roils, II, are preferably driven and
operated to further roll and straighten the rail or bar, as well as to convey it along or away.
The curved guide, G, also affords some slack in the rail or bar between the chilling rolls and
rolls, M II, to compensate for difference in speed or slipping.

Driving : see Belts and Cranes.

,
ROPE-EAKINO MACHINERY. Hkmp Rope.—Preparation machinery may be divided

into two classes : the drawing or single-chain machine, and the heckling or double-chain

li’iG. 1.—Ilonip-dmving inacliino.

mchme. A ehai n is an eridleBs combination of bars linked together, the distance between eachtwo bars being ecmal. I he bars arc of iron, round or square, varying in size from I in. tol
studded with pins which vary in length, thickness, and distance in about the.ame relative proportions as the bars. The heavier the bar, the coarser the pin, and rioe
largest at the beginning of the preparation, and decreasing in size on each suc-w k 1 1

^ ^ which is moved through guide
oais, placed oii the sides of the machine, in such a way as to keep the pins in a" vertical
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position. The chains are moved by means of a carrier-wheel, consisting of from five to
ten pinions, the distance between each,
or width of the pinions, being equal to
the distance between the bars. The
carrier-wheel is connected to the mo-
tive power by gearing, thus permitting
changes to be made in the speed of the
chain.

The single-chain machine, Pig. 1,

consists of a chain and a pair of fluted
iron rollers, placed close to one end of
the chain. The rollers, or drawing
rolls, as they are called, have a speed of
froin four to six times tliat of the
chain, and in consequence draw the
body of hemp which is on the chain
into a sliver four or six times the orig-

inal length. The term, head of a ma-
chine, refers to the end having the
drawing rollers.

The second class of preparation ma-
chines, Fig. 3, is heavier and stronger
than the machines described.

In addition to tlie chain and drawing
rolls of the first class,those machines pos-

sess a second chain, moving at from one-
sixth to ono-temth the speed of the front

or fast chain, tlio chain nearest the

head of tiie machine. ^Fhesc two chains,

one moving six or ten. times faster than
tlie ol.her, lieciklo or comb tlie hemp,
forming it into a sliver made up ol; the

hemp ilhers, all (‘xtendiiig in tlie same
direction.

We are now rea,dy to understand the

preparation of tlie Iiem]) for the pur-
pose of spi lining. The process of prepar-

ing and spinning Manila, Sisal, Russian,

and AiiK^ricjin liem}) is sut)stantiaHy the

same. The henq) is rt'ceived in tightly

compressed halos, wliich a, re opened, and
each huralle or slieaVO untied and shaken
by hand. It is tiien pjissed through a

softening macliiiKi, consisting of from
six to tmi pairs of lieavy iiutcul iron roll-

ei*s. An oil 8|)rinkler at the head of

this maeliine enables the oiiorator to

distributt? over th(‘. henq) ii quantity of

oil varying according to tlio kind
^

of

hemp, as well as to the use to which
the yarn or rope is t.o be put. The

“ttu U U U
'

o o o o

Pig, 8.—-AmTi.JiomeTit of a set ofhemp madiines.

hemp is softened, the fibers separated, and, in the case of Sisal, is ready for the heckling
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0=^

G>='
^,0

and combing process. In the ease of Manila, owing to the fineness and softness of the hemp
at the top or seed end, the fibers are not separated, but are bunched
together into a towy mass. In order to separate the fiber and re-

move the tow, an operation termed scutching is introduced. A
bunch of hemp is seized at the middle of its length, and the seed or

top end thrown against the rim of a swiftly revolving cylinder.

The rim of this cylinder is thickly stndded with steel pins or blades

about 4 in. long. Being held so that the seed end comes in contact
with the rapidly-moving pins, the hemp is teased out, the fibers

are straightened, and the tow removed from the hemp, and thrown
from the cylinders by centrifugal force. The hemp is sent to the
breaker, Fig. 2, a machine of the second class, on the slow chain of

which it is fed, and firmly held by the pins which pass through it.

In front of the slow chain is the fast chain, the relative speeds being
about as 10 to 1. The hemp being firmly embedded on the slow
chain, and the pins of the fast chain passing through each portion
of the hemp as presented, the fiber is straightened out, and in each
revolution of the fast chain a body of hemp is drawn into a sliver of

ten times the original length. Naturally, this sliver is not even or
uniform throughout its length, due in most cases to irregular feed-

ing, unequal softening of the hemp, and to riding over the pins on
the fast chain. To correct the inequalities, 6 or 8 slivers are fed
on the slow chain of a second breaker, which operation further
completes the separation and straightening of the fiber, and at the
same time makes the sliver more uniform throughout its length.
The subsequent operations are essentially the same as described
above

; 6, 8, or 10 slivers are placed behind spreaders, Fig. 2,

consisting of a slow and a fast chain. The bars in these chains are
in each successive working brought closer together, and also the pins

are finer, and the distance between each two bars or pins made
smaller in each case. Sisal receives from 5 to 8, and Manila
from 4 to 6 workings on the double-chain machines. The sliver

is then considered siilficiently even and the fibers soft and elastic.

A number of such slivers are placed back of a drawing frame or
single-chain machine, Fig. 1, to be drawn to a size which will admit
of its being spun into yarn or thread of from 300 to 600 ft. to 1

lb. The drawing frame, Fi^. 1, is made up of a chain studded with
fine pins, and in place of a fast chain is a pair of fluted iron rollers,

with a speed of four or five times that of the chain. This difference in
speed will reduce the slivers to one-fourth or one-fifth the original
size by drawing them to a single sliver four or five times the original
length. After one or two workings on the drawing frames" the
sliver is ready for the spinning or jenny room, where it is spun or
twisted into yarn of any desired size.

The diagram, Fig. 3, shows the usual arrangement of the various
machines making up a ‘‘set.” The capacity of this set is from
12,000 to lo,(J()0 lbs. per day.

The main defects of this system are the tendency of the fiber to
ride over the pins of the fast chain (which is natural, on account of
the speed of tliis chain\ and in the simco between the last pin in the
detaining chain and the first on the fast, or combing chain, which
is of necessity so great as to let a portion of the stock go from one
to the other without being cleaned, combed, and straightened.
These defects cause an amount of raw or unworked hemp to show
in the sliver, and render the number of successive operations neces-
sary to repair this fault.

The machinery, as described and illustrated above, is the type in
general use throughout the United States.

Fig. 4 shows the style of chain used in foreign preparation
machinery. The great dilferenee between these machines and those
previously described is in the mode of drawing the bars or gills. As
we have seen, in the former machines the bars are driven by a carrier-
wheel, but the bars in this machine are driven by a horizontal screw,
which forces the pins in and out of the fiber at right angles. The
front chain in this machine consists of two sets of bars, one above the
other, shown by Fig. 4, producing an absolute certainty of action, as
the pins in the bars intersect and prevent any possibility of the fibers
riding over the points of the pins. And on account of* the intersect-
ing bars there are twice the number of pins in action at the same time as would be in the
case of the machine shown in Fig. 3. The action of this machine is, theret'oi'e. much better
than that of the former set. There still remains the faxilt due to the distance between the
chains,,

I'he latest form of preparation machine invented by A. W. Montgomery, New York, is

©S5

O

7
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sbowii in Fig. 5. It embraces tlie advantages of the old lapper system, and of the Good or

two-chain system. This machine consists of the detaining roller, with withdrawing pins of

Fiu. 5.--Montgomery breaker.

the former, close in front of which is the fast chain of the latter system. In this machine the

distance between the detaining pin and combing pin is only (> or 7 in. Hence only a small

portion of the fiber escapes the heckling action in the first woi’king throvigli the macliine,

and is prett y sure to bo thoroughly
cleaned and straiglitencd the second
t,iine through, d’he (diain talvcs the

liemp frorn tlio eylind(n% on a line

tangent to tlie cletivining cylinder,

tliiis forcing the hemp firinly be-

tween the pins and on tiliebars. The
di’iiw at this point is muirly constant.

Immediai.oly in front of the chain

are t he drawing rollers, which, draw-
ing tlio hem}) in aho nt, the proportion

o(! one iiO one and ontvhalf, forms it

into a compact si iver. Five workings
on i.his system accomplish tlie work
done by tfic system represented above.

Four workings on machines similar

to Fig. 5, and one drawing, fits tlie

sliver for the spinning-room. The

Fig. 7.—Hemp spinning-jenny.

chain, in front of which is the flier containing a pair of capstan wheels. Bach revolution of

the llier causes the capstan wheels to draw in a certain uniform amount of sliver, hach

48

ri. rin
k \ i

V i

0 0 0 0 0

Fig. (i.—Arraiigetnont, Montgomery Hyntoin.
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revolution of the flier puts one turn into the hemp drawn through, I'onning it into a, IhiT'ud
;

and at the same time winds an equal amount of spun yarn on the bobbin, which Iiohls rJjout

15 Ihs. The bobbins are sent to the rope-walk or rope-inachine room to be imide into mpe.
Hope of a diameter of f in. or less is made on rope machines, Pigs. 8 and 9.

^

That of hir^mr

diameter is made in the rope-walk, although rope machines have been built to inak(' tln^

larger sizef?. Pig. 8 represents the ‘‘former/’ on which the yarns are twisted into sirjinds,

and Pi^. 9 the layer, on which these strands are “ laid up ” into rope. Tlie size of a rope

determines the number of threads necessary to make it. One-third this nuinl)er ar(3 twisted

together into a strand when a hawser-laid rope is wanted, and onc-fourtli wdien a shroud-
laid rope is required. Either the three or four strands, as the case may be, ai'o in turn
twisted together to form a rope. The two operations are performed a,t tlio sam(3 tinn^ on
some rope machines, but separately on others and in the rope-walk. A descriptioti of the
rope-walk process will suffice for both. In the rope-walk the bobbins are inouuted upon a
rack

;
the requisite number of threads to make a strand are passed through the same nuiu-

her of holes in a perforated plate to ^nd through a trumpet-shaped tube, and fastcmed t,o a
hook on the forming machine. This hook can be geared to revolve a dcfinito number of
times per each foot of travel of the “former

;
” in this way a regular amount of turn i.s put

into the strand. The turn varies with the size of the strand, more turn being r<aiuir(‘d in
the small than in the large sizes. The length of the track limits the travel of the “ foinner ”

and the length of the strand. Six strands are usually made at one time. As tminy stninds
as are required for the rope are stretched at full length along the walk, and a,tt;a(di('(l at (‘aeh
end to hooks on the laying machines—the foreboard, being at one end, is stationary, and tlie

Fig. 8.—Strand-forming machine.

traveller at the other moves up and down the walk. The hooks of both mafliitU's aro .S(!t,

*he -‘foreturn” placed in the strand during tlio fontiiiiK process.Why this step IS neeessa^ has been explained. At one of the “layiiiK” mac.lihu\s each
strand is m turn removed from its hook and laid in one of three oqnidistant oi>iic.ti(ric

Cn?a/ ooD.e-sliaped block called a “top,” and then fastened himthor on tin*' ccutorhook of the machine. The hooks of the two machines are now sot rovolvinp-, the direct,ion

ff/Td ft r® ®"ft
*‘’'1 °PPfit/ f at the other end. As a cous”a

1
ncn<•.^ la'inp:

1

t'l® °ther end to three hooks, tho .strands turn ortwist on themselves at the end where there is one hook. As the twist is comimndc'disi lothe strands between the single hook and the “top,” the latter is m shed 1 /the laid rope behind it. Care must be exeroisef in guiding the hlS f,,r nn Vf , , i h rn

Ite

the firmness of the rope, as well as the regular and uniform cliaructcr of

m :

‘ ropes is said to lessen their strength, and vvlmu cvposcil

frdt m ff *’rabihty also. We believe that the use of it In staruUng rigidlm i

‘

sofl/nA ®^P™sion by alternate wet and dry weather' ” iTaswcl!speaks of tarred ropes being 2o per cent, weaker than white or imtarred rn cs if wS i.hemp rope agrees with the eonolusion laid down by both writers • but the Mmiilii find Sisal

amsh . t.fSfoiTJilto “S Ifo'To 84^%”'?, ’T
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was liigh eiiougli to cause it to crisp, and hence by impairing tlie elasticity and stretch of

the rope, cause it to l)reak at froin 20 to 35 per cent, less weight than before it was tarred.

By the use of the Montgomery tarring process, the necessity for the high temperature

of the tar bath is avoided, and tlie rope is treated to a bath at 14' to 150® P. Rope so

treated is uniformly tarred, and at least maintains, if it does not improve, its strength.

This process liquefies but does not evaporate the tar, as happens when the tar is heated

to and maintained at a high temperature. The light oils, and even the carbolic oils, of

tar will be driven off at the temperature of 250®, and in a short time there would be

nothing left but Imrd pitch. Hope tarred with such a substance will immediately upon its

removal from the bath become hard and stiff, while for actual use tarred rope should be soft

and pliable. In the latter case the life of the tarred rope is equal to, if not greater than, of a

lltiM

Fid. D.—Kopd- laying niiichluc.

white rope of the same size
;
and at lh(^ same tiim^ llie amonnt of expansion and contraction

is rcduco<l to rninimum. Russian an<l American hem}), being soft ami s})ongy in tlicir

nature, absorl) the tar, swelling tlu^ liber, and consequently lessening its Ht,ret,(;h. With
the hard and wiry liber of Manila and Sisal, on tlio other hand, tlio l/ar rcunains upon the

outside, a,Giving as a preservative against the wcatluT. A pecullantv a,bout tarred ropes is

that the tliree strjuids are liable to l)reak at one time. In the case ol* wliito rope, one strand

breaks wliilc the remaining two set themselves, and will stand nearly seven-ninths, instead

of two thirds, tlie strain wliieli caused the first sti-and to part. In iiraistiee the grea;test num-
ber of brea,ks oecur at the s})lices, caused iirobably by the sawing of a strand on il;s neighbor.

The more turn or harder laid the ro})e, the stronger it is. Tliis, however, is true only up

to a certain limit, as excessive turn would of itself cut the rope. ‘Clard turn ropes wore

found to be fully 10 |>er cent, stronger than ordimiry turn rojics.

Recent tests made a,l; the Watertown Arsenal, to determine the breaking sirain of Manila

ro|)e, gaive as the sirongtli per s(|uaro inch of section 9,500 lbs., when the ro|)e was clear of

splices, and 7,()()0 llis. when sj)liced.

Wire-rope M'aouines.— Laid Eop^.-’ln the construction of roping known as

“tlie bang lay,’' the wires forniing tlio strands, and the strands comprising the rope, are

all laid in the same direction. U})on comparing the two illustrations, Figs. 10 and 11, the

dillorence lietween an ordinary rope and one accord-

ing to the last-mentioned construction will be readily

apiiarent. In Fig. 11, it will be noticed that both the

wires conqiosing the strands and the strands forming

the rope are laid in a riglit-haiid direction, and, con-

soixuently, the

^ eompoiient
I'M. 10.-.-Ordnmry rope.

wires follow a

(lext,ral spiral axially lo tho rope. An advantoge of

this construction is that a longer continuous sur-
'

face of any wire is exposed to wear, and the crowns

of tho strands are less pronounced; therefore, whilst Fro- 11.--Lang’s rope,

more uniform wear is promoted, the cutting ton-
. ,

dency of the wires is reduced, and tho durability of the rope correspondingly increased.

Latch and BaMoT^BLoclml-coilliope,'-^^^ incorporated in this manufacture

Fro. 11.—Lang’s rope.
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consists in the employment of various suitably shaped wires, which, when closed togetlier,

interlock and present a structure with a uniform wearing surface, in which each eoinporiont
wire is permanently held in its proper normal position. The transverse section. Fig. i2,

shows a rope composed of an ordinary wire core, around wiiicli a, stnh's

cylindrical and radial wires are closed, followed by an outside shell of
sectional wires, which are locked or held down in position. The various
succeeding layers of wires are laid in alternate directions

—

i.e,, one l.o the

as in t!u‘> nifimifiwttun^ of
some compound strands previously referred to.

Tli&^ modern type of wire-stranding and rope-elosinq fnatdiineri/ is

shown in Pigs. 13 and 14. The selected wires of requisitti gauge are eoii-

PiG. 12.—Wire rope Gained or coiled upon the bobbins shown, or mounted in the “ ilyers,*’'

section. carried by the circular frame, which is fixed to a horizontal shaft- mounted
in bearings, so as to be free to revolve through the intervention of a{)|)ro-

priate gearing. The outer ends of the wires are passed through ajoertures pi'ovidod in t liC!

annular framing and nozzle plate running in the headstoek bearing, and thencui ar(^ carritul
through the fixed closing block or die—shown closed by means of the weighted lover—to i.hi^

Pig. 12.—Wire rope
section.

Pig. 13.—Wire-stranding machine.

thrOTffh
centrally from the back of the inachiru

core, till

tlU’i l)Oll'

Pig . 14.—Wire-rope closing machine

.

nozzll ^atel^ladXawn through «""°entratc(l at, tlie
wUhout bendin, or atraioin, t£
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unequal running? of the bobbins is inj^eniously pushed back from the aforesaid die. The
bobbins mounted in the flyers, or fork-shaped frames, are controlled by an eccentric motion
at the back of the machine, as shown in the closing]: machine, 14, so that whilst the
circular carrying- frame revolves, they are always maintained in a vertical attitude, in order
to prevent any individual twisting of the wires, Pach bobbin is mounted on an independent
transverse axis, and provided with a tension band and adjusting screw, so that they may be
set to pay tlie wire out uniformly. The draw-off drum at tlio"opi)ositc end of the machine
is driven by a train of gearing actuatod by a spur-wheel fixed on the revolving portion of the
machine, and proportioned to drive tlie said drum at a determined peripheral speed, in order
to obtain a required length of lay in the strand. In other words, as the revolving portion of
tlie machine makes one complete revolution, the draw-off drum receives an angular move-
ment, dependent upon the nroportion of lay desired, tlie variat ion of lays being obtained by the
employment of “eliange wlieels.” The finished strands are wound upon reels or bobbins, and
are afterward placed in the flyers of the closing or rope-making machines, such as repre-
sented at Pig. I t, before referred to. This only differs from the stranding machine
explained iiuismueh tliat the bobbins are usually confined to six in number, and that they
are loaded wit li strands in lieu of wires. Closing machines are, however, run at lower speeds—c.g,, from 30 to 50 rcvolutioiis per minute—whilst those for stranding are run up to from
75 to 150 revolutions, and some even up to 300 revolutions per minute.

liougliiiig Pi’tiine : see Cotton-spinning Machines.
Routing' Miichluo : see Boring

Machines and Carving Macliines,

Rounding and Straightening
Machines : see Iron-working Ma.-

chinory.

ROUTINE MACHINES. A
routing maeliine may lie used for

carving or for working away the
spaces between rais(*d portions of

relief-engraving bloeivs, or for
gaining. A species of gaining is

string-routing, or lotting in the

risers and treads of sitC[)S.

The string-rout ing maeliine
shown in Pig” 1 is made by P.
Pryibil ol! New York ( ity. ddiero

arc two swingingarms swivtded to

each other, and to a liracdcet fast,-

ened to a iiost on the wall, dlie

end of the second or o viler joint of

the arm carrii's a dove-tail cutler,

and can be moved freely in any
direction by two handles fastened
to the two a,rms. 1110 arms are
liollow to give liglitness and stilf-

ness, and the swivel bearings are
very long. Tliere is a vertical ad-
justment to rogulalie

the deptli of cut, and
an adjustalilo step. The
machine is used with
forms made of three

thicknesses of h a r d
wood glued together,

with the grain cross-

ing. 'To use th(‘m and
the maeliine the string

piece is marked out
111 tlie usual nianiKU’,

and laid on tlie table oi’

tlie ma,chine
;
the form

is j)hi(a'(l then'on and
fast-eiK'd t,o it. by two
damping screws. Tlie

cutter is then fed in,

guided liy the form, and
cuts out the material to

form tlie I'iser, tread,

nose, and wedges. The
same form produces
both right and left-hand

runs.
Fiv., l.-“Thc JPoibil tiiruig-routiug umcliino.

Roving Frame : see Cotton-spinning Machinery.
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SAFES AND YAULTS. I.

maker is now devoted to the
deposit companies. .

Burglar. PROOF CoNSTEUCTioN.—The highest skill of the safe-
construction of strong-rooms £^,nd vaults for banks and safe-

8afe-deposit and BanhYaults.—^Wig 1

tended to be proof against not only fire and
represents a front elevation of a struetiiro in-
burglars, but the depredations of a riotous mob.

stone or brick, 2 ft. in thickness and laidvanii rests upon a foundation especially prepared for it, and is usually
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erected within and apart from the walls of the edifice in which it is located, so that it may
be patrolled on all its sides by watchmen, or by an armed force, should necessity require.

When the space within a building to be occupied by the vault is contracted, a fire-proof

composition, 0 in. ihick, sustained "within an iron shell or cladding, is sometimes substituted

for the thicker wall ot stone or brick.

The architectural design of tliese structures may bo severely plain, as shown in the en-

graving, or may be cmbelliBlied with brick and terra cotta, or by cast-iron base moldings

and pediment, when the outside wall or cladding is ot iron.

Fig. *3 represents, however, the plan of a medium cost vault, and shows the steel walls

surrounded by brickwork, together with the entrance, which consists of a steel vestibule

with inner folding-doors and a single outer door. Many safe-deposit vaults are built with

two openings or entrances instead of one. The number of patrons to be accomniodated ren-

ders it desirable to use one set of doors as an entrance, and tlie second set of doors as a

means of departure from the vault.

There is, however, another and far more important reason for the use of two openings.

Untold expense and annoyance would be entailed upon the patrons and officials of a safe-

deposit or bank vault sliould the locking mechanism of the doors become disarranged over

niglit, and tliereby prevent access to the vault at tlio regular hour for opening up for business

Fua a.—Marvin vault, Section.

in the morning, as might happen, despite all reasonable care, if but one entrance is provided.

That the locks on botli sets of entrances, where two openings are |)rovided, should cause

trouble at the same moment is a contingency so remote as to bo removed froni tin) necessity

for consideration. The vaults of the Marvin Safe Oo. are construeted in tlie lollowing

A cormvr section of the walls of the vault is shown in lug. 8, together tlie junction

of tlie walls witfi the vestibule
;
the jamb and a part of tlie lott-liand fohimg inner door ;

and the iamb and a part of the outer or main door. The outer frame ot tlio vault is made

of 6x0x1 in. angles of welded chrome steel and iron, bent and weh ed at the corners to

form tripod sectiiins. The panels formed by this frame are lilled in with plates ol the sarne

material a,ml f hicdniess. All edges of the angles and plates are rabhetcMl one-lnill th('ir i.lnck.

ness and with .1 in. lap, and engage with similar rabbets wherever plates and^ a,ngles abut,

each other. The second layer is formed of plates of welded clirome st etd and iron , in m
thickness. All the corners of the second layer are formed of angles wrought troiu l.lie plates.

Tli(‘. i>la,t(^sol: the second layer are placed at right angles to those of the outer hxycr, and are

secured to the latter with welded steel and iron counter-sunk bolts ! in. in diameter ami

spaced not more than lb in. from centers. These bolts pass through tlie secotid hiyer min

but not, through the outer layer, the purpose being to “ lilind all fastenings on the sui face.

The third and fourth layers are also of i-in. welded chrome steel and iron, turned at the
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corners to form angles. The third layer is placed at right angles to the second layer, and

secured thereto with the f-in. welded steel and iron bolts, which pass through the third

layer, and are tapped into the full thickness of the second layer. The fourth layer parallels

the second layer, and is bolted to the

third layer by the f-in. welded steel and
iron bolts passing through the fourth

layer. The fifth or final layer is of Bes-

semer steel plates, i in. in thickness, se-

cured. to the fourth layer by similar bolts

to those used in the preceding layers.

The total thickness is 3 in., but the thick-

ness is varied by the addition to, or reduced

by taking from, the number of plates or

layers in the vault, according to the de-

gree of security desired. The vestibule

IS constructed of the same material and
ill the same manner as the body of the

vault, except that in most eases its thick-

ness is increased i in. over that of the

vault itself The vestibule is usually tel-

escoped into the vault, as shown, and is

joined to the walls of the vault with re-

versed angles, as shown. The outer or

main door is usually made 5 in. thick, of

alternate layers of‘ the five-ply welded

chrome steel and iron, as shown, secured

together with the f-in. welded steel and
iron bolts, placed at average distances of

8 in. from centers, and great care being

observed, as in bolting the layers of the

vault, that no two bolts align each other.

The bolt frame is of steel, forged into a

continuous frame, and secured to the

inner edge of the door by conical bolts,
Entrance to Herring vault.

made of" the best wrought iron, with the conical parts of hardened welded chrome steel

and iron. These bolts start with and extend through the sixth, seventh, and eighth layers

into and through the bolt frame. The inner doors are made folding, as shown in Fig. 2,

and the right-band door overlaps and interlocks with the left-hand. These d<3ors are usually
made 8-} to 4: in. in tluekness of mate-
rials, and put together in the same
manner as already described for the
outer door. Through the bolt frame
of the outer door extend not less than
twenty-four round revolving steel bolts,

each 2 in. in diameter. They are
checked by the time-lock and by two
four-wheel combination locks, so ar-

ranged as to require that both locks

must be unlocked before the bolts can
be retracted. They are further ar-

ranged so that, if desired, one of the
locks wi 11 release the bol t- work. Each
inner door is fitted with not less than
sixteen round revolving holts, 1? in. in

diameter, also cheeked by two four-

wheel combination locks, so arranged
that one lock, at least, on each door
must be unlocked before the bolt-work
of either door can be retracted. The
lock and bolt-work spindles are of steel,

in conical sections, closely ground to

fit, and packed so as to be absolutely
proof against the introduction of ex-

plosives. 'they can be neither driven
in or drawn out, and by reason of

their peculiar construction do not
develop the structural weakness which
appears in former methods of spindle

construction. In addition to the locks

on both the outer and inner doors, each
Eig. 5.—Vault, Chemical Bank, New York.

door is equipped with a gravity device, to operate the instant the locks are forced from
the inner surface of the dcK)rs, so that the doors will remain locked or fastened, even though
the locks themselves should by any means be driven from their fastenings. All the doors
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are hung to compound hinges with a vertical part and two cross-arms. They operate in an
anti-friction or ball-hearing cup, and are so arranged that
tlie sag of the door may be easily taken up. Tlie finish
of the locks, bolt frames, and bolt-work is very elaborate,
and is protected from rust and dust by being enclosed be-
hind plate-glass doors, luing to the inside of the bolt
frames. The day gate is usually hung back of the vesti-
bule doors, and is made of polished steel vertical bars,
with fiat polished frames and cross-bars, tipped with
polished brass ornaments. It is hung to gi‘avity hinges,
and is fitted with a key-lock and lock-guard plate.

Within a very recent period the doors of several vaults
and safes have been built by this company with what is

termed “ automatic bolt-work or bolt-actuating de-
vices.” The “automatic device” aims at a 6‘aZ'iV door
without any lock or bolt-work spindles piercing it. The
operation of locking is accomplished automatically, in
closing the door, by means of the tripping lever, locateci

on the outer edge of the bolt frame, which impinges
against the jamb of the vault or safe when the door is

closed releasing the locking springs, which thereupon
shoot the bolts behind tlio jamb and lock tlie door.
The door will them remain locked for the number of
hours for which the time-lock is set. When the proper
time arrives the hand of the time-lock will remove the
hook which connects with the compound levers, and tlie

unlocking sailings will thereupon bo released and the
bolts retracted. All “automatic bolt-work ” and their
kindred devices are, as yet, in tlie cxporimontal stage.,

and it is not claimed that t.liey liavo been fully perfected.
Among t\\() more notalile bank and safe-deposit vaults

are those built in the manner above descrilied. liy the
T)rexel. Morgan Cb., and the Garfield Safe-Deposit Co., of

Fig. (5.—Vault, Chemical l^aiik.

Marvin Safe Co. for Messrs.
New York City. Other important vaults are
those (jonstructed liy Messrs. 1 lerring & Co.

,

of New York, for i,he Ifiueoln Safe-Deposit
Co., and the (fiiernical National Bank. Tlie

entrance to tlie great vaulli of die Ijincoln

Safe-Deposit (’o. is represented in Fig. 4.

This is constructed of iron, steel and iron

welded, homogeneous phitcsof liard and soft

steel and Fraiiklinito. The vault is (Uitored

through the hirgest a,nd strongest sahy doors
ever nuule. There ai'o four sets of double
doors, luiving a condiincd weight of 48 tons,

and yet they are easily o|)ened and clos(‘d by
means of })'at(mi-lever hinges. Massive and
highly polislu'd bolts siKuire the doors on both
sides,' ion and bol.tom. These bolts arc

cliecked hy I)(‘xter douhh' bank locks and

7^"'”

Fkj. 7.—"Railroad iron vault.

Fla. 8.—-Mavviii safe.

improved time-locks. Ornate doors of open
wrouglit-iron w o r k are

provided for use during
liusiness hours. The vault

of the Chemical National
Banlv of New York City is

illustrated, in Figs. 5 and
6. The vault occupies two
floors, and weighs, oxt'lii-

sivo of the masonry, almost

200,000 lbs. Botli iqipor

and lower vaults are pro-

vided with two iuTKH,* or

b u r g 1 a r - p r o o f doors.

These are 8 in. in thick-

ness, and each door weighs
a little less than 22,000
lbs. Inside of these doors
in turn are iron gates for

use during business hours.

Tlie massive doors just

referred to have tongues
and grooves which inter-

lock with corresponding
tongues and grooves in
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Fig. 9.—Herring safe.

each jamb, so that when closed the doors are firmly keyed to the body of the structure.
There are 20 steel bolts in each door, which secure it on all sides. These doors are
made fast by two Dexter bank locks, which may be unlocked by either of two dials. They are
safe against a lockout, or they maybe arranged to require the presence of two persons, each
one controlling a dial with a
distinct combination. Besides
this, each one of the outer strong
doors has a time lock attached.
This, however, is not the only pro-
tection against burglars. Inside
the vaults are 12 Herring’s safes,

in which the many securities and
different funds of the bank are
kept separate, fixing individual
responsibility to the last degree.
Eeferring again to the upper
vault, the fire-proof easing ex-

tends back of it to the wall, pro-
viding a space in which the books
of the bank are stored for safety
against fire. Referring to the cut,
the door shown at the'”right in the
upper vault leads to the book re-

ceptacle just described. It would
seem that the precautions taken
against loss by robbery or by fire

in this bank are as great as may
be. In the first place, there is the
fire-proof builcling already de-
scribed

; next the fire-proof easing
of the vault, inside of which is the
vault proper, and then, in turn,
inside of this are safes of the most
thorough construction. In view of the fact that the bank has resources ainoimting to some
$30,000,000, the need of these precautions will bo appreciated.

Type of vault, constructed of plate steel and railroad rails, is represented in Fig. 7.

Burglar-proof safes are constructed in the same manner and in the same materials as
va,iilts, being in

fact little more
than miniature re-

prochiotions of the
latter. Fig. 8rep-
r e s 0 n t s a new
form of Marvin
safe, made of stf^el

and provided with
an inner ehesr.

Fig. 0 is a solid-

door bankers' safe,

made by Messrs.
ITerring & Co.,

w h i c h has the
no\'el featyiiro of a
solid out;er door,

w i t li a smooth
steel surface, iin-

p 0 n o t r a t c d by
spindle or arbor.

When tlio time-
lock has ludocked
at the time set, the
bolts may be oper-
ated l)y a mechan-
ical attachment on
tlie inside of the

,
. _ ,T i T ,

sate door. A lock-
ing bry IS moved so that the door has a slight play. It is then given an in-and-0Tii< move-
ment by means of a earn leverage on the outside of the door. This works the attachment
and unlocks the strong bolts. It is arbitrary in its action, not depending upon springs or

Among the late improvernents in safe manufacture, applied by Messrs. Herring & Co., are
a new form of hinge, by which the tongued and grooved door is withdrawn perfectly square
and true from the jambs in the body of the safe until it is free from the groove with which it
interlocks. Safe bodies are made of solid hard and soft steel, or steel and iron welded plates
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and angles. The front and back frames are made solid, with welded corners, and the
body between these frames is a solid hoop. The back plate is one piece, which is rabbeted
into the frame. Bank safes and vault doors are constructed with outside plates 1 in. thick.

A step is planed on the edge of the doors, and the plates
wliere tlicy join are also rabbeted. The lock and bolt spin-
dles, as now made by Herring & Co., are provided with a gas-
ket which renders them air-tiglit. ddie spindle is a ground fit,

and is constructed of the same metal as the safe door. In
every case the spindles terminate on the inside, n,gainst the
‘:.olid bolt frame, and operate th(‘ locks by geared wheels, whieh
offset. A new bolt attaednnent liohls fast tlie bolts in the event
of the lock being detached by concussion, or any other mea,ns,
so even if tlio lock and the spindles are destroyed the bolts will
be held secure.

II. BhitE-PiiooF CoKsrnijcTioN.—ln Pigs. 10 and 11 is

shown the eonstrucl.ion of tiio latest form of Marvin fire-proof
safe. Both th(3 stepjied front frame, in which the door sets, and
the fra,mo of the door itself, are shown by the heavy black
lines, Pig. 10, separated by a fine wliite line, whieh marks tlie

joint or opening between the.door and the front frame. This
stepped front fmino is constructed to form a tongue and
groove witli one of its steps—hero sliown as the second one

—

which extends along or around the door opening, side and top
and bottom of said stepped front frame, but "not down the
side against winch the back or hinged side of door sets. The
door itself is made with a corresponding tongue and groove on
like sides, so that the tongue of the frame and the door interlock
b^y the fit of the tongue of eacli one in the groove of tlio otlier,

said tongues breaking joint witli the frame and its door. Tlio door is constructed on its

liingo side with a heel tongue or iirojeeting Ihingo wliicli extends a,long its entire side, from
top to bottom, without a break. When the, door is closed, this flange is projected into a
groove of corresix,aiding size, within the first step of the front frame, thus closing and break-
ing tlio joint, crack', or opening between the door and ste|)|)ed front frame at t,lie liingeil, side.

A recess in the inner rac(‘, of the door receives a sh(*athing of inaterijil wiiich is a non-con-
ductor of heat, and forms an air chamber whicli prcwents eoininuniiiatiori of li eat from the
iron-work of the door to the contiMits of l.he safe. The hingess ar(^ a,rmealed aiiicl are riveted to
the outside of the do(;)r and the front [ilato. MTie main olije.ct of t,he improveiuents in tliis

safe is to prove-nt optmingof the joints, due to warping of the friime. l''hi:^ latter is made of
solid forged metal, and in fa,ct is a eontiiiuoiis, four-sided aiigh^-iron, (mnstriKtiied of a suita-
ble size to fit, over and riKahve wit,bin it. tlie hack portion of the outer walls of tlie body. It

has a slot in it;s lower side to receive a liaek jilatio, wliieh, after lioing slid to its jilatui,

Pig. 11, is secured by ase[)a,rate bottom jiiocc, closing tlio gap in the bottom of the angle-iron
frame, and is in turn fiisteiKMl liy rivets t,o said angle-iron frame. The back plate is furtber
secured by fastenings passing tlirough the outer angle-iron fra,mo, throvigli the back plate,

and entering a,n inside syst,em of angles. 1’'lie cotiTlnuous angle-ii*on franie prevents the
fire-proof filling working out through the joints, and strengtliens tlio safe.

Sampler : see Ore Sampling.
SANDPAl^ElUNd MACHINES. Sandpapering machinery, with which maybe included

finishing niacliines using sanding belts, and sanding cylinders and cones, are of great variety,

according to the class of work
wliich they arc to perform. Tlio

function of all is tlie same : to

remove rouglincss and produce a

smootlilj finished surface. ''J’lieir

action is often siqiplemcntod by
polishing attachments, wliich put
upon the wood a luster, and give it

a smooth, velvety feel whicIi more
sandpaper or it,s cquival(>nt could
not impart.

Tlie sand-lielt macliirio shown
in Pig. 1 is for |)olishing the body of

wagon and carriage s|)ol\es, and also

for tinislii ng neck yokes, single trees,

handles, and si tn i lar articles. There
are two sand-licIt inilleys, having
parallel liorizontal axes, tlio dis-

tance b(h,w(‘(ui whicli may be regu-
lated by hand wheels and screws

;
Fig, l.-Sand-helt luadiha^.

the artieh', to be polished is held

between (umtc'.rs supported liy radial parallel arms, swinging on an axis parallel with those

of the bolt pulleys. One of these eentiers may be turned by a hand crank, so as to present

every side of the piece in succession
;
the other is a dead-center.
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Another type is known as the bracket machine, being designed to attach to a wall or post.

There is a bracket bearing ayertieal pulley spindle, and a hinged arm, the outer end of which
has a vertical spindle, on the lower end of which there is a drum covered with sandpaper upon
its lower head. The rotation of the sandpaper drum, and the traverse of the hinged arm in

every direction in a horizontal plane, enable the machine to cover the entire surface of a door,

or similar plane piece, and at tlie same time do work that is reasonably free from scratches.

The sandpaper disk is vertically adjustable to different thicknesses of stock, and has a spring
handle to regulate the pressure on the surface, and a suction fan to carry away the dust.

Another form of this machine has, instead of a bracket, a column placed near a cast-iron

table, upon which the door or other piece is placed, and the hinged arm has more joints.

In the column is placed the exhaust fan.

Another machine has a single vertical spindle, bearing a plain cylindrical drum or tube
of small diameter, covered with sandpaper on its convex surface, and is useful for finishing
the internal and external curves of scroll-sawed work. The spindle in the best of such
machines moves automatically up and down by a crank and pitman, as it rotates, so as to
free the surface of the work from scores. A development of this type has two such spindles,
placed about d ft. apart, and one bearing a large and the other a small cylinder or tube,
these working in curves of either large or small radius. In these, each spindle has a verti-

cal reciprocating as well as a rotary movement
;

tlie former being produced by cranks at
each end of a shaft, running across the frame at the bottom of the spindles.

A triple-drum sandpapering machine, shown in Fig. 2, is for sandpapering planed sur-

Fig. 2.--Triplc-dnnu Hundpaptiriiig inauhiuo.

faces for furniture, pianos, etc., where the work is to bo varnished or painted. There are
three drums, made of steel, on which the sandpaper is placed, its grade l)eing according to
the work to be done. The fii-st drum carries coarse paper, the second a fine grade for
smoothing, and the third a finer grade for polishing. Mach of these drums has lateral oscil-
lation across the material, to prevent the formation of lengthwise scores, which would be the
ease if the material moved straight, and the rolls had no sucli endwise vibra,tion. Tlie feed
rolls are eight in number, four above and four below the platen, arid are driven Iiy a train
of expansion gearing. They are so placed that the material will pass between the up|)er and
lower sets, and open to receive material 8 in. thick. The lower rollers are placed one each
side of the drum, each roller being in a separate bed-plate, which is adjustable with the roller,
and the roller has a separate adjustment from the bod-plate. Bach bed-plate can be set to
gauge the amount of cut to each drum, or all the bed-plates can be set in line, and the drums
set to the cut desired above this line. The upper rollers are mounted in a frame over the
corresponding lower rollers. The pressure rolls are three in number, one over each drum, to
hold the material firmly to them, and ai’e separately adjustable by hand wheels in front, which
operate worms and worm gears.

There has been prodneed one machine which will joint and sandpaper the meeting rails of
sash. The sash is placed on a movable carriage, with the meeting rail resting against ad-
justable stops, by which a heavy or a light ent_ may be obtained, as desired. The sash while
passing through the machine is held in position by springs, by which means the meeting
rails are wonced to the same thickness. The jointing is done by a rotation cutter head on the
vertical axes of one side of the machine, and the sandpapering‘head or drum is borne by a
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1 ’I u fr
' '® '^'^kinff surfaoe praetioally in line with that of the cutter

1 iwi h/IlMSttr H
pui<'ing and sanding is eighty windows per hour. There is a plow^

m,7dp lr «l ,

*;)? placed against a gauge on the lower table, at an
mi„l( <>t alinul. .>() , an l the .stilo bored with one bit to receive the cord. The sash is then

I 1 „ • i. J 1
, ivjiU IjU ItJUUiVU bllB CUiU. J lit; DCUOll lo LllV.*!!

E i
grooved or plowed to the hole, so that the

coKiean be lUNiAii) Knotted and slipped into the hole, and the wmo-ht nf t.ho sash will draw(•(

the
^ slipped into the hole, and the weight of the sash will draw

knot to th(U>oltoin. ^

Hand Wlietd : si'c On'-dressing Machinery.
SASII M VCin^hS. Wood-working machinery includes not merely machines for cutting

mat.crial, hu , t hose lor clamping, bending, etc. Sash and door manufacturers make use of
ma<mnies which (damp up sash, and, where they are glned, hold them while the glue is
drvingo One vurHd y has heavy plate sides and guards, and on the top there are two heavy
nuls, in whifli are inounted (lorner bars for holding the sash. These are pivoteii to traveling
phitt's, through wbudi pass riglit and left-hand screws, by which each corner can be moved an
exart distanci* iroia tdic center, and at the same time remain in a fixed rigid position. A

(damping bus a sajademmital treadle wliieh I’eleascs the door, and allows the clamp to open,
in the door and .sash clarn|)ing machine made by the H. B. Smith Machine Co. there

ar(‘ two draw lains, and yory^ short stiff compression members; and the lever connections
forni a knuekh^joint, whhdi ill use just passes a central point, thus retaining the clamp in
position nut i I ndi'asiMl. riie, lulerum of the treadle which actuates this toggle and clamps the
frariu's is adjustal>h‘. so as to niako more or less movement on the clamps, as may be required,
thud) rt'Cidving rail has long dogs for doors, and short ones for blinds. For sash clamping,
thi'reaiv employi'd four corner dogs, pivoted on iron plates which may be fastened on tlie

imu diine.

In a rtdisliing machine brought out by the H. B. Smith Co. there is a square main

Fio. 1.—Sash, boring and plowing.

taldfg b(*aringa nmndnd ufion wTiich there are two sets of saws, one at each end. TIku’g are
allmditMl to ilu' main labh^ two glued up wooden tables, borne by brackets, and having vtvr-

ticfil adjtmlnumi, as also sliding motion to and from the saws. The rail is first platted on tlie

Ifd’idiaiid t ahlo. wliicdi is shovisl back to the saws, making tlio angling cut. It is tlien placed
on l b<‘ right . band tnhh*. which is shoved back to the saws, and then by a treadle the riglit-

tuuid tat»le i H'aring Urn sl.ocdv is raised, to racket two small circular saws borne by horizontal

mnndrtds ai, right, anghis to ilii' main saw arbor. These cut the relish, and the wedges drop
into a, box or liaslu^t. on ihci floor. The angle, width, and depth of the relish are regidatablo

bv ga,ugcs niui stop dogs.

A spi>(-i;i! maebino. h’ig. 1 ,
for sash boring and plowing, intended, as its name implies, for

tiic pii'panilion of window sash for the reception of a cord, does plowing in two ways.

In ilu^ (irsl. svsf.em, it. is adapted to bore a hole of suitable size into the edge of asash, and
at an angh^ of niiout, ;}() and to plow a groove of suitable width and depth, connecl.ing with
this hob*. Into this gi’oovo and hole a suitably knotted cord is placed

;
a draft upon this

eord draws tlie, knot int.o the slanting hole, and holds it in position.

In th{‘, seeotid systi'in, a MP angle hole and slot are formedi as in the first instance, but
tiu* slot., inst(*ad of being cut to connect with the hole, is cut to within an incdi thereof, and
thi‘n l)v'a hole liored by a se.cond bit of suitable size and arrangement the slot and angular

hole are connected, and the sash cord drawn through this latter hole, and knotted in the
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?in<2:xilar hole. The one feature of this machine is that in making stock work, where it is

uncertain whether the sash wiJl be used with or without cord, the groove can be discontinued
at the meeting rail without cutting through it, and this part done by hand if the sash is

ihinlly used with cord.
The increasing demand for sash and doors all ready to hang has brought out Tnaehines

for T)ref)aring sash to receive the weight cord in a manner to suit the requii’ements of ali

innrkots
; the old roethod of a groove in the side of the sash, running through a hole that

<'arr-i(‘s the knot on the end of the cord, often being very unsatisfactory. In the machine made
by' tiio IL B. Snuth JTacliine Co. there is a table-like frame, bearing along one of its

si<l(‘.s a horizontal boring spindle, and having
a sliding frame to receive a sash and feed
it up to the spindle. A double saw borne by
a Yortlcal arbor about the center of width
of the machine, cuts a groove which extends
int.D tlie top or first hol<3 previously bored by
iiu} and the work is then completed by the
horijiontal boring bit, making a hole between
t;lie two holes first bored, thus uniting the sec-
ond or lower liolo to the groove. The cord
may be very readily passed into this hole,
witli no chance of getting out after the knot
is tied.

The same machine may be used as alight
saw table, witii horizontal boring attachment
for general purposes ; and by using a roxiting
bit in ( he vertical spindle, blind-rails may be
s(!<)r(‘(l for the roller bar.

A macliine for wiring both blind-rods and
thevir slats at one oporation is shown in Fig,
2. Tlie slai, is placed on the upper bed, and Fig. 2.—Sash wiring maclihie.

by an iipwa,rd motion of the lever the staple
is <1 riven in. Them the same slat is placed on the lower bed, and a downward motion of

tin'- Sfunc lever stntxles tlic slat to the rod. The staple cut-oif is so arranged that two staples

get under the driver at- the same time.
Sii^v Glimmer : see G-rinding Mn,chines.

Saw, Pile-cutting ; see Pile Driving.
SAWS, METAL WOllKING. CM Saw CuUmg-off -Sawing machines for

(mttiiig iron, steel, and other met als while in a cold state have come into use during the past few
years. They are probably more commonly used in Europe than in this country at present, but

Fiu . 1 .—Cold auw cutting oH macniue I’or bat^ auci beams.

f h(i Mewton Machine Tool Works, of Philadelphia, have recently put on the market a full line of

liiese rnacliines of various styles, and their more general use may be anticipated. Several

styles of cold saw entting-oif machines built at the above-named establishment are shown
in BMgs. 1 1.0 4.

(HfT.if.lt IT SmcJi.—Pig. 1 is a machine designed to cut oF round or square bars up to 4 in.,

and beams up to 16 in. in depth. The saw or mill cutter is 18| in. in diameter. It has a
vn.rial)ic autoniatie feed, ranging from, i in. to li ins. per minute, with power quick return,

with automatic stop in both directions.
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Fig. 2 is a raacliine desigticid for trimming' tlie edges of armor plate after it comes from
the rolls. The machine will

cut work up to 10 in. in height
and h> ft. long. It is built so
that it eaii be used us two in-

dependent ma.cbii ies, or can be
adjust ed to take in work be-
tween saws 20 ft. in width.
The work tables are made nar-
row so that the two rnacdiines
ciini l)e In-otiglii, t,ogethcr within
bO In. of tlie saws. The work
t-aljlc of the aidjustuFlo bead
can 1)0 reinoved, so that
work of iho widtli of 15 in.

can 1)0 cut, both sides at orio

triine. To su],)port the outer
end of tlie armor p>late, tlio

entire insichino i,s provided
with a tiiblo planed tiio same
height aB the work table on
the niachinc, and it! the plate

is wider than the clainj)s will

admit, it cnui bo elampod with
bolt s on tire outside wu)rk table.

Tlio clam ps can be rimdi ly re-

moved for coiivoniuiKfe in set-

tingwork. Thomaclune is set

on c!ist-iron girders, allowing
r)ow-onolieadtobe adj

er in and out fronitlio sikdion-

!i,ry head. Tlio sjiwsof the ma-
tdiino are bC in. in diameter.

Fig. 15 is a (iohl sawing
mnehiue wliicdi is sot on a
turn-table, amd driven from
tlio central jioint iiri dcrnofitli

tlio bed, so tluiti it can bo
swung around at any angle.

The adviuiiago of this tool f(,>r

heavy woi’lc lies in ocoiioiny

of b1io|) space.

Idg. 4 is a niacihino for

cutting round, sinuiro, and
Hat bnr. Tlio work to l>o cut

off is laid on tlio work table

a, 1

1

(1 clamj )cd. T

1

1 o saw is then

fed down throiigli tlux bar, cut-

ting olf tlio saiuons on the ordi-

nary! nadiino. To 1 ubrioite tlio

saw, the macliine is furnished

witli a. small |)uinp and con-

ncMslions, tihrowiiig tlio luhi-i-

cant on both sides oi: the saw.

Tiienuuduric lias four changes
of feed, wit.li (jiiicli return by
hand. Tlie arm of the saw is

eounberwoigli ted in ovcrcotno

any tendency whiidiidio weiglit

of the arm would have to press the saw against the work, as it is nceossai'y for idle siur.css of

tluuse maciiiiK's to feed thoni positively, and not in any way by any gravity cotitrivnjKie.

Thesa,w Ixung fe<l in this maiuiorcan be forced into tlio work, and tlio work cut. oil: very

quickly. Thio machine can bo used not only for cutting otf liars of iron and steel, hiit also for

('utiing <)(T small Ix^ams, inaking tlio cuts square, and can bo iisetl on beam work to any

nuigUe within the range of the inachine.
'

h'rn/Y/cr.~~-Fig. 5 shows !i grinding machine furnished by the N'ewton IVrucliiiie Tool

VVorks, for griiuling tlie teeth of the saws of their cuttiiig-olf niachiiu's. dMm saw is placed

on the iirhor’, a,ml the saddle is adjusted to suit the diameter of sjuv
;
tdie emciry wland, the

face of which is given the profile of space between teeth, will tbi'n, when f)ass(!d over tho saw,

grind the face and top of tooth at one time. Tho spring trigger, or (i!i,tch, is .sci t.o suit the

tooth of saws which is revolved by hand, one tooth at a time, the triirgcr guicUng tli<‘. saw.

When tho saw is ground in this manner, it will always retain tlie shape of looLli, aiici keep

tlie saw round.
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"bottom wheel runs in a bath to lubricate and cool the saw. The upper wheel is provided
with a suspended bearing, with attached weight to keep the saw at a proper tension. The

Fig. 7.—Band saw.

saw passes between two guides and presses against a wheel which revolves with the saw,
thus reducing the friction. The lower saw guide is inserted in the table, and the upper

lowered to suit the various depths of work,

y
hi the consideration of sawing machines, we may divide them into

straight, eircular, and band
;
the former being either strained or unstrained

; the circulartype existing in
great variety, ac-
cording to the num-
ber and disposition

of saws, and the pur-
poses for w h i c h
they are intended;
and the latter, while
having no such
range as those of
the eircular type,
still requiring differ-

ent treatment, ac-

cording as they will
have light or lieavy

work, and will be
used for ordinary
cutting, scroll work,
or resawing.

Straight Sa.ws.

—In the first class,

that of straight
is but little to offer at this time in addition to what has been said about them

the preceding volumes
;
but there may be noted a combination of drag- saw and log-jack

Pio. 1.—Brag-saw and jack-works.
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or jack-woi’ks, Fig. 1, which is intended to t^ave room and lessen the Tnimber of frames to set

and bolts to keep in order, wliile but one h^ver is required to handle Vjotli machines. In
operating it, the sawyer throws tlie lever over iintiL the paper iTietiori bears against the log-

ja.ck friction-works enougli to draw t.ho log to its place under t.he saw, tlie reqiiisitti distance

of lengthwise feed of the log ; then the lever is thrown fiu’tlnn’ ovei- iintil it bears upon the
drag-saw enough to drive that at the speed desired. The. log-saw ajid tlui jack (uumot be run
at the same tiine. In order to rest the drag-saw, the operator pn‘sses (lown upon a short

lever, which forca's together two overhead frictions, and so winds uj) a, holt oonne(h.(‘(l to the
side piece of the dra,g-s;uv. Beleasing the short lever permit,s tlie wingbt of the. saw to

pull the iron friction of the saw down tight on the brake under it and lioId the saw in that
position. By slightly pn'ssing the short lover the saw will (k^scend slowly.

CiRCiTLAii SAWS.-l-In ta,kiiig up t lie subject of circular sn,\vs, W(^ may first consider the log-

mill, board-mill, a,nd resawing machines, these being tlu^ first, in oi-der of action upon the wood,

in its conversion from tlie log to the linished product, no mat,ter what, it is. As eironlar saw-
mills have been treated at consideralile leugt.h in the preceding voliimes, it may lie desirabl(3

in this place only to not.c specia,! forms of this womlm-fnl factor in wood couvoi-sion, and
to mention some of the npplianc(‘s and attachments \vhieli give it great,cr range of dimen-
sions and cluiraet.or of mitpul;, until letter cpiality of work, conpled with gretit inenniso in the

a,in()iint of mattnlal that can be handled in a given time.

(Hrmlfir HKiv-militi .—A very great ndvnnce in the circular saw-iniU is ina,king il, double

—

that is, with t.wo sasv aria irs, one above thoother in I,he same vertical
f
ilane, t,he uppiirono bonr-

ing a smaller saw than tliootlier, botli sawscuiting in t,he same vertlciad plane. Tlic upper arbor

is given vertical adjust,nient on the housing, to enable it to ho raised, and loweredto suit

vanalioiis in t!H;:Mlianiot',ers (>f the saws. The nppt'r saw is di-iveii from tlie arbor of tlio

lower oiK‘.. usiudly by a.n open belt, so that bot.h saws, as regards the spectator, rota,to in tho

saim‘ dirt'clioii; but,’a,s rt^gjirds the lumber, t,ho teeth of the uiiper one, eiih'r it in die direc-

tion opposite* t.o those of the lowm- one, tho t.eeth passing endi other in op|)osite dirocdlon.

Ttie. s:iws }ir(*. set so tliat tlie jKutphery of each one, intrudes a triilo upon the kerf or channel

mud* by t,he. other, one of them lieinga little in a.dvance of tlio other t.o enable tliisto pre-

vent, the t(‘i‘th of one saw int.erfering witli those of tho other. The ufiper arbor is for saw.s

Imving tb(‘ same hol(‘S as t.lu^ lowm* oiu's, .so when the lower one is worn too small for eirective

service it ma,y be used as an upper one, and the upper one moved to a smalkM’ mill. As
smaller and t.liinncr saws an^ used tluui on single saw* mills, tb(‘y can hMve,Jind really re<iiiire,

faster feed; they cut a. thiiiiK*!* k<n*f, an*, more readily kiqit in order, are le.sH Ihildo to

aecident, a.u<l e(>st less t(> r<‘plu,<*e when linikini. As tlndsjieol of tliC) sm!i.lh‘r saws is higher

than tiud; of one. large saw, the fei‘(l amd gig motion of the douhle mill are higher than those

of tlie single.

As some sawycu's di'sirc tlia-t, the up()er saw in a, doiililo eh‘<‘ular mill shall run reversed, and
asa quart,(‘r-twist, IkB. would be inij)ra,etieablc, by reawon of tlie shcirt (listan(‘,e lietwi'en arbor

eent(M's,sueli a direction of motion is got by having the belt run from a pulley on. tlio lower ar-

b()r,over an idhu* pulley almve tln^ upper mandrel, down under the pulley on tlio n|)per a,rbor,

u|) over another idU'r, and down undm* th(‘. ]mlley<mifie low<n* mandrel. This produces tho

elhmt, of a (pia'rt.er-t.wist belt, with full facility for varying the temsion, and gives bether

eon tact ui)on the pulleys, as the idlers are <|uitc e.lose together, so thati tlie belt, givos more
t,hn,n IHO ' wrap on the upfier s.iw pulley. It, is dcsiralde t,o ha,ve a, (leviee for guidingih(*. rim
()fthesn,w mair tla^ cut, to prevent it trom straying out of i,he tame jilane

;
Ji,nd this guide

must he adjustable lowanl or from the saw arbor to siut various dianici<‘rs of saws, and also

musl- ha.V(‘'a(ljusl.in(uit lo suit the v.'irying gaaige.s of dilferent saAvs,a,n(l also the varying

thiekru'ss of the same savv, as it is worii down in diameter, in addition to tluH, there must
lie a cmdaiii ainmmt of adjustability to and from ilio line of the cjirriagc, t<) a,ce()iiniu)(lato

diircrcnl, tliickm^sses of collars, etc., as well as dilferent conditions of savv i,ensi(>n. All these

ndjusinietils should pialVrably iMunado wit bout the use of a spiudal wrencli, and .slmuld lie

of 'such a character Ihid; t.hey may be done quiekly.

One of the tu'st of tli(‘se (M)usis(,s ineirectof two horizontal jind parn,llorh(>llovv (-y limlers, in

each of which turns a wronglit-iroii i^in, adjnsta,bl<^ lengthwise of the bore containing it, by

a, sen ‘w a,ml milhal nut. ( hie of IIk'sc, when neni'e.st t.lie saw edg(^ is terniiiinted liya, short

arm hmiring an a,nl i-frietiou pic<‘e, which guides tlie inner edge of the Haw disk, ''riie outer

h(‘ars a. longm' a,rm, having a sma,ll(*r ant i-friiiion picc'c, which niay be brought ini.q eouiaet

with the lirst, or withdraavn liy means of t.hesaw or niilled-nui arriuigemeut.
^

This second

lia,r and arm (‘iigage and gui<le. ilni out(*r fa<‘e of the sn w disk. The (uitire (l(‘vi(*e is fastmial

by s(*re\vs a,nd milled nuts (o a, slothMl piece borne on the Ha,\v frame, thus pmmiitting length-

wise adjusl.mmit to suit, saws of varying diaanet.ers.

Back of tin* sa w, in a log-mill, tlmre is, or should b(^ what is known a,s a siiremhu' or split-

icr wliecl, wliidi in llu* best makes is Ihiimerinthe middb'. lha,n near tlie edge, Itilessmi frio

tion. Tlie slmft. iiea.ring llie splitter is supported in liangers, a,n(l on il. is a large roll, vyliich

supfiortsdlie hinilier passing over the frame
;
but ilie roll and tlie splitter j)lat <^ n )laU‘ iinh*-

fiemicmtly of micii oilier, this arrangement preveuiiug aecidont by rmison of a hinivy st ichc of

timbm* resting on tin*, sliaft, prevenlJng ilw, splitter-wlicel from turning.

The carriage of a eiiaudar saw-millof the first class consists ess<‘nlia,lly of two long side

.dlls or tinilicrs, framed logether liy iron crossbeams above, and wliieh b(‘aroTi its nmhm
sid(‘iron fa,cing piia-es, whieh bear <m rollers placed at suitable (listaiHH* on eel is in the lloor

of trlnmnill. ( 'airiages aiv usuallv made in sections of about, 15 fl . in length, and fa,stoned

together by rods aiid dowels. The side piece nearest the saw bears on its under surface a
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rack that engages with a pinion by which lengthwise teed of the carriage and log are given,

drivinsr the saw thronsrh the loff. _ j> t i •

In some mills this rack-and-pinion feed is dispensed with and a rope feed is nsed; iii

others the carriage is connected to the piston-rod of a long steani cylinder, and adinission of

steam drives out the piston and forces the carriage along by direct action at a niarvellous rate

of speed
;
this constitutes what is known as a “shot-gun feed. Lengthwise ot the carruige,

on the side furthest from the saw, is what is known as the set-beam, which is prevented 1 noin

springing up by suitable projections engaging with the under sides of the cross pieces the

carriage. To this set-beam there are attached the various head and side blocks and npiights t o

which the log is attached or against which it rests. The set-beam, blocks, npi ighl.s, and log

are given traverse across the carriage by slight advances each time that the saw has

cut and the carriage is drawn back
;
the rate of withdrawal being much inoie lapid tliaii

that of feed, even with the shot-gun feed. The set-beam is advanced only a slight degu'e

after each cut
;
and in large mills it is retired by power to make room for the next largo log

after one has been sawed down to the last board.^

The rack-and-pinion carriage feed has the disadvantage that the teeth oi tlie rack and

pinions are liable to break, causing annoyance and delay. To lessen tliis troulile, it is

necessary to increase the width of face of the gears, which of course adds to tlie weig'ht

of carriage. Where rope feed is used, there are several ways of effecting the winding up of

the rope. In one of them, which, may properly be^ called a rope and gear fetKl, the rope

sheave is made in the form of an internal gear, having the cogs or teeth on the inside and
the spiral groove for the rope outside. This sheave is keyed to a shorty shaft, whicli rinis in

boxes bolted to the timbers underneath the carriage and directly opposite to the mill fra,me.

It is rotated by a feed pinion which runs in the internal gear in the same manner as it would
in the rack of the carriage.

Some sawyers prefer trucks on the carriage and tracks on the floor, but this has disad-

vantages, in that tracks on the floor obstruct the floor itself, and dirt on them is readily

accumulated and is likely to throw the carriage oft’ the track or lift it on one side, thus

making an irregular cut. A carriage with the track on its under side is lighter than one
bearing trucks; it runs more easily; the rolls may be more readily kept in line and level than
a track

;
the chairs which bear them may beset on a level with the floor of the mill, enabling

it to be crossed wiih barrows, etc.
;
they are more durable, because only such rolls as the car-

riage passes over rotate, while where they are on the carriage every one turns
;
they are more

readily replaced when worn, and are more economical, because when those opposite the saw
frame, which are most used, are worn, they can be exchanged for those nearer: the ends

;
and

the back rolls being finished the same as the front ones, can be changed to tlio front and
made to do service as guide rolls.

In the best mills the head blocks and horizontal rests on the carriage are at intervals of
3 to 4 ft. the entire length of the carriage, and uprights which add side siip|X)rt arc
placed on the set-beam directly over, and at right angles to, the head blocks. This arrange-
ment does away with the necessity of moving the head blocks when sawing logs which vary
in length.

8aw~miU Attachments .—Bogs for holding the logs are sometimes merely steel rf)dH, having
heads like pointed hammer-heads, one end of the rod being fastened by and on to the set-b(iain

,

the other end being driven into the log. But those on head blocks and tail blocks an', luons
complicated, being arranged so that two of them bite into the upper and under surfaxu's of
the log in opposition to one another, being forced in by screw or eccentric motion. h\)r ('ii-

abling the saw to work close up to the uprights, there are what are known as last-l)oa,r(l (logs,

which project only about one-half inch from the uprights, and may be used aft(3r the other
dogs have been retired by reason of the log having been nearly entirely sawed fiway.

A saw-mill dog, brought out by the Knight Manufacturing Co., of Canton, O'., Ixdongs
to that class in which an adjustable head carries the dog-bit, and is secured at any iioint on
a horizontal sliding bar, with a lever connection to force it into tlio timber. The iipright is
formed of two parallel straight pieces, on one of which slides the head carrying the U[)i)cr
dog-bit, giving adjustability in height

;
the locking mechanism for tins being m ecxjentric

and lever. The lower dog is inclined at an angle of about 45“ with the vertical, its lower
end being turned up to about the same angle. It is controlled by the lover which operates i.he
upper dog. The lower dog-hit moves upward until it strikes the timber, tlion upward into it,
both dogs being locked in position when first in the timber. To operate tlio up| jcr dog, the dog-
bit is dropped on the log, and is forced downward into the timber by drawing downward npnn
the long lever. When released from its bite in the timber, thelower dog returns to its original
position, automatically locking itself, and remains there out of the way until again liberated
by the operator. These dogs are made right and left-handed. For a right-hand mill a riglvt-
hand dog is used on the front head block, and a left-hand one on each rear block

;
while on

a left-hand mill a left-hand dog is used on the front head block and a right-hand on the rear.
For holding quartered logs on the carriage there are employed what arc known as qnaricr-

log dogs, which have two sets of teeth, sliding up and down on the upright, and ea,ch set ar-
ranged so that their points come in a vertical line, inclined about 45° to the liorizontal, so
that they can conveniently grip between them the corner of a quarter log, included between
one of the sawed faces and the bark.

For rolling heavy logs on to the saw-mill carriage, and for turning them when slabbing,
it IS almost necessary to have a canting machine of some sort or other. One of the most
simple, which may also be used for drawing logs into the mill, consists merely of a horizontal
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dram, on tlie axis of whieh there is a spur \vheel, driven by n, ]union on a, sliaft, receiving

])Ower by belt. This device, when used as a log turner, is last.eiied to tlu'. tiTul)ers overhead,

and a chain attached to the drum is carried along over open slieaves to tlie iiiiddleof the car-

riage, as it stands wlien ran back to take on the longest slicks. In turning, the sawyer or

his assist.ant takes down Iroin overlicad the hook whicli is iittached to tlie ebain and attaches

it to the log, and by throwing on the bclt-powei* causes the eha/in to wind np on the drum,
and thus turn tlie log as much or as little as desired. Logs may bo rolled from the log deck

by passiiig the chain entirely around them once or twice, and then woi-king as before men-
tioned. When used as a, ;j acker for hauling iu logs, there is re(|uired a longer spool, heavier

gears, and longer chain, and tlie machine may be placed oil,tier under tlie mill iloov, or over-

head, as inav'boinost convenient. The gearing and frictions should be lieavy enough to

enable several logs at a time to be hauled into tlie second story of a mill building.

One very vvcll made log-jacdvcr has an endless chain engaging with a pitch wheel a-nd a

shaft whicdl is driven l)y s])ur and pinion, the shaft bearing this latter being driven by V-

frictions froni a belted sliaft.
.

A log-nigger moves the log from the table to the carnage, by a nearly vertical l)eani, piv-

oted at its lower end beneath the mill floor, and given slight oscillation iu the direction in

Fio. 2, machine.

wlii(di it. is dcsiiHMl to niovo tlie log, by a friction dm'itio luuiling on a cliain. The upper

€11(1 of the Ixuini n(‘Xt the log is armed with t<i(‘th whi(sh engagti the logs.

A gauge-roll for board-sawing machiiu'S consists of a wndhutl rollon a horiz:<)ntaIbraclc(di,

which slides aJ(>ng ri hiinynntal gra(luatiMl scale, so as to bring tlio %'‘eriical roll at any dis-

tanc(^ from the saw, tiie mot ion heiiig eltected and the position of tJn^ roll inaintairuid l)y the

S(';re\v iinnitioiual, and a hand wliecL A scah^ shows the actual <liHlanc(‘. lud.Wivui the saw

and the roll. A liorizontul roll at tlie bac-k of the device serves as a, sui)porl, for the Imnlxn’

piissing over tins frame. The arm which hears the vertical roll is hiiigixl so a,s l.o swing out

of the way whmi slabbing, Th(^si>ecial us(3 of such a roll is in saAving boards of dilhvront

thiidnu^ss, siioh as is known us dimenskm stuff, and in making tbci last (nits t.lirongh, a (uvnt,^

as it pnnnmts t la*. In mix ‘r springing away from the uprights, ami iiurreasi^s tlie evtmutjss of

thie.k ness of 1 ho lumb(*r.

ItvmnHUf/ nutr/iflu'rji has taken a very important pla<;e in the oeoiiomy of sawing. It has

now Ixicome* llx'. c,ustoni iihnost all over our country to saw ilus logs at mill only itit<| stand-

ard dinumsioiis of consiiU'ral )li^ siz:(\ and to ship these to near tlie oi distribution and
c.onsurnpi.iou, wlitna^ t.la'y art* then sawed thinner, to such iUmensions as may 1x5 consi(h‘red

m()sl,<U‘sirabl(‘ for ilui local nmrku^t or special demand. This policy grmitly h^ssens tlx^ wasUi

of lu:nh(‘r, in that lh(‘ kerf taken by the resawing luachine in slitting a plank into two boards

is less than lliat made by a lu^uvy log-saw, and also there Is less material spoiled by the grit.
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Fig. 3.—Circular resawing macliine.

dirt, and defacing marks which are inseparable from shipment^by rail, canal, or raft. The
light and rapid resaw also enables a dealer to fill his orders for irregular thicknesses, or for
any great quantity of any regular size with reasonable promptness, and without having to
keep on hand, drawing interest, and subject to fire risks, an unreasonable stock of lumber.

The resawing macbine shown in Fig. 2, and made by Rowley, Hermanee & Oo.
,
of Wil-

liamsport, Pa., has a heavy frame east in one piece. The arbor overhangs the box next the
saw, admitting of the latter being easily removed. The saw arbor boxes are connected by a
heavy yoke and keyed to the frame, and are moved to and from the rolls by a screw, keeping
the saw in line with thein. The rolls move upon the platen in pairs and adjust themselves
to various thicknesses of lumber, opening 6 in. and permitting a 1 -in. board to be cut from
a (i-in. plank. One pair of rolls maybe made stationary, and lumber of even thickness cut
upon that side, and ineqaalities of thickness confined to the other side. The table upon
which the lumber rests being very close to the rolls, permits of sawing very narrow boards.
The feed works are reversible, and lumber may be run from the saw more rapidly than to it.

The platen that supports the rolls turns upon a center for sawing beveled siding, and is regu-
lated by a graduated index plate. The saw may be lifted out of the frame and kept sus-
pended on a pin in the center, thus protecting the teeth from bending and twisting.

The 24-in. circular resawing machine shown in Fig. 3, and made by the Egan Co., is for
beveled siding and general planing and .furniture work. The frame is one piece, cored out.

There are four vertical feed rolls, which work so close to the board rest that a 4-in. strip may
be cut if necessary. The feed rolls are on a swing-
ing frame, and by the adjustment of a hand nut
any angle of cut may be obtained. The feed
rolls are carried together, and the belt which
drives them runs from the middle to the counter-
shaft, and from that to the cone pulley on the feed
shaft, so that when the feed rolls are thrown on a
bevel the feed belt keeps its tension. The feed
rolls may be moved all four at once, or only two
at a time. There is lateral adjustment by a
crank at the end. They are self-centering, and
will take any lumber from i in. to 8 in thick.
Those on one side may be made rigid by a crank
handle at the side of the swinging frame, to per-
mit of taking a piece { in. thick from the side of
a thick plank.

In a resawing machine made by Hoyt & Bro.
there is an iron trough which neajrly follows the lower periphery of the saw, and merges
into a spout which conducts the sawdust clear

of the machine, or to a chute or exhaust pipe,

thus materially adding to the convenience of the

machine.
For the larger grade of resaws, the saws

are sectional, having thin sectors fastened hy
Hush screws to a tapering central disk

;
the adja-

cent radial edges of the sectors being joined by
dovetail pieces flush with the edges of the plate,

and close to the tooth line. Of course, this permits
the use of thinner saw^s than would bo possible
where a single disk was used.

Vanoics JPorms of Cire/alar Sawing MaaTiines.

—

Of circular sawing machines other than those for

log-cutting and board resawing, there are many
varieties, distinguished or chkssiiiable aecording as

there is one or more than one xipon the table, and
whether, where there are two, these are parallel
and upon tho same axis, so that both may be used
at once, or are on separate arbors, so that only one
may be swung into use at once. In some machines,
too, tho work is fed to the saw ; in others the saw is

fed to the work ; and in those in which the saw is

stationary, the work miiy bo fed by hand, or drawn
along by a chain upon rollers, or fastened to the

carriage and moved with it. In those machines in
which tho saw is moved to tho work, it may be on a

carriage cr saddle, or swinging at the end of a

pendulum. W'here it is on a carriage or saddle,
its motion maybe either liorizoutal oi* vertical, and
if at the end of the pendulum it may be pivoted
either below or above the work, All these varieties
exist

;
each of them having so,me special purpose,

and being best adapted for that purpose. Some sawing naaehines are for ripping, others foi
cross cutting

;
some for gaining or grooving as well as for separating.

Fig. 4.—Swing cut-ofE saw.
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Flu. f). Parallel Hwiu^ huw.

BrmJcet siaMoncm/ cut-off smm appear in two principal varieties, one in which the bracket

is fastened to a post or wall, and another in which it is l>orne b'^ a special cast-iron column.
The bracket has a vertical adjust incut upon the column, where there is one, and upon the wall

plate where there is no column. The arbor runs liorizontally in a sliding gate-way gibbed to
the face of the bnickei. Tlio tabic bearing the work is

at right angles to tlie bracket and has rollers to facili-

tate feeding along the, stuff. The table has vertical

adjustment by hand wliecl, to suit the thickness of the
material being eut or the wear ot the saw to smaller
diameter.

A vertical ent-oif saw made by the Berry & Orton
Co. has a vertical column, up and down one face of

whieli there slides a countcrhalaiiced saddle bearing a
saw niaudrel

;
and its movement up and down, which

is by a rack and jiiniou, is coni, rolled by a treadle. The
tal)le which bears tlio work has adjustment to a,iidfroin

the coliunii to suit dillerent diaincters of saws, and
also radial adjustrm*nt for angle sawing. Tb(3 same
machine may be used for gaining if desired.

In a diuKit-acting steam cut-off saw by William E.

Hill & Co., the circular saw and its mandrel are on tlio

top of a solid iron frame, ])lari(Ml on its side and edges,

and working in adjustable veri,ical giddes. This iron

frame is worked up and, down by an ii})riglit steam
cylinder witli 28 in. stroke, and having stea,ni eushioii at

each end to permit of high speed of working.
A powerful machine for cutting olf arid gaining, as in

railwoiy, car, bridge, and other lieavy work, has a vertical

column from Avhich there projects a strong liorizoiital bracket, on the under surface of which

tliere slides ji. carriage Ixuiriiig a saw with liorizontal mandrel. Under, and at right angles

to this bracket, th(UX3 is a horm>ntal table at which is placed the material to ho cut off or

gained ; tliis table having rollers to permit the material to be moved lengtliwisc to bring

th(3 proper ninrk under the saw. "^Po provide for the use of circular saws of various sizes,

and to allow for i,hc cutiiiig of gains of dHTerent d(‘.pthH, the urni or hracikeb is adjustable

verticiilly by screws o|)crat(Hl l)y band or power. The saw carriag(^, which traverses the

eutin^ iengl.fi of the arm, is moved by a l^erow actuated by a frkditui clutch, the food being

starhul an<l st(>pfXMl by either one of two levers, one at the front of the table and the other

!it t.he siihi of llie {‘olumn, tiius [)lacing the machine well under the operni,or’B control. The
sa,w is drivtm l)y an (uidless l)(‘h/ wrapping aixmiid idltirs in such a way that it preserves i(.H

tigiitiu'ss, no matier how far out U|)<)U tlie bracket the saw mandrel may lie.

Ill the railway (rut.-on! saw of the 11. B. Smith Machine Oo. there is a horizontal table

hen,ring a liori/onl.al (U'oss-luuid or saddle, which supports in proper bearings tlie horizontal

mau(lri-l of the saw. This cross-luuid or saddle is ah-ached to ii <;onneet/ing-ro(l pivoted at its

other (uid to a frame which vihraiAis about a cimlA'i* at its lower cud, this being the center

about vvhiidi a large ]>ulh‘y

rot^atos. Erom this large

pulh'y a l icit rises and passes

over a small ]>ulley near t,h(.i

top of the vibrating franu‘.,

tlum hori/.oulally i.o th<^ saw
pulley, hack horizontally to

a sec.ond or uppm* small

pull(‘.y on ih(3 V i b rat i n g
fra,nu% amd down to tlie

lower or la,rge i>idley. A
long hand lever enables this

vibriit.ing frame to he drawn
lurwitnl, a,ml vith it the

sa„w, giving i,ra,v(M’se in the

machine. A hove tfi(3 saw
bearings ar(3 tavo horizonta.!

guide ba>i’s wlTudi serve us

r(‘st.s for th(‘ sioc,k.

In tlH‘ swing culrotf sa,w

shown in Pig. 4, and made
by ltowli‘y ft Ilcrnmnce, the

fraiiH' swings ujion the bang-
ers inst.e.ad of lipotl the Fi(i. (l.—ISlitting niul cut oil' naw tatle.

counte.rsluift. as in most
other nmehim^s

;
it is adjustalilo for dilTcrcnt heights of ceiling, tlu3 saddle liolding thc3

arlior Imviiig a sliding adjustumrit of 5 in. ; tlius iucidentally permitting tlic saw being
entiiudy usiai uf). ''Phe saw 'is protected by a shield.

In a parallel swing saw inachino made by P. Pryibil, Pig. 5, the saw arbor travels in
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Fia. 7.—DouWe and single cut-off saw.

horizontal straight lina instead of rising and falling in an are, as in ah swing saws, thus
enabling a comparatively small saw to be used for wide and thick timber, and permittin<>-
the use of a dado-head for grooving, gaining, rebating, tenoning, molding, etc. The moving
parts are balanced so that they will stay in any position in which they may be left. The
parallelism is given by the main bearings sliding in vertical grooves, and the pendulum being
connected at about the center of its length with a link-piece pivoted at about the height of
the saw arbor, as shown in the illustration.

The combination slitting and cut-off saw table made by Beach, Brown & Co., and shown
in Fig. 6, has a bed mounted upon roller bearings, so as to make it run easily and square
with the saw. For dado cutting, grooving, etc., the saw is raised and lowered bv a hand
wheel and screw, or
for ordinary work by
a hand lever.

The double and
single cut-off saw
made by Beach,
Brown & Co., and
shown in Fig. 7, con-
sists of a frame hav-
ing at the left-hand
end a table which is

permanently fixed to
the carriage, while
the right-hand table
is free to move along
the carriage, carrying
with it a movable saw for cuttiag material of different lengths. The carriage has a trass

nnnrW the back, pventing sagging or springing in the center, and rests
wheels, having no fixed hearings and serving to lessen friction.The two wheels on the front, and also those on the back, are connected by shafts, so that thecarnage moves square with the saws.

lo

benches the machine maybe changed from power feed tohand feed by raising the feed works, which are contained in a frametLt is pivoteTat one end
lie driven by beltog, and carries the stuff alongV the iiraal spurwheel having its axis and its plane of rotation parallel with those of the saw

^

in one type of miter and bevel sawing machines the table is fixed in height, and has no
««

IS raised and lowered in a gibhecl frame at such an angleas to keep the belt tension constant
;
a central handwheel in front of the machine aoeom-

+h^
adjustment. There is an adjustable bevel fence which works in a planed way to

^ ^ The saw and its arbor Ln be set to

efJLt liil if
vertical plane to 46° by turninga hand wheel at the left of the machine

® machine is still or while it is running. This construction and arrangement

thft «flw
opening around the saw in the table for miter Lwingwi^ the savv tilted than with the saw m its vei-tioal position. Having the table level and thesavr tipped does away with the necessity of holding the material to the table ari“rften

oT orotherX^'ctl*'*’^
’ stuff does not come in the way of

A universal sawing machine. Fig. 8, made by R. E. Kidder, has a square box frame, the top
which has vertical adjustment, and is

counterbalanced by a weight within.
There is a spider rotating* on a horizontai
axis, and having three arms, each of
which has an arbor for a saw or a cutter
head, each arbor having two bearings.
On one end of each arbor is a saw or cut-
ter, and on the other a clutch wliich en-
gages with a sliding clutch on the driving
shaft, making a continuous shaft when
the spider is so rotated as to bring any
one of the three arbors in line with the
main driving shaft. On the outer end
of the main or common shaft is a locking
wheel, having three holes and three equi-
distant projections. Passing through the
frame and entering the wheel is a locking
pin, on the inner or opposite end of which
is attached a fork pivoted to the frame, and
the object of which is to disengage the

tahip T« i..r „ 1 « . 1 , . .

sliding clutch on the driving shaft. ThelaDle IS i^^ised by a lever m front and edarnpod la any position.

i.„
importance that lumber which is to he matched or iointed shouldbe edged straight, for any irregularity in the edging will he followed bvtL^ matcher andimperfeotlumber willbe the result, fn a powerlefdouble edgTSe bVthe

Fig. 8.—XJniversal sawing machine.
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factiiriii." Co. the boards are fed through the machine by an endless chain with barbed links,

running over spocket wheels which are driven by a friction-feed box having three changes of

feed. Heavy rolls in swing frames rest on the top of the hoard, holding it down to the bed.

The barbed chain travels in a planed iron groove which guides ^it, and a bradded roll at the

tail end of the mac,hino causes the hoard to pass out in line witii the chain feed.

There is a large class of circular sawing inacliincs which may bo considered under a

TOiscollaneous heading
;

as, for instaiieo, slab slashers, slat-saws, picket inaehines, etc. A
steam-feed lath machine, made by William E. Hill & {’o.,ha,s a steain-cylinder feed with

a carriage to receive tlie slab whicli is to be made into latli. This latter is placed on the car-

riage, wliieh makes it into lath without its being previously butted. The same machine
maybe arranged to saw broom handles from cuts or small round logs, making from two to

ten handles at a time, according to the size of the bolt or log. There jire two cireidar saws

on horizontal arbors, one in advance of the other, and there is a gang of smaller disks on the

vertical rubber, hack of tho two vertical disks.

A power-feed slab slasher, which differs greatly from the ordinary type of slabbing ma-
chines, made by I). S. Abbott, Olean, N. Y., has but one saw, and this is borne on the end of

a frame whicli is j)ivoted at its lower end, and bears near its upper end a cross-head with pro-

jections that engage on tlio sides of a guide-bar, tlio outline of whicli is a circular arc, and
which is intended' to liold tlic saw stjuaro and true to its work. The tii.bl(‘- or bed has live rolls

wdiicli feed tlio slab. The feed is liy fric.tion rolls, and pressure of tho Coot on a treadle con-

nects the frictions which bring tiio saw forward and make tho cat. When the saw recedes

from the cut, and is at or near the back end of its stroke, an arm comes in contact witli connoo-

tions which aotuato tho friction gear and tho live rolls, and they start, carrying the slab for-

ward for tlio next cut, Pressuro again on the foot treadle starts the saw forward, and at

the same time releases tho frictionai contact of tho rolls, which stand idle while tho saw is

making its cut, and start again wlieu the saw swings back to tho proper rioiut.

For making square stick slats for wire fences, trunks, etc., it is best to employ a special

machine. Such a one has a horizontal carriage, with a track on which there runs a carriage

bearing the log or cant to be sawed iq) ; between two parts there is a cross-head or saddle the

wliole width of tlie machine, and this boars a horizontal mandrel lying across tho lino^ of the

track, and a vortical one
;

tlio latter having separate adjustincut for lieight and for distance

from the paits. The liorizontul mandrel bears two saws, whicli cut tlieir way into the stock

ix.)a definito depth, and the horizontal saw upon tho vertical axis tlieii makes a cut in a hor-

izontal piano. By adjustment of this last sawtlio planks may l)o sawcnl tapiming, witli alter-

nate huttis and tops, so that the sawing is continually with tho grain. This machino saws

with tho backward movement of the carriage as well as witli tho forward, thus saving the

tiino otherwise lost in gigging back. The vertical arbor is driven from a vertical drum hav-

ing the lower end of its shaft in a pot-box on the floor, and its uppim end in a timber bearing

on thi^ codling. In sawing both ways t.wo operators are requircid, one at each end
;
they

remove tho iiiiicc that has just been sawed, and adjust the log carriage by a hand wheel
until tlio next log

sti’lkes t h e gauge.
When sawing one
way, .only one oper-

ator is needed. The
1 nacliiiio automatical-

ly roversiis itstslf, tho

carriage and log start

bac.k for another cut
;

lu^nc,o the ()pora.tor

must 1)0 prompt in ad-

justing tlie log over

against the gauge.

Tliero is a lover by
win cl i the carriage

may be reviuvscd by
hand, if foi* aaiy reason

it is d(',sir(Ml to hack
out of ii cut ])eforo it

is ilnislaal.

FooU'po irrr (yiroii-

la r /SVr//c,s-.—-^hie < h' vel-

opment of a imr
country w(>id<l be ren-

dered much more dif-

lic.ult i(! tlu're wi'.ro

no m<‘dium hutwiion

powcr-< Iri v(',u maxdjiii-

ery and liand tools.

Ill this particular the

line of wood-working

machinery is (‘specially fortunate in liaving provision for tluj large class small operatives

in slightly populated yet growing districts
;
hand and foot-power macliincry lor sawing,
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"horing, etc., being plentiful, and in the main quite well adapted for the work that it is called

upon to do.

There may be said to be two classes of foot and hand-power machinery
;
those for ama-

teurs and those for workmen. Machines in the first class are usually adapted to do but
light work, and several operations on one machine

;
the latter are built to stand continued

work on stock such as has to go into actual service, and there is seldom the same range of
operations.

The application of man power to the circular saw has been of great use to small manufac-
turers. In this line such a machine as that made by Marston & Co., and shown in Pig. 9,

has done good service. There is an iron frame with a wooden top or table
;
a treadle in

front gives motion to the crank shaft of the machine
;
a large spur-wheel drives a small pinion

on a lower shaft, which bears a large band-wheel from which a belt extends to a small pulley
upon the saw arbor. The large band-wheel serves as a fiy-wheel. A crank at the left-hand
side of the table, and upon the crank shaft which is driven by the treadle, enables the work
of the foot to he supplemented or superseded by hand. Such a machine as this will carry
a 7-in. saw, and do cross-cutting and ripping, being supplied with necessary gauges. An
extension of the saw arbor enables boring to be done, a separate sliding table for bringing
the work up to the hit being added. There is also a side treadle which works independentry
of the saw treadle, and permits the operator to stand upon the boring side or end of the
machine, directly in front of his work.

In another foot-power machine, a scroll-sawing attachment is put on by throwing off the
main belt which drives the saw arbor from the fiy-wheel, and passing it over the lly-\vheel to
a small pulley upon a crank shaft, instead of over the liy-wheel to the saw pulley. The lower
end of the jig-saw blade is attached to the tipper end of a pitman from the crank

;
the upper

end of the same blade being attached to a wooden spring-beam.
The number of saw filing and gumming machines is legion

; and for circular-saw work
they are usually supplemented by a jointer, the teeth in a true circle concentric with the saw
arbor. In one saw-mill the jointer is combined with the saw guide, consisting of a block of
emery or equivalent abrasive attached to the bracket which bears the guides, and which may
he brought up to the teeth, while the sav/ is running at full speed

;
the block being turnccl

as the saw rotates, in order to keep its surface free from scores, which would destroy it ancl
make its work untrue.

An automatic^ machine for sharpening circular rip-saws of from 8 to 72 in. in diameter,
mounts the disk in a frame in which there is a belt-driven emeiy-wheei, of the proper section
to give the desired tooth form

; this cuts its way across and finishes the face of one tooth
and the back of another

;
then the wheel is brought back to its original position, the disk is

moved on the space of one tooth, and the machine continues, automatically, to work its way
around the disk, in the same way as a^ gear-cutting machine does around a blank. There is

suitable adjustment to take in disks of various diameters, and the amount of partial rotation
after cutting or sharpening each tooth is governed by the position of an arm witlx regard
to a graduated arc. The same principle is adapted to sharpening long, straiglit blades

;
the

spacing in this case being in a straight line instead of circular.
Band Saws. --While the band saw was invented about the year 1808, it did not come into

use until 1835, since which time there has been a gradual but steady and satisfactory dovol-
opinent along various lines of design and work. Its use takes in practically nearly every

Pig. 10.—-Rcisawing raacluiie. Pig. 11.—Duplex; reversible band-saw table

.

kind of wood sawing, both curvmcl and straight lines, from very delicate outside fret-work to
the heaviest logs

;
the latter having band-wheels as largo as 06 in. in diameter, carrying

8-in. saws 50 ft. long.
^ j

A hand resawing machine made by the Egan Co. has the two front feed rolls dose to the
saw blacle, and the tops of the roller brackets are connected, so that the plank may be straight-
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ened while sawed. The wheels are of iron wifch steel spokes, aad their mandrels riia in

self-oiling? boxes. The lower wheel is thicker and inore
solid in the rim than the upper, giving it more momen-
tum, althoiig^b it may be readily stopped by the brake. Each
wheel is supported hy an outside beardiig eacdi side of the
column, giving three hearings each to the upper and the
lower shaft, ’^fiie feed consists of six large geared rolls
driven hy a graduated .feed, so that the speed can be
changed at oikm^ by t,urninga, hand wheel while the board is

being fed through the machiiit'. A ratchet lever connected
with thoui>pcr guide |:)orin its changing tlie latter to suit the
width of board being cut.

Another ha,ml resawing nuiehine, Fig. 10, has vertical
feed rolls, the Iront two of whicli are close to the saw bed,
and the system of gearing ern ployed p)orinits the plank being
straightened while sawing. The wheels are entirely of
iron, and the lower one is thicker and mom solid than the
upper, giving a certain amcuiit of moruentum where it is

Fio. 12. - BiiiubHaw giiido. desired to make the sawing steady, at the same time being
wit hill the control of the brake. Tliero are six large feed

rolls, heavily geared, and driven by a graduated feed, which |)ermlts the speed to be changed
instantly, liy turning a hand
wheel, while the board is being
f(!d through ttie nuicliine. My
a running lever handy to the
operator, the upper guide may
be changed to suit, the width of

board. The Egan Co. has
made a hand resawing ma,chine
which will saw a 2|i-in. i)lank

int o two 1-in. l)0}ir(ls at one cut,

thus (ITeciing a considerable

saving in luinl)er.

The firm of IMarston & Co.

makes a hand and foot-imwer
Viand sa.w with hoth hand crank
and trmulle, and whhdi for out-

side work will act faster than

a haml jig saw. This maidiiiie

has a eaiiacity of 0 in, in thiok-

ness imdcr tlu^ top guide, and
swings IT) in. lietiWecn tlie saw
and the frame. Tlu», table is

rounded for (aittingou the bev-

el. The speed-multiplying rig

<!onsists of a large spur wheid
on the crank: sluift.. luesliiug

with a pinion on the lowin’ baiicl

wlieid
;

th(‘. sliaft iHuring tlie

latter having a lly vvlicel to

steady ihe moth in.

For baud ri'saws a very <lc-

siraJiIe at.iaelmieut or fenUire

is tlie duph'K ri’Versilile ta.l)le

and rolling guides, shown in

I^lig.tl, tfiei'olumii Vicing broken
avvay in large part. I’he table is

made in two sections, dividial

ujion a line at. right angles (o tJie

saw teeth. On the front sial-iiui

of the iaJile are mount.cd the

feial works, consisting of four

geared rollerH having a gra,dil-

ated frietiou feed, whiidi may
Im va, ril'd at once from slow to

fast. 'These feed rollers Inive

Uiteral a,djusiinent to suit tlie

thickness to he eul.. I^y loosen-

ing a nut, in front, upon which
tlic. outer si'ction iif the table is

mounted, itimiy be turned com-
pletely over, its lower side when so reversed forming a clear table for plain band-sawing
purposes.
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A band-saw guide, ]?ig. 12, made by Groodeli & Waters, has two side guides consisting of
metal plates, which are adjustable for thickness of the blade, and a wheel with a back
guide, the latter having a grooved or concave periphery, and being set on an angle so that
the back of the saw passes diagonally across the wheel periphery, and rotates it. Thus the
point of bearing of the wheel against the back of the saw blade is constantly changed,
and the saw is prevented grooving the surface of the wheel by continued action in any one
place. The saw has a bearing of in. at the back, and is not liable to twist or turn, even
if the side pieces are removed. The wheel runs on a ball bearing.

A desirable feature in band log-mills is the saw deflector, by which, when the direction of
the carriage is reversed, the saw blade is automatically drawn back from the surface of the
cut, to prevent marking the log, and set back into line before and during the cut. Some
band log-mills are made with the engine and the lower band-wheel on a common shaft, and
the engine is so arranged that the sawyer has control thereof without leaving his position for
running the mill. It is desirable that the position of the band on the wheels be controlled
by the operator without leaving his place or stopping the machine, as the collection of dust
on the wheels often causes the blade to leave its path, crowding it over against the guides
and causing breakage and stripping of the blade. It is also desirable that the tension may
be changed at once while the machine is running.

The band saw being so imicli more delicate and sensitive than the circular, it is well that
its feed works be arranged with a friction device in heavy cuts, in order to vary the rate
of feed from zero to full speed without stopping the mill.

The increasing use of the band saw has led to the production of filing and setting frames,
in most of which there is a general resemblance, except in very minor details. There is a hori-
zontal slab or sole piece, bearing two short vertical standards, upon which are journaled two
leather-covered pulleys, having a flange on the lower edge of each. One of these pulley stand-
ards is fixed, and the other is adjustable lengthwise of the machiue, in order to take in bands
of various lengths, to give the proper tension to each while being filed. There are two vises
on the same side of the machine, one for filing and the other for setting. The filing vise is
of extra length, and has jaws closed by three handles. The setting vise is of cast-iron with
beveled steel jaws, and has a small gauge at each end, which can be adjusted for different
widths of saws.

Jig Saws.—

A

jig saw, shown in Fig. 14, and recently made by P. Pryibil, has a lover for
depressing its upper slide, which conduces much to speed and convenience in placing and
removing the saw. The saw runs in adjustable guides, which can be varied in heiglit accord-
ing to the thickness of the work, and the strain may be adjusted to suit the saw length. The
weight of the strain is balanced by a spiral spring. There is an automatic blower to keep
the work free from sawdust. The connecting-rod has adjustable bearings, which are ar-
ranged to take up wear endwise in tlie direction in which it occurs, and not sidewise, as
is usual in machines of this class. The machine is started by a friction clutch without
belt shifting. Simultaneously with the releasing of the clutch, tho machine is stopped
by a brake, brought into operation by the same motion which releases the clutch.

In some of the advanced maclimes for scroll sawing by strained saws, an ingenious
feature is that the strain is kept practically constant at all parts of the stroke, by coun-
teracting the loosening flexibility of the spring by an cceontric roller varying tho leverage
at each point of the stroke.

Seales : see Balance.

SCREW MACHINKS. The name screw machine is not properly descriptive of the class of
machines to which it is applied. It does not well indicate many purposes for which they have
come to be used, and yet it had been
too long applied to be readily changed.
The name turret lathe is a more generic
tertn, including the screw niacliiues as
a variety. (See Lathes.) Designed
primarily for making screws, and'use-
ful for this purpose whenever screws
are not required in sufficient quantities
to render entirely aiitoinatic machines
preferable, screw machines are per-
haps chiefly used in making a largo
variety of pieces from iron or steel
bars, and in finishing castings or forg-
ings which may be held in a chuck
while subjected to one or more opera-
tions. The full extent to which ex-
perience has shown that it is profitable
to employ them for other purposes than
for making screws may be judged from
the fact that in the shops oi; the Browm
& Sharpe Manufacturing Co. only one
out of every eight is usually employed
tor this purpose Three-eigliths are Pig. 1,-Screw machine,
ordinarily used in finishing studs, nuts,
washers, bushings, pins, handles, etc., from round, square, or hexagonal stock; while orm-
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half the machines arc generally employed on small wheels, levers, or cams for sewing ma-

TrTpresen\i'rncw stylo of screw machine recently introduced hy the Brown & Sharpe

MannfaoturinK Co. Tho head is back-geared, and tlio change from belt siieed to baede gears

is offeoted without stopping the spindlo, liy a friction clutch which is practically positive in

its action and will Imld tlio fnll belt-power of tho inachiue. llio liack gears are underneath

t spindl^wrm^ entirely enclosed. 'Pho gears on the cone arc also enclosed. The

cone" has throe steps. The turret is fed aatoinatically or by hand, anil lias eight speeds as

each 0^016 four siLds given by the feed cones may he varied liy shuhng .a lever, so that

without clianging tlui belt the tools may bo led last or slow foi oacli step “I Hai tone, fins

s a nowl^ machinos. The turret is 91 iti in dimueter. The miivoiiient ot

the t itcU is ih; in., and the extreme distance hotwc.m the taec-niatc and tho turret

in The length that can ho drilled, or milled, without moving the turrct-lioad shde-

^7/,,, o,., Fig. 2 illustrates a screw iiiaehiiio hnilt l>y the ^iles Tool

WofS Hamitten; is « cleseript ion : The chuck, d, is fast on

tlie liollow arbor of

tlie inachiiio. ./iia

a steady in cluKilc

on tlio rear (oid of

tho arbor. C is an

ordinary I a,tlie ear-

riage, lltted to slide

on the bed aiul be

operated by hand
wheel, i>, and a

r a e k p i n i o n

.

Across this ear-

riago, slides a tool-

rest, K operatt'd

by a ser(‘.w, and
having two tool-

rests, one to tho

front and one to

the rear ()f th(3

work, '^rhis tool-

rest, instead of

sliding dire(*tly in

the earriagi', as is

the ease with

lathes, is mounted
on a,n inliM-inediadi

inov(3d in and oub
ironl end of the slidi

y. - Scniw xnachiiiii.

lilock whi<-h litiS a,n(l slides in the earriago. "rius iiitenn(dia,te Idock iti?

a short distamai only, hy lueans of a eani lever, (r. .An jpirou oii^tlio

(* carries the lead-scu-ovv nut, .//. When tln^ le ver earn ,is raised i t hnngs

tlie HlidiriHitiwindalKiut half an inch, and tho looUrost, K comes out wi tint, am at

time the nut lt^av(‘s tlie load screw. The inward niovemeiifc of the slide la idwa}s to bio

same point, iiiiis engaging tho lead serevv and rosett,ing die tool.

With tliis luacliine th roads may be eut by adjuaiinjg a threail tool in, tlu Lnint IooI-im st,

as in oiiliitrVlullio ru.^ nml iti, 1,1m cm.l .•.n,lu. cul, ilm emu l''yer .orves '<;

(Iniw Uui todl and Ihc huul-Hcruw luii; no Hiab tlio earringc <uin lui run bnc.k
„

then .ulvancMl sliglii.ly and 1,1m new c.nt, taken. 1 y tins nuums R <u wd^
ridsi‘ motions and imiy (*ut up close to a shouldei', I is tlio h^ad bon.w. Il ls H(n t w Moi.s

not oxi.e.nd to’ th(‘. h(>a,(f' of the machine, but is short and is siKdvddd into

t(, tln^ Ima.l cf t ho nincliin<% and iu (l.-ivcii liy gamring. I ho hnwl sc.mw

will, a slmii, mnmvalilo Ihremlcd (uul. Tlio gearing is ricv. '.re luiiific.l-
' ^ V

arc used fur dilTciviit, tlircnds, tiuiu pcriiiHling IhiTadH to be eiil, wi t uiii , ui „ a k tii

lead sm-mvs lira clmiigi'd in an iiishuil, by removing knol., /. i lie iiwi-w imv
'‘'T;

scflhuial nut,, doniilc-uiulcd, so llial, each null will do tor two piUdics, by hiniiug it, end

'''''V''\H'an*nd’iud,!ihli'. sicii) which <l<donniiios i.lio position of

faciu.r h' is nil nrm pivoted to tlio rear of the carrmgu luul curiying tliiii. optu < u s

iki "riioU-iuiltr hciid. ir is a block sliding on tlio bud. JV' is a gauge screw al.taclrcd l,o

this liloc.k and provided wiUi two iiuls. The stop lever shown ni (lijs cut unis up

lluthis screw, luid Ilm position of the nuts dotunriinus how lai; cacti way the. ''p
^

Hlidc O iH tin turret, fitted to turn on the block. It, liii.s six holes iii its rini l.o i ( « v c

suiiilry tools. It cnii bo turned to tiring any of these tools into aid.iini, and is sccuiod by fm

hade Icvw, />,
hy hand, by rncans ot 1,1m ^ Ts''itol’in

un iii-and-oul, motion iiIho Bervo to luck the turret al) any point. ,l hc tu n t slvde
}

eavv wim band wheel, on its tail serew. This tail, serow ca.rrn‘B, iiisido t he huiid

wiiiM‘l two gears, 8. whicli are driven afc dillertmt spiuals l>y

These two gears are loose ou the tail screw, aud a ciatch ui)e.ulcd by leve l, /, Joe kb ciuicr

011,0 to tho screw.
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Turret Tools.—The different forms of tools used in the turret on ordinary shop work are
illustrated in Fig-s. 3 to 9.

The end gauge shown in Eig. 4 is simply a hollow shank, A, iitting the turret, and a gauge
rod, Bj fitting the shank. The shank
may be set further in or out of the tur- o

n I’st, and the rod may be set further in or f
' ' '

~
]

shank. The end gauge is so
set that when the turret is clear back

CVy r against its stop the end of the rod B Fig. 4.—End gauge,

if
^ ^^txge the proper projections of the

I
bar iron from the chuck of the machine. The center, shown

|l @ @ j
in F.ig. 5, explains itself

;
it is used only in chasing long work in

dy\\ J steel. The turner, shown in Eig. 6, consists of hollow shank,

Ilteii.
^

Jiim the turret; a hardened bushing, J?, held in its front
^ v|j| j|jQ| end by a set-screv/

;
a heavy, mortised bolt, C\ in the front lug

I I I ^1^1 of the shank
;
an end-cutting tool, i>, shaped like a carpenter’s

[
I. - .1

1^1^
mortising chisel, and clamped by the mortised bolt

;
a collar-L screw, JT, to hold the tool endwise, and

lllllili
^ set-screws, By to swivel the ‘

its bolt. Bushing 75 is to
"

"

]
sxxit; the work in hand. The tool, 1),^
ig a, piece of square steel, hardened lilWIIIliiiBBBB

Pia,3.--Turret tools. throughout. It is held by its holt with Fig. 5.—center,
just the proper clearance on its face.

It outs with its end without any springing, and will on this account stand a very keen angle
of cutting edge. It will cut on inch bar away at one trip
with a coarse feed. It does not do smooth work, and is,

used only to remove the bulk of the metal,

Fig. e.—Turner, The sizer ’follows tlio Fra. 7.-~8izer.

turner and 4akcs a liglit

water or oil cut, giving size and finish with a coarse feed. Having only light, clean work
do, it holds its size nicely.

The die JioldeTy shown in P''igs. 8 and 9, is arranged to automatically stop cuti;iug when
the thread is cut far enough. It will cut a full thread cdeanly up against a solid shoulder. It

Pig, 3.~-Turret tools.

Pig. 6.™-Turner, Pig. 7.—Sizer,

Pig. 8.-—Die holder.

Pkj. 9.—Dio lioldor. Section,

consists of a hollow shank, A, fitting the turret; a
sleeve, B, fitted to revolve and slide on the front end of
the shank, 0; a groove, W, bored inside the sleeve

;
a

pin, Di on tho shank, Iitting freely in the groove, E

;

f
‘

" P |a keyway, F, at one point ill the groove and leading out t j 1pri5sss 4 . I '
o

each way from it, and a {liread die, Gy held in the te|fap
front end of the sleeve. When tlio turret is run for- HHmW
ward the thread die takes hold of tho bolt to be cut, r.:7r\
but it I’evolves idly instead of stjmding still to cut, uni.il n,.'.'' 'k S'-

the pin, D, comes opposite tho keyway, -F, when, the |
turret still being moved forward, tho pin enters tlio jl .

back of tho keyway. Tho slecvii now stands still, the iMI
die cuts the thread and pulls tho tunyT along by tho Pi,,. lO.-Operatioms in innchim.
iriction 01 the pm in the keyway. Finally tlie turret screw making,
comes against its front stop and can move forward
no finther. Consequently the sleeve is drawn forward on its shank, G, and the instant the
pm, j), reaches the groove, B, the die and sleeve eoramence to revolve with the work and
cease cutting. The machine is then run backward and tlie turret moved hack a trifle. This
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<li.” ml'i'i-mv
'

'i'll!'
the key-way, and the sleeve is again looked. Idie

,

'

i , ie' wl the turret back. A tap holder may be inserted

' r .i r 1 Wh ,

' ;m;u I.
’ to an exact depth without danger.

, iJ performed in making a machine screw :

r ' the open chiick. Second Operation.—The
'*

‘
y** U.H stop and revolved to bring present the end gauge, the bar

-( a„rain^t s Id* (‘ml ‘muge and the ehuek is tightened. This chucks the bar and leaves the
p.,.|i, I huiLd h ptnjri iiig irorn Iho {diuck. Third Operation.—The front tool in thecar-

/i‘.*
'? !]

Mdr tt nil, (•tines tlie end of the bar so turret tools will start nicely. Fourth
r' l ho urn't ocjng revolved to present the turner, the bar is reduced at one heavy

ici! Im uicir I Id* pnipcr thn t.urret stop determining the length of the rediieed portion.
J'ijlh i^pe rut ii*u.—A ne lairrot htMiig revolved to jn-csent the sizer, the body of the bolt is

• r.oi rhf tn t'\aH 1 y a hght, quick, sliding cut. Sixth Operation.—The open die arm
iH in.*' hroti i'ht iImwu. t lu? Im

»

lt, i^> threaded, the loft carriage stop indicating the length of the
K'd pir*. St n aui Operation,—The tun’efc being revolved to pn^sent the die holder.

Use 'Hill 1 di'* is rini ov.-r t h(‘ boh;, bringing it to exact size with a light cut, and cutting full
lap usl pmnt dc-sired. Fighth Opemtion.—The front tool in the carriage chamfers
t*li the end thread. Si nth Ofn ration.—The back tool of the carriage, a parting tool, cuts otf
the I Hill, the left earriag*' .steip determiaing the proper length of head. Tenth Opeeration.—
I hr hull bring IV \er>eil in ('buck, the top of the head is water-cut finished by a front tool in
th«‘ carriage. 'Pld.^^ «»prral ion is deferred till all the bolts of the lot are ivady for it.

Hcrew !*ro|M‘!b‘r : sea* Engines, Marine.
Ncrc’^^-tlircadirig : boo Nut-tapping Machine.
S<’EEW TURK A IKS. Al a meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,

hr hi at Ehatlamcuru in issri^ Major William R. King read a paper on the subioet of screw
thread-, in ^Ufieh hr t(H»k tlu* ground that the ordinary thread was cut too deep into the
Hrn. and. mn >r*(uent h\ the bolt was weakened more than was necessary, and ho proposed to

rruD'd) I hr jI by mrrra^^iiig the number of threads per inch, thereby reducing the depth of
till* Ihrrud.

>ir, .hilin Ir Itiil ivwl a pafier before the Franklin Institute, in November, 1887, in whieh
III! iMlvoriitcil ti tltr«’ad I’oriiird part square and part V. The form of this tliread is shown in

#frrW'!‘iTi Titl’lP !•» rr^nlcUo iMWttto. 1804. CULL'S KTW THRElD, (887

, /
*^*’‘"'*’ '* *"^ V,.y/

‘

I

Fi(<. 1,~ Screw threads.

('•aupurivm \Mfh the \V Ini worth, the Sidlors, and the old V threads, in the cut, Fig. 1 . He
flud n fill* nd luigbt In* made in tliis way in which the altitude wa.s not dependent upon

!h. pih'li ((f thr thrrnd. and lliaii the altitude could bo made in proportion to the diameter of

fir !ni|f. Making Oie alt it inh*
, ,Vo Fi. high for each i of an in. in diameter, would

n iiit’i llir riv-t Drrlmti of tin* bolt uniforinly 15-85 percent, on all sizes. On tins basis Mr.

ioll tii.idi' H lahlr of ‘i/rs froiii h III. to Gill, ’in diameter, without reference to the pitcli of

ifr I It H'ud». mid Hum made a diagram to determine the pitch and tlie angle of the receding

,f.. lb- u . d tb(' number of threads on the smaller sizes as the Sellers, but on some
' II dil!*-rrn! ntniilM v,

Idir n j fiirnm^lrof the thread is nuido at an angle of 90 ^' to the axis, and the ngUMling

' dr rI III! hi* dc mI' . tb» t(»p and liottom of the threads parallel to the axis of the holt.

‘|f„. tbp liiiar g fMiuid by subtra,cling the altitude from the pitcli, and dividing the

imtiiuitT b\ I wo. ddir iron wan of a very good quality, having a breaking strength of over

hOiai llrr |0 r 'H

Tii» ImIIi *‘^11111;
lahlr hlmw.s the size proposed by Mr. Gill :

J Xtia Sipdem of Serein Thrcadn, by John L. GUI, Jr.
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A Neio System of Screw Threads,—Conthmed.

1. Diameter of "bolt 3 in. 3,1- ill. 3.Mn. 4 in. 4i-In. 4'|- in. 4.1- in. 5 in. .51- in. Bi in. in. 6 in.

3. Number of threads
per inch 4' 4- 3* 3’

>

3- 3* 2r 2p 24' 2' 2' 2'

3. Pitch of threads •35 -25 •333 *333 •333 •333 '4 •4 '4 ‘4 ’5 ’5 •5

4. Altitude of thread... •12 -13 •14 '15 16 •17 *18 '10 •20 -21 '23 -23 •24

5. Width of flattop •065 *06 •Oflr '092 •087 •082 '11 •105 •10 '095 -14 -135 •13

6. Diameter of bolt at

base of thread . .

.

2-76 2-99 3‘22 3'45 3-68 3*91 4' 14 4-37 4'60 4’83 5'06 5'29 5 '52

The followinp^ table shows a comparison of the V, the Franklin Institute, and the Grill

threads for certain sizes :

1, Diameter of bolt 4- in. I- in. 1 in. Ij in. 2 in.

2. Number of threads per inch, V and Franklin Institute threads 13* 10* 8* () 4|.'

3. Nximberof threads per inch, Gill thread 12' 10* 8’ 6* 5

4. Altitude of ^ thread •0666 0866 *1082 -1444 *1924

6. Altitude of / \ : / \ Franklin Ins ritutc thread . ..

/ CiJ \

•050:) *0649 •0812 * 1083 *1443

C. Altitude of
|

”'l i

|

Gill thread •02 •03 *04 *06 *08

7. Width of flat top of Franklin Institute thread
j

•0096 •0125 •0156 •0210 •0280

8. Width of flat top of Gill thread
|

•032 •035 *043 •054 *06

9. Diameter of bolt, full section •75 1* 1*,50 2*

10. Diameterof holtatbase of V thread •3066 •5767 •7836 1*2112 1*01.52

11. Diameter of bolt at base of Franklin Institute thread •3993 •6201 •8376 1-2834 1*71 14

12. Diameter of holt at base of Gill thread •40 *69 •92 1-38 1*84

13. Area of cross-section, orif?inal si^se •1963 •4418 *78i\39 1*7671 3*1416

14. Area of cross-section at base of V thread •1056 •2fU*2 •482i 1-152 2*048

1,5. Area of cross-seciion at base of Franklin Institute thread •1262 *3019 •5510 l-2{)5() 2*3003

16. Area of cross-section at base of Gill thread •1662 •3739 *66476 1*4057 2- 659

17. Per cent, reduction of cross-section forV thread
18. Per cent, reduction of cross-Bectloii for Franklin Insiitiite

58*19 40*78 38-63 34-81 34*65

thread 35*71 31*66 29-84 2(i‘71 26-71

19. Per cent, reduction of cross-section for Gill thread 15*35 15 -36 15*35 15’ 36 15-36

20. Franklin Institute holt, per cent, stronger than V 19*50 15*59 14-27 12-41 12-40

21 . Gill bolt, per cent. stroiu.?er than Franklin Institute, 31*69 23*84
42.70

20-64
37*86

15- 4 4

29" 77

15- 50
29 83

Mr. Gill made some tests to determine the streiift’th of holts made with his thread, as com-
pared with bolts of the same iron with the Sellers’ thread, with an elastic limit of from 63 to

GS per cent, of the breaking load. It was very ductile, the elongations averaging over 21 per

cent, in 10 in. The nuts were from common stock and were excellent, as not one of them
showed any tendency to give way in the thread. Six specimens of each size, -l-in., if -in., and
1-in,, all 20 in. long, were tested to determine the quality of the iron. Six speciniens of

bolts of each size, 4-in., f-in., and l-in., havingthe Sellers thread, and six specimens of each
size, hh., f-in., and l-in., having the new thread, were also tested.

An abstract of the results is shown forth in the following table :
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Experiments were made to determine how thin a nut would have to be before the thread
would strip. Oil a l-iii. bolt having the Sellers thread, a nut the thickness of of the diam-
eter was found as likely to strip the thread on the bolt as to break the bolt. The thread
will never strip in the luit if of a good quality, as the circumference at the bottom of the

thread on the bolt is much less than the circuiutcrence of the thread at the base inside of the

nut. On the Gill bolt a nut was required to be as thick as rV of the diameter. At that

tliickuess of the nut the bolt both broke and stripped, while at ‘95 the bolt broke, and at

•85 the thread stripped ; so if the nuts are made of the same thickness as the diameter of the

bolt, there will be a margin of 11 per cent, in favor of the bolt breaking instead of stripping.

Scutching : see Roiio-niaking Machine.
SEEIIEE'S AND DMLES. All classes of seeders have been improved and simplified to

such an extent as to eoino into general use, so that hand sowing lias been quite superseded.

The Moline broadcast seeder (Tig. 1) is made by the Deere & Mansur Co., for use with or with-

I)':)

Fio. l.—Mohnc broadcunt scodcr.

out th(‘, harrowing ah.achment, wlbudi is made detacliable, and wit.h pivot,ed or “ slip ” teeth,

held to work l)y springs capalde of yielding to the resistance ol: immovalile obstacles, so

that tlu‘, teetli may ris(‘. and draw over tlicm without breakage. Tins siaMlor has a .series of

siuMi-vimts in tlaUxdtom of the hopixu*, adjustable to suit the kind of seed sown, and over

each vent a stlrriiig-wheel, rotal.ed by the main axle, to tu'cvent clogging and insure a uiii-

fonu How of send. The adjustability of the vents ^
is shown in Fig. 2’, an arraiigmneut which adapts
the machJiu* to sowing the small se(3ds of grasses

as wtdl as grain. I'ht^ low (hdi very admits of use ||
,

ilfa

.i,,™ i, . > <^3
rnlehtd. d(^vi('(‘ in tlu‘ hub of (‘ach groun<l.wh(ml, it'

nvnderiiig l)olh wluH'ls driving wheids ; and (‘ither -s* .

^-7

will drive the huid or liack out of gear. Tlie ad- L — .— -Jh
justiible 11 ut nd-roll forei'-rced may be adjust.ed t''io. Hoedor.

r(‘H[H‘etively for sowing smaller and lad’g(u* (juanti-

tics. Beneath Mai hopper of tlie imiehini'., witliiii the feed-cnips, is a serums of Mu'S(‘ Ihited

feed-rolls. In (‘jiehcui) is a sealloptsl ring wliieh revolves with the tinted roil, 111 ting into

its grooves. The rolls are fi.!! fastened to tlu^ s(piare feed-ro<l shown, a,ud an^ movaklo. hmgth-
wise with it liv itaiajisof n- suitable hand lever, th(5 movement of wliieh to rigid, or hTiicjiuses

more or less of tlie face of the feed-rolls to pass into or out <>f tlie scalloped rings, and to lie

tlicndiy removed from or brought iido coni,act with tlie grain. WMthin the fee<l-<uq> and on
the opjmsit.e sid(‘. from the s<'al'lon(Ml ring, attacdied to i,lie finul-rod close a.g?iinst Ifie rolls, is a
lull) or follower cuiting oil the ilow of simd from that portion of cn|) not exposed to tlio

fecid-roll wliim the feed is set t.o sow anything less tluiu full <:*a,i)a(d(,y. The gruduated scnlo

s(M'n on lh(^ bad; o( tlxi Imppor is provided with an indicator seen r(‘(l to the feed-r()<l and
aHoe.i,(‘d by its movement,s, showing on t he imlieator-tilate the quant it,y of wheal,, oats, barley,

or lla.x-s(M‘d (h<‘, inaehims is set to sow at. any given time, ami the hand lever for reguhiting

(liuintlly is lield jiy a, thumb nut at any desired point. The “' force” feature, it will be sium,

is eoMst.niit,, whattwer 1 he. <iuantity <)r‘c‘liaraeter of simhI delivered. Wlien lh(‘. ground-hoes

aiT raisi'd tln^ re(‘d~rolls are Mirowii out of gear by a suitalile shifter, and agu,iri put, in motion
liy hqliiig (h(^ hoes down. The sowing of fertilLers is attended with (lijTieiilty. (knuliined

grain and fert iliziM- drills ani made to sow grain or grass seed Jind fertilizin’ sinmlt,ane()u.sly,

or eitlH'r alone. On iiei'ouut of the weij^dit of load carriiMl, the wheels have ;bin. tin^s to

support, t,limn on soft ground. A distinctive iinproveniont is the fertilizm* fonm-hmd, which
delivi'i-s thi', fm’Mhzer into the top of a large rubher spout, fornungai junction below with a

brancdi spout from the grain force-feed, where the gi’ain and fertilLer unite to pass through
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a hollow hoe-shank to the ground. The fertilizer feed is a series of nieely-dttcd eirc.iilar

plates rotating horizontally, one for each hoe, forming a considerable part of the hoi)por-

bottom. As the plates revolve, the contents of the hopper resting on them ar(3 carried to

oblique gates at the rear, and a stream of the fertilizer is forcibly cut off and discharged.

The opening or vent is enlarged or diminished in all the gates simultaneously. Wlitm the

machine stops, the feed ceases to rotate, and the flow of the fertilizer cannot continue, a,s the

vent does not open downwards—thus the delivery is free when in motion, witliotd; waste

when stopping, and is proportioned exactly io the

speed of the team. This fertilizer feed may be t.li rown
in and out of gear independently of the grain-fe(id and
without disturbing the adjustment for quantit y, to

skip strips of rich ground. It is now qiiite common t o

combine the function of seeding with any st/ylo of the

rotary or ‘‘cutaway” harrows, as illustrated, for (ex-

ample, in Clark’s machine, Fig, U, the seed bc'ing

dropped just in front of the gang. Most soils that
have been plowed within a year can be seeded in

one operation, in this way, by i)lacing th(3 secnl in a
division of one-half of the seed box, driving tiie liar-

row a half lap, and completing the work the second
time around with the other gang. By thus opm’at-
ing, a good seed-bed is made and the seeds |)hinted

therein half the width of the machine witli ea(3,h round.
Land Roller .—By rolling the soil after sowing, germination is hastened and a level sur-

face is provided, which facilitates harvesting. Fig. 4 is a roller made by the Van Brunt ^
Davis Co., Horicon, Wis. It cramps and turns like a wagon. Its rolls are made small, to
concentrate weight and compress the soil more compactly in proportion to weight. In
each pair the front roll is arranged to press comparativeljr lightly and prepare tlio surfiiee of
the ground for heavier pressure from the second roll, leaving it more oven than single rolls.

The rolls are hollow, to save freight, and to be ballasted to suit the land. The tongin^ is

hinged, and the horses pull directly by the roll frames.
The Deere Corn Tlanter, manufactured by the Deere & Mansur Co., Fig. 5, can Iw.

3?ig. 4—Land roller.

inade to sow the corn in drills formed by the runners seen in cut. or to drop witli con-
siderable accuracy a determinate number of kernels in two hills trcUisversoly opposit(^ ly
means of a rotary feed beneath the hopper carrying the seed, controlled eitlicr by the h’an<‘i
lever, or a check-rower, the latter operated by a light wire cable armc^d with spurs at. dis-
tances equal to the distances which it is decided should separate hill from hill. 'I'lii', cabh* is
anchored at either side of the cornfield in order to hold it stationary as the machine, ad-
vances alono* its lA-no-fL cn fLof « i.

ml :
uiuppt'u Iiisuamiy, leaving tne mils ot corn in accurate line Iioth

1 11 of are kept straight by shifting the aiuihor at ttic side iiE
the held always m a straight line. The wire can be thrown out of the check-rower on arriv-ing at the end of the row, so as not to interfere with turning the machine. In Pi,., o t |ic wire
IS seen wound on a reel, convenient for placing in position for work. Tho'facu of the
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wheels is fi broad concave, tendinis to cover and press the dirt upon the seed in. the drill left

by the press ruimers. The rear of the shank of the runners is of glass, that the process of

dropping may he observed by the driver. A slide drop was first used in this class of planter,

'
.

h'Ki. 0. “Deere’s com planter.

blit i.lm rotary (1 rop is found preferable. The check-rower mechanism operates as follows:

Spurs or i)utt()ns on the wire engage a lever and carry its end to a point where tlio in-

diuation of the lever sheds tluj spur, which, passes readily in and out of the chock-rower on

groov<Ml rolku’s. The movennont of the lev(ir <lraws a small crank over forward far enough to

0|)craitotho rotary feed to which the shaft of the crank is suitably attacdicd. The heel of the
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Ie another form of ike check-rower device the spurs of the wire engage a vertical leverand draw it down backward, escaping to the rear as soon as it assumes a position nearly
horizontal, when its return spring causes it to fly back upright, ready for the next impulse^without permitting the wire to escape from its fork.

^ ^

aiiQhor by the Barlow Co., Quincy, 111., is shown in Big. 7, whichunlocks the wire autonaatically as the corn-planter approaches it, paying out sufficient sur-
extreme end of the row. This surpfus is reooYered hv

r’
resetting the anchor behind the corn -planterbeloie starting on his return trip across the field.

^

.

Procter’s three-row com planter checks the corn rows both ways in straight lines by mech-amsm contained within itself, without the use of a spurred wire, ht the same time stLnping
f"

™ mt<f7als of two hills as a visible evidence to the driver that ho
IS planting his cross-rows straight. To prevent momentary variations in the speed of eitherof the two animals which draw it, the hitch may play from side to side, while the preserva-

'

, 'll

Bia. 7.—Barlow corn planter.

direction of traycHn a general stmight line maintains the travel of the machine
i

the machino, hinged to the axlo-sto<',k isa lock-shall actuating the three seed-slides of the sood-hoxes, and provided with a strik-
tappet-wheels, which arc secured to the carrier-wheel

tS kLs foTAll ftike in succession, delivering the corn throughtne tubes to the lull. The stampers on the two tappet-wheels are arranged to iiriuress the

ia7
seed, ^Lving a visible maYlse ISe eachmu. Ibe stampei and the drop-tube may bo swung forward or back in unison to correct

Zs ”ThoTf“ I
without stopping. tThis maShine covers the liUl wlirdri-lm^'^ hi

Khovel
drill requires change of seed-box for cotton seed or corn,llie shovel foi opening the furrow and the two covering shovels are arrano-ed to trin jinrldraw oyer obstructions to avoid breakage, and may ho given any desired resfstance accord^

In?
naturo of the ground. The shanks of the covering-shovels are round so’that the

tnl-m f
“"’’y Mgle to throw the dirt over the drill, more or less. The seed is

twn
revolved through the medium of chain gear driven by

n
^

‘ ^
traversing the box and carrying an agitator-wtieel within

nr, +1
Pf cloffgiiig. The cranks are driven by two connecting-rods extending to wankson the tove-wheel axle. By setting the cranks at a relative angle“of 90°! with the mS par-allel, Iho power is properly transmitted to the picker-wheel. The feed is thrown out of Larby be long rod urn cr the frame attached inW to a clutch on the mahlhaft^ InX

k n HIV i’ “i:®
press-wheels. The riderhs weightIS partly sustained by a rear castor, which also .o.ai-ries a hinged marker.

^

ohines'*^™*’'
' Cotton-spinning Machines, Ore-dressing Machinery’ and Threshing Ma-

STEAM, are used to separate and remove the water entrained or mechan-
“ through a pipe. The names “ehnSr” a"d
oil trii- f

*0 t'lc same apparatus, and also to contrivances for removing

t0m?!f Hoc! if w/'
steam, as it passes from an engine to a condenser, or to a syfwinch it IS utili.zed for heating purposes,

^

IM Stratton Separator, shown in Fig. 1, is based on the principle that if a rotative mo-
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tion is imparted to the steam the liquid particles it may contain, being heavier than the
steam, ac(iULre centrifugal force and are
projected to the outside of the current. It

consists of a vortical cylinder with an in-

ternal central pipe, e:itciiding from the
top downward abont half the height of
the apparatus, leaving an annnlar space
hetwocn the two. A nozzle for Iheadinis-
sion of the steam is on one side, tlie outlet

being on the opposite side or on top. Tlic

lower part of the a,pparatus is enlarged to

form a receiver of (*,onsi<lGral)lc capacity,
thus providingfor a sudden influx of water
from tlio boiler. A suitable opening is

tap])ed at the botlom of the ap[)aratiLS for

a drij) ('.onnectioiu and a glass water gauge
shows the level of the water in the separa-

tor. The current of steam on entering is

di'.ilected by a curved i;)artitioii and thrown
taiig(uitially totiie annular space at the side

near to top of the apparatus. It is thus
whirled around with all l/lui veloeity of
influx, inxxlucing the centrifugal action

whicli tlirows the luirt.ich's of water against the outer cylinder.

Fio. 1 Stratton
Brparfitor. Fig . 2.— Centrifugal separator.

Flo. 3. MinoV cliui-

itmtor.
Fid. 4. Tliiie’s cliinina-

tor.

These adhei-o to the srir-

fae(‘, so tfint t.ho water runs down eontnuiously inalhin sheet around tlio outer shell into the
receptacle Ixdow, while the stx'ain, following a spiral course to tlio bottom of the internal

pipe, abruptly enters it, and j)as.scs upwards and out of the separator.

(lentrifu^^ is shown in Fig. 2. In tins separator the steam is com-
pelled totaJcca whirling motion byihesi>iral ])assages around the central lube.

lime's Bltriirmior.—The Ilinti eliminator is shown in section in Figs. B and 4. The in-

terior surfaces liave deep, sharj) corrugallous througliout, extending transversely to the enr-
remt, by which the stc'ain is thoroughly broken
up upon entering. In a sharply corru-

g«ite(i vert ical diaphragm is interposed between
tlio inlet and outlet side. By the force of the
incoming current the steam is driven down-
wa,rd against t,ids diaphragm, and by impinging
die transverHo corriignted surfaces in the liody,

tlio iuilial siqiaration takes place hoforo the

turniiig of tlu^ steam into the outlet side.

At the lower end of this vertical dia|)hragni

two convex disks, B B, are placed, having a
narrow orifice at the bott.om, througli which
tho parl.ieles si^parated are carried into tlio

clnunlx'r htdow, out of and away from the

action of tlui st-cxim current, and from thtnico

out at drip valve, A, By tho interposilhm,

also, of an inward exhmding pipe at the |)ohit

of outlet, the steam (Mirren t is also diverted.

In Fig. 4 is .shown, at the side on one end, a cr)rnigatiHl (hithKUing paihiticm wliieli ex-

tends half the length of tho body,
forming the inlet. At t.lie o])posito

end a V(‘rdcal pipe east with a ilange

and standing out from th(‘. body forius

th<^ outlet. Tlie steam in passing
through the dcllecting jiarlilioii ol)-

tains eimirifugiil ludion, and by con-

lact with the inn<‘r ('oiTugat.(‘(l sur-

faces is hi’oken up, a,nd tlio water,

oil, gnuiisci, or oilier partichss (tiiini-

natml readily flow down the vi.'riienl

cornigaUons and out., vvlillc tlui steam,
divi^rti'd from its direct current, passes

away from die body and out tlirough

tiio vmtical pij )(‘. io'pointof delivery.

Ku'lt ifs i\lultituhular Gil hepuTfttor

is slicnvii in F'ig. 5. Bath tlie inner
and outer sides of tho tul)(j.s are cov-

ered widi wire coils, iiicweasiiig die
ellecdive ari'a for retaining the oil.

The Curt,is Omhined Separator and
Trap is shown in Fig. (1. stiMiin

in its passage through the separator is sbar|ily dellectod downwartl,

Pin, 5,— Hcparator.

Pio. C.—OiirtiH Hoparator
and trap.
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and then as sharply deflected upward. The particles, of water by their momentum continue

onward instead of turning with the steam, and are projected against the inclined faces of

the deflector, and gradually falling, as they lose their momentum, are gathered in a stream
against the back side of the separator, and flow downward to the base. The water in the

base is removed by a balanced float-trap.

Stuart Oily Grease
^
and Dirt Bxtrmtori^ shown in Fig. 7. It has for its object the

removal from the exhaust steam (before it reaches either

the condenser, punops, or boilers) of all oil, giease, or grit,

by the action of surface plates placed in the exhaust
pipe, and also by draining the valve ciiests and steam
casings into the oil cylinder, by suitable connections.

lesis of Steam Separators .—A test of the efficiency

of steam separators ot six different kinds was made in

1891, by Prof. R. C. Carpenter, at Cornell University.

Each separator was subjected to the same conditions.

Steam was furnished by a 60-horse-power boiler. From
the separator it was led to a 2Q-horsc-power engine,

which was belted direct to a Buffalo blower. Thus a
constant load was placed upon the engine, insuring a
uniform velocity of steam through the system. The
quality of the steam before entering and leaving the

separator was detennined by means of o, calorimeter.

In order to obtain a wider range of cpiality than that
furnished by the boiler, a vertical section of the steam
pipe was enclosed with a drum or cylinder. This drum
had several openings along the side to perinit water
being introduced at various heights, and an outlet was
arranged at tbo bottom, thus maintaining’ a good circu-

lation. The steam was thus partially condensed and
Fia. 7.—Stuart’s extractor, charged with water. The qualities of the steam before

and after passing the separator, which have the best

result, and the efficiency of separation, which is the ratio of per cent, of water removed to

per cent, of water in the entering steam, are given in the following table :

quality boforo. Quality alter. Efflcioncy, per cent.

98*0 98*0 0*

9I”8 9S*1 59*1

96’

t

98*4 59-0
95 ’3 98*2 61*7
90’

1

98*0 80*0
80.4 98*1 90*8

T9’5 08*2 91 *S
6:3*0 08*0 94* 6
58’0 98*0 95*2
54 ‘4 08*1 95-8
54 ’3 97*9 95*4
51*9 98*4 94*0

Each separator reached a maximum efficiency at about 35 per cent, of moisture. No
marked decrease in pressure was shown by any of the separators, the most being 1*7 to *6 lbs.

The investigation shows that although changed direction, reduced velocity, and pprhaps
centiifugal force are necessary for good separation, still some means must bo provided to
lead the water out of the current of the steam. It sucli provision is not made, momentary
separation may occur, but before the water can drop or run from any surfaces in the direct
current, it will be again taken up by the rapidly moving steam which continually surrounds
it. The high efuciency obtained was probably largely clue to means having been provided
for leading away the water after separation.

Settler : see Mills, Silver.

SEWING MACHINES. I. Maohiites for Domestic VsF..---Zoe7c~stitc?i Machines. The
WJmler S Wilson Machmes .—In the latest forms of machines of this manufacture the
principal inaproveinents consist in the extension of the rotary mode of motion to eveiy
part of the mechanism which does not require a different movement

; in devices for inter-

locking the threads, and for securing uniform feed and exact tension, and also for produc-
ing ornamental stitehings. The newest family machine (No. 9) is represented in Fig. 1.

Motion is transmitted from tbo upper to the lower shaft by a crank and sliding connection
;
a

pin at the lower end of tlio latter, working in a slotted crank arm, gives the necessary vari-

able motion to the lower revolving shaft, and consequently to the rotating hook, thus afford-
ing sufficient time for the take-up to draw up the loop of upper thread between the casting-
off of the loop from the hook and the descent of the needle to form the next stitch. Pig.
2 shows the bobbin of under thread in its case, and the tension spring on the latter. The
amount of tension may be regulated when necessary by turning' the screw, B., but when
once properly set the tension is substantially automatic, adapting itself to the different
sizes of thread. Fig. 3 shows the relations of the bobbin and case to the holder and the
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ting hook. These parts are brought into proper position by closing the drop, a, which

riiily held upright by the catch -spring, Fig. 4 shows the face-plate of the machine and
passage of the Tipper thread through the thread check, tension pulley, thread controller,

take-up, which last is provided with a roller to reduce friction on the thread, and to

litate sewing with tlircads ot poor cmality.

fri the variety stitch inaeliintd’ the loop-taker (or rotary hook) is set with its axis of

d ion at right angles to that of the main lower shaft of the machine; the needle-bar is

;‘ied in a swinging gate eoiniected with a segment lever, which is actuated by a cam on

'Fi<}. 4. Face plaf-c. Fia . 5. Fknire Btitchini?.

the iirimo’ sluift, and cniisi's the, iiciMllo to vibrate latmullyone orrnou''. tiiiios, jitkI to a greater

or less*(listan<'(uluring eutih nwoluiion of the shaft, and the l'(M‘d, l>y spetdal <levi(‘cs, is rand

o

to inov(* forward or backward, to the right or h‘fi, or to huuhI still )it« <'fudi stitiCli, as ina.y be

recjuired. 'Phe nuudnne may l)e us(m 1 with tdtina’ otie or two jummIU's. by coinbiivirig dil-

fennit. iiuml)crs and haigths^of transverse vibral ions of tin? ne(«lIeor iiciodhas, arHl (lillerent

nioV(un(>nisof th(‘ fecal, a’n almost, (‘lulless variety of llgures may be autornaliealiy Htitdred, a

f(‘,w of which nr<‘ ivpri'Stmled in Fig. 5.
^ t

* *

T/u’ Donx'shr MtfrJiiiU', Kig. 6 ,
has an itiiprovcd feed inochanism, 'rh(d<W('r, A, imparts

horizontal vibrating motion to tlic‘ feed- bar, and receives its inolion through th<^ stirrup, Zi,

au occent ric on t Im shaft and the stihdi-regulatingrueehanisin, the? lowin' (unl of which latter is

s(M!n in tiic form of a groove at (/. A projection from £ plays vertically in this cjlnuinel-way,
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which is so pivoted that an arm from it extending up through the bed, and connected with
a scale of distances, may be moved in either direction, thus giving any desired throw to the
feed, and in either direction. The feed-dog is regulated in height by the nut, D. JS is

a thumb-nut to secure the arm wherever Jocated. is a thumb-nut to fasten the stop,

which secures uniformity of stitch, whether feeding forward or backward.

Fig. 6.—“ Domestic ” machine.

The WiUcox <Sg Gibls IlaeMne in its latest form is represented in Fig. 7. As the parts
are all named on the engraving, detailed reference is unnecessary. It has novel means for
regulating the tension and the pressure on the material, and for altering the length of
stitch.

Combined Lock and Chain-stitch Machines .—A novel machine of this class, illustrated
in Fig. 8, is made by the Domestic Sewing Machine Co. A chain stitch looper is substi-
tuted for the shuttle, and is attached to the carrier. The second loop is carried around
the hook and upon the arm of the looper device, where it is slightly retarded by the tension
spring. As it passes off the arm it forms the stitch.

Chain-stitch MacMne8.---T'\xQ mechanism of a new machine of this class made by the
Singer Co. is shown in Fig. 9. The stitch is formed from a single thread which is inter-
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woven into a chain upon the under surface of the j?oods, and the tension is capable of adjust-
ment so that the thread will^ be drawn closely to the fabric, forming a tight and flat seam,
or left ill an elastic cliaiii suitable for knit goods. A beautiful ornamental stitch, resembling
braid, is produced by the use of coarse silk or thread.

8. - Lock and chain stitch machino. Fin, 9.—Singer chain-stitch machine.

ir. Machines Foil MANUPAOTxmiNa Purposes akd Heavy Work.— T'/vd Wlimler d- Wilson
No, 12 Mac/doe, Fig, lO.—ln this machino the moving powiu* is applied to the upper revolv-
ing shaft, whieh communicates a uniform rotary motion to tho lower main shaft by means
of two connections and double (piartering cranks, ''rhe ]oo])-taker (which takes tho place
of tho ordinary rotating hook, sucdi as is used in the No. t) machine) passes through the

Fiu. iC.— WUeoler As Wilsion heavy work mncluuo.

loop of Upper thrcjad. It moves in a circular guide with a motion alternately accelerated
and retarded. It is rotated by means of a driver attached to a short shaft, the axis of which
is eccentric to that of the main lower shaft, and which in consequence of the eccentricity
receives a variable motion from tho motive lower shaft by a liak eonaeetion, as shown in
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the figure. The axis_ of the driver is also eecetitrio to that of the loop-taker, so that bv
reasoa of this ecoentrioity, the necessary openings for the free passage of thread bet-ween’the

loop-takei are alternately formed at either end of the driver. By this arrange-

wftVany rStaLe^^Fig
earned around the bobbin of lower thread without meeting

shows the lar^e bobbin of
this machine, and its case,
with adjustable tension
spring. Fig. 1-2 shows the
bobbin, ease in the loop-taker,
with the bobbin- holder
thrown open. The automatic
thread controller is actuated
by the presser-foot through
the medium of the presser-
bar, so that the controller
gives automatically more
or less spread, according to
the varying thickness of the
goods. This machine is pro-
vided with a knee presser-
lifter, by means of which the
operator can at any time raise
and lower the presser-foot by
a movement of the knee, leav-
ing both hands free for ma-
nipulating the work.

TliQ yfillcoxcih OihbsStraio-
hat MaoUna makes prac-
tically a concealed stitch.
It has a claimed capacity of
1,000 hand stitches per min-
ute. It produces ail sorts of
plaits, from the coarsest
“rough-and-ready'’ to the
finest “Florence Milans.”
This is secured by compen-
sating action between the

i’lG. 14.—-Cylinder machine.

threader, boper, and presser-foot. whereby the needle automatically adapts itself to the thick
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ness of the plait operatexl upon. The double needles operate from below, and carrying; the
thread upwant thrmi^^h the straw, a looper lakes the thread from the threader, and passing
over, a small double stitch is made on the upper side, almost invisible, and a long triple
stitcii on the under side. The hat can be shaped while being stitched.

Tioo-needle —A machine of this class. Fig, 18, made by the Singer Manufac-
turing Co., is a development of the regular automatic ehaiii-stitch macliiiie. It has two
needles, and their stiteIi-.forming ineclianism, the hook being underneath, is so arranged
jis to picjk u|) botli threads. The gauge, or distance, from one needle to the other can bo
varied by intervals of •;/(> in._ from

f*,- in. to in., by substituting feeds, throats, and needle
clani|)s siiital)lo for the required width hetweou seams. These niachines are used in corset
work, for staying slioos, and for all manner of double seams. A reel is provided for carry-
ing tape or sta,yiug material. The same result is obtained
by liaving two ebain-stiteh machines attached to a base,
one being adjustabbi in relation to the other, so that the
widtli between seams can be varied from 2| to 16 in.,

and the length of stitch from 8 to 30 to the inch. An-
other form of two-needle machine, made by the Singer
Co., called the “three-stitch zig-zag machine,'’ makes
two rows of stitching, and tliree lateral stitches in each

'

direction before reversing, and can be fitted to make less

or more stitches.

TliG Singer Tm-neexUe, Two-shuttle Sewing Macldiie.

Pig. in. ( Ivor-Hciinuiig nnichiuo. -(’arp(!l;-H(n\'mg iniitdii no.

- -This is a lock-Kl.il.<',h machine, having oscillating shuttle miKdiiiiuHin, and is fitted with two
U('i‘(ll(‘s set to any desired gauges, with two shuttles (right an< I hd't) to corH^.spond, auul both

ael.uaJed, l)y th(‘. kune shaft. It makes two (‘.omplotc arid uniform rows of Ht itriiirig, and
is us(‘(l in making^ shirls jiml corsets, Imlia-rubfier clotliiiig, etc.

The Singer Cylinder MarhmeSy Fig. 14, are used for Bt itcliing rnauyartich'S vvhitdi eannot

b(‘. stitched' upoii a flat surrium, as elastic gores and back seUiins in slioes, hgs of trousers,

and otlnn* work in which it is necessary tlmt the thread should jiass from ami to thi'. insi<l(U'>f

a (*yHn<h*i(*al or ('ouca,V(i surface. They have the oscdllating* incadianis^m are fltlc.d with a

r(‘vers(‘ stif.eli rc'gulator, so tliat the work is fed either upor off the arm, and are mado with

both wluad amd drop fetid for feeding around the arm, nglit or loft.

Over-sexuni'iif/ Mae/mies.—A machine of this class, for over-seaming^ hosiery, knit goods,

d(i., is maim factii red by the Willeox &Gil)bs Slewing Machine Oo. It luis a knife which trims

in advance of the ruuidle, which jiasses alternately through the fabric aiul over the edge.

Two sclvagi! {i(lg(m can be united in this manner and afterward opened out,, kiaving a flat

seam, without ridgc;, or two pieces of fabric may belaid flat aud their iHlgc\s joined by the

alteniale slitehes as the needle passes from one to the other. Fig. 15 sliowa the' over-seaming
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machine made by the Singer Manufacturing Co. It has oscillating

front of the arm is a slotted lever, worked by a cam within the arm. llinged to this lever

is a pitman connected at the reverse end with a rocting ® rocMns
bar operates. The pitman communicates the to-and-fro moyement of the lever to the cocking

shaft^thiis eivinff the needle-bar the same movementj which may be extended or entiiely

thrown off by altering the adjusting thumb-screw seen in the cut. This machine is ^sed ftm

sewing cloth, leather, carpet, or knit goods, binding, and especially for overcasting the raw

shown in Fig. 16 and made by

compriLs the latest improvements m machines used for this

a saddle device, so that it rides upon the edges of the carpet. The caipet to bo bowtd m

Fig. 17.—Two-needle carpet sewing.

)OCl.

Th^ Traverse Slicipe7\-~'^\g. 1 shows aheaAy

susnended edge up (Fig. 17), between two clamps attached to upright posts one of which

imtionary and^tho S;her fastened to a windlass, by which the carpet is stretched taut,

i'he saddle^is placed on the tightly-drawn edges. With the left hand the operator

the handle shown in cut. The machine, as it is operated, feeds itself along the edges of the

carpet. The character of the stitch permits the opening of the carpet flat while retaining a

complete imion of As ed^es^^^^^
sewing machine, designed by the Singer Co. is probably

the larUt LTgTacMne ^verLilt. has an oscillating shuttle, two -fll

Stitch goods from i in. to 1 in. in thickness, and any width to 7i ft It is liUtd with loilci

feed, and a guide adjustable for various widths, tor making ^raUel seams.

See also Book-binding Machines and Lbather-wobkino MACHiuts.

Shatt-roundiiig Macliiiie : see Molding Machines, Wood.

ShiiDer : see Molding Machines, Wood.

SHAPING MACHIlNIilS, MEl’AL. The

shaper built by
the Hendey Ma-
chine Co., Tor-

rington, Conn.,
and designed for

railroad and
other heavy work.

It has a stroke of

80 ill., andean he

set to vary length

of stroke while in

motion. The sad-

dle has a traverse

on the bed of 73

in. Feed works

at each end move
the saddle hack
and forth. The
saddle can be run
fast by hand from
one end to the Fig. 1.—The Hendey traverse ahaper.
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other when desired to change, the position on bed, each turn of crank moviug it 21 in, The
head has automatic vertical feed, and can be set to any angle. The circular arbor also has
independent feed, and is operated from the pulley end of the machine. The tables are raised
and lowered by screws, and the aprons on which the tables work are inov'ed on bed by a rack
and pinion. The aprons hawc a bearing low down on the bed, to insure solidity when taking
a heavy cut. I’hc vise jaws open 15 in., and are 15 in. long. The vise is graduated, and
swivels on a heavy base-plate.

Wriffhfs Frietunv Shaper,— 2 shows a new form of shaper made hy J. E. Wright &
Sons, Brooklyn, N. Y. The driving shaft seen on the side of the machine carries two loose
pulleys

;
the forward one is thoeutting pulley and has twosteps, giving two speedsin cutting,

and cjarries an open belt. The rear pulley is the return pulley, and carries a cross belt ITorn
a large pulley on the countershaft, giving a (piick return. Tlieso pulleys are thrown into and
out oi’ gear by a friction clutch. The side bearings for the shaft are adjustable for wear, and

Pid, 2.—Wright’H friction sliapcr.

hav(‘ wicks drawing oil from the cnp beneath. The worm rutis in oil. It is of steel, hard-

emul a,nd poli.shed, and iru'shes in the hirge phosphor-bronze wduMd. Tlu^ whwd is scu-ured to

tfu* (‘ 11(1 of i,lu^ rack sluift, ])assing through the*, base of the machine, to vvhu.di ar(‘. S(‘(uir(‘(l the

two rack wh(H‘]s, The teeth of the rack are at an angle to the liiUM>f the shaft, and arcs right

and 1(‘ ft, picventing any side thrust. The loose pulleys on tJio driviiig-shafi are turned on
t.he inside of their rinis to a ta|)er. The outside of llie friction-riins is tunu‘.<li(> tlici same
taper, and in action is forced into the loose pulLys by a sliiftinj?-fork. The shank of tdie

fork lias a certain amount of spring, which relieves the friedion and pulleys from the shock

or jar of tlie rani when reversing its motion. The cross-feed is gi ven t o thotablo hy the screw

ratchet and rod whicdi is secured to the lower part of the disk, which disk is compressed
between leather disks. The friction of the leather causes tho feed-disk to more with the

wheel until stopped by the fixed pin on the rear bracket, or by tho adjustable threaded

stop pin on the forward bracket. Tlie table is secured to tho cross-head in the usual manner.
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but the top plate is hinged at the rear end of the open table, and is raised by the screw
shown, and is clamped when in position by screws passing through slots in the drop pieces
shown on the under side of the plate.

Sheaf (larrier ; see Harvesting Machines, drain.

SHEEP.SHElIlINGMiLCinNE.-Eig. 1 shows
the sheep-shearing machine of Biirgon & Boll, Shef-
field, England, installed coraplete

;
Fig. 2 shows

a few links of the flexible operating chain ; and
Fig. 3 is a larger view of the shears. The fly*
wheel when in gear actuates the friction wheel,
marked c, fitted with a spindle having a girnbal
joint at its base to connect it with the flexible
chain, which is contained within a liempen tube.
Another gimbal joint at the lower end of the chain
unites it with the shears, which are like those of a
horse-clipper and formed to be held in the hand
of the operator. The under teeth of the shears,
ten in number, remain stationary, while three
upper teeth reciprocate rapidly upon them, some-
thing like two thousand times per minute. With

Fig. 3.—Detail.

the machine it is easy to avoid cutting the skin of
the sheep, while gaining more wool and working
more rapidly than with hand work. The hang-
ing cords, a and d, are for starting and stopping

Fig. l.-Sheep-shearitiff machine. the machine by means of the shifter, h. The flex-

ible chain is of hardened steel.

SHINdLE-HAKING MACHINERY. In the manufacture of shingles nearly every
machine, except for jointing the butts, is a sawing machine; the difference being as to
whether the saws are on vertical or horizontal arbors, and whether one saw takes care of one
or more than one block. Machines with two or more saws cut from four to ten bolts at one
time. The machines of smaller capacity usually present the bolt to the saw and withdraw
it by a reciprocating motion, those of larger capacity using a rotary motion. Among the
former, the principal points of difference are as to whether the block is presented end on or
side on; and in minor details of varying the taper, thickness, etc.

For making sawed shingles there are several classes of machines. One of the most simple
has a circular saw upon a vertical arbor, belted from below, and a sliding carriage presimts
the bolt endwise to the saw, so as to cut with the grain of the wood instead'of across it. This
table or carriage has an adjustment by which either the front or the back end may be
tilted, so as to saw a shingle which is tapering in its length

;
and there is provision for

changing the thiedeness of cut without altering the taper, or for varying both. Such a
machine will cut 3,000 to 4,000 cedar shingles per hour; audit is also adapted for sawing
heading and box stiifl.

In the shingle machine made by Adams & Sons the saw arbor is vertical, and the block or
bolt is borne between dogs at the end of an arm vibrating in a horizontal plane and present-
ing the side of the block to the action of the saw. The taper is given by tilting one end of
the table bearing the block by a foot lever ; this gives the requisite degree of taper to one
shingle, and the tabic being brought back by a spring when the foot is taken off the treadle
after one shingle is cut, the next shingle is cut with the butt coming at the opposite end of
the bolt from that of the first one cut. Thus every other shingle has its butt to the right

;

and the saw cuts slanting at every other cut, and parallel on the intermediate cuts,
A shingle and head-cutting machine brought out by S. Adams & Son has the axis of the

circular saw wliicli do<3s the cutting inclined slightly from the vertical, and the top or table
is semi-circularly inelined from the horizontal. Along the top there slides a clamping table
which holds the bolt which is to be cut; the bolt being placed crosswise of the machine so
that its side is presented to the action of the saw. The bolt being clamped at the lower end
of the inclined tabic, every time that the table is drawn forward the shingle or heading is
sliced from it, and drops clear of the saw. There is suitable adjustment for giving any thick-
ness or degree of taper, and the machine will cut with the butt first on one end of the block
and then on the other, or may be set so as to cut the butts continuously from either end, as
desired. The capacity claimed is 3,0l’0 shingles per hour from suitable blocks, or 60 shingles
per minute from blocks 8 in. wide. The carriage is moved up over the saw by a pinion run-
ning in a rack gear until the saw has passed through the block, when the pinion is automat-
ically released and the carriage moves back by gravity. Then the dog opens, the bolt or
block drops on the platform, which is tilted by a ratchet wheel, the pinion engages the rack
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again, and the carriage moves the bloelc against the saw. There are two feeds, one for hard
and the other for soft wood.

In one of the most important of the shingle-cutting machines made there is a large
horizontal disk, driven by gearing over
the top of a frame having at two op-
posite points in its eirciimference a
circular saw. The disk has dogging
provision for ten bolts at once, and
each of these is brought in turn to first

one and then the other of the horizontal
circular saws, making a shingle from
eacli bolt at each presentation to the
saw, or twenty shinglea for each rota-
tion of the cireiihir traveling table.

Tliero are several modifications of this

machine, which is made by Perkins &
Co.

An attachment for regulating the
throw or stroke of tlio tilt-table lever
of a sliinglc macliine may seem a trivial

matter, but it is very important in such
machines to have a device which can

Pm. 1. Shingle tupering at^vicc, be changed without the necessity of a
wrench, at the same time being posi-

tive to set and lock. Iti tliis, shown by Fig. 1, the handle has cast to it a projection that
engages in a groove in tlie enlarged part of a sliding bar that is placed between two thumb-
nuts, whi(di lattior st*row through tlic

lugs on the easting; and tlie enlarged
part, of the sliding bar strikes the end
of each nut iistlie lever is tilted oneway
or the. otiher. Wcn‘wing tlie thumb-nuts
one wn.y or the othiu* gives tlie lever

more or hiSs tihrovv, and t.herefore gives

tin* tilt-ta.l)le more or less ta|)er. Idiese

tliuiul)~nuts are grooved on t hiyir edges,

and a swinging notch or lock (‘ugages

witli one of t.he grooves wh<m it is iiang-

ingdown. thus making it impossible lo

turn th('. nnt.H, and the Wiight of tiie

stop ca;uses them a.lways to nnnain in

this position unhws ra/ised by hand.
What is known as a slenJer-mirriage

for shingle inaclrim's is a devicn^ lor

dogging a, lioard or otiu'r tJiiii piece of

material, and pn'smiting it, to tin* av.tion

of the singl(! saw so as to ntiliz<‘. t he l.hin

imiteria,! tha,t, would ol,h<‘rvvis(^ lniv(‘ to

go lo t,h(‘ stca,m l)urner. One, rmuh^iy Fia, HU'alor carriage,
d. C. Simonds & Son is shown in

Fig. 2. Th(^ (nirriag(‘ is so constru(d,ed as to wedge or lock the board or sliinghs on three
sides, a,n(l inshai.d of W(‘,(lging it Iengthwis(‘, as is lisua,! with such chimps, it liohls it cross-
wis(\ Tlie shingle that, is licing sa,vv<‘d is not dogged at all, but, a.ll t,h(‘. (logging is dono
on the pie(*,e a,hove it and on tli(‘, last piiaie, or the picaie that is left after a, 11 the shingles
are cut out, of the boa,rd, rims making it impossildt^ t,o spring the shingles. This carriage
will clamp a,nd hold a pii'ce that is only

}^
in. t.lu(tc at tlie thick end n,l)()ve i,lie saw. The

S[)U1, or w(‘(lge piecie Unit, is left al’tnr the last shingle is cut is lield in the carriage and drawn
back from over the saw.

Slice Machiii(‘i‘y : sro Ijoattier- working Machinery.
Shoe Staiup : sec Ore-i',rushing Ma<;hincry.

SHOVFli, R.liiJtOAI) SN<)W. An apparatus for removing snow from railwaiy tracks.
Figs, 1, 2, a iliust,rato i,ho ]jcsli<3 rotary shovel. Fig. 1 shows tlie machine in s( 5ction, and
Figs. 2 and 2 show it,s a,|)peara,nce when act-iially at work.

A stout fi*anie of heavy T-lituirns is mounted upon two four-wheeled diamond tnicks, the
wliole construction lieing of exl,ra st.rength. This frame (‘arric^s a hirge loeomotivo pipe
boiler, with a, firebox whicli (^xtimds the full width between tln‘. wlnads. Tliis boiler supplies
steam in two 17 x 23 cylinders, wit,h Walshehart valve motion. J^la,(*h cylinder works a
short sliaft, on wliieh is fast a lawcd wheel BB in. in diameter at pitch lino. Faudi of these
bevel wIkmiIs g(‘a,rs into a larger bevel wluml, 40J1 in. in dianieter at piteh line, fast on the
main shaft, tluis driving the knife wheel placed in the front of! tlie machine. This
whcHd is 10 ft,, in diameter, and is set in a round easing,, with a Haring, stiuaro front, 10 ft.

wide and the same Indglil,, whicli is made of ^-in. steel rilate. OTiis casing serves to cut
the bank V(irtieally on eacdi side, by its corner giisBefs; trie snow which the wheel cannot
reach is carried to the knife wheel. The rotary wheel contains a hub upon wiiieh are placed
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twelve radial plates, in the shape of an immense fan wheel. Upon the front of these radial
plates are placed an inner and outer series of knives. These knives are pivoted on radial
pins, and the surfaces of the knives being inclined to one another, the knives are canted
when they encounter snow, and are set so as to slice the snow off the bank on to the fan, the
centrifugal force of which causes the snow to fy to the outside of the fan-wheel, and as the
latter is surrounded by a casing, the snow can only escape when an opening is provided for
it. This opening is at the top of the wheel, immediately behind the headlight. The open-
ing is provided with a movable hood, so that the stream of snow can be regulated and made

to fly either to the right or left of the track, and at any desired angle. The rotary, when in
operation, is in the charge of a pilot, who stands on the platform in the front end of the cab,
from which lie has a full view ahead, as well as ou each side of the track. By a system of
signals he controls the engineers on the rotary and locomotive which pushes it, and by a
hand wheel can alter the position of the hood that directs the stream of snow to either siclo.

He has also charge of the icc breaker and flanger for cleaning the rails and flanges after the
main body of the snow has been removed by tlie rotary.

The ice breaker is a stout plate of steel, hanging in front of the front wheel of the front
truck, and so attached to the journal box and frame of the truck that it rises and falls with the

Fig. 2. -Elevation
. Fig. 3. ~Sh ovel at work.

movement of the front truck w^hcels, and consequently maintains a fixed position about half
an inch above the top of the rail. The ice-breaker and the flanger, which follows it, can be
raised and lowered by means of a small steam cylinder, which is supplied by steam from the
boiler of the rotary. The flanger, which clears out snow from both sides of the rail for a
distance of about 12 in., is attached in a somewhat similar manner in rear of the rear wheel
of the front truck. Any ordinary locomotive tender can be attached to the rotary for the
purpose of carrying water and coal for the supply of its boiler.

The weight of the machine complete is 110,000 lbs. It is in use on many of the largest
railroads of the United States and Canada.

Siamese Caiinectian : see Fire Appliances.

anals. Eailroad : see Switches and Signals,
can JOranze : see Alloys.
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Silver Milling* : see Mills, Silver.

Sizing* Screen : see Ore-dressing Machinery.
Slate Picker : see Coal Breakers.

SLOTTlNe MACHINES, METAL. Nemtoyi's Rack-drwr SloUmg MacMne,—mg. 1,

shows a new slotting macliine built by the Newton Machine Tool Works, of Philadelphia.

It is intondcMl for linishing work above 18 in. in height, and is especially adapted for slot-

ting larg(! rorgings. Th(i tool is niiusually heavy. Large machines with a crank stroke

have generally nol; been successful. To overcome the difficulty of the ordinary rack-driven

inachirie, and the crank slotting niaehine, these uiaclunes ai*e built with a rack, bak

Pi 0 , 1 . H,ack«drlv(W elo rtitig mac.h ine.

instead of liaving a i>iriioii or linll wheel working Into it, it is driven with a. spiral pinion,

whieli is (lriv(‘Ji through angubM* bevtd gearingT which gives a. very oven, steady stroke and
gre.at power. The macdiin<‘s n,r(', capable of taldng a full stroke, up to their eapaclty. The
b(dt vidocity is 110 tinuis gro.at(*.r than the inovotnent of the cuUing bar. The feeds are

arrangcid aid,{)iuatica,lly, and can bo workenl by hand. A valuable feature of these tools

is the (‘xhnision of the bed, allowing the carriage to be moved some distance away from
till* cutting bar. The cutting ba-r is counterweigh ted and has a (juick return.

Mmton's Hix4neh HloUing Mmhine,--W\g. % shows a sli<)rtrstroke slotting machine. The
cutting bar is eouuterwoighied, and can be adjusted, and is provided with Whitworth’s
quick-return inotiou. The circular eaniage has a full hearing on the under saddle, the

51
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’worm-wlieel being* in the center ol the saddle. Tlie machine will admit work 23 in. diam-
eter and 10 in. in height. The cir-

cular carriage is 17^ in. in diam-
eter, and is made very heavy. Both
automatic and hand feeds are pro-

vided.

SOAP-MAKERS’ MACHIN-
ERY- There are two well-known
processes of soap-making, that hy
long-continued boiling, and the
so-called ‘‘cold process.” While
“cold-process” soap can be made
with a much simpler and cheaper
plant than regularly boiled soap,

it requires a higher grade of stock

to make a merchantable article,

and as rosin has seldom been suc-

cessfully used in “cold-process”
soap, it is usually cheapened by
adding silicate of soda. Of all

fillers, sal soda is probably the
most satisfactory, as it will soften

hard water and does not render the
soap so sharp and hansh to the
skin as does an excess of uneom-
bined or free caustic alkali. A
soap moderately filled with sal soda
will generally give better satishic-

tion than a soap not filled at all.

In soap kettles for boiling soap,

good practice allows 25 cub. lx.

content for every 1,000 lbs. of fin-

ished soap, the kettle is to turn
out in a boiling. While exact
data are wanting, it is probably
nearly correct to allow one horse-
power boiler capacity for every
1,000 lbs. of finished soap to be
turned out in a single boiling. A
eriss-c]*oss coil in the soap-boiling
kettle is just as effective and much
cheaper than a spiral one of the
same heating surface.

A high-grade toilet soap can he made from cuttings and scraps of a good quality of boiled

soap, by dry remelting to get rid of excessive water. For this purpose the soap stock should

have no, or but little, filling. Cuttings and scraps of “ cold-process ” soap, especially if filled

with silicate of soda, cannot be successfully remelted, as the grain becomes coarser. They
may be woiked up with anew batch of soap, however, or can usually be disposed of to laun-

dries, etc.

The formation of “ bags ” in “ cold-process” soap, it is said, can he prevented by passing

a hand crutch back and forth longitudinally through the framed soap several times. After

the soap is cut into cakes it is racked and allowed to form a skin by action of the air.

Different soaps will require different lengths of time, and the state of the weather will

have considerable to do therewith. If possible, select a clear, dry day for pressing, and
avoid a clammy, soggy day, as on such days all soap sweats and becomes frothy in press-

ing.

To prevent sticking of the soap to the dies, it is necessary to sponge the dies or soa,p in

some liquid in which soap is not readily soluble. The best way is to sponge the cake on both
face sides. For sponging, oil of myrbane and oil of citronella, either singly or mixed, have
been used. Salt water, however, h better, and weak acetic acid (vinegar) is best.

Fig, 1 represents a machine for making soap by the “ cold process,” remelting and crotch-

ingsoap scraps, melting and mixing rosin, rendering tallow, etc., manufactured by Messrs,

H. W. I)opp & Son, of Buffalo, N. Y.

The steam jacket and inner shell arc cast in one piece, having a number of stays betweexi

the inner and outer shell
;
there is a large outlet in the center of the bottom for the dis-

charge of the contents, A steam-heating radiator, composed of a series of cyiindrieally

arranged pipes having open spaces between them, is placed in the center
;
through this

radiator steam passes directly to the jacketed part of the kettle, which can be cut off from
steam supply so that the inner cylinder only has steam. A conveyor screw is placed in the

center of this radiator, which surrounds the screw. As soon as a portion of the soap is

melted, the screw is set in motion, thereby lifting the soap up and dumping it over the top

of the casing surrounding the screw, when the centrifugal force forces it out of, or through,

the open spaces left between the pipes, The large scraps are carried up and are wedged in

Fia. 2.—Six-inch slotting machine.
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between tlie open ports at the upper end of the radiator. The constant motion of the
screw shears the pieces off, and thus, in comparatively short time, the largest scraps are
completely cut up, and the whole hettleful of soap will be thoroughly melted and crotched

ready for framing. The transferring of the soap into a eroteher after remelting the same, is

here overcome, and the two operations are finished in one. Moist steam may be passed at will

Fki. 1.~ “ (;<)ld-proc,(^HH ” Houp iruichiiio.

through the soap scraps, ct-c., to inoistcm tiuun, if lUKuissary. (lold water maybe passed into

the jacket jind radiator to I'acililaf.e tln^ cooling of tluj soap, ^rho convtiyor screw is worked
by power forward or backwan’d l)y shitting the clui(di that drives the bevel g(uiring.

Pig. 2 rtujresenfuS a rendering and refining kettle for

making snmll ba,tches of faiUey toilet soap; rendering, re-

fining, cooling, and iniKing lard
;

boiling and mixing
oils, va.rnishes, etc. It consists of a Bteam-jacket(*d kcd.tle,

provided with an agitator .so constructed lhaf< it ean
(visily l)e removed from tlu} kciilo ami swung out of

the wjiy wlien no ngitud.or is required, for or (dcjiiiing the

maehino.
An upright provided with a rack is Hcrewe<l into a

bra(‘Jcet, wliicli is emst on the kei.tle. A pinion, opcrattul

l)y a hand wheel, engagers with the rack, and thus the agi-

iator can readily l)c raisiid out of the kettle. On reaching
tlu; t(>[) iti can l)o swung to one side out of t.lio way, and, the

kidtlt; can be uhcmI for lioiling and all purposes to which a

st(;a,m-ja(dvet(Kl Icdldo can bo put. The agita.tor is a con-

v(;yor 's(*r(;w, surrounded by a cylindrical casing. By
looscming a,s(;t-s<'.r(!W, the conveyor screw can be withdrawn,
and tlu; nuudiiiu; (huiiicd.

An iinpr(>v(;d form of soap framo, .Fig. 3, is made ol! No.
10 slKudriroa, h(‘avily bra(;ed with angle irons to prevent Em. 2.—Ketoing kettle.

l)ulging or hucdcling of Ihe sides. The ends are attached

t,(> the botl.oin iii sucdi manner as to bo easily detached. The whole is firmly bound together

by liinge.d rods providiul with fly nuts as illustrated. The frames can bo set up or knocked

down in a f(;w luomcnls. Two bottoms are supplied with tuudi set of sides anti ends, so

that the soap tain nunain on one bottom for cutting, while the other bottoin and frame are

ready to reetuve a I'resli (duirgc of soap.

b^ig. 4 ixipresents a novel form of soap press, capable of pressing a bar of soap hi in. long,
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weighing from 3 to 4 tbs.

SOAP-MAKEES’ maohifery.

II I.«
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Fia. 4.—Soap press.
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Journals eontaining item? of geneml intorest to the soap trade : American Soap Journal^
Chicago, Ills., and OiK Painty and Drug Itepoi^ter, New York, N. Y. We are indebted to

Messrs. H. W. Dopp & Son, of Buffalo, N. Y., for the foregoing information.

Speeder, Spindle, S|>innim'‘ Frame, aiHl Spooler : see Ootton-spinning Machines.
Spreuder : sec Rope-making Machines,

Stacker : see Tiireshing Machines.

Staking Machines : see Leather-working Machines.

STAJJ( CUTTFIIS. Cornstalks, where the growth has been rank, are an obstacle to

Fi<i. 1. Htalk ctnior.

tlie plow. The st.alk cidJer, by nnuins of draft hooks pondout under tiio frame, combs the

stalks into lin(\ a.nd them, by rrn^ans of i.ransversc*. revolving kniv(‘s, (*.h(>[)B them into short

lengtiis, whielj cHiniot foul the plow and are easily tunun 1 under by it. The implement for

this us(i Idrmeriy consisted simjdy of a, roihu- armed with knives pmrallel with its axis and
projeeting i’roin its ra(!(%

and, s VI ins (M I
n (mi t

1 y ,

monnkul (‘cjcentrivnii ly

with the a,xisof 1 he roller,

Iirojecling ifirongh slots

in t.he roher whim c.oining

to th(( ground, naid drawn
wilJiin i.lui face of the
roller wlum passing up-
ward and over. But it

has been iransronned
from a vivry inipivrle.et to

an (dfiudive rmichiiK*- by
the irnprovimimits shown
in Fig. 1.

Parlin vb Fm, S.— Stalk cuitor.

Stalk CwJkJr.—Mdi(‘ work-
ing parts are mounted on a strong sulky. The lower floating fi'a-me carrying- the blailed

r(‘el is alitaclnul in front to the main frame above it by draft rings ai, tin; corners, and is

pressed down l>y a iiair of strong spiral side springs, whicdi (KUiasion a siuuiossive rebound

of oacli of the fives liliides downward after every riiCoil from tlie resist,ance of the stalks to the

stroke of the blades, fdiis automatic rebound, aidciul by the resistant inertia of the whole

fabric, chops the stalks thoroughly, which is impossible merely by the weight of the machine
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steadily applied. To relieve the teara from undue jerking under the chopping action

described, the doubletree is connected by a spring to the draft rod of the machine. The cyl-

inder is covered for safety from the knives, and the cover forms a box for ballast, to add

weight when needed to insure thorough cutting. The floating frame and cutters are raised

and held up by a lock lever when not required to cut. The knives are set tangentially

backward, at that angle which insures the best cutting result. The knife-reel is rotated by
contact with the ground as the machine advances. The same class of machine is used on

cotton land to fit it for the plow by cutting the cotton stalks into short lengths in the same
way, but owing to their toughness and hardness is necessarily made much heavier and
with stronger reaction side springs than is necessary for corn-stalks.

Amro’s Stalls Gutter, Fig. 2, has six knives arranged spirally around their axis to effect

constant pressure on the ground, and thus avoid jolting; also to distribute the work evenly

by cutting few stalks at once
;
and to lighten work by cutting them obliquely with their

grain. The cutting apparatus presents, when viewed from front or rear, a profile as shown
in Fig. 2, suiting the machine to the usual ridged contour of cornfields. The machine is

preferably made wide enough to cut the width of two corn rows, to use two horses and a

man, for about as much duty as for four horses and two men with two of the single-row size.

The cutters have their axis independent of the ground-wheel centers, and their pressure can

be controlled by the lever.

Stamp : see Ore-crushing Machines.

Stamping Machines : see Took-binding Machines.

Stave Jointer : see Barrel-making Machines.

Steamers, Passages of : see Engines, Marine.

STEAM LOOP. The steam loop is the name given to an ingenious device, shown in Fig.

1, for returning the water of condensation from a steam pipe or separator into the boiler. It

consists merely of a system of piping, and does not necessarily contain any valves, adjust-
ments, or moving mechanism.
The following description of

its method of operation is ex-

tracted from a lecture by Wal-
ter O. Kerr before the Franklin
Institute. The principles on
which its action depends are as
follows : Biflerence of pressure
may be balanced by a water
column

;
vapors or liquids tend

to flow to the point of lowest
pressure

;
rate of flow depends

on difference of pressure and
mass ; decrease of static press-

ure in a steam pipe or chamber
is proportional to rate of con-
densation

;
in a steam current

water will be carried or swept
along rapidly by friction. Tlie

water of condensation rims into
a separator. (See cut.) The drip from the separator is below the boiler, and, evidently, were
a pipe run from this drip outlet directly to the boiler, we would not expect the water to re-

turn up-hill. Moreover, the pressui*e m the boiler is, say, 100 lbs., while in the separator it

is only 95 lbs., due to the drop of pressure in the steam pipe, by reason of which dilferenee
the steam flows to the engine. Thus the water must not only flow up-hill to the boiler,

but must overcome the difference in pressure. The device to return it must perform work,
and in so doing heat must he lost. The loop, therefore, may be considered as a peeuiiar
motor doing work, the heat expended, being radiation from the upper or horizontal portion.

From the separator or drain leads the pipe called the “riser,’' which at a suitable height
empties into the “horizontal.” This leads to the drop leg,” connecting to the boiler any-
where under the water lint?. The “ riser,

” “ horizontal,” and “drop leg ” form the loop, and
usually consist of pipes varying in size from | in. to 2 in., and are wholly free from valves,

the loop being simply an open hole from separator to boiler. (For convenience, stop and
cheek valves are inserted, but they take no part in the loop’s action.) Suppose steam is

passing, engine running, and separator collecting water. The pressure of 95 lbs. at sepa-
rator extends back through, the loop, but in the drop leg meets a column of water which
has risen from the boiler, where the pressure is lOO lbs., to a height of about 10 ft.—that
is, to the hydrostatic head equivalent to the 5 lbs. difference in pressure. Thus the sys-

tem is placed in equilibrium. Now, the steam in the horizontal condenses slightly, lower-
ing the pressure to, say, 94 lbs., and the column in drop leg rises 6 in. to balance it

;
but

meanwhile the riser contains a column of mixed vapor, spray, and water, which also tends
to rise to supply the horizontal as its steam condenses, and, being lighter than the liquid
water of the drop-leg, it rises much faster. If the contents of the riser have a specific

gravity of only '1 that of the water in the drop leg, the rise will he ten times as rapid,
and when the drop leg column rises 1 ft., the riser column will lift 10 ft. By this process
the riser will empty its contents into the horizontal, whence there is a free run to the
drop leg and thence into the boiler. la brief, the above may be summed into the state-
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merit; that a deercaso of prossuri^ in tlie horizontal produces similar edffeets on eontents

of riser and drop leg, but in degree invei'sely proportional to their densities. When the

condensation in horizontal is maintained at a constant rate sufficient to give the neces-

sary dilference in pressure, the drop leg column reaches a height corresponding to this

constant dilTerenee, and rises no further. Thus the loop is in full action, and will niaiu-

tain circulation so long as steam is on the system, and the difference ol; pressure and
quantities of water are witliin tlie i*ange for whieh the loop is constructed. No water

should accumulate in the separator, as it is the mission of the loop to remove it before

it assembles into a liquid mass. It is hero that constant and vigorous action is of

great practical utility, cna tiling the loop to act as a preventive rather tliaii a device

for removing water after it has accumulated. The separator evidently must be of such
form as to give tlie sweep toward and through the loop better opportiiiiitj to pick up

the (Mitrainod water than is afforded the current sweeping toward the engine, pump, or

steam -using device, ddie loop action is practically independent of the distance that the

source of siqiply is above or below tlie boiler, and also independent of the length of return.

It is capable or handling such quantities of water as usually exist in steaiu systems. It

is practically limited by excessive differences of pressure, and hy abnormal quantities of

water.

Sled : see also Alloys
;

l^resses, Forging, and Tempering and Hardening.
STHEIj, .>1ANUFA€ riJRE OF, Reeimi Jmj^rommeMis.—The one notable improvement

in the manufacture of steel in the past ten years has boon the successful introduction of the

basic process, both o|)eii-hearl.h and Bessemer, the invention of the late Sidney G-ilchrist

Thomas, In improvement in mechanical details of the manufacture, with the view of dimin-

ishing t;he amount of labor and of increasing the output of a single plant, the record of the

past ten years has been one of extraordinary development. In BesBcmor works, the use of

ffuid rrietal (linuff from tbo blast furnaces, without rcmelting in cupolas, has hecqirie most
general. A notable invention in tliis department is that by the late Capt. William E.

Jones, of I.Ih^ melal mixer, an immense tilting vessel, lined with firo-briclc, in which several

ladlefuls of in)ii froin (lifferent blast furriaces are jxiurod and mixed, and from which the

metal is drawn off as r(',(|uired into other ladles, from which it is poured into the converters.

The convert ers theins(dves have undergone no essential clumgc, oxcu'pt incrcaso of size.

capacity of 15 tons to the heat is now adopted in the latest works. The old casting pit, with
its ingot molds, ladle (u*ane, etc., immediately in front of tlio converters, is being done
away with, and for it. ai*(‘ subst.ii.utod ingot molds pbuHid on cars, and an overhead traveling

crane, which esarries th(‘ hulle of melted steel from i.he converters to a point above the

ingot molds standing on (uirs at. any point in t.he track running lengthwise through
the (jonv(U’1,(‘r houses. This ».ri-ang(‘meni has Ix'.en adoiited in tlie latest ])uilt works,

those of the Maryland Steel Oo.. at Sparrow’s Point., Md., and is about being usod in

the nKHuistriK'-thm of the Edgar Thomson Works. dTie ingots, with tlie nictal iiytbelr in-

terior st, ill tluid, anulrawn liy a hxeimotive. to the “stripper a liydranlie machine strips

diom—trhal. is, pulls t.ho ingot molds off from them, leaving them standing on the cars.

When cool enougli to be liandled by the (‘.raiie t-ongs. th(‘y are lifted b,y a liyilrauHo crano,

and placed, still in a vmtical po.sii.ion, in tim “soaking pil.s,” t.lie inventionof Mr. Gjors, of

Middh^sborough, England, which arcs underground lir<‘-l)rl(dc r( xu'pta,(des, heatcul by the ingots

tliemH(dv(‘s. Jo llainswortli’s moditic-at.ion of tlu'Si*, |)itH, a small regenerative furnace is

placed adjacent to tlie.m, by which they may Ixs Ixuited when necessary by tho Inirningof

fuel. When tlie heat, of tJic ingots has bimn e(iualized in t.hiisc pit s, the llviid interior having
solidified while tlu^ (x)inparat.i vidy c<x)l (vxhu’ior is li(‘at.ed to a yidbw lieal, they arc ready for

rolling. In most modcim mills tliey ai’(^ rolled dined, ly from tlie ingot, iiit.q a rail, hy^ passing

through two or more stands of rolls in rapid siueumion, wilhoiit, riVhcaiiing or cu into

bloom,s. A four-length rail is usually made, whudi is cut into mils bO ft, iii length at. oiio

openit.ion hy five hoi, saws, which simult-aneously make tlui four rnilsyuid the two (irc)|)ends-

Tho handlingoC t.he rail while passing through t.li(‘. rolls is done ent.irdy liy maoldnivryj, the

iuvontion of (la,pt,. Eolxud, W. Hunt, no manual labor whatiwer being I’cquired to lift or turn

cither ingot, bloom, or rail. Descriptions of tlui proe.(‘ss of rolling, \\.h adopLcxl a.t the Edgar
Thomson Works, Braddoidc, Ih.., and at t.lu^ Illinois Stisd (Jo.’s works ai; S<)urh CJhieago, are

given by (japtain Hunt in his presidential address before tho A in erican Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, in Novmnber, 181)1.

The Bcmc /hv>cc.v.s.— (Sei*! Mi^ssrs. Thomas &; (lilcbrist’s pa.per on “ The Manufiiictiire of

Steel {uid Ingot. Iron from Pho.«phorie ITg Iron,” whudi was read before t.he Society of Arts,

in bondon, in 1882.)

Th(i BessmiHM* vessel is lined with magnesian lime, which has been priwiously Biibjcctod

to an iiii.ens(‘. wliite hiuit, and so brought to a eomlition of density, tenneity, and hardness

as far as p()ssil)l(‘! reinoved from the conditions of the material gc'.tu'iral ly known as “well-

burnt liim\” an<l morii cdosely resembling graiiit.c or flint. Tliis material, which for brevity

is known as "slii'iink linud’ (as in course of preparation it shrinks t o oinduilt tlui bulk of

ordinary liimq, is used (‘itlnn* in the form of bricks or in admixiur<5 with tar,yisa raimiuxl or

'‘slurry” lining, this bidng substitutecl for tlie ordinary silica l)ri<dc or siliceous ganister

lining of the liematiti^ procc^ss.

Before the metal, which may bo either employed direct from tho blast furnaeo without

intervening remelting, or, if for any reason this is not; convenient, may have ho<3n remelted

in a cupola, is run into the convert.er, from 15 to l8 percent, of eornrnoii “well-burnt’’ lime

is thrown into the vessel, T’he metal is tiion introduced and the charge is “ blown’’ in the
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ordinary way to the point at which the ordinary Bessemer operation is stopped—that is, till

the disappearance of the carbon, as indicated by the drop of the flame.

The dephosphorizing process requires, however, to be continued for a farther 100 to 300
seconds

;
this period of so-eailed "‘after-blow,” which would be prejudicial both to quality

and yield in the ordinary process, being with phosphoric iron launder conditions permit-
ting of the removal of phosphorus) that in which the great bulk of the phosphorus, down
indeed to its last traces, is removed. The termination of the operation is shown by a peculiar

change in the flame, and checked by a sample of the metal being rapidly taken from the

turned-down converter, flattened under the hammer, quenched, and broken, so as to indicate

by its fracture whether the puriflcation is complete. A practised eye can immediately tell

whether this is the case or not. If the metal require further purification, this is effected by
a few minutes further blowing.

The operation is thus, as will be seen, but little different from the ordinary Bessemer
process. The differences that have been indicated, viz. : the lime lining, the lime addition,

and the after-blow, are, however, sufficient not only to enable the whole of the phosphorus
(which would be otherwise untouched) to be completely removed, but the silicon, of •which

inconvenient and even dangerous quantities are occasionally left in the regular Bessemer
process, is also entirely eliminated, while at least 60 per cent, of any sulphur (also untouched
in the ordinary process) which may have been present in the pig is also expelled. It is found,
too, that the once-dreaded phosphorus is of most substantial assistance in securing by its

combustion the intense heat necessary for obtaining a successful blow and hot metal. If it

is desired to produce “ingot iron,'’ or a metal differing only from puddled iron bv its homo-
geneity and solidity, the usual addition of spiegel is omitted, or replaced by a half per cent,

of rich ferromanganese. The phosphorus is oxidized by the blast, forming phosphoric acid,

which, finding itself in presence of two strong bases, oxide of iron and" lime, unites with
tlie latter of them to form phosphate of lime, which passes into the slag. Whether or not
there is a transitory formation of phosphate, making oxide of iron perform the function of
a carrier, is a matter (though interesting theoretically) which it is needless here to discuss.

The basic Siemens and Siemens-Martin processes are carried out upon the same lines as the
Bessemer process. The clephosphorization is very complete, but the operation takes about
5 per cent, longer than when pure material is used

;
the proportion of lime required is less

than in the Bessemer process, and the wear of the basic hearth, with suitable arrangements,
is not excessive. In 1878 there was not even in existence any public record of successful
dephosphorization of pig iron. In 1884, 864,000 tons of basic steel were produced. In 1890
the production was 2,603,083 tons. Moreover, in this last year, too, there were also pro-
duced, together with the steel, 623,000 tons of phosphoric slag, most of which was used for
fertilizing purposes.

T7ie Darby Becarburizing Process ,—This process, invented by Mr. John Henry Darby,
of the Brymbo Steel Works, consists in a method for adding the required carbon to molten
steel by means of pure pulverized carbon, in lieu of the spiegel hitherto used.

The addition of the carbon may be made by any of the following methods :

(1) By the use of a special funnel-shaped filter, which is filled with carbon, and through
which the molten metal flows.

(2) By means of a worm, working in a funnel, hangingor standing over the ingot molds,
when it is desired to recarburize only a few ingots from a charge.

(3j In the Siemens furnace the carbon is added to the molten steel as it flows from the
furnace down the spout, and in the Bessemer process as the rnetal flows from the converter
into the ladle, so that the recarburization takes place, partly during the casting and partly
in the ladle. The third method is now used, both on account of its cheapness and exactness.
The ground carbon is placed in a sheet-iron funnel, which for a 10-ton charge should be
capable of holding about 450 lbs. of good ground coke. The funnel is provided with a sliding
valve, at the lower end of which a pipe is affixed, and through which the carbon falls into the
stream of metal. The fl.c)w of the carbon should be so regulated that the whole of the car-
bon is in the ladle when two-thirds of the steel has been run into it. The slag must be kept
well back, especially in the basic process, to prevent reduction of the phosphorus in the
slag. The amount of carbon to be added must be 10 to 20 per cent, in excess of tlie theo-
retical quantity for a given percentage. Experiments have shown that in order to in-
crease the carbon 0-05 per cent, in a ton of stem, about 1*6 lbs. of coke must be used. Prom
this as a basis, a table of “ chai’ges '' may easily be figured out for any given percentage
of increase. By this process the use of spiegel is entirely done away with

;
the amount of

ferromanganese to be added, however, is about the same as by the older method of recar-
burizing. (See “ On the Darby Process of Recarburization, ” by M. A. Thieleii, Journal of
the Iron and Steel LisUtute, Mo. 2, 1890.)

The Lash OpenJheartli Furnace Plant is illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3. It is peculiarly
adapted to the use of natural gas. There are 16 furnaces erected in Pittsburg on the Lasn
system, four of 40 tons, five of 30 tons, one of 20 tons, and six of 15 tons.

The hearth of the furnace (I) is made circular, or, preferably, elliptical. The lining of the
hearth conforms to the shape of the shell.

The single flues in natural-gas furnaces at either end of the melting chamber are 5 ft.
wide, and are simply large passages inclined down toward the bath at a pitch of about 4
in. to the foot, to give the flame a strong ^nide downward upon the metal. In order to
provide a firm support for the arched roofs of the melting chamber and flues leading into
it, a water-bosh, made of -thick steel plate, is put in the form of a keystone in the arch of
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each roof. Natural p^as is led into the sloping flues by wrought- iron pipes and being

much lighter than the air, mixes with it in its downward rush into the furnace. The stack

is placed in siicdi a manner that the flues leading from each end of the hearth

which nave checker- work in them, alternately act as regenerators to preheat the air before it

enters the furnace. The lower end of the stack is coniieeted by a short flue with a four-

laiMh oiKui-luiartli furruu^d. TrjiiiHV(imi Hcsctloii.

Fni. -Lash opeu-liearth furnace. Horizontal nectiou on y, Fig. y.

way (duunlxu* {2r2), i,o which ih<‘- flues from eacdi end of tlio furnace eonrerge, and to

wh'icJi l.he air diK*.l. (2(1) dolivcvrs. This air duct (56') leads out from the ladle pit (57), and

passes (lir(K*;tly under i.lu^ hearth, in this way not only heating the air, l)ut giving a free cir-

culation umhu' the luiarth, and preventing an excessive heating of the bottom. Along the mid-

dle of Idle lliu's leading from the central four-way chamber (55) to the opposite ends of
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tile furnace, is placed checker-work of fire-brick, supported on tiJes {SS), so that the bottoms
of the flues are clear opeuings, giving- a stronger draught ; but as there is constant tend-
ency of the heated air to ascend, there is a thoroughly uniform heating of the air entering the
furnace by this arrangement. The front portions of the flues are provided with a series of
double arches. The four-way chamber (,^5) has the air duct (^d) leading into it permanently
open, and is fitted with a three-way valve (SJ), alternately connecting the flues lead-

ing to each end of the furnace with the chimney (£1) and with the air chamber (,5’J), in this

way reversing the furnace on the well-known Siemens principle. This three-way valve
is hollow, and is kept cold by a stream of water running through it, preventing the warp-
ing or burning out of the valve, or with the Siemens gas furnace, the direct loss of fuel
by leakage to the chimney. The tap-hole of the melting furnace is at about the ground-
level, and the metal is conducted, through an inclined spout some 10 ft. in length,
to the ladle pit (^7). The Lash furnaces have all the ordinary and important operations
around the furnace on one ground level, the three doors on the back side of the furnace
and the two on the front or tapping side being accessible for charging or for repairs to the
furnace. A record of 500 consecutive heats, of 50,000 lbs. of stock each, shows that these
were charged in an average of 24 minutes per charge, 12 men, or all hands about the furnace,
doing the charging from all five doors, which are balanced and arranged to open by levers in
the pulpit under the control of the crane boy.

T/ie Batho Furnace is represented in Figs. 4 to 7. It consists of five separate wrought-iron
eases, all on one level,

lined with fire- brick,

which form the outside

walls of the four regener-

ators and of the melting
chamber. The regener-

ators are connected to the
melting chamber over-

head bymeansof wrought-
iron pipes, runningalmost
horizontally, which are

lined with refractory ma-
terial. The melting ves-

sel is lined with basic ma-
terial and covered with a

roof of silica brick, en-
closed in a strong skew-
back ling of iron. The Fig. 4.~The Batho furnace. Sectional elevation,

gas ports are in the side

walls of the melting chamber and the air is carried in through a port in the roof directly over

the gas entrance, the air port having a very steep pitch into the furnace of at least 8 in

every foot. This arrangement guides the flame downward right on
the hearth, and does away with much of the sharp cutting action of
tlie flame on the roof, which thus has to stand the reflected and
radiated heat only. The basic lining is separated from the
acid by to -I-

in. only of neutral material in the form of car-

bon brick or chrome ore. The upper 18 in. of the lining waJls of

the melting chamber are of silica brick. The Batho furnace is well

adapted for the basic process on account of the facility of getting at

a,nd replacing the linings. (See “Recent Improvements in Open-
Fig. 7.—End elevation. hearth Steel ’ Furnaces, ” by A. E. Hunt, Trans. Am. Inst. Mining

Bngrs., Vol. XVI

)

Open-Jieartlh Practice in Europe,—Mr, P. Lynwood Garrison, in his report on
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the inetaliurgical arts, at the Paris Exhibition {Journal of Franklin Institute, 1890),

says :

Since the time of the introcliietion by Messrs. Martin of the new process in the Sirexiil

works, tlie size of tlie open-hearth furnace has always been increasing. Instead of the 3

to 4-toii furnaces first used, 10-ton furnaces, 20“ton furnaces, and even, as in some steel

works of the l.oire district, 35-toii furnaces can now be found.

In reference to the manner of constructing the furnace, the majority are of the fixed type,

the so-called Sieinens-Martin fin-nace, designed at first by the Messrs. Martin themselves,

and having regenerators situated underneath tlie hearth, and the reversing valves on one
of the small sides. In two or three steel works only can the Pernot furnaces be found, with

a revolving circular basin or hollow hearth, or the Batho furnace, with a round hearth,

supported ' by an iron plate, free underneath, and with round regenerators with plate-iron

casing phic(‘d laterally and above ground.
Phe mode of working is usually tho “scrap yirocess.” What is known as the “ore

proeess ” does not ajiiH'ar to bo used in Ifranee. The combined use of scrap and ore, known
as the “ Ijandore jirocc'ss,” is used only at tlie Alleyard Works. Professor Jordan states that

the nature, of the liiuiig varies in the different works, and according to tho description of

rnatorials used. Sometiines the lining is acid; that is, it is made with sand, gaiiister, or

siliceous puddle
;
sometimes it is basic—that is, made with magnesia bricks, or puddle (ac-

cording to tlie system jiatentedin 18i)9 by Mr. Emile Muller), or with dolomitic bricks and
blocks

;
at other times tlie lining is neutral

;
tliat is, made with chrome ore (according to

t.he Valton-Remaury |)rocess). When the lining is made with chrome ore, Messrs. Valton
and Remaury statcrduit no material is taken from the lining either by the molten metal

or by the slag, so t hat no corrosion takes place, and it becomes pos$il)le to act on the metal

either by serai)s or liy ores, or by various agents in sucli a manner as to effect a complete de-

phosphorization ,
and to produee various descriptions of steel.

Use ofAlmnmuin to sveure Hound In (jots.—W, lias been found iliat. the addifcioiMif a small

(juantity of aluminum to molt.en steel just before
]
)ouring into ingots has a berielicial effect

in rendering the ingots sound. Mr. J. W. Ijiuiglcy, of Pittsburg, in a paper read at the

meeting of tho Aiuerican Instit.uto of Mining Engineers in 1.891, says :

Tlie pracl.ie.e in pouring ingots is as follows : The aluminum, in small pieces of a quarter

•or half~|>oun(l weight, is thrown into the ladh^ during the tapping, shortly after a small

quantity of st(Md has alrcindy ent.,ered it. The aluminum melts almost instantaneously, and

<Iilfuses witli griMit rapidity throughout. contents of t.he ladle. The dilXnaiori seems to be

<s()mi)lete, for t.he writi'r has mwiu- seini t.he slightest, act,ion indicatiiig want of homogeneity

of mixture—-ai 1 of the ingots poured from one ladle. Ixdng prcthscly iilike so far as tho specific

action of tlie aluminum was I'oncm’mMl. 'I’lie ((iiantity of nlumiMuin t.o be employed will vary

slight,ly according’ to tlie kind of stc<‘.l and t he results to be attained. Eor ojxm-lieaTtii steel,

i'ontaining less tlian O.hO per (HUii, mirlion, t.he amount, will range from 5 to It) ounces per

ton of steel. Eor B(‘SHein(u* st.(a‘l thc» (
juant.it.ies shouhl he Blightly inc.uMisi'd, viz.: 7 to 10

ounces. For steel eontainiugovm* O.oO per (umt. c.arhoii, aluminum should b(' usimI eautiously;

in geiuu'al, liet.weeu 4 and 8 ounce.s to the t.on. M r. (leorge (I. M,c,Murt.ri(^ pi'(‘sl<letit of tho

Ajiollo Iron and 8t.ecl ( to., has found that, aluminum can Ix^, rna,(hi to rcphicni innngaiicsii,^

31,nd lias rolled ingots down to thin shi‘(vi,s by using om‘. half pound of iiluiriiiiiun pen* ton ol

-steel.
,,

The, Iherds lU'enlphu^^^ MasHenez,of ll()tu*<h\ GerriiJiny, read a paper

3 it. the Ijondou meiding of i h (3 Iron and Bhud liist.it.ute, in 1891, d(^seril)ing a, tirom'ss juloptcd

3it his works of (lesiil|)liiirizing inoltmi pig iron prior t.o it.s exmversion into steel by the Besse-

mer |)roeess. We (‘Xt rac.t from this papm’ as follows :

In tlu‘ treat,ment. of phosiihoric pig iron, which is empiloyed in the production of basic

steel, it, is not siulhui^nt nierely t.o conduct the molten ]»ig iron in large. (iua.Mt;ii.ies to Iluj

<ionvcrt,er in a mixed eoiKlit.ioii ; hut. the problem here is to rendm* t.he proiiortmn of suljdiur

also imhipiMident of the blast furnace process to sueh an extent that th(‘. pniportion of sul-

phur ill t.iu^ tlnished steid is so low that, the (pmlil.y of th<^ stiad is in no WJiy iiillumieod by it.

luorihu' t.o (dhrt .sa.lisfju'tory <lesul|)lmrizat.ion af.ieniion has been bestowed on tho fac.t that

iron snl[)hi(h^ is eonvertisl by manganese iut,o in}ingn.nese HHl|)hide and iron. It! suljdiuretdd

pig iron, poor in mangarn'se', is jidded in a llnid corulition t > manganiferous inoltyii pig iron,

poor in sulphur, tlui im^tfd is desulfihurized and a inaiiganeso sulphide slag is forined. At

lIoerd(‘., t.he mixing a.iid (lesuipliuriziug apparatus holds 70 tons ot pig iron and has t.lic

slnipiM)!’ a e.onv<‘.rl,er, moved by hydranliu maehimny. An hydraulic, pressuni of B atmos-

planvs is sunici(‘.nt to sd, it in motion. The vessel is nrovid(‘<l with a iloiihle lining of tiro

in-ic.ks of the sami^ ((iialiiy as those used for the lining of lilast funm,ci?H. Thus liiiing is

at.ta(die,d only along t.he slag line, 3ind does not nquire rcpa,ir uuliL it ha,s hyini in use lor

Home six w(x*ks. tho (lonsumption of manganese is very hav. Theoretically it, is the quan-

tity nupiinxl for t.!u‘ formation of manganese sulphide, and in practtiei^- it. has Ixm'u found that

this n.m(>unl.s t.o about 0.2 per (umt. Tlie proportion of manganese which tlm (losulpluinzed

pig iron coming from t.he vimsel should contain is best kept at, Jibout 1.5 per eimt,. in order to

nuider t.he ilesulpliurizat-ion as <toinpleto as possible. It has bt'ou found that if highly siil-

phureted pig iron is pounal from the blast furnace into the desulphurizing vessel 15 to 20

minutes a.re sulhciinit. to ofTe<*.t tho desulphurization requisite for the stiiel proeess, I ha iron

in the vessel remains sufTK'.iently fluid for several hours. It luJ-t’^becm found cjuile unneces-

sary to obtain heat by jiassing and Imniiiig current of gas above I he bath of ineta.!. Daily

analyses during a mouth at llocrde of the desulphurized metal for tho basic process gave
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results as follows
:
phosphorus ranging from 2*62 to 2*93 per cent. Manganese, 1 *15 to 2*97

per cent.
;

silicon, 0*11 to 0-31
;
sulphur, 0*035 to 0*086, the percentage of sniphur before

desulphurization being 0*100 to 0*481.

T%e Rolert'Bessemer Comerter, Fig. 8, is described in F. Lynwood (larrison’s rt^porl,

on the Metallurgical Arts at the Paris Exhi-
bition {Jownal Frmildin Iiutitnte, i890),

which see.

What is claimed as novel in the convert er
is a combination of several parts in a eon-
verter having a flat side, in which flat side, air(»

ranged the tuyeres in a plane horizontal to
the axis of the converter, and all in t he sarins

plane.” “The tuyereshaving an irudination
to enable a rotary motion to l)e imj^art ed to
the metal bath, and being so disposed that l)y

tilting the converter in tlie ti’iinnions th<^

depth of the metal over the tuyeres can bi^

regulated.”

It seems to have produced excellent n'snlts
wherever put in operation and to be tlie only
side-blown converter whicli, is siiital)Ie for the
basic process, as the large a,mount of slag
produced would soon choke up a similar fixed
converter.

Processes for preventing Piping of tSteel ,/y/-

gots.—Eecent processes for pi’eventing pip-
ing are thus described by Mr, T. S. ( ’rane, in a
paper published in the Trans. A. S. M. E.

,
Vol.

X. Strenuous efforts have been made, and by
many different modes, to provont the i)ii)iiig

of east-steel ingots, but it is only recently that,
a simple apparatus has lieon porf(‘,cted for
practically accomplishing this object.

Some of the most modern nieaus lu'ret.o-

fore used are mentioned below. The *
‘ Sw(M‘t

”

Fig-. 8.—Tlie Eobert-Bessemer Converter. process consists in putting poW(l(‘rtul c.har-

, ,

coal upon the top of the ingot when rum red, to
prevent its upper end from oxidation, and, by its combustion, to maintain the fluidil.y of the
steel, and thus assist in filling the pipe as it forms. The entire effect is very Hliaht, 'rhe
compression process used by Whitworth to form sound steel ingots has never biam wholly
successful, as it operated to consolidate the exterior of the easting witliout permitiiMir the
free discharge of the gases from its interior

;
and while it has opeiAted to pr(‘V(ml. forma-

it has been liable to produce a spongy or porous castiiiL-Yarious modifications of Whitworth’s plan have been devised. S. T. Wil]iams has (l(‘visc(ia compression process for making sound circular ingots for saw plates. The ('omp’and i vclvthin and flat form of such ingots permits the sides to be bent or crushed inward wliih' llu^
interior of the ingot is still at a welding heat, and this effeets the desired innCsenn • 1

'

ter than in a square ingot, where the_ compression of the sides would tend to induce. cra,cksas the metal, when first crystallized, is not very tenacious. In experimnntR l.ried liy Williaiii
Works, in the year 1884, it was found that, a t)re.s.snre

fn
'PPOJi a 24-in. piston, and concentrated ujion the. (mi< 1 of ain.-square ingot, merely produced an ingot containing innumerable globules of gasIhe Billmgs and Hinsdale process provided a reservoir at the top of I Ikj luold nrid n

drawn downwaj-d t,o ma,k(‘ aningot, which would be fed during the shrinkage period bv the residue remailihir ireservoir. This process is not, therefore, convenient except for the casiin<>* of larire in«n)ts‘Mr. Hinsdale also experimented at the Jei-sey City Steel Works wth 7 m.lssure o,r
^

0

in
shortening of tlie ingJt from 25 to ^ inn length, and perfect solidity, except that the pipe appeared in the same form a fhiw jm ifordmarily displays itself at the piped end of 1 forged bar. Mn IlSi epiping, or its effects, could not be eliminated by pressure and invented h norCnTui i i

/'
insert in the mold upon the top of the fluid met^throtS
gases might escape while applying the pressure.

^ porioialion in wincii tlu^

® device the top of the ingot became slightly chilled, and a crust fornKHl i I wvrnnn •but after the pressiire upon the metal was raised to about 20,000 lbs. per sq ii l luMTust of
Wnv ?

loud report, and a circular piece like a boiler pun chiL shot ou t

and fnrm°«
Pl^nger, followed by all the gases, and sufficient metal to fil tluUavitvand form a stud as long as one’s little finger, on top of the ingot.

'

^
Ihis process produced ingots absolutely solid and free from defect wHirdi hjwi iwwr». v i

impossible by the mere use of pressure The expense of all t

W

which ingot molds made vyithout bottom, but in other respehs iSie comnfouT.l'f^rm
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are superposed, one upon anotlier, and successively filled, tlie shrinkage in each ingot being
led by the liiiid metal in tlioit above it, and the resulting product being a series of absolutely
sound ingots connected l)y cold-shut joints. An ingot made by this process, and split open,

lias b(‘cn shown to be perfectly Bound. By interposing an asliestos washer with a small aper-

ture hetwiicu tliti successivo mold sections, the resulting product was necked at imter;^als,

HO ihal, ingot bar could be rea<lily broken at such j)oints. Boulton’s appratns has been

in comiinu-iiial oticration at the West Bergen Btoel Works of Messrs. Bpaulding & Jennings,
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since December, 1887, and one ingot per minute is cast in it regularly when the heat is ready.
The ingots cast are nearly 4 in, square, and are absolutely sound

;
but the machine is equally

adapted to east larger ingots by making the holder and the ingot molds of suitable dimen-
sions. One man suffices to operate the levers of the hydraulic apparatus, and the ordinary
operators are employed to pour the metal.

Mr. William R. Hinsdale obtained a United States patent, dated January 6, 1891, IsTo. 444,-

381, for a process of forming ingots, which he states consists, essentially, in chilling the sur-
face of the ingot which is last cast in the mold, and which is therefore the hottest, and in

reversing the ingot after such surface is sufficiently chilled to exclude the atmosphere from
the fluid interior of the ingot.

In this invention the retention of the fluid metal within the chilled shell is absolutely es-

sential, whereas in earlier methods the discharge of the fluid metal is the ultimate object,
and the chilling of the top end of the casting before reversing the ingot is carefully avoided.
One of the claims of the patent is as follows : The process of forming ingots, which consists,

first, in inserting a cup of heated material in the bottom of the mold
;
secondly, filling the

mold; thirdly, excluding the atmosphere from the mouth of the mold; and, fourthly,
reversing the mold, as and for the purpose set forth.

Steel Castings.—Fig. 9 is taken from a photograph of a box-slide casting made by the
Medvale Steel Co., of Hicetown, Pa., for the 13-in. turret mount for the United States tur-
ret ship Suntan, in October, 1891. The government specifications under which this casting"
was made are as follow : Tensile strength, 65,000 lbs. per sq. in.

;
elastic limit, 25,000 lbs.

;persq. in.; extension, 15 per cent.; contraction, 25 percent. The result of the tests made
from this casting showed that the steel possessed the following physical characteristics :

Tensile strength, 65,174 lbs, per sq. in.; elastic limit, 31,058 lbs. per sq. in.; extension,,

25.10 per cent.
;
contraction, 35 • 04 per cent. The weight of the easting was 15,547 lbs.

In addition to the tests above given on the sheet enclosed, the casting was put to a bal-
listic test, to determine the ductility of the metal. This test is made by subjecting the
pieces to the fire of rapid-firing guns at short range, and the castings are accepted if it is

shown hy this test that they can be bent or perforated by projectiles fired from these guns
without breaking. Ordinary steel castings, if put to this test, are apt to fly to pieces at the
first discharge, thus making the gun sought to bo shielded useless, and probably causing"
much loss of life. The combination of high elastic limit, extension, and contraction in the
casting illustrated, indicates that it would withstand an immense amount of battering with-
out ^oing to pieces, and that it is particularly well suited for the purpose intended. What
is chiefly remarkable about this casting is, that while the tensile strength developed is but;

174 lbs. above the government requirements, the manufacturers succeeded in increasing the
elastic limit by 34*2 per cent., the extension by 67 per cent., and the contraction by 40 per
cent, beyond the requirements. That this was not an accidental performance was shown
by the fact that subsequent eastings from the same pattern have shown in the average fully
as good results.

Stem^ Cotlion Picking : see Harvester, Cotton.

Sten * see 'Water-wheels

ST6K£]1S) mechanical. The Honey Mechanical Stoker, Figs. 1, 2, and 8, when.

attached to steam boilers, receives the fuel in bulk, and feeds it continuously and at any
desired rate to the furnace.

The fuel to be burned is dumped into the hopper on the boiler front. In small plants it,

may be shoveled irr by hand. In large plants it is usually handled direct from the car to the
hopper by elevators and conveyors. Set in the lower part of the hopper is a pusher, to which
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is attached by a tlc^xiblo connection the feed plate forming the bottom of the hopper. The
pusher, by a vibratory motion, carrying with it the feed plate, gradually forces the fuel on to

the grates over the dead plate. These grates consist of horizontal flat-surfaced bars running
from side to side of the furnace, carried on inclined side-bearers extending from the throat

of the hopper to the rear and bottom of the ash pit. The grates, therefore, in their normal
condition form a series of steps, on to the top step of which coal is fed from the dead plate.

These steps at the inclination given would, however, prevent the free descent of the coal.

But each bar rests in a concave seat in the hearer, and is capable of a rocking motion through

an adjustable angle. All tlie grate bars are coupled together by a rocker bar, the notches of

which engage with a lug on tlio lower rib of each grate bar, pin connections being made with
two of tlie grate bars only, for the purpose of holding tlie rocker bar in position. A variable

back-and-forth motion being given to the rocker bar, through a connecting rod, the grate

bars necessarily rock in unison, now forming a series of steps, and now approximating to an
inclined plane, with the grates partly overlapping, like the shingles on a roof. Assuming the

grates to bo covered by a bed of coal, and fresh fuel being fed in at the top, it is obvious that

when the gmtes rock forward the fire will tend to work down in a body. But before the coal

can move too far, the bars rock back to the stepped position, checking the downward motion,

breaking up the cake thoroughly over the whole surface, and admitting a free volume of air

througli the fire. The rocking motion is slow, being from seven to ten strokes per minute,

according to the grade of the coal. This alternate starting and checking motion being con-

tinuous, keeps the fire consfcantljr stirred and broken up from underneath, and finally lands

the cinder and asli on the dmnpiag grate below. By releasing the dumping rod, the dump-
ing grate tilts forward, throwing the cinder into (.he ash pit, after which it is again closed

ready for further operation. The dumping grate is made in two parts, so that each half can

be dumped separatedy. Tlu* operation of the stoki^r, t.horefons consists of a slow but con-

tinuous feed, a constant stirring of tho lln\ a.ml an anl,omatic. r(^jtuition of tlui cinder, all

performed without ()[>iming the fire doors.

All motion is t.akcn fi’orn one. driving shaft. In a sitiglo stoker this shaft may either be

driven througli a worm gear from a small engine aitutiluMl to the boiler front and consuTning

a hardly xucasurabht fraet.iou of a horse-power, or it. maybe drivou by a link belt from any

conv(uii(inti point of the neartist shaft. In large batterhis of boilers th(3 driving sbafi is ox-

iendtid ac.ross ail 1 lui hoih'i* fronts, dtdivering power to each .stoker, a,nd, wit h tln^ ehivators

and (ionveyors, is <lnv(‘u by a small iii(lep(indent engine. Iflio largest st.oker can easily be

turruHl over by liand, indicating tlie nominal power eonsuined. Tlie worm gear shaft (‘,a,rries

a disk and wrist.|)in, from which a link (jouples to the agitator. Througli the eyc^ ()f the

agit.at.or piisses a, stud, .screwed into the pusluu', on which stud is a feed whiud by which t.he

strolui of t.h(i {mslujr, and, consequently, the amount of food, is regulated. The agitnt.or hav-

ing a rix(‘(] st.roku'., it is apiparent iliat if the feed whiMvl is run down against it in t.he posit.ion

shown in llu^ (uigraving, the pusher will he given its full t,ni.V(‘r.se and thi' greatest hMul. If

run bade lo ch'aV the travel of the agitator, the pusher will, of course, ha,ve no motion and the

food will sloj). Ik'.i.weim tlui.se extremes any desired rate of feed can b(3 given,

In like manner, tin?, roc.k of tho grate bars can bo adjusted between any limiting angles,

and over a range, of mot,ion from no movement to full throw, by nuoins of the slicatli nut and

jam nuts on cu)nn(U‘,l iug rod. By these adiiistments the whole a(!t.ion of the stoker is

controlled, and the fires forced, checlied, or banked at will.

Stone Breaker : s(‘e Or(‘-crushiiig Machines.

BATTKMES. The storage, secondary or reversible battery, and accumu-

lator are different terms applied to a form of cell based on the principle demonstrated by

Taraday in 18;J4, that ehemicjal and electrical energy were mutually convertible. In 1859,
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after experiments mth. various metals, Plante decided upon the use
^

of lead plates in dilute

sulphuric acid, because in discharge both plates were active ;
that is, not only did the per-

oxide of lead plate combine with hydrogen, but the reduced metallic lead combined with

oxygen. PlanWs cell was originally constructed with two plates of sheet lead, separated by

gutta-percha strips, one sheet being laid over the other, with two gutta-percha strips between

them, and two more laid on the upper sheet, as shown at A, Pig.
,

They were then rolled together and clainped, as shown at JS, a strip of lead being left

attached to the corner of each sheet in cutting, by
which connection could be made. The sheets thus

rolled together were placed in a jar of glass or ebonite,

containing a 10 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid.

The jar had an ebonite cover, with binding screws to

which the connecting strips were attached
;

also

clamps for holding wires to show the heating effect

of the discharge.

The electrical preparation of the plates was ac-

complished by charging them with a battery of two
or more cells, one cell being insufficient to overcome
the resistance from polarization. The current was
continued till the oxjgen evolved at the positive pole

ceased to combine with the lead and was given off as

gas. The cell was then disconnected from the battery, and discharged by making connection

between its electrodes, and a fresh charge given in reverse order, and continued as before

until gas was given off. This process was continued for several months, with intepening
periods of repose, during which the cell remained charged, and the time of charging was
increased from a fev minutes on the first day to several hours subsequently. In like manlier,

the periods of repose were increased from hours to weeks and months. Tliree distinct periods

are thus required in this process : that of charging, of repose, and of discharging, during each

of which a distinct chemical reaction occurs. During the charging, peroxide of lead collects

on the plate connected with the + pole, and hydrogen on the one connected witli the — pole.

At first only a thin film of the peroxide is formed and a small amount of hydrogen collected.

The plates are then discharged, and during the discharge the peroxide, which is insoluble in

sulphuric acid, is reduced to monoxide, PbO, which is immediately reduced to sulpliate of

leadPbSO,!, by the acid present in the solution, while the oxygen atom taken froni the peroxide

unites with the lead on the opposite plate, forming monoxide, which, in turn, is reduced to

sulphate, the result being a thin film of sulphate on each plate. The plates are tlien cliarged

in reverse order, and the sulphate on the plate, now connected with the -f pole, is reduced by
the oxygen to peroxide, while that on the opposite plato is reduced by the hydrogen to spongy
lead, which adheres to the plate in a finely divided condition. As each subsequent cluirge,

after discharge and reversal, produces the same result, each coating continues to increase in

thickness, and the spongy load affording increased facility for the formation oi the peroxide,

the chemical reaction proceeds more rapidly. The increased thickness of the peroxide soon
interposes a strong Tesistance to tins reaction

;
hence a period of repose previous to the dis-

charge becomes necessary, and during this period, local action, as it is called, ta,kos place.

This consists in tlio reduction of the peroxide to sulphate from the reaction of the sup-
porting lead plate. ''Fho metallic lead having a strong afiinity for oxygen, the pxu’oxidc

parts with the atom of its oxygen which unites with the lead, and the resulting monoxide is

immediately reduced to sulphate by the acid. The result of tlio chemical reaction of the
discharge having formed sulphate of lead on both plates, this sulpliate lying next to the
plates forms a resistance which impedes local action which takes place during the period of
repose. The peroxide being lirnitetl in quantity and in close contact witli tlio spongy lead, is

rapidly reduced to sulphate, while the original peroxide coating on the other phite,' from its

greater thickness and the resistance of an excess of sulphate, is reduced much more slowly.
These various chemical reactions result in an increased thickness of the peroxide deposit
with each charge, while an increased thickness of spongy lead remains on the ofiposite plate
after each reversal

;
and when the process has been continued long enough to produce a

sufficient thickness of each coating for a practically serviceable cell, tlio alternat.o cluirging
and discharging with reversal is discontinued, and the cell being ready for use, it is always
thereafter charged in . the same direction. When the coll is put into practical use, these
chemical reactions continue the same as during the forming process, sulphate being reduced
to peroxide by each charge, and peroxide to sulphate by each discharge

;
and tlie electric

energy varies as to reaction, and ceases when the chemical affinities are stitisfied. In tlie

storage cell the electric energy must fij’st bo supplied from an external source, and the action,
both chemical and electrical, is limited, dependent on the amount of electrical charge given.

Fm^re's Becondanj Pattery .—Camille A. Panre, a French chemist, constructed a cell based
on Plante’s about 1880. But he substituted mechanically prepared plates for those prepared
by electricity, .by coating their surfaces with a paste of red lead (mmium, PbaOff and sul-
phuric acid, which, when subjected to electrical action, was rapidly reduced to peroxide on
the one plate and spongy lead on the other. After this was applied it was coated with
paper, and each plate then enveloped in felt to retain the coating on the surface and to
insulate the plates from each other. They were then rolled together and placed in the acid-
ulated water in the cell, and subjected to electric action with reversals, and in a few days
the cell was ready for use. The great advantage of the Faure over the Plantd cell consists
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Fig. 9.-~Acciimiilator coll.

in the rapid rcMluotiorL of the minium instead of the slow reduction of the metallic lead.
It soon developed serious faults, however

; but the rapid preparation of the plates was
so great an advance that various inven-
tors worked patiently to overcome the
faults which had developed . The various
improvements of Swan, Sellon, Yolek-
rnar, Slnaw, and others resulted in pro-
ducing the improved cell shown in .Fig. 2.

This is made of different sizes aiid a
varial)le number of plates, aceording to

the purpose for which it is intended.
The stamhird type shown, nm.de by the
Aceumulator Co., of Now York, called

tlie 15a cell, has 15 plates. 7 positives

and 8 negatives, tlioso platc's being called
positive which arc connected with the
|)()sitive pole in charging, and from
whieli tlie external current flows in dis-

charging ;
the otliers being known as

negative. Facdi posit.ive plate is !)« in.

high, Hk in. wi(h\ and
.1
in. tliiek

;
and

each negative, in. high, in. wide,
an<l in. thick. They are of leaxl cast

in the form of grids, with sepiare open-
ings to hold the ])uste, iis shown at a1,

Fig. d, this Torm being the iiiveutiou of

Swan.
Fach opening is | in. sqiuiro ai. tlie

surfaces, but smaller in the center, the
walls b(‘ing thicker, sloping inward
from t‘iK*h surface as shown in cross si'ebion at 7?, Fig. 4, an improvement by Sellon to pre-
vent tlie iiaste from falling out. These openings are filhul with tlie paste of lead oxide and
sulphuric acid ; minium, IT)., (

),i, being used for the posit ive ]>lates, and litharge, PbO, for the
n(\gatives. From one of the upper corners of each plate a lead bar extends a.s shown in Fig. Z.

It is
li

in. wide, tlie same thickiH.)ss a,s the plat(% and cxl.cnds 2| in. above t.ho liighcst plates.

These vertiiinl bars on (‘iicli sd. of plates are. attaelicd to a hori-

zontal bar of the sa,me width, ns shown in F''ig. 2, connecting tlie

set of plati’S togctlu‘r and keeping t/liein a given (listance apa.rt,

the space Ix't ween each two jiositives htniig
i*',;

of an in. and that

h(‘tween each two n(*gn.tivc.s f,
<aich set wi ill its liars being a

single cast ing. TTic lioiizont.al ba,rs arc extended and the ends
tiiriu'd in for conv(vni(*nc{% forming lugs for connecting tlie cells

into ti battery (see ]<’ig. 2). When the plat i'S are ready to be set

up, the 7 nositives are, pa.ssed in bctwiM'ii the 8 negati ves, so

that, they alt.ernat.(‘, each jiosit.ivc henng between two negatives

whth a in. space ]){‘iw(‘(ni them. In FTg. 2, tlie positives

shown with tb(‘ir liars to the right and tlio iii'gat.ives with
tlieir bars to the. As the out,Hid(' plates are negatives

and the. outsiile surfaci's inactive, t,hc same nuinlmr of netive sur-

faces, posit.ive amt negative, 14 in each set., arc ailjaiHvnt to each
ot.her wit.liin. In mieh ru'gatlve iilate a number of 0}>('niiigs arc

left without paste, into which are drawn plugs of soft rubber,

whieli iirojec.l in. on oaeli side, resting against t.lio positives

and bolding the pbites that, distiuice. ajiart. T'wo plates of glass of the. same size as the lead

|)lates are plaiaal ontsidi*, one on each side, against t,h(‘. project.ing rulilier plugs, to ki'ep tliem

from b(‘ing ])r(‘.ssed out, and a.ll t,he plate are hound hi^jetheiNOid held in po,sit,i()n by strong

riiliber ha-iids. TTiev are then placed in a glass ja.r 11 in. long, in. wide, and 12 in, high

oiitsidi'., a.nd ri'st on't.wo st.rips of wood placed iu the bottom to allow free eirculatimi of tho

Iluid. The avm'age F.M. F. of this cell is aliout. 2 volts, its internal resistance ,005 olnn, and
its capaeil.y :>50 ainperi^ hours, il,s best working rate Ixfuig 25 ainper<is for 10 liours. Tlie cell

weighs 12.1 11 >s., whieli can bo reduced by using ^ in. an<i in. plates, but it is not so dura-

ble. ITie r/iz/ho?/ Arr/N.niuUitor is the invention of Eilmond Jnli(‘n, of Belgiimi.
_

It.s general

prineijih's ari‘ essentially the same ns liave be(‘n alivady described, but liis specific claim is

that, the grids arc made of a s|)('('.ial alloy which iircvcnts oxidation and buckling, and con-

s(i(iuent ly gives greater durability. Tho composiliou is said to consist of 94*5 lead, 4 2 anti-

mony, and 1*2 mm’cury.
Drake and (lorlianCs cell has pilatcs formed of roughened strips of lead laid horizontally

ami conne(d,(‘d by thoir ends to upright rods. From it,s construciiou this

(Vv j

15. .j

U
0

Turn. 2 and 4. ITntc.

N'ibleWs so-called “ solid cell
’

one over t.he ot.hcr, ami connect,(‘d by thoir ends to upright
plate is free to cxjiaiid ami contract without injury to itself,

has its electrodes seriaralial by porous partitions.

Improvements of tlie Fauro tyiie are, generally:
(1) Tliosc wliich have for thoix- object the

retention of t,ho paste on tlic plate ; and, (2) those intended to proyido better coiuiection

between the support and tho active material.

52
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E^or the retention of the paste, instead of perforations, grooves or recesses have been made
on the surface, or the plate is cast v^ith projections from it so as to afford a lodgment for the

active material The Tudor plate {see helow) is an instance of this tjrpe.

The construction of a mold to produce a perforation expanding inwardly is a difficult

matter, and therefore the grids are cast in two halves and subsequently joined, as in. the

Fig. T.—Roberts cell.

UUUUU
nncDD
Fig. 5.—Gadot cell. Fig. 6 —Correna cell. Fig. 7.--Roberts cell.

eadot cell, Fig. 5. In the Corre?is cell, Fig. 6, much used in Germany, the grid has the

form of a double lattice. In the Boheris cell, Fig. 7, two grids are used, pasted on the side

and then united to form a plate with the paste inside.

The Tommasi multitiMm stoi*age battery (Fig. 8), invented by Dr. Donato Tommasi,
of Paris, has each electrode formed of a perforated tube, or folded sheet, closed at one end

by a small plate of insulating material, into which is screwed

g a rod. The rod, which serves as a support for the tube elee-

trode, is provided with a suspension head, which also serves

contact. Instead of cylindrical tubes, prismatic ones
employed, as in Fig. 8, utilizing the space to better

advantage. In the annular space between the tube and
the contact conductor of each electrode the active material,

spongy lead, or lead oxide, etc., is packed, so that the tube

I i>“\ [tS serves only as a support for such matter, and can be made of
II ifn any substance desired, so long as it is not attacked by the

nSi~W voltage elastic acciiinulator w^as designed

mI in to afford a single compact structure, having <ho qualities of

- I ''I
voltage, solidity, and portability. Is shown in Fig. 0,

J 11 iij it has sixteen pdates mounted in flexible pcxdmts. Tliese

^ elements are placed flat one against the other, and compressed

="^ yH il between two end plates of wood by means of rubber bands.

I

’’A A bridge consisting of hard wood impregnated with a watcr-
'"

I rW, proofing material carries the whole, which may be suspimded,
kU its base, as desired. Idiis arrangement gives to

the active solid matter an artificial elasticity which results in

Fm. 8.-T0inmarf multitul.«lar
large specific power and storing capacity This continuous

ccJl. compression of the plates, etc., gives protection against rough
handling.

The Tesmazures storage battery (France) has its electrodes composed of amalgamated
zinc plates and porous copper plates, the latter being
produced by the consolidation of powdered copper
under very great pressure. The zinc plates form the
negative electrode and are in metallic connection
with the box, which is also of zinc, 'while the positive

plates are jilacecl in vegetable parchment bags and
suspended in the usual war. Contact with the

negative plates is prevented by glass rods. The
electrolyte is a mixture of chloride of sodium and a
caustic solution of zinc oxide.

The Tmiine accumulator (Brussels) is of the
Plante type, in which the liquid consists of a satu-

rated sulphate of zinc solution, to which is added 5 i

per cent, sulphuric acid, 5 per cent, of sulphate of
ammonia, and 5 per cent, of sulphate of mercury. In
making up the coll, the ingredients are poured

|

in in the reverse order to that given here. The addi- Fig. fl.—Reynier’s accimiulator.

tion of the sulphates of mercury and ammonia is said

to prevent the formation of sulphate of lead on an open circuit. The E. M. F. of the cell

is given as 2'8 volts.

The use of Lithanode as an active material in the anodes of storage batteries has been
advocated by Desmond G. Fitz-Geraid. This substance is peroxide of lead in a dense,

coherent, and liighly conductive form, and is obtained by a patented process. Its chemical

Fio. 8.—Tommasi multituhiilar

ccil.

Fig. 9.—-Reynier’s accimiulator.
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the actiTe material is com-

eoniposition is airnost identical with the active material generally used, but it is different in
inolecular const,ruction, and free lrf)ni liability to local action.

A. V. Meserole, of New \ork City, has found that an electrolytic sponge composed largely
of mercury and zinc with some lead, in eombinatioii with a plate of peroxidizod lead, produces
a vm-y efficient storage battery. By using the same material dilfereutly combined and formed,
radically dillcrent results arc obtained.

In the P(>?/rms(m storage battcuy (France) tlie lead support is composed of a central rod,
and a nuinbei oi longitudinal and radial strips, which are placed in a porous cup. The
spaces between the strips are then hlhid with peroxide of lead and other material capable of
producing the same by oxidation, which is mixed with a little acidulated water.' Other
forins may be substit/uted for the radial strips. The porous cup is placed in a second vessel
of glass, containing the electrode of the negative pole.

In the stoiuige battery of Aiifhom/ lieckenzami (London)
pletely formed in adva,n ce of its application, and is so held
in pla,co that the expansion of the plate has no effect on the
adhesive projierty of the active material. Small cylinders
of jieroxido ol load arc pi’opared, and placed at short dis-
tances from eacli othm* in regular lines upon the lower half
of tlie corrugnted mold.

^

The two Imlvcs being fitted to-
gether, tile niolteii metal is poured in, forming a fjoinposite
plate. As shown in Mg, 10, tliese cylinders are exposed for
a large part of their surface to the direct action of the elec-
trolyte, being lu'ld only at the top. But the inclosing metal
is sufficient t(>p(n'niit the phile to bo bent over into a com-
filote circle, without causing the small cyliiulors to fall out.
The plates ar(5 diisigiu^d sp(M!ially for street car and similar
work, where rough treatment is unavoidable.

The (Hhmn storage bn,ttery (New York) has tlie peroxide
of lead introduced in capsules which are perforated, to allow
the air to pass out when they are being tilled, and also to
permit the entrane.o of tli(5 elect rolyte wMien llio plate is im-
mersed. The caiisules when inserted in the hoh's of the
plate lit loosely, and proj(‘.ct lu^yoml the surface,

Fio. 10. -Plate.

*0 . The jilat.e is t.hen rolled, and the prossiiro
“ upsel.s the capsnh's and eoniprcssos them against
the adjncM'Mt metal. A wemt form of this bai.tiory
has llui plnt(!s iirr?uig(Ml horii^ontnlly instead o'f

V(‘rti<*ally, as is usmrlly the case (f^ig. 11). The
iihitesariml.ningon holi.s, and have distance piece.s
hdween th<‘m to t/h(‘ platens apart and prevent
short circuiting.

Wadddl and Entz (New York) have made
mu'cerous <ix])eriin(mts for ada,ptiMg cop)>or oxide
for use in tihe storago ba,fiery. Tliey mn|)loy for
this tvurpose a. t-uhe of vv'oven copper wIj’G, as shown
in Fig. 12, TV> avoid l,he liick of eoherenco in
pure copper oxi<l(\, d/essrs. ICntzaud ,/%7%>.vhave
nuxlitied the eomposiiioii by t^omhining with the
oxide of e()[)per a sumll portion of sulphur, and
tlum lueating t he mixtairo.

The sul]>hnr is thoroughly
mixed willi the oxide ami
tlien a|)plkHl to lh(' wovmi
CO}

>
per wire. Tlie whole is

tlmn lumt.ed to burn olT tlie

sul[)hur, but in so doing
. the oxygen of tlu^ (‘opper
IS absorlx'd to form tlie BO.j, leaving (ho oxide in a rediietsl state on the support. The heat-
ing tlnm Ixung <ionttnue(l, the exposcfl portionH of tlies piartieles of the mass are rtM>xi(liz(Ml,
whm^ thc! uiK'xposcMl portions at the jiinetun', being T>rotcHdie(l hx)in tlie air, remain nuitaJlic
and serv(d<) hold the imiss togcTlier,

_

The sulphur, when used in this manner, lluM’cd’ore, a,cts
as a, hindmg, (onglnuiing, or hardening agent, without being actually present in, the nm.ss
after the trea,tm<mt.

o » r>

Idle I ja,nr(ait-(Ndy muiunndator is distinidive in the special nature of the haul pa,ste om-
ployisl, and in tlu*. imitimu’ in which it is ap)plied to the |)lntes. The arttive elemenl is a- mix-
ture, ol ehloiMch^ ol lead and^ (diloride of ;«ine. 'The fused chloride, of hnul has a density of
o'd

;
hy im'.orporiiting (diloride of icinc with it in certain jiroportions tlu^i d(*nsity is reduced

to 4.5. T'his inixtiire, hrought to a state of fusion, is run into <'as|.-iron molds in the form
ol snnul Init.lons, wilh rounchul edges. After cooling, the buttons are washc.d to remove the
clilori(h', <)( zin<‘., a,nd to thus rmider them somewhat porous. Tlieir density then varii-^s from
4*;3 to ;P4. Th(‘, buttons which serve tor the maiiufactture of the negative platen are ilu.m
arranged in aimtallic mold, into which antimonial lead is run

; t his surrounds the buttons
^ holds them fixed in their positions. Tdie negative [)lates are mounted in

ceds tilled witli acddulated water and provided with zinc electrodes. TTio composite and ziao

O
11. (xibHou F (j. m.—l'ubo.
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plates are then short circuited. The hydrogen which is disengaged upon the positive electrode
reduces the chloride of lead, and there are thus obtained buttons of spongy lead of a density
between 2*5 and 3-1, while that of ordinary lead is 11*35. The buttons used in the manu-
facture of the positive plates are first transformed into spongy lead, then heated in the air to
oxidize them, and transformed into spongy litharge. I’hey are fixed, like the negative but-
tons, in a frame of anfcimoniai lead.

In the Tudor cell, Fig. 13, the positive plates are first treated by Plante’s process, coating
them with a layer of crystalline electrolytic peroxide

;
the grooves are then

partially filled with a paste of peroxide of lead, and pressure is applied to
the ridges to expand them and partially close the mouths of the grooves.

Besides the improvements in the plates, various devices have been re-

sorted to with the view of decreasing the resistance of the lugs and se-

curing better contact between plates of the same sign, stich as inaking
connection by tinned copper rods passed through holes in the lugs. Lead
is afterwards east around the copper so that it is screened from the action
of the acid.

Bt. Faul Sclioopj of Switzerland, has produced a successful gelatinous electrolyte, by
adding one volume of dilute sodium silicate (water glass), density
1*18, to two volumes of dilute sulphuric acid of l*25o density. To
prevent short circuiting between the plates by the material diiodged
in working, they are now either slung or
rested on supports which are so placed that
the formation of a layer of mud between
them is prevented. See Fig. 14.

Inactive material is sometimes packed
between the plates to prevent short cir-

cuiting and to retain the active mate-
rial. In England Barber-Starkey has
tried filling in between the plates with a
mixture of plaster of Paris and sawdust

;

Fuller used porous pots
;
and in the Unit-

ed States, in the Pnmpelly battery, cellu-
lose, or v/ood pulp, is used to separate the
plates, which are arranged horizontally.

In the Atlas cell. Fig. 15, construct-
ed by Carl Heriug, the plates consist
of blocks made of oxides and salts of lead. Fig. is.—

A

tlas cell.

Fia. 14,—Schoop plate storage batteries in central
and holder, station wol'k has begun to assume large proportions. In a recent

work on Continental central stations, Mr. Killingworih Hedges gives
a list of stations in which batteries are a valuable adjunct. Most of the plants arc small, but
some of them are of quite respectable size. They run as follows : Barmen, 5,000 lamps of
16-eandle power

;
Hanover, 30,000 ; Biisseldorf, 20,000 ;

Dessau, 2,500 ; Rhcirns, 540 ;

Berlin, 800 ;
Bad KOsen, 600 ;

Gevelsberg, 2,001) ;
Bamberg, 2,700 ;

Darmstadt, 5,800 ;

Pans, 10,500; Gablonz, 1,500; Konigsberg, 1,600 ; Blankenburg, 1,000; Berlin (Hospital),
2,000 ;

Vienna, 10,000. To this list might be added, we believe, Salzburg, Lyons, Toulon,
Montpelier, Mulhausen, Stockholm, Sundsvall, Munehen-Schwabing, Varese, Susa, Bremen,
Breslau, and Stettin, although few details are given with regard to these

;
wliilo it appears

that batteries are to be added to the Hamburg central station, which operates 12,000 lights
;

Wildbad-G-astein, 1,200; Elberfeld, 14,000 ; Arco, 2,500. It is not understood from this
list that the equipment of batteries is in any instance equal to the number of lamris named

;

but in several eases the figures are large. Barmen, it seems, has four double sets of
batteries, 68 cells each, and is now going to erect five sub-stations which will be cliarged
during the day by the main central station. This sub-station plan has not liad any trial in
America, except at Cheyenne, Wyo, ; Germantown, Pa., and Haverford College, Pa. At
Hanover, Germany, the accumulators are placed on four floors, each battery consisting of
136 cehs of 1,320 ampere hour capacity, and a discharge of 396 amperes. The Dlisseldorf
plant IS already running three battery snb-stations

; the largest has two battei’ies of 140
cells, each with a discharge of 483 amperes, while the other two, with an equal number of
smaller cells, discharge 248 amperes. An interesting feature of the Dessau installation is
tlio employment of gas engines asjmimary power. It is stated that the addition of accumu-
lators of 1,700 ampere hour capacity to this plant increased the investment 15 per cent, and
raised the output 38 per cent. The present batteries have been in use uninterruptedly for
nearly two years without attention, so it is asserted, and more than once have been called
upon for an output 20 to 25 per cent, above the normal.

As to the work done in Paris, France, with storage batteries in central stations, Mr.
btanley C. C. Currie says : The principle adopted is that of casting chloride of lead com-
bined with a small proportion of chloride of zinc in tablets. These tablets are then placedm a special mold, and ordinary lead cast aroqnd them, thus forming a uniform plate. The
plates weigh about 20 kilos (44 lbs.) each. The cells contain from 15 to 25 of these plates,
making the average total weight of plates per cell about half a ton. The efficiency has
averaged from_ 72 to 85 per cent.”

The following table gives the data of the tests of different cells

:
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822 STOVES, HOT-BLAST.

[For more extended descriptions of storage batteries and the principles involved in their

construction and method of iteration, the reader is referred to the following works : The
Chemistry of the Secondary Batteries of Plante and Faure, by Gladstone and Tribe

;
The

Storage of Electrical Energy, by G. Plante
;
The Electric Accumulator, by B. Eeynier

;

Complete Handbooh on the Management of Accumulators, by Sir D. Salomons
;
Accurrmla-

tears Electriques, by Rene Taraine
;
Les Yoltametres-Pigulateurs, by E. Reynier

;
Die

Accumulatoren fuer EWdricitaet, by E. Hoppe
;
Storage Battery, by J. T. Niblett. Also the

exhaustive researches of Ayrton {Proc. London Inst. Elec. Eng., 1890) ; Richardson {Joimi.

Soc. Arts, London, December 4, 1891). Consult also the electrical journals.]

Stoves, Air Healing : see Air Compressors.
STOVEkS, HOT-BLiST. During the past ten years a marked improvement has been

made in blast-furnace practice in the universal introduction in .arge furnaces of fire-brick

stoves instead of the iron-pipe stoves formerly used. The improvements have consisted in

making them much taller, and in providing better facilities for cleaning fthem and better

Fig. 1. Fire-brick stovea. Fia. a. Fig. 3.—Hot-blast stove.

valves for distributing the gas and air. It is now generally customary to provide a short
chimney on top of each stove, instead of one tail chimney for a series of stoves, connected
to them by underground hues.

The Oordon-Whitwell-Gowper Fire-Hrich Stove, built by the Philadelphia Engineering
Works, is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The arch spanning the combustion efiamber and covering the first down pass has a span
of just half the diameter of the stove, under which there is ample play for the gases, giving
every opportunity for a utilization of all the checker-work of the down pass. On top of this

short-span arch are built the flues to convey the gases from the top of the chimney pass to
the chimney and the bottom brickwork of the chimney proper. To reach the chimney the
gases pass down to the bottom and up the chimney pass. The gases from the com-
bustion chamber enter the down pass, and having passed through it, enter through large
arches into the chamber beneath the two symmetrical passes, forming a chimney pass, and
rising through them, give oE their remaining heat to the checker work, and are received on
top into chambers above the checker-work. From each of these segmental parses there are
two flues or passages, making four in all, leading to the base of
the chimney. The checker-work in all eases has l^-in. walls and
9-in. openings, which are either square or circular.

MassicJc Crooke/s Hot-blast Stove is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
This is an English form of stove recently introduced in the
United States by McClure & Ainsler, of Pittsburgh. The shell
is the ordinary wrought-iron cylinder, with a conical-shaped top.
Each stove has its own draft stack. In the center is a large com-
bustion chamber, into which the gases are admitted at the bot-
tom, thence passing upward and down through a series of large
segmental-shaped flues, and upward through smaller flues to the escape at the top. The
mushroom chimney valve, down when the gases are burning, and up when the blast is on.

Fig. 4.—Hot-blast stove.
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works automatically : the pressure of the blast when on closes it, and when the pressure
is relieved it opens, being eounterbaianeed as shown. From the lever a wire is attached,
which reaches to the ground, so that the valve can be held closed to retain the heat during
any temporary stoppage of the furnace. A. door is provided in the stack, so that ready
access can be had to this valve, either for cleaning or replacement, if this should become nec-
essary. Villen the valve is closed by the incoming blast, the vnlume of air impinges upon the
under side, breaking its force before reaching the brickwork, thus preventing the cutting of

the brick, as tiakes place in some stoves of other types. Both this and the cold-blast valve
are readily regulated from the ground. One advantage in this stove, especially in localities

where there is a scinit supply of water, is that it has but one water valve—the hot-blast valve.

This valve is of solid east-iroii. Water is only used in the stem and seat ring. The valve
and stem Ixiing t wo separate pieces conncicted together by a pin or bolt fitting loosely in

the boles, finds its Ijcaring on the seat, should the seat in any way be out of lev'el. On the
stove, on the outside of t.hese flues, there is an ingenious arrangement of flyback relief

doors, wliich, suddenly opened, wlicn the Mast is on, (uuises a rapid niovenieiit of the air in

the direction of the opening. For cleaning, caps are taken olf from the 2.i-in- pipes on
top, through which pij)es a cliaiti is dropped, connecting at the bottom with an open steel

scraper fitting iFe opening. Tliis is drawn to the top by the portable crane shown, and
baede again, freeing the walls of all adhering dust. The strong points in these stoves are
m()dera,te first cost ; ininiinuin of water valves, always a soureo of trouble and cost; thick-

ness of walls, storing up tlio heat
;
the proper burning of the gases throughout the stove

;

ease in ina,king repairs to brickwork. The first stoves built in tins count.ry were put up for

Messrs. Bhoenberger, Speer & C'o., Pittsburgh, Pa. They were three in number, 16 ft. 6 in.

in diameter and 57 ft. high to the eaves; the furnaeo was 14 ft. bosh and 63 ft. high, at that

t.inu‘. making 450 to 500 tons {)er week with pipe stoves. The dilTerence found on blowing-
in the inipr()ve(l plant was at once apparent

;
the output rose to 800 tons i)er week, and the

fuel consumption diminished to 1,1)00 and 2,000 lbs. per ton of iron, instead of froin 2,700 to

3,000 lbs. Beo Fuenaoes, Bi.ast.

Straightening Machine: s(‘o Bolls, Bcmding.

STUMP I^lJLLEltS. Machines for clearing lands of stumps without the use of methods
in volving explosives

.

The Stump P/dfer has thr(*,e legs from 12 to 18 ft. high, according to size of

machine. The legs arc bolteil at the tops to a round iron cap with a concave depression in

its u|'){)er surface, into which fits a convex washer, on whicli rid(‘S a large* ini.crnally thr(iado(l

nut. Tlie lifting s('r<‘W of the machine raisstis downwaj’d tlirougli the', niit. Tlu*. (*Hp iind

waslujr ('.onstlt utu a ball joint, and allow the lifting screw to work ai. any ac.citU'iilal angle

and still mainUun a sabMauiring on the tripod. The screw lia,s a doubl(‘ tdiread, bev(^l<Ml.

A drooping sw(!('p, attachi'd above to the nut and operated at the lower end with a, horse,

rotalcsthe ind, and lifts tlie enedosed screw. The latter is to he attacJie.d by nu'iuis of a

cliain and hook to one of the sid('^. roots of tlm stump to be removed. Two of tlu* h'gs arc filled

itb tli(^ foot, with wluicls, and the third with a shoo and draw-hook, to width hoi’st^s am.

jit.tatdual 1,0 move the machine from stump to stuni|), though for long distances a wagon is

iitM'dtMl. It is possibltj for only one man, with a team, to operate tlu*. ai>paratus, but one

horse will easily lift the stump as fast as three or four men can clean it. of tfartli. From
four to six circuits of the liorsi'., aeeording to the size of the machine, raise the stump one

foot, and it .should be cleaned us it is being pulled, leaving the dirt in the hole instead of at

one side.
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The Bennett Stump Puller, shown in Fig. 1, requires no horse. It hangs from a tripod,
the feet of which are carried on runners for convenient locomotion. The whole operating
parts depend from a swivel supported by a clevis. They consist of a large ratchet wheel
having a small sheave fastened at one side, upon which is to be wound the lifting chain by
the consecutive upward and downward movement of the hand lever, which rotates the
ptchet wheel by means of a dog, while another dog prevents the ratchet wheel from revert-
ing. The lever can be shifted on a notched fulcrum so as to change the leverage for greater
or less strains

;
thus the ratchet wheel may be moved through an arc covered by several of its

teeth, when the work is light, for each vibration of the hand lever, greatly expediting the
work. A lower pulley is used in very heavy work, doubling the power at the sacrifice of
speed. The lifted stump is lowered to the ground steadily by the use of the brake, M. The
hook, 0, is hooked over the end of the short pawl, F. The link, Q-, is hooked over the end
of the brake, M. The hand lever is then depressed, permitting the pawl, II, to disengage by
the action of the spring in the hook, 0. The weight of the stump then causes it to run
down according as the hand lever is eased up. A spring, 1\ serves to restrain the link, G,
from flying away from the large ratchet wheel while the operator is plying the hand lever.

Harvey's Stump Puller, shown in Fig. 2, pulls trees as well as stumps, as" it may be placed
at a distance from the work, and the stump or tree pulled in any direction by introducing
an intermediary block. In the drawing, one of the corner posts is omitted, to expose the
construction. It consists of an upright loose drum and ratchet, through which passes a shaft,
imnd within the drum, and square at the upper portion, to carry with it a. clutch with teeth
for engaging and rotating the drum. The shaft has top and bottom bearings, and projects at
top through an iron cap, which surmounts the timber framework of the machine, ' and is
there fitted with^ a sweep seat for the sweep lever, to which one horse is attached to do the
work. In practice, the machine is set in the ground firmly, and used without change of posi-
tion to clear stumps from the surrounding land to the extent of as much as two acres of
area without removal. Should any stump stand where the cable used in connection witli the
winding drum interferes with either corner post of the machine, the horse is made to travel
the other way, winding the cable onto the opposite side of the drum, thus allowing the cable
to swing clear. The safety pawl is held to the cheek ratchet by a spring, and is so made
that It holds in either direction in which it may be set. The power of this machine can bo
indefinitely increased by the use of block and tackle attached to a second stump as a pur-
chase, and it is therefore specially useful in regions of heavy timber, where the stumps are
large. It is known as the ‘

‘ California stump puller.
Sugar Machinery : see Evaporators.
^.U^li'HEATER, STEAM. The Bulldey Steam Superheater!^ shown in Pigs. 1 and 2. It

consists of a group of cast-iron pipes filled with iron wire coils closely packed, the surfaces

Pig. 1.—The Bulkley superheater. Pig. 2. -The Bulkley superheater.

of which act as additional heating surface to that of the cast-iron pipe to transmit heat to
the steam which is passed through the pipes. The group of pipes may be set either in the
rear ot the steam boiler furnace, or in a special furnace, as shown in Fig. 2. The latter plan
IS preferable where a high degree of heat is desired. The steam mav be superheated in this
apparatus to 1,000 F. Steam of from 500° to 700° temperature is frequently used in cherni-
cai, oil, gas works, etc. The temperature is ascertained by a pyrometer set in the outlet
steam pipe, as shown in the cut.

SWAixING MACHIIVES. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 represent the Dayton swaging machine
as used by the Excelsior Needle Co., at Torrington, Conn., for the swaging of needle
blanks. It contains a revolving shaft having across its end a mortise or groove, and a
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pair of sliding dies. Around this is arranged a e^dindrical shell, and there are rollers be-
tween the dies and the shell, having their axes in ring bearings, so as to roll around within
the shell by the action upon them of the dies.

The ends of the dies eonie into contact with
the rollers suecessively, and these being at

opposite sides within the shell, act as rolling-

toggles to press the dies together. In tliis

manner there are as many closures of the
dies at each revolution of the shaft as there
are rollers in tlie cireidiir range, and the
parts are constantly in motion, so that there
IS an extended wearing surface on the in-

terior of the shell and tlic exterior of the
rollers. Hcmce the apj^aratiis is very dur-
able, and tliero is but little friction of the
parts. The partial seetions represent enlarged
views of tlie dies and of t,he grooved shaft.

The dies fitted in tlio groove arc double

—

that is to say, tlie re is a dki face at each
end of the blocks, (7 C, a.nd there arc follow-

ers, O' O', against the rounded ends of wliicli

tlie rollers, A, act in the swaging operation.

When th(i dk facais in the center are worn
they a,re resurfaced and rebored, and it be-

coni(‘s necessary to use lilling pieces to com-
pensaii!: for the intdal removed. These filling

pieces or shims, Avliich may bo of any con-
venimit. thiekm^ss or numi>er, are placed be-

tween the lilocdvs, 0 and O'. The die blocks
having faei's at liotli ends allow ot their Ixang
turned end for end and used for a longer
jie.riod without rcipiiring to be resurfaced a.:nd

bored. Tlie dies and rollers do not slide on
one another, hut. the eontMct. is a rolling move-
ment. Hence, th(*re is but little fri(d.ion, and Fn;. i. Tho Duytou swaging macliine.

t he power is expended to the best a,dva,nt.age

ill compressing the art icle t hat is plae.ed lietween tluMlies, thereby cold swaging the same,

so a,s to reduce a wire to a, luu'dli^ blank, or to st.raighten or point wires or rods, or to straighten

and render rods or sliafts uniforin in size. The main easting, /?, is tit.l.ted with a steel ring,

//, against which tlui rollers, R, bear. 'These rolhvrs ar<.^ inountiMl a.ml I nni on spindles, tlio

ends of wliieh are cut down so as to lit in narrow slots cut in tln^ ring bcn.ringH, (/and (/'.

Theiinnincr in which this is accomplished is clearly shown. There a,r(^ (‘.iglit rollers in this

case, though there mayhem more or less. The rollers roll upon the interior surface of the

ring^ II; and the ends of the dies, €' G', as they are revolved, come into contact with the

rolii'rs in succession, and act to turn such rollers progressively, and each roller forms a
toggle betweim the interior surfaeo of the shell and the end of tlie die. ''Fhe latter is closed

to the full extent wlien tiie center of the die is in a radial plane passing throtigh the axis of

the roller with which the die is in contact. The shaft, A, is tubular for the passage of the
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wire, rod, shaft, or bar that is operated on, and its grooved portion is of enlarged diameter.
If the shaft is revolved by the pulley, the article to be acted upon will only require to be
fed in gradually, and be free to be revolved by the action of the dies as they move slightly

while grasping the work.

In Fig, 2, I) D are screws passing through a plate secured to the face of the shaft, A.
The points as shown project into enlarged holes in the blocks, C C, and limit the extent of
outward motion of these. An outside ring, F, is screwed to the casting, JB, making the
machine ready for work. Where two dies are used there must be an even number of rollers,

so that they act at opposite sides of the shell. Three-die machines built on tlie same prin-
ciple require 6, 9, or 12 rollers, the dies being placed at angles of 120”. Hear the bottom
of Pig, 3 is shown a specimen of work done in the machine—a drawn-down sewing-machine
needle blank. Comparison of the lower with the upper of the two engravings, which latter
represents the blank originally, shows that the whole amount of metal in the elongated por-
tion corresponds to that embraced between the lines, a h. The diameters of the blank orig-
inally and of the drawn-down portion are 0*081 and 0*012 in. respectively. At the work's
of the Excelsior Heedle Co. a number of the machines are engaged exclusively in the
swaging of sewing-machine needle blanks, though obviously they are applicable to a variety
of other work, machines of larger size are used for pointing rods preparatory to drawing
into wire, and also for working in iron and steel in various lines of manufacture.

SWITCHES AND SIGNALS, EAILEOAD. Eoad Signals.—The practice has become
quite pronounced in favor of the use of semaphore signals for the purpose of protecting the
movements of trains, as the semaphore most easily lends itself, through the simplicity of its

form, to all of the many requirements of traffic. The most
prominent forms of the semaphore arc the borne, distant,
and dwarf signals, all of them modifications of the same idea.

Home Si]/rial—The home signal, Fig. 1, consists of a
blade about 5 ft. long, with a square end, mounted on a jiost

about 35 ft. above the rail level. It is usually painted red
on the side toward approaching trains which it governs,
and white on the other side. On double track, right-hand
running, the blade points to the right

;
on double track, left-

hand running, the blade points to the left in some cases, and
in others to the right. When in a horizontal position, or
showing a red light at night, it indicates danger or stop.
When inclined at an pgle of from 60” to 90”, or showings
a white light at night, it indicates safety, or go ahead. It is

only used in connection with movements in the direction of
the traffic on the main track, or to control movements from
the main track to facing point diverging tracks, or facing
point cross-overs.

Distant Signal.—The distant signal, Fig. 2, consists of a
blade about 5 ft. long, with a forked end, mounted on a post
about 25 ft. above the rail level. It is usually painted green
on the side toward approaching trains which ‘it governs, and
white on the other side. Its location with regard to tlio
tracks and the direction in which it points is the same as

that of the homo signal. W hen inclined at an angle of from 60” to 90°, or showing a white
light at night, it indicates that the home signal in connection with which it
works is in the^ safety position, and that trains may proceed with speed.
When in a horizontal position, or showing a green light at night, it indi-
cates that the home signal is probably at danger, and that trains must
proceed with sufficient eaution. to enable them to stop before reaching the
home signal, if necessary. It is used always in connection with a home
signal, and serves only to show the position of the homo signal, which con-
trols movements over the fastest and most important route.

DwarfSignal—The dwarf signal, Fig. 3, consists of a blade about 13 in.
long, with a square end, mounted on a post about 2 ft. above rail level.
The painting of the blade, its relative positions of danger and safety, and
the position with regard to the tracks are the same as described in the case of
the home signal It i.s, in fact, a diminutive home signal, but is used only
to control movements in a reverse direction on double track, and for move-
ments from side track to main track, and from side track to side track.

_

The great advantage of the semaphore form is, that identically the same
signal can be used for both bloek and interlocking purposes.

•
Signals.—The question of blocking a piece of track has resolved

Itself into the two principles of time and positive bloek signaling. The time
signals are most prominently represented by the Fontaine signal, which
consist of a track instrument controlling a dash-pot and the operation of
some clock-work which may beset to run any desired number of minutes after
the passage of a train. The two great objections to this method are : First,
that it IS not at all eptain that a train has passed out of the block simply
because the hand indicates that it has been gone a certain number of min-
utes; and, second, that the indications of the signal are visible at only a short distance.

Tig. 3. -Dwarf
signal.

Fig. 1.—Home
signal.

£

Fio. 2.—Dis-
tant signal.
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Positive Block SyMcmis axo to l)e divided into two classes : First, that class which is op-
erated by men siationed in

cabins a certain distance apart,
but havings cleelrieal corn-

inunication with each other,

and, second, by tliose signals

whieJi are controlled entirely

by tlie presenco of a, train in

their section, or aut.oniatitf sig-

nals. The most siiccu'ssful of

the first of tlicso two inetliods

is the Sykes system. Tlic

Sykes system is tlie applica-

tion to an ordinary Idock sys-

tem of certain electrical and
nioclianical devices which in-

sure the fact that the signal

governing the cntranc,e to a

given block eannot Ix^ (‘h^'U-cal

until the last train whicdi en-

tered that block has passed out
of it, and ilu‘. opc'rator at the

end of the block has givi'ii his

consent. Tliesi'- resu 1 1 s arc sc-

eui'edby the us(‘ of aSyk(»s lock

instiniinont and an inlorloek-

ing relay, which are illust rated

in Fig. 4, and a very short in-

sulated seidion of track, witli

liroper metallic eircuits con-

necting ttic same, togelhm' with
a bell wire or teiegra,ph line for

(*ommnnit*atlon Iietween ad-
jacent block stations.

^

The
Sykes lock instrument is lo-

cated in th(5 oiiera tor’s otlice,

iintnediaiely over Ihe lever V)y

wliieh ho controls his signnf.

d’he interlocking relay is lo-

cated in any eonveniisit phic(‘,

usually in a closet. Tin*, iii-

sulated siMdion of track is

located at the cntranc^c of 1 he

block, and is usually al)out (10

ft. long, d'he iHilbwire push
buttons are hauited ruair the

signal h'ver a,ml the Sykes iiipdrumeiit.

Fid. 4. Tlio fSykoH block sifaial Byntcm.

The op(‘rairion in pra,(dice is ns follows, ('verylliing

l)eing normal ;
lev(‘rs honu^, signals at (hingin’, and t,nielvs unoeeupied. If Ihi' operator desires

to allow a, train to enter one of the block's which Ids signals eonl.rol, ho notifies the operator

next, in advance by his Ixdlwire or teh^grnph line ; the advance ofaTator, if overylhing is

all right, ri'sponds'by “i)lunging” on that; iusiruinent which eQtnuMd.s \vith the signaLlover

of tile man in the rea,r. This has tlu^ ellhet of ^'leasing tlui signal J(‘,y(‘r at tlie original

block stallon.

The only function of th(^ Sykiss sysbmi so fur alludi‘(l to is iluit by wdiiitli oiu^ operator, on

reciuest of an adjavi’iit operator, may “plung(‘” and ilius release tlie hitter’s signal lever.

Tlie additioiinl naid ini]K)rtauit func.tiori of the combined ajiiiaratus into prevmd. a,ii opi'i-ator

from plunging a, second time until th(,> t rain for which Ihtqfnaualingoiieralnrilesin'd to ch'ar

his signal Tuis passed into, through, and out of tbc block in qut‘st ion. This result isseciirod

by t.he manhiiKvl actdcii of the Sykes instrument, the iiit(*iiocking relay, and the insuhitiid

s(a*tion of t nick. Whiai u,n mljaeent ()p<‘nit()r “plung(‘s” he passes a. (uiri’eni. ihrougli tliii

elcctro-mngmls of his iieighlHir’s iiislrumetit, and in that ma-imtu’ ivlcuses the signal leyer.

Whim the, plunger, however, is released amd forced by a spring at. its rear out ef i(,s original

position, a rod is ndcasiMl, which drops down in front of the |)]ung(‘r and ])r(‘V(!nis it from

iHdng forced in again until tlie signal ilevm:- above whicli it is sil.ua, tivl isreviu'sed. ’bhe fnne-

tion'of (lu‘. insuhili’d s(‘ction of track is t<) automatically r(3si<)ru thi^ iidmloiddiig riphiy to its

normal posii.ion, which has been disturbiuTby ihe act of plunging. This nudhod of block

signaling lia,s biuMi a.p])li(3<l to a limited cxtmit in thoXTnited Si:.at.t's. It is, however, (Pxtrcinoly

expcnsivi', to opm’atig a,nd in its sim|)le form is soincwliat objectionablii from the fact that if

n train sliovihl huive the main tnmk between any two block stations i(. would lie n(3cessary to

s(,‘ml the following train past a block .station willi a hand signal, for thi', reason that the

towerman in advance would bo unable toreleaso the man in the rear more than oncii between

the passiige of any two trains.

AuTOMArio ISiONALB.—Tho bcst knowi> automatic signals are the Union olectria signal
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and the Westinghouse pneumatic signal, both owned and manufactured by the Union
Switch and Signal Co

,
and the Hall signal, owned and manufactured by the Hall Signal Co.

The Hall Signal is described in Appletons’ Gyclopcedia of Applied Mechanics, but certain

changes have been made which permit the entrance of a second train into an already occupied

section, while still maintaining a danger signal in its rear. This is aeeoinplislied by the inter-

vention of a combination of relays and track instruments, whereby the second train* on passing

the clearing track instrument for the section which it has just left cuts out the clearing track

instrument for the section whichL it occupies, so that the first train cannot clear the signal

for that section.
•

The Umon Meetric Signal and the Wesiinghome Pneumatic Signal both depend funda-

TRACK, 8A3‘.TERVjl]-|

INSULATION
ORDiNiA.RV' TRACK CIRCUIT

Fig. 5.—Electric and pneumatic signal.

•TO aiOMAL. MAt&NRT

Details.

mentally on the use of the track circuit, which is illustrated in Pig. 5. The track circuit

is a section of both rails of a piece of single track in which the ends of adjacent rails are
connected by a piece of wire (see Fig. 6), and the ends of the rails in one section are iiisu-

INSULATEO'JOJNT
AND

WOODEIN

c:

1 S:
€

Fig. 6.--Track circuit.

lated from the ends of the rails in the section adjacent to it.

In each section the ends of the two lines of rails of one end
are connected together through a battery, while the two lines

of rails at the other end of the section are connected by a re-

lay which controls the signal circuit. The presence of a train

on any portion of a block, or the opening of a switch, or
ihe breaking of a rail will interrupt the track circuit, and
thus set the signal to danger, which is operated by it. So
far this method is common to both systems.

The Unmi Electric Signal consists of a combination
of clock-work and eleeti-ic mechanism which is directly

controlled by the track relay mentioned in the descrip-

tion of the track circuit. The motive power consists of

a heavy weight. In the past this signal has been built

usually as a disk signal, with a continuous motion to the
right. The demand for semaphores has, however, caused
a change to be made in its form whic.h has entailed certain
alterations in the method of transmitting the motion from
the operating rneehaiiism to the vertical shaft on which the
semaphores are mounted. This motion is now reciprocal

instead of continuous. The present external appearance of

the signal is shown in Fig. 7, the signal presenting alter-

nately the edge and surface of its two blades to the view of
an approaching train. The blades, which are of the ordi-

nary home or distant signal form, as the case may be, are
placed at right angles to each other on a revolving shaft,

which moves through an arc of 90° in one operation, and
returns to its original po.sitic)n in the next. The mechanism
operating and controlling this signal is outlined in Fig. 8.

The rotary movement of tlie shaft, S, obtained by the weight
passing over a sprocket wheel secured to it, is transmitted to

one of a higher speed in a second horizontal shaft immediately
above it, to which the cross, 0, is secured by means of a
large gear wheel and a pinion. The motion of this shaft,
besides revolving the cross, C, causes a vertical shaft projecting through the top of the
machine to revolve at the same rate of speed through the engagement of two beveled

n

u

¥m. -Umom ©leetric signal.
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gears secured to them. This yertieal shaft is the one from which the signal banner is

operated. Tlie cross, G, on the intermediate shaft is tliat

part of the driving meclniriisin bj which its operation is

controlled. Tlic sliaft, H, is the means by wliich the

weight is woiiiid up, and is also used to operate the device

by which tlit^ danger position of the signal is insured

when the weight ha,s nearly run down. iSeeured to the

frame of tlio machine is an elecd.ro-nuignet, if, and hori-

zontally above it is pivot,ed its armature bar, A, tlie

outer ciulof wh i(di projects between two peculiarly shaped
levers, I) and f^, known as detent toes, and engages one

or the other of tliem when tliey arc elevated, depending
u{)on the condition of the electro-magnet. As shown in

the cut, the nnignet is (lemagnetized, and the detent

toe, 1), is field in the upright position by the arinaturo,

l)ut should the nmgnet liecorne charged a,nd tlio outer end
of its anna,til re bar lie elevated

,
the dident toe, 1),

would become disengaged and would drop upon the rest,

ill, raising at the same time tlie hook, M, from cnga,ge-

ment with the pin in l.heliack of the cross, €, by si,riking
a, small tiiii, shown in the cut, located in the outer ex-

tremity of t,iie hook, //. The cross thus released turns a
tpiarter ^‘volulion, when it is again stopped by a second
pin in i.lu^ opposite side of its next arm, which engages
with a s(‘coud hook pivotiHl directly liack of and on the
sanu' (und er as i,he llrsl, one. Tlie detemt toes are alt(‘r-

nalely rc'sioiuul automatically to their elevated positions,

and cons(‘(iU(‘Ut,ly the liooks, if, to iludr positior* of en-

gagement. vvit.h tlie |)ins in tlio cross at. cuich (|uartor turn
of the cross. Tliis a,rrangement entiiuvly removes thci

strain and jar of the operating [larts from the ch'ctro-

inagnet, anil rediuu's t.lu*. friction in its armature har to

a very trilling amount, thus insuring gnuit rrcMulom in its

action. On th(‘ main s[)in(:ll(‘. of the nuudunc's a, thread

of a very II iu‘ pitch is cut. wIku'c it, f)rojc(d.s through the

fioiit <)f *the fraine, and a (^ylindritial nut, providiul with Fro. 8. Union Bigiial. McjchnniHin.

n pin of lull’d rublx’ir on one siih;, is })but(ul t.hcri'on a.n(l

bekl from tuniiiig by tlie guide, t/, but permitted to tra,vel in the direction of the length

B^u;. 0.—WestiughouflC pnoumutic sigiml

of th(i shaft as it turns. As tho machine runs down and this nut travels outward, the
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rubber pin in the nnt approaches the point of contact between two springs through which
the current controlling the magnet of - the signal is made to pass, and causes their separation

just before the operating weight has reached the bottom of the post, thus cutting off all

current from the magnet, and thereby causing it to stop in the danger position before tiie

operating power is exhausted. A considerabbmoraentunx is gained by the rev'olutioii of the

semaphore arm, wiiich would cause heavy strains were it not taken care of. This is accom-
plished by separating the external shait and semaphores entirely from the rest of the
mechanism. Secured to the base of the external shaft and to the l;op of the internal shaft
are friction clutches which correspond and fit into each other. When the sliaft revolves the
clutch permits a revolution a little greater than the normal one, but as the sides of the
clutch are inclined the shaft immediately drops back into the proper position.

Th% Pmimaiio system, as before staled, is controlled by the location
of the trains which are passing over the road. It is illustrated in Mg. 9, and, as its name
implies, the signals are brought to the clear position by the presence of compressed air in
the cylinder. The magnet which controls the admission of air into the cylinder is directly
controlled by the track relay, which is located on the signal post and is mentioned in the
description of the rail circuit. A clear section permits the current from the track battery
(see Fig. 5) to pass through the track relay, completing the circuit through the signal battery
and energizing the magnet. This unseats the valve which is connected directly with the
armature of the magnet, and permits the compressed air from the main pipe Imo to pass
into the cylinder, thus driving out the piston, and lowering the signal to which it is

directly connected. In actual practice the distant signal for a succeeding block is located
on the same post with the home signal for the block immediately in advance. Tins arrange-
ment is for the purpose of indicating to trains a considerable distance in advance as to what
condition the track is in, and permits of a much higher rate of speed than if trains received
their signals only at the beginning of the block on which they wished to enter. The dis-

tpt signal, however, may be^^located any desired distance from its home signal. In connec-
tion with the pneumatic block signaling system, a pneumatic lock is located at each switch
connecting with the main track, which prevents the opening of a switch after a train has
entered upon that section, and which, when the switch is once opened, sets all the signals
controlling that section to danger. The compressed air which operates this system is derived
from air-compressors located at any convenient point near the right of way, not to exceed 20
miles apart. As will be explained further on, this air can be and is used for operating the
switches at interlocking points.

Intkelogkin'o.—Mechamml Ttiterlocking.—The method of interlocliing known as the
Saxby & Farmer, and described in the previous issue, has been abandoned, and the Stevens

type has now entirely taken its place. Tlie
Stevens locking has two forms. In the orig-
inal form, which is illustrated in Fig, 10,

the tappet, which is directly connected witli

the lever, operates the locking bars, which
run parallel with the greatest length of tlie

machine, or, in other words, at right angles
to the motion of the levers. This is objec-
tionable from the fact that in largo inaeluncs
the locking bars become very long and
heavy, and the method of driving them by
the tappet ci'eates a large amount of friction
and results in considerable lost motion in
time. In the latest form, see P''ig. 11, the
Saxby & Farmer arrangement is h’ctained,

I 2 3 4 5 6 7, 69 10 the flop 6f the Saxby k Parmer maeliine
LEVERS being replaced by a simple shaft connected

Fig. 10.—Interlocking system. > with the link by a universal joint. A move-
ment of the latch handle of the lever rotates

this sliaft and transfers tlie movement to the locking bar, which slides in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of the movement of the lever. Fy this arrangement tlie locking is made

extremely compact, and is located in plain view above the fiLoor of the cabin, easy of access
tor cleaning and repairs.
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The demands for more and cheaper interlocking: have been met by the invention of several
devices intended to combine the work of several levers into one. The most important of
these is the selector, S, see Fi^. 12, which is for the purpose of throwing several signals from
the same lever. IMiooretieally, any number of signals, no two of which should be given at the
same time, can be worked from the same lever, hut in i:)ra,ctiee it is found be^st to limit this
number to six or seven. The Selector is connected directly with the lever in the tower and
also to the different svvitethes, which, when they are in one position or tiie otlier, determine
as to which signal can be thrown. The movement of a switcdi alternately connects or

disconnects each of the rods loading to the different signals wit.h the signal lever, but never
connects more tluin one of these rods with the signal lever at the same time.

TheSivUeh and (ibr illustration, see Pneumatic Interlocking), which is

now in general us(i in the United States and Canada, is a device for operating a switch, lock,
and detector Inir from the same lever. The original practice was to operate the switch by
one lever, and I he loclv and detector har from amother lover, and it is still adopted in many
cases. It is lui ox}Kmsive method, however, and is in many cases well replaced by the use of
the switcdi and locdc movmni'iit. In tlie oiieration of a switcdi tlirongh a switcdi and lock
niovenumt, the did.ecl.or bar is first raiscMl and ilio lock withdrawn

; immediately afterwarcls
the switcdi begins to move, when, upon rencdiing ii.s other position, it is again locked a-nd the
detecd.or bar lowcnaul. ''ITiis sec|iicmce of niovcmieiit is necessary in order to be certain that if

a train wc>re standing over a switch, the switch sliall not bo moved.
The 'Wedindhonm PtmtmmHc hiterloelinc/ S‘f/.d( ni is the Jipplication of eomprc'ssed air for

tlio opevration of signals and switcdies which are elcictrically controlled from a. central point.
The a|)pc'araiice of the macliinc in the tower is shown in Fig. 11). Tlio Icwcrs, which are at

the top of the nifudiinc, and wliicli all in(vlin<‘ lo ilu^ l(‘ft, arc' those used for operating thci

switch(‘H. Thcrvcrtical lc‘.v<‘rs, whicdi arc jdacanl just to the right of and ludow tlio swikdi
liandU'S, Jirc tliosii which control Ihc^ position of tine sigiuihs.

A model of tracks is aTtaiduMl to the i,op of t hcuiia,chine, tlie switcdii:\s on \vliicdi ithuuvci

their movoimnrli from thc< swiicli levers and whicdi movi*, in acciordaiKtc with the posiliou of
file switcdi levers, showing at a glance the condition <d’ the switchers outside. Rutming
thi’ougli tlic^ null'll iae pa,nil l(d lo its shortc‘st axis an^ rollcu'S formial of hard rulibtvr, which,
according to th(‘ir position, make and briuik a contact tlirougli the different circuits. At the
hack of the machine are located a row of tnagntdH con-

necting with each Icvca*, called the indication niagneis.

In tlici oficrution of the machine, the swiUdi lever is not.

moved its fidl throw at lirst, lait innst he held for a
moment in an inicvnncdiatc |H)sition. T’his isneci^ssary

in order (hat no inistakc! shall be niado in ilie chmring
of th(‘- sigmils. The first niovcmient of tlio switcdi hwer
()[)cra,l(‘S th(^ valvi' whicli move's the switch. During
(he movement of tlu^ switch the indication circuit is

tiMiipoi-jirily closed, thereby rclcnising one portion of the

lock on the l)a.c!k of (die switch roller. Upon tlui ooin-

])lcti(m of the movcMiicnt of tlu3 switch trie mdicatiem
ci remit is again broken, and iiermitsthe operator to coni-

])I(‘t,e the t lii'ow of the switch lever. The only eotnmuni-
caiion hi'twi^en tlic tower and the different switches and
signads is by insulated copper wire. In the smaller

machines a gravity battery is used to lurnish the current, but in the largest recent machines

Fio. 14.—Switch valve and cylinder.
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the current js taken directly from a storage battery. TM signal movements used in the pneu-
matic Interiocking are the same as those used in the pneumatic block signaling, which have
already been described. 21he Pmumatic BMeJi Valve and Cylinder is illustrated in horizon-

tal section in Fig. 14, and in external appearance, together with the switch and lock move-
ment, in Fig. 15. The outside magnets, A and G, control alternately, depending on the position

of the lever in the tower, the admission of air into the valve cylinder. The central magnet,
controls the valve lock. By moving a switch lever in the tower, the following operation

takes place: The magnet, B, is first charged (it is so shown in the drawing), which admits
air into the lock cylinder and releases the slide valve, leaving it free to move as soon as

the pressure shall be applied to it from cylinder 1. Magnet G is then charged, and
magnet A is discharged, permitting the entrance of air into cylinder 1 and opening the ex-

haust port of cylinder This
* forces over the slide valve to

Fia. 15.—Valve and cylinder with lock.

its other position, allowing the
entrance of pressure to the
right-hand side of the main
cylinder, and connecting the
left-hand side of the main cyl-

inder with the atinosphere.
The last movement of the lever
in the tower cuts the current
out of the magnet i?, thereby
locking up the slide valve in

its new position.

The snitch movement shown
in Fig. 15 is the same as that
described under tlie head of
mechanical interlocking. A

pin in the slide bar transmits the power to the wide jaw to which the switch Is con-
nected, The cletecbor bar and lock, however, are connected directly to the slide bar, and
move during its whole stroke, while the switch moves only during the middle part of the
stroke.

TABIILA.T1NGI- MACHINE. The Hollerith Electric Tiibulating Bystem may bo con-
sidered the mechanical equivalent of the method of compiling statistics by writing on slips
or cards the various items regarding the units to be compiled, one such written card repre-
enting a single unit, as, for example, in the case of a census, a person

; and then sorting
and re-sorting these written cards according to the eharaeteristics of tlie individuals, and
counting the number of cards^ finally in each group. In this mechanical e(]iiivalent the
characteristics or items of the individuals are transcribed to the cards by puiiclung holes in
different positions instead of writing, and then counting and sorting these punched cards
in the (dectrical tabulating machines. The work, therefore, naturally divides itself into—
first, the transcription of the record ; and, secondly, the tahulation of the data. As the
system has been mostly used for the compilation of the eleventh census of the LTnited States,
the following description will be based upon such work

:

In order to transeribo the particulars as to each individual from the original schedules, a
keyboard puneh is used about the size of a type-writer tray, having in front a perforated
punch-board of cGlluloid. Over this keyboard swings freely an index finger, whose move-
ment, after the mjinncr of a pantagraph, is repeated at the rear by a puneh. The movement
of the punch is Jimite(l between two guides, upon which are placed thin inanilla cards 6S in.
long by in, higli, with the lower corner slightly clipped. The keyboard has 12 rows of 20
holes, and each hole has its distinctive lettering or nnniher that corresponds to the inquiry
and answer respecting every person. Hence, when the index finger is pressed down into
any one of these holes, the punch at the back stamps out a hole in the inanilla card. At first
glance, perhaps, the keyboard looks complicated, but it is scientifically grouped and is very
readily learned. For such inquiries as are answered by one of a very few possible classes

—

sex, for example, which recognizes only two parties in the State—the answer is simply
“male ” or “ female,’’ or “ M ’’ and “ P.”^ So, too, in regard to conjugal relationships, whore
the answer would be either single, married, widowed, or divorced, and one punch suflices
for each of these conditions.

To assist the clerks in memorizing the keyboard for punching, classification lists are used.
That the work of punching became as easy as any other task requiring ordinary intelligcneo
IS shown in the fact that during the fcabuhiting of the.eleventh census, the cstiriiated average
01 500 cards per day per clerk resolved itself very soon into an actual average of 700. An
expert puncher, working from 0 a.m. to 4 p.m., has done 2,521 cards, each card having on
an average about 15 holes in it that relate specifically to the individual whose life history is
thus condensed.

Alter the cards leave the punching clerks, they are kept in their Enumeration Districts,
and they have now to be further punched to show the exact locality they belong to—i.e . , the

which the enumeration district formed a part. For this pui’pose the space
01 almut 1 in. across the left-hand end of the card was left blank, no portion of it being
punched on the keyboard^ punch. This space is further divided by imaginary lines into

r
combinations of which every enumeration « district can be recorded

[in the U. B. census over 40,000 such districts were thus recorded], and it is perfo-
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rated by nieans of the “ gang punch,” shown in Fig. 3. The combination for any given enu-
nieration district is ar-

ranged in this, and tiien

all tlie cards of that, dis-

trict are pjissed through.
From 8 to 0 cants can be

punched at a titne, }icnc(‘,

the name, find pressure

may bo ap)plied by eitluu’

the liand or tlie foot.

When this is done, the

ca.rds are complete.

So fa,miliar do the

clerics become witii tlxe

position of the holes in

these ca,i'ds, they can read

tliem oil; at a ghiuce. As
a means of verifying, how-
ever, a reading board”
is provided for that pur-

pose, the same size as the

card, a,ml liaving also

ea,cli of the 340 abl)revia-

tioiis in a quarter-inch

space, so tliat when a per-

foraled card is put on
tills t,emf)let the abbre-

viaiiion will sliow wlier-

ever a hole has b e o n

templet
. reduc-
lal key-

Tlu'. punched cards
are then tabulated on
the raaclune sliown in

Figs. 1, 3, and 8. It

consists of tiiree nuiiii

parts, naimdy. tin* press

or circuit-closing (kndee,

the <lia,lsor (jounttu’s, and
t,hc sorting iioxes. Abovij

a hard-ruhlier [ilate
swings a reciproca(-ing b (hnuut cloHliijx pre^

pin box, whkdi is pro-

vidiMl with a number of projecting spring-actuated points, wo hung as to drop exactly
into tilu‘ center of fdie lit.

tk^ imn'cniry ciqis below,

^riiese pins are so eon-

nected that when a

|)iuudu!(l (iiird is laid on

tdu? rubbtir pla.te iigainst

th(^ guides or stops and
t.ho l)ox is brought; down,
all t.hc jiiuH til at are

Btopi )t‘<l by the tinpnmdicd
surfneat vvill be* iircssed

ba,ck:, while those tliat

eorrc'spond with piineiiod

ST)ae.i'.s thrtiug'h, doso
the oirenit, and count on

the dials. 4Mi(i circuit

ifs really closed tlirough

platinum eonl.acts at the

back of tlie px’css, not
shown in i.hc cut. In tliia

way no diklcjulty is expe-

rieneod from the oxidation

of the mercury from the

spark as would bcj the

If'iG. Flo. 8.- Detail of circa it-clo&ing press. nase without ibis proeaU"

tiOTL

The dials are shown in detail in Pig. 4, and may also be seen grouped in position in

58

punclied. This
IS, practically, j

tion of tlie origi

board.
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Pig. 5. The front of eaeh counter is 8 in. square, and, as no'w^ made, consists of paper ingen-

iously coated with celluloid, ensuring a smooth, bright, clean face. Each dial is divided into

100 parts, and two hands truTel over the face,

one counting units and the other hundreds.
The train of clockwork is operated electrically

by means of the electro-inagnet, whose arnui-

tiire, as it moves each time the circuit is

closed, carries the unit hand forward one
division, while every complete revolution actu-

ates a carrying device, which, in turn, causes
the hundred hand to count. In this way each
dial will register np to 10,000. A. noteworthy
feature of these Ingenious little dials is that
they can quickly bo reset at zero, wliile they
are also removable and interchangeable. The
electrical connections are made simply by
slipping them into frames and clips.

the third element in the system is the
sorting box, shown in Fig. 6 in perspective.
The box is divided into numerous compart-
ments, each of which is kept closed by a lid.

The lid is held closed against the tension of a

spring by a catch at the free end of the arma-
ture of a suitable magnet. If the circuit

through this magnet is closed, by the press on
the machine, the armature is pulled down,
releasing the trigger of the lid, which is at

once thrown up by the spring, and remains
open until flipped back by a "slight touch of
the operator’s hand. The connections with
the machine are made by means of the short
table seen at the left of the sorting box. In the
cut the wires are shown attached to binding

posts on a small board, but a minor change has been made by which the board is pushed in
between contact clips in the machine, thus saving valuable time by obviating the necessity
of screwing and unscrewing so many binding posts whenever it is desired to remove the box
for any reason.

If, now, it is desired to know in a gw^n enumeration district, or all of them, the number

Fm. 5.—The Hollerith electric tabulating machine.

of males and females, white and colored, single, married, widowed, etc., the binding posts of
the switchboard eoiTesponding with this data are connected with the binding posts of the
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dials on which those itoiiis firci to bo counted. If it is also desired ho assort the cards aiccordinf**
to age groups tor exsuiiple, the binding posts of the switcliboard representing such groups
are connected with the clips into which the sorting box plug fits. The circuits being thus
prepared when a card is placed in position in the press, and the handle of the pin box is
depressed by the operator so that the circuit is closed through each hole in the card, not
only will tlie ivgistra-tion be eliectod on the counting dials, but the sorting box that has been

^
u given age groixp is opened. The operator releases the handle, removes the card

deitly iroin the })r(‘ss, deposits it in the open sorting compartment with her right hand and
pats the hd down again, at tlie same time bringing another card into position under the press
with her left hand. It is done niueh more quickly than it is described. M’ hen all the mirds
in the tin ease of any district have thus gone through the press, the record taken from the
dials will show the number of males, females, white, colored, etc., while the cards will have
been assorted into ago groups.

The inacdiine, however, is capable of more than this. In statistical worl? it is found that
the most valuable nrforinatiori does not consist in these elementary items, but in facts that
are more difficult to obtain, namely, combinations of these items. Thus, it is interesting to

know how inany dwellers in this iunini.ry arc maJes and how many an^ fmiialos ; also liow
many arc white, aax I how many are (uilored. Ihit it is at least a,s <‘ss(dihal to know bow many
of the white tnalcH are native horn or foreign horn, and how inanya-ndduudiihlnMii of native
born or fondgn panuits. Ilcncoitis dcsirnlilc to jirovide means for counting not simply I ho
niimluvr of wliit.e males, lint tlie nuinhor of white males, native Ixirii, of native j)ar(‘nis. The
macliines do this ns (uisily as tliey do the lighter work, d'he })riu(d])le of th<‘, relay is brought
ini.o play by humus of iiisl.ruiuonts which aronioiintod tngetlicr in the racks at the bottom of
tli(i ninc.liine. In tlu* (%'is('. just suggested the wire is brought from tin*, himliiig post of tdie

swiic.h~l)oa,nl corresponding to male to one contact of tlie relay 0]>(a'al(‘<l from inc binding
post corresponding (o while, h’roni this relay tho eircuit rums to'anot.her relay openited from
tlu‘, binding fK)sts thai, ('oru’spoud to native birth-places. Thence again tli(‘, (nre.uitgocs to the
riduy op(',ruled by thii biii<liiig])(>st that corresponds to native horn fatluir, theiiCH'. again to the
relay opcralcd by ( iu* binding post eoiTCsponding to native mother

;
and tinally to counter.

It will b(‘. s(M!n, tlK'.ndbre, that the eouuter will only be opierated wlion a card whicii hasheon
puiuduul for “natiY(‘,’^ “ white,"' “male/’ ** native born father,” “native born mother,” and
of iln^ given age, is put under tho press. If tho curd is not so luuKihod the circuit remains
open at one or more points, and no counting is effected. Ividimtly the most complex com-
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bination can be effected in this manner. An elementary manner of building up the com-
bination is shown in diagram in Fig. 7. It is simply a question of arranging the counting
dials and the relays, or, if desired, the sorting boxes can be treated in the same way. When
the machine is once connected up, the combination sought yields its results just as readily as

though it were a single item.
There is another side of this method. We have ju.st indicated refinement in detail of one

kind, bat the machine lends itself to analytical work not less than synthetical. In statistical

investigation the analysis naturally becomes finer as the area enlarges, and here the sorting
box is of great service. As has already been stated the cards are primarily massed in enu-
meration districts For such small areas, the information required groups the population
under comparatively few heads. In practice it is found that such ciassiiieation can generally
be counted on the 40 dials that the machine embraces normally as a full equipment

;
anrl

the arrangement is made accordingly. But while counting this classification, the cards can
also be assorted into groups that will form the basis of the analysis for the next larger group
of territorial areas

;
so that if the cards are divided into twenty groups, we shall have at the

next handling of the cards, a classification of 30x40, or 800 heads. If, at the next step, we
subdivide each one of these twenty groups into twenty more, the third handling of the cards will
give us 20 X 30 X 40, or no fewer than 16,000 heads. Thus a very few manipulations will
give an extraordinarily fine degree of analysis, and the compilation will have a value from
its minuteness that could be reached in no other way.

Added to the ability to secure special details, finer analysis, and the economy in time and
labor, we have the greater accuracy. The machine automatically throws out any card that is

wrong. Suppose, for instance, that age or sex
has not been punched. Where there should
be a hole for the plunger-pin to go through,
closing the circuit, the card is intact. The
circuit is open, and the monitor bell just to
the left of the press, refuses to give its cheery
signal of correctness. It is then a very easy
matter to refer back to the schedule stowed
away in the old church across the street, and
fill up the deficiency by tlie paradoxical pro-
cess of making a hole. Suppose it was desired
to connect up the machine so that only cards
for New York should be counted. A mis-
sorted card belonging to Chicago wonlu at
once be rejected. The gang punches of the
two cities not agreeing, the wrong cards
would leave the circuit open.

That all of a batch of cards purporting to
represent some one class are properly assort-
ed, is simply ascertaina.ble by passing a wire
or needle through the holes representing the
given class: This could evidently not be
clone with written cards, and locating a mis-
placed written card among a inillion other
cards is practically impossible. The proba-
bilities of error in reality narrow themselves
clown to the punching, and even then the
only errors that escape detection are those in
which the information given, wliile it may
not furnish the exact fact, is still consistent
with the other facts puiiclied. Even these
could be eliminated by comparison or clieok

. - , , ^ .
of every card. It is to be borne in mind, too,

that a card wrongly punched involves only the possible miscounting of a single unit, whereasm all previous methods the counting up on sneets has involved possible miscount at each
rooting up of a column.

u
the compilation of census statistics, such as those of population, mortality, etc., or the

bulk the work to whicjh this apparatus lias heretofore been applied, the person forms that
unit, so that each card represents simply thatunit. But the census includes agricultural, manii-
tactunng and similar statistics, and it is evident that in the figures of agriculture or maim-
taeture, w nle a card might represent a farm or a factory unit, the v ilue of that ii nit might vary
greatly. Thus it might be a .farm of lOO acres or of 5')0, and we would thus have to record
amounts. Ihis is done by a specially constructed machine containing a cylinder around whose
circuralerenee studs are set

; spring contact points connected to the mercury cups of the
press

; ™otor for revolving the cylinder, and a device for starting and stopping the
motor so that the cylinder will ^make one revolution for each card. The operation can Ido
reaclLly unaerstood. A card being put in the press, the circuit is closed through a given
counter to the battery, to the cylinder of the integrating device, from one of the nine con-
tact strips ot the integrator through the corresponding mercury cup uncovered by the punched
noJe 01- the card through the plunger of the pin box corresponding to that hole, and back to
tne counter. At the same time, when the handle is brought down, another circuit is closed

Pia. 7.—-Method of arrans-emont for combination
counting.
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through the nuigiiet, which allows the train to revolve the cylinder of the integrating device
one revolution. During that revolution the circuit through the dial counter will be made
and broken from one to nine times, according to the contact strip which is brou^^dit into
operation. Any number of counters can thus be operated at the same time, they being con-
nected in multiple are. The regist.ration tlms secured gives totals from any number of dif-

ferent sizes or amounts, and tlie device, therefore, answers a most useful purpose.

Tsuili, (Uass : see Glass-making.
Tapering Machine : see Molding Machines, Wood.
Tai)i)ing Maeliiiic : see Pipe-cutting and Nut-tapping Machines.
TELECkRAFIL 1. Ocean d’ELKGiiAPiiY.—During the last few years few radical innova-

tions in ocean telegraphy have been suggested, while practically none of fundamental im-
portance have bo(Mi inl.i-oduced. There has, liowever, been marked improvement in details,

and matjy valuabhi refmenKuits liavo added to the speed and acciiraey of working.
A SeUmitim (J(('blv. —Tlio currents employed in submarine telegraphy are so min-

ute tliat the method first employed in receiving messages was that of the deflections of a very
delicate mirror galvanoniot,or. Later, Sii* William Thomson introduced his dpliori recorder,

whicli lea;v('s ii pcuanaiient record, consisting of a continuous curve of varying amplitude, the

reading of which, bowevmr, requires coiisiderable practice. Withtlio idea of obviating this

diffieulty, Kugmie Ihirron, of Tannd-Szyll, Germany, has recently devised a form of recorder

in wliich the rca'oiul is c*onsidcrably simplified, and approaches more nearly to the Morse
characters. Proudly stated, the deflecting coil of the ordinary siphon recorder is made to

change the position of a light screen, w'ineb, moving before two small slits, admits light to

and shuts il. olf from tw^:) selenium cells, winch then act in tlio manner d(3scribed Toelow.

The accoinpanying illustrations show the details of the apparatus. The box, J{, .Pigs. 1

and 2, is divided into two compartments, the first of wldxdi contains tlie electro-magnetic

part of the relay and the selenium cells. This disposition is not essential, however, as they

cabh! rceonhsr.

can 1)0 removed t o any (h^sirahle iilace, and the recording appa-ratns propier need only be in

the operating room. Tlie second cioinjiart.mimt contains a bright soure(‘ of light, such as an

iuea,ndesc(uit lami), F, Pig. Ik The dividing wall Ixt.weeu the f.wo, V, lias two slits, through

whicli the lig^hii enters when iiermitted tx) hy the screen, P. Tlui I'olay consists, as stated

above, of I,ho sipboii n'corder coil, r, pliived in the magnelic. fadd of the magnet.s, N A, an<l

dcdleetexl in (dtlier direetion, according to tlu‘ din'ction of iJic current,s in t,he^ c.ahle. The

coil Ciirries a, <lowiiwa,rd project, ion in the shape of a triangular prism, P, Pigs. 1 ami B.

When tlie lat.ler is in its central position it covers bol,h slits, (h lunl and prevents the light;

from passing (vithin- one. A <vurrent passing thinugh th(H*oil <leile(*ls tlic latter (uirn^spond-

ingly, ami with it the triangular screen, whkdi tlum perm it,s the light to pass in the same

side, as shown, in the direxdion, F J, Pig. After passing tlu^. slits, t.he light is coiicen-

trated on tlu‘, selenium cells, Ft by the lenses, L\ oy, bhg. 2.

Light falling on tlie cells rmlnccs tbeir rcsistanee, as is well known, and the i,wo local hat-

tories'being in circuil, with tlie cells, iT*,, the current is va.ri(u_l axuiordingly. The iirinnge-

imuit of l,h(, r(‘(iordinga]>pM,rjU.iisiHsliown diagiiirninatically in hhg. 2, A/i iind JL }i,nd,wo pow-

(‘.rfiil horsi'shoe nuigiuds. iJn^ imlesol'like name being diagonally opposit.e (‘aidi oMiiu*. Iktw.een

the, poles of these magiuds lliere is pivoted a bar magnet., i, snpiiortcd by t,lii^ spindle, A.

This polfu’iziul iirinaiiuTmmn bcmTigulattHl toacw^^^^^ position by tho springs, /, .A, and the

coils vn VO,, of V('ry line wire, are ineduded in the local circuits. The poh^s, .Vi, act, the

oiK^ a,t,i,ra('.liv(‘,ly, the ot,her roimlsively, upon the armature ; «« n<i nc,t .similarly. A small dil-

ferencM' in t he; strmigth of t.ln'se four poles causes a deflection of tlm arnni.t ure. Tt is ap])arent

that; as Ugh! is n.(hnitted t,o either cells, the armature will Im ddh^eded in one direction or the

otlier, a,ml ih(‘ armat.nri^ ca,n b (3 made to record these movernenlis, either directly or through

the medium of an()l,h(n- rcciording apparatus, by the closing of an auxiliary l(,>cal cirexiit.

7yi(i CuUrim Vihndor for Ocmn aahka.—^^lie use of static electricity to
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vibrate the siphon, with the object of preventing' friction at the marking point of Sir William

Thomson’s siphon recorder, has always been the one defect in this otherwise most perfect and
beautiful instrument ; for. as is weU-hnown, in damp weather, static eleetricity is difficult

to produce and well-nigh impossible to control.

The invention of Mr. C. Cuttriss, Pig. 4, obviates all this trouble by the use of magnetism,

Fig. 4.—Cuttrij5s siphon vibrator for ocean cables.

and the instrument works just as perfectly be the weather damp or dry. The siphon, Jf, is

made slightly thicker toward the point ; this is caused by a small particle of iron wire, No. 30
or 32, about or of an inch in length, fastened to it by a little shellac varnish. The mag-
netic recording table, JB, opposite the point of the siphon, over which the paper slip passes, is

made partly oi iron, and to the back of it Is the electro-magnet, C. The principal part of

the invention is the adjustable vibrator at the right of the illustration. The glass tube, JS,

and armature, J, which are supported by the steel rod, P, are vibrated by an electro-magnet, I).

Continuous vibration is'inaintained by means of the battery, Q, and the contact points,

The uprigh t mercury reservoir, Jf, has a regulating screw, 6^, the lower end of which is made
to act as a plunger; a small india-rubber tube connects the mercury reservoir with the glass

tube, so that by raising or depressing the plunger the mercury can be forced and main-
tained at any required height in the gfass tube, and by this means its rate of vibration can
be changed as may be required. When a siphon is attached to the strained wire, JC, and it

has become filled with ink from the ink reservoir, F, the piunger is manipulated until the
siphon attains its maximum arc of vibration. A perfectly steady dotted line is then obtained,
and will continue without any other regulation so long as it I’einains filled with ink.

Transmissiim of Morse Charactera on Submarine Cables.—Mr. Patrick B. Delany has
perfected an invention by which long cables may be operated by any Morse operator, and by
which the received characters arc not only greatly improved, but the rapidity with which they
may be transmitted greatly increased. When the key is pi'esseddown, a current of one polar-
ity is sent.

^

If it is immediately lifted up, a current of opposite polarity is sent, lasting for
the short time between the downward and upward movement, forming a dot. If the key be
held down, a dash is formed, not by the. passage of a Jong impulse, but because tlio ()i)posito

polarity which terminates each signal is deferred until the key is lifted up. One ciirrent is

the beginning of all sigmiLs, the other is the ending; the time between the beginning and
the end determines whether the signal is a dot or a dash. There are no dashes sent into the
line, but all currents are of equal duration and alternating in polarity.

On the 9th and 16tb of fcJeptemher, 1888, Mr. Delany’s transmitter was tried over the
Anglo-American cable from Duxbury, Mass., to St. Iherre, and the results obtained more
than confirmed expectations. The cable is 878 miles in length, 8,300 ohms resistance, and
256 microfarads capacity. We reproduce in Pig. 5 the record received at St. Pierre at differ-

^ ent rates of speed, varying from

0
words per minute, with

^ °
' woodl uMtonj-pIrwiautT

”” *
""

accurate timing and five letters

/V. /\ ^ word. During the same
^ ^®st, Mr. Delany transmitted

HlAtUuh Oodo. la S-l WordJi por Hinute, twenty words per minute, every
letter of which was received per-

^ ^ - .w" u. r fectly ut St. Pierrc, on a Morse
Bnjiuhood^ fflwword.pprjtj.mt*. souu'dcr. Tlils Is bj fai' the

longest cable circuit ever work-

f ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n. edby sound, and the speed of

twenty words per minute on
\ h, e s f i a r M such a circuit is a great stride

Fig. 6.—Cable transmission. in cable telegraphy. Mr. Delany
believes that he can increase the

speed to thirty words per minute, and has strong hopes of working the main Atlantic cables
hy sound at no very distant day.

e A * 4i> i n t is

KnulJph Oodi). fflWWardiix

“Cable transmission.
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IL Multiplex Telegraphs.— Tim system of Jfr. Delany is based upon two main priu-

ciples : First, tliat of syncliroriism, or the siiniiltaneons motion of similar pieces of apparatus

at two diiferent places
;
and, se('ondly, that of distributing to several telegraphists the use of

a wire for very short equal periods of time, so that practically each telegraphist has the line

to hiinself dining these periods.
^ ^ , .

The combination of these principles of working by synchronism and multiplex telegraphy

on the same wire was first attempted by Moses U. Farmer in 1853, using two wires, one for

nialntaining in synchronism the distributors winch put four operating iiistniraents in con-

nection with the others. This wnis introduced by Meyer in 1878 ; it was improved upon by

Paul la Four in 1878, and Baudot in 1881; synchronism was perfected by Delany in 1882,

and tlu^. system completed in 1884, and is now extensively used by tlie British Postal Tele-

grayih (hq‘)artmont, where it has reached its highest doveiopment under direction of W. H.

Preece, hhU.S., clectrician-ia-ehief.
_ ^ ,

Tlie instruments at each station are connected to identical “ distributors/ ’ consisting of

a number of segments arranged in a circle over wliicli travels an arm. If each segment be

(liviiied into four segments, and by moans of these bo connected with, say, fourpnstruinents

instead of with only one of them, tlicn during one complete rotation each arm will place cor-

responding instruinenls in communication with each other four times. Or if each circle, be

divided into 40 segments, andeaeli of tlicse into four segments, then c3orrespc>nding instruments

will be in connrmnication witli each other forty times during each complete rotation of the

arms. In the British x>ost-oHice Uipparatus there are 168 segments, and these are grouped

diffiei'ent.ly, ac.cording to tlie number of ways of working. Hcxtiiplex work.ng requires one

giuiiping' qua(lru])l(ix: another, triplex anotdier, and so on.
. i. , ^

Ihvo tuning foi’ks |)itched to absoUitoly the same note, and set in vibration by currents

like an cleeltric tremliling bell, will move in synchronism, but the synch ror-ism can not be

maintained. ITie deposition of dirt, dust., or moistaire, changes of teinperature, variation of

current., produ(*c changes which alToct the rate of motion. Ihvid^ la Coiir, ol Copenhagen,

inventcil Ini ingenious wuiy to maintain iho synchronism, tlie [ninciplo of which has been

introduced into tilies Delany system. A simple reed is now used as the. rnoans of Keeping the

distrihutor in syiiclirouoiis motion. The chudro-inagnet. of the rce<l is wound to a resistance

of 30 olims. Its local circuit includes lln^ kiver and lower contact of a relayin|^ souncler.

I'lic eorrectiou for synch ronisni of the two revolving a.rms is effected by causing this lever to

rise thus breaking the circuit of llic reed inagmd, wlimi a, correcting cvirrent is received.

The distriluitlng circle is divided into 1(58 eipial space's, furiiisiKMl with, segnienis insulated

from each other
;

1 14 of tiiese segniciits are couii<,ict(‘d to lorm twclym gioups loi tL'lcgiaphiug,

the reimiiiiing sparges being lltte<l with scginouts for sync'hronixing puirposos. feeginciits 1

and 1, 2 a,n(12, 3 aiid 3, am' soon, arc elccirhadly c()!uu‘,cte(l iogid.her to form the griiiips,

ami each ‘n’oiii) of twi'lve si'.gim'uts lb us arranged is eonnccted to a terminal on the base of

i\w dlslributor. An arm, or'trailer, ])a.ss(‘H lightly over tlui siirfnee and inove.s contiiiuons y

round the eir(*l(% C()ming suceesHiveiv in cunt.aet with every si'gmeiit, moving in t.he opposite

direction to that of the liamis of a. walch. It. is eh'c.lriiadly (tonnedxiil to the line wire. la

every rotation it nuikes 1158 ell M*iri'*.al contacts, 144 of which ai'o lor telegraphing, while the

otliers arioiVir inaintaiuiiig sviichroiiisiii.
. , . ,,

The function of the trailer is to place th<3 liiii' wire sinwassnady in cuinncd.m^ iho

scgmeur.s in tliei ditlcreiit. groups. 'ITie currents of eli'ctrieliy t lad Row through the hno wire

are (ii'pcndmit upon t he operations juud’orim'd upon the Iclig’rapluc a p|)a.ra.tus, arid tmiy aro

lirokeu up into short pnlsation.s or iui|)ulse.s l)y die inomenUiry contact made hy pie tru-iler.

TTie relay is of th (3 standard form, but it is much Inrgi'r
;

its ciires are iii'aiTy 4 ni. long

if
in. in diameii'r, {Uid it is wound to a resistance of l/2()t) olmis with eop]Hir wire

Working in eit.lier direction, sexluplex transmission is feasilih^ betweem Lninlqn and

Brighton, hondon and Birminglia-m, and bondon a.nd lirisiolp Imt iiiiadiniplex is the In

Ijiverpooi. In one direction, iiowevi'r, to Manchester, even six eireuit.s ha-vo been operHl.eda,s

an ('xperiinent. .so dial, with two wires tw<dve cireuits might pos.sibly bo w (irked, six m each

The l^ynehnmousIM is the invention of Ijiciil.. h.

J. Pat ten II. S.' A., tind derK'nds for it.s operation uixm the Bynchronoiis and uniJorm niowj-

iiu'iit of two or moio clect.ric inolors placed at distant xioiuts. it. is evident tluit an ordinary

Siemens armature in a, tvvo.polc Held must reverse its currmtt at every hall rcvolulKUL U
bv any niMi,n,s two such machiiu'S be caused to reverse tluMr a.rnuit.ure current.s siuiulta-

neously, tlnw wmuld nee<‘ssa.rilv move in synebronism. Tkesystenpwill b<‘. rwidily uuderstocxl

from tiio ilhist.ration. Fig, (5, wliichisa diagram of all the operat.iws cir<Hiit,s, inclu< ling two

terminal stat ions. In tlu^ tw<>-Un (3 SYstem a Binglo synclironiKiug Inns i.s iisod lor controlling

a movcmcml, of ele<..t ric. inoU.rs, and iiiivy lio ustid to syiiclirr.rnzo th«
Pf “T "“'4'

o! lii.ps. Tn Ui.? su.f;l(.-lino system tho Kyiielinmisiing cummt, is ns...! lii.t.li oi y .hinui/m^

anil ielegniphing, without (dt.licr function interfering with the fiperation oi the oUkx lor

the sake of siinrilicit y tlu‘. two-line sy.stem is B(.dect.t‘.d for deHcrintion.

In Pis 0 Jf iukIF roprcsoiit two terniiml stations of a Udoj?''.'.!''' toe. The synchrony

inc line, /. A. (ixtomls from tho curt ii E>n{. X to i?' at Y, reyersiuK tho polarwed relay|^ f

and F, !i,l. these stations. At any iiiterinodmte [.omt

midway between, is plaoed a rcvolnng pole ciiangcr, eioytutn-ti.m (>f which is to consU^^^

revcriw !i currant on this lino derived from thio syncliroiiiKiiis buttery, IK 1 P“?
is driven by an electric motor having independent field and armature circuits, by which.
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means its speed may be regulated and controlled ;
it is shown in the middle of the diagram.

The lamps 11 are in the armature ciieuit in multiple are, and by turning them on or off,

the speed of the pole changer may be varied, the field remaining of uniform intensity excited

by the battery 10. This pole changer sends rapidly reversed currents eontinuoiisly to line,

and maintains the polarized relays at X and Y in constant and rapid vibration. They nec-

essarily beat in syn-
chronism, and are re-

versed by every half

revolution of the con-

trolling motor. These
alternations set the
pace of as many ma-
chines as it may be de-
sired to place in cir-

cuit. Very little cur-

rent is used for this

purpose, the battery

line on a one liimdrcd
mile circuit having
only about 30 volt3

potential. The cur-

rent is necessarily very
weak, and the vibra-

tion of the polarized

relays is delicate but
constant.

The armatures of

these polarized relays

drive a powerful vi-

brator in the same
way that a relay ac-

tuates a sounder, the vibrator being placed upon a local circuit of low tension, and
this is given sufficient strength and a suitable form to both rapidly reverse and convey

the heavy currents of the motor arinatures. These vibrators are shown at v- in the diagram,

which is sufficiently clear to explain their operative parts. The polarized relay, as it vibrates

to and fro, places alternately one side and the other of the vibrator in circuit, and its arma-
ture is rapidly and strongly pulled first against one contact point and then the other.

It being now understood now the regulator at some intermediate station keeps tho polar-

ized relays in unison movement, and they in turn maintain the local vibrators in correspond-

ing unison movement, it will bo explained how this system of devices maintains tlio jnolors

at distant stations in synchronous rotation. Tho motors are shown at X and Fby diagram
circuits, and IP

:

the fields, JY are constantlyand separately excited by the batteries, P’
and P while the armatures receive their current alternately in opposite direction from tho

batteries, m\ at X, and w'-* what F, as the vibrator armatures move to and fro.
^

The motor arinatures arc of peculiar construction, and will continue in rotation wboii

supplied with a current of rtapidly reversed dmeetion, the connections being such that a con-

stant polarity of tho armature is maintained with reversed currents, provided the armature
turns through a certain arc of the eireumferenee at each reversal of the current. As the

system is now used, they are so connected that theymove one-fourth of the revolution at each

reversal of current, the synchro-
nism is thus corrected automatic-
ally four times in each revolution;

it may be made eight or twelve,

or more, if desired. The spindles

of the armature have secured to

them revolving trailer arms carrying
brushes which sweep over the seg-

mental distributors, and s^. They
are shown flat in tho diagram, for

clearness, but are evidently at right
angles to tho spindles, which in

practice arc vertical, as shown in

Fig. 7, which represents the machine
in perspective.

The telegraph lino extends also
from earth, at X, to E- at F, one
set of instruments being shown in

detail at each end. The circuit
may be traced as follows, the oper-
ator at X being supposed to be send-
ing, and the operator at Y receiving : From earth, through the line battery positive to

line, transmitter contact, P, switch, d^, segment No. 1 of the distributor, and through tho
trailing brush to the large segment of the distributor, to which the line is connected at X;

Fio. 7.—^Distributor motor.
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thence over the telegraph lino, T L, to the distributor parts at F, out through the switch,
d'\ transmitter back contact, receiving relay li'\ and eonipletiiig the circuit at fP.

The speotl is so regulated in practice as to give each instrument, when its circuit is closed,
SO contacts with the lino i)er second, which, admitting lour contacts jjer revolution, would
mean an average speed ol* 7.1 revolutions per second, or 450 per minute. But as the dis-
tril)utor motors (Fig. 7) move at lialf the speed of the controlling iriotor in the middle of the
line, tliis one, which carries tlie polo changer, is driven at about 900 revolutions per minute,
producing tlierefore 1,800 reversals of current per minute on the synchronizing line, and
a corresponding number of vibrations of the polarized relay amiatures. But as four of
these are rcfjuired to produce a single revolution in tlic armatures in the distributor motors,
their spc't'd is brought to about 450, as stated.

The Field FexfnpUx Telec/raph.—An ingenious improvement in multiplex telegraphs
is that of Mr. S. 1). Fiidd, operating as a sextuplex. Three dilforent qualities of cur-
rent are em|)loyed, viz. : a direct current of increasing and decreasing strength, operating
a neutral rola,y

;
a reverse current, operating a polarized relay

; and a rapid vibratory cur-
rent, whieli sets a teleplionic diaphragm in rapid vibration. These throe currents acting
upon corresponding receiving instruments, do not interfere with each other, as will be shown
below

;
and as ca(di one typo of working is duplexed by tlic well-known compensating

metliod, the lino is evidently capable of transmitting three messages in either direction, or
six simultaneously.

Tlie arrangement of circuits and apparatus by wliich these results are effected is shown in
the act'ornpanying diagram, Fig. 8. Both the main line and loeals derive cnirront from a
dynamo. Idle latter is sliowii at and the armature, as will be seen, is provided with two
independent sets of windings, whicli deliver current respectively to the commutators, ,/t/and

I>. The local currents are taken oil the commutator, E, the circuit coimccilng with the three
local transmitters, ./, and
which are manipulated in trho

|

ordinary way by the keys, /va

,

K\ Kk Hie main current is

taken from t he ai’matnro from
the commutator, .7), this cur-

rtmt Kcrving to actiuate the
neutral and ])C)larized i-(da.yK,

wliich a.ro sIk )wii diagram mat-
ically at ;/and /' r(‘S[)(Mdlvely.

],t will notic^ed that tlie

(lyiiamo, T\ is shun(»-wound.
Its ai’iuat.ure is of loO ohms
i'esis(.ancc‘, a,nd it has an
I'h M. I^\ of 500 volts at 500
revolutions. Tins shunt coil

is divided so as t,o give a long F,,,. k. Tlu; Field HiixiupUrx toltiKrapiv.

and a short shuntfat t.liopoints,

i/, depending ripori wludher tlic transmitter ,7 he (‘IoschI or open. The reslstauco of the
short shunt, is 540 ohms, and tha.t of l.he lon^ shunt is 0,000 ohms, licneo it follows that by
pressing IC', tlu^ armature of transmit.ter 7 is a,tl.ra,(‘t.c(l to t.he front, st.op, and short,-circuits

the long shunt of the dynamo. This, of (M)urse, (causes an increase of current in the sliort

shunt, tlie slnmgth of the liehl magnets remaining constant; and lieiKai tti(U’(', (msues a de-
creased effect in llie line eurnmi., ami if, is upon i.liis increase and d(M,Tease of the direct cur-
rent tluit the ncui,ra.l relay 7’ opera t(\s.

Trunsmitler / ojxsniti's a pole (!ha,ngcr, 1)V whiiihrevcu’scor alt,crnaie eurnmf.H are seid. over
the line, which a(;tuatc tlie polari/uid riday shown diagrammatical ly at /'. ''f'hc pole cdianger
is so adjusfnd as to be (:;<)ntinuity-presorving as i-egards the liiu^ hut wifli a very slight
break toward the dymimo.

It is evident that the continuous current designed toopimatc the neutral relay has no ctfoct

upon the polarized relay ; hut the reverse <!urrents designed for

the latter would aifectth(‘. neutral relay if some ])rovision wore
not made to prevent this (list urhaiuMi. This luis Immui recognized
by Mr. hhehl, and ho overcomes the diflknilty in a very simjilo

manner.
Tho neutral n^lay i'J is shown in part ixirsf ioctivc in Fig. 9, To

und(THtand iis operation, wo will premise that wlien ordinary
YcvvvHi^ (iUiTonis are sent t hrough a innitiiil riday the arniaturo
is lvcj)t in a slate of vibration, l)r<‘aking contfurt momentarily at
each reversal, but liciiig iiiinuHliatcly r(^-att.ra(!tc!(l, Witli tho
aiTa-ngcnieni of the neiitnil relay shown in Fig. 9, tho reverso

enrremt has no (4r<ict on the a,nnat-ure, Tliis r(‘sult is obtaiiKal by
taking advantage of Iho indiKted currents gem'rated by the re-

versals. As will he seen, tlie (*ore of tlie relay is lengthened,
and lias a bobbin, surrounding it:,. The latter is connected to

another small bobbin, 0, Furroiin<ling a cori^ ,//, whitdi is placed
opposite a smaH cylinder of iron, acting as an armature and allaclnul t,o tho lever of

tho relay. Tho reversal ol current in tho relay bobbin causes a change of polarity in the
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core, and the tendency is to momentarily throw oft the armature
;
but at the same instant

of the reversal of polarity an induced current is set up in the bobbin, B, which, is in opposite

direction to the primary, and which, in circulating through G, tends always to magnetize the

core E oppositely to that of the main core, and hence, with a corresponding influence upon

the small armature, if. The result of this is, evidently, that with two opposite influences act-

ino* upon the lever, it will remain stationary and insensible to the effects of the reverse currents.
^ We come now to the third and last method employed in transmission, which consists in

sending a rapidly vibrating current over the line, which is made to set a telephonic dia-

phragm in vibration.
, . ^

The source of the vibratory current is the small dynamo shown at A . From the arrange-

ment of circuits, it will be seen that the commutator, B, cuts the line coils of the vibratory

magneto, that is. the outer ring of magnets, out of circuit, except at the instant of passage

of the poles, and thus reduces the resistance of the circuit from 160 too ohms, which changes

evidently occur in continuous rapid succession, sending a

vibratory current over the line. These cuiTents chai-ge the

condenser, at the distant station, which tends to increase

their abruptness, and thence pass into the vibratory re-

ceiver or relay S'. The latter is shown in detail in Fig. 10.

It consists of a horseshoe magnet, M, upon which aro

mounted the coils, through which the vibratory currents

from the line are made to pass. Opposite the poles of the

magnet is placed the diaphragm, which has a plaiinuni

pin, 0, mounted on its center. Eesting upon this pin is an-

other, B, which is attached to the end of a lever, whieli,

together with the diaphragm, D, is in circuit with a sounder,

B. A local battery is here shown in circuit merely for the

sake of clearness, the current being in reality taken from
the local leads of the dynamo.

Now, when the key, /r®, is open, the arma,ture of the

transmitter, S, is on its back stop, and closes a circuit in-

cluding a 40-ohm resistance, so that the current from fclie

vibratory generator is short-circuited and does not go out

over the 'line. When the key, K'\ is depressed, however, tbo

armature of 3 is attracted, breaks the short ci rcuit, and tlio

Fig. lO.-ConcIeneer. vibratory ciiiTents then pass out to the lino. Arriving at

the receiver, shown at.'?, Fig. 8, they set the diapliragrn, il, in

rapid vibration, so that the pins, j?and (7, are given a rapid rnake-and-break inotion
;
in fact,

so rapid is the motion and so short a time arc the pins in contact, that the local circuit is

practically open, and the sounder has not time to act, being purposely made sluggish in its

movements ; the local circuit remains open, then, as long as the key, If'k is depressed.
_

The
dots and dashes of the key are therefore received on the vibratory receiver as a series of

buzzes,'’ which are transformed in the mariner described into dots and dashes oii the local

sounder, B. Both the relays as well as the vibratory receiver are wound diil'ereiitially, as in

the ordinary duplex service.

The Edison Phonoplex.—The ordinary duplexing of a wire, which increases facilities

between terminal points only, has been largely applied, but until Mr. Thomas A. Edison
devised this new method of transmission no means were available by which the ca,pacity of

intermediate offices on a single Morso circuit could be increased. Through, the use of the

phonoplex system extra circuits are provided, by means of which
more than double the amount of service may be derived from a

single wire than is at present obtained, while its extreme sim-
plicity of detail and ad 3ustment places it within the easy control
of ordinary operators.

The principle upon which the system is operated is induction.
The instruments employed for signalling respond only to in-

duced eurrents thrown upon the line by transmitting devices,

which eurrents interfere m no way with Morso instriiinents in

the same circuit, being made to pass around them through con-
densers, while Morse waves in turn have no perceptible effect

upon the phonoplex apparatus
;
thus, two or more independent

circuits may be provided on a single wire, as will be more fully
explained hereafter.

The apparatus for the equipment of an office consists of a

key, transmitter, magnetic coil, small resistance box, and the
phone, whicdi last responds to incoming signals, two condensers,
battery ; and the whole is arranged to occupy no more space than Fig. li.—The phone,

ordinary Morse instruments. Fig. 11 represents the phone. A
hollow column of brass resting upon a wooden base encloses the magnets. At the lower end
is a rack and pinion by which these can be adjusted with reference to the diaphragm. To
the center of the latter there is attached a screw-threaded pin with thnmb-nut and binder at

the top, and encircling th(3 pin loosely is a split-hardened steel ring which rests upon the dia-

phragm. When the latter is snapped by the attraction of the momentary current in the mag-
net, it throws the ring violently against the stop nuts and produces a sharp, loud click,
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Fio. 12.—The tmnsmitter.

Mngiuitic coil.

The steel ring ha,s a ()iii projecting from its side that passes between two prongs, which.,
while permitting free up and down motion,
prevents the ring from turning and altering the
sound. Over tlio top of the pihone there is

clamped a thin brass plate as a protection for

the projecting s(‘i’i‘\v.

Tlie transinittei’. Fig. 12, is interposed be-

tween tfie key a,nd the magnetic coil. The
former oporat('S the magnet of the transmitter
tlic ol)jeet of which is to send uniform currents
to tlie line, and also to short-circuit the phono,
each time the coil battery circuit is broken,
and thus obviate tlie annoyance which would
otherwise bo canscKl by the violent discharge
close to tlie dia})hragm.

In a sinaJl magnet, .Fig. 18, is stored the en-

ergy which is exerted on the line for tlie

purpose of operating the phones. As it is necessary to produce an instantaneous dis-

charge, a condenser is connected around tlie points of

the transmitter, whicli makes and breaks the circuit

around the coil.

The key. Fig. 14, is so constructed that when the
lever is “opened,” or thrown to the right, it closes the
circnlit around the magnetic coil through the points of the

transmitlcr, and
wlicn “ closed,”

or thrown tot,he
loft, it opens this liattery and at the same time
short-circuits the magnetic coil. I’iie necicssity

for this lies in fact that, an o|){‘n-eircuit elect, ro-

poion batterY of low resistanee is <mi[)loyed, wliieli

it is desirable t.o use only when o(u'a,sion re<jiiires

tlie tra.nsmisslon of signals, and also I, lint tin; re-

sist anco of th<^ (‘oil has an audible etlhci, in the

phone when it remains in the line to nd-ard incom-
ing currents.

T'hus, while th(‘ manipulation of tlu.^ loy ae.eom-

plislies all t,he olijects it, is desirable*. l.o attain, it,

mtrodiKTS no innovat ion, as l,h(3 same movements t,o

which opera,tors a,re tuicntstomed an^ maintaiiicd-

“ closing” for tlu* r<HT|)lh)ii of business.

A small r(‘sis(an(‘c liox, Fig. 15, is int,er|K)la,t<Ml in such away tliat, when the

through the magnetic coll is lirokcn on tln^ up stroke it passes through tlui spools,

to produecj an audible dist/mehion Ixdwcmi tlie up and
down movetmmt as manifested in tlu^ jdione, the former

lieing lighhu- than
the la.fct.(U\ so as to

p re V e n t, confusion
that otherw ise wotdd
be oecasioned by

()| K'raiors getting the
* back-stroke.’”

The diagram,
<’ig. Id, silows all

Fid,

‘opening” for i.l

1(1 low.

tniiisniission and

current
This is

Fid. 15.“R<!HiHturi(H'i lio.x Fkj. in. Fhonoplex traiiHiivission.

tliC! instnuiKnits in phice. All Morse in*ys ami re.lays witidii the limits of a plionoplex circuit

a-m l)ridg(‘d, as n;|)r<^sente(l, by

a eoTidenser, llirongh whii'Ii

pa,ss t in* iiuhu'ed cu rrents t,lia,t

ojierate the iilioiu's, It will

be readily hcmui that, the main
line, which passes tlirough

the nmgntd.iceoil a,ml tlirougli

the phon(\ is never lirnken,

the former lieing (diarged and
disehai'ged hy ni(*anH of an
extra cdrcuit.urouiul it thnaigli

its key and tlu*. points of the

transmitter.

The i c h c I a-

Steno-Telegnqih, — A m o ii g
the various methods of in-

creasing tliinnimber of words
which can be trarismil.ted over Fm. 1T.-St<!iu)graplil(s Rystem.

k''’
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L telegraph line, is that in which stenography is called into play, invcMitnd by Micdu'hi a,n(l

pcri'oi'.tcd by C 'a,ssagn(',s.

The stenograp] 1 ie systenn

employed sidxiividtss words
into ilielr ])iiom‘ii(*. ele-

ments, wliicdi are repri'-

sented gra,])hic.ally by vari-

ous eombina.! ions of a. very
siiiall number of diilbrent

signs. Tlio a{)pa.raM.UH {*on-

sists of {i kcy-l)oard at. one
end of the line Jind at. th<^

other a scries of type
levers, upon which the
various stonograf)hic (duir-

acters are ca,rri(‘d. By
pressing a k(^y at the s<‘M(f-

Ing end, the eorr<%sponding

lever is ra,ised al. tJu* r<!-

ceiving end, and tlu^ char-
acters are printc'd u|)on fi

roll of paper wlricJi ad-
to tlie number of k(‘ys th'-

Fig. is.—

S

teno printer.

Vances a step after each imprint of one or more signs, according lo tne numucr oi lO'vs tu'-

pressed at a time. The method employed being a phoiietic one, it is applicable'. 1,<) n,ny huiguage,
The general arrangement of the receiving

station is shown in Pig. 17. Bach sector D' of
the phonic wheel is connected with one of the
polarized relays i?g, etc., which close the
circuits of the electro-magnets e e e through bat-
tery Pg'. The printer P in Pig. 17 is shown in
perspective in Pig. 18. and consists of 20 printing
levers which carry the stenographic signs. As
each electro-magnet is energized it attracts its

hinged armature from below and pushes up its

printing lever. At the transmitting station the
20 keys on the board are connected to the sectors
of the jDhonic wheel corresponding to those of
the receiving station, so that the pressing of a
key causes the corresponding sign to be printed.
The polarized relay is shown in Mg. 19.

A stenographic line corresponds to the de-
pression of not more than 12 keys. The last of
the relays is .not connected to a printing electro,
but to the electro-magnet if if, Pig. 18. The
movement of the armature of the latter effects
the movement of the roll of paper, so that after
every revolution of the phonic wheel the paper is advanced a step, on receiving it« imiirint
01 signs. After each movement the instrument is in condition to receive {motluu- imiin'ssion.

III. Autooraphio TELEGRAPHS.--f%e &ray Telautograph.—TIxIb apparatus, invented by
Frol. JiUsha brray, ol Chicago, consists primarily of two instruments, a reecvivc'r and tran.srnit-
ter each provided with a pen The transmitting pen is connected to operate ciremit. makingand breaking devices, termed ‘‘interrupters/^ located in two electric ciixuiits and arranm'd
to mtenmpt the currents passing over the respective circuits at short iidnrvals, nroducinu*
current pulsations as the pen is moved in two direotions crosswise of each oilier in forinint
characters the number of pulsations in the respective circuits beina: detertnituHl l.v th. "lis-tanoe which the pen is moved in the respective directions. Those two circuits iiass t lirouirh

P®'™ of “receiving magnets,” the anniitiiros of wliidi a(i(lo

nfifstbL
* movement to the receiving pen in two diroctioiis crosswise of cuchother, the number ot steps in each direction being determined by the niiinl)(>r of iimes therespective circuits are interrupted. By this meant the movements of tli " tnib'mil l iim the two directions operate through the interruptions in the currents pas.sing over tim ciiv

The accompanying illustrations, Figs. 30 and 31, show respeotively a General nl'n. of f tw>
The transmitting pen. A , is connected / ite p^inUrtl/. coH^

breaking devices. 5 (7, termed Ui b Aii ,'^located in the two main circuits, connected to B and 0. :
..

Uolay.

,
. iiu ju ciuu O', ine arranffenumt iq

from left to right and rice rersa, the circuit of B is ma(ic and broh<‘nsrSs ;f fi;;;

ttn. lliiMt “"loSLipptod
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The two interrupters, B (7, are exactly similar in construction. Each of the cords,

wound upon a small drum upon a shaft to wiiich one wire of the circuit is connected. The
shaft is provided witli an arm, the end of which carries a brush which sweeps in contact with

the face of a metallic disk, to which tlie other wire of the circxiit is connected. The face

of the disk over which the brush sweeps is provided with insulating strips, so that as the

brush swecBps over tlie face of tlie disk in eitlier direction the current passing over the circuit

in which the briisli and disk are located will be made and broken repeatedly in quick suc-

cession. Eacli of thi^ slml't s is also funvidcd with a s(M*<)nd cord, whkdi is wound upon tlie

sliaft in th(^ dinadion the r<‘.V(u-se ol‘ th(‘, (tords, K (/, and is comu'eted to a spring which keeps

the cords, F md (r\ taut at all iinu's. Each of the (‘,or<ls passes between guides located

bctwemi tlie [um and the slmrts, and the (!ords are provichal with stops whic-h engage with

th(5 guides and arrest the. cords and limit tla^- movmnent, givum to ih(‘, shal'ts and brushes.

Tlu^ t ra,nsmill ing iustnunivnt. is also jiroviiUMl wil h t wo loeid circuits, xvhhdi inclvido loeail

bat h'i’ies and ii jiair of poh* eluingv'rs, /) JjJ, wliich are. located, nNspectively, in tlie main cir-

cuits of B and (\ and whic.h act to a,ut,oumti(!ally change', thi^ polarity of the currents passitig

ovcM’ t,he respe(!l iv('. (dnuiits wlnuiever tlie movement, of tlie. t.raiismittiiig pen ia cither direc-

tion is reversed.
. , ,i

T1k‘ |)oh^ (^hangers, I) p], n,r(^ eonma'.led to lh(^ two poh^s of the main batteries, and to the

two wiivs of t li(‘. res]»cetlv(i matn (‘inuiit.s, in tlu^ usual maiinm*. Eor 1,lu^ puriioso of operating

tlu^ ])(>le-(*hangers, the cords, F (u around puihws, B l\ mounted upon shafts, wliieli

ovxu'ato circuit inukerH and bn^aktvrs, included in the n^spiudi vie. local tdriniit s. For this pur-

pose th(^ shafts are, provided with arms, whicli arti frietionaily coimiHitiai to the sludtB, and

havi^ a liinitiul movcniiMit betwemi fixed stops, 'fhe arms, aiul oni* of the stops of each arrn,

arc included in the ri'spiMdive loeal circ.uits, so that the roedcing of tliis arms betwemi their

stops opiu-ates to make and break the local circuits, and thus opera.!,e ttu^ fiole chn.ngm:s, 1) E,

to cluiiige the [lolarity of t lie i^urnaits i lassiug over tlu^ nuiin circ.uits of B and (/ at each vibra-

tion of ihe arms.
, , , . 1 . « . .1

It, will now heriMulily xmd<‘,r.stood that, astlu^ pen makc.s thiMlown strokes in forming tho

chant,ctors, the cord, /'',Gvill b(‘ unwound from t,he shaft of tlie. intiirrxiptcr, (J, nwolving the

shaft,, and moving the brush ovi'r tlie disk, and interriiptiug the current over tliat circuit

rc|)eat(‘dly a,ml in ((uick suei'cssiou, the numhm* a,nd rapidity of t he int.crrxiptioiis being deter-

mined by t,h(‘ speed and exUmt of the movcincni of th<‘. pen.
, , »

As tlm ptvn makes th<‘. upst-rokes, the spring will rcaviud the cord, .F, and move the brush

in the rcversi^ direction, iiitmTupthig the current in t.hi^ saimunanuer. It will also be under-

stood that, a,s the i>en movi's upward, the cord, passing armuid the pulley, P, will close the

loca,l circuit, of Uw pole changer, 77, and send currents of om^ polarity over the lirm to 6; and,

as the ]>(m moviis downward, the pulhyy will open tlie circuit of the, Haine, pole clianger, so as

to siuiil (uuuTuits ()f ()piK>sit(‘ pidarity over tho .same Ihie.
. « -r. i

What has just, bcim said wif.li ri^gard to the C oirmiit also a,|)pli<\s t.o t,lie circuit of 17 when

t,h(^ pmi is removed rroin right to left:, the pole chang<n% 71, being th(*n (nH'.rated by the lower

pulhy and arm, 77, so n-s to elia,nge the polarity of tho current, a,c,cording as tlio motion is

fiuiu h'ft t(> right, or vkurvcim.
, . i • tti-

W(Mio\v ciiiiiii t.<) thiMiperatiiai of tho receiving instrument, which is shown in

This consists of a, pen, coniU'ctcMl by ineaus of a tube with a, supply of ink, shown at tlio

right, adjoining the, upiier receiving magnets. The pen is coinuM't.ed to two rods, wineh arc

placiid at right a,ngleH to each otlicr, similar to the cords in the trarisiuitt.er, and are jointed,

80 as to luivc. a fi’e.c movement sidewise. One of these rods passes tlirough the fratno cany-

iug the magnets, H 11

,

which arc iiieludod in tho circuit ol the intornipter, U, ot the trans-
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mitter. and are provided with armatures, which act upon the rod in such a manner as to

impart a step-by-step movement to it in opposite directions, according as one or the other ot

the magnets is energized. The rod and the magnets, II H'y and their armatures, are so ar-

rano'ed that the rod passes between the adjacent ends of the two parts of each armature m
such a manner that, when the two parts of either armature are moved toward each other,

they will act first to grip the rod between them, and being then moved toward the magnet,

they will carry the rod with them, and impart a corresponding movement to the pen, G.

In connection with the magnets, JjET, there is a polarized relay, J, which is so arranged

that when its armature is on one contact, due to a current coming over the line in a certain

direction, it sends that current into the lower magnets, RB; but when a current of opposite

polarity comes over the line, it is carried to the other stop, and the current is sent into the

upper magnets, the lower magnets being then short-circuited.

Now, it will be readily seen that when the pen, A, at the transmitting station is moved

upward, it sends current pulsations of one direction over the line. These are received by the

relay, I, and sent into the lower magnets, IT//, which act, as described above, to grip and

raise the rod to correspond exactly with the number of pulsations, which, of course, are deter-

mined by the amount of movement given to the transmitting pen, A. When the latter is

moved downward, the current impulses are sent in similar way into the upper magnets, which

grip and lower the rod in an analogous manner at each pulsation. The identical action

also takes place with the current transmitted over the main line, connected to the inter-

rupter, B, the current passing into the relay, J, and magnets, K K, which act upon the rod

at right angles to the first to move the pen sidewise in either direction.

From this it follows that any movement of the transmitting pen in any direction oblique

to the line, or intermediate between these two directions, will cause the receiving pen to move

in a corresponding direction, but with a compound movement made up of a. number of steps

taken at right angles to or crosswise of each other, the relative number of steps in each direc-

tion depending upon the obliquity of the direction in which the transmitting pen is moved.

By this means the receiving pen is caused to substantially follow any movement of the trans-

mitting pen, and thus reproduce a fac-simile of whatever is written or traced by the latter.

I'ke Telegraph.—This is the latest and most perfect form of the Cowper telegraph,

and is being used in thi::j country by the Writing Telegraph

Co. with many radical improvements. The system consisted

in the use of a transmitter, which served to vary the current

on two lines connected to the receiver. The latter consisted

of a pair of electro-magnets placed at right angles to each
other, and acted upon an armature which followed exactly tlio

movements of a stylus in the transmitter
;
this stylus served

to vary the currents on fiie connecting lines by cutting in or

out a set of resistances.

The transmitter, which fully meets all the requirements for

electric writing, is the invention of Mr. Harry Etheridge.

This part of the apparatus, which is shown in perspective in

Fig. consists of a top plate, which rests on the top of tlio

case. A rod depends from this plate and supports the base.

Secured to this base, and arranged at right angles to each
other, are two receptacles, in which two series of steel spring

tongues, S S, are separately held in a vertical position by an
insulating cement.

The spring tongues are placed in line with eacli other, edge
to edge, with a sufficient space between them to avoid con-

tact. They are also hardened and tempered so as to readily

return to their normal position after pressure on them is re-

leased. To the lower end of these tongues a series of resist-

ances, R, are secured, while their upper ends are provided with
platinum contacts.

Supported from each holder by two spring strips, which are insulated, is a bi-ass contact

bar, B, having its side next to the steel tongues

and arranged at an angle thereto. These two con-

tact bars are each provided with a platinum wire’

placed opposite the platinum contacts of the spring

tongues, and by reason of their spring supports

can be brought in contact with the tongues, each
tongue making contact independently of the rest.

The stylus rod, C\ is screwed into the base,

and its spring at the lower end allows of a free

movement of the upper end in any direction. A
pressure block, P, as shown, is secured to the
stylus rod. Two adjustable pressure heads are

screwed into this block, and held tightly by lock
nuts in whatever position adjusted.

When the stylus is in its normal position, the
pressure heads are so adjusted that contact is

made with the projection on the contact bar, and the contact bar with the first spring tongue,

Pig. S2.—The transmitter.

Pig. 23.—Kesistance circuit.
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whereby any lost, motion is prevented. When the stylus is operated, tlie contact bar is

pressed against the tongues, rruiking contact witli a. greater or less number, according to the
extent of inovemeut oL* the stylus, thus cutting in, or out, the resistances required to reg-
ulate the inovoinent of tlie receiving pen. The resistances are arranged to avoid any break
of circuit or oxidation at the contact points.

There are two scries of resistances employed for each set of tongues, and both connected
to them in tlie manner shown in F'ig. 23. One, a, a}, a'\ etc., is arranged in parallel are

;

the other, b, h\ h', etc., in series; and both eoinbined. Tlie resistance of a\ measured in
ohms, is tlie sjune resistance as &. The resistance of a'^ is less than the resistance of
ah but is the same resistance as so on

;
the resistance continuing to decrease from

a inaximurn resistance arranged farthest from

^ the receiver, to a ininimuin resistance
; the

last tongue to make contact with the contact
/a bar control ling the lowest resistance.

^ The operation is as follows : When the

y tongues arc out of contact with the contact bar,
the current circnlates iti every branch, being,

^ of eoui’sc, proportional to the resistance. When,
through the movement of the stylus, the con-

.2 tact bar touclics tongue No. 2, the resistance,
J a\ is placed in parallel arc with resistance, a,

while tlie resistance, of resistance equal to a\
is practical ly el cctricallycut out. The resistance,

h, therefore, prevents an open circuit in

when contact 11 br(‘aks contact with the contact bar, bal-

ancing tlio rcsistaiKM', (rl. In other words, the resistance,

h, oirers am>th(3r u.nd (‘(luivaleut passage for the curr(3nt the
inomeut is s(ipariilo(L from a, and so on throughout the
remaimler of t lu3 arrangement of resista,nees.

TTiis traiismiltcr has been used in coimnorcial work
with heavy battery for months, and has never re(jnired

touolung. It lias Immui iriiul in every style of work expected
of t he system, aiul been round reliuiile.

Twelve coiitiaels give all the variat ion required for any
length of line. A parabolic curve (Fig. 24) <l(!scril)es t.ho

curve of resistanet's, and the satru' (uirve is used for all

lines. ITie euiTcnt used va,rit‘S from a iniiiimum of '01()5

to a maximum of ‘03 of au amiJiu’e.

The receiver is shown iu Fig. 25. Tim only adjusting
serevvH aliout tin* apparat.us one for eacli inagnet, and
these rais(3 or lovvim the (;ores to or from the armature,
when being adjusted to thi*. line. The double armature,
irin.grietlt'!illy (MinrnM'li'd, and the llont. employed to remove
die tremor of tin*, annnlure rod, are retained. 'Then', is a,u

anna,lure (imt. shown) nndor tlie con‘.s of th(‘. nuigiu'ts,

wliieh relea.scs tin* pa-pm’-nioving nuudianism. Und(‘r the

toi) plat.i*, of the t.ramsmitter are cuint jiets wliieli aiitomut.i-

eally eut out the transmitter wlien the .st.ylus rod is releasi'd. and also a contact for call-

ing iij) when iihieed in an exehungi* sysimii.

I\’. FAiysiMiT.K T’KiuniiAeiis. '/lie (Uim-^Icfnllr Map — Il<‘ntemmt (lien and
Ideutcnant ( 'olonel Melvilki, of tlie Urilish army, have
dmlscd an ingenious systuun, by wliieh tlio ordinaiy

()p(*niUou of teh'graphing may be, tniide to si'rvethe |)Ui’-

pose of reproducing skeiehes a,rid plans. The motliod

consi.st.sof eitluu’ drawing the design t.e bo transniith’d

on ruled paper, divided into lit.tle S(|Uiir(^s by veii and
horiv.ontal lines, or laying a. tratispareiit l>a,|)er, tracing

elot.li, or ()t,h(*r trnnspari'iii sheet, divided liy lines into

sepia,res, over t he lira,wing. TTie srpiaresin I'acli cmnipart-

ment, as shown in Fig, ‘1(1, aiaMliuiotial, respectively, by
])airs of h*t.t,erH, tlie alpludiet ruuniiig down the outer

side for t.ho liorizont.al rows of squares, and along tlio

top for tlie sipianis in vertiieiil series. A eorrespondiiig

pajier, which may lie of a ditTi'rcnt scale if eouveniimk

IS ki'jit at, the receiving station. The ofierat.or at the

tra,nsmitting Ht,ution eiin tlius iiidiciatn^ liy alphalietieal

letter.s to the receiving sl.ation any point, on the paper

hd ling in till', center of a,ny of the squares
;
the person at llui inc-viviiig si,at,ion will apply

his [lencll to that |)oint, aiid will then ho direitted to the next point,, drawing a lino with the

{lencil, and so onto form a complete outline drawing. The i llyistratioii. Fig. 17, shows

two portraits
;

the one being the original, the other the transmitt.iMl eopy.
^

I^atehcs of

shading, of tlie several darker or lighter tints as shown in big. Id, may be put iu by special

directions, tlic transmitting signs for which must be preconcerted.

-“P

'

— .p ..

1“ —
‘~1 ZZ:zidciiJX IJ!l^Tl n:

Fio. 14.—Curve of resistances.
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y. Pkinttkg Telegraphs. The, Essich Frintmg Telegraph.—This is the invention of Mr,
S. y. Essiek, of N'ew York, and is beinj? operated by the Essick Printing 'J’elegraph

Pig. ’.37. Pac-.^imile telegraphs (page 847). Fig. 2:j.

Co.
^

Instead of employing the tape heretofore used a paper roll is employed havitig
a width of 4J- in,, upon which the letters are printed in lines the width of the t’oII,

so that they can be read in the same man-
ner as a page of ordinary print.

The instrument, Pig. 29, consists of a
receiver which is operated by imjoulses re-
ceived from the line through a polarized
relay which operates a type-wheel. Eoiir-
teen impulses represent the entire alpha-
bet, making a complete revolulion of the
type-wheel, which is capable of turning 200
revolutions per minute, and by which it is

claimed 50 words a minute can* be printed.
The roll of paper, which is continuous, is

held in a frame which travels one space for
each letter printed, and at tlio end of tlie

line is automatically shifted back to tlio

beginning of a new line, and at tlio same
time advances the space dividing two
lines. The impulses rnovo the instruinent,
and operate at the same time ail t he oldier
instruments on the lino. Any break in the
wire, therefore, opens the circuit, which
entails the breaking of the coinmiinication,
so that the operator iinmodiatoly bei'onies
aware of it. The system, it will be seen,
is so arranged that the transmitting oper-
ator records the message, not only at tlio

other end of the line, but also at his own
instrument, so that there is constantly
available a copy of all the messages sent.

Fig. 29.—Printing telegraph. The duplicating of the order transmitted
....

, ,,
by the copy at the transmitting ofTico is

evidently a valuable feature in many departments, especially in railroad work, as it affords
a check upon all orders transmitted.

YI. Train Telegbaphy. Phelps Induction Train Telegraph.—The principle npon which
the train telegraph system of Mr. Lucius J. Phelps is
based is that of induction according to the law that if a
current be sent through one of two parallel wires in
close proximity to each other, the second wire (on closed
circuit) whl have a momentary current indueed in it,

the direction of which will be contrary to that of the
primary or inducing current

;
while, if the primary cur-

rent be interrupted, the induced current will be re-
versed, flowing in the same dircetion as the pri-
mary current. By utilizing this oft-applied principle,
therefore, electrical effects and currents are obtained
at a distance from, and without contact with, any
source of electricity. Thus, if in Pig. 80, a current be Fig, SO.-Traiu telegraph system,
sent T}nrough the bottom wire a, a momentary current ,

will be set up in the parallel coil, which current can be utilized to actuate a relay, and
tiirougli it a sounder. While this particular employment of a reduced current to actuate a
relay is not m itself new, its modification and adaptation is very ingenious. By referring
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also to the diagram, Fig. 30, the general arrangement of the sending and receiving stations
will be seen, that to tlie right representing the moving ear.

Taking tlie terminal stjition first, we lind its principal equipment to consist simply of a
main battery, a |)ole-ehanging key and a telephone, the latter taking the place of tlie* relay
and, souiKlcr siiown in Fig. 30, and all connected in the usual wa^y with tire line wire.

In tins s}'si;cin the line wire is run l)etween the rails, and consists of an insulated copper
wire laid in a covered trough composed of strips of wood hollowed out to I'oceive the wire.
Fig. 81 shows the manner in which the wire is secured and protected, the inclosing strips
resting upon bhx'ks secured to the cross-ties. The car equipp)ed with this system differs from
the ordinary car only in tlic addition of a pipe rimning below and along the centre of the ea,i'

between the trucks, and hung by suspenders. This pipe is situated directly over the line
wire, atajieiglit of seven inciies, and consists
of a two-inch gas pipe. This pipe contains
a 1‘i-hicli rubber hose, in wliich the induction
wire of tlio ear is incased. It consists of No.
14 coi)per wire, single braided and paraffined.

One end of this is first drawn through the
pipe, jiassed ii|) to the ceiling at one end of
the car, back totheoduu* (aid, then, down and
into the pipe, and tlui {)})tTativ)n is repeated
until ninety con vohil ions are conqjleted.
This fornns a coniiiiuous circiiiit about 14
miles ill length, luid in-esou ting about J of a F,u. si.-rUiOiw induction Kystem.
mile ol win' ])aralh'I with, t.lie main line wire
upon the track. The circ.uit tlirougliout is enclosed in a rubber liose, the object in carrying
the return leads along the 1:()|) of the car obviously being to si^paratc. as far as possible, those
portions of tlie wire in vvliich the current flows in opposite, dirceiions.

The tei-rninuls of t,h(,5 wire so woiukI a.roiind tlio ear arci hrouglit together and carried to a
transmiit iiig kt‘y placed on lo}) of ilie small coiupartment siluatc(l in one corner of the

a.s shown in Fig. 34, which represents the moving telegraph station. The
equipirumt of this stMti()n consists of a transrnitting key,
a “ l)uzz(*r” or vibrator, a Bounder, n polarized relay, aii<i

a battm’y of five quart <*.ells, one of wliieii eonstitiutes the
l()(!al hjiticry. ''Ihe term i mils of the coil are carried to the

‘"*1 kaib and ('onnect, through, tlu^ back c.ontact of the latter

' "tfl
relay, shown in Fig. 33, the construc-

,

tion of wliieli will be explained prc'sentf y. Tliis is the

. t In i.’ceeiving inst.ruinent on th(^ car, and (ilosea the local
batf.eqv (ircuil. through tlu^ soundi'r, wiiicli is |>laced on a

I
, sou IK ling-boa,r<l supported by l)ra,cketiS ahove th(', relay.

For tln^ iransinission of ines.sagt's from tJie ear, the ciir-

1
I

I'cnt from the four ( ad Is i.s passed through the front eon-

'TS L 1 i
MjjMpBiglf I j

tact of the key befon* immtioiK'.d, through tlie It miles of

r ii
‘

. :

win^ in the (aal, and through the Imzzi'r, whu4i briuiks

h B current very rapidly and (ainvi'its th(‘, single “ click
’*

.
i i

’ C » •! into a humniing sound, ddiis ivipidly vilirafing cunent
e

I t {'
mdiKU'.s similar currents in tJie inain-Iiiu'. wirc^ on the

1 I i ^ ^
track, and ih(^ ()pcra.t()r at tlie terraiind station n'ads the

‘ m ‘T
hh>rs<Mdia,ra(d(‘tx iroin a t(d(‘ptionc‘, wliieh i ('produces the

i
i

humming of tin' ** buzzer/’ If it; is desired to rceiu've a

y.
j

messagii in tln^ ea,r, the ap('rat,or at Idu^ lermimil si, a, t inn

.

’

'
’ imuvl}; immipulates his key in the nsiiaJ wa,y, and the

V
.

'
• /

' /.li pulsiiUons of the ctirri'iit in the main line indiKM^ coru^-
^ HpcmdingelTectH in tile wire plaei'd a few inclK'.snhove il on

i0<j. liC Trnin (ch^aoioii f'lation. tfUMuir. Tlui iiuiiuxul (nuTeiits a,{*tuntt^ ih('. (h'lieate n'laiy,

and the sounder gives forlli its sigmils in the same way as
rsnal andean he easily heard at a distance of ten
fcA'.l, even abov(^ iJio din of a moving train. WW

it is (‘vi<l(Mit t hat tlu? terminal staiion might cm-
ploy a relay and sounder in })lu(*e of the, telephones,
I, lit th(*, hitler is nut.ura,liy the most, convmiient, n.s

il r('(|nir(*H only a small hnl teiy on hoard the train.
.Again, (,('I<'[)hone miglit, *W'ith ecjual facility, B

j
1)0 oinpl()Y(‘(l as a roei'ivi'r on board the train, but W
it was found I lial, the noise whhdi alv/ays aecom- ^

panics a, moving (rain prevented a distinct under-
standing of the signals. A relay was, thcreforo,
iKK'ossary, (hi‘ principal reqiiii'enients of which
w<*,ri', tw()“fold. In Iht^ first place a V(*ry deli- '

..

iNwiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiipp

ea,t(». r(‘Ia,y was recjuinnl for the reception of the iq<j, 33.,
, rc'lay.

very w(m,k indian'd eurn'iits
; and 800011(117, one in

whielUlui armature should not bo afftadiA evem by strong vibration, such as is

experienced on trains. These antagonistic eloments werch however, provided for in the

54
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relay designed by Mr. Phelps, and which is represented in Fig. 83. It will be seen to consist
of two steel magnets, bent as shown, with their like poles brought together and carrying an
extension piece which has a V-shaped groove at the top. The other ends of the magnets
carry extension pole-pieces and fine wire helices. The armature is about the same thick-
ness and si2;e as a 3-eent nickel piece, but its lower edge is straight and thinned down to a
knife edge, which rests in the bottom of the V-shaped groove. Thus we have friction entirely

Fig. 34.—^Edison-Smith static train telegraph.

removed, while the small mass and leverage of the armatm*e, together with the stronsr
magnetic field m which it is placed, prevent its moving under shock or vibration. It re-
sponds, thereioro, only to the impulses sent through the coils, and its action is very delicate
in spite of its shock-resisting power.

^

Mdison-Smitli Tmin Telegmplt ,—While the Phelps train telegraph is actimt,ed
by dynamic induction, the hdison-Smitli system is based upon static induction, the metal

f

i—t—

Fi<3. 35.—Station connections. Fro. 36.—Car coimections.

roofs of the oars being so charged that they act inductively upon the tele,graph wires along
tile line, and thus render communication possible. In the same way the wires may act

^ and a message may be received on the train.
I he arrangements of the ear and the terminal station are quite simple and consist of a

teleplione receiverm lieu of a sounder, a Morse key, a vibrator, and an induction coil. Fig.
04 shows the operator seated at his desk, which has been installed in one of the passenger
cars, and having two telephones to his ears while he receives a message.
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The manner in which the messages are sent aad received will appear quite plain upon
reference to liie diagrams, Fig. ^5 am,! Fig, 3G. The latter shows the apparatus as arranged
on the car, and the former, that at the station ; they do not diller materially from one
another. Referring to Fig. 36, it will be seen that the metallie roof of the car is connected
by wire to the switch N. When turned toward the left, the switch closes the circuit through
the telc])lK)iio, vvhleh is connected to the ground through the wheels of the car, and this is

the position of the switcli when a message is being received. When transmitting a message,
liowevcu-, the switch is turned to the right, which closes the circuit through the one end of
the secondary of the induction coil 6h the otlier end being grounded in the same way as
mentioiK'd above. The primary of the induction coil Q, is joined to a Morse key if, and
battery R, and interposed in the circuit is the vibrator R. ’When tlie switch /S is turned,
the vibrat or is started, so tliat when the key is pressed the primary coil of Q has a series of
rapidly intermittent currents sent through it. The secondary of G being connected to the
roof of ilxe ear, it consequently sends into the latter a series of rapidly intermittent charges
of high potentifil. These react iqion the telegraph wires and inlluenco the condensers
at,taclied to tlie lines at the terminal station sliown in Fig. 35. Here it will be noticed the
c()ndens(n*s are eiuijiled in paaadlel, one side of each being joined to a wire and the other to

the leading-in wire, 'riio rajudly alternating charges produced by the vibrator are received
in the Itdephoiu', as a scries of “bimes,” or a musical note, the duration of which depends,
of course, upon tlu^. length of time the key is pressed. In this way the dots and dashes are
received as short and long iiok's.

TEMPlHtINi; AINM) HAUDEHINO, The Bmvey Sted IIafdetd7ig Proce88.---hx recent
trials of st iHil a,rmor plate by the II nit<‘d States Goveriunent it vvas found that plates, whether
made of ordinary steel or of nickel steel, that bad been treated by the Harvey hardening
process, were svi|)erior in shot-resisting power tx) siinilai' pla.tes not so treat.ed. (See xKitMoit.)

The details of tliis process are tints diiseribed in patents granted to the inventor, Mr. H. A.
llarviyv, of Orange, N. .1.

:

“The armor plate having lieeii formed of the desired size imd shape from a coinparatively
low st.eivl, studi as Isesscmu^r steel or open-hearth steel, containing, say, O’lO iier ecnti, to 0*35
per <H‘nt. of carlion, is laid, j)ref(*ral)ly flatwise, uikui a bed of iinely powdered dry clay or
sand, deposiiial upon tin*, bottom of alin^-brick cell or cminpaid-incuit cixmHH the heating
chamber <)f Ui suitable funuK^e. d’h(‘. plate, may be so imbedded timi, its upper surfact is in

tlui same |)la.n<^ with t.lux iqipxn* surbiee of thos(‘. ])()rt.ions of the bed of clay or sand which
adjoin tiu*. sides and (‘iids of the [)la,t(‘, or the plate may, if desired, be allowiil to project to a
greaUu* or l(!ss (lislauec'. a])<)Ve the surface (d’ the clay <>r sjuid. lu either (nso trie treating

compaadinent is then |)ariia,lly tilled up with granular <*arhoniwHM)us maicrial, winch, liaving

been rammed down ufion tlu' ])lat e, is e.overed with a st.rulum of sand_, upon which there is

laid a coverings of heavy tire, brieks. ’'.riu'. furnace is thou raised to an inixuise luiat, which is

l:(*,pt, u}) for sucli l><‘rio(I of time as may reipiired for t.he a,bsor|)bon by the metal adjoin-

*ng th('^ upper surface of the pbit<' of, say, an additional 1 per cent, (inore or less) of carbon,

or, in otlun* words, the (jmintity cd’ earlion, in addition to that originally iiresent, which may
1)0 necessary to tmabh^ tin said met,a 1 to acxpilre the ea|)a,city of lian'hming to the desired

degree. Tilt*, txnniieraf un^ of ila^ heating (duimbei* oul,sid(\ of the tixuding c<)ni|)artinont

is brought up) to a, height; e(jual to or above i,ha,t re(|uir(Ml to melt casUiron, iind is kept, up) for

gn‘ater or less lengtli of timt% according to t,he <lepth, of tlu^ stratum of steel winch it is

inleiided to <’harge with a,ii <‘XeesH of <*arbon. ^Phis pinnod, howi'vm*, will, of course, vary
according to the enieitmey of the furnace. As a general rule, the thiifkm' the armor i)lnto the

greater will t)e t,h(‘ pmanissible d(‘pi,li of sujHn-(Mi,rburiza,th)n- A lOHiu. phite nml a, d(‘pth of

supertearburizndioii of 3 in. are lu'rein relernMl to nu'rely foi’ the purpose of illustration.

Alter the eonelusiou of the <*arburizing treatment,, the plate is taken out of tlie funmeiq
and wilhoiili removal of the enrboiuu'oous mat.erial from ilssurfaeig is aJlowed to <‘0()I down to

the prop(‘r t,empera,ture for clulling. When it is seen t liat tlui sup('r(airl)unzed^ surra,ee is so

far c-ooled down as to Imve a dull cherry-nsl (‘olor, the enrboiuuu'ous matm'ia! is (juicdxly

removed, a,iui the plate is thmi chilled by h(‘ing si)niy(‘d wildi torrents of <*old tluhlorhy
being submerg<'d and kept in molioni until' eold in a la,rge Ixody of (‘oollng lluid- as, for exann
pie, a, mor(‘, or less ra.pi<lly running strenni or river of fn‘.sli water, or a tidal eurre.Tit of salt

wai.m*. The exendse of this jirciuiutiou insures the suhHe<|nenl uniform hardening of the

suheaihurized surfiK'e of the plate.”

Tcvipenug dcrl (udes ,

—

A met,hod of teint Hiring steel ear iixl(‘s, by which it is elaimed

that t h('ir stiTUgtli is inenaisctl and ma<lo uniform without at- the same t-ime nmklng them
l)rittle, and us(‘d l>y ilie ( hunbria Iron Co., of Jolmstowii, Pa,., eoMsislH in lieating the axle to

a ivd iK'ad, and {)lunging it into a trough liiled with running (!old water until the red heat

visi])le on t he surlhiee is just about t.o disappHNir. On removing the car axle from the water

the. r(‘d h(‘at rt't.urns to the surface*, by conduction from the interior. Tlie axle is tlien

allowed to eool slowly in the air, thus partially aiinearuig it.

TcinperhKj afeclin molten lead .—For many years it hasbeen asomowliatcomrnoii p)mctiee

to us(‘ i)a,tlis of ilu’! (Msily fusilile metals or alloys for quenching .stetd, but it ha,s recently been

attcuniited on a large s<*nle at the wmrks of the 'Chatillon <:*t Commentry Company, in France.

An article on tli(‘ process in use nt these works was published in the Iron Age of October 10,

1880.

The following table of tests of water-quenched, oil-queiKdicd, and lead-quenched bars is

given by Henry M. Ilowit in Ids work on The Mdallnrffy of Bleel, as results obtained by

the Chatillon et Commentry Company :
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Propeftua of Steel annealed after Different Kinds of Eeai-treatment—GhatiUon
et Commentry.

u
o

a
a Per

cent,

of

car-

Taon,

estimated,

j1
Tensile strength, pounds per square

inch, when annealed alter
Elastic limit, pounds per square inch,

Avhe'a aui.ealcd after
Elongation, per coot, in 8 Inches,

when lumoiilod after

forging.
quencii-

ing
in water.

quench-
Inar

in oil.

quench-

in lead.
forging.

quonch-

in water.

quench-
ing

in oil.

qnench-

1

ii'g

ill lead

forg-
ing.

quench-
ing

In water.

qutmeh-
ing

in ( il.

qucnch-
iiig

in lead.

O'lO 44 090 51,038 26,170 35,130 30 20

2 0'30 43,379 64,439 48,499 44
,
37'6 25,601 48,357 36

,
97'9 26,738 34 28 30 31

3 0-30 05.567 80,785 . 71,256 72,251 36,979 . 52,340 41,815 43,806 24 21 24 22

4 0*40 70,403 88,039 81,496 74,100 39,112 59,024 53,477 45,939 30 18 32 21

5 0-50 77,941 105,391 98,706 86,190 43,806 72,251 65,507
1

51,486 21 15 19 -5 20-5

6 0*60 85,336 112,360 102,404 89,603 46,935 81 ,
07'0 70,402 53,193 18 13 17 «

7 0-70 91,026 126,583 113,782 99,559 52,624 88,181 73,958 61,158 16 14 14 16

8 0*80 93,870 137,961 119,472 106,671 54,046 93,448 76,803 56,891 17 31 13 34

9 0-90 98,137 140,806 123,739 108,093 .54,046 93,870 79,647 04,002 16 10 13 15

10 1-00 106,671 153,606 129,428 115,205 55,460 106,671 81
,
07*0 69,691 17 10*5 11 35

n 1*10 113,783 163,562 145,072 129,428 56,891 116,627 92,448 79,647 14 7 9*5 12

13 1‘20 123,316 170,674 163,562 150,761 64,002 128,005 115,205 93,137 32 8 9 10

13 1-30 128,005 180,629 163,562 156,451 69,691 125,161 116,627 95,292 10 6 9 10

Thirteen sets of l|-in. square steel bars, apparently 8 in. long between marks, each set being of constant
composition, are tested tensilely in four different conditions. These conditions are as follows :

(1) Simply annealed, apparently by slow cooling from dull redness after previous forging.

(2) Quenched in cold water i'roni about a low' yellow heat, then reheated to 750® F. (400® C.) and cooled
slowly.

(8) The same, except that they arc quenched in oil instead of water.
(4) The same. cxce[)t tliat they are quenched in molten lead instead of water.
The proportion of carbon is approximately that given in the second column, and but little silicon, man-

ganese, etc
,
is present—i.e., the metal is true carbon steel.

Tempering' Wheel : sec Olay-worldtig* Machines.
TENONING MACHINES# ' Tenons may be made entirely with saws, or entirely wxt.h

rotating cutters, or with a combination of both. Where cutters are used, one head may be
made to cut a single, a double, or a. treble tenon entire,’ at one operation. Where saws are
used it is always necessary to liave two sets. To cut a tenon with one cutter nece.ssitates that
the stick and the cutter-head shall have relative motion to each other parallel to the plane ol‘

the cheek of the tenon
;
the cutter projecting over the stick to an extent equal to the desired

length of tenon. This motion of the stick or of the cutter-head in a plane parallel with the
cheek of the tenon will, if the cutter has the proper outline, cut both cheeks, botii slioulders,
and the end of the tenon.

By the use of a single cutter having a central tongue projecting beyond the rest, there
may be made a double tenon having no shoulders on the outside, but having any desired
amount of shoulder between the two tongues.

Where two cutter-heads are used, "their axes are parallel with the length of the
stick, and the latter is fed in a direction at right angles to its own length and to
that of the cutter mandrels. .Each of these cutter-heads is practically making a gain or
kerf, which has only one side, the side kerf making the shoulder of the tenon. The distance
between the cutter-heads determines the thickness of the tenon

;
the height of the stick with

respect to that of the mandrels, the shoulders. By raising the stick, or botli the heads
together, the shoulders may be made of the same width, or one wider than the other, with a
fixed thickness of tenon. By keeping the stick in a plane parallel to those of the cutter-
heads, but inelining it so that its length is inclined to those of the cutter mandrels, tiiere may
be made a tenon having a bevel shoulder

;
but the end will be square with the timber, as for

ordinary use, unless tlie cutters are arranged one in advance of the other, and one of their
mandrels bears a eutting-off disk

; in which ease there may be made a tenon having both the
shoulder and the end beveled to the stick, but parallel to each other.

Tenoning machines producing their work by the action of cutters which remove chips have
the advantage of doing work that is smooth in surface and of great accuracy in dimensions,
hut they consume more power than those which operate by saws. To cut tenons with saws
there are required, to produce one double-shouldered tenon at one operation, two parallel
mandrels, each bearing a cross-cut saw, and one bearing two ripping saws, the latter
mandrel at right angles to the former two and to the stick. To make a tenon with
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square shoulders, the slick is fed in crosswise, while lying parallel to the mandrel bearing
tlie cross-cut saws, the stick being parallel to them. To produce a, double shoulder, it rimst
be fed in askew. The power required to remove two blocks of wood by four saw- cuts is for
tenons even of the ordinary widtli of shoulder less than that needed to cut up into chips the
material of the same blocks

;
and the advantage in favor of the sawing system increases with

the widtli ol; slionlder. But it is evident that double tenons cannot lie cut with circular
saws alone. To inoiint npion the same mandrel with the ripping saws, a grooving saw, so-
called, would aeeomplish the desired result in the same machine^ but of course the grooving
saw, so-called, is not reahy a saw, as it performs its work by tlie utter destruction ol the
material removed, instead of by taking it out in liiilk, with only Iho leil as the waste.

I. lioiazoNTAL Tenoning M achines.

—

The Fmj Tenoning —In older forms of
tenoning machines the stick is placed parallel with the axes oi tlic cutters, and there
arc two mandrels, one working the material away from the ui)})ci and the other from
the lowiu-, siirface of the stick

;
each set of cutters working from one side to the other of

th(i pie(*(‘. In oiu' imieliino for lieavv work, the frame carrying the cutters traverses across
the st.iek

;
in anotlu\r, for liglit ivork, tlio cutters have no’ traverse, and tlie stick or other

{)i<‘(*e t,o be tmioned is moved at right angles to t.he (uitter mandrels and to the plane (?ontain-
ing lliem. Such a maehiiio can make only single tenons. In the one shown in Tig. 1,
the same feataires are preserved, of two parallel mandrels, one aliovo tlio other, and each
iKuiring cutters wliicdi work tlieir way through the material from one side to the otlier

; but
for double tenoning the material is cut away from the tenon loft by the other cutters, by a
separate cnlter-heml rotating on a vertical axis. The vertical position of this eutter-liead
may be viiried ((> suit the tliickness of tenon. In this rnac-hinc tlio work is fed across the
cuttiu's, tlu^ table liaving friction rollers ninuing on jdaned ways, arranged to retain the table
and keel) constant right line witii tdic line of tlu^ heads. There are steps and gauges

Fi<». L—'JUio Fny tenon lug niadiine.

which can bo set. to suit pieces of va.riouH li^ngi.lis, an<l an adjuHt.nblo fi'raui and road for liold-

'ng ilu‘ timbers in )K)sit.iori. The heads have an adjustmeiil. for run,king the shoulder per-

fiMd ly srpiare, or out. of 8(|nare, as desinaL This machirn^ is for e,ar work.
A (h'VdlopmcTit. of ihis machine, shown in Mg. 2, is calh'd a gap-kmoning tmiehine, and

has the pee.uliarit.y that its frame, between the table and the standard h(ai,ririg the eut.ter-

liea<ls, lias a, deep gap for the passagi^ of timbers (mdwdso Indwi'ea the (’ut.tar-hoads.

My tlie apjdieallon of a gaining In^ad on the top spimlle, it will do over-gaining; iwid

by fdaeing a, gaimr on tin^ lower spindle will do uiKhn'-gaiiiing on tfie (uids. By taking

()!T lh(' lower eutlm’-head a.nd putting on a circular saw it will do heavy cutiingotT. In this

imiohitK' the ean’dagi' is selbaeting, lieing thdmi by a scr<ivv vvcirked^ by friet.ion genrs, tlie

pressun' of a, lever eausing it. t.o travtd in either dinsdioii or stoiiping it. For sliort. work the

TM)W(‘r f(‘e(l may be <lis(mgag(‘d s() that, thefetsl may be by IuukI.

77/c h'ofirrs Tni'nihii} Machine ,—Fig. 3, a car tenoning aixl gaining miiehine, inaclci by

(\ It lk)g(‘rs & (V). for the heaviest, chiss of work, and hroughl. oul. wiLliin t he past two yefU’S,

is of t.he class taking in the l.imber liorizontally and cutting tenons upi >ii it.s ctkIs by rotating

cut.ters, 1h(^ timlxm being fed (moss-wise. The’lower head e.nnlx*. run Ixiow the carriage so

that. t.h(^ upper head can he usml for cutting rellslu^s upon the end of the i.iinlxjr ; the upper

Iu‘a(l, whie.h is also on a horizontal axis, can be raiscKl, and tluy lowin' one us(‘d for the same

purpose, if desired. There is a third head, which is upon a vortical axia, carrying a throating
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cutter for making double tenons. In working with this machine, the timber is placed on the
carriage, which moves on rollers, and is passed between the tenoning heads, thus cutting one
thick tenon

;
it then goes on, and is brought into contact with the cutter-head upon the

\ertica] shaft, which passes through the center, taking out a space according to the thickness

.V'

ClN.O.
,

Fig. 2.—Gap-tenoning machine.

of cutter used, which completes the double tenon. There is a special attachment, indepond .

ept of the tenoning part of the machine, for cutting gains, operating upon the under
siue ot the timber, which is placed on the carriage and passed over the head. There is
used an expanding head that will out from i to 3 in. cfeep and from 3 to 4 in. wide^Ine countershaft that drives the vertical shaft and the gaining head is a part of

Fig, 3.—The Rogers tenoning machine.

?;* ®' gaining machine, it is worked from the back
;
when used

tenonimr rwrf iT i® being used as a gaining machine, the

gaineX^henTtenonerTi^^^

which
tenons on both ends of a stick at once, besides

them Aff tA
eulter-heads rather too long, and then cutting

wrer L^h length, thus leaving a burr or ridge, it first cuts the stick to thi

^nisk
^ makes and finishes the tenons, leaving them with a smooth end
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In this mfichino, shown in Fig. 4, there is a bed like an ordinary lathe-bed, and bearing
on the left-iiand end a fixed, and on the riglit-hand end a latei’al ly adjusiabie, honsing, each
housing carrying two pairs of cutters, on
parallel horizontal axes which lie in the

sa,me horizontal plane. The front cnfctor-

liead in Ga,ch liousing bears a cutting-olE

saw ; die back one, two sets of cutters, one
for making each side of a tenon. A hand
wliecl at the riglit of the raachine regulates

the lengthwise distance between the housings
and between their cutter-heads to suit the
length of stock Ia) be worked. ITie feed is

across the nia,chine, the stock being fed cross-

wise, and it is effected by sprocket chains
along the face of cacli housing, each chain
bearing dogs, the distance biTwoen wliich is

adjustable to suit tlie width of tlie stock being
tenoned. I'he material is fed away from the
opciaitor, find passing under the saws is cut
tei*s, lias both sides of both tenons worked

Fig. 4. --The E^hii tenono.r inacliiiie.

tolengf'.li; then passing between the back ciit-

on it. Pressure bars over tlie endless beds, or

feed chains, keep the stock down on the lattpor while it is being cut by the saWpS and the cutters,

Tliese cutter bars will liold the stock down, even if one end is tphic'.ker than the other. The
feed, which is automatic in its operation, is driven from acouiitenshaft under the bed, and is

FiO. fj. I)<>ubk‘ htuul t<Aunilu|jf luuchiue.

controlh'd by a, lever haudy to the opcu'ator. Suiiapble. provision is made for varying tho auglo

of the cut and the lenglpli of the itmon. Fncdi mandrel Jiiul slide has sepa,rai(^ adjustment up
and down on th(' housings, l.c suit the tliickm^ss ol! tho tenon ; mid the upper numdrels have

a,iso sidie adjiisl.immt, to a'llow a, temon to l>e (ud; longm’ou one side tlmii onthoothcr, if neces-

sary. 'Ihivre a,ri^ four eliapiige.s of (VtMh

*7y/<! //. JL iSnufk C(L Dfruhle nan(t4eir(mm(f MacMn(\ sliDwn in Fig. n, lui,s a. lied nuH*h

lik(i a,n ordinary hUhe. At one <md is a fixed column, hearing uiipor and lower cut.ter-ln'a.ds

on horizontal axes. At the other end is a sliding (mlumii, la'Jtriug similar (nitter-spimllos.

A horizontal shupft, running fphe lim^ih of l.he inachims drives the eross-fcMMl works, whi<!h.

are endless s|>rocket <*hu, ins with projections, (*.arrying the B(pi<;k—-which is on'stmie.d parallel

with l.he ina,(Vhine-~a,<T<)ss i(p and between tphe t.wo'cutter-beuds on mid of (Jie nuicliinm

Each of Ihesc cuf Un’-hemls has vertical adjustment iutie|HnidcniIy <)f the others, sotluit single,

tenons may be cut on both ends of the stick at the same time, but varying in thiekn(‘ss and
in posil ioii on the end of fphe slack. The feed ehuin is grooved (o rmuMve small a.ngle lilaics,

which, h(‘ing a(ljusta,l)lo in distanco apart, may be removed or set to any widlli of pSt.oclc.

Over the f(MMl a, re' pivssure ba,rs, which are adjustable inde])en(leii1 ly of th<‘. Inmd, and held so as

to supi)ort na.rrow stnlT whiidi may vary slightly in thickness. Tlu^se ] mjssuu' bars hold the

stock down (o tlu^ angle i>lafp(‘s on the feed chaiii. In front on the leftp is an adjusiabie fence

against wiiicli to support f-la^ lumber, so that pieces very close to length may bo workiid. The
rate of h'ed is nboulp P2 ft. })er mimite.

In liand tmioniug nmchim'S the work is soniotimcB done by ciitters like those of rebating

phuK's, cutting n.e,ross th(‘. st,u(T, mich time taking a shaving from tho full widlh of the stick,

and (uich time, leaving a c.h^an, smooth exit, so that at any poini; at wliich t,ho cutting is

stopfied the work is hd’t idimii a,nd smooth. Of course, in sneh work as this it is desirable to

take ns heavy e.uts as iiossibU^ until the required amount has nearlv becni cut iiway, when the

thiekiiesB of shaving may be reduced in the interest of accuracy of dimension and smoothness
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Fig. 6.—The Fay ear-tenoning raacliiiie.

of cut. The power to work these plane tenoBrng* machines may be
|
2:reatly iiu'rt'asod by the

use of rack and pinion gears. It is seldom that the foot is used in driving* such matthinery,

the arm being more deJieate as regards the adjustment.
II. Vkrticil Tenojning MACHmES.—The JE'ay Car-tenomng Machine, shown in Tig. G,

is for completing the
tenon on large tim-
bers for ca r work
without reversal ; and
it will ent single,

double, or triple ten-

ons on both ends of

long timber from one
face without turning
it end for end. This
is done by a machine
wliich presents the
stick at right angles
to two cutter man-
drels and to the plane
whioli contains them,
but in tliis case the
saddle containing the
cutter-lieads has a
vertical trav(3rse, and
the tenon is vortical

instead of liorizontal.

There are two tables,

one before and tdio

otlierbnek of tlio part
b 0 a ring tlio cutter-

saddle, and tlio stic'-k

is .first clamped to the
one before the cutters

;

the heads travers(3
down, cutting the tenon on one end; then the stick is shifted lengthwise to the table back of
the cutte.rs, and the heads traverse up. cutting the tenon on the other end of tlio stick.
There is an adjustable fence for the thickness of the shoulder on the face side of the tirnlier,
and suitable gauges detennino the length of the tenons. The head and atbaclied moving
parts are counterbalanced.

The Bogers Oar-teMonmg Machine,, to cut double tenons, Tig. 7, is for work up to 10 in.
square. There is a table on
wnicli the timber is laid, and
that holds the timber In
place by clampis, which
are set by cranks in front.
The bed adjusts to and from
the double column of the
machine by screws at the
base, and has a movable sec-
tion each side of the cutter-
head for end adjustment o,f

the timber to the cutters.
The cutters are borne on a
liorizontal axis passing be-
tween the two column.s at
the back of the machine, and
I^oltecl from the bi^ck. The
saddle carrying the cuttcr-
liead, which is counterbal-
anced, is raised and lowered
by a large hand wheel.
Hand wheels in front move
the timber endwise, so as to
bring the proper part of its

length ill contact with tlio

(! utters. The head is brought
down, cutting as it goes, and
passing into a recess in the
table

; then the timber is

.shifted lengthwise, and the
head on the up)ward movc-
inont ents the opposite end. There is a gauge by which the work may be set. The power
stated as necessary to drive the machine is 8-horse, applied by an 8-in. belt.

Pig. 7,~-The Rogers car-teiionlng machine.
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A tononing’ attaeliment;, Fig-. 8, for a vertical mortising rnachine, which works by chisels

A

only, and not by boring, consists of a stock bearing a clamp, between the
blades ot which two chisels are held by their ends, their distance apart being
I'egnilated by a scale upon the clamp. This tool, used in a mortising inaehiTic,
will cut tenons from orie-eighth tonne iiieh thick, three incdies deep, and
should prove useful for making window and door-screen frames, and for all
light tenoning, ^idic cutters may be adjusted together to form one wide cut-
ter for cornering and shaping slihigles in the saiiie machine.

OTriEit Forms of Tenoning UAGuims.—Blmd-daf Tenonmg
In tlie blind-slab tenoning machine sliowii in Pig. 9 the tenons are produced by
saw-like cutters borne on a horizontal inaiKlrel, which is parallel with the
slat.. The slat is fed in to a stop-gauge through a rotating chuck, and then
1) 1

*0 uglit down upon the rotating cutter, which cuts and divides two tenons at
once witli one cuttei’-head at one operation. As the slat rotates, a cylindrical
fe)nn is given to tlio tenon, and the latter is central in the width of the slat.
The ciit being made from the outside to the center, tearing or sp)litting of the
wood is done away with. Releasing the table stops the chucks, and allows
lh(‘ shit t.o be fed forward to the gauge.

T\\g slat hmoner shown in Fig. 10, and made by llowley & Hermance, has a

qviioii
Holf-ccuilcring device for holding the slats, tlius making a tenon in the

’cutuvr. ecnhn* of i lie slat width, although, if desired, it may be made nearer one edge
than the otln'i*. The slat is firmly held when being cut, and is not released

iiniil the tmion lias lieen lltti'd and the slat cut oil. The slat is moved to the saws, and two
tenons cut. liy one motion of tlie lever. ITiere is a stop to determine the length of the slats.

A, self-feed l)lind-slat tenoning machine, rnado l)y the II. B. Smith Ma'chino Co., has a
verti(tal iron column hearing

Kio. 8. 'Teiioii

cutler.

Jit its uppen* end Ji rotating
gear-wiuHvl, through ilie cen-

ter of which the blind slat is

fed. The shit is passed, wliilo

I'ot.ating, by ji toMioiiing sjiw,

which works awjiy the stock
so jiH to leave Ji cylindricjil

timou in the (‘('utm* of width
Jind tbickru'SH of the slat, tlie

slat going on until it strikt.'.s

ai riMir st.()|), whieJi iiuiy bti

aidjuHtud lo inatike any length
of slat dt^siraible ut> to 17 in.

Therti is a front guide st.o[)

hy wliieli the full lengt.h of

stock nuiybe gauged in hnigt.li t’ei. ii. BliiHUnhii, tcuouiDjj: nmehim*.

jind tenoned
; so t.but if either

the slock or tint hist. pie<t(*. is short., ilu^. i)iece imiy he t uriu'd jibout and gauged from the front;
junl if th(5 piece is too sliort to !uiiidl(\ a |)liing<‘r on (lie front stop will push it within the jaws

of the chi,mj[), t bus preventing waste
from iimbility t,o feed sliort pieces.

T’he.stotdv is nnedjunped on the deliver-

ing side of tlie inaelvirus orssaws, doing
away wit.h tlie liability of two clamps
getting out of jiligiimcnt and doing
iiiactnu'ide work, or of tlie fmiBlied
])i(‘ce, gel t.ing cjiuglrt against the stops.

The clamp, whicli will hold sloek of

any lengt.h, rol.aii^s by power, coiiung
in contact with a spring st.oi) eaeli

round, where it rmnains in {oosition

until released l)y raising or lowering
the Inuid hsver, winch mov(‘s tlic hsiwh

to or from the slat, in the act of

making or (livid ing tlu^ tenon. When
this hiver is relt'jised, the saws auto-
inalUuilly rt‘suin(i a |)osition wliich

leave.s the (;lam[> with the shit e^mitral,

so tliat wlien th(‘. shr,t is (jushed forward it cannot como in contiud. with tlu^ saws.
Dcivctiiiling imurliim's, whicli arc really icnoner.s, are of scvm-al elnssi's. In the most

common, tin* (uittei* is of the ordinary lly typo, cuUing with its side imd end, ami jirodiieing

Ipth ttic mortise Jind t lie tenon.
^

In some \)L' these, for wmrlc in drjiwer fronts and similar
pieces, the cult ing t ools ju’e in sliding frames, adjustable fortius h'ngtk of the pin or tenon;
the earrijigi' bejiriiig tlu' mat (‘rial is niovod vertically and lengthwise, nulomatictaHy, cutting
jit (‘aeh movnuiHUit; of the crank wheel a pin and' a recess, eutting juul iheding in both
diinctions. The nialerijil is siip)ported by a cornb-like arrangement, bi'tween the teeth of

which t.he cut,tin's pjiss to their work. Thi.s being a species of tenoning which demands
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special treatment, one of the machines for effecting a class of work 'which may be classed

as dovetailing, and in some senses as tenoning, will be found described under the head
of Dovetailing.

TEERA COTTA LUMBER is the trade mark by usage and commercial name given to

a conoposition of kaolinic clays and sawdust, in such proportions that, when the latter is

burned out in the firing process, the brick residue is sufficiently porgus or celiular to lie

profitably worked with carpenters' tools, constituting, in fact, a lumber indestructible by
fire or age, and suitable to be used wherever pieces of not greater length than 2 or 3 ft.

or less thickness than 1 in. can be employed. It is made up in various cellular shapes for
building purposes, as shown in Eig. 1.

A large variety of porous earthenwares are now manufactured for structural uses. A

Pig. l.—Terra cotta lumber.

comprehensive account of these will be found in a paper delivered by Mr. C. C. Gilman, l)c~

fore the Illinois Brick and Tile Association, at its convention, January, 1891. Sec hdentifie
Amanricm Bupj[)leme%t for May 80, 1801.

Tests of Enj»iues: see articles under Engines. Of Brakes : see Brakes. Of Pumps :

see Pumps, Reciprocating. Of Boilers: see Boilers, Steam. Of Rope : sec Roponuiking
Machines. Of Emery Wheels : see Grinding, Emery. Of Ice Machines : sccj Iee-ina,kiiig
Machines. Of Locomotives : see Locomotives. Of Water Wlieels : see Water Wlieels.

"

Thi'eadiug Tools : see Tool Cutter, Lathe Tools, and Pipe Cutting.
THRESHING MACHllVES. Threshers (colloquially “separators,” because of the added

duty of removing straw, chafl:, and, to a great extent, grass seeds, weed seeds, and kcuunds
of grain different in kind from the crop threshed) have remained for many years iiii(*liatig(Ml

in main principles, but have far greater capacity and efficiency than formerly, and have
some novel features added.

Dig, 1 is a representative improved American thresher and supplemental liigh slackin’,
made by Russell & Co., shown ready for work, the machine here represented traveling on the
road by the locomotive power of the farm steam-engine used to furnish power vvlicn tlii’t‘sh-

ing. Specialist tlireshermeri tluis move the outfit from farm to farm, and thresli under con-
tract for a fixed charge per bushel. For the interior arrangement of the same thresher see
Pig. 2. It has, just beyond the threshing cylinder, a novel distributing ‘

' beater,” consisting
of a central tube v/ith radial flanges arranged in spirals reversed from the middle cir-
cumference of the tulp toward either end (Fig. '8). As the beater revolves, the central beaks
of the flanges strike into the flying mass shot from the cylinder and distribute it the full
width of the machine. The prominence of the flanges is so modified as tliey a.pproaeli tlio
sides of the machine as to equalize distribution and cause immediate separation to Ix'.gin.
This spiral beater is supplemented by the ordinary four-winged beater to whip tlie stiraw
open, from which the mass of straw and grain falls upon the picker table, and tliiui in ion
a series of lifting fingers to lightly toss it with a fan-like motion, imparted by rock shafts.
1 he throw of the fingers is adjustable to suit the condition of the material tliroshiul
Beyond these fingers is a series of connected alternating open pickers, with a tedder acu,ion,*
passing the straw onward while the kernels drop between them. Over the picker tail tlio
straw falls 15 in. upon the extension table, which has a vertical motion at the first or lower
end, and a vibrating motion at the other end, raising the straw on saw-tooth edges, but

Uie grain kernels in, backward, down its inclined floor. Meanwhile a drag-iii)
cham-elevator-way captures and returns to the threshing cylinder, up along the outside of
machine, any incompletely threshed ears, to be rethreshed. To improve the cylinder spikes
and enable them to stmid the work of the high-speed machines of the day, a steel poll is
welded upon a basis of tough iron (Fig. 4), greatly increasing the wearing quality of the tip
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A stacker propels the straw andof the spike without rendering its shank liable to snap
ehalf up the incline of its floor by traveling slats

of wood witli i.lieir ends secured to a pair of

moving belts. Tlio stacker, thougli driven by
belt from tlie tbreslier, isnioiinted indeptendeiitly

on its ca,fringe, and can bo folded for transport

(Fig. 5). In operation it swings slowly from
side io side on a juvot on its carriage, by a
self-reversing gear, iind forms a limette-simpod

stack (Pig. (1). '’Flic delivery end of tlie stacker

can be raised gradually, as the stack grows, by
means of a cross-sbaft, central imdcr the car-

riage, engaging jui npriglit screw at each end.

d'iio driving power from tlie thresher can be
diverted by a siufter-lever to actuate either the

raising screws or tlie conveyor. To maintain a
miiform delivery disfiince, and build the stack

plumb, it is necessary for the. outer end of the
stackcM* to rise vertieally, and this is accoin-

plislied by a link nioveinent of tlie two posts

sup|)ortiiig the heel of tlie stacikcr, which is

designed to deliver straw up to as high as 23 ft.

above ground level.

The Pitts (Buffalo, N, "Y.) thresher lias the

riglit-and -lef t., spirally tbuiged, l,raiisverse re-

volving distriimtor marked /I, in Fig. 7. The card

rack (above and lieyond the ordinary beater,

Ihu'C marked (') stops ace.ess of straw to the

distributor, but vn'rmils t he largo piroportioii of

hulled kiu’iuds alwa.ys shot, over the beater by
the whirling cylinder to fall into tlmdistribuior

and be moved by it at once along an iron trougli,

B, to either side of tlio nunddne, nnd drop upon
the grain-belt cells, whei'o they arcs sure t.o be

unoccuiiied by straw and chaft. ’’.riiis portion

of the grain, 'always a large part, is, therefore

])reserved s('.i)a.i’aie, instead of nec'dlessly mingling
witli stra,w only t.o lie sifted from it.

Fig. 8 isaliagger at.tmdnnent on the* “ Min-

Tiesol.a’’ tbreslKM’, eonsisting of an en'ct nwolv-

iiig drum, with four half-buslKd eompartmenl.s

to' r(‘C(five die eleaiUMl p:rn.in from a. cnip elevator.

As eaidi half liuslnd of grain is passed into

the l)a.g, it is a,ui.<)mal,ica,lly tallied. In lin^

Nichols-Shepard thn^sla^r, two ga.ngs of vibra-

tors are used, comprising live vibrating shakers.

The ilrst, two and last thnse an^ r<‘peetively

connected. Wliili^ t lu', dui)lex gang is moved
backwa-rd and downward, the I riph'X, gang is

iriowid forward and U|)ward, to pndl tli(i straw

a|)a,rt transversely jibout. midway of its course

through th(» maehiint to faeilitat*^ .s(‘pju‘a1,ion.

^rh(‘, count cr-niolions of ibe t.wo shak(-r gangs
are so pi’oporthjued as t.o steady tb(^ whole ina-

ehiiui while running.
Fig. t), ini.eri()r of the Ihiber thresher, pre-

s(mts a. novtd aaul tdTectiva^ arrangement., Thci

“beater-’ is plaxasl low in the machine, and
revolved wit.h mo(i<'ra.ie s|)ee<l inair to and in

teverse direction ot 1 h<' ey!ind('r rotation. Tlio

(dfee.t is t.o lift, tin* straw on the edges of the

hcafer-tlanges and reiadve h)ose k<‘rriels in the

anguhir s|)a,<‘.i‘s hetweim ib(5 beat.er wings, and
allow t.lnun to sli(h‘ downward upon the grtiin

pan at lh('. very outset, of the career of the

thresluMl matco’ijil. The otlun- features of this

thresluM* juc. eompi-ebensilihi in the figure with-

out verbal description.

Anfowdfir for B/nrshcr's,—Ander-
son’s automatic*, hand entfer nnd feeder, Figs.

10 and 11, is an ahtacdimcat for threshing ma-
chiiies to cut the bauds of l.ho sheaves and feed

the grain evenly, by luaintaining a steady delivery of it to the thresher csylinder. Only verv

Fici.

1.—

Thre

her

and

stacker.
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expert operators can do this by hand, and the labor is onerous, and usually very trying to
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©jjH

t:'

Fio. 8.—stacker at work.
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oxis. This attachment is provided with a row of belts which intercept the sheaves of grain
delivered by a man with a pitchfork haphazard into the receiver, down the shake-table of
which they are propelled by raking teeth iixed to its surface. This surface has a recip-
rocating movenieiit longitudinally, A row of spring-teeth is adjustably suspended above

Fia. 7,—Pitt’a thresher.

the descending stream of grain, to retard its tipper stratum whenever it runs thicker than
a determined gauge, while the shake-table uninterruptedly propels the lower stratum at a
constant rate of speed into the thresher. A gang of half-moon vibrating knives cut the
hands of the sheaves from above. It is made at Eacine, Wis.

Trusser, for Threshing Machines.— 12 is a pair of twine-binding machines, of the

Fig. 8.—Thrcslier and bagger.

Applchy type, driven by one knotter shaft and one needle shaft for both, by a chain belt
from the neighboring shaker spindle of a thresher. "When the thresher presents sufficient
threshed straw to dll the binder receptacles and trip either knotter, both are tripped in
unison by its pressure on the trip lever

;
the needles rise and compress the straw into a long
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truss, to bo bound in two places by the. two knotters, and ejected. The attachment is

mounted on an independent transport axle, with two wheels and thills for a horse. The

threslu'd si.i-a,w on halving t!ie shakm’H is forced between two canvas conveyors against the

ti’ip h*v(‘rs of the attadiment until enough straw aceunnilates to overcome i.he resistance of

these leviu’s, and tlms start tho binding mechanism, which automatioally stops again after
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ejecting eacli truss, ready for the next presentation of straw. In binding trusses of about
lbs. weight, the^ consumption of twine will be about 6U0 ffc. to the ton of straw, rbe

applied to threshers of aJl patterns.
I lie “Cyclone'’ or Pneumatic stacker for thior Pneumatic stacker for threshers consists of revolTing fans driveii

Fig. 10.—A-utouiaiic feeder for ihreslier.

from
chaff

the thresher, and directing an air-blast into a receiving cylinder, from which straw and
pass through a pneumatic spout out upon the stack at any desired height as the

Ficj. 11.—Automatic fecider for thresher. Fra. 12.—Trueser or binder.

growth of the stiick proKresses. The spput is swung automatioany sidewise through an aro
to torrn a long stack. The weight of this stacker complete is about 4.00 lbs.

Throating* Macliine : see Wheel-making Machines.
Ties : see Rails.

Tile Macliines : soe Brick Machiaes.
Tires

:
^soe Carriages and Wagons, and Polls, Metal-working.

•
An examination of the details of vessels designed, built and builclirif^*

in all the countries making any atternpt to progress in this art, discloses the application .h
torpedoes to vessels of all classes and dimensions, from the smallest second-class toiuedo-
boatto the monstrous armoimd battle-ship. In addition to the boats being built br linns
makiiig that a specialty naval constructors are giving particular attention to a shin of a,v(‘r-
age dimensions to meet the requirements of torpedo warfare. The development has alrc*a Ivcamod us from second-class torpedo-boats, up through boats of the first class Fiir 1torpedo dispatch vessels, torpedo gunsoats, to torpedo cruisers and torpedo depot shins

’

For all naval warfar*^ thAi-o ici*e there is needed a torpedo possessing high speed, good range, as-
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a vess(‘l riimiiiig at hiii'li sfiecd, Pi^. 2, it must powsoss this pammoimt qualit/y of itiaiiifcainiug

Iho direction inwhicli
it IS pointed. Such
a toriDcdo will also be

the most ofTficient for

use in defending or

taking the ])laee oi'

fixed iiiiiK^s, and for

other harbor de-

fenses ; for automatic
tor]:)edoes, fireil from
bou ib-[)r(:)()f casemates
juul torjicdo boats,

will certainly bo re-

lied ii])on as most
important luiirbor de-

fenses.

a iorptalo is iin

eiig'itK'. or anudiine
iiivoiil.cul for the pur-

pose of (h'Stroying

ships l)yblowiiigth(!ru

up, juid as it is a, pro-

je(‘til(^ wliieh may he
pn )j('et(‘(l oit h('r in

ilic air, up(5n IJu^ sur-

fuc(‘ (»f the water, or

undtu* it, for (lonvcm-

ieirl. I'cfercnee tlnvl'ot-

Vui. 2. - T<)r|HHh> huundmi fmm moving veeHcl. lowing: sulHlivisions

a,re made :

I. Air ti.rpi'ciiics (iill,liuU!,'li ii Htiiull (mrl, of thuir tnijrclory iimyl.c Biiimqueou.s), in-

rhuliiij; rocki'ts anil (lyimtiiiij' slii'll.

11, ({round and buoyant uuii(‘s.

HI.—Hpar, towing, and snhnuirim' shells.

IV. -
( hut rolhible,

Automatic, autoiuohil(\ or fish.
. „

Tvik‘s I IL ami IV. will prolmhlv be bmnd useful for discharge from fixed defenses,

ah'pc I. anV now passing ilirough a scries of tests which should (ietennine tiieir uMcfuln(*,s8.

Tv{>c M. arc for harbors, chaumls, aiul rivers, h'hciv may he sonn» isolated caa's wlunaum’-

emnsttinccs may afTonl a chance louse Type III. (treat (l(‘V<*.lonnH‘nt with

eontrollahle ton)c(lo(‘H, 'fyiK* IV., hut, nmuMd' them luive iMpualhal the |M)HHimlit,ies oi tln^ sell-

contained tisli.ior|HMhn winch will monM‘lllei<mt ly snt»pl(nncui t he ground and buoyant uuik's

for fixeil (hvfenses t hail any (d her.
^ «

1. Ani 1'oiu»Ki)05-:s..— have biuai familiar for many y<‘ars, and, altliough still_ lur-

nished for signaling nnrnoscK, they liavc not undm-gone any gn*at (level <)pa unit, m aerial or

a4 iu(‘ons tm-iiedoes during tin* past decade. Those tliat were, iriml hi llie water been

v('rv didioult io control, pnrtitmlarlv if there was a rough s(‘a, whiidi (liv(l(‘(*te(l them from

th«‘ir cour.se to .such an (*xtcnt. that thev have been known to jump up in thy air, am U()(m

m»-ain striking the wat.'r, to take a course just opposite, that in yvhich they originally starUal.

hdiosi^ iut<'ndcd to pass through the air have hceii too nmeh iullutaiced by wind and other

coiidilioiis to ailmiiof any dt'gr{‘C of accuracy.
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Dynamite Projectiles.—TherQ are two types of projectiles thrown by the dynamite gun

now in use, in various sizes, known as full-calibers and sub-calibers. The full- caliber,

which fills the bore of the gun completely, consists of a light, strong ease containing the

explosive, fuse, etc., with a small tube in the rear supporting the rotating blades or vanes

which control the direction of the flight. The case or body consists of a steel or iron

tube i to 1% in. thick, closed at the front end by a brass conoida]-shaped head, and at the

rear by a hemispherical base easting of bronze. The base casting has a socket in the center

to attach a small tube that supports the rotating blades. Eight blocks of vulcanized fiber,

on each end of the shell, center it in the bore, causing thereby friction, heat, vibration, etc.

Shells for a 15-in. gun are usually about 10 ft. long over all, the body being about 7 ft.

and the rear extension § ft. These have a total weight, when filled, of 1,000 lbs., and contain

51)0 lbs. of explosive. The fuse is placed either in the point or base, according to its design.

The snb-caliber projectiles are smaller in diameter than the bore of the gun, and have no
rear extension carrying rotating blades. The blades are attached directly to the body, near

the rear end. They occupy a portion of the space between the body of the shell and the

bore of the gun, at the same time serving to center the rear end of the shell in the bore.

The front end is centered by four wooden blocks which drop off as soon as the shell leaves

the muzzle. They are held in place by pins entering info the shell. A wooden disk or gas

check is placed in rear of the projectile, filling the bore completely, and preventing any
escape of air.

The body of the projectile is made up similarly to the full-caliber, except that the charge

only fills about three-fourths of it, .the remaining space at the rear being left empty. Tliis is

done to keep the center of gravity forward of the center pf figure, and so maintain steadiness

of flight. Sub-caliber shells 6 in. in diameter, and about 0 ft. long, weighing, filled, 150 lbs.,

contain a charge of 50 lbs.
;
those 8 in. in diameter, 6 ft. 5 in. long, weighing, filled, 300

lbs., contain a charge of 100 lbs. ; and those 10 in. in diameter, 7 ft. 8 in. long, weighing,

filled, 500 lbs., contain a charge of 200 lbs.

Fuses of various kinds have been used the most noted being Captain Zalinski’s electrical

fuse. It consists of two fuses, one to act instantaneously upon striking a vsolid target, such
as the hull of a ship; the other to act upon entering the water, either instantly or after

some seconds of delay. The first maybe called an impact fuse, and the second an immer-
sion fuse. The former consists of a battery containing liquid, ready for action, connected
through a low tension” primer. Upon striking the target, the circuit is closed and the
primer exploded. This explodes the detouatiug charge of dry gun-cotton or dynamit-o, and
that in turn explodes the whole charge. In ease the shell misses the target and enters tlie

water, the immersion fuse acts. This is similar to the other exdept that the battery contains

no exciting liquid—is perfectly dry. As the shell enters the salt water, the battery becomes
wet and active, which immediately causes explosion, unless a delay is desired, in which case

a powder train is used. Mechanical fuses have been sometimes used. These g;’Gnerally act
by impact either against a solid target or the water. An ingenious fuse of this class wa.s

designed by Mr. II. P. Morriarn. One of its most peculiar features is a small wind-mill at

the point of the shell, which unlocks the firing hammer as the shell passes through the air.

It has two sets of caps, one intended to act when the shell strikes a solid target, the other
when it strikes the water. The water enters an opening in the point and presses a plunger
backward, driving the caps against the hammer, which in this case is a steel ball. When
a solid target is struck, the point of the shell is crushed in, thus firing a set of caps arranged
inside. Delay action can be given by a powder train.

The projectiles are not designed for penetration, but atShoeburyness in England, a 10- in.

sub-caliber, weighing 500 lbs., was fired into a butt of sand, situated GOO yds. "from the gun,
and it penetrated 47 ft. The accuracy of fire is very remarkable, even when compan'd with
modern rifies. The following table is a I'ecord of the ranges and deviations obtained at

Shoeburyness during experiments by the English Government.

84n. Sud-calibers. Initial Pressure, 1,000 lbs. Wind, 8 ft. per second.

Number of round. Elevation. Eungo. Deviation from lino of lire.

1 20“ 3,617 yards. 17-2 yardR Usft.

20-82 3.643 “

3 3,647 “ 18-6

4 u 3,640 “ 22-6

5 3,644 “ 21-2

See Gun, Dynamitic.

II. Submarine Mines.—Someof the mostimportant improvements in submarine mining are
the following: The modern high explosives and smokeless powders have largely sii[)ei'se(le(l

gunpowder, making it possible to have much less bulk, while retaining an equal amount of
explosive force. It can i*eadily be seen that this is an extremely important consideration,
since upon the size of the torpedo depends the depressing effect of the current; hence the
amount of buoyancy necessary to keep the ease always high enough to bo touched by an
enemy’s vessels in passing. This buoyancy regulates the weight of anchors and mooring
connections that hold the buoys in place, and in fact the principal dimensions of the system.
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The inerease m intensity of explosive action is also of importance. A long series of tests have
been coiidueled to determine the ellective range of different charges of various explosives,

sank at varying depths below the surface of tlio water. By careful measurements of several
hunclred explosions, the matter has been successfully brought
within thii scope of niathernatical analysis. It is consefiuenlly
well detennined as to tlie best method of planting these sub-
marine mines, so tlnit, while having their maximum effect on the
enemy, their action on each other will be at a minirnum. IMans
of mining fields for tlio jirotec'tion of all of the principal liarliors
are now well-recognized features of a general system of defemsc.

III. SPiVit ^r<)iu»Ki)Oi-;s ]ia,VG undergone but little change in
recent years, the sul)stit,ut,ion of a liollow iron spar for wood,
and the changes made nec(‘ssary by the adoption of gun cotton
for gunpowder, being tJie most important.

IV. ControllabIjK d’oHPKDOKs ai’o those which, by wire or
other connection, are constantly under the direction of the o|)-

erator, and are found to be most eifeettve when operated from tiie

shore against ships in narrow channels. TIu^ location of those
nMjuiring a fixed iilant will bo known and their at,tack visilile or
aiitiei|)a,t(ul.

The IhrMrian Torpedo has lieen adopted by Groat Britain as
an auxiliary wea}>on for harbor dcdcuise. Tt is said to have a,t-

tainod a S|)(‘ed of 20 knot.s; its weiglit fully e(}aipped is 25 cwt,.,

and it ca,n bo rt‘gulato(l l.o run on the surface or sulmierged
;

it

can be stt‘i‘r(‘(l 00
' to 40

' to port or starboard, but cannot be
maneuviMTMl biudv to its start,mg ixaut. It is humclied (lowu
ways, and furt.lu'r T)roi>elliHi l)y t,lie unwinding of wire from reels
ill tlu^ torpiMlo. The wire is drawn in and wouud up by two
drums driven at, a liigh spcHxl by a statioiuiry engim^ on sliore,

c4os<i to the \va,ys. OOie unwinding win^ turns two reels in tlu^

torpedo on (Mauaaitric shafts. Tlie immm-sion is regulated l)y

two horizontal bow rud(l(u*s, worked autonuitieally by a pendulum
and hydros(a,t ie ])ist.on.

77/e Pairieh Torje do is a,bout 24 in. in greatest <li/inu4,er /lud

40 ft. long. Tbeia^ is a float atta,(4ie,<l to the torpi'dodO ft., in
length, so placed /is to ovmdap Ui<^ nmr of the t.orixxlo 0 ft.; its

griadest diaimter is 18 in. The torpixlo is subtma-gixl about 0 ft.

below tln^ surf/iec. O’ln^ weiglit (•ompl(4(^ is nlx)ut7,M{)0 Ills., t.lu'.

explosive charges being 200 11)S. OOie result of four runs showed
an a,V(*rage speed over /i measimxl mil(‘ of 20*21 statutmuili^s.
For tiiis torpedo nr<^ ehiittHxl good s|xH‘d, gneat regidarity during
entire run, and considerable moliilil.y. An (daliorat.e aiul S[HMdal
lixiMl plant is not m'ee.ssjny, tiio motive power being carbonic aeid
carried in i,he tor|Kxlo.

The ]>!ordenfeldt Torpedo is eigar-shaiied, like the majorit-y of
its class, and it, moves (5 ft,, below the surfaius two floats *ind unit-
ing its |)()sition to tlm numipulator. The motive imwer, the pro-

1
lolling and steering apparat us, and tlu^ calile, arti all in the tor-
}Hxlo. OOh) eleetrie motiv(‘ powm* is su|)|di(Ml liy 120 storagi* e.(dls,

the st(Hu*ing Ixdng done by a lialaiiced rudder manipulateil from
thi‘. shore.

77//! Pino^-Kdkoth Torpedo^ Fig. 8, has two parts, the float, and
th<^ fish, eonnecied by means of steel bars. The former is filled

with stuir having eot.ton as its ehief component, while the latter,

6 ft.. und(‘r waler, eontahis the explosive matter, cable, electric

motor, sl/M'ring device, rudder, i»ro|Kdling screw and cabl(‘. t.ube.

4’her(5 an^ four eompartmciils
;
in tlie forward is the explosive ;

th(‘. s(‘Con(l is tlm buoyant chambiu*
; the third holds the cable,

not on /I, reid, but ingiuiiously wound into a hollow coil; while the
fourtii has t,lu! cle(!tri{*, motor and steering gear. There is a series

of magiu!ts for st./uu-ing and handling the engine, all of which are connected through
cable to tlie operator at the pole-changing key and switch on sliore. This torpedo has !

the
been

Fiq-

4.

—

Victoria

torpedo.
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largely experimented with in this country, and is now being made in France as well as in
the United States.

The y%otoria Torpedo, Fig. 4, is designed for both coast defense and ships’ use. The
forward compartment contains the explosive charge in its lower part, and Holme’s light
composition in the upper. The depth, when running, is controlled by a horizontal rudder,
actuated by a pendulum and servo-motor. In rear of this is the electrical cable chamber,
containing 1,200 yards of cable. Vertical steering rudders are controlled by a motor in the
rear part of the torpedo. An arrangement is also made by which the torpedo can be
launched from fixed under-water positions well clear of the shore, a buoy containing cable
being sent with the torpedo. To operate the torpedo from such a position, it is started ol!,

pulling cable out of the buoy, the starting effected by means of cable connection with the
shore.

V. Automobile, or Fish Tobpedoes —The Whitehead AictomoMle Torpedo consists of a
cigar-shaped envelope of steel or phosphor bronze, containing six compartments for its pro-
pelling, directing, and exploding mechanism. Its motive power is compressed a,ir

;
it is

propelled by two two-bladed screws, revelwing in opposite directions about the same axis, in
order to neutralize their individual tendencies to produce lateral deviation ; and it is main-
tained at a constant depth by horizontal rudders, and on a straight course by vertical vanes
set at an angle predetermined by experiment. The forward compartment contains the
explosive cartridge and the firing arrangements. The cartridge is made of disks of wet gun
cotton, contained in a metallic case, shaped to fit the chamber, and held in place by a felt
biifiter. The cartridge primer is made of dry gun cotton, and is inserted in the hole in the
center of the disks. The detonating primer contains fulminate of mercury, protected from
moisture by gumlac. The firing arrangement is made up of a small propeller, working in a
sleeve, in rear of which is the firing pin, held in place by a lead safety-pin. The arrange-
ment is suc-h that when the firing gear is taken from the torpedo, the cartridge primer goes
with it, rendering the torpedo inoffensive.

The immersion regulators are contained in the “secret chamber,” and their office is to
control the horizontal rudder after laimching, so as to bring the torpedo to a predetermined
immersion, and keep it there during its flight. The pressure of water due to depth below
the surface acts against a piston, the motions of which arc communicated to the horizontal
rudders, so that, when the torpedo is below its plane of immersion, the increased iiressure
will elevate the rudders, and when it is above, the decreased pressure will depress tliem.
When the torpedo is in its plane of immersion the piston is kept in mid-position by an e( jui-
librium between the pressure of the water and the tension of three steel springs. A i)eiidiiluin
works in connection with the above apparatus, so that should the rudders be “ liard up,” and
the torpedo in consequence turn its nose up, the pendulum would swing gradually aft, reduc-
ing the rudder angle until the action of the piston has been neutralized, and the riiddors
are straight.

The impulses of the mechanism in the socret chamber are insufficient to move, unaided,
the numerous cranks and rods connecting it with the horizontal rudder. A <icvi(!e called
a servo-motor is, therefore, interposed, so that the impulses of the regulators arc transmitted
only to a valve in Uie machinery chamber, and by the motion of this valve, augmented im-
pulses are transmitted to the rudder rods by means of compressed air from the irsm-voir,
which latter is made of cast-steel forged on a mandrel. A Brotherhood or Wliitehcad engiiu',
having tlireo cylinders fixed radially upon the shaft, works the propelling rnaeliiiiory. The
compressed air is admitted behind the pistons, and evacuated in proper order by llitTo slidi^
valves. The buoyaiiey chamber is an air-tight compartment, the use of whicli 'is to give a
certain preponderance of buoyancy to the torpedo during its flight, to insure its i-oturning to
the surface, or, by flooding the chamber, to cause it to sink. The bevel-gear cliambcr co'mes
next, and contains the gearing for making the propellers revolve iu opposite (.lircelions.
Next comes the tail of the torpedo, consisting of the rudder support and the rudders, botli
vertical and horizontal.

riie launching apparatus consists of a torpedo tube, closed at its outer eml hy {i, sluitui
door, and either permanently set into tlic ship’s side, or fitted with a ball-and-socket joi ii t, for
literal tram, or on trucks for transporting. This tube encases a sliding bronze shield', whiidi
by means of compressed air, can bo made to slide in and out on rollers. A hinged door at
the breech of the tube is opened, and the torpedo pushed forward into the shield until it
brings up against a stopper; a strut, pushed in after the torpedo, prevents any motion to tlie
rear.

^

When tire torpedo is set free, the shield doors are all open, and the inrushiiig water'
exerting an ecjiial lateral pressure, simply presses the torpedo directly sidewise att, without
deflecting it at an angle from the desired course. The 18-in. Whiteheads liavc a specnl of
from 32 to 33 knots for 437 yards, and 30 knots for 87o yards.

^

The Ilowell Torpedo.—TtxQ general profile of the Howell torpedo. Fig. 5. is that of a
spindle of revolution, the after body being a true spindle, the middle body a cylinder and
t he lore body an approach to an ogive, dhere are four detachable sections, The first («) i.s

the nose, carrying the firing pin and its mechanism. The latter is permanently IIxchI in a
hollow broaze casting, attached to the front end by a bayonet catch for ready liandlin<>* The
outer end of the firing pin is provided with fan-shaped corrugated horns, to 'prevent, gtancina
or s idmg a ong the object struck. The condition ol the firing pin is at all times plainly
visible. Its length beyond the nose showing whether it is cocked or not. The dummy and
the nghtmg heads are both made of sheet brass, the former being the lighter, so as to*^ a-ive
about 13 lbs. bnoyancy. In the fighting head the main part is filled with wet gun cotton (2»),
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a small water-tight eliamber being reserved for the dry gun-cotton primer (r.). Two small
holes are drilled tiirougli the cap of the primer compartment, and are filled with a substance
that is soluble after long contact with water. This is to insure drowning the dry gun-cotton
primer, and so preventing accidents.

Idle main section contains the fly-wheel, with its frame, the propeller gears (^), for-
ward sections of shafting, and tlie thrust bearings. The fly-wheel is gun steel, has a heavy
rim and solid web connection with the hub, and is provided with frictionless bearings, no
matter what be the plane of tho axle when rotating. The connection between the fiy-wheel

-rir>-t - L

1
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i

^
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Ihe. 5.— Howell torpedo.

and the steain motor that rorates it is made tltrough the starboard side of tlie torpedo by
means of (dutcli eouplings to the end of the axle. Tlie balance of the torfiedo is preserved
by means of a lead disk {k), whicdi is regulated by inserting a key through a hole tapped
throvigh the shell, ''rho fly-wheel is geared up to i,he propeller shafts, Avliich are carried
strjdght to ilio rear to the right and hdt-handed screws. Tlie stern section is divided into
two (Mimpartments. the forward of whi(?h contains tho diving mechanism, and is open to

free aiHu^ss of wali'i*
;
while ihe afi.tu’one is water-tight, and ])ractically empty. The rudder

is a stcicl rc(‘tangula.r [date completely filling tlie space Ix'tween the outer ends of the screw-
shaft tul)(‘s. ste(‘riiig tilh'rs are directly connected, tho one to a hydrostatic piston
and t h(^ ot hm* to a spring. Shoidd tlu^ imiiKTsion ho less tlian that determined upon, there
will be. less jirt'ssure on the piston, ami the spring will hold the rudder partially down and so

steer tlie. torpinlo down t,<) its propm* deptJi, and nee mrm>.
A pendulum (p) lias Ikhmi iiit.roduc.ed a,n(l suspended so as to swing in a fore-and-aft

din'ctlon a,ml insure t he torpedo remaining in a horizontal }X)sitioii. It is connected with the
tiller rod, and by it to the rudder. Two hra,ss afir tubers (// //) a.re connee.t(‘d with, the main
laniieliing tulie, hig. (>, siniilar to t.luAVhiteliead, ami ('ounecied nf their forward ends by a
cross tul)(^ (/). The right-hand tulio, called the tiring tube, ea.rries a liit.lo lilot'.k (/t if), in

whieh is tUXed a hammer, siuir a.ml maiiisjiring. In this tube, is ])la,ced an ordinary metallic

(iarti’idge. (uirrying less than ha,If a, pound of powder, sunieicuit,, however, t,o give the TiOO-lb.

lorfK'do a, (iis('hurge sp(‘ed of over ;?r) knots, 'riie n^ar (‘ml of t he left-hand pipe, ealhMl the

compri'ssion pip(', eoniUHds by an elbow with tlub main tube, (‘.xplosion of tho (nirtridgo

compress(;s tin' air in this tube, whi(di, wlum it (ud-ers Ix'hind the torixalo, (gciCts it with
BuOieieiit fona*. to k(‘op it, from taking the wahu* until it is dO ft. from th(‘, ship. Tlui (mtire

thne from pulling tln^ tiring huiyard until the t()rp(Mlo l(‘a,ves its tube is l>ut lit,tie oviU* one
second, most, of whieh is taJum u{) by the torpedo itsedf gat.liering inovenuvnt.

77e(! JIa/l Torpedo has thr(M‘ eoinpartiamds, the forwaa’d containing the niagazimuuKl the
firing apiiaratus ; the middle, tlu^ air Ihisk and engine; ihe after, tJ hi diving and righting

valv(‘s. Idle motive powm* is compressed air in a flask B ft. long, t,he engine ease forming

the after end of the flask. Thtnans a single direct-acting (‘rigiiu*. for each ser(‘W. 'riuj pro-

shafts an^ g('ared to tlu*. crank shafts in the proportion of B t.o 1. Th(‘ n ttm' seidhin—

ihtMl(‘pth-r(‘gulating (()inpHrtni(mt---lias in its lop an adjust,abh^ tel(‘.sc-()})ie t,ul)(‘ and in ilui

bottom an aperture; liy both of tlmse the conipartineiit is acr.essihh^ to water, wliie.h rises

abov(‘ tliC! lutt.toiu of tlie teles(*0|>e until the water aiid iinjirisoiu'd air are in (‘(juilibriuin.

Mdi(U‘(‘. is a, righting valve, WMirluxl l»y an arm connected with a tloa-t, ri'sting on t.lu‘. wader in

tluwifti'r ('(impartment, which gives outlet to the air so as to bring the torpinlo to a proptT

iinimu-sion, 'Phe nmgazimvis pivoted at its after end, suspiUKh^d by hangi'rs at its forward

end, and ci'iitered by springs, permitting lateral movenumt. which aeXuates pectoral fins.

Wlum tlu^ torpedo rolls, the lower fin is prcBsed out and the uppia- one pulled in, thereby

preventing a didlectiou of the torpedo from its course due to rolling.
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TRAPS, STEIM. The Thoens Balanced Steam Trap, shown in. Fig. 1, consists of a
east-iron casing, enclosing a galvanized-iron float, open at the top. To the bottom of tb©

float is attached a sleeve, with a valve seat, which is fitted around a vertical pipe. The latter

is fastened to the base of the trap, and connects with the outlet pipe. This vertical pipe is

provided with openings at the upper end to discharge the water from the float. As tlie

condensed water accumulates in the trap, the float rises, and the sleeve closes the openings in

the vertical pipe until the water overflows the top of the float, when the weight of the water

Fig. 1.—Balanced steam trap. iPio. 2.—The Morehead steam

depresses the float, allowing the water to pass out through the openings in the vertical pipe
to the discharge pipe until the float becomes light enough to rise again, when the operation
is repeated.

The Morehead Steam Trap, shown in Fig. S, consists, as shown, of a tank so supported
as to be free to tilt upon a bearing between the two check valves, the nearer of which is

marked F. The open end of the valve, D, is connected with the steam dome of the boiler.

The water of condensation, returning through the check valve. _F, enters the tank
;
and

when a sufficient accumulation has taken place to overcome the effect of the weight, B, the
trap will tilt until the left-hand end is received in the hollow bjock below. In a socket in
the arm carrying the weight, /i, is secured a standard, upon which is a roller, C, When tlio

‘ trap tilts, this roller.’ is brought against the
end of the lover of the valve*, I), raising the
valve and admitting steam from the Iroiler

to the interior of the trap. The pressure
thus being the same upon the surface of the
water as that in the boiler, the water deseeiuls
by its own gravity, entering the Ixriler

through the check valve opposite F. When
the trap is emptied, the weiglit, B, returns
it again to the position shown in engraving,
in which it is supported by tlio standaril,
carrying the roller, 0. The valve levm* is

attached to a rod, which engages wi1<h the
base, so that when the trap is in tlie position
shown, .the valve connected with that lever
will be open, relieving any pircssure inside
the trap. When, however, the trap tilts

again, this valve is seated by the weiglit upon
the lever.

PrafTs PetuTih Steam Trap, shown in
Fig, 3, has a receiving vessel, inside of which
is a water-tight cast-iron float, snspended
on one end of a lever. The other end of t liis

lever is fast to a spindle passing through a
stufling-box, and carrying on its outer end a
lever with a weight, which counterpoises
half the weight of the float. A rocking le vei-

ls provided with a weight, which rolls to either end, alternately, as the feeder fills and is
emptied of water, the rolling hall acting at exactly the same point every time to open and
close the steam valve.

Tricycle : see Cycle.

Trimmer : see Book-binding Machines.
Tripod : see Drills, Rock.
Trucks, Fire : see Fire Appliances.
Trusser : ^ee Threshing Machines.
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TUBE EXFA]?fDER.—A novel form of this implement is clearly illustrated in the accom-
panying' c lit. 1 1 is mad e entirely

of steel, except the head,which is

of case-hardened wrought iron.

The grooved rollers are jour-

naled in the solid body of the
tool. Frictional wear is limited

to the rollers and their pin.

Fi«. 1.- Tube expander. Each size of tube requires an ex-

pander of similar diameter.

Turbine : see Engines, Steam, Rotary, and Water Wheels.

Twister : see Cotton-spinning Machines.

Twist Macldiie : see Carving" Machines.

TYPESETTING MACHIN ES. Of the various styles of machines for setting and for

distributing type, several have proven of considerable value in the printing of magazines,

weekly ])a|»ers, and books, but until quite ret*.ently no apparatus has bc^en found equal, to the

Pi(i. I. Thurnc. lyiM‘Ht‘rfhig uud (liHtributiui^ muchinc.

s[)eeia,l r<Miuir(nnenl.s of largii newsimper omens, A machine, combining in one strnetiire the

functions of setting a,nd dist.rilmting. a|)pears to he the dosidiTatum, and several journals are

now successfully using a machine whicn admirably suits their purpose.
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Tlie Thorm Typesetting Machine, of which there are a large number in use, has been
lately remodeled and improved, and is now considered to be a practically perfect newspaper
machine, combining the features of typesetting and the automatic distribution of the type,
after it has been used, back into the machine lor repeated use. A general description of
the machine, which is shown in the accompanying illustration, is as follows : As will be
seen on reference to the general view, Fig. 1 ,

the two principal features of the Thorne type-
setting and distributing machine are a keyboard, and two vertical cylinders, having tlie same
axis, the upper cylinder resting upon a collar on the lower one. Both cylinders are cut witli
a number of vertical grooves, of such form as to receive the type, which 'is to bo first distrib-
uted, and then reset. There are ninety of these vertical grooves in each of the cylinders,
sufficient to contain all letters, and all kinds of characters that are wanted for ordinary pur-
poses. The keyboard carries a number of keys corresponding to that of the grooves, and
when the machine is in operation, whatever key is depressed, the letter corresponding to it is

ejected from its proper groove in the lower cylinder upon a circular and revolving table,
which has the same axis as the cylinder, but is of larger diameter. Of course, quite a num-
ber of types ma}r thus be ejected from the grooves in each revolution of the disk, and all are
brought round in their proper order to a point of delivery, where they are conveyed by a
traveling band into a guide, and are forced into a parallel position wdtheaeh other and proper
alignment by a striker as they travel in the guide, and they are also gradually turned upwaid
by a twisted portion of the slide

;
that is to say, so as to present the face of the letters upward.

The types thus set arc discharged in lines into a galley, and by an attendant, provided
with a case containing “ spaces,” are ‘‘justified that is to say, the spaces between words
are increased equally until the last word, or, if a syllable, with its required hyphen, in oacli
line reaches the end of the line. Proof corrections are, of course, done in the ordinary way.

The control of the types is effected by forming on the side of each character recesses
something like the wards of a key, the arrangement, of course, being different for eaeli char-
acter. The upper ends of the grooves in the lower cylinder are provided with projections
corresponding to these grooves on the types, so that no type will fall into any groove other
than that for which it is intended. This arrangement applies only to tlie lower cylinder,
which does not revolve. The grooves in the upper or distributing cylinder are large enough
to receive all the types, indifferently, that are fed into them, d'he work of (list ril)iition is
effected as follows ; A suitable attachment to the side of the upper cylinder enables Urn o])-
erator to place the galley containing the typo to be distributed in contact with, the? cylin(h?r,
and by a very simple device, line after line of type is fed into the cylinder until, if desimd,
every groove is nearly filled, and the upper cylinder is caused to revolve upon the lower oiu?'
with which it is iu contact. As the cohiraiis of mixed typo pass over the heads of 1 lu?
differently shaped grooves of the lower cylinder, letter by letter falls into its proper groove?
as soon as the nicks in the typos find their corresponding wards.

This inacliino, it will bo seen, roc^uires accuracy in construction, as do also the? typ(?s i,hat
are used with 4t, and this has been reduced to an exact system. Tlie types prcrianul by
casting in the usual manner, are sot in lino, clamped in a slide, and the lines of notcdic's or
grooves upon the edges arc plowed or planed in them

;
the accuracy of tlie tools onnoloyed

in these operations determines the accuracy and perfect working of the machiiu,?. The
grooves have been cast in tlm characters in several cases. By the use of this nuichim?, typtus
made in the highest perfection of typo founding are used, which is not the case in th’c ty pe
of stereotyping or line casting, because the differences in the form or charactei' of diffmunt
parts of the same font of letters demand for the best perfection diiforences of tcmi)(?ra,t.ur(? auul
of metal, which arc regulated by the skill and care of the workmen iu inakiug tlic? tyrx?

In handhbig the type by this machine, contact of the face of the lett(?r with any <)f t luv
parts of the inaehiue is avoided, so that the best possible tyjiography is securc'd by ‘it. Tin?
only apparatus or adjunct recpiisite for this machine is steam power, or oth(?r Vjropcl lino-
power. As c()mpared with other machines requiring tho melting and cooling of md nls, ami
electric batteries for checking errors arising from the derangement of tho machim', am’l air
euiTents for immrting motion to matrices, or other equivalent i)arts, it is said to 1)(\ .simrihu*
and superior. Tho usoof tlics;? machines involves tho expense of tho wages of tlu'sc oiiora-
tives, to-wit : One eompo.sitor, one justifier, and one boy for distribution, per machim' and
one man to set the liead lines for a number of machines.

The Lamto'ti Type Machine belongs to a new class iu tho typographical art. It is in fact,“a nmehine that reads copy, and automatically rewrites it ‘iu type metal.” By iiu'jiiisOf
the devices invented by Mr. Tolbert Lauston, the functions of the type e.a,st;er and tlu? com-
positor are combined in a single mechanical process, the typo metal' being trarisfernul from
the crucible to the galley m the form of composed type, ready for the press. Tlio only imiru
ual peyt of thew-ork is the manipulation of a keyboard, operated independently as fo time
and place from the typo machine proper, the movements of tho latter being cmtirelv auto-
matic. I his Imyboard contains a separate key for every character and space typt? c()niain(‘<l
in a coinplete font. They are 225 iu number in the machine now in use, and these? arc a!*-
raiiged m a bank of 15 rows, of 15 keys each. The depression of any key pimelK's a round
hole m a paper ribbon. When the last syllable which can be put in any line has lict'ii r(‘-
corcled by these holes in the paper ribbon, the extent to which the spaces of that line mustbe varied (by being made either smaller or larger) to justify the line, is indicated by a scaleand a reewd ot the degree of variance is made by means of holes punched in singly in tlu?paper. The roil of paper ribbon having been fille(l with such holes punched at definite close
intervals along its length, is next transferred to the type machine proper. It is evident that
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as the paper ribbon is placed in the type machine .iust as it comes from the keyboard, the
holes enter the type tnaehine in the inverse order to that in which they-were made, and, conse-
(luently, the justifying holes will enter the machine immediately before the line to' which
they apply, and by their presence devices are first put in operation which, while permitting
tile character types ix) 1 )g formed of proper normal width, automatically alter the width
of the space types in tlie line in tiie amount previously read on the scale at the keyboard
as being necessary to seeuro tlie justification of that particular line. The automatic con-
tinuance of tliese processes residt.s in casting the types composing the line in the inverse
order of tlieir arrangement tlierein, and in their being placed in the galley accurately justi-
fied, ready to bo arranged in the form on tlie imposing stone

machine and keylioard.
The jjorfected Ijanston keyl)oard is operated by electricity, and has the power to repeat

the sanie letter or space continiuiusly, so long as anyone key is held down, at a rate very
miicli inore nipid tluin can l)e witli comfort accomplislied by repeated strokes of the same
key.

^

Tins fneiilt,}' of automatic repetition enables all “ fat ” matter to be filled in with
sur])rising rapidity, 'rims, if a line is to l>e cast blank, the key of the “ em ” quad is held
down, and tlie index races to the end of the hue witliout any elTort on tlie part of the oper-
ator. In cMimiiaring the W(>rk of the keyboard operator with, tliat of the typewriter, the
latter has no equivalimt to lhis mechanical re|)etition in siicli work asdaslies, thus,

,

which r(M|nires a separate key nu)v<mient at eaeli one.
Ths Mofiirs 'riip(>(/r(t2)h.~—\\i this machine the matrix bars are hung suspended on wires

attaelual i,o a tilting frame, and are rehMised one at a time by toucliing a key on the key-
hoard, or hank, sonnnvhat* similar to a typewriter k<‘yboard. These matrix bars, when thus
nnlatch{‘<l, tra.v('l for-

ward by gravity on
their res|M‘('tiv(>. wires,

and are assembled in

a channel, and wlnm
th(‘ line is eomjihhe,
the oiKU’ator puts his

foot u|)on a. tri'mlhs

and by depressing it,

the mnehim^ automat-
ically just itii's. aligns,

e()mpn*ss(‘s, and (nets

the line, ami releasi's

and d ('posits tln^

formed t vpt^ bar in a,

galb'y. opera-
tions, in a, f(iot«|H)\v<'r

in a,<' h i n e , re(juir<‘

sdiout, tiv(' seconds; in

tile st( aim -power imi-

ehiiH', requiring oine-

eigbth of a, liofse-

j»<»\ver, tlu^ operation
iaJvcs but three sec-

onds, during wliieh

timi' the oporaior is

got ting his line, so

that I ht' work of tlie

imuiiim' is practieally

cent iiinous,

d’ h e just iiieation

is ncoomplislu'd by tlie

rotation of a rooking
<’om{)osito*(lisk of oir-

oularform, whiob at
t heinitia! point isl hin-
nor than a. ttinseein

spneo. by tho usi'of an
otT-si't in tlie ty|H‘ bar
itsoir, I ho just itioalion

is dono at tho poitit of

contact by tho jiisti-

fiors with tlu' mold.
By t he solo uso <d' the

justitim's the sptudng is made absolutely uniform, but liy employing threo-em spaces between

short words, un-uniform stiaeing may be, had. Before cbmmencing work, the frame carrying

/

/
Fm. S. ** ''I’lie Eogorg typograph.
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the various wires and matrix bars is swung down into position, with its front leg resting on

a base formed on the center shaft, as seen in Fig. 2, and the compressing arm is swung

to the left of the path of movement of the matrix bars
;
the latter, by the key action men-

tioned, form the line of composition in front of the mold, the latches retaining the matrix

bars having their appropriate lips inserted between any two matrix bars by reason of

inclines on the latter, so as to cause the release from the latches of only the proper matrix

bars. When the desired line has been thus formed, the operator desists from further key

manipulation, and gives the treadle its primary stroke.

This operates, first, to bring the compressing arm into position parallel with the lino of

composition, and to a predetermined point positively fixed for the length of the line when it

is finally justified
;
second, to rotate and move longitudinally a space shaft, which causes

disk sections of the compound spaces to move together to cause the spaces to expand the

line of composition to the full extent as limited by the set position of the compressing arm
;

third, to move the mold slide toward the- line of justified composition, said mold slide car-

rying the «aligning plate, which engages with the matrix bars to place their matrices in line,

and the slide also operates a space supporter so that the latter may provide rear bearing for

the spaces as they arc pressed at their forward edges by the mold
;
fourth, to swing the

melting pot forward and upward so that its discharge conduit will register tightly a,gainst

the casting chamber
;
fifth, to actuate the pump plunger in discharging the molten type

metal into the casting chamber.
The production of each cast type bar is caused by one complete revolution of the

main driving shaA, subdivided into two semi-revolutions in the same direction, respect-

ively a primary and secondary movement, so that each said complete revolution of the

main shaft is the result of two full-stroke movements of the treadle. After a brief du-

ration, sulficientto ensure the cooling and proper setting of the cast type bar, the treadle

is given its secondary movement. This rotates the driving shaft the final half of its revo-

lution, which acts to, first, withdraw the plunger of the pump ; second, to withdraw the

melting-pot discharge conduit from the casting chamber ; third, to move the mold slide

toward the left of the machine, thereby releasing the lino of composition from pressuro of

the mold, releasing the spaces from the pressure of the space supporter, swinging up the

upper mold section, and actuating the mechanism which ejects the type bar from tlie cast-

ing chamber; fourth, to rotate the space shaft in reverse to its previous moveinent, and
place the connecting mechanism in suitable position for a repetition of the operation de-

scribed under the first treadle movement
;
fifth, to move the compressor shaft rearwnrdly,

and throw its arm out of the path of moveinent of the matrix bars in reverse to its first

described movement.
The matrix carrier can thou be swung backwardly, so as to distiibuto tlie matrix burs

which were previously in the line of composition
;
each travels back to its own place by grav-

ity, and the spaces which were in the same line may bo moved by the spiace distribiUuir rcar-

wardly, and offi from the space shaft, on to a space way, and upwardly on the lait.er iinttl

they arc locked by a special latch. The cast typo bar, which constituies iho product o;f t.he

above-described operation, is then ready for trimming, which is done by mechanism operated
automatically by means of connections with the treadles and main driving sliaft.

• The length of lino and body of the type bar may bo altered veiy quickly, and the nmcdiine
may be coTivert.cd from a minion to a nonpareil, or to any other face for wliicli exl.ni s(ds of

matrices and extra casting boxes may be supplied. An eight-|)ago section of the New V'ork

Sunday World was, with the exception of the displayed advertisements and heads, set u]) on
a Rogers typograph. The composition was done entirely on one maehino, by three ojxvr-

ators, working in turn, 8 hours at a time, in 4 days, 28 hours, and 35 niiimtes, in wln<jh time
the proof was read, corrections were made, the heads set, and the type placccl in (diasos a,n(i

made ready for stereotyping, by the same operators, at a total cost of $67.22, the ojxviutors

being paid at tlie rate of $27 a week, the regular rate for time work on morning newsiiapors
set by the “piiece” in this city. This work, had it been done by hand, it is estimated,
would have cost, including time, making ready, and proof reading, $178.01. A speed of
over 7, ()(){) ems an hour has I:)een attained in setting memorized matter on a sixteon-cmi plea,

line, minion machine, and this seems likely to be excelled.

The Linotype {Mergenthalefs pootent) is a machine now extensively used, and wbicdi
enables an operator working at a keyboard attached to the machine to set linos of typ{‘ of
any required length

;
such lines, upon completion and perfect justification inochaniimlly,

are then cast as solid lines, and dropped into a galley while the succeeding line is hiving .set

and justified. The linotype has a keyboard of 107 separate keys, arranged in six rows, a.n(l

this number of keys is said to be sufficient to cover not only all required faces of typo to lie

used as from one font, but also, on some machines, to meet the requirements of many logo-
types with faces set bodyways, such logotypes being much used in printing addresses for

wrappers, thus John Jones :the twelve months, expressed by three letters each, Ju;n
,

Feb., Mar., etc.
;
Mr., Mrs., Dr., Prof., etc., to the extent perhaps of 20 additional keys.

The fundamental parts of the machine are a series of female type or matrices, each (‘,6n-

taining a single letter or character, and a series of spacing devices or guides, each of wldidi
is capable of movement to variable thickness. The assorted matrices are arranged in ttic

channels of a magazine, provided with escapement devices connected with finger keys, so
that the operation of a key is followed by the discharge of a matrix bearing the sfiine char-
acter. The space bars are arranged in a magazine, and discharged in like manner.
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As the matrices emerge from the magazine, they are received on an inclined traveling belt,

by which they are delivered one after another into a receiver, in which they are composed or
assembled in line together with tlie spaces. The composition continues until all the char-
acters to appear in a line are assembled. The operator then depresses a lever, and the
asseml)led line of matrices and spaces is transferred to the face of a mold having the internal

dimensions of the required linotype. The matriees and spaces thus assembled act jointly to

close the face of the mold, and wliile in this position the spaces are automatically adjusted

to elongate the lineto tlie required limit, or, as technically termed by the printer, to “ justify

the line.” A melting pot, containing at all times a supply of moiten type metal, and pro-

vided with a force |)iimp, is connected with the mold, and after the line of matrices is pre-

sented to the font, the p 11111]) causes the molten metal to flow into and fill the mold, where it

Fkj. a. M<'rg(‘uihnl(n‘ Ihiotypi’. luachiuo.

solidifie.s in the form of a bar or ‘^linotype,” Ix^aring on its (algo th(‘ impr(‘ss of ihe mal.rlces

which ar(\ for th<‘ iKung, aHsembhMl in the? front. After tlie linol vqxMs thus formed,

tlH‘ ma,tric(‘s a, r<^ withdrawn, the mold moved, and the linotype aiit.oiiiaticaJly ejected ami
add(‘<i iolln^ series which pn*ceded it. Ah booh as the line "of matritjes and space ba^rs is

nmiovM'd from t.lu*. mold, thc^ .spmu's are separated and reiurmHl to tlndr magnzimis, whiles the

niatric(‘s and.ransieruMl to a (iistribiiting inecdianisrn, by which tlu^y aui ri^turned to tluj

magazint‘ ehaniu'ls from which iln^y started.

'rii(‘ distributing mechanism is of extreme simplicity. It consists, (‘sstmtially, of a single

liar (‘xbrnding horii^ontaJly abovn^ the upper ends of the niagazim' channels, and baving along

its sides a s(‘ri(‘s of horizontal ribs, which differ in number and arrangcmient., over the

r<‘sp(a-liv(‘, (thannels. Tlu^ matri(M^H have their upper ends noieJuid a,ml provichul with teeth,

by wlue.h they may Ik‘. suspended from this bar while being m()V(‘d hmgihwise therourider.

As each matrix is thus movcul along the bar, its teeth may cJigago and disimgago certain oJE
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the ribSj and when the matrix reaches a point directly over its appropriate channel, all of its

teeth are, for the first time, disengaged, and it is permitted to descend by gravity into the
magazine, there to remain until all of its predecessors in that channel have been called

into use.

A simple mechanism is provided for transferring the matrices, one at a time, in rapid
succession, to the distributor bar, and for carrying them along the bar to the points of dis-

charge. The organization of the machine is such that the manipulation of the keys to

assemble the characters for one line, the easting of the preceding line, and the distribution

of a still earlier line, are carried on concurrently and independently. The machine is

operated by a small expenditure of power. Its principal parts move slowly, and the task of
the operator is limited to the manipulation of the finger-keys and the simple movement
reqtuired to start the line. As soon as one line is completed and started to the caster, he
proceeds to set up another line. The keys are operated with a lighter touch than those of a
typewriter. The capacity of this machine, as now speeded, is from 8,000 to 10,000 ems
per hour.

Fig. 3 is a perspective of the complete Mergenthaler linotype machine.
The Mumon Method of P.ower Type Composition hiishGen recently simplified and improved,

so that features formerly criticised or excepted to by practical printers have been eliminated.
It has been considered that most of the typesetting and composing machines heretofore
placed before the public were limited in their capacity for work by the ability of the
operator, and that, with the average manipulation, from one-half to three-quarters of the
capacity of a well-constructed machine remains idle. The object of Mr. Munson’s inventions
is to overcome this defect in typesetting machinery, and to make it possible to work up to
tlie absolute maximum speed, lie uses three machines, viz. : A. preparatory perforating
machine, a typesetting machine, and a type-distributing machine. The preparatory per-
forating machine is small and simply constructed. It is provided with a keyboard that can
he worked by any typewriter operator at any time or in any place, and the result (a strip of
paper having a series of transverse rows of perforations) can afterward bo used to operate tlio

typesetting machine. By this plan two, three, or possibly more persons can bo employed
simultaneously in keeping one tyj)esetting maehine constantly at work. This preparatory or
“compositor’s ” machine works as follows : To each letter, point, figure, space, quadrat, etc.,

is assigned a particular row of per£orat,ions in the ribbon, the rows being made to differ from
one another by changes in tlie combinations of their perforations. The operator luis only to
see that he depresses the proper keys in their right order, the macdiino itself taking care of'llio
combinations and insuring the correct perforations of the ribbon. The operatior detormincs
as he goes along where each column line of typo shall end, in substantially the same way
that a typewriter operator decides where each line of typewriting shall end. Tliai. is, ho is
guided by an index moving along a graduated scale, and also by the sound of a bell lliat
is struck automatically a little before the end of the line is reached, just as tlie typevvril er
operator is guided by the^ “ carriage scale ” index and bell of thiit machine. When the end
of a column line is thus fixed, upon by the operator (whether the division comes aftm* a word,
after a hyphen dividing a word, or after a point, figure, or otlier character), lie marks tlio

terminus of the lino by touching a key that causes to bo inserted at that point in tlu^. ril)!)()n

a row of perforations that represents a peculiar typo, called the *‘line divider.” He Ihen
proceeds in like manner to compose tlie next line.

The typesetting machine has no keyboard, but is automatic in its action, and is oporat<;d
ptirelyby mechanical power, its work being directed by the perforated strip. Aiit,oinahi(;aIly
it does the following things: (1) It sets matter in a long, continuous line of type, this line
consisting of a succession of separated short lines, each of which has the requisite longHi and
the proper terminal division to make it, when spaced and justified, a correct and suitalilo
column line. (2) It spaces evenly, and justifies with exactness eaeliof such coin inn lines, and
then deposits it with the column of type on the galley. (3) When nmtter is requircMi to lie

leaded, it inserts leads between the lines of type as they are moved on to rhe galley.
The type used with tliose machines is the ordinary typo made and sold h'y i-ypcfoimdm’s.

The power type distributor is entirely automatic
;
that 'is, it will not require 'tin “di^jid”

matter for distribution to be fed into it by hand, but a whole page or coliium of typ(‘ may l)o

placed on its table, and the maehine itself will do the rest. It separates the foroihost linT of
type from the others, and then picks off each individual type and places it in its prorier
reservoir.

The Electric Linotype MncMne, based upon the inventions of Mr. Bliuokers, jmd further
improved by Mr. Homer L'ee, is an automatic type-bar casting maehine, ditferiug from Hm
Mergenthaler and Rogers machines in that, instead of using female cliaracdcrs of tlni matrix
order, it employs male orciuneo characters secured to the ends of bars arrangi'd in (In' }ir('. of
a circle over a key-assembling channel, the bars being arranged in line,s radial to i lit hr kt^y
channel Any number of bars with like characters may be used. The bars an^ reh'ascMl, ono
at a time, by electro-magnets operated from a keyboard. When released, each ba,r falls by
gravity with its type end in place in the assembling channel iti front of the operator, <‘acdi sink
ceeding bar, as it falls, taking its place alongside of the preceding bar. The aulomalit*. justi-
fying spaces are similarly released by a proper key and electro-magnet to fall in plaut^ bctwcMui
the type bars, and when the line is completed the machine automatically clamps tli(‘- types in
place, and at the same time rnoyes the justifying spaces simultaneously all to cinial dist aiun^s,
so that the line is automatically justified at the time it is clamped rigidly in jilacjc. The soft
lead bar is then fed beneath the line of clamped type bars, and is moved up into forcible
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contact with the type faces by a proper plunger, which causes the soft lead bar to be
impressed with a line of eha,ra,ctei*s which thus appear in the bar in female or intaglio form.
Tlie plunger then withdraws, the soft lead bar is released and moves forward into position in

line with tlie mouth of a type-bar mold. The molten type metal is then automatically
forced into the mold against the face of the ^matrix, the mold withdraws slightly, and
carries the cast type bar around in contact with a rear knife, that trims tlie under face of tlie

typo bar and deposits it in |)roper order into a galley, to bo afterward taken to the composing
table. As soon as the plunger withdraws, and the soft metal bar is thus released, otlier bai’S

ma,y be fed in, one at a time, automatically, so that the matter of the first bar may be dupli-

cated one 01* more time.s, as may be necessary. When a new line is to be set up, the operator
pulls a candle, and the type bars move back to their normal positions ready for the operator to

assemble anotlier series of ba,rs. The automatic justificr referred to is the invention of Mr.
Slruckers, a,nd forms a very important part of the machine, and is, in fact, necessary to all

automatic linotype macliincs, and is one of the most ingenious parts of the machine.
TYPEWRITER OR WRITING MACHINES. Tyriewriting machines may be divided

into four g(meral classes, vijs. : Typo-bar macliines, or those having type attached to

th(‘. ends of bars, so arranged as to strike at a common printing point
;
wheel machines,

or those having t,yi)e arranged upon segments of a wheel, which are swung into a

printing position by modified levers; cylinder machines, or those having type ar-

ranged' upon cylimhu-s, and so governed by levers and auxiliary levers as to_ oscillate to

a proper printing position ; and oiKi-hand machines, so-called, as they are designed to be
operated by one hand, TMiere are more type-bar macliincs in use than all other classes com-

Fm. 1. <!ulhmiph typewriu^r.

billed, 'riiei'c are t.wo cIiikwh iif lypi-ltiiv nmcliini's —lluise print.ius witii an upward stroke,

anil those iirintiiij' with a iliiwiiwaril stroke. Tlie (tiilif'mpli, Heminijton, Smith ’'•eiiiier,

Yost, I )ensm(>r(\ and NaitJoual lielong to the first (dass. The Franklin, Bar-lock, and Will-

iains iH'hing to the stM'ond.
, . . i i- i

1. TYWriMUi MAcniNi-;s.«-7y?r (Udiumph Tf/pewritvr, Fig. 1, is a type liar maclune. hav-

ing a common rtriiiting point, at whi<-h th<^ iw strike by an upward motion of tju^ tyfie bar.

q’lds rioint is exactly in the c(mt.er of flic basket, and whim any key is touched th(‘ type eor-

resnonding to it rises with a sharp, quick blow, leaving an inqa-iut a,t. llud. mirtunilar point.

Ky an automatie, ('Si^apenuMit,, tin* carriage, with its load of papm-, is allowed to glide easily

onward so that th(‘ next eliaraeter will appear at its pro\Hir st>ac‘e distanee from the prei-cd-

ing one Tliis, in a general way, explains the operationof thiMiiachuK', hut a numbm- ot

inec.lianisins are set in niolion by niiuply toueliinK the key. 'Phe earriiw' uiovintimt and

ribhon innvenu'iit. are elTected simulliiUflouKly. A reelatiKular roeUer l,mr is puumn'U at

the rear luise ol' the inaehine by means of a pair of sfaula and chock nuts. U n.soH in a

iiernendieular poHilion, reaeliitiK across tile top plate at the bat'k. Helow, it l.s eonneeted

to a U .shaped universal bar, whieh ruauhos out under the key lovers i;i such a way that
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when they are depressed the same motion is given to it, and in turn carried forward to the
rocker bar, which receives a wibratioii at its upper part. In the middle upper
part of the rocker bar a dog is pinioned, which engages the teeth of a double rack hung
directly over it from, the carriage. A driving arm is connected to a strong torsion spring
underneath the machine, and then in turn to the forward rack, by means of an ordinary link
and stud, so that there is a conijinual pressure upon the rack and carriage from right to
left. The dog engages the rear rack when the machine is at rest. The two racks have an
independent action within the limits of one rack tooth. Between the two is a small spiral
spring, w^hich, when the machine is at rest, is stretched by the stronger tension of the
torsion spring

;
thus when the dog engages the teeth of the front rack, the strain is taken

from the rack spring, which resumes its normal position, carrying the rear rack with it the
distance of one tooth. In this way, the teeth of one rack are always opposite those oC the
other, and the dog plays back and forth, allowing the carriage to travel easily onward one
space at a time. The vibration of the rocker bar gives the forward and back action to tlio

dog, which engages first one rack and then the otlier.

At each side of the rocker bar is attached a pawl, engaging the teeth of a ribbon ratchet,
which works on an eccentric giving a lateral movement to the ribbon. The ratchet is at one
end of a short shaft, having at the other a small cog, geared to a larger one. The larger cog is

pinioned to another shaft, which, as it turns, reels the ribbon. The shafts are at right angles,
and, working together, give the ribbon two movements, thus exposing at the printing point a
fresh part of the ribbon for each type impression. Thus a positive ribbon movement is se-

cured, and the whole printing surface of the ribbon is utilized. By means of a switch at tlie

back, the cogs at either side of the machine may bo thrown in and out of gear at pleasure.
Thus when the ribbou has been wound upon one spool, the switch is reversed and it is reeled
upon the other. The lateral motion continues when either is in operation.

The keyboard, which consists of 78 characters, is so arranged that the letters most fre-
quently used are most conveniently placed, and those least often used are in less prominent
positions. The small letters occupy an oblong space in the center, about 7 in. long and 2^ in.
wide, distributed over three banks. Directly above the small letters, are six characters in
common u«e

;
above those are the numerals. Below the small letters are the difEerent punctu-

ation marks, and at the right and left appear capitals, which are wliite upon a blaA back-
ground. It is designed that the left hand shall operate and those at tlie
left of them, and that the right hand shall operate “ V and those a1, the right
of them. With tnis as the dividing line, the letters are arranged as far as possil)lo so tliat in
the majority of words the hands will work alternately in producing the letters, which is essen-
tial for rapid work. The keys are made from a composition which is easy to the lou(;h,
and from its dull luster is not trying to the eyes. Six bridges reach from one side of the
frame to the other, through which key-stems pass, serving as a guide to them. Below, the
stems are joined to equalized levers, which are made to operate typo bars by moans of longo.on-
necting rods. Hangers radiating from the center of the basket are {ittaehed to the top i )lato
supporting other levers. These are the typo bars, which, being struck up from slicci; stetd, jirc
hollow, thus securing lightness and strength. A conical bearing, winch is tight,oned by an
adjusting screw, insures a positive aucl permanent alignment. The type arc set !it the ex-
treme end of the bars, affording a levemge of such power that by means of impression papj'r
40 copies can be made at once. Tor this reason the Caligraph is used by press assocmitions
and telegraph companies in taking matter for publication direct from the wire. By means
of it, all the NTew York dailies are furnished immediately wi1.h a clearly-printed copy of
important news. The old method of writing out messages as received is gradually l)eing
discarded, and even personal telegrams are received in the same manner.

The carriage glides easily forward upon a rod at the back of the machine, supportcid from
the frame by ordinary standards. At the front center, the carriage is supported by a small
wheel of hardened steel. A yoke with steel collars connects the carriage to tlie traveliri<>*
rack, and thus they move together, one space at a time, and lust as fast as the dog pa.sso.s froin
one rack to the other. The paper is fed into the machine from behind and lui.-^sos bot wfnm
two rubber rollers which hold it firmly in place. The smaller of the two, the f(><>(] roll is
pressed firmly against the larger by means of feed springs, held in place by sei-scrows. Ibis
insures an even tension at both ends and causes the paper to feed straight. Il, also a.(lnii(s
paper of any thkdaiess and any number of sheets, as the set-screws make the ap para,! us
adjustable. This is one of the most valuable recent improvements. Tiiei’o are two iiil.CM*-

chaugeable rollers or platens, of dilferent diameters, for each machine. Tlicst^ are adjuBl.ed
the one for single copy work and the other for manifolding,

' '

The^Remmgton Maclmie (PTg. 2).—The printing is produced in this machine by typo
bars rising, so that one set of typo strikes at one common printing point, and anotlier S('l of
type strikes at another common printing point, both of which are a trilio of tlio cfyiter of the
basket. These bars are hung from the top plate of the machine. The type, however ai'o
arranged in pairs upon the type bars, so that one key answers for two type, refiuiritjg iiow^
ever, an auxiliary shift when any of the upper-case letters are required. This gives a smaller
keyboard, there being but 40 keys, which obviously represent 76 characters, as two keys arc
used lor shifting. While this arrangement gives a more eompaet keyboard, two senaratc
strokes are required to produce any of the upper-case letters. The stroke is made by levers
lulcrumed at the back of the machine. This is an easy leverage, requiring a ^-in. stroke
The carriage is a 7 x 9| in. frame, which rides upon three wheels, two being at tlio backand one in front. Those at the back are grooved to fit the back rail, while the one in
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front is (lilt and Inis a. pbiiii track. The platen, feed roll, and connecting gear are fitted to

forward iind back wlien a shift from one ease to the other is required. Two yoke
blocks connect these to the
sliift rail, which is in front.

This rail has a forward-and-
back movement correspond-
ing to that of the carriage.

A strong spring holds it well

forward, so that the printing
surface of tlie platen I'einains

direcjtly over the lower-case
typc_ T’o print an xipper-

eaiso character, the shift key is

jorcssed, throwing the platen
l:){ick, witli the printing sur-

face directly over the npper-
ease chiLractci’s. In the Oali-

graph tlio platen is corru-

gated, giving a (lat surface
upon which the type strike,

and the type faces sire plain
;

while in this machine the
platen is round and type
faces are concave. Two rub-

ber stira[)S, wliich pass he-
Tioath the |:>laten and around
each end of the feed roll, hold
it in phiCB, By switching,
the |)liii,on may l)e made to

Ki(;.y. Rcmin^iiton typewriter.

hold a constant npp('r-( *1180 printing piosition, and then the lowor-caso sliift must bo used to

find lower-caso cliMnud-crs. This is useful in tabulating work and in printing headings. The
carriage is drawn from right to left by a coiled sinlng Jittacdied to it by a loiither strap.

A yoke wit h sti'cl Inisliings joins the carriagi^. te a rack whitdi engages its teetli with a dog in

such a mauiK'r tliai- the liiovcna'iit is made one sittice at a lime. Ihvre, however, the rack is

single and tlu' dog double, being split. When tlie machine is at rest, the forward dog

engag(‘s the nick le(‘(h and is pressed forward against its spring until aligned with hliorear

dog. By n, roek(‘r-bar movement luith dogs are swung forward at <uieh stroke, and just far

(uiough to fnM‘ llu^ foiuvard dog, wluui its spring ca,iTi(‘s it back the dislaiuu^ of one tooth. As

soon ns the ro<*k('r bar, n^suiuing its normal position, has carriod the front dog tlirougli the

next iootlu it- again sprung forward and the spacing is made,

A ratc.liet is ultaeluul to tlu^ shaft carrying tluMMjihsl spring, and so arrirnged that it gears

only wlu'u the eari’ingi^ Iravids from right to l(*ft. At. the other end of tliis shaft is a cog,

of a switeh, oither oiuM-aii l)e put. in gear, and when ihe ribbon luiH I )e(ui wound about one

spool, it vnn l)e revcrsiMl and wound about tlm ot lau’.

T/n' Smith Prrmkr (big. J>). - 'fhi^ im])r('.‘^sion of tin* type^ is miwh^in tins inuehine by
'

the same upward .stroke ns in tliose jnawiously deseribiMl, I ait tlu) typ<^ hiirs are arranged in

a didenmt imuuu'r. I’luy are hung on I'l in. bea,rings, om^ half of them being supported

ahove, th(‘ |>lnle, and lh<^ other half hidow'.
^

But

iusbuid of fonuiug idiords of the plub* ciriilt\

as in ihi^ machines alnwly deseritx'd, Mu' Ikuit-

ings an^ .siMuiut lines to that <Mreh% and the

type bar propm* is at tin* extrenu^ inmu* liear-

iiig, In making a. strong, firm stroke, the type

liar sliould bi* at. right angles to its bearin|g,

but. from thi' jio.Mition of the, bearing thi.H is

obviously impossible, and so tin*; bars are lieiit in

Kueh shape that the line <)f the bar at its striking

point has sueli a [losiliou relatives to its bearing.

Tlie ilH*ory is that, with the inereasiMl length of

Inuiring, th<‘ idignu ent will In* pm’munent. The
rocker-bar movmneut is used throughout the nui-

elfme. I'onm'ciing rods are attueheil h> the other

(‘11(1 of the typ(‘'4>jir bmiring, ami thus the ends

draw against each other when tin*, bar Is in opera-

tion. Th(‘ k(‘y l(‘vers of this machiue are entirely

ditlVn’mit from what, have l)(‘eu desigilMMl. Oireiilar

bars. 7(nn iiutnlant iiiid about au eighth (if iituiKdi
, , , . ^

in (lianieter, reacli fnun front to rear and below the keyboard. ,I hoy Jiaye a bearing at

each end* and \york with a circular movement. A rocker-bar inoveinent attaches tno key

Fm. 3, SnUth Frcinler laacliino.
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stem to this bar, and the same kind of an arrangement is used for joining it to the connect-
ing rods. These rocker-bar levers are arranged in 12 banks, with those of a bank directly
over each other. The keyboard consists of 70 characters, corresponding to the same number
of rocker-bar levers and type. Its arrangement is quite different from either keyboard
described. The capitals are arranged in three banks above, and the small letters below,
where they are conveniently touched. The numerals are arranged at the sides, and the
punctuation marks occupy the remaining spaces. The carriage moves upon ball bearings,
which have an enclosed track of their own. This arrangement insures a steady, even motion.
The platen is hung on an open bearing, and is so attached to another set of bearings above
that it can be swung out of its true bearings forward, so as to expose to the operator’s view
the printing surface of the platen and any writing upon the paper. The feed roll is attached
to the rear carriage rod, so as to admit of a swing motion, governed by springs which press
it against the platen. By pressing the paper table forward the two are disengaged and tlie

paper can be easily removed. The carriage is attached to a coiled spring at the rear of the
machine by a fine steel chain, and is carried from right to left by it. The spring is joined
to a wheel which turns upon a shaft, reaching from front to rear as the side. Back of

the spring wheel is a weight, hung on an eccentric which rises and drops as the wheel turns,

thus striking a boll. It is gauged, as in all machines, to trip and strike at tlic end of (‘a-eh
line of writing. The ribbon spool is hung loosely upon this (>-in. shaft, a si)riiig holding it
pressed against a, spiral stop at the front of the machine. As the carriage is lu’csscul back
from left to right, the spring is wound up, the shaft is turned, and with it the spiral stop
which presses the spool along the shaft also.

The Yost MaGhme.--The Yost is the only machine of its class which does not use a
ribbon

; a pad is used instead. This is a circular piece of felt, saturated witli ink, whieVh fits
the circumference of the machine disk. When at rest the type bars stand in a verilcal
position with the type faces resting on the pad. There is no attempt at alignment, as Ifie
type are forced to a common printing point by means of a perforated diaphragm, having a
flaring opening which draws to a center the size of the type shank. The type ba,rs have
what is known as the ‘‘grasshopper motion,” and are operated by levers of the first class
The action is a complicated one, three additional levers being necessary, one of the second
class and two of the third.

The FranUin .—This is a type-bar machine which prints with a downward stroke
;

the writing is visible without any movement of the paper carriage. There is a diri'ct connec -

tion between the levers and type bars, which are cog-geared. Teeth at the end of IcwiJrs
of the first class pgage similar teeth on the type bars, so that the bars are forced down
by a rolling motion. The machine has two type on a bar, the upper-case letters being
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printi'd by m(^‘ins of an auxiliary shift. Type-bar g:uides force the type to print at a com-
nioii poiiii.. 'riu'Hi are 40 keys, which can be modilied by the shift, printing 80 characters.

Th(‘ machine has a, circular keyboard, radiating from the comnion printing point.

1 1 , dhin TYri<>\virnEL Machtne.— The Hammo^id .—This machine. Fig. 4, has some features

simihir to t he othei's whlcli have been described, but stands alone as a type-wheel instrument.

It Inis 'M) ki‘ys : also two shifts, and as each shift gives a new meaning to every key, the
inac-hiim will' yicdd 1)0 characters. There is a common printing point at the baek of the disk.

Th(‘. t.yp(‘ {ir(‘ a,i*r{ing(Ml on two type wheels, whicdi together form the quadrant of a circle, and
{irV.ingi'd in threat, rows, the u{)pcr row containing small letters

;
the middle, capitals; and

i,h(' lowi'r, numb(‘r‘s and (diaraetcrs. The type wheels are arranged on a shalt which stands
ptn'pmidioularly in i.hc cmiterof the disk, and so governed by a spri ng that, after being raised,

it will h(‘, forcibly drawn down. Thus each row of characters can bo brought iiiln line with the

printing point,. 'The shifts are upon lovers which oponite a rocker bar atlaclu'd 1o the wheel
she ft. Faoh one has a stiop, governing the height to which the wheel shallbo carried,

niius, wlu'ii figures are tube printed, the wheels are carried to the highest point
;
if capitals,

they ^vill b(‘. (tarried only ha,If i.ho height. Foi* small letters, which arc most used, they print

oil tluiir normal level.* beaching across the levers beyond the fulcrum are universal bars,

ea-ch of whicdi covers lialf of t,he5 levers, ono at one side of the inacdiine, and one at the other.

Tlius, whim ihe keys on Ihehdt are touched, the left universal bar is raised, and when the

keys on Idle rigid, ari‘ toiudied, the right universal bar is raised. Eaeh is connected to a
rockier bar, acting oiu'. upon one type wheel, and one upon the other, swinging them so that

every part may bo brought, to tlie comnion printing point. Stems are placed in a vortical

Fi(i. 5. (’nnidull ( yix' <‘yliH<lor inai'IiiiM'.

position over tlie levw’s, so that wlnm any key isi>n^KS(‘d, its stein will rise as a, stop ilirectly

over 1,iiat lever, i>reventing t ho, wheel from Inrniiig past t.his point. ^As the type are {daiuHl

Ufion th(» whiM'ls to lie guided by this aolien, ea-eh tyiMi pn'smits it.stdf at the I'lght point to

print, whim its key is iiressisl. The yihlion is ooiIimI upon t wo sjx lols, wliiidi are arranged

upon upright, shalts. (jogs upon the fewer ends of 1,he.se shafts engnigis Hpirals at the ex*

tnmiiticH of anothm’ Hhal’t, rime.hing from side b> Hi<le of the niacliiiu* at right angles to

f ile, ujU'ighiH. d'lics s|)irals work against eaeh ot.her, imd, consi'iiuonily, the Hpools l.urn in

opposite (iiis'etioMH, If one spool is lightened toits shaft, thn other is loose and t.uriis easily.

To reverse* the rihlMin, one i pool is lis’sened and ihe other is made iight. 'riio lower shatt is

turned hy a universal bur ahovii the. (mds of the lovers, which also opeiuti^H othm* meiduinisin

in the hack of the maeliiue. ’’riie. earriage is at the Imok of the, inaehine, a,ml works iqiou

groovi'd guide whis’ls. Two feed rolls arc hold iigainst eaidi ot her hy a si roiig spring, and

are sepn ruled to udniit papiT hy ii disengaging pin. 'Phe meohiuiisin which i^onlrids the

moviMuent is coinplieated, am f More than a cursory deserijdion would he unprolitalile.

ddien^ is an e.senpenuuit. wheel at the back, arranged on a shaft, ha,vingfit, it.s other (aid J*- tmg

engaging tin* ii'idli of the ras'k, whieh in turn is connected i.o i Inn main spring barnd. Ihe

spring draws ihi* raidc from right, to left, and is ludd in chiaik liy an eseaneinent, pawl, wliich

draws down upon it. When fn'ial from this strain, a spring of its own draws it up, where it

retnains as long as the loirriage spring is hald in check liy the ('.scapmncnl lever arm, hut,

when this is removed, the n<‘xt, tooth of the escapement whind engages I he csi'fiiKunent pawl,

and th(‘ spacing is aeeomt»lished. The action of the nicidianism Ls set in motion by a uni-

versal bar oiieratcd hy tlu^ levers.
^ ^ ^ C JA

in. Thu d'yen-cYLiNDEK Machink.—The Crandall,—The distinguisbmg feature ox this

6(1
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machine (Fig. 5) is that all impressions are made by the oscillating stroke of a type cylinder,

Fig. 6. All printing is visible. The cylinder is actuated by means of

p—^ 28 levers, together with 14 auxiliary levers. There are 28 keys. Two of

them represent one character each
;
the remaining 26 are modified by two

shifts, and so the machine produces 80 characters. The principal levers

11 iii^W those of the first class. The auxiliary levers engage in the difler-

ential ways on the face of a twirler, situated at the back of the machine.
From the upper part of the twirler is a T-shaped arm fitted wdth teeth,

SllSlIi which engage the type-cylinder gear. The type cylinder is held in a
slightly inclined position upon a spindle, supported upon a bracket
attached to the frame of the machine. In printing, the type cylinder is

thrown into a perpendicular position against the face of the platen at a
common printing point. By the depression of any key, its levers and
auxiliary are set in motion. This moves the twiider, and with it the
T-shaped arm which causes the type cylinder to oscillate. At the same
time a cam movement, attached to a universal rocker shaft, throws the
type cylinder against the platen.

IV. One-hand MxQ’Emis,,—The Merritt Typewriter .—This rnacluno
is designed to he operated by one hand. The type stand upriglit, and
are arranged in a movable trough, which is fitted into another so that
it: can be moved easily from side to side. In the center is the print-
ing point. The type are forced through a slot at this point. Wliich-
ever type is directly under the slot is forced against the platen, thus
making an impression. An index key is attached to the typo trough,
and the type are so arranged that each one is brought beneath the
slot as the indicator is moved opposite the corresponding character.
The letters and characters are arranged in front, so that those most fre-

quently used are nearest each other. This machine has two shifts, one
for capital letters, and the other for numbers and other characters.
The capitals and characters are arranged on either side of a small letter,

so that for one the right shift is required, and for the otlior the loft.

Unlike most of the other machines described, the carriage is not moved
by a spring, but is thrust forward automatically.

These are the principal machines now on the market. One of the
many requisites of a writing machine is its ability to manifold. Tlioso
having type bars are especially well adapted for this purpose, as tlio

^ _
leverage is much stronger. In a strong, well-made typo-bar machine,

' copies can be made very readily, and by using a brass platen
and double carbon, as many as 40 copies are o:Eten taken at once.

On account of the numerous parts necessary to every writing machine, all require more
or less attention, and for this reason the simplest mechanism and that least liable to get out
of order is preferable.

Valvo : see Furnaces, Blast, and artiedes under Engines.
VALYES.

—

The Locke lieitewabU-dish Yalve is shown in Fig. 1. When the valvo is

Fig, 6.—Type cylin-

der.
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op(?ned enoip{2^h to admit steam, the soft-metal seat is removed out of the direct line of the
steam current, thus brin.^-inf!^ the cutting action of the steam upon the cylindrical proiection
or plug, instead of on the seat.

The (Jlmpmmi Removable-seat Gate Ynlve is shown in Fig. 2. This is a valve specially
designed for high steam pressures of 150 to 200 lbs. or more. It has removable bronze seats.
The gate in one piece is guided closely in the body of the shell by means of ribs which take
ail strain. The seats are pressetl into their proper positions in the body of the shell, and
are held to line by means ot a screw gland inserted throiigli the pipe ends.

2 he (Jhapfnan Valve with AutomMic I)n2i is shown rn Fig, ii. In many cases it is
necessary to drain the water from a pipe, after the supply has been cut oif, by closing the
main valve. To accomplish this it has heretofore been necessary to put a T into the' pipe,
witli a valve on it, that had to be opened after the main valve was closed. The above-named
valve is nuule with a drip opening, which is shown at the right hand of the cut.

t he Spring W(der-relief Valve, used on the Westingliouso steam engine, is shown in Fig.
4. 1 lie valve is made a part of the cylinder head of the engine, and luis a liabbitt face, resting
on a seat of cast-iron. The adjustment is accomplished simply by regulating the pressure
on the spring Iiy means of the bolts provided for that purpose. When about to start the
engine for tlic first time, the bolts are slaekened sufficiently to allow each water-relief valve
to pulf steam at each stroke

; they are tlicn gently screwed down, thus compressing the
spring, untiil the puffing stops.

The Ashton Wiiter-nMef is shown in Fig. 5. It is used in connection with steam
tire-enghies, iinmps, stand pipes, and hose in buildings. With it the stream can be shut oil at
will while the engine is working, and without increasing the pressure or bursting the hose.

Fio.7, IdchardsoirH valve.

Fro. H. valve.

The valvf^ ease (’ontains a sjural spring, whieli, liy the hand whe(‘l shown, may be adjusted to
ngulale the pnsssure. Anotht'r form of relief valve is shown in Fig. d. In this valve the
nut is stationary, and tlu^ screw moves d<>wriwanl hi eiiinpress the spriiig and increaso the
pressure, closing the valve..

Richardson H (knnhined Pressure and Vnewum Relief Twihie is shown in Fig. 7. ''fhis

valv(‘ is d(‘sigm‘d to lie {ilaccsil in tlio stmuii (diest of Io(;oiuotiV(\s to autonud ic'ally supply to

the eylindm's, through t.n<‘ air valve, /t, when the engine is running with steam shut olT. a free

HU|)ply of air from the outside instead from the smoke-hox, huh^n with hot. gases and eiiulers.

I’he pressure relief valve, //, performs the function of preventing the dangerous aeeumulatiou
of iircssure in tlie steam cluist, and dry-pipe wlien the engine is svnldenly rtivm'sed.

The Mason, Redaeing Videe is shown in Fig. 8. In thisdevirai an auxiliary valv<y con-

trolled by t lie low pressure, mlmit.s steam from the high«pr('s,sun» side to ae(iuit<‘ t lu‘. main
valv{‘, wliieli is a (lilfcrcntial piston. The high-pressure st.eam mders tln^ rcdiuhig valv(‘,

at till*, side markml /I, and jiassiiig through the auxiliary va,lv(\ h\ which is ludd open
l>y lh(‘ hmsion of ilu* sjiring, aV, iuibscs down the |K)rt mark(‘d “ from auxiliary to cylirKhu-,'’

unde.rn(‘ath tin* diiTenmtiaJ piston, Jh By raising this piston, 1), tli<‘. valve, f/, is opened
against tin* initial pressure, sinee the area of C is only one-lmlf ol^ that of />. Steam is

thus admitted to llu* low-rircHsuni side, and also passes up the jiort,W A", umlerneatli the dia-

phragm, 0 (A upon whien bears the spring, S, When the low pressure in the sysieni has
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risen to the required point which is determined by the tension of the spring, 8, the dia»

phragm is forced lapward by the steam in the chamber, 0 0, the valve, if, closes, and no more
steam is admitted under the piston, D. The valve, (7, is forced to its seat by the initial

pressure, thus shutting off steam from the low-pressure side. This action is repeated as
often as the low pressure drops below the required amount. This piston, D, is fitted with a
dash-pot, B, which prevents chattering or pounding when the high or low pressure suddenly
changes.

LocJm's jR,enewaUe~(Ush GJieck VaMe is shown in Fig. 9. dlie ordinary form of chock
valves used in boiler feeding are liable to become leahy by being beaten out' by the wniter
hammer, caused by the stroke of the pump. In this valve it is sought to avoid this-

trouble by employing a soft, renewable disk in the form of a truck (as shown in the cut), and
constructing the seat of the valve with sufficient bearing surface to prevent the soft packing
from having its surface ruptured by hammering on the metal seat of the valve. This is

done by constructing the valve seat with arms radiating from the center, thereby supporting
the packing at the center and at all points from the center to the circumference. A water
cushion is thus formed, which prevents the contact of the packing with the metal seat

;
the

valve really cushioning upon water, as the water has to be forced out before the parts can
rest oil each other.

_

The Thomson Faucet.-—TliOi faucet represented in Fig. 10 has recently been devised by Sir
William Thomson. It is made entirely of metal. The metal valve, A, on reaching tlui seat,
B, also of metal, is not suddenly arrested and compelled to seat itself hap-hazardly, l)ut con-
tinues to turn on its seat as the handle is turned, receiving meanwhile a gradually inerea.sing
pressure from the spring, G (non-corrosive), centrally applied by the rounded head of the
stop, D. The valve is thus rubbed upon its seat at every opening and closing, and both valve
and seat acquire and maintain a perfect fit and finish. The manufacturers state tha,t no
material wear is sliown on the valve and seat, even after it has been opened and closed as
much as would occur in many years^ service. The spiral spring has been subjected to com-
pression 700, 000 times without showing any loss in power. The cock has been opened and
closed by machinery, with water flowing, 540,000 times, or the equivalent of 50 years’ use at
30 times a day. At the end of the test, the valve was still tight. The method adopted to
avoid the use of the ordinary stuffing-box is very ingenious. An “ eduction tube,” F, pro-
jects into the faucet opening, and sucks out any water which may collect in the chamber
mnund the valve stem through leakage around the screw when the valve is opened This
device is claimed to be thoroughly effective.

(See (joveenors
; Engines, Steam

;
and Begulators.)

Vaiiner : see Ore-dressing Machinery.
Vais : see Mills, Silver.
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TEIVDINItI- MACHIKES. Those are more commonly known in the United States as
‘‘ nieked-iii-the-slot’’ ina,chines—the name arising from the fact that in the earlier appa-
ratus lirst pub into public use a tive-cent nickel piece was required to operate them. They
are all constructed so that on the insertion of some definite coin in a locked receptacle
some object will be released and made accessible to tlie payer, or else some information, as,
for example, Iris lieight, weight, or lung power will be exhibited. The applications of the
idea are endless. Tlie in volition of the machine dates from the time of Ctesibius, about two
centuries before the Christian era, and the first application was to the sale of measured
amounts of holy -watGr at tiro doors of Egyptian temples. (See Ewhaiik’s also
Hero’s ^^piritaha, Woodcroft’s translation.) Its latest development is to the automatic
taking of pliot<)gra,phs. (Sec Seientifie AnmHmn Supplement, December ^ 1 , 1889, and May 30,
1891.) A large collection of nickel-in-slot machines will be found described and illustrated
in S<urnUfk A meHr((7i Supplement tor April 11, 1891.

7Vco Mveo^ett Weir/hinp Machine is 1,he type of apparatus of this character in most com-
mon use. It may at tlie present time be found in all pulilie places throughout the country.
It is a.n automatic weighing maoliiue. Its construction is such that when the person to be
weighed stepspm tlu^ scale jilatform, the descent of thelattersets a stop in a certain position.
\Vh(‘ii a coin is insei’ti'd in t.lu^ slot, a lever is tilted, working independent mechanism, which
controls an imh^x moving over a dial marked to indicate weight. The dial mechanism is
limited in the extcnl, of itsojK'ration by the stop which the weight of tlie person adjusts, as
already stated, in ddluitc*, posiiion. Therefore, by the coaction of the two practically inde-
jiendent mechanisms, one acftuated by the coin, and the other by the weight of the user, the
ran|^e of iiiovimumi. of ilie index is so limited as to cause it to stop on tlie dial at the proper
indication. A full des(',ri[)tion of this machine will he found in IT. S. Patent No. 336,042,
Febnuirv 9, 188(1.

VENEER EIJTTINO is done in three ways; first, by saws, which, of course, waste in kerf
a very birge |)roportion of the stock, the greater proportion being in the case of those woods
whi( li, by reason of their cosliiness, arc made into the firu^st veneers

;
second, by knives which

slice t.lu‘ material inl-o sheid.s as wide as the widl.li of tli(‘- log
;
and third, by Imives which

till ii fioin tlie log a rililion of any desired thiedeness, as wide as the length of the log, and as
long as desiriMl. In the latter (niso, of (!oiirse, the natural pa,tteni of the wood, as wo under-
stand tiiie pattern, is lost, although as a matter of fact, the padtern left by the ribbon-tum*
ing nuiehine is as natiura 1 as n.ny otlu‘.r, Uu3 trcMi presenting to us, in ii,s natiLral state, neither
the one class nor the otlu'rof grain pad. tern.

In veneer-turning nuudiiiK's, t he log, sa,y, in seed ions 48 in. long, is held between two live

centers, and pri'sented t,o the aclion of a slicing knife, tlu'. full leugtdi of tlie log, and an
aut.oinat.ie fiu^diiig ad t;a,ehiM(‘nt brings t.ln* knife closer a,nd elo.scr toward t.he CBiitor of rota-

tion a,s the stu IT is rcmoveil ; tin' distal le.e advaniuid in one rotation Ixung the thickness of

the sheet pared off. In working in c.ommon stock, the maehim^s n,r(' furnished with scoring
knives to cut the st.utT tohmgih, or to mark it for bending, as for bmuy boxi^s, grape baskets,

ett;. Hoinet.imi^s tin', inacbim' has a rollm* wit.h kniv(\s on its surfa,e(\ for cull.ing stutl to width
and shape. In oinu if the bcsldviiown rotary veneer-cutting machines, t.he rougli log is een-

tiu’ed betweim chucks a.nd roiafi'd against a 'knife which is moved ;f()r\va.rd ii{)on a carriage,

feclby sen^ws and a suitable syHt.<an of gimring. The ('.huck; a,rl)ors luive two bearings far

ai>ari. knilV. lias a (piiiik return motion, and can he stopned, advanced, or reversed

liy moving a hnan*
;

a,ml tdim’c is an anlomatic safety a.t.tae.hnient !:)) wliieli tiio kni.£o st.oj^is at

any desired point, in forward nr baekward travel. In siinumnaHiines tdiero is an especially

cpiiek a.dva,nee. of tin*- knilV (,o bring it up to the cut. T’ho desired thitdciicHS of YcncerB is

.secured byaclnmge of feed gc'ar, which
varies 1 he rate of roladion of thesi'rmvs.

The knife is set ad. a.ii angle, to log,

liohss reipiiriMl to be (iriUi'd are nuuked yia. l.---lTnion-culting euglno.

upon t.he plah'., Tbmi t hey arc drilled,

the plades are ground :tlat:, the edges turned, and all parts to b(^* turned out or recessed

for wheels to set in, are done on special chucks, used in a proper lathe. The other parts,

Fia. 1.—Pinion -culthig engine.
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Fia. 2.—Pivot'turTiiTiginacliine.

such as pillars, bridges, etc., are then fitted and the plates put together. After all the fit-

ting is done, the parts are clisnienibered, and gilded, and in somelnstanees nickeled.

The wheels are punched out in complicated dies, which act so as to perform several oper-

ations at one stroke of the
press. After punching,
they are placed on what is

known as a wheel -cutting
engine, a number of w'heels

—generally about 30 or 40
—being put upon an arbor
at one time, so that the
cutter passes through the
whole stack and cuts one
tooth in each of the wheels
at each stroke of the ma-
chine.

After the teeth are cut,

the w h eels are bored,

ground, and gilded or

nickeled, as the case may
be, after which they are

ready to be staked or fast-

ened to the pillions. The
pinions are cut in suitable

lengths from a steel wire by a special cutter or die, made for that purpose, opei*ated by
a press similar to that used for the plates and wheels. These wire pinions are then
chucked in a lathe, and a point, or center, as it is called, turned on each end, after

which they are taken to another lathe, where, by a tool carried in a slide rest, tliey are

turned down rough nearly to size. From this the pinions are set on dead centers in an
automatic pivot machine, and turned to the exact size every way

;
after that the teeth arc

cut, and then they are hardened. After being hardened, the teeth are polished by a machine
known as a leaf polisher

;
then the pivots, staffs, etc., are polished with the wig- wag,'’ a

tool well known to watchmakers and jewelers. All the parts are similarly treated, begin-

ning with the punch and dies in the press, and pass along from one machine to another,

until they are ready to be assembled in the finishing or setting up room, and put together
to form a timepiece. There are about twenty
different mechanical departments in a watch fac-

tory, each performing a specific operation, and
their products all center in the finishing room.

The IHmon-cufMn^ JEngine^ manufactured by
the Gesswein Machine Co., and shown in Fig. 1,

is universallyxisedfor cutting the teeth in pinions
for watches and clocks. It has a revolving tool

head that carries three spindles. One of these
drives a saw for cutting away the stock in ad-
vance of the other cutters ; the second spindle
drives a cutter to rough out the shapjo of the
tooth, and the third spindle operates the finishing

cutter, which gives the form to the teeth. The
operation of this machine is simple and rapid.

The Autormtic FiwiAwning Machine shown
in Fig. 2, a very ingernous piece of mechanism,
also made by the G-esswein Machine Co., is for
turning the staffs and pivots on all pinions, pal-

let arbor, etc. The wire is pointed and rough
turned in a ISTo. lathe; it is then placed on
dead centers in this macliine and turned very
accurately to a length from shoulder to shoulder,
and also in diameter. The turned staffs and
pivots are then hardened, and after hardening,
are ground and finished on. the “ wig- wag” ma-
chine.

The form of upright drill which is mostly
called into use in the mamifaeture of the several
parts of watches and clocks is that shown in Fig.
3. The spring action of the drill stock makes it

specially serviceable for this fine work, and in the drilling of plates, bridges, etc. Bhg. 4

shows a screw-cutting machine of the Gesswein Co.’s make, largely used in watch manu-
facture. A wire is fed forward through the chuck, which projects between two movable cut-
ting heads, and the tail stock has a horizontal screwed rod which acts as an adjustable stop
for the end of the wire, in deterliiining the length of screw to be cut. One of the slide rests

or heads carries the thread-cutting tool, and the other, the entting-off tool. This figure

also shows a detached view of a tail stock for the same machine, with multiple stop

Fig. 3.—-Upriglit drill.
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spindles, to be used when it is desired to cut different lengths of screws without changing
ttxe tail stock.

8teMirwi7idvng Mee?ianum„—Although the manufacture of key-winding watches has been
discontinued entirely, and only steni-vvinding watches are now made, tliese attachments are

still inuch in demand, in connection witli American watches such as the Waltham, Elgin,

Hampden, Illinois, Hockford, (’omell, Howard, etc. English, Swiss, and other foreign

watcrlics, being largely made by hand instead of machinery, the parts are not interchange-

able, and (*onse(iuen(ly cannot be converted ordinarily by the same devices.

A novt'l simn-winding atvtachmeiit for watches has been devised hy Mr. llenry Abbott, of

iSlew ihu'k Oity. It is designed to be applied to key-winding watches already in use, so as

i'Ki. 1. Hc,row cutting luachiiKi.

a Waltham

to convert tlunn into stiun-wimlerH. 'rin' atiiiaclnnent is in(iTinfn.cture(l by the saiine kind of

machinery juul in the same numma* as sUmi-winding watclies, and when propiudy fitted, the

wtiic.h i.s to all external appearances, and to all intents and purposes, ilte same as if. made
origiiially as a Hteiu-wiiHhjr,

Eig. 5 shows the attn,(diinent its(‘lf, an<l Fig, (5 presenis it combiiuul with

movenumt.
'fhe |>eixdanit of tlu^ watch is

visually reinovcfl, a,ml one suitable

for the new winding stem and <‘rown

.substituiiMl. 'rtie si viw |)roj(‘(vts with-

in lh(‘ (uuse, Jtnd ca.rri(‘S on its end a
small b(n'(‘lcd winding pinion, which
nicslu*H with a crown wlnu'l pivot

(

mI

iudAveen t wo plates, one ca]I(‘<l t he

main plate, and ttu*oth(‘r the yoke
;

the upix'r or yoki^ |)late i.s of an
<!longat**(l shapis ami mounled so

that> it limy be rcx'ked upon a pivot,.

On eilln'r .side of the <en1,ral K<Te\v

or pivot Oie pike <(arrieH pinions or

gear wheits, both ine.slung with t,hc

crown whmd, one (eailed the iniiT-

rnediate winding wheel) being .some-

what, larger than the oilier, on u-ceount of its having

lieavim- work to do, viz.: the winding of the watch

through its engagement with the inain winding wlimtl.

'Tin' (ittier wlnxd, carried liy the pivot <td plate, is called

tlui iui.mmiediat.e. .sett ing wdi eel, and this is ttirown inlo

contact with sb but) whetd l>y means of the Betting

hwsu* aiding nporuunirn (slge <if tins |)iv{ite(l yoke ; the
t i i „ a a-rvntiwi« n/'+o

huh wh('(d'is in mesh witli t he pinion on tln^ hand spindle or central arbor, A V-Hprmg acts

ii-r'iiiid (1 1 . v.,kc, to kN'.pllK, in(i‘niic<liat<! winding wheel in emit,act jminanly with the roam

wimlhlg wliod The kmu Bprin^ forms tlio ratcliet whm the win.lins crown ib turned

slom.whHliii.irattadmu'iit for Howard wateh(!.s, while ncc.essarily somewhat

(liirciHMit in <.i,n’slru('limi fnim that used in Waltham watidics. einlKidics the Harao essential

chiirnchrisljcs viz; : that it is completo in itself, and is asseuibled anil titled with its sevorri

iS cotinoutol in U combined operative position, ready to be plaecd m the watch by the
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watchmakers to whom the 'attachments are sold. Fi^r. 7 is a view of this attachment look-

ing at its underside, and Fig. 8 represents a Howard watch embodying the same. Upon
the winding stem, in addition to the winding pinion which meshes with the crown wheel,

is carried (upon a square portion) a sliding double-clutch wheel, acted upon by a spring to

keep it normally up to engagement with a clutch on the^ lower side of the above winding

pinion. This is the normal position, and the one occupied by the parts for winding th(3

watch. The movement of the setting lever causes the spring to act in the reverse direction,

thus throwing the sliding clutch

downward so that the lower

teeth of the latter will mesh
with one of two intermediate

setting wheels, the latter of

which meshes with the first and
engages also with the usual min-
ute wheel, which meshes with
the ordinary cannon pinion, on
the end of which is mounted

Fig. 7.—Attachment, the minute hand. Over the can-

non pinion is placed the hour
wheel, carrying the hour hand as usual. The. parts

being in this position, the hands can be moved.
Marldng Dials ,—An ingenious invention of Mr.

Abbott is the new method of marking the numerals,
divisions, letters, and ornamentations upon watch
dials, which is controlled and largely used by the
Elgin Watch Co. The process does away with all

painting or marking by hand upon the dial itself.

The blank dial plate is made up as usual of a copper Fig. 8.—Howard watch,
base coated with enamel, and the design for the face

is first engraved upon a steel or copper plate. This is coated with the ordinary vitrifiablo

pigment, and allowed to dry
;
then the surface of the plate is brushed ofi, leaving the filling

intact. A layer or coating composed of a preparation of collodion is now laid upon the entiro

surface of the plate, and this permeates and goes down through the filling of jiigment, and
practically covers the underside of the pattern. Evaporation causes tlie formation of a
film on both sides, with the pigment lying between, and by this means the complete pattern
intended for the dial plate may be cleared from the engraved matrix, preserving even the
very finest lines intact. This is accomplished by immersing the engraved plate in a bath
of acid and alkali. The film floats ofi, and, being somewhat soft, it readily sticks to 1,ho

dial plate upon which it is now placed, and after baking as is usual with enameled iilatcs, it

is found that the collodion film has been burned off, leaving the pigment (the whole pat-
tern) permanently incorporated with the dial plate.

The Waierlury Watch has probably taken first place in the category of cheap time-
pieces. It is extremely simple,

being made up of less than one-

half of the number of parts usual
in a watch, and these are so ar-

ranged as to be easily cleaned or
repaired. The great difierences

between this movement and others
are that it has a long, thin main-*
spring (nearly four times the
length of an ordinary watch
spring), and that the entire move-
ment revolves in the case once
every hour, and thus regulates or
adjusts itself to varying positions.

The use of the long mainspring is

consequent upon the reduction in Fig. lu.- Kegulator,
number of parts

;
there is no

barrel used, and two wheels and their pinions are also dis-
pensed with in the train, which places the power direct upon
the escapement. The latter is of the duplex pattern, and ir,

Fig. 9.~Waterbury watch. Very light running
;

it has only two pieces, tlie balance and
escape -wheel. There is a stop work to prevent damage from

overwinding at the stem, and all the parts are made interchangeable.
The case of this ‘'long-wind ” watch is stamped out in only two pieces, and nickeled. To

set the hands, it is necessary to remove the bezel entirely, and use a point, or the ling(!r, in
this operation, as well as in adjusting the regulator, which is approached from tlnriront.
Fig. 9 is a view of this watch with the bezel oJf, and Fig. 10 represents the regulator umi
part of the movement.

The Waterbury Watch Co. is also making cheap “short-wind” watches, with eases
of nickel, coin silver, oxidized silver, and gold filled, and of several sizes and various
designs. Fig. 11 shows the working parts of this “ short-wind” watch, the balance wheel
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the independent bridg-e, the tempered hairspring, hack ratchet, etc., as well as the winding
parts. The “ wind ” is sirnple, being composed of only five pieces. Both the pillar and top
plates are made double, which a,rraugement holds the winding work and jewels in position
and takes the [dace of the ordinary
bridges, screws, etc.

liK(!ENT ImCIIOVUMENTS IN’ WArCIT-
MAKING,—The Walthain VAhiteh Co. in-

troduced a novel iniprovement in the
rnovenierits of tlicirniakc few years ago,
wliieli has li('l|ied to offset any damage
done to the train following the Vircaking
of tlio ntains|)ring. The center pinion is

remc)val)ly fixed to the conter stall
;
the

pillion has its axial, hole screw-threaded
to corresjiond wilh a similar tliread upon
tlie stall, tlic dircetion of tlircad being
such Unit the strain of the mainspring,
a,(‘ting throiigli the ii'elh of the barrel
upon the pinion, will force it against a
shoulder formed for tlu' purpose on the
stair, making it, praidically'a single piece

;

blit should i,he mnirisiiring lireak, the
violent recoil of thehrokt'n spring would
sinipily serve to unscrew the pinion from
the stall w’itliout harm to either, instead
of having t he e fleet of hreaking the teeth
of tlie barnd and pinion,

Th(>. Nun--M<Hinitk ll7//r7o~™The Wa.l-
Ihani Watch ('o. has recimtly pinfeded
and ]>ut on the market, the turn- niagnetic
waich, the rissult of ox|)cnsive. expc'ri-

inents siiu*e bSH7
; siicli watches being

cspiH'ially vahmble to (deetrieinns and
otlun' jxu’sons liable, to go muir dynamos,
cleetric car motors, and the Illvc. This
nchievi'incnt in modern horology has been accomplished by sulistituting for stool ns used in
the balance, mllcr, hairspring, and pa,lid. and fork (which together constitute that portion
of thi^ watch designated as cscapi'iiumt,), in(‘tals or alloys which arc iioii-inaguetie, and whicli
yet possess it properties of dasticily and expa,usiou to sucti rehiiivo proportioiras to on-
alile l.hmn to eomjx'nsalc for the varying (aaiditions of luait and cold.

How dillicuK a, problmn this luis hi'en to solvit may i)o imagined when it is considered
that IK) single known indal fiosscsseH all the <|ualil.i(.‘H riapiinul. And, further, that eaidi of
the dillerent portions of the {‘scapinncni, riMjiiin's t<) bo (*onHt,rui'tc(l of niotal having cerlnhi
chara,cl.eristi(\s which shall lit. it for l.hc j)eculia.r duty of that purt, and wliicli ma.y not bo
demanded liy some other part..

'’I’lnfre arc, howi'vtu’, t w'o nnpu.sit e propmdics (xanmon to all the jmrts ; First, suiricient

duct ility to lie ca|)nblo of Ixdng hrongnt into the UMpiin'd form
; second, nomsuseoptitjilily

toinagmdic iidlm^nci!. Tlie function of t.lie. fork dmnands a met,al a,hie to with stand wear';
tlie hairspring must, possess chistic.ity in a high degrcM‘, a.nd yi^t must l)e ca,pable of being
fixed or “ .set.” in propn'r spiral form.

The duties of iln^ Inilance requin^ t hat, its body he made (uipahlo (if a cemtiain dogree of
expansion under the iidbuMHie of heat, Imt. it must not bt^ too expansive; wliiletlio outer
lamiua of the rim must have a, very high ratio of expansion, without undue rigiditv,

OnocKS.— //;//) locks have nwentily lieen oomhiiuHl witli (biting

sijimps, for use in hanks and in city and court oHlctss of re<!ord, liy whi(‘.h the letter,s and
papers tiled are not only marked with the day, monlli, and year, but the hour and minute
of tlie (lay the pap('rs were tiled.

Outside of die auionuil ic novidtiiss known as t.he swing dock and the jumper (dock, the
improvenumts in clocdvs have Ihmui limit<Ml to vuirious ddrenmt C'onstnud.ions of die parts.

Among i,lu‘se various iinprovementH iiiay he mentioned the Blakcslcy doc.k, whi(*h employs
in lieu of the usunl pal Id, a worm emgagdug with tlie os(!ape wluml, the worm shaft having
an arm so coimectiMl with tluc jieiididum an to iiiinart a, rot ary movmmmt tlun'cio.

The hite Ibmry J. I)avii»s, so long ('(mnected with the Ansonia, Ohadv ( lo., made many
imiirovcnumis in that pa,rii(nihir (dass of goods |)ut on tlio mairkt'i by dm Ansonia (ki.

,

among wliieh may he; meiitioued a construction in whi(di the main wluml (»f tlie clock has
atta.ehml to it. the iruK'r (Uid of the mainspring, whicli is arranged in concentric rdaliou
with the cmih'r arbor of ilu‘ clocT. The clock, case has a loo.se baede or baede niece, having
atladuol to it a rigid ratchid; adapted to rotate freely around the main whiHU arbor when
winding up lh(i (dock, and having one or more clicks to prevent the ba,(5k motion (if the

mainspring. Hu* miiiu arbor also was tubular, and tiirougli this ext,end(Ml the niinute-

wh(H‘l arhur, having a key at its end for the adjustnuuit of iho hands from the rear of the

clock.

Another form of tliu e.seaiicincut is that invented by Edmond Kuhn, which employs a
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pinion cap having four arms, which, upon rotating, successively strike the escapement wheel

to rotate it as usual.

Another novelty is a clock made by the New Haven Clock Co., which employs two pen-

dulums suspended on trunnions vertically in line, and connected together by pinions which

transmit a reverse oscillating movement from one to the other, one of the pendulums being

connected with the anchor of the escape movement.
A different form of; escapement lever, the invention of Mr. Bannatym, is ma<l(^ by ilu

Waterbury Clock Co., which has an impulse fork at one end, a bank fork at the other (muI

and with a laterally projecting ear upon each side between the forks, said ears b(‘ing rornun,

integral with the lever. The lever has two pallet pins, made wedge-shape in cross scuhlon,

and the ears are constructed with holes of corresponding wedge-shape, into wliich said pins

are forced,

A novel method of making hairsprings for balances was invented by Mr. Logan, of

Waltham, Mass., which consists in simultaneously coiling two parts of a pio(',o of wini

around a suitable snail or former, beginning at a ligature which constitutes the i.^cni.ral por-

tion of said piece, thereby converting the said two parts of the single piece of wire into two
coils, which are integral with each other, their inner ends being connected by tlio ligature.

These two coils are then hardened, in the usual manner, while their -ends arc yet eomieettHl,

and are linally separated to complete the springs by seveiing the ligature. Tliis is said to

be a very efficient and cheap mode of making hairsprings.
A further improvement in an escapement for timepieces was made by Mr. Hansen, in

which the balance wheel has a spring for imparting motion to it in one direction, and a
spring-actuated lever for imparting motion to it in the other direction, the lever being pro-
vided at one end with a pallet for engagement by the escape wheel, and with a hook itrS

other end, and a locking pin for effecting the disengagement of the hook and pin. wliieh thus
permits the passage of a tooth of the escape wheel and allows an impulse to the Imlanee wheel.
A clock-winding mechanism, which permits the train to continue its movement while

the mainspring is being wound, consists in winding the spring from the ouiside tlirough
the barrel instead of through the arbor.

One of the smallest lantern pinions probably made is that now used in some of the
cheaper forms of clocks, in which the staff has two collets, one of which is construet;e(l with
a circular series of perforations and the other with a series of corresponding seats. A series
of leaves extend through these perforations of the one collet into the eorresi>onding stiats in
the other collet, and a cap is mounted on the staff so as to bear directly against the outer
face of the perforated collet, which thus prevents the leaves from ibecomirig dis[)laced.

• In a clock called the “Independent Electric Clock,” in which the electrical movement is

entirely independent of the ordinary pendulum movement, there is coml)iu<id willi th(^
escapement a spring for turning the escape wheel, a ratchet and pawl for winding u|)
the spring at intervals, the usual hands, and an electro-magnet for actuating the pawl of t he
winding spring and for moving the minute wheel step by step.

Another very important improvement is in arranging a single spring to drive the train
as well as to operate the striking mechanism, which is made by the Waterbuiy ('lock Co.,
and in this clock it is impossible to disarrange the striking mechanism so as to make it
strike falsely. The clock may be turned to any extent backward, and vfhon moved forward
will strike correctly the half hours as well as the hours.
WATER METEES. The Thomson is shown in Fig. 1. The dis]>hu'ing or

measuring member consists of a flat disk, having a ball-and-socket bearing, and is adjiptiui
to oscillate in a chamber, comprised of two sections joined together, in whicli each of the
inside faces approximates the frustum of a cone, the exterior conflning wall assirining the

form of a circular zone. The disk lias a single
slot projecting radially from the ball, whitdi
embraces a fixed metallic diaphragm, sot, with-
in and crosswise of one .side of the clnunber,
the disk being thus prevented from rotating ;

but when it is caused to ostallate in (lontaet
with the cone frustums, the diamlxT, by Hiest^
means, is divided into sub-eornpartinenls, or
measuring spaces. Now, if the j)orts of in-
gress and egress are jn-operly dis})Osed on oppo-
site sides of the diaphragm, the disk will
act as its own valve. The course of tlic flow
through the meter is as follows : Entering 1h(‘.

compartment, formed by the upper and lowca*
caps, the current passes on all sides of tin;
chamber, to and through the inlet port

; Hnann;
through the measuring chamber (cjuising tin;
oscillation of the disk), then through the outhd.
port, to the outlet spud and the ])ipe. A I all

1.—Thomson water meter. sections in this path, from the inlet to the outlet
velocity of fl.ow is much less than that

through the pipe The oscillation of the disk produces in its central axis, at a right anirle tothe plane of the disk, circular motion. Advantage is taken of this to control its proper rela-
tive action in respect to the cone frustums, by mounting a conical roller upon a spindle fixed in
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the ba.lL This rollei* impinges upon and rolls around the fixed conical stud or hub, formed on

the inner side of the gear frame. The roller turns upon a conical sleeve which is screwed

upon the disk spindle
;
the object of this construction being to avoid any tendency to prodiice

end-tlirust, consequent upon the angular thrust of the spindle, and also to provide means

whereby to obtain the proper relative adjustment between the disk and the cone frustums.

The accidental displacement of tlie adjusting sleeve is prevented by inserting a pin through

its shoulder and also the body of the spindle, which is then bent, each end at a right angle

to tlio other, to lock it in place. This circular motion of the spindle is also utilized to drive

the registering mechanism by means of an arm secured to the primary pinion of the train ;

the arm impinging u{)on and being driven by the lower extension of the roller. The trend

of the motion ot the disk is to thrust the edge of the slot constantly against the outlet side

of the diaphragm.
^ i t •

Tlie diaphragm is made of hard rolled metal, which is shaped very accurately, and is

rigidly secured ht^tween the two sections of the disk chamber. The internal gearing which

(ioniK'cts ih(‘. disk to the stnning-box s[)indlo is mounted between two separate plates secured

togi'tinn* by pillars, as in (docks, and, in the smaller sizes, the whole as a single strnetiire is

securcHl by smews dire(-tly to the disk chamber. The gewing stands in the upper portion of

t.lu‘ compartinenii, and is thus out of the direct path of the current.

The. Ventu.n Meiei\ made by the Builder’s Iron Foundry, Providence, R. 1., is shown in

hdg. 2. It< is the inviaitiou of J\lr. Clemens Herschcl, and was first described by liini at the

Dtauanher, 1S.S7, nuTditig of tin'- American Society of Civil Engineers. Its action is founded

on ih(‘, W(dl-kno\vn prop(‘rty of a Venturi tube

to (‘Xi'i’cdse a, sindving action through holes boied

into its narr<)NV(‘st s(‘(!tl()n. ddie constriKdlon

of the meter, as sliown by flic accompanying
cut, is nunxdy a contraction of the main pipe,

to which two ordinary prc'ssure ga,ug(‘S are ('.on-

riccted—one at any convi'iiiont |K)int before

eontraedion of pifie l)egins ; the other at the

smallest scudlon. When any flow in thepipe^

occurs tin' pn'ssun'. on throat, gauge', will fall, if

the flow iHHionu's snniciently rapid, all iin'ssuro

at, tlui throat, may disnpp('a-r ami a vacu.um oh- Fkl a.— Venturi rnct;er.

.

tain. 'rin'. other gauges, howeve'r, will eontimie

t,o indicate pivssiUH^ due to tln^ Hupply. By matlu'mat ieal ealcnhd.ion and expennnmtal

<a)nilrmaiioni a formula, base'd on the dilTcn'nt pressun^s on I be gauges, has been obtainccl,

which acenratedy indicaft^s llu‘, vedeudly of tlow tlir(»ugh tlu^ throat, ot the meter. An ordi-

nary s(*lf-recorditig ditTe'rentiat ga,eig(^ may In': useel to obtain a. diaigra.m of these variations in

pn'ssnnd from wliicli both the velocit y at.' iiuy givem time, and the total (piantity passed in

any int.iuwal, may b(i re'adily (leten-mine'd.

Water Tewtn*- : seu^ Fire', Ai)plianc.es.
_ , „ i , . i

WATKE WHRELS, Tim olel “()utwa,rel tle)w” and “inwa,rd (low” trirlnnc'S liave

prae'tie'ally give'll phum to tlie “ inwarel and elownwa,rel How,” as ontlimHl by tlm Swain

wlnad fse'e' Aei'LCTeiN’s CyeiLOPKDiA oe AeeLiMi) Mia’iiANies); hut the^ (diangei from that win',el

to those- of le-ss diatindor, with de'e-pe'.r bueke'ls, of lemger (mrveq has be'on ven*y eieu'ided, and

re'Hulte'd in liigheT e*ni(d('ncy, a.s well as greaten* (M'emomy in lirst eost. The lolle)wing com-

liarison ilhisl rate's tins iioint.

Ittyeleni

Swain
I0h<1oii, “ 0. <

Victor
ne-rt-nli^-*

UovolulRfjm Cubit’! ftHii wnlttr Ilttmo-
DlmiioU’ir. por inljiutu. pin' luluvUtt. powur.

an in. 101 mi07 HI *2

ao lur 2,124 05 '5

!le» Situ 2 im 1)5-

m IHH H r»s)

HO 114 H,1>0() llO'O

The Risdoif Wheel

'i'lu* Ulseloii wIuhI

”'rhe forcigoing figure's are takem freim the' puhlislu'el e-a,t.ale)gu('H of

Uni whends, and are piohahly closc'ly corre-d,, although

tinirei is a <llser('pnn(‘,y in tln^ vedexdtie^s, ddi(‘. •luieard

portion of the disediargei liasbes'ii pra.<*tically alauideiinid,

the buckets bedng cdeise-d detwn 1e) tln^ bot.lom on a

iPrak (-entral core',, and so euirveul as te) threivv i.he watc'-r out

from the ce'.ntre, as shown in hdg. 1 of the-. Biselon “ 1).

HUfi F” or ‘‘double ('apadty ” wh(*cl me-nlienu'd above.

Tiiis form of bucket apiie'ars to talce adva.ntagej of the

jSk centrifugal medion given to thei waB'.r by the', wbe^d it-

' self, ami whieh in tlie (aise^ of the- (original) inward dis-

charge was directly oppose'd ie> 1 he evtb-ct of thei water.

Another cause of ihe displaeeme'ut of the ‘‘ outward

cliscdiargei” whecd was the ve'i-y ]K)or result obtained at

“ part gated* or when the water was cut. off by a sharp

qieei. odged cylinder, or register, gate. Plaeing the gates
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externally lias enabled them to be so formed as to deliver the water in an nnbroktni volume,

by ajutages which contract the flow, instead of cutting it partially off.

Thus, while the Boyden dropped from an efficiency of 79 per ceni^ al; full gate t.o 41

percent, with half water
;
and the Houston from 81 per cent, to 23 per <umt,.

;
fhe Iti.sdon

”

falls from 87 per cent, to 70 per cent., and the “ Hercules fro in 87 piT (‘(uit. to 74 jier

cent., in Professor Thurston’s best test. The Risclon wheels at the rlidfcu'son inill of t.lu^

Amoskeag Manufacturing Co., Manchester, N. IL, consist of two iiairs of 43-in., and one
pair of 36-in. C.,” as shown in cut of bucket, and are all mounted on a l)-in. stcuvl

Pig. 2.—The Eisdon wheels at the tTeller^ou nilH.

shaft, with couplings between the 43-m. and the 3C-in., so that the la,t,ter, whi(‘li draw walm*
from a lower leyel, can be disconnected if desired. The head on tln^, 43-in. winaOs is ‘19 fl.

;

that on the 36-in. ones is 28 ft., giving them the same circumfereni.ial vtdocit v. a.t 225 rvv-
olutions per minute.

Fig. 2 illustrates one of the most complete systems of horizontal-shaft turbiiu'.s v(4 int lu-
fornished by the Risdon Co. (previously described) for tiu^ .h'llVrson mill

of the Amoskeag Cq., at Manchester, N. H. Itconsists, as shown, of 0 wluuds, in 3 pairs, on
one shaft

;
one pair, under a lower head, being of smaller diameter, so as to havm th(‘

surface velocity, or 62 per cent, of that due to the head.
are all solid bronze castings, but the eas('s and <lraft. lul.es are

east-iron, and the feeder pipes boiler plate. Six small
wheels were here adopted, in place of three large ones, as
first suggested, to obtain higher velocity of shaft, smaller
driving pulleys as a consequence, and the ability to use as
large a proportion of the very variable quantity of water
to the best advaiRage, or as near ‘‘full gate ” as possible.

The GolMis Whed.—A form of gate, similar in effect
to that used on the Fontaine turbine, exhibited by Messrs
hroment, Meuriee &; Co., in London, in 1851, and whkdimay be called a “plunger gate,” is used on the Collins
downward flow turbine shown in Fig. 3. This form of

gate raised the efficiency of the Collins wheel to 85^61' cent
at tiill pte, and 66 per cent, with 0.565 water, which Pro-
les^r Thurston says is the best performance of a Jonval
turbine on record.

«

Jonval turbine is the
‘ Geyelin,” built by Messrs. R. D. Wood & Co., of Philadel-
phia. One of these wheels, as tested by the writer n+ IHaCentennial Exposition in 1873, gave oL 84 per cent net
eflect, and practically the same result was obtained from a 7-ft. whoed of the same stylo

['n1 I
i

;
L

i

\U
i

i
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Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate tlie construction of the Geyelin turbine (‘onstruered for (’onu'll

University, by Messrs. R. D. Wood & Co. The tiirbiiios are in. in dianu'bn*, and are

calculated to produce 175 horse-power at 40 ft. head. Their speed is 25J1 revolutions per

Miii

iii .

I
’

minute Mr. Geyelin has devised a novel and effective form of glass susnension ; iIS illustrated in cross section in Eig. G. The revolvina’ dish A ^ ^

rests on the glass disks, J3 JB,
^ which supports the wheid,
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The Hunt Wheel has since been improved by the addition of “ajutages” to the gate,

bringing the half-vvater effect up to 66 per cent. These “ajutages’’ are shown in Pig. 7,

appearing between the chutes. The next great step in turbine eonstruetion has been to set

them on horizontal sliafts, and, wlien

{)i:aeticablo. in ])airs, so as to tlirust

against each other, and neutralize step

friction.

Glynn, iti his TreaUse 07i Water
Po'ieer (Jolm Weale, 1)^53), speaks of

tliis method as being advised by Pro-

fessor Wedding, of Berlin, for the
Arcliimedian scroll wheels, to save

step and gear friction. Al)oiit 1861,

the late John C. Hoadley put in a

scroll wlieel of this sort, in Manches-
ter, IST. n., and the writer followed

it within two years later by seven small Fig, g.—Glass suspension stop,

iron turbines, set in iron pi{)es, singly,

and in 1876 the Swain Turbine Co. put in a pair of wheels in this manner at Ticonderoga,

and the plan is now adopted by all prominent turbine builders.

hhg. 8 sliows tliG external ease of a pair of lliint wheels set in this manner with
eentral draft tube. Hiis method of setting saves not only the cost of bevel gears, but

the loss of pow(U' by their friction, commonly estimated at about 5 per cent. Two tests

of a, Hunt wh(H*l, at* the Holyoke te.sting fluino (on vertical sliaft), by Mr. Ilcrscliel, gave
resi)ectively '8006, and '8043 per cent, effect, and the same wheel, on horizontal shaft, in

the mill at IjowiJI, was tested by Mr. Francis, giving -SOSO and ’SOOG per cent.

The ITimiphrey Wheel has a “ paraboliforiii

curve of crown and chutes,” so as to deliver the

water to the wheel In a tangential direction, and
also in the natural form of discharge due to the
“ vmia eontra(d4i.” The huckiis are not closed

down to tlu^ l>ottom on the outside, but. liave a free

outward delivery, as seen ut Ky Fig. 9. Another
])oint, claimed is the reduelion in niunbor of the

guidt's or chutes, thus saving friction, bel’oro the

wntiu* ri^achi'.s the wheel itself, and olfering loss

obstruction to the pa^ssage of small lloating mat.-

ter, such as lea,ves or sjiwdust, a,nd cldps. The
discluirge of wal.er from any wheel should bo such
that it^s t.oljd v(‘l<)cit,y should l>(» imparb'd to the

wh(*(‘l, a,ml tluit. tlui water should fall juvay “ dea.d,”

thus doing aAvay (Mit.ircly wit.h the theory of any
n'sult from ^^ reacHotiT Tlie writer luis obtainexl

tlu‘. best n^sults, from mairly all tlie wheels which
li(‘ has tested, wlnui the vdocity of the wluiel

at. the point of <*.cntral discharge was from 60 to

62 i)er r.i-ni. of t lie t,h(!(>ret,ica,l velocit.y due to the

iuuid, or to the vdocity duc^ the “contracted

vein.” A vi'ry large whed of this type, 100 in.

diamet(U\ using 214 <aih. ft. water |)er seeond,

umh'r 12^ ft. fall, iesttnl by Mr. I<!rancis, at Lowell,

in 18H3, gave over 240 horsispower, or aliont 82

per emit. ml. elleet, at full gate, and 56 percent,

with lialf water, or 40 '06 per (‘ent. gate opening.

The Victur Tuvfmey built by the BHlwell &
Bi(‘rce do, of Dayton, ()., is a popiilar mid

(‘ITec'tive forin of the latest modern t.urbine, with

<lce|) openings, a,ml long curved buckets, discharg-

ing downward nud outward. Pig. 10 represents the

Pki. 7. Tli(^ Hunt. w!ie(4. wlieel separaii'ly.
i

Uclialde tn.sts of th(‘ Viertor wlnud show an etli-

eienev of from 80 to 89 jier cent., at ftd! gate, the higlicr effect Ixung (ilit.aimsl fu)^ a very

smail* wlied, to in. diameter, this lieing the usual result from a, 11 forms oi tiirbine. llie

elliciem'vat onv-lialf waU'r, which must be distinguished from “ half ga,tt\ is alavut ,)()

cent with tin' ivgtster gat(\ Imt a. cylinder gate with ajiitag(‘S is iiromi.srd on tins wheel lo

.show tlu‘ povvm- nnd (‘ffec.t of one of thesesmall wheels, we give, a, ivcord of t(;sts ol a lo-m.

Victor mad<‘ a lew yiairs sim;e at the Holyoke tisting lluine, in tlu^ (*ours(‘ of some exixui-

ments b) diP'rmim^ t!ii‘ fricHou of gearing. The wheel had Ix^im testixl on its own shaft

pnwiouslv, bv Jaimes Mmm'son, giving a net effixitof 92'5B per cent., or 3()'62 horse-power, at

;MH*5 r(‘Volut ions pm* miiiut.is and tliese tests show a loss of about 3 per eent. dyieto tlie gears.

Otiln'i* tests, whi(*h it- is uime(*essary to tabulate here, showed that by changing the position

and <*onta<'t of t.lu‘, gi'ars, t,lii.s loss at limes might be fully 10 per ce,nt.

In t-hesc tests, the velocity of the external surface of the wheel was from 68 to 70 per
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The. Eercxiles TFAeeZ.—This wheel in case is very similar m external appearance to tho

Victor but has a cylinder gate, rising to admit the water, and the buckets are provided with

interior flanges, which tend to confine the water at partial gate, and^ keep it from spreading

to waste over the surface of the wheel. lu this wheel, the buckets are cast singly. I no

bases of the separate buckets fit together and form the base of the wheel, and are bolteil to

an iron or steel ring which surrounds them. This wheel is so constructed as to give t,ho

highest efficiency at three-fourth gate, or seven-eighth water, and should be run so m prac-

tical use, leaving the other quarter gate to be opened in case of high water, when tho waste

can be afforded „ i ^ i

Numerous tests in the writer’s possession show from 80 to 84 per cent, efficiency at

seven-eighth water, and when it is considered that the apparent loss of 15 per cent, in-

cludes all the power required to overcome the ms inertia of the wheel, the step and bearing

friction, and such small amount of slip of water as may be actually wasted, it will be seen

that not much more than 85 per cent, should be expected from a wheel in practical use.

The accompanying record of tests of a 33-in.Hercules wheel, made a few years since a.t

the Holyoke testing flume, is in some respects very valuable. It does not show quite so Ingli

a percentage of effect as some of these wheels have since done, but it shows a high average per

cent down to nearly half water, or less than half gate, with the highest results at about,

seven-eighth water, leaving the other 4 in. of gate, equal to 10 horse-power, to bo iiscjd in

case of back water, from floods in the river. It is the record of the last series ot three days

successive tests, which varied but a small fraction of 1 per cent, in their results.

The water was measured over a weir, and a uniform gate leak” ot 5()‘w3 cub. It.

per minute is in all cases deducted from the quantity of water.

The circle of the friction pulley was 20 ft., which, multiplied by the weight, and revolu-

tions per minute, gives the horse-power. It will be seen that the .highest results olitaiiHMl

from this wheel were at a velocity of 152 revolutions per minute. This gives a velocity of

external ciroumference, at entrance of water, of 66 percent, of the theoretical velocity under

the head, and as the buckets are so formed as to discharge the water in as centrifugal a

direction as possible, the velocity at point of maximum discharge appears, like that of tho

Victor, to be about 58 per cent, of theoretical. As the water enters this wheel through (ion-

verging chutes, it probably reaches the wheel at a higher velocity than the 06 per cent, noted

by the revolutions.

Table sliomng record of tests of a Hercules wheel.

No. test. Gate opeuLng.
Head on
wheel in

feet.

1

Head on
weir

in feet

Cub. ft. wa-
ter per min.,
less waste.

Gross
horse-i ower

water.

Pounds in
scale.

Revs per
min, wliool.

H(irH(.»-p(»wc’ir

win ol

Neteirecfi
per <!' nt.

1 Full gate, 17-28 1-615 4,732-11 154*45 1,300 155*33 122 -38 •7924

2 22 turns shaft. 17*26 1-610 4,710-31 153-54 1,3*25 152*5 * 122-45 •7'975

3 1-615 4,732-11 154-28 1,350 14.)*25 12*2*11 *7915

4 K ss 1.50-5 123-14 •7982

5 u 1-616 4,736-48 154-42 1,375 140-5 122-08 *7906

6 Part gate. 20 turns. 17 *30 1-.566 4,.519-60 148-14 1,300 150* 118*18

7 (( "si SI ss 1-565 4,515*39 148- 1,250 157- 118*94 *8036

6 “ “ 18
“ 17-45 1-502 4,246 ;77 139-98 147*5 111*74 •;'983

9
U it tc 17-42 1-494 4,213-02 138-62 1,200 154-5 112-36 •8107

10
ss ss ss ss 17-43 1-495 4,217-24 138-85 1,*225 152* 112-85 •8127

11
“ “ 16 “ 17-54 1-417 3,892-45 128-96 1,150 149*67 104*31 •H()‘12

12 SS ts SS Sk “ 1-420 3,904-79 129-94 1,125 1 52 5 103 98 •K(M)()

13 “ “ 15 “ 17-59 1-375 3,720*09 123-63 1,050 153 5 91' -68 •7901

34
(S IS si 17 -.58 1-330 3,539*76 117-55 146- 92-91 *7904

15
(I SS ss 17-60 1-326 3,523*8 117-15 1,000 151- 91 -,52 •78'2

10 (( IS IS cs 17-62 1-318 3,491*95 116-22 975 1,54- 91- *7>30

17
“ “ 13

“ 17*28 1-268 3,294-82 107 -.54 950 145- 84-48 *7763

18
IS sc 1(* SS 17*31 1-262 3,271-39 106-96 900 150*5 82*()9 •7675

19
SS ss

^.2
ss 17-25 1-210 3,070*61 100*05 a50 148* 76 -24 *7620

20 SS ss ss ss 1-206 3,055-34 99 *,55 8*25 151* 75 -62
*

74:00

21
ss ss ss 17-40 1-153 2,855-12 93-84 750 14;-5 67 -10 *7157

22 cs ss ss ss 37-01 1-146 2,829* 90-89 725 151* 66-66 “7334

23 ss ss
IQ

ss 17-20 l-0sS4 2,600*84 84 -.50 650 153- 60*27 •

7 ’32

24 ss ss ql ss 17-34 1-050 2,478*28 81-17 600 153-5 ,55*82 *6877

25 ss ss ss Ss 17-37 1-042 2,449 7 80-37 550 161* 53*67 *6677

26
ss ss

9
ss 17-39 1-040 2,442*68 80-33 600 1,50-5 ,54-73 *6821

The Leffel Wheel, represented in Fig. 12, is of the horizontal-shaft type, and ombodi('s (hc^

latest improvements in the double-discharge construction. The water is divided e(]ually at
the center, and passes laterally and parallel with the shaft in opposite directions, disidiarging-

downwards on each side of the wheel through curved pipes. This casing is made a,s narrow
through the central portion as possible, for the purpose of obtaining the shortest (listan(30

between the Journals, bringing them as near to the wheel as the discharge space will admit.
These wheels may be used for various purposes, particularly where a large amount of power
is transmitted from a main horizontal line of shafting, and from the pulleys of whicli direct
connection can be made to one or more pulleys on the horizontal water-wheel shaft. Many
applications of double-discharge wheels have been made to electric lighting, 61001.00 power,
and other uses, directly from pulleys on the water-wheel shaft to the pulleys on the dynamo,
the saw arbor, or the pumping machinery.
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A novel form of tlie L(‘lfel wheel is known as the twin combination. This consists of two
regularly built James rRjfel wheels, eitlier stanchird or special, placed within a large cylin-
drical wrought-iron ca,sing, with cast-iron heads, the whole affair being substantially and
durably built. Both wheels discharge the water toward each other, whicli unites and passes

Fui. 1;2. Lollcl wheel.

downward through a. single c.entraJ draft tube of largo capacity. The changes in general
design of tlu* siaiidard IjcHVI wheel which have been ina(ltM)f latn y(mrs, consist in whler
gati'ss a.nd corri'.spondingly wider bu<d<(*ts. Tins arrangement siKuires a grt^atly enlarged
capacity for water, and eoiisixjuent.lj' a lHrg(dy increased power for the same size of wheel ;

affording a concentration of |>owerin a smalko’ spaiC.e.

Fi(j. 1^. Pcltou wluuJ.

The IHtnii, WhvH .—A novel type of whecd of a very dilferent form from tlu*. i,url)ine Ims
been rt‘(*(mily intindiatc'd on the Pacifh*. (lojist. It is applical)le to very liigh heads and small
streams of wafer, and has given very good results.

It might h(^ approximately described as having *Hho outline of an undershot wliecl.
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with the buckets of a turbine.” Its general construction will be readily imclersiood from
Eig. 18. The important feature is the peculiar construction of the bucket, which is illus-

trated in section, Fig 14, and in perspective, Fig. 15. The bucket is in foi’m of a paraboloid,

and has a central wedge which splits the entering jet of water. This jet then passes to the

Fig. 14.--Tlie Felton "bucket. Fig. 15.—-The Felton bucket.

right and left, following the curve of the bucket, and is discharged at its periphery. luiving

imparted all its energy and motion to the wheel, and failing away as dead water. Mr. Koss
E. Browne, hydraulic engineer of San Francisco, who has tested this wheel, reports a.n effi-

ciency of 82*6 per cent, under 50-ft. head, with a 15-in. whet^l, and says that the velocity of

the bucket should be one half that of the jet. Other tests of a C-ft. wheel, by Messrs. "Ed-

ward Coleman and George Fletcher, in 1884. showed an efficiency of 87 per cent. In t Ills ease
the velocity of bucket as compared to the theoretical velocity of jet was adiout 52 ])er (amt

The great simplicity and economy of construction of this wheel commends it to atlen-

tioii, and it is especially available for very high heads and very small volumes of water. In
the last test quoted, the head of water "was 380 ft., the diameter of pipe, 22 in., arid t!i(^

diameter of nozzle through which it was delivered was 1'89 in. Tlie powco* olitained is

stated as 107 horse-power, and the revolutions of wheel per minute, 2554. The water u.s(‘<l

is stated as 2*81!) cub. ft. per second, or 1C9* 14 cub. ft. per minute.
Now, the Leffel G4-in. wheel, one of the smallest turbine wheels in use. would use. ihi.s

amount of water under llO ft head, give 27-8 horse-power, and make 2,()8() revolutions per
minute. This shows the advantage of this wheel in reducing the number of revolutions to
a^raore practical point, by the use of very small buckets on a wheel of largo diametur.
Were a turbine to be especially constructed for such a head, a 12-in. wheel, Imving a, diam-
eter of 8 in, at central point of discharge, would require to make 2,900 revolutions per min-
ute to bring its velocity of discharge to that of the ^^vena coniracta ” under 880 ft., although
a turbine of larger diameter, with small apertures, might undoubtedly bo designed for tln^

purpose, like Mr. Foumeyron’s celebrated turbine of St Blaise.
The Pelton wheel has proved especially etFicient in the electrical transmission of })ower,

and, as is illustrated in Fig. 16, may be placed directly on the dynamo shaft. Tlie full-pa,go
i 1 1ustration re { ) r(v
sents an cleeirie

lighting sta,tion in
which all the dyna-
mos are driven by
these wheels. A.s

examples of the use
of the whe(‘l for
driving dynamos,
the following ma,y
be n o t e d Idie
power sta,tion of tlui

American Ei v c r

Syndicate is local,ed
at R o c k 0 r e e k

,

Eldorado County,
Gal. The plant
consists of an 8-ft.

Pelton w h (i c 1

,

Fig, 16.—Direct driving of dynamo by Pelton wheel.
which, running un-
der a head of 110

,

. tri • 11 .
E)0 revolu-

tions with a 54-m. nozzle, has a maximum capacity of 180 horse power. I’o this wheel is
connected a lUO horse-power Brush generator; speeded at 900 revolutions, the current from
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which is carried to the mill through a single insulated copper wire, No. 3 B, & S. gauge,
the return being made by a wire of the same size, making a tour-mile circuit. The power
from the generator is communicated to tiie countershaft of the mill l)y a 70 horse-power
Brush motor running at 950 revolutions. The machinery operated consists of three centrif-
ugal roller mills, a ten-stamp battery, and a rock breaker. The Pelton wheel under these
conditions shows an efficiency of 86 per cent., while about 75 per cent, of the power thus
generated is available for duty at the mill. Sufficient power is taken from the main circuit
to run sixty incandescent lamps for lighting the entire works.

It only remains to bo said that the modern turbine has been brought to such a point of
perfection that, with |)roper attention to correct velocity of discharge and ample water pas-
sages, from 80 to 85 per cent, of the gross power of the water call be safely estimated as
secured by 8 or 10 of tlio most popular types of wheel.

Way, Balancing : see Balanemg Way.
WELDING, ELECflBIC.

_

One of the oldest known facts in the working of iron is that
})ortions, when softened or rendered plastic by heat, could, under suitable conditions, unite or
wold together. Owing to this property, the earliest iron smelters were able to secure pieces
of moderate size from ihegrjiiiules obtained in the reduction of the ores in their eriido furnace
o|)eratic)ns. Those were carrii'd on on too small a scale to give rise to iron which liad in it a
portion of carl)on conferring fusiliility, or cast-iron. In general, softened materials, such as
warm wax, |)itch, or heated gla.ss, possess tlie property of welding in an eminent degree.
This is probably duo to tlio existence of a comparative freedom of movement of the inole'cules

of materials in a plastic condition, which allows the cohesive force, to be exerted between
particles or surfaces brought very near together, or into complete contact one with the other.

Jfor siudi operations of welding, tlio surfaces must be clean and free from interposed scale

or dirt, or llio cjonditions must be such that these latter are expelled from tlie joint during
t he operat ion.

^

Witli |)latinum or glass in the heated or softened state, tlie union takes place
with great facility, owing to the non-oxidability of the surfaces in contact, but in tlie case
of such a metal as iron, which Conns a scale of lilack oxide wlien heated in the air, tlie tern-

pi'rature for welding must (dther be so high that the oxide is liquefied and so made to exude
from the joint or surfaces brought together

;
or, for the same exudation or auto-cleansing to

take |)lac.e, a, flux wliiidi dissolves and renders li(|uid such scale or oxide at a lower tempera-
ture IB required. In still another way—namely, by extrusion of sufficient of tlie metal itself

outwardly from the joining surfaces—tlie c indition of absence of scale or oxide at the joint

may si'c.ured. filin' appliindlon of the lieating effects of electirical ciiri’cnts, together with
mechanical nuiuipulation, nuirks a naamt advance in the art of welding metals. The well-

known eas(^ wit h which ch'ci rical ciirrents may he regulated or governed in their effects, eon-

tribuh^s greatly f t) tln^ sueci'ss of t he opinaitlon.

The principles of i.h(‘. Diomson process of elect.ric welding, which, principles arc, with
Konio inodilieations. applied to tlui oixu-ations of electric forging and sluiping, upsetting,

riveting, etc., may Ixi briidly statial as follows : Ihie pieces to be op(n,*atcd iqion jirc held in

suitalilc clamps or siqiports, and provision made for tiio passage of hcnivy ciirrents of elec-

tricity at very low pressures or potentials tiirough tlm joint or from piece to piece, dlu' cur-

rent usually enters hy (In' holding-clamps, though sometimes otlier mea-ns than the elamps
are used to* pass current into the jiiiM/cs. Indeed, in some casi^s no (damps aj'o nsc'.d, but
mendy contact surraens bearing on the workqiiccHis at or near tlio joint. Vdiiious modifi-

cations are made in the devici's enijiloyed so as to suit tli(’> ehai'acticr of tlu^ work itself. The
result of passing a h(‘a,vy current, through t he mctail of tlie joinl. is a localization of the heat-

ing e{lV(!t. of t h(^ (MiriHuits to the joint itsdf, or, more corriict.ly, to the metal a,t the joint,

and sit a simill distiim^i? (‘sicli side of it.. Duringl.he jiassage of current, the jiit'ces sire pn'ssi'd

togetlnu- in (inn contnet., and since there is no ai*e, the luuithig t)(;(*urs by tlio rc'sjstaium of

the solid metal, suid not liy that of any air or gas in si sjisice ludwecn them. Niutlier do(,‘s

th(^ hesding silt.ogetlM'r (l(‘{u‘iid on the fsmt ihsit the nuading [xirtions (hi not lit pcsrfi'ci.ly,

such impcriect. (it. giving iiiereaseil resisiance at the joint, for si solid hsir joining (he elsimps

would he lieal-ed betwium such elsimps, though its ivsistaiUMi is not increased by tlu' (‘xistsmee

of any btvsik or psirtial fit of surfsici's in contsict. Idle hcsit (lcv(‘lop(ul in any poriion of an

(‘l(M't ric. ci remit (liqumds U|)on tlu^ r(‘sisl,a.n(?e which it oilers to tln^ curnMil, and upon i.h(‘ sunount

of eurnmt psissing. It is also in proporlion t.(> (he s(iusire of (he strimglli of t.hat current.

If t.lH‘. nssisi.uncihx^ gresit,, si small current will be nxpiinMl, Imt the pressure of tin', eurrent

will need to lie higlumough l.o foive the (nirnmt tojisiss, suuairding to Ohm’s law,

Ourrent
M. .M. F. or pr(‘ssur(*

HesistaiKH^

But; if the n'sistsince in the circuit be low, tlie curnnit, to clTect bvUii ing, will rcqviin^ to be

inercsised. while I Iki pressung or elect ro-nintiv(5 force, will be less. II. is of course evident, that

in the (^ase of two bars or jiiciais of metsd held iogid.hcr llnnly, and arrarigiMl so that si. (uir-

rent wlien jiasscd will only go through the pierces at the meeting portions, and a lit.tle of the

inidsil (‘sicli siihhlKU’i'of, advery low resistance will (‘xist in (he pat.h of the currimt through
(he pi(‘c.(‘s. lleuc.i' lh(‘ desircil heal ing for welding will demand that, the current strength or

rate of (low of ('h‘clri(*ity In^ very high. TIuh current, with liars of copper 11 ^) l.o 1 in. or a

iitl.lc more in din,under, \ir wilirbsirs of iron of seven or eight sipiare imdie.s of smdion sit the

widd, may reach I iiirly or fort.y thousand amper(‘s, yet tin*, pressure or jiotmitlal ditTenviKm

causing such (low may lx? no more than twm volts. In a(?t.ual |>ractic(? in (detd.rie. welding,

the strength of eurnuit and pnissure d(?p(m(l on the conditions of ih<? \v()rk, tin? dcaired

rate of limit d(?vel()pmeni, sind other factors. It therefore varies gr(?ally. Jh>r obtaining
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the large currents at the low pressure indicated above, the development of the art has shown
that storage cells or accnmiilators may be used, that dynamo-eleetrie machines may be
constructed to furnish the currents, or that currents of comparatively high pressure and
small flow may he transformed or exchanged by induction apparatus for ' currents of very
low pressure and great volume. The latter method is the one adopted in almost all of the
apparatus constructecl for practical use in electric welding. It enables the dynamo, which is

usually made to furnish alternating currents of about 300 volts pressure, to be placed
where it is convenient to drive it by power, while the working apparatus or welding
transformer may be elsewhere located, two wires of moderate section being used to convey
the current from the dynamo to the transformer. The dynamo may be of such size as to be
able to supply current at the same time to several welding transformers, or welders, as they
are called, and located in different parts of a manufacturing establishment.

The general character of the apparatus may readily be seen by an examination of Fig. 1,

which represents the second machine made, and which
machine has become historic.

The primary, P, Pig. 1, is a large, open ring, and is

composed of many turns of insulated copper wire. The
secondary, 8 8, is simply a single heavy har of copper
bent to make only one turn outside the primary coil; its

ends are turned outward, and provided with powerful
screw clamps, G O', for holding the pieces, BP', in place
and in abutment. The form of the secondary is somewhat
like a Jew’s-harp, with the clamps on tlie ends of the
parallel portion. The har, S, is thinned at B, and broad-
ened there so as to give a certain flexibility. A powerful
screw and spring at Z J forces tlie clamps together when
the apparatus is used. Over both primary and secondary
a heavy sheathing of iron wire is wound, forming vir-

tually an endless magnetic circuit of iron around them.
The iron wire is wound upon a casing which encloses the
two coils, P and 8, and prevents the iron wire from
interfering with the free movement of the parts of the
bar, P, and the clamps, 0 C

.

The resistance of the
secondary har is about .00003 ohm. Vigorous alternating
currents, of comparatively high potential, passing in the
primary circuit,P, generate in the bar, 8, when its circuit
is closed by pieces, B B', to be welded, a low cdectro-inotive
force acting over a circuit of very low resistance, and
giring rise therein lo currents of enormous volume. To
prepare the pieces for the operation of welding by electric

Pig. 1.—Electric welding rnacliine, means, all that is necessary to be done is to clean those
parts of the pieces which enter the clamps by flling or

emery, and to see that the ends or surfaces to be welded are clean enough to effect a contact
when pressed together after placing in the clamps. The shape of the abutted ends matters
little, as a joint will be formed even when the ends are irregular, but it is better to have the
surfaces either flat or with the edge chamfered a little, or with one or both surfaces made
somewhat convex, in order that the joint may begin in the middle of the abutted section.
The pieces are placed in the clamps, with the ends to be Joined projecting therefrom a sraali
amount, and a moderate pressure tending to hold them in abutment, is applied. Sometimes
at this stage a flux, as borax, is added, after which the current is put on. Heating of the
abutted ends at once begins and proceeds with a rapidity depending on the current flow, and
the size and nature of the pieces treated, reaching the welding heat or temperature of union
for the metal, or even reaching the pointyof actual fusion. "With great energy of current,
joints on iron bars of over in. diameter have been made in less than three seconds after
applying the current, and with small wires the action is almost instantaneous. Tlie scale on
which the apparatus is constructed depends, of course, on the character and ciimensions of the
pieces to be treated or worked. Wires of -Jo of an inch in diameter up to bars of several
inches in diameter may he welded by suitable sizes of welders. The current strength required
in such case depends on the nature of the metal or alloy as regards fusibility, specific heat,
resistance, etc. Easily fused metals, like tin or lead, require less current, because the tern’
perature of welding is just short of their fusing points, which are, of course, comparatively
low, while their higher speeifle resistance to the flow of current, as compared with iron dr
copper, still further lessens the current required to produce the heat in any given section.

The metals silver and copper, which, in their pure state, are the most perfect electrical
conductors known, and which at the same time possess a very high heat-conducting power,
require for electric welding currents of relatively much greater amount than do iron'
platinum, gold, etc. The conductivity for heat tends to cause a rapid transfer of heat from
the joint to the clamps during the operation, which loss of power is largely kept down by
making the weld in as short a time as possible. The conducted heat, as well as the heat
developed by the current in passing from the clamps or current-applying contacts to the
work-piece to be welded, tends to raise the temperature of the clamps or contacts, and so in
a measure lessen their efliciency for conveying current, and also to injure them by oxidation.
These parts of the apparatus being usually of copper, or alloys rich in copper, are, however,
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in the actiial machines kept cool by a circulation of water, and are in this way preserved

from deterioration. To this end they are on the larger machines constructed with water
passages which are connected to a water supply. In such machines also it is not unusual for

hydraulic force or hydrjuilic cylinders to be provided for forcing the pieces together during

welding, and sometimes also for holding the pieces in the clamps. The ease and quickness

of action and perfeclion of control by simple valves renders hydraulic pressure peculiarly

well axlapted to impart the movement necessary for clamping, unclamping, pressing together

in welding, etc., during the operation. In like manner the current applied in doing the

work is controllable and regulable by simple switches and regulating appliances, so that the

heating effects can be nicely adjusted to the size and character of the work. To such an
extent is this true that, electric welding machines are constructed which are automatic in

character, or in which the conditions for successful welding, iiicliidingthe amount of current,

pressure to be exerted, anti point of cutting oil of current, having been once determined for

tlie sizes of work for whicdi the machine is adapted, such work may be indefinitely repeated,

since the placing of tlu‘. pi(HU‘s in the clamps is in accordance with set gauges on the welder.

The ap{)lication of tuirrent is after a certain interval followed by its automatic cutting off,

and the pressure ex(‘j*t(ui to close or effect the weld is automatically applied by springs or

by a (lefinito hydraulic force. Tlie tendency in the development of tile welding apparatus is

to have its action a,utoma,tie even in the case of large work, at least in so far as the application

of a certain ainount of pressure in forcing the pieces together is concerned. In some cases

tlie automatics cluiracter of the a{)parat-us is more complete. This is the case in machines
which automatically feed the |)icccs into place in the clamps, clamp or hokl them, automati-

cally apply th(‘, iiroper pressure and current, allow the proper amount of yield to take place

in forming the weld. an<l automatically cut off; the current, followed by the automatie release

of the?, chimps and discdnirge of tlic pitices.

Concerning tli(‘ form of t.lu? pieces which can bo dealt with in the electric w(3]der, there

are hut few limii.ataoiis. Of course, the welding of uniform sections of wires or bars presents

tlie least dillieulty. fflK^sc sections maybe round, square, polygonal, or irregular, provicled

tlie holding chimps an? a(hq)te(l to gras|) them and hold tliein securely. Iflat stirips like

band sa.ws inay be ofxc’att'd ujion similarly, and even t(?etli may be welded into saws where
they liave- been hrokivu out. ff'he edg(‘s of sheets of considcralile width may likewise ho

iinitcd. Tlio wt'lding of pipe sections of largo or small diameter is |)erformo(l with facility.

In sueli work, as also is the ease of solid-bar welding, in many instances, the weld is per-

fected by liamnKM'ing, tln^ blows of a, light hammer, rapidly deliv(U’e(l a,t the weld while the

metal is'lieated, being |)r(‘f(?rr(Hl, such piirposi's, liotlimechanical and rapi(I pnciimatic

iiammers wliicli c?un readily be appluMl to the work are in use. Pipe welding in the lighter

work may re(|uire a mandrel int roduced into the interior of the piiie, (luring the hamiricring,

t.hougli this is not: a iKMK'ssit.y in tin? <‘asc of pipe with heavy wails. The process finds am)!!-

c,ation in tin? welding of iron pi|)e sections into contiimous long leiigldis for coiling. It is

rt'Jidily ap)pli(‘d to tin? joining of l{‘a(lq)ipe sections without solder, and without any cnlarge-

ment.’at the joint. 'Iffm diameicr and thickiu'ss of the ])ip{:us prcs(?rv(Ml, wliilo tlic inptal

l)ecomt‘s a, cont inuous |)icc(?. When aj)pli(Ml to tin? welding of tires or rings, tin? conditions

an? HU(?h tlial it, might he (^xp(?c.ted at first that tin? (?l(?cl,ric current, if apf)lied by conta,(;ts or

(•lamps at, each si<h? of a Imeak or proposed jointdn a ring, would lx? liable to Hhort-cireuit

itself tlirough tin? <’omph?t(? portion. Home current docs pass a, round such a ring, but it is

slight as (?ompare(l with tJuit wliic.h passes a, (. tin? [)ro])osed weld or joint. This is owing to

the greater resist.ance to tin? current given by the length of mebil in t,ho pa,t,h formed l)y the

m(:?tal of the ring outside tin? clamps, as c,oinpjir(?(l witli the short length b(?tween the closely

approximated clamps when? tin? joint is to lx? made. Morcov(‘r, with aJterrmting eurrents

tin? path around the ring has a much liiglu?r selMnductiou, whicli a,et,s as an o])posing iutlu-

<?nc(‘, and so nets to c'ln?ck curnmt in tiuit patli. Fmih(?r, if desired, tin? inseition ()f a

magnetizable Ixxiy of iron in the. interior of th(? ring, such laxly being made, of a, biunllc? of

iron wires or plates, will give an opposing (?IT(‘(?t,, or S(?ir-in(luet km so gn?n.t.ly increased that

in most castes very Hlth' eurreiit. will pass around tin? ring ns_ (?()mpMn?(i witli t hat wine,

h

passes a 1. ilu? joint, ami which Inaits and welds the same. It will be evident, without fur-

ther exfdana.tnm, that pieces of special or irregubtr out.Hue may be. opt?rat(?d upoti or w(?l(j(?d

to others by simply providing t.lu‘ n(X'(»ssary and suitable (?himpH aanl (•(inlncls IVu* passing

into I hi? pieces iix‘ proper <*urnmt., aixl ha* pn^ssing tiio meta.l toge.tlier at tin? joint, provi(li?(l,

of course, t hat, the nxjuisiti? proj(?(?tion of iiarts and me(?t,ing of pieces lK?tvv(?cn the, (/lamps

is |x‘rmit.ted.

While in mosi. cases the ()|H?ra,iion of ehx’l.ric welding by tin? Thomson pria/ess is (dT(?cte(l

liy hull welding, or joining tin? |)i<M*es in a plane substant ia,! ly tra,nsv(?rse t,o t he line joining

tin? pie(?es, it. is(?(puilly a,|»plicn.hle t.o making lap W(?lds ;
hut. praefieally tlx? buttwelds ma.de

(?le(ariea.lly an? (xjuai to lap widds as ordiiniriLy mado, a,inl oftim suj)|)lant t.he hitter with

gr(?at a.dvantage, 1 1, is ('ustomary to dress off’ or hamnnu* dovvii t in? burr or (vxpjinsion left

in t.he butt welding of tlx? piee(‘s. due to tlndr being pressed togudher wyhik? in a, plastic

St,ate, but in many eases the presmice of the burr is not ol)j(?(?tioimble,, while it is consider-

ably eondueivi? to st reiigt h, as it. makes ilu? weld in most taises the strongest, part of the

structure. In oilier eases tin? burr may, by suilabk? dies, bi? ffnish(?d into a uniform bead

which is ornamental in ehara.et.er. (See Fig. 2.) In rt'gard to tin? pn?pa,ration which is given

to t in‘ (unls of tin? pi(‘(?es befori? wadding, it. is notic(?abl(? tliat for uuxlerale-sized \vir(‘H tlu?

(unls nniv bi? simply cut off in wire cut tens, and ahulh?(l thereafter for i)a.ssage of current

and Widdiug. In larger work, such as iarg(? bars of iron, liic enilH an? somewhat rounded
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or conyex, and the heating and welding therefore begins in the center, or near the axis of
the bar. As the metal heats, softens, and yields, the weld continues to spread laterally until

it includes the whole of the section. It has been proved possible to weld bars without
producing any expansion or burr at the joint by first preparing the ends suitably—

,

by first removiug from the ends of the pieces just that
portion of metal which during the welding would have
gone to form the expansion. However, this operation requires

skill and judgment, and is not generally practised. The de-
gree of heat to which a bar may be brought in the electric

welder is only limited by the fusing point of the metal, unless
the losses by conduction and radiation from pieces too large for
the machine, limit it. The fact that most metals when heated
possess less conductivity for current is important, for it lessens

the volume or flow of current required to be passed. Otlier-

wise the current would need to be increased as the section welded
was increased during the operation. This, however, is not
requisite, for in the ease of iron, as an example, the specific

resistance of the metal at the welding heat may be ten to twelve
times what it is at ordinary temperatures. This fact has also
another important bearing on the operation of electric welding.

Fig. s.—

B

utt welding, for it leads to a uniform distribution of the heating effect in
the different parts of the weld, assuming that no disturbing

effect which otherwise prevents such uniformity exists. The action is hiiefiy that if in a
weld one portion of the meeting surfaces is comparatively cooler than another, its resistance
will be less, more current will therefore be diverted to such cooler portions, and a conse-
quent increased heat production will ensue thereat which rapidly brings the metal to a
temperature nearly uniform with the rest.

The development of the Thomson electric-welding process has shown that instead of a
few only of the metals and alloys being the weldable ones, there are few if any exceptions
among the metals so far as their weldability by electricity is concerned. It has appeared also
that in many cases metals are united with great ease which before were regarded as non-
weldable. Doubtless the reason for this is that the perfect control of temperature and pres-
sure obtained enables the operator to work within so much narrower limits of fusibility and
plasticity as would he impossible with the ordinary methods. The metals which have been
found to weld with facility include wrought-iron, cast-iron, steels of various grades, steel
castings, Bessemer metal, copper, lead, tin, zinc, nickel, cobalt, silver, gold, platinum, anti-
mony, bismuth, magnesium, aluminum, manganese, cadmium, and such alloys as east and
rolled brass, bronze, gun metal, aluminum brass, aluminum bronze, phosphor bronze, silicon
bronze; coin silver, gold of varying fineness, type metal, pot metal, pewter, solder, German
silver, fuse alloy, aluminum iron, etc. The process permits the combination of different
metals and alloys to be effected without solder, such as copper to brass, copper to soft iron,
copper to German silver, copper to gold, copper to silver, brass to soft iron, brass to cast-iron,
tin to zinc, tin to brass, brass to German silver, brass to tin, brass to mild steel, wrought to
cast-iron, wroughtdroii to cast-steel and to mild steel, gold to German silver, gold to silver,
gold to platinum, silver to platinum, soft iron to east brass, iron to German sil ver, iron to
nickel, tin to lead, etc.

The joining is frequently effected without the use of a flux, though in some cases a flux,
such as glass of borax, is found to assist the operation. The energy required to effect a weld
is of course different with the different metals, according to conductivity for heat and elec-
tricity, fusibility, section, shape of pieces, and other factors.

The following table shows some of the results obtained in welding iron, etc., and with
the time occupied in the work.

Energy also?%ed in Electric 'Welding. Projcmor Tlionisords process.

Iron and Stkrl. Brass. Copper.

Area

In

bq.

in.

Watts
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primary
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Tvelders.

p -a
— a

s
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o

|=< 511 13
a

<S 0
5
s
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newer
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•3

p

ii
o
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sec-
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isi
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1,000.

0-5 8,550 33 14*4 260 •25 7.500 17 12-6 117 -125 6.000 8 10' 441' 16,700 45 28*0 692 •5 13,500 22 S2-6 281 •25 14^000 11 23 ‘4 1 421*5 23,500 55 39*4 1,191 •75 19,000 29 31-8 508 -375 19,000 13 31-8
iS* 29,000 65 48*6 1,738 !• 25,000 33 42-0 760 ‘5 25l000 16 42' 3002*5 34,000 70 57-0 2,194 1'25 31,000 38 52-0 1,087 625 31,000 18 51*9 513'3’ 39,000 78 65*4 2,804 1-5 36,000 42 60*3 1,890 -75 36,500 21 61-2 7'063*5 44,000 85 3,447 1-75 40,000 45 67-0 1,659 875 43.000 22 72'2 R724* 50,000 90 83*8 4,148 2- 44,000 48 73-7 1,947 1* 49,000 93 8,2-1 1,039
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It will be seen that the foot pounds of energy for a given section of copper are about half

as mucli again as with the same seetion of iron, and that the figures for iron and brass are

not very different. The high heat conductivity of copper, in consequence of which more of

the length of l)ar is lieated, or more heat conducted away from the joint, doubtless accounts

for the" differtMici^ noted. It may also be remarked that the energy required increases mom
rapidly than tlui section, and in a certain proportion, which is doubtless due to the fact that in

the larger piec'cs, though loss subject to radiation of heat during the welding than smaller

pieces, there is required a longer time for the welding, and consequently an increased

conduction of heat from the joint results. If the time of welding were made the same

for varying sections, it would appear that the energy used would be more nearly in propor-

tion to tlie section. 'rhe end pressure in foreing the pieces together should, for the best

work, be carefully kept, as, if a proper amount be applied, the welding will be at once effected

oil the metal piiktes arriving at a certain degree of plasticity, the quickness or slowness of

the lieating simply governing the time which will bo consuined in heating to that plas-

tienty. The pressure to be applied in effecting butt weldselectrically varies with the material

and si'iition of the pieces at the weld. It is with steel about 1,800 lbs. per sq. in.; with

wrought,- iron, about 1,200 lbs.; and for copper, about 600 lbs. per sq. in.

I ti tJie. industrial application of the process the source of current has usually been a

s|)eeial dynamo, con-

strue.ttuf to deliver

alttu’iiating current,

s

at, about, 1100 volts,

and of a ]>eriodicit,y

of about 50, or 100

alt.cu’iiat.hms per sec-

ond. Where but, a

single wi'ldm* has.

been mnployi'd it

lias bei'u (uislomary

to r<\gula.t,e the. wind-

ing currents tiy va-

rying tile field -ex-

citing (uirrent liy a
resistancM' or otlu'r

d(3vic(‘. Fig. M shows
a pla,n of t.he cou-

iKM'tions used in

sucli a, ca,S(^ I<hg.

4 also slows the ar-

rangemimt,ora, com-
posite-lleld siilf-i'X-

citing dynamo, * Fm. a. - liuliriHa, (‘Icctrie welder,

which is controlled

i>y a, va,riai)le ri^aciive (*oil a,loiigsi(le the widder, altering the soir-induct.ion in a,n arma-

ture lirancli or c.ircuit, which in turn causes a va,riation iu t,he field currtmt of t,lio (lymnno.

In otlier ca,S(‘s in which quick

work is 1,0 be done, tlic condi-

tions at the dyinuno arc set

once for a,ll, and tin.' mere c*.los-

ingof a, switch ivffc^cts ilie weld,

and tlie currmit is sclf-regu-

lat.ing. In f,liis ca,se tln^, (iy-

nanio isgrcMitly over-com-
|)ounded, v.r imtrcjises its elcc-

t,ro-motivi‘. foi'ce rapidly wit,h

an increase of resistance, or

counter forec, in its cinniit,

due 1.0 ht‘a,t,ing of! f,he phH'.es

during winding. In the case

of sevcu’nl wi*l(i(vrs fed from tlie

same dynamo a,s a, source of jiri-

rnary currents, such methods
art', inadvisalde, and are

|)laced l)y const,ruelions which
yitdd constant, {lolentials,

^

or

th e (
1 y n a,mos a, ri ' se 1 f- ri

*
gn hit i n

g

I’m. 4 .« Oonip()Hitc tkd(l ilynaiao and
tlie saim^ sense as dynamos

used in (deidrie. lighting are.

Tln^ actual eonstruetion used in the welders themselv(‘s umhugocs gnmt va,nation,

aeeonling to th(‘ sij:e, and ('haracter of the work for which th(‘y a.re (Icsigned. I he direction

and nut Ill’ll of nioviMiHuit to lie given U) theclamps in (dlecting the weld will of ccHirse govern

t.lKM'onstruct.ioti of thi^ waddiu' itself to a large extent. As the ehudric weddhig inaidiiiuj

may be regarded as a special induction coil or transformer, combined with holding and
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moving clamps and pressure apparatus simply, it will also be understood that a change in

the latter does not necessarily involve a change in the former. Indeed, in the type of weider

called ‘‘Universal,” the strong iron frame containing and supporting the transformer

portion of the apparatus simply has an upper double platform, the portions of which are the

Fig. 5.—Electric welding for varying forms.

Fig. 6.—Primary coil.

terminals of the heavy secondary conductor, insulated from each other and provided with

grooves and holes for bolts similar to an iron planer bed. These permit the attacliment of

varying forms or arrangements of clamping devices to suit a variety of foiins and sizes

of welding work or metal shaping, for which the machine is adapted. Sucli a macliine is

shown in Fig, 5, hearing clamps for axle-welding bolted to its platen. Hydraulic cyl-

inders are arranged to move back and forth

one terminal of the secondary, arranged in

guides, and whereby the welding pressure and
movement is obtained. In these and other
machines for electric welding, the primary
coil of many turns, and the very heavy sec-

ondary conductor of only one turn, are con-
structed so as to be closely associated around
a laminated iron core. Arrangements such

as in Figs, 6 and 7, where P and S represent relatively the sections of primary and sec-
ondary, and I the iron magnetic circuit, are used. The secondary is cut, as 'in, Pig. 7,
at K, leaving its terminals free for conveying cur-
rent to clamps which may he attached thereto.

Fig. 8 shows a welder adapted for welding sec-

tions of pipe by hand-pressure, and gives a fair idea
of the substantial character of work demanded in
these later electrical productions. A pipe-welding
machine of more elaborate type is provided with
hydraulic-pressure cylinders, for forcing the pieces
together. Both these pipe machines are provided
with water circulation through the clamps, for keep-
ing them cool and in worlcing condition. A top
view of a tire-welding machine is given in Fig.. 9.

the pipe for water circulation being clearly seen,

the special clamps, the pressure lever, and the tire in place as welded in the machine.
The electric welding process has given rise to special ways of doing work, and to special
manufactures dependent on its conferring the ability to do work which otherwise could not
be attempted. Examples of this are easily found, and the welding apparatus in such cases
often takes on a special form peculiarly fitting it for the particular work. In the construc-

Fig. 7.—Secondary coil.



1

H. Pipo wcldinij; inuchinci.

Avlien brought togothi'i* and welded, serve also to clamp aud weld the iron or steel spokes

^^^"^nother case of the special tdiaracter of the work demanding welding machines of a

Fr(i. 9. Tire-wclding inachine.

d(',sign and const rufit ion nltogtd her different from oth(‘r work, is in th(‘ rruiruifacdun' (vf pro-

ami sli(‘lts for guns, Idle pmrts of the projcndile, sutdi as th<' steid p(>ndf c)r Up,

softer tui)ular body, and perforated butt end, are formed separately and accurately (hig. 10).
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Pig. 10.—'Welded projectiles.

They are then placed in the special welder, where they are united very accurately m their

axial relation, but little finishing being required to complete the work. The application

of the electric welding process to wire jointing being one of

the earliest and simplest cases, has become very extended,

and millions of joints are annually made in wires of various

size and of different metals. The joints are usually as strong

as the annealed metafi or nearly so. When the wires to be

united possessed a structure due to working, such as drawing

through the draw plate, it is, of course, not to be expected

that such structure will be retained at or quite near the

joint welded electrically, as the heating anneals the wire and
takes away the grain or toughness conferred by the mechan-

ical kneading of drawing, rolling, or hammering. In such

cases it is customary, where it is practicable, to hammer the

joint after welding, special devices, delivering numerous

quick blows of small hammers, being made for the purpose.

Drawing subsequent to welding restores the structure, and

the hammering is then not usually required. The applica-

tion of the process to the pi’oduction of chain effects a saving

in weight, inasmuch as mild steel may replace wrought-iron,

and, therefore, yield a chain of equal strength of less weight

and cost. The uncertainty of steel welding by the ordinary

process has been a bar to the use of ordinary forge welding,

and electric welding, on the other hand, enables tlie milder

steel to be employed with almost the same facility as wrouglit-

iron. The electric process also enables ’bars or pieces of such,

shape of section as could not be worked by the ordinary welding methods,_ to be dealt with

easily, and hence finds a wide field of application special to itself, in addition to its use for

the ordinary work of bar welding, as in tires, axles, etc., pipe welding, etc. Macliinory of

the same general character as electric welding machines is applicable to use in electric

soldering and brazing. In such cases the -current is passed through one or botli jiieces, so

as to bring them up to the temperature at which the solder melts. In the presence of a

suitable flux, the operation can generally be performed with great facility and rapidity, A
number of such machines have been put in operation. They possess the advantage of local-

izing the heat almost solely in the portions of metal at the joint, as in electric welding.^ In

consequence, the extensive sealing of partly finished surfaces on each side of a brazed joint

(such as occurs with the fire or blow-pipe often employed) is prevented, and the lieating action

is under the most perfect control. The clamps for holding the work may, of course, remain

stationary in tlie case of electric soldering or brazing, though they are often imu'le movable

and adjustable for the placing of the pieces in proper relative positions prior to the heating.

The welding machinery is also applied with but slight modifications (generally of a purely

mechanical nature) to such operations as electric forging and shaping, including upsetiing

and riveting. The portions of metal to be heated for such operations are included Jietween

the terminals of the heavy secondary, and are quickly brought to the proper working beat

by the passage of the heavy current. After tliis, either by a movement imparted to the

pieces clamped and heated, or by separate dies or formers, the desired shape is given to the

plastic metal, and the pieces may be heated and pressed a number of times in succession, in

case the nature of the work is such as to require it.

The operation of electric riveting is a form of upsetting, and is accomplished by making
the rivet blank the path for the heavy secondary current. For this purpose, it is only nec-

essary to include the blank, with or without head, between the heading tools of licavy bronze
or copper, kept cool by water circulation through them, and when the blank lias reached a

plastic state by the current heating it, to force the tools one toward the otlier until tlie

heads are sufficiently formed (Fig. 11). With sufficient energy of current the rivet body
actually welds into the plates, and the plates themselves may, in

part, be welded together. The heating of pieces for hot spinning
or rolling may be accomplished, and the rotation of the pieces,

even during the passage of current, presents no considerable dif-

ficulty. The apparatus in this case resembles a lathe, the heads
of which are insulated, and then connected to the terminals of

a secondary circuit of a transformer of the same construction as

for welding. The tool post, or the part corresponding thereto,

carries rolls or formers for manipulating the revolving hot metal,

through which the current is passed for heating, and the work-
ing may proceed while the heating is in progress. The heat may
also be maintained at the proper degree for giving the requisite

plasticity or continuous annealing. In this way iron tubing
rotated may be reduced or expanded, its ends closed, beads rolled

in its sides, etc.

Adapting the strength of the current, or rather the heating
effect of the current, to the size of the pieces in electric welding,
brazing, forging, shaping, etc., is a matter easily provided for by suitable regulators. W^here
the pieces included in the circuit are of different sections or resistances, they will not heat

Fig. 11.—Electric riveting.
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equally, unless special precautions are taken, such as proportioning the currents traversing

each piecic, or arranging tlie conduction, or cooling of the pieces during work so as to afeet
in greater degree the piece of higher resistance, which would, otherwise, tend to overheat.

Ill welding, this is frequently done by giving but a relatively smaller projeotion from the
clamps to tlie piece of smaller section* or higher resistance.

In some instances in practical work it has been found that some saving of energy in

electrical welding can be obtained by heating the p)ieees lo a red heat before insertion into

the clamps of tlie welding macliine, wliich then raises the temperature to the welding heat,

and only at the joint. This, for special kinds of work, may be made to save the energy
re(|iiire(l for the incipient heating during welding. Frequently, also, fuel products which
are wastes of other parts of the rnaniifaeturc can be employed to generate steam for electric

welding, and, of course, where water-power is abundant the energy of the water may bo
turned into heat for tin.', same uses.

Welding Tains : see IMpe and Tube-niaking Machines.

WHEi^ij-MAKlNO MAOHINES. The manufacture of wheels has received a great
impnls(' in America by reason of the sujiciiority of our native woods, and the severe

d(miands nuiide mion wheeled vehicles by our poor roads
;
and in this line of maiinfaeture

our macdiinc designers and builders have nobly mot the call made upon them. There is

scarcely any |)ii,rt of a wlieel which is not now made by machinery, mostly automatic
;
and

among the. ingenious and productive macliin.es for ma,king and assembling the parts may be

rei'koned tlie felly and rim siiwing, rounding, planing, mortising, and polishing machines;
spoke hithi^s, tenonei*s, and tliroalers ; hub turning, boring, linishing, and boxing machines;
s})ecial machines for inserting and driving the spokes, triinmiug the ends of the tenons,

driving screws iniiO the felly, and cutting off their ends
;
wlieel presses, etc.

In one of the cutting-btT, boring, and doweling machines made by the Bentel & Marge-
da,nr do., the s|)()ko tenon-boring (levic(3 has a liollow mandrel, which rotates, but has no
reciprocating motion, and a sliding mandrel inside this, which has lengthwise motion only,

so iliat it may lie brought forward to the work without in any way int(;rforing with the

truth of the ’journal and l)earings of the outer rotating mandrel. Whore the work is

brought up to the boring lied, such a precaution is not necessary.

In the Egan (loublo spoke-tliroating machine, the upright eoluran has two housings or

slides, and a mandrel (it,t'(',d to ea(*li slide and carrying a cutter lu'ad, whicih 1ms bits of the

t'Xtudi sliafx^ to hollow out the part of tlie stoede wlikdi is to come aga,inst the hub. dlheso

cut,! er heads are plac.ed a,t a eertain distaiuM'. apart, '’.riic spoke is iilacuHi on a, rol.ating table,

wiiic.h has [)ins Uigainst, whieli the spoke rests, audwliicdi carry tlie stock between tlie cuttivr

ht*ads. On the (mler (uid of the rot,atlug table there are two cams, whic'h tui,vises the sinall

end of the spoke to work up and down, giving the desinal shaiie to (rho ldiroat of the spoke.

In sonic machines l.o a,e(^oninlish this purpose, tlie cutter heads swing from common
; hut on this one the st.o(',k is made to adjust up and down, and the eutter-heads are

st>at ionnry.

In tlie manufa.ct,ure of fellies tluu'e, is usually enifdoycd a. machine having two concave or

dished saws on t-hc same mandnd, at a distance apart goviu'iievl by tluulv^sired tlilckness of

the lolly
;
and the mat.i'.rial, ischunped on a sector, the radius of whichps of suck a length,

and thi'^ cmitre so placed, that whi'ii tlie stoedv is swung around to the actioii of die two saws,

tlii'n^ will lie cut a rim having <*,ouc.entric inner and outer edgi^s. DilTeriuit saws are

einpl<)y(‘<l for fellies of dilfen'iit radii. It should be mentioned in this conueciif)U tliat the

phnurin whieli tke, si'ctor biunkig the stock has its vibration is not parallel with any one in

which the saw arbor lies
;

tlius, if the saw arbor is horizontak t.ho s(u*tor is inelined from the

hori/.onlid tvi a (legrcMMiorrospiinding to the distance above the saw C(‘.uter at which tlie stock

is presented.

Him Planer.---

A

machine for planing wheel rims or fellic'S on all four sides at one

operation, eitlie.r st<raJght or hevellod, is brought out by the lleniel & Margedant Co., and
cidls for a ve,ry ditTi'rent. eonst.ructlon from that riMpiirod in ordinary tilaning. The reqnire-

nu'iits are that it shall phnie all the four sides of a felly or of tiic rim, of any dosiriHl

diami'ter and thickness, with contiriuons fimd and without sfilintering or gouging the ends

of the f('llit‘s or rims. It consists of a hori55onlal table, with a geared feeil, wliicli hassiudi

adjustment. tkatdlnMMmtor line of the feed roll points to the eeiiter of gravity of any ri in or

fih’ly, no matter for what dia,meter of wheel, gripping tlie felly in tlie_ true ra,dial line of its

einile,, and f(H*(ling it in tluu. line—tkus, of courses, lessiming tlu'. friction on Irlie guides juid

giving goiater iniinunit.y from stoppage, ''rhero are two liorizontnl mandrc'.ls, the cutt.iu’s

on wliieh work tin^ two sides of the felly or rim. Their housings au', on a spei-ial

bed plate, on wldcli Ihv^y ca,ii he .siet to any reqnirv'd angle or bev(d of tJie hky, in

aecordanc.e with a scale placed in the bed |)late. Tlits IhmI plate rises and lowers in.

a vm’tieal line, by a crank and scre.w. The housings thus arraug:(Hl do not riMjiiire

resetting for bevel or angk?, but retain the given angle for wide or narrow b'lties, unless

a elmngti in die bevel is' desiri'd. The talile back of the lowin' cutte.r li(‘a,d slides on tko

lower liracket, and can he raised and lowered to suit tlie desinMl diipth of eul.. The side

or vertical cut ter housings am so arranged that the outside cnitter head, whicdi planes the

inner sidi* of tluvfelly, remains tlxed, while the inside one, which planes the tread, can bo

adjusted for diickmass.
'

ji fA‘lly‘rmmiUn(j Maehvm maclo liyt.he Bentel & Margedant (lo. has for a frame a

heavy coliunn, cast with the journals all in one piece, witli a wide base, the column being

parted so as to give one bearing on the front and the other on the back part
;
the driving
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Fig. 1.—Felly-roandiug machine.

belt coming in the space between, and the mandrel pulley between the two journal boxes.

The tight and loose pulleys are outside of the frame, so that the belt conneciiion maj bo
made from either above or below. There are two horizontal turned bars, one eaeli side of the

frame top, forming a support for a half-circle side

guide, which maybe adjusted thoroon lor wide
or narrow fellies. The circular side guides may
be adjusted for greater or less dista^iice apart
while the machine is in motion. Tlie one on
the bach is wider than the front one, but both
fit close to the circle of the cutter heads. Hie
center guide or rest between the two cutter
heads, on which the felly rests, can be raised

or lowered at will during the operattoii of
rounding. The cutter-heads a,re of tlie Diunson
pattern, and the head in which they are held is

shown in Fig. 1.

The Bentel & Margedant Fellydnrrmg Ma-
chines have an arrangement for the accurate
and positive clamping of the felly, doing away
with trouble on account of the irrcgula,rii.y of
the spoke holes. The felly rests on two steel

straight-edges, which afford it only two rest-
ing places, establishing the lieight of each hole uniformly from the face of the si raight-
edges, regardless of any twist or bend in the sides of the felly. A double clamp, operated
by a treadle, presses the felly uniformly against the stop bars at two points on the inside of
the felly, establishing thereby an accurate and uniform angle for each hohu On the hd’t;

side of the treadle there is an adjusting spacer, for spacing the holes accurately after ihe first

one is bored
;
and this is set to point toward the center of the felly arc, so that the holes will

be laid off accurately.

A felly-boring and screwing machine made by the same company consists in the main of
a vertical column beaidng a cross arm, at the short end of which there is a, vertica.1 boring
mandrel having vertical feed by a balanced lever. The same cross arm bears a spindle,
having a detachable screw-driver, encased by a countersunk cup for loading the screw IkmhI
to the screw driver, or a milled grip cup, which takes hold of the rim of the screw at severa l

points and drives the screw into place
;
this latter method of taking hold of the screw

preferred, as it is quick in action and does away with the danger of splitting the liead.
Both the boring and the screwing mandrel are worked by the same lever. By raising it, the
boring spindle, which runs twice as fast as the screw-driver spindle, descends and bores
hole

;
then pushing the lever clown, the boring spindle is raised and the serow-driver spindle

lowered, driving the screw into the felly. The spindles are connected by a clmin, whicdi
may be unhooked if desired. The rim of the wheel rests, during the opGi*a(ion, ujion a
small adjustable table

;
the^ hub being held by a chuck with jaws, operated by a. scu'cw.

Adjustment for wheels of different diameters and thicknesses is elfectod by a rod passing
through the column connecting with the wheel holder, being movable in and outi by a hand
lever.^ By running wood screws into the felly where the^enon of tlio spoke eiitm's, tlio
splitting of the former is prevented.

The enormous development of special machinery may be pointed out by one, for
instance, which is intended to supersede the heretofore annoying oporal.ion of culling oil
that part of the screw head which remains projecting on the face of a wheel after tlu^ Icily
or nm screw, used by many manufacturers to bind and strengtlien the rims or IVllics
of wheels, is driven home. In one of these machines, made by the Bentel & Margedant ( V).,
Idle wheel is placed on a short upright mandrel, which is adjustable horizontallv to suit;
different wheel diameters; and the internal surface of the felly is presented to tlic action <Kf
tvvo heavy shears, having tool-steel dies, one of which is stationary a,s to rnovcnumt, lint;
adjustable for taking up wear. The other shear is in exact line with an op[)osit(i or staliou-
ary shear and has a reciprocating movement to and from it. By this action the nroiccl intr
part of the screw will be out off close to the face of the rim, when the wheel is proiKlVly set
and the screw head brought between the jaws of the shears. The wheel itself rests upon im
adjustable pivot, upon which it ean be moved up and down, back and forward, and set at an
angle, thus permitting changes for various sizes and kinds of wheel. Tho rnacliine is drivmi

^ pulley on a horizontal shaft, which by beveled wheels drives tho cutting mccdianisni
through a short vertical shaft.

The Bmtel d; Margedant Wheel-polishing Maehine is used for producing a finisli on the
treads of large wagon wheels; it sands, sizes, and polishes both sides of tfie wheel at one

?
PlS'iied base sliding on flat surface.s to andIrom the sanding disks to accommodate large and small wheels; and to this base tliernare pivoted upright rigid douole-ribbed supports for the wheel chuck

;
these supports bein''swung to and from the sanding disks by a treadle, for entering and withdrawing tlio wheel"On one side there is a centering chuck with adjusting jaws and scroll gearing. On theopposite side is a large scroll chuck, which centers from the hub, and holdl and. rotate the

® sanded. Each sanding disk has its own mandrel and housing, andw 1

^® any bevel of rim, an index scale showing the amount of bevel perfoot. The disks adjust to and from each other for different rim thicknesses, and after being
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set can bo tlirown together or drawn apart by a hand lever, to permit the finished wheel
being withdrawn and another one placed in the machine. In applying the sandpaper a
number of pii'ces cut to size are put on each disk in layers, one ov^er the other, and hold by a
screw ring, without glue ; and when one layer is worn out this ring is unscrewed a little, the
top layer of sa-ndpaper picked off with a pointed instrument, and a fresh one thus presented.

The A ntomatic UimTunmig fffacAme shown in Fig. 2 is specially designed for making
carriage a,n(l wagon hubs up to 20 in. diameter, and 18 in. long. It receives the blocks

in the rough state, roughs, turns, cups, finishes the ends, cuts the beads and shoulders
for tlie ha,mis, and makes the hubs of any shape or size, at one operation. The table is built

in, two parts. The lower half is gibbed and fitted to the frame in V-shaped ways, with
adjustment horizontally in line with the mandrel, by hand wheel and screw, to center the
knives witli the hub bloch. The upper table, with roughing and finishing knives at either

end, is mounted upon and gibbed to the lower table, and slides from right to left at right

angles with the mandrel by turning the large hand wheel, to bring either the roughing or

the finishing knives to the hub block. The roughing knilo, with a straight face 18 in,,

long, is licit I in a stand at l lie back of the sliding carriage, with its cutting edge extending
downward, and wluui working t;akes oil surplus material from the hul) blocdi in the form of

a ril)l)0M i in. tliitik, (he full length of the hub
;
the gauge governing the dept,h of cut or

ftusL Tlio finishing knivtis are at the opposite end of the carriage from the rougher, with
tlnvir cutting edges I'x (.ending n|)ward, cjonsisting of a body kiiife with a cutting edge
shupiul to (correspond wit.li the stylo of hub to be turricd ; and a llab knife at either end
ui)on the same si ami, for cutting tlui front and hack bands, with adjustment for cutting
hands of dilTciaiut. widtlis and (liaanetims. Tlio cuttiiig-oll knives, for liiiishiiig the ends of

i.lic hub, an,^ on separate stands, below and in advance of the body and hand knives. The
cupping atljieliment. is gibbed to the tail stakes and providt'.d with a gauge to regiilato the
d(‘|)t h of (lie cut. I1ie sha/pe of the knife governs the stylo of cup. A friction clutch turns
tfu‘ hub, tile frictions h(‘ing disinigaged liy a treadle.

The A nhnuiftAe Il)(h4u.rning an A IHtiiMu tj Marhine shown in Fig. B is for the purpose of

t.urning jilain, bcMuhal, ba,nd(Hl, Sarvon, and* Warren hubs coinplet-e, with iiUBkilhid labor.

Tb(i rough lull) bhx^k is placed

onec! adjus(i(*d, thc! niaf'bim? I urns Pio, a.-IIub-turuinfj; mid llniBhlng machine,
out IiuiiH of only otu‘. tinished

dia,m(vt,er. finishing knives are at the opposite side of the carriagirfrorn tlie rongbing,
aii(i their eul tiiig cslgi's exletid upward. At each end, ujion the siwne stand as the tinishing
knives, are the knives for eutting band seats

; on separate stands, the knives for finishing the
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ends
;
these last being in advance of the body and band knives. A single set of knives will

turn and finish hubs of the same shape to any diameter within the machine’s capacity. The
feed is by friction.

The hub-boring machine shown in Fig. 4, and made by the Defiance Machine Works, is

for boring hub blocks up to 13 in. diameter and 15 in long. The block may be

inserted with the hard or soft part central with the boring bit, regardless of its external
shape. The removal of this

soft part keeps the block from
checking when seasoning, and
adds to the value of the prod-
uct. The carriage is gibbed
to the frame, and slides to and
from the boring bit by turning
the hand wheel The jaws
which receive tlie hub are

mounted upon the sliding

carriage, the boring tool travel-

ing through the jaws. The jaw
at the back part of tlie machine
can be adjusted to receive

hubs of various leugt.hs, and
is connected with the hinge
joint. The upper end is fitted

with a weighted eccentric lever to open and close the jaws. In operation, the end of the

boring tool should extend slightly through the hole in the first jaw, the operator centering

one end of the block by the boring took the other end being set by the hole in the jaw at the

back part of the machine
;
then the weight of the lever will hold the block while being bored.

The capacity is 200 blocks per hour.

^7^e Heavy Hicb-boring Machine shown in Fig. 5 receives the hub block between powerful
universal jaws, which hold it central with the boring tool. In boring, tlie soft central part

of the block is removed. By the use of solid steel reamers, the hole is bored in the block

complete at one operation to the proper size, and tapered to fit the hub latlu) mandrel u|)()ii

which the block is to be turned and finished. The hub block is placed in and removed from

Pig. 4.—-Hub-boring machine.

Pig. 5.—The heavy hub-boring machine.

the jaws when the carriage is moved to the back end of the machine, which is open, so that
the material maybe handled without lifting it over the frame. In operation the liub is

clamped between the jaws, which are selL-centering, and is presented to the action of the
reamer by turning the large hand wheel shown.

Wlieel-hox Making.—In cutting the seat for the box in a wheel hub there are two
principal methods— in one of which the cutter remains at rest, the wheel turning at slow
speed around the advancing but not rotating cutter-head

;
in the other both tlie wheel and

the cutter-bar turn. To turn a wagon or buggy wheel at high enough speed to do free
cutting is impracticable by reason of the wheel not being in accurate balance for high speed,
so that it would either fly apart or fly from the wheel chuck. The method of slow turn-
ing of the wheel about a non-rotating cutter is claimed by many to tear and splinter the
wood, and so disturb the fiber as to shorten the life of the hub, as the spokes and box
can not be given firm support in the disarranged fiber.

The Bentel Margedant Wheel-boxing Machine.—In this machine. Pig. G, the wheel is

turned slowly to secure perfectly true center cutting, but the cutter is also rotated at high
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speed. There is a, solid cast, column, having: a doable slide, and set at a right angle to the

center line of the whole inaehiiie. The bed plate resting on these slides can be moved back
and lorth across tlie machine by a large hand wheel in front, setting the whole mechanism
of the ciitter-bar in exact line with the center line of the wheel chuck, or within any distance

of eitlier side of this center line. The advantage arising from this adjustability of

the carriage into or across the center line of the wheel chuck consists in admitting the use of

cutters or reamers of tlie exact diameter of the hole desired, or in producing a hole of larger

diameter than tlie cutter liy moving it out of center. It also permits of enlarging or

i-ecessiiig the hole betiveeu the liub ends, cutting away the projecting ends of the spokes, so

that they will not rest on the box, and producing offsets or shoulders in conformity with the

shape of the box. For angulai* or tapering shapes of wheel boxes another adjustment is

provided, independent of this, but winch can be operated in connection therewith. It

consists in ari*angirig tlie lower adjustable sliding bed plate on its center with a strong

circular turning slide, to whkdi tlie long cutter-bar carriage is attached by compensating
rotating slides, permitting the carriage to be swiveled. By this adjustment the long cutter-

bar slide, on which tlie cutter-bar housings travel can be thrown into the desired angle for

ciittiug the sides of tlie box angular or beveled, to conform to the various shapes of boxes.

In eoiinection with the movement of the bed plate across the machine, this adjustment

Fkj. (5. Wheel boxing niachiiio.

admits cidf-ing wide, narrow, or angular sides or oifsofcs inside the linbs. An eccen-

tric chvmp ope.ratcil by a lever on Ike insido of the macliine at tlic end ot tlie radial

pla,i.c, (diaages from Ht.ra,ight to ta|)(!r boring. The eiit.tcr-head liovising is moimtejl on

tli(‘, long carriage slide I,>y dovet ailed slides, giving a niovmnent of ^0 in. hack and lorth

lor the cutler bar a.iul its liousiiig. This rnovenient is under control of tlni openifor, and

riiaw b(^ imuh; fast or .slow hj hand or hy power, at will. Thu li'cd scr(‘.w })ass(^s tJirough the

wh()h‘, hmgt.li of the cjirringe, and is wxtistantly turned by a larger pidley at Ui(‘, eiul ot the

carriage:. There is in line with the carriage, a small hand whecd^ having a journal and a

wlu'ol litliug closely into t he threads of the feed screw, and by turning this hand wheel, the

culler imi-y b(', moved to and froiri the Iml) at the speed given by tlic band motion on the feed

wheel, so that the cutter may enter and return from the hub at fast or slow speed at \vi Ij.

By grasping and holding the haiiid wheel at rest, not turning it (dllim’ way, tluj automatic

f(‘hd' is bn >ught into action, and the eiitter-har started forward at a uni form speiMl given by the

l'irg<*. fiMMl pulley. Thi‘ fraining of the machine consists of two columns on ihv, bed pjiite.

'The ('.ohimn Ix'su’ing thi^ eliuek for the wheel is at the back or l(‘lidm.nd end, the right-

hand or front one' carrying the boring tool. The wheel chiie,k consists of three welUcon-

niH'lcd hiuivy jirms, ca<'h liaving a movable clamp block operated by chunj) screws meeting on

the coimnoii ciml.ral (drcular rack. By applying a socket wrench to the sipiavo end oi auiy

one of the three claiiit) scrows, the tlireo clamp blocks may bo moved together or apart, alike

58
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and at the same time. The wheel is clamped at the rim while resting on planed plates, thus

securing a true position, being guided by three points of the rim.
^

The wheel chuck has a

hollow mandrel resting in two bearings, an adjustable rotating bearing being provided in its

rear, taking the weight of the chuck from its bearings. The cutter-bar for finislxiiig tho

front or end of the hub passes through the hollow chuck mandrel, and has its own bearings and
pulley, and movement back and forth for cutting the “crozing’' of the hub. It is opeiatod

Fig. 7.—Automatic wheel-boxing machine.

by a treadle placed near the operator’s stand at the front of the machine by the shi fter bar
controlling the chuck belt.

The Automatic Wheel-loxing Machine shown in Fig. 7 is for boring and finishing the Iiolo
in a wagon hub for receiving tlie
boxes, doing this at one cut to any
regular or irregular shape, relieving
the center of the hub around tiio
spokes, and cupping both ends of tho
hub to any desired shape. All these
operations are done at one starting
and stopping. There is a univorsal
chuck fastened to a 6-in. spindle, all
three of the dogs of which are ac-
tuated at once by turning with a
wrench any one of the three screw
threads, the range being for wheels
from 20 to 60 in. diameter. There
is a boring bar, having lengthwise
and crosswise adjustment, for “boring
holes of any taper, size, or contour de-
sired

;
and it has auxilia,ry euttcr-

heads to “depth” the backs of the
hubs to accommodate tlif3 axle .‘shoul-
der. After completing the cut tho
feed is disengaged automatically.
The boring cutter consists of tliree
independent cutters of square tool
steel.

A Power Wheel Press is shown in
Fig. 8, for pressing axle boxes into
wheel hubs and pressing bands and
flanges thereon

; taking the place of
the hydraulic presses often used for
the same purpose. The screw has
an np-and-down movement of 24
in., and^ the machine will take

a 60-in. wheel, upon which it
will exert a pressure of 60,000 lbs. The direction of motion of the screw is regulated by the
position of the hand lever which operates the friction clutch.

^

Fig. 8.—Power w'neel press.
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A hydrosta,tic power wheel press raade by the Ben tel & Margeclaiit Co. has a vertical col-

umn, containing the cylinder, and supplied with crude petroleum under pressure from two

vertical pumps, operated by eccentrics upon a shaft driven by a sprocket chain.
_

A lever in

front of the machine permit,s the oil to flow from a pressure reservoir to the rim cylinder,

and the same lover releases the pressure and permits the oil to flow back to the suction side

of the pumps. A pop valve permits escape of the liquid when the pressure in the ram
reaches 80 tons. The rain rises 1 in. for every rotation of the pump-driving eccentric haft.

WINDLASS, STEAM CAPSTAN. Fig. i represents a new form of steam capstan wind-

lass, mannfaetiired bjr the American Ship ‘Windlass Co., of Providence, R. L, which has

become almost cKclusively adopted on American vessels. Among the novel features are the

following : The valves of the engines are driven by a straight eccentric, without rocker

Pkj. 1. - Steiim capstam vvIiKlliiBa.

sliafts. 1’'ho.re is a steam reverse valve for reversing the windlass in case of jamniing of the

ropt^s.' 01i(‘ solid cmiter bea,ring of the main shaft is arranged closer, to the gonring, so m to

preveniianv springing of the sliaft under sudden strain. It will also bo oliscnwed That the

power is iransinittiul dinadlv from engine to windlass, with no intermedialo gearing. Blngine

and windlass {irt- c()nu(‘ct('d‘ to one plate, by .which the parts are tied together so that they

can not gd out of lim^. If the deck above twists or strains, or even is entiroljr swept

away, windlass can st.ill he cHlcieiitly operated by ytoam. A. novel lubricating contrivance,

whicli const juitly a,i>pli(*s oil to

the teelJi of tJie worm gear, and

a (jrank-sluih counterbalanee,

whie.li bMlances t.hi! weight of the

(sranlvs, ]>istoiis, mid ro<lH, and
pnnamts jerking motion, are

added. 'i'h(‘. g<5neral constme-

don is 8imi )l(*, strong, and (Ef-

fective. A (let ailiMl ac-eount of

tlic ineelianism will be IViiind in

t,he UniUd Htates patents for

die deviei*, granted July Bl,

1h8S, and Marcdi M and July ‘3,

lH8t).

Ths IhvelU WimflnSH, Fig.

2, (jonsists sim]i]y of a slrong

iron frame, of a bevel g(*aring,

whose pinion is k(‘y(Ml to^ the

wincJi shaft, and of a pair of

Indicoidnl giuirings. Upon the

shaft that coimecls tlu^ two
lawtd wh(‘(‘ls is lowed a, drum, provided with depressions for the reecyition oi tne cnain lo

whicdi ib(E load In lx’' lilted is attached. Tb(^ endless screw has several tlmouls, but the latter

do not. as usual, run around the entire cireumforcnce. If thoro a,re four ihimcls, each ol.

them covers but a (|iiarter, and if there are six, each embracjesbut a sixth oithe surtaco.
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Upon the whole, this endless screw constitutesa sort of a disk, upon the circuraferenee of which
are arranged a variable number of pins that are slightly inclined with respect to the bases of
the disk. At every fraction of a revolution corresponding to the number of the pins, one of
them abandons the tooth of the gearing while the following pin and tooth engage. In order
to diminish passive resistances, the teeth do not rub against the inclined planes formed by
the pins, but roll over them. To this effect, they consist of truncated cone spindles loose
upon journals set firmly into the felly of the gearing. The wear of these spindles is slow,
because they are numerous and engage at relatively wide intervals of time. The power of
this machine is very great, although no recourse is’had to a . differential mechanism nor to
tackle. Stoppage is secured under full load, either in the raising or lowering of weights,
without the intervention of any stop-work or brake. No flying back of the winch is to be
feared, and this gives every security to the workman.

Wire Belting : see Belts.

Wire-cord Quarrying ; see Quarrying Machines.
Wire Rope : see Kope-maldng Machines.
WIRE STRAIGrHTENING. The ordinary method of straightening wire is by means

of rolls, between which the wire is drawn, and which are adjusted by means of thumb-
screws to bear heavily upon the bends. Another device is known as a rotary straightener,
in which there are three pairs of dies, the middle pair being set out of line with the end
pairs.

^

The wire is carried through the dies, and the dies themselves are rotated, producing
a jerking motion, the effect of which is to straighten out kinks, etc. A variety of auto-
matic machines for wire straightening is described in a previous volume of this work, and
these have not undergone any very material changes of late years.

An entirely new method of wire straightening, however, has been invented by Mr.
John Wool G-riswold, of Troy, N. Y., in which the use of machinery is entirely dispensed
with. The wire, as it comes from the draw bench, is placed upon any suitable rotary support,
and then led through an annealing furnace of any suitable construction. Here it is ex-
posed to the air, for a considerable interval of space, until it finally reaches a pair of mov-
ing rolls, through which it passes. The rolls draw the wire from the reel and through the
furnace, delivering it upon a table, where it is cut into lengths by a descending knife. Dur-
ing the passage of the wire through the furnace, and also through the air space, it is kept
under tension by the action of the roll

; and in this way it is made straight. As the wire is

finally cut into lengths, no coiling is necessary. This process has been found exceedingly
effective, especially in the manufacture of wire into bale bands at the factory of Messrs.
Griswold Bros., in Troy, N. Y.



APPENDIX.

BICYCLES. The modern bicycle is here considered from the point of -view of the prac-

tical mechanic. As the niiniber of ditferent machines manufactured is larpce and constantly

increasing, it is, of course, impracticable to refer to all of them; nor is this necessary, inas-

much as experience has rendered the more important features of all substantially similar.

Bicycles of exeellent design are represented in Figs. 1 to 4, whieh for present purposes may

Pig. 1 is the Columbia bicycle (man’s wheel), Fig. 2 is theGolundna bicydo (woman’s Avhoel),

Ifig, is the Cleveland l)icycle, and Fig. 4 is the fcltcarns diamond-framo tandoin whooL

T The BhuME and ith Manufacture.—Tuhe Drawing .—Mills which use hydraulic

i)(:>wcr can regulate the speed of drawing at will. Tins is not possible with ottior systems.
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Drawing should be done according to the metallurgical conditions of the steel, the thickness

of the tube, and the amount of reduction desired at each drawing. Chain-benches must 1)0

specially set for each kind of work, but the hydraulic system can be utilized at any tirno to

Saw either “ mild tubing ” (little more than good wrought-iron) or refractory nickel-steel

containing a high percentage of carbon and 4^ to 5 per cent of nickel.

The tube works of the Pope Manufacturing Co. employ two triple yertical cxpansiori

engines, which are connected directly to Riedlcr pumps having a capacity of 1,100 gallons of

water per minute and working up to 1,200 lbs. per sq. in. pressure. Two heavy accumulators

Fig. 3.—The Cleveland bicycle.

operate in connection with the pumps and regulate the pressure with uniformity notwitli-
standing the varying resistance of tube drawing and intermissions of work. Each accunm-
lator is joined, by a vertical rod, to a piston which works in a cylinder connected with the
main water column of the pnmps and the draw-benches. If the resistance of the work falls

to a minimum, then the energy of the pump is expended in raising the accumulators.
On the contrary, if the tube-drawing resistance rises to a point beyond the normal pres-

sure of the pumps, the accumulator descends automatically and adds its weight to the i)unip
pressure until a balance is reached between power and resistance. So well arranged is this
system that the immense weights of the accumulators are always seen to be rising and fall-

ing, sensitive to every variation of the resistance. It is evident that such a ba'bineo must
produce great uniformity of work.

The nickel-steel is first rolled into sheets about 13 in. square and J in. thick. A blanking
press shears it into circular form. It then goes to a vertical press, where a descending piston

forces it into a die and cups it.
^

The thickness of the walls of the cup is determined by the
difference in diameter of the piston and die. Cupping and drawing condense and harden
the metal of the tube so much that they must be annealed after each operation. This is
done by inclosing a number of tubes at a rime in a cylinder, which is heated in a gas-furnaeo
until the steel is soft enough for the next operation. By this process the presence of scale,
which diminishes the weight of the tube and necessitates cleansing of the surface with chem-
ical baths, is avoided.
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The billets for hot rolled tubes are- usually of special manufactiire. Most tube-mills

begin with them somewhat over 2 ft. long, 3 in. in diameter, and with walls f in. thick.

After heating, mandrels are fitted inside of them, and they are then passed through successive

pairs of grooved rolls until they are drawn down to a diameter of about l-t in. if intended for

large, and to about in. if designed for small tubing. The final process is a succession of

cold rollings, which condenses the metal, distributes its fibers longitudinally, and gives a

harder and finer finish to the surface.

Nickel-steel is peculiarly adapted to the requirements of bicycle construction. One of its

characteristics is that it resists the action of lieat more thoroughly than other steel. Used in

ignition tubes of gas-engines, it is not burned up like ordinary sf.eel, and from this valuable

property arises an important advantage in tlie brazing of the various parts of the bicycle.

With the tubing now in general use even the most extreme care does not always prevent the

temper being drawn and tlie tube weakened, but the resistance to heat of nickel-steel makes
it safer for brazing, which is always a very delicate operation in the manufacture of bicycle-

frames.
Tlie tuliing of many American bicycles is of 20 to 23 gauge, and that of racing machines is

still thinner, being of 24 and 25 gauge. Here nickel-steel is specially advantageous. It is more
refractory, however, than pure steel, and the difficulty of its manufacture increases rapidly

with its percentage of nickel. A 3-per-ceiit alloy gives very good results. The percentage

of nickel used in (loliunbia tubes runs from 4^ to 5, the increase insuring greater strength,

toughness, resist:.anGe to vibration, and safety during brazing.

Chain-Drami TiiMng.—Ohain drawing is done by direct gearing from a steam-engine

Whieli drives large spiroekct-whcels. These carry a heavy chain which extends the whole
length of the dniw-liench. Tlie die is placed immediately over the ehairi, which has a con-

tinuous motion round the spro<;kets. The tube is prepared by liaving oiip end swaged down
small enough to pass tlirougli the die. Wiien the tube is ready lor drawing, the taper end is

passed throiigli the die and the mandrel is put in place. Tlie size of the mandrel head
determines the inside diameter of the tube when drawn. The die determines the size of its

exterior diameter. A sliort coupling chain is provided which has a hook at one end and a

(dutch at the other, ^hie ciuteh is piracdically a carriage running in guides. It is made to

fastcui to the ta.p(‘r end of tihe tulie pirojccting througli the die. After tins is done ilie hook
of tlie sliort (diaiii is dropped into a link of tlie drawing chain as it passes along and drawing
liegins. The aiition is more violent and irregular than when liydraulic power is used, and is

not; c*,apa,ble of s|)eed rc'gnlatioii or compensation for light or heavy resistance without com-
pletes adjustmient for ea,ch class of work undertaken.

Tlie power t^xpeiuled must. 1)(3 up to the demands of maximum resistance and always kept

at that stambird. (diahi-drawing, iiowover, permits of the use of cheaper draw-l)eiich*os, and
saves mucJi of tlie exp(ms(^ of the [)unips and engines of tlio liydraulic system.

IMimJ Tuhin(/,—'fhis is made by llillniau, ihu’bort & Cooper for t lieir Premier bicycles,

ddie t.ube consists'of a riblion of slu3et-ste(d wound diagonally and brazed along the edges of

the spiral. The advantages claimed for it arc that it requires a comparatively cheap plant,

tliat it can bii inadii to (;‘.xa,td; l(uigth without; waste and of a higher carbon steel than other

tubing, thereby ac(|uiritig extraordinary stitfuess.

Tlie Maaint^smann system of tuliing, which is largely employed in liiccycdo ccmstriiction, is

descjriliiMl elsewlmre in this work. ()tlu‘,r processes are used to jiroduce l)raz(3d tuliing of steel of

nuieli st.nmgtli }ind at. l(‘ss (*.xp(‘ns(‘, than drawn tubing. This inatcnnal is now used largely in

ihigland, a,ml t,o some cxtcnit in the United States, for fork sides, and even for bicycle-frames.

dhibing wit h cross-stal ions of “ I>” and oval shapijs has liecn used mosl^ly for rear forks.

The “D ” forin is the strongm- of i,h(3 i.wo. The Webb tube, made in Biriningluun, England,

is of “ D” shnpcq re-enforced by a t.hiii interior rib rising ITorn th(3 middles of the hat. side to

the a,rch of tlie op|iosite side.* Tliis is very strong, but is heavier and more expemsive to

ninki^ tlnui siiigh'. tubing.

The rear fork t ubes of the 1897 Columbia bicycle are of J in. tubing, which is round from

its juncllon with the craak-brackcb to a jxiint just behind tlio bridge. There it flattims to a

moilitied “ D," a,ml tlumce tniim’s and rounds olf to a, circular section of | in. diaineter a,t tlu3

rear end. Ihis is strong an(l well ada|it(Ml to a good width of roar linb and sufilcieiitly nar-

row trimd.

/hvraii/a/.—The lueycle frame is fastened together at its angles try l)racl<et,s. Thes<3 art^

made of malleable iron and of cast, forged, and slieet steel. First-idass ma.k(‘rs gemu’ally us(‘

forgings and sluadrstiMd. Nearly all tlie smaller

piec.e.s, smdi as the craiUk-braid^ets, hubs, axle.s,

pedal-fiins, eha, are forinml in dies by heavy
luunmm’s. After forging, tlie pie(!es are an-

neiilcid, cl(auu‘d of simle, and then drilled out

to rmpiired slmpos. Twist drills are used, up
to 2 in. in dianuder. Onos man can attend to

Fio. 5.-—Drop forgiiij^,

niachiiied.
Kid. (). Drop forpchiK

hofoiv mdcliiiiiiifjj.

several drill ing-macliities and can drill out (lie

main hole of 2 in. X in. in as many as thirty

erank-hratdeds pi‘.r hour. Th(‘.re is a large waste

of metal in drilling, but tlie loss is more than
compensated for by the economy of the process and Wm high qnahty of the finished piece,

The saane process is list'd for frame-nnglo hrackets or joints. Fig. 5 represmits a drop forging

niacliined, and Fig. (> llui same forging before machining. In addition to drop or hariiinered
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forgings the Pope Mfg. Co. employ pressed forgings, the heated metal being pressed into dies

rapidly and with much economy. This is an advance in efficiency oyer hammered forgings,

but such machinery for bicycle work is very expensive and in but limited use.

Many manufacturers now utilize sheet-steel in the place of the more expensive forgings

for hubs, brackets, ball-cases, etc. In general, the crank-bracket of the usual barrel shape is

made from a sheet of steel of about ^ in. thickness. Bosses are drawn up from the surface

of the steel to furnish a connection for the frame tubes. This is done by pressing the sheet

into dies. The projection can be tapered, if required, as it is drawn out, bv diminishing the

diameter of the die, at the outer extremity. Finally, the cap of the boss is cut off, when it

looks like a short piece of projecting tube. After the formation of the necessary bosses the

sheet is rolled into cylindrical shape and the edges are brazed together.

Other parts, like the frame-joints, are formed from the sheet by one or more different

shapings in dies. These processes are cheap and effective, and such pieces, when well brazed

to the tubes, form joints probably stronger than the tubes themselves. New forms and

methods of sheet-metal work are being invented every day, and great development of this art

is coming. Most conservative makers, however, still adhere to drop^ forgings_ notwithstand-

ing their cost, because their strength and reliability are a guarantee of the quality of the work.

Forged brackets and other hollow parts are first rough drilled and then reamed to size and

machined sufficiently to give a smooth surface when enameled. Hubs and other parts, not

covered with enamel, are turned smooth on the outside.

lie-enforcement or Liners.—hiners are used by many makers at nearly every joint of the

frame. Various shapes are known as the Serrated, the Tooth-pick, the (Jlothes-pin, the

Square, etc. The latter is simply a plain cylinder. This form sometimes leaves a soft snot

from the brazing at the outer encl of the liner or makes a concentration of strains at that

point, so that the tube gives way under hard strain. This is avoided in great measure by

the use of some of the other forms mentioned. Brazing thin tubes is always a delicate opera-

tion, and sometimes the liner leads to injury from the heat unless great care is 'taken.

In some machines liners are replaced by tubes with thickened ends. A marked peculiarity

of nickel-steel, of high grade, is that it resists heat better than pure steel. At the same time

its tensile strength is greater, and no liner is needed when it is used for bicycle-frames.

Lapped and Smooth Joints .—Some makers put the end of the frame-tube outside of

the ordinary forged brackets. This makes a joint with one inside and one outside connec-

tion. Another method employs sheet-steel brackets of hat-shape. The flange is brazed to

the outside of one tube, making a lap-joint. The other end fits inside of the adjoining tube,

making a smooth joint, both being brazed at one operation. Another system uses sheet-

metal, thimbles for the crank-bracket joints. The crown of the thimble comes through the

barrel and fits inside the frame-tube. The brim or flange rests against the inside of the bar-

rel, where it is brazed, thus making an invisible connection. Still another joint is made of

two T-shaped pieces of steel, each arm of which is bent into semi-cylindrical form. One arm
is slid into place through a slot cut in the end of the frame-tube. Then a second curved T is

also introduced in the same way, the two fitting together and making a partially rounded
sleeve inside and a cylinder outside that fits inside or over the encl of the otlier tube.

In the Eambler bicycles made by the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. excellent hi[)ped joints

and sheet-steel connections are found. The end of a frame-tube is cupped out into a narrow
flange which is shaped and brazed to the exterior surface of the connecting tnljo, thus expos-

ing the brazing to inspection. The end of the hat-shaped bracket is made in a serrated or

clothes-pin form. This neutralizes vibration and prevents a direct line of strain across the

frame at one point. The same idea is carried out in fork crowns and at tlie junction of ilie

frame-tubes and crank-bracket, the points of the bracket-lugs being made so long tliat tliey

answer the double purpose of a joint and of an external re-enforcement. Some makers forgo

the whole head with its tube-lugs complete. These are drilled out and give smootli joints

when the lugs are fitted inside the ends of the frame-tubes.

Tires.'^—The earliest form of bicycle-tire was a band of solid rubber, fastoncMl usually by
cement upon the rim of the wheel. This is now seldom used except in bicycles for cliildren.

In order to reduce the weight of the rubber, various inventors devdsed tires in wliich the mass
contained openings extending enrirely around the tire; and from this type developcMl tlic

form commonly known as the “ cushion tire,” in which the rubber was molded into ai’clu d
form and secured in the rim by various special means, the object being to utilize the resist-

ance of the arch. While these tires served fairly well as springs to sustain the wciglit of tlio

rider, and to make easy motion of the bicycle, it was eventually discovered that the tire liad

another and different function from this. It should be sutflciently elastic and yielding to

permit the imbedding in it of small obstructions in the road, as the machine passes over
them, and thus to relieve the rider from the continual small shocks otherwise resulting. If

the solid or so-called cushion-tire is made hard enough properly to support the weight of tlie

rider (or, what is the same thing, keep the edges of the wheel-rim from contact with the
ground at all times), it is very apt not to be sufficiently elastic to permit this imbedding of

small obstructions.

The pneumatic tire, however, fills every desirable requirement better than any other tire

which is now known (although it is by no means without serious defects), and therefore it has
practically displaced all other forms. It is an old invention, and was patented in the ITnited
States in 1847, as applied to a wagon-wheel rim. The felloe of the wheel was provided with a

* The section under this heading is contributed by the editor.
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leather cover, slit longitudinally, a cdosed rubber tube was placed therein, and the edges of the

cover were brought over the tube and secured together by riveting or lacing. The internal

rubber tube was tlieii suitably inflcited. The modern pneumatic tire, like this old one, having

an inner inflatable tube and an outer cover or sheath, was first applied to a bicycle by Mr.

John Dunlop, of Diibiiii, in 1887. The inflatable tube was by him bandaged, so to speak,

upon the wlieel-riin, the wrapping passing around both tube and rim, and cement being em-

ployed to fasten the parts together. The revolution effected was rapid. A t the present time

tlicre is no subject coiinoetod with bicycle construction that is more actively enlisting the at-

tention of inventors.

Three typical forms of pneumatic tire may be distinguished, namely:

1. The tubular or so-cadled “hose-pipe tire.” This is usually an hermetically sealed tube,

ill endless circular form, composed of rubber and canvas. It is coinmonly cemented in a

trougli-sliaped or concuivo rim.

2, The ‘‘ Clincher” tire. This consists of an outer sheath or tire proper, usually made in

the shape of a substantially flat band, which is bent longitudinally, and has its edges sprung

into a ruetal or wood rim of dovetail section. If this sheath is made thick and elastic, it may
form a complete tire by itself, the energetic laterally outward eKpansive force of the bent rub-

ber band being sullicient to hold it in the dovetail-shaped rim. Butin the pneumatic form

of tire the outer shcatli may lie made much thinner, and the expansive force which locks this

sheath in tli (3 rim may be obtained from an inner inflatable tube of rubber
;
this inner tube

then serving both to afford the necessary spring support and to act as a key to lock the sheath

in the. rim. This tiro was invented by William Bartlett, and afterward patented by him in

the United States, in 1801,

8. Ihie Bound or Wired tiro also contains an inner tube, and an outer sheath or tire

proper ; but the outer sheath, instead of lieing locked in place by the tube, as in the Clincher

tire, is lield to tiro rim by means of wires or binding cords, which pass around each edge of

tlio slieatli so as to liiinl tfuCatter firmly upon the rim.
^ . mr tt

Of tlio foregoing |)rinci{)al tires, the following illustrations are given: The Ilartjom

Uose-Fipe tin (Fig. 7) has a lining of pure rubber around which is a jacket of rubber-cov-

Fio. 8."~Paliiu;r tire. Pio. 11.—Dunlop tir<3.

eri‘d eoiioti <!anvus, two or more thicknesses, according to purpose for which the tiro is

intmuh'd. The canvas is woven so as to permit of longitudinal, but not of transverse, ex-

])!iiisii)n; and this a]){)('iirH to have the curious effect of eoutracting the tire when ii is ui-

llatiML a,11(1 thus c-ausiiig it to bind more closely ipxin tlie rim. 1 lie ecinstructioii of the

J\(Imrr ffra is sliowri in Ihg. 8. Th(> threads of the falirie arc not woven, but are laid across

each ot.luu- diiigonallv, (*n(di thread being imbedded in rubber.^

nr. ntrl/rfi clhy’hrr tim is nniresmited in Fig. 0. The tiro proper is shown ili a, made

of a suhstant ially Hat baud of rubber bent into arclx form, and placed in tlie dovetail run b;
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the inner inflatable tube is represented at d, and this tube, as will be seen, locks the tiro a in

the dovetail formed by the rim by its outward expansive force. Another, the Gorm/ully S
Jeffery clincher tire, is represented in Fig, 10. In this tire the edges of the outer sheath are

extended so as to rest upon the bottom of the rim and overlap one another. A prominent
example of a bound tire is the Dunlop wired tire, represented in Fig. 11. The sheath or

cover has a hoop of wire molded into each edge, and is so proportioned that when the inner

tube is inflated the wire hoops lie about a quarter of an inch inside the rim. Tlie expansion

of the internal tube drives the wire out against the inner sides of the rim at a distance of

about five eighths of an inch from each other.

The Duryea tire is a variety of the Dunlop, but its wires are placed on the outside of the

rim, and simply limit the expansion of the cover without binding upon the rim. 'The in-

flatable inner tube distends the cover and the wire hoops to the utmost; but as the diameter
of the hoop circle is less than the outside diameter of the rim, the more the tire is extended,
the more tightly it becomes bound.

The foregoing types of tires are sometimes classified as “ single-tube ” and “ double-tube
”

tires, all tires containing an inflatable tube and an outer sheath being in the last-named cate-

gory. Sometimes they are distinguished as “ cemented and “ non-cemented ” tir(is, it Ixnng
obvious that neither the clincher nor the bound tire requires cement for the purpose of a,l lach-

ment. So also they are distinguished as “ non-detachable ” and “detaehablo” tires, inas-

much as the tubular or hose-pipe tire can not be removed without breaking away th(‘ cement,
while the “ clincher ” and “ bound ” tire can readily be taken off after deflating the inner
tube.

The Morgan S Wright tire is a form of tire which is in quite extended use, l)ut which is

somewhat peculiar in that it is a double-tube tire which is cemented in place, '^llie cover or

outer sheath is here in tubular form, and has openings about 6 in. in length on its inner or
rim side. The inner tube is introduced through one of these openings and is pushed a<nd

driven along from one to the other until the ends meet and overlap, and then the oj)eniiigs

are closed by lacing the strings and the outer sheath is cemented to the rim in tiio ordi-

nary way.
The Fktiss tire is substantially a tire-cover having an inner flap of pure ruldicr 1| in.

wide. The flap is in the center line and completely covers the joint, making the tire air-

tight, so that no inner inflatable tube is necessary.

In all double-tube tires the valve is attached to the inner tube, and extends through the
rim or through both sheath and rim when the sheath extends around so as to come between
rim and inflatable tube.

Improvements upon pneumatic tires are mainly directed to rendering them proof against
puncture or to prevent the disabling of the machine through the effects of a punei/iire. ''.Fo

render tires puncture-i)roof it has been proposed to make them of increased tlnckness along
the tread, or even to introduce layers of cork or canvas, into which any sliarp object might
penetrate for a considerable distance before reaching the air-space. The objeetioi'i to such a
tire is that it is apt to be heavy and to lose elasticity just in proportion as the air-si>a,(*e is

diminished. It has also been proposed to incorporate "in the tire a wire gauze or a tiiin st eel
plate or a succession of steel plates lapped upon one another like ancient armor

;
but none of

these devices has come into general use".

The more successful inventions are tho.se which undertake to neutralize the elTect of a
puncture, either by rendering the tire easy to mend or by providing means wliich will tem-
porarily close the puncture so that the wheel may not be immediately disabled. Of all thest^
devices, the so-called clincher tire is in itself the best. Actual experiment has shown that a
half-inch cut accidentally made through the covering and inner tube of a clinelier tire can l)e

mended by an unskilled rider by the aid of a small
piece of thin rubber and a little cement wii hin two
minutes, so that the wheel can be at once employed
and apparently as well as if no injury had hai)|K'n(‘(l.

On deflating the inner tube the outer slieat li can h(',

at once removed, and the injury in the inner tube
being located, the piece of thin rubber is cemented
thereon, the parts replaced, and the tube inflalxxl.

Among the various expedients suggest ed to neu-
tralize the effects of pimcture are the division of
the air-tube into sections, so that tlie (iscapo of afr
is limited to a single seetioTi anil does not deflat e, tlie

whole tire; the insertion of a third tube whicli is

normally deflated and has its own valve, l)iit which
when tire and sheath are puneturiHl is inflatiHl to
close the puncture from the inside; the provision
of metal springs inside of tlie tire, and so on. None
of these devices seems to have found favor with the
public.

As the rubber tires are liable to slip, especially
upon smooth, wet roads, numerous forms of covers

or tires proper have been devised provided with corrugations, sometimes longitudinal and
sometimes in checker-board pattern. So also non-slipping bands may be obtained which can
be cemented on the surface of the smooth tires.
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Experiments with many leading tires show that their resilience depends upon the fabric

of which they are made and upon their degree of inflation. This appears to reach its maxi-
mum at air-pressure varying between 27 and 40 lbs. per square inch. Resiliency tested by
the rebound of the tiro when dropped shows variations of from 67 to 83 per cent in different

tiros.

Figs. 12 and 13 represent respectively the valves used on the Oonnnlly & Jeffery and
Paliner tires.

liiim.—The Jointless Rim Co. of Birmingham, England, mahes a light and strong felloe

from a circular disk of 'steel which is spun into shape. Various other rims are made in Eng-
land of a single slieet of steel with rolled edges, or corrugated in various ways to stiffen

them. Many hollow steel rims have been made by partially flattening and rolling thin

tubing into sliape. A composite hollow rim constructed by the Pope Maiiiifaetiiring Co.

for a If in. tire has the inner or spoke side formed of a strip of steel 1|- in. wide and 28

gauge, and the upper or tire side made 1| in. wide of 2r)-gauge steel. The latter member is

soft enough to have its edges turned over the edges of the lower section which was of higher

temi)er. Tlio rim is then brazed along both seams and rolled into circular shape.

As it ha,s Ix'cn found that wooden rims are preferable

to stioel rims, the latter are becoming displaced. The
wooden rims are either in one piece or laminated, and
are, for the racje-track, as light as 10 oz. For the heavi-

est macliines, such as (juadrii plots and sextets, the weight
goes up tio 40 and 50 oz. For road use on bicycles the

average weight of n laminated rim is 13 or 14 oz. If a
|)iece of wood is st.(‘amcd and bent into a circle, its libers

will be compressed on the inside and stretched on the
outside. Th(‘. great er the thickness of the wood, the great-

er will be the disturbance of the original cells or fibers;

but wlien a rim is made up of thin laminations, each ono
of lliem represents the maximum strain, which is but
slight in a, thin pi(‘.ce. The several Joints of such a rim
are |)lac(jd at (lilfin'eut fioints and make a practically

homogeneous hoo{) of wood. Some makers use long,

scarfed JointHS, and others dovetail them in various ways.
Extxu’imimts luive been made with ns many as six or
seven lamimn in the rim, but the maximum of strain,

resilioiiee., aaid gtmeral t‘<‘.()uomy seems to be attained in

two or thr(‘e leaves, as shown in the accompanying cuts.

''.riio Hennili's rim lias two layers of wood and a leaf of Fiu. 14.--irairbanlm woodtm rlni.

a spetnally luirdfUier in tlie middle, which is claimed to

ad(l lateral staHuiglh and t,o prevent splitting. This is one of the liglitest rims known. The
h’airlianks do. make.s a laminated rim covered with Irish linen (Fig. 14). This cover adds
strength, and tends to jirevent splitting and injury from blows or strains, Racing rims of

tills kiiul ar(‘- nnide as light as 9 oz.

Othm’wood rims are made of a single piece of wood, which is steamed and bent into

shape. Idieso are eheaper than tlie laminated rims, and, when well made, do excellent

service.

Tlie advani.ages of wood over sl;eel for rims are greater resilience, greater strength, and
ligliter weight, and, a,s is generally admitted, grealtn* attainable, spinui. Siiiglc-pi(‘c.e stpd

rims now in use in England, weighing as mueh as 30 oz., do not (minpare in striMigt-h wiili

wood rims of 20 oz. Wood rims in general use for bicycle tires of 1[^ in. diaimt-cr, for 28 in.

wheels, wivigli 13 to 15 oz. for single-tube tires, and about 20 oz. for a. (leta,ehnbl(Mh)uble-

tuiie tiire. Second growl,h maple and other woods of hard filler a.r(». used for huninaled rims,

but asli ami roek olin are more n.sod in one-jiieec rims. Wood rims are strained more by the

covers of doubhvl.ube tires than by single tires. The former seinetimes split the rims (espo-

(dally if iidhit.ed too luird) along t,lie grooves wliicih acd; as Tanges to Ijold Lie edges of the tu*(3.

llicdcory, thougli lunivy, makes an excellent rim and scarcely over .splits. The nereulos layers

of IUku* and tlie Fa/irlm.nks linen cover are intended to giiard agn,iiist split,ting, but if the

layers of t.lnvwood are pro[)erly glued together, and if the rims are drilled eorri!(d,ly, the dan-

ger is small.

Wood rims are sometimes painted hut are usmilly treat e<l witli a coat of filler, then with

t.wo of va,riiish or one of sliellac, witli a linal coat of ccnich varnislx, 8ome makers have

special treatimmls varying from t,he above.

'/Vcwd.—'rhe word’‘M,rea,(l” is used to indicate the distance lietween t,h(‘, fend, of the rider.

If the ernmks a,re pa,ra,lhd to eaedi other, then the lengili of the axle is <‘a,lle(l tlie tread.

Ma,ny eninks Hare, a,ml but lew are equidistant froni the center liiie of the maidiiiie
;
there-

fore, in ordiu’ to find the trinul, aimording to the genera,lly adoiited stamhird, it, is newvssary

to measure t,lio distamm from t,1u‘, outside of the outer end of each crank to the c'miler Hue of

t.he maidiine, which is (cisily found on the lower front tube of the frame. These two dist,ances

added toget her make thetrea.{l.

A few maker.s in the United Btaies, and inariy abroad, have rediuied the t,r(»ad to an

injurious extnmie, eomiiig down even to 3^ in. This is dotiB to gratify popular fancy,

with little to justify it. 'riie, advantage of narrow tread i.s that it brings t,he f(‘et closer

together, and causes a more nearly vertical motion of the legs. It is doubtful, however,
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whether the difference between 5- in. and 4-in. treads is in fact perceptible. Moving each foot

in. closer to the machine does not produce any very marked effect on the principal muscles
of the leg. Narrow tread compels a shortening of the rear hub bearings and spoke base.

This makes a wheel weaker against side strains, and can be compensated for only by increas-

ing the number or weight of the spokes. Before the days of narrow tread a broken spoke
did not necessarily disable a wheel; but in the extreme patterns of to-day, with the small
clearance allowed between the wheel and forks, the breaking of one spoke often brings the
tire against the fork, and makes the wheel unridahle.

Extreme rigidity of the crank-bracket is the first requisite for an easy driving and speedy
machine. It is easy to secure this by a broad flare of the rear forks aird upper braces, but it

is difficult with very narrow tread.

In addition to the foregoing, a rider of experience balances his wheel mostly by the feet,

and but little by the handle-bar. If his foot base is wide, he balances with a less expenditure
of power than when it is narrow. The case is similar to that of a man standing on the floor.

It is hard to push him over sideways if his feet are spread apart, and easy if they are close
together. The majority of American makers have adopted treads varying from 4f in. to 5-1

in., with, an average of about 5 in., or a trifle over, for road machines.
Chains .—Boiler chains were made at first with side links held together by rivets. The

ends of the outside links were fastened to the rivet-heads, while the ends of the inner links
revolve freely on the rivets. These wore rapidly. The system was improved by making
the ends of each inner set of links with lugs or projections, which touched each other when
in place. The rivet passed through at this point, thus giving a long bearing. This joint
was covered with a hardened roller. The chain in this form showed a ininiiniim of wear,
but, with only half the number of joints of the block-chain, it ran harder over the sprockets.

^

The recognized standard chain throughout the world is now of 1-in. pitch and
width of block or roller. The block-chain is made with side links drilled for rivets Jibout
in. apart, and with blocks about in. long, drilled to bring the rivets about f in. apart, thus
securing the full pitch of 1 in. Thus there are two rivets and two joints to the inch where

there is but one of each in the roller chain of
1 in. pitch. This chain is more flexible, and
runs easier than the roller, but it has twice the
number of wearing parts, and does not last so
long, unless made in the best manner and of
the best materials.

The Columbia chain (Fig. 15) is propor-
tioned to secure equal strength hetwfjcm blocks
and side links. All the wearing pa,rts Jire hard-
ened, while the rivet ends are left soft for liead-

ing up. The heading of both ends of the rivet
is done simultaneously. In this way uniform
tension is secured on the sides of the cliain.

The riveting-machine acts both by pressure and
by a spinning motion of the heading l.ool,

which revolves at high speed against the head, which it rounds and finishes at the same time.
The middle block of this chain is made hollow, to hold a small packing of felt. This is

charged with oil, and lubricates the blocks and rivets at the same time, leaving the cliain
clean externally. It will run several hundred miles with one lubrication.

Another chain, made by the Morse Manufacturing Co., has two segmental pins in place
of the usual rivet. The larger pin is riveted to the side-bars. The smaller one lias a knife-
edge, which rocks upon the concave surface of the other without rubbing friction, and tlie
axis of motion is the true axis of revolution of the joints, which is of vital importance. Its
peculiar form gives this chain more than ordinary flexibility. The average wear of the cliain
is less than in. per 1,000 miles run. A chain with blocks 0*2 in. wide weighs 4 oz. per
loot, and has a breaking strain of 1,200 lbs. to 1,600
lbs. per foot. It is claimed that scientific tests show
an efficiency of over 99 per cent in chains' that are
running on the road, and that the microscope does
not reveal any abrasion of the surfaces of contact.

An English roller-cliain, known as the “Os-
mond,” weighs somewhat less than a block-chain of
corresponding width. It is ^ in. pitch, and conse-
quently has ^the same number of joints as a block-
chain of 1 in. pitch, with the advantage of equal
spacing of its rivets. It is flexible and easy run-
ning. Its sprockets have teeth to correspond to its

^ in. pitch.

The only successful substitute for the bicycle
chain has been found in bevel gearing. The crank
is geared to one end of a rotary shaft, the other
end of which is geared to the rear-wheel huh. In
a French form of this device the gears are hermetically boxed and run in a bath of oil.

Chain Adju,stment.-^'Sf devices are in use for the purpose of adjusting the cliain to
the proper degree of tightness. One of the best forms is that illustrated' in Pig. 16, in which

Fig. 16.—Chain acljnstmentand Culliimn hub.

Fig. 15.—Bollertoearing chain in detail.
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the ends of the axle are received in a fork in the frame, and are clamped therein by means of

a nut, as shown. Tlie adjustment is effected hy a screw, which passes tlirough a lug, that
bears upon tlio axle. Another form of chain adjustment will readily be understood from Fig.
17. The tightening is liei'e elfeeted by a worm-screw.

Oiling .—Tlio method of oiling the various bearings of bicycles through cups or holes
covered with Hat s}3rings is general, hut a new way is to drill out the axle up to the line of

tlie balls wliere a liole is made
through the wall of the axle
into tlie ball-case. Tlie end of

the axle is stoppcul with a ball-

valve or spring cup. This is

ellicieut and cleanly, if tlie end
opening is well closed. Many
prefer to oil tlirougli the nar-

row otiening between the liub,

or crank-bracki't, shell, and the
axle, a,s this I(^avt‘s the smallest
possibh' (iliaiiee for the admis-
sion of (lust or wah'r.

—The pinlals in gen-
eral use up to iStKJ had a cen-

tral shal’t or ]u‘dal-])iii with
cross-pla,tes at (‘adi mid. Those
plates were comiectml by small
rods that were run througli nil)-

ber bars, on wliinh tlio foot rest- 17.-Chaiu ailjustment.
ed. Tlie framework was not
rigid unless hi'avy, and the bearingseasily got out of line and adjustment. The pedal of the
XJnioii Cyel(‘. Ma,iiiibudnring do. is imulo with a forged center tube which has cross-arms
near its ends. ’'.Po these arms are rivid.ecl side-plates which, are serrated for the rat-trjip

pattern, h’or roatlster bieyedes a ])alr of inside ])latns are added, lluliber foot-plates aro

placed betw(‘eu the t.wo sets of plates, and tlu3 whole is held t-ogeilier liy holts.

The ('olmnbia piMbil, Fig. 18, has a bar njxui a central sleeve.

The franuM‘xt.ends only to the ends of the bar and is alsomado
of two U-slmped plates of sheid.-stcel. One of thesiris matle nar-

rowin’ tluin t lu' otluM’, so that its arms will fit inside the arms of

lli(‘, ot1i(‘r, ImiiVing space enough Ixtovcmi llunn to receive a nib-
Ix'r foothold, dhie ci’own of llie U forms the end (vn)ss-eonnec-

lion of 1 lu3 frame. Mmirlv (‘very Anun'ican mnlcer now produces
light spring pedals, not. dilTm'ing much in jiriiieiple from tlio two
described.

Ae<u)rding to the most, improvtul prael ice, the out<‘r end of tlio

crunk is drilled and tar){>ed, and t he inner mid of the j)edal-|)iii is threaded to (It t.he crank
end, with right-hand tiuuuuis cm the right |)<‘dal and, left-hand t hri'ads on t.lie hvft. As uo
nut is r(U|uired, thi', closest conneet.ion [lossihle is ma,de b(^tw(‘en |)(Mlal and craiiik. The rea-

son for using righbluuul thrc'iids on the right |>(Hla,l-pin, a.iid oeasa,is as follows : As the

eniiik revolves forward the |)odal-pm travels with it, but the p(‘dal has no revoluiion and
(’oiisiMjuent ly its act ion on the

balls is tlu‘ saim^ as if il were
turm’d ba.ck\vu,rd. ''Plvis mo-
tion turns t li(M()|>or tfu^ l)alls

haekwm’d, and eomseiiuent ly

their undiu’side mov(»s forward

and pusln's t 1 h‘ pedal-|)in in the

same d inset ion. d’liistinids to

wind up the ser(‘W. The same
|>rinciiile acts Ufton tlie liall-

<*a,ses which an* senuved into

the (Uid of tin* (ma,nl\*bra.cket.

There, howmaa*, a riglit.-hand

tiinjad is vised on t lie hvft sid(3

a, lid a Icft.-liand t hread on t he

right sid(L This is In (fausc t he

weight, of t,h(' rider presses the

Pi(». IH. —(Joluiiihia pedal.

Ido. 11). (lolumbia erarilc-Hhaft, with craukB n^moved
from liollowed Hhart or Hleeve.

axl(*-eoiie down upon tlie balls, on ihetinder side of the case, and reverses their

din'idion as eom|inred with t lie pedal.

f Vfo//os.~Sh‘ii(h‘r, round, taiwred cranks, measuring about iii diamei.er

at the axle, and v,i in. at the outer end are preferred. The best are of low phos-

phorus steel and are tempcu’cd in oil. They must bo made of ex(,*ell(uit inaterial

to ho ritlialile with such lightweight. Tins average length is about f)| in. for men and 6

in. for women; but. tlu’ro is a temleiicy toward increased lengtliand toward higher gears.

Many mauu fact uivrs put, (If -in. and 7-in, cranks on their bicycles, and otter options of 7

in. and ‘7i in. in kmgtli. A few even go to 8 in. In tlio United States racing cranks are
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Fig. 20.—Crank-bracket of Spalding bicycle.

from 6 in. to 6-^ in. long
;
but in Europe, where rather high gearing prevails, cranks are

longer, and run up to 7 in. on the race-track.

The Columbia elbow-cranhs and axle (Fig. 19) consist of two cranks elbowed to 90 degrees,

the inner ends, which form the axle, being made to unite in a dovetail joint. To hold tjiis

axle together a sleeve is made, into the ends of which the crank-axle arms screw. The inside

of the sleeve is threaded at the ends. The crank-axle arms are threaded near the elbow.

On the right side of the bicycle are riglit-liand

threads, and on the left, left-hand threads. If

the sleeve is held immovably and the axle-arms
are screwed into it simultaneously, witli an ecjual

number of turns each, they will meet in the mid-
dle and the ends will dovetail together until

they are abutted and can go no farther, ’irinm

the cranks can be turned no farther, unless tlie.

sleeve is released and allowed to turn witli them.
Kaised on the outer ends of the sleeve are cones
like those on ordinary crank-axles. In tlio ends
of the fixed shell of the crank-bracket are scrinved

cups, or ball eases, to correspond to the sleeve-

cones. Balls run in the bearings thus fornu'd

and the sleeve turns freely upon them either

backward or forward. So long as it turns fri'e-

ly with the cranks the arms remain locked iind

form a practically solid crank-axle. On the out-
er surface of the sleeve is a small raised V)os.s

with a hole in it. In the line of tliis is a hole
through the stationary shell of the cranlc-liracket.

If a steel pin be inserted through this hole into
the sleeve boss, it will stop the sleeve from re-

volving and hold it fast. Then if the cranks
are turned backward they will unscrew and come apart and can be taken out from tlie sleeve.
Thus, in a few seconds the whole crank apparatus can be dissected for examination, repair,
change, etc. To do this the chain need not be disconnected. The main sprocket can tlius l )0

changed easily. The balls, cones, and ball-eases can be reached and repla,eed if necc^ssary,
and so can the sleeve, which is of simple construction. The large bosses, on the inner eml of
the cranks and crank-pins, formerly used on all bicycles, are done away with by this system
and are likely to be supplanted
by it.

Figs. 20 and 21 represent
the construction of the crank-
bracket in the Spalding and
Sterling bicycles respectively.

Hubs.—I'he earlier bicycle
hubs were made with the bar-
rels only large enough to re-

ceive the axles and with the
ends in cup form large enough
for the ball-cases. The crank-
bracket was of similar form.
The hubs had flanges near the
outer ends to hold the spoke-
heads. These brackets and hubs
have given way to others of cy-
lindrical form (Fig. 22). Some makers do away with the spoke-flanges and run spokes
through the barrel-case of the hub with varying methods of holding the heads insi(le. ’'Fhe,
cheapest method of making ball-cases and cones is to use dies and'presses to form tfiem of
sheet-steel. If the ease is cupped cold, there is a chance of a little deformity taking pla(M%
from the tendency of the metal to go back to its original form. If pressed hot, it must Im
hardened afterward, and then deformity is possible from warping, though much less so than

when the work is done cold. Most first-class American bicycles
have their cones and cases turned from the solid bar of st(‘(‘l
They are afterward hardened and ground true on emery-wheels]
This practice is the most accurate, but the exiiense may cause
it to give way eventually to the cheaper sheet-steel work.

Many manufacturers construct the cups or cases by turning
them in the solid ends of the hubs, especially the front one

;

, ^
others put in independent cases, notwithstanding Hk', giTatia*

cost. The latter are eagjr of renewal and avoid the loss of the whole Imb in cas(^ of unions
wear oi the bearing. The same is true of axles and cones in one piece as compared wit ii
separate cones which screw upon the axle.

^

Ball-Bearings,-~-^omQ of the earliest ball-bearings fitted closely over a great part of the
ball surfaces. Three-point bearings were used, but came to be looked upon iinfa voralilv es-pecially if one side was straight in cross-section. Two-point bearings have steadily gahusd

Fig. 21.—Crank-bracket of Sterling bicycle.

Fig. 22.—-Eear hub.
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favor, till now most makers use them witli various degrees of curvature of surface. There
is, however, great diversity of opinion, here and abroad, in regard to the bearing surfaces,

ditnoiisions of balls, and other details. No comprehensive seientifie tests hav'-e been made
piiblie as yet, and it is not known what precise form is best. It is certain that three-point

bearings are in successful use, and that flat surfaces are not now necessarily dangerous or

defective. At tlio same time, the long record of years of use of two-point bearings is one of

unvarying success.

In the Columbia bicycles experience has led to the adoption of j?--in. balls for crank-
axle bearings, l>idls on the rear axle, balls on the front axle, and iVin. balls in

head and pedals, barge lialls are more used than formerly. The sizes iiairied give excellent

results, but, so do smaller ones. Five-sixteenth-iii. and i-in. balls are iiuieh used for crank-
axles, and l-hi. for wheel-axles. The hearing surfaces of the ball-cases are, generally made
with a radius of about in. greater than that of the balls, and the cone corresponds ;

bat this,

ill many ctasi'.s, is largidy departed from, and no general rule can be stated.

I) mf-proof Ill/s are a marked feature of recent bicycle construction. Many devices

are resorted to, and felt washers are very generally used to close up the a,perture between the

revolving axles and the stationary hearings. The latest and best practice for this purpose

is to screw the ball-case into idie end of the barrel

lull) or bracket, outside of the cone on the axle.

This leaves a circuhir aperture of l)ut lil.tlo more
tlian tlic diameter of the axle to protect against

admission of dust, water, cte. In light contact

with the balls is a felt washer which secures suf-

ficient lubrication with a ininiinum of oil, and
efficiently protee.ts t,lio bearing. The practice in

general usi*, has biMui to put tlie axle-cone outside

the ball-cases, so tliat the major diameter of the

cone nearly flllml the whole size of t,lic hub and
left a large circular o{)ening t;o he protecte<l against

dust, etc. Another improvenumt, generally striven

for by iiil.elligt'ut dcsiginu’s, is to spread t-he bca,r-

ings In order to give wide basics on brackets and
liubs and to place the crnnk-l)(‘a.rings outside tlio

draft-liue of tlie i*hiun. big. 2)1 illustrates the

(orbett and Ibvx hub whiidi is dust-proof and in

general design is exctlhmt.

\Vhe.(>lH .—All Anuu’ieau bicycles nowhavewhi'els
of 2B in. diaim^icr, and from 2S to 22 sjiokcs in the

front, wheel a,ml from 22 to *10 s{>ok(hs in the nuir

wheel. A considi'ralile number of maki^rs us(^ 22
spoki^s in eacli wheel, 'riiis prac.ticuHuui be didiaub'd from the fact that, while t,ho front whcol

carries only about one tliird of the ridiu-’s Widght, it is m()r(‘, liable to accident ilia,n the rear

one, and receives mmv- violent side strains from ruts, (MTatlc siimring, etc. A wido spoke liase

adVls griuitly to t,ho rigidity of a wheel and to it,s rc^sislanee to side strains.^ At the same

t.inie, thi^ rear-wlKH’-l hub rn’usb bo kept as narrow as is consist.ent with safety, in order to per-

mit of full-sized nun* fork-tulK's, and to avoi<l too long a cmnk-bra<'ket and too wide tread.

AS7a)A7’,s’.--Tlio s|)()kcs used for the t Columbia bicvcb^s are Viutt-i'nded. '^rhey arc made
from wire of OOSo m, diameter swaged down t.o 0-()(J5*iu., leaving a length of g in. a,teach etitl

of tlie full size. One cud is upset t.o form t.hc In^ad ;
the other is tlinuidi^d to screw into tlie

rim- nipple. The swaging of tlniso spokes is done toy a maidiine which coutains riu'olving

iuunmers striking some 2,<)()0 times pMu* minute. dra,w out the spoke and mduec its

(liaiuetiu- at tlie same time. So aeon rate is tliis work that tlu^si^ spok(*s cali pier like drjuvu

wire. Some makers roll i,heibrea,<l on tho spoke ends, hut ncn.rly all high-grade machines

have tin ‘in cut on a spianal K(‘rew-cutter. Tlie head of the spoke is made l»y fastening tho

i)utt end of the wire in a clamp and nrossing the cud iiilo a (iouiiter-sunlc depression by

ineans of a small plunger or p)istoiu Tliis simplo uiethod <)f sp<)ko-making is the final ovo-

lutiou of eonsla,nt cxpcriiuent.s for many yeans.

St-rnigbl. t,angeut spokihs are st.rong and withstand vibration well.

^S/)o/osAb7)/^/c.s.-“-Sp(ikc-iiip|)les are always made of brass. They have a flanged head

which is S(‘at('(l in t he rim, a washer btnng placed betwmni tho head and the wood, t.o inereaso

t.he bearing surface. The otlu'r end of the nipp)le projects llirougli t he rim and points

t.oward t.he biih-tlaugc. This tmd is a hollow cylinder wliich is tlireaded inside to receive

t he S(*r(‘w (uul of the spiokc.

/)V7r/*v'*'{.™-lh'()iit.-whe<d ]>lunger-l)rake.s were adoTited in the United Rt.ates in 1803 and

ISttl, some t.im(‘. after they luul come into use in ihirope. Tlu'ir liglituess, siinplicity, and

ch(‘apiu‘ss displaced remr-whetd linikes. These strong pxrints overcame the p)rejudico wliielx

(‘.xistc'd against, lliinn, and now they are used almost exclusively on single bieyedes.

Brake's a,re now nuide dcd.aehaliie, and when removed leave no projc'ctioiis ui»()n any part

of the machines Bnikc'.-shoes lined with rubber hold best, hut those of stead are cdfoctivo

wlum wcdl ina,(h\ niid <lo not wimr the tire ns much as rubher-sliod sfioons. Tdie latter hold

dust, and dii't., a.n(l abrade the tire siirfaeo in time, A few brakes wdiicdi clamp) the rim or the

si(l(‘S()f l,lii‘. t.iu'. answer a gc)()d purp)()sa but are not generally adopted. Two or three typos

of air-brak(‘s consist of a hollow brake-shoe which clears the tiro when dcliatod and binds

Pro, 2-1. —Hex btib.
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upon it when iiiflLj.ted, Inflation is mt\de from a collapsi-

ble bulb on the handle-bar, through a small rubber tube

leading to the brake-shoe.

The Columbia band-brake, Vig. •‘4, is attached to a

drum on the rear-wheel axle. Its u ost original feature

is a small radial latch lying across tue drurn. This raises

the hinged end of the strap clear from tlie drum as soon

as the rider ceases to pull on the. bra ke-lever.

^ The front fork and brake of the Spalding bicycle are

represented in Pig, 25,

Fork Crowns.—When made with care, open fork

crowns do well, but on many cheap machines they are

not so reliable as solid forgings. Their most frequent

defect is lack of sufficient brazing surface. Open plate

or hollow crowns are lighter and cheaper to construct

and will probably displace forged ones, though the lat-

ter present a record of perfect service and freedom from
breakage in mai’ked contrast to the many accidents wliieh

have occiiiTed in England to single machines and tan-

Fia. 24.—Band-brake. dems having otlier crowns. There even three-plate crowns
are frequently resorted to.

The simple two-plate crown used on Hartford

bicycles is shown in Pig. 26. This is light and has

abundant brazing surface. In practical use it has

been free from accidents. Many others of this gen-

eral type used in America are thoroughly reliable.

Ilandle-Bars (Pig. 27) arc usually made of |-in.

steel tubing not tapered. Their general form is

shown in the cuts.

An adjustable bar made by Stearns & Co„ of

Syracuse, has in the middle a finely fluted section

about li in. long. The post is made of a split tube

which has its middle section flattened ont and
fluted to fit the corresponding part of the bar.

When the split tube is folded around the bar and
brought together, into cylindrical form, it is thrust

down into the head tube where the upper head

clamp locks it. It is neat and effective, and per-

mits the bar to be turned to any desired angle, but

the post has to be removed from the head to do

this. In the Columbia bar the upper end of the

post has a sleeve wrapping around the fluted mid-

dle of the bar, with the addition of a fluted wedge,

of triangular cross-section, which rests between
the bar and the sleeve. The sleeve wraps over far

enough to be perforated and to take in a vertical

bolt which screws down into a projection on the

side of the post below. It has the advantage of

easy and secure adjustment without disturbing tlio

post or head clamp. Handle-bars usually spread

18 to 20 in. from center to center of handle ends,

but are made 10 in., and even less, for racing. Wood handle bars have the advantages of light-

ness and resiliency, and also tend to neutralize the vibration coming from the front. whiMd.

Saddles .—Saddles (Fig. 28) may be classed as spring seats

and ha,rd seats. Most spring saddles have been made on tlie

principle of the hammock, the tendency of which is toward de-

pression in the middle and an inevitable rising of tlie pornniel.

Many English saddles are mounted on vertical spiral springs

with stretchers to prevent depression in the middle. They an-

swer a good purpose, but are heavy, clumsy-looking, and raise

Fig. 25.—Front fork and brake.

Fia. 26.—Double-fork crown. Fig. 27.—I-Iandle-bar, adjustable. Fig. 28.—Garl’ord sfuldk'S.

the seat too high from the frame. This is a serious objection when fashion calls for the very
highest frame that a rider can use. The S ” saddle of the G arford Manufacturing (lo. has
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a flat steel stretcher under the cover to prevent hammock action. A sing-le spiral spring
gives vertical action at the rear anti more rigidity against side play than do double spirals,

and the long flat spring—the main support of* the saddle—gives sutlicient up-and-down
movement in front, with a low seat, the whole height of tlie saddle being about 3|iii. It is

exceptionally light, weighing only 25 to 112 oz. A peculiarity

of the “ S ” saddle is that it can be ridden comfortably and
safely witli an exceptionally short seat. Another design of

this company is a liglit, hai-d saddle on a single flat spring.

Heretofore, in the United States, fashion has called for a nar-

row sa<hllc, the average width across tlie eantle being about

7d in., but in this, as in cranks, prejudice has done much
harm. There is now a tendency toward wider seats, and
already 8-in. and f)-in. cantles are being used and approved
of. Thiyy give a better seat, but present serious difliculties

to the saddle-maker. The draft-lines, or lines of strain and
support of t,he leather covin*, are much spread at the rear by
the wide eantle. This makes it didicult to construct a seat

wdiich is inirrow and flexilile between the tliighs, and yet
wliieh will nut sag or sin-ead out of shape.

Another style of hard saddle (F^ig. 20) has a support of

crossinl laeed rattan or leallier under the cover.

(rearing.

—
'the gmiring of bicycles has steadily risen of

laiii^ yinirs. Road riders use from 51) in. to 80 in. or even more,
but. either of thesis extremes is rare. Pew road machines are Fig. 29.--Himt saddle.

geariMl below (52 in. or over 70 in. As bicyclea are geared
higher, longer c.ra,nks are used, and it is found that the main olijection of increased knee
action is not serious. It is even henefleial to a certain extent, inasmueh as it leads riders

to practice ankle inot,ion, iii onler to avoid much lifting of the knees, and ankle motion is

the basis of good riding. Seven-and-a-half and 8-in. cranks are already in coinmoii use,

''fhe prejudice against long in’,inks for wonieii is still stronger.

Yel, on trial, many of them use (J-^-in. and 7-in, lengths without
any dillieult y whatever. Longer leverage for sexes is strictly

wii.liin t.he ceonomicnl limits of thes !nceluuiiea,l action of tho legs.

KmH‘ act.ion has no import.ance when rmluoed to its ininimum
by correct an k I (‘, moveme.nt. Ihu*;ing gears have gone up steaidily,

ranging from 78 in. to 112 in. hhg. 80 represents the sprocket-

wheiO of t.lu^ Hartford, a,ml Pig. 81 iha-tof the Spalding bicycle.

Two AS'pfV'd-f/cn/’.s.—-hbiny ronnshave been invente-d witlk gear-

ing so (M)nsl.ructe(l as to run wii.h t.ht^ normal action of tlie eliain

for high speed and good roads, and gearing down
j;

or
-t’

for hills

and had roads. 'rhm*(^ area number on the market, but none is

,
_ , , .

yi»t extcnsividv used. Tht,\y are siiniewhat. expiaisivi^, and luld oiio
fna ;}().- II artr<^

| pouiuls weight to* the liieyiile, whil<i tho friction of the
additional gmiring go(‘s far t-o olTset tlndr ee.onoiny of leverage,

Oranks have Ixam invented which can lie lengt.lieiHMl liy a moveuumt of the rider’s foot while

riding. Tht‘y giv<‘ imn’<*a.se<l leverage without a<ldil ional friction, Imt havt‘ not. hecoinc p(>|)ular.

,7h/cicm.s have not reaclu'd clo.scly thdlned linos of eonstriietion, and it is inipossilile U)

describe luu'ivin tJunr many forms. Some Imve douhh^ set.s of lowin' tubes with the front

chain ill tiiecenlcr line of the machine. Tho more general form has both chains y>n tho
right side. Their whiMtl base va,rh^H from (57 to 70 in., and their weight from 88 to 50 lbs,

Se.rffip/etH.~^A sextnplct must be strong enough to

carry half a ton of weight, while moving at a velocity

of 50 or 00 ft. pm* siH'.ond a.n<l with absolute safety. At
the same Line, it must run luisily ami steer aud balance
w'ell. This is om^ of th{‘ most ditlieult problems whitdi

has been attempted in hieyckj construction. We find

a type of (vxcitllmit di^sigti in t.he raeing sextufilet of
Messrs. Sti^arns & Uo., of Syracuse, N. V. The frame
of this machine is comriosml of four tubes, tho upjmr
ones of I in. and t.he lowtn* ones f in. in diamet.m*.

These run from th<^ front luuigor to the rear fork con-
lUHh ion, where t.ln^y unite in tho same forging with the
uppm* rt'ar braces. The chain adjustments are made
by (‘cmmlrics of t he usual type. The rear wheel moves
bai’k for the adjustmimt o*f the two rear chains. Tho
forwjird ehains are adjusted by the same eccentric as Fig. si.-Spalding sprocket-whool.

,N(), .5, arul s() (>n to the frorit, the f()rward crank being
stationary. At t.lio front, is a iVin. chain. No. 2 is ^ in. No. 8 is in. No. 4 is anew
(h'sign, e.alliHl the ‘Lluplcx,” with two center blocks and three links. The front

sprockid. is single of necessity, t he others being double. Those of Nos. 4 and 5 are scored in

idi(^ emit lu*, to admit the midille link of the duplex chain. Pinally, two sprockets of 40 teeth

eacdi arc placed on No, (> crank-shaft, from which are driven the gears of the rear wheel,

giving a 12()"in, gear for the niachiuc. Each speeding sprocket is screwed up to a shoulder

59
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on No. 6 crank-shaft, and is also keyed to its cranks through one of its arms, giving double
security to this important connection.

The tread is 4| in. on t.he first five hangers, and in. on the sixth. Cullman hubs are

used on both wheels, the front one having a diameter of If in., and the rear one 2|- in., with
regular ball-bearings of sufficient weight and strength for the heavy work imposed upon
them.

The wheels have strong wood rims with 2-in. tires and 48 spokes apiece. A hexagonal
shaft is used for the center sprockets. The front fork sides arc continued up to the handle-
bar. These, with the heavy forgings for the fork crown, give the strength necessary to with-
stand the enormous strains brought upon the connections of the steering wheel.

Steering Axis,—In modern bicycles a production of the center line of the head-bearings
would touch the ground between 2^ and 4-^ in. in front of the tangent point of the wheel
and ground. Such a wheel could be easily ridden with the hands off, and this is generally

considered sure evidence of the best steering. This is perhaps a fallacy and merits the atten-

tion of mechanical engineers. It has been found in actual practice that when the steering

axis points to the ground 1 in. behind the wheel contact, the machine can not be ridden with
the hands off, but with the lightest touch upon the handles the steering is exceptionally good
and easy.

The wheel base, inclination of the steering centers, height of the crank-bracket above the

ground, and the relative position of the head and front wheel, all affect the balance and steer-

ing. Some makers place the center of the crank-bracket 11 in. above the ground and others

raise it to 14 in.

The machine with a high bracket is the easiest to balance, but the low form is most con-
venient for niounting. Twelve to 13 in. seems to be the proper height to meet all require-

ments, including long cranks.

Coasting.—Another fallacy is found in the general belief that coasting is an evidence of

easy running qualities. Even an inferior machine with loose bearings will coast faster and
farther than a -better machine with bearings wmll set up. A much surer test is found in the
performance of the machine under the heavy strain of hill climbing or fast riding.

Dimensions of Bicycles.—Diamond frames, 22 to 26 in. high from center of crank-
bracket to top of seat tube

;
head, 8-|- to 104 in. from center to center of balls ; adjustalile

handle-bar, |-in. tube, not tapered, 18 to 21 in, spread ; cork bandies
;
wheels, 28 itu diiune-

ter
;

1-|- to l|-in, tires
;
tangent spokes, 28 to front, and 32 to 40 to rear wheel

;
wood rims

;

8- or 9-tooth rear sprocket
;
gear, 63 to 70 in. ; cranks, 6-|- to 7 in.

; :i;-in. block cliain, 1-in.

pitch; rubber pedals, 8f to 4 in. wide; pedal-pin screws into crank end; T saddle-] )ost

;

weight, stripped, 20 to 24 lbs. ; wheel base, 43 to 44 in. ; balls for crank-axle, ^ to in. ;
rear

axle, \ to in.
;
front axle, i\ to ^ in,

;
h(3ad, to 1% in.

;
pedals, ^ to

1% in.
; tread, 4| to

5^ in.

The bicycle for women has a considerable variety of forms, but most makers turn out a
machine with curved double front tubes or with the lower front tube straight and the ujiper

one curved. The following specifications are of general apjilieation in this country : 19 to 23
in. height of frame above center of crank-bracket; gear, 56 to 66^ in.

;
cranks, !) to 7 in.;

rubber pedals, 3|' to 3f in. wide; tread, 5 to 5^ in, ; weiglit, with dress- and mud-guards, 23 to

27 lbs. Other details are similar to those of men’s machines.
Gauge of Tubing.—The average sizes are as foVlow.s for standard men’s maclnnes : Ilejid,

li in.
;
upper and lower front tubes and saddle upright, IJ in.

;
rear forks, | to f in.

;
rear

upper tubes, | in.
;
handle-bars, in.

A few makers use l|-in. tubes in place of the 1 J in., but the larger size is the heavier, and,
if it is made thinner to keep down the weight, it is more lial)le to be overheated in brazing
and is more easily indented. Columbia roadster bicycles have front fork sides of 20 gauge
and tapered fork stem of 14 niaximum gauge. All the other tubes are of 23 gauge. Tliis is

lighter than the average because of the use of nickel-steel ; 20 and 22 gauge tubing are mort'
generally employed.

“Racing records are subject to constant reductions as machines and tracks a,re

improved and with tfic increase in racing men. The following are some of the princi|)al

records up to the end of June, 1896

:

June 28, 1896.—533*857 miles in 24 hours by Riviere, Paris.

June 27, 1896.—100 miles in 3 hours 47 min. 47f see. by Palmer, London.
June 6, 1896.—50 miles in 1 hour 42 min. 42-J sec. by 0. lluret, Catford track, London.
May 20, 1896.—30*12 miles in 1 liour by 'J\ Ijinton, Paris.

March 2, 1896.—1 mje F. P.'^ in 1 min. 39-^- sec, by W. W, Hamilton, Coronado, Cal.
December, 1895.—1 mile competition, standing start, in 1 min. 50f sec. by Peter Berio,

New Orleans.

April 17, 1896.—ir mile P. PA in 22^ sec. by W. W. Randall, Coronado, Cal

1894.

—21,053 miles, A. A. Hansen, Minneapolis, 1 year.

1895.

—18,538 miles, II. H. Keim, Philadelphia, 1 year.
1895“’ 9 6.—16,172 miles, Frederic Allert, Brooklyn, 1 year.

,

1895.— W*. A. Biibey, Louisville, rode 05 centuries—i. e., ho rode 100 miles or more per
day on 95 different days of that year.

During October, 1895, R. E. O’Conner, of Chicago, rode 2,550 miles.
These records were all officially recognized.

* F. P. means flying start and paced.
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Strai|2:ht-away records have little value in the eyes of sporting men, as they are -usually

made with every possible advantage of grades and wind.
Under sueli conditions Melvin 0. Dennis made a straiglit-away mile at Cheyenne, Wyo.,

March 27, 181)0, in 1 min. Ilf sec. on a Crescent bicycle geared to 107f in. Three quarters of

the mile had a slight down grade, the other quarter being a little ascending, with one bad
crossing. The wind blew OO miles an hour, and the rider was nearly smothered in the dust,

llis average speed was nearly 74 ft. per second. *

C. El. Hawley.
MOTOR llOAl) YEHICLES. The first siiceessfiil steam road vehicle was devised and

bviilt by Nicolas Joseph Cugnot, an officer of the Ereneh army, in 1769. This was three-

wheeled. The machinery was carried on the single front wheel and consisted of a copper

boiler and vertical cylinder engine, wliich imparted motion to the front wheel by means of a

ratchet and pawl arrangement on each side. The front wheel aaid propelling mechanism was
pivoted and turned in either direction when steering, therefore making the carriage very

unsteady, which fact really resulted in its being finally discarded. As in all early machines

of this class, (hignot’s boiler wuis too small.

General Con^ideratiom.—The designing of the modern motor vehicle does not simply

mean the deviling ol a suitublc engine and its connection to an ordinary carriage, but

requires a earelul (‘,onsid(‘ratiou of various special conditions.

Thus the purposes to which the motor vehicle is to be applied materially affects its

general design and construction. A two- to five-passenger vehicle intended for private use,

or for light business purposi's, must be somewhat differently considered from one which is to

be used as a puhlii*. conveyance for a largo number of passengers or for heavy business

purpos(‘s.

The inqiortant requirement for veliicles for private use should be cortahity, simplicity

and eas(', <,>r conl.rol, automatic and uuobjectionalile operation of the motor ;
anti concentra-

tion of the controlling devices at some point near the operator’s seat is advisable. By tlie

use of siqiarnfe controlling devices, to govern the different operations, simplicity may be

gained; but the use of a single lever, wheel, or similar device to start, stop, back, change

speed, lirake or st,eer the vehicle, appears to some advanta.ge in the hands of an operator who
may jiossibly be disconcerted l>y an array of different devices. Aside (Tom charging the

vehTde witii tlie necessary fuel supply, no extensive preparatory operations should be

necessary, exce[)t.ing perha|)s some simple manipulation to start the motor, and every

feafvure whicdi would prevent the macliine from being intrusted to any one capable of

ordinary driving should lie eliminated. The comfort of the occupants of thiq vehicle

becomes a very important consideration. Excessive heat, bad odors, excessive vibration,

Jerky starting or Htoi)|)ing, and noise are all features which should l:)o (iliunnateil from the

piud\:Kd;tMl cuirriage iTic vehicle itself .should bo light and easy-riding.
^

"Vehicles designed

as public passenger eouveyancies, or for carrying large (piantitics of freight, _aro^ usually

o{)(‘rat.ed l>y expiudeiieed drivers and attendants. A motor for a, vehicle of this kind need

not lUHiessaVily lie aut,oma,tie in its action, nor need it he absolutely free from all elements of

persoimf discomfort;
;
nor need its control Vie centered in a single device.

TTu* genm’al proportiou.s of the ordinary horse-drawn vehicle eau hardly be followed,

whmi the pulling element is discarded. In such vehicles the weight is not always so plac.ed

thaf t he best results will be olit.aincd from the wheels when used as drivers, which is a prune

considm^atfon when the vidiiide is solf-propelleii. In disposing the weiglit of tlie vehicile

body, nuM’hanism, and oecupaiiis, it must be remembered that at the coinparatiyely high

sjieeil desin'd in a .self-propelled vehicle there would be grea.t danger of upsetting, par-

ticularly in sl.eivring, if the weight wtu-e placed as liigh as in the ordinary carriage or wagon.

Tlie nioiiCir vehitJe nupiiri's Ui low center of gravity. Extuqit on very oiien and excellent

ron^ds it; .seems improlialile that V(!hicle.s can sn.fely travel at a speed of more tlum ten miles

per Ivour. jit
H igh s|)eed nu'ans high ])ower, and reserve power for high .sliced means greater dead

W(ught ttiaii is neiMled to i'ulhll ordinary reiiuiremenis. Any a,d(led weiglit is at all times a.n

additional hunhm on the propelling inotor. Too much mgard, howevm*, for light weiglit

sliouhl not. eaiisi^ any neglee,t of the fact that unless the driving"Whe(d.s are sufficiently

loa,d(ul to gives tbmn the nee(‘SKary adhesion, excessive slipping of the wheels witJi coiise(|uent

loss of energy will occur.

Jri d{‘sigiung a ni(>tx)r vehicle, iherefore, tlie proper relation between the power capacity

of the motor and the adhesive weight of the. vehicle should alwa,ys be maintaiiifHl After

having given dui^ e.onsidiuut.ion to the construction of the carriagii body, if t,ractivo W('.ight

is required, as inueli of it u»s possilile, with good results, should bo put into the propelling

motor.
, . , , j .

77^v,s*..-«qqicnnH,teri!U of which the wheel tire is constructed plays an iniportant part in

the traih ive a,dli(‘sioii of the drivirig-wlicids. It is for this reason that ruliber tires have lie-

(‘ome so iiromiiKMit in all classes of light traction vehicles. The pneumatic tire seems to

have shown itsidf best adapted for light motor vehicles. Not only does it add to the com-

fort of th(^ oemipants, and ium’iuise the adliesive qualities of the driving-wheels, but it also

plays a most, imporl.a,nt. pa.rt in decreasing road resistance. Over ordinary roads, where

slight olist.rue.tions, nit.s, soft, spots, sand, and other deviations from the ideal highway are

met, l,h(i ordinary stiud- or mam rubber-tired wheel, striking a small stone or ot.her obstruc-

tion, must, (‘ithm- e.rush it, or press it into the road, or else the load on the wlu'ol must be

raised up ovm* the obst.rmd.ion with such additional expenditure of energy as the height of

tho obstriudlou may necu's.ssil.ate. In the case of soft, muddy, or sandy roads, the hard, in-
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flexible tire sinks into the ground, always creating slight gradient, in front of it, over

which it must raise the vehicle. With the pneumatic tire, the obstacle becomes pressed into

the tire or the tire flattened against the obstacle, therefore, but slightly raising the load,

and creating less iolting and shock to the vehicle, and more efficient operation.^ Pneumatic

tires for motor-vehicle use should, however, be protected so as to prevent excessive wear jnid

nuneture It may perhaps be well to here mention the use of various types ol spring tires

Ld wheels which have from time to time been devised.
^

Such devices seem apparently to

meet with but very little practical success,^ however, and it is to be doubted whether they

will ill any way, reach the perfection and simplicity of the pneumatic tire.

Wheel co7istrucMon mid design is another important element of motor-carriage con-

struction. One particular difference in this direction between the horse and horseless

vehicle is that in the first instance the wheels are designed simply to support the weight
;
in

the latter they should be constructed so as to resist the tendency to twist the hub, when the

power is applied at or near the axle. It is for this reason that various inventors have

devised methods of gearing wherein the propelling power is applied as near as possible to

the periphery of the wheel. Bearing side thrusts is another element which must be con-

sidered. Light, tangent-spoked, metallic wheels seem to possess numerous advantages, and

their use for motor-vehicle purposes is rapidly increasing, yet in many cases wooden wheds

have been used. The wheel may be rotated on a fixed axle, or made rigid to the axle which

then rotates in a suitable bearing, but in either case the axle-bearing friction should be

reduced to a minimum. For light and even heavy vehicles, roller or ball-bearings will

no doubt be the nltirnate form, liegarding the question of front or rear driving-wheels,^ it

is difficult to make any definite statements at the present time. Both have been used with

frame of the motor vehicle must be constructed to resist entirely different stresses

and strains from those which affect the horse-vehicle body. Yet there hardly appears any

necessity for building a vehicle which, is entirely proof against all injury, home 9I the

vehicles which have been built appear to be designed with too much regard to the possibility

of collision or similar accident. While strength is absolutely essential, it is not necessary to

provide for the extraordinary but rather for the ordinary conditions which are inet in regu-

lar service. The present tendency seems to be to build the vetliicle frame of tubular steel.

Such construction has many merits, and certainly for light carriages is superior.

3Mive Powr.-—The selection of a suitable motive power appears to be one of the most

difficult elements of the motor-vehicle problem and admits of a great deal of discussion.

The conditions necessarily demand a light, compact motor which must always be operative,

unaffected by the elements, must permit of somewhat rough usage without being disabled,

and should require but verv little attention in starting or when running, and preferably bo

self-starting. All possible'elforts should be made to reduce noise, odor, and vibration, and

while efficiency and low cost ol operation are important, they would to a great extent bo

oirershadowed by other more necessary elements, vibration due to the motor is a (‘.oinmoii

defect. Where the motor is subject to more or less vibration or impulse, it will be neces.sary

to separate it from the body of the vehicle by means of proper cushions. Noise and odor are

very noticeable objections of some of the steam and gas vehicles. The fuel to be carried, bo

it coal, oil, gasoline, the elements of electro-chemical action, or any material wliose cliemical

change will produce energy, should be cheap, readily procurable, and give the inaximuni

amount of energy with the minimum bulk and weight. Where storage methods are used,

the reservoir of energy should be reduced to a weight consistent with duraliilily and ('ITitdent

service. Aside from the actual fuels or power storage devices, it should not be lUMU'ssary to

carry any large amount of additional material for cooling, gearing, or similar pu]-i)os('s.

Whether a single driving motor or a separate motor for each driving-wlu‘el will prove

most satisfactory depends greatly on. the motive power selected. Double motors in most

cases mean increased weight, less efficiency, and sometimes eoinplication, though to off set,

tins various advantages result from their use. Where gearing can be greatly dis|)ensod witli

and the motor easily controlled, the use of separate motors coupled to each driver over n

single motor operating both will probably be found to possess very valuable features. While

such separate motors may bo operated independently under ordinary conditions, some ai-rn tigi^-

ment for coupling them together and thereby permitting use of either or of both motors to

propel the carriage is of value.

The superiority of a rotary motor for vehicle propulsion is unquestioned, Imt the. only prac-

tical rotary motive power available for this use is the electric motor. Rotary, steam, and gas

engines are yet to be developed. A reeiproeating motor, either steam or gas, when placed

on so unstable a foundation as a spring-mounted vehicle body, will certainly cause vibration

unless great care is taken in balancing its parts, equalizing its impulses, and so locat ing it

that the pulsations of the motor will be directed lengthwise. If such inotors are placeil with

the cylinders parallel to the axles, the tendency will be to rock the vehicle. Tiic location of

the motor also plays an important part in the appearance of the vehicle. All evidence of

machinery aside from the operating handle should, if possible, be concealed.

Gearing ,—Connecting the motor with the driving-wheel in an effieieiit manner necessi-

tates careful consideration. Cumbersome, complicated, and poorly designed gearing inechan-

ism leaves bat very little of the energy of the motor for driving purposes at; the wheel tires.

If the motor be easily started, reversible, a.nd admits of speed variation, the gearing is an
exceedingly simple matter, as such an arrangement obviates the use of elntehes and speed-

changing gears. With certain types of inotors, however, running constantly in one direction,
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the starting, stopping, and speeding of the vehicle must be nearly entirely aecomplislied by
means of mechanism between the motor shaft and the driving-wheel. Where this type of

controlling mechanisni and gear is necessary—which is the case with ail gas motors—a variety

of devices have been produced. Bh’iction pulleys, adjustable belts, cone pulleys, variously

speeded spur gears which can he thrown into action by means of clutches, hydraulic and
pneuinatic gearing, and other mechanism, in nearly all of which clutches are to some extent
an essential part, ha,ve been \ised in the different vehicles. The ability to operate at any
speed np to tlie maxiiniuu is a very desirable feature, but not very readily accomplished by
means of gearing and clutch devices excepting at the expense of a great deal of simplicity

and efficiency. It has been the practice, where speed-changing and reversing gears are

necessary, to arrange two or three speeds going forward and only one in reversing, the motor
being constantly oj)ei’ated in one direction after once being started. While this may meet
most conditions, what is really wanted where constant speed motors are used is a noiseless,

simple, and efficient gearing whereby the vehicle may be started, stopped, reversed, or
changed in speed without sudden shoeks. It is for this purpose that various forms of fric-

tion, hydraid ic and pncuuiatic gears have been suggested, which, while producing such results,

bring in, however, certain more or less objectionable features.

JSlze of Motor,—It is difficult to give exact data at the present time regarding the best size

of motors adapted to liglit-motor vehicles, carrying from ^ to (I passengers. A gas motor of

loss tlian 4 horse-power is not advisable for a vehicle weighing more than 900 lbs. For use

on our American roads a 5 or G horse-power motor seems to be best suited. In some of the

French carriages, motors of a smaller capacity have been used, but the excellent condition of

tlio roads tliere proliably explains why this is possible. The manner in which the motor is

connected to the drivers greatly affects its necessary output. In one case with a directly

geared motor, d liorse-powor may be sufficient, while in anotlier where speed gears and
clutclios are noeessary, 5 In )rse-power may bo required. The value of feather-weight motors
and gearing, lacking in almost all other advantageous features excepting lightness, is very

questionable. The other extreme shoidd, however, also be avoided. In niany of the present

motor vehicles tlie gearing could no doubt bo greatly simplified and decreased in weight,

while on the other hand too much has been sacrificed in order to produce an extremely light

motor. Ifnless a motor is built with a large amount of excess power, to be used in climbing

grades, or traveling over poor roads, tlie slow-speed gear is an important element.
^

Steering a motor vehicle along an ordinary road involves many diffieulties. Primarily the

steering a,p|)aratus must be easily and quickly operated, and not liable to accidental niove-

meiit. Thui value of an efficient steering ineehanism is particularly noticed when traveling at

higli speed, whc3U obstructions must be quickly avoided, for, if struclv at such speeds, tlioir

tendemey to deviate fh(3 course of the vehiede is very great. When am obstruction is met with

by one of tin*, steeriug-wheels, there is generally a tendency to throw that wheel out of its

cours(3, which must be counteracted by the hold of the operator on the steering device, imless

some clamping or power arrangenient is used. The longer the horizontal distance l)etween

tlie wheel periphery and the steering {uvot, the miorc difficult the steering oiieratioii jKieomes,

and tlie greater the tAMideiicy which obstructions have to turn the vehicle out of its naldi.

Tlie tlfth-wlicel stmuung mechanism, as uscmI in the ordinary carriage, swiveling the wlieels

near (die liuh, 8up[>ortiug each steering wheel in forks pivoted on a direct vertical line with

the wlieel [xuuiiluiry, and various arrangonients for tlirowing in and out of gear the wheels on

eitrhe.r side of the vidiiide, Iiavo been used, according to the ideas of the inventor and builder

of each |)arti(nilar maeliirie. It seems, howeven, that, at least for light vehic.h^.s, the most

efficien't steering mechanism will prove In bo one in wliieli the pivots of the stcering-wlieol

are on a dirindi viu-tical line with the points of resistance on the wheel pm’i})hory.^ Suedi an

arraugmiKuit will not cause any deflection of the wheel when an ordiim-ry obstrue.tion i.s met,

and will also piirmit of easy and rapid manipulataon of the steering gear by very siin|)le

nieehaaism. hOr large, slow-sjiecd, traction locomotives, tlie use of the 11 ftli wheel, (jr the

svvinging ()f the eritin*. axle on a center between the wheels, seems to survive as the fittest,

altliough tdic swiveling of tdie wheels near the hub has been used in seviu’al instances.

ISti'criug with iln^ driving-wlniels, by the use of clutch devices or separate motors, by means
of whicdi the wlieids on either side may be made inoperative, may prove of voil ue, eitluu’ alone,

or in conjunction witli separate steering-wheels, if the operating^ meclianism is sunicicntly

<^imple, positive, and easy of eoiitrol. In some of the larger veliiides it niay V>e iiecessary to

hi.ee r by means of se pa,rale power devices, or use the motor to assist in the steering opera-

tioiis, but for light vidiicles, if properly designed, simple hand mecdiaiiisrns can be used most

eniciciitly.

In sticrn'ing, the outer wheels mnstr travel faster than the inner. If botli wheels arc directly

geared to the same, motor, without the use of any intervening balance, or dinVnmtial.iug g(uu*-

ing d(‘vices, tlui inner wheel will receive a great deal of wem*, as it revolvi's at. a greuTin* spinal

than is iiem'ssary to move it through the inner are. Diffm-ential or balaiic'e. ginirs havi'. ihcrc-

f( in*, been adopted, and also various devices for permitting one or the (ither <)f the ilrivirig-

wluM'ls f,o b(*, ent.in‘ly or [lartly disconnoeted from the motive power. With such diffiu’cutial

gi‘a.riiig d(*.vic(*s, the‘ outer wheel, while connected to the source of power, is permitted to move
at a gri'aier spend t,lia,n tlie inner. Clutches or separate motors for eacdi driviiig-whe.td obvi-

ate the us(‘. of (liff(‘nuilial gearing.

7/m/r^'.^.“~ElVic'i(‘.iit, means for stopping the vehicle are no doubt alisolutcly essential. Any
Virake which is usi^d for this purpose sliould be designed to control the vtdiiele in going down
grade, for ordinary stoppages, and at the same time act as an emergency stop, althoiigli, for
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the latter purpose, the rapid reversal of the driving-wheels will probably be essential in con-

iunction with the operation of the brake. If the ordinary shoe-brake is used, acting on t he
wheel-tire, its frequent application to rubber-tired wheels will introduce an element of wear
which can only be obviated in such cases by a suitable protection of the tire as has been previ-

ously mentioned. A strap or other brake acting upon a separate brake-pulley or wheel ap-
pears to possess some advantages. It is doubtful whether anything but ordinary liand-brak-
ing devices will be necessary for light pleasure or business vehicles, but some arrangement
may be devised whereby, in stopping, the energy of the motor, or the momentum of t,he tair-

riage, may be expended in braking the vehicle. With steam or electrically |)ropelle(l veliieles

a separate power brake could easily be arranged without introducing any great coini)lication

of apparatus, and would, no doubt, prove very efficient if properly designed.
Motor Bicycles.—In the above considerations no particular reference is made to motor

bicycles. Such vehicles are certainly open to the various requirements of the three- and
four-wheeled vehicles. Motors for this purpose need be of but very small power (one horsc*-

power or less), but must be designed with the greatest regard to small size and w(‘igl)t.

Steering can be accomplished by the usual handle-bars and pivoted front wheel, while t he
motor may be controlled by some device attached to the handle-bars, and moved by t,he

hands or feet of the rider. Practically, the power for such vehicles is confined to gas motors,
although both steam and electric motors have been applied to this use. In the case of tlie

gas motor the vehicle may first be started by the ordinary pedals, and after the motor Ims
been speeded up and put into action the pedals may be thrown out of connection tlierewith
by some clutch device. In some of the motor bicycles built up to date the engino piston is

connected directly to a crank on the rear driving-wheel spindle
;
while in others the ordinary

chain and sprocket arrangement has been retained, and the engine geared to the pedal-
sprocket. Fuel may he carried in a small tank suppoi-ted from the frame of the bicycle

;
or

parts of the hollow frame may be used for carrying oil fuel, if properly designed' for this
purpose. While such vehicles are operative, yet* their value, from a practical standpoint,
seems to be rather doubtful, as they possess an element of danger. The rider of an ordinary
bicycle finds his attention quite well engrossed in balancing and steering his machine. lii

the motor bicycle, it is true, he need not propel himself, and can therefore pay more atten-
tion to the above operation. But when we take into consideration the high speeds at; whitdi
motor bicycles would be operated it does not seem to be a very difficult matter to ups(d. the
vehicle, even though the greatest care is taken, on a sandy, muddy, or even an oidinary road.

At the present time a classification of motor vehicles is somewhat difficult, except; so far
as the motive power is concerned. Considered from this point of view, three general typ<\s
of vehicles—steam, gas, and electric—have been produced and practically operatt'd. A'side
from these, there have been a variety of suggestions and some experiments wit.li other
motors, which do not, however, give very much promise of future practical results. JmlgiMl
from the results of the several races held in Europe and this country, gas-motor veiiick^s
seem to best meet the general conditions; but the steam and electrically propelled vtffiich's,

particularly the latter, possess advantages which can liardly be obtained by the use of gas-
engines for this purpose.
A discussion of the various features possessed by these different types of motor velucles

and a general description of some prominent productions will somewhat show the gmnvral
conditions of the industry. Such descriptions will include only automatic vehicles, intendiHl
for pleasure, passenger, and light business service. Heavy hauling traction engines wliicli
are to-day in more or less general use are not considered, as they servo an entirely dillurtmt
purpose.

Special F'orins of Motor Vehicles. Steam CmTiages .—The steam-engine having beem
applied to road locoinotion long before either the gas-erigine or electric motor wa,s t,bought
of, has naturally received more general development. As applied to large, slow, road-lmul-
age_ locomotives, it has, no doubt, proved entirely suecessful. When we consider steam-
pigines we inay inclnde not only those in which water is evaporated by lieat, but also t.hose
in which different oils and_ other fluids are heated, producing a gas or vapor wliich is list'd

expansively without explosion, as in the case of some naphtha-engines.
Steam motors, as applied to road vehicles, wliile possessing all the advantages of rovtu'si-

bility, self-starting, and speed variation, are handicapped by various inherent features, whicli
can best be judged from the following descriptions of some steam motor vehicles ;

Todd's This carriage (Fig. 1), devised by Mr. Leonard J. Todd, in 1870,
gives an example of a motor vehicle built some time previous to the present revival. The
carriage was ft. long by 4-^ ft. wide, and ran on ordinary carriage-wheels. Okie drivers
were it. in dituneter, and the single front steering wheel 3 ft. The engino eonsislt'd of
two vertical cylinders, in.^ in diameter and 4 in. stroke. Each of these engines was sepa-
rately connected with the driving-wheels by means of a belt running on a loose cone, so tf lat
the carriage could be steered in either direction by the operation of the engines, d’he ex-
haust from the engine was almost inappreciable, the boiler was 16 in. in diameter, ft. i)

in. high, and consisted of a large number of tubes 1 in. in diameter. The heating surface of
the boiler was 16 ft. and the grate surface 75 ft. It was located in the fore part of the car-
riage body. This carriage carried two persons, and jmoved a practical success.

Serpollet Steam- Carriage .—This is a French carriage (Fig. 2), and is particidarly inter-
esting on account of its peculiar boiler, which is of the instantaneous general ion Ivpe, of
tubular construction, and operates at a pressure of about 300 lbs. The tubes are of cn'sci'ut
shape, with an opening of about ^ in., and are incased in cast-iron. Ko water is storinl in
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the boiler, it being forced into the tubes by a small pump. Steam is instantly generated and
directly fed to the engine, the power being regulated by the amount of water forced into the

boiler. The engine eonsiats of a pair of horizontal cylinders 2^ in. in diameter and 2:^-ia.

stroke. Exhaust steam discharges beneath the carriage. Suificient coke fuel can be carried

for ii journey of 4.0 miles under good condi-
tions, but the water-tank must be refilled

several times in tliat distance. The pump
for supplying the boiler is about 1 in. in

diameter and of about |-in. stroke.

The pistons of the two cylinders are con-
nected to a single crank-shaft, which is geared
to a Goinpensating gear-shaft connected ta
tlie drivers by means of a chain-gearing. In
stopping, water is simply shut off from the
boiler. The tubes withstand the heat of the

furnace whether water is in them or nob.

Automatic regulation and control and blow-
ing off are therefore elimiuaj:.e(L The steer-

ing of the carriage is t‘,lte(.ded by means of a
hand-lever a,nd eonmicting rod, which con-
trol the hub-f)iv()ted steering-wheels.

The Db Dion, Bouton cS Co. Steam Ve-

hicle .— In the race from Paris to Ronen, in

July, 1894, the second prize was awarded to

this vehicle, which is really a steam locomo-
tive coupled to a separate passenger vehicle.

Tlio motor vehicle weighs about 4,401) lbs.,

and can haul about 2,2(K) lbs. at a speed of
about 18 miles a,n liour on a good road. The
boiler is of vertical mvilti-tubiilar cireiilatiug

type, and is placed in front of the motor ve-

hicle. lt,s luMiting surface is 22'9 square ft,,

grate surface 2’()3 sipuire ft. It weighs about
diJO lbs„ and cvai>orates from 0 to 7 Lbs. of

water |)(;r lb. of coke, whicli is the fuel used.

Sudlcdent fuel tsau l)c ca,rricd to enable the

vehicle to trutVel from 40 to (JO miles. A two-

cyliiuhir compound imgiue with a stroke of

Trll in. is uschI for i)ropulsion. At J3() revo-

lutions per minute the engine} delivers about
18 to 20 horse-power. Tin} two cylinders are

mounted heuealli the vehicle body on a east-iron frame, which carries two hearings for the

craid<-shart on which a pinion is mounted and connected to a differentially geared shaft,

joinml to the driving-axl(} l)y means of universal joints, Tlio driving-wluH'ls run on largo,

shorts, hollow axl(‘s atl.aehed to the springs, and the ends of the universal joint-driving con-

nccllons pass through the sleeves and arc connected witli the driviiig-wlnMds at. the outer

end. The. vehieb} luis only oiu} speed, and is unnecessarily large and ciunbersorne. The
exhaust steam passes away witli the products of combustion beneath th(^ v<diic.h}.

Steam as a motive
\
lowm- for road vehicles

presents various n.clva,nt.nges. Tlie fact that

the motor can lie st,arte(l,sioi)j')(Ml, or (duinged

in speed by the mere opei’atiou of a vjilvt':

and reversed liy (Ujually simple meelianlsni

is eeri.ainly a desirable feaf.ure. But, on the

otlKU* hand, tlu} disHdva,Tii.a,ges of stea.m |>()w-

cr for mot.or-vehicle pro|)ulsion are minnu’-

ous. Primarily, water an d fuel must be car-

ried. The fuel may lie oil or ua|)htlia, laib

tlu.m probably rnori} e:(Tleie;nt results can be

obtained by utilizing the vaporized oil ex-

plosively as in a gas or oil engine. Atnioa-

pheric exhaust means noise aside, from the

disc'omfort caused by constantly es('a|)ing

.stmim. The eixhaust. ma.y bo condensed and
thereby overcome the previous ol >j(H'.t.i(m, a,nd

ailso be re-used in th(‘ boihu’. The danger element where, any amount of wafer is (larri(^d in

the Imiler is only [lart/mlly obviated by automatic feeding and regulating devices.
^

Ijegal

restrictions will probably nM|uirc alieemscd engineer in charge of sueh v(thicle. Blowing off,

when st.anding idle, will prove annoying unless it i.s obviated by means of automatically con-

trolhsl tiros or similar means. As a reciprocating motor the steam-engine ia far superior

to any othm* wliiidi could be used for this purpose, yet the use of some simple and cfliciont

rotary steam-engiru!! or turbiiu} would be a very valuable feature.

The low clllcicncy of small stearn-onginos, particularly under such conditions as are hero
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necessary, is too well known to be discussed. It will also probably prove difficult to make
such vehicles entirely comfortable to the occupants, due to the heat generated, unless the

vehicle be of ample size so that boiler and engine can be placed away from the seating part.

Perhaps with some form of safe and instantaneous generation boiler, oil or similar fuel, auto-

matically controlled fires, rotary engines, condensed exhaust, necessitating very little stored

water, thorough heat insulation, and other similar features, the steam motor may come to the

front, but it would seem that steam as a motive power for road vehicles will be mainly con-
fined to heavier work.

&as Motor Gas or vapor engines seem to have been most generally adopted
for the propulsion of motor vehicles up to date. This is probably due to a great extent to

the fact that such engines are complete in themselves, requiring no fires to get up steam
pressure or large water storage, and can be built extremely light. The ordinary gas-engine
is no doubt well known, yet some principles involved in its operation may be of value.

The power developed by any gas-engine is due to the explosion of a mixture of some in-

flammable gas or vapor and air, which is ignited by some suitable means in the cylinder.

The ignition of the mixture creates a highly increased temperature with resultant pressure
of the exploded gases acting on the piston. The temperature of exf lesion is assumed to

be about 2,700" P., which can not, however, be entirely utilized expansively owing to the

difficulty of working the engine at such temperatures, and a great portion of this useful heat
is therefore sacrificed to keep the engine at working temperatures. For this purpose gas-en-
gines are usually provided with some form of cylinder-cooling arrangement which, although
wasteful, is necessary for practical conditions. In some a water-jacket is employed, but this

arrangement necessitates carrying a certain amount of water and the necessary circulating
apparatus therefor. To obviate this objection air cooling by enlarging the radiating surface
of the cylinder has been attempted in a great number of small engines. Some inventors are
also working in the directly opposite direction, and are trying to keep all possible heat within
the engine. To realize the best results of the highly heated gases at the moment of explosion
the expansion should take place entirely in the cylinder before exhaustion, so that the entire
result of the explosion may be exerted on the piston and not wasted in the exhaust.

Two distinct methods of performing the operations necessary for the proper combustion
and utilization of the gas have found most general application in various types of engines.
One of these, generally known as the Otto cycle, requires two revolutions to com|)lete the
necessary operations. Gas mixed with a certain quantity of air is drawn into the cylinder
by the first outward stroke of the piston. The second or return stroke compresses it, and
when the dead-point is reached the gas is ignited and the resulting explosion drives the pis-

ton outward again on the third stroke. Theretiiniing or fourth stroke of the piston ex|)els
the useless products of combustion from the cylinder. One side of the piston only is util-

ized, and during each two revolutions the only real work is clone during the third stroke.
In the other method only one revolution is required to go through the entire cycilo. Gas

and air are admitted and also compressed during the back stroke and ignited at the dead-
point. The explosion and resultfliit expansion of the gas act on the piston on tlio forward
stroke, and the products of combustion exhaust when the piston reaches the end of the
stroke. An explosion at the end of each revolution has the advantage of producing a some-
what less pulsating motion than in the first method, but it also has very many disadvantages.
Incomplete filling and clearing of the cylinder, poor expansion, and delicate adjustment to
produce the explosion at the right point,* are some of the most apparent features of this type
of engine. Prom practical opinions and experience, it seems that the two-revolution cycle is

superior, although the single-cycle engine is being greatly used for various purposes, A fly-

wheel is necessary in either ease to give even motion to the engine and prevent excessive
vibration. Duplex-cylinder engines working alternately have been devised for this purjiose,
and are best adapted for motor-vehicle use. The ignition of the compressed gas may be
accomplished by means of a gas-flame, incandescent tube, or electric spark, the latter l)'eing

most generally
_

adopted. The electric-sparking arrangement usually consists of a suitable
battery, induction or spark coil, and suitable terminals therefrom leading to contacts or
sparking points within the cylinder. In some recent forms of oil-engines the gases are ex-
ploded by compression. This may be accomplished with any form of gas-engine, but it is

very difficult to produce the compression explosion at the proper moment.
It is not necessary to use an independently generated gas. The vapors or gases given off

by various grades of petroleum, either with or without the application of beat, can be equally
well used. Such methods are necessarily employed for all in otor-vehicle purposes. Oils of
diffierent density require various te-mpieratures to vaporize or give off iriflaimnahle gases.
With ordinary gasoline or benzine, air, if passed through or over it, will become carbureted,
and can then be used in the engine cylinder with the proper mixture of air. Heavier oils
require soine heating, and ordinary kerosene, when sprayed by means of a pump into a heated
chamber, is vaporized and can then be similarly used.

The use of the lighter oils from which carbureted air can be obtained at ordinary temper-
atures, while possessing advantages, is also somewhat dangerous. Heavier oiLs, requiring
some heat to produce gas, or ordinary kerosene sprayed and vaporized, embody a greattn* ele-
ment of safety. The disagreeable odors due to the conibiistion of the latter,' however, must
be prevented by means of some cdiemical filter in the exhaust, which, in fact, is a necessity
with all gas-engines for this purpose. The relative quantities of air and gas admitted into
the cylinder must receive careful adjustment to produce efficient results and to reduce the
odor and smoke of exhaust.
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As the gas-engine is not self-starting, suitable, clutclies, hand-starting and speed-changing

devices, as previously discussed, are necessary. In some engines the speed can be slightly

varied by means similar to tliose adopted in automatically governing the engine. It isessen-

Fio. 8.—The Puiyea gasoline motor vehicle.

tial that gas-engines for tills purpose should bo provided with some efricient speed-governor

which either controls the a-dinission of gas to the cylinder, the time elapsing between the

explosions, the compression of t he gas, or some combination of these methods.

Fio. 4.—The Duryea gasoline motor veliicle.

The, Ihirye/i OaeoJfiie Motor This vehicle (Figs. 3, 4, and 5), constructed hj the

Diiryea ]\I()tDr Wagon of Si>ringMd, Mass., U. S. A., was first in the Lhicago Ivmm-
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Herald race. It weighs about 700 lbs., has ball-bearings, and pneumatic rubber-tired, 34-in.

front and 38-in. rear wheels. Changes of speed are produced by means of several dillerently

speeded gears on a single shaft, any one of which may be thrown into operation by means
of clutch devices. Eeversing is similarly accomplished. The speed-changing and reversing

clutches are actuated by an in-

^ P genioiis arrangement of cams

2 = and levers and permit oC very

1 : easy and rapid operation. A
single lever in front of tlie car-

I

Til
I

riage is used for all control-

I I

operations. Lateral move-

^ ^ t
ment of the lever steers t he

^ ^ vehicle, and vertical motion—
IJ— operates the various clutch de-

3 ^ vices, changing the speed or

I d reversing the movement of the

= I vehicle. The two front wheels

I
are used for steering. The

I
axletrees, which arc fixed 1;o

I
the body of the vehicle, divide

I
at the ends into vertical forks

_ -B in which the short wheel axles

Fig. 5.—The Duryea gasoline motor vehicle steering mechanism. pivoted, SO that the wheel
face IS m line with the axis of

the pivots. A short lever attached to each axle is connected by a rod to the steering-po.st,

thus operating both wheels by a movement of the handle. The leverage which tends to turn
the wheel when an obstruction is met with is eliminated by this arrangement.

The Duryea vehicle is equipped with two three-horse-power Otto cycle gas-engines placed
under a box covering in the rear of the vehicle. Eight gallons of gasoline fuel can be
carried, which will run the vehicle from 100 to 300 miles without refilling, according to
the road. Water is used for cooling the engine cylinder. The running speed varies from H
to 16 miles per hour, the normal rate being 3, 6, and 10 miles, but the gearing can bo easily
changed to give 20 miles per hour. Normally the motor runs at a constant speed, but it (;an

be slightly varied by means of a switching device placed near the seat, which controls tlie

electric ignition used to explode the gas. A small hand-crank near the seat is used to give
the engine several initial turns in starting. The driving-wheels are fastened to the axle,

which revolves in suitable journals and is split in the center, each side being connected l)y

balance-gears to the intermediate driving-shaft. A peculiarly constructed' friction-bra,ke
drum is secured to this shaft. In general appearance the Duryea carriage shows no indica-
tion of mechanical motive power, and is built to carry two or four passengers.

The Le Fape Petroleum Wagon .—This French petroleum-motor vehicle is capable of car-
rying five persons. The motor 'is of the duplex cylinder type, using petroleum exploded l)y

electric ignition, and is placed parallel to the axles. The front wheels act as drivers, and fric-

tion transmission gear is

u.sed. The fly-wheel of

the motor is a large disk
(Fig. 6) covered with a
friction facing. This en-
gages with the periphery
of a friction pulley sliding

on a hollow transversely

placed shaft, which is dif-

ferentially geared to two
driving-shafts, at the end
of which chain - driving
pinions are attached and
connected by drive-chains
to each of the front wheels.

The driving-shaft is sup-
ported by swinging rods, -

so that the friction pulley
may be brought in or out Fig. 6.—Driving-gear of the Le Pape petroleum motor,
of contact with the fly-

wheel. Speed and direction of motion are controlled by moving the friction-pulley, by means
of a chain attached to each side, across the surface of the disk. The vehicle is steered by
means of the rear wheels, and carries water for cooling purposes in the panels of the wagoii
body. The motor is capable of delivering about 6 horse-power, weighs about 110 lbs. to the
horse-power, and has a speed of about 400 revolutions per minute.

Delahaye Benzoline Carriage.—M. Delahaye’s carriage has a frame of steel tubing. Th<»
motor has two cylinders operating cranks ISO*" apart, and develops 5 horse-power at 450 revo-
lutions per minute. Electric ignition is used. Water for cooling the cylinders is circnlat('d
by means of a small centrifugal pump, and after leaving the water-jacket passes through a
series of cooling tubes. Rubber-tired wheels and independent brakes are txsed. The motor
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D, and pulleys, E, connected by belt to the

'o v
*"• sliitft A which is fitted with oonipensiiting gear in the center and

wii.n cniim-pinions, 6, at the ends, and connected by means of chains to the driving-wheels.

e/ ns a w'atcr-tank, IT the carburetor, and G a brake-pulley. A speed of 18 miles an hour can
be ohhuiunl on a level I’oath arid sufficient fuel can be carried for about 200 miles of travel.

I no P((/ifia}'d and La \ ctmn' IJaimlav Motoi' Carriage ,—In this vehicle motive power is
furnished by a Daimler gasoline-engine of the duplex-cylinder typo acting alternately to pro-

duce an explosion at each revolutioti. The carbureting appanifcus is attached to the engine
arid I Ik*! air pn^vions to coming into contact witlr the gasoline is heated by the engine cxhiiust,
I luunotor is (iiith-ely inelosed and located in the fore part of the vebiele‘(Pig. 8). The guir-
iiig is a,rrjuig(Ml for ilircH* diirorent speeds. The cog-wheels, A, are movable, so that a»iiy one
may ht', (.mgaged with its correspondiug wheel on tlie shaft abo ve. They are inado tight or
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loose upon the crank-sbuft by means of friction-elutebes at K. The intermediate shaft

driven by these ^ears conveys motion to another intermediate shaft placed transversely across

the carriage, which in turn is connected with the driving-wheels by sprocket-chains. A dif-

ferential gear is fitted to the transverse intermediate shaft. To alter the speed while the en-

gine is running, the gearing is first disconnected and brought to rest, and the change in the

position of the gears is then made. A separate brake-pulley is attached to tlie driving-

wheels. The front steering-wheels revolve on short axles pivoted close to the hub, and are

both connected to the steering lever by suitable rods.

The De la Vergne Motor JJrag.’-lLhis is a three-seated American gasoline motor vehicle

weighing about 1,800 lbs. and capable of carrying six to eight people. It is equipped with

two distinct 4 horse-power gasoline motors weighing about 875 lbs. each. The two cylinders

are balanced. The gasoline tank is under the front seat and the carburetor is in the extreme

rear of the vehicle. The water-storage tank has a capacity of 250 lbs. of water for cylinder

cooling, which is sufficient for a six-hour run.

The noise of the exhaust is stifled by a muffler, in which is also placed a deodorizing

chemical filter. The power from the motors is transmitted ta the driving-wheels by belt,

chains, and sprocket-wheels. The rear wheel is connected to the driving- pinion by means of

sprocket-wheels and chains, the sprocket-wheels on the drives being^ attached to the spokes.

The vehicle is stopped and started by means of friction clutches, which also control the speed

gears. Twenty-five miles per hour is said to be obtainable with this vehicle. A hand-brake

acting on the fear-wheel tire is provided. A fifth-wheel steering arrangement is used, oper-

ated by means of a wheel in the fore part of the vehicle. The wheels are respectively 86 and
40 in. in diameter, and are fitted with solid-rubber tires.

Gas-or vapor-engine vehicles seem to have been particularly successful up to date, and can

certainly be credited with many superior features, such as lightness, ability to carry coiti-

paratively long charges of fuel, and the self-contained character of the engine. On the

other hand, various objectionable features also exist, which will readily becoine apparent

when the previously discussed reeairemeiits are considered. In connection with gas and
vapor-motor vehicles it may be well to note the following features

:

They are not self-starting. They are not absolutely safe when very light oils are used. The
motors ‘can not be reversed or changed in speed, and require more or less complicated gear-

ing for this purpose. The action of the motor caaises a vibration of the vehicle body unless

the engine cylinder is balanced, a heavy fly-wheel used, and the engine flexibly supported.

They, in nearly all cases, give forth more of less disagreeable odor and noise.

The motor is generally delicate and easily disarranged. Where a large number of ve-

hicles are centralized at one station, an element of danger is introduced by the storage of

large quantities of inflammable oils.

To offset all of the foregoing, however, gas vehicles have the one great advantage of being

easily replenished with fuel when exhausted at almost any place where they may be.

In connection with gas motors and motor vehicles the use of acetylene gas should receive

some notice. It seems to be particularly adapted to motor-vehicle propulsion purposes, on
account of the simple manner in which it can be produced by the combination of water with

calcium carbide. The latter material can be carried in the vehicle similarly to ordinary coal

and used in the gas-making apparatus as required. A water-tank and storag(3 reservoir

would be necessary, and some means of automatically feeding the carbide to the water
should be provided. At the present time the cost of the calcium carbide, electrically pro-

duced, is somewhat high, but undoubtedly cheaper methods of production will be fortheorn-

ing in the near future.

Electric Motor YeUcM,—The electric motor would beyond all doubt be the ideal motive
power for motor road vehicles if the difficulties inherent to the present method of carrying

the portable electrical energy could be overcome. The electric motor, separately considered,

is certainly a most simple rotary engine. It can be started, stopped, or reversed by simply
connecting or disconnecting it with the source of current supply, or changing the relation of

the current in the magnet and armature coils. Its speed can be varied within ahno.st any
limit by the simplest of electrical devices, and it is entirely self-controlling in its action.

The extensive use of electric motors for street-car propulsion has fully demonstrated tlielr

adaptability to vehicle propulsion.

An electric-motor-propelled road vehicle requires no speed-gearing, clutches, starting

devices, or similar mecnanisins. Nor is it beset with any dangerous or disagreeable elements.

The motor can be designed to work directly connected to the driving-wheels, or any suitable

gearing may be used. One motor may drive both wheels, or two motors may be used—one
for each driver. Not only is the loss of power due to the complicated gearing eliminated,
but the motor in itself is a most efficient machine, easily returning 90 per cent of tlie input
energy. An electric motor may be pjlaced in almost any position on the vehicle without
causing any objectionable vibration, and odor, noise, and heat are almost entirely absent.

Aside from these features, the electric-motor vehicle possesses numerous others of merit;
but, on the other hand, it is handicapped by the present method of furnishing electric cur-
rent to the motor. The storage battery has been entirely used for this purpose xip to date.

The present forms of storage batteries have various inherent defects when applied to vehiede
propulsion, primarily among which is the great weight of lead plates required to store the
energy necessary for practiead purposes. A lead storage battery, including plates, receptacles,
and solution, weighs approximately 70 lbs. per horse-power of energy delivered.

It will therefore readily be seen that when from 3 to 5 horse-power is required for even
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two continuous hours, the weight of a battery reaches a yery high, figure. Sufficient batter-

ies to operate a motor vehicle for any reasonable length of time would probably weigh about
50 per cent of the entire weight of the vehicle. This weight must be carried around with the
vehiele, and necessitates the expenditure of a certain amount of energy contiiuiously. The
body of the electric vehicle must necessarily, therefore, be of heavier construction, and supe-
rior controlling devices must also be provided. Electricity, however, will readily lend itself

to a variety of ideal methods of control, braking, steering, etc. The motors may, for in-

stance, be used as dynamos to return energy to the batteries in going down hill or in stop-

ping, and at the same time acting as a dy-
namo-brake. The operat ion of t he inner and
outer wheels at ditferent speeds is a very
simple matter. The same l)attery, furnisli-

ing the current for the motors, can also be
used to light the vehicle and to operate sig-

naling devices.

The necessity for frequently charging the

battery, for which purpose special facilities

must bo provided, is another serious defect

of the electric-motor vehicle. !::>ucli facilities

are not always at hand, and may be farthest

away when most wanted. Certainly, if such
vehicles come into extensive use, charging
stations will be pirovided throughout dfil'er-

ent districts, and particularly in large cities

it will not be (iifiiciilt to provide suitable

charging plants. Without such facilities,

however, the electric vehicle is useless. For
the present, at least, the electric-motor vehi-

ele seems to bo limited in its application,

and while having a great niunber of vastly

superior featuires, yet the vehicle which uses

a cheap fuel of small bulk aud light weight,

which can be purchased almost anywhere il

exhausted, lias a very strong advantage over

one winch can only l)e clia,rged by the aid of

sp>ecial facilities not everywhere available.

The Ilorru cf; SitUmh MUcArobatT—
Mbssrs. Morris & Salom, of Philadelphia,

Pa,., have built a velucle designed to carry

four |)asseng(vrs, iiududiiig the driver, and
weighing about 1,()5() lbs. complete, inedud-

ing the battery. In exterior ap|>earan(!e it

is quite liandsoine and Tiea,rly all the ma-
chinery is hidden, wit.li t,hc‘. oxesoption of the

steering- lever. Two huTidell motors, of

horse-power eaeh, at*o a,lta<*lu',d to the front

axle, and innions on the arinature sha,fts en-

gjifge directly withgcnirs att ached to the front

driving-wheels. Steering i.s aceomplisiKMl by

the hind whecds, which are turned on sliort

pivoted axlc^H, c(>iiiiccted l>y a rod to a lever

in front of the s(iat. The'wlnuds of tlie v(',-

inele, both front and rea.r, a,r(^ of wood fit te<l

with piuMimatie, liires and l)all-l)carings. The
front wlieels ar(‘. 40 in, and the rear wheeds

28 in. in dia,metm’.

TTic storage bat tery consists of four sets

of 12 cadis eaidi, having a normal capae.ity of

50 ampere, liovu's pm- ccdl, TTiey arc groupcMl

in lioxes and arc so arranged that th(3y ca,ii

V)e (|iiickly pushed into [ihice in t.he r(‘ar of

the carriage body, and arii a,utonuiheally con-

nect,ed witli the controller when in |)osition.

A stiparate (?oiitrollcr |)laccd next to the scjit

is <>[»erahHl by means of a small hand wln^el

on the top. TTiere are tlirce spx'cds aliead

?uid Olio liackward, wh ich can be olitained by

various groiiiiings of the batteries and mo-
tors, in series and pa,rnll(ds. Tlie coirriage

has a maximum speed of 20 miles an hour on a good road, and tdui capaedty ol the bat tery

is sufficii'ut to propel it alxmt Ik) inik‘s. ,.,1 i

The HoUzn'A 'nboi l^kdrk Wmjtm.—Thisvehude is modeled after the_ bnghsh brake,

and is capalile of s(‘atiiig six or seven persons. It is ot very solid

W

and dural )lo construction
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and weighs about 5,100 lbs. The batteries are contained in the body imd under the Iruiit

seat, and the top or cover of the body, which supports the two rear seats, is hinged, so tliat it

can be raised and thrown open, leaving the cells and all connections acces.pl)le lor exaininn,-

tion. The battery consists of forty-four 250 ampere-hour chloride ceils, having a noinnuu dis-

charge rate of 25 amperes. The cells are arranged in 4 groups of 11 cells each, coutrolled hy

a series parallel controller, giving various combinations of the batteries and motor, aviUi re-

sulting speeds of 5, 8, and 15 miles an hour. No rheostat if used in Wie contro ler which is

operated by means of a lever close to the steering handle. Wooden wheels and ball-bearings

are used. The front wheels are used for steering, being pivoted close to the hub, and geaii'd

to the steering lever. A latch is arranged so that by a pressure of the loot theoperator

may lock the wheels at any angle.
.

.

A four-pole series wound motor of horse-power, weighing 450 lbs., is used (h ig. D). ns

speed at full load is 250 revolutions, and its efficiency nearly 90 per cent. The armatun^

engages with an intermediate gear, the shaft of which is divided and connected to a diller-

ential gearing. This shaft drives the rear wheels by sprocket-chains. The enljre inolor ami

intermediate shafting is suspended beneath the body of the vehicle, and is covered liy a light

leather casing. The brake is of the ordinary coach pattern, acting on the rear wliecls.

The Riker Electric Motor C'vc/e.-—This vehicle, built by the Eiker Electric (Jo., oi Brook-

lyn, N. Y., consists of two standard bicycles joined rigidly together. It weiglis 210 U)s. aud

carries one person at a speed of about 12 miles per hour, and can run four hours at this rafts

without recharging. Two horse-power motors weighing 24 lbs. each are indeiiemlenl.ly

geared to the rear wheels. The battery weighs 186 lbs. Joski’U Hai'iis.

NIAGABA, THE UTILIZATION OF. On page 558 some description is given <)f tlus

project for the utilization of the water-power available at Niagara Falls. At the time of

publication the construction of the plant had not been completed, and ttierefore f lu; rt‘sult.s

since obtained could not be presented. The work has now (I89()) reached tlio stage of suc-

cessful operation. Since August, 1895, two of the turbines, each of 5,0()() act, mil liorse-pirwm*

capacity, and the two dynamos they drive have been alternately supplying [lowcu* in tilu^ lorm

of electric current to manufacturing establishments located on the lands of the Niagara

Falls Power Co., and a third turbine and dynamo have been installed and placed in ()|)i‘ration

—April, 1896. Already the demand for power is such that the whole of the 15,()()() InnYe-

power available at the present time has been taken, and the early extension of the plaiUt^ Is in

contemplation. The power thus called for is for utilization at Niagara Falls, and Ininsinis-

sion to a greater distance can only be accomplished after the plant has been very considm’jildy

enlarged.

The results obtained demonstrate the correctness of Mr. Evershed’s theory as io (lie.

utilization of the power of the great Palls by means of short surface canals jiml a long-dis-

charging tunnel. The success of his plan and of the mechanical means whereby fin! powm*
has been converted into electric current or taken direct from turbine sliaff s olT<‘rs gr(‘a.t.

advantages to power-users, and promises to attract many important manufacturing imlnstries

to the nmghborhood. As the plant and the surrounding lands of the Niagara .Power (!o. ar(!

located at a considerable distance from the Falls and entirely above the Stale Beservaf ion,

the industrial growth of the town is possible without in any way interfering with fJn! al-

tractive features of the Falls,

The power-house, when fully completed, will contain machinery capable of developing
from 50,000 to 75,000 horse-power. The three turbines now installed were bnilt af. t he works
of the 1. P. Morris Co., at Philadelphia, from the designs of Messrs. Faeseh & ideea,rd, of

Geneva, Switzerland. Units of power, of 5,000 horse-power each, have never Ix'fori! btam
attempted, and the dynamos they operate, built by the Westinghoiise Electric nud Maani-
facturing Co., are also larger than any heretofore constructed. Pigs. 1 and 2 show the
vertical section of the power-house and wheel-pit containing the first tiireo turbines, which is

to be now extended to take in ten units of the same size.

The turbines are of the modified Pourneyron type as improved by Messrs. Fa(‘seh &
Piccard, the water being discharged horizontally and radially. Pig. 2 shows a turbine in

section. Attached to the same vertical shaft are two wheels precisely alike, Init inverf (al so

far as their attachment to the carriers is concerned—that is to say, the u|)|K‘r wIhm*! is

pendant from its carrier outside of the guide-buckets, and the lower whecd rests on i\m (*arri(‘r

which is below the set of guide-buckets. The water enters the wheel-case midway l)(‘tw(M'n

the two wheels at a point 120 ft. below the water level of the inlet canal, and passes through
the penstock by an easy turn and without any interruption of Amlocity to its point of
discharge.

Each of the two wheels composing the turbine unit are divided by partitions into thr(*(!

parts, forming in effect six perfect wheels, three at the top of the wheel-case Jind tliree at t h(!

loottom. The guide-wheels have 26 buckets, and the turbine wheels have 22. Idie form of
the buckets was especially designed to produce the desired effects both with relation to
power and velocity. The turbine wheels themselves are made of bronze of superior qualit y,
the rim and buckets being made in a single easting. The shaft that connects tlie two wlnaAs
is of steel, running in oil bearings in the wheel case, no water being in any way aceessibh! to
these bearings.

The regulation of the wheels is effected by cylindrical gates with a ckarance of of an
inch between the gate and outside of each wheel, these gates being attaclied togcU lKU- ami
moving simultaneously with a difference of 1 in, in their position, so that oiu! wh(»(d is

uncovered 1 in. before the other one begins to open, this difference being the widtli of tins
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partitions tluit divide each wheel into three parts. These cylindrical gates, which are perfectly

balanced and adapted to fully control the speed, are not capable
iTelosine

the wheels by choking the discharge from them. Stoppage can only be eflected by closing

the sluice-gates in the canal leading the water to the penstock. When the cylindrical gates

I'l'lO t.—Vertical section of power-house and pit.

ji
, ,,, ,p,. carries the power from the wheels to the dynamo is ronde of

lX"t2; “fiL° i-wtaoH— .11 ih. ».oiv,.,i,i-.i.
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of the system amount to about 160,000 lbs., supported entirely upon the water acting on the

inside o”f the upper wheel. The top of the wheel-case is provided with holes through which
water can pass and act against so much of the diameter of the upper wheel as is necessary to

produce the balancing pressure. No water can get to the under side of the lower wheel, as

the bottom of the wheel-case is entirely closed. The actual upward thrust of the water varies

between no load and full load to such an extent
that when about 3,500 horse-power work is being
done the shaft is perfectly balanced ; but when the
dynamo is running at speed and doing no work
there is an upward thrust of about 3,000 lbs.

;
and

when it is doing full work there is a downward
pressure upon the thrust bearing, or want of bal-

ance, of about 3,000 lbs., this being the whole
pressure on the ten rings of the thrust-bearing.

Fig. 2.—Vertical section of power-house and pit. Fig. 3.—Turbine in section.

During the month of August 1895, two tests were made of the turbines of 5,000 horse-
power capacity. These tests have yet to be fully verified, but the results, if correct, show an
efficiency of 4 or 5 per cent in excess of that guaranteed by the designers of the wheels. The
test of the governing machinery also came well within the specified guarantee—namely, to
control the speed within 4 per cent if one fourth of the whole load should be suddenly either
taken off or put on. The experiments tried with the governor are of interest. On p. 946 is a
table giving the results of tests of No. 2 turbine. From this it will be seen how varying loads
were thrown on and off, the resultant speed as affected, and the percentage of change of speed
rated by gain or loss, together with the period of perturbation in seconds. In addition to
this, on September 30, 1895, the turbine was put in operation without load, the speed being
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250 rovoluiioiis per minute. An electrical load of 5,000 horse-power was then put on sud-

denly, wlien the speed fell to 220 revolutions and returned to 245 in 20 seconds. .Experiments

\v(‘n' also ti'ied in throwing off the entire load, in one case over 5.000 horse-power, when the

incri^ase of spc'ed was from 245 to 300 revolutions, the perturbations extending over a period

of not. more than 27 seconds.
Th(‘. el(H'triea,l traveling crane in the power-house is of 50 tons capacity, and was used in

erecttlng the machinery. It was designed and built by Messrs. William Sellers & Co., ineor-

porattMl, of Philadelphia, to meet the requirements of the

spianflcation which called for a crane capable of an entire-

lift of 150 feet; without tendency of the chain or rope to

piU^ up upon the ilrums in winding, avoiding thereby any

sudden shock from slipping of the chains or ropes in oper-

ation. ddi(‘ c,rane is driven by a 45 horse-power electric

motor loc.aled on the platform of the bridge, the various

speeds bhng (‘.ontrolled by friction-clutches and gearing,

ddie operator is so placed that from his position on the

crane he can see to the entire depth of the wheel-pit when
the liatchways are open and the pit is illuminated. The
crane lias a supplementary hoisting device by which the

lift is increased to reaeli to the lowest depth of the wheel-

pit for lifting ligliter loads, and this device is so compactly

Governor.

arranged as to permit its movalile slieaves to pass through

the c(uil,e/r of the annat urc whim tlie dynamo is partially dis-

mantled, thus rend(u-ing it possililo to lift; sections of the

water-wheel shaft viu’tically out of the bearings should there

be occasion to remove tlierii. fdio whole power of the motor

may be utili/.ed either for tlie maiximum capa.eity of the crane

or for the ra|)id lighfer hoist, the latter having an exceed-

ingly quick motion. The macliinery is so arranged that the

same fri{4.ion-clut{4H‘s which apply to one hoist also control the other, so that one set of

handh‘.s appli(‘s to bot.h without complication or uncertainty in use.

Th(' closing gat,e,s 1x4,ween the top of the penstock and the intake canal are situated close

to the wall of the building next to tne main canal, and the machinery that operates them is

at.ta,c.h(^(l directly t-o t,hc steel (xilumns that svqiport the roof aud traveling crane. These shdee-

tcafes ar(‘. 14 ft,, wide in the clear and open to 12 ft. in height from the bottom of the canal.

T\\i\y are. a miidilicaflon of tlie Btoney shdee-gate, ea.e}i gate liaving two lifting screws placed

as far apart as jiossible and [lendent from a Vioam above. Tlie nuts into whicdi these screws

tmgage are attached to the top of the gate, the gearing being arranged so as to bo operated

GO
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5fi00 Horse-power Turbines of the Niagara Falls Power Gompa7iy. PvsuM of Tests

made with the Governor of Turbine No. Atigust CV/, 7SlT>.

Test

number.

Load

at

start

A,

in

horse-power.

Load

taken

off

B,

in

horse-power.

Load

put

on

C,

in

horse-power.

Resultant

load

D,

in

horse-power.

Speed

at

load

A,

rev.

per

min.

Speed

due

to

change

B,

rev.

per

min.

Speed

due

to

change

C,

rev.

per

min.

Resultant

speed

after

change^

rev.

per

min.

Percentage

of

change

of

load

A,

on

or

off.

Percentage

of

change

of

speed,

gain

or

loss.

The

effect

of

change

of

load

on

the

settled

speed,

as

relating

to

A-

1 5,000 -1,300 =3,700 245 253 246 Off, 26-0 + 8R.= 8-27 Gain=l R.=0-4
2 3,700 -1-1,300 =5,000 248 240 245 On, 35-25 - 8R.= 3-23 Loss=3 R.= l-1!)

3 5,000 -1,500 =3,500 245 255 248 Off, 30-0 + 10R.= 4-08 aaiii:=3 R. = l-2
4 3,500 -h 1,600 =5,000 248 235 245 On, 43-0 -13 R.= 5 - 21 Loss=3 R.rrl'HI
5 5,000. -2,000 =3,000 246 257 249 Off, 40-0 + 11 R.= 4-47 Gain=3 R.= r21
6 3,000 -h2,000 =.5,000 248 234 245 On, 67-0 ~14R.= 5-(M Loss=3 R.= I-19
7 5,000 -2,500 =2,500 245 262 250 Off, 50-0 + 17 R,= (:)-94 Gain=.5 R..-2-()
8 2,500 +2,500 =5.000 249 230 245 On, 100-0 -19 R.= 7^03 Loss=5 R.=:2-0
9 5,000 -3,000 =2,000 245 270 251 Off, 60-0 +25R.=10-2 Gain= 6 R.=:2-M

10 2,000 + 3,000 =5,000 250 225 245 On, 150-0 -25 R.=10-0 LoSS= r)

11 5,000 -3,500 = 1,500 244 272 252 Off, 70-0 -i- 28 R.= 1
1

' 47 Gain=8 lt.~.*J-28
12 1,500 +3,500 =5,000 247 225 245 On, 233-0 -22R.= 8-9 Loss=2 R.=()-8

t ,

•h|

I .s

H

a
ri

H
12
II

M
11

Kl
M
18

1«

11 )

either by hand or by power. For the power-motion a separate motor of 8 Idlowai ts is at -

tached to each gate, controlled by a rheostat and automatic stop-motion that cuts olT the cur-
rent when the gate is either up or down. The gates work so easily that one man only is

required to raise them up by hand with a pressure of 12 ft. of water against tlimn. In de-
signing these gates, Dr. Sellers aimed to have them occupy as small a space as possible in tli(‘

building, and, by the use of quick pitch-screws, to obtain a high eilicioncy in the powm-
applied to operate them.
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The (lyna,inos coristnicted by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacting Co. were designed

to meet conditions specified by the Cataract Construction Co., the chief feature being that two-

phase alternating current of 25 full alternations per second, must be obtained for machines
running a,t 250 revolutions per minute

;
the armature to be stationary and the field-ring and

field- magnets, together with all the revolving parts of the dynamo, not to exceed 80,000 lbs. in

weight, whicli weight was required to be so developed as to give a fly-wheel effect, acting

without key strains of weight into the square of the revolution in feet per second, or P =
1,100,000,000. Tlie finished machines were within the limit of weight, the lly-wheel effect

being P = 1,247,000,OOO, or 147,000,000 more than the ininimum effect required by the

specification. It must be borne in mind that this fly-wheel effect is needed to enable the gov-

erning machinery to control the speed in a satisfactory manner.

0410 (*onsl,ructh)n of (he g(meraf;nrs is illusl.rated in Figs. 5 and 0. In the vertical section

tlirough t he <Mmt(‘r line of the shaft on f)age 1)40, Fig^ 5 a reiirestmts the stationary armature,

st'cured in plaeo by (he {irmature sujiport A S, winch in turn rests upon the bed-plale B.

of tln‘. four terndnals a,t which tno eurrent from the armature is delivered (,o the eabh'S

h'.fuling t(> (h(‘. switi'hboaril is shown at T. Of course, since the armature is stJitiomiry, no

ling e(»lle(4(»rs or bruslu'H are tuumIimI. The revolving paH of the generator consists of th(‘.

shn'ft. h’, carrying (lie driver 71, the field-ring ,F A, tluj steel polc-]>ieees J\ ilm tihd-liobbins

B B (I'iudi bo!)l>in snri'ounding a poUs-pieciO, and the (iolloetor G, by means of whidi the eiir-

nmt (l(‘liv('r(‘d from ih(‘. exeltars to the hrusli-holders h, b\ is conveye<l to the, iidd-bobbins.

In th(‘, horizontal seel ion through the armature and fleld, a is the armature, G AM,he field-

ring, B B\ th(‘ ]»ole-pi(Hies, and B B\ etet, the field-bobbins. Tlu^ e.leanincc between

the armaf.iir(‘ and th(‘, fudd-poles is 1 in,
. , ,

An a,ttraet.iv(‘, fiviturti of the form of construction adoi>tc(l is the fact that the magnetic

attraM.ion hAwiaai the. fnld-fioles and the armature acts against the centrifugal force. As

compa,r(‘d with the, eantrifugal fore(‘< at high sfiecds at which the ring must still be safe, the

inaguetic aftraetioii is not vm-y great, and unless the fleid is charged there is, of course, no
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magnetic pull between the armature and field ; but with normal conditions this attraction
tends to reduce the strains in the ring due to centrifugal force, whereas were the armature
revolved inside of the field the magnetic pull would be added to the centrifugal force.

The armature support is a single casting of cylindrical form and is securely bolted to the
bed-plate, upon which it is adjusted by set screws in a flange around the circular bed and is

afterward babbitted to secure rigidity. This cylindrical casting has on its outer periphery a
series of vertical ribs which terminate at the lower ends in a flange upon which the amiature
ring rests.

in comparison with the very general although primitive arrangement of placing the in-
struments required for a station upon one of the walls of the station or a vertical slab de-
signed to receive them, the switchboard platform in this ease represents probably the most
advanced type and differs from other similar structures. Through the center of the power-
house there is a conduit of ample size, which for much of its length is open to the room and
protected by railings. At a point midway in the length of the space occupied by the dyna-
mos and parallel with the wheel-pit a pla'tform has been erected, built with ends and sides
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faced with white enameled brick, one side being well provided with glazed doors. These
doors give access to the interior of the structure where the bus-bars are supported and the
various switches are placed with fuse-blocks, together with the devices which are not of neces-
sity required upon the platform above upon which the operators stand. The usual broad
panels of inarble or slate have not been made use of, and in place thereof stands of cast-iron,

as shown in Pig. 7, are made to carry the various instruments that control the distribution
of the current. Only those instruments which are needed by the operators are here displayed

;

the other instruinents pertaining to the commercial part of the establishment, which record
the amount of current delivered, etc., are located in the office of the chief electrician of the
company. The instruments placed upon the platform are similar in appearance and have
been devised for this particular purpose. It has not been the intention to operate switches in
the main ca,blcs from the dynamo. The construction of a switch devised for circuits convey-
ing 5,000 horse-power at a potential of 2,500 volts is a rather serious problem. The dynamos
will be operated in parallel, and, by proper adjustment of the field charges, the generators
and the gates controlling the turbines, the current traversing the dynamo switch at the
moment of opening or closing, the circuit can be reduced within moderate limits. To guard
against accident, the mistake of an operator, or some such mischance, it was deemed neces-

sary to construct a switch, opening circuits conveying 5,000 horse-power without damage to

itself or to other a,pparatus. A long series of experiments made by the Westinghouse Co.

culminated in a switch which is operated by compressed air which is capable of breaking
heavy currents wilbout damage to itself and without dangerous rise of potential. These
main switches arc placed immediately below the bus-bars within the inclosiire under the
switcliboard platform and above the conduit. The bus-bars themselves are peculiar, the
magnitude of the curriait dealt with making it necessary to devise methods of construction
outside of tlio usual ninge of experience. Two sets of bus-bars are provided, since under cer-

tain circumstanc(‘,s it may be desirable to cut one set out of service and control the output of

five generators through the otlior set. The generator switclies are so arranged in relation to

the feeder switclies, a,s shown in the illustration given, that the former, through which cur-

rent is delivered to tlic bus-iiars, jdternato with the latter, through which current is drawn
from tliG bus-bars. The maximum current which it is necessary to convey thnnigh any section

of the bus-l)ars becomes tliat supplied by three generators, is equivalent in each bar to

about 8,000 amperes, iiiid, assuming a current density of 1,000 amperes per sq. in., would re-

quire a section of about 8 sq. in. iu the bus-bar. The potential of the currents may be as

high as 2,400 volts, and it is obvious that a short circuit might bo very dangerous; and as at

certain times the atmosphere of the power-house is liable to carry a considerable amount of

moisture rea.dy to be preei|)itated upon metallic surfaces, the desirability of thoroughly in-

svdating the liars is evident, '’fo insidate them in a satisfactory rnaiuner, rounded surfaces are

necessary, but in a round solid conductor 8 sq. in. in section, nea,rly 2 in. in diameter, two
other diiliculties woidd be experienced: first, the surface from wliicVi the heat duo to the

resista,iu!e must l)(‘. radiated is small as compared with tliat obtained by using flat bars or

st.raiis of e(iual section; and, second, an alternating current in siudi a, conductor will not dis-

tribute iiself uniformly lint will sock the surface, leaving the copper at the center relatively

inelfective.

d’hese dilTlcrdties have been overcome by the following const,ruction : From the middle
each l)a,r t,a/p«‘rs toward the ends. The middle section consists of a copper tulie of about 8 in.

.outside diameter and 2 in. inside diameter. Into this at eit.her end is sc,revved a tube, tlui

outside diameter of wiiich is approximately 2 in., while its inside dia,meter is aliout U
Into the <it her ends of t^ach of these tuVies in like manner a copper rod t j!}- in. in diameter is

screwed, 'fhe offsets or coimections, from, whicli .short longtlis of ealile ctonvey current to or

from tlie sevm*al switclies, are danqied to the bar thus formed, all surfa,ces lioiripj rouri(led,

and the mitiro bar with offsets is tlien insulated with very liigh-(*,lass ruVilier insulation.

These bars were consta’iK^tiMl by the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing do., of Providence, E. I.,

M. S. A., according t,o the, designs of the Westingriouse Co., and were insula,t,ed by the India

liublKU* a,lid (lul,t,a Pt‘,relia Insulating Co., of New York, the method employed being tliaf, cov-

ered by the IIabir.shn,w [la,tents. Similar insulation is used for t,lie cables bet^wiMai tlie gener-

ators a,nd the switclies and for the connections between the lius-liars and switches. This

arrangement makes entra.nce into the compartment containing all these dHiUgerous conduct-

ors ([uitc sa,fe, and has permitted the conducting of very interesting cxiieriments which could

.scanudy have been possilile with any other arrangement.
At, the firi^smit time t,he dynanuis are oxcit,ed from a 2()()-kilowatt rotary transformer ex-

citer, but it is intended in the near fut,iire to install independent wa,ter-wheels running dyna,-

mos to eirt'ct t,hc excitation separate and distinct from the euiTcnt generated by t,he dynamos
t,hems(4v(‘s. Tin* static tratisformers reipured with the rotary transformers to lower the

potentia,! of 2,200 volts to tliat required for the excitation are placed in the siibway at the

south end of t,lie swil;(*hb()a,rd, but t,ho rheostats whicli are needed in coniuiction with the

.switches are all n,rra,iige(l iu a chamber at one side of the switclilioard between two of the

water ways leading water to the main turbines.

The first indust,ry to take electric (uirrent from the Niagara, B^a,lls Power Co. was the Ihtts-

burg Redue,ti()n Co, 'for the manufacture of aluminum. The Carborundum Co, soon followed,

with its establish niinit for producing a new abrasive material from earlion and silica, which

is applicable to all t.h(^ uses to which emery or conindum is applied. 'The cheapness of the

power availabki is of spcanal advanta,ge to such works as these, where electi’ic current in large

quantities is essential to the process, and other chemical and metallurgical establisliments are
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preparing to locate at Niagara Falls. Besides the power furnished for manufacturing pur-

poses, the Niagara Falls fower Co. is supplying current for the local street lighting and rail-

way systems. An account of the Niagara installment appears in Gassier^s Magazine for July,

1895, to which we are indebted for the illustrations here presented. Coleman Sellers.

PUMPS. The Quimby Mectrio Serew-Fump.—A novel form of screw-pump, especially

notable from the fact that it can be directly connected to the armature of a rotary electric

motor, has been devised by Mr. William B. Quimby, of New York, and is represented in

Fig. 1.

The four screws that act as pistons in propelling the water are mounted in pairs on
parallel shafts, and are so arranged that in each pair the thread of one screw projects to tlie

bottom of the space between the threads of the opposite screws. The screw-threads have flat

faces and peculiarly undercut sides ;
the width of the face and the base of the thread being

one half the pitch. The pump cylinder fits the perimeters of the threads. Space enough is

Fig. 1—The Quimby electric screw-pump.

left between the screws and the cylinder, and between the faces of the intermesliing threads,

to allow a close-running fit without actual contact. There is no end thrust of the screws in

their bearings, because the back pressure of the column of liquid is delivered agaimst the
screws in opposite directions.

The suction connection opens into a chamber underneath the pump cylinder. The suc-

tion liquid passes through this chamber to the two ends of the cylinder, and is forced from
the two ends toward the center by the action of the two pairs of intermeshing threads, the
discharge being in the middle of the top of the cylinder.

The power to drive the pumps is applied to one of the shafts, and the second shaft is

driven by means of a pair of gears. The pump has no internal packing, no valves, no small

moving parts, and no pulsation, a,nd is especially adapted to hydraulic elevators.

The Municipal Building, Brooklyn, N. Y., has two passenger elevators operated by the Whit-
tier Machine Co.’s vertical hydraulic cylinder geared 10 to 1. Speed of 250 feet witli average

load. Tank pressure 110 lbs. A Quimby electric pump with capacity of 875 gal. per minute
was attached to the plant with the following results: The pump, starting from rest, attaiiuMl

full speed in 8 seconds
;

this quick starting made it possible to reduce the tank pressuni to

100 lbs. During the nine days’ test conducted by the city the elevators made 8,1 03 trips, or an
average of 907 trips per day. As each elevator uses 100 gallons of water per trip, this servica^

shows that the pump must have delivered 810,300 gallons. The elecLric-meter reading for

the time of test showed a record of 1,622 horse-power hours.
The following table shows details of another test of the .same pump, where the pr^surc

against which the pump worked was obtained with a globe valve, and the water measured iu

a discharge-tank

:

PreBsure. Volta. Ainp<5n.B. Revolutions. Gallons.
Input to motor,

horse- power.

Output in waUjr,

horse- power.

Efl’oet froT

wire to wnt

|)er cent

20 215 45 875 600 14-8 6 '97 47'()

40 214 70 840 525 22-9 12-2 53()
60 241 01 810 467 29-4 16 -6 5{)'()

80 240 115 785 300 37*0 18'1 49-()

100 240 135 745 310 43-5 18*0 41-5

Editor.
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AbV)ott stem-winding attachment,

887.
,

Accumulator Co. storage-battery,

81 G.

Acnu^ liarrow, i)77.

Adams-Blair iron process, 4,).}.

Ader tlyiiig-machine, 7.

AT-rial navigation, Langley experi-

ments, 7.
^

Maxim exiienments, 1).

A(‘ropla,ne, 7.
^

AgrieuU.urat nnu'lunery, 10.

Air coat-mining maeliine, 1~<.

Air, compr(‘SS<‘d, lO.

Air-compri‘ssion, heat due to, wo.

Air-coni) M‘ess( >r, 15.

Norwalk, 17.

Rand, 17)

Bm-geant. 10.

t(^sts of, 1S3.

water injection m, 18.

work of, 520.

Air «‘ngin(‘, 255.

t(‘.st of, 2.57.

Air-feed coal-drill, 127.

Air-heating stoves, 14.

Air-hoist, 21.

Air-motors, 14,

Air-ships, 1.

Air-siiring printing-press, (kn.

Air-tool, 21.

Air-torpedo, 80.5.

Alarm, low-water, 22.

Alium, 28.
.

Allis pumping-engme, 080.

Allis steam-boiler, .57.

Alloys, 22.

aluminium, 82.

for electricat conduetors, 2.5.

Alternating current, uuuisurmg,

Altiirnating eh^etrii.^ motors, .5.52.

Aluminium, 28.

alloys, 24, 82.

annmiling, 80.

bron/.(% 28,
,

(tluMuical properties of, 2.).

in KtiM'l, 81 1.

manufael.mH', 88.

physical proixs'lies of, 80.

l[)roc('ss, Cowles, 81.

jjnxrciSH, Hall, 81.
^

proc(*ss, Ihu'oult, 84.

proc(‘SS, Min(‘t, 81.

Amalgamator, .515.

Amnuder, Weston, 408.

AtuK'aling aluminium, 80.

Argali ore-jig, .501.

Armatur(‘, 200.

windings, 202.

Armor, 81.

nick(‘l-st(‘cl, 88.

pi(‘n*ing i)roj(‘ct il<‘S, (h8.

plat<‘. tests of, 87.

Atlas stora,g(‘ ba,lt('ry, H2f

,

Autographic, tel(‘graph.s, 845.

Ayrton and Iku'ry (‘lectric motor
^ 580.

Back knifi'-lathe, 408.

Ikigg(‘r, 8.50.

BalamxMl pump, 001.

Jhilancc, O’orsion, 41.,

Balancing-way, 41,

Bal(‘, 072.

Baling liress, 070.

Ball-bearing, 42, 160, 67i

.

Ball-bearings for drill-press, 185.

Ball-Norton electro-magnetic sep-

arator, 597.

Balloon, 1.

carriage, 5.

Balloons, dimensions of, 2.

improvements in, 2.

Band-saw for metal, 709.

for wood, 778.

guide, 770.

Biink-loek, 482.

Ihisic steel process, 807.

Bar-clianneler, 702.

Barlow corn-planter, 787.

Barrel, chlorinating, 517.

Barrel-making machine, 42.

Barr vestibule-car, 715.

Batchelder indicator, 450.

Batho steel furnace, 810.

Battery, storage, 815.

Bearing, 42.

hall, 42.

roll(;r, 42, 502, 582.

Bellows micrometer, 495.

Belt-laeiug, steel, 40.

B(dts, 48.

cotton, 44.

friction of, 44.

gearing, frictional, 120.

liair, 45.

iron-link, 40.

leather-link, 46.

roiie, 47.

tests of, 44.

wire, 40.

Beudiiig-inaclvinery, 51, ()()9.

pip(‘S, 010.

rolls, 740.

B<‘rt<uishaw ore-concentrator, r.98.

B(4ts Macliiue Co. metal-planer,

027.

Bicycle, 107.

Bimhn-, grain, 428. 8()4.

Binl, mechanical, 5.

Bisulphite solution, manufacture
of, 174.

Blake crusher, 575.

Blake-Marsd(ui crusher, 5d}.

lllanchard lathe, 470.

Blast' furnace, 808.

plant, 871,

te.sts of, 871.

Blasting, Knox systeni, 706.

BUnd-llnishiiig macliiue, 528.

Blind-slat tenoning maclmie, 85 <.

Bliss boring-mill, Hi.

Bliss milling-machuKN 510.

Tilocking-machine, 484

.

Blocks, 52.

Block systems, 827.

lllower, 54.

Blower-furnace, 70.

Biowing-engin(% Heynoldfi,

Board-cutter, 75. .

Boat, napht.ha, 270.

Boil(‘r covering, 64.

drilling-machine, IHi

.

tlanging-machines, 805.

gratei, 70.

plate planer, 026.

tube cleaiKd', 70.

Boiler, steam, 55.

Ainne, 820.

Allis, 57.

lire-tube, 55.

Boiler, Gill, 60.

Heine, 59.

horse-power of, 65.

locomotive, 485.

marine, 58, 288.

marine, corrosion of, 08.

Mosher, 02.

Payne, 57.

Rennie, 58.

Reynolds, 57.

seiiii-portable, 59.

Shipman, 820.

tests of, .55-05.

torpedo-boat, 01.

water-tulie, 59.

Yarrow, 01.

Bolt-cutter, 71.

Book-binding machine, 72.

Book -folding machines, 78.

Book-sewing machine, 75.

Book-trimmer, 72.

Boring and milling machine, o08.

Boring-machine, chord, 80.

coai; 120.

gang, 82,

metal, 70.

Nicholson, 77.

Niles, 76.

rake- head, 84.

Universal, 82.

wootl, 82.

Boring-mill, Bliss, 81.

Boring-tool lathe, 472.

i;ioss-i)rocess silver-milling, 520.

Bowers rolls, 588.

Box-car, 710.
, ,

Box-tool for turret-lathes, 468.

BradU^y harro\Y, 677.

Braiding-machiue, 84.

Bralce, 86.

Brake, Wc'stmghoiise, B6.

Brake-shoe. 719.

Bran-dusl ('r, .507.

Bri‘ak(‘r, 751

.

{‘oal, 120.

Br<'(H4i iiKKdianism. 571.

Br(‘muin torpedo, 867.

Brick-car. 1(K).

Bri(-k-drying, 98.

Briek-inaehine, 90,

Chambers, 92.

N(‘w Ilav(‘n, 91.

INmlhdd i)limger, 95.

Brick-pal U4, 100.
^

Bri(;k-r(‘pr(‘.sHiiig machine, 9<.

Brick-triu‘k, 100.

lh4ck-yard,l)lanof, 98.

Bridginnan on^sarnpler, (HL.

r>rim-str(*t(4i(‘r, -187.

Broach ing-maclnne, 100.
^

Bj’oadway Gable Railroad, <18.

Bron/.(‘, nuinganese, 28, 24.

Brol'k^yn Bridge Cabl(3 Railroad,

712
'

Broughall starnp-guides, 581.

Brown and Sharpe milUng-ma-

chine, 510.

BrilckiKn' eylindfw, 881.

Bruntou’s ore-sanpiler, W.

Brush (4(‘e.tro-motor, 546.

Hruslu's, dynamo, 206,

Brya,u ore-mill. 585.

Bryant cluuuu‘l(‘r, 699.

Buchanan ernsher, 5< 6.

Buchanan magnetic separator, 09*

.
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Buck-board, 109.

Buddie, ore, 593.

Buggy, 109.

Built-up guns, 570.

Bulkhead pump, 692.

Bullard boring- mill, 79.

Butt welding, 904.

Cable railroad, 708.

Cable, telegraph, 837.

Caligraph typewriter, 877.

Calorimeter, 101.

barrel, 101.

Barrus, 102.

coil, 102,

Calumet ore-separator, 590.

Canal elevator, 255.

Cannon, 569.

Capstan, steam, 915.

Car, Barr vestibule, 715.

Car-box, 716,

Car-brake, 86.

Car, brass-grinder, 410.

brick, 100.

cable-railroad, 708.

Car-couplers, 152.

Car, Cowell vestibule, 716.

gear, electric, 726.

Harvey steel, 716.

Car-heating, 104.

commingler system, 104.

direct-steam system, 106.

disk-drum system, 106.

drum system, 105.

temperature regulators for, 107.

Car-mortiser, 533.

Car pile-driver, 611,

Car, railroad, 715.

steel railroad, 716.

tenoner, 533.

wheels, 717, 856.

Carbonic acid gun, 411.

Carbon Iron Co’s process, 453.

Card, cotton, 139.

Carpenter projectile, 674.

Carpet-sewing machine, 795.

Carriage, balloon, 5.

Carriage irons, 112.

rock-drill, 199.

Carriages and wagons, 109.

Carrier, hay, 440.

Cartridge pack, 363.

Cartwright pipe-machine, 616.

Carved-molding machine, 114.

Carving-machines, wood, 113.

Casting, steel, 814.

Cast-iron lathe-tools, 47‘4,

Centrifugal pump, 689.

reel, 505.

Centering-machine, 115.

Center reamer, 474.

Century press, 055.

Chain-blocl?s, tests of, 53.

Chain-quilling machine, 152.

Chain-rope making, 752.

Challenge ore feeder, 587.

Chambers’s brick-machine, 92.

Channeler, bar, 702.

Bryant, 699.

bit, 705,

Diamond, 704.

Saunders, 701.

Sidehill, 702.

Sullivan, 700.

Wardwell, 699,

Check-valve, 884.

Chemical bank-vault, 760
Chicago Cable Railroad, 710.
Chill for car-wheels, 718
Chisel mortising, 534.

Chlorinating barrel, 517.

Chlorination machinery, 517.

Chord-boring machine, 80,

Chrome steel, 26.

Chucking-maehine, 79.

Circular saw for metal, 766.

for wood, 771.

City of Paris, steamer, 289.

Clay-crusher, Brewer, 116.

Penfield, 117.

Potts, 117.

Clay-tempering wheel, 118.

Clay-working machine, 115.

Cleaning-machine, flax, 367.

Clock, 885.

electric, 890.

Clock, pneumatic, 11.

Clock-winding mechanism, 890.

Clutch, 118.

Coal-boring machine, 126.

Coal-breaker, 120.

Coal-cutter, 124.

Coal-drill, 126.

Coal-elevator, 254.

Coal-handling machine, 125.

Coal-jig, 123.

Coal-mining machine, 125.

electric, 128,

Harrison, 127.

Jeffrey, 127.

Lechner, 129.

Sergeant, 128.

Coal-screen, 121.

Coal-sizing machine, 121.

Coke-oven, 129.

Aitken, 132.

Bauer, 131.

Coppie, 130.

Jameson, 131.

Liirmann, 131.

Otto, 132.

Pernolet, 131.

Semet-Solvay, 133.

Simon-Carves, 130.

Cold-process soap, 803.

Cold saw, 766.

storage, 449. •

Collombuddle, 594.

ore-sampler, 602.

Collins’s water-wheel, 892.

Comber, cotton, 140.

Comet crusher, 578.

Commingler system, 104.
“ Common-sense ” packing, 604.

Commutator, 205.

Comparator, 497.

Compound air-compressor, 17.

locomotive, 486.

pumps, 686.

Compressed air, 10,

motor, 14.

plant, efficiency, 13.

Compressed steel, 670.

Compressor, air, 15.

Concentrator, ore, 592.

Condensor, ore, 134.

Bulkeley, 134.

electric, 554.

Plill, m.
Wheeler, 134.

Worthington, 135.

Conductors, electric, 645.

Conkling jig, 506.

Conklin ore-separator, 599,

Converter, Manh6s, 385.

Roberts, 812.

Cooler, hot-ore, 523.

Copper conductors, cost of, 645.

smelting, 386.

steel, 24,

tin alloys, 22.

Corl)in lock, 481.

Corliss pumping-engine, 685.

Cornell University turbines, 894.

Corner block machine, 115.

Corn-harvester, 434.

Cornish rolls, 581.

Corn-planter. 786.

Barlow, 7'87.

Deere, 787.

Corrosion of boiler.s, C8.

Corrugated flues, 58.

Cost of electric conductors. 645.

of operating electric railroads.
731.

Cotton belts, 45.

Cotton-card, 139.

Cotton-comber, 140.

Cotton-gin, 135.

Brown, 136.

Eagle, 135.

Mason, 136.

Cotton-harvester, 417.

Cotton-leather belts, 45.

Cotton-mixing, 138.

Cotton-mule, 148.

Cotton-opening, 138.

Cotton-press, 670.

Cotton-quiller, 151.

Cotton-reel, 151.

Cotton-spinning, 138.

Cotton-twister, 151.

Cotton-warper, 149.

Cottrell printing-press, 655.

Coupler, car, 152.

Coupling, hose, 351.

punch, 694.

shaft, 118.

Siamese, 352.

steam, 108.

Covering, boiler, 64.

Covering-machine, 84.
Covering, pipe, 617.

Cowell vestibule car, 716.

Cowles aluminum process, 34.

Crandall typewriter, 881.
Crane, 155.

electric, 158.

hydraulic, 159.

locomotive, 160.

overhead, 156.

rope-driven, 158.

wharf, 157.

Creamer, 161.

Crocker- Wheeler electric motor,
550.

Crosby indicator, 450.

Crusher, Blake, 575.

Blake-Marsden, 576.

Buchanan, 57'6.

Comet, 578.

Dodge, 577.

Forster, 577.

Gates, 578.

Krom, 575.

Michels, 577.

multiple-jaw, 578.

Cultivator, 162.

Albion, 163.

beet, 166.

Bradley, 163.

double-blade, 164.

steering, 164.

tongueless, 165.

Curling-machine, 438.

Cutaway disk harrow, 676.

Cutter, Vioard, 75.

bolt, 71,
broaching, 100.

coal, 124.

ensilage, 334.

grinder, 408.

husking fodder, 336.

key-seat, 456.

milling, 456.

paper, 72.

stalk, 837, 805.

Cutting glass, 398.

Cutting-off machine, 706.

tool, 472.

Cycle, 167.

Cyclone dust-collector, 506.

pulverizer, 584.

Cylinder boring-machine, 78.

'sewing-machine, 795.

C. & C.” electric motor, 543.

Daft electric locomotive, 720.

electric motor, 540.

Damper-regulator, 7'36,

Daniell planer, 628.

Davies clock, 889.

Davis key-seater, 456.

Dayton swaging-machine, 825.

Dederick press, 67’0.

Deeds packing, 004.

Deere corn-planter, 787.

Delivery mechanism, 663.

Delta metal, 23.

Delany multiplex telegrapli, 839.
I)>‘oxi'dized bronze, 23.

Derrick, 155.

Desmazures storage-battery, 81H.
Desulphurizing steel, 811.

Detrick and Harvey planer, 625.
D6rocheuse, 180.

Dials, making watch, 888.

Diamond channeler, 704.

gadding-machine, 705.

rock-drill, 196,

Diehl electric machine, 541.

Die, brick-machine, 94.

expanding-pipe, 621.

rolls, 581.

'

Die-stock, 619.

Digester, lime fiber, 174.

Dimensions of balloons, 2.

Direct-process iron, 452.
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Disk harrow, GTG.

Ditcher, 17(5.

FluniV), 1715.

PotlDr, 177.

Do<lt?e cruKlusr, 577.

Do^^-cart, 109.

Dojjf sa,w-nhll, 77)5i.

I)oni(‘Klic Kc'wiug-inachine, 701.

J)oor-l<)cks, 'ISO.

Double-ht'ad inillinjj^-nKiehine, 510.

l)ouhle-loij: or(‘-\vash(‘r, 505.

Douhlin|j: iuaclihu\ 714.

Douhle. nuOal-plaiK'r, (5:.i(».

Dow [UKton-puui}), (50:i.

st<‘ani turbine, iiOO.

1 )ov(‘t.ailin^-uiachiiie, 178.

Dra^-saw, 770.

Drawinf»:-rranie, 141.

I )rawiu^^-press, (5(55.

DiH'Ssiiif^ or(‘, 588.

Dr<‘(lgt', 178.

buck(4’, Moi’jijfan, Wi.
(•(‘utrifujjfal pump, 180.

hytlro-pucMUiuitic, 181,

Lobuit,/., 180.

Veruaudon, 18‘4.

Dredgin}^ in N(‘.w York Harljor, 179.

Drier, liriek, 08.

or(‘, 521:3.

DrigKs-Schroeder ffuu, 570.

Driliiu^-macliiue, metal, 181.

Drillin^jf metal, i)o\ver (‘onsuined,

185,

Drill, boil(‘r. 187.

coal, 12(5.

grim liui^-mae.h ini’!, 405.

Ijceds metal, 185.

metal, 181.

uudal, tests of, 185.

multipl<‘. 184.

pn*HH, ball'beariujjTS, 185.

jiortablc! hydraulic, 187.

rock, 188.

ro(4<:, Brandt, 105.

rock, earriaite, 100.

rock, diamond, 100.

rock, (de(4,ric, 107.

rock, eleetric diamond, 100.

roi;k, <‘kH*trie, Marvin, 107.

ro(’k, (litlimis, 104.

rock, hand-power, 105.

ro<4f, h.v<lranli((, 105.

rock, InpTHoll, 188.

roi-k, Medidloeh, lOM.

rock, Hand, 188.

rock, Hand, mountingH for, 200.

rock, Sm’Koant, 188.

ro(‘k, St.<‘i>lu*ns, 101.

S(*(‘d, 785.

Hensitiv(\ 181,

DriviuiJj KiMir, Mills, 501.

Drivin}j:-rop(*, 47.

Dump tabli', 100.

Duple.x punch, (507,

Du.st-eoll(‘etA>r, r>0(l.

Duval packing, (50.5.

D,vnamit«‘ gun, 41 1.

DynamiU' proj(*etile, (575, 8(5(5.

Dyna.mo, Brush an*, 208.

«*ont inuous current, 208.

Kdi.son, 210,

Kiekemeyi'r, 220.

lb‘rra.ut,i alt,erna.tIng, 247.

Forbes, 241.

foi* (‘leetrolysis. 222.

(Ian/. altt‘rtmtlng, 2:i(5.

(loolden aiuI Trotter, 217.

Hoehhansen, 214.

KemuMly, 221, 212.

Kiugdon. 241.

Ma,tTi(‘r, 221.

Mordey, 248.

mullipolar, Bradley, 228.

multipolar, Desro/ier, 2*20.

multipolar, Kdison, 221.

multipolar, Frit/Hche, 241.

multipolar, ( Jan/, 22(5.

mult ipolar, Ki«‘mens, 225.

mullii>olar, Wenstrom, 227.

m i il t i polar, WchU nghonse, 22(5.

0<*rlik<»u, 214.

Sp(u*ry, 215.

leHts of, 245.

’'riuunson- IloUKton, 200, 220, 245
1.yp<‘K of, 20(5,

lini polar, 241.

Dynamo, Waterhouse, 21(5.

water-wheel driving, 000,

Westinghoiise, 232, 240.

Weston, 210.

Dynamonieter, 245.

Alden, 245.

Amsler, 21(5.

Tathani, 240.

Richards, 24(5.

Economic steam-boiler, .50.

Economizer steam-boiler, ,59.

Economy of electric power, 046.

Eddy eleetric motor, 551.

Edg'erton electric motor, 540.

Edging-machine, 440.

Edison electric motor, 550.

ore-separator, 598.

phonoplex, 844.

Smith train telegraph, 850.

Efficiency of compressed air, 14.

of eleetric transmission, (544.

Egan Company planer, 042.

tenoner. 855.

Eiffel Tower elevators, 248.

i Ejector, 452.

pneumatic, 240.

Electric balloon, 1.

coal-mining machine, 148.

clock, 890.

condiietors, alloys for, 25.

elevator, 250.

engine, 544.

fuse, 8(50.

light in carriages, 112.

locomotive, 719.

measuring instrument, 492.

motors, 544.

percussion tool, 197.

post-marking machine, 479,

pow<ir iilant, cost of, (518.

powm* transmission, (512.

pumi), 088.

railroad, 719.

riveting, 908.

rock-drill, 197.

sole-Korlin*, 47(5.

stop-motion, 142.

traveling crane, 158.

type-setting machine, 870.

signals, 828.

talmlatiug-machine, 844.

Widding, 901.

Eleetrolvtic production of alii-

nuiifnm, 44.

EUnitro - inaguetie ore - wiparator,
597.

I Elevating-dcick boat, 247.

Ehwator, 217'.

canal, 25 1.

coal, 254.

Edonx, 250.

F;ilT<‘l Tower, 218.

grain, 250.

hydnudie, 248.

La L(mvier<‘, 255.

Les FonU^mdles, 251.

ore, 580.

(jnleksilviT, 5‘24.

Roux, 240.

F.liminator, 780,
’

Fimbossing-prcHS, 74.

Embn‘y ore-coiuimit.rator, 502.

Emery-grinding, 404.

14mery-wh(H‘ls, testH of, 40(5.

Kn(»rgy in electric welding, 004.

Eiiglnl'cring progress, 282.

Engine, air, 255.

blowing, 257.

el(H*trie, 544.

fm'ry-hoat, 201.

gas; 208.

nydranlic, 274.

lat.luh 458.

naphtha, 270.

oil. 208.

small, etioncmiy of, 428.

steam, compound, 420.

st <*am lire, 200.

steam lire, Ahrens, 204.

HhMUn llr(‘, Ainoskt*ag, 204,

steam lire, Button, 204.

steam tire, chemical, 258.

steam lins, Clapp and Jones, 260.

siearn llr(% La Fraiu'C, 202.

steam lire, Bibley, 204.

Engine, steam fire, tests of, 264.

steam friction in, 431.

steam marine, 270.

steam marine, fuel economy, 287.

steam marine, (Juad. expansion,
282.

steam marine, triple screw, 280.

steam, possible improvements,
342.

steam, reciprocating, Acme, 420.

steam, reciprocating, Allis hoist-
ing, 322.

steam, reciprocating, Allis roll-

ing-mill, 418.

steam, reciprocating, Armington
and Sims. 310.

steam, reciprocating. Ball, 307.

steam, reciprocating, Ball and
Wood, 407.

steam, reciprocating, Corliss, 441

.

steam, reciprocating, Dick and
Cliurcli, 422,

steam, reciprocating, Fishkill-
Corliss, 414.

steam, reciprocating, Frick-Cor-
llss, 420.

steam, reciprocating, Giddings,
408.

steam, reciprocating, Harris-
burg, 411.

steam, reciprocating, Ideal, 411.

steam, reciprocating, McIntosh
and Seymour, 407.

steam, reciprocating, Payne-
Corliss, 414.

steam, reciprocating, Rice, 40(5.

steam, reciprocating, Shipman,
420.

steam, reciprocating, Sioux City-
Corliss, 412.

steam, reciiirocating, Sweet, 402.

steam, reciprocating, tandem-
compound, 411.

steam, reciprocating, tests of,

428.

st(‘am, reciprocating, Valkw, 400.

steam, niciiirocating, Watts-

Clampbiill-Clorliss, 422.

steam, reciprocating, Wells bal-

anced, 427.

steam, rei'iprocating, Westing-
house, 415.

steam, reciprocating, W(^sting-

house compound, 417.

st.ea,m, reeipri leating, Williams

triplo-(^xpansion, 417.

steam ,
retd procating, Willard

condensing, 418.

stiuirn, reciprocating,Woodliury,
401.

stiMiin, rotary, 29(5.

steam, water consumption of,

442.

ti’a(‘.tion, 010.

Tow(*r spherical, 206.

Engstn'im gnu, 574.

Ensilage-mac 1 1 i 442.

Eri(‘ k(‘y-H<‘ating machine, 450.

Es('ap(‘iu(‘nt., 880.

Essicik tek'graph, 848.

Evans orci-tahte, 504.

Evaporator, (’('(^l-water, 284.

Varyan, 44K.

Everett weighing-macliinc, 885.

Excavator, 178.

Osgood, 184.

Exhaus(.-Kt(Mun inji'ctor, 452.

ExhauKliM’, stt'am jet, 54.

Exiilosivi*., Snyder, ()7'5.

Ex(ra(*t.or, centrifugal, ICt.

dirt, 70(1.

Fac-slmile l(‘l(*graph, 847.

Fan-hlower, 51.

Faiu.H‘t, OMionison, 884.

Faun^ st ora g('‘ battery, 810.

Fay Kurra,(*e~planer, 042.

plani*r, 020.

tenoning' maehiiK*, 8.54.

I^uahu* for (hraslu'rs, 850.

for ore*, ,587.

for print ing-iiri'ss, (5(54.

Fe('d"Wai(*r (‘vaporator, 284.

F(‘ed“hea(<‘r, 4 14,

Fi'lly-ronudiug machine, 009.

Fcrro-cliroiue, 2(5,
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Ferry-boat eng-ines, 291.
Field electric locomotive, 727.
sextuplex telegraph, 842.

Field-magnets, 203.
Filter, Hyatt, 341.
Jewell, 345.

National, 344.

press, 345, 526.

Warren, 343.

Filtration. 339.
Fire appliances, 345.
Fire-arms, 353.
Fire-boat, 266.

Fire-escape, 303.
Fire-harness, 349.
Fire-ladders, 347.

Fire-proof safe, 763.
Fire-tools, 352.

Fire-trucks, 347.
Fire-tube boiler, 55.
Fish torpedo, 865.
Fiske range-finder, 494.
Flanging-machine, 364.
Flax-harvester, 427.
Flax-machines, 366.
Flight, Langley experiments, 7.
Maxim experiments, 9.

Flooring-planer. 631.
Flotow and Leidig pipe process,

612.

Flue, boiler, 58.
Fluid metal, rolling, 747.
Fly-frame, 143.

Flying-machine, 5.

Ader, 7.

Hargrave, 6.

Folding-machine, 73,
Foot-power saw, 777 .

Forbes die-stock, 619.
Forced draft, 282.
Forging, hydraulic, 008.

press, 668.

Fork, hay, 440.
Forster crusher, 577.
Franklin typewriter, 880.
Frictional belt-gearing, 120.
Friction of belts, 44.
of engines, 331.

Friezer, wood, 529.
Frisbie-Lucop ore-mill, 584.
Frue vanner, 591.
Fuel, consumption of locomotives.

489.

economy in marine-engines, 286.
1 urnace, aluminium, 34.
Batho steel, 810.
blast, 368,

blower, 70.

, bullion-melting, 624.
gas, 373.

glass, 397.

heating, 377.
open-hearth, 375.
Pettibone-Loomis, 375.
puddling, 377.
roasting, 377.
roasting, Arenta, 381.
roasting, Douglas. 382.
roasting, Hofmann, 382.
roasting, Howell, 382.
roasting, OM-Iara, 380.
roasting, White, 381.
rotary-pan, 379.
Siemens tank, 397.
smelting, 382.'

smelting, Herreahoff, ,384
smelting, Rachette, 383.
smelting, reverberatory, 385.
Spence desulphurizing, 379.
steel open-hearth, 808.
Stubblebine, 377.

Fuse, electric, 866.

Gaddihg-machine, 704.
Gaining-machine, 387.
Gale Harrow, 67.
Gang boring-machine, 82.
plow, 638.

Gap chucking-lathe, 463.
tenoning-machine, 854.

Garden-hoe, 16,5.

Garlock packing, 605.
Gamier concentrator, 592.
Gas-engine, Rollason, 268

'

Van Duzen, 269.
Gas-furnace, 373.

Gasket, 604.

Gaskill pumping-engine, 683.
Gas-machine, 390.

Gas process, Archer, 389.
process, Loomis. 388.
process, Rose, 389.
producer, 388.

producer, Taylor, 390.
regulator, 768.

Gates crusher, 578.
Gauge, coupler, 154.

latlie, 469.

measuring, 496.
saw, 390.

steam, 391.

Gear-cutter, 391.

Bilgram, 392.
Brown and Sharpe, 391.
Eberhardt, 394.

Pratt and Whitney, 394.
Swasey, 395.

Gear, wagon, 110.

Gesner iron process, 455.
Ge.velin water-wheel, 892.
Giant key-seater, 458.
Gibson storage-battery, 819,
Gill boiler, 60.

screw-thread, 783.
Gin, cotton, 398.

Glass-cutting machine, 398.
Glassing-macliine, 477.
Glass-making, 397.

pressing, 398.-

rolling, 399.
Golden Gate concentrator, 592,
Gokl-milling, 515.
Goodell and Waters planer, 631.
Goodyear shoe -sewing machine,

475.

Goupil aeroplane, 7.

Governor, Armington and Sims,
401.

ball, shaft, 899.
brush, motor, 546.
engine. 399.
electric motor, 536.
Gklding.s, 401.

McIntosh and Seymour, 401.
pump, 403.
Rice, 401.
Smith, 399.

Woodbury, 403.

Grain-binder, 864.
Grain-drill, Hoosier, 785.
Grain elevator, 250.
harvester, 419.
mill. 499.

stacker, 858.
trusser, 864.

Gramophone, 608.

Grant milling-machine, 510,
Graphophone, 666.
Grate, boiler, 70.

Gravitation stamp, 580.
Graydon projectile, 675.
Gray teleautograph, 844.
Griffen ore-mill, 586.
Grinder, saw, 767.
Grinding, emery, 404.
Grinding-machine, 405.
Grinding-pan, .523.

'

Grip, cable railroad, 708.
Griscom electric motor, 540.
Griswold wire process, 916.
Groover head, 387.
Grubber, 670,
( Juide, stamp, 581.
Gun, 353.

built-up, 570.

carbonic-acid, 411.

Driggs-Schroeder, 573,
dynamite, 411.
Eng.strOm, 57'3.

Hotchkiss, 573.
Krupp, 569.

lathe, 464.

machine. 574.
Maxim, 57'4.

Nordenfeldt, 574.
pneumatic, 411.
quick-fire, 573.
te.sts of navy, ,571.

Guns, tables of United States, 572

Hair belts, 45.
Ilallidie Cable Railroad, 708.

Hall, aluminium process, 34.
Hall, torpedo, 869.
Hammer, Bradley, 410.
pile-driving, 609.

pneumatic, 417.
powder, 415.

Hammond typewriter, 881 .

Hand-plow, 635.
Hanley ore-separator, 603.
Hardening steel, 851.
Hardwick alarm, 22.
Hargrave flying-machine, 6.
Harness, fire, 349,
Harpoon, hay, 440.
Harrison mi inn g-machine, 127.
Harrow, Acme, 677.
Bradley, 077.
Disk, 676.
lever, 677.
pressure, 67'8.

Ray, 678.
seed, 780.
spring-tooth, 678.
tooth, 671.

Harvester, corn, 434.
cotton, 417.
flax, 427.
Geiser, 435.
pea and bean, 436.

Harvey hardening process, 857.
Harvey street-car, 716.
Hatch operating mechanism, 439.
Hat-machines, 437.
Hay-carrier, 440.
Hay-fork, 440.
Hay-gatherer. 441.
Hay-liarpoon. 440.
Hay-loader, 442.
Hay-press, 670.
Hay-rake, 442.
Hay-ricker, 440.
Hay-sling, 440.
Heater, feed-water, 443.
water, JOB.

Heat of air, 20.
Heating railroad-cars, 104
Heherle ore-mill, 583.
Heel-tapering machine, 532.
Heme boiler, 59.
Hemp rope, 750.
Hendey planer, 623.
shaper, 796.

Hercules water-wheel, 898.
Heroult process, 34.
Hide and side worker, 477.
High duty pump, 679.
explosive projectile, 67'5.

Hill refrigerating apparatus, 449.
Hochhausen electric motor, 544.
Hoe printing-press, 054.
Hoerde steel process. 811.
Hoffman lixiviation process, 521
separator, 599.

Hoist, air, 21.

coal, 254.
Hoisting-engine, 322.
Hollerith tabnlating-machine, 833.
Holt dust-collector, 507.
Hoop-coiling machine, 42.
Hoop- driving machine, 42.
Hoop guide, 42.

Hoosier grain-drill, 785.
Horse-pow'er, 445.
of boilers, 65.

Hose-connections, 352.
Hose-coupling, 351,
Hose-holder, 351.
Hose- nozzle, 349.
Hose-repairing device, 352.
Hot-blast stove, 822.
Hotchkiss gun, 573.
projectile, 674.

Hot water, transmission of power
* by. 654.

^

Howell torpedo, 868.
Hiibbell tapping-machine, 622.
Hub-borer, 534, 912.
Hub-finishing machine, 911.
Hub-mortiser, 534.
Hub-turning machine, 911.
Huber thrasher, 859.
Humphrey water-wheel, 895.
Hunt water-wheel, 895.
Hydraulic crane, 159.
engine, 274.
forging, 668.
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Hydraulic pniSS, 255.

Viiiu, 2<T).

riv(d.(‘i*, 720.

s(‘paraU)r, 500.

llyer ek'ctric motor, 545.

Ice-macliiucs, tests of, 448.

to(‘-makin{>: nuu^hines, 44(1

Indicator, Bat.cheldcr, 450.

(k'oshy, 440.

st.cam-cuKiue, 440.

O'abor, 410.

ludiiction, teloj^rapli, 848.

injt'C.t.oi*, 450.

(•ondciistu*, 124,

<‘xha,ust,-stt‘am, 452.

Kortiufj:, 4.52.

Little ISiaiit, 450.

51(4ropolitau, 4.52.

Monitor, 4.50.

National, 451.

P(‘erU‘SS, 452.

P(‘nl)(‘rthy, 450.

Int.erlockinp,- sij^iuil, 8,10.

Irou-liuk l)(4ts, 41).

Iron manuractiirinp: pro(M3HHt^s,4.:)

iron i)rocess, Adams, 4;)^2.

(larhou Company’s, 4.).i.

({(‘Slier. 4.55.

Impiu’atori, 451.

Irou-orc dr^'ssill^^ 504.

.1 aide (4., st(‘am, 480.

.Jack, liftin^i:, 100.

•Jacobi 1 ‘lectric motor, 525.

.IclYnV miniiiK-ibacluue, 27,

.Jij^, c(')al, 122.
_

iron-ore, 5UU.

ore, 500.

ore, ArKbill, 502.

or(\ (lonklmj;, 000

ore, Mcl ^anahan. 58*

.

ore, Parsons, 501.

.JiK saw, 770.

.Johnson (ilter-piTSS, 52(5.

Jointer, (522.

.Joiu‘.s t urn't-lailus 4(n

.

.Jonval wab‘r-\vht‘i‘l, 81)2.

Jordan amaliJcainator, 515.

n'dueer, 58(5.

.lulien Htora|j;e-baU(*ry, 8L.

KeniHMly (‘Und rie motor, 554.

Ket tl(‘, soap, 802.

k(‘y, ‘155.

K(‘yless lock, 481,

Kny-scat(>r, ‘inO.
,

K(‘yway slolt ing-maclnne, 4515.

Kiln, 2f8, 458.

KnurliniJ: tool, ‘174.

Knil'c-Krnid(‘r, 110.

Knot ter, 410, 420.

Knox blaHt infi:, bH).

IvortinK injector, 552.

Krom erushcr, 575.

or(* f(*edcr, 587.

rolls, 582.

Krui)l) gnn, 5(50.

project ile, (572.

La 14-ance balloon, 2.

La.nd roller, 78(5.

Langdey, (‘xpcriments on lliglit,

La,ng’s’laid rop<*, 755.

Lanston typc inacldne, WLk
Ijippt'r, ril)bon, 1 10.^

i,ai){)in braki'-shoe, 7n).

l.apliing nmehine, '107.

I.ast sle(d rurmicc, 808.

I,as|iii(,'-nui.'liiu>'. l-'l'i

l,a,thc and plaiu'r tool, 4i«.

Jjalln*, Blanchard, ‘470.

( ar \vUe(d, ‘1(10.

forming. 4(51.

eap cluuddng, 4(52.

gaug<‘, 4(50.

gun. 1(51.

hat ,
420.

m<‘tal working, 458.

( >b(‘r, 470.

pipt‘, (520.

j)ull(,‘y, 4(52,

Ihit narn, 4.58,

Biidianls, 4(1.3.

spok(g 4('U.

Lathe-tool, boring and grinding,

472.

cast-iron, 474,

cutting-off, 472.

kniirlmg, 474.

metal-working, 4b8--4( 2.

Reamer, 474.

turret, 474.

Lathe-turret, 4(54.

chucking, 4(55.

wood-working, 4158.

LaiilTen tdectrie poAver, (552.

Laurent-Cely battery, 810.

Lawn-mower, 5.58.^

j

Lawrence pump, G02.

Leaching-vat, 521 .

Leather link-belts. 4().

measuring machine, 4(8.

working machine, 475,

I/'chner inining-machine, 120.

1
I.ee plate-printing press, 15(52

Lelfel water-wlieel, 808.

Letter-marking machine, 4(0.

Lever harrow, 077.

IJft, canal, 254.

IJning, digestor, 174.

Link-bidt edevator, .580.

Link miller, 512.

,
Ijinotype, 874.

Lithanode, 818.

' Little Giant injector, 450.

Lock, 180.

iiank, 482.

cutter, 12.

keyless, 481.

Surgeut, 481.

times 482.

Loidv-e valve, 882.

Lock(‘d coil-ro))e, 755.

i

Locomotive, ‘182.

compound, 48(5.

crane, KiO.

(Uimmsious, 48‘1.

(dectric, 710.

<*le(d ri(s Daft, 720.

(d(H‘trie, Kield, 727 .

(deet.rie, SpnigiKN 722.

(d(‘etric, dniomsmi-tlouslou, ( 23.

Held, (530.

find, 480.

p(drolemn, 480.

Hpeml, too.

stt‘(un-Jacket8, *180.

, Wel)l>, 488.

liogger, st<‘am, ‘102.

Lomloii (dectric railroad inotoi,

728.

Looj), Htirnm, 8015.

Lus Aug(d(‘s (Jal)k^ Railway, ( 10.

I

Lovett S(‘para(or, 500.

' Low-water alarm, 22.

laanber-kihi, ‘158 .

i

lanuVxM*, lerra-eotta, H5H.

Lurig Vamun-, .502.

TMaehine-gun. 504.

Magnet, lUdd, 203.

Magnetic onvstjiarator, 50(,

MangaueK(‘-bron'/(N 22.

Maiiktsv wood-work, 532.

Mannesniaim plpiA proc(‘HH, (lU.

Maji tid(*graph, HIT.

Marim^ boiler, 58.

Marvin tdeidrii! tool, 10(,

Mason mule-jenny, 147.

si)inning-l’ram«‘, 140.

MaHtm’-keyy locks, 481,

Maxim gnu, 571.

(‘Xperimeiits on llight, 0.

MeDaniid Hi|)hon, ‘152.

Mtdiay lastlng-nuudime, 4<(),

M (d 4innhan ore-jig, 50 (

.

M(‘asnring iuHtrummits, (deeti i< al,

102 .

meehankgil, 40.5,

M(‘asuring-maeliin(‘s, 4‘i().

maehiiu' hmther, 4(8.

Mergenlhalar type-s(‘it(‘r, H.«,.

M(*rriam fusis 8(5(5.

Mmadnian bolt-euttms ( 1.

Merritt t.vp<nvrit(‘r, 882.

M«tnllie naidang, (504.

Meier, 'rUonison waten*, 801 .

Venturi wat(*r, 801.

Mi*tropolitau injt‘ctor, ‘152.

Micrometer, 405.

Mill, boring and turning, 79.

gear, 504.

gold, 514.

grain, 409.

Hebcrle, 583.

hxiviation, 522.

ore, 583.

silver, 510.

Miller system cable railroad, <11.

Milling cutter, ‘15(5

s) iced ol, 514

Milliug-machm(‘, 508.

attuehnienis, 510.

Mnut ahiminmin process, 34.

Mine-jmmp, (>87.

lMin(‘, submarine, 8(56.

Mining-maelunes, ,124.

Miteludl packing. 1504.

Mil(‘rnig~maehine, 528.

Mixing cotton, 128.

Molder, Egan, 528.

si‘rp(‘ntni(‘, ,520.

Monitor injector, 450.

TMonIgonu'ry breaker, 752.

Moi*('head sti'ain-trap, 870.

Morse cable t (degraph, 838.

frn(‘ vanner, 501.

Mortising-machines, 533.

tools, 531

Merton la?y-way cutter, 45(5.

Mosher steam-boiler, 62.

Blotor, comi)r(‘Ssed-air, 14.

electric, 534.

electric, alternating, 5.52.

(d(:H!tric, Ayrton and Perry, 530.

(de(diric, Brush, 5-U5.

electric, Crocker-Whe(der, 554.

electric, “ G. & G.,” 543.

electric, Daft, 540.

ehadrie, Diidil, 541.

electric, liklgmlon, 549.

eli‘ctric, Edison, 550.

eli'ctric, idhciimcy of, 537.

(d(‘(d.ri(,', Griscom, 540.

(d{‘clric, Tlixdihauscn, 544.

(dectric, lly<*r, 545.

(‘hMd'ric, Inimisch, 550.

(d(‘ctric, Jacobi, 535.

(‘kHdric, K(mnc(ly, 554.

(d<M‘t,ric, London Railway, P28.

(d(‘ctric, Pncinotti, 535.

(d(‘(.‘t.ri(!, rag(', 535.

(d(‘clric, Ik'i’ivt, 542.

(‘](‘c(ric, Rae, 725.

(d(‘ctric, R(‘(dini(nvski, 553.

(‘U'clric, U(‘ck(mzttnn, 530.

(4,.ctri(‘. Hpragne, 722.

(d(‘(d,ric, Sbxdvwell, 545.

eU'clric, P(‘sla, 552.

(d(‘(d,ric., Thomson, 553.

(‘l(>(d,ric, Thomson-Honston, 543.

(d('ctric. thr(‘(‘-phaHe, 553.

(‘I(‘e1,ri(*, Unit(‘(l 8lat(.‘H, 551.

(d(‘c(.ric, Wcnstroin, T25.

(d(‘(‘tric. \V(‘sUngh(HiH(s '126.

Mow'(‘rs, 555.

MuUn (!olton-spimnng, 148.

;i('nn.v, 117.

Mason, 1 18.

PnrrCnrUs, 82.

Multipl(‘ lioring-inatdnne, 8^..

Mnlliple-jaw eruslier, 5(8.

Mnltipl(‘ puiudi, 605.

Muliiiiohir dynanKj, 224.

Multiplc.x ((‘tegraphs, 830.

Munson tyi>e-H<dt ing, 8d).

Munton tire process, (40.

NaphtVia-imgme, 2(0.

National injector, 451.

Naval armor, 25.

Ni'Wton pla,n(‘, 628.

sln.t((‘r, 801.

Niovspajx'r jiianlingmress, 6(1.

N(‘W York Ga.bl(‘ Railroad, 712.

Niagara eommission, 562.

Niagara, works at, 558.

NUdiols erushcr, 577.

Nicholson iMtring-nnudmm, (7.

Ni(dv<d iu-slot. machine, 885.

Ni(‘Ucl stc(d, 26.

Niek(d-st(Md ariiKir. 38.

Niles boring luacdiine, (6.

))lMn(‘r, 626.

l)lal(‘-stra,ight(‘n(n’, (43.

screw-maehine, 7'81.
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Non-magnetic watch, 889.
Nordenfeldt gun, 574.

torpedo, 867.

Northrop spooler, 149.

Norton metal process, 749,
Norwalk £|,ir-compressor, 17
Novel printing-press, 656.
Nozzles, 349.

Niit-facing machine, 565.

Nut-finishing machine, 566.

Nut-milling machine, 567.

Nut-tapping machine, 567.

Ober lathe, 470.

Oil-engine, 268.

Oil-purifier, 698.

Open-hearth steel, 808, 810.

Open-side planer, 624.

Ordnance, 569.

Ore-budclle, 593.

Ore-concentrator, 592.

Bertenshaw, 593.

Embrey, 592.

Gamier. 592.

Golden Gate, 592.

Triumph, 593.

cooler, 523.

Ore-crushing machines, 575.

Ore-dressing machines, 588.
works, 588.

Ore-driers, 522.

Ore-elevators, 523, 589.

Ore-feeder, 587.

Challenge, 587.

Fulton, 587.

Krom, 587.

Tulloch, 587.

Ore-jig, 592.

Ore-mill, 685.

Ore-mixer, 603.

Ore-roaster, 378.

Ore-sampling, 600-603.
Ore-sampler, Ball, 597.

Buchanan, 697.

Brirlgenian, 602.

Brunton, 600.

Calumet, 690.

Collom, 602.

Conklin, 597,

Edison, 598.

electro-magnetic, 698.

Hoffman, 599.

Lovett, 599.

magnetic, 597.

Ore-screen, 590.

Ore-separator. 597.

Ore-starnp, 579.

Ore-washer, 595.

Oven, coke, 129.

Over-.seaming machine, 795.

Pacinotti electric motor, 535
Packing, 604.

“ Common-sense,” 604.

Deeds, 605.

Duval, 605.

Garlock, 605.

metallic, 604.

Tripp, 604.

Padlocks, 483.
Page electric motor, 535.

Pamphlet-binding nmehine,
Pan, amalgamating, 523.

grinding, 523.

Panama Canal dredge, 178.
Panel raising, 532.

Parsons ore-jig, .591,

Patrick torpedo. 867.

l^atten telegraph, 839.
Payne boiler, 50.

Pea-harvester, 437.

Pebbling-machine, 477.
Pelton bucket, 900.

water-wheel, 899.

Penfield brick-machine, 95.

clay-crusher, 117.

Percussion tool, electric, 197,

Perret electric niotoi*, 542.
Petroleum motor, 273.

Peyrusson battery, 819.
Phonograph, 605.

Phosplior-bronze, 23.

Phonoplex, 842.

Pichancourt bird, 5.

Picker stem, cotton, 418.
Picking-table, 589.

74.

Pile-cap, 600.

Pile-driver, 610.

Pile-hammer, 610.

Pile-saw, 610.

Pillow-block planer, 628.

Pinion-cutting engine, 885.
Pipe-bending machine, 616.
Pipe-coiling machine, 616.
Pipe-covering, 617.

Pipe-cutter, 619-621.

Pipe-die, 621.

Pipe-head, 622.

Pipe-making machines, 611-610.
processes, 612, 613.

Pipe-threading machine, 619.
Pipe-welding, 907.

Piping of ingots, 812.

Pistols, 361.

Piston-packing, 605.

Piston-valves, 284.

Pitts thrasher, 859.

Pivot-turning machine, 880.
Planer, Betts, 627.

boiler-plate, 626.

Daniell, 628.

Detrick and Harvey, 625.
double metal, 626.

Egan, 632.

Emery, 410.

Fay, 629-032.

flooring, 631,

Goodell and Waters, 631.
Hendey. 623.

metal, 622.

metal rotary, 627.

Newton, 628.

Niles, 626,

open-side, 624.

pillow-block. 628.

Richards, 626,

rim, 909,

Sellers, 622.

wood, 628.

Planing claxiboards, 633.

Plate-planer, 620.

Plate-printing press, 603.

Plate-straightener, 743.
Planter, 634, 786.

Plants battery, 816.

Play-pipe, 319.

Plow, 634.

gang, 638.

hand, 635.

riding, 635.

share, 634.

steam, (538.

sulky, 036.

tricycle, 638.

Plowing outfit, 638.

Plug and feather process, 610, 706.
Pneiiinatie clocks, 11.

dredge, 040.

ejector, 246.

gun, 411.

hammer, 417.

railroad signals, 829.
tool, 21.

Pole-cutting machine, 531.
Polishing. 640,

Pollock chlorinating barrel, 518.
Popp air system, 10.

Porteledtric railroad, 7'20.

Positive piston-pumjj, 693.
Post-marking machine, 47’9.

Post-office lock-box, 482.
Potato-digger, 640,

Potter printing-press, 658.
Pounciug-nuichine, 437.
Power consumed in drilling, 185.

disti’ibution at Niagara, 562.
electric, (jost of plant, 648.
transmission of, 642-619.
transini.sHion of compressed air,

10 .

transmission of electric, 650.
transmission of hot-water, 654,
transmission of hydraulic, 653.
transmission of vacuum, (554.

Power, type composition, 871,
Pi-att steam-lTap. 8<'0.

Pi-ess, baling, 670.

brick, 90.

cotton, 670.

drawing, 665.

embossing, 74.

filter, 345, 526.

Press, forging, 068.
glass, 398.

hay, 670.

hyclraulic, 255.
printing, 654.

printing, air-spring, 657.
printing, Century, 655.
printing, Cottrell, 655,
printing, feeder, 603.
printing, Ploe, 654.
printing, Lee plate, 663.
printing, newspaper, 661.
printing, Novel, 656.
printing, Potter, 658.

printing, Prudential, 656.
printing-, quadruple, 663.
printing, sextuple, 663.
printing, stereotype, 6(52

printing, stop-cylinder, 659.
printing, two-revolution, 659.
printing, web, 661.

shearing, 697.

soap, 803.
wheel, 914.

Pressure harrow, 678.

regulators, 7'37.

Printing telegraph, 848.
Projectiles, 672.

armor-piercing, 673.

Carpenter, 674.

dynamite, 675, 866.

Gray- don, 675,

high-explosive, 07'5,

Hotchkiss, 67'4.

Krnpp, 672.

rapid-fire, 674.

steel, 072.
tests of, 673.

United States, 67'5.

welded, 908.

Propeller, screw, 670.

twin-screw, 285.

Pug-mill, 118.

Pulley-blocks, 52.

Pulley-lathe, 463.

Pullman car, 715.

Pulverizer, 676.

Cyclone, 584.

Narod, 586.

Pump, Allis, 086.

balanced, 691.

bulkhead, 692.

centrifugal, 689.

Corliss, 085.

electric, (588.

Gaskill, 083.

High-duty, 679.

Hill condensation, 184.

Lawrence, 693.
mine, 687.

positive piston, 693.

recijiroeating, (579.

Reynolds screw, 686.

rotary, 689.

rotary jiiston, (594.

tests, 67'9, (583, (58(5.

Wortliiugton, 679.

Puncli, coupling, 694.

duplex, 697.

Puuch ing-maeb ines, (504.

Purifier, fee<l- water, 443.
middlings, 506.

oil, 698.

Pyro-engraving, 698.

Quadriix^le-expansion engine, 2H2.
printing-press, 663.

iiarrying-macliines, 699.
uarter bale, 672.

C^uick-fire gun, 573.

Quicksilver elevator, 523.
Quiller, 151.

Rail-fastenings, 734.

Railroad-brak' e, 8(5.

Railroad-cable, 708.

Railroad-ears, 715.

heating, 104.

Railroad, electric, 719.
Railroad-rails, 7'32.

Railroad-signals, 820,

Railroad snow-shovel, 799.
Railroad-switches, 82(5.

Railway cut-off saw, 775.
Rake-head boring-machine, 84.
Ram, hydraulic, 27'5.
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Ra.nd air-eoinpressor, 15.

Rati^e-fmcler, 491.

Raind-fire projectile, ()74.

Ravelli windlass, 1)15.

Ray harrow, 678.

Ri'anier, 474.
Kno.v, 707.

Rt‘ap(‘r, 4131, 555, RM.
R(‘carl)urizin,^; kUs-I, 808.

R(*chui(‘wski 't4(‘et r ic motor, 5.51i.

R(‘eU(‘nz:a,un electric motor, 531).

battery, 811).

Reduciug-valve, 151, 883.

RtH‘1, cotton, 151.

mill, 504.

round, 50(5.

R«'rrip;(‘ratin}j:-ma(‘hines. 446.

R,<‘j?(m(‘rativ(‘ rurnace, 373.

R<‘}i:ulators, 736.

t(‘inperat.ur(‘, 107'.

RelK'aha*, 337.

R(‘lief-vaiv(‘s, 883.

Remini^t.on typewriter, 878,

R(‘nnie boiler, 58.

Ih‘p(‘atinf^'rill(‘, 353.

R(‘I>re.ssinK'-ma(‘hiiif‘, 1)7.

Resaw in 4?-n uich i n e ,
(‘'73

.

R(‘v<‘rb(U’atory I'urnatH*, 385.

R<wo1v(t, 361.'

Reynier battery. 818.

R(\vnold.s screw-pump, 686.

boil(M’, .57.

Ri(diards latlie, 463.

plaiKM*, 636.

Riding plow, 635.

Rilb'S, 353.

militaa-y, (Herman, 357.

military, Le<‘ S|i(*ed, 353.

military, Maimliebm*, 354.

milita.ry, Mau.ser, 356.

milit.ary, Hidimidt, 351).

Rim plain *r, l!0l).

Risdon water- wIkmO, 81)1.

Hit t intern’ or(*-tablt‘, 503.

Kivi*tJn 4?, elect He, 1)08.

Kivetiii 4f-maehiM(‘s, 7‘31t.

Hob(‘rt.son iiipt* process, 613.

Hock- drill, 188.

el(*etric, 11)1).

Rocket, 865.

Ro(bmaebin«*s, 740.

Re^ferS’ Bond e(>mi)a,rator, 107.

Hotrers Hurra<*<‘r, 633,

timoninj^ imiehincH. 853.

tyi)o4cniph, 8b3.

Rolh'r bi'arinws, 13, 503,

mills, 501.

Rolling' ear- wIkm'Is, 7 11).

(luid metal, 717.

pla.te-ij:la,ss, 300,

l ul><*s, 613,

Rolls, beudiiijwf, 7M0.

Bow (M’S, 5S:i.

( ’ornish, 5Sl.

die, .581.

metal working!:, 711.

*millua>:, 500.

ore, 581.

t ube-makin 4t, 613.

RoiK'y stoker, HI 1.

Root'dlj^we*'. 611.

Rope bells, 47.

driven <*raaie, 158.

hemp, 7'50.

Rope lay inp; maelihii*. 755,

Rope uiakiiiK miu’liine. rr>0.

Rotary lilow tiveter, 730.

llotary pumin 680 6*,u.

Rotary Kl<‘am euytiKs, 306,

l{,ou},::hi UK train. 7 1 1.

Routiiar luaebine, HI, y3, 757.

Rovimr fnime, 1 II.

Russ(‘U tlirasher, H.5H,

Rn.ssia iron, 151,

Bust proof process, 45.5,

Sa.fe, 7758.

Sampler, ore, 601

.

Sampling sluivel, Oiij

Saiid paperimj maehinc, 7113,

S.'snd wheel, .5sD,

San l''ra,neiK«’o < 'able Uuilroad, 7'00.

Saa’i^ent loek, 181

Sash mmOune. IhO.

Sash wiriin: maebine, 766.

Sauuder.s eluumelcr, 7 no.

Saunders pipe - cutting machine,
630.

Saw, band, 769, 778.

guide, 769.
cirevdar, 766.

cold, 766.

drag, 770.
foot-power, 777.

gauge, 390.

grinder, 767.

gumnier, 408.

.U{?, 779.
metal-working, 7'66.

mill-dog, 773,
pile, 610.

railway cut-olT, 775.

wood, 770.
Scaljnng-reel, 504.

Schoop storage-battery, 830.

Screen, coal, 131.

ore-sizing, 500.

Scr(‘W, hoist, 53.

Screw-machines, 780,

Screw-pi-i^pidUms, 393.

Serew-fmmp, 686.

Screw-tlireads, 783.

I

Scuteliing-machine, 366.

Seat, wagon, 111.

S(‘Condarv battery, 815.

Seetl-drill, 785.

Se<Ml-liarrow, 786.

Seeder, 7'85.

Sellers bmidiug rolls, 743.

crams 155,

Itlaiua*, 633.

Ridcnium riMiorder, 837.

Sensitive drill, IHl.

Separator, ore, 590 -597.

st(*am, 388.

(thraslnuo, 858.

Sergeant air-eompreswir, 16.

Sm’gent coal-mining macliiue, 138.

Sidtler, 534.

S< 'w ing-maeh ii u‘, 790,

Ilook, 75.

cari>«‘t, 795.

cylinder, 795.

Sewing Khoi‘S, -175.

Sextuiile printing-press. 663.

Slial’l -coupling, 118.

I'ultiug-macliiue, 531.

Shaiier, 539, 796.

Slicaf-carriis’, 436.

Sh(*aring-imichin(5 697, 798,

She(*t KtisO. 455.

Shell, 674.

Shingl(‘ luaehlms 798.

SluH‘-K(‘wing, 475.

Sho<‘.Htann>, 5Hi.

Sliort-wiml watch, 889.

Shot, gun, 359.

Shovel, cultivator, 16t).

tori' sami»ling, 601.

railroad snow, 799.

Shunt regulator. 548.

Siamese coupling, 353.

Skle hill eullivator, 703.

Siemens I’lrruaee, 37'3.

SignalH, eleet rie, 838.

Silicon bronze, 34.

SilviT ndll, 519.

Simons metal rolls, 7'44.

Sims-Bdison torpedo, 867.

Siphon, 153.

telegraph vibrator, 837.

Silo eonstruetjon, 333.

Sizing Hcreen, 590.

Slab Mia sher, 777.

Slnte-pieker, 133,

Slat tern mer, 857.

Slime.washer. 591.

Sling, hay, 110.

Sloltiugminehine, K<*yway, 156.

metal, HOI.

Smelling, copiier, 386.

Smith tappingniuichine, 633.

tenoner, 8^5.

typewriter. 879.

Smoiianski Hhell, 675.

Soap frame, 803,

Soniekettle, H08.

Soapmakers’ inaehine.s, H03.

Soapmaking, 803,

Sonii prcHH, Ho3,

Sole Hliaper. 478,

tkile^Horti'V, 476.

Spacing-punch, 696.

Spar torpedo, 865.

Speeder, 143.

Speed of cutters, 514.

of locomotives, 490.

Spindles, cotton, 144.

Spinning cotton, 138,

jenny, hemp, 753.

Spoke-lathe, 470.

Spooler, 149.

Spooling-frame, 148.

Sprague electric motor, 547.

electric railway, 7'33.

Spreader, 751.

Spring-tooth harrow, 678,

Spring wagon, 113,

Sprinkler, fire, 346.

Spur-gear, 53.

Stabbing-machine, 76.

Staclfer,'858.
Stale ing-mach ine

,
477

.

Stalk-cutter, 805.

Stamp-canceler
,
47'9

.

guides, 581.

ore, 579.

shoes, 581.

Stave-jointer, 43.

Steam-boiler, see B(>iler.s, .steam.
Steam-capstan, 9 1 6,

Steam-chest seat milling-machine,
513.

Steam-coupler, 108.

Steam-engine, see Engines.
imlieator, 449.

Steain-liamirier, 416.

Steam-iacket, 330.

Steam-loop, 806.

Steam, moisture in, 09.

Steam-plow, 638.

St earn-pump, see Pumps.
Steam-trap, 870.

St eam-windlass, 915.

Sl(‘amers, dimensions, etc., 394.

St,eel, annealed, 853.

lielt-lacing, 46.

easting, 814.

eompressed, 670.

forging, 67'(),

hardening, 851.

mamifaeture, 807.

niekid, 37.

piping, 813.

iirojecl.iles, 673.

railroad ears, 716.

sheet, 455.

Hliell, 67'4.

tcmiiering, 851.

tires, 716.

tubes, 615.

Stem cotton-piek'ing, 418.

Stem-winding, 887.

Steuo4,elegra|)h, 843.

Slereotype-press, 663.

Sterro nietal, 33.

Stevens railroad-signal, 830.

roHer-rniU, 503.

Slock well eleet rie motor, 545.

Stoker, tneiihanienl, 81-1,

Stop-cylinder printing-press, 650.

Storage-battery, 815.

aeeumulator, 816.

Atlas, 830.

Dat a, 831.

Des Ma/ztires, 818.

k'aure, 816.

Gross. 819.

in eleetrie railroads, 738.

installations, 830.

JiiUen, 817.

T.aurent-Gcly, 819,

PlantA, 816.

peyrusson. 810,

R(«'ekmizaun, 819.

Reynier. HI 8.

Sclioup, 830,

'rommasi, 818.

'rndor, 830.

Wmldell A' Kntz, 819.

Stm ight cner, 697.

SI I’l ligh t.i 'ning 1 1 1 aeh ii i (\ T t3.

Straightening wire, 916,

Straighl line engine, 303,

rolls. .583.

Strand forming machine, 7,54.

Strike knife, 100.

I

St.ulihle, M3,
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Stump-piillei% 823.

Sturtevant ore-mill, 583.

Stove, air-heating, 14,

hot-blast, 822.

Submarine mine, 866.

Sulky-plow, 036.

Sullivan channeler, 701,

Superheater, steam, 824.

Surfacer, 630.

Surrey, 110.

Swaging-machine, 825.

Swing-saw, 775.

Switches, railroad, 826.

Tabor indicator, 449.

Tabulating’-machine, 833.

Talcott mower, 557.

Tapping-machine, 622.

Teleautograph, 845.

Telegraph, autographic, 845.
cable, 837.

Delany, 839.

Essick, 818.

Fac-sirnile, 847.

multiplex, 839.

phonoplex, 842.

printing, 848.

recorder, 837.

selenium, 837.

sextuplex, 841.

steno, 843.

train, 848.

writing, 846.

Telpherage, 730.

Tempering, 851.

Tempering-wheel, 118,

Tenouer, 533, 852, 854.

blind-slat, 857.

car, 856.

double- head, 855.
Egan, 855.

Fay, 853.

gap, 854.

Tesla electric motor, 552.
Tests of air-compressors, 12.

of armor-plate, 37.

of belts, 44.

of blast-furnaces, 871.
of boilers, 55, 65.

of boiler-coverings. 64.

of brakes, railroad, 89.

of chain-blocks, 53.

of creamers, 161.
of drills, 185.

of dynamos, 245.
of electric power, transmission,

650.

of emery-wheels. 405.
of engines, air, 2.57.

of engines, f( rry-boat, 291.
of engines, marine, 287. 288.
of engines, naphtha. 27'2.

of engines, reiaprocating, 328.
of engines, steam-fire, 260.
of fire-boat, 2(57.

of ice-machines, 4 18.

of locomotives, 488,
of ordnance, .571,

of projectiles, 073.

of Screw-propellers, 203.
of pump, Allis, 680.

of pump, Gaskill, 683.
of pump, Worthington, C79.
of rope, 7.55.

of steamers, 294.
of stoves, 14.

of water-wheel, Herenlos. 808.
of water-wheel, Victor, 895.

Thread] ug-mach i n e, 71

.

Threading-tool. 472.
Thi-ee-pliase electric motor, 533.
Thresher, 858.

Tides chlorinating barrel, 517.
Thorne type-setter, 872.
Thoens steam-trap, 870.
Thomas ore-washer, 595.
Thomson electric motor, 553.

faucet, 884,

Thomson - Houston electric loco-
motive, 723.

Thomson-Houston electric motor,
543.

Thomson process, electric weld-
ing, 901.

water-meter, 891.
Ties, railroad, 734.
Tile-machine, 97.

Time-lock, 482.

Tip-stretcher, 437.
Tire, steel, 746.

wagon, 112.

welding, 907.
Tissandier balloon, 1.

Tobin bronze, 23.
Toggle drawing-press, 665.
Tommasi storage-battery, 818.
Tool, air, 21.

Tool-grinding machine, 407.
Torpedo, 864.

Torpedo-boat boiler, 61.
Torpedo cruiser, 865.
Torsion balance, 41.
Traction-engine, 640.
Train telegraph, 848.
Transmission of power, 642.
Trap, steam, 789, 87'0.

Tricycle, 172.

plow, 636.

Triple-expansion engine, 276.
Triple valve, 87.
Tnpp packing, 604.
Triumph concentrator, 592.
Trolley system, 720.
Trough liixiviation, 521.
Truck, fire, 347.
Truck, standard, 717.
Trusser, grain, 864.
Tube-cleaner, 7'0.

Tube-expander, 871.
Tube-making machine. 611.
Tudor storage-battery, 820.
Tulloch ore-feeder. 587.
Tunnel, Niagara, 503.
Turbine, cojnp, steam, 297.
Dow steam, 299.
wheels, 891.

I Turbo-electric generator. 223.
Turret-lathe, 464, 468, 780.

tools, 782.

Tiistin pulverizer, 586.
Twin screws. 285.
Twister, cotton, 150.
Twist-machine, 113.
Type-cylinder, 882.
Type-setting machines, 871.
Typewriters, 877.
Typograpli, 873.

Union railroad-signals, 528.
Unipo’ar dynamo, 231.
United States electric motor, 551.
Universal boring-machine, 82.

Vacuum transmission, 65-4.

relief-valve, 883.
Valve, 882.

engineers’ brake. 88.

gas-regulating, 372.
gear, Joy, 327,

Marshall, 328.
Giddings, 309.
motion, 286.

piston, 284.

pre.ssLire-regtdatirig, 737.
reducing, 737.
triple-brake, 87.

Vat, leaching, 524.
Vaults, 758.
Velocipede, 167.

Vending-machines, 885,
Veneer-cutting, 885.
Venturi meter, 891.
Vestibule-car, 715.
Victor wm.ter-Avheel, 895.
Victoria torpedo, 868.
Voltmeter, 493.

Wade spooling-frame, 148.
Waddell & Entz battery, 819.

Wagonet, 109.

Wagons, ion.

Waltham watch, 889.
War balloon, 1.

Wardwell channeler, 699.
Warper, 149.
War-.ships, 35.
Watch, 855,

Watch-dials, marking, 88.
Wateh-inaldng. 885.
Watch, Waltham, 889.
Waterbury, 888.

Water - consumption of engines,

Water-injection in air-compress-
ors, 18.

Water-lifter, 452.
Water-meter, 891.
Water-powei- at Niagara, 558.
Water-pur ification

,
339.

Water relief-valve, 883.
Water-tower, 348,
Water-tube boiler, 59.

Water-wheel, 891.
Collins, 892,
driving, dynamo, 900.
Geyelin, 892.

Hercules, 898.
Hunt, 895.
Jonval, 893.
Leffel, 898.
Pelton, 899.
Bisdon, 801.
Victor, 895.

Webb locomotive, 488.
Web perfecting-pi’ess. 661.
Weighing-machine, 885.
Welder, 905.
Welded tubes, 614.
projectiles, 908.

Welding, electric, 901,
machine, 902.
pipe, 907.
tires, 907.

WenStrom separator, 598.
Westinghouse brake, 86.

electric motor, 726.
railroad signal, 820.

Weston alloy for conduetors, 25.
triplex spur-gear, 52.
voltmeter, 493.

Wet-crushing mill. 585.
Wheel-boxing machine, 912,
Wheel, emery, 404.
Wheel-malcing rnacliine, 909.
Wheel-polishing rnacliine, 910.
Wlieeler-Sterling .shell, 67'4.

Whitney cliill, 718.
Whitehead torpedo, 868.
Winding armature. 202.
Windlass. Ihivelli, 915.
steam, 915.W ind ing-mach ine

,
85

.

Wire belts, 4().

cord, quarrying, 706,
rope, 756.

Wire-sewing rnacliine, 75.
"Wire straightening, 916,

Wire-stranding machine, 756.
Woodbridge latlie-tooLs, 47'2.

Wood-fiber, manufacture of, 174.
Wood-planer, 628.

Wood-reaper, 734.
Wood-saw, 770.

Wood-worker, variety, 531.
Woodruff keys, 455.

Wootten locomotive boiler, 485.
Work of air-eonii)r('.ss<)rs, 20.
Worthington pumj), 67'9.

Wright friction shai.X'r, 797.
Wronght-iron car-wli(M>ls, 719,
AVriting-maehiu(\s, 877,

Writing-telegraph, 846.

Yale lock, 480.

Yarrow boiler, 61.

Yaryan evaporator, 338.
Yost typewriter, 880.

Zalinski fuse, 866.
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Ball-bearings, 926.

Bartlett tire, 921.

Bicyele-beariiigs, 925.

brakes, 927.

chains, 924.

cranks, 925.

(limetLsions, 930.

gearing, 929.

handle-bars,' 928.

huV)s, 926.

pedals, 925.

rccorils, 930.

rims, 923.

saddles, 928.

si>okes, 927.

valves, 922.

whecOs, 927.

Bicycles, motor, 934.

types of, 917.

Bound tire, 921

.

Brakes, bicycle, 927.

motor vehic.:le, 933.

(Ihain-drawn tubing, 919.

(lhains, bicycle, 924.

(Cleveland l)icycl(\ 018.

Climdier tir(‘, 921.

Oojistinfjc, 930.

(lolumlna bicycle, 917.

Crane, (‘le(‘t,ric, 9 15.

Crjinks, l)ieycle, 925,

Cushion tins 920.

Cycle, electric, 942.

I)(‘ Dion carriag(*, 935.

l)(‘lahaye motor v(‘hiiTl(*, 938.

l)e la Vergne motoi' vehicle, 910.

Dunlap tire, 921,

Duryea gasoline vehicle, 937,

tire, 922.

Dust-proof bearings, 927,

Dyuainos at Niagara, 946.

Ellectric crane, 945.

motor vehicles, 940.

pump, 950.

Elcctrobat, 941.

Fleuss tire, 922.

Iframing, bicycle, 919.

Gas-motor vehicle, 936.

Gasoline-motor vehicle, 937.

Gauge of tubing, 930.

Gearing, 929.

motor vehicle, 932.

Handle-bars, bicycle, 028.

Helical tubing, 919.

Hol/.er-Cabot veil icle, 941

.

l Ios(*pipe tire, 921.

Hubs, bicycle, 926.

Joints, bicycle, 920.

Tj(‘ Pape vehicle, 938.

Liners, bicycle frame, 920.

Morgan & Wright tire, 922.

Motive power of vehicles, 932.

Motor road vehicles, 931.

Niagara, utilization of, 942.

Nickel steel, 919.

Oiling bicycles, 925.

Palmer tire, 921.
Panhard vehicle, 939,

Pedals, bicycle, 925.

Pneumatic tires, 920.

Quimby electric pump, 950.

Riker electric cycle, 942,

Rims, bicycle, 923.

Saddles, bicycle, 928.

Scrpollet steam (‘arriage, 934-

Spoke nipples, 927,

Spokes, bicycle, 927.

Steam carnages, 934.

Stearns’s bicycle, 918.

Steering axis, 930.

motor vehiek^H, 933.

Switchboard, Niagara, 948.

Tandems, 929.

Tires, liicycle, 920.

motor vehicle, 931.

Todd steam eaniage, 934.

TnMid, 923.

Tube drawing, 917.

Tuliing, chain drawn, 919.

helical, 919.

Turbine, Niagara, 944-946.

Yalves, 922.

Wheels, motor vehicle, 932.

Wood rims, 923.
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